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The raw-acoustic data corrected to standard day, from acoustic tests performed on a 0.50(3-scale
fan vehicle of a 111,300 newton 	 (25,040 pound) thrust, 	 full--size engine, which would have
application on an advanced transport aircraft, is presented, 	 The single-stage advanced techno-
logy fan was designed to a pressure ratio of 1,8 at a tip speed of 503 m/sec (1650 It/sec) to
achieve the desired pressure ratio in a single-stage fan with low radius ratio (0,38), and to
maintain adequate stall margin.	 The fan has 44 tip-shrouded rotor blades and 90 outlet guide
vanes.	 The two basic approaches taken in the acoustic design were: 	 1) minimization of noise
at the source, and 2) suppression of the generated noise in the inlet and bypass exhaust duct.
Suppression of the generated noise was accomplished in the inlet through use of the "hybrid"
concept (wall acoustic treatment plus airflow ncceleration suppression) and in the exhaust duct
with extensive acoustic treatment including a splatter.	 The goal of the design was attainment
of twenty effective perceived noise decibels (20 EMIL) below current Federal Air Regulation
noise standards for a full-scale fan at the takeoff, cutback, and approach conditions. 	 The
suppression goal of FAR 36-20 was not reached, but improvements in the. technology of both front
and aft fan-noise suppression were realized.	 The total fan noise resulted in EPNL suppression
below FAR 36 of 10.6	 DEPNdB for takeoff, 6.7 d EPNdB for cutback and 7.1 AEPNdD for approach.
The suppressed fan noise was shown to be consistent with the proposed federal regulation on air-
craft noise (FAR 36 - XYZ).
This report entitled, "Volume V - Fan Acoustics", is one of two in a series of final, analysis
reports.	 The other report is entitled, "Volume IV - Fan Aerodynamics".
Volume V is bound in two covers:	 Section 1 - Results and Analysis
Section 2 - Tabulations and Selected Narrowband Traces
Three design reports precede this series of final analysis reports, 	 They are:	 Volume I -
Aerodynamic Design, Volume II - Structural Design, and Volume III - Acoustic Design.
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A high speed, low noise, high bypass ratio, single-stage research fan
with a variable-geometry inlet was designed, fabricated and tested by the
General Electric Company under the sponsorship of NASA (Contract No. NAS3-
16813). This report, entitled Volume V - 'Fan Acoustics, is one of two in a
series of final analysis reports. Three design reports precede the series of
final analysis reports. They are: Volume I - Aerodynamic Design, Volume II
Structural Design and Volume III - Acoustic Design, which are references 1, 2
and 3 respectively. The other final analysis report in the series, Volume
IV - Pan Aerodynamics is reference 4. The present volume is bound in two
separate covers:
Section 1 - Results and Analysis
Section 2 - One-Third Octave Data Tabulations and Selected Narrow-
Band Traces
For convenient reference, the remaining SUMMARY and most of the follow-
ing INTRODUCTION is repeated from Section 1 - Results and Analysis.
The 90.37 cm (35.58 in.) diameter tip-shrouded fan was designed to a
bypass pressure ratio of 1.8, and a corrected airflow of 117.9 kg/sec
(259.9 Ibm/sec) at a tip speed of 503 m/sec (1650 ft/sec). The fan was
designed to a stall margin goal at constant speed of 13% and an objective
adiabatic efficiency of 84.0%, with a peak efficiency objective of 85%.
Several low fan source noise features were included in the design, such as
a vane/blade ratio of 2.05, a rotor/stator spacing of 2.06 (rotor tip
chords) and a fan blade designed for a swallowed shock at takeoff conditions.
Two separate series of tests were conducted on the advanced technology
fan vehicle at General Electi:ic's Peebles, Ohio, Site IV-B outdoor facility.
The .rear-shaft drive test series provided the evaluation of front-quadrant
acoustic performance, as well as fan and inlet aerodynamic performance.
The inlet configurations tested are shown in the schematic on Page 2. The
major portion of the fan and inlet aerodynamic performance tests were
conducted with a long (L/DF = 2.3) bellmouth inlet which contained an extra
instrumentation section (not shown) ahead of the fan: This was followed by
a brief diagnostic test with a shorter (L/DF = 1.4) bellmouth inlet, which
also served as the reference, or baseline, acoustic inlet. The inlet noise
suppression system employed a hybrid inlet, which combined an adjustable-
geometry cowl, capable of generating high throat Mach numbers (design MTN =
0.79) at all critical noise operating points, with wall acoustic treatment.
The wall treatment panels were replaceable with hardwall panels so that the
effects of the treatment on noise suppression and inlet aerodynamic perfor-
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The second series of tests involved driviza e fan vehicle from a front
shaft for the evaluation of aft-propagating fan noise and bypass duct aero-
dynamic performance. The configurations tested included a hardwall bypass
duct without a splitter and a fully treated duct with a midstream acoustic
splitter. They are shown schematically on page 4.
The design point static acoustic results from the individual spectra
of both front-drive (aft noise) and rear-drive (front noise) tests were
scaled and extrapolated to the projected takeoff, cutback, and approach
flight conditions for a Boeing 767-640 trijet with a takeoff gross weight
of 137,892 kg. (The preliminary design of this 0.85 < Mo < 0.90 Boeing
airplane was the basis for earlier engine cycle-selection studies used to
determine the fan design parameters and overall system noise goals.)
A. Front-Quadrant Acoustic Performance
The isolated forward fan noise with the hybrid inlet at an average
throat Mach number of 0.79 was 16.3 AEPNdB at takeoff, 9.6 AEPNdB at cutback,
and 9.1 AEPNdB at approach below the current FAR 36 aircraft noise regulation
level. This was accomplished with a static total pressure recovery in the
inlet of 98.9% at the takeoff and cutback conditions and 98.2% at approach,
and with steady-state total pressure distortion levels below 10%. Further
noise reductions could be obtained by increasing the throat Mach number to
0.84 at takeoff and cutback and 0.81 at approach without exceeding 10%
pressure distortion, and without significant reductions in pressure recovery.
B. Af t-Quadrant Acoustic Performance
Aft fan noise for the fully suppressed exhaust duct configuration was
below FAR 36 by 12.1 AEPNdB at takeoff, 9..4 AEPNdB at cutback, and.12.2
AEPNdB at approach. This was accomplished with increased bypass duct
pressure losses (relative to the hardwall duct without a splitter) of 0.56,
1.96, and 2.05% at takeoff, cutback, and approach respectively. A penalty
of 0.68% in cruise specific fuel consumption was estimated to result from
the wall treatment and splitter in the exhaust duct.
C. Total Fan System Noise
The combined front and aft fan noise, extrapolated to flight, resulted
in EPNL's of 10.6 AEPNdB at takeoff, 6.7 AEPNdB at cutback, and 7.1 AEPNdB
at approach below FAR 36.
3
Although the suppression goal of FAR 36 - 20 EPNdB was not reached,
improvements in the technology of both front and aft fan noise suppression
were realized. Comparisons with results from the Quiet Engine Program
(QEP) indicated improved suppression efficiency of the hybrid inlet relative
to the Fan "C" splitter inlet, and improved suppression in the bypass duct
relative to that of Engine "C". In addition, the suppressed advanced
technology fan was shown to be compatible with the proposed FAR 36-XXZ
regulation. Specifically, the total fan-noise levels were 1.6, 0.7, and
3.1 EPNdB below the proposed new levels (per the draft of the FAA
Environmental Impact Statement dated July 9, 1975) at takeoff, cutback, and
approach., respectively.





Low noise and exhaust emissions and economical operation are the primary
requirements for advanced transport aircraft. 	 The successful development and
acceptance of a subsonic, long-range transport for the next generation are r
greatly dependent upon technological improvements in the areas of fan aero-
dynamics and acoustic suppression. 	 To help provide this fan tec.hnology, the
General Electric Company was contracted to design, build and test a high 1
speed, low noise, single--stage research fan (hereafter referred to as an
advanced technology ran), a variable-geometry inlet with high throat Mach
number capability, and an acoustically treated fan exit duct, all applicable
for an advanced `high bypass, low noise engine.	 To utilize existing hardware
and facilities, the subject fan was designed to be half scale.
}	 Under a separate and earlier contract with.NASA (Contract NAS3-15544,
References 5 and 6), parametric studies were performed to optimize the engine
cycle for a typical advanced transport aircraft. 	 Based on these studies, plus
the current contract Statement of Work, an engine cycle was selected for an
advanced transport designed to cruise between 0.85 and 0.90 Mach number. 	 A
fan pressures ratio of 1.8 to 1.9 and a bypass ratio of approximately 6:1 were
A
desirable.	 Furthermore, it is desirable to raise the pressure ratio of the
flow entering the core compressor to about 2.5 to 3.0 by the addition of
booster stages.	 This provides an overall cycle pressure ratio of 30:1 or j
greater and still uses only a single--stage turbine to drive the high pressure
compressor.	 Fan tip speeds of 488 to 518 m/sec (1600 to 1700 ft/sec) are
required to achieve the desired pressure ratio in a single, low radius-ratio =
stage with adequate stall margin.	 A high specific flow rate of 215 kg/sec
mZ (44.0 lbm/sec ft 2) was chosen do minimize the fan diameter.
The aerodynamic and acoustic performance of the fan vehicle was evaluated
in two separate series of tests conducted at General Electric, Peebles, Ohio
outdoor sound-field facility.	 In the first series of tests, the fan was
driven by a rear shaft and detailed fan and inlet aerodynamic performance {
information was obtained.	 A long bellmouth inlet (b/DF = 2.3) was used for j
the majority of the fan aerodynamic performance tests, because it contained an i
additional instrumentation section ahead of the fan.	 Unsuppressed and sup-
pressed forward-propagating fan noise was :valuated with the shorter bellmouth
inlet, with aft-propagating noise virtually eliminated from the system by a
massive exhaust suppressor.	 In the second series of tests, the fan was shaft
driven from the front and the inlet system was enclosed in a large "silencer 3
box" to eliminate forward-propagating fan noise. 	 This test program was used ::*
to evaluate bypass duct aerodynamic performance and aft-radiating fan noise,
both suppressed and unsuppressed. 	 An abbreviated description of the complete
test program is giver: in Table I; the acoustic portions are boxed--in for
easy identification.
The advanced technology fan, in combination with the inlet and bypass
duct system, was designed to the very challenging noise goal of 20 EPNdB
5
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below FAR 36. As a result, the fan design incorporated many low noise
features such as a vane/blade ratio of 2.05, a rotor/stator spacing of 2.06
(rotor tip chords) and a blade designed for a swallowed shock at takeoff.
The inlet noise suppression system employed a "hybrid" :inlet with an adjust-
able-geometry cowl (two position) capable of generating high throat Mach
numbers (design MTH = 0.79) at all critical noise conditions (takeoff
(sideline), cutback, and approach). The high Mach number, variable-
geometry inlet concept was designed to operate in conjunction with a
variable-area fan exhaust nozzle, which was already determined to be neces-
sary for reducing exhaust velocity at the cutback position. This combina-
tion reduces the range of area change required of the inlet. At takeoff
the exhaust area was assumed to be at the nominal value (necessary to reach
takeoff rated thrust), and the inlet throat was adjusted to obtain MTH =
0.79. Throat area at cutback (0.457 m2) was maintained at the takeoff
setting for operational simplicity, and the cycle was matched to the proper
, weight flow by selecting the appropriate combination of throttle setting
and exhaust nozzle area. The nozzle was opened during the cutback setting
tests 25% above nominal, compared to pretest design estimates of 15%. The
difference was due to variation in vehicle performance relative to design.
At approach the exhaust nozzle was opened to an area 35% greater than
nominal (design estimate was 40%) and the inlet throat was reduced to 0.339
m2 in order to achieve MTH = 0.79 at the low thrust level required at
approach. During rear-drive tests, these nozzle positions were simulated
with core and bypass stream discharge valves, while during the front-drive
tests, three separate nozzles were employed and trimmed to duplicate the
appropriate operating lines.
Four segments of acoustic-treatment panels, which were tuned to the
predicted dominant noise frequencies, were combined with airflow accelera-
tion to form the hybrid inlet. The wall treatment panels were replaceable
with hardwall panels so that suppression due to flow acceleration and
suppression due to treatment could be isolated, and the effect of wall
treatment on inlet aerodynamic performance could be evaluated. The exhaust
duct suppression system consisted of a full complement of wall acoustic
treatment panels and a midduct sputter. The hardwall duct without splitter
served as the acoustic baseline and as the reference in determining the
aero.dynamic.performance penalty associated with the suppressed. configuration.
Section 1 of this volume (under separate cover) first describes the
test vehicle design and the test specifications and procedures, followed by
acoustic performance results and discussion from all tests. For convenient
reference, the overall aerodynamic performance map from Reference 4 is
shown in Figure 1, and the aerodynamic design parameters from Reference 1
are summarized in Table II. The present report (Section 2 of Volume V)
contains 1/3-octave data tabulations and selected narrowband traces. These
acoustic data are presented on a 1/3-octave basis, corrected to standard
day without sid^lir- extrapolation or scaling, in Sections III and I.V. A
summary of these data is presented in Table III for rear drive (front noise)
and Table IV for front drive (aft noise). Farfield narrowband (20 Hz band-
width) data presented in Sections V and VI and summarized in Table V are
included fcr the forward and aft angles where the PNL is a maximum on the
31 m (100 ft) arc, at the design operating point of takeoff, cutback and
 approach.
Other reports of work performed under this contract include: Volume I -
Aerodynamic Design, Volume II - Structural Design, Volume III - Acoustic
Design and Volume IV - Fan Aerodynamics, which are References 1, 2, 3, and 4
respectively.
A visual representation of the overall program and report organization is
shown in Figure 4.
Table II. Aerodynamic Design Parameters.
Fan
Corrected tip speed 503 m/sec
' (1650 ft/sec)
Corrected airflow 117.9 kg/sec
(259.9 lbm/sec)
Inlet specific flow rate 215 kg/sec m2
(44.0 lbm/sec ft2)
Predicted stall margin (const. speed) 13%
Objective adiabatic efficiency (bypass) 84%
Bypass pressure ratio 1.80
Core pressure ratio 1.69
Bypass ratio 6.0
Inlet hub-tip radius ratio 0.38
Tip diameter 90.37 cm
(35.58 in.)
Rotor aspect ratio 3.34
OGV aspect ratio 3.94
Rotor tip/hub solidity 1.50/2.74
OGV tip/hub solidity 1.37/2.05
Booster
Corrected tip speed 262 m/sec
(858 ft/sec)
Corrected airflow (R2 inlet) 11 kg/sec
(24.0 lbm/sec)
Pressure ratio 1.63
Predicted stall margin (const. speed) 13%
Rotor. aspect ratio CR2/R3 ) 2.05/2.0.2
Rotor pitchline solidity (R2/R3 ) 1.27/1.35
Stator aspect ratio (Sl/S2/S3) 1.60/1.99/2.20
Stator pitchline solidity (S1/S2/S 3 ) 1.52/1.79/1.69





FGK VT N/^ NPHY T 6TH (3)
$P M P BAROCcafiguration Reading (lb) XN/^ (fifaec) (rpm) (rpm) (lb/sac) 1 '111 4^T11 Acpusti. Prp6e
Hybrid Inlet Approach 246 2730 64.0 1057 6797 6910 70 70 1.176 175.9 .839 1.03
Position - 7/12174 248 2664 62.6 1034 6649 6759 70 70 1.171 174.5 .815 .993 inlet Probe
254 2618 62.8 1038 6674 6742 70 70 1.164 172.8 .79 .964 Fan Face Probe
255 2618 62.8 1038 6674 6742 70 70 1.164 172.8 .79 .964 Strut Probe
256 2829 63.7 1052 6768 6847 65 65 1.185 173.8 .805 .975
257 2609 62.4 1031 6631 6709 75 75 1.161 174.1 .81 .979
259 2677 62.2 1028 6611 6689 75 75 1.163 174.2 .81 .979
260 2540 61.3 1014 6519 6595 75 75 1.148 171.1 .77 .911
261 2566 61.8 1022 6571 6647 70 70 1.151 170.65 .764 .899
262 2660 61.8 1021 6565 6641 65 (5 1.173 169.7 .753 .895
263 2508 60.4 998 6416 6490 65 65 1.161 165.18 .707 .83D
264 2435 60.0 991 6376 6431 70 70 1.147 165.9 .713 .840
265 2397 59.6 984 6329 6384 75 75 1.140 166.5 1719 .851
266 2331 58.3 963 6195 6249 75 75 1.136 163.5 .691 .815
267 2352 58.6 968 6227 6270 70 70 1.141 162.5 .68" .801
268 2564 61.2 1012 6510 6555 65 65 1.164 166.5 .719 .858
269 2539 60.6 1001 6439 6484 65 65 1.159 166.1 .716 .842
270 2523 61.1 1010 6493 6538 65 65 1.158 166.3 .717 .851
271 2649 62.0 1025 6590 6636 65 65 1.169 169.2 .748 .838
272 2798 63.9 1055 6787 6834 65 65 1.184 172.9 .793 .961
273 2625 62.2 1028 6611 6669 75 75 1.154 173.2 .797 .952
274 2590 61.8 1022 6573 6631 75 75 1.151 172.5 .788 .937
275 2412 59.3 981 6306 6361 75 75 1.140 166.4 .718 .840
276 2316 58.4 964 6203 6258 75 75 1.136 164.4 .699 .836
277 2776 62.5 1033 6644 6702 75 75 1.149 174.1 .81 .966
279 2410 61.9 1024 6386 6423 70 70 1.142 165.1 .706 .833
281 2393 58.9 974 6264 6319 70 70 1.147 163.3 .689 .815
282 2559 61.7 1020 6560 6618 70 70 1.354 169.2 .747 .889
283 2719 63.1 1042 6704 6764 70 70 1.169 173.5 .801 .967
284 2830 65.3 1083 6936 6998 70 70 1.177 177.5 B75 1.053
285 2760 `64.3 1063 6836 6896 70 70 1.168 175.5 .834 1.008
287 2841 55.3 1079 6937 6998 70 70 1.175 176.8 .859 1.060
288 2620 62.5 1033 6643 6702 75 75 1.154 173.6 B02 .96B
289 2585 62.0 1024 6588 6654 75 75 1.154 173.02 .795 .959
Hybrid Inlet Takeoff 294 »--» 59.5 981 6307 6404 51 49 ----- ---- --- ---
Operating Line - 295 3401 69.5 1149 7390 7550 51 49 1.277 176.2 .479 .55).
7/15/74 296 5281 `- 84.4 1396 8976 9175 51 49 1.499 217.7 .669 .782
297 5839 43.0 1'88 9570 9722 51 49 1.499 207.8 .614 .751
299 6017 911) 1504 9670 9846 51 49 1.613 233.4 .787 .956













AP MConfiguration Reading (lb) 2N/r0 (ft/sec) (rpm) (rpm) PAARO (16/secl ?^ MPTH Acoustic Probe
Hybrid Inlet Takeoff 302 5624 87.6 1447 9308 9424 51 49 1.539 223.4 .706 .632
Operating Line - 303 6568 98.5 1627 10465 10635 51 49 1.678 240.6 .88 1.075
7115174 (cont'd) 304 6628 99.6 1646 10584 10755 51 49 1.697 240.4 .878 1.074
305 3395 69.3 1149 7390 7480 51 49 1.266 174.3 .472 .543
306 5220 84.2 1396 8976 9084 51 49 1.478 214.7 .651 .766
307 6142 90.8 1504 9670 9794 51 49 1.605 232.9 .782 .952
308 5632 88.2 1457 9370 9509 51 49 1.544 225.6 .719 .854
309 5584 86.9 1442 9273 9375 51 49 1.528 221.9 .696 .826
310 667E 98.2 1627 10465 10586 51 49 1.700 240.9 .887 1.096
311 6540 99.3 1641 10551 10705 51 49 1.691 240.7 .883 1.096
313 5264 84.2 1392 B953 9072 53 53 1.462 217.7 .669 .795
314 5856 88.3 1459 93BO 9505 53 53 1.534 230.3 .758 .919
315 5803 89.1 1473 9474 9600 53 53 1.543 231.7 .771 .92B
316 6069 90.1 1489 9578 9704 53 53 1.562 234.8 .802 .970
317 6447 99.8 1650 10611 10754 53 53 1.620 240.7 .883 1.094
318. 5233 84.2 1392 8954 9072 53 53 1.460 218.2 672 .797
319 5760 8B,2 1457 9373 9506 53 53 1.527 229.6 .:52 .905
320 6021 90.1 1490 9582 9704 53 53 1.565 234.5 .739 .971
321 63B1 99.9 1651 10618 10754 53 53 1.632 240.8 bB7 1.084
322 5168 84.2 1392 8952 9067 55 54 1.446 221.2 .691 .926
323 5702 88.2 1459 9381 9508 55 54 1.517 231.6 .77 .926
324 6219 99.9 1650 10613 10754 55 54 1.578 241.3 .897 1.083
325 ---- 89.3 1476 9492 9579 55 54 ---- ----- ----
1.083326 6231 99.8 1650 10609 10754 55 54 1.5B3 241.3 .897
327 5825 8B.8 1468 9443 9578 55 54 1.531 234.2 .796 .968 **
328 5683 88.3 1459 9395 950E 55 54 1.510 232.2 .776 .934
329 5823. 89.1 1473 9476 9577 55 54 1.529 234.4 .803 .971
330 5236 84.4 1395 8973 9065 55 54 1.455 222.7 .702 .828
Hybrid Inlet Cutback 331 3424 69.6 1151 7403 7474 63 63 1.235 187.6 .523 .601
Operating tine - 333 4593 79.7 1317 8472 8540 63 63 1.352 213.9 .647 .761
7/15/74 334 5169 B4.7 1400 9007 9077 63 63 1.411 226.7 .73 .862
335 5180 86.3 1426 9169 9240 63 63 1.424 230.3 .75 .907
336 5438 87.8 1451 9332 9402 63 63 1.439 232.7 .781 .939
337 5948 94.6 1563 10054 10144 63 63 1.467 241.2 .896 1.071
338 5874 100.4 1659 10668 10746 63 63 1.481 241.6 .895 1.072
339 3387 69.7 1152 7410 7460 63 63 1.233 186.7 .52 .599
340 4397 79.7 1317 8471 8528 63 63 1.345 213.4 .645 .747
341 5156 84.8 1401 9014 9077 63 63 1.408 226.8 .731 .863




TTable ITT. 'Test Summary, Rear Drive (Continued).
D.V.
P }Iro
FGK VT N /vo NPHY T 4 719
8P M '%AROConfiguration Reading (lb) 7N/rO (ft/sec) (rpm) (rpm) ( 16/ sec) ^f^k1 ^Tjj Acoustic Probe
Hybrid Inlet Cutback 343 5472 87.9 1453 9344 9412 63 63 1.439 233.2 .786 .951
Operating Line - 344 5994 94.6 1553 10054 10141 63 63 1.476 241.6 .907 1.096
7/15/74 (cont'd) 345 5845 100.3 1658 10662 10751 63 63 1.485 241.3 .899 1.103
347 4543 79.7 1317 8468 8538 58 58 1.364 210.1 .627 .722
348 4527 64.8 1401 9008 9077 58 58 1.431 223.4 .705 .835
350 5736 88.5 1462 9404 9477 58 58 1.510 233.4 .789 .953
351 --- 63.2 1045 6718 6750 58 58 ----- ---- --- -----
353 4594 79.7 1317 6473 8540 58 58 1.371 210.6 .630 .733
354 5260 84.7 1401 9002 9073 58 58 1.446 224.5 .714 .837
355 5753 88.2 1458 9374 9474 58 58 1.510 233.8 .793 .951
356 6187 100.3 1658 10662 10750 58 58 1.564 241.1 .894 1.091
357 4511 79.8 1318 8476 8535 69 69 1.328 215.4 .658 .769
358 4936 84.8 1401 9008 9073 69 69 1.357 227.1 .733 .867
359 5194 87.4 1445 9292 9350 69 69 1.377 233.6 .791 .945
360 5689 10014 1660 10675 10750 69 69 1.432 241.9 .914 1.102
361 4543 79.7 1317 8470 8540 69 69 1.333 215.4 .655 .763
362 4936 84.7 1401 9002 9077 69 69 1.355 227.9 .739 .870
363 5190 87.3 1442 9273 9350 69 69 1.380 233.2 .787 .943
364 5645 100.3 1658 10664 10750 69 69 1.423 241.7 .910 1.091 (4)
380 ---- 87.5 1446 9298 9457 63 63 1.438 233.3 .787 ,941 Lip Probe
381 ----- 87.5 1446 9298 9457 63 63 1.438 233.3 .787 .941 Fan Face Probe
382 ---- 87.5 1446 9298 9457 63 63 1.438 233.3 .787 .941 Strut Probe
392 ---- 91.9 1518 9764 10047 51 49 1.627 232.9 .785 .941 Lip Probe
393 ---- 9119 1518 9764 10047 51 49 1.627 232.9 .785 .941 Fan Face Probe
394 ---- 9119 1518 9764 10047 51 49 1.627 232.9 .785 .941 Strut Prabe
Accelerating Inlet 415 3320 69.3 1145 7363 7492 51 49 1.276 173.9 .471 .524
Takeoff Operating 416 3128 66.2 .1095 7040 7491 51 49 ----- ---- -- ---
tine - 7127/74 418 5193 83.0 1372 8821 9387 51 49 1.523 212.1 .637 .812
420 3313 69.6 1150 7398 7510 51 49 1.264 169.9 .456 .542
421 3270 69.3 1144 7360 7511 51 49 1.268 173.5 .469 .527
422 5047 83.9 1386 8913 9113 51 49 1.480 213.4 .644 .727
423 5316 86.8 1435 9226 943G 51 49 1.532 221.4 .690 .792
424 5569 88.2 1457 9373 9565 51 49 1.552 223.4 .703 .813
425 5928 90.8 1500 9647 9866 51 49 1.600 23".7 .762 .879
426 6462 98.3 1625 10451 10688 51 49 1.700 239 0 .855 1.016
427 6498 98.9 1634 10511 10749 51 49 1.708 239.4 .862 1.036
428 5637 88.7 1466 9428 9656 51 49 1.567 225.0 .717 .825

















PGK VT NJA-) xPHY O.v. T 6M
BP M PBAWConfiguration Reading (lb) %N A (ft/sec) (rpm) (rpm) (lb/aec) N1 '^Tli Acoustic Probe
Accelerating Inlet 430 ---- 92.4 1-528 9826 10014 51 49 •-•---- ----- -- -- Cr
Takeoff Operating 431 6097 92:7 1531 9847 1008E 51 49 1.634 233.3 .787 .926
Line - 7127/74 432 6012 93.0 1536 98B0 10088 51 49 1.634 233.3 .787 .926
433 6469 98.6 1629 10477 10749 51 49 1.695 240.0 .872 1.038
434 6464 98.1 1622 10431 10698 51 49 1.691 240.5 .8B 1.054
435 5966 92.7 1532 9853 10105 51 49 1.631 233.9 .792 .923
436 5695 88.8 1467 9438 9679 51 49 1.574 226.4 .727 ..835
437 5486 87.1 1439 9256 9492 51 49 1.547 227.0 .696 .794
438 $512 86.6 1431 9205 9441 51 49 1.546 223.4 .706 .795
439 3294 69.4 1147 7380 7568 51 49 1.277 173.7 .47 .525
440 5069 84.2 1391 8949 9178 51 49 1.490 213.3 .644 .730
Accelerating Inlet 441 5584 88.3 1459 9380 9646 53 53 1.523 229.1 .749 .853
Takeoff Operating 442 5085 84.3 1393 8957 9203 53 53 1.468 217.9 .67 .759
Line - 7/29174 443 5843 90.2 1490 9583 9847 53 53 1.571 232.7 .78 .914
444 6359 98.4 1626. 10460 10748 53 53 1.652 241.2 B94 1.092
445 ---- 98.9 1634 10510 10750 53 53 --•-- --- __
r 
_- e
446 5942 91.4 1511 9719 9986 53 53 1.602 237.5 .834 .961
447 5870 90.4 1495 9613 9873 53 53 1.573 233.6 .789 .914
448 5018 84.3 1393 8961 9203 53 53 1.456 217.0 .665 .754
449 5526 SB.7 1466 9428 9648 53 53 1.543 225.3 .719 .853
456 5195 84.1 1389 8933 9069 53 53 1.486 217.5 .672 .75
457 5787 88.3 1458 9380 9523 53 53 1.549 231.4 .775 .871
458 6043 90.3 1493 9600 9720 53 53 1.586 235.6 .82 .94
459 5705 87.8 1452 9336 9452 53 53 1.539 229.4 .757 .849
460 5865 88.9 1468 9444 9560 53 53 1.563 232.1 .782 .89
461 6480 99.8 1649 10602 10734 53 53 1.655 242.4 .955 1.0+
462 5968 89.6 1481 9527 9646 53 53 1.576 234.4 .805 .916
463 6483 99.0 1649 10608 10740 53 53 1.655 242.5 1.036 1.0+
464 5970 89.6 1480 9520 9639 53 53 1.576 234.2 .803 .914
465 5653 87.5 1447 9303 9419 53 53 1.532 228.3 .748 .842
466 5168 84.0 1388 8926 s038 53 53 1.470 218.4 .677 .759
485 5204 $4.0 1389 8931 9005 55 54 1.456 221.5 .698 .778
486 5713 68.4 1460 9394 9432 55 54 1.520 230.7 .769 .874
487 5809 69.0 1471 9461 9499 55 54 1.534 232.1 .783 .893
488 6112 100.0 1652 10626 10669 55 54 1.594 240.0 .885 1.004
4b9 5900 89.1 1472 9466 9504 55 54 1.529 232.6 .7;7 .899
490 5245 84.4 1394 8968 9013 55 54 1.464 220.9 .694 .779
491	 1 5484 88.6 1464 9413 9433 55 54 1.572 221.4 1	 .692 .867
V
t
Table III, Test Summary, Rear Drive (Continued).
(l) (2)P
xro
1GK VT N/3a Npgy
D.V. T 5T11
HP t3Configuration heading (lb) %NJ 30 (ft/sec) (rpm) (rpm)
P
BAAO (lb /sec) P Ii[ !1PTH Acoustic Probe
Accelerating Inlet 492 5875 89.9 1485 9550 9599 55 54 1.548 232.8 .789 .904
Takeoff Operating 493 6322 99.9 1650 10614 10668 55 54 1.610 240.3 .892 1.018
Line - 7129/74 494 5875 89.8 1484 9545 9613 55 54 1.550 233.0 .791 .906
(cant'd) 495 5874 88.2 1457 9372 9439 55 54 1.528 229.3 .757 .907
Accelerating Inlet 497 3408 69.8 1153 7417 7471 63 63 1.240 186.6 .522 .581
Cutback Operating 498 4546 79.7 1317 8471 8546 63 63. 1.355 212.3 .642 ----
Line	 7/29/74 500 5217 84.6 1399 8996 9060 63 63 1.427 227.0 .738 .829
501 5217 84.6 1399 8996 9108 63 63 1.427 227.0 .738 .829
502 5343 86.1 1423 9154 9268 63 63 1.439 229.9 .762 .867
503 5495 87.3 1443 9279 9419 63 63 1.454 234.1 .803 .895 **
504 5806 92.4 1527 9820 9968 63 63 1.485 240.7 .90 1.022
505 --- 100.4 1652 10623 10750 63 63 ---- ------ --- ----
506 5821 92.1 1523 9793 9968 63 63 1.486 241.7 .928 1.041
507 5063 84.8 1402 9017 9178 63 63 1.429 227.7 .744 .838
50B 5467 86.4 1428 9183 9344 63 63 1.434 231.6 .777 .874
509 3470 69.7 1151 7403 7532 63 63 1.252 188.2 .528 .591
510 4558 79.3 1311 8429 8594 63 63 1.357 214.8 .656 .731
510A ---- 79.6 1316 8462 8600 63 63 1.357 214.8 .656 .731
511 5081 83.9 1387 8920 9093 63 63 1.415 225.2 .724 .816
512 5177 84.8 1401 9013 9188 63 63 1.422 227.8 .744 .832
512A ---- 84.9 1403 9026 9177 63 63 1.429 227.7 .744 .832
513 5169 86.7 1433 9213 9392 63 63 1.433 231.4 .776 .868
514 5372 87.1 1440 9258 9437 63 63 1.438 232.9 .79 .898
515 --- 99.2 1640 10547 10748 63 63 1.479 243.8 .98 ----
-516 5339 86.9 1436 9236 9439 63 63 1.435 232.9 .79 .892
517 5802 99.1 1637 10529 10761 63 63 1.478 243.5 1.0+ 1.01
51B 5798 99.0 1637 10527 10759 63 63 1.478 243.2 .979 1.0+
519 4469 79.3 1310 8427 8636 58 58 1.355 212.1 .64 .709
521 4871 82.1 1357 8727 8943 58 58 1.406 219.9 .687 .765
522 5022 83.1 1373 8828 9047 58 58 1.426 222.5 .705 _789
524 551- 87.1 1440 9258 9488 58 58 1.484 232.8 .789 .877
525 6094 98.8 1632 10496 10757 38 58 1.563 243.0 1.G+ 1.0+
526 --- 87.3 1442 9277 9480 58 58 ---- ------- --- ---- -
527 6075 98.7 1631 10491 10753 58 58 1.558 243.1_ 1.0+ 1.G+
528A 5536 B7.1 1439 9257 9487 58 58 1.490 232.9 .79 .867
529 5039 83.1 1373 8831 9051 58 58 1.427 223.9 .711 .788
529A ---- 1	 83.3 1177 8B56 9059 58 58 1.427 223.6 .711 .788
Table III. Test Summary, Rear Drive (Continued).
(1) {2)P
wFe
FGK VT N/F NPHY ll.V • T STET
RP MConfiguration Reading (lb) %N/r (ft/see) (rpm) (rpm) PBARO (lb/sec} rTH 1Pnj Acoustic Probe
Accelerating Inlet 530 4492 79.0 1305 8394 8603 58 58 1.366 211.2 .636 .705
Cutback Operating Line 531 4535 80.1 1324 8513 8709 69 69 1.339 218.2 .677 .751
(cont'd) 7131/74 533 4855 84.3 1392 8955 9161 69 69 1.352 229.0 .754 .836
534 4795 83.8 1385 6906 9111 69 69 1.351 226.7 .735 .75
535 4946 85.9 1419 9127 9338 69 69 1.358 231.3 .774 .863
535A --- 86.1 1423 9150 9333 69 69 1.358 231.3 .774 .863
536 5070 87.1 1440 9258 9471 69 69 1.369 234.4 .806 .903
536A ---- 87.3 1443 9282 9468 69 69 1.369 234.4 .806 .903
537 5728 98.9 1635 10513 10759 69 69 1.459 243.5 1.0+ 1.0+
538 5066 87.1 1439 9252 9466 69 69 1.366 234.6 .808 .904
538A -- 87.3 1442 9274 9460 69 69 1.366 234.6 BOB .904
5388 --- 87.3 1442 9276 9462 69 69 1.366 234.6 .808 .904
539 5728 98.9 1634 10507 10750 69 69 1.457 243.6 1.0+ 1.0+
540 4813 83.8 1386 8911 9117 69 69 1.354 226.7 .736 .816
541 4516 79.9 1320 8491 8679 69 69 1.340 216.8 1	 .667 .744
543A ---- 86.9 1437 9241 9390 63 63 1.422 232.2 .784 .898 Lip Probe
544. -- 86.9 1437 9241 9390 63 63 1.422 232.2 .784 .898 Fan Pace Probe
545A ---- 86.9 1437 9241 9390 63 63 1.422 232.2 .784 .898 Strut Probe
552A --- 91.4 1510 9712 9875 51 49 1.620 23'_'. .792 .920 Lip Probe
553A ---- 91.4 1510 9712 9875 51 49 1.620 ?33.1 .792 .920 Fan Face Probe
554A ---- 91.4 1510 9712 9875 51 49 1.620 233.1 .792 .920 Strut Probe
Accelerating : lnlet 564 2335 58.6 968 6226 6347 70 70 1.141 162.2 .679 .770
Approach Position 565 2472 60.0 992 6379 6502 70 70 1-.150 167.1 .724 .815
8/5/74 566 2251 59.4 982 6317 6439 70 70 1.140 165.3 .107 .604
566A ---- 59.7 986 6341 6444 70 70 1.10 165.3 .707 .904
567 2618 61.6 1017 6543 6669 70 70 1.164 170.5 .760 .856
568 2690 62.6 1034 6649 6777 70 70 1.166 173.3 .797 .904
569 2746 63.9 1056 6793 6910 70 70 1.169 175.7 .835 1961
570 2681 64.9 1073 6900 7020 70 70 1.181 177.2 .867 1.042
571 2771 63.9 1057 6796 6913 70 70 1.173 176.1 .842 .964
572 2925 65.4 1080 6949 7069 70 70 1:186 180.4 1.0+ 1.0+
573 2767 62.6 1035 6657 6777 70 70 1.175 175.1 .826 .916
574 2642 61.7 1020 6557 6670 70 70 1.161 172.8 .79 .868
575 2458 59.6 984 6329 6439 70 70 1.151 165.7 .71 .800
576 2600 61.6 1018 6547 6660 70 70 1.156 171.3 .77 .869
577 2368 58.7 970 6240 6347 70 70 1.144 163.3 .688 .774
578 2514 60.3 996 6408 6518 65 65 1.160 165.3 .706 .799




Table III. Test Summary, Rear Drive (Continued).
(F) (2)P 17^
FGK "IT N115 NPHY
D.V. T STH
BP MConfiguration Heading (lb) 2N/FO (ft/sec, (rpm) (rpm) PBARO (3.b/sec)
'1.
'M '^ TH Acoustic Probe
Accelerating Inlet 580 2637 62.0 1024 6587 6700 65 65 1.168 169.5 .75 .852
Approach Position 581 2784 63.6 1052 6763 6879 65 65 1.180 173.8 .804 .917
(cont'd) 8/5/74 582 2654 62.0 1025 6591 6698 65 65 1.171 169.6 .75 .852
583 2720 63.1 1043 6710 6819 65 65 1.174 172.0 .781 .895
584 2589 61.2 1011 650D 6605 65 65 1.167 167.8 .731 .837
585 2527 60.3 996 6408 6512 65 65 1.162 165.2 .706 .809
586 2318 58.3 964 619B 6299 75 75 1.135 163.5 .69 .783
587 2398 59.3 980 6300 6403 75 75 1.142 165.6 .71 .805
588 2721 61.3 1013 6512 6619 75 75 1.153 170.9 .766 .865
589 2460 62.4 1031 6629 6738 75 75 1.159 173.4 .798 .915
590 2561 61.4 1014 6521 6628 75 75 1.151 171.2 .77 .876
591 2646 62.3 1029 6619 6729 75 75 1.159 173.0 .793 .900
592 2482 59.5 983 6319 6424 75 75 1.151 167.3 .727 .81
594 2122 58.5 966 6214 6317 75 75 1.133 163.9 _694 .761
595 2416 62.9 1039 6662 6714 75 75 1.162 170.4 .751 .849
602 2697 63.2 ID45 6721 6765 70 70 1.166 171.9 .778 .895 Inlet Probe
604 2697 63.2 1045 6721 6765 70 70 1.166 171.9 .778 .895 Fan Face Probe
605 2697 63.2 1045 6721 6765 70 70 1.166 171.9 .778 .895 Strut Probe
Bellmouth Inlet 634 ---- 69.6 1151 7404 7542 70 70 ---- ----
Approach Operating 635 2347 58.7 970 6236 6370 70 70 1.150 159.2
Line - 819/74 636 -455 60.0 993 6384 6521 70 70 1.157 163.1
637 2594 61.7 1020 6561 6717 70 70 1.167 168.3
638 2802 62.7 1037 6667 6826 70 70 1.169 170.0
639 2794 64.1 1058 6807 6970 70 70 1.183 174.0
640 2922 65.2 1077 6927 7090 70 70 1.195 177.7
641 2330 58.5 967 6222 6370 70 70 1.148 160.1
642 ---- 60.0 992 6380 6512 70 70 1.154 161.9
643 ---- 60.0 992 6380 6512 70 70 1.154 161.9
643A --- 60.0 992 638n 6512 70 70 1.154 161.9
644 ------ 60.0 992 6380 6512 70 70 1.154 161.9
645 2419 60.0 992 6380 6512 70 70 1.154 161.9
646 2529 61.7 1020 6562 6718 70 70 1.162 166.9
647A 2567 64.1 1059 6811 6986 70 70 1.177 174.?
648 2632 64.0 1057 6801 6975 70 70 1.177 179.9
650 2458 60.2 994 6395 6558 65 65 1.164 161.9
651 2561 61.7 1020 6559 6727 65 65 1.171 165.?
652A ---- 63.7 1052 6767 6896 65 65 ----- ----
653 2769 63.6 1050 6754 We 65 65 1.190 170.7
Table III. Test Summary, Rear Drive (Continued).
C1) t2)P F1F0
FGK VT N/F NP11Y
^.V. T 6T11
HP itConfiguration Heading (lb) 7.N1F (ft/sec) (rpm) (rpm)
P
SARO (lb/sec) rrrTFI iT11 Acoustic Probe
Bellmautb Inlet 654 2802 61.9 1024 6583 6714 65 65 1.17E 167.1
Approach Operating 655 2776 63.5 1050 6754 6BB8 65 65 1.189 171.1
Line - 819/74 (cont'd) 656 2483 60.2 995 6401) 6527 65 65 1.166 162.2
657 2312 58.3 963 6194 6316 75 75 1.140 162.5
658 24GB 59.3 981 6306 6430 75 75 1.148 164.7
659 ---- 62.5 1033 6644 6746 75 75 ------ ----
660 --- 62.2 1027 6606 6719 75 75 1.167 171.6
663 2644 62.2 1028 6613 6725 75 75 1.166 171.8
664 2418 59.4 982 6313 6421 75 75 1.149 164.5
665 2649 62.2 1028 6613 6725 75 75 1.166 171.8
666 2302 58.3 963 6191 6300 75 75 1.140 161.2
Bellmouth Inlet 667 3361 69.5 1149 7389 7514 63 63 1.245 185.3
Cutback Operating 668 4491 79.5 1313 8447 8590 63 63 1.3B5 211.6
Line - 8/9/74 669 --- 85.0 1405 9033 9145 63 63 -- - ---- s
670 ---- 86.3 1427 9176 9290 63 63 --- -- -
671 5123 84.6 1398 8990 9136 63 63 1.431 224.2
672 5219 86.0 1420 9135 9283 63 63 1.436 227.4
673 5293 86.7 1433 9217 9367 63 63 1.443 229.2
674 5724 92.4 1526 9B17 9977 63 63 1.508 243.5
675 6468 99.5 1644 10571 10743 63 63 1.559 2.55.2
676 5917 92.4 1526 9817 9977 63 63 1.507 242.6
677 6449 99.5 1644 10574 10746 63 63 1.556 254.6
676 5321 86.9 1437 9240 9390 63 63 1.443 230.1
679 5158 85.6 1417 9113 9261 63 63 1.426 226.7
680 5083 84.8 1402 9016 9163 63 63 1.419 224.5
681 4436 79.8 1320 8478 8613 63 63 1.346 211.5
682 3333 69.8 1153 7418 7537 63 63 1.240 185.0
693 ---- 80.0 1323 8506 8600 63 63 1.240 185.0
686 5073 84.7 1399 8999 9135 58 58 1.437 220.9
687 5616 88.3 1459 9381 9523 58 58 1.506 231.6
6B8 6864 99.9 1651 10619 1078G 58 58 1.677 254.4
689 5624 88.3 1459 9382 9524 58 58 1.505 231.6
690 6591 99.9 1651 10619 10700 58 58 1.670 254.4
691 5127 84.7 1400 9000 9139 58 58 1.455 221.0
692 4507 80.1 1323 8507 8597 58 58 ----- -----
693 4337 79.6 1316 8465 B593 58 58 1.377 208.0
695 --- 84.6 1400 9000 9134 69 69 1.371 225.0
696 5197 87.4 1444 9289 9312 69 69 1.394 233.2






ISP MConfiguration Reading (1b) UIV (ft/sec) (rpm) (rpm) P1SARO (lb/sec}
M
T^! '[PTH Acoustic Pre6e
Sellmouth Inlet 697 4756 84.6 1399 8994 9113 69 69 1.371 224.4
Cutback Operating 699 ---- 100.6 1663 IGG93 10785 69 69 --
Line - 819/74 (cont'd) 700 6462 100.1 1654 10635 10777 69 69 1.541 255.8
701 5164 87.3 1505 9276 9407 69 69 1.398 232.8
702 6478 100.1 1654 10640 10782 69 69 1.542 255.9
ia3 4964 84.6 1399 8995 9113 69 69 1.380 226.4
704 5178 85.2 1408 9058 9177 55 54 1.476 218.6
705 5588 88.7 1465 9422 9546 55 54 1.529 2:'6.7
707 6947 99.8 1650 10609 10749 55 54 1.716 252.9
708 5530 88.7 1466 9425 9548 55 54 1.509 226.8
709 6910 99.7 1649 10602 10742 55 54 1.709 252.4
711 4932 84.3 1393 8958 9075 55 54 1.457 211.6
712 ---- 88.6 1465 9421 9502 53 53 ----- -----
713 --- 90.0 1488 9568 9651 53 53 --- ---
715 6957 99.7 1648 10600 10740 53 53 1.737 250.8
716 5625 89.5 1480 9516 9641 53 53 1.546 225.7
717 6955 99.8 1650 10609 10747 53 53 1.739 250.5
718 5639 89.6 1481 9522 9646 53 53 1.546 226.0
719 5473 88.2 1457 9373 9494 53 53 1.532 222.1
721 5495 88.2 1458 9378 9500 53 53 1.531 222.4
Sellmouth Inlet 722 3157 69.4 1147 7377 7471 51 49 1.266 168.2
Takeoff Operating 723 4941 84.2 1391 8947 9055 51 49 1.479 206.6
Line - 8/10/74 724 5384 88.3 1460 9390 9503 51 49 1.532 218.5
725 5736 90.8 1500 9649 9765 51 49 1.581 225.2
726 6025 92.7 1532 9850 9969 51 49 1.623 230.5
727 7040 100.3 1658 10664 10793 51 49 1.773 249.9
728 5997 92.4 152$ 9816 9935 51 49 1.618 230.1
730 6992 100.3 1632 10665 10794 51 49 1.770 248.4
731 5735 90.8 1500 9647 9763 51 49 1.584 224.8
732 5463 88.3 1460 9385 9498 51 49 1.547 219.3
733 4852 84.1 1390 8941 9048 51 49 1.466 206.9
734 3188 69.4 1148 7330 7468 51 49 1.270 169.3
743 5583 88.0 1454 9353 9551 63 63 1.148 233.0 Inlet Probe
744 5583 88.0 1454 9353 9551 63 63 1.148 233.0
745 5583 8B.0 1454 9353 9551 63 63 1.148 233.0 Fan Face Probe
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Table III. Test Summary, Rear Drive (Concluded).
(1) (2)P uT




BAROConfiguration Reading (lb) %N/T (ft/sec) (rpm) (rpm) (lb /sec) Ir D!P?Ei Acoustic Probe
0ellmouth Inlet 747 5842 91.2 1507 9694 9870 63 63 1.616 226.2
Takeoff Operating 749 5935 91.1 15D5 9679 9B55 63 63 1.622 228.8
Line - 8/13174 750 ---- 91.1 1506 9684 9860 63 63
752 5886 90.6 1497 9629 9889 52 49 1.613 229.7
753 5886 90.6 1497 9629 9889 52 49 1.613 229.7 Inlet Probe
754 5886 90.6 1497 9629 9889 52 49 1.613 229.7 Fan Face Probe
755 58B6 90.6 1497 9629 9889 52 49 1.613 229.7 Strut Probe
756 2710 62.7 1037 6668 6848 70 70 1.178 172.0
757 2710 62.7 1037 6668 6848 70 70 1.178 172.0 Inlet Probe
758 2710 62.7 1037 6668 6848 70 70 1.178 172.0 Fan Face Probe
759 2710 62.7 1037 666E 6848 70 70 1.178 172.0 Strut Probe
760 7077 99.9 1651 10619 10920 52 49 1.802 251.8
761 7022 99.9 1651 10620 10921 51 49 1.825 251.6
766 7165 99.9 1651 10622 10923 51 49 1.828 252.0
767 4012 76.9 1271 8176 8400 51 49 1.367 190.1
768 3132 69.1 1142 7343 7544 51 49 1.263 169.6
768A --- 69.2 1144 7353 7534 51 49 1.270 169.8
769 ---- 53.3 882 5674 5600 51 49 1.144 13D.3
774 --- 77.0 1272 8176 8402 51 49 1.368 190.2
771 7441 103.2 1706 10973 11265 51 49 1.871 256.6
772 7610 106.2 1755 11284 11585 51 49 1.889 259.9
773 7589 106.2 1755 11286 11577 51 49 1.885 259.7
774 7451 103.3 1707 10979 11262 51 49 1.874 256.4
775 ---- 69.5 1146 7372 7534 51 49 1.272 169.8
776 1989 53.3 880 5662 5806 51 49 1.144 130.3
777 3118 69.2 1	 1144 1	 7357 1	 7545 1	 51 49 1	 1.27 1	 169.8
*	 Aero Data Not Available
e	 Full Scale Extrapolations Not Available.
(1)	 PT
	is the fan duct strut total pressure to barometric pressure and must be correlated to obtain fan bypass
F	 ratio.	 The total-pressure measurements were made with a total-pressure probe attached to the leading edgeBARO	 of a fan strut so as to measure pitch line total pressure.
(2)	 LIFO is the inlet throat flow and not fan face flow(no recovery
 ry corre ti n).	 Can be used along with 7.N/ 30 to enter
Figure 1 for an approximate operating paint on the overall fan stage performance map.
(3)	 See Volume V, Section 1 - Results and Analysis, Section IV-B.
(4)	 Same as inlet probe.
Fr -
Table IV. Test Summary, front Drive.
2
PW13
MK VT N/,/-G NPily ^^ CORE
Configuration Reading (lb) Y. N/^ (ft/sec) (rpm) (rpm) (lb 12 D.V./sec) Acoustic probe
Treated with splitter 40 6025 92 .5 1530 9882 10117 231 1.573 49
Takeoff nozzle 41 7040 100.3 1655 10700 10955 251 1.71 49
6-18-75 42 7610 106.5 1770 11373 11645 261 1.779 49
43 7040 100.3 1670 10721 10965 251 1.71 49
44 7610 106.5 1765 11353 11631 261 1.779 49
45 6025 92.5 1530 9880 10106 231 1.573 49
46 4852 84.2 1400 8993 9206 211 1.436 49
47 3188 69.4 1152 7415 7588 172 1.256 49
4B 1989 53.3 885 5693 5822 125 1.142 49
49 3188 69.4 1149 7389 7585 172 1.256 49
51 1989 53.3 886 5702 5822 125 1.142 49
52 4852 84.2 1400 9017 9203 211 1.436 49
53 6025 92,5 1530 9882 10105 231 1.573 49 Fan face probe
54 6025 92.5 1530 9882 10105 231 1.573 49 Strut probe
55 6025 92 .5 1530 9882 10105 231 1.573 49 Nozzle probe
Treated with splitter 63 2802 62.9 1042 6706 6818 170 1.164 70 Pan face probe
i.,pproach nozzle 64 2802 62.9 1042 6706 681B 170 1.164 70 Strut probe
•--19-75 65 2802 62.9 1042 6706 6818 170 1.164 70 Nozzle probe
74 2922 65.2 1OB5 6971 7083 176 1.175 70
5 2794 64.1 1065 6853 6965 173 1.169 70
76 2802 62.7 1042 6706 6814 170 1.164 70
77 2455 60.0 990 6362 6466 162 1.148 70
78 2330 58.5 972 6248 6354 158 1.14 70
79 2922 65.2 1078 6927 7053 176 1.175 70
80 2794 64.1 1065 6849 6959 173 1.169 70
81 2802 62.7 1042 6704 6814 170 1.164 70
82 2455 60.0 986 6347 6461 162 1.148 70
83 2330 58.5 970 6239 6340 158 1.14 70
Treated with splitter 95 5321 86.9 1440 9276 9517 231 1.385 63 Fan face probe
Cutback nozzle 96 5321 66 . 9 1440 9276 9517 231 1 .385 63 Strut probe
6-20-75 97 5321 86.9 1440 9276 9517 231 1.385 63 Nozzle probe
107 3361 69.5 1152 7427 7618 1BB 1.245 63
l08 4491 79.5 1321 8504 8723 211 1.316 63
109 5321 86.9 1442 9293 9530 231 1.385 63
110 5724 92.5 1535 9880 10134 246	 11 1,44 63
111 6468 99.5 1655 10674 10927 256 1.495 63
112 5724 92.5 1513 9873 10108 246 1.44 63
113 6468 99.5 1650 10635 10886 256 1.495 63
114 5321 86.9 1440 9289 9518 231 1.385 63
115 4491 79.5 1318 8489 8695 211 1.316 63
116 3361 69.5 3152 7423 7603 188 1.245 63
1.	 -
P 113FCK VT N/.16 NPRY F CORE
Configuration Reading (lb) 6 N/F@- (ft/sec) (rpm) (rpm) (lb/sce) 12 D.V, Acoustic Probe
Hardwall 118 5321 86.9 1440 9284 9456 231 1.3B5 63 Fan face probe
Cutback nozzle 119 5321 86.9 1440 9283 9440 231 1.385 63 Strut probe
7-9-75 120 5321 86.9 1440 9283 9440 231 1.385 63 Nozzle probe
131 3361 69.5 1150 7400 7495 18B 1.245 63
132 4491 79.5 1319 8481 8569 211 1.316 63
133 5321 86.9 1440 9274 9370 231 1.385 63
134 5724 92.4 1532 9865 9960 246 1.44 63
135 646E 99.5 1650 10625 10726 256 1.495 63
136 5724 92.4 1532 9865 9960 246 1.44 63
137 646E 99.5 1650 10617 10729 256 1.495 63
138 5321 86.9 1440 9266 9386 231 1.385 63
139 4491 79.5 1318 8476 0565 211 1.316 63
140 3361 69.5 1350 7400 749E 188 1.245 63
Hardwall 141 2330 58.5 968 6236 6286 158 1.14 70
Approach nozzle 142 2455 60.0 995 6400 6450 162 1.148 70
7-10-75 143 2802 62.7 1042 6696 6770 170 1.164 70
144 2794 64.1 1060 6826 6890: 173 1.169 70
145 2922 65.2 1078 6939 7007 176 1.175 70
146 2794 64.1 1060 6839 6893 173 1.169 70
147 2922 65.2 1080 6950 7009 176 1.175 70
148 2802 62.7 1039 6684 6740 170 1.164 70
149 2455 60.0 993 6388 6443 162 1.148 70
150 2330 58.5 966 6219 6279 158 1.14 70
151 2802 62.7 1039 6685 674E 170 1.164 70 Fan face probe
152 2802 62.7 1039 6685 6748 170 1.164 70 Strut probe
153 2BO2 62.7 1039 6685 6748 170 1.164 70 Nozzle probe
Hardwall 157 1989 53.3 -370 5691 5735 125 1.142 49
Takeoff nozzle 158 3188 69.4 1350 7416 7473 172 1.256 49
7-10-75 159 4852 84.2 1395 8990 9052 211 1.436 49
160 6025 92.5 1535 9874 9955 231 1.573 49
161. 7040 100.3 1664 10707 10794 251 1.71 49
162 7610 106.5 1768 11366 U459 261 1.779 49
163 3188 69.4 1150 7416 7467 172 1.256 49
164 1989 53.3 870 5691 5737 125 1.142 49
165 4852 34.2 1395 8990 9059 211 1.436 49
166 6025 92.5 1535 9B74 9956 231 1.573 49
167 7040 100.3 1664 10698 10791 251 1.71 49
16B 7610 106.5 1768 11365 11460 261 1.779 49
169 6025 92.5 1535 9869 9955 231 1.573 49 Fan face probe
170 6025 92.5 1535 9869 9955 231 1.573 49 Strut probe
171 6025 92.5 1535 9869 9955 231 1.573 49 Nozzle probe
t
Table V. Farfield Narrowbands for Angles where PNL is a Maximum at
Critical Operating Conditions.
Vehicle Position Configuration. Rdg. Angle
Rear Drive Takeoff Baseline 726 50°
Accelerating 431 50°
Hybrid 299 50°
Cutback Baseline 673 500
Accelerating 514 500
Hybrid 343 5011
Approach Baseline 646 500
Accelerating 568 50°
Hybrid 254 50°
Front Drive Takeoff Hardwall 160 1100
Treated 40 110°
Cutback Hardwall 133 1200
Treated 109 1200


















N	 Total Corrected Airflow, lbm/sec
100
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OPEN AREA
S , cm (in)')TREAMNT d, cm (im) BEFORE BOND. AFTER BONA.
A 0.036(.014) 0.058(.023) 6 .7+0.2% 6.0±0.2% 2.24 (.90)
B 0.036(.014) 0.058(.023) 6.7+0.2% 6.0}0.27. 0.44 (.37)
C 0.036(.014) 0.05$(.023) 6.7+0.2% 6.0±0.2°! 0.71 (.28)
D 0.036(.014) 0.058(.023) 6.7.0.20/. 6.0±0.27. 0.36 (.14)
a)	 t - face plate thickness, cm 	 (in.)
d ^ hole diameter, cm (in.)
S - cavity rdeptk cm (in.)
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NOTE	 Dimensions are Relative to Fan Blade Leading Edge at the Hub.
ACOUSTIC a) a) OPEN AREA a)
TREATi^ENT t , cm (in) d ,	 cm (in) BEFORE BOND. AFTER BOND. S, cm (xn)
A 0.046 ( • 0I8.) 0.069 (.027) 17.0±2.00% > 15.0% 0.24 (.09)
B 0.046 (.018) 0.069 ( .027) 17.0+2.0% > 15.0% 0,35  (.14)
C 0.046(.018) 0.069(.02i) 17.0+2.0% > 15.0% 0.97	 (.38)
D 0.046(.018) 0.152( .060) 11.0+1.0% > 10.V1. 2.54 (I.0).
a)	 t - face plate thickness
d — hole diameter
S = cavity depth
Figure 3. Fan Scale-Model Exhaust Duct, Acoustic Treatment Design.
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PAQE i FULL SCALE DATA R EDUCTION PROGRAM priac D ATE MONTH 5 DAY	 I 14R;	 14.8
HODEL POUND PRESSURE LEVELS 159	 DEG: F	 70 PERCENT REL, HUM, DAY)
AqGLES FROM INLET J^ DEGREE 'S (AND RADIANS)'
Of 10. 20 9 30 0 40, 50• 66 t 709 8D. 90. 100, lio, 120v 130, 1461 PWL
50 71,7 71,9 70 9 7 70v8 71o1, 69s6 73,9 69,6 68.9 66 .8 68.0 68.0 67.7 68.9 68.8 119.4
63 69,9 64.8 75 9 0 70.1 73.2 71.0 74.1 6298 66.9 79,1 75.1 06.3 62, 8 67 *-2 65:0 121.0
RADIAL loo.	 FT. BD 62t4 64,8 64:g 6299 6292 60:7 71:7 60:461,7 60,663.2
60 * 7 60.6 09.6 59 ,4630 60.06 6J,564.9 113e411542p	 30s M) loo 67,7 65,e 64 650 6692 6 A + 1 71 2 6.3 ,2 62.1 65.7, .1
VEHICLE ATT 125 65.3 631 6093 63#0 6197 59,1 66t1 58 9 1, 58.3 5 9 .7 60.4 60-3 61-1 59.4 60:2 110.9CONFIC APP 160 62:6 60.8 52. 9 62,8 63,4 6090 68 * 1 6097 59,8 59.9 60.0 6 2-1 6o,7 61.3 60.1 112*1
LOC	 PTO 2DO 69.8 70.0 69,4 68-D 68,3 66.8 69,1 6398 62-0 61.3 60.5 62.0 60,7 62-3 61: 3 114,9DATE 7/12/74 250 76.1 7499 75,2 73,9 74,4 72 * 9 7291 70 * 1 68 * 3 66.6 64.4 64.4 630 66.0 65:3 iLl oto
HUN	 246 315 8 5, 9 6249 0395 83.9 85,4 8497 84s1 82,9 80.1 79,4 76.4 73.1 71, 9 77.4 76: 9 131.2TAPE A956 400 70.5 69,9 71,3 70.7 72.0 69.9 69.9 68,0 66.6 66.1 65.1 66.1 65e 8 64.9 64:8 118.0
SAR	 2 9 o0 HG 5DO 70v6 68.8 68, 9 68.7 71,2 6B.6 67-6 709 8 66.9 64,1 66.3 69 .2 67.5 66.8 68:0 111.3t9 g 064- N/M2) 630 83.1 83.1 83,2 82,1 82,4 76,4 79t5 79 * 1 76 * 2 73.3 74.3 75.5 73.1 72.6 73*1 128.1
TAME	 739 BEG F 800 73#8 7297 74m0 74.1 13,4 7149 72o1 6 9. 9 66.4 67& 0 68.1 67-2 66t1 65.3 65.2 320.1(296. DEG K3 1 0 0 0 79.9 78-3 77t2 77,4 77.5 77.1 76.4 73.8 72-3 7 1-4 70.4 71.6 7at1 67.4 67:6 124,2TWET
	
62. DEG F 1250 78.8 77, 0 77-2 76-2 75,2 7511 75 ► 2 72,1 71o1 6 9 .1 69.4 7 1 .1 70. 9 70:j 68:0 123.1(290. DEG K) 1600 76.8 75.9 75s0 7595 74,2 7299 73 * 2 70,2 68.4 66.3 66.5 69.4 68,0 67,3 67:2 12t.3HACTIC999 GM/03 2000 77,1 7691 7612 7591 73 * 6 72,2 720 69@2 68,6 68 .,3 67.3 68-3 70,2 6894 69:4 121.5( • 01599 KG/M3) 2 5 00 7B.6 77,1 76,1 74.9 73,3 7390 71t5 66.9 68.3 66 ► B 66.0 68.3 684 9 68.9 67: 9 121.2NFA 071. RPM 3150 82.0 79, 1 78,6 76,4 7596 72. 9 7494 71,3 68-5 6092 64.5 68.7 66, 9 65.5 66:1 122,7(	 719, RAD/SEC) 4000 8398 53.0 8113, 7 9 -2 75,2 730 74,8 72 * 0 70.1 66.1 67.3 69.5 70. 9 69.0 67:9 124.7
NFK 6780. RpH 5000 83.0 81,5 7a l 6 77.5 80.7 7695 75,5 73.3 75-4 72,5 73.7 73#5 74 * 0 70,5 71:4 126.6
RAD /SEC) 6300 8 1:3 S B@4 78s8 7493 7498 7293 71.7 69 9 5 67.4 65.7 66.6 06.7 67,4 64. 7 65:3 122.6(
	
71(1 :
Wnjt) 6-_, ^ 9 RPM 8000 79, 4 7	 .3 75.6 72.5 74.8 71.4 71-4 6892 65.6 63.8 63.7 65,5 6312 63.5 62:6 121.7(1113. RADISEC)1D00O 78,3 76,5 73 1 5 714 72.0 69,5 69,8 67 1 3 64.8 64,8 63.8 65.6 65,2 62:8 61: 4 121.61
NO.	 OF BLADES. 44 12509 73 9 9 73-1 7095 67-2 67,7 6793 6617 64,3 62.4 63.3 63.5 62- 8 6294 59.3 60:6 119.3
16000 70,1 69-6 67,4 64.3 65,9 64.6 6795 6393 61,3 6 7 .5 67. 0 64.5 64.2 62.5 64:5 171.5
20000 . 6 7 90 66 * 3 650 63 * 7 65,9 6596 6995 65,3 61.6 7 2-6 7 0 .5 68. 4 67.4 6f,^6 67:4 17.6.1
OVERALL MEASJRE0 93:0 9J,9 91ti1 90-0 01 ► 4 88o8 90o1 85,1 87t5 136.1 85.6 86.2 8519 85.1 86.1
OVERALL CALCULATED 93.0 91,5 9099 89,8 90 9 3 88,6 860 86 * 8 84t8 84:3 83.5 63.2 82,5 B2.8 82;5 137.13







PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC, DATE - MON TH	 8 DAY	 1 HR.	 14.9
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DEC	 F	 70 PERCENT
IN DER EEA	 (AND RADIANS)
REL.	 HUH, DAY)
ANGLES F R OM INLET
0, 10.
)(9.0)(




















72t4 71,9	 70,7 71 . 6 72-0 70,7 72. 9 69.6 69.7 70,0 68.1 68. 8 6 8 . 5 69.1 69.0
63 6 7^ ,9 65,7 75,0 70.6 73.1 70,9 729 4 62t9 68.0 75,1 74.3 67.3 63.8 68.a 65.3
RADIAL	 100,	 FT. 8a 64.3 65.7 6497 63,8 63,8 61 ► 9 70,0 62.4 62.9 62,g 61.7 60. 7 61,3 61.7 60.8
(	 30 ► 	 m) 100 69,5 67.8 66,8 66t9 68,2 66 ► J 70.2 62 1 7 65.2 66,2 65.0 66,2 65, 6 65.9 69.0
VEHICLE ATT 125 66 r0 64.5 62 ► 7 63.2 630 62.4 65 ► 5 58.4 61,5 6^,4 61.6 f1.6 62.4 60..3 62.5
CONFIG APP 160 6416 62.8 65 ► 1 64.a 64,1 60.7 67,1 63,2 60.8 61.2 60.3 b3.0 62, 9 62.2 61.1
(	 LOC	 PTO 200 70,8 70, 0 70,0 68,1, 69,4 67,1 68,0 64 i 1 63.0 62,1 61,2 61,2 62,1 63,1 61;9
DATE 7/12/74 250 7 5,6 75,0 75,0 74.1 73,3 72,0 72.1 6 '9 tl 66,9 64.2 62.5 64.1 64.0 63.9 65.3
RUN
	
24 8 315 74,5 75,0 75r0 74.8 75.4 72,7 71 9 D 6919 67.8 67.3 65.1 65.3 64,7 64.3 64:4
{	 TAPE A956 400 71.,7 70,9 71,9 71,6 71,1 68,9 68,1 65,6 65.1 64.8 64. 9 65.1 64,1 63.0 63.0
BAR
	
290 HG 5p0 72 1 6 71,8 % t0 70,0 70.3 68.8 67.0 68,6 65.9 63.1 67.0 70.0 67,6 66.0 67:0
(98064. N/M2) 650 76.7 76,2 7694 76.3 76,6 73.2 73.3 72.D 70t3 69.5 70.7 71.4 70, 9 68.5 69;3
TAMS	 73. DEG F 000 74,9 75.0 75.2 74(' 73.4 72.0 7212 69,8 6812 67.0 56.2 68,1 66,7 64 . 3 65.2
(296. D5G K) 1000 77, 0 75,2 76t3 75,1 74,2 75.0 74.2 72 ► 0 70.3 68.2 68.5 7 0.4 6 8 . 9 66.5 66.6
TWET	 62. DEG F 1250 78,9 77.0 78,2 77.0 7514 74,G 73,9 70r8 70.0 68.,E 67.2 7 0.3 69,6 69.1 67.1
t	 (290. DEG K) 1600 77 ► 0 75,2 7813 75,2 74,5 73.0 73.3 76t2 68.2 66.2 66. 5 69 .4 67, 9 67.2 66,0
HACTID- ?9 GM/M3 2000 78, 1 77, 1 77,5 76.3 74,4 73-2 73,2 7Dt3 67,4 66. 2 67.3 68,4 6 +7 .a 68.4 60.2
(.01999 KC/M3} 2500 79 t 6 79.3 78,1 76.2 75.3 74.9 71,8 69,9 57.1 67.2 66.4 68.2 67,8 6$, 0 67.1
[	 NFA 6765, RPM 3 50
4^00
8 4.1 61,2 82.4 7995 78,9 76r1 77,1 74:8
7 4







6$.2(	 7a0, RAD/SEC) 86, 86.0 84,1 82.1 78.2 77, 78,1 72,9 67,0 68.2
NFK 6676, RPM 5000 65 0 95.2 8214 8I1,5 83,8 8093 7993 75t2 77-7 72,5 72.5 73 . 5 72*2 71.3 70•5
(	 699. RAD/S£C) 6300 8445 8 3 , 6 8 215 78,6 78.8 75-5 74.6 72,4 7 0 ,4 67.6 66.7 66.4 67,3 63.8 64.8
NF010628 , RPM 8000 8 2,2 8 1,5 79,5 77.3 78,8 75.4 75,2 71.4 69.3 65.6 64. 9 65.6 64,2 63.7 63;4
(1113. RAD/SEC)10000 81,2 60,8 77 t 7 74,6 75.9 73,5 73,,6 70.2 67.5 66,6 65.6 65.6 65,6 62.5 617
s	 NO,	 OF BLADES	 44 12500 77.0 76-2 74-5 71,2 71 9 8 70.2 70,4 67.4 65,5 63.3 63.5 61.8 6Z,1 59.6 60.3
16030 73 . 2 7 2.5 7a.6 67.6 66,7 6725 68,4 65.3 65.5 69 .8 66.7 63.5 65.1 61.9 63.5
2 000D 69,2 69i3 66,7 64,3 66,9 67.3 69,5 66,3 66,5 72,4 7 1 .7 67.5 67,4 63.4 66.5
i	 OVERALL MEASURED 93 ► 9 92,8 92,2 99,1 900 68 ► 3 6 9 12 86.1 86.2 86.2 84.5 65 .2 85,0 84.1. 06:2
OVERALL CALCULATED 93,6 92.7 91,8 89.7 89,8 8796 $7t6 84,4 83t5 82 i 5 82.0 82,3 81 ► 6 80.5 80;5
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PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAMMODEL SOUND
PROC,










AwGLES FROM INLET IA DEGREES (AND RADIANS)}
0, 10. 20@ 30, 405 50, 60@ 7D. 80, ?0. loo. 1 10 • 120, 130. 1461 PWL
FRE p , (01
	
){ D,I74(0,35}(0x52)to@70){0. s7 )11@0 5 7(1 @ 22) {1. 4 0}( 1.57 )( 1. 75 ) {1.92) ( 2.09) ( 2.27) ( 2,44)( )(	 )
50 71,6 7199 70 1 7 7 3.,1 72,1 69,8 73,0 680 68.8 69od 67.8 67. 9 68. 7 68.9 67. 9 119121
63 69,6 65.8 75x2 71,2 74,3 70t 9 73.0 62.2 67.9 76.p 66.2 44.4 66.0 68.2 65:3 120.4
RADIAL 100.
	
FT. 80 6412 66.5 65.5 63 .8 62.9 61.5 70.8 631 7 64.5 63 . 6 62.7 61 . 9 64.3 65.0 61'7 114,5
(	 30.	 M)) 100 68,7 67,9 66,9 67,3 69,2 66.8 70, 8 65to 65,9 66. 1, 66.0 66. 9 66,8 69.0 65.0 117.0
VEHICLE ATT' 125 63,0 64.5 61x3 62.5 62,5 61.5 65.6 54.4 60.7 61.5 61.4 59.6 6143 6o.3 61:3
111.4
CONFIG APP 160 63,6 63.2 641 9 63.1 64,5 61.1 68,1 61,9 60.1 59,9 60.0 6 2.1 61, 9 62.0 61,2 112.6
LOC	 PTO 2D0 70. 7 71, 0 70.2 68.9 69,6 67.0 69,1 64,7 62.0 63.0 61.2 6 1. 3 62.0 64.0 62:0
115.5
DATE 7/12174 250 76.6 76.p 75 1 2 75,5 74,3 7 2.0 72,9 69 , 9 68.9 65,1 64.5 64.0 63,7 65.3 66:0 120.2
RUN
	
254 315 750 74,8 76 1 1 76.1 75,5 73,0 7210 7090 68.8 67,1 65.5 b5.3 65 1 7 64.3 65:2
120.7




29.0 NG 500 73 9 6 73@7 75,8 74.8 74,2 7017 71,0 7018 66.1 fi 5.1 67,0
66.8 68 : 7 68.0 66:0 12012
#i (98064, N/M2) 630 77.9 77.4 78,3 78.3 77,6 75@2 74,3 73,2 7 0 . 3 69,4 71.1. 70.2 7D.6 69.2 68:166:3
123.5
122.3


































1250 80. 9 78.2 7992 78.2 77,4 75.9 '76,1 72. 4 71.4 6912 68.3 7 0.1 69 . 9 69.2 68:0 224.0


































6 7 1 2
67.3
65. 9 68 .2 68 . 8 68.2 68:1 12396
NFA 6749 . RPM 3150 84.8 82,3 8314 8114 79,8 77 1 2 7 81 3 75 9 2 71, • 1 6 8, 3 66 . 2 69. 0 67 18 66 . 2 66.5 126.5
(	 707. RAD/SEC) 4000 S.g ,O B7.1 86.1, 84.1 60,5 79,8 80@0 77t1 74.1 68;9 69.2 7 0.1 70,0 69:1 69.2 129.2


















b = 2 131:	 I2
'7 02.( RAD/SEC) 6308 8b,2 85,5 94 @ 80.6 81,6
NFD10628. RPM 8000 84.9 84.2 8294 74@5 80,4 7843 7713 72 @ 9 71 . 2 6S• 1 66.5 66.3 641 9 64.1 64.4 127.5
(3.113. RAD/SEC)10000 83, 17 02@2 80,1 78,4 79,4 76,0, 76.3 72 1 1 70.0 68. 1 66.2 65.4 65.4 63.2 62:1 12608
1 NO, OF BLADES
	 44 12500 78.8 78,7 76,7 73,8 75.1 72,6 72,0 69,6 66.6 65.8 63.1 6 2.1 62, 7 60.7 62 ',2 124.3
16000 76.4 75,4 7 1 .9 69.9 70,8 69.4 69@8 '568.'5 65.6 6`7 ,8 64.6 64. 9 65,4 63,9 64,6 124.3
20000 7 0+2 70.0
. 67.4 65.2 67.6 6612 69 @2 6 7 51 66.3 72.,d 65.5 66.4 66. 8 67.3 65:5 125.3





















95,5 95.1 05. 4 95.0 93.6 93.4
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1\ PAGE 1 
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-
fULL SCAL E DATA REDUC TIO N PROGRAH pRoe. DATE - HONT~ 8 DAY 1 HR. 14.9 
HO DEL ~ OUND PRESSURE LEVELS ('9. DEG . r. 70 PERCENT REL. HUH . DAY) 
ANGLES FR OH INLET IN DEGREE S (AND RADIA NS ) 
O. 10 . 20. 3 0. 4 0, 50. 6 0 . 70. 80 . 9U. 100· 110' 120, 130. 1 46 · 
FREJ. ( 0. )(0.17\(0.35)(0.521(0.701( 0 . 87)(1 • • 5 )(1.22)(1 .4 0)( 1.5 71 (1 .751(1. 92 )( 2 . u9)(2.27)(2.44,( 
50 71 .7 71.7 70.8 70.7 70.3 69.4 72.1 68 .8 68.5 69.9 66. 8 67 .9 67. 9 67.7 66: 9 
63 70 • .3 65 . a H.7 71·7 7.,9 71.8 7.1 t 6 61.9 67.8 7'.9 66.1 6".3 64 , 4 68.0 64:4 
RAD I AL 100. n . 80 64 . 9 66 . 6 65.5 63.6 62.6 61 ... 70.2 63.4 6~.7 6 ·'0 61. 7 60.5 64.' 6 4. 3 59:7 
( 3 0 . HI 100 66.6 66 · 5 ,.. C 65.9 t" I 8 65.6 6 9 .7 64,6 66.7 6'.9 65.7 65.8 66 . 2- 68.8 63;2 
VEH(CLE ATT 125 68.5 61'0 79.1 65 . 9 65.9 64dJ 69.,,> 61·3 64 . 9 6'. 5 6 4 .0 63. l 64.2 62'1 63.2 
CONFIG APP 16 0 6 4 , 1 62.6 67,8 62 . 9 63.6 60 .6 67,6 61 , 9 60·6 61 ·2 59 . 7 62.ry 6 1. 2 61. 9 6~:2 
LOC PTO 200 70.8 69.8 70,9 67.8 68.8 65.8 68.3 6 4 .6 61·6 62 · 2 59.7 60. 7 60l U 62 .9 60;8 
DATE 7/12174 250 77 .2 1., 8 76.1 14 .8 7~,O 71,9 71.8 70. 0 68.0 6 ).3 6 4 .0 64.3 63,4 6 4 .8 65.1 
RUN 255 315 7~;' 9 74,8 78 11 79, 0 18 .1 77.2 76.6 75,8 74.8 ' ).4 73.1 66.9 73 . 9 67 . 5 68;9 
TAPE A956 400 72.S 't· 6 74,9 72.8 71. 8 70 t 6 70·4 67.8 t-6. 8 6 6'0 66 . 0 65. 7 65.8 63 . 8 6 4 .1 
SAR 29.0 HG 500 74,9 7J.6 75,8 73 . 8 70 .5 69 .7 69. J 67,6 67 .6 6 ~. 2 63.9 68.6 68. \l 6 4. 6 65; 6 
(9 8 06 4 . N/H2 1 63 0 88.2 85. 2 84,1 80.2 77. J 7!5.1 75.7 12.8 71·1 70.5 70.2 71 .2 71. 4 67 .7 68 .1 
rA.B 66 . DEG F 800 79·2 78. 1 76,9 75.9 73. 9 75,7 72,7 70 ·6 67· 9 67. 1 66.8 66 .8 66,J 64.7 65:0 
129 2. DEG KI 1000 8 1,1 78. a 8Q· l 7 7 .8 76 .1 76 '1 74 . 9 72 . 8 69 .9 70.2 68.g 70. 9 67 .1 66.8 66;1 
ii"ET 61. DEG F 1250 81tO 79'1 84. 9 77.6 16. 9 75.5 74 . ') 71.7 69.7 6 9 '1 67. 7g . 0 69 .2 67.9 6b,1 (289. DEG KI 1600 80.1 78.2 79,3 77 .9 76.0 7'3,0 7J.8 70. 9 68. t 61.2 66.1 6 .0 6 7 ,1 66 ~9 65.3 
HACT1 2 . 25 GM/foI3 200 0 SO.l 78.9 79,1 79.3 75.8 ,. · 8 73.7 72 . 0 6e·2 67 . 2 66.9 68.0 66.6 67. 8 67:1 
('01225 KG/"31 25 00 81 . 2 BO'l 80. 9 7 1. 7 76.7 7CJ . 6 72.' 1{!.5 68 .5 61$ '2 66·a 66.7 '!t 8 , 1 68.8 66 : 9 
NFA 6748. RPH 3150 84.2 8, . 3 8J.! 90 oj 78 .8 75 .8 76,9 75,1 71·1 66.5 65. 2 69.0 66 ,4 65 . 8 65:1 
( 707. RAD/SEC ) 4000 8 7,9 87. 0 85 . 0 82 . 9 80 ,2 79.0 18,7 7' .6 72.7 66 .2 68.1 69.~ 69.1 67.8 67 :3 
NFK 6703. RPH 5000 86.3 05'0 83' 1 81'2 6 5.0 HO ·9 79 .7 77,0 78·2 7.5,. 73·2 73.2 72·1 71 ' 0 70 : 5 
( 70Z. RAD/SECI 6300 135,4 85'0 84· 2 79·3 79.1 77,J 75.7 72.9 71' ! 6 8 .6 67 . 9 61.1 67.3 6 4·1 64:_ 
NFO!.06 28 • RPH 8900 63 . • ' Sl· e 82.3 78 .1 ~O .1 77.2 76.6 7Z.1 70 ·1 6 6. 6 65. C 65.3 6J.~ 63.8 62:3 
( 1113. RAD/SEC)lQOOO 6.5 .J 81. 8 79.1 77. 2 7 7.9 71f1 .7 74.8 71.8 68 .8 67 .5 65.0 65.0 64,3 62.8 61:5 
NO . OF BLADES 4 4 1 2500 79 . : 77. t, 77·S 7::2.4 72.7 71·5 7 0 . 5 67.8 64.8 6"1 63·0 61. 1 60 . 1 59.7 60:2 
16000 74.7 74·3 75.7 68 ·3 69 .5 69.3 68.2 6 6. 3 63. 8 '1 .9 64 •• 65.7 61.6 62·3 61: 9 
20000 70 . 2 69 . 9 76.1) 6 4. 9 67. 1 6 7 , 1 66 . 6 65.9 62·3 7~'2 6 •• 2 64,3 G2. ~ 6 4. 8 60: 5 
OV<RALL HE ~S ~RED 96.D 94.8 96.J 91·9 91.8 69 .7 89,8 87 . 0 86 ·0 86 '3 84 . 2 84.2 84. 1 8 4.9 8 4;1 
OVERALL C ALC UL ~ TEO 95 . 7 9 4 _2 9~,4 91· 2 °t.o 88 .9 88 , " 85 .7 84.3 84.1 81.' ~ 1.8 8 1 .8 80·6 79,8 
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PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC, DATE • MONTH	 8 DAY	 1 HR,	 14,9
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS ( 59. DEG, F,	 70 PERCEN T REL. HUM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
00 100 20t 30, 401 50. 67, 70, 80, 9 0• 100 . 1 10 + 12 0 ► 130 • 14^v
FRED• (O t }+0.17)( 01 35}(p,52} {0,70}RO,87}tirll5) {1.22)(1.40)(1157) {1 .75)+1192 }('^.0`^ }t2 ► 27) {2,64)(
50 72,3 72,5 71,7 71.8 72,2 7o.6 73.0 70.6 69.9 69.7 67.9 68.9 68x7 68.9 68.8
63 69,6 65,7 75 ► y 71.p 75,3 71,8 73,0 62, 9 67.9 77,6 67.5 6 4. 8 63,1 67.9 65:3
RADIAL 100.
	
FT. BO 64x4 64,7 6496 62.8 63,2 61,5 7	 .6 62,5 61.9 61,9 62.1 6 0. 7 60:3 6 {^ •6 60,8
(	 30. M) 100 69.6 68i0 67t2 66.9 68.0 65,0 69.9 64 ► 0 64,8 63.3 66.0 65, 7 68. 7 69'1D 65.9
VEHICLE ATT 125 67,0 66,3 62,4 64,4 61,7 60,1 64,5 60,1 61,5 6293 63. 4 61. 5 62,0 61;3 61:6
CONFIG APP 160 64,0 62,7 64,9 63.8 64.4 61. 7 68 ,2 63rD 60.6 60.9 61.1 63.1 61: 6 61.9 61,2
LOC	 PTO 200 7 0.8 7 118 71,2 69.0 70 1 3 67,9 6913 65,0 63.0 62 .4 61.2 61.2 61.7 64 ' 42,2
DATE 7/12/7 4 250 77,8 76,9 77,1 76,1 75,3 73.8 7311 70.9 69.9 67, 1 65.1 65.1 64,7 66.3 67.3
RUN	 256 315 79.7 77,2 78,1 79.0 79.2 7819 80#3 790 75.1 7 6.4 75.2 68.9 72.9 69.0 69:8
TAPE A956 400 73,7 73,9 74.0 73.9 74,2 71,8 71#2 6918 68.8 67;9 67.2 68. B 68.6 65.0 65:9
BAR
	 29t1 HG 500 74,6 73,6 74t0 71,6 72,4 71,6 69.8 7018 68,7 0.1:1 67.2 69.0 6 7 . 7 67.0 68:9
(98135. N/M2) 630 92.0 90.3 87,1 82.3 80,5 78,3 77,4 77 9 4 75.3 72.3 73.5 73.4 71. 8 71.2 73:2
TAHB	 68, DEG F 800 79,7 79.2 78,3 77.3 751 15 7319 73,p 72t1 68.8 6 7 .3 68.2 67.0 66,9 66 .,2 66:0
(293.. DEG K) 1000 79.9 79,5 80,5 79.1 19,5 78,1 75,5 74 1 2 73.1 70; 3 69.3 7 2. 4 71.1 68.6 67:3
TWE7	 60. AEG F 1250 52.6 81,0 80.1 80 . 0 79,4 76.9 75#4 73.1 71.2 69.1 69.1 7 1.2 7146 69,5 69;1
(2 89 , DEG K) 1600 79 4 1 79,0 79.3 78.1 77.7 76,2 7593 7211 69.3 60 ,3 67.4 69.3 69.0 67.2 67.1
HACT10,93 GM/M3 2000 60, 4 79,1 79,5 78,2 77,5 76,0 75,4 72,2 70.3 67,2 67.4 66.7 69,1 69.3 69:5
( • 010 9 3 KG/M3) 2500 80:7 80.8 79,9 78.9 77,2 76,9 74.1 711 9 7011 67 :1 68,1 0E.4 68.6 68.1 69;0
NFA 6850. RPM 31.50 5 4  82,5 8293 811 . 2 79,9 77.2 77x1 75.3 70,3 65 .4 66.3 69.3 67 1 8 66.2 66.3
{	 71 7 . RAD/SEC) 4000 86 9 8 66,0 84 1 4 82.8 79,2 77,8 78,0 75.7 72,8 65,6 68.2 70.9 70,7 69.1 69;1
NFK 6791- RPM 5000 86,1 8542 8295 B112 84,6 7 9 .2 79 94 760 77 1 6 73,1 73.4 74.5 73, 9 72.5 71.4
(	 711. RAA/SEC) 6300 B5.0 84 ,2 82, 7 78.4 79,7 76.5 75,3 73,2 70.6 67A 67,4 67,6 67 ,0 64.4 65;4
NFU10628 t RPM 6000 5 3 . 3 82, 5 79,4 77.3 78: 9 76.1 75.5 71.4 7p.3 65 .5 65.6 65. 7 64,5 63.5 63.5
(1113. R AD/SEC.}10000 5 210 8 1 . 3 76B 75.2 76,7 73,4 74.4 7014 68.6 66,4 65. 8 65.7 65 1 4 63.4 62.3
NO. OF BLADES	 44 125 00 7 8,3 77,4 74 ► 1 7 1 . 1 72.6 71.2 70.3 6990 66.1 67 43 63.3 63.3 63:0 60.4 61.4
16000 7 4.1 74. 0 71t2 69,1 69,4 68,3 69,5 6011 66.5 72,6 64.7 66.6 65, 9 64.5 65:2
20000 69 , 9 70.2 6793 65.2 68,5 66.9 70.2 68 12 67,2 77,3 66.4 66.2 66. 9 65.5 66.2
OVER A LL MEASURED 96.9 95.1 93. 73 91,.1 91,5 9 0,2 9 1,0 87,9 87,2 86. 2 85.2 8 5.2 85,9 85.2 86:1
OVER ALL CALCULATED 96,5 75.3 93 1 7 9115 91,6 89,2 89 t2 86:9 85.0 64,6 82.7 03.0 82+ 9 81.7 81=7





























PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC, BATE - MONTH 	 8 DAY	 1 HR, 14.9
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS	 (59.	 DEG, F,	 70 PERCENT REL. HUM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREa (AND RADIANS)




100, 1 I pp• 1 2 d t
{1. 75 )t 1 , 92} ( 2, d9) t 2 . 27 )t 2.44 ) t
130 ► 14'
)tFREOr (0+ 35}( 52)[}i0,17^{0,0,d, 70)(87y (D, 1,05}( 1 ► 22){ 1,
50 .72,8 710 710 71.2 70,7 70,[ 73r2 690 70.2 69.2 66.7 67. 9 68r1 69.0 67:8
63 69.0 65,1 75,1 71.4 73,8 71,2 7412 62,9 68.7 76,3 65.8 65.1 63,4 68.Z 64.8
RADIAL 100.
	
FT. 80 64.7 66,9 65,7 65.8 62.8 61,1 70.8 63t5 67.0 6408 61. 9 6 1 .7 65, 9 67.9 61t6
t	 30i	 H) 100 69tl 66,9 6613 66.3 08 1 8 66r3 7 1 , 1 63.8 66.5 66.2 65.1 66.3 66,2 70.2 65.7
VEHICLE ATT L25 6 9.3 67.3 64,3 64.6 66,3 64. 7 69,5 61,3 63.9 64.9 63.1 62.5 64,3 63.4 64,3
CONFIG APp 160 6492 63,e 650 63,1 63,8 6 1,1 6 8 ,1 620 6D,4 60.3 60.8 62.3 61.4 61.5 69:7
LOC	 PTO 200 71 ► 0 7 013 70,2 09 92 69,0 67,2 69 ,3 6 4 1 8 63.7 62,6 60.9 6 1.1 61,1 64.5 61;8
DATE 7112/74 250 76t9 76,0 75.0 74.3 72,8 72ro 72,1 69,8 68,5 65 '* 3 63.0 64.3 63,0 66,1 65.0
RUN
	
25 7 315 76 1 2 75,3 75t1 75.1 75,1 7 2,1 71.4 69 t 8 68,5 6 7 .5 65.1 65.1 6412 63,6 64:2
TAPE A956 400 7 2,1 7 1i4 72r2 72.3 7 110 69,3 69,4 65.9 64,2 5 3.j 62.8 65,0 63,1 63.2 62:8
BAR
	 29 r1 HG 50D 7 4t7 74,1 7590 74.2 7 2, 9 7 0,0 70 ► 2 67,9 67.1 65 .3 66.9 69 . 9 67.1 66.3 65:9
(98135, N/M2) 630 78,6 77.5 78,5 77.5 77,5 73.7 74,6 72,1 71.7 7 D . 7 70.3 70.6 70 1 5 67.6 68:0
TAHB	 68. DEG F 800 70t1 77,5 78 +3 7794 74, 9 76,3 75,1 700 70.3 69 ,2 66- 9 68.3 67.4 66,3 66:2
(293. DEG K) 1800 B0,7 78 ► 6 8D,3 76.7 77,2 76t3 76t4 73,2 7193 69 ,6 69.3 71.3 6996 67 ' 3 67:1
TWET	 60, DEG F 1250 8 0,5 79.4 60,1, 76,5 78:0 77,3 77,1 73,7 72.5 70,1 68.3 7 0. 3 7013 68.2 67:9
(284. DEG K) 1600 B 0,2 77,3 78,4 77,4 76.0 75 1 6 74.5 70, g 69.7 67,6 66.2 68.3 67,3 66.6 66:0
HACTIC-93 GM/M3 2Od0 8 0, 4 79 i 4 79 ► 6 79,6 76,3 750 74 t 7 72,3 6997 67,7 67.3 68.4 670 67.8 69:2
{•0103 KG/M3) 2 5 00 B it1 8112 79.1; 77.4 76,9 7692 73i3 7 111 69,2 67. 2 66. 0 68.3 67,4 67.2 67:7
NFA 6714, RPM 3150 84,3 8 2,2 02,6 8D.6 79.5 76.3 77.3 74r1 70.8 67.7 65.3 69.3 66,4 64.7 66:3
{	 703, RAD/SEC) 4000 88.3 87-2 650 83,4 80.3 79,6 79.4 75,7 74.4 69i1 68.0 70.3 70,1 6706 69:1
NFK 6656. RON 5000 87,3 86,6 83t5 82,8 8512 80.9 800 770 7991 73.7 73.2 7 3.6 73 % 4 70.6 72.3
(	 697. RAD/SEC) 6300 85,7 85,6 83.5 79-7 19.7 76,6 76,7 73t, .71.8 60 * 67.1 6 6. 7 66,7 64.0 65:6
NFD10628 , RPM 8000 84,4 83,3 $it5 M 6 79,6 76,8 77r6 72,0 71.6 66 1 E 65.2 65. 8 631 4 6209 63t5
(111 3 . RAD/5SC)10600 83,6 82,6 79,5 77.7 77,4 75 9 8 74,6 71,3 69.7 65.1 65.2 65.5 64.5 61.9 61:5
NO. OF BLADES	 44 12500 79 ,3. 78.6 76 ► 3 73 . 3 73,0 7196 70,4 68 ► 2 6615 6 6 95 62.2 62.3 61.4 60,5 61.0
16000 75,1 74,2 71.6 69 ,6 7D.0 69.6 69,5 67 10 63.5 7 4o5 62.4 69.5 63,7 65.5 650
20000 7 0,3 7 0 • 5 67,2 65.3 67,2 66,6 69 ,.6 67,1 61.3 76.8 65.3 68.3 64,9 66 ► 5 65:4
OVERALL MEASURED 95 1 2 93.9 93,3 91r4 91,1 90.1 90,1 87.0 85 r9 87,4 84 . 1 8 5. 0 85 -3 84-2 8.4y8
OVERALL CALCULATED 95.3 Q4.3 93,1 91.4 `^1.1 860 89,1 85,4 84,9 84e3 80. 9 02.3 81 ► 4 80:9 80.6






























PACE 1 FULL SCALE DA TA REDUCTION PROGRAM
MODEL SOUND
PROC,











ANGLES FROM INLET iN DEG.R£ES {AND RADIANS)
10• 201 30• 40. 40. 609 70• 80, 9 0. 100 . 110 9 120 9 1.30+ 1469
" FRED. (01	 ) {D,17^ {Q.35)f0,52)(0.7p) {0,87) {11i^5) {1,22) {1.40){1.57)ti.75)(1,9P) {2109}f2.27)t2.44 }(
y 5p 7290 92,1 701 9 72,0 7110 70,0 73,p 68,9 69.p 64.9 66.7 67.9 68,0 67.3 67.5
63 7 0,3 65,0 7512 72.1 74.0 71x2 73.5 62P 9 66.1 76,3 65.9 65,1 6315 67.2 64:1
R ADIAL 100,	 FT. BO 63,6 6698 659 9 66.0 63,8 62.2 70,8 63,6 6598 63 ' 61.8 62.9e8.2
64,8 63.2 60:5
63:et	 30.	 M) iQQ 68,0 67;6 67 1 0 66,1 67.8 67.0 70.4 631 7 65.1 64.3 66.0 64.3
65. 9 68.3
61.5 6313VEHICLE ATT 125 67,2 67,3 6416 65,4 05.1 63.7 680 610 61.4 61.6 63.2 640

































RUN . 25 `^ 315 76,2 75,3 75.3 75,5 75,2 7211 72.4 69,9 68,5 66 1 2 64.0 6 4,1 631 9 63.3 63.1
TAPE A956 400 7 2.0 71.9 72,0 72.0 70,8 69,1 690 65,7 65.1 63.2 63.1 6 4.0 64,0 62,1 63:0
BAR	 2911 500 74.4 73, 1 74,2 74.0 73,8 7019' 7892 69,6 66.1 69,1
'
69.0 68.1 66,1 65.1 64 : 5
'	 (98135.
/
NM2) 630 77,1 77,4 77 1 5 77.6 77,5 73,6 74.5 72 9 1 70.6 69 66 69.1 67.2 67,5 65.5 67:0
TAMS	 68, DEG F 800 76.9 76,0 78,3 77.3 75, 9 75,4 74.4 70,8 70.3 68.1 67.1 6 7.3 6712 65.0 65:8
(243, DEG K) 1000 79 i 2 79,3 81,6 78.7 77.4 78,6 77.6 7Z,9 73.5 70.3 6B.3 7 0.5 70.2 66.5 66.0
TWET
	 60, DEG F 1250 8 0.2 8 0 , 4 8011 81.1 79.0 77.5 77.1 73, 9 73.9 70.3 66. 9 7 0. 9 68, 9 68.2 67:7
(28 9 , DEG K) 16DO 79 9 2 78,3 79,4 77,5 75.0 76,3 7592 72 1 2 70.5 67.6 67.3 68.5 67,z 66,2 65:9
MAC T109 9 3 GM/M3 2006 7 9 95 79,4 80,4 79.6 77,6 76,6 75,6 73 1 3 70.6 68 ,6 68.2 68.3 69 ,3 67.3 68:0
(701Q 9 3 KG/M3) 2500 8.2. D 81. 1 80,1 78,5 76. 9 77.4 74,2 7210 70,3 67,1 66.8 67.0 68 .3 66.3 67:6
(
NFA 6600. RPM 3150 85.1 83.4 8396 82.5 S i ,4 7897 7997 77.2 72 ► 4 69.4 67. b9.5 67,3 6523 66'2
691 ► RAD/SEC) 4 000 S8 ,2 87.3 060 85.5 8 110 81.4 80,5 77 1 l 75.4 69,p 68. 7n#3 70, 4 68.4 68.0
NFK 6543. RPH 5t)00 8714 87.6 8415 8298 8695 82 9 6 8118 7812 79 . 5 7316 73.1 74.2 7619 71.7 70.3
(	 685. RAD/SE(;) 630D 86,7 86.5 84,6 80.9 81.4 79,0 77.6 7492 72.6 66.6 67.1 66.5 671 7 63.8 65:2
NFD1p628. RPM 0000 85.5 8 4.7 82.7 80.6 a1.3 79,1 78,7 73.4 72.5 67.8 66.2 65.7 64,5 63 . 9p 63,4
(1113 . RAD/SEC)10600 84 ,6 83.5 811 6 79,1 79 1 4 77.8 76.5 7311 69.7 6 7 .8 66.4 65.7 64,6 62.7 62.1
NO. OF BL A DES 44 12500 80.3 79.4 7715 7417 75.0 74.4 7213 7011 67,4 68, 2 63.1 91.6 61+ 4 6Q.5 60:9
16000 76 .2 76.2 73,5 70,7 72,1 71,4 6995 6610 64. 8 74,4 65.1 64 . 5 65,4 64,5 64:9
20000 71,3 71.5 690 6696 6814 67.5 68 +5 65,2 63,7 7y• 5 68.0 68,4 66.5 65.5 65:9
OVERALL MEASURE D 9 Sr9 94,3 9 2 9 4 9118 91.3 90,1 , 87x9 87.3 88.3 84.o 85.3. 84.2 84.2 84:8
OVERALL CALCULATED 95,6 99 D
94'1
93 1 92,5 92,2 90.4 89 , 9 86 1 4 85.4 04.2 81 . 3 82.0 8211 80,2 8010
i















































PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC. DATE — MONTH	 8 DAY	 1 HR.	 15.0
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS	 (59.	 DEG, F, 70 PERCEN T REL, HUM. DAY)
ANGLES FRO M INLET IN OEGRE9S ( AND RADIANS)
0, i0. 20, 30t 40, 500 60, 70, 8Or ` 0. 100, 110 • 120• 130 • 1 4	,






50 71.7 71,9 71,Z 71 t 0 70 1 9 70,0 73,2 69.1 70 e1 66.6 67.2 6716
63 7 0,3. 6601 74t4 71,4 74,1 71.3 73r4 62,8 68.3 76.4 65. 8 65.5 64,1 66.3 64:9
RADIAL 10G,
	
F T . 80 65.0 66,8 65. 9 65.7 63,5 62,G 7J,3 63t5 64,7 63.1 61.7 62.8 640 63.3 60:4
(	 301
	
H) 100 68,9 67.0 68.0 6793 67.8 67t0 70.6 63,8 66,1 6 .5	 5 67. 8 09.0 6 7 12 68.4 69:7
VEHICLE ATT 125 68,4 67.6 6516 66.4 66,0 64.7 68,7 6211 61.3 61.7 63.3 64.5 64,5 61.5 64:3
CONFIG APP 160 63,9 63,4 650 63t1 63,8 61,4 67,5 62,7 60.1 60.1 59.8 62.0 61,2 61.2 61.0
LOC	 PTO 200 7 1.0 7 1 - 3 71,1 70,3 69,1 67,3 68.6 64,1 64,2 6^ 59.9 62.2 60,5 63.2 60;8
DATE 7/12/ 7 4 25D 76,3 75:3 75,0 74,4 73,8 72,2 72,0 69r1 68.0 65 .3 63.2 84.0 63,1 64,0 64.8
RUN	 260 315 76,2 75,3 .76r3 76,6 75,0 73t3 72,1 69 .9 66,4 67.6 64.9 65.2 6411 63.4 63:8
TAPE A956 400 73,0 71,9 7312 72.4 71.9 70.1 6919 67,0 66t2 64;4 63. 8 65.2 6511 63.1 63=7
8AR
	
29 t1 HG 500 74,7 73.9 75,0 74.9 73,9 7292 72t9 68,7 6892 6 8 .1 69.9 Y O.0 66. 9 65.4 64.9
( 9813 5 . N/142) 630 60.3 79.3 70,8 79.8 80.3 76,5 7512 73 9 3 72.3 71,5 71.1 69.2 68.2 66.7 68:5
TAME	 67. DEG F B00 8 0,1 79i4 802 SOt5 81r2 77,4 7 6• 1 73.7 72.3 70.5 67. 9 71.3 69 ,4 66.3 70.0
(293. DEG K) 1000 8 0,2 8 0,6 8294 81.,7 79.2 79.9 78.6 75,1 73,4 7165 70.5 7 2.3 719 5 68.5 69:2
TWET	 59. DEG F 1250 B 2,0 8 0,3 82,1 81,5 80,3 77 ,5 77,G 73t8 72.3 71,4 69.8 71.3 71.3 69.4 66:D
(2$8 • DEG K) 1600 79 .2 76.5 79.4 80,4 75.4 76.3 7592 71 i 8 70.3 68,4 67.2 68.2 68,5 66.6 65:9
HACT10,49 GM/M3 2000 81.4 81,.6 80 1 5 80 0 5 78,6 76,7 76,6 720 70.6 70,5 68.3 6B,5 6814 67.6 67 : 9
( ;01049 KG/M3) 2500 82,2 8 2,0 81,6 79.5 77.2 77.5 73.9 72,6 70,3 68, 2 66.8 67.1 68,4 67.4 67:9
NFA 6598. RPM 3150 86.2 84,3 84t7 81.7 31.2 79,5 79.6 77 t2 73.3 69 ,7 67.1 69,5 670 65.7 66:3
691, RAUSEC) 4000 8 0 .3 89,3 67,3 85.3 62,1 82,5 8113 78 9 0 76.1 70.5 69.1 11.3 7114 68.5 68:9
NFK 6548, RPM 5000 880 88,6 8515 8418 87t4 83 . 7 82 1 4 78 0 4 80.5 75,8 74 . 4 74 . 4 73 16 74.4 71:0
(	 686, RAO/SEC) 63DO 88,5 67,6 85, 9 82,7 82,4 7999 78.9 75 1 4 73,6 69.9 68.5 67.7 67.7 64,0 65.2
NFDk0628, RPH BODO 8 6,4 85.5 M 6 81.6 82,4 BC,9 79,8 75,3 73,4 64,7 67.5 66.5 64, 9 63.7 64,5
(1113, RAD/SEC)10000 B5,7 94.7 0199 80+7 80r5 79,0 78.1 74.3 71,5 69"0 7 67.5 65. 8 64,8 62.7 62.2
NO. OF BLADES	 44 12 5 00 81t6 61i4 7895 76.7 7613 7517 73.9 7113 68.7 68 ,6 64,3 62.6 61. 5 59.9 60.2
16{}0d 78,6 77.9 74,7 72.5 72,6 72.7 7Gr9 69 ,3 65 . 7 74.7 65.2 65. 6 6316 624 8 62:5
200DO 72.6 72.4 70,6 67,8 69,7 69t7 690 68 .3 63.9 75.6 65•2. 18,4 64,5 65.7 65:2
OVERALL MEASURED 96 ,2 96.0 94,2 9492 93.2 9 115 9161 87,8 67.1 87,3 85.1 85.2 84,3 84.1 85f9
OVERALL CALCULATED 96,8 96,3 95r0 9396 9313 `^1 ► 4 90.5 87,1 86t1 85t1 02.1 82.8 62.0 8d 5 80=7

















































PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAHMODEL 5OUND
PROC,
PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DEG,
DATE
F, 70




ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
0, 10. 20o 01 50. 60, 70. 80. yD. 100 , 1 10 • 1209 130• 140+
r FRE(11 0t )(00	 52)(a.70)(0.87)(1,05)(1,22)(1.40)(1957) (1.75)(1.92)(2.04)(2.27)(2.44)(
50 7298 71,9 7D,8 72.0 71,7 70,2 73.2 69 1 7 69.9 70,1 67.6 68.2 68,1 68.3 68;6
63 69 9 4 66,3 7493 70.4 74.1 7 1.4 74.4 64,1 68.3 76 4 4 65. 4 65.1 63.5 66.5 64.9
RADIAL 1004
	
FT. 80 65 9 0 67 . 7 6697 66.1 63,5 61#8 71.0 64 1 4 65.8 64.6 61.8 62.8 64.9 63.9 61:7
F	 130,	 M) 100 69 9 1 68.0 67 9 2 67.4 68.8 66.1 70,1 63 1 6 65.2 65.6 66.1 6812 6614 6894 65.7
VEHICLE ATT 125 69,2 68.s 66x5 66.8 65,4 640 69.6 6293 61.6 62.7 63.1 644 64,6 62.5 64.3






61.0LOC	 PTO 200 7 0,D 7 0.1 69 9 1 68,2 68.3 66.4 68.5 64,1 62.3 62,8 60.9
DATE 7/12/74 250 76 9 9 75.2 749 4 74,2 . 73.7 72.0 720 6 8 1 4 68#0 65 .6 64.1 64.0 63.0 6.4.1 65:7
RUN	 261 315 76,2 76 9 3 7693 76,4 75,9 73 0 4 73,2 7190 69.1 67 # 8 65.2 65.1 64 * 4 63,4 64:0
TAPE A956 400 73.9 73.4 74,0 74.3 72,7 7 1,1 70.1 67.8 67.0 65.2 64.1 65.0 64,0 62.5 63:7
BAR
	 29,3 HG 500 78,0 77.1 76,8 77,1 75.0 73.1 73.2 719 4 69.1 66.1 69.9 7 0.1 68.0 67.2 67.6
(98135. N/H2) 630 BO,B 8 0.5 8 0, 7 79,9 78.5 76.4 76.3 74 9 2 72.3 71#5 7 2.1 69.4 68, 6 6617 64;0
TAHB	 67, BEG F 800 80,6 79.1 8095i aa ? 5 78,0 76.5 75.3 71.9 70.1 69 .6 69.D 6 8.1 680 65.3 68;0
(293, DEG K) ID00 01.4 81;6 83,5 8 2,5 80,5 8017 79,5 74.9 7 3 . 3 7 1.5 7 0 . 2 71.4 69,3 68.6 69:2
TWET	 59. DEG F 129D 8 3.2 82,0 8 1.3 81.4 80.2 78,7 78.2 75,8 72.9 71,3 70,1 71. 9 71.1 69.1 68=8
(288 . DEG K) 1600 01,7 80 1 3 79 1 8 79,7 77,1 76,5 75#2 72,0 69.4 60 12 67.2 69 .1 68.1 6696 66.2















67=8( • 01049 KG/M3) 2500 63.5 83,3 8193 8 0,3 77,9 75,0 71,9
NFA 6653. RPM 3150 86.6 85.6 85,3 62,9 8 1 ,4 79.5 7918 77.1 73,5 7 0.5 67.1 7 0.2 68 ,4 65.7 66.3
(	 697. RAD/SEC) 4D00 91,3 89.1 88 9 2 a6+3 83.1 82,5 82#5 79 i 2 76.0 70.6 69.9 71,3 719 4 68.4 69:2
NFK 6602. RPM 5000 89.B 89#6 86 1 6 85.5 a9,2 84,6 8416 80, 5 81 . 5 75. 7 75.2 74.6 7397 7096 72.3
(	 69 1• RAD/SEC) 6300 88.6 87.8 86x8 83.9 83,4 13a,8 79.7 76.2 73.7 69 .9 69 .5 67.8 67.6 65.0 66.4
NFD1862 8 . RPM 800p 87,8 86,4 84,4 82.9 83,6 81.6 81.8 76.5 74.3 64 .8 68.4 67.6 65,8 64.6 64:2
(1113. R A D/SEC)i0000 86,4 8 516 8395 81.7 81,3 79.8 78,9 75,5 72.5 7 0,6 67.4 6 6. 7 65. y 63.6 62=5
N09 OF BLADES	 44 12500 81,8 81 1 5 79,4 76.9 77,4 76r5 74,8 7293 6917 67,8 64.3 6 2. 7 62 9 4 60.9 61.2
16000 78.5 77.8 75,6 72.8 73,4 7 2,6 71 1 9 70.2 66.7 70,8 66.4 67. 4 64,6 64.9 63:2
20000 7 3.4 7297 710 6 8. 7 69,3 70,8 69.7 6 8 ,4 63.4 73,5 68.4 69.4 64,5 67.6 65:2
i	 OVERALL 14EASURED 97.9 9710 95,2 94,3 9 3,8 9 292 9214 8991 88.0 88.1 85.1 55,2 84.1 8394 85'9
DVERALL CALCULATED 97 x9 96.9 9597 94,3 94.0 91,9 9116 8891 3 84,5 82.6 8 2. 9 81. 9 80.7 8111
1








































































PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC DATE — MONTU	 6 DAY	 1 HR. 15.0
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, BEG: F s 70 PERCERT REL, NUM, DAY)
r ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES	 (AND RADIANS)
0. 10. 20, 30. 401 5p. 66. 7 0. ea. 90. f00 o 110- 120i 130. 146,
FREQ. (0, )(D,17f( 0.35)( 0,52)( 0.70)(0,87)(Is C5)( 1.22)( 1,40)( 1.57)( 1,.75)(1r92)42,09)(2.27)(2.44)(
50 73,0 72,8 71r9 72,0 71,8 71,2 72.2 69e9 70 . 0 78.2 67.7 OD.- 68@ 9 68.1 68:6
63 7 0,0 66.3 75e3 72.2 74,8 72.6 73,7 63t2 68.3 77 .3 67. 13 55.4 64.4 660' 5 63:9
R ADIAL















r	 {	 30,	 H) 100 68,9 67'3 67,4 67.4 68,0 66.1 70.4 -3
VEHICLE ATT 125 67.5 67,3 66r3 66.5 65r4 64r5 69r5 62,1 62.4 62.9 63.4 64.5 .64o5 62.5 65.0
CONFIG APP 160 64,1 64s0 66,2 63,5 63,6 62,5 68,1 61r 8 61,1 62.1 60. 9 63.3 62,1 62.3 61;7
LOC	 PTO 200 7192 71,2 71+1 69.5 6992 67,3 68.4 63r6 62,5 62s3 61.2 6 1.1 61 e 1 62.6 61,8
DATE 7 /12/7 4 250 76,9 7650 76 1 2 75,2 7 390 72,3 72.3 69 r6 68.4 65.3 63.9 64.1 630 d3.4 65.8
RUN	 262 315 76,9 75,4 76 9 3 76,3 75.8 74,3 7312 71,1 69.4 67,5 65.2 56.1 64,6 63.5 64:8
TAPE A754 400 73,8 72.9 73,0 73,1 72,8 70.4 70,3 670 67.1 65,4 64.1 65.3 65,0 63 * 1 64:1
:9 64BAR
	
29.1 HG 50p B1,4 78,9 77,1 74.1 72.7 72.0 71•1 7016 69.0 66,1 68.9 72.0 69.0 65.1
498135. N/M2) 630 80,3 79,4 78,6 780 7895 77 9 7 76,6 73,0 72.3 70,6 72.1 7 1.3 69.'4 66.6 68:2
TAME	 67. DEG F 800 79@ 5 78,1 7992 78,6 78,0 76,2 75,4 72-0 72.3 69,4 68.9 69.3 69a0 66.5 65.8










54. DEG F 1250 82 3 82, 1 81r4 81 . 3 8 0,0 78,3 78, ,2 7591 73.3 71,3
j	 {	 (288..DEG K) 1600 8 0,2 78,3 7803 78,5 76,3 76,3 7592 71, 9 69,3 67,7 67,0 69,4 67 r3 66.4 66.8
HACT10,49 GH/H3 2000 80,3 80.6 88r4 80.4 78,5 7614 76,6 73,1 70.6 68.5 58.1 68.6 69,6 68.4 69:2
:667(•010 49 KG/M3) 2 5 00 83,2 83,1 82,1 79,3 77,9 78 9 2 74,3 73.1 70.3 68,2 67.1 66.1 68,2 67.2
i	 NFA 6646, RPM 3150 86,5 8t5-2 86,4 84.7 04.3 80.6 80,5 78.4 73.4 70-7 68 :2 70.3 6795 65.4 66,1
(	 696. RAD/SEC) 40DO 91,3 9044 86 1 2 87,4 04,1 63.5 82r4 79,2 76,4 71.3 7U.1 ?1.3 71.1 69.1, 69_0
NFK 6595. RPM 5000 89@2 89.6 860 85 . 6 d9,5 85,8 84,8 8018 81.6 76.6 74.4 74.3 7424 71+4 72.1
(	 695. RAD/SEC) 6300 8915 88,8 86,6 84.0 83,5 61,1 8190 77r8 74.8 70.9 70.3 (s8.9 68 9 6 64,9 66.3
r	 NFD10628. RPM 8000 6716 87,5 85,4 84• 84:4 82.0 82,1 76,6 75.5 7Q,8 69.6 68.9 66. 7 65.5 65=6
(1113. RAO/SEC)1DOU0 86,5 86,8 83,5 82+ '326 81.0 79.7 76 1 5 7395 71,6 68.5 67.7 66,6 63.9 63.6
NO. OF BLADES	 44 12500 8296 82.6 8015 78 . 6 78,5 770 76.6 73r5 70 1 4 63.8 65.6 63.8 b2,6 60.5 61:6
16000 79,6 79,5 76,6 74.7 74,6 74,5 73+5 70.3 67.5 73.8 64.3 66. 9 64, 9 64.7 6513
2D000 74r3 74,4 71.4 69.8 71,3 71. 8 70,5 67.4 64.8 76.8 66.6 69.7 63, 8 64.7 66.2
OVERALL MEASURED 98,1 97.2 96,0 94- 5 94,1 9 2,3 92o2 88r9 88,3 86.3 34.8 86.0 84.3 83.5 85 8
E	 OVERALL CALCULATED 97,8 97,4 959 8 94,5 44,6 92,4 91,9 88,3 86,9 85.4 82.6 53.3 82,3 80.7 80j9
t
I






Pp13E i FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROflRAtM105EL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59 1 pAG;
pp
FAT^O PE GER T HEl.AYHU9MpAYa5^0
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
01 10, 201 30. 40, 50, 69, 7 0, 80 9 g 3. 100• 110 • 120E 130 n 146•
t FRED, (0, ){0.17 (0135)(0,52}CD,701(0,57)(1e05)( 1122)(1.40)( 1157)#1.75)(1.92){2,Oy)(2.27)f2•g4)(
t 5D 72,7 7 2,1 7111 71 .9 71,9 71,2 72,0 69 t h 7 0 1 1 70.4 67.6 69.2 68.1 69.0 68.6
63 7 D+D 66.0 7591 72,2 74.8 72,4 73,4 62.1 67.4 7743 66. 9 b4.2 64.5 65.2 64.2
RADIAL 100.
	
FT. 80 6317 64.1 , 63,8 62.8 62,7 62,0 70,8 6115 62.8 62.9 62.5 61.b 61.0 60.8 60.6
#	 300	 H) i0D 66.9 64 ► 9 6792 57.3 66. 5 65P4 70,2 67 1 7 67.0 69.5 64. 9 47 .2 66,4 70.3 67.0
VEHICLE ATT 125 67,4 67•4 65,3 66.5 65,d 63,8 680 6313 61o6 60.5 60.4 62.3 63x 7 61.7 64.0
CONFIG APP 160 64,9 63. 1 6593 62.2 63, 9 62.3 68,4 61,9 61.3 6j,4 60.9 63.0 62,1 6102 60;8
LOC	 PTO 200 7 112 7 1,1 7 012 68,6 69,2 67.1 69.6 64.8 62.4 64.2 60.2 6 1.2 61.1 63.2 60,9
DATE 7/12/74 25D 76,9 76,1 7592 75,1 73.0 7 2,1 7 2,3 69,9 68.2 65 .3 63.1 63. 9 630 63.2 65.0
RUN	 263 315 77,2 76,6 76,4 76.5 75, 4 7345 73.5 709 7 71.5 69 .3 66.0 6 5o1 64,3 6346 64.8
TAPE 0754 400 73,4 73,1 74,2 73.1 72.1 71,3 71,3 68,9 6710 66.3 64. 8 66.2 65,3 63.3 63.7
BAR	 29,1 HG 500 76,7 77,9 760 7692 73.7 72,0 70.9 68.8 70.9 66. 1 66.8 6 6. 4 6791 69.2 66.9
(98121. N/H2) 630 80.3 78,6 79,6 79.7 78,4 74.6 75,6 72 7 9 72.4 70.7 69.0 67.6 67.3 674' 5 67.0
TAe18	 65. DEG F 800 79.4 78.4 79,5 78.3 75,9 77+6 76,5 72 1 0 70.2 71.2 67.9 68.4 68.0 6643 67.8
(2 9 1. DEG K) 1000 8 3 , 2 8 315 84,5 83.5 78,2 7748 75.3 71, 9 7 1 . 3 69 .7 68.3 7 0.3 67,1 67.5 67.0
TWET	 58, DEG F 1250 82.0 82.0 8 2.1 80.2 78,0 77,5 77,3 73,6 71.3 6 9 .4 68.0 70.2 680 9 67.2 66;7(288, AEG K) 1 6 DO 8 0 . 2 78.6 79 9 3 79.7 77o4 7895 77,3 74.0 78.5 68.3 67.2 64 .1 67e4 6;.5 66.1
HACT10,35 GH/M3 2000 8 095 8094 81,5 80.8 79.5 78.5 76.5 72x2 6	 .6 67.8 67.0 69.3 67,5 67.5 68.0
(•OiQ 3 5 KG/H3) 2500 83 ,0 83.2 82,2 80.5 79,2 78,2 74,3 71x6 68.9 67,2 65.8 67.0 67,9 66.2 66;7
NFA 6492. RPH 3150 4 0 . 2 88.5 8895 85 . 6 84,2 8098 81.7 7812 72 . 6 7 093 68.2 70.4 68 ,5 65.6 66.0
(	 680• RAD/SEC) 4 000 921 0 91.3 90,q 88,4 8 5,2 84.4 830 SOtD 77. 3 71.5 7 0.0 7 1 . 2 71.2 69.5 69.1












t	 (	 676, RAW SEC) 6300 4 0x5 8	 ,8 0998 85,9 85,5 83,7 75,6 70.5 67,2
NFOID628, RPM 8000 89 ,4 89.4 880 85.9 87,3 04,8 8590 80.5 77.8 72.8 71.4 69.5 6 8 , 7 66-5 66.1
(1113• R AD/SEC)10000 B9 14 8808 8795 8597 86,3 83,9 83.7 80.5 76.5 73.8 70.5 69.5 68,6 6507 65:2
+	 NO.	 OF BL ADES	 44 12500 85,2 85 , 6 84,7 81, . 4 02,3 80 # 6 79 i 6 7693 73.4 70.5 67.4 65.467.6
64,4 61,.8 62:1
65,516008 8 1.4 8 1.5 80.2 77.7 78,4 7	 ,9 76,5 73,9 69.6 72,8 66.2 65,6 66;7
20000 7 615 77,5 75#3 73.4 73.2 73,4 71.7 69 ,3 66.4 7 2.7 68.1 68.6 66e 7 68.4 67.4
OVERALL MEA S URED 99 9 2 98,9 9810 95.4 46,2 93 . 2 93 . 3 4 010 86.3 87 , 3 84 . 8 0 5 . 3 84.0 84 . 1 85.8
OVERALL CALCULATED 99 1 5 98 . 9 98,2 96,1 96.2 94 . 0 93,3 89 1 6 87,6 85 . 5 82.7 5 2.7 81. 9 81.1 80;9




































P AGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM
MODEL SOUND
PROC.









ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES ( AND RADIANS)
at 10. 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90: 100, i10, 120s 130, 146t
FREc7, (O, )(0.17}(0.35)(0, 52)(u,70)(0,87)(1. G5)( 1,22)(1.40)( 1 ► 57)( 1.75)(1.92)(2,0`^)(2.27)(2.4`))C
f 50 72,B 71 n 9 70, 9 72.0 70, 9 70,8 73t2 69 ,6 69.9 70.1 66.9 67.7 68,1 68;0 69:0
63 7 0.1 66.1 75.3 71.3 73.1 7113 73.5 62,0 68.1 77.3 63.9 64.2 63, 4 66.2 63:9
R ADIAL
	 100.	 FT. 80 63,7 64.0 63 , 7 63.0 61.5 61,6 70,8 61.4 61.7 61.9 61.5 6 0. 5 60.0 5948 60:5
r	 (	 30.	 M) 100 67,1 66.2 65,4 6594 67,8 65.2 7015 66,7 68.3 65.1 65.0 69.1 67.1 69.3 65:1
i	 VEHICLE ATT 125 67,2 67.$ 65,3 65.7 65.4 63,5 69,8 62.3 6148 60.4 60.0 62.3 630 62.5 63:3
CONFIG APP 160 63,9 62;2 64.3 62.1 63.1 60,9 68t3 61,7 60.3 60,1 59.1 6 2.1 61,0 61.1 60:3
LUC	 PTO 200 7 0 . 2 7 1,1 70 t 4 68,4 b8 t j 66.3 6913 63,8 62,4 65 ► 2 63.2 61.2 62:4 62 l 3 61,1
(	 DATE 7/12/74 250 76,8 75.2 75 1 2 74.2 72, 71,9 7213 68,8 67.0 65 .3 63.0 6 4. 4 63 5 63.1 64.7
RUN	 264 30 77 9 2 75,2 7611 76,4 76,1 73,3 73.4 709 7 69.1 66,3 66,1 66.4 64,3 63.2 65:0
r	 TAPE: A754 40D 74 9 1 72.9 75,1 74.4 73,9 71,9 7192 67,7 67.0 0.3 63.7 65.0 63.3 63.1 62:8
BAR
	 29,1 HG 500 76 ► 0 75.S 77t1 7692 74,7 75,2 74 ► 2 71t5 68.2 66.1 68.9 70.0 69,1 69.2 64:7
( 90i21 , H /M2) 630 Bo,3 79 9 4 79.4 78,8 78,g 74r5 75.6 73 f 2 73.6 7 0,7 68.3 67,5 670 66.5 66:3
TAME	 65. DEG F 800 B0,1 79;6 8015 8q,5 78.0 77.4 760 73,0 70.3 69;4 7U.0 69.1 70e3 67.3 67:1
(29 1, DEG K) i000 83,4 84,2 8416 82.7 8 0,2 78,8 77,6 73,9 71.5 70.6 7 0 .3 7 0+1 69 1 4 68.6 68:0
TWET
	
58. DEG F 1250 83,2 8 3.1 82,3 82,5 80,2 7993 7813 73, 9 73 9 0 70,2 69.8 71.2 7110 68.3 67:7
(288. DEG K) 1 6 00 0 1,3 79.3 7995 80,4 79,4 77,5 77.3 73,1 70.3 60 ;5 67.0 69.4 68.5 66.3 65:9
HA CT1O , 35 GM/M3 2000 80,3 868 81,5 69.5 8 0,9 79.6 77,3 7412 71..6 70 t 6 68.0 b9 .6 68, 4 67 t 7 :168
(:01035 KG/M3) 2500 83,2 83.1 83t1 81.4 79,2 78.3 75,1 71.0 69.2 67.2 65.8 67,3 67,3 6642 66;9
NFA 6435. RPM 3150 8893 B7.4 87.4 85,4 83,2 80,8 8195 77•1 72 0 2 6 9, 6 67.0 69.6 6813 65,4 66.2
(	 674, RAD/SEC) 4000 91,9 91, , 1 09,4 88.5 85,9 84.7 83.5 80,2 76.1 71;4 71 . 1 7 1 . 1 71,3 69.3 68:9
NFK 6398. RPM 5000 92,5 92,4 89,6 87.6 92,3 6716 85.B 61,4 82,5 77:8 75.1 74.2 75r6 72.7 72i3
(	 670, RAD/SFC) 6300 90,4 90.7 89,6 85.7 85,6 82.7 82.1 78,3 75,a 7196 69.6 68.5 69,5 65.6 66.3
NFDio628• RPN 8000 5 91 3 89.4 88,5 85,9 66.5 84,6 84,8 7 9 -2 77 . 5 7 2 , 4 71.1 69 .6 68,6 67,0 66:4
(1113, RAD/SEC)10000 89,4 88.8 86,5 86,0 85.6 82.7 82,9 79,3 75.7 72,5 70.3 67.5 67,7 64.9 65:2
NO.	 OF BLADES	 44 12500 05,2 84,6 83,4 B0.8 81,2 79.8 79,p 75,1 72.5 69.6 66.5 6 3. 7 63, 9 61 i 7 663
16000 8194 B1,7 79 ,5 77.7 77,6 76.5 75,5 73,1 69.5 72.4 65.3 66.4 64 ► 3 64.7 6.
20000 .76,5 7616 7412 72.7 73.1 73.4 70,8 70,0 65.5 73,4 66.5 69.3 65,7 6747 67:1
r OVERALL MEASURED 98,9 99.6 97,3 96 . 4 9 6,0 9 3,3 9 3 • 3 9 0 ► 0 88.0 87.3 85.1 8 5 . 2 85.1 84;3 85:8
OVERALL CALCULATED 99,4 99.1 97,8 96.1 96,5 93.8 93t1 89 i U 87.4 85.3 82. 6 82. 6 82,6 81.2 80:8



































FADE 1 FULL SCALE DATA R EDUCTION PROGRAM PROC. DATE - MONTH	 6 DAY	 1 HR.	 13.1
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59. BEG F a 70 PERCENT REL, HUM, DIY)
ANGLES FROM INLET 1 0i DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
30. 40, 50. 6D. 7r, B0, 4 0. 100• 110 • 120+ 130. 144,
FRED. t0+	 )( D.17}(0,35)(0, 52)r0, 7 0)(a. 87 )(1 „15)(1.22)11,40)(1157) (1.751(1,92)(2,09)(2.27)(2.44)(
i gp 72,8 71,9 71.0 71 . 2 71..7 70,0 72,2 69 16 69.9 7 0.6 66.6 67.9 60,0 67.9 68;0)
63 7 0.1 65,1 75,4 72.2 74.1 7 2,4 73,4 621 9 67.1 77.3 67.1 64.2 64,4 64.4 63:0
RADIAL 100.
	
FT. 8p 63.7 63,7 62,7 62,8 61,6 61. 9 7p,8 60,8 61#8 61.9 60.7 60,8 6090 59.8 60:4
1	 30,	 M) JOB 68 ri 66,2 661,1. 64-4 5618 65x1. 70,4 67 1 7 68,0 64,1, 66.1 7 1. 4 69 ,1 7(} 1 2 66:0
VEHICLE ATT 125 67,4 67,3 64 9 3 65,4 65,1 63,5 69 # 8 62x0 61.3 6195 60.4 6 3. 6 64,4 6165 64:0
CONFIG APP 160 64.2 62,2 64.3 63.4 63,8 6114 68,3 61. 7 60.1 60. 1 59.1 62.0 61,0 61.3 60:6
LDC	 PTO 200 7291 72,3 72,2 70.4 68,9 67.4 68#6 66,8 64.2 70.4 68.1 69.1 66,9 64.4 63.1
DATE 7/1,2/74 250 7 br1 75,9 75:2 74.1 73,8 72,4 72,1 6899 67,2 66. 1 63.8 65.0 63,2 63.3 64'7
RUN	 265 315 71,0 76,0 77,3 77,1 76.1 7 4e1 73,2 70r7 70,2 68 93 66.0 67 .1 65 1 1 63.6 6611
TAPE A754 400 73,1 7 2,2 73,0 72.1 72,0 70.3 70.0 66.7 67.1. 6 5 .4 63.$ 56.1 05,2 63.2 b4:0
BAR	 29,1 HG 500 76.7 7 5,8 77x1 76.2 74. 9 75.2 73.1 67,6 69#1 64.0 65. 9 69.0 68,2 68.3 65:8
(98121, N /h2) 630 79,5 77,4 77#1 77.5 77.3 74 ► 3 75,4 72,1 7 1.5 70.6 67.1 68.5 67.5 66.5 66:2
r	 TA14B	 65, DEG F 800 78,2 7702 74.2 7893 77,0 7494 74,3 719D 69.4 7012 67.9 66.1 6 7 ,2 66 . 7 65.7
(291 • DEG K) 1000 82.4 8 7.+3 82. 5 81.5 79,2 760 7514 7312 70 . 3 69 .6 69.2 7 0.1 68,6 66.6 66:9
TNET	 58. DEG F 1250 81,3 8093 81,2 80,2 78,0 77,5 76,5 74,9 71.1 713.1 68.0 7 0.0 70,3 67,3 67,0
(288, DEG K) 1600 80,2 78,6 78,5 79.7 78,4 77,5 76,4 72,1 70,3 68,5 66.3 68.2 68 .3 66.6 66.1
HAC TIO- 35 GM/M3 2000 8Dr3 60 , 4 8Rt7 79r8 78,5 78,5 77 ► 7 73tD 69,6 6 8 ,7 67 . 4 67.4 6815 67.8 67.2
(010 3 5 KG/M3) 2 5 DO 8 2.2 8 212 8191 8p.4 78.9 78,5 74#3 70t9 68.9 67, 2 66,0 66.1 67,1 66;4 66.9
NFA 6390. RPM 3150 8815 87.6 B7,2 83.4 8 2,3 80,7 80.5 78-2 73,6 7 0.6 67.1 69 .1 68 x3 65.4 66#2
(	 669, RAD/SEC) 4000 91,9 91,0 9093 87.3 85.1 84.4 82,4 8130 77,4 7 1,5 71.4 7 1. 2 710 6942 68.9
NFK 6353. RPM S000 90 ► 5 91+3 8897 87 . 6 91.5 87,6 8516 8110 81 , 7 7 6 .7 74 . 4 74.4 7396 7p•4 73.0
(	 665. PAD/SEC) 6300 90.5 69.8 880 85 . 7 64,6 8 2, 6 81,8 77,6 75.8 71.7 69.5 88.5 68 1 7 65 . 6 66:2


















64.5(111 3.9 RAD/SEC)iD000 88.6 88.5 8598 84.7 84.6
NU,
	 OF BLADES	 44 12500 84.5 84,4 821 4 80,8 81.3 79,6 7798 75,0 72 . 4 69, 5 64 . 4 6 3 . 6 63,7 60,8 62 .4
16000 8 0.4 81,4 78,8 77.0 77,3 76,8 7415 72.1 68.7 73.6 64.7 6 6.6 64. 8 65.6 65:4
20000 75. 2 75.n 73,4 71-5 72,2 74.5 70.7 64 tC 64.6 7 2,7 66.3 n4 .3 66x9 66,7 67;2
OVERALL MEASURED 98,9 97.4 96+3 95,4 95,1, 93,4 93.2 89 17 87.6 86.4 84. 9 85.0 84,3 8302 859
OVERALL CALCULATED 98.8 98,4 9793 95,3 95.7 93,5 92,3 88.6 87,D 85,2 82.1 8 2. 7 82.1 80.7 80;7

































PAGE i FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC. GATE - MONTN	 8 DAY	 1 MR'	 15.1
HOVEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DEG, F t	70 PERCENT REL. HUM NY
{ ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
far 10. 20 9 30. 40, 500 60. 701 8 0, ^O. iOO, 110- 12De 130, 145t
FRE©, (O. )(0,17f(0.35)(0.52)(0,70)(0,87)( I.DS)(1r22)(1,40}( 1r57)( 1.75)(Z,92)(8.0`A)(2.27!(2.44)(
r' 50 71,9 71.9 71tO 71,4 70,9 70,2 73t2 68 1 6 6891 69,a 66.7 67.9 66,4 67.Z 66:8
63 70.4 65 r 1 7 5 0 72,6 74,8 7i.4 74,4 62,9 66.3 77.6 66.0 62.4 63,4 6462 62:8
RADIAL
	 100.	 FT. BO 620 62,7 61t 9 63,0 61.9 61.1 70:3 60r5 60 .9 6 0,7 605 607 587 68 : 1 59=6
(	 300	 H) 100 69.0 57,0 70 1 4 64.5 68 1 0 64,2 706 64,7 68t1 63.2 65:2 7 0:2 69 :0 6	 2 65.7
VEHICLE ATT 125 66.6 66.3 64,5 65.5 64.1 63. 7 66.6 60 1 9 61.3 59-8 59.1 62.3 64.4 60.7 63:3
CONFIG APP 160 65t3 63,3 65ri 63.4 63,8 51,5 6815 60, 9 60 :0 60.2 58.8 62.D 61t4 61:2 60;0
LOC	 PTO 200 71r4 71,3 71r3 6 9 96 68,3 67.3 70,4 64.9 673 6g95 67. 9 66.2 64r5 665 64.8
OATS 7/12/74 250 77.0 75,0 75,1 74.2 72,8 72,3 72.5 68,7 67,0 65 .1 63.0 b3.0 62,1 63.2 64:7
RUN	 266 315 76 t 3 74.3 76,2 75.5 7519 73,2 72.3 70.0 66.4 67,5 65.9 64.1 65,2 64.6 63:9
TAPE A754 400 73,8 72,0 73t3 73.0 72,1 71,3 70t5 66,9 67.1 66.2 65.0 6 7.2 6 7 , 9 65.4 64;7
BAR	 29r1 HG 50D 74,9 74.9 76 1 1 76,1 75.0 75,4 74.2 68r7 70,2 68.3 65.7 63.0 62.2 64.9 63:9
( 9 6121. N/M2) 630 78,4 77,7 78,8 77.6 78,2 740 75,4 73,1 71.4 69.5 69.1 67.3 66,5 66.5 66:2
TAHS	 65, DEG F 800 77.1 78,2 78,4 78.5 77,3 76,7 75.6 71 t 0 70,4 68,2 69.2 68.4 67.2 66.3 65:1
(291. DEG K) 1000 83.3 82.5 83,6 82.5 00.2 78,6 78.5 74 1 2 73,3 69,5 7 1 .2 99.3 64 ,2 66.6 67:3
THET
	 5 8 - DEG F 1250 8 2,1 82:4 8212 8 0 78,3 77,6 76,4 73r7 70.1 69q 67.9 69.3 68 1 4 67,5 66,7
(208 . DEG K) 1600 80, 9 8 0.4 80,6
:4
804 78,4 76.7 77.2 72,2 69.4 66:6 66,0 68.2 67.2 66.4 64.9
HACT10,35 GM/M3 20DO 80r.3 80.5 8095 80,5 77r2 77r5 7606 71,2 68,7 67.5 66.3 b7.5 67,3 66.5 66:2
( '-010 35 KG./M3) 2 5 00 82,1 83+0 82t2 8094 78,2 7892 74.2 70,9 69.1 66 r2 65.1 6 6.0 65. 9 65.4 65:9
NFA 6255. RPM 3150 8 9 .1 87.6 87,5 85,4 63,4 80,3 80o 3 77t3 72,6 70,7 67,3 6 9.5 6716 647 66:0
(	 655. R A R/SEC) 4000 9202 92.1 90,4 88.6 85.2 84r3 82 * 1 78 t l 75.3 71.4 69.9 70 t 2 71,4 68.6 69:0
NFK 6217 • RPM 5000 9 1•2 92.4 89,4 87r6 90.5 87.6 84.6 81r2 81,4 76.6 74.3 73.4 7335 69.7 71:3
(	 651. RAD/SEC) 6300 9 1.2 90.8 89,6 85,9 85,4 82,8 81t8 78t3 74,7 7 1t7 70.2 60.7 68,8 6q,9 65:5
NFD10628 . RPM ODDO 8 9 ,5 89,4 87,7 86,9 86.Z 85,5 85.4 80.5 78.0 72,8 71.2 69.4 687 66.8 66:2
(111 3 , RAO/SEC)10000 89,6 88.8 06r5 85.6 86,6 84,5 02,5 79 .5 76.5 ^3 .8 70.5 67.8 67:5 64,9 65:2
N0. OF BL A DES	 44 12500 85.2 06.4 83,7 81t5 8214 80,7 60* 4 77r1 73.4 71.6 67.4 65.5 6496 61.5 63:1
16000 8 1,5 82,5 79 t 9 78,9 78,6 76.8 76t7 7313 70.7 72,6 65.2 67.5 64,9 63.6 65:2
20040 76.4 77,6 741 6 73.7 7.3.2 750 72.2 70r1 66t7 75.5 64.2 69,6 6414 64. 8 67:0
OVERALL MEASURED 9B,9 98.9 97.4 96.1 95,7 94t1 93,2 88,6 86 . 1. 87 .3 85.0 04.3 84,1 82:2 84;8
OVERALL CALCULATED 99 13 99,3 97.8 9 6r1 95.8 94.1 92 rC 88r9 87.0 8y .4 823 02 1 3 81.6 Fi02 80.2

































PAVE 1 FULL SCALE DA T A REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC, DATE - MONTH	 8 DAY	 i HR,	 1501
H').tj	 L, SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS	 ( 59,	 DEG' F,	 7D PERCENT REL. HUM, DlY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
D9 10, 20 30. 4 78 587
60# 70. 8@ i9. iD pp 1p. 12Q
{2@0^){2,
13D. 140
FRER # (D 1 )(OP17)(0, 3 )(09 52) {O# )(09	 )(1,05)(1, 2 )(1r 0}L 7)(i.7'
) 
t 1 ,	 Z) 7)(x.4 1(
50 710 71r6 700 71,3 71#1 700 7216 68 1 4 68.3 613.4 66.7 87.0' 68@0 68,8 67:0
63 681 4 64'6 74,7 71r2 75,2 7190 72,8 6390 65,5 7¢.8 66.4 62.9 63,1 65.9 62:4
RADIAL toot
	
FT. 80 63:3 6212 62:5 62.0 6196 61.7 69@4 60 1 8 6 91 4 60,6 61.6 6	
.6 6 p # 4 6	 3
68.9
58,6
64.3(	 300	 M) 100 64,7 66.5 69@8 65.1 6611, 63x2 6918 66@1 6714 63.5 64.6 5998 69 ,1
VEHICLE ATT 125 66 9 0 6999 63 9 8 64.7 64,2 6213 6890 6114 60.0 59.8 59.5 61. 9 65.1 38#2 63:5
CONFIG APP 160 62 9 9 61'6 63,8 62,4 6312 6 090 6712 610 $9.8 59.5 58.8 60.8 62:1 61.6 59=9
LOC	 PTO 260 70,4 69,4 69,4 69 ,2 68,0 65 .6 6717 62:8 65.1 65-6 65.8 65.2 65:8 65.5 62.8
DATE 7/1,2/74 250 76,0 7 415 7417 7413 73,2 7099 70,9 68:9 66,5 63.9 61. 9 62.7 63,3 62.9 63:1
RUN
	
267 315 750 7418 76rO 76x4 75,9 73 ► 0 72,1 7011 67,8 6715 64. 9 6 3. 7 65,3 6,3.6 63'.0
TAPE A754 40D 73,8 72.5 73.,9 73.0 72,9 70,9 699 68 :0 65.5 64,7 64.3 44. 9 6591 62.9 62:1
BAR	 29-1 HG 500 74,4 74.3 75,6 74,9 74,0 71,: 9 7016 69,9 67.4 62,+6 64.2 62.a 64.0 66.5 63:2
(98131, N/H2) 630 79,0 78@2 7811 77.5 77,3 74 1 0 74x2 72.,1, 69.6 67*,7 68.2 66.11 67 .1 66.2 65.2
TAHB	 63. BEG F 800 77#7 76#9 760' 77.4 74.9 74,1 73.7 70x1 68,7 66,6 66. 9 66,7 67:1 65.6 65:1
(2 9 0- D E G K) IDDO 8 1.3 82,1 82x2 8 0#6 77.6 76#3 74,o 72x1 68.7 67.8 68.2 68.2 68 10 6680 64:4
TWET
	
58- DEG F 1250 82,7 B12' 7 820 79.3 7713 7663 74.9 7199 69,5 67.8 67.1 69 .1 68, 9 67.8 65:0
(288. DEC, K) 1600 8110 79#8 8D:9 79.8 77,5 76,3 75,1 71,1 67.9 65,7 65.5 66. 9 67,0 65,0 64:1
HACT10,93 GM/M3 2000 81:0 80,2 81x3 79@8 78.3 76 9 3 74.0 77.x1 67.7 67.0 66.2 66.9 6 7 ,1 66.9 65:5
010 9 3 KG/H3) 250D 8 1 .9 82#8 B1, ,B 80,3 78,9 77,0 73,6 71,0 67.4 65,5 65.1 b5. 8 67,1 66.6 65:1
NFA 62739 RRH 3150 88:9 87-0 87-2 85.9 84,5 8 112 79@9 76.2 71#6 68.9 67.2 6 8. 9 68,3 65,7 65.2
1	 657- RAD/SEC) 4000 9 1., 9 9206 89 1 7 89.2 85-2 84#0 8210 76,3 75,3 69.8 70.2 y097 7212 68.6 67:1
:NFK b 4.9- RPH 50oo 9 1-2 9 1 1 8 89 93 87 . 8 9 0 ,9 86#5 803 803 79#8 75.6 74 . 4 7 3 r D 7614 7D.8 70.2
I 654.E R-AD/SEC) :6300 98 1 0 80.8 89,1, 86,0 85,5 83-4 .8213 78#5 73,8 71.9 69.5 68.1 69 ,3 66.2 65.6
NFDiD628 • RPH BODO 8 9 .3 89.9 88,1 85-7 67,6 65.5 84.5 79,7 76. 9 71.9 71.2 69-0 69 ,1 67.0 66.1
(1113, RAD/SEC)100D0 89,2 89,1 86,2 85.9 66,6 83.5 83,3 79,7 75,7 73.0 70.2 48.0 69.2 65,2 64:2
NOt OF BLADES	 44 12500 6416 8599 820 81 , 5 83#i 80-D Soma 76x2 72.7 69-7 67.4 b3 , 9 65-0 62 . 0 61.0
16000 81.7 01.8 79r1 78.3 78.3 77.0 76-7 73x1 69,4 72,8 67.1 6 5.7 65,2 64.8 63:0
20000 7693 76,5 7497 72.9 72,8 71.9 7117 69#4 65,5 73.5 65.7 67.6 65 ► % 65.4 65.8
OVERALL MEASURED 90,7 99:0 97,6 95.7 1 6,4 9 3+2 9312 8819 86,8 86,8 84.1 8 3. 8 85,1 83?$ 83:9
OVERALL CALCULATED 98,9 79.1 9794 96.0 96,1 9393 9292 88:4 85.8 84i1 81.9 8 1. 5 62:5 80.5 79,1



































PAflE 1 FULL, SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM
MODEL SOUND
PROC,
PRESSURE LEVELS (59	 DEG ,
DATE
F.	 70
-^ yONTH	 8 DAY	 1
PERCE NT REL.	 HUM,
HR,	 15. 1
DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
FRPO,

























71,5 70,7 7 1 , 1 70.8 70,0 72,7 6917 68.5 6 9 , 4 68.0 68,6 68, 8 68 ,5 66:8
63 6 9 .7 65.d 7510 71,3 76.2 73.0 7399 63,0 65 . 6 76.8 66. 9 04.1 6493 65,7 fi3:0
RADIAL



































65.1 65r1, 63.6 69,5 62.2 61.0 59,9 61.5 63.2 65.3 62.2 63:2

































73,3 71,9 71. 9 6 9 12 66,7 64,7 63.3 63.7 64,4 63.9 64.4
RUN	 26 8 315 76,6 75.8 75,9 76.3 75.9 73,8 72.9 7110 69.5 6 7 ,7 66.1
65.0 650 64.0 64:0
64:0

































78. 0 78.3 78.3 77.2 74.3 74,3 7214 70.9 68,8 69.1 67.1 68,2 67.9 66:2


















65.5(2S?0, DEG K) 1000 81.2 62,2 83.0 81.8 78,5
TWET
	


































81,2 80.1 78,9 77.3 73,9 71,9 68,5 66 ,5 66.D 66, 7 68,2 66.8 66:1
NFA 6559 • RPM 315D 8812 87.1 8 7. 2 83 1 6 8213 3n,3 81+1 78.7 7146




t	 687. RAD/SEC) 4000 9 197 90.7 88,8 8712 83,9 84,0 8 299 7 9 0 75,3 70,6 70.1 7 0 .97 3.2
72.0




























08,9 86,6 84 6 6 86•3 83 . 3 8312 7b o6 76 . 0 71,. 1 7D•4 68 . 3 014 67•p
64. 9
65.3












65 .9 6 , 85 64,9 64.1
61,0
64.316000 8 0.0 79.6 78 ,1 75.3 76.1 76.1 ,
20000 74.6 74.4 72,8 70.8 71.7 70.9 69,8 6816 64.4 76,4 64.0 t7. 9 64. 7 65.8 65.0













































































































ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEN EEI	 (AND RADIANS)i
00 10. 20, 30. 40, 50# 60. 70, O0, 9 0: 100 4 1 10, 120 , 130, 14 -9
FRED, (Dt 92)(2,09)(2 2;44)(
50 72 9 7 71,7 71x5 71 # 9 71,8 70,0 73,6 7010 68,6 68,4 67.7 68.6 68,9 68.7 67;8
63 6819 65,9 73#9 71.2 75,0 7 1.1 739 8 64,3 65,8 76.8 65. 9 6 3. 9 63,4 66.7 635






66:2(	 300	 M) 180 6696 65 ' 6 65#Q 66.2 66,1 66,0 76,9 66 1 0 6595 62,5 64.1 65,5 63:5VEHICLE ATT 125 66,1 46.6 6492 65,3 65,1 b4.1 69,0 03,5 60.6 60,1 59.2 62.0 62.9
CONFIG APP 160 63 #6 62-6 6417 62 . 4 62,8 60,8 670 610 59.4 59.5 59.8 60.9 62,2 61.8 60.2
LOC	 PTO 200 70,7 70,5 70,5 68.0 68.6 65.7 67,8 63,6 63,1 64.4 64.6 6 2.6 61, 9 6312 60:6
DATE 7/12174 250 76,7 75,9 750 74,4 730 71, 9 72,0 6 9 12 67.6 64,8 63. 9 63.8 64,2 6400 64.1
RUN
	 26 9 45 76.9 75.9 77,0 77,7 77,2 73+9 730 71,2 70.5 68 ,6 66.1 6 5. 8 650 64,8 66.1
TAPEi A754 400 7 3.6 7217 74#6 73.3 72,9 71,1 69,9 680 66.5 65.6 65.0 65. 7 66,8 63.6 63:3
BAR
	 2 9 #1.HG 500 770 76.9 74#7 74.2 71,8 7190 6 9 ,6 6 9 , 8 69.5 64 1 5 67.0 65, 8 67, 9 69.7 66:9
(98131. N/N2) 630 79 ,3 78.1 78,1 78.4 17.4 74,8 75,2 73,2 70.9 69 ► a 68.3 6 8 .0 68 .2 68.3 66.2
T A ME	63, DEG F 800 77.7 76,8 78,1 78.2 75.9 750 7367 71#2 68.7 60,7 68.1 68. 0 6 8 ,1 66.7 66.0
(290. DEG K) lOGO 8190 820 84,2 82,6 77.6 7611 75,1 7 1,2 68.9 68.8 68.1 69 .0 68,5 67.1 65:4


































2000 7 9 13 8090 8113 79. 5 79,2 7614 74, 9 7$12 69.7 67,1 67.1 68.3 69 ,2 67 .9 66.5
( • 01093 KG/RS 2506 8119 B118 81,7 80.3 79,0 78,2 73,9 70,9 67.5 65.3 65.8 66,7 69 93 66.7 66.1
NFA 6458, RPM 3150 9 090 88.1 8B#4 84.5 63,6 8 1 9 1 81,2 77,2 72.7 6 9 .7 67.3 69.9 69 ,6 66.0 66;3
(	 679, RAO/SEC) 4000 9 1.6 90,9 89,7 87.1 84,9 84#2 83,0 79,3 76.7 64.7 70.1 7 1.0 72,4 69,8 6718
NFK 64631 RPM 5000 9 1 , 0 89,9 88.5 84 4 5 9195 86,4 8593 81.5 81.1 76,3 7495 73.0 74#2 71,1 71.2
(	 677, RAD/SEC) 6300 9 ti,3 90.3 88,4 85,8 85,4 83.6 8Z,4 78,7 75.6 711 2 70.5 69 .3 70.3 6644 654
NFD10628. RPM 8000 89,1 89.8 8890 65.7 8794 8502 84.2. 79 #3 77-0 72.8 71.1 69.1 69,4 67,0 662
(1ii3, RAD/SEC)10000 8890 B8.8 86 1 2 84.7 86,2 63,3 8214 79 ,1 75,6 72.8 70.0 68.0 64,5 66.1 64.5
N0,	 OF BLADES	 44 12 5 00 8497 84.8 8390 80.5 82.2 80,4 78, 9 750 71 . 8 69.6 66.3 64.7 6590 62 . 0 61.3r
16000 Bp ,7 B1,7 78#8 77.5 78.4 7791 7592 720 69.4 71.7 66.2 6 5.0 64.1 67.1 63;9
20000 75.7 7514 7317 71.9 7297 71.7 72.0 680 65.4 73.6 66.0 66.7 63.7 66.6 66.9
OVERALL MEASURED 98.9 9797 969S 94.6 96,2 9 3 9 3 9390 90+1 66 n 8 86,9 85.0 8 4. 9 84,9 83.7 84;1
OVER A LL CALCULATED 98.8 9895 9794 95,2 96,2 93,4 9295 BB 9 8 86.6 84.5 82.1 8 2.2 B2.7 81 1 4 8D,Q































PAGE i FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAMMODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 1 59. PDEG : F; 70 PERCE NT REL^, Y HUM, HDAY)5^^
ANGLES FROM INLET' IN	 nE"GREF (AND RADIANS)




!{ 0.173(u.35){ 0.52)(0,70) i0.87)( 1.05){ 1r22!( i,4{}){ ie57}(1.75! {1.92!(2.09)(2.2 7 ) { 2 .44j(
50 7 2r5 72,5 71,7 71.9 72.6 71,0 72.6 69 17 69,3 69.4 67.7 68.664.1
69 . 8 68:7
66.7
67.9
61:963 69.7 65,6 73, 6 70.1 770 72,3 7290 630 65.5 76 1 7 66.3 64,1


































65.1 63.4 68.1 62.4 61.0 60.1 60.4 62,0 65,2 61.9 63.3
CONFIG APP L60 63.7 62.7 64,1 62.1 63.0 61,0 67.7 62.1 59.6 59 .5 59.1































76,8 77.4 77,3 7510 73.9 72.1 71,4 68:8 66.1 6 6.1 64, 9 64:7 66:1






























69.8 65.3 68.2 68,3 67.9 66:2(98131.
TAMB	 631
N/M2)

































1600 80.2 77.9 79,p 79.6 78,2 76,3 75,1 71,9 68.8 67.6 67.0 68.1
69,2 67:0 65.3
67;4
































3150 89 .3 87.9 87,3 84.5 82.4 6015 80, 4 780 720 6°?.B 67.1 7 0.0 69 , 4 65. 969:7
69:2
{	 685. R40/SEC) 4000 9210 90,6 09 1 7 87 4 2 55 1 2 83,9 81+9 79r4 76+ 7 70.7 71.1
70.9 72.1 68;8

































83,3 78,4 76. 1^
1
71:pp 7pp 4 68.2 68,3 67r2 64;5
(1113 . RAO/9EC)SOD00 a8.1 08,1 85,3 84.6 85,5 82.3 02,2 78,4 74.8 71.7 64.5 67.0
6F1.2 65.2 63.2











































OVER A LL CALCULATED 98,7 98,2 96,9 95.3 96,0 93,010 6 , 5
92,1













t401]EL StlUi.D f'2[r55Ut3E	 LEVELS	 tag,	 JEG, F,	 70 PERCENT 	 q tL,	 Hu:= , gip+,
ANGLES FROM INLET IN i}EGREhS {AND RADIANS)
0, 10. 20, 30. 44, 50, ;Q. 70, 80. y 0. 1Q01 1 10 • lzti • 13Q. 14 0` .
PWL.
FREQ. (01	 ){ 0,17}( 0.35) {O, g 2}(J. 7 0)(9, 87 )Ii, l}5) ( 1 , 221 1 ] , 40 ) ( 3 ,57){1.75)(,9Zf{2 :0`1){2,27} {2.4;)f ){	 }
50 7396 72,7 71,6 72.9 72,Q 70.9 73+6 70x0 70.3 69 9 6 68.8 68.4 69. 7 69,7 67:8 120.1
63 69.7 6696 74, 9 71.1 76,0 7 1.1 74.0 63.9 66.3 7 6 .7 67.9 64. 9 64,1 67.8 64:1 124.•4
RADIAL 100, FT. 80 64,3 66.6 65,3 65,7 63,7 61.8 71.6 63.8 64.1 63,2 62. 8 6 3.3 65,5 6343 606 114.9
(	 308	 14) LOU 660 65.6 64.7 64.4 66,9 o5.1 70.9 64,9 65.6 62,9 6:.1 65. 6 6 7 ,1 68.7 63.9 116.0
VEHICLE ATT 125 67.9 67.3 65,2 66.4 66,3 64.1 70.2 64.4 64.6 65,1 63. 1 6 2. 9 6 7 .3 63 .8 65.4 115.3
GONFIG APP 160 62 9 9 60;8 64,9 62,3 62.1 61.1 68#8 61.3 59.5 58,8 59.1 6 1. 6 62. 8 61.6 60.0 112.3









DATE 7/12/74 250 76,8 75.D 74,8 74.2 73,2 72,2 71.9 70,2 67.6 64.6 65.3 121,9




































75,4 74,5 73.0 75,? 72 9 0 73,6 72,0 66,3 65.6 68.8 66.9 669 9 666 64.1 120.7
(981310 N/M2) 630 82,0 80+1 79 9 1 79,3 79.2 76.3 77,0 75,2 70.4 69.1 72.3 78.3 700 67,9 67;4
124.8
TAME	 63. DEG F Bp0 8211 80,9 BD,B 80 . 2 75.9 77.1 75,Q 72.0 70.5 68.7 69.8 69.1 70.1 66.8 66. 9 124•.2







































GH/M3 2000 81,4 81;0 80,1 80.5 78,2 76,1 77,0 74,0 69,9 69.0 69.2 69 .0 70,1 68,1 682 125.0



































5000 B919 90 1 1 8743 86.3 89,5 86,4 85,1 8113 81.1 76,2 75.2 74.2 75.3 73.8 72.2
134.1
(	 693. RAD/SEC} 6300 89.2 88.3 87,4 84.5 84.4 x31.7 80.6 78.4 75.1 7 1.3 7	 .5 68.5 69,6 66.3 66:3 131.1

































81,4 7812 79,1 78.1 7 61 1 7392 70 . 5 68.6 66.1 6 4.1 65 11 61.5 61.3 128.5
15D00 80.1 79.9 77,0 75.0 75.9 75.1 73.7 71.1 67.6 72.1 65.2 64.7 65,t) 65.8 63. 4 123.0
200DD 74.7 74.7 7291 70.8 10,7 70#7 6 9 .8 67,9 63.2 75.5 64.0 66.7 65,0 67.6 65.1
128.4








































11.^ s	 27 1
C
PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM P ROC, DATE " MONTH	 6 DAY	 1 HR:	 15.2
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59	 DEG, F,	 70 PERCE NT REL. HUM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM INL E T 1; QEGREe 	(AND RADIANS)
at 10. 20 1 3O. 40, 50. 60, 70, 80, 96 10D • 1 l0' 12 0, 130. 1.;a,
FREO, (01 );D+17I(0.35}(0,52}{ 0,70)( 0,87}{ 1,C5)( 1,2Z)( i,40)( 1,57)i1.75)(1,92)f2.D9)(2.27)f2.44 }f
50 72.8 71,7 70,8 71,9 71,7 70.6 72.6 70,0 69.3 6?.6 68.0 67. 5 6 8 0 68.8 67.1,
63 69.9 65.6 74, 9 7 1 . 1 76,1 71,1 73r8 6414 65.8 70,6 67.2 64.7 64,4 67,8 65:3
RADIAL	 100,	 F T . 83 6393 64,5 6413 63,9 63,7 61r5 78,3 61.0 62 , 2 62 ,5 62.6 60.4 61.§ 69.76^.9
61'6
(	 SO$	 H) 1DD 65,6 65.5 64,9 66.0 67,0 63.1 67to 63r1 65.4 62+5 63. 9 65.6 66,3 63.1
VEHICLE ATE 125 71.9 69.8 650 68+5 65,4 62,1 68,3 65.3 66r8 65.8 67.2 6 6.1 66.3 64.0 65.4




LOC	 PTO 200 69.5 69,2 69,6 67.7 68,6 65,8 67+6 63,6 61.5 61,3 58.8 63.7 61.6
DATE 7/12/ 7 4 250 77 1 0 75,8 76,0 75,1 74,0 73,2 72, 9 70,2 68.5 64 9 8 64.1 0. 7 64.4 65:2 66:1
RUN	 272 315 76.6 76,8 76,7 76.2 76,2 73.1 72,8 7210 69+7 6 9 .6 66.1 66. 8 6 7 .0 65.7 64.0
TAPE A754 400 7508 77,9 79,1 79,2 78.0 77,1 72,7 7291 73.2 6 9 .7 73.0 7 1. 8 71.1 66.8 66.2
BAR
	 29,1 HG 500 7 1,9 72,4 72,7 72.7 71,9 71.7 69.8 69 0 68.5 64.7 68.1 68.7 67,6 64.7 66.D
(98152. N/H2) 630 75,Q 74.Q 76,1 77.8 76.2 74,0 74.9 73,2 72.7 69;Q 71.3 73.0 72,5 67.1 70:2
TAME
	
65. DEG F BQO 81+0 76,7 77f9 78.1 77r1 7691 75,$ 74r1 72,5 7R.6 71.2 68,0 69.8 68.9 66,1
(291, DEG K) 1000 76,2 77 1 9 7B,1 77,4 76,1 7 6,2 76,3 73,4 70.9 69,a 69.3 70.1 70,c 67.9 65.4
TWET
	
58, DEG F 1250 60,0 76,7 79,7 79,1 77,2 75*4 7698 75 . 9 71,7 70.8 69.9 7 1•U 72,2 69.9 69.2
(2$8 + DEG K) 16D0 79 .9 77.9 78,0 78.3 77,4 75,6 76,1 74,1 70.8 68 .7 69.3 69.8 7 0,1 67.pp 66.4
HACTIO- 35 GM/M3 20D0 79 .3 77,9 78,3 78.4 76.4 76, 1 76.2 73.1 70.7 b8 ,0 68,4 70,2 69 ,4 68.9 68'3
(:01035 KG/0 ) 25QD Bail 79.8 79.7 78.3 77,9 77 1 0 74,0 73.0 70.6 66.5 68.1 6R.8 69,1 68.8 67:1
NFA 6837, RPM 3150 84,1 81. 1 81.8 800 79.3 77+4 7812 76 1 4 719 9 6 0 18 66 . 5 69,2 66.3 66 . 2 65.5
(	 716. RAD/SEC) 4000 86.6 85,9 83,8 82.3 79.0 79,U 7912 77r1 72.7 67,6 68.3 69.9 71•2 684' 9 68*.1
NFK 6795. RPM 5DQ0 85.2 85,2 82,1 80-6 8 4,3 80. 4 80,6 77.3 77,8 73.1 74.4 13,2 73.3 73.1 70=5
(.712. RAD/SEC) 63DO 84r4 84,1 83,3 79.8 79,5 77,5 77,3 74,3 71.0 68,1 68.6 67,3 68.5 65.1 65.5
NFO10628. RPM 9000 83,1 8213 80,2 77+8 79.5 76,2 76r4 7216 71+0 66+a 66 . 4 66.4 64,7 64,4 63.4
(1113 • RAD/SEC)10000 8 2,2 81,4 78,5 76.7 76,6 75,3 74.1 72,4 68,4 67.a 66.4 65.1 66,4 63:1 61.7
NO.	 OF BLADES 44 125 00 7 8 .2 70. 0 75 1 2 72.2 73,4 729 4 71,1 69 +2 65.9 65,2 63,5 62.3 62,3 6008 60,2
16000 74,2 74,1 71.2 68.6 70,3 64.3 69,3 67,4 63. 8 71,8 63.6 65.3 65,6 64.0 62.3
20000 69.9 70,2 68,2 65,5 6715 68,3 68,1 66,6 62.8 74, 1 65.6 68.1 66.9 66.1 64.3
OVERALL MEASURED 94.0 93,6 9 3,0 91.4 91 i 3 89,9 901 1 88.3 66.8 56.7 66.2 05. 9 86,2 85+a 86=5
OVERALL CALCULATED 94,2 93,3 92+4 91.2 91,D 89 .2 8 9 ,2 86,8 8498 8•),9 82.7 82. 8 82,9 81,.5 80,4












































PAGE i FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC, GATE ,MONTH	 8 DAY	 1 HR. 15.2
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59,	 DEC, F,	 70 PERCENT REL. HUH. DAV)
ANGLES FROM INLEY IN DEGR3=E5	 (AND RADIANS I
09 10. 20. 30• 4 0, 509 6p4 70, 80, 9 0. loo m 1 7.0' 120 9 130. 1 4 n , PWL
FRE©9 (0^ )(0.171{0,35)(0,52 ) (0,701(0,871(1,057(1,221(1,40) (1,57) {1,75)(1.92) {2.09){2.27), 44)( ){	 )
50 73,0 72.6 7098 71,9 71,8 70# 8 72x9 7011 69.5 69 ,8 67.7 67.8 68 . 8 68.9 4	 :8 119.6
63 6919 65,7 740 70.3 76,3 72.1 73,8 6413 65.5 77,0 66.9 64. 7 65.1 67.0 64:4 121.1
RADIAL 100. FT. 8p 6393 65,5 65x6 6497 62,9 61,7 70.3 64 1 0 64,1 63.2 62.6 62.3 66.0 63.6 61: 7 114.4
i	 (	 30. M) 100 65.8 64.8 639 9 64.0 67.0 64, 9 69,7 6319 65.7 639 8 62.1 6 4. 8 65, 9 67.7 63:2 115.3
VEHICLE ATT 125 67,2 64.8 6210 64,6 66.1 65.5 69,2 60x1 65.9 66 s Q 62.5 P1.3 65.2 63.3 63:2 114,6
CONFIG APP 160 62,6 6	 ,5 64#1 621
65.^









123.9LOC	 PTO 2p0 68,6 68.5 6 7 x5 67.7 64.6 67,5 6390 61.5 62,3 62,0
ELATE 7112/74 250 75,9 74,7 74,8 74,3 73.9 7 2.2 7 1, 9 69 x2 67.8 6399 64.2 64,2 64. 4 654 65.1 119.11
RUN	 273 315 75.4 75.0 76,0 76.3 76.0 7392 73rd 71.0 69.7 66.8 65.9 65.1 67 .3. 64.1 65:1 121.2
TAPE 9754 400 75,8 77.7 74.7 79,3 77,0 7598 7498 7191 73.6 67.4 73.1 7 1. 7 68 ,8 66.8 66: 9 123.8
UAR
	 2 9 .1 HG 500 7 1+5 7 2.6 74,6 74,8 72.7 70199 7096 6899 70.3 63.6 69.0 69.7 6 7 ,0 64.8 64,0 120.0
( 98152. WH 2) 630 75.1 73 9 9 75 9 2 76.6 7 6.1, 7310 73,2 72 1 1 70.6 6a ,a 69.1 7 2.2 69 ,4 67.2 66.3 172.1
TAHB	 65. DEG F 800 77,8 7596 77,q 77,1 75.8 75.8 769{! 740 73.7 7 2.6 70.0 7 0. 7 71.8 67.8 66:1 123.8
(291. DEG K) 1000 78 ,0 76.9 78,2 76.6 76,4 77,2 77,2 730 709 8 70.0 69.1 7 0.2 6 9 , 4 67F2 66:3 123.8
TNET
	
589 DEG F 1250 7B,7 79,0 79 11 78 1 1 77,2 78 1 0 78 1 0 77 m 2 7294 70,8 69.9 72.7 72.2 7091 68.3 125,3
(288. DEG K) 1600 79,0 77,8 78 10 77.6 76.2 77.1 78,0 75,3 71,8 69 .9 70.0 7 0,1 7091 69.1 66'4 124.5
HACTxD,35 GM/M3 2000 78,0 77.2 7792 7797 76,4 76. 3, 7894 76.1 72.9 70.0 69.5 70.0 70,2 6963 67.5 124.7
(.010 35 MG/M3) 25 00 B O+D 78,7 78,8 78.5 77,0 78.2 7898 76,0 72.4 69.7 68.0 60.8 69 , 8 68.0 67:9 125,2
NF A 66731 RPM 3150 84.1 80,9 8015 7894 78.9 78 1 3 7892 7613 71 . 8 69,8 67 . 0 69. 0 68 12 65 9 2 65.2 125.9
(	 699. RAD/SEC) 4000 8698 8 418 840 8311 79.0 7890 78,9 7691 72.5 67. 6 67.6 69.9 71,0 68.0 67:1 127,7








126.6{	 695, RAD/SEC) 6300 849 2 83.4 82.3 80,0 79,6 7:2.7 76 9 5 73#4 7x.0 66. 1 67.4
NF010628, RPM BODO 62.4 82. 0 7996 77,7 7897 76,3 7792 72 . 4 70 . 1 66.3 65 . 3 6 5 , 2 64.4 6342 62 .4 125.8
(1113 , RA D/SEC)1DODO 82,5 81 9 3 .78 9 4 7698 77,5 74,6 74x3 7 116 68.3 56,1 65.3 64.5 65,6 62.5 61:4 225.3





















123.916000 74, 74.1 71.1
20000 7194 69.9 67,1 6595 68,4 67,5 69,1 68.2 62.0 73.0 66 , 3 67 .1 67 .5 69.3 65:6 126.9
OVERALL MEASURED 9 3,8 92 9 9 91,8 91,3 91,3 40'.,3 9112 88#9 8796 87.8 86.2 86.0 8543 8513 85:3
OVERALL CALCULATED 93,9 92,6 920 90,9 9018 89,3 8916 87 1 0 8419 Ba.p 82.3 52.7 82.7 61.3 79: 9 138,3








PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC, DATE - KONTH	 8 DAY	 1 HR;	 15.3
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS	 (59.	 DEG, F i	70 PERCENT REL, MUM, DAY)
ANGLES FRO14 INLET IN DEGRE^5 SAND RADIANS)
00 10. 20 1 30. 40, 50. 60t 701 80, ? 0. 100, 110 • 120+ 1306 146,
FREO. (O t )(0,17)(0,35)(().52)(0,70)E0.87)( 1,05)(1,22)(1. 4 0)( 1 . 57)(1.7 5 )( 1 , 92 1(2.0 4 )(2.27 )(2r4 4 5 (
r 50 .72.9 7216 71 9 6 72.1 71.8 7 1,0 73,8 690 69.5 69'9 6 66.0 d7.5 69.0 69.5 67:9
63 69,8 65.7 741 7 71,4 76,2 7 291 73.1 63.2 65. 9 76 ,9 66. 9 64.2 64.2 66.7 63:3
RADIAL
	 100.	 F T . 80 64 ,1 6513 64,6 6419 62,8 6117 709 6 62,8 63.4 62.3 61.9 6 1. 7 63. a 62.6 59.9
(	 30,	 M.1 100 66,3 56,0 65,7 64,1 67,0 66,1 69.8 63 t 2 64.8 66.5 63.1 65. 8 57.0 68.9 64:0
VEHICLE ATT 125 67.7 67r1 65,2 65.6 6613 650 69,G 61 ► 2 64.1 6419 64.5 63.2 67.1 63. 9 . 64:1
CONFIG APP 16D 63 1 4 60,8 65,0 62.4 62,0 62.3 6617 61,2 59, 66.6 60.2 62. 8 63.2 62.9 60:2
{	 LOC	 PTO 200 69 ,2 69,3 68 1 6 66.9 67,9 6610 6715 6316 61.4 62.2 59.9 01.6 61,6 64,4 60:7
DATE 7/12l74 250 75,6 74,9 74,8 74,3 73.2 72,2 72#0 70.1 67.7 64,9 64.3 63.7 64,0 65.0 6$:4
RUM	 274 315 75,9 74 1 8 76,0 76,4 75,2 73.4 72.8 71,2 69.5 68.6 66.3 65.0 68,1 64.9 66:1
{	 TAPE A754 400 720 71.7 72 1 7 7219 72,1 70,3 69,7 67.9 65,5 64,6 64. 9 66.6 66,7 63.6 63:9
BAR
	 29,1 HG 500 72.4 71,6 71,8 71.8 70.9 69 9 1 68,6 6619 66.7 63.5 65. 8 67.8 66, 7 63.5 63:3
(98152, N/M2) 630 79.5 75-2 78 i 1 78.2 76,4 74,2 73r2 71t4 70.9 70 1 6 70.1 7 0,1 701 3 66.2 66:2
{	 TAMB	 65. DEG F B00 7 8. 1 76r7 77c0 77.2 75.8 7591 73,8 700 68 . 7 6$. (y 66 .9 66. 9 66, 9 64 . 6 66.0
(291- DEG K) 1000 B 0 . 1 78,9 7 9 ,3 79.6 79.2 79.7 7712 74.3 72.2 71,3 69.3 7 0.2 69 .4 68.2 66:4
TWET
	 5 8 . DEG F 1250 8 0, 9 7 9 0 81r3 80.4 78,3 78,2 780 750 7117 70.7 69.8 70.9 70. 8 68.9 66:9
(285, DEG K) 1600 79,3 76,9 79 t 0 78,2 76,1 75,2 740 72,0 69,6 67,9 66.0 69.0 68 1 2 66'0 8' 65:3
MACT10.35 GM/M3 2000 7?-0 78.9 7 9 t3 799 4 76.4 75,5 7512 720 68.9 6764 67 . 1 68. 1 6 9 ,0 6(1.1 67: 4
( • 01035 KG/M3) 2500 80,8 80i7 7 9 ► 8 7894 76,9 75.9 73.6 7119 69,6 67,0 b6.$ 66.8 6 8 . 9 66. 7 67.1
NFA 6635. RPM 3150 84-D 81.9 82-3 80.4 80,4 77,6 78.1 76.0 70.9 68.5 66.2 68.2 68.3 65.1 65.2
(	 695, RAD/SEC) 4000 87,8 86.9 85 1 9 54.3 80.1 79,5 79,9 77,3 7297 66.6 67.9 69.9 70 1 9 68.4 67:1
NFK 6597, RP14 5000 87 ► 1 871d 84,1 8313 86,5 82. 9 81r3 7616 78.8 74, 3 74.5 73.1 73,i 71.8 71.3
(	 691. RAD/SEC) 6300 86,5 86,1 84 ► 4 80,9 81,6 7990 78.4 7493 72.2 68.9 68.4 07.4 68 t 4 65.1. 65:4
NFD10628. RPM 0000 84,2 84.3 82r5 80.4 81.8 76,7 78,3 730 71.1 66,9 66.4 65.3 65.7 64.3 62:7
(1113. R AD/SEC110000 84.4 84. 1 81,6 78.6 79.7 78,0 7643 73,4 70.1 6$ ► 1 66.6 64,6 65.7 63r2 6,2;5
N0. OF BLADES	 44 12500 5 0,0 8 0,0 77 1 1 74,6 75,5 74.3 7213 70r4 6649 67,p 63 . 4 6 2.0 620 61•2 60.4
16000 76.9 76,0 73r2 7 1 . 3 72r5 7114 70.1 68,4 65,1 68 =7 64.6 6 4.1 64,6 65.3 64:6
20000 7212 71.9 69,4 67.3 69,2 68,6 68,1 69-2 63.8 76.7 63.2 68.2 67.4 68.3 66:4
OVE RA LL MEASURED 96.2 94,0 94:0 92.4 92.0 9013 911 1 88,3 86.6 86.7 85.4 65.0 85.3 84,8 85;2
OVERALL CALCULATED 95,2 94r6 93.9 92.1 92,1 90.1 89.5 56.6 84.5 83.8 81.5 8 1, 8 820 80.9 79,9



































































PAGE i FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC, )LATE •- MONTH	 8 DAY	 1 11R . 	15,3
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59. DEG 9 F,	 70 PERCENT REL. HUN, DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
01 i0. 209 30. 40, 50 ► 60, 7 0, 80, 40. 100 • 1 10 • 1201 130. 146,
' FRED, (01 )(0,171(Q.35)(Q,52)(0.70)(0.87)(1,05 )(1922){1#4D!{1,571(1.75)(1,92} {2#0`7}(2.27)(2.44)(
50 72,9 7214 700 71 1 9 71,6 70.7 740 69 1 7 69,3 69 .4 6890 47.8 69,7 69.8 67.6
63' 7 0,2 65,9 7590 71 . 3 7 6,0 72,1 73,7 64.9 64.7 77, 0 66.9 02,7 64,1 66.8 64:3
R ADIAL 100.
	
FT. 80 63,4 63,2 63,4 63.7 61 9 8 6196 7114 61, 8 61,1 6 2,2 61.8 61.4 610 60. 7 59:6
(	 304	 M) SDO 67 1 8 65,8 650 6410 66,7 64,0 7019 67,0 68,4 62.9 65. 8 7 0. 8 69 ,1 70.5 66:2
VEHICLE ATT 125 66r2 66 .1 63 ► 9 65,6 64,1 63.1 70, 0 63 1 4 620 61. 1 60.4 54.1 65, 2 62.9 63:1
CONFIG APP 160 63,0 61#'8 64.0 63•? 6 2.1 6 1.3 67.8 6111 59.7 59,5 58.8 01.0 6292 60.3 59:0
LOC	 PTO 200 7 0 .7 69.4 69 14 68.4 68,0 65.8 68,7 6616 63.2 68. 5 66.6 67.6 67,6 65.4 62:9
DATE 7112/74 250 75,6 75.0 74 9 7 74,3 73,1 7 2.3 7 1.9 69,2 66,6 67,6 64.4 65.0 64 1 0 64.0 64:2
RUN
	
273 315 75,0 74,8 76.0 76.1 75,9 73,0 71,8 71,0 69,5 67,8 66.0 65. 7 65,3 63.7 63:9
TAPE A754 400 72,7 71,7 73 1 9 74.1 72,7 71,1 6957 67 9 9 6615 64.5 64. 7 65.8 66. 9 64.0 63:0
BAR
	 2$ .1 HG 500 74,6 73,3 73.7 73.0 71,7 71,8 69.0 66,7 67.6 64,3 64.0 6 4. 7 65, 13 60.0 65:9
(48152+ N/M2) 630 79,0 77.9 78,1 77,6 77,2 74,3 73.9 71.3 69.9 67.7 67.3 66. 9 67 ,3 66. 
1 
9 65:3
IAMB	 65, DEG F 800 7897 8 0 , 0 8091 78• .1. 75,8 7592 74.0 72.1 69.4 69 .8 67.1 b6.7 68,1 65.9 66:1
(29 1• DEG K) 1000 8 1 .7 82,7 84.1, 82.4 78.6 76,4 75.2 72,4 69.9 69.0 68.4 6 9.1 68 ,1 66.9 65;4
TWET	 58. DEG F 1250 80,5 0 1,0 81 . 0 8 1 . 0 80#1 77,2 75,9 73,8 69.6 6$ ,6 68. 4 59.7 69 , 9 67.7 65.0
(288. DEG K) 1600 79,9 78,1 79.0 79.6 78,5 75.9 75.1 7211 68.6 67.6 65.3 68.0 68.2 66.1 64:4
MAC T10 .39 GM/M3 2000 7 9 ,8 8013 60 1 1 80 . 5 78,6 77,5 7513 7312 68.9 660 67 . 4^ 6 7,1 69 ,4 680 66:6
(•01035 K0/N3) 2500 02,5 82'7 81 1 8 80.4 79,2. 77,9 73, 9 70,9 67.7 65,5 65. 8 66. 6 68,1 66.9 65:9
NFA 6366, RPM 315(5 88.2 86,9 8812 84 ,5 83,5 80.3 80,1 77,3 72.0 690 47.3 58. 9 68,2 65,2 65'4
(	 667. RAD/SEC) 4000 9 1 ► 8 40.6 89,7 87x4 84,9 84.2 82,2 79 x0 7515 69 .8 70.1 7 0. 9 72.0 69.7 68.0
NFK 6324; RPM 5000 91.9 91, . 0 84 1 1, 87,3 9 1.3 86.,3 85.4 di,5 81,9 77,0 75.4 75.3 740 73.0 72;6
(	 663, RAD/SEC) 6300 9 0,4 90,3 98,5 85.8 85,6 87.5 81,,4 78.5 7512 71.4 70.5 68.3 70,4 66.4 65.8
NFD10628. RPM 8000 8912 89,0 87 1 2 86 . 7 87.4 34.4 84.5 79. 8 76 9 2 72.9 70.3 69,4 69.5 67 . 4 65.5
(1113. RAD/SEC)1Q000 88,4 88,0 8615 85,7 86.4 83.4 8213 79 54 75.9 73.2 70.5 67.6 69 ,4 65.4 64:4
i	 NO,	 OF BLADES	 44 12 5 00 85, 0 84,8 8313 81 , 3 0 2,5 8 8.3 79 95 76,4 73.0 69 .9 67.2 05.0 64,4 64.1 62:4
16000 8 1,2 81,9 80,3 78.5 79,4 70.4 76.2 73,3 69,9 74,1 67.2 65`. 4 64,6 64.3 65:5
20000 76,5 76,9 75,3 73 . 3 74,7 73.2 72.4 73.2 66.0 7 6#1 68.4 68.2 67,3 65.4 66:A
OVERALL MEASURED 98,9 97,8 96.8 95,4 9 690 9 3 4 3 93,1 90,0 87,8 860 86.2 86.0 8593 84.9 85:2
OVERALL CALCULATED 980 98,4 4794 95.7 96,2 43 9 2 92,3 88 0 9 86,6 89, 1 82.4 6 2.5 82,7 81.3 80;1



































.i FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM P ROC, DATE - MONT H 	8 DAY	 1 HR.	 15.3
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS	 (99, DEG, f, 70 PERCE NT REL. HUM. DAY)
' t ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
0. 10. 20, 30. 40, 50, 63, 70. 80 0 90. 100, $10! 1201 i3D. 146,
FREQi (0!	 )( Ool7i(0.35)(0,52)(U.70)(0.67)(I,_ 5)( 1.22)(1i40)( 1.57)(1.75)(3,92)(2,09)i2,27)t2.d4)(_
t 50 72.6 71,8 71r1 72,2 72,1 7 0.0 73,8 69 s1 68.3 69.2 67.1 67.9 67v9 68.6 67.4
63 69.9 65,9 74.0 70,4 75,1 7 192 74,1 64.4 65.6 77,2 66.1 63.1 62.1 68.0 64.0
RADIAL
	 10D,	 FT, 80 63.7 63.3 62,9 53.0 61.8 61,6 70.9 61.6 61.2 60.8 60. 9 6 0. 7 59.6 60.4 60:1
r 1	 30,	 M) 100 6 9 .0 65.9 70,0 64,4 67.3 64,4 70,4 65,4 67.6 63.5 65.4 7 1.1 6 9 .i 69.g 66;7
VEHICLE ATT 125 66.4 65 1 9 64,6 64,7 65,4 6397 69.7 61.3 60.7 60.4 59,6 62.5 63rb 61,4 63.1
CONF' IG APP 160 65 ,0 63 , 6 640 63.3 64 , 0 81.1 68,1 62 ► 3 60.6 60.1 59.1 61.3 61.3 61.7 60:5
(	 LOC	 PTO 200 70.2 69,b 71 4 1 69,0 68,5 67,1 69,4 65,0 65+7 68,4 66.0 6 6.0 6 4 , 9 67.0 62 , 6
DATE 7/12/74 250 76 1 3 74,9 74,9 74,4 73,4 77,2 7291 69.0 66.7 65,1 64.1 64.0 bErO 64.G 64.9
RUN	 276 315 75,8 74.6 76 9 3 75.2 75,1 72,0 7 2.1 70.3 67,8 6193 65.0 64.4 6 4 ,3 63.8 63,6
TAPE A754 4UO 72,8 7 2,6 73,2 73.0 7 2,2 7 1a 2 69.3 66,9 64.4 66 .0 64.3 65. ¢ 6 7 ,1 65.7 63:9
BAR	 29.1 HG 900 76 .D 7 3,3 73, 8 73.9 73,2 73.1 71,8 7192 68.3 67,9 65.9 62 0 8 62, 9 66.6 64:8
(98152. N/M21 630 70.4 77,3 78 1 5 77.4 77,7 74,1 74,2 71,2 69.9 63.3 67.5 67.2 66,3 66.0 65:9
r	 TAME	 65, DEG F 800 7890 77-7 78,4 7692 76s4 74,3 74.2 70•0 68s7 6`?.3 67.3 6711 67,2 66&C 65.6
(291. DEG K) 1000 8 1 . 1 8 1 , D 8 2i b B 1 . 3 77.5 76,3 74.4 72.2 68.9 68.5 66.3 08.5 66,2 67.2 64.7
TWET	 5 B . DEG F 1250 81. 9 B1,n 82,1 80 . 4 77,5 75.4 7492 72,1 69.5 68 i 3 67.0 6 9 .2 6 8 , 3 67. 9 65:9
(288. DEG K) 1600 79,9 79,8 80,1 79 .3 77,6 76,0 74.8 71.2 68.5 66.3 66.2 67.2 66,3 6508 64=7






65.4( • 010 35 ){0/M3) 2500 92,8 82.7 83,1 B0,3 79,2 77.4 73.1 7 1,1 67.4 66a 65.0
NFA 6263. RPM 315D 89,4 87.8 8816 85,6 C4,6 d1,.7 80,2 77,3 71.9 69, 4 67.3 49.6 68,2 66.0 65.8
I	 (	 6564 RAD/SEC) 4000 92, 0 9 1 .9 9 0,1. 88.2 85,5 85,1 8312 79,3 75 . 7 71s0 70.3 7 0.1 71o2 68.7 68:7














66.2i	 (	 652. RAD/SEC) 6300 9 0,5 90.3 89,7 85.5 85.8 83.5 B2,7
NFD10628, RPM 8000 9 9-1 90,() 88,7 86•8 87.8 85.5 84.7 80 . 7 77 . 0 72,6 71.6 70.3 68 , 7 67 . 3 66.1
. uii3. RAD/SEC)iG000 88.5 $8.3 87 1 7 85,6 86.6 84,7 8315 80,4 75.7 73.6 70.7 68.4 67,6 65.4 64:9t	
NO.
	










6 .916000 B2,2 82,2 00,7 7	 ,9 79,6 7	 9 76.5 74,2
20000 77-2 77,2 7595 73,7 73 1 7 73.5 72,4 70.4 65.0 76 .6 66.5 68.h 65,3 66.3 67:0
OVERALL MEASURED 98,8 98,6 97,3 95.6 96,1 94.0 93,2 89 gi 87.6 87.3 85.1 55.2 84,2 84.1 85.0
OVERALL CALCULATED 49 91 99,0 98,0 95,8 96,3 93,9 9297 89 1 3 86,3 85.2 82.1 6 2.1 81,3 Bass 8tl*a
PNOB 112.5 112#2 ili ► 3 109.4 109.9 107,1 105.8 102 .1 100=2 96 ,7 95. 4 75,0 94,4 93 0 1 92.8
rf,..- ..^ 1111 . _,,,;-	 - --^• ^-- --	
r
^	 v
PAGE 1 FULL SCALE I1ATA REDUCTION PROOAAM
ODEL ATF	 70
REL.
SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS ( 59	 DEG
AN GLES
PERCENT HUM,HDAY)
FROM INLET IN DEGREE (ANC RADIANS)
00 10. 20, 30. 40, 501 60, 7 0, 80, 90• 100 , 1 10' 120- 13a. 146, P(•4L
.' FRED, (Ot ) ( 0, 17$( 0. 35 )(0. 52)(0. 7 0)( 0. 87 ) t 19 9°3 )(1 .22 )(1, 4 0)( 1. 5 7)t1. 75 )( 1 . 92) (2,D 9 )(2.27 )(2,4 4 )( )f	 )
5C 72,6 71,8 709a 7140 7191 709D 72.6 69 91 68.7 69 .3 66. 9 67.0 66, 8 67.8 67.4 118.9
63 6 9 ,2 65.0 75.0 71.2 76,3 72 9 2 74,3 63.2 65.8 77.6 67.3 6 3, 9 62.4 66,1 63. 7 121.4
RADIAL.
	
IDO..F T . 80 64 , 4 66.4 65. 9 64 . 6 63,1 6p,6 70,6 630 64.3 64va 61.6 61. 9 63. 8 63.4 61, 4 114•.3
r	 (	 30,	 PO 100 66.9 64;1 65,3 65,1 67,3 65,1 69 .4 64.0 66.8 66 1 2 63.3 5 5. 9 65,1 67.9 63.5 11548
VEHICLE ATT 125 64 ,D 63.4 61,6 63.4 64,4 61.3 6896 59 1 6 63.8 64,4 61.3 81. 7 620 61.4 63. 4 113.3
CONFIG APP, 160 6 21 7 6 1.6 6390 62.2 63,3 60,2 67.2 61,2 59,4 60.4 59.1 6 1.0 60.1 62.0 E0,7 111.7
LOC	 PTO 200 69,0 69, 0 68,2 67,1 67,4 65.3 67 9C 63,5 61.6 62.4 60, 1 60. 9 61.3 62.9 61,8 114,n
DATE 7/12/74 250 750 74,0 7492 73.2 79.3 7 0oo 7191 68,3 6615 64,5 63.1 63.0 63,3 63.8 64. 9 118.6
RUN
	
27 7 315 75,9 73,9 74,9 74.3 74.0 7 2,3 71,1 69 ,1 66,6 66.2 64.5 64.3 64,4 64.1 64.9 119.5
TAPE A754 400 72.7 71,6 72.9 71,1 71.2 68.9 69.3 67.1 64.4 64,2 64.4 65.3 6397 63.0 63. 9 117.4
BAR	 29,1 HG 500 82.7 81.7 0292 77.1 76,0 7 1 . 0 71.8 71,9 72.5 73. 1 69.2 71.7 69. 9 71.6 70.8 123.9
( 9 07.52. N/M2) 630 74.9 7399 7712 77.4 7614 7411 74,4 72,5 70.0 68,5 69.3 71.2 6895 67,0 66.9 122.6
TAME	 65, DEG F 800 7 3,0 7 1.9 7411 74.3 73,2 72,2 7 2,1 70,2 67.5 67,4 66.2 66.3 65,0 64.0 64.5 119.9
(291• DEG K) 1000 79.1 78. 0 80x3 79.6 79,4 78,3 77,3 7594 72,6 7 1,2 71.5 72.2 70.4 69.1 67=8 125.5
TWET
	
58, DEG; F 1250 79.0 79.8 8493 81.2 80.7 78,2 79,1 75.3 73.4 70.0 68.1 71.2 71.0 70.0. 68 1 6 126.8
(268 . DEG K) 1600 79.2 5 0,2 80.1 80,2 79,2 77.2 76,0 75.2 70,7 69,1 68.0 7 1.2 69.0 67.6 •66 : 7 125.1
HACT1005 GM/M3 2000 78 ,2 78,2 78.3 78,4 77,5 77.7 77,3 75.3 7199 66.5 68.3 6 913 68,2 68.0 68. 9 124.7
( • 01035 KG/H3) 2500 79.7 78.7 7893 78, 1 77,2 78, 0 77,E 73, 9 70,3 4 9 , 3 68.2 60.3 68,3 67.8 68:7 124,5
NFA 6706, RPM -.150 86.1 8 0,0 81,3 78,6 78,8 76,2 7792 7513 70,7 64.3 66.3 68.6 67,4 65.9 66.0 175.7.
(	 702, RAD/SEC) 4 000 84va 43.7 82, 7, 8 1,4 78,2 77 9 1 77,1 75,2 72,4 67 i 3 68.1 ?0.3 70,1 68.8 68;6 126.5
NFK 6668. RPM 5000 8492 83.1 80,5 79 .5 8293 7895 78.5 75.4 75.5 7tz,5 72.5 73.6 71.5 71.0 70. 8 127.8
(	 698. RAO/SEC) 6300 5 2,4 82,2 81.6 77,7 77,7 74.6 7493 72.4 68.9 67,6 66.4 66.5 66.4 63.5 64. 9 124.9
NFD10628. RPM 8000 8 1.5 8 8 , 1 7816 75,7 77,9 74,6 7464 7:t,4 68.9 65.7 64,7 64. 9 6.3. 4 63.1 62, 9 IZ4.3
(1113 , RAD/SEC)1D00D 80.5 7	 ,6 76.4 73.7 /4,7 72,6 72,5 69x6 67,0 60,6 64,6 65,5 64,7 62.4 62.2 123.4
N0, OF BLADES	 44 12500 76,3 75,1 7395 70-6 7114 7095 69,2 6794 64 .9 68.5 62.3 62.5 62.4 61.0 60: B 121.9
16000 73.2 72. 1 70,3 6 7 .7 68.6 68,5 68,2 67 9 7 65,2 7 2,4 65.4 6 7.4 66.3 65.3 62;9 123.9
20000 . 70,3 69,9 67, ,3 67,4 68,5 67,5 6 9 ,3 60 ,1 65.8 7,5.5 66:6 60,? 68 9 4 67.1 6 7 .1 127.3
OVERALL MEASURED 9 2.9 92 90 92,3 91,4 41,7 89x0 90,0 860 86,7 87,4 85.4 B5.0 84,9 85.0 86.1
OVERALL CALCULATED 9 3,1 92.2 92,'3 90,6 4015 88,4 88,6 86,0 8318 84,2 81.3 8 2.5 81, 5 81.1 80.6 137,7









































PAGE i FULL SCALE DA T A REDUCTION pROGRAM







ANGLES rRQl4 INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
0. 10. 20, au. 401 50, 60. 70t 80. 9 0• 100 , 1 10- 120 ► 130 • 1461
FREQt ( D i
	
)( 0tiij( 0•'357 ^0 ► 52)i0.70}( 0.87){ 1r057( 1 ► 221( 1,40)i1t57)( 1.75}[1r921(a.09)(2."?7)(2.d4j(
50 7213 72.5 71 1 1 72.0 72,3 71,D 72-8 7110 69r3 70,1 68.3 68.8 68,7 69i5 60.6(
63 69.6 65,6 75,2 72.1 76.4 72.1 74r0 63.1 65.8 77.3 67.6 64.1 6392 67.0 63:6



































6396 69t6 6304 62.0 61.6 60.8 64.2 64.6 63.3 63:8
CONFIG APP 160 6303 61.6 650 62,0 6314 61 .3 68,9 610 59.7 59,3 59.6 6 1.3 62,062,3
61.0 60:3
f	 LOC	 PTO 200 7197 70r6 71,3 68,9 68.3 67,2 690 64 ► 1 62,6 65.4 65.5 64.0 65.0 62r764.5DATE 7/12/74 250 73,7 74,8 75 1 0 74,1, 73,2 72 t 1 71,8 69 t 2 66.7 65 i1 64.3 64.1 6Z; tl 64.0
:6
RUN	 279 315 76,6 75,9 7712 76,4 76,4 73,2 72,8 71.1 69,6 61 4 65.6 66,1 64.3 64.1 65
TAPE A754 40D 73,7 73.5 75,1 74,2 73,4 71,9 70,8 6 8 90 65.6 6y,2 65.2 65,1 64,3 63.5 63:7
:7BAR	 24,1 HG 500 76.3 75.9 76.0 73,9 73,9 74,0 73.0 6890 66.4 64.1 69.0 69.D 680 69.7 64
:067( 9G .-:2. N/M2) 630 B0.1 78.9 79,6 78,9 77,7 75,3 75,2 72 1 5 70.9 70,5 68.8 68.4 67,9 68.5
TAMB	 65, DEG F 800 77,7 79, 1 8012 79.2 77,3 7690 76.1 72 ► 3 69.5 69 ,3 69.1 69.0 60,4 66.8 66:6
(29 1, DEG K) LOOD 82,9 B310 8395 81.6 78,7 77.8 7712 74t6 70.9 70,6 69.4 71.3 68.4 68.3 :968 :867

































2000 80t2 Bali. 8114 80.4 80,5 79,7 7764 75,5 71,7 69.6 68.0 68.4 68,5 68.3 67:9
(-g1035. KG/M3) 2500 62.9 8219 82 9 1 80 9 2 79,2 78,0 74,1 71t2 68.6 *367 65.6 87.3 67,1 67:7 66:6

















68:6(	 672. RAD/SEC) 4000 9 2,0 90t6 89 1 4 88.4 85,3 84,1
i	 NFK 6386, RPM 5000 93t3 91,2 8914 87,3 91 r7 87.9 85 e 5 61,8 62,a 77. 5 76 . 3 75 • 569.5
76,6 72.9 71:8
:167(	 669, RAD/SEC) 6300 9 0,5 90,3 88.7 85r6 85,6 82.8 81.5 78 1 8 75.3 71.7 7D.4 69,6 66.3































'r	 NOt	 OF BLADES	 44 12500 85r5 841; 8394 61-4 82,5 80.5 7 9 * 6 76t3 7148 70.3 66.6 6 4.2 64t3 62.2 62
16000 62,6 81.2 79.7 70,6 78,6 77,8 7612 73,4 70.0 72.6 65. 6 65.7 65t6 65.2 65:0
20000 77;3 7612 74,5 73,5 73.6 7214 72,5 70,2 67. 9 75,6 66.6 88.367.2
67, 5 66.1 66:9























97 .8 96.6 $6.5 96.6 94.6 93.6PNDS
,
t
PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DA TA R EDUCTION PROGRAMMODEL SOUND
PROC,
PRESSURE LEVELS	 ( 5 9,	 DEG,
D ATE
E,	 70
- MONTN	 8 DAY	 1
PERCE NT REL. HUM,
HR;	 15.4
DAY)


























72,5 7 1'05 70 1 6 72t0 72,5 70 9 9 73,0 70,1 68.5 70,1 68.1 6 9.0 67. 9 68.9 67:4y
63 69,8 64,6 75 1 1 72,1 77,4 73,1 7313 63.1 65.7 77,2 67.6 63.1 6412 66. 9 62:7
RADIAL 100,
	









65.6(	 300	 M) ion 67,8 65;9 68,4 64 ,1, 70.6 64t0 70 4 3 67;3 67.6 63,5
VEHICLE AT7 125 66 i 2 65,2 64,G 64,5 70,19 63.3 69,3 6196 61.1 60.5 59.3 6 2.2 630 61.1, 64:159:7






























75,2 74,3 75,6 7293 71,2 6 9 52 66.9 66.3 63.2 64.2 63,3 63.8 64:5
RUN	 261 315 76,7 75.9 76,3 76,4 77,6 74,0 72,2 7119 6918 611 9 3 65.2 6 6,1 66,1 65.1 64:8
TAPE A959 400 73,7 71,6 74,1 74.1 77.2 71.4 72,1 68.9 66.4 65,3 64.9 66.164.7
64.9 64.9 63:4
:6BAR
	 29 +1 HG 500 74,8 73,7 74i.7 73.8 77.8 72.7 71.0 69. 1 68.3 63,9 67.0 68 6
63,1 66.6 64
:9(9 8 165. N/H2} 6 3 0 79.1 78,2 78 t 7 77,6 79,2 74.3 74,2 7214 70,7 65,5 668.,,.066 2 66 69.
TAME	 65. DEG F 800 78.0 78,1 79.4 7816 79,3 76.3 75.1 71,9 71.0 68. 1 69.4 70.2 6890 66.0 65.5
(291, DEG K) 1000 84.3 83.1 83.3 81,5 80,2 76.4 75.4 72,2 69.9 68,6 68.3 69 1 4 67.4 67.2 65:7
TWET
	




:564(298, DEG K) 16Q0 8099 79,1 81,0 79 i 2 81,1 77,4 7611 71 1 2 68.5 67,3 66.0
"k.0
HACT11.07 GM/M3 2000 B 1,1 81.0 815 6 80!6 81 1 4 78.8 76,4 7212 690 67.g 66.3 67.2 67,4 67,0 66.1
( .'Olio7 KG/M3) 2 5 00 B 3,0 8 2:7 83,0 00 . 1 0 2+ 9 77 ,4 7317 71,1 67.4 65,9 66.4 6 5. 9 66,2 66.6 66:7






'68.6(	 662. RAD/SEC) 4000 9 390 92.6 90#0 88,1 87,0 85.2 8213 78,{; 75.3 71.o 70.2
NFK 6208 + RPM 5000 9213 5 1 . 2 890 87.4 9 1,0 87,7 85,.2 81,3 80.6 76.4 7 5 .4 7 4. 4 73.2 71,1 71.2
(658. RAD/SEC) 6300 9 013 90.2 8905 85 . 8 87.5 L3.8 82,4 78,4 74 . 0 7 1.6 69.7 68.6 69 .6 66,1 66;1





























64.8(1i1 3 .	 RAD/SEC)10000
NO,	 OF GLADES
	 4 4 12500 8391 85 tD 83#3 81.3 8890 81,2 79,4 77 1 4 73,4 71 # 3 67.2 65.0 6591 64.0 62.6
16000 82,0 81.4 79,4 78.6 88 # 0 77.2 76,2 73#0 6997 75,3 65.0 66.2 65,2 65.9 64:5
20000 76.8 75.7 74t0 73 . 1 88,9 72.7 7296 69 11 65.5 76-4 65.2 48 . 6 67. 8 66.7 67:5
OVERALL MEASURED 99,8 98,8 98,4 9 5 +1 100 ,8 9 494 9393 9010 87.7 *3 85.4 8 5.2 8593 85.2 84:6
OVERALL CALCULATED 94,7 990 97,8 95,7 48e9 94,1


















































fPAGE 1 FULL SCALE DA T A REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC, DATE MONTH	 8 DAY	 i HR.	 15.4
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DEG
IN DEGAE5S
F,	 70 PERCENT REL, 4UH, DAY)
( ANGLES FR OM INLET (AN0 RADIANS)
D. 1D. 20, 30, 40, 50. 6U, 70, 80. 90: 1D0, 110, 120 r 00. 146,
FREO, (D ! )(0.17}(0,35)( 0,`^2){O,70y(0.87}( 1,05I(1 ► 22)(1 ► 40)[1157I( 1.75)[1+92)(2,D`7)(2.21)(2,44)(
f 50 7316 73.4 720 73.1 ^72,1 72,2 73,0 71 ► 1 70.3 70,1 69.1 b$.0 69,1 7A.6 68:4
63 7 O . 0 66.0 75.2 7 2+Z 6.w 7 2.3 74,0 64,4 66.6 77 :3 68.3 65.0 64,0 66.7 65:0
RADIAL	 10U,	 F T . BO 64.5 67,q 66,5 65.7 p 2. 9 62, 9 70.9 64.6 64.1 63.9 62 • B 62.7 64,6 63.4 60:4(	 30,	 M) 100 66 4 9 66,9 66.2 65.V 66,4 67,2 70,3 64,3 64.5 64.1 65.2 57 .1 67,0 69.8 65:5
VEHICLE ATT 125 69 t 2 68.1 66c3 66.8 6614 65.6 70,7 62+5 61. 9 63:5 64.5 64.5 660 640' 3 65:1
CONFIG APP 160 62.9 61.6 65.6 62.1 62,1 63.2 68,9 64.0 60.3 62.3 62,4 63.3 63,4 63.0 61:4
[	 LOC	 PTO 200 6 9 ,7 69,8 69 ► 2 6-5•3 6 q ,7 56.2 69.2 64.1 61.5 66,2 61.0 6 1 .4 610 4 63.8 61:8




282 315 76.6 75 9 7 77.2 76,2 7 6,3 74 .2 73,2 71,4 68,7 68-3 66,1 66.0 65,3 66:0 64:3
{	 TAPE A959 400 73.7 71.8 73,9 72.8 7'5,4 7 :.4 71,a 67 t 9 66.4 65.6 64.4 65.1 65,0 64.1 63:5
BAR
	 2 9 11 HG 500 75,8 73,4 74,7 74.8 7360 71/0 70,1 69,1 66.4 64.9 68.0 67.9 65,9 64.9 63:6
( 98165. NEM21 630 8 0.5 78,2 79.4 78.4 70,7 75,5 75,4 73,4 700 69,5 71. 4 7 0.1 68.6 66.2 66:9
TAMB	 65. DEG F 800 7890 78,8 79 ,4 7892 770 7'513 74 , 2 71+3 68,5 6412 69.9 67.0 68+1 66 • D 66:5
(2 9 1. DEG K) 1800 8 0+1 800 82.4 81 * 6 78.k 70,6 77 1 3 73,2 70.9 64 0 3 70.3 7 0.4 680 66.0 66:9
THET
	
59, DEG F 1250 B2,3 B1.0 B20 81.4 Rt	 6 7 71.2 78.1 74.1 71.8 70.1 71.2 7 1.1 69 , 3 69.6 67:7
(286, DEG K) 1600 600 78.7 79.2 78.2 76, 4 75r2 74+9 710 68.7 67.2 68.2 68.3 67.2 66: 9 65:7
HACT11,07 GM/M3 200Q B 0 ,9 00, 0 80,7 80.6 78,7 76.5 75,4 73v5 69,9 68,.S 68.5 68.2 68 .2 69.8 b8$9
(•0110 7 KG/M3) 2 00 82.5 83,0 81,2 74,2 78,2 77.4 74,2 7291 69.6 60. 2 67.0 67 .1 6 8 .2 67.67.4
NFA 66 21 • RPM 3150 8662 851 1 850 62.5 8 2 .4 79,4 79.7 77,4 7 2 .6 7q. 3 67.2 69 •2 6 7 +2 6612 65:6
{	 693, RAD/SEC) 4000 9 1,0 89 ;6 8 8 +1 87r2 83,4 83 1 3 62,5 79.0 75.5 70,2 70.2 7 1.2 71+2 68:7 67:7
NF'( 6583, RPM 5000 9 0.3 89.9 86,5 85,4 89,5 8514 8413 80 9 4 80.9 76:7 74.a 73.4 73,2 7213 72;1
(	 689. R A D/SEC) 6300 3 9 ,2 88.D 86,6 83.7 63,8 80.9 79,4 77,5 74.0 707 69,4 68.4 67 , 5 66.1 67.1
NF010625. RPm BODO 0 7 ,3 86.2 84.4 83-7 64,4 81.7 81,6 76.2 73.7 7004 68.5 67.5 66r5 65,5 63.0
(1113 , RAD/SEC)SDOOD B7.3 86;1 83,5 82.5 82,5 Bn.4 78,6 76.5 72.7 7d.3 68.4 66.6 66,5 65 1 0 63:9
NO,	 OF GLADES
	 44 125 00 S.T.O 64,9 80,4 77 t 3 78 9 3 7712 76r1 73,0 69,7 68.2 652 64.5 64.3 62.8 61;6
16000 80 i 0 7	 i 1 76.2 74.3 74,3 74.2 73,2 71.0 67.7 72;1 64:4 65,4 65, 9 65.9 64.7
2DOD0 75.9 73.6 72,0 69.2 71,2 69 . 9 70,0 68 .2 66.5 7 4,1 66.0 68.7 60 ,9 68.6 67:4
f	 OVERALL MEASURED 97,8 97.p 95,3 94.4 94,7 9 212 9 2,2 90 . 0 87.7 81.6 86.2 56.5 86,5 86:1 85:8
OVERALL CALCULATED 97,9 96,9 9516 9492 94+4 91, 9 91,3 8890 85,8 84,7 82.7 $ 2.4 81, 9 81.5 80=6
f





































































PAGE 1 FEI1.L SCALE	 DATA REDUCTION PROGRAMODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 09	 DEG: FAT 70 PERCE NT REL.RUH , M DA 5 ^4Y)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
10. 20, 30. 4D, 50, 60, 74r A L, 90 ' 1 10 4 1201 130• 146+
FREfl, (0.	 )tD,17) (0.35)(0.52)14,70}(i+,B7)(1105) {1.22)(1,40 }(1157)(1.75 }i1,92)f2,4g) {2.27)(2,44)(
50 73.7 7397 %9 8 73 9 0 72,9 711 9 74x(1 70 1 6 70.6 71.0 69.8 68.8 69,1 70.9 69.565.763 69 9 8 66.1 7590 72.1 76,2 72,0 74,1 64,0 67.0 77 6 4 67.3 65.0 64,2 6601

































67,1 70.4 63,0 67.1 68,4 68.0 65.3 66.4 66.3 65.3
CONFIG APP 160 6298 61.3 64,7 62,0 6 290 6191 69,0 6099 59,9 60.0 60.3 62.z 62,1 61.9 61;0

































BO-3 8 0,0 79 .1 79 1 4 77,1 74.2 73 ,3 71.2 87.3 71,2 68.2 70:9RUN
TAPE A959 400 74,6 7499 7698. 76,1 75.8 7499 74,2 70.8








29.1 HG 500 72,7 71.9 72,6 71,0 70.0 69.6 68,9
67,8 65.9 64.3 65.1
73.3 73,4
65.0
69.4 71.2(98165. N/M2) 630 89, 2 67.5 8590
























8 0 . 3
79;7 80,5 79.4 77.5 78,2 7712 74,2 71.9 5 9 ,7 69.6 7 1. 5 6 9 . 4 67.3 67:0




























76,9 730 71, 8 69.7 68.1 67.0 68.1 68,1 68.0 68;7(.01107
NFA 676 4 •
10/0 )
RPM 3150 5491 81.5 82.1 79. 4 79,2 7612 7614 7 4 .1 7 1 , 3 68 '3 66.5
69.2 66.4 65!3 65.9
































79,7 80,7 77,3 75 9 6 73.0 71.3 69 .5 68.4 67,6 67,4 66.2 66.3
NFD10628, RPM 6000 83.3 03,3 80,1 78 . 4 78.6 76.3 76.4 72x2 70 . 2 66.4 65.4 66.4
6413 63.5 63.3
01113, RAp/SEC)10000 8390 82,2 79,5 77.4 77,4 73 9 9 74.3 71,3 69.2 67,6 65.3 65.4 659662,'4
63.5 63.0

























68.7 66,7 71,0 6696 67.6 76.2 64. 8 68.0 6 7 10 67.0 66.7
OVERALL MEASURED 95, 9 9590 93, 1, 92,2 92,2 89,9 9192 81!10 88,0 86.6 85.3 86.3 85.3 85.2 87;0






84 i 88 2.2


















PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DA TA Rc'DUCT ION PROGRAM PROC, DATE . MONTM	 0 DAY	 1 HR.	 15.4
MODEL BOUND PRESSURE LEVELS	 ('59,	 DEG, F, 7`0 PERCENT REL, HUM. DAY)
r ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES	 ( AND R,,AD I AW NS 1
D, 10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 60, 7 0, 8p. 90. I goe 1 1.0! 1204 13'D. 14,6.
FRET. (0•	 3( 0.17 11 0.35)( Dr52)(0. 70)f0.87)f1, 0'S3( 1.22)( 1.4.Q3( 1l371ti.753(1,421 {'Pr09)(2.27iC2.44)(
r 50 7396 73,9 72 ► 0 72,9 72.9 71.7 73.1 70. 7 70.E 71,4 69.1 69.0 68 . 7 71..0 68.6
63 70.0 66,2 74.7 70..2 7.6.1 72.1 73.1 64.0 66.0 77 •3 66.4 6 4.5 63r0 66.0 65:8











63.8(	 3'G. M) too 67,8 65.3 63.,7 6	 ,0 66.a 63.0 71,.2 6.7, 61,3
VEHICLE ATT 125 72,8 69,6 64 9 1 68.4 69,2 61,3 69.3 68.0 64.2 61.4 62.1 62.3 64.2 62.4 64:0
CONFIG APP 16.0 60.9 61.3 61, 7 62.2 62.9 60.1 6`8,3 59 ,9 5'9.8 60.3 59 .2 61.2 5 9 . 9 62 . 0 61:7
r	 LOC	 PTO 2'0:0 67,9 70.0 6 9 ,1 68,4 68.1 65.8 69,2 63.1 62.8 6 .3	 1 59. 9 61.3 60,0 63.3 62.0
DATE 7/12/74 25:0 73,. 0 73,.2 73.9 71.1 70.1 68.3 69.1 65. 65.9 6 z.4 6.3.0 6 3.0 62.1 63,4 b3.Z
RUN	 284 315 73 1 7 73. 74,
77r^
72:9 72.9 6 9 90 6 ,9,2 6617 65.9 6#,3 65.0 65,0
69 .1
6405 65.1 64;5
r	 TAPE A959 400 79.7 78.4 778 76.9 73.0 72,0 68.8 67.8 67,2 65.3 67,1 66.0 66.7
BAR
	 2991 HG 500 73,3 72,0 71,8 71.8 71.9 70 9 9 720 69 95 66.7 67,9 66.1 67 .0 66.0 66.8 65.8
(98 1 65 • N/0423 630 7 1,1 70,.4 72,2 72.3 74,2 72,9 72.5 75,0 67.1 68.3 71.4 1 1,4 72,2 69.2 71:2
TAME	 65. DEG F 800 7397 72,1 73, 7 74, 1 72.0 7191 71 o 1 68ra 67 , 8 67.1 67.0 66.4 65 , 0 66.1 64 :9
12P1, D EG K) 1000 75,8 7.2.3 74,9 74+4 72,2 72.1 72,8 69 94 60.2 6.7.S 67.4 69.4 6,7.4 67.2 66:3
TGET	 59. DEG F 1 -.5'0 74. 73,9 72. 8 7 4 , 3 72,9 71.0 72.4 69 . 6 66.9 67.4 67.2 7 0.3 69 ,1 6a.5 61:8
(288 • DEG K) 16.00 72.2' 70.9 71,8 72.9 70.2 68.0 70,3 6,7.8 66.0 65.2 65.0 b8 .1 6 7 .Z 67.1 66:9
HA ' C'Ti1.0 7 GM/M3 2000 72.1 7 1,0 72.2 73.1 71,5 69,2 69,6 66,1 65.2 65 ,5 67.3 68.3 69.5 69,2 69:1
( • 0110 7 KG /MS) 2500 7 1 ,8 72. 0 71,9 72. 1 7 1 .2 68.7 68, 1 65.9 63,9 64,2 65.3 67 . 9 6 7 ,1 67:1 67.
r	 NFA	 7C.04. RPM 3150 73.1 7 1 . 1 7 1 r2 7 1 . 2 69,4 67.0 68.4 66,9 640 6 b.5 63.5 68.2 65,2 65,4 66,2
(	 733, NAD/SEC) 4'0^00 74,8 74.9 72,9 72.9 70.3 69 .8 70.0 68 @0 66.8 64,6 63. 9 69,0 69,2 68.0 6.7,7
NFK 6964. RPM 50-00 730 74. 1 73,2 72 , 3 75.4 73 , 1 74@5 11,8 73 , 2 72,5 73 . 1 74.5 720 72 , 4 71.2
r	 (	 7 2 9 , R'A 10/SEC) 6300 72.3 7.5 72 ► 3 69,6 69,3 6 8 .2 65,4 66,1 65 , 4 66,4 67.3 67.5 66.6 65. 7 66.4
N€010628 . RPH 800!0 7 0 , 0 614.4 6 8,2 67.5 6 7 .3 66,1 66.7 64.0 63 , 5 6:7.4 63.3 64.3 62. 7 63.5 63,3
(1113. READ/SEC)1D'000 69,3 6'8.2 67,1 65.6 66.3 65,3 66.4 64.2 63.4 6 4.5 64.5 65.3 64,J 63.3 62.3
r	 NO, OF RLA `DES 44 12500 65.8 65.3 64.1 62,1 64.2 6390 65,2 61r9 61.0 66.,6 62.4 62.2 62.5 61.1 63:0
16000 64,7 64.3 6.3.0 62.0 63.9 03.9 8 67.2 63,5 60.9 73,0 65.0 ^5.0 64,0 64.3 64:9
20.0.00 65.8 64.8 64.0 62.8 67.0 65.8 71.0 6546 6.0.6 74.1 66.0 67.1 66,0 67. 0 67:8
OVER'A'LL MEASURED 89,9 8'8-03 8:697 ati1 88,2 a7,3 89.4 87t2 85,7 87.0 86.2 66.28'2.0 86.•6 86.2 8'7,OMERrALL CALCULATED 86.9 86 .1 86.2 85.4 85,7 63.6 85,E ^2,28 80.7 85.1 80.7 $1,1 a1.2 80.


































































































FULL SCALE DATA R ,EDUCTTON PROGRAM	
PRDC, DATE - MONTH 8 DAY 1 HR, 15.4
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS ( 59. DEG C 70 PERCE NT REL. RUM. DAY)
ANGLES FRUM INLET IN DEGAEES1 (AND RADIANS)




RADIAL 100. FT.	 80
	









UAR 2 9 .1 HG	 50.0
	,98182. N/M2)	 630
TAMD 6.6, DEG F	 80'0
	
(292. DEG K)	 1000
TWET 60. DEG F	 1250
	
( 2 89 . DEG K)	 1600
Hu4CTi1 .5 1 GM/M3	 2000
	
( '. 0113 1 KG/t43)	 25DO






t 718. RAO./S;EC) 63010
NFDy.p.628 • RPK	 a^n,
(1113. RAO/S-EC)1000o








72,5 72.9 7196 72.0
6 .9.8 85.3 74,8 71.0
64,3 64,5 6495 62.7
68,6 66.0 64,0 64.9
72,9 69,3 62,3 64.4




70.8 70.1 69,	 68=1
69.9 7 0 . 1 69 9 8 69.2
74.8 76.0 74+ 9 74.2
6 9 .5 70.0 69 ,0 69.0
71.0 70.2 71,1 72.4
79,1 77.5 76.2 78.3
75,9 74.1 74.9 75.5
78.8 77.3 7610 76.4
74,9 73.9 75 1 1 74.3
74,9 74.1 76.3 76.4
76.6 75.1 75,7 74.7
79.0 76.4 7791 75.4
81.8 $:0.2 77, 4 78.0
80-,4 78.3 76,3 75.4
78.4 77.6 77,2 73.5
76.2 7`5.4
	 73.3 7 •3
75 ,0 74,1 72,2 69.4
71.6 70.4 6 8 .0 66.0
6.8.9 68. 1
 65,7 63,8
66.4 65.8 65,4 61,9
91,0 99.3 88•, 9 89.2
89.6 8S.6 8 7 9 9 87.3


































































71,8 61x2 6L 4
71.0 64,0 b .l
70,4 66x9 61.3
69.2 59 16 59,0
68.1 61.0 60.E












73.8 69 .6 66.9
74,2 7111 67.2
74.1+ 73,6 68.7
75.1 771 8 73.9
70,6 68 ,1 6712
7 .4 66,3 65.3
68.5 67,0 64.2
65.0 63.1 61,9
65, 9 63.6 59.8
67,8 66.3 6L+.6
90,0 87.9 8741
8.760 840 +5 8311
9.8,9 96.2 95.4
X 67.9 67,9
64.1 63.1 64. 9 65:2
79,9 5946 60. 8 61;3
66.0 64,9 69.0 6 .0
61,6 64,3 63.1 63:3
6,0. 9 600 61.8 61;0
6,0.(1	 60.0	 63•.0	 61,1
61.3 61. 3 61.9 62.?
64,2 63,0 63•.0 62:9
69.1 7D.1 67.L 66:8
68.B 66 9 8 66.9 66.6
75.S 72,5 69,5 72.1
12.z 72.3 68.2 69,1
7 G .5 68.5 67.2 67.1
70.4	 71. 2 7 9 ' 2 68:0
69.2 67.3 62 68,0
69.4 68.4 69.5 69:3
08 .1 6 8 ,0 67.9 67:9
68.3 65,2 65.1 6624
66,2 64 .1 68.8 67.9
74.3 1401 71.1 71.2
66.4 66, 6 65.3 66.3
6 4. 7 6204 6'.4 63,3
6.5.4 64,h 61,6 62:3
62.4 6294 61.3 61.8
66.0 65.0 65.0 637
68.5 68 ,1 65.8 66.6
86.3 86.2 65.3 8731
62. 9 82,2 81ri 81,1




































PAGE 1 rULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM pROC. DATE - "ONTH e DAT 1 ~R: 15.5 
"ODEL ~OUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59. DEG. ~, 70 PERCENT REL. HUH. DAY) 
lNGLES rAOH INLET IN DEGREtS (AND RADIANS) 
O. 10. 2D, 3D . 40, 50. 60. 70. 80. 93: 100' 110' 120, 13g' 146' 
rREa. (0. )(0.171(0.3')(0,52)(0.70)(0.&7)(1.05)(1.22)(1.40)(1, 7)(1.75)(1.92)(2.09 )(2. 7)(2.4 4 )( 
50 7i.6 72.1 70,9 70.9 71.7 70.7 73.& 69,& 69.6 6?Q 66.& '7.1 67.8 68 : 8 67:5 
63 68.7 64.9 74,9 71.0 76.1 73.0 7 •• 0 62.1 66.1 77'0 66.0 63.1 63.2 66:2 6,:2 
RAD[AL 100. n. 80 61.' 61,6 61.6 60·0 59 .5 5 6.8 10.e 56.4 59,7 60.6 59.6 "7.7 57,6 59.5 58:3 
( 30. H) 100 67.7 64.0 61.1 65 , 0 66.0 62.1 70·3 6i ! 9 61. 7 5!.(j 6Q.9 ~4.0 65,2 68 : 2 61:1 
VEHICLE ATT 125 72.0 68 . 3 63.' 68.3 6e," '5Q.2 69.3 61.0 62.· 61.2 61 . 2 ~0.2 6J.2 60~4 63;1 
CONfI G APP 160 5 7 ,9 56.9 ~8,6 61'0 6;5.1 58.7 68'0 5 9 ,6 58.9 61,2 58.9 ~0.3 S9.J 62.2 61.0 
LOC PTO 200 60·0 '9.3 60 ~ 7 62·0 65,2 ISo.8 67.3 60,7 59.2 60. l 59.2 '9 .0 5 9 ,4 62.3 5 9 ;8 
DATE 7/12/7. 250 64.8 64.1 64,1 63.0 65.2 62.2 66.5 63.1 62.2 6D. J 62. 3 ~o.· 61.0 62:2 61. 8 
RUN 287 315 77.0 16.0 76,1 16,5 73.0 70.0 68.2 64,1 65.1 6~.O 63.4 ~3.4 64.0 63:4 64:2 
TAPE A959 400 7'.6 76.2 15.9 74.9 74.1 71,9 70 d1 67,0 66.5 6'1. 1 63.2 '6. 9 66,3 65.0 64:5 
BAR 29.1 HG 500 6J.8 64~8 65,8 65.2 64,9 64,9 65 t1 66,5 61.9 61.0 65.1 '5.0 65,0 64~1 6':' 
[98182. N/H2) 630 68,0 61.6 71,1 7t. .. '2.2 71.2 69.5 13.0 66.0 6~.J 71.· ~t'I.4 11.J 68 :3 70:· 
TAHB 66. OEG r 800 69.9 69 ; 0 70.9 72·0 '0.2 11:,.8 69·1 6',' 65·9 6'~2 65.2 !4.0 64.3 64~9 64:1 (292. OEG K) 1000 70·1 69 ; 4 71'1 69 . 4 69.2 69.0 68.2 6'.4 64.4 6~14 65.2 • 8.~ 67,4 66:3 65: • 
TWET 6j' DEG r 1250 73.~ 73'2 73.~ 7~.0 7~'2 68.8 7i .\ 66.8 66 . ~ 6'.9 6601 .9.2 68, .. 68:, 68;0 (28 • D~G K) 1600 71. 72.1 11. 7 .0 6 .J 66.6 6 .1 65 , 7 63. 6~~1 64.0 ~8.1 66,0 66. 66.0 
HACTl1.51 G"/MJ 2g00 70. 9 69 ~ 4 70.2 71·3 69,3 68'0 6 7 ,2 65·2 6 •• ~ 64~4 67.2 68.4 67.4 6a;~ 68:2 1; 011'1 KG/MJ) 2 00 72.8 71.1 70,9 71.2 70,0 b8.D 66.1 6 4 .1 63. 6J~9 65.2 ~7.U 67.1 66. 67:9 
HrA 7003. RPH 3150 72'1 69 .J 70,9 70'2 68.6 65'0 67.2 65.;] 64'0 6J'2 62·J ~ILJ 6~5t 4 65:1 66 : 0 
( 733 . RAD/SEC) .000 75,8 7J.8 72 •• 72'1 10.0 69.9 6 9 ... 66.6 66.7 6~~a 66.1 68.2 ~8d 68 : 1 67:9 
NrK 69'6. RPM 5000 7~'1 72.2 11,9 7,.2 7,,4 73,1 76.3 7t,~ 71. 9 71.2 7~.4 '4,3 7~.;Z 12,3 7~;2 ( 1al. AAD/sEC; 6300 72.3 71.5 71,J 6 .3 68.5 67,2 67.5 65. 6 •• 6'.2 6 . 5 66 . 4 6 .6 64.3 6 •• 
Nr010628. RPH 8000 70.2 68.5 67.0 66.5 66.5 h5.4 65.7 63,3 6.]00 61.6 63.2 &4.3 «01. 6 62·5 6J: 1 
(1113. RAD/SEC)10000 69'0 68 ~ 3 66,0 64.7 615,6 64.3 65.4 64,3 63.3 6"~3 63 . 5 "4.6 64.2 63;2 62:3 
NO. or BLADES 44 12500 6".9 64,,3 63,9 61·2 63,0 63.2 63,01 62,1 6J.2 6j ~ 1 62.0 62.2 62.J 60.3 61;0 
16000 64.6 64,0 63,6 61 t 9 62.9 fll , 8 66.0 65,6 64.7 7J.O 65.1 06.0 63,9 63~3 6J . 6 
20000 6 •. J 6"~6 63.7 61. 9 65.8 6~.6 6 9 ,7 6 8 ,5 66·6 74.8 65. 9 'B.6 66. 8 6:?~6 65: 4 
OVERALL MEASURED 81,9 87'2 85,0 86'2 8613 65.3 871 7. 84.9 85·0 61.3 84 . 2 6' . 2 84.1 84·2 ,,: 1 
OVERALL CALCULlTED 85.5 84.6 84.9 84.3 84,4 a2, 5 a4. 0 80.7 79 . 6 Sco., 79.& ~1.3 80.4 80:. 80;0 





































	 1:00v	 FT. a,'(	 30. M) 100
VFNiCLF: ATT 125








6F, UEG	 F 80.3
(79?.. LEI.	 M). 1S1.0d
1*4FT
	 60, i3F 6	 F 1251
f;,39. OFG K ) 16 azi
^4q	 x11.51 U4/H3 ?01)a
/.01151 KCg43} ?70v
n'F ,,	 6704, mPK 315%;
t	 702, RA'OISEC) 4300
NF n	 66`x4, aaff 5000
t	 677, RAD/SC-r) 6300
Nr ' 1. G6	 8. NPN. '^.041;





REDUCTI ON PROGRAMS	 PROD. DATE - n ONT H S PAT 5 HR, 11.4
MUM SOUND PRESSURE LEVeLS ( 5V. DEG. F, 7D ftRCEHT REL. NUM, D&Y)
ANGLES ERnM INLET 3N UEGOiS ( AW0"R '0d"ANS)
00	 10.	 20 1 	Su,	 4A,	 50 0 	 6 01	 700	 8 1 % 1 	 9 01	 1D(t, 110, 120, 130, 1401
	
5	 4) 1 57 1 3 51 1 92 1 2 09 ) 2 27) 2 441( 0,
71.3
3t 0. 17)10, 371 ( u ,?2)('0.70)(0,87)(1.0	 )(1,22)(1.	 t)	 (	 1	 3t.	 •.	 t	 c:	 t
71, 9	 691?	 ! 1t1	 7'1.0	 69 1 6	 73.1	 69,0	 68.6	 19.9	 66-9	 b b.8	 67 9 1)	 67.9	 67.4
09,8 65,0 74 ! a !1!0 76;2 7 3.0 74,g f.1,5 b6^6 77,2 6.6.1 fl4.1 6.3,4 66.9 53.y
h3.4 65 1 6 b{.a oily 6 2, 9 59.3 7 09 § 63, 7 65,4 63,9 6°1!b 01, 9 64 9 6 64.9 61.5
57,9 64 ,9 64.1 c5 l 2 67.;1 65 1 7 69,9 62 i 9 66.0 66,0 64.3 05,9 64,4 6900 64.1
6 6. 4 6 5 .4 63.i 05 t 2 64;2 63 1 5 69.2 6D,0 64.4 60,4 62!2 °1.2 63,2 62.4 64.6
61 # 6 63 1 7 b2 i 2 63..2 59,9 68.9 6009 6a,,7 61.2 59.1 0 0 , 9 60.2 61.5 59,962:1
69. 6 6 9 ,1 689 V _1 7 t 2 6cS .1 651 8 6 Y ► {3 64,6 52.5 6200 69!3 °1.6 6 003 63,4 61,7
75.9 75,.0 74.7 r 4!3 73.0 72,0 72 9 0 69,7 67 ! 9 65,1 64.0 0 4.2 63.0 6510 65.1
75,9 74,1 76 . 1 1803 718 .0 77 9 0 76,4 75,D 75.1 75 .1 70!1 66.3 7 U ► 2 66.3 69.6
76.7 78,t 79.1 °010 8I1. C 7 R.9 77 i 1 74.6 74.7 73.2 7p. F! 09.8 59.1 64.5 65 .:0
7 1,5 69.E ?^70, 71Y7 7 11. 9 70.8 69 911 68.5 66! 6 65 9 2 68.0 /0,9 67,8 65.9 66.6
82,2 N 1 ,3 6012 i7j4 7 6 '.2 7 5.2 7a ,3 7401 71. 1 69:4 7204 /1.4 7 0 . 1 64. 2 F9,1
76,9 75.9 76 1 i f§1;5 74 .2 73.0 74.2 '71.0 69.0 66 9.1 7 0!5 ? 7 .2 55 92 66.2 65,1
7 7.1 76.2 7 71 5 't'•6 74.1 75.3 75 .1 71. 9 75.9 68.5 6F.9 "D.3 5 7.2 56.1 66.1
79 9 , 2, 77 9 ; 78,1 % 7.4 7 6,3 77}2 76,4 75,9 72,0 70,5 6t4 .z 10 9 2 69 1 1 !98 9 4 .68.9
77,8 77,1 75.1 fb 4 7'6. 2 7 4 .5 74.9 71.6 70.0 69, 2 65-U 89, 87.3 67.3 66.7
73,0 77,3 77 . 11 r7 l3 7 5 . 3 7610 7 6 , 3 73 ► 1 71,P 68,6 55.1) n9, 63,6 69,3 60. z
79, 7 79,3 7.7.? 77;4 76.0 76.9 76,1 72,5 70.7 69,3 6b.1 08 .2 66 .2 67.1 n8,^^
82.8 8 0.2 81,1 ib ! 7 76.7 77,1 77.4 75,1 71!2 65,2 66.1 69,4 66,5 66.2 66, 6
.5.9 66,1 83 9 U 02!1 7 .1:0 77 1 1 70.5 75.7 72,6 68,(4 6E.1 c9 1 1 69,8 68,2 67,8
04.9 83,4 81.1 i9:3 02.2 79,2 78.7 75 .,1 75.9 72,1 7 1!2 ?2.3 70.4 7C.3 71.1
04.3 H2,5 7^ 1 ,0 . ; ^ '! 4 77;.6 75 1 4 75.5 %.1 7803 67,7 66.4 05.6 66,4 64.3 65,4_
82.2 8 1,6 79,.2 /7!3 77.6 75.4 75.4 71.2 70!0 66.3 64!'b 05 ► l, 6205 6306 63,1
8 1.0 8 0.2 761 y 1512 76.,1 72,9 73.4 71,5 57.3 66 9 5 649b 0 4,5 64.2 6202 61.4
7ts.7 76.0 7 31 0 ii:l
2 L
p 2 70,1 7 (1,P 67.5 64.9 67.1 63 ► i ry 2,2 3 1.1 6107
73.6 72.'- 6 ? ; Y 67.7 6£'.5 56.9 6 4 ,2 64,P 61.8. 7n,9 64;4 h5,v 65,6 6507 64.6
61S,b 68,a 651 5 R50 66.6 650 69.6 63.6 61.7 79.7 63. 9 nbo8 6:5,9 65.7 66,6
94. p 9 3x9? 91i1 Y 1 ,5 91 ,x2 89,1 89 0 9 88,U 87, F, 87.3 8 . •1) 0 .6:S 84,2 94.2 5593.6 92,5 9 11 5 !014 9 [ x .1 00 9 7 813.11 R5, 84:5 84,6 81! 7 8 711 9 1.1 8e,8 895.6


































PAGE-	 1 F'ILL SCALF TWA REDUCTION PROU"AH PROC, DATE - nONT„ 	6 UAY	 5 HR	 1119p^Y}I MUM
.
SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (5y , oEG. F,	 70 Pk_4CEaT REL, mum ,
4NGLES FROM MkT I Y UEGPEES (AND gAD3ANS)
Flt 0.









} I 1,^5}(1. 4 x1
%lo t 1204
(7.09)(2.27)(2, 44!;
1309	 140 PWL}(	 }
541
I0.
72.5 72.9 70.1 7250 72.0 7p.6 73.P. 69.5 69.8 76.0 6 0.9 67.8 69,2 67,cl 1171,6
69.8 66 9L 75tU t1!D 76•.0 73 1 0 74.0 62.0 5696 77.2 66!4 04.5 66.3 6694 64,9 121,8
HA r:IAL	 1,1J,
	 UT , 8w 6494 66.8 6510 05!7 63.4 60,7 71.8 63,5 6495 63.6 62!0 52.6 64,8 64.7 61.3 11;9
{	 3G.	 N) 105 67,6 66,1 54. 7 o5:!G ^!$ .1 66,97 7 191 62. 4 63.8 63.9 44.p °6.G 6 .4 9 9 fi90 sy b5 ,1 116,1
vEitCL ► TT 12: 69,1 68.3 65.s ;5 .!6 67;2 56:.0 7094 61.2 64 .2 65.5 65!f 0 3 r3 6'5 9 4 66.12 65.0 115.6
CO : IrIG hP;p 16„ hj.$ 62 9 1 04,'! n2:q 62.2 61,7 69,2 6199 39.7 6 p .2 b l!Z o 2,2 62.1 62,9 609 9 112.9
L o r	 PT r, 205 60 1 9 70to 69 #0 0`74.2 6810 05 1 0 69,4 639 9 62.6 63.0 61!3 X193 6 190 64.3 6x,6 114,9
►7ATF 7 / 12/.76 ;SSA 75 .0 75.1 7419 7 4}.2 73.2 7210 72.2 6?r6 6J.8 6S.$ b4!R 64 1 5 02,3 65.3 66.1 119 7
tiY -	 Njj}j	 2:19 :15 76.$ 76. ri 78.1 f§ 1 2 78 4 4 77 1 ,p 76.9 75 0 8 77.2 7'5.1, 64.E 7 192 71.3 72 0 4 7i 0Q 3, Z'f
TAPE A959 40c 72.3 72.1 73.9 f2.8 72.9 71.9 71 1 1 69,9 69.7 66.9 64.9 07.2 67.1 65/9 65..9 11507
9Aa	 29, 1 A n, SOu 72.5 7.2. 8 7x. 71;8 70;8 56.6 68..9 66.5 64.6 64.1 66!1 _08 11 69 9 8 6502 63.6 117.6
'.f	 (*8102. N/H2) 6V 88..0 86.1 8 #.1 1915 73,6 75 1 2 79.1 74. 1 73.9 76.4 71 . 2 71,4 7p,4 6802 6601 12509
TPIn	 66. OF-6 F 00 .0 79 ,B 7 9 .1 78.1 77!1 75.1 73 1 7 74,1 7 L ,•^ 5808 69,2 66.1 !►7.2 67,1 66./0 65.6 12242
(247. JUG hT 'u7i 7-}.3 79.E 91.4 7tf ! 5 75,4 77 1 4 77,5 73.16 72.p 69 0 4 7u,p _69.3 96 06 6T.7 R7.0 124.51 ►d^T
	
69 * i3^L f 1151 9:x.4 79.{^ 7$. ►!3!; 77,5 7691 75.2 7217 6919 69,2 69.1 7'011 4g #1 b8^3 bl,(y 123.6(2 39, L'UG	 K) 160 c1 74.1 78 r 0 75,5+ 1 7..4 7.6 74,1! 79.0 7(t,7 69.0 67 9 9 ^6.z 08,6 67.3 87,2 65 .9 122.8
H'a^T 1 1.5 1 64 / Ms ?DOG 79,5 79.6 7991 !4!4 76.4 7 4t1 7301 7201 6913 67.7 67!4 5895 6705 689:6 69 'i 123.6
1.71191 K Ww35 4t' 8').2 15i1. 4 74.8 ?'8!2 77.3 75 1 7 75.2 71,6 68x7 67.1 66!1 05,9 68.1 67.,1 66.8 1.23..6
NFL	 6652. R O K 115: 8410 X203 8 2t1 0.017 74;5 77 t 1 77,4 75.; 7 1!1 68 .2 66 !1 06!3 67 .3 65@2 66.2 22600
(	 69 6, RAU /" FC) 4000 87.9 97 0 1 9 4t y 04il tl0.3 7898 79,1 7516 72 . 8 63.2 68!0 09 0 4 7 0.0 6814 67'.7 12806
HF 4,	 66c}8, Hahl 50011 Sb.z 86,4 83 1 5 42 4 3 94,2 Rq R: ,3 77,1 78 91 7 3x1 73 ! 1 73x4 73, 5 71.2 71 . 0 129.3
69
`	 {	 2. AU	 <	 r11	 Jlaf'..) ='3 l}c5 86.2 $ ?.7 H 3. ! n-.^3. 4 tl G . 4 77 !Z 76.5 7 3.c 7	 .2.1 5b 6.. 67 ..Z e	 7^61 66.6 64.6 66, 2 327.2
NFL.)06^6. RRP* "-100 8$92 84.1 bV t9.13 79 .3 77 94 7715 7 2,1 7 1 12 66,5 65!g. 0590 6493 64#2 6j,s 126.p

























	 OF 	 9LAVES	 44 17 00 79.;2 79. 1 . ;9 72.0
:. 1630] 7 ,^ .8 75.'5 71,0 o9•.i 7C.0 6g 15 69,8 66 9 +, 66,8 7 3,:; 64.5 04,i 6 4,2 63.1 63. 6 124,6
^; 2^?009 7J,4 70, 4 6814 04 0 9 67.6. 5696 69 ,6 66,5 66!6 7610 66!7 6795 x9697 ti4v7 67.4 127.9
1	
OVERALL MI" AS0'fE J
ATCG
96 . 0 11 95,5 9	 .7 y l ! z 92.;2 89,8 9	 i 3B. 8820 58.2 87 . 3H4.b ftaj81 ! 6 06,3 8^•181# 85 9°5 $7.iF 13801DVE0 6L CA'LCU^ 95, 95.p 9 98 11;6 91.2 89 f 0 .x 86,(s BS r'1 52 t 2 131,4 A4,1F
F!€! il 1( 0 ,2 06.5 1a6,Y = u`5 5 8 x65 90 132!2 10:81; 99.q 96,5 96,3 94!1 Y5• 1 94,5 9306 93.5
F
vPART 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUrTTDN PRDONAM PROC. FATE - '% 3MT"	 8 DAY 14. HR. 7.5 t
M U UtL SOUND PPE55URE LkVLL5 i5w, 13E g , ^.	 7'+ Pt RCE^!T REL. HUM . DAY) 
A 34GLE5 FROM 1NL£T lt4 llEti}tEES	 { AND k-iD1AN5)
0. 10 4 200 3u. 40,	 'Sat FPO 70. so, 90, iDU. Ito:, 120, 130 * 140. loot PML
} FAfO., t4v	 ) 1Q #17l 1pr35ii t7.y2JtU. 'ID}if}•87} {}•U51S.1 , 22)t_1. 4111{ 1?S7} [ 1,1^>i1..D2)i2 . 09.1t2.2T}^2 . 4+11 {7.621{ 3
57 75,7 75,13 74.4 1511
.74'5	 73 9 7 75,7 73.5 74.0 72.0 7 1!8 1 2.8 72,E 72 9:8 70,13 78.8 123,9
66 74.6 12.9 78 .0 1410 78.2	 76r(1 73.1 72.0 7q.p 72 1 2 72!3 /2.i 70.1 7092 69 @ 3 77.1 123.4
HADIAL 100• iT. $u 70,6 70 . 5 7 01 1110 69 ,5	 69 1 4 7U.7 6996 68,7 68,8 69.9 e9.4 66,8 58.7 65*6 74.4 119.•3
i :30. 11) 1.00 . 70.8 5996 69, V 69:2 69 - 8 	 67.1 67.7 68.0 67,9 66.3 65!9 06 . 6 67r2 68..1 74.0 72.7 11817
VENTCLE &TT 121- 7z,9 71.2 69.0 rO!4 69,2	 68.3 60 0 0 70 4 1 67.4 66.3 66 ! 4 7i.1 7'0•? 67.3 72.2 72.1 11p93
CO1dFY0 T/8 161, 67,7 66.0 67.0 _07;0 65.0	 65,0 66.E1 65.6 63. 9 62,4 63!1 _a5 65.1 64.3 63.7 68.7 117,1
L0!7	 PTO 200 73.8 73 #8 71. 2 1 01;5 69,8	 68,9 67.0 66.1 64.-0 64.1 63!0
:0
X3,1 63 i 3 65.2 63.3 67.1 116.8
DATE 7%16174 25: 80.9 79,0 73.0 18 1 1 77.0	 74,9 73,9 71.5 73.Z 68.2 66.Z o1.9 65.9 69.0 68.0 69.8 122.9
1	
RU'i	 294 1'- 80.9 8Q.D b old 00: 4 S G.1	 761 9 74.1 74 .3 73.0 700 68 !0 P9 ,0 69 09 689 .3 68 .0 66. 1 124.8
T*f3F 53133 4DiI 77.5 76.7 77.1 17 7'Q 74,.8	 75.3 7s.7 72.7 70 1 9 7a,2 68.9 lo.E 71,2 68e9 68,1 67.8 173.1
9An	 2Y , 4 HG 0 76.5 76..5 76 1 4 i h ! 1 73.7	 72.5 7;,.7 69.7 68.8 68,9 67 . 0 s7,9 67 ,9 70.0 67.9 66.7 121.0
'	 (978,27, N/x427 63'1 83.B 84 .1 8x.9 01:5 U002	 7+5,9 76.3 74,:2 72.2 73.h 7.;.^ ^5.;a 73'.3 71 ! '4 7 1. ; 71.1 126 ,6
TA'4P	 75. DEf-	 F 0.r 79 .6 8 ;2.0 5 3!V 21!2 78.3	 78,H 77.;; 74. ? ` 73.2 75.•; 72.0 /4.8 71.3 70.2 70.2 66.0 126.4
`	 (2.97. vE6 K 9 92.2 8 3.a ul3 79 . 4	 79.1 70.4 74.1 73.Z 72 . 4 71!k 1 4 . 1 7 {3.3 71 • 1 70.Z 67.4 126.6
TMFT	 64. DF(s F 1x5, 83.1 86.2 66,[ 23:5 86 .2 	8 1, 3 82.1 77.0 80.4 75.7 74!2 17.1 74.1 73.4 72.E 70.0 139.7
12 9 1, dF6 K3 1t;0 87.9 83 6 1 86 1 4 a2l5 83.2	 3 2, t) 8'1.1 77. x, 75.2 73.2 72!^ 14.0 7 2.4 74.0 7J.3 70.0 129.4
H ' ACT11,57 x`3/'3 200u 6 4„1 85.1 84#i a3; 4 8 1.3	 S O..s a 7. 4 7'7 .1 74,2 72. 4 71!4 / 3.3 72.5 73.5 71.2 68.3 129.1
5.01157 KG/83) 1500 SB.O 88.B 664 6 n 714 85.9	 83,4 8s.2 18.1 7()o2 73.3 7 1 . 1 1 2.6 73,Z 72.1 72.0 67,9 1.51.5
NFA 640'4. NPR 315;, 91.0 91.4 9 1 .0 0713 06 . 1 	 84.5 8 3.2 63 , 3 79.7 17.4 74!2 ► 3.2 7 2,2 71 . 2 694 6 .7.4 133.5
1	 674, RAti/5'Ei) 4000 9600 950 93.1 91:2 89 .1 	85.1 84, 11 810 79.2 75.1	 '74.2 14.9 7 5.3 71.7 7 0.2 11 . 1 135.8
WK 6307. RPM 5p4 ',^ 93.3 9 3 . 3 9 4, 6 90:6 93.3	 E9! n. 88.5 84,3 82.6 19.7 77!Z 16.1 76419 73 ► 3 72 . 2 69.4 130.0 
{ 669. i40/56C) 6300 93.3 93.3 9'1!'? °p98 99.5	 87.3 86.5 82.3 81.5 76,7 74.0 14 .1 72.5 71#7 69.4 69 .6 136.4
NF'VOW . RPM BCOG 93.2 93.3 91!4 09 1 5 9'0.2	 88.1 86.3 84.4 6[.6 77,9 75.E 74.4 9 2,6 70.3 68.4 68.4 137.1
(1118. 'Alt/bFC) 1D40 92.4 97,3 9.(#,1 av!8 913,4	 88.1 8J 0 4 82.5 80.9 76,9 .73.6 14.4 7c.6 69.6 67.i 66.4 137.4
w . nF HL 4l, :: S 	 44 1	 50ti 59.3 8 '8..1 d 	 ! a n 5!'6 8 7.3	 85.3 83 . 4 81.;: 78 . a 75.3 71 . D 1 0 .6 67.x, 66..4 65.7 66.4 159.6
i 6 134{, 05.Q 84.2 83,.3 nz ! 6 83.4	 8 1 1 tf 8 1 .2 79.4 74. 4 72.4 6E2. a7.1 59.5 64.6 64.7 66.1 134.3	 i
t er001 a,7.4 80 . 0 77.1 !7 ! 4 73.2	 76,z 75.4 76,5 69.4 69.'7 64!3 a7. . 2 64,5 65.4 64.7 69.2 132.7
DV^NAL't MkAti'1F£: 102.3 ]0.'1 . 4 1Lit ! y 99 !1 99 . 0	 49..7 96.2 93,'7 91 .Z 69x6 88.9 60:1 37.{ 87 . ): 88.1 9"6.2
oveRAIt. GA'LiJ4ATE.: 102.4 l0Z • 1 i^l • 0 y9 l2 99.0	 95.a 95.6 93. 9^.9 H8.1 F$G.i H6'.9 85.5 84 . 8 33.6 ;Jb,4 145,3











^^r«:a'a. ..-.. _ .....	 -.	 r. -E.,....	 ... r :..3 -0000.. _<».-^	 ^,..- -
wT.y
PAGE t fULL SCALE DATA 4E:DUCTliON PROGRAM FROG, DATE MUST"	 a DAy 14 HR. 7.6
MUOLL SOUND PRE55URE LEVELS Me LIEU . Fa70 Pk:RCE fIT RELe Num- BM
ANGLES FROR INLET N DEGREE S
 
(A wl)-tiOUNS)
to, 20 ! 40, 50 s bo f 70, go, 9 Lou. Itic,1 120. 130. 14 0 9 150a PML
F Rc 0. 10,
5:, 75.5 75.3 73 ? 1 fa:3 74.8 73. lj 72.9 72,7 7310 12:1 71!9 11-9 7 194 73 * 0 71 * 0 7i 1236S 74,8 72.9 77.,U 92 ! 9 76.3 75.0 72.2 72 * 0 To t o 73, 2 72t1 10.8 69vii 70.0 68.2 76.0 123.0
RAU AL
 1Qr. FT. 8j 701.3 69 ,4 *68 j 6 09-.9 69.7 69 . 6
-
69.7 68,5 67 t 7 68:1 159 09*3 06o g 68.;st 67 * 6 74,5 119.1
b9 l i8 68 1 9 gi ! j 69.7 71.9 A-7. V 67.3 66,9 6699 66,3 6607 67- 11 69v3 68-3 79.9 72o7 118.3
WE 1 11CLE A TT 12i 72.9 71,1 67 1 if 09 , 4 69..1 68.4 69.1 . 6e,9 67.2 66.5 64!4 fast 69.6 67. 15 71.4 71*0
COW 16 TjO 164 67*7 65.7 67 ! 0 06.1t 64. 8 64. 1 V 6"1 6596 63oZ 62 * 1 66!2 040 66e1 64.3 63:? 69,2 1041LOC	 PTO 2;9 ti 74 r8 73 :8 1 612 09'8. 0 66,7 67 j 65 92J65p_ 6 63 * 4 62 ! 4 63 j 1 64,2 650 63.0 0,0 116.9
dATE 71 161 74 254 00 : * 9 79so 79 1 1 f'? l 3 77*o 75p u 7'j 1 71 : 7 *1.- 68.1 66.6 8 9 2a 07-4 60.3 76.0 124.0
R U-4	 295 '515 8 0 ,7 0600 79o9 1995 78; 9 76 1 " 7wj: 1 73.8 ?2-0 7 ti * J 9679- _ _ .CYP :, 6'1 68-2 67.1 66,1 12098
TAPE 53134 40b 77.6 76, 19 7$ 1 u f7!1 77.2 74 , 9 72.7 72 w 1l 71 * t 69 !j 70.1 7143 61,9 68.2 67•a 12341
AAR
	 29 .0 NO 50D. 76.5 76 , 7 75 t t 71-9 73. 8 7x1 1 7+x.9 69v6 69 0 6 68.0 66 * 7
'







t91627. Nii 63:D 84,9 824 '!4131 150 6 76o2 76,3 73..9 It !, 9 ?i.5 7^- a 6 72#6 71 jL 71 1.3 126,5 	. .
TAfAp	 75. s LIEU	 F bo a 79,7
64:287 . 1 83.7 41:1 76 9 78.0 76.2 75.0 75.2 74.1 71 ! W 74.9 72.7 70 0 9 70•k 67.0 126*9J297, UE6-K) 10D5 62.1 82.2 8"3 19 2015 13 0 .5 791 1 79 -2 75 @2 74.3 73:2 71 ! 1 14 .1 71.4 71 * 4 713.4 66.2 127 #1I
TW r-T	 64, VEG F 1194, 55.L 861 1` a4 a 4 Wt. 83q2 82.1 75 * 4 $0.5 15 !U ?T.o 7 1 111 73,2 73i i 70.2 131.6(291. UEG k) 11!0?' 8R.3 86:092 6.7..2 n2:3 84.2 93 t r) 81.1 77.3 76.2 718. 2 7208 74 * 1 11 * 6 74.2 79.3 69,5 t^8
mm: T 11, 57 u4,/H3 2^0;" 8 4.2 85 - 2 84, 6 01 2.5 al'S A 2.1 83.4 RCl 1494
,
1 	 4 71 0 4 iiii.o 72,4 73.5 72 iiiii 66.2 129, 6
-(.01157 KG03) 250 : ,.. 89.7 89,1  86ii- 0-7-2 d5 e o A4.9 In. % 77 9 6 7:6.1 73:.0 72 iis'o 7.3, q 72 .1 73.og 67 * 8 Lai 4
NFA 7550, RPM 315 :b 90.3 91 . 2 9201 0 7 1.5 86.'6 8 1 8z . 4 83o1 79 . 3 76 9 7 74*4 1 3 4 9 7296 71v4 6q•? 60s1 13 -3 18-
i;J.	 f	 790., RA U ISEC) 40:00 95.9 95.1 93;1 h-4 88 - 2 134.9 85..2 82,, l 19,.4 75•# ?* ; j i4.0 74,2 71#3 10 a 71 ' 0 135'sNFx 7436, RPM 5,n -00 94,1 93,4 94;3 ;i '!6 94 BV.a 87.3 84.1 02 1 5 78 1 8 78:4 i7;1 75 9 7 1392 12•i 6$* 3 13092
4	 779. KA:D/bEC) "Clo 94 . 1 93 * 5 91 1 1 *.6 , 4 91.3 E7.5 Biii 192 * 3 89 ! 5 76. 7 74t y 72,8 71.6 69.s 690 .6 &36,5
NFD10628. RPM A foo 0 93 4 92t1 09 96.,3 87-4 07-4 84 9 2 8098 77:9 7 15 ! 3 k4s1 72 * 6 78.3 69.9 67.5 137 0 211113. R A-Djosec 110.0 60 :24 9 2 5:93 !5904 90.3 go t 06.4 63.,7 80 ' 9 76.9 73-7 t2.1 71 * q 70.4 67.6 68 * 4 1311 .6
no. OF RODE$	 44 t758L 80.3 89.2 87 * 3 !b!5 87.4 Eib ax 04 * 5 81,2 78,3 76 q'Q 7 1 . i 0 t o 71 ' s 6603 65.i 6i #2 136.1
0OU 85.2 135* I sf;i 6 2*4 83. •°•1i3 80 * 4 80 9 2 75.3 7 ,2 0.6 68•&3 9§93 67 * 8 64 * 6 64.4 69.3
20M 8 0 * 2 8 090 76.0 ; 1 '_ . -6 78.2 76 * 2 7%.4 78,Z 7t - 4 6905 65 71*5 65 * 5 64. 4 66.3 133 0
OVERAL^ "khSUKE il 101 0 8 1D}} , ,8 '-Pig ! 1 991,8 961P .1 gii 94 . 1 91 1 4 90eiil 87 ! 6 04 * 7 879A 8793 86,0 96,9
OVER-ALL CAL COL Ii4
J Q2:0

































ARRL is FRO14 F• NLE T i N 0 REFS ( AND 1i %D t AN5)






B e,8 0 ►
{1.22)[1.40){1.57)i19^^'
q0.	 1QU. }[1.92}.











7709 78. 7	19 t 1	 7a.9	 77 16	 77.8 7608 77 n U 75, 9 7440 14.5 74oF 76.6 74.0 81,0 1269950
63
80,6







































12.0 7 097 6N.0 68.0 66.4 66,5 66,2 /p. 1 69 4 5 69.0 68,7 7;3.0 114,.3VE-11CLE
GoNrls
AT-





































77.7 . .;1 76 . 9 74, a 74.7 74.9 7092 69 .x 67-9 49 9 9 69 9 3 70 9 5 69,1 70.0 3.,72.9



































86.7 $1.6 80 9 8 92.1 8f,1 77.0 7609 810? 7907 77 9 6 74.5 131.98Ar	 2^.Q
( 4 y1877
HG
N H2)/ 131; 85.1 81s3







































94.1 Y8-5 94.3 96.0 95 9 4 93,9 99.3 87.2 85.4 118,2 87.3 85.3 97,9 79.1 143.3IWrT


































85r1 81,2 BO ! 4 io,9 86,p 79,1 77.f 74.0 13793(.0'11 72
NFA 9175,
KG/M.3)




	 961, HA'0I5E'C) 4?00 95.6 94,B 9492 Y3 !5
V3.7



































65.3 96.8 81,8 8:-.7 48.6 77.9 36.3 74,e 7j,4 134.5(





































b 4 • _ 93:1 8d .,2 8 3 .2 82.2 82.1 77.3 77.4 73 ! b 72.0 7{1.3 67.3 66.2 66.0 133.8
16t 1,10 81,9 82.9 81 ! .0 79.4. 80.0 78,2 75.2 761,0 73.1
73,4 7r,-4 09,2
e8,q






:0330 77.9 77.1 75.9 i4 l 5 75.1 74.8 74. x, 76.9 70.3 73.2 67.f 66 .94 65. 3
OVFRALL MEASURE S 105.9 10 3 ,8 WO 1U4!4 193.8 l r 2 1 9 10 4 . 91.04.2
102.0




















11 7 n 2
104 ! 5






175.1 114 . 6 112.3 jia3! a 1 08.9 10 7 !@ 138 .1 138,4 134.4 103,0 104.0
Zq6
^,':.. 	 YCY•-$rA^®Yf1@f'k`-1^.'.i :1 ,3 '.....^Lee ,.`r-°"- ^.a'f.^..:u.-h.,atxLr ^.alkriF ai MF^I i1,.:	 ._"...	 -.':.	 -	 -	 .-,	 '.. . a:i®tl
t" F'A-if
	 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PR.OGNAR
`
PROC. OA ' tE - MORT + 	a 4AV 1 4 HR. 7.6
MUUt.L
-
SOUr1D PRESSURE LEVELS ( 59. 13EG. F 9 70 PtOCENT REL, HI)N. 'BAY!
ANOLES FROM INLET iN DEGREES (AHif Ai►D.iANS)
^
0, 1.0. 201 30, 40, Sp. 60 t 70, d0. 90. 100. 110. 120 • 130, .1 40. ISO# PML
' FRf ' 0. f0. }(. 0 . 17!(0.37 3 {9^ 52lf 8r701 ( Q.
'
?lt1 T 0 `^'?{1.•x2! [ 1.. 4 0'1 t L.'fT }(1^f?!(1. 921(209 } ( 2,2 7 }f2.4i if2^42!( !
5'r 80.7 80.8 78.1 § ► ? 73.9 78.b 71.7 78.? 79.0 77.3 76•B 19.7 ?b.A 76.9 75.6 3200 12895
6.i 76.8 76.1 77,a 73.1 79,9 77.1 73,3 73,0 73.1 75.4 74.1 i2.9 14.3 74.1 74,4 34,3 12514
NAD14L
	 I:(IQ•	 FT. 6,1 74,8 74.5 7 3 . 5 13:6 73.8 72' 1 `5 71.5 70.7 72. 0 7390 7 0- 9 08.4 460 71.6 69.11 76.7 12200
It
	 30.	 M) 101; 74. 6 73,7 74.1 13 11 12,0 69.8 69.8 68. 9 68.1. 58.5 4;i 11.7 69, 7 49.9 69.4 74.9 120.7
( W-iICLt A7T 12) 7.2.2 71.9 7 i3.Y 11:4 7 7.2 68.2 69 .,, 69 .2 58.0 68.3 67.A 10.1 69. 1 69.2 7 3.5 7 3.0 119.5
6flNF16 *0 160 77.8 76.9 71,r 07x1 74.9 76.b 76 9 8 69.9 78-.9 74.2 79.9 19.0 7999 76.9 7v"-.1 73. 9 12'3.7
" LOF	 PTO 20:1 71..8 7102 71.= 7002 70 to 70. 1 0 61.1 68. 9 0 66:.1 67.1 67.3 68.6 68 9 1 7a•p 67.2 69,9 118.8
11-ATE 7/16/74 25:1 76,8 75,8 77.1 7613 75.8 74.9 73.3 72.2 7317 69,2 63.z T(I.{I 70. 3 72,1 71.1 72.2 122.8
r+rU : j 	 297 315 79,9 78.8 81..12 n4:3 84 .0 63 . • 7 79 .8 82, v" 83,2 79 ,1 71!0 15.0 10,7 84,3 83 1. 79.70 131.7
TAPE 53134 400 74. .6 75,0 76. 9 7 7 . 9 75.7 7697 76 . 3 75.7 72 . 7 75,3 70.0 73.9 76.q 75. 9 73.1 74,0 12503
UAR	 27. 0 HG 500 76.8 70.8 8 .p;s0 °1 0 2 82.8 38.6 9 f3 .9 89.0 81.9 88 9 2 76!6 6 5.6 Sir9 88, 1 83.0 67.7 13741(
1978 .27. r1/H2) 63: 9 1 .1 8162 85.3 n7 1 7 42.3 86.2 96.0 95.2 90 . 2 95.6 92!3 80.3 9 0.6 84.5 86.5 56.4 142.2
75. UEl: F 6 Q I1 871 9 0119 89.1 ?8;3 56.9 94,E 9 3. 7 90,2 92.3 97 9 4 92!5 4. . 33.3 8603 84,5 05.1 148,9
(247, DEG i(I l q 'Oir 83,.4 8193 87.1: _66 .15 9r?,2 87.3 9 7. :3 90 9 2 98 , 2 95,6 85!3 89.90 79 ,7 80,3 77 . D 78.3 137.6f
T_WFT
	
54 . i)E .G	 F 129 8Y ,1 B`6. 1 87.3 y ? .,5 9 9.1 g 8.8 89.4 89.5 84.4 Sb 4. 8	 • i2_ 64. 2 83.5 $	 .'S1 9 11. e 77.2 1 57. 4
E
(291. 11EG	 K) 140"" 89,2 69,2 89/1 H!6 97 .0 89.0 93.1 91,1 8+1.1 88,2 8413 tl8.8 85.7 83,9 79.) 76. 9 134.6
H- T11-7? i:M/ 7 13 ;,Dq 96 i 9 . 96.3 90.:2 Sb ! 5 86.1 1711 85.3 84,4 83.3 91.4 Sr-6 tsZ.1 8 1 	 4 79.3 78,i 74.3 139.7
"	 ' (.0117,7 KG/ .13} ?.50u 9	 .90 9198 9	 .L1 o9; 3 8R .{F 88: .Q 86,7 83.7 83.1 $1,1 79. -.1 a 0.1 79. 1 79,0 77.0 74.7 13 9.5
NFA 4722. KPK 1 15 1 89,0 8V,4 91 .1 !617 117.1 67 . 2 9c,1 85 4 9 81.7 80.7 78.3 bG,4 s7 , 4 760 79.3 74 , 0 139,1
.: (101 8 1^A^(r	 5EE:/	 ) 4• QOi1 9'	 .SO 9 212 9 Q . E 49; 7 $6.1 A5. h 83.8 83. 9 $2.2 $d .7 78. 2 18.9 77.? 75. 4 74.2 73.8 134. 
NFX 9589, RPY. Sgaa 89,5 89.2 890 67.8 89.5 37.4 89.3 83.5 53.7 81.5 479. 1 791 78.5 7$5, 75.6 70.0 135.5
(1003 nAp /SEC) 6300 89.3 8$.6 86. 4 _4;$ 8t, .2 8	 72. 87. E 79 h 511.6 77 6. 76:i 17.3 74 ,h 7r 3 73.7 70.3 132.7
x' NFlr1{<628, RPM 83:pu 8 7.3 8694 850 2314 83.1 610 82.4 81.3 77 9 4 77,6 76.4 7 6,.1 74 .4 72.4 71.6 68.3 131.0r;. (1213. SAD/SFc:l10 ^Q0 85.0 84.4 BZ.b 00 1 7 81.4 80.1 78 06 74.5 75.4 T4 ,T 73.3 !1.4 70.5 69.6 ls9 /0 67,1 130.1
nr aLA0iS	 44 i%`.jQ; $ E. 9 8 0,1 79.1 16.4 7 15.6 76.x 76.4 75.3 71.:2 71.2 70.2 1'fl.0 6'B .F 66,2 66.5 6 1 ,0 12610
'
1
Ir'.^0; 77.9 77.1 75.1 13,7 74.8 72.1 74.5 76.3 69.5 69,5 63.4 dBe 58.;70 64.2 65.4 66.1 128.1
r 1Q00C 730 72,2 719° Q9 ;3 71,9 70,8 74,r 811,1 68.4 69.2 56,4 67.9 6 7,? 66,2 64,z 66,9 131.2
OYERLLL HEA,idCEs: 102. 0 140+8 100. 1 112 0 ( 7 100.1 49.7 107• .2 99,0 98. 0 94,1, 97:3 9 7 0 8 96 91 95. ,0 94.8 96.1
OVERALL CAL WOJ EJ 102 . 1 1"0'1 , 1 100. 1 110;3 100 . 1 99.7 10105 100.2 97.9 98,7 96.9 W745 97 1 :7 94.3 92.1 93.8 14901(





PA aF 1 fULL SCALE DATA R.c.DUCTION PRD@!! " PROC, DATE
MONT 8 	 8 BAY 14 HR * 7.6
F;'^ n1sUrL SOUND PRFSSURE LM LS ( 5 y . DE G , F, 70 Pt NCENT REL. Home DAY)
ANSLtS FRO14 II NLET iN DEGREES { ANTI R 'AD1ANSI
J! o. 10. 2a; U. 40. 50, 60. 7a. 8a. 00. l0U• -,110. 120. 130. 1 4 0. 150 . .
PWL
1
^.i	 ^ fp^J. (a.	 )(Q.17)(0.3a) (u. 723( fl . 70)Ir,871(1,OS)fl.c2Tt_1.40)( 1157)I1.79)il.g2lf2.09)[2.27)t2.4sf {2.623{
5b 8 1.0 8 04 13 75,0 6fl.p 79,7 78.7 78.8 78,7 78.8 7B .a 76.0 1 6.6 77.0 78.0 76.0 8 2.0 128.2
6a 77.0 7b,6 78..0 16;3 do.4 75.0 77. 4 73.0 73.0 74,4 740 %1.9 71,6 74.9 74•(j 79.9 17592


































68 . 2 69.2 69,r 57.3 67.6 67.9 09,1 69 0 3 69.4 71.'3 73.1 119.3VFAICLE
U0 14FIG
ATT
T/G 16L 71.8 88,9 75. E 1 1-2 78.8 76.8 B7.1 80.1'! 77.9 7312 75.9 13.8 7211 71.2 71.1 75. 9 127.0
L0'^,
	
PTO :,Oo 69.7 71,9 70. 1► 1 0!1 71.2 69,9 7U. 9 70.0 68 ! 2 67.4 68.1 68.1 68.4 7000 68 0 3 70.0 119.4
E, UA TF 7/16/ 74 f5:; 76.0 75.6 74 1 ? 16.5 75.p 74.9 7 4 .1 72. 6 72.0 69.? 69.0 !1.1 7 7.1 72.9 7 141 7 2, p
122.9
rcL^^	 299 ,15 83.8 87, 9 d 31 8 05 :2 85.8 Bg.0 87.1, 87:a ea.l 8 1 . 1 75.1
15 4.0 8 6.1 8501 62.3 'Q.2 135.0
)AMP 53134 400 74.8 75.7 7 71 7 /8 :G 77.5 70. :1 76.8 75 , 9 76. 9 72.2 7;;9 14.9 77m? 76t2 72.9 71.7 124.1
"' y4A , 	 2.0 iG ^a^ 77.7 5 :V,n 851 ;1 _64:2 87.7 °(^4 9 84.9 R3. 9 66. 9 79.;• 7B.V 1 3.6 84.? 79.7 77.11 74.8 139.a
t97R27, N/1,2) 63' 85.? air 3 88*4 0866 89 .3 '7 213 8d-2 41.:5 83.1 87.1 68.4 tl 3.1 °•`/ ► 4 85.1 04.4 n3.2 138.1
T4'+^	 75. UEU	 F 60U 8 e.1 83.9 86. 1 00 .5 . 4 a `. .1 %_8.8 9	 .c 84.. 64.2
KZ.4 05.5 ts 2.9 "• ?•4 Bl.z A 2.1 X 1.2 135.0;-
(2^ 7 . u£^	 I() i"'D[ B J.Q 04.4 63. C. a4:6 83.3 U3.1 89.3 84.1 81.2 83.4 6:,.s 19.2 91.4 78.6 79.5 75.2 133.3
T6^T
	
64, UEG F 115 85.2 86.9 66 ! a ?'b;2 St..2 8 6.7 8y ,1 82. 4 78.5 84..3 77.1 1 9.+3 80,-) 00.7 78.2 77.0 133.1
(29 1. DEG K) It.1);: 8A,3 8-9.? 89 . 4 0905 Sf.1 5..1 8q .. 83. r, 8,1.'5 79,y 79.b 0 1.3 76 r6 78.5 76. .5 73.0 134•Li
F^A r,TII . 72 ,K/ M 3 ?G01 9 1.0 0 v.Q 87. U °7.5 85.4 5.1 8-0.5 Bd.! 61.6 9^.5 7S.R 02.1 79.6 74,0 16.5 74.3 133.7
: (.41172 dG/ 4 3) ?'.,0t) 89.7 69.7 68.0 280 87.9 %7,.1 d5.b 81. ii 6 1 , 0 7$ . 5 76.y 19.1 78.1 78.3 77.1 73.7 133.y
NFA 9846.. ^i pm 315, 8 7.2 8 ' 8 .1 88 1 5 °5; 9 85.1 i°441 B2.? 82.1 79.5 78.5 75,5 i9. 1 75.3 75.4 74.1 7 2.1 161.4
(1031. .AR/SEC) 4L?Q1 $9.9 88,8 86?U °6:2 93,1 0711 al.. Bi^. 9	7 9.5 76.7 76.3 17•2 7!. 1 73.9 74.1 73.0 131.0132.5
y;v	 9702, ROM 5^"8: 86r1 8'6 rS 87.1 a4.5 01; 1 4 8 3. 4 81.4 86.1 79 1 3 78,0 77.7 18.4 70 1 5 75.5 75.1 69. 0






























75,1 74.1 73.3 7 1. : 7 1 .4 12.1 7i .r 69.5 69.5 66.1 127.31111 3 .
jr,




70.1 77.1 75.x 13t2 73.2 73.2 7 S.° 73.; 69.,! 7-,7
09.7 I F4 2 '-'b-6 66.4 66.1 65P.0 125.5
6
	 0(! 73.9 73.0 7 1 . 3 99.6 71.1 69 i 1 7D.r,; 75•y 66 • s 69 .5 67;3 _88.8 67.5 24 • `7 65-6 6$.13 125v6
uu: 0910 48.6 66.b 5662 61 .2 651 y 69.9 77.' 55.'5 57.5 651 00,9 56.13 65.4 65.1 57 .1 128,x!









































-► P"tt;t=	 1 Mi. SCALE DATA Ri-pUCTION
pROGMAM
























50. 60, 1t1, [•8y)[1.051[1.2'L)t_1,4R)[1.
70. 8^. 4a.



















69,E 759 9 69,6 76.5 172.1
i
ua	 jsL	 }O^.	 FT.
FkT












58.0 58,i: 7a.x 71.7 7{3.1 70.9 69.9 7'4.7 12II ► 9
l	 3^. 1011 75.4 74,7
7 2.,1 7 1i 1 / 1 . 5 7 - , 9 ,9.1 69.: 68., 58.7








79.7 74.7 66 0 8 o9; Z 73.7 76.7 7^.G 74.9 17.1




















ll4TF' 7/16/ 74 ?5: 78 ,9 76 9 6 77.1
79-V







































94 .G 95.5 87 d► 4	 .41-_ C7,5- ') 1.5 39.4 87.3 87.1 1 1
"	
f




9.	 / 1` 5 . 4 9.5. 1 97-J 93." 95.1 93.2 95. 4
• 9.1.2 6 7.9 91,1 93,53 77.3 F33.a 143,6
IQ k r.	 75, : % E G	 F
e. ^[;
r D: S 'Caa 1,4
8b,.2
6!${a ..!► S8.14 8 45.9 89. 3 9t.-0 4}.3 9G.6 86.E 659 3 174.9 56 9 83.2 81•i 78.177
!),713


















74.2 144 ► }
12 9 1. VEL	 K.f 1SD-J 9 S 1 93.9 9q ! b
y 3 3 9 c^,U 9	 ,t.J 95. 4




Ba.b 81.3 8 :.3
-8,1.9 31.4 ?9 . 3 75.5 79 . 2 138.5






39.1 87.1 8598 34.1 8.3.4 111 ! 3 01.6 8G97 79.E 78..5 76.8
137.5
t.G11 72 KG/1'131 ;i : , k77 174,29
95 1 0
9 c 3_U 'y i.4 9' 1.1 89. 1 87.5 84. 1 83,7 82.5
79.1 n 1 .2 79 i 4 77.6 75.4 74,2 13143
'I
























vFr 94 30, R'P^A 7i a^ 92.5 92.3 95.13995




















. 8801 85 . 7 85 1• R3 , 3 84.3 7 79






E14F 1 1^	 2	 .
{1113.
HPM
;iA'11 /5EC1 3 tl.n0.{
0., D.























77,11 7J.4 69.5 60. 4 09.1 6 7, 53 65.7 65.0 66.3
129,7
1{}vfl^ 8 J.2 bi1.. 2 _
73,Y 12:2 73.2 71. 9 75.2 78 ,2 69.0 6B.4 66!1




















> OVERALL GA'LCULAT°E'' 10 .1.2 10 3 ,5 103. 7
,lg2;b 102 6 111 8
113. 6
101..2
11 2 . 5
1111
111.1 10 9 . 7 1 U U9




















	 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGNAN PHO?CI DATE
- ROW"	 8 O.AY	 14 HR,, 7,7
MPOSL SOUNu PRESSURE LEVELS	 95Y, DE9, F,	 70 PtR[;ENT REL9 HI SM. t)AY)
ANGLES FRO14 J : N ,V FN 13EGREE-S : 4 AND R piARS)
0. 10. Par 3u. 40. 5 00 60. 70, so, ?09 SOU• 210. 120, 130, 340 1 5509
#R-Q ' (0. )11:0.17)	 0. 36 1 1	 .?2)i0,,70940.a0) ;1. 05 )( 1.22)t1940)i1.57:1 111.751(1.92112.0q) ;2.27)t26441 t?.62)
5U' 74.8 79.B 77 t 7 7#.91 78.6 77. 11 77,8 76x4 770 77.Lti 75!5 1 4.8 7591 76 ► 8 73.7 8049
6S 76.0 76.2 77.7 ►!^t4 Moll 764 9 73.1 7292 73.0 79,4 75 . 1 ?2' . 9 7292 7213 73,2 7914
HADIAL	 10.09	 FT t 8'it 72.5' 7399 72 t;o 7310 72.6 71!5 72-•a 7095 72.5 72 90 70. !!72.0
09.4
492..9
67.8 69, 9 69 .11 73.7
73,6(	 309
	 +4 ) 100 74,0 73.6 75.0 70) 11 74 .7 73.4 7©. 8 69 .8 71.0 613 i 1 7 1,4 70•1 7^, 9
IIE t4 TG.LE ATT 125 73.2 79.2 7.2vy 7312 75.3 74 11 2 69.1 70.1 71.4 67,6
72 ! 4 12.1 7093 6943 70.3 73.3
}	 GANf.['6 i	 f7 16 '^ 76.8 %='^ 7 try 7 '2 11 7 1.9 74 11,4 65 t Z 73. 5 7398 679! 72!2 73..8 7 79!7 77. 9 75.1 7'5.9
0C
	
PTO 206 72.8 7?.1 74 11 3 j 3,3 7 3.Z 7	 73! 65 9. B 66	 9 68 4r 66. 1 66. 2 68. 1 67, 3 6893 67.9_ 69. 1
0''A?E 7/16/74 ?5L 79.0 78 r0 7711 4 '76 2 1 77.1 76;s V 77.4 75.9 72 11 9 7g,3 73!3 1 2.7 7 t79? 72,; 72.1 .71,9
4	 IIUt^	 342 315 74.$ 7 4 .0 79.1 6217 87,3 13842 $a•5 87.0 83r0 85.4 d3lZ n4, 0 81.;5 83.2 8:0.54 79.0
FADE 53134 .400 75,9 79 1 9 8150) 18,19 77.0 '711 6 7 0).2 75.6 74.0 72 11 2 73!F ! 3ir7 76 t 0 77.1 72,2 72.7
6A,Z
	
29.0 FIG 50;1 79.7 79,6 87 t 6 6227 a1,, 63 t 6 83.' 84,7 B2 1 8 79.1 B1l.4 46.7 85,n 85.9 76.0 80.01
(9]895. F: /M2 ) 630 87.2 83.2 8811 o7I6 9; .0 94.2 98.4 97.0 96.2 9395 95!4 5 1.6 9 2tj 86.6 86.6 94.1
T Arty	 72. A'Ef,	 F boil 89.6 59.9 92!? ?!	 I0 ! 5.1 96,9 103-2 9601 97 02 9.2.3 88!j y tl.8 9'6.7 91.3 A5.3 89.0
1295, DEG K) 1009 8900 66.3 9 01-U Y213 91.3 95.4 95.3 94 .2 91• .2 88.384.4





:54. DEG	 F" 1:E5 91,0 94,2 97.i: Y'4 :5 91.3 91 1 a 91.? 86.9 85.b 8?!Z 54.2 ?1,-i 8093
(291 9 055, K) Ito- 94.',B 95.1 97.5 f5 s 2. 9 2.2 4 11'7 9 2.2 87.8 87.4 64.6 BS!3 0 2.1 82.5 80.2 80-W 76.1
4ACT12.82 G4/M3 7m; 98.3 94.l 969U !213 89.1 88,1 9 3.3 87.1 84.5 81,4 52!6 n 200 81.5 80 .4 81.4 76.0
(.01;2.82 KG/N3) 2501; 95._ 93.$ 93 11 1 5210 91.9 92 11 6 88.5 84.0 64.o 81.3 8u!0 Silo 5093 79 .0 78.1 74.9
NFA 9424. R'PM 315r 92.:2 95e2 9511 5315 9 B.4 89.5 88.2 87.8 83.5 8 2.5 8 2!s S2.0 79 .4 77.6 77 9 6 76.0
(	 907. NA0 /S.EC) 4 1(O.0 96.6 95.1 93.6 53; 2 92,1 89 1 9 88.3 85.8 54 ! C 82.3 82.4 60,9 7822 759 9 8203 7407
Nr-ti 93 8. R IPM 53u 94.0 94,3 95!5 !3'I3 95,0 93!2 90 . 2 8795 87.! 5 54.7 84%3 52111 8047 7793 79.1 74.1
4	 9^5,.._ f AQ}i-SEC:) 6,1 00 93 , 63 94.4 9 1 . 4 !i15 93.4 64 9 .4 87.4 54.4 35 ? b 8 t ,7 82!3 5 292 7795 7693 So. .0 73.3
NF')10628. RPM 13.00., 92 ,39 92.3 91.0 y U 13 89.4 7.390. 2 84,1 83,3 8 E.7 83t^ 6 0.3 76,7 72..4 76.5 76.3
1	 (1143, 14Av/SFE;)j0M 91.0 93,9797 91!? o9 I'5 88 .0 901 3 88.4 8292 B4.4 77,4 8306; 911.3 7x 9 5 71.4 72..2 78.1 
tier OF SLAVES	 44 12506: 8 5.6 8'.8.0 87. 7 66t0 87.0 F4-7 81,3 79 9 7 79 i 2 75.2 8 1 .4 19 . 2 ? aia 669 7 75.8 79.6
I tS 82.5 $:6.6 86,7. 04 ; 2 a5.7 x.4 .,4 76.6 78, , 7719 71.0 79 ! 0 48.9 66. 9 65.7 77.2 72.9
t0C0u 77.3 4695 82 ! ^ ?,3='5 84.1 8491 7.3,4 77 9 0] 76.6 67,4 79 l q 1 7.4 82.5 64.4 711.6 76.3
OVERkLL MEASl1REO 104.7 1( 7, 1 i.p7.4 1"!3 205.1.196.1. 495. 4 102 .6 10210 98.3 Lo0!2 ??.6 79.3 .96.3 96.3 100.0
OVERALL CALCULA:TEL 105 . 1 10 4.1; 10'5ro lu4 ' 1 7 103 . 8 1C4.0 10 6 . 1 142.3 101.1 7 93 0 5 99 ,1 Y9.6 9 'd.9 96.7 9`4.6 94,8
P 1ti


































P AGE i FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROW- AM PROC. DATE - mONTK 	 6 DAY 14 HR. 7.7
 Mu U LL
-
SOUMTI PRESSURE LEVELS (59, OF-G. F,70 PL RGENT REL. Hi1M. DAY)
*(TGCES FROM INLE T 1N {IEGAEES ( AND- 40ANS1
06 10, 200 3u. 40. '30. 60 0 70, 80, ?0. 10(1. 110, 120, 130, 17,0, 150, PMLt
FPri7. {U, }{0.1T)10.3^1i1l,$)[0.70)(^.87). (1.05}(1.22)7,1. 40)(1. 57 }[1.^ 5 )( 1. 923[2109')(2, 27 }(2, 44 }( 2162 } ( )
` 5., 81.6 81.9 79.Y 60 ! 2 8 0.7 78 1 9 78.6 7999 79.2 78.L, 77!0 1 7 t 7 78,R 76.8 76.0 81.7 128.7
6.3 79.1 78.2 79 1 '8 11 7!5 do.4 7 7.6 7 3.1 73.1 73.3 7!1.2 74.9 i 3,9 72,4 74.2 74,5 75 .1 121$,.6
r	 RAn)AL	 1QC,	 F T. 8o 73.5 7307 71 t o 10!7 71.7 70.9 69.5 69. 4 7210 71, 8 70-0 OV,4 67,9 69.8 69 .9 76.4 120,9
{	 3L.	 M) 107 71.8 7.4..9 70,o i'Q!1 67.9 6797 67.6 67,x, 67.0 68.1 6916 69.5 69.1 69.1 68,1 73.B 118.9
VE-1KL+ AT 123 69.9 6 7 10 66,18 " 1 4 69.2 615,2 6 9 .5 67.2 6602 670 68.s ;0,.0 70..3 69,3 71.3 73 
.9
114.0t
GONFIG T/0 160 6819 70 , 8 72*0 1711 78.1 73 . 5 76.8 7597 75 . 19 74,,13 7341 ►59 9 73.9 7598 74,51 74,7 1x3.3
LOC	 PTO 20C, 71,7 72.9 73 1 1Tl1 78*9 731 6 71.Q 76.4 75.9 74.2 7 3.2 ►5,8 74,n 74.9 74.1 73.0 123,4
{lATF 7/16/7 4 ,5r^ 73.9 -75.0 73.Y 7,4.3 74.0 72t8 72 .0 71.0 69.2 69,3 69.E 69_,9 71.3 72,2 7 0.2 7i. 8 121,6
r	 Ru,?	 303 `31^ 7	 .71 71.6 72. 11► 7,2..9 7208 7	 801 66.9 69.9 7 p^0 68.4 7 1!? I 2.p 7 3.3 73:2 71.z 7 2.8 121.3
TAPE 53134 400 71.5 73,9 75,1 %6.1 75 1 71,9 . 7 0.4 68,9 69.0 69.3 71.4 ! Z.7 74,1 74,0 72.1 70.8 12x,5
BAR
	 29 ..0 HG 5OG 74,4 74.9 75. 4 1'57,9 74,8 7118 73.6 72.8 73.6 72:9 7242 ► 216 74. 3 79.4 7510 72.8 12+4.5
{47195, N/M2} 638 72.2 74,..2 7667, ;616 75;8 72.2 72.$ 7 1. 4 72 1 2 72.4 73. 4 f2.0 73.3 75.3 75.2 74.0 123.9
TAk:3
	
7 2, JE{i	 F b 0 74.6 75.1 7'b, ► !9!4 75.2 73, 1 0 7s. p 72. 8 721 6 72.1 7445 ►21 8 74.7 73.8 7169 71.8 124,4
-	 (295, U64a	 ) lu0u 74.1 73.9 74ty 13 1'5 75.3 720 74.2 7F. 9 7214 73,3 73-D 15.2 74 9 5 74.3 73.1 71,2 124,2
TWET
	
64, DEG F 1s 50 73,7 75.0 76 t Y ►8i2 77,0 713,7, 73. 4 73.8 730 73..3 75.3 16.2 76.5 75,3 74.0 72,1 125.6
{2` :1, LIEG K} 1601) 74.0 73.9 76.1 f 7r5 76.1 75.3 73.9 73. 8 7311) 72,5 736'5 1 7.2 74 .1 14.2 73.6 70.0 125,1
HA;C T 12 -132 :iM /'i4 2000 74.1 75,9 7742 1	 '!4 7 x` .4 76 . 1 2 T4,3 73, g 74.j 7 2.E 74.5 4 7.3 75.6 77.4 75.4 72.2 12.6,4
4.01262 ;5/"t3) ?13.0 74.6 77,0 78 1 1 °U!3 79.9 77.2 75.3 73, 4 75.1 14 n 1 74 1 1 /8.1 76,3 78,2 77.G 72. 9 127,4
NFAjC634, RPM 3151 73.1 75.0 78.1 7914 77,3 75.2 7461 7.41.2 73 1 2 73,6 73,.3 /Bf4 74 i 2 75.4 75 .1 71,0 126.5
(1113. R ' AO ISEf ) 4 SiU'tj 75.4 77.1 771 9 ►g l2 78,9 75 1 8 74.1 74.o 7 3.2 73.1 754 4.2 7697 75.1 76,,2 74.0 127,0
NFK10503, kPM 5300 73,9 T4.3 78.0 113 1 3 79.1 77,3 76,3 75, 11) 7444 75.4 76.0 19,4 77.4 75.4 76.1 69.3 127.9
(1100, mAO/SEC) 6300 74,1 75.7 76 1 1 16:9 78.3 74,J 73,2 72.3 74,3 71.7 73.4 F6,3 74,3 75..5 74.5 71.3 126,3
NF;!10628. R ?n 8C00 74.8 75.2 78..3 1 7;6 77.2 76.2 77.5 77.1 74.4 74.6 7764 0 1,3 79 44 76.4 70. 4 70.0 129,51 (111 3 . .4Aib /S£C) 147OOt! 71.9 72t1 7 21 5) f2!4 7,5 8 711 8 7 1.3 72.1 71.1 70.6 7 140 1 2, 9 7 1,5 70..3 70.3 6713 124.o
"0. OF BLADES
	
44 1?50 !3 66.8 68,9 68 1 1 29 ! 1 44.9 69. 6 69 * 5 70.6 68•,7 69.D 68.7 IQ t 9 69.8 66.8 67,0 64,7 123.4
16GOL. 66,4 66,5 66 t p 1)5;7 67.8 46.6 67.5 7^,7 56.9 67,60 664n 69 1 5 680 65.6 66.3 65.6 124.3t
2'BEOC 64.3 63,3 63. 3 °116 6 4.1 64 1 1 66,2 75.3 66.6 64,6 64.1 26 i 3 67,8 65.5 65.3 66.2 126.6
OVERALL MEASURED 93.0 93•0 90-7, 133 ! 0 93.1 91.0 92.2 91. 9 90 16 910 91 . 3 13 2.1 9 1.4 920 9263 9541
OVER A LL y ALCUL4TE;, 88.6 39..2 9'C . [ yi!0 90.8 5;8.4. 86,3 Ml 87.5 87sC 87-h 89.9 @8,7 89 1 . 1 88..6 97, 9 139,7t









..ia.^aah4^ :yLdw^.t3tL ti>a 't ,k
































.-FULL- SC AL E DATA kEDUCTI0N Pi OO"Af4 	 PROC.. DATE • !!005TH 8 DAY 14 HR. 748
	
"uVr:L SOUND PRE55URE LE 	 f5VELS	 Y.. DEG . Fr 70 Ph RV.ENT REL, HUM, DAY)
_	 ANGLES FROM INLET {N uEfiRE S ;ANf3 NAD^ANSI
0.	 10.	 2:0.	 3u,	 40 9 	50.	 6 0 0	 70,	 8U!	 90r	 1.0'1 ! 110, 1200,	 130 0 14.0 1 190,
F9E0, t0. }tD l f7)ID.,3s^1^ ! ?2) E09 701{ G.87 )f1.OS)f1.22)ti9 4Ea)(1.57111.7. 3.092 2.09)1 . 7.27 )(2.441;216x)1
7 T-
4
5^ 81.9 82.7 79!/
_08!4
80.7 8(I11 7Y.8 79.9 79.3 7893 77!1 17.8 77,1 78.0 76x7 80.7
6S 79.0 74 .3 79'6 17 :5 130.2 76.4 74.0 72..8 7313 76.1 75.0 i t,7 73.g 7492 74.2 79,0
RA0 1AL 	 10,01
	 FT, 8D 73.6 7494 7xl s ii : 0 71.5 7p,4 69 .7 69 .7 72 ! 0 73 .9.1) 70..7 n9. 6. 68 0 0 7097 69,8 76.7
(	 30,	 „) 100 7199 69 .9 70 :.7 698 68 ;0 67 ! B 67.1 67.0 67.1 66,0 69.1 9`4,4 6,0.4 6992 69.3 73..7
VE q'TCLE	 ATT 125 71.0. 68 .3 6 .9.0 04.2 * 9..1 109 . 3 67.1 68 9 ) 66.2 67 , 4 64.2 48.9 7194 70.2 72.7 74.0
GONFIG	 Y% D 160 70.7 70.9 7'1:! 1 /7.2 74.9 73 1 .5 72.7 73.6 71.9 71)2 71 ! 9 /D.9 709n 7$.9 71.1 7599
LOS:	 PTO 200 74.9 75r0 74 ! ^ 8d13 76. 1 76. 0 70)i1 76,9 73.9 73.4 749) rZ 9 7 71.3 7'3.1 72.Z 77.1
UATF 7%16f74 251' 74.9 74.9 74,5 15!0 75,0 76.6 73.1 71.8 70.1 69 4 4 69 ! 2 69.9 7i,n 7Z•1 71.6 7Z.3
RUN	 30 4 31ti 72.0 7 1.1 73r u /2 : 9 74.0 7 0 ,9 70,1 70.0 69.} b8.3 269. x2.. 0 74,2 74.0 71.•2 71.3
TAPE	 53134 40.0 71.9 73,6 75 1 7 i5 i 3 73.7 71.7 7 2.,t .69, 9 70.1 69 0 2 0!1 13.6. 75, 0 74.2 7 2.6 71,2
RAR	 2 9. 0 FIG 50,, 7 3.6 75.9 751 7 !' 3 11 75.6 72 ! 4 71.9 73.8 1210 71.8 72!o 1 2.8 74+n 77.3 75.7 74971	 (97895.	 N/H2) 63n 72,1 . 74,2 7691 i6;e 75.0 77 ! U 73.1 72.1 71. 4 72.3 73!4 i 2.{! 7.3.3 74.5 74.'4 73,2
1a ;-m	 72,	 DEG	 F ^Du 73,.8 74,0 76. !? 06 ! 4 75.1 73.6 7h.;; 72.7 72.2 7 291 72 .9 i,7,7 72 9 4 73.1 72..0 70.16
(295,	 DEG	 1() 101)C. 73.,9 73,9 7511 .15 12 75 ,0 73rD 74.0 73.9 7313 73,3 73!2 14.9 73.3 74.5 72.Z 71.91
lw%^T	 6 4,	 UE4 F 125; 7491 75.1 77.1 18 ! 6 77.1 75.0 74 9 2 73, 8 74.3 73,5 74 ! 2 77.0 76,5 74.4 74,0 70.9
(24 1.	 DEG K) Z#Do 74.,1 73 9 $ 76 ^ 0714 77;1 75,1 74.2 74.1 73.3 73.? 73!3 17.0 75 91 75.5 73.3 [x9.8
HACT1.2, 8,2 U"03 ?G,nu 74. 8 76+1 78 91 1996 73.4 76 1 U, 75.1 73..'1 74.1 73.3 74 ,• 4 1 7.4 75,5 76.5 75.4 72.3
(.Q:128 2	 KG^/'i3) 'tiD.0 74.6 76.9 79 ! 6 ..00 ! 3 79 4 4 7614 15,7 73. 4 75.2 74.1 7490 1'7.6 75 0 9 78.2 77.2 72.8.
NFAIC 755.
	
H p t4 315. 73..2 73.9 79.6 7'9.+i3 78;4 7511 75.3 7592 73.4 75 9 6 74.1 i9. 1 7 4.5 7595 76.1 72,2
(1126. .RAU/SEC) 4900 75.9 77.2 784 8 19 13 78.9 74!8 74.^. 75:.01 73 .9 73.1 75!}• 1799 77.6 76.3 77.:2 78.9
NFKlp623.	 RPM: 50.0.0: 74,1 75 .1 78.,9 1 -5 ! 6 79.4 76.2 77 9 3 75,2 75.3 75,5 78.1 x9 0 5 7$.7 76.6 76,4 70.1
;1112,	 iAUfSE 74 ..z 75.4 77 0 17 ! 8 74;2 75.4 74.1 73,C 74 1 2 73,5 75 ..2 16.3 74.E 75.5 75.4' 71,3
NF'31 RPM:0 6Z$ . 8 OL 76.1 7592 70,3 1 7!3 78.1 7701 78.2 80910 77.6 77.6 79 ! 3 tl 0.1 77+4 76+5 74
0
.1 70..9
(111 3 .	 YA p :/5E(;)10000 72.1 72.1 7 2 . 9 13;1 741 72.1
"09:6
7z.9 72.1 72.2 71.5 72.3 13.1
i097
7 2,1 71.5 70,4 678
M10. Of BLADES	 44 1 2501, 6A,.8 b 8 ,7 69.b o41 1 71,0 69 . 8 71 9 7 6411 69,2 69; 71. ? 66 .9 66. 4 64.9
36D:D0 66.6 66:7 66l' 47 10 68.5 66.6 67.9 75.6 66.1 69 i 0. 67-b b9,6 69. 0 6x5+8 65, 7 60..91
.OLiOc 63,.3 .64.1 64tu a2:4 65.4 63.4 66.2 75.3 56.6 67 9 5 64,3 07.3 66.5 65+6 64.,5 66.2
OVERALL	 HE-A`51JRE, 93.:0 92.1 90. j 53!4 93.1 92.0 920 70 91.7 910 9792 '91:3 y Z.l 91 0 4 9205 92.3 97.8
OVERALL CALCULATE- 88.9 69.5 90 1 6 Y1!3 91.0 88.7 80.4 89.7 87.4 87,} 57,6 6 9 9 6 8 (1.6 88.8 88,0 58.11





..^	 ..	 .^^a^^^^1.k.ffi5ei^>e4.^.e.^ea..a..^.^3.,lsfh'ffiir:r n.. t.._...,,a4u._tiax°•...« 	^.. ... ..e ... _, .. .-v- ^K v	 ^. ".i, s. .. ... x-a.a ^,s .^ ^...._^.u.sr1.-^Jl.0^^^^tii:..aa.'..i.^^A^'.us$uirAF2^.en.lt...^-.i..s 	r-^?-_.^
-9999..
r_..	 9499,,..»4944 	 , 9999
FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROUNA14 	 PR(4C, DATE • MQKt" 8 DAY 14 44R, 7,8
"UUtL SOUND PRE55UR8 LEVELS ( Sv. DE-9. f. 70 PtRCEN, REL, nlJr- UAY I
_ ANFiLES FROM INLET 1, 4 UEGR EES (4NO-Ri6'liNS1
0, 10, 20. 3u, 40. 50, 601 70. &a. 40. Lou. i.is, 12u. 130. 140, 150. PWL
(Lr .	 )t0.1'71(0.S}7;U.?2).(D.7D}t n. 8.7} ;1.05lt1.^2)^1. 4111(1.5T}t1.T''3}('1,921 {2.AaIt2.77I {2.44!(2,62)( )
7449 i6.B 74,7 7	 t,7 14,5 74.v Ti.1 72.8 73.7 75.7 7i li.6 7i.9 72.1 7L.9 78,
9 125.7
74,0 72.2 764 ! 3 !2 77.8 76.0 73.3 7a.9 7,x.4 7 3.1 72!1 4* 0 69 95 78 . 0 64)8. 77,.0 123.0
































77 * 4 68.? 66.3 64.5 63!3 59.2 69, 0 67.4 70.3 71. 9 11400
66.8 65. 9 6W o6:0 63 .6 65.1 66.1 64.= 63.3 62. 8 63.0' 04,9 64.7 65,2 62. 0 68.7 114.4?.273,4 74.0 721.4 71:2 69 .8 69.2 69 ,1 6640 6.4.4 64,6 62!3 6299 63.8 65.3 63.0 67 0 0 11
74.1 79 i 0 77,5 J7t3 76.8 74.44 74.9 70.9 70. 68.1 67.2 OB,Q 651 9 69 i 2 68..2 66.9 122.5
80,6 c+.0.2 79.6 1 9 .3 74 .1 77 .1 75.t 72.7 71.E 70.V 67!2 e7.9 67.7 67.1 37.0 60 ,0 124,1
76.1 76.9 77.L 1 7;1 76,7 75.0 73. 4 7167 70.-0 7i ' l 69 -1 68 96 69,2 68.3 66. 9 68.0 127.7































73.2 74.3 /b.Q 75.1 71.1 7a.2 69.8 1270479.2
01 * 3 82.2 81 .Q 79. 5 79„3 78.2 77.3 72.4 72.1 77.1. 71 ! 4 %$.,9 72 ,,l 69.4 69 ,7 68 98 12x.9
86.2 6A.,1 8443 6_3:3 s1.9 SU 1 2 79,1 74,7 76.2 74, : 72 ! Z 14.7 73.R 71.1 72.1 6e..© 12893
85,3 8'5.4 86.1 6.;;3 8?,*9 82.4 87.3 75. 5 74.2 74r3 72 ! 4 72,9 7.4,9- 73 9 2 69 ,8 68 .1 124,6
82.4 84.1 84 6i 62:5 5.143 1`1.3 FJI,4 7 9 * 4 76.4 74,4 72.4 730 7 3.1 71.5 77, 4 69.9 129.0
6711 8'S .1 81441 66'!1 133;9 33.2 8D. ,! 76.7 74.0 13.1 71!6 7 1.9 71.) 71.2 70.1 67.767.8
13094
133.09Q,4 9 1,3 4'1.4 0 1*4 97, 1 8 6.3 84.'1 81.2 7743 17.5 72.4 ►441 7 2.+ 794.2 69 ,i
96,2 9643 9342 v2#1 88,9 86.0 88.7 81.9 79.3 77.3 73.9 i 4. 1 73.9 71.0 70.1 70. 8 136.5
93.2 9 3.5 9311 lil6 43.2 89-4 89.5 85.2 84.4 8142 77!4_ 77.5 7 be.4 74.3 7301 6'9.1
1313.2
92,6 4347 913 1 sT vd ! 7 9fJ41 8"17. 87.h 8'2.1 51.4 77.4 74.3 73.3 72.4 7194 70,3 69 .2 136,3137.49,x,7 93.5 674'116. Y 0!4 90.,1 95 88.5 84..2 90.6 78.4 7 7 13.4 44.,0 72.7 70.3 68,6_ 68.2 137.5
92.,2 92,4 b9.e n9:6 9v.1 '38.5 87.2 82.9 8.0..2 77..2 74.? 13.0 7 0,? 7094 +68,1 69,2
86.2 89.0 8'6. y ts,.3 Ba,9 86.1 85.2 of, , 9 77.9 76.9 72.1 i0.b 48.7 659 9 65.6 6.5,8 134.1
84,7 6:5.9 82* 6 9 03 •,8 83•.7 8. 148 81.8 8£ .4 75. x} 73.7 68 61 67.9 4649 64.8 63.6 63.5 13540
79,3 79,6 77.5 7-1 ; 4 7& .1 7647 76 # 5 77.1 71.5 76 4 2 6516 66.4 66.1 64.6 63.6 66,1 132.6
t02.1 102.,3 1.01.5 40:7 98,7 47 4 9 97,x} 93,7 42.2 4 9,3 88.3 5898 8'641 8742 87.1 9790
1:02,0 10216 1'004 6 ^±9t7 97,4 97..2 96 4 4 94 1 9 96 9 7 e8 ^9 $6.13 86.4 85 5 8'4.5 93.6 8►0.7 14645
1:16,0 116.3 114.[1 ;¢!1 112.8 110.1 10 9 .7 1p:5,c 104.4 JV2.1 951.0 y4,5 98.,4 97.1 96. 4 9 93.,6
j	 v A "F i
6:3
R4'7IAL 100? FT.	 87,
4 30. 14')	 104
(	 VE`4ICLt	 ATT	 12:5
CONF IG 	Tia	 16)
Car PTO	 2O.0








(	 OAR 24 .0 AG	 700
	
(97895, N/92)	 630
1A4S 7 1. 1)EG F	 6 u
	
(2.95. JE6 K)	 1Gt10
TWFT 64. 0 1 EG F	 1254
	
(2 9 1. dEG K_}	 160i^
NA^.712.72 (,MJM3	 2;:01
	
{.01272 K J""3}	 250•!
NFA 7475. RPM	 315(
( 78 .3. FtAi7/S.£C! C100
NrK 739'0, R pm	 5:ou
( 774, RAVISE C) 53Q0
NF
"10628 . R-PFD	 P, .310
(1.113. izAUJ5FC)J000r
J, 6i 0i'
2 Q 0:B ^;
UV=H A4.L MEAsUH£%
4	 OVERALL. CALCUL ATEi1
p(N(J
VW-4(V








'MUO^L SOUND PRE§ SURE .LEMS (5i1.
A#iG1l^S FROM INLhT iN VEGREiS. (AND 091AN51 i
® p, 10, 20. 30 0 ' 4q, 30• 60.
'3)[1122 } t;1•'1D)(1 . s7)I1y7
7Q.
	
eQ. 90. IOU.	 1i0r









751 1 1 .
+17}Q0,35 1(u! ^23 ( 0,707( 0 .
80.8	 77 . , 1 	 /9 11	 A3^6 . ,77.11
83If1s0
77.4 76,5''7711 76,8 74!7" 14,8 7 • . g 78.2 77.7 80,5 127.1
k 64 75,0 75r2 77 l t f5 15 79. 9 78.0 73..2 72.1 7}, ! $ 74. 9 73:3 1211 7 1#6 73,1 72.0 77.6
124,6
I	 RADQAL
.1.0q: 	FT 9 8^ 71. S 72,8 7Q12 72 10 71,.371. 9


































54,3 6$,:3 66. 4 ' 66.5 68.5 64.4' 10.2 69,3 6$•6 69.z 7^.Z 119•pVEHICLE











6q .z 64 . 8 122.8OATF 7/16/ 74 25L 78.3 79 ,0 77.1 f7;5 75.8 75,U 77f^. 71. 9 7o . 2 69,9 68.E
'	 !	 K^,?	 306 :355 79.3
.
8 0.2 8 Q n ^ d Dt3 19.9 77.3 '7 7 9, 73,3 .Sr.73. 75 .' 7 2!4 f7 ,3 73.n 73.9 7	 .2 U 7	 .91 1 2692
ZAi'f 53134 4.00 76.-0 75.2 77,6 #6;6 77.9 79.1 76.8. 71. 9
. 71?1 7x.7 72 ! j ^I.8 7396 ,74.0 7S.0 69.5
76.5
12 .8
1x6.9F)An .. 24 * 0 HG ^Ou 76.$ 76.9 78.9 f61'2 81,7 a3.0 81.9 74,8 16.0 76.9 75 ! 8 17.1 75 0 9 77.3 78.Et 197895• N/'I'z1 b3^• 5'2.4: 52.3 87.! 03;6 89 .!' F9.S BY 1^ 86rc" $$.5 89.1 $4.3 09 .2 86 0 0 Fs4 . 9 9^.5 9000 1 Sa03
Ib 1 11	 71. DEG	 f.; x.01, 87.;'' 91,4 .91,3 ?2;.6 98.0 .96.4' 98,.6 96.1 96.5 86.
,: 69 ! x .. 96 40 98 0 9 89,4 97.0 95.1 145.6 K
f2`7 5. DEG K) 1!3{ic 96 6 0 86 .7 6512 Y 9:d 95.2 93 . 3 1` 3.2 89,2 8614 87x3 g6.3 y q,3 8 9 ..1 1+564 8 2.2 8. iZ.x 14gr7
Tk^T
	















































ia8.3 9t.b 960 9 B6•6 95.4 81!5::.03.4 '8191 79.6 75,4 79.3 1311.1
=	 (..81272 K.G/ y3) 2`'Q[ 91.1' 91,0 91!3 SO:2' 91.0 903 ! 1 8748 85.9 55.6 81.9 78.6 8 (ft0 dp.•4 7$.3 74.17 73.6 136.7 }




































98 6 .5'. 95,# 92!'^ ! i ! 6 9+2.3 90 1 4 avol 86#4 $745 8247 ds:!8. 14,2 7 7*3 75,6 75 6 4 73,1 139.44	
:NF 11062 8 . Rf*^ 8 'JOC 9-,	 5^. 43,2 9X. 7 b_9;:d- 91112 b9.}' 90,.4 87.1 . 83.0 93.4 81.4 19. 1 76. 1 73.3 7201 7 0. 9 13$.6
`	






























1x4!5NO.. OF BLADES 44 121.01:
0-16f)
96.9' .
8 266.. 83.'6 80 ' 6 X010 80;6 79 6 1 79.5 77. 8 73.9 72.,4 7-;.6 09.5 67 9 7 64.7 65,0 63.7 132.6
A
10D06 77 5' 77,4 7g l 3' ► 4j$ 7600 74 1 7 77.2 77.2. 7j.3 59.1 66±5. 46.3 66,3 65,3: 64.7 6300 131_,4
OvEkALL ftkAS IJAE;; 1135.1 . 104,0 101 391 1+313
1 U3..5
103,7



















97 .1 151.7OVERALL: CALCULA . TEO
Pi.i]r•
10 4 . 9
11 7 . 6
10 4 . 3
11 7 .3
1031 2













































"	 PA^^ 1 F FILL: SCALE DATA RCOUCTIDN PROU44AM PRdC^ [3ATE ^	 !{{AITf!	 g DAY 1 4 HR, 7.9
... "UDEL SOOND PRg55URE LLftLS M. OEG. F. 70 PERCENT REL9 HuM. DAY)
44GLES FROM INLET IY O. EGREES (AND-Ri01ANS)"
q.;'
	 { FRF.[1r' E}.
10,	 x0'..	 3u.	 4 13•	 s0.
T18.171(U.35 )[ E?;32A[ :d',7d){ 1 ,8.7^
609	 7y,	 g o,
(1.0'j )[iw22"[1'. 46f4x 7
409
}(1^?
. 10 6 110,
Tt1.'g21i2.t1V1[2*2 7 )




79.8':81.1 78.0 0010 75.6 79.2 74 .2' '7799 ' 76.1 .77.7 75!0 14.8 75s7 77.1 74.0 fi0.6,.l
64 76,2. 7i .0 77 !5 15 :3 8',1 77,2 7 i .1 72.8 73*1 76,E 74-i 13.8 73.7 74RC 72.9 79.d
14A. l 1 4L 	 1001,	 FTf 8. 72.7 14.6 11.1 12:9 73,3 71 .4 71.7 69.6 71.6 7p.1 7o.6 69.4 69.4 7119 69.1 Ts,^
1	 30.	 14) too 7319 73.9 73.1 it	 1 79.8 h9.9 7q.2 67.7 6+1.7 66,6 .'71.3 11 .9 69,7 7q.1 66.0 73..
VF	 T.CLL +3TT 125 7G.4 7G.3 ;69.3 !U!4 64 9 67.4 69.z .66@9 67. 95 68:3 67!4 09,1 7J. 1 68.6 69.4 73.7
013;iFI6 T/O 16;}:' 75.,1 $G.1 74!7 D8i2 78.6 7542 82 0 9 74,6 769$ 72.6 77!i 17 0 9 7296 71,1 779it 73..6"
:.	 6pf	 PTtI 20G 7 7.1 71.2 694i[ ny;3 69,9 79?0 7292 67,9 67.G 67 9 ,} . 67;8 69,1 68 0 8
. 69.1 67,i 69.7
9ATF 7/16/ 74 25j 76.0 76 0 0 7'S-4 %O!.2 74;9 74..1, 74. 8 71.'9 71.3 69,9" 69..1 7091 71,1 72*2 71.1 71,7
9iwj	 3;7 315 81,2 523.2 11'1.3 83;4 Efp.9 &643 85.3 89 9 4 86.2 Se.7 73!0 63.8 a5 i e . 86,3 83.9 130.8
APE- 53134 400 73.0 75,2 _ 7598 l7l2 75.7 .78,p 77.,; 73.6 7 491 72s8 7 :E 1449 76 0 8 75#9 7,3.o 71,1
HAP
	 29.o, 05 501 79.Q 77,9 82 . 7 _63rx 45,7 91 .1 ay .1 03 9 8 02.9 54 , q 77.4 65.6 87 ,7 84.1 76.4 8p.1{
07895, h!/Mn E3U. 88 45 79 98 6814 60 50 "88.9 89.3 97.6 90,1 89:6 90.4. 68!! 494.4 BS,7 . 85.6 46.6 8%90
TA ! P '.	 7 1. [EEC € R0 81.3 7 9 41,, 11492 64 15 9U.7 69.1 01.1 .4 86.9 87. 1 4 87,E 83!x 64.2 8348 6244 70.4 8Q91
(295, DEG K) 10GIE 8 003 8101 80 1? iiz ! 9 a4,2 39,3 9U* 2 87 ,2 8441 82.1 75.3 6 0 0 2 7 9 15 77,3 79 .3 73,?
TNi T	 R 4. {1"e L'. F f25;; 55.,3 85.1 87±U 68 54 . ; 80,9 09.3 .98.4 04.1 82,1 9209.' 51,04 ;0 9 2 81 , 9 19.6 79.i 73..9
17x1, OEG.K1 160J 88,3 4 092 9(1 19 69.08 86.9 88, 4 89.3 06, 1) 84.0 .8291 84,9 '4.3 82..2 81.3 78.5 74:,7
HA".T ' 1:2•72 trN/ !3 700. 87,5 99,5 87.4 d 7! 5 . 55 4 2 9130. 87, 15 .8391 82 9 6 82,1 . 7906 °2 . 1 a p,? 79.4 78.4 7490
[.512 72 KG/ 14 34 250 9742 4092 97j?. a#•,4 88.6 37a, 2 136.0 82.'1 53.ti 8096 78.p ►9,91 76 0 9 7804 77.H 7398
NF  9790, RPM 3 1.5* 86,4 '8093 39tl 15 .-S 8693 84.3 84 , 6 83.2 61,3 80 , 4 .77.2 19.1 76.2 7343 75 , 4' 7292
(102059 RAU/SEC) 4 00 .0 9002 90.2' a7* . 9 !013 84.7 x391 83,1 810 4 0 ,4 77 9 9 76.2 %7 91 75 ,:8 7491 74 91, 72,7
NIN 9679, :R PP 5, o 86 . 5 .'07.5 87!1 "!5 87.2 85 ! 'J 8 4 9 4' . 81 9 1; 91.! 3 '3D.2 77!1 48,1 76 9 7 75.4' 7594 60.9
[101 .3, AAi}/SEC1 1, 30U 86.4 37.4 8 3 9 ? 112.05 83.1 61 . 7 81.4 78.2 78.4 76.4 75.D, 26.1 74.3' 7403 74.9 71.2
"F1310628, tiff? 800D 84.5 84.5 8211 83:5 15 0.8 751..3 87.7 7890 75.4 79,4 76! p lj 4 z 74,7 72,4 73.4 68.92
[1113, RAVISEGI1000.11 82,3 82.3 7991 f7;5 73.8 77.E 77,4 T3 ,B 73.1 72.7 71 ; 1 !1,1 7 891. 69.4 66 0 4' 66 ,0
Nc7.	 OF RLAOEs .. 	44 78,3 76,2 751$ !s!7. 73,4 71.0 79.8 71 9 9 69 .4 9 6 9 .7 6!199 0:9.0 68.7 6 '11,2 66 . 1 64..1E
1 7+C0u 75,5 73.8 78. .1 09 0 8 71 0 9 6907 741.9 4306 66.7 67.5 56 . 9 ri0.5 4607 64,7 6394 54.4
20900?' 68,2 64 .3 661! 9^ 20 5. 66.1 55.5 66.6. 7493 5393 66.5 6302 p'391 631,; 64.03 65 0 9 66,4
OVERALL MEASOREV 99.40 99 . 0 98'4;2 7812 98 9 6 9R!3 9902 9700 96 . 0 95` , 8' 94 ! 1 1409 93rA: 9490 9391 9797
OVERALL CALCULATEi,: 98.1 98 9 9 98,3 35;0 '98.4 98 * d 99.6 96,5 '75..9 95 * 3 9¢!1 9398 94 9 9 92s9 9106 9016

































1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PR "-"-AM"-"- AM - _ PROC , DATE •. N0*T4^	 8 qAY 14 HR . . 7.9
a	 ) 11^YEL SOUND PRE"URE LEVELS t59. ►IEG, F t . 70 PLRCENT Rat.	 illfM.	 DAY}
ANOU!S f RON. i NLE T OE6R EE-6 (AND.114 R#p ANS }d.
1:: p. 10.
200 3^t. 40.9 'so. 640 70, Su, 90 9 180. 110.
? ^)(1.
120, 130. 140 ! 	1909
;2t621tF`RFQ. t0. ){0.i7){o^371;u,?2}^T1t70'){o,f)i)l'1.05)'Ti.22)ti.a+A)^1. 57! [1- '921 ;2.09)Ip427) {2.44 }
5[1 79.0 81.1 780 %?,O 78,5 78 9 8 73 .0 779 9 78.1 76.8' 75!1 ^59Tt 76vn 770 74.9 81.8

































,,	 YEmi	 E ATT 125 71.1 71,2 69.91 !1!4 .7 1 . 2 65. 7 69.2 68,4 68.3 6B.1 67!5 9 00 2 69x2 6992 69.Z 72.9y
044F16 T%0 Ito 76,9 .73 9 9 6801 6Ol1 7 1. 6 7312 73.2 7416 74.9 6$,B 74 ► 1 1 395 77.ft 78.3 76.0 7300
LOr :PTO 200 7 0. 9 71.3 7 0. ±? 70:3 7o16
, 69;9 6'I,3 . .68#0 66.1 67 i 1 66.•2 66@8 6797 69.2 67 0 E 69,7
OATF 77.16/7, 15ir 7761 174. 2 77 i U. I6l4 76.7 760!1 76.3 '7307 72 t 2 71.9 71 ! 71, 0 . 70-n 729,2 71.2 71.8
fU'i	 306 31`x. 8000• 78.1 80tf 53!2 59.2 8:504 57.3 5599 5401 84 9 9 82!9 n290 7697 8193 81 * u 7901
TAPF 53134 40U. 75,1 77.1 7$!?F 76:5 77,7' 79..4 77 9 5 76.9 78s0 76. 09 . 73!7 7Z.6 74.n 74.2 71.4 7048
'"	 OAR	 29 .0 N0 . `^0.4: 79 0 9. 83.9 90 1401 86.7 90 9 6 87.9 87 9 7 9807 86 0 9 8? ! ? i9.B 92.F 80.9 76.6 73.41 [97929. N0f H2) 63.1 8.2.3 :834 96.e 03.5 85.2 93.6 94,4 43,3 9594 96,7 86.9 Y1.0 .8949 40.6 8'92 70.2
TA	 71. DEG F 600 90.4 8543 87.1 '7 6;7 .9 1.7 10 .3 10,9 . 4 9 29u 43.1 y5.2 96 . w VD-b 88 .c 9.2 -6 79 . 1 90.3
e	 (295 ,,&EfP K) 1U00 57.5 .B3 , 4 88.1 60:7 89.3 96 0 5 94.3 91 9 9 88.3 9 U.,5 9at2 e6.3 66 0 1 86.6 83.s 79031
t41i'T
	
63, p ELv. : F 1?5v 8802 90 0 4 9490 yf ! b .4n,4' 9 r;	 4 92 . 1 85.93 97.1 8,; 4 & 83!3 n3.9 83,-s 5:3.3 8 .1 730`3
( 2 9! . FEfi .K) ihOC 93.3 .	 95.;5 97.2 y5 ! 7 ..87,9 9?.2 95.6 57.E 07.5 86.2 83,j 15.2 79.« 84.2 79.1 73,7
HACTJ . 2.47 6'4/ M3 ?;; AG 96.3 4696 95 T H ?^tl! 9 9 1.2 `^0. 4 0 2 . 3 87.1 8,393 83.4 83.3 6 1 . 1 51 *A 79.7 79,6 73.91
3.01247 KC,/ +i3} 75au 93 .4 93 90 :93 t tt y 1.7' y 1.0 &9 t 4 a 9 . 8439..SB4,9 FT3. 79 . 3 590 fl 0 i 1 (10.1 77.0 74.5
'	 NFA	 9 4505., RPTT 315 ,j 9 3.1 .9X4 5 4 ; ± 5 y1 ! 7 92 . 7, 89.6 87.3 67tp 04 - .5 (15.2 79.3 °1.1 .7997 17.3 76.4 74.1
:995. h' ALI/SEC) 440L7 9b,0 . 9 f.'j 92 !7!4 a9.8 8 7^ f 86.4 5596 ii' e1 821 0 09x .! 0 7096 H7B. 75.? 74 * 1 73.8
NFw 9401, , RPH-: %03 92.4 93,6 939+ v2. ! 7 93.3 911.. 4 9L3 .3 86.2 660 Sty I A7.6 60.2 79.5 7706 76.? 71.1
{	 984,' RAUfSE % ? Q0 : 0 01, 6 9 2.7 8	 t h 61197 89,4, 370 87.0E 83- ,3 B3,7 8^.7 78.7 '3806 711,4 75 4 7 4 01' 77.I
►yP'.vio?8 0
"
R pm ^wO.0 9 4,2 9 0*6 8694 n6!6 156 41 E 691 81,3 83.2 5095 B;i,1 71306 X7.2. 7'301' 72 2 77.3 48.3
iS.ii3.'ftAt) /SEC11i3fiQ.s, 5;7.5 87,5 84.3 84 :7 S^.J 8:3,5 8 y ,3 74.1 TS.3 77.1 75 .4 9 3.1 . 71.0 64.5 6 7` .3 61.9
Nil.
	 OF	 BLARES	 . 44,'1?50;' 83.1 54.1 81, e 5_0.4 a^,5 00,1 ?V,9 76,b 74.9 73.9 72.1 7 L r7 7 -.f! 66,2 66,2 64.0
i r,R O 79,9 80.0 771? 97:2 76,5 761U 76.7 :76sa 73.9 113. 6 68.7 08.8 67.7 64.9 6407. 63. 7
20U0G Tg.S :074.6 73:0 12!6 7294 71 .`3 7 7. 8. 77.2 66.5 66 ..5 64!.x! 65.5 6591 6594 65.3 83.2
°	 OVERALL #EASU„E'' 104,0 311303 103.;3 163!7 1;01.9 1_.4,1 10403. 9907 1091 . 1.104.. 5 99.7 96.6 46.1 96.4 93.1 97.7
`	 OVERALL C;ALCULAT$u 104#0 103,5 104 u 143.5 1911..3 193 9 9 '104.7 100.0 100:02 3,0008. 98su {6.7 95 0 9698 91. 6 92,9.
P;^Lk 17 31	 . 116 .5 1 16#4 li'2 4.11 .0 i1 4.1 11'±.E 111.1 11	 .3 9f. lo9. .1! a!';10	 _ 6 3lil . . 7if}	 .g 1 5 8u	 . 2.SO	 3 _102.2
L	 )
1 308




































. . IRA, ewwwi..n.s^ce-..r..r.nw...w^..,,,^..,^..._:..,.a--.-..-_..^^_:. . _,__.,__._,,..._. ,_	 ..._.....,_, ...-._.	 ,_...
+	 P4iF 1	 FULL'SGAL£ DATA :REDUCTION PROGNAN PROC, DATE - "WITH	 8 DAY 0 HR. 4.0
f fENpCL
'
5011i r PRESSURE LEVEL5 . tSY, .7£(i, F^	 70 f t4Cf"T REL. Hit". 'DAY)
ANG(^S : FROM INL£ .T N UEGH £^S'(AHO N5fU.
1L. 70 . 3u, 4o. 500 60, 70. sa, 90. IOU. 1.10,. 124. 137. 140, IsO,
,_
1
F^Ft3. (O, IS0. i7)( 0,3sf; u.?2](a.70)($i) t1.05)11.Z^1t1,.441 1.5<i)I 1,6l(i*921[2.Ov)t7.271(2.N.)ta.6Z)(f 5' 78 .9 60.8 4 7S0 10.0 79,6 78 1 8 78.9 77.14 .76.7" 76,6 7 5!9' 15,6 75.13 7'1.3 7i.9 ?Qy9
r 6;; 76.3 77.q 77.1 4!' 4 8]19 78,U 14-3 72,9 72.z.. 75 .a 74!0 f 2 . '? 73. f1 75m4 74,6 79.2{	 HVII AL 1 D. F T.p S,. 7'Z,6 73.1 71 3 1 f 1,, 9 7.3x3' 77.0 7_.5', 711.0 7^,.6 71,.7 094.9 fl 41,6 4$,6 7.(1• 68.8 75.7
3.0.	 N) 10- 71.9 73.3 72.41 f..3 7 1.9 70.V 7",.9 66.,6 6903 66 * 9 68.1 IQ, 6 7 n.9 70.9 68,9 73,6
VF+I CO-	 ,1I j2 72.,2 71.5' 69,Z ' f l!4 7 1.2 59.1 69.2 67,9 60.3 .68 1 bb.• ir, 2 II I ' 69.3 69.7 72.3
k i COW I 	 T/b 1'6° 74,1 704, :2 71,Z 7 #.2 3 66,6 7 3,1 69 .iP 75:x5 71.0 67,8 7^ t e 7 3.1 Ty ,9 76.,1 75,1 74.3
LOr	 PT i0U If 7 292.. 70.4 iQ tI 7D..8 7 0 ! 0 G `i ,T 64.9 66.2 6b.!! 65!5 c 7.2
%
67 , t, 6 •5 G7•Z 63512.



































LAP1	 53134' .. 4'06 76:.2 75.9 78. 41 %13!2 76.9 714,2 ''7.7.1 76.9 71441 73.9 71) ! D 11.7 7 5.4 76.1 71.2 70.9
OAS2911 e1G 50c 412,9 76 4,0 86t! +14.2 53.7 83 1 7 8^.7 86#.7 94.0 d247 78.2 %595 84,F 84,8 75.6 75,6R
t97929'...N/ii2) 63;; 87.5 82.3 83 1 4 410 ! 5 95 ..0 9Z, S .97.6 95.1 95.4 4202 9406 ') O.1, 9 0, 4 8494 88.3 89.0TA"n	
71t DE4 F 06 9 1.. 7 9 0,:5 9113 ..y7 2 6 96.9 99.0 103.2 94. .0 49.5 91.2 67.4 97. 1 96,= 90 . 3 83.3 89.1
2951 . 'u-G	 K). 1?0( 87.7 16.3 874,7 y1;5 9 u.1 940 91,5 93.'J 91.5 55 .1. 88 , '0 ts41r3 8593 86.5 8313 79,0
TWET	 63, i1EG F j	 5;: 90,? 94.3... 417.41 y5l4 9 246 9 1.3 91.4 88.9 .86.4, 54,8 83.5 04. 1 86,1 184; 84.3 75.7
.-: t24tl,:.i)-6	 K) 1o0.1 9y,3 ^i5.2. 9741 y6l5 97.1 90.3 93.2 90.8 98 0 4 87,2 85.0 es 1,Z: d 3,w 9643 77,1 76.7
H A "T17.. 4 7.: 0'4 	43 7 D P 94,6 g 6 i 3 94.3 _125 9 1 ..0 89 .3 9u.3 88,41 $5.3 .: '85.1 87.6 8 1.2 8 1,3 79 .2 79.E 76.is
(0C1247 RG/^13) 7:D^ 93.9 9 3.9. 93.1 Y3l2 41.E +3946 89.5 84.4,7 87.2 94,a 81!1 , 01.2 : 80.1 79.2 77.4 76.4

















7417(	 981 4 	HAU/SEG)1 4 C 06 95.0' 94 , 9 Y3 t 3 88.11 85 . 6 99 4 D V 0,1NFK	 9271.,	 RPM 550' 4;x:.6 9 4 #1 9 3. 5 Y2 !4 94 .1 '7 2. "5 (P 1.7 87 2 B7.3. 56.3 82,,1 6 141. d0.4 77.4 76 4 71.7
t	 971;	 NAV-/SF^:)



































69.71 4(].113,	 kA11l5£G ) Jl00U 39 .63 89 . 5 86.3 . 0345 87 . 1 95,3 '84 . 2 8G.3 79.5 78 . 5 75.3 t3.9: 7Z.V 70 90 69.1 67.7
?1.n.	 nF	 BLAOES	 44-1250, 85:.2 65,2 13 2,1 'I7:1 O'e.:6 1' 1 .9 It.1 77,7 76.1 75.", 13.2 5 1 . 6 64 ,7 6601 6601 5408
>S:Oi $',J:.$ 61.0 7$:1 1 555!9 79.7 76 1 8 .7 9 .2 760 71 -S 71.7 69 !7 08 95 66.7 6509 64. y 64.6
. !
-0M 76.6 76.5 74.4 %S ! y 75.4 7.3 1 4 77.5 75.3 68.6 6914 65.9 66 0 3 64.5 6595 6595 66,0
t1y	 RAL L
	
4EAaTURE: 1'J4 .1 10 4 .0 1 134 ,5 1()4;5 104.#: 1 .13.3 1.0 6 . 3 101 .7 102 0 3 . ' 99.E 97 . 3 Yq.1 . 441.6 95.4 9 4.1 49.1
DV£t^A6L CALCULAT E. iD'.a.'0 10 4 ..2 10 4 + 1 0 '5.4 103 . 9 1 , 3.1 105.2 101.7 102.5' 48.4 91.7 y 4. 3:. 98.7 951 ; 93.3 43.9
is,





^'	 P11r16 i FULL SCAL E DATA REDUCTION plsOtiitAN PROC, DATE 1401[7"	 a. DAY 1 4 Ili[. 6*pMuUt L . S OUND PRE55l1RE Lt YELS [59. DIG, F .	 7D PtRGEr T REL, HOPI, DAY)
AhiG^E5 FH011 INLE T 1N DEGREES ( AN p ---bAANS)
D. 10. 20. 3tF, 40, 50, 60 ! 70, ao3 90. IOU; 110. 121. 1 30 * 114 1 . ISO@	 .^.:
f RE Q, t0. }: 04 173{a,.3^ 7 [2.?2).{ a. 70i([i. 87 1ti • 05 ){ {le.xx l [1. +0 1 1951[	 }[1^._7yi 1.9[	 Z) {2.09}[2.271 {2.44}(2.b2){
5G 80.2 81.8 79 ,.1 6'0:4'' 8 0,1 79 .a 89,2 76.9 79.6 79.0 770D 76.8. 76th 79 76.6 80.9
6s 76.1 76,0 77.:2 16 1 2. 81.1 77«1 74 9 2 7,2.7 72. 9 75.8 74.13 14,0 72.8 7592 74,7 76,9
^. RADIAL	 190 1 	F T 9 .80 71,8 73.8 .7 1 !2 /'1=8 12.5 71 3 7 71,6 69 9 : 3 72.5 73 0 4 70!d 70 .. 9o6,7 67 9 7 69.0 77,2
(	 309	 M1 1.00 71.1 7091 7.0:1 70;1 67,9 66.0 67,9 66,8 67.2. 69 4 0 69.0 09.9 6808 611,9 69.3 73,9
VE411:ME^. ArT 125 68.3 67 ,4 [s.b.* 08 1 6 e9.2 68,3.'66.5 66.1 56.3 :fit	 6 68.3 06.1 70,7 69.4 71.6 74,9
,.' 4OHFI. Teo 16 67,1 7009 72lf 18 1 55 74.1 74.0 .75 9 4 76,7 77.0.: 75 * 8 75:13 77.8 . 75 1 7 77,4 T . 73,9	 .
L.Or,	 PTO 204 6i1.p 6 9.9 721 6 %t12 76,8 73,1 77.0 75,7 75.6: 75 ► u 274..316..0 73 * 7 76 75 9 1 71.6
VAFF 7/16/ 7 4.: 25G 69,0 69,8 68.3 69,4 6a,9 . 58.9 ?9 9 2 61.7 66.2 6593 63 a t 69.9 71 0 1 72.3 69.0. 70,8
^.
	
Hu.,	 310 315 7102 71.2 7.194 7 3,4' 72,7 71.2 7P 9 2 71,j 70.2 E9.1#7 71,3 72.1 73 9 1 74.3 71,2 71.8
TAPE 54134 40o 70 , 9 .75 4 0 7 .5.2 1514 72 9 9 71 52 .72,3 69,6 71.'7. 71. 7ii:Z f1,9 73 9 9 749a 7290 7200
BAR:
	 29.0 HG 50U 72. 8 75 1 6 749 .0 I7;3. 73.6 72 1 u 73, 8 75.0 72.8. 72,6 71.1D t 7 * 9 72 9 1 78.9 72.0 72.7i	
(47929 , N/1+2) fr3 ; 71,4 73.4 75. 9 4: 15. 75.1 72.4 72.3 72 : .9 72.2 73,3 73.3 12,3 73,3 7'5,5 74,4 73,1
TA..4a
	 7 1. QE:G f 660 72 1 9 .. .74,3 76.t 75 4. 7540 73.E 76.3 72. 6 72.2 7Z. B 73!1 72.9 7 3,1 73.3 72,2 71.0
t295 + uE[; K1 1t1oiu 7 3.2 .. 74.1 74 « u fQ!5 73 46 73.4 79 . 1 72.`7 72.4. 7 3 .! 73.4 f5 . 1 73vC 73 . 5 7Z.Z 70.9
7Wr.	 63.T DEG F 125:, 24.1 75, i 76 1 2 f3 ,3 75 * 7 74 9 i 79.2 73..6 73.2 74,.- 74.3 f6.9. 75 9 7 75.1 74 4 1 70.9
9t2	 0. DEG K } l b1.0" 73.3 73.9 lfs «o /894 71.,1 75.4 77 .1 73,8 7 3•G :. 73,1 7' 3 . 3 1 690 74 .ii 71.3 73.3 70.0
F1 ACT 1.P,4) +.4/13 ?G0. 74.3 75.4 75.1 18 1 9 78.3 75.3 .75.4 74.1 74 t 1
. 73.9 7413 18,? . 75.7 76,5 75.41 72.0
'	 (..01247 K3/H3) ?500 73.8: 76r1 77,u 21,2 80,0 77.1 76,0 73 9 5 74.1 74.9 75.1 i - 	2 77 i 1 78.4 77.3 77,7
1 NF4105869 RPM 31$E 7j,3 ..7 4,3 77"3 19 1 .5 77,3 74.3: 7712 74.1 73.3:: 73 9 9 73.4 i 73,7 76,2 75.1 70,9
[1168, RWSEC"} 4 060 75,1 :77,,4 77*3 f9 *5 77 4 8 74 1 9 74. '9 74.7 7 ;x«9 . 74 , r1 75 1 Z 16 * 9 76,9 7592 77.1 73.8y .
NrK1A471, RPH.' 3G'01 7302. 74.4 7791 f3;4 713,3 76.2 77.1' 74.- 74.3 . 75,1 76..E ie«2 77,? 76.2 76,1 69,2
' (JOY6, rfAf1/5EG} 63Du 73.3: 75 4 6 75:1 ? ' 1 796 78,4 74.5 74.# 7.2,1 73.3 74.4 74.^ ► 6.4 71 41 75.6 75,5 71.2
NF-) 1Ti 6120 • RPN. Ac 01 74.1. 74.4 77.0 4:8 77.4 7 15"1 ' 7 ►` ,^ 77,; 77 .3 7701 79 13 01.7. 77 *1 74.2 74.1 71•1
{},11 3 . kA0/SEC) p1	 LSO 70,# .71.1 . 7195 f'd! d 73.9 71 . 4 . -73.2` 71.x 7r^.4 7 11:1 7	 •41.._ I	 .9.2 7 1,7 75 2 7 a. 2 6693
NO. OF 9LAUES	 44 12^:D:^ 66.0 67,9 68.1 0893 7^,8 6991 7 U.2 68.7 68.2 68 9 .6 57.it fa,7 69.9 :.66.9 66,9 64,6
1600.t' 65. 9 . 66.6 66411 ?6;1. 67,7 65.7. 63,o 74,7 66.7 67.9 67.0 b9,7 6 7. 4 65.9 66. [C 65*b1	 . 201)0c 63.4. ' 63.3 62!; 6116 65.1 63.3 ' 62.5 7g,f,, 6714 67,2 62.1'5, 0 '9.4 6397 4 5.5 61,2 66.2
4YE +1ALL MEASORCIE 9242 92,3 90sq VZ!S 9 649 90.9 93 0 3 920" 91.1 42.1 91!3 v2:0 4191 92.4 92.3 95.0
k .OVERALL: G ALCUL A TE *^ 07. 3 88.7 69,4 31:3 9 .1:5 aqg i 8994 68 .99' $7.7 67.9 87.!9 69 4 6 88.:5 8902 88.2 67.6










































_,_.. -	 __	 _	 _. _. _._ _,.., _. 8888 ... ..	 .... ^wwu r	 888,8.. v _,8888 _..^.....__._^.^^^ •.r....« -^-.^^
PAGE 1.	 FULL 4C*I-E' DATA 1EDUCTI ON PROGRA04MO#1Et '30itND
9ROG,
1lRE3StH	 Lf"LS 159, D2$ :
RATE	 M1011T>A• aAT
	 "	 ls ' 2to 71 PF t **T 	. 13
ANGLES PROM INLET 111 OEOREt-S LAND RAO AM51
1' 0117i^0. 3 11101 0211.0.7	 )(Qt p	lit.0'^^;113 3^1 ► 40?CiI ST)it. T
Iry	 two	 tft'









(0 .74 69 82.81. M4 00.3 '79,* 7009 : 60 . 3 7s!♦ 74 .1: 711 7 7 75.87 r!*1 1b 760 77:9 75;d 50:9 120 #463 7069 77:2 8 74.9 76. 1, $a.x 77.2 7399 7 j7 73 . 0 > 7Sr,8 74.1 13: 7 . 7x+1 1403 750, 76.3' 12923







































VEIIICCE	 AFT 124 69.5 6895. b	 .'* 138; 1) 64.9 986: 60.3 86 j.2 66.4
6;
611.0 66.4 371 3 ' 70.271.11 711:2 73 0 1. 74.17390
319,2
.124.1
f PONFIG	 T"^ 160 d7.3 " 1.71:7 To 77,,4 77, 6 75x 1 74 1 8
74f$ 75.1 70.9 72.2 ^3.b 7309 73#1


































































31 :12. ?s.3 7 r
7





19'7429 '. W112`1 630 r1 i 2 73.: 751"3 741 a ?3f0 71r'^ 8 73.3, 72%9 73.3 72:5 73' t2;! 73.0 f9:4 74 n 4 73.'2 123.7
TAFIR	 7Q^. .OF3	 - 
a.
E00 !;.Z 74j 7s : 3417 ' 74 x0 73 ,2 . 7'3:3 72-9 73.1 32:8 75.13 7Z';i: 72.9 V3;3 71;;72.4 70870. 1x4.412314TZ94 ,	 DES, K)WET	 63:! DEG* f 100012'313

























































73 9 9 126;4
"<







. 4;(1773td .473.4 73.974.0 74.744 10:1f7i 9
74976;- ►9 , 216.1
15.47783' 71•173.5 12740 y
NFK1403:!. RPM', '5460 73• 1 tA ;3,: T7t:^i 711 5, 7/..1 70 . 474.5




































7401 79.4 77.3 79.4 69 1 4 77ol 19 94 7902 7p +166.4
129*q






































1269520000 b3t5 83. 6215 6117 6'3.3 63# 9 ''64.5 3 8494 i,.! X691
i OVERA ^,.l48ASUR.EO
IfYEk.L C111.$11Ei174E1 102.247.5 931.1:11410 ! t00 T# 4 11-31,3 '439040.6




400 92 9'106.1 47.067.0 303.7 a





.?AGE i FULL SCALE vATA REOC# I ON PROORAN '. °BMOC; DATE . MON!!	 O'DAY 16 ^: 10.3 -
--MEL ;mm PRESSURE LEVELS ( '3l, n08 • ^ ^ 70 P^CEOT !^ L'; ^. DAY)
ANGLES FR>GM INLkT IM VEGMS (AND 9A01AN5)
FRED,
0 t 1'!I.
) (0+17) (0.34)(,52 ) (0
)tO ` ao a ! r
8907) ( .1
Ga r 7 1
	
b t0) !	 120 1'40 t	 i 0. PY^
-
7 (Ot 0 .)( +o3) E1t g1 (1 401(1	 71 i1• )(t,^ *Z)i2rp t (r •27 1i2. 14 1121 8?)I f
40 7g,i 79,8 77 9. 0 7$r2 77,d: 77 @0 76:2 7676 76.1 .?V.a 74,8 !340 75,ye ?6;8 75;0 81 .6 1Y6;e63, 74. i 1 73.40 76 ! 0 74 71 79,2 77 ' 9 7392' TDl3 71 ► 2 71i.0 74.0 71.0 7134 73..3 72.0 70•0 124,4'
1	 HARIAL tali	 Flr. 81 70.'5 72.	 .' 69:6 7i-lo 7096 7 030 7038 673 69r^ 70 - 4 69, 9 07;4 65 1 4 61:7 67:7 79,4 1110.8_ (	 3p,	 hi) 100 701 9 71: .70., 7ti1 7,1 a 6992 70.@ 3 '6474' 66,2 6 7 :9 69.E T'p:# 6'.3' 41: 1 69:9 74.7 4x9.9





















6 11 .2 68,1 T4.9
sl . 1
72. E65sO ?10i 7301 7 29 12 •3[.0C 200 @ 0 ,3 ..6v . 0 64.0 . 2 66 .3 6 ,0 7,11	 1
7/14DATE	 /74 240 76f2 76o0.. 7514. 75f4 74.0
.



















1X5+4e .. 6A1R 53134 400 7719
76, 1 . 74f„ 01.7
49.4E
a& f l A3 @ 9 7776 72. n ' s
73,2 12;9
7 0, 1' 750$
73 0 3









.131 +51 " s497994: :N/ ►[2) 630 80f;3 04.3 92,9 4542 9Z.2 82 91+1 x'0.6 8 ;3 1!1.7
'[ ,AMR	 -69, DEW f 800' 93 9 1
►: 3 q3 2(l7,6: b .S79 . 4 3, @ 230: 0 7 qq8 , 0 94 .1y3,3 Qg • 2 v3zi q5 . i85.5 9S.Q q3 , 3 '04 ;k 97 .Si ag;4 41.2 94 1 149.2(1294! : 1DF G 1 K).	 .; 1000 07 g2.Q 9zr6 96r2. 8^,4 65.7 ?^D.'^ 93..7 6 2 05 89.3 76%1 139.27:NET
	
62 7 DE
	 F I?40: g ' ^3 9g • 1 1QIIl 94 t2 98 . a 91 @3 9511 9zt7 8ar3 81,9 66.2 91 .9 84•x► 04:2 849; ►!.c► 14402
4290:
^37RCT1Z ► 1 ;
DEG ,
 K ' ) 14(fp 93,2lg , 3











9 ^ p "1
87.'J
: ae,^ 115,1 0'f. p :85.2
a2.S
x+1:2 *7:9 75 %9 34 ,513^^2'GP► IM3' 6000
41 .9
1b,2












74,5{ • 0121; KG /M 3 ) 7500 9x,0 .4 13785
: mFA	 90 70•... Op ml .31 '30 02 ! z 92.3 91T2 Silts 90,0 41+ 3 X103 6 S ?x0 84 . 1 83.3 80 . 7 6% ; SO.i 76 : 9 7734 73,9 137; i[	 401 R A DVSEG ) . 4000 96 34
l3r3
96 '
• Z '7Zt1' o2}Z 89 .893.2 e
9 •o
91 9*






7P• a 78 . 1 75 . 2 73.1..73.$ 137:8$94 3NfI( RPttt 5000 9346. 931 LIV 921s 92t2 80,3 •0:; SQ.3 77:6 7644 71.9 13996
(	 941!'RAD/SEC.) 6300' 93.4 4494 .9 034 90i8 91,3. a9 9 4 89 9 4 0372 65.6 82.5 80.•6 70:3 77.S 16.4 7413 73,2 138+$i 0'ate6Ea1 1(1►?St 6000, 9Rr $ 9,x .3 . 9013' 4;3!0 90 , 0 Ee, b 10.6 116!2 03+ 3 .63 .2 ap.4 T8 ; 1 76 .x, F343 710 5 70.Z 168.1.{1'11 '3!. 'R X DAC-C.) 1^0pQ00 9 01 28501 9d .i3.84x8 8611 Of t? 84,243.5 86.2. 83,6 86%6 827.9. 011,4 ' 79. 77 . 3 73:9 72,369.9 7i. .2 69 3 68,9 166,1NQ, OF BIACES" 44 12? 0S) 8311 8230 a331 7036 711,9 76 • 74 ► 1 X1;0 4d:.3 6701 . 65.7 +43.4
I6t100 8Yo7 82, 9 79 1 0: 791 1 79.7 70,6 79. 0 7714 73,7 . 7298 69.0 bOo D 66.0 04.2 64,1 163+ 9 191.9
20000' 7a.p 77@9 74 t5 73498 74.3 74.4 74 . 4 . 76th 69.7 6p.s 65.7 05s3 6'3.0 bob 6399 6492 130.7





704.6a 104.3 40492 100t7 106+ 98 ,8 99•p yP . d 90.s49 , 7 sit
95.3 99.7
OVE"LL CALCULATeD ,0463 10 204 ,- 194@0 104 ► 2 106t 3 lea , 9Y , 1 96.4 94i1 74:4 95.0 9b , 0
PNDO ll> •4 117 + 7 115.6 115'3 4 313.4 '115.1 115. 1 1!11 2..110




































y^#'S4f?A	 ': lw 	-y5^•.yp^2esrNri_	 '.'^SCn	 _	 __	 _.	 KaF';s_.
.
PAOF 1.	 FULL SCALE DA TA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PgOC, DATE MORT" 0 DAV 21 MR . ?.1;7
	{	 MODEL SOUND PRESSUPE LEVELS 459, DEC. Fa 70 PFRCEF+Y MEG. HUM, DAY!
A'HGLES F'RON 144 IN DEGREbs 1 AND P&DI AN51
D.	 1O:	 10 9 . 30,	 41.	 5 p t	 68,	 74,	 &a.	 9Ek: 190. 11ot 1209 1309 . 1404 154s
	
!'	 i0,• to g y{0,17}^4,3"jl:I4•'32190.70!{O.g7fti.Q'3!{19221;1.4E1{1.57fi1.TS ► I1•!7)(?.09!{Z.?7F12s47{1!9$7)9.
5D.' 76 9 9 ' 79.49 77,7 79,6 79x5 7$92 75.1 7716 78.9 75P.6 75.5 14;'S 7491 .76.7y T#-	 T992
53 7•jr2 7642 77x4 75,7 J0.2 77.2 7b 1 7490 ..7292, 7'.o^] 75.6 12.2 7.3,4 73.tl 75.0 76.4
RASIAi,:100, cFE ,	 dD, 72.8 73+6 72.4. 71;4 72 • '5 7C.6 70,6 69:2 .71+4 70.5 71.2 67 9 0 5796 ig ;w. 69.9 72.9
	
R 3Q. y3}	 10	 7341 73*1 73.1 7198 70,0 68x 9 7y^r7 6618 67:7 67.96 69.6 70;6 6949 64;8 69;^ 70.9.
vFmtCLE	 ^ A-Fr	 12	 70.4 7 . 1 69.3 6 .8 b9^3 66rZ 60,33 66oif 6791 66.4 67 38 ea;il dD.i 68;;1 61 93 70.6
	
I	 COt^FIG	 T'C'	 1'.60 76,3 7;*1 7 1 .s 7i,o' 77.9 77.3 76t.^ 70,;8 79 . 0 72 9 7 70 9 8: T0 i $ 79.9 !! •1 711.3 72,9an
GQC PC.D.	200 65:0 68;:8 6692 6589 6006 67.2 68.0 66V6 6Js4 6Jl;2 65.7 611.2 67 .0 6^:1 61 9 67;4
.E	 99 73.8 73.9 71,0 72.,4 72:•1 69+6 6'190 67;9 67;	 .6 0,9;5 6o s4CAT 7ji6/74
	
250 74 3 731	 7 .9 : 70.3 60.3 .
1
RUN	 31.4 	315 74.0 76 4 b 79.2 81 ,9 654 @ a1.p 78 , 2 796$ 81+1 77 s .3 72.7 ^'S;2 74x1 7^;4 RD. .7 7.3.5
TAPE
	
A130	 4gD 73+1 72.8 749 9: 76x9 76'.8 79. Z 73.2 76:6 71a0 72^p 7^;6' 72.P 730,8 76 ;9 73.2 73.2
BA/! 224, 0, Hn	 540 S 91 7$ ► 7 $pw4 .'66s# 8504 94.9 0672 6817 8 •l 839.9 Bo,a .e ;1 82.8 68 4 82.	 795.2
	9979964 N/4121
	
650: 8593 '8942 6•z., 8644 89,3 41.2. 95,3 9'290 . 9:s 45. 1 ¢3.1. 6.4 9293 0,991 Ol.	 971.5
TAMP 699 DESI F	 Bob 55.1 110.2 83 . 0 . 60,40 32•D 41 .3 $791 8726 89.0 869 1 89.6 wJ;8 87. 9 7'990 52 9 9 00.2
k	 (294, L1FGi Kl..
	 1 o 154x1 819.1 8592 B .1 '0 O . .D 9p s3 92 6 8795 .874
	8'70, 16 0'5.0 64.5 02^	 !9148 75-5
TNEr 62 9 UFM F .	 1 D 62.1 9,3 ►9 41.4 9240 41 .^p 1911:4 1994 6466 853 8 4 . ;a !0391 03.f1 64.0 4099 SS.6 ?Se-
429o.9 DEPKI	 1600 MU ,4 89 9 4 84.2:.9218 44 .3 6$•1 91 :42 03;6. A6r0 sovi 92 ,2 025 !lo ot 60.1 111;6 77.5
	
kA ,D 12x1 4 Gh/r3	 20 '00 98 . 5 97:.3 91, 4 ..3g .9 hi?o,.? 89.3 889+1 85 '; 7 84.0 79 , 2 76.9 te0.4 si •i 79 ! 1 78.4 76.3j, g 4 KC/.93 41	 25 0 42,2 924 a 9x93 84:7 0'9.•8 8 'x •2 564:q 83x4 >! 99 80,91 78.9 19;6 791.	 b	 ^! {^ 	73 9NFA,	 t fiPMl	 3'1 0 138r +^  91:.S 91 46 68 i.1 47.3 86.•5 26,	 ^ 570: $],p 8104 78.1 8#!0,1 7^ 9 	 71:2 7Q^i	 7195
(9 99 HA pOSEC) 0000 42,0 91,9 89:1 06,9 54,0 0691 06.0 82 ,;? '6690, 79.0 77.4 10;6 77 4 2 7799 74 1 0 1292
	
{	 KFK'9410t kP'Ni	 5DD0 m9.1 89:1 89.2. 46:9 98 .8 n7:2' 86.1 Nt-6 0392 80 ;Z 784 76.7 78.4 71;1 76;2 88.4
	8T•5  d9,	 71!5•	 R3 9	R6,1 83.5 83rS aDt	 e• 2 7b^3r 7699 76' 3 77 .3 75 6 2. 75	 7 ..1{ 4864 kA^3/SEC! 6,300
	
'^	 2'	 3	 !
	
`	 87-2 06,5 A5.3 9114,	 8.3 r3 8293 42*2 791	 7 • p 70 93 75.7
. 
13. 7 74,4 7. 93 72.	 b .5NF0,064 6 : Rf 4	 8000 ..
	
{x1135 R'a dySFCf 10Q40 $4.5 94 03 12.1 814	 01t2 '79 9 4 79.3 75V9 74
0
	1;2 719 7 .7 7 1 ; 0 70,4 63:9 69x1 64:4
NO. OF 4L ,%DF5- 44 12500 R0,9 8f1;9 77 ,9 76 .9 76.9 75 4 9 75 4 0 73'5	 11.0 69.7 69.5 09; 9 67 .9 04.7 0011 64,0
160D0 76:4' 76.7 7,3,,$. : 73.6 ?2x4 71re1 1300 75' 5 64-0 67.6 660,6 47,6 66-9 0316 65.0 61,20000 72,7 7255 6'7 .# .66'.5 40.6 0731 690'5 7615 .67.7 66;5 64.2 0642 6'5.2 1396 64.6 6907
OVERALL .MEASURED 142. 1 102'	 lop • ' 10 y	 99 49 100, 4 102+3 98 6 goal 96;9 99;8 45'9 96.4 95,.	 9'5;6 'r7•'3
	
O.If1:RAGL CALCULATED 4 1,02*1 1019 1 q0•. 101	 9^ • 6 lOD.7 10261 911..8 2697 97.E 96 9 4 95,8 45.3 94.	 04.7 93.0
p409 .115 ,7'115 .1 11346 :.11 :'5 112.2 11241	 '5.111	 146 ;9. 106. 6 181,7 105. 7 100. 4 1






























^	 ^.s ::...:....	 ......_...._ _0000...	
___
00
*AGE 1"	 FULL SCALE, DA TA REi)1'GTJON PR0014AM	 'PMOC, DATE r MANY „ 4 DAY 	 /'a!"OUL 30UND PRESSURE LE YELi! 799 , DE'S.  t7 7p: PERCE"T REL t ^ • 1814
^•	 ANGLES FROM INLET ' IN 06GRE49 ( .ARD RADIAMS)
0,	 .10	 30,	 40	 f4	 4)	 i4	 eo	 ^4. 140 _ ito its =3e. 140 1 4,
fR6Q, tot 1{0 1 17}1 .3 )(4ts2)(D.,.7 );Ot B )(StO ^(1f Z I(1. 44}(1! 37}[1. 7 )(it 93 1(9/0f).(g62 7 )(2,41142 02)(
3	 13o 7 ti /8 79,$ 764 79'13 70.9 M x 74[0 77!9 76.0 76.0 77.T 74.1'7 74.7 75;9 74.0 e'3.4
'.	 63: 7y11 75i2 76 tx 7s t3 81 0 Q 771x: 741Q 7x0 7Zf3 751'0 76.2 f1.0 72,11 731' 1 7302 79,7
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16000 J7 •B. 77.7 7548 73:8 73,6 72.14blob
7247 74 1 9 67.9 69•
67 *^
74.5 ofi.4 b6.6 1447
b4.8
6tiw4 60.5 129,
20000 73 1 5 7395 71 t 4 691.5 68.6 64,7 79if 63 .,3 93.3. 96;4 631 4 64.1 62.3 1411









93,5OVERALL CALCULATED 102. 2 10.30.9 1610 101.2 100. 101. 192.2 10013 : 99• 'I43.21
Rni178 115 ! 4 '11 3:#6 114 ** 113 , 5 112.7
-	 -
113.2 11211 10917 1D6.4 lOb.7 105. 4 1(1 6 ;2
-









MODEL 5QUND PRESSURE LEVELS 039, DEG, F. , 70 PERC jMT REL; HUM, DAY?
ANGLES FROM .INLET IN DEGREES (AND.RAD3AHS)
0.	 18.	 20,	 30,	 40,	 00,	 60 	 79	 SQ,	 To. 100	 110. 120	 030. 140. ISO.
f.	 FgE6. (a.	 1(0.17 }.tD.3S) i^^'32310. 7b}f0. 87 T^l.a f^ 1(3i2 f(1.^Q>i1 .5 7)t1. 7 i^ 1(1, 9 . 2.0?)t i .27 7S 2.4Yt ra2)(
50 7^ • 0 BQ•8 78 . 6 79.8 "74.9 78+9 '79 1.1 7711 77.5 77#1 74.7 15,9 75.8 r7 ;[ 74.6 79,2
	
63 74.7 74+7 77.b 75.
	
00.4 76+9 73,Q 721Q 71. 9 74.02 75.8 ►2.0 71.l1 0 .9 73.`1 -75.2
RADIAL JuD. :F` .	 80 lisdo 7314 72•j 70	 72,6,6 69,6 6 9 17 . 69 }0 	 9 73.5 67,7. 67,6 	 r.7fl 4 69,^;a 68.4 73.9
{	 3	 77,9 72.	 7 .4 Z"	 7 7	 8	 sf	 4. 41)	 1G:p	 7	 1: _	 6!	 b9.1 b7.9 b8r1 b7t3 a7.e 611,2 72,	 fl. a b .!	 i!;) b8.6 72.1
VEHICLE	 ATZ	 125 69,0 69,2 69,8 6 1 5 68 ,4 66,2 6910 67j2 .66,3 64,3 69 .0 a80 2 5 +4 a .5 69.3 71,4
r	 f	 CINPIG	 T'p	 1.60 72+6 8 .8 78!7 69 1pp . a1.6 75-1 63 . 1' 7813 7398 76 4 2 76.5 toil8,E 79 : ! 9 Fd: 9 73,8
r	 .-PTO	 200 67 ,1 69,9 51119 6798 70,1 6843 7110 6414 66. 1 66 4 4 67.7 04,2 6I1t6 6-
PATE 7/1Ar7d	 28^y 72.9' 72.7 T3! a 73tp 731	72.2 7311 7 t1 89119 6^#2 89116 09'9 7091 1
9112 66.6 68.1





315 9z.9 93.4 as .	55.2 87:	 a8,0 87,3 a^ri 8740 83+3 $too 0242 61 . 0 6 l • 1 r 1 • 0 60+1
TAPE	 53134	 4	 7 •6 74.7 77.7 77	 78,9 75.6 75+	 76"	 75.6 72.	 6' .7 1 2 o 	 73. 6 1 z .8 7 :4 70#4.	 ^
OAR	 900 HG
	
500 73.7 a4.6 87.6 $816 .41,9 )17.1 42:0 591
	
.
87.9 6111 73.7 a !	 8404 82.7 8 .8 3r;
	
( 9796; N/.ple: )	 630 ry'^.4 8#+3 59t2 79 i 2 80.2 a3.2 8613 a^Y3 63 . 3 811,2 84.1	 :7: 8341 45,2 ill:1 BSr2
T AM" 69. OF 31 F	 a:QO. 82.01 80.+1 5219 79'.3. 81.9 88. 4 84 17. 81* 4 a3+8 80#3 87. 7 0160 81 • tl 61.9 83. 7 8001
	
94! EG'.iC	 b .4 8 e	 83^	 9303 a5,	 1$6:6 8614 B'3"5 4	 a	 8 .	 .S 8	 77.	 7497 73s4(2	 Lf	 )	 100.0	 0	 1 2	 2	 2	 3 1	 0 3	 1	 2	 2
TWET 62 ! p Ft;'
. f	 1250 9811 B3.i 83,a 87ta . 8600 88 r2 44,3 8w'fj Saa.a 81.'3 7 ,	 ^9;p B7*51 t7 '0y 78 18 75.$
(240! VF.G 1 K)	 Lobo. B5 #	87,1 67.2 84,3 83.5 84 1 3 83.1 alt2 760	 77 ,. 2 78,1 40+2 79 ,U 03.3 74 0 6 71.3
MACTI, Z • 11 G?t .eM3	 2D00 90-1 88 .4 . 58. 2 a6.4 3 4.2 }y3,4 84.'5. 8375 71.1 7 1 : 3 78,0 1 7 .6- 79.1 X 8'2 77,1 7207
	




3150 85 1 1 . 86:.1 86:4 44 t 2: 1414: a1:5 4293 4 14 7.^.3 7617 74.4 7a;x. 751(1 ,4." 74. 7 70@2
¢	 b. A
	
R0	 86:	 B8	 1	 t1. 2	 a	 7^'	 77.9 74	 74.4 75;9 74,1 1 'X101	 R D/.SECT 4 A	 #8' 85 9 85	 8 :2:	 0 3 81+1.	 tl	 12	 2.	 T3.5' 7 .3
NrK 9612. RPmtt
	 '5000 8'x •1 B'3.D 86#2 53:2. 85.3 a2:3 820 #1 79 14 T4+4 77,3 75.1 ^7;%k 75.9 04;0 74 #9 67,6(;100 6 ! RA D/'SE C1 63:60 83.4. 44#3 82 w 80:2' 8W 79,5 79 r4 7614 77.4 73.4 76;	 1:4fl I7,4 74,;0	 .,3 740 6*96
NFOt062& ; RPM 	 8000 82.10 81 '3 8# b2 79 1 6 79,3 771 7 79. 9 . 77"t5 75.3 7395 7511 18 '1 74.2 i -4 73 1 9 67,3(1113'
	
79.3 749	 7702 75 0 4 .77.4 75x7 75,1'.73'!4 71.2 8#1 114 70..1 10#3 6910 ps;2 69 40 64+2
NO, OF BLADES' 44 12500 74 	 75+1 7 2+ :9 7117 72,9 72.2 72t2 72 3 6847 68112
. 
68.0 68 ,	 67.7 °4.9 66.0 67.2
16000 7 7+5 71 ,5 a9 :t6 68 ta 68.9. 6800 69.0 73t 9 bs •6 6- 7 •	 67.7 e7;9 67.0 83117 66#4 67.11	 2000.0 e•a0# 6 s5 650:2 63!5 6504' 64#614 7#j5 8244 b7,. 63,2 A5,b 63.3 43 #3 6440. 62001
OvE A LL ME A SLIRE D 96 .99: 97:8 98 t0 9710 98 . 0 970	 9603 9613 9.4.8 94 : 4 99.7 1+302 9384 102.2 94:0 95.1
	
QYEftA l .CALCULATED. 96.8 97.5 9709	
,3
9616 98,0 9646 45/ a 9 15.4 94.4 93.0 02.4 Qt# 8 92.2 91 .6 9201 90 +Q






























































rAGE i FULL SCALe'DA TA'RgDUCT }ON PRO"AM PROC, GATE w P1QWTq 	6 DAY 16 t1R; i0;4
MQOEL. ;6U14D PRESSURE LEVELS 139+ DEQ # r 70 PERCtRT RlL; 11E Ro DAY)





10'.	 ZO	 80,.	 400 9	$O
!(0417)(. 0.31 )(Ot S;)jO9 70)tDr s;)t1.0
60	 701	 8D^








.:50 7447 8197 78 t 9 .794 '79,9 79s2 0 012 7911 ia/5 77,2 77.5 76;1 76:4 77.8 78.3 00.1
63 7617 .. 76;0 77 1 6: 79.1 1 Bq.4 76.9 73.99 .72'x3 71.9 73,9 75+8. 640.1 71.8 i	 24 14rs 74.1
pARALL 100- TT+ 84 72t4 73,569+7 71 46.. t7 7 a5 711367.7
.70 ,6
6799
74 9 :7 6?';? 7146
66+E
7x.•'8 172.5 66 8 g004
67 ^s 0 . 6 7 a
.613
yi 95
t 3q. NI) 100 7697 6_ t:0 6713 6611 67. 1
6b 4 5
7 .4
6 ,9 27 ; 40
6010 68.1 73.8
YEii) ! CLE 4TT 125 67 .:2 660 8611 0714; 6910 67 +i b7 13 601'6 b3+3 b9*3 511.2 7bs9 73.0
GONFIG Toe X:60 69#7 70,9 7213. 77 0 73.7
.
7248 7211 73j1 7029 70,9 70.4 .09,5 6990 .12.9 70.7 7616
f	 LOO	 : PTO 200 73rp 74 .n899
7416 790 76.9
68.8




741 0 7 t.G 71,9 01 2 7a t 969+7





















60 j 2 6{1.9 66,4
69.6 3 19
61.+1
78 6316 71 ,2 7491
TAFF. 53134 4.D0 p. . 72+6 749. 72,7 7211 69 , 6 73.0 73.7 712 7 69.9
6AR:
	
29 1.6 J{G 566 7i.96 74 9 8 7 .4 94 7396 . 76.9 72.0 729- 72'x0 11.6 70.a 72.6 61;7 ?$of 17.2 75+7 72.7
tP799b^ N/!1?) 630 7092: 72.9 74..9 ^75 t 1 73,1 70.5 7194 7113 71.0 7^,1 72.1 !1,3 72.f9 64.1 73. a 71+2
T A MS..	 69. DEG ' F a00 7210 73 .8 76 t p 78.0 74 . 0 7329 7319 '7313 71 . 9 7211 71 . 9 72.? 712!! 7162 71+8 240,2
=2949 Il£G	 K! 200.0 73 . 2 73;9 7417 75.31 74.4 7,3.3 74.1 73:2 7'3 . 0 73.3 72.1 7'5 1 3
. 731.9 73.} 72. 9 70..3
Tt1ET
	
621 DE2 1 F 12'10 73 i 0 . 7498 7619 78 12. 77 14 7393 74x1 7112 7.3,7 74 13 72,7 117,1 7'1.8 943 731 7 7093
1299! 11E'G^ K3 1600 7k t a 74;9 76 t0 . '77 11 . 7b •2 741x 75.1 7314 73.0 77.0 T2..9 76@0 74.1 /4,0 73,7 69;3
H ACT.12.14 rml"3 2640 73.9 73-3 76.8 70,4 78,7 75 + 5 75 +2 73}5 74. 1 7s.1 74 •.1 r8^ 2 75. •:} 77.4 .7b .1 7115






















NFAxA 3 ! R1+ Ni
, 3150 73i 10 7510p






(1126 s'R A D .^ EC) 4080 769 77 9 )! 77,1 Z: 7513 7..0 #9 76.0 i0 :^ 8010 77. 1 74.0








































(1.113 ! B A O^SFC):1Q600 7Ito .72,1 72!1 734 74,4 77 1 4 73 1 3 7213 71 1 2 70jS 72.1 74' Q 7221 71+2 71+,6 6'1,5NQ, OF At,At1E4	 44 '11"iGQ 68.0 69 13 6017 66 1 7 7111 70x0 7113. 7q! = 4011 69 .0 68
72:?
F1@17  69 + 9 6713 68,0 63,1
16 000 6y, 5 65, b6 bt.. 63 6r 67, 7 06, 8 b8 t4 72..8t 64 1 bi.+Q: 69" 7r. 61,a e 5.0 67,+1. 63.0
20400 6393 6394 6393 6213. 6513 620 6495 75;ib 62.6 '65.7 8297 06.6 64.E 64.6 65.1 6714
OYE A FL MEASU900 91..9 . .91.6 90. 9 7 92 9 9 92.1 919 5 929 4. 910 89 . 8 5-3.0 . 49.0 y 2. 0 91.0 Y1.2 9167 97,0
OVERA L : CALCULATED 97,.3 8568 9916 90 t 9 'PC lot 85.3 64 91.. 8816 Q712 117 12. 08.6 90.0 as 018.68:7 861 40 67.4





:..... _. .	 , 	 __... .....6666.. ...	
__ ..
	 _ .....	 ......	 _...
_.	 ..6 :..666	 .	 _......
u"	 PADS L FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PR9GF_tA^i PROC. DATE MONTh	 g DAY 14 MR, 4,7 
E	 - MuDrL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59. DEG, F, 70 PrRCENT REL, HUM+ DAY)
ANGLE.3 FROH INLET 1N DEGREES ( ANo' AiD.*iNS)..
FRED.














77.6 79,5 77 t 1 ' ► 7 1 9 77;7 77.0 77,p 77,2 75.8 75,8 74.5 /3V7 74,7 74,8 74,6 77,9 126.0
63 74.1 72,9 76tu: jxt9 80.2 77iu 72.6 70.4 7p40 74 12 71. 9 70,9 69, 1 71.0 71.1 7692 123,6
RADIAL
	






































125. 70.4 69.0 68,2 0913 69.4 66 0 3 67.2 6517 67 0 0 65.4 66i0 0$.0 67,2 67.5 b9.p 7012 11705






































Rune	 322 315 79 * 0 77, 9 78,1 16 1 8 0.1 77 1 p. 80oD2.77916 70,2 . 7 7 10 tl 3.2 78, 1 79,3 78. .9 70.2 128.7
TAPE 53135, 400. 78.6 73,0 7710 ►0 1 9 81.8 811 8 85.1 68# 9 70.7 74,7 7318 1 300 73,6 7619 73.7 68,9' 127.0
` BAR
	 24 .0 06 500 83 9.$ 751 7 80,1.. 014 ) 7 a5! 7 8810 55 0.0 8.0,0 80.7 7813 8it7 00.t0 79,1 al to 78.7 73 , 9 13716
(97996. N/M2:). 630 89,2 8292 95th: X915 89.$ 9+3,2 95,5 93.6 94.2 8014 92!1 ?211 911.4 8012 88.X 87,3 142,0
7AMB	 69, DEG F 800 43.1, 91.0 821 6 9611 9 96,2' 93 3 101,1 9.3 .5 97 ! 8 9 2.3 91 1 787 .3





142#0(293. DEG K}. 1000:' 83.2 83,9 89. ,8 37211 93.2 9793 96,5 9.0. 6 90,3 86,5 69,3 91.4 . 64,3
TNET
	
41. UEG 1 1250 9999 9 1,9 97;3r 5919 98;0 93y^ 996.0 9:712 95.2 9 p.0 94! 0 y0F9 86.2 87.2 79'.7 81.3 145.4







































NFA 90:67. RPM 315,q
.,91*3 9 2.+1 9211 YZ12 94;1 91;3 92 .2 88,6 52 1 7 81.2 79 10 e (1 , 78.2 75.3 75 .7 73 . 1 138.9
C
	
949. R'AD/SEC) 4000. 97,1 47.8 92 1 6. 9'214 92.0 88.1 910.5 87.1 8500 52:0 81-8 19 0 0 79.9. 75.1 7,.5 73.8 138.8134.9
NFK 89135, RPM 5000 92.3 9 4.4 93, 5-1 5 314 9404 91 1 5 9197 8717 86.3 54,3 82.0 8 p,< 8013 T7,2 76 1 8 71.3
(	 9:41 * 'R'AD/SEC) 6W 92.3 9 3,5 9 1-5 19 14 9 (1.5 88,!> 88,7 84.9 85.3 8 1,4 79 . 5 77,6 7615 75#5 75.2 71,6 13104
NF1]1062g , RPM 8000 '90,4 9.114 91 1 2 : 8 513 89,3 87,4 814,4 84,7 81.4 80,5 79.1 %7.4 7'S,P T2.4 71. 9 68.6 137.0
(1113, R'AD/SE010900 88,5 90.2 86 1 ? ed14 07.6 8513 81,55 81,7 80,3 77,3 .75;9 13 i 1 72 i0 69,4 69.4 67,4 135,2
N Or	 OF	 BLADES	 :44 , 12500 85.0' 850 831?.. 5210 83.0 82 , 1 82,1 78,7 76ik. 75.2 72!1 ►1 :91 6 9 ,2. 66.1 6610 64 1 4. 13269
14000 8 0 .8 81 ..8 79, 05 1813 78,9 78 13 78;1 77,3 7 2!0 71,2 68,7 S!tj 6'5#9 63 9 64.9 6290 131.3i
2:0000 76.7 76,8 75 1 9, 411 74,7 73 ! 8 73,9 7501 67.6 67,9 65!5 0617 6316 .63.7 64.7 6397 130.1
OVERALL MEASURED 10 5 .2 103 ,8 104.0E 1 0 31 9 105.3 10414 107,0 101,2 101!.0 97 9 3 98 ! 1 Y8r0 9 8,p 94.1, 93,i 96..4
OVERALL CALCULATED 104,9 10.4	 5 103, 8 lu4"11 104:.7 1Q4 9 2 10ti,7 102.2 102.! . 0 97.0 98.7 ?7 1 9 9 695 9315 93.01 92,6 150292{










































PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE OATA.REOUcTI.ON PRODNAM
'
PR CC .
 GATE .r MQNTM	 8 OAy 1 4 HR, 9,7
M^D tL SOUND PRESSURE; LEVELS (59, DEP, F, 70 PeR GENT REL, H11M, DAY)












130, 14 04 	130.
50
t0.
76.0 79;7 77 t 4 1-719 77;4 77!u 77.7 77.2 7618 75 1 ,; 74.3 7 4.0 74.8 75.6 74,7 80.0
6,4 74 6 7 7518 7619 74 10 8110 76 9 1 7392 70.1 70 1 9 74 * 0 71;3 %z^i 7x, 0 72,9 72.6 79.3


































VEHICLE	 ATT 125 67,0 67.1 6611 ° 7 15 68.3 65 9 2 67i2 6594 84.0 64. 5 66!1 061; 66, 0 89.0 68,9 7552
CONFIG	 T%O 160 74. 9 7698 751 1 7 410 78,9 74.8 79,0 7290 75.6 73 * U 78 * 8 7191 800 79.9 76 9 4 74.0
Lac	 PTO 200 66. 9 6616 6619 0711 68..0 66;p 67,3 6610 65.2 6592 65!2 6519 67,3 68.0 66.7 6892
DATE 7/16/7 4 250 70 1 9 70,7 71x7 7 151 71!1 7D,2 7011 68.3 47.0 67, 1 67.9 87 9 2 68, 2 69.1 688 68.1
RUN	 323 315 71x9 740 76 ! y !8 1 0 80..1 78 9 2 76,9 78 9 4 79,1 14.2 7 0:0 7 3.2 73. {1 78.0 77.7 72.2
TAPF	 53135 400 7.0.9 711..6 731 5 1 '3 !0 75.0 7990 76.0 77 9 0 70 ! 6 7396 69.7 12 1 7 7396 77.3 72.0 72.8
















	 DEG F 800 82.9 81,1 8'61Y ?U 1 9 87,0 90 9 4 98,0 87.4 9 0.8 8 7.1 9 3!6 08 t 1 83,2 85.2 81.9 87.1
(29 3.	 DSG K) 1000 83.1 83,2 87t1 07 .-3 9 0.4 9 092' 9 1.4 8596 93.1 8493 83 ! 1 n5,2 8 1.4 81 . 3 77.1 73.3
NET
	 611. UEG'f 1.250 88.0 86-0 89 16 y 029 92..3 900 9 090 83.3 83. 9 8 2,5! 8 7.!0 b 0*2. 82.D 81 x 2 81, 9 7692
(289 .	 DEG K) 1600 09.1 88.0: 9097 n9,3 66.9 87,3 87.2 84.4 850 8 302 80 ! 8 15 ! 3 81.3 82.3 80.11 74.0
NAC711r5.3 GM/M3 2000 X5,4 9 3..0 9211 yDil 91.1 89 1 1 87.2 84,9 84,3 82,3 8 3!1 0 1,4 61. 1 78.7 77.9 74.1
(,01153 KG/M3) 2500 90,0 92,7 90 1 6 x818 90.2 89.0 8792 8.1592 82!8 a11U 8 0! 8 19 9 4 79,9 78,2 77.6 74.1
NFA 950.4.,
	
RPM 3150 68.0 89,2 8819 67 1.2 87 4 .2 86 1 3 86.4' 8 :4.6 82,1 8 0,5 77 -0 79 * 5 76,0 75.3 76.0 71,3
(' 995 0 	RAU/SEC) 4000 9 1, 8 90P7 89 9 8 4410 85,9 8493 8099 83.2 819 9 78.3 77!8 1912 7702 74.0 73.6 72.2
NFX 9418, RPM 5000 87,1 88,3 89 9 0 a7 1 1 69,2 85,5 86:2 8317 82,3 8 094 79.0 18.4 78,2 75.3 75.8 69,4
t	 4)86.
	 611(7/SEC) 6300 87.3 88.2 860a 9315 85.6 83 t 5 82,6 79,6 19.5 76:7 77.4 495 74 0 2 7492 74,1 69.6
NFU1Q6 2 8 , RPM 8000 8.5,4 85,2 84,1 1!215 83.2 811 7 79,7 17.2 75,2 75.1 75,1 73.3 71,4 71J 67,4
(1113 • RAU /SEC )i00Q0 8 '3 . 1 83, 1. 81;^ I9;7 8 1 ,2 79 9 4 7815 76.4 74 . 2 72 . 5 7 2!1 7 114 69 84 68.2 69 ,0 65,3
NO. OF BLADES
	
44 1250C 79.2 79,5 76 1 1 7'10 7 7 ' 2 76 ! 1 7910 74 9 4 71.2 7 0.4 70!0 7012 68,2 6492 6`5.9 62.4
16 00D 75.0 7610 73 5 6 ^1 1 9 72,:8 7290 7 2,D 74.2 67#8 67,' 66.8 08.2 66.99 6.3, 9 65, 0 62.0
2ypO0 69,$ 69 98 6 9 ta abi8 68,9 6619 68,9 7691 6316 6613 64!'5 05! 9 64,8 63 .9 64.4 61.7
OVERALL MEASURED 99.9 99.8 IGOt7 V0 19 100.1 10Q!1 101 . 2 96.1 97.b 96.3 98!D V50 94 x9 94.3 9390 9610
OVERALL CALCULATEU 100.5.100.1. 100t p 99;6 100..2 100 ! 9 10007 9.891 97 ! 4 96,6 97!8 94.9 94 i 3 44.3 92,1 91.8
PNDU 113, 7 .113 * 4 112, !! :11x!13 112;5 111 1 7 11190 10 6 , 9 10 7 .2 10693 10 6 ! 2 10591 10 4 .2 10315 102,:55 100.6
}
kklSi^aa ....._".-:i.a....`um'L:.:^tau kS:F3eN:".y.iLa^1U^La"6^^'i^l"-. 	 ...1C_.:.^:... u^	 St y4att...^`"- -	 --'.:i^.. _u.	 ^ •'.^ iiu^.^tlti Gir_:m.:..^...t;t..l:SCe,.L:ryi.JA "arr K-'.•_^ :. '=:S4ra'dW:.rSti : i^f"i114L•911^Niii^ f^ .. ..7.ae.rduiv"..





Mu l)"L SOUND PRESSURE LEVkLS F#( 5 y , uE @, 	70 -N	 REL, HUN !
ANGLES FROM INLET 1N OEG.REES	 (AND AAO ANS)
0. 10. 20 1 3u, 4 0 . 50, 604 70, 80, 9 0. 1011, 1.10 * 120, 130, 1 4 0, 150• PRL
FRE04 ( 0, )(0417) I flr3"li ( Ur32 ) t0^70) { 0.871 I1 , 05) C1.22 ) ^1.40)( 1157)( 1 e?3)( 1,.923f%.Q9)I2,Z73 ( 2,i4)(2;62 }( 1
5U 78.8 80.,9 78ty a 0!0 79 .8 719.2 78,9 79,1 78..1 77.1 75!7 1610 79,6 76,5 75.6 79,Q 127.7124.863 74.7 75,0 76tH !ti *1 81,1 77,2' 73,0 71,,3 12 ! 1 74.1 73;b 1 3,1 71i0 73.6 73 .9 78,1


































65,2 66 ! 3 b_7,2
67,0
88,3 6841 6 9 .7 72.4 117.9
CONFIG TjD 160. 71,.0 69,7 72 i 7 1613 7 2. 9 73.1 7 2,0 74,1 7 0, 9 7 0. 8 71 ! 5 10,0 71,0 73.4 70,V 76,177.5
122.5
124;6

































315 69.8 69 0 8 70 1 1 ii ! 9 72.9 7010 7 0 . 0 69 90 6810 68,1 69.8 ii.9 72. 1 71,7 70.8 6 9 #2 120.6
TAPE
BAR






































7p.1 7241 74 . 5 X5 11 14,4 71 15 71.4 71,5 7p.1 7.1.3 72,8 31.3 72.1 73,7 73:.9 70.4 122.6
TARB	 69. DEG F 8p9 72.9 73 ; 9 74 1 '7 1 9 73.2 72 t 3 73# 4 72 * 4 72 ! 0 71 1 9 72 . 1 i?,i 7 1 ,9 71, 9 72 .e 77p,1
123.2
12.3.9(29 3. o6G K) 1000 73.0 74.2 741Q 15!2 7 4.2 73.3 73.4 73.5 72!9 72.3 73!8 15,3 73,2 73,0 73.1 709 4













































































RA0/SEC) 4000 76.0 77,2 78.6 6071 7940 78.1 78,3 76.0 75*7 7791 78.6 16 1 9 8 0.11 77.9 78.8 73.1 129#1
NFK10 6.53. RPM 5000 73.3 75.1 79 1 1
773




































74.9 7610 69.5 12q.8
(1113, HA0/SEC)1000.0 71.1 72.2 721 11. %3 1 0 75.3 72,5 7:3,5 72.6 72,5 71. 5 72. 9 14 1 3 7 2.4 71.1 72.1 66.3 124,7
NO.	 OF	 9L4i}ES	 44 12500 68 ,3 68,9 69 1-13.°9 !2 71.3 47 1 . 0 . 71.1 71.2 68 . 9 69 . 2 7 1:0 ?2 1 1 7 192 67.9 64 40 63.5 1240)
16000 66.1 661-1 661? ?7 11,2 68,1, 6.7 1 9 6 9 ,4 73,3 6518 67.1 68!6 59,9 68
*1 . 65 , 6 66# 9 63,1 124.7
20000 62.7 639 7 641 6 5218 65.0 64 1 7 64.8 74,0 63.6 64,7 63!9 b6,7 64,8 65.5 65Pi 62#9 121.6

































99.6 101,0 1021! 143 1 8 103;3 101;6 10z• 3 1004 5 100• .8 100, 7 101 . 104 1-3 102,6 101* 5 101.5! 97.7
32+
GWf^d ^.;.'-..^--^^^.. 't^•e:Xv .4 ... ^iti#`^..laa'."'atl: _.^.x'a;weu w..c^...^ici5ir1xx,.:,a:,:.s:n.,.»_.un.^.;:.-:.,:..w^_.^u.;^'b^=^-;=^.^^^:zrWkd^,,..:s1:rau ^m_^ecr.,,-.^_ .—^s,.,•d
	 h^	 _ _a
'o
PAGE FULL SCALE DATA REDUCT ION PROGN AM PROC	 DATE MONT"	 a PAY 14 We 918
MXDtL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS {59, DEO, F, 70 ptkeeNT REL.. "U"6 DAY)

















5p 78.9 79@e 77td 19 11 70.0 7891 78.0 78.0 77 1 9 17.0 74.2 7599 75@7 76•'3 7596 81@6 127.3
63 74,2 73,9 . 76 1 9 1 411 80:3 73.0 75 f e 70.1 70,8 74,0 70:;7 11 1 3 73.1 73.0 72.9 80@7 12413
9ADIAL 100.1
	
FT, 80 70::7 7x.7 7116 10 1 7
. 71,5: 69 1 2 68 , S 68,3 70,6 60 9 6 6767.0 66r6 68 9 5 67.4 76,5 119,8
(	 309:	 M) 100 71,1 71.2 70. 1 59 1 2 67.0 6810 68.2 65x6 64.9 67,2 68.5 68,9 67, 0 67.9 .69.6 78,4 iid.5
VEHICLE ATT 125 68,4 67,3 66 1 Y ?615 88 .3 66 1 0 67 .2 65.0 66.0 65.4 65.0 e7.1 68,3 68.3 7 0x0 72,8
CONFIC T%O- 160 8flr0 74 9 1 . 700 12j8 8Q,7 77 1 6 76,1 68'@e 19.7 74,8 7906 77 1 8 Its? 80.r8 79.t 76,4 128,5
LOC	 PTO 200 67 9 2 67.2 6616 6?.13 68 1 1 65f0 67@3 65.1 66 1 1 65.1 65.7 66,9 66,2 60,8 67,6 69.6 11700
C'ATf 7 /16/74 250 %00 71.2 70! g 1 1:1 71 ! 0 6414 71.2 64,0 6710 67@3 66. 9 a8, 0 69.2 70r0 68,8 68,7 11g.3
NUN	 325 315 77x2 72@8'
.
7410 16 12 81.9 8111 84.4 8391 81.9 81ol 77 ! 5 1 0@2 79.1 79,0 76,4 7307 130.7
CAPE S3135 400 7.012 72,9 76 1 1 13 1 4 78;1 77 1 2 74.3 72, 8 71,8 74.0 67,1 13 1 9. 75.2 75.1 70,7 . 70.6 124.5
64R	 29 -D.HG 500 75,6 8097 8717 o9 i0 90;6. 9012 8y,$ 84,8 82 ! 6 66,2 73;9 65 1 7 87.0 85,5 77.6 80.7 136.0
(97996• N/M2') 63'(! 9092 88 11 8214 9629 6 '5 61 87 13 9 302 90,3 9090 84 ,3 86. a (18 6 5 56.2 90, 0 89,= 84.0 134,0
TAMB	 69v !DEG F 800 a. s2 84 0 2. 83.0 + 912 . 9 1.8 929 8 9191 91.8 89 9 8 93.1 8217 tS7 9 .3 83@1 68.1 8p @ p 8160 139.9
(29 3, DEG 9) 1000 84.1 82.3 85 1 L 84 6 86, 1 6 e613 88.3 87.1 8711 83.4 81!0 8192 8 0,4 79.0 77@1 74 9 1 134,9
NET
	
61, .DES F 1254 84.2 86.0 89,0 e1y. 1 4 46.2 89 1 !1 88.2 8560 81!1 B i.3 80.6 8292 83.4 79.0 8210 76.8 135.2
-	 (2.890 DEG K) 1600 8#, 3 89,1 891 i dI6 56.2 87t0 89,4 830 9 81.3 83.2 79.7 X1,1 8 2.6 191:0 80,e 72.0 134.8
14ACTit'.53 6MIM3 2000 89.2 91.6 . 89 1 V 0 4(7 87,3 8g t 1 .80.4 839.9 81.3 79.5 79.9 Ogps g 81.4'3 799 1 77.1 75.0 134.3
(,01153 KG/M3) 2500 89 .0 89,0, 87 19 8615 85.7 86 1 7 63.2 81,8 81.8 74 @ 3 76-s ^W^2 78, 1 77 9 8 77.8 73,5 133.3
NFA 9579 ^.RPN 315Q 8.6,2 87 95 $7 11 8. 1 5 eg ;3 8 3, 9 84,5 8291: 79,1 -.78,6 74.7 7914 75,4 74 .9 74,1 71,0 162.6
(1003 RAU/SEC.. 400.0 09,2 9 0,2 88 (9 1414 83.9 83(0 83,3 8191 79.3 77.3 75;6 1792 7;91 7296 73.6 70.8 13285	 'k
NFK 9492. RPM 5Q0fl 86. .k 8668 879 3 ')917 87,.2' 84.0 84.6 80 1 5 0062 78,5 17.l 17!6 77r4 74.0 74,i 69,2 13311(	 094 4 .RADlSEC) 6300 .66j4 86,4 84.S x4 1 1 03:2. 81 1 2 Rio 77,5 78 ! 7 75,4 73.9 5 1 6 73,5 74,1 7'5,1 7©.3 130,9
NFU10628 ...ROM 8000 64,6 84.6. 8 41U 8210 81.1. 7911 80.6 76 .2 7 +5.3 740 72..11 15 91 7 2.4 70.3 73,x: 66,9 130,1
(1113,. RAD/SEC.)10000 82.5 82@3 79 t i /807 .78.2 77 ! 4 7695 74.0 73 ! 0 70.5 69.9 9091 69.2 6791 68.0 6910 127.5
NQ. OF BLADES	 44 :12500 77,1 78,04 . 75 1 7 i3I6 15,1. 73!7 73.0 72..1 70.8 69.4 67 1 $ 7 0.1 68 ,0 64,2 66,0 64.0 125@.7 a
16000 73,1 73. 7111 !u15, 7 0..9 69.7 71,2 7510 88.0 67, 1 65 1 4 69 9 0 Wi,e 63.9 65,0 by ,T 125,9 ^	 a
20000 68.9 69.0 67 1 7 !0!2 6607 65 1 7 69@0 76.9 7 674 65,9 6202. 4690 6 2119 44.5 65.4 +66.6 127,7 {




98,8 98 ! 0 9991 98.2 960 9695 92!1 95.0 94.0 94x9 93.8 96.8 1
OVERALL CALCULATED 98.4 98,9 98.6 98 1 7 98,9 9793 96.0. 96.7 90.6 9495 93,7 9495 92.6 90,6 146.9
PND8 111. 5 112.3 11112 1;419 iloA 104 1 7 109.3 i07@ 0 1059 8 1C?• 9 1010 14 4 95 103 r6 103.5 102.0 9992
k„ I
ti, ,
PACE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PR0gj AM, PROC..DATE - MONT"	 8 DAY 14 14R, 994
M^DtL S OUND LEVELS ( 59,	 DEG,. PRESSURE F. 70 PIACENT #i8L 9 NUM. DAY)





20 1	30.	 4 0.	 30.
:}(il^?2)^0^70f:IO,87}(1.0.3'i,
60	 701	 a0.
)tl ! 2^Z1t1, 4 01 .(i157 )(i ! 7"5)(
t0.	 10U t^	 110, 120 9
1 1 42)(2909')12.271(2.44_)121621(
130 9 1401	 f5p, PML
?iD ►
50 79.8 8O.B 7B!4 i9(x 79.8 77,9 79.2 7798 ' 77!7 77,3 75!6 1610 75.9 76.6 75.3 810. 127.6
e 63 74:,B 74.7 76t! 1 114 19 .8 77.#! 72.9 70.1 71.9 74.3 723 ?3.9 72.n 73 ► 0 73.5 76,9 124,5r
RADIAL lo.a.	 FT, 80 7Q. 9 7 72.6 7 11 3 1010 7 0.5 68 ' 3 6947 68,7 70.5 69.9 68 ! 6 07 ! 5 6696 68.6 68.2 75.4 11986
(	 30,	 14) 100 7 0.2 6810 69 1 8 66 1 1 66.6. 66
2
8 6 9 92 66 ! 7 66th 66.3 67 . 4 08.7 67,9 67.9 67 n tp 73.7 117.9
VEHICLE ATT 125 66.5 67.0. 661U "07 14 68 .0 67.1 6D.4 67,2 63.3 6595 a5!d 67 90 64,3 67. 0 69.6 72. 6 11751
CONFIG' T%O 160 70.9 7098 72 ! i 17(3 72 9 6 721,6 71.8 72,8 70 1 6 70.0 7 0!4 699 7 7Q,g 72.4 70.6 76.4 122,2
LOC	 PTO 200 74.2 74,0 76 t U ;9 1 3 75;7 70 73,9 76.1 72 ' 9 73 .0 7218 7 0 1 6 71.2 73.6 .70,9 78.1 124;5
MATE 7%16174 250 68.9 69,8 .69 1 6 64;2 68.8 68 1 0 69.2 6699 65.7 66:2 66 1 3 81 1 1 70,2 70,0 68.3 68x9 118.3
RUN	 326 315 69.•2 6 9 .0 7 117 !114 71 0 9 69 1 9 7 0.1 69 91 66 t0 6795 6846 719 9 72.3 72, 0 70,7 70,8 12095
TAPE 53135 4Op 70,0 72 1 9 74 t H 1 1)114 71 1 8 7D} 0 7.2.1 67 9 9 69.1 64:2 69.6 13:0 73,3 72,8 70.6 69,7. 121.4
BAR
	
29.0 Hs 500 71,0 74 9 8 73 1 3 9 311 73.7 711 7 72.0 71. 8 70.8 70 9 9 70,3. 72 9 6 71 9 4 77.6 75,3 73:4 123,5
-	 (97946. N/M21 630 70,1 73.2 741 7 15;4 73.9 71 1 3 7 1.2 70.4 64.9 7 6 6 71!^ 3110 7 2 94 Tarp 7491 72.1 12x.4
TAHB
	
69. DEG F 800 72,2 73,0.. 75!! 1 712 73.7 72 1 8 7.3. 9 6 72 9 1 72,0 71.3 7 0,.6 11 , 9 71,1 7x.9 72 . 6 70 9 9 122.9f	 (243. DEG K) 1000 73.1 72.9 74.1 ►5;3
-
74.? 7390 .73.4 74,0 73.0 73.4 7 1,8 74 92 73.5 7299 73.1 71,9 123.7
7WET	 61. :DEG F 1250 72 9 9 7590 76 1 7 76.= 75 1 9 7593 73 . 1 7311 74.s 7Z . 7 7¢ i 2 73 . 3 1598 7'4.6 71 90 123,5
( 289 . DEG X) 1600 73.1 7,4, 0 7611 1716 75;6.. 73,9 74,4 72.8 72!2 72.4 72.5. 36,2 75.3 74.0 73.7 69.1 1x4.8
i ACTiir53 GMIM3 20DO 73.1 7691 78 1 1' 16 1 6 79 .1 7590 7'3,1 72,9 7493 .73.5 73;3 7; i 5 74,5 76.0 77,1 73.1 126,3
(.011 53 KG/M3) 250.0 74,1 76 4 9 77 1 ? °.i12 8400 76 1 a 76.9 73,.9 76t9 79.0 74!6 i8s1 76.2 77.8 78.0 .7299 127,8
NFAID752. RPM 3150 73; 9 4 74,1 79 t 1 n016 79.3 . 76,6 8093 77.2 77.1 75.2 74;11 1 013 77 .3 75 .9 7398 %,1 120.5
(11269 RADISEC) 4000 771 7'799 800 !i!1 80.0 78'6 7792 75.7 76.0 76,3 75;i 79 9 1 8013 70 !0 1177. 74,8 129.1
NFK10655, RPM 5.00.0 75,5 76,0 79 1 0 064 !F0	 4. 77,4 78,5 77,4 78.5 78,5 76.j. 63.2 81.6 77,2 711.4 7 6.0 136.4
11116, RAD/5EC) 6300 7 3..6 76.1 77.ti 1 1 : 6 60.3 75,4 77,3 7394 . 77 ' 3 7'3.4 75 , 0 77 9 6 76#3 75.1 76.2 71.3 127.9
NF^11p62B, Kpft 8000 73,7 76,0 77 1 1 ) j =B 77.2 7510 70.6 78 9 3 75 ' 3 76,6 78:1 61 1 3 77 9 4 74,2 77,2 70.2 12997i
(1113 . R:AD/SEC)x0G00 71.3 72 9 3 73 1 Y / s. ! 5 74.2 72 ' 6 73.4 7293 72.D 71.4 71 , 4 14 ' 1 72.2. 64.9 71.1 67 9 2 12594
NO,o	 OF BLADES	 44 12500 68.1 68,9 69 1 8 !6,3 7 290 69 17 7x,3 71,1
: 69.1 69.4 68:7 12!2 .7 1 .3 6790 6894 63.1 124.3
1;6900' 66.1, 66.1 66! I 2711 65,6 6519 6Y .2 7196 67! 9 6792 66:7 1Q!O 68 9 9 65,8 66.9 64x6 126.4
20000 62.8 63s6 64 1 5 621 4 65.8 63 ' 13 67.8 74. 8 67 ' 6 6.$ 9 9 63!1 T7,8 67.9 65s8 63.! 66.6 126.8
-













80.1 139,9OVERALL CALCULATED 8794 68 9 6 90 t 41 l2 96 9 7 8e,4 89.0 86,0 87.5 M









-^;.,.b. .t. 9999 .. ._:c^k..:S.i,::Ctin 9999 v,^..^-. s^..axv..^`r:a ^•,t 1999._. ^:, .._ .. .: ^.:. 	.., 6619.:.. _., .,a ._..-.-'.^ .. 	 ^...^ i .. 9999 Hi ,e^._	 ..M:^. ^»_ ..s.,....a-w,...x.ra;.k^v^t8s%L^i16¢:;t:1w:k.W.^ ifYil Siw	 ^1
f^. PAGE.1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUC T ION PROGRAM PROC, OATS MONTH	8 DAY 14 HR, 9,8
MU' DEL SOUND PRESSURE LMLS (51+, BEG, f, 70 PtRCENT REL, HUM. 1}AY)
ANOLE5 FmOi1 INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADUNS)
}
FRkO,








[1 ^ ?	 ( 1 , 421(2.09112 1 27 1(2.4^1fx,b2 ) I




78,8 81:1 77 ! 7 79 l 0 78,;7 7718 78.1 77.7 • 76.8 75,9 73.4 8. 74, 74 ► 9 7596 74x7 B1 9 6 124.9
63 74.8 75,1 .7611 % 414 . 79,9 76 1 6 729 9 70.8 70.8 74,3 71!7 i2t1 72!2 730 72.4 80 9 7 124~7
RADIAL 100.	 FT 9 8:0 71.4 7216 71. 1.4 69 1 9 7 0,6 69,4 60 1 6 6795 70..5 69,6 66.9 66!4 66.0 68.5 60.7 76,4 119.6
(	 30,	 M:) 100 71,7 . 72,1 71:7 69,1 67,4 6.7.4 64. 0 65.4 66,7 68.2 67.$ 69 9 8 68.9 6799 70.6 74.8 119:0
VEHICLE ATT 125 68.2 68,4 67 1 ? e ,	7 67 0 4 6690 67.4 65,3 6513 66,2 6516 97 9 1 6896 6812 64,8 72.8 117.!
CONFI.G T%0 160 73,6 77.1 72,7 E510 78,7 75 1 8 76,6 71,8 76.8 74 9 8 78.4' 72 9 9 80.7 7996 77.0 75 1 5 127.
LOC	 PTO 200 67,2 6792 66 1 ? 2715 68.8 66 1 0 61191 65,9 65 1 8 63.2. 64;6 66 1 0 67 9 9 67.7 66,7 49,5 life,
BATE 7116174 250 .70 1 9 72.1 709 1 9312 70.8 69.9 71,2 68,0 67 1 0 67,1 66.4 60!0 6912 70,0 68.6 69;6 11982
OiUN	 328 315 7 2.0 75.3 761? 78 16 79 62 77,1 80.1 7891 79:1 75.2 71.5 7 3.8 75 9 2 76.0 76.51 72 9 7 127.2
TAPE 53135 400 70.0 .72,1 74 1 V f51275'0 78 1 0 7'3..3 75.8 72.1 7'5".1 48.6 i3, 1 7594 7699 71.7 72,9 124.4
RAR
	
29 , 0 HG. 50U 78.8 76.1 83 1 0 65:2 85.5 8997 66.8
-
87 ,7 62.0 67,0 77.i t13.6 67.0 88.5 50.> 83.7 139.1
(9.7996. N/M2) 63o 89.4 9 1,4 9019 04 24 87;1 89.1 9U.4 94.1 91.8 72.5 88 ! 4 0 7:4 87 1 2 9840 87 .i 8311 140.3
IAMB	 6 9 9 VEU f 800 83.3 83:4 0917 7015 9 0 . 8 96j1 93.x.89.3








87 , 8 Bp.2 64, 9 140.7
P (293, DEQ K) 1600 82.6 84,4 8$i1u °g17 a8 , 1 9 0 ,1 8690 85.3 80.0 75.1 77.0 136.1
75rET
	
b1..LJE4d F 1250 85.2 84i 91,i °013 92.9 91!3 9 0)..1 8792 B3 t2 83,6 00!4 1'5 4,2 8 1.91 91.1 81.1 7617 13`1.6
(.289,, DEG K) 16Q0 86,4 89 8 ,3 9011 9015 89 .1 87x1 86.2 85.0 84!2 83..g0 $ 1 277.E 8 1,4 83.1 79,2 769.0 13508
R ACT11.53 6N/N3 2000 9 4,2 94.6 9019 91 7:4 91.0 9 0 .1 81~16 84.3 83 . 1 79 .5 77;7 8 0 9 2 8093 78.4 77.i 75.0 136.6
(+0 :1153 KG/M3) 2500 90,9 92 9 1 87t y 08 12 88.7 89 9 0 8691 828399 00.4 78.4 19.2 8091 7808 7800 7388 13'594
° NFk 9508. RPM 3150 8892 8894 88 'tu 7 14 8500 85 1 4 85.5 84.2 62! 1 8004 75.8 10 2 76.2 75.9 75. 5 71.8 133.7
( 995, RAU/SEC) 4000 91.1 9 0.1 88.1 6 S9t1 54.8 8 4.18 84,1 8299 81 ! 0 77 1 4 76.7 i7 1 1 77,0 739 9 73.5 72.7 133.7
NFK 9422, RPM' 5000 87.4 87,7 80 9 0 V14. 88.1 85 1 2 87 9 4 62 9 4 82.2 79,8 76 !- 77,5 74.1 75.3 70.7 134.3
fi 9a6 ,RA•D-fSECk 63:00 67.3 88,6 85 j 6 n3 1 8 85;3 82 , 5 82,4 7913 79 . 2 76 98 75 ! 0 7 7,4 77 9 5 74 .1 75.0 70 . 0 132.2
NFDi0 628 , RPM. 8100 55.2 86 ,5 8491 6215 82.1 8013 82.4 7992 77.2 75 ..4 73!6 ►5.5 74,1 71.5 72.2 67 .2 13141
(1113. RAO SEC/	 )10040 8 3.1 83,7 8	 r30. /9. 7. a 0 , 4 78.2 78,5 74.3 7.3.9 72.6 69.9 J192 7 0 . 7 66.1 6892 66.2 128.6
N0,	 OF	 8,1L7E5.	44 12500 79.0 74.2 7617 +'r,4 73;8 75.1 73.0 72,1 7.4!8 70.4 68.4 ~090 69.G 5590 66.7. 54 i 1 126.7
1600.0 7511 75.9 72 * 0 /173 72 - 0 72.0 72.0 72,8 58.9 67 1 0 65,4 67 1 8 66.,4 64.7 65,6 64 8 6 126 r0
200:00 69.9 7190 6993 e7 11 67.8 67 1 ¢ 69,E 72.6 67.8 6599 64.2 996!7 66 90 65+b 65.6 66.9 120.at OVERALL MEASURED 100
. 2.100,4 99!7 y9l1 x00.0 100!9 9ii . 1. 9798 96!8 97,396 ,5




9 3 , 7
91.7
98.7
91,6OVERALL CALCULATED 9.9 100 .7 500!4 !?11 .99.9 10019 99.5 96.2 76.8 95.2 74.1 140.0
PkDa 113 . 0 11 3.6 112!.0 111(8 113.7 111! 9 110+ 2 108 ' .4 106 . 9 106 .1 104 1 3 1174.6 ;04.i 10490 102, 0 1D092
No PAC,E.1. PULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PR08KAM
"
PROC. DATE -	 QNTK	 6 {)A7	 14 HR,. 9,9
Muth!. S.OUNp PRESSURE LEVtLS 45 y , DEG. F , 70 PtOCEO REL, HUM. DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES TAND"R4BIAHS)
0. 10. 200,
45 )(
3u, 4a, so,	 1501	 701	 80 1 90,
, 57 1( 1
10 U 	 11#1,
* ? 1(1,921(Z.091c2.27)
120, 130. 14 0 4
+4)(2,62)(
130, PWL	 1
)FREQ,.(01 )(0.17)( 0,0 1 ?2)(0.70)(O,b r lti.05lti.221t1. 4 D T ( i ;2.
5.0 7961 96 0.1 77 1 1 'I9 1 9 78,8 76 1 h 77.8 7717 761$ 75.1. 73!3 74 4 7 74,7 75.8 74.7 81.7 126.8
' 63 75,1 76,2 77 1 U 1514 80.1 75,7 73.1 70.9 71.0 74,2 71: 4 71,8 73 02 73.0 73.6 79,9 124,6
HADIAL 10a. FT. 80. 71,5 72.7 71.4 6919 70;4 68,3 64.7 67,3 69.4 66,8 67.2 06.7 66,5 68.4 67,4 77,4 119.6
(	 30, M!. 100 72,1 71,,8 710 We 66,9 68,.2 69 ,7 65, 9 67.0 613.3 68+3 69,7 68 n 1 67.7 69,7 73,4 111.1
VEHICLE ATT 125 68,1 69,1 68.11 c 7 +,3 67,2 66 j o 68.4 66.0 66.0 66.3 b5.6 oE.3 68 i 4 68.0 70 6 0 74.0 118,0
CONFIG T%U. 160 7519 77,8 721:4) 7 218 78.6 7648 8U•2 6 10 .6 75.5 75.2 77,5 78.6 81,7 79.6 73.7 74x6 127.7..
LOC	 PTO 200 67s1 67151 66 1 0 67l4 68,8 66 1 9 68,3 65,$ 65 ! f 65.4 64;0 67 #1 69, 0 67,7 66.9 69.8 117.0
GATE 7/160 4 250 71,2 7 1.<f 711j '111 7v,9 69 1 9 Z1.3 7a.9 67.9 66.i 67.3 o01 1 69,2 70.0 6611 60.7 11 .7
wi	 3?, 9 315 79,0 76:0 .77 1 4 413 83,1 8 311 8a•1 86 ,1 83! 9 82.3 7917 ia,2 79,0 8 0 ► 1 17.4 75, 9 132.4
rtAPt: S3L35 400 70 6 0 73,9 77191. 1 615 81,1 79 1 0 76,3 7710 73 1 8 76x2 68,4 74,9 73.9 73.0 70 1 9 69,9 126,1
&AR	 29.0 RG $00 72,6 83.0 871 6. !6 !i 92.6 9 1 1 86,9 88.8 96'.7 87,2 75 1 i^ d#,7 87,5 93 95 74 t i 76.4 137,sf	
(97996, NO2.) 630 86.1 8213 85 1 9) 44 14 84;9 8 391 93. 4 88.2 88,1 84,4 77.9 01,2 86,^ 86.3 86.1 84,1 137.7
TA4P	 67. DEG.F 500 85 , 0 79.0 79 1 8- '.4 .90.8 91 1.0 95.4 90.9 89.8 92.2 7915 1549 5 1 44 ,1 84.8 78.7 84. 9 140.1
-	 1293. DEG W 1 1000. 8314 84,1 931. D
n$
415 8 7.3 85. 1 1 88.5 87,4 87.1 82,4 79 6 1 83.3 60.4 76.2 76.d 73.9 134.9r
TWET
	 60, DEG 'F 1250 87.3 $9,1 8811 16't5 83.9 87, 9 89 16 831U 19,2 8 0.5 77!11 ", 0 81,1 79.9 110.1 7'1.9 13403
1289 . -0EIi NI 1600 88.0 9 060 9111 °i6 85.2 86.3 86.6 8311 80+0 90.5 77.4 8 113 81.2 8 0 . 3 49.2 7x.9 137.6
MACT11t22 G!! / M3: 2000. 86.4 92,1 88 1 ,E °SS7 F1.6.3 86,2 8.7 .6 8311 81!3 79,8 . 7460 81..4 79,5 79.3 1`6.6 73,7 134,3.
(.01122 KG/M4) 2ti00 87.1 9 010 87x6 0 614 8.6,9 86 1 9 89.2 80.8 80.7 .78,1 76 1 7 18 9 1 76 77.7 77.7 72.5 133.6.
9V	 A	 75.78. RPM 3150 86.2 87.8 8712 E516 84.3 85.1 84,5 81.4 7991 71 * 9 73.6 78,4
:0
75.6 7411, 75.0 70 ,8 132.1
(1603. RAD/SEC) 4000 89,0 $0 4 8 860 x6 12 83,8 8301 82.0 80,9 77.8 74•.3 74.0 77 0 74.9 72.7 7'3.6 7p^.6 231.8
niTK 9505. RPM 5000 85,5 86,2 871 8418 86.4 8312 93.6 90 1 8 79 1 2 78,5 75 1 $ 78,2 76,3 74.2 74.7 81.0 332.5
'	 (	 995. R'AO/SEC) 6300 85.6 86,5 8413 !21 9 82.2 80: 9 3 80,7 77 ,3 77.5 74,8 74!'0 18 9 3 7s• 7311 74,1, 69,1 138,5
'	 KFa10628, RPM 8000 8315 8315 82! 4 1018 8. p ,2 78 1 5 80,6 77,3 75 9 4 74,7 72 1 6 37,7 73.5 70,0 71. 1/ 66,9 12.16
cfi13. 9tAD/5t:t;}1G000 8) 1 5 81.4 7991 1 7 1 7 78,E 76 1 3 76,5 73,4 72.0 711 4 69,b ^3J3 69 i 4 68,0 68,2 64,9 127,2
NO * OF BO DES 44 12560 77.5 7$ ,1 7 5119 7 311 7 4.1 7311 73.4 :71,0 69.9 69 .3 67 1 4 69, 0 67,3 b4.8 66.9 63.0 125.2.
8	 01 ao 74. 1 73.8 72 ! 6 )011 71.1 69 1:0 71,3 73.0 67x9 68.2' 6514 67,9 66. 0 64.2 65,4 62,1 125.3
20000 6910 68.8 6716 0611 66.? 65 1 6 6961 74x7 67.7 6608 62 4 5 06 f 0 67.8 63.8 6167 63.5 128,1
OVERALL MEA$URE#^: 47.9 99.2 9$ ! / 4612 98.7 9 71+1 10t1 . 6 97.2 45.8 96.4 9 1.4 4512 94,0 93,8 93.4 9867
OVERALL CALCULATED 97.6 99.0 9813 !719 98.6 98 13 100.3 97.0 95 . 7 95.6 8915 44.6 93,6 93.0 90eZ 9069 146.8





PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROVN'RM PROC, DATE MONTV	0 AY 14 HR. 10,1
MUUSL SOUND PRESSURE LEVkLS	 [ 5 9► ! 	 UE j.	 Ta Pt_;!#GENT REL. HUM; DAY)
ANGL€S FROM 1NLET IN UORESS (ANO 6AD14NS)
E^!








a.70 ) [0,8^)[1 t 0^)[1.22 )(i r 40 1 [ 1 t 51 )( 1. ?
6p	 7p:	 8 0! 9 1p0	 110.
?[i:92}[2.x9)(2,2,




50 78.7 7 9 ,7 77 9 7 1d 12 77;7 77 1 5 79,1 76,9 76;6 75,2 73 7 /4,8 76,a 7b.6 74.7 81.9 126.7
63 74,0 73.2 76!! % s[1 x 0.8 77 1 0 7290 7 1,0 70!2 74,0 70 1 4 1 191 71ta 72.! 71.(168.3
7908 124,4



































125 69:p 69,2 6B l u o9 1 3 6x9 6Tl1 67.2 65.0 65.2 65.5 63l &8 11 68,5 68.2 69 .1 73.0 10.1
CONFIG T%0 160 74:.8 68 ,1 67si 1 11 9 68'0 71 9 7 69,2 66,9 67.7 67.3 67.2 / 2 ! 6 7 2.a 74.5 74.6 73,5 12009
L.OG
	
PTO 200 69,2 69.3 687 68 1 4 69,0 67 1 9 68,0 66,2 64.Z 64,5 63!4 e5.8 63,3 67:0 66,i 116.6
DATE 7716/74 250 74.9 75.3 74 1 y f3l1 74 ,1 72 1 9 7'3.0 71,,1 67.8 66 i 2 67 1 4 12:9 7p, 2 71.3 69.7 69.0 121.2
` RUN	 338 3!y 76.9 78 ► 0 76t 1 / 6 r1 81.0 78!0 8 2.2 81,1 7.2.8 69,375,4
77;i
73! 7






























1 q .a 80.9 80,8 86.6 78.5 132.4E3 AR 	29 ,0
;97996,
HG
N/M2y 630 a8.0 03.4 8 491 X916 99.3 95 3 44.2 92.3 9 1-v 82.6 9 1!0 ►`2.2 9 2.5 86 . 1 9 2. 9 90. 9 141.7 
TAHB	 67r DEG F e00 91x2 89 90 . 829 p213 94 .2 89!9 108. 9 94,9 96.8 8 8.1 138!7 9091 9 5.l 87,1 86.6
91,9 141.3
(29 3. DEG K) 1000 8 1.3 84,4 92e2 1516 98.3 9711 96 .1 90.3 41.3 86.7 8a;h 09.0 89,2 87.1 84.0 78.1
142,9
TWET






































95.4 95!1 13;5 9 4.3 91 ' 4 91.5 89.1 65.3 84.1 8 01 7 64.4 85.3 79.1 80.3! 75.9 139.8






































5088 9 3..5 43,3 44,3 1;21 7 44 .2 9 1!4 91.5 87,5 87.4 85,5 8 1; 4 6 0,5 8 0.6 78,4 76.i 72.2 139.9
4
	
442. RAD/SEC) 630b 92.3 93,6 91!C "0! 8 91.5 89:3 88,7 84.6 8'5!3 d1,9 79.1 78,7 77,4 76.4 74.9 72.5 13749
NF p30628 . - RPM 8000 9 1.'2 9 2.4 91; 1 t1 7}7 89,2 86 1 3 89,5 8595 82 1 1 90:5 78.0 78.3 7'5,4 72.1 71.4 70.0 13.1.2
(1113,..i2 .AD /SEG)10RD0 9 x.3 90.5 87 ' 3 0616 66.3 85.0 85,4 81,2 50.2 76,8 74.9 14,1 72.2 70.2 70.i 68.3 130.1
NO,	 OF BLADES




131,916000 82..8 8 2,8 8011 19,3 13u.0 78}1 79,0 7793 73.6 72:0 68!6 09 ,1 67.2 64.+8






























9'1 4 6 1'52.0





PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGttAM
"
PROC,	 DATE . MONTH 8 DAY 14 HR,	 10.2
M1YSL
^'"
SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (S y .	 DEG, F,	 70 PegCENT REL, HUM. DAY)






){0,17)(0.3 5 !(U4^2f(0.70)(0,47f(1 l p
3u, 40,	 50, 60	 y0f	 80 !	90
1 51J)11 1 22)(1,40)( )(L,?^)(1 1 9 21(2 1 09)(2,2 7 )(2,44)




50 73.8 74,9 731, 7 411 73.5 7218 72. 9 72.6 •7  8 71.1 69.2 700 70,0 69,4 79,5 7i.2 122.1
! 63 72.0 7 1,2 75; 8 /ii4 79,8 76 2 0 72,3 66,8 6891 73.1 69,6 7 0,1 4713 69,0 66.9 76,4 122.6
RADIAL
	 190,	 FT, 80 66.7 67,5 6523 65 . 6 64.6 64 1 3 65.6 64,4 64 1' 2 64,8 64,3 6 4,6 6 1,8 62,5 63,2 73,3 115.4
(	 30•	 M) 100 67.8 66,4 66, 8 0515 65,9 64 1 9 65,fl 63.0 6500 65,0 65 . 4 o6,p 64,9 63. 7 63,6 7 i. 7 113,.5
VEWICLE ATT 125 69.1 70,1 69,1 7213 70.0 68 1 9 71,5 65.1 67.2 63.5 64;7 b_80 6584 63, 9 65,5 69,6 117.8r
GONFIG Tio 160 64 +7 6417 6517 0 411 63,5 62" 8 64. 9 62.9 621 7 61.2 60!3 0 3,7 42,7 63.8' 62,7 67x4 11.3#4
LOC	 PTO 2:00 7 001 7 1.0 69 1 4 M 87 0 61 1 6 61,3 63,8 82,0 6215 5996 0 1,0 6 1.2 63.7 62.1' 6419 114;7
DATE 7/16174 250 76,7 76,9 7 4th X 412 7 4.2 7111 7 2 02 69.1 68.B 66, i 64;5 85 1 1 66,8 65,9 86,9 66,3 120.1
RUN	 331 315 74.2 75,1 741y 7 413 79.0 72 1 6 72.2 69.9 6790 58,1 65;4 06.0 65,9 65,7 63.9 65,9 120x2
r^ TAPE 53135 400 74.2 74,2 731 7 111 7 1. 9 7 01 7 70,2 67,9 8619 6^,4 6316 a$ ( .0 65,9 65,8 67,9 64,9 116.7
GAR
	
29 ,0 HG 5.00 74.4 75 9 0 75.% 7 416 74.6 7 116 71,1 68,8 66.8 83,1 64 1 3 6 7,8 64,9 66.7 67,3 66,7 120.1v
r (98030. N/M2) 630 83,1 81,3 8	 iOt' 3i3 1 3 83 ,1 975 1. 78.5 76,1 74 1 0 7S 6,. 7	 +b1._ 15 4! T2, 1 72, 0 73.9 71,1 127.7
IAMB	 64, DEG F 8.00 81.0 82,2 OW i-4l2 78 ,1 8111 81,3 75, 9 77.9 71,4 74;3 73x9 78,3 6919 73,.6 69,9 128;8
(29 1, DEG K) 10:00 81,1 82.1 84 1 ; n2 s4 d0.3 8211 78,4 73. 9 7 1,6 7 0! 6 % 3.2
82, 4
80,5 7 3,3 71 . 1 7x.1 69.4 126+2
TWET
	
59, DE(i F 1250 86.2 4 0,4 88 1 0 0213 86.1 85 1 8 81,2 79,0 77,3 75 .6 14 12 79 1 3 74 1 8 72.7 7013 132.1
(288. DEG K) 1600 83,9 89. 1 8 9 " 8 4313 85.9 83 1 2 82,5 78,3 73.9 76.5 735 1 413 73,1 72 0 0 7 3 . 0 60 .1 131.5
M ACT11.36 GMJN3 2000 86.3 85,2 87 1 2 05 16 64.0 84,0 83.7 79.4 75 1 9 73 .2 7213 Ni l 7 3-,3 72 . 2 71,,8 6903 131.6
(.01136 KG/M3) 2'500 88.9 89,3 87 1 9 4 13 85.7 84 1 8 83,2 80,2 78.1 7 514, 7215 x 318 7 2e0 71.9 71,0 69.1 132.0
NFA 7475, RPM 3150 89,2 90,2 89 r 2 60,3 85,9 85.0 $3,4 81+1 77 .3 74 1 5 7 1; 5 7 311 71.,3 69.9 7 0,0 68 .1 132.5
(	 783, RAD/SEC) 4000 93. 1 9 3,8 91ta 89 12 87.0 8 41 7 84,9 80.9 71118 75,9 73!'3 73+8 72r8 7917 79.6 1916 134.>
NFK 7439, RPM 5000 42.4 93.3 4315 8916 92.5 89,1 8916 84 9 2 82,4 79,5 7607 78,6 76,3 73.2 73,8 69 1 1 137,6
(	 779, RAD/SEC) 6300 91,6 0304 9115 89 1 7 90 ; 1 87 1 4 85.8 81.2 61 1 2 76,6 73;7 14 1 2 72.4 71,0 79.2 64,4 136,0
e. NFO1p628. RPM 8000 92.2 92,5 913} °8:13 69.2 87 1 4 81.4 84.3 80,3 78,4 74; d 1 4,3 72 92 69,9 68;9 68,0 138.1












	 44 125 00 88,3 85 17 x5 1 0 85;9 84,8 84.4 80.7 78.2 75,3 70!6 7p t 1 68,1
16000 83,8 84,9 8.1,D d112 81,8 BO ;B 82,0 78.7 74.6 72.2 67;4 OBt2 66,8 64,5 63,4 63,5 13318
20000 79,6 78.7 7714 / 5;7 76,6 75 1 6 75 0 9 74.1 6 7016 67,7 6212 63 1 9 6498 6414 63,2 63.3 13143
OV=HALL MEASURED 101.1 102.2 100t r y^11 99,0 96 1 i 96 ' i 93,2 9211 89,8 8713 69 1 1 a' $694 6810 93,5
OVER ALL' CALCULATED 101.0 10210 L00"^ 18 1 3 99,0 97 1 1 9'6.5 92,6 90 t 6 88 1 3 55 ! b 81,5 86,4 83,8 84,1 134,4 149;9










PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROgt AM MO'-t	 8PROC, DATE -	 NK DAY 14 HR, 10,2
M^4!L POUND PRESSURE L1:-VtLS Mo	 DEC, F^ 70 PhOdENT RELs NUM, DAY)




10,	 20 1	3u,	 40.	 591.




Ci , 4p )[1, 57 )(
1001	 110,
1,^y')[ 1 - 92I[2109}[2 1 27)(2 1 4^)Z2 t 62




30 77.7 78,8 77- ti 1919 8'0 ► 0 79 7 79,77.8 771B 75r8 75,4 7B-7 7690 80,Q 78,6 79,8 12801
63 71,9 70,2 75 t j !1)3 79,9 76 11 71.3 660 69..0 73,1 69,4 60 t 9 66.2 6a.s 49.9 75,6 127,.6
RADIAL 100- PTr Btl 67,7 bB,S 6810 661$ i6;6 64-5 6407 63 . . 8 6 51 6 65.9 64,2. 6.2;7 Si t ? 63,7 64.2 73. 11'3;8
[	 309	 M) 100 68.8 69.1 69.7 07 13 67.7 6414 64.3 64,8 62.9 67,5 64;5 57 11 66,9 65t8 67,4 71, 116,6
VEHICLE ATT 125 7 1,'1 68 ,2 6999 D 0 14 7 0.2 67 15 63.3 66,5 69,2 64 9 3 62,6 68.115 70, 1 69,0 68:1 0 70, 8 111.0
^ONFIG T/0 160 70,0 66.0 6816 og 12 70,8 67.6 6 3, 9 66,7 7 Q,1 65.0 63;2 67,9 69 ,7 49.8 6796 68.4 617,9
LOC	 PTO 200 67,0 67 i 1 67-0 0514 66,Q 64-1 64,5 62,1 62 . 1 61,3 66r7 8219 82,9 64:2 62.9 63 0 9 113,7
DATE 7%16/ 74 250 7 1,1 71,0 72- 5 !01 4 70. 9 69 1 8 7p.Q 69,2 65.0 65,.3 64 1 f 58,2 65, D 67,8 64,6 6_6,8 116,2
RUN
	 333 315 70,.9 70;,0 711 7i,4 72.0 7 110 7 6,3 69,8 600 660 65!4 69 9 2 67. 1 68,9 66.2 6.6.6 119;1
TAPE 5305 400 77.9 79,2 76 1 u 60 1 4 78 ,1 76,1 70.5 73,8 8 0.0 8 0,2 76,8 8 0 1 3 78 ,4 75.8 73,f 74,6 125,3BAR
	 29,0 H6 500 82,6 77.7 751? 1511 86,9 85;5 8 0,2 7897 75-5 8 0.1 82;1 8 11 7 8Q.7 83.7 83.4 8 2,7 132,0(980.30. NiM2) 630 85.3 83,4 8814 8 113 89 11 90,u 8 43,4 88,2 90 ! 6 86,6 91.9' 89,3 86, 1 87.1 86.8 87.8 13:8.4
TAME	 64 , DEG F 800 82,1 83,2 8811 °414 8.0.2 88 1 1 88,2 87,8 88,8 86,1 g'0! 4 6tt0 8 `7 ,3 0708 83.7 83,6 137.3
(29 1. DEG 9) 1000 86,3 9 0.4 9111 !016 87..3 92.5 99' .4 94,0 9 0 .4 91,3 89.5 08-4 880 8301 82.1. 89.1 141.1
!WET
	
5?. AEG F 1250 93.8 9 2.2 9 4- 8 1 713 9 0.2 9 2 . 2 96.2 97.9 95,2 96.4 92;7 y'p,3 91. 0 04x9 85,6 8pr8 144.4
f288, DEG K) 1600 90,1 93.2 929? a9 16 69,2 9019 91,5 88.9 86..2 84.6 So -
;a
tlit3 8 511 78 . 3 80.9 70 0 8 138,1
H ACT11.36 QM/M3 2000 93,2 41.4 92- 5 e917 88.2 9 0- 3 9 6.3 91.0 B9 -2 8604 82:Q 0 3 92 8 2,1 8:Q • 2 8 0,3 74 0 7 138.4
(.01136 KGI"3) 2500 9 0:9 93.1 9 11 7 ! 113 89-.8 90!6 159 .0 6701 86.1 8 83,6E 7816 76,9 81, 0 77,1 75.6 73,8 137,4
NFA 8543, RPM 3150 91.1 92,4 °2: 2 09 1 7 69,.0 88.1 9 89,4 86.3 82 . 2 8 0.3 75 1 8 19,1 77,2 74,1 74.7 72.0 136.5
(	 894, RAD/SEC) 4000 95:.1 9.6,2 9 3
.
0 y 113 89.8 86, 1 8 87 9 4 85:0 8 411 84,3 77;4 76 9 9 76,9 73.9 73.,i 7208 13701
NFK 8302, RPM '3000 930'2 94,4 9411 !218 93;3 91.0 91.7 87.2 8694 83,4 79.9 60,5 79i.6 76..1 75,9 7101 139.5
[	 f0D t R&JV SSG) 4300 P3.5 94 ,6 02t 4 90 91.2 89;1 8.9,3 84,4 55 1 3 81.5 79;i
*
16.2 76 .6 76,3 74,9 72,2 138,1
NFf1;0428, RPM 8000 92.4 9 2,3 91,i !915 9 0 * 1 88 1 1 9 o.7 86 ,1 83.2 82,7 77,7 7e r1 76 i 2 73,0 72.0 69.8 1311.16
[1113. R AD7SEC:)1 p 000 91 .3 90. i 5 89;s 01 15 84 .0 87 1 Q 87.4 83,1 82,Q 79,6 7516 74.1 72, 2 70:,2 69,8 68.9 136.8
NO. OF 9LADE5
	
44 12500 87.1 87,0 84-8 0 314 84;2 83.07 83.4 80.1 78 1 1 77,2 7.1;5 iijS 69,9 660 866,8 66.0 134,2 fl
82.6 92.7 SjjS d0! 31 6000 79.8 78,7 80,3 77,7 74 1 5 72 4 8 68,4 08.5 66.,9 64,7 64.5 63.7 132;5
2.00.00 77,7 77 9 7 76ti ?419 75.4 731 4 73 .9 74x6 7016 b- 64!9 60.;3 65.5 65.4 65 ► 4 66„2 134.5
OVERALL MEASURED 102, 9 10 4 ,0 103'r l IU213 101 12 101! 8 102 .5 102•i 99 1 9 99,2 94. a98 1 5 Y519 96., 0 9500 4? .0
OVERALL CALCUL ATED 103.2 103,8 103t; 0215 161.2 10114 1(12 .5 10118 9919 90,4 98.1 y5 1 5 96, 2 93.7 93.0 9 2,.3 156;7!








9999. 9999. _.	 ...
___..
	




PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGNAM PNOC,	 DAiy MONTH	 6 DAY 14 HR,	 10.2
-" "XRSL SOUND PRESSURE LEVtLS (5Y,	 DE4, F,	 70 P#RCEryT REL, HUH! DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND




60,	 70,	 80,	 00.
i+ p5) 44122)(l•40)(1.57)t1ef^}t1!92)





50 80,9 81,8 80 1 1 - 5112 8 0 '.5 78 ! 7 79.0 78..1 77.7 75,1 72!4 9 3.7 77,4 8190 74,5 8'0.5 128.3
63 76.1 77,0 78 ! 9 16 1 4 80;8 77 } 1 73.3 71. 8 72 1 73.4 69;6 36,0
64,4
































63.5 7 2. 8 11601t	 3'0,
r	 VFH(CLE ATT
100
125 68,0 67,1 66 1 4 0716 66.0 65@3 65.3 64•.k1 69,1 63 6 4 64!6 66,0 65,2 6.6.2 68,0 7 1.0 116,3
CONFIG T%0 160 75.8 7560 731 9 00 1 9 69;9 7 21 72,11 73,5 7'4 ! 5 69,4 74!4 7 5@9 68,9 7496 75.6 73,3 173,3
LOC	 PTO 200 64,.8 64.9 65 1. 1 0 451 66.7 64 t 8 66,0 63+8 69.9 64.2 60!7;t
63.,9
72 1 1







120.7DATE 7/16/74 250 71+0 70,9 7114 72 t3 73. 8 72 1 0 72.4 70.0 71 ! 0 68 i 3 66 7 693
HUN	 334 315 77.1 75,9 81 1 1± 5311 85;98 82 1 0 84,4 81,9 78.8 7096 77-4 8 5 1 0 $192 79.8 79. 0 74,9 132,0
TAPE
BAR






































89.2 85@4 92 1 n y 0!4 92.0 94,1 9 2.6 9"3.3 88+ 9 95,4 93!7 94 1 2 89.4 88.0 96.9 94 @ 9 14j,8
TAMS
	
64. DEG F 800 87,4 88.2 831 7 !113 93.8 93,1 98,1 97,1 91.9 8$.4 86?7 y 2. 9 9 598 78.7 86x9 9190 1435e (291. DEG k) 1000 88.3 8'794 90'!ii !4 1 6 95.3 96iU 94 . 6 93.0 8810 88,4 8'6!7 87.4 8294 82.0 79 : 9 80,9 141.4
TMET	 59. DEG F 1250 91,6 96.3 1001 1 1 8 013 96.1 99 O1_ 93.1 9 290 87,9 88 + 56 493







139,1S	 (288. DEG 0 1600 97.6 93,3 95!9 48.16 9 3;2 88,1 9"0.4 86,2 83. 4 8'1!$ 68 1 3 81, 0
HACT11.36 GH03 2000 9 7,7 9314 9 4• v ;317 94.2 910 89.6 87.1 83.0 83.4 81!51 53 ! 4 82,2 79.0 79,0 76,8 139.0











's	 NFA	 9082, RPM 3154 9 "2.3 9'3,4 94.!8 ^2f3 42.0 9 04 1 8'8.3 86.0 84! 0 83,3 7691
?	 (	 951, RAD./SEC) 4000 9791 9692 93 1 Y !214 89,9 $812 89,0 86.8 84 ! 0 81,1 791j i d-94 78.4 74@$ 74+7 74,5 137.9139,8NFK 9039. RPM 5000 9 2,7 9 3.3 95!8 !1 !'6 93.0 89 1 6 89,6 86,4 85 ! 8 84,4 80 1 7 jOs 4 79 0 ,6 76 .1 76.6 70.9 136,2?	 {	 946. HAD/SEC) 6300 91.9 93,6 90!4 6819 89;2 86. 1 3 86.5 83.2 83.4 79,8 78.0 78.1 5 77,7 75.2 75.0 72.2
NFR10628 • RPM 8000 90.5 9.0.6 89 1 4 86 38 87.2 85 1 3 8'6.4 83 .,1 80!1 76!tl79 ! 14@1%6 71.2
7'1.j 68.3 3'31+2
(1113. RADf$EC)'10D00 88,7 8992 86!0 5415 0 4.1 83.12 82.5 79,1 7'890 75r3 7 2!j !2 1 4 7 0x3 6 8 + 9 68 +Q 67 .1 13392
N0. OF BLADES	 44 123.00 8 4.3 s5+2 ap ! 6 5Vp 13 e	 p77;6
















1 6000 81.0 8190 78,tl 4 712 7g,9 79,11 74,8 71.5








































PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGNAM PROC, DATE w MQNTH	B PA1' 14 HR.	 10,3
MyYOL SOUND PRESSURE LEVbLS (5Y, DEG, F,	 70 PtOdENT REL, HUM. DAY)







} iu.^Z)90.70 } {9-,87!
60j
	70 1	80,









50 78.7 79,7 7614 9711 76;7 75. 1 6 75,8 75#9 75 1 8 77,3 72 ! 4 7 316 7 3;.7 7484 75.6 79. : 6 125.6
} 63 76 . i 76.0 7bt3 ^b13 74 ;9 75 1 8 72,D 68,1 70.8 76.,4 69.4 10 1 2 69 #2 7#0 7x,7 77.6 123.8
RAO:IAL
	 100 1	F T, 80 68.5 6994 691.9 061$ 67.4 67 1 4 66,1 65,8 67 ! 3 72,4 65 . 0 64 1 4 63.6 65.3 65.3 73.5 11717




66 1 1 64.2 64,9 66.0 72,8 116,7
VEHICLE ATT 125 67.3 67 .4 651 1! 9 `^ 12 64.3 64 ! 1 69,7 63#5 6212 7i i 3 65 12 66r1 66.1 66,3 7 1-0 116.6
CONFIG T%D 160 77.7 78:7 73 1 0 1114 68 1 9- 75 16 7x ,q 73. 9 67.7 74.9 7714 131 9 76#1 77. 9 78,0 78,6 12515
LOG	 PTO 200 65.3 65.2 6419 6513 65,9 63:9 65.2 63 # 9 62 ,9 70,1 62.7 6.4 1 9 61, 0 6690 6416 6:7, 9- 115.5
WE 7916/ 74 750 69.9 70 9 2 69 1 0 7611 68,1 67 1 1 6 8 93 66:1 65.6 71,3 63 ! 1 05 1 9 68 1 2 61.4 66,0 67,6 117.7}
RUN	 335 315 7290 77,8 7711 4 114 76;9 78,9 79,4 77,2 i8.9 81,4 73 ! 5 74:9 76,p 75.7 70.1 74.7 128.0
CAPE 53135 400 77.0 72,2 78 1 9 i211 77;9 77 1 2 6194 79:3 77.9 72,2 66!7 1 2 1 8 78,2 74.0 73.2 68.7 127,5
iAR	 29 .0 HO 500 85.9 76.8 87 1 0 0919 65.5 85 1 7 89.7 87:8 86 1 9 79,.3 75!4 ls0 1 B 84.9 81.B 83,8 74.5 136;6
{98030. N/M21 630 91.2 86.1 BB11 a0!7 96;1 87 1 5 95.2 93,4 96,2 92,4 ! 8• W3,4 $7 0 2 9193 89,9 88,9 14340
TAHB	 64, DES F Spp 89.2 83.0 $ 519 y 90.8 91 9 4 98,3
87
l[2 92,0 8318 92.4 87!4 -0,8 8'9,9 84.0 76.d 86.6 142.2
(241. DEG K) 1000 86.0 86,4 9110 914 93.0 94 1 3 94 .3 93,5 91.1 9 1,4 87 ! 0 157 1 2 86,0 83 . 3 83.0 86,9 141.3
TNET	 59, DEG F 1250 9 1.0 92,2 9 310 .^12 92. 9 $817 99- 1 1 88,0 85.2 85.5 84!6 13 e9 83,1 8 3 : 1 66.6 75x8 13619{288, DO K) 1600 96.0 92,1 921 9- 916 119;9 89 1 3 89.3 58,1 66 ! 0 84,3 81 t o ei l p 81,3 79.2 79.9 77.9 137.8
HACT11115 GMjM3 2000 46.4 9 591 9 41u y21b 4 0.2 90 .5 90+4 86.4 64.3 84.4 8 0! 6 4314 8.1:4 70+1 79 .9 79.9 139.2
( * 11115 KG/M3} 2500 92,8 95,8 92 1 6 V313
8915
91;0 90!2 86.2 85,8 94.0 8690 8 0!3 81!7 80 t1 78.0 78.1 74,8 137.8
NFA	 240• RPM 3150 91.3 4 2,2 9Q 1 9 90..0 87 t h 87,2 85.3 83.1 84,5 77!7 6011 77 12 7501 75.i 7219 136.2{	 967, RAD/SEC) 4000 9318 93:9 90 1 7 9614 67;7 85 1 1 a6,.o B4,B $2.9 8 2:.3 78;6 7912 78:2 74:7 73.1 72.8 135,6
NFK 9200. RPM 5. OD0 9 01 6 9 1 15 911} tlg 1 5 46 4' 8 7 71 8$ 3_r 84 4: 64.4 84 7, 78.0
6_
013 70 .3 75.1 76.2 7 011 134,8
{ 963 r, RAD/SEC! 6300 84 .3 0 0,6 8811 +317 1614 8 41 6 $4.; 8194 81.5 8 j•5 76!$ 7 796 7764 7493 74.3 7198 1341x
NrD10628. RPM 8000 88.5 98	 ,6 86, 1 x'315 84;3 82 1 4 8'4,4 B1:1 78 1 4 80,•6 74.8 1 5.1 73#4 7091 70.9 67, 133.1
(1113, RA U/SEC)10D00 66.3 $6 9 1 83.11 9115 82.2 80 1 9 8u.4 76,3 75.9 77.7 71!5 7 2,3 69,4 67.9 69,0 66,1 OLD
N0 . OF BLADES	 44 12500 8 1 .9 82,1 79 1 4 % 6 12 77;9 78 1 4 7710 7317 77 # 8 75.4 68!1: 7 0 , 1 68,3 63,1 65.6 6.'5.0 12? -0
16000 78.1 78.8 75-11 1 413 72. 8 721 5 73,2 7216 69 1 9 72rn 65!4 _b8.0 6619 63 9 64. 9 65t6 127.4
200 0 73.9 74.0 7219 I(t19 69,4 66 1 4 7 6 ,0 7 1.14 68 14 68,7 63!6 05:5 65,7 6317 64.5 66.5 127.2
OVERALL MEASUR D 103.2 103.0 102:i i u211 101,8 991]9 103#1 99.8 99.8 96,4 95 ! 6 96 1 9 95 *0 94:7 95.x 97,7
OYERALLiCALCULATEI) 103.4 10390 1021? 10218 IDT.3 100 1 5 10'x, 9 100.6 100. 3 98 9 8 94 ! b 97,3 95, 2 94,3 93.6 92,9 150 1

























































































FULL- SCALE DATA REDUCTION PRO91AM	 pROC, DATE - MONV4 8 DAY 14 HR, 10.3
M ugSL SOUND PRE55URE LEVELS (59, DEG. F, 7p PERCENT REL, HuM, DAY)




RAD IAL 100, FT,	 80
	




DATE 7/16/ 7 4	 250
HUN 336	 315
TAPE	 53135	 400
BAR 29 .0 HG 	500
	
(98030, N/142)	 630
TAME 64, DEG F	 800
	(291, DEG K)	 1000
TWET 59 . DEG F	 1259
	
(288 . DEG K)	 1600
K 4GT11 . 15 G4/M3	 2000
	
(.01115 KG/M 3 )	 2500
NFA 9405. RPM
	 3150
( 985, RAD/SEC) 4000
NFK 9364, RPM	 5000
( 98.0, HAD/SEC) 6300
NF%o62'8. RPM	 8000
(1113, R'AD/S£C)iD000






04	 10.	 20,	 3'u.	 4 	 6 0	 701	 80 9 	 0,
(0.	 )(0.i7)(0.3ti); u.?2)(0170)(O.Bf)(l,0}(i.Z2}cl146){1157
78.3 7 9 ,5 77(1 76 1 1 78.0 760 75,8 76,8 76.5 74,9
76,0 75,8 77 1 2 !'S)2 8 0.1 751 9 72,8	 3,70,3 71 i 8 79
67.7 69.2 684 i$ 6518 87}8 66 t 7 65 7 5 6.6,6 6815 67.7
68.4 67,9 68 1 1 56!4 64,3 63.6 6 15,2 63,1 6408 64.4
66 1 766,0 64 1 tl 5 415 66,3 63,01 65.1 62,3 63,4 6313
77,1 77,7 7414 1 413 78.4 73 1 5 74,9 71,8 70.8 76,1
65.2 65,0 65 1 1 66
1
1 67.0 64 1 0 66,1 64,D 63,864,0
69.1 67 1 9 68.2 6&13 68;1 66,2 6 8 .0 65:0 65.9 66,6
74,2 76,7 78,3	 615 76.1 71,8 80 ,2 74.2 790 80.3
70 .,3 7078 87t	
^8^ 3!Z	 7 9 81,874.0 77.7	 s.	
12
12	 2.1 8 !19 84,9 8.2,1 85.
-	
-
8515 88,7 89,6 6813 s4;4 89,2 8`!.1 88,5 88.9 9.0.5
82,1 81.6 8534 5-913 `^2.3 56 1 0 9p.p 92,0 851 9 89.0
82.4 82,9 8600 yU.l6 89;5 89 l 1 84.3 8612 83,3 81,2
84.2 85 ,7 9311 Y212 94.0 89 1 7 86,1 84,1 8.2-8 83,0
88,4 9097 891 7 !? j 5 88,2 84 1 1 84,1 84 1 4 92,0 82.3
94.5 92.8 90 1 0 57t4 9 0.4 89,0 89,4 86,5 85 1 1 8273
89.0 90,4 89 1 - -,	 88;2 88 ! 11 85.9 84,0 83,6 80.9
87,4 86.9 8`%27 16 1 6 86.2 85 1 6 85,0 8344 81 1 0 8663
9173 90,4 8814 *S it 55.0 83 1 6 83.0 82.1 8 1 8 1 78.3
87.4 8 7 .0 8$!^ c5 1 7 88.2 85.2 85.2 81, 5 81,1 79,5
86.4 87,0 8414 1315 64,4 8211 81.5 79.4 80.2 77.6
84.6 83,8 83 1 5 !;114 82.3 79.1 81,2 78,4 76 1 3 7'5.2
	
82.6 82.0 801	 1617 79.3 780 77.0 74 i 1 73x1 71,5
78.3 78 .1 7610 14'.1 7y .0 731 9 73. 8 72.2 7 010 70.1
73.9 73,6 7211 7112 71.1 69 9 6 76 7 7 71,1 66 1 7 67,4
68,9 68,2 67 ,9 66 10 67.6 66,6 6694 72,8 6315 650
99.4 99,4 99 1 y
 '09 14 100 1 2 100,1 98,7 97,0 9.6,1 96,0
99,5 99,6 10042 99 13 100.1 10011 97.6 97 9 0 95,4 95,4




74,8 75,8 73,& 79,9
7 1,3 74.Q 74.1 77,9
64.7 65.6 6.5.9 73.8
65,4 66.9 68,4 72,0
67,6 6793 70,5 71,3
80,3 79@8 81.4 76.4
65,3 66,9 69 1 2 6010
66,2 67,1 70.k 67,2
71.2 77,1 76.j, 70,4
73,9 76,9 74.3 71,1
83,8 81.6 78,1 78,9
85,5 91 . 0 90.1 83,5
86,3 8778 79.9 83,3
81,3 83.0 78.; 74.2
80,4 81.7 80,1 75,9
8 0,4 80.1 79.6 75.0
79,4 78,4 78.4 '75,1
79,3 78.8 79.i 73,9
77,6 75-2 75,2 72.1
75,.8 73 ► 8 74.0 12,3
78,3 73,9 75.2 69.4
78,8 75+3 75,6 71.6
74,2 71,3 71,8 68.3
6.9,4 67,2 68.3 66.5
68. 2
 640 66,1 64,4
67,1 6301 6506 64.9
65,8 6314 64,7 66.9
94,4 95,8 94-4 96@4
93,1 95,4 93.2 90,3
10 3 .5 10412 4,0.3.3 99,3
NEDUCTION PPOGRAH
	
PROC, DATE - MONTH 8 DAY 21 #iR	 .0
MODEL SOUND PRENSUKE LEVELS (59. DE G . F, 70 PERCENT REL. NUM, DAY)"g
AN6Lh5 FROM INLET I N DEGREES (AND RADIALS)
a t	 10,
	









} HADIAL 10u, FT.	 80
	
( 30, M)	 100
VEHICLE	 ATT	 125
r	 1:0NPIG	 T-0	 ib0
k.DC PTO	 200
:ATE 7/16/74	 250








7AmV 64. nEG F	 8L0
	
(2910 AEG K)	 loco
T_ 11E T 59. BEG F	 1250
	MS. DEG K)	 1600
14ACT 11.15 GM/ M3 	 29uO
	
(00111 5 IVG/N3}	 2500
14FA1014 9• RPM	 3150
(1062 ► RAD/SEC) 4Q00
NrK10101r RPM	 5000
(1 058, RAD/SFC) 6300
NF-DL9628, RF*	 8000
1	 111130 RAD/SECi100fl0
r.0, OF BL ADES 44 12500
16000
20OU0
OV E RALL MEASURED
OVER ALL CALCULATED
PNDB
(0! }(0 .1 7 }(0. 35}( 1). 52)(0+ 71))(01 87 }41 . 03 }(1.22 }(1. 4 1))(1.'S7 J(1. 75 ) 4 1,Y21(2to9) ( 2 , 27 )4 2 e44 )(21 62 )( l
70,1 79.9 '77.9 78,1 77,8 70 1 7 * 77,7 77.0 76 1 9 75 1 3 74.0 74 1 9 '74.9 75.7 '74 1 V 80 6 2 126,4
76
.1 76.8 7 9.2 76,4 51,3 77.9 74.0 73.2 72.fl 74 .1 76 .7 73 1 0 75.2 79,9 74 1 3 8'1,9 126,6
66,7 70.4 69.9 68,9 88,9 67.2 68.5 66.6 69.4 68 9 9 67.7 6516 65•7 6695 67 1 ! 7 3. 7 10.2
81,1 67:9 69.1 67.2 65,2 65.7 65.3 65.0 64.2 64,1 65.5 67 1 2 65.5 67.0 67 1 2 72,3 116.4
66, 4 66.0 65,3 65.7 67.5 64.0 65.1 64.2 64. 1 64,6 65.3 65,3 67.5 67 9 2 580 72.4 116.3
72,p 68.8 76.3 7593 77 i 2 73.5 73.8 75,8 73.4 77.3 79.1 70 1 8 T6 9 fl 75,0 7291 71.1 125.6
76 ,3 75 0 6 77.1 75,4 75,1 72.6 73.3 71.2 6890 70 1 0 71.1 69,9 64.1 70 1 9 69 1 J 6 8 ,1 121.8
7Y,9 73.6 74 . 0 7491 7 3,.2 71 ! 9 71.8 60,1 67,1 67,3 67,4 68 1 4 60.1 68,B eb 1 2 68 13 120.1
71x3 72.9 78,2 76,3 18 i 2 7218 66.2 72,9 69 *$ 71,2 71;2 72.8 75.2 73,7 6_ 4 11 7 0.1 123.5
71 1 1 7 2.5 74,,2 7390 71,9 68.9 68,9 61.1 67 1 6 67.0 68.-0 70 1 1 71.1 71,0 69,1 68.3 12010
72,7 71.7 75,$ 78,2 75,0 73 1 4 70.6 54.7 74.6 68,8 79.0 71 1 0 79.2 80.0 75,V 71.0 123.1
7(14 7 3.1 75.3 7513 74 .2 73 91 72,2 7D-D 7 011 69,4 72.4 7112 70 1 3 7j. 0 7 3.[ 7 1. 4 122.3
7Z,7 72.1 76.3 76.5 73.2 7.:.7 75.0 72.8 7 1,0 72,9 70.9 73,2 70.0 71,9 73.9 71.2 123,2
71.5 73.3 74.4 76.7 74.1 7Z ! H 73.1 71.4 7219 710 721,1 7 ,-- f 4 73.4 72,0 72.s 7u. 4 123.5
74.3 74.9 77.0 78.5 78.2 74 ! S 75,8 73. 0 71 1 9 72,2 73.1 77 t a 77.3 75 * 7 751[ 71.5 125-0
72,5 73.9 77.1 77.6 75.3 74.0 73.8 74.2 7 291 71.1 73.0 75,1 74.3 73.9 71, q 66.1 124.5
74,3 74 . 9 77.5 76 . 9 78,5 7e . 0 76.1 73.3 7 4.1 72.3 74.3 77 i 2 74.4 75.0 7tr;r. 71,5 126.2
74.6 77.L 78.1 Soil 79.0 70 t 8 7H,9 73.7 73.9 74.1 73.8 7810 77.1 76.9 77,1 7291 127.1
73,9 74.9 78.5 78.4 77,5 75.1 76.0 75,3 73x2 72.2 74.4 780 79.6 74. 9 76 1 ; 7r.2 127.0
76,1 77.7 78.0 79.2 78 i .3 70 1 9 79, g 74,0 74 1 9 74,2 77.2 78.9 79.3 75 *6 76 1 2 7398 127,8
73.4 75..E 79.6 78,7 78,.6 77.3 76.1 75,4 76 1 0 76 9 3 75.4 8 1,2 79.6 77,3 76 1 4 69 9 3 128,9
7 .5.5 73.2 75.5 76.8 77.5 74.0 75,2 73,.3 73.1 72 1.4 74,5 76 1 .5 74.6 73.,4 79 1 7U-..,-) 12.6.3
74,3 73.8 76.5 76.8 76.2 75 ! 0 79.4 79 i 4 73, 751.2 8	 ..:- 81 t 5 7505 72.2 1 4. 3 6901 129.7
7u*3 7 0. 9 72.5 72.6 73.2 7 4;11 72.2 70.4 71.2 70.3 70.3 72.4 71.4 69 * 1 fp; q 66.3 124*1
67,2 67.7 68.2 66.3 70,2 60.7 69,a 69.2 67 1 9 6800 67.4 70.1 68.4 65.2 67 1 .2 6;.2 122.5
60 1 9 63.5 66..0 65.4 66. 9 64.8 67.7 72, 5 67,8 85.9 65.2 69 1{1 6 8 .3 64.1 66 1 2 6^.1 123.6
81,7 62.4 64..1 61,9 54.9 6413 65. 8 7z, 67.9 63,9 63.6 67 1 7 66.7 63,6 bb,b 66,8 1115.6
9113 9 0.3 91.4 92x3 92.3 90 t 0 91.9 90.9 9.9.1 89,6 89.9 91 1 4 91.3 91.1 91 ! s 9661
81 U 58.3 90.3 90.5 91.4 86#0 81,4 . 87.5 86.6 06 * 4 87.9 89 1 5 89.2 88.6 167 1 7 6113 139.4
300,0 101.0 10209 1.03,3 102.6 100 1 6 101.0 99.5 49 1 1) 98.9 100 .4 102. 9 102 .4 100-. 5 160. 4 97.7
1
337
-.• ^	 . 	 -.	 -	 ^	 ^	 -	 kl..^ e:.7::ii.Y.:^c^kair^:iw^,T^ri^ra^If^k.^^a'^is^b;'^. ^w- u^CYati^ g' 'ate.++ *"M1^' i
(	 PAGE 1 FULL SCALP DATA kc-OUCTIO4 PROGN4h PHOC, DATE - nDNTM	 8 DAY 14 HR.	 10.3
MUUCL SOUND PRESSURE LEVkLS (59, DE G , F,	 70 PIRG NT REL. HUM._ DAY)
A !1GLiS FHOM INLET IV DEGREES ( AND RA-DiANS)
0. 10 1 204 30 4 4 0 , 50; 60, 70, 8-0. 90, 100, 1 10, 120. 130, 140 3 150, PWL(
FF!h0+ (0. )(0. 17){0.3^)[ U 3?2}(0	 79+(7, 87 )(1 . 05 M- 22) t1,4a1R1,57}(11131(1.92112.04)t2 +27)(2,44) {2461); }
50 79.1 9'096 77.:6 J9 !3 78;9 77.7 7ti.7 78,0 760 B D.1 74!8 1 640 7569 75 . 8 7587 50. 9 127,6
63 82.3 82.7 a2 • ! i4 i2 8 2.1 75. 9 73.8 72.2 78.2 52.1 78! j i•3 75. 1 75.5 77.1 7 9 ,1 12897(
HA7IAL
	 LOU.	 FT. 8 1; 70.6 72.4 71 ! h 04 ! 9 69,6 67;5 66.4' 6748 69.6 77.8 68.8 59.9 66.9 67,4 68.6 74,5 12191119.7(	 300	 Ma 113D 69,2 6 7 .8 69.17 07!2 66.0 65.7 67.3 64,9 64.8 77.5 65!9 08,7 3b,4 66x7 68.1 72.2
ATT 129 67.6 6643 66. 4 06!4 67.3 65.2VEo TCLE 66,1 65.7 64.3 76..h 364 . 0'6,4 61,:1 67,3 6 9 .E 7 1.4 119.1
t:ONF.IC+ T/3 166 71.1 71.5 74-r1 / 4p !2 71.9 724 1 0 71.9 74,9 71.7 77.4 71.11 0_9 91 66,4 71,.9. 70.0 7 b+0
77 ,.0
12312
174.9LOC	 PTO zoo 74.0 73.6 76ls f3 17 74 .1 713* 6 74.J 76 4 0 73.9 71,2 73 4 9 7092 68.,4 72.4 71.3 110.8UATF 7 1161 7 4 ''50 66.4 66.7 67 ,3 67;4 67;2 66 . . 7 66 .9 65,2 65!11 75,4 6.5,9 61.1 67 i 7 67.9 68,'2 69,0(
k1}!^	 33 5 315 67.2 67,9 70 ! d 7 0.3 71.0 68 3 9 69. 0 67,9 67..0 75.3 6$.5 7 1.2 72x1 70.0 7p.3 6 4 13 120.7
TAPF 53135 400 66,2 79.9 72.,.! !2'!2 71.4 68. 9 71.1 671 9 66. 8 75,2 70 ! 12 9 9 73.n 7 0 .8 71.z 6 4 ,1 121.5
iAw	 29.0 HG 500 70.9 73,5 74. 8 7 3!9 75.0 69.7 69.9 69,1, 69.7 76.1 6:9 ! 9 /:Q U O 7{x, 1 76. 9 73.1 73.o 123.4
(	 (98030, w/M.2) 63U 69.3 7 2.a 73!1 !4 !3 72.4 69,0 651.5 69,5 68.9 74.2 71!1 64 +2 7 1.5 73.0 72.772.3
76,6 121+7
122.ai_A y P	 63. UEG F %06 7 2.1 72,6 75.2 !d14 72.1 7 01 9 71.8 71.3 724'0 7 5 ► 3 7 110 7 110 7 211 73.7 71.1
(290, JEG K) lGou 7 3.2 73.1 75.1 !313 73.4 72 ! 9 73.3 73.5 73 1 2 75,5 73!2 15.1 7 4.3 72.9 73.3 71.4 124.2
TwFT	 58, DEG F 115` 74.2 75.9 77.1 /b !2 77;2 77. 9 76.8 73.3 72.7 7694 72 ! 3 17.3 76.2 76.9 75.1 71 ► 2 125.4
(2 8 7, DEG K) 1600 7 3.4 75.9 76.4 17. 4 76.0 7:1.9 74.1 74,1 7 2 ,9 74,4 72 . 1 16.1 75.1 74,1
77.2
7 '3.2 69 .2
72.2
124.9
128.1"A ^'T10, 7 3 G4 / `"3 2300 74.2 79 ,1 7635 ! 41!6 $2.4 79.1 7742 75.5 75.9 77.4 75!4 % 9 ,3 7 '3.5 77.1
(.(1 10 7 3 0/4 3) ?10{: 73.8 77.7 78 14 0 3;3 8 0.9 78 9 8 50.6 77.2 77.8 79,1 76!1 $ 0+2 77,2 78.7 79 +i 73,1 129,7
NFAI07 48 , HPM 315,_ 74.2 77,2 80 ! s 8 116 8 11 .1 79.2 7 9 .1 78.5 75 ! 7 77 1 5 5i}+2 d p.5 8 0,4 79 .1 78.4 72.4 129,4
11125, RAU/SEC) 4 0.QO 78.1 78,9 8111 66!4 8 0.1 78 4' 7 79, 1 78,2 75!6 78.3 8 0!1 a l+l 8244 50+1 79,2 7'5.1 130.6{
NFK10712, RPM 5DOU 75.3 76,0 81 ! 6 00 ! 6 81,3 79 1 0 Su.1 7 9 .7 79.4 80 1 4 BGo4 04,5 52,5 79-1 78.4 7i.2 131.8
(1122, 11&U/SEC) 6300 74.3 76.1 76. 4 1 718 79;7 76:,2 76.4 73,7 75 ! 1 77,9 75.5 1 8.7 7 5,E 77.2 76.b 71,5 123.5
NFD10628 . RPM 8"u0f!75,6 77.1 78.7 i9+6 79,8 78 . 4'3 8 2.2 81.5 77.6 61.6 a q!i 63,5 78 ,4 76.3 76.3 71.5 132,2
1 (1.113. SEI:HAU /	 )1AG00 7 145 7	 12. 7343 4.4 75. 3 7 219' 7h,( 73.6 37' i 2 75,ti 73 +' 75,5 7 .S. 2 72,0 72, !i 6$, 2 1 2668
ND. OF SL AU ES	 44 1?i0U 68.4 69.0 70 1 2 0 9 !2 71.3 79;U 72,D 71.1 7 0.1 714 2 69 ! 0 7 3,0 71,0 68.2 69.4 65,.0 125.0
16!10.: 6640 66+1 67.1 26:1 68,3 66-^S 5 9 .1 72.1 67.8 7a.;, 66!? !0,2 7 0.q 65.7 67,0 66.1 124,9
10000 64 .3 62. 9 6431 03;3 66.0 641 6 67..6 73,G 68.6 617.9 63!1 2 7. 0 67.n 64.6 65. 6 66. 9 126_.4
OV:rdLL MEAS GR'E L 92.2 92+t 91 ! 3 9 3;5 93'.3 90od 92.3 92.5 90 1 7 95,4 9212 9 3.3 9 21? 41.3 924U 96x3
OVERALL CALCULATE'. $8,5 59 .8 9 049 !i16 41.4 89.1 90.4 89.3 88.2 91.7 89.2 9 1.7 9 0,r) 89.3 88.9 97.8 141,2







































RADIAL 100. FT.	 80
( 1D, M)	 100








tAK 29.0 H5	 X00
	
(98030, N/M2)	 63r
1ANR 63. UEG F	 a0u
	12904 DEG x )	 10Qu
TWF7 S8, DEG F	 125ti
	
( 287. UEG K)
	 1603
H ACT10. 73 GM/M3	 20:00
	
( .010 73 1(G/M3 )	 2500
ffFA 7470. r1 PM	 3158
( 782, F`&U/SEC) 4000
1q,:NFK 7445, HPl1	 .00
4 579, pAU/SEr) 6;500
Nf tt10628. ',PN	 Auso
(1113, MAp/SEG)1Q@00






K7USL SOUND PRESSURE LE VLLS ( 5Y. llE G . F. 70 PhdCE!71 HEL P HU M , DAY)
ANGUS FRO INLET IN GE(iREES ( AN0 It^iplArt5)
Q.	 10.	 200	 3U.	 40 .,	 50.	 60	 71).	 801	 9 0.	 10 U ;	 110.	 1.20,	 1. 30.	 1 4 04	 150.
(0.	 1(0.17}(0,37)(u , 321(0.701I0,87)i1!O^}11.22111.40}(1155}(1.791(1192)(2.ug)12.27)(2.4;)(2.62)(
	
74,8 74.6 74,U	 7 5 t 274.8 73 1 6 73.5 72.H 72,8 75,8 7^ ! _	 11 1 8 71 i1 71.8 72..5 8042
72,3 70,8 75,9 1213 80 : 0 755 71,5 66,9 68,2 76.2 69.9 1 0
'
0 67 ,3 66,9 67,5 77.0
66.0. 6$43 64. 9 04'16 65.6 64.3 66.2 64.7 63 1 8 73,6 64!6 04 1 6 61 +9 62,8 63.8 74.5
68.3 67,1 67.4 03!7 66.2 64 1 9 64.0 63.4 54.8 74.p 65.0 D7.3 ii6,3 66.9 67.2 72,9
68.4 67, 1 68.5 69 1.6 68`4 68.4 7 1. 9 66,5 65.4 72,5 63.606.5 66,6 64.1 68,j 70,2
64.2 63.7 65.[ 6ti !0 65.1 63. 13 64.7 63, 9 62-0 72.1 6p:9 04 11 63.n 64.1 64.p 68.1
7 0 .2 69.8 70.4 0701' 468;2 66 1 8 66,6 64,0 62.9 73 10 61 ! U 6 29 2 62 9 3 63. 9 63.4 66,3
76.3 75,8 75 ! j 14;4 74,0 72 ! 8 71r5 70.4 680 72.1 64.3 45,2 670 66.8 68,2 68.1
74.2 73:8 75rU 1 5 . 4 75.0 71 ! 8 7145 70.0 G7.9 71.9 64 . 2 65,9 65.2 66.p 65oo 66.3
73.1 71.9 73 .6 i2!0 71.1 70.7 6 5 .0 69.2 66!7 71 1 9 64.3 65,1 66 1 9 65.0 66.2 66.3
76. 1
 74,7 74. 9- 74!2 73.8 71.7 71.7 68.7 67,4 71,-± 65 ! 3 65.9 66,r 66.6 67.9 65.8
	
83.5 82,2 80!.	 i2!7 81.5 75 1 2 75,1 74.4 73.0 76. 3 72!2 73:4 70.4 72.1] 73.7 73,4
80.2 83.8 87.1 °3;2 79 .0 81.v 82.1 77.3 78.9 73.2 75 ! 2 15.0 79 .3 72.j 74,2 69.0
81.4 82.2 84 1 6 n2!5 83.•4 82#2 82.3 78.3 75.2 74.5 71!Q 7 3.3 7411 72 . 2 72.4 68,2
86.3 89.8 8961 83!3 84.9 83 1 !! 83.0 80.1 79.9 77.4 75!i 74.0 78. 2 73. 9 73.9 71.2
86,2 88.8 90!1 84 . 4 86.0 82. 9 80.2 78.3 76.0 77,3 73 ! 1 14.3 76.1 71.1 72.5 68,3
86.3 86.2 86 ! 1 tl7!6 8 4.5 84!0 8343 80.3 77.2 76,6 73 ! 4 %4.4 74 13 72.9 72.6_ 69.5
89,0 8849 88!E e6!3 86.1 84 ! 7 8390 8 0 4 1 7617 7612 73!U 7 218 72PS 72 m 6 72.1 68,9
89.4 88.8 90 1 7 !614 86 .1 8 39 9 83.4 8013 78 !1 78 13 72!1 f 4r0 71,4 69, 9 79.3 67.4
9410 92,7 92!0 Y0!1 87 .2 83. 9 83.9 8119 7901 78,1 73.9 
14,1 7 3.TM 69.9 7042 70.1
92.3 92.9 93 1 4 50!4 92;5 88 1 2 89.2 84.5 83,2 83.,3 77.2 18.5 76 .1 74.1 74.3 69.3
91.4 92.0 9W n9!8 d9;5 88 9 * 85.2 81.4 81 0 4 79,5 73.9 1 3.4 71,6 70.4 70.4 69,6
41.3 90.9 9 Q1 6 tl8!6 89..3 87,1! 87 ,6 83,5 8{544 84.5 74!4 1 4 # 3 72,3 69.3 69 , 7 68.3
4 p . 3
 90 .2 89 # 5+ 08.4 86.5 66,2 87.2 81.6 8 0 .2 79.5 72!1 I 1 . 5 7 0,7 6814 68.4 67.5
87.3 87.0•. 861 2 X4;3 86.4 84 1 1 Ss,1 79,2 77.0 78,2 7 7 . 2 29.2 57.3 6511 65.S 66.3
82.7 82.8 8 11 3 dill 82.0 79 1 8 811,2 77. 4 73. 9 75..+.5 66 ! 1 68,1 66.2 63.8 63.i 66,2
77.8 7746 760 J 512 76.0 731 7 73,9 75.7 69.8 70,2 63!0 C7 # 9 6!;,P3 65 n 0 64. 1 67.1
101.1 100.7 101!358.2 99,0 96 ! 7 96,1 54.0 42.1 93.0 87 ! 9 b9 .0 88,1 87.1 89 .1 97,3
106.9 10141 101!1 58 ! 7 90,9 96.5 96,1 9`2,6 91.0 4112 85.8 86;4
	1 	
86i6 8441 84,6 85.7
114,6 11 4 .2 114, 111! 9 11x.3 1.09 1 3 109 ,4 10'5 , 6 104 . 1 10414 98!0 59.,8 98,7 96.7 97.1 95.3







^^'•^^^^•4411^Mj)'uiVw.Yw$^^weF3 w S	 -
FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGKAM	 PRQC, DATE - MONTH 8 DAY 14 HR. 10,4
MuM SOUND PRE35URE LEVELS ( 5 y ,	 DEG. Fm 70 P5ggENT REL, HUN! DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET I.N D86REES ( AND RAW ANS)
Q. 10, 20,
3^)I
3u,	 40.	 50. 60	 70.	 8D;	 90,
4 01(1, 57 )(
100.	 11D.
ir^' ) I1^ 92112r09) 1 2. 27 )(z, 4i )I 2 ^ 6Z ) (
120,	 1 30, 1 4 0.	 1 5 D. PWL
)(0& 1I0.171( 0. U 1 ?21I0,70)(0 & 87)(1r0)(1,22)(1.
7.6,9 77,8 77 1 + %8 ! 3 78.8 77,7 77.6 77rO 75.8 73.8 76!0 17.,0 74,9 77.8 78.i A0,1 127.0
72.1 69.7 76.0 !i!1 8 0.0 7,3,7 7i.6 66,3 68.6 75,1 69 ! 8 16.0 66,1 67&8 69 ,3' 7 611 122,8
66.8 67.4 66.a 660 65.6 63,6 64, 9 6.4.7 64.7 76o? 63!4 0119 62,8 63.4 64.ts 72, 9 11612
67.5 66,9 67,' 1 6 5 . 3 66;2 63,7 63.1, 63.3 63.1 7 0.9 6316 S5.0 66.4 66.8 65.4 72.? 116.7
72,2 67,1 66. 4 28!4 72.2 67,2 63.4 6:7,4 69.0 76.4 62:3 08.6 7 0,3 69, 2 68 . 5 7 1 .3 113.6
71.9 66,8 6711 e8 !1 7 1, 9 66.6 64.7 6711 69.7 71,1 63:1 07,9 70, 1 69,8 68,U 69.1 11896
66.2 65.8 46 1 1 65;5 65;9 64 0 7 65,1 63.4 62,0 69.2 62!0 °3.4 63,3 64,8 64,3 66.2 115,0
7:0.2 69,6 70x1 09 ;3 69 .1 68 1 8 66,9 68.2 6.5,0 70,2 65.9 01,4 65,? 66.7 65.1 64.1 117.9
70.2 68,5 71!? 7 1!1 7?.i 69.9 69.0 69,0 66.8 7 692 66 . 1 08,4 67. 0 68.1 67.2 66.7 11`x,0
76,3 76,8 1891 15!0 75;9 75 1 9 78.? 71,2 79,9 Si.3 77 ! 1 /9,1 78,5 76,0 72.2 76,9 127.9
81.5 78,5 77. 11 !4!2 9'7;9 86 1 6 76, y 80,0 78.0 76.6 83!0 a2,9 83,% 8319 85.0 89.9 133.2 
84.5 85,1 88.4 1'!!!4 69.3 9.0 ,2 84.0 88-15 92 1 1 35.5 9f]!1 54.5 88 6 5 9041 88.3 08-.5 las es
81,4 83,9 88 ! 11 52!4 79 .3 87 1 8 86.1 87.2 91,1 86,2 88.9 /9;0 88 10 8$.8 82.,! 85#1 137'4
55.3 9 2,0 92.1 !0!6 88.5 93,1 97,1 93,4 84.1 89,6 89 ! 5 05-3 87.4 8381 81.6 84 1 5 141.4
92.4 9 D.9 9310 ?' 7 !1 9 0,9 91,8 96,1 97.3 96.1 96.1 44 !1Y1,0 90t3 83.1, 84.1 8 3,2 144.3
89.3 9 2 , 1 93iti99;159 ! 5 91,2 90.2 89.1 68.0 85.3 84.1 5 4,1 8611 79,2 8113 7'6.3 138.5
91&3 89.9 91 f i 89!2 89. 5 90j0 9 113 91,2 89.2 66,4 83 . 4 54.5 82,3 80.2 79.7 74.1 13806
98.3 9 1.5 9 2; 4 '9 1!0 90.1 91.6 89.9 87,D 86. 1, 85.0 80 ! l 79.2 79 ,3 76.8 76.6 74.4 137.8
9 1.3 9 0, 8 9 1. 5 x013 8'8.4 88.8 9 (!.3 86,3 8 1.1 8 1. 4 76.y !8, 5 78 ,4 74 . 1 74.2 7112 136.5
94.1 94.6 930 !i!l 89.1 87.0 87.1 86.3 34,0 92.1 76!9 18,0 Ie, i 73 , 7 73.9 73.8 1.11.0
92.4 9 219 94 1 3 Y1!5 93.5 91.0 91.4 87.4 87.1 85.9 80 ! 3 8 0,5 79 .4 76.1 76.2 71.4 139,4
93.6 94,1 92 ! 4 Y4! 8 9107 89.3 88.5 84.7 85.4 83.6 79.5 /8.4 77./1 78.3 74.3 73,6 138,2
92 .8 92.3 9 1 ,7 0815 89;5 8814 8y .6 66.4 83.1 84,6 78!- 75,1,1 72,4 72.1 70.0 137,9
90.8 89 .4 8.4;9 87.7 86 1 4 aa,h 83.5 81.5 82.6 75!6 1 4.3 7 2 . 6 70 9 3 69 47 69.4 136'3
85.9 85.3
ON
84. 5 02;7 84.3 84,3 83.1 80,3 78,2 79.8 72 ! 5 7 2.5 6 9 .2 67,3 67.6 67.3 134,3
82, 7 B2.2 8 0!n °0 !0 80.4 79 10 7`7 .3 77.7 73 1 4 76,8 69.3 o5 ,5 67 .4 64.5 66.4 66, 7 132.5
7 6.4 77.0 75 1 14!7 75&2 73! 9 74.4 7415 69 ;4 7 2:4 66 . 3 67.3 6694 65.5 67.7 68 .3 13008
10214 102 ,7 1030 1415 101.3 1014 8 10 2 91 10.1.3 100 .8 99.3 99.5 Y613 96,4 95,2 94,3 97.3
102.5 102,9 103 .4 102!1 101.4 1 .11. 6 107,5 101t5 100, 6 99,4 98.3 V5.7 96,3 94.8 93.3 93.8 150.!3





RAR(AL 100. FT.	 80




I	 DATE 7 / 16/ 74 	 150
NU^f 3 4 0	 315
TAPF	 63136	 400
BAR
 29 ,0 HG	 500
	
(48030, N/M2)	 630
T_A49 64, DEG F	 800
f	 {291, DEG K)	 1000
TWET 57. DEG F	 125C
	
( 287. OFF K)	 1600





( 8 94, RA'O/SEC) 4000
N,rx 9501. RPM
	 50010
( 890 4 RAD/SEC) 6300
Nfr nIG628. RPM	 SODo
(1113. R A D/SEC)10 00













PACE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTI ON PROG_It4M	 PROC, DATE - MONTH 8 DAY 14 NR. 10.4
MUDSL SOUND PRESSURE LEVtLS (59. DEG F. 70 fkRCE OT REL. HIIM, DAY)
ANGLES FRDH INLET i , N uidik (AND kib,(ANS)
at
	
10.	 20 9	30.	 40,	 50 ',	 60.	 71)	 ao,	 qp, IOU. 310. 120.	 130, 140	 150.	 PWL7+^	 4;	 6FR4.0.
SC
F	 6S
RADIAL 100• FT.	 8D




D'► 1F 7/16174	 25C
muij 341	 315
TAPE	 53136	 400
BAR 29.0 HG	 50u
(9803 0. r4/M2)	 63G
TAMP 64. UEG F	 B Ou
(2 91. UEG K)	 1000
TW T 57 . DEG F	 1750
i287. DEG K)	 1600
H ArT10.09 GM/M3	 2000
(.010.09 KG/!13)	 25OU
N1' A 9082, RPM
	 3151;
I	 ( 951, RAU/SEC) 4p0U
NFK 9043, RPM
	 5000
( 04.7.. OAD. /SEC) 63011
r	 NF910628, RPM	 8000
(1113. RAU/SEC)10000






Co. 1.%}(1 f ..1i1±92)12 1 09)12.27 )(2,	 _)(z.	 2)f)(0.17)(0.3,)(8:`7.2)(0.70)(9,87)(1.0"^)t1,22)(1.4p)(S )
78.0 78,6 78.1 /7;5 78.0 75 1 8 75x8 75.8 75.6 73,8 73!0 1 397 77.4 79.0 78.0 81.9 126.5
73.0 7 1. 9 76.3 / 1!4 79;6 75,9 71.9 68.2 69.0 7 3,9 7000 69 ,2 7 0.2 72.9 73.1 70 ,0 123.4
66.6 68 .3 66r9 65 18 66.8 64.8 65.6 64,8 66.4 66.7 64!7 e3.7 62,8 64.5 65.7 74,6 11695
67.1 66.6 67.3 06#5 64.5 63,9 63.9 62,D 63.1 62,2 6 4 ! 1 ^6 ,2 65.n 66.1 66.i 73.2 115,6
67.5 63.9 64,3 i i l6 65.5 64 ! 0 63.1 65,6 b5.2 62.3 64.6 46.b 66,5 67.3 66.4 7 1.5 115.9
75,8 71.0 7200 /112 71.2 71 0 8 66.7 74.1 73.6 7X.0 72.5 16 1 2 72.2 7595 77,0 72.9 123.3
64..3 63,6 64.4 6513 65;9 63.7 64,8 64,0 63.2 63.0 62.6 64,2 64,1 64.7 63.0 67,1 114.3
69.2 68.9 70. `! /1!0 73;9 70 1 2 73.3 7 2,0 680p 66.2 68• 1 /3.3 7 D.2 69.8 69.0 60.1 120.9
78.2 75.9 8 1r j °1!4 86.4 8 1 ,8 87,1 82,1 77.9 74,6 78,4 55.0 8 1.0 80.7 80.4 75.1 132.0
79.4 7 1,5 8 014 61:4 75.9 83 1 7 79.1 79 i 0 78.2 74.1 67.9 /4.1 8 0,4 75+5 70.2 72.0 12803
82.1 74.6 84 1 2 64 ! 9 d2.0 87.6 82. 9 64.8 82,7 81,.8 83.X, 66.1 84.1 79.9 82. 4 82,7 133.6
88.4 93.8 93 .3 !'1 !4 92.3 95.3 92, 8 96 92 91.1 93.6 96!2 93 0 2 91,2 89.q 96.6 95,4 144.1
8 4.3 87 ,8 85,3 0991 93.4 93,0 98.8 9700 92.9 8 6. -2 89 -3 9 5.3 97 0n 82.7 89.3 92.3 144.2
85.4 87,0 88.7 ?'215 953 93 0 ,1 94.0 93.2 88.3 86.6 86.3 66.5 8-4.6 82.3 78.3 61.3 140.9
91.0 95.5 1Ul; u 99 ! 5 9 5..1 4'0. 7 9 7.•1 92,U 8'8v13 89.0 86.3 67.3 8-6.7 8.0.7 86.q 78.3 142.5
95.5 94.8 95.Y ?4 13 90.2 9 U • 1 8 9 .2 87.4 94.1 83.4 8;r, q b2.1 8 1.3 78.1 8 0. 4 7 7.2. 158.3
96.6 92.9 9593 9.19-6 92.6 68 1 9 88.1 66,4 :34.2 82.5 82 . 3 63.3 03.6 78.2 80.7 76,4 138.3
90;.9 94.8 94.5 Y3 )•3 9 1.3 89.9 86.7 85,1 84.8 82,9 81 . 1 0 1,1 80 i1 78.8 79,5 74.7 1,37,d
9246 9 018 9 316 90!3 *7 0.3 90!0 89..0 87.3 8.5 0 0 83,3 812 a1 ,6 78, 2 76.0 76. 41 74,4 137,4
9 6,3 95.0 9 2!4 w i!l 9 1.0 87,U 89,1 8692 85,0 81 .2 1 8'±1 . 3 0 0.0 7 8,4 74.9 75.1 7 462 137.5
91.3 9210 92 t 7 96;4 92.4 88. 9 9 0.1 36.5 86.3 83.3 Btj ! $ 19,6 79,4 76.1 76.5 71.3 138.7
9 0 ,J 92.1 89,5 6 7 9 8 58.5 85 ! 3 86.3 82,6 85.2 80.6 78.7 /8,6 77 ,8 75,5 76,2 72 1 6 13545
89.4 89.2 871/ 65:6 86.4 84 . 4 86,,7: 8'1.,5 B0.6 78 7 76.4 . 1 6.3 7 3,6 71.3 71.b 68.5 134.5
87.8 87.2 84.6 02!7 84 .6 81,5 87..5 78,8 78.3 75,7 73.3 1 k.5 70,4 69.3 68.5 61.5 132,5
83.5 82,9 81,2 28.5 80.5 79.1 7 8 ,3 76.3 74.0 73.2 7 0 . 3 !0.3 6 8 .A 65,5 66.4 64.7 130.2
79.5 79 r 4 77,4 %5 9 4 75.5 7 403 74.3 73.4 70.1 59.6 66!4 68,6 65 ,A 64.2 65.9 63.5 128.2
74.3 74 ,2 7 29 / 017 7 1.2 b9!1 7 U.1 71.6 66.1 67,7 64 . 6 0796 63,7 64.5 65.7 64.8 127_,4
103.4 103,7 105,1 183!3 1U3.7 102.0 102. 7 10291 98,7 913,0 98.E 99. 0 99. ,^ 93,8 98.3 101.4
103.6 103.5 105. 2 104.0 1,03;3 102,2 1Oz.`^ 102,2 98.6 97,7 98.5 9 901 9 9.3 93.1 98.3 97,9 151.3
117.2 11694 116!! 12594 115.0 113. 5 113 ,1 111, 6 309 0 4 107,6 1.97.7 108,0 108.2 1.03 9 0 10 7 .0 105.6
3T
3lt2
{	 PAGE 1 FULL SCALE. DATA REDUCTION PR04MAM PROC,	 0111E - N ONT!	 8 DAY 14 HR.	 L.0,4
Pl tDtL SOUND PRESSURE LEVtLS (5y .	 DEG, F,	 70 PCRCENT REL. HUM4 DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND MApIANS)
C. 10. 20, 3 U. 40. '30. 60t 70 4 BL+, 4, 100, 110. 120, 13'0. 1 4 0. 150. PRL(
1(fl.17)(D. 371(^.^2)( U. 70){t^, Bi)( 1. 05}( 1.22)i_1.40){ 1;57)( 1.^^)( 1,42'}(2,p9)i2.27)(2,44)(2.(><2){ !
51) 79,0 14 .6 7716 !7 ! 8 77.9 76,5 75.6 76,7 76 . 5 77.9 72!S 1 447 75,g 75 99 76.9 79,9 12645
6j 76.0 75,9 771 U 13,9 89,4 74.7 7291 69,0 70.8 77.3 69.9 I i,l 71.0 73•D 79.2 76.2 124.6
HLnJ AL
	 100.	 F'(, 84 69.9 70.2 68! 3 08. 5 67;8 661 2 65.8 64.9 47.5 7 4.6 64- 1 6 4x4 6418 64.6 65,8 74,8 L18.6
t	 30.	 li) !'0O 6.9,3 67.7 6B. q 47,2 64,2 63,7 64.1 62.4 63.0 73,9 64.6 67.1 65 i 5 65.9 66.1 73.5 117,7
VEAICLE ATT 125 6.8.3 67,0 65.0 04 ! 5 65.2 64,2 64.4 63.3 6.2.1 73.5 64;4 65.2 66.4 6740
68.4 71.4 111.4


































67t9 69.0 6 7 ,1 66.0 7 3.1 65:2 6611 66.9 66,7 66.1 6 8 .0 118,4{
HUN	 342 315 74.2 77 9 6 78 t e 62:2 8 1.1 61t0 81. D 80, 9 2 78.3 5 1.1 77 . 1 13.9 75, 0 73,6 74. 0 74.1 128,9
TAPE 53136 40:0 8 0.2 71. 8 8:0.1 62!1 78.1 78 1 8 82,1 7845 78.8 74,;= 71;8 13.0 77,3 72.7 76.2
69,9 121.8
IiAR	 29 .0 HG 500 87.2 76. 6 8:7..1 !0! l 86.1 8+5.7 89,7 87.0 86!7 82,0 78, 0 5 1,0 84,8 8.0. 9 83,1 76.7 135.6
(	 (98030. NIM21 630 89.6 8899 90 t 3 a 7,$ 95.5 88 1 2 94.4 96.4 9'3.9 4 342 89,= ?3-5 86.2 92.3 89.7 a8-5 142.6
1AMS	 64, .EG 800 87.2 85.9 86,E ^6.4 9 0 ' 2 9041 90,9 93.0 92,9 93.1 86.2 d?.1 9 0,0 8'6.1 78 . 2 86,3 141,7
(29 1, JE6	 ,t: 1006 85.3 87.1 90,4 y 3 ! 4 93"a 95;0 95 4 3 93,3 90.2 84,6 07.4 07, 0 8 7.4 84.3 62.9 81.4 141.4
{	 TWFT	 57. DEG F 1250 9 .0 ,4 92.7 96;U y5!4 93.1 B9.6 9V.9 88,8 85 . 7 05.3 a2 ! 9 9.2 83,1 82.1 86.3 76.0 139.3
( W . DEU K) 1600 9 5.2 91.8 94,5 y2;5 89,1 6i7,:l 89,1 86.1 8.5.2 82.4 81!0 '1 1,0 8 0 05 8.0.2 76.3 77.0 137,2
H_ACTIC-09 54/ 4 3 2.j 0 ,( 95. . 5 95.1 94.4 ; i!6 9 !.',2 9-012 89,4 87.3 84.9 85,2 81,4 6 .1,6 ay . 6 8006 80.4 78.3 138.1
(90190 9 KG/43) 750(1 93.0 9 3,6 94, 9 v;}. 1 89,98 5.489 4 7 854 9 85,6 86,2 81,.9 01,8 8!0.n 78.8 78.2 77.1 138.1
NFA 9 230. RPM 315( 9 1 .4 91.2 9 1 ,9 d9.9 89,1 87;9 88 4 3 86,4 83.4 83.6 78;2 80.2
78 93 76.2 75.3 7 3.3 136,4
(	 966. RAD/SEC) 400-0 9 4.2 93.0 9 1t 3 y 0 :5 88 :3 85.7 87.1 8592 83,0 83.4 79 ! 1/ 9.1 78.1 75,0 75.6 73,2 136.113649(	 NFK 9190. RPM 500D 90.4 41.0 9 1,3 68'8 9 1.2 8840 88.2 84.2 64.0 83.5 7944 79.5 78.5 76.0 76.9 10.1
(	 962, RAO/SEC) 6300 89.7 4 0,5 8 7, 4 66!9 87,5 84;1 84.7 S115 82.2 82.3 77.574.$
4,6 76..3 74.4 75.4
7 1. 4
71,6










125.8NO.	 (1F BLADES	 44 1250,} 82.4 81.9 79.= 1 7.6 78.4 77,2 71.4 74 9 5 72,3 69.566.3 07,5
67,5
66,9 64.3 65.5 66.3 127,4160100 78,7 76.1 75;3 ^i,7 7 3,3 72.3 73,1 73,6 69.1 71,6{
70000 7495 7440 7.1,5 1 1.6 7 5,3 67 0 4 7u,1 75,6 68.5 69,6 64,9 6714 66 1 3 6593 65.7 67,5
128.6















OVER A LL CALCULATEC lo3.D 102.5 10 :3 t i LU2 ! 5 102.1 1OD , 5 102,7 1014fl ,.0
PNOb 116.1 11 5. 3 116  11418 113.7 112 .1 117. 7 110@ 6 10 9 !(( 10, 105 '1 111 6 , 4 104,6 10446 10 3.4 102.1
PA(:F 1
	
FULL SCAL E DATA REDUCTION PROOKAM 	
PROD, DATE — MONTH 8 PAY 14 HR.. 10.5
M9Ut_L SOUND PRESSURE LEVtLS (59, UE[i, i. 70 PtRCENT REL. MI )M• DAY)
ANGLE S FROM INLET 1N UE(iREES ( AND Alip l iNS)
O .	 10.	 200	 3u.	 40,	 5p,	 60	 70,	 80 0	 9 0. 3	1011,	 110,	 120,	 130,	 1 4 0	 1'30,
	
7	 5 •+	 4 ) 1 51 (1 7 51(1 9x	 [2%(2 091	 271{2,44)(2.62)t(0,	 )(0.17)I0.3?7(u!?	
1 PWL
F R I. 0,
5v"
63
RADIAL 100 4 t T .	 ea
	




OATF 7/16/ 7 4	 2 0
RU ,; 343	 315
TAPF	 55136	 400
H-Ak 2 9 . 0 HG	 500
	(98030. N/M2)	 e.3U
TAMP 64. DEL; F	 600
	f291, DEG K)
	 1000
T_WFT 57, GEG F	 125u






NFA 94 10, RPM	 3150
[ 985. RAD/SEC) 4COG
NFK 936.5, WPM	 5300
( 5181, H AID /SEC1 630Ci
NF 110624, RPM	 5000
!	 (iil36 RAU/5EL' ) 1(laou






2)[0,701[0.8 	 )(1,O,f(„ 221[1.	 0	 [	 •	 1	 1..
13.8 73,.8 74.9 75.1 8111
78.1 78,7 78 3 3 !9!3 81;2
78.0	 79,7	 78,1	 /8i1	 78,p	 76,a 	76,0	 75,8	 74.6	 73;7
76 3 7 73.7 70.2 10.7 14.6 7 2!0 'f4,1 7 1r:0 74,0 76.3 80.1
68,7 70.4 68, 7 2616 67.6 6514 65.7 64. 9 67.6 67,8 65!8 64.6 63.9 6494 65. 9 73,774.069.1 67 ,7 68 3 ; 0614 65,2 63 0 9 64.5) 63,3 63. 9 65 1 1 65!1 07,3 64,9 66,0 66.9
67.3 66.p 64,? n51.3 66'7 63,0 64.4 62 1 5 63,3 64,3 64.3 6_5.3 87 .4 6 7 01 64 .4 72,5
77.1 77,7 74 ,0 7 512 79.1 73.0 74.8 72.1 73.9 74,6 78:6 68x0 79 .9 79.9 81.4 78,3


















68.264,1 58,9 6504 09 ! 3 67 0 4 65,6
76.0 78..6 77 3 ! 17 t 2 75.2 72 1 9 79,3 73.9 9 7842 79 ,2 704U 12i9 7 2x0 75.7 74.37 70.2
69,0 71.8 78,9 12 ! 1 73.4 76,5 73.1 72,0 76.8 71,8 71,6 x8,9 74,1 76,0 70,2 71.1
77.8 B0.3 88.6 /60 52.0 67.8 83.8 8148 8 .73 9 8 2.6 8i ! 6 16,1 84, 1 86.8 76.1 80,0










82,084.3 84,5 88,2 6814 92.5 94.6 88 .0 93,4 8'6. 9 96,0
83.3 83.7 8 716 %026 90.4 9110 87.3 88,2 83 1 3 79.9 84 . 3 tl 2 n 4 a 2,4 6 2 . 3 76-ti 75.4
83.3 85,4 93, 4 v 113 9 7.2 9 00 87,R 86,2 82.9 8'1. 9 62!2 63.3 8 3,3 H1.1
7 9 .1 76,0
88.4 9 0,0 9012 , §,4 85,0 84.9 84,2 8 2 . 0 82.3 7 9. 2 tl 2.1 d 0.4 79.3 78.3 7540
93.4 91,8 9O!^ 01; 1 5 88;6 89 3 3 88.3 870 65.1 8 1,1 8n!2 5 0, 4 8 0.5 78.5 77.5 75.1
90.0 89,5
88,






























88 3 1 07;5 8 4.3 828 8.2.8 82.2 81,2 7 8.2 77•Z X 8,3 7 7,j 73.9 73.? 72.1
86.2 87,2 88 3 5 tl 7!6 87.7 84,3 85.0 61,'3 8.1.1 Se.1 76.6 19,4 78,4 74,2 7?.2
69,4
86.5 86x3 84, 8 6 218 83 4 8 81 1 3 8;.6 78.8 79.3 79,d 76!4 17,5 77,8 75.4 74,7 71.6






























77,4 75,0 14 ! 0 74.5 7 333 7 3. 4 71.5 70.6 71,6 67.4 b902 67.5 65,5 65.a 64.7
74 1 5 74.6 71Pw 1 1:7 7 0.6 69.5 70.5 71.6 68.4 69 .6 64!7 07.5 67,5 6496 66.11 66.6



































































HAIIiAL 1RG. FT.	 8[i
	
( 30. M)	 10r.3
vE41CLk	 ATT	 125
GONFIG	 T%0	 160
LOC PT O 	 SOD








TA'18 64. DEG F	 "'00
	
t2 a 1. P EG K1	 1'.0:11
IWFT 57, DEG F	 1250
	
12 8 7, UEG K )	 16O!U
HACT 9,94 G 11 / 1'3	 'C01U
	




(1.0 6 2. HAD/S:E'G) 3u00
NFK10.092. riPM	 5000
(5057. .441)/SEC) 6340
NF71062 B . R PM	 BCOD
l	 (1113, RAU/SEC)1pr,00






































































P AGE 1 FULL SCAL E DATA REDUCTION PRDG1AM	 PROC, DATE - M ONT H 8 DAY 14 4R. 10,5
--	 N	 Y)MuUc'L SOUND PRESSURE LMLS (5Y, DEG. F , 70 PtHCE , T Ri;L, HUM, DA
ANGLES FRGS iNLET '14 UEGR•EES (AND-kiD ;1,ANS)
4 0 ,	 50 9 	60	 70,	 8'0,	 30,	 Lou; 110,	 120,	 130,	 1 4 0.	 150,}(0171(0?33?[u3i2)i0^7p){O,g7)[1!'J)f1.22}11.401(1!57}(ir^y)(1!92^(2!09}(2.27)(2.44)(7!62)(
79. 8
 77! 6 16-.2 77.9 76.8 77.5 76. 9	76 • b 75, 9 7410 7 4,9 75.0 717.1 74.5 82.0
74.6 78!u 9 4;3 80.1 76,7 72. 8 70,1 7 0 .8 75.1 7 3 . 0 	) 4.?. 73.3 73 . 7 73.0 81,4
70.5 69 l y 0d:8 68. 9 67.6 68.5 66. 9 69.4 b 4 e!) 66 ;5 d5.8 64.7 66.3 6B.© 77.4
.57.7 69,s 07;3 66.0 64.8 66.7 65.1 6A...3 64.2 65!43 68.0 66.2 65.8 67 1 1 76.1
66.0 64 1 0 _0418 66.5 64.0 6^.3 64.3 64.1 63.3 63.7 6614 67,4 66.4 68.5 74.4
6617 74!0 1 411 77.2 7+U.0 7301 77,5 73r9 77,5 79;4 /1,0 75,4 75.973.4 7309
64,1 67.3 68 12 70.0 66. 9 67.3 66,3 67.0 6d,2 70.0 67.4 643,3 69.0 69.2 70.7
66.8 67.1 06 1 2 66.9 657 66.9 65,0 6.5.1 65,3 65!1 e7,1) 67,1 69.0 0.0 68,6
70.6 76!3 16, 0 76.9 7 9 ,7 69.0 76,4 75 1 9 71.9 72:0 /391 75.3 75.0 69.9 7119
69,9 73 1 2 /210 7 1.0 667 69,1 643,9 66,1 67.4 67.i 7 0.0 72:1 70.9 69.3 69.1
71.4 75.1 76 '8 71.1 74 ' a 69.8 70.8 73.7 79,9 70 • b 11.3 78,2 79.5 74.9 71,0
71,0 79.9 13.4 74;1 72 1 6 72.7 69.3 71 !2 76,5 740 /2,2 71.5 7 1.9 7319 71,0
7316 76!4 /6'4 72.9 71,7 76.0 75,3 71.a 12.1 69.9 13.9 69 1 3 7198 73.4 71,9
72.1 74. 5 /6+6 73.3 72 1 2 73.0 72.5 72.9 71,2 71.! 7*i.4 73,2 72.9 72.1 70,4
73.9 77.0 /814 78 0 73.9 74.0 74,0 71 1 7 72.7 72 ! tl /7,4 77.3 75,7 75.t s 71.1
73.7 76.; /7. 2 76.0 74.1 74.8 74,1 72'1 71.5 72.3 !'45.3 74.3 73.1 73.4 69,5
74.9 77 .4 iY,5 78,4 76. 1 1 76.3 74.4 73.1 72.5 74!2 /7.7 7602 75 ,9 76.3 72.5
75.6 77!2 2u !0 80.2 77 ' 0 79.9 74,2 73 . b 74.1: 74.7 /7.3 76 1 2 76 . 8 77.0 72.0
74 .1 771 5 '/9 15 78,5 75.2 7 '6 ,u 76.1 72.
9 72.4 74 ' 4 !7,5 77.6 74.1 75.3 71,4
76,8 76. 1 '!1 	 /8 '4 77,3 75.6 77.0 74.3 72.8 73,1 77 ! 1 	!'9,3 79,? 75,7 77.0 73"1
74.0 78,/ 19;9 79.3 77,4 743.6 76,6 76.0 	 75,4 J6 . 6 61.6 9 0,7 77,1 77.3 69.2
75.1 75.4 76,7 79.5 74,1 79,5 73,4 13.3 72.4 74.7 16.4 7417 73.4 75.3 70.4
73.? 764f 16;6 76 .4 74.4 8 0.6 78.7 74.1 74.6 78.4 a 1.5 7 7 .7 72,2 73.0 64.5
71.1 7 1 .7 / 1!6 77.7 70..4 71,6 73.5 70 ! 5 70,5 6 9. 7 72.5 7 0,7 69.3 70.7 66,7
67,3 67.c 0 7;5 69.6 68,1 69,5 68.7 67.2 67,7 67.ti 69.4 68,5 65.2 66,7 54.4
65.5 65! ? X5;9 66,6 66,2 66,h 72. 8 64.6 67,7 64.7 08,3 65,6 64.5 66.5 65,8
63,3 600 02;6 64,4 64.6 67.4 73,6 62.5 66.'j . 61;6 67 1 5 6716 6497 66.0 66.9
91.n 90.3 yi!4 02.3 x]9 ! 8 92.1 91.6 89.8 9U.2 90!2 Y2 n 2 91.1 90 . 1 91,U 965
87.3 89,a ?0!1 9L.1 877 89.4 98,L	 86.4 86.h 87;5 89.6 99.1 88,0 87.7 88.3
^,le lu391 IOK,8 10.0.,2 101 . 0 100,0 98. 9 96.5 luo-4 1U3 i 1 10 2 94 100.3 100.0 97,5
3,+4




1	 l.,tUT ► L	 fro.	 FT. 5:G 70.669.7
4i FIICLE 3y AT1
T-0
t15 6B.tr
'	 i. OW , IG 16C 72.7
IDC	 PTO 200 74.7
L ATE x.7/16/74 250 667,0
3	 1 um	 345 315 U
TArE 51136 460 66.7
r. Al	 29." PG 5',n A9.6
[ `)8 e3D • M/r21 6s0 70.2
TA;4 t	 e4. ^EG r E„D 7 4. B1241. VL-G	 k ) 14^C 74 .ii
THET	 57. nEia F 1250 75.11{287. T)EG	 9) 160x3 74.1
FAC T 	9.94 ,M/M3 2r.`r, 74.1




{1126 • ;2 AD/SEC) 406 7t'.
r	 I r-K10699. FPM 5ni.0 Tao. s
(1120' "ADYSE C ) 63LC 74^
1
' f U+D623. PPM Sr.40
"AD/5EC)![.n:; O 72,.2
',p.	 Of	 i3L A 11F3 44 125ar, 69..
ibC':r0 66.




MODE L Zia'  NV PR_	 L
ANuLE S FROM	 1 1 1LET	 1 14 DEGREES	 (AN;, RADIANS)
10•	 2v.	 3U.	 40.	 `u.	 6u.	 7o.	 &^.	 go.	
1t,.i,
	
lit'.	 12[s.	 133.	 140,	 15.,•
JIu.1') {D.351{fl,52r[D .7 01(f,. 87) 11.::5,	 1•22)(1.4Q)ti.57)(1.75)(1.92)(2.09)[2.27)(2.44)(2,62)(8 t3, n 	 77.8
	
76.9	 7h 9	 7 h ..I	 7d.5	 77.9	 77,6	 8..5	 14.8	 73.8	 711.8	 "16.7	 75.2
	
[;2•J
77. 1 	78.0	 74.1	 54..2	 77.1	 73.B	 13.8	 76 . 1	 79.7	 76•i	 76.1	 71.,.	 74.2	 76•.	 61.22
71,6
	
70,7	 46.4	 69.D	 67.8	 48.5	 ia7,6	 69, 7 	77.4	 67.4	 66.E	 155.6 . 67,8	 68.
+ 	78,9
68.7	 68.8	 66 . 6	 66.1	 66 . 1	 85.0	 h$.6	 64.8	 76.6	 66.i'.	 67 . 3	 65 . 5	 •66.9	
57.f-	 76.1




57.4	 65.4	 66.9	 65.2	 64.4	 76.'2'	 64 .3	 55.4	 67.2	 67.4	 69.3	 74.5
70.7
	 73.5	 75.6	 72.1	 71 . 1	 6 9 .7	 13.6	 72 . 0	 76.9	 71,•7	 69.2	 a8._	 72.i:	
7x.7	 77.2
73.,1	 76.0	 78.0	 14.2	 76 . 3	 71.0	 75.8	 7317	 77.;;	 72.9	 69.3	
69.1	 72.•	 71.1	 78.7
66.11 	67.8	 67.•	 67.1	 60.3	 66.6	 65.1	 65,0	 7 `x •1,	 64.8	
65.4	 6B•l	 65.1	 67.9	 70.4
rit1, =' 	 71.3	 6ti•5	 6$.!4	 hF.1	 66.9	 7 r,,.'	 69,	 154.3	 71.3	 ,Z	
It ,	 fig.4
70. 7 	71.4	 71, 7 	 1 .t	 67.9	 70.7	 68.7	 s1. i;	 73.5	 7L.9	 71.1
	 73,1	 71.^	 7 5 .1	 69•









75.4	 Is,,.	 71.3	 71.6	 11-0	 ^i • 1	 71,7	 7 • ,R	 7	 .3	 71.2	 71.2	
71.1	 71.
78.	
74.3	 73.?	 72.R	 73.2	 73.1	 76.'_	 73.1	 73.4	




74.%^	 77.9	 76.3	 77. 1	 75.6	 73.7	 7 2 . 7	 7b.^,	 73 . 3	 76.4	 75•.;	 76. - 	75..: 	72.3
73.1	 75.8	 77.3	 76.4	 7 7. 1	 4.6	 X4.1	 76.4
	
7 g .k	 75, 1 	79.6	 75.	 77.3	 77.:	 I7."
{	 7	 7	 75.x.	 ?	 75.7	 75•	 74.	 73.E	 69.4
76.;+	 77.1
	
7 y .r	 3r..3	 77.:,	 77.1	 1
77.'	 7B.E	 [,1.f.	 91.6	 7i•S	 713._x.	 /g.9	 77•--	 7 4x . 9	 7t•_	 7 9. 1	 76.9	 7$.9	 Ili,')	73.




8	 .9	 ?	 .T	 41,1	 7 y •>	 7	 • p	 76.13	 77.0	 B.,.	 IM!	 74,2	 82.C-	 79..	 79.x'	 75.!
76.4	 84.3	 91 .2	 5•. .8	 74.15	 79.4	 7ir .2	 74.1;	 8a..3	 79.4	 ;;3.5	 d2.,'+,	 7B	
7d.>	 7] .6
76.,'	 77.;?	 77,5	 7 6 , 9	 75 . 5	 78:1	 73.2	 75,6	 71,6	 75,3	 77. 9





74.6	 77.6	 83.3 8 5.5	 7 '1•:6	 82.7	 1i, .,j	 6 1 . 6	 77.9	 77.5	 76.r	 71.7
•7 2 . 11	 74.2	 73,.1	 74.6	 73 .0 	74.4	 73.x	 73.3	 77.7	 7,S.4	 75.5	
73.7
	 72.3
	 72 .5	 65.5




.6	 7	 ,y	 {.7.4
S	 x,3.6	 156 . 4	 66.1	 6[1.6	 66 . 5	 6 9 .1	 72.6	 48.4	 72.d	 66 . 5	
69.F	 69.6	 66 . 6	 6 8.7	 1,7.4
6	 61-i	 64.3	 63 .4	 5`x•4	 64.7	 0.1	 74.2	 66.5	 7. • .3	 64.2	 66 .15	 o6.7	 156.6
	 66.D	 7n.6
2.]4	 9	 32,.9	 92.9	 ?a• 4 	9L.5	 72.7	 41.11	 91.2	 94.8	 91, ,1	 92.4	
91.3	 92.1	 92.2	 Vi;,1
3	 2 .:i	 9	 .5	 9C'.4	 ?'1.:	 {44•':	 19.3	 !B.7	 x36.3	 91.4	 ne•h	 ?	 .5	 69•a	 59.1	
as- 1;	 F;9.]
li3i.	 1.0	 !E	 • 1	 iuS.6	 4	 a.5	 lfl^.' .0 	 a.r2. b 	 101.2	 ivl • 2	 1i+'• 5 	162 •3	1,.




































PA4E i FULL SCALE DkTA REDUC T ION PROGRAM PROC; DATE - MONTH	 8 DA Y 21 RR . 9.5( MODEL SDUNU PRESSURE LEVELS	 (59•	 DEG • F, 70 PERCENT REL, HUK. DAY)
4 1; A:NGLE5 FROM INLET IN DECREES (.AND RADIANS)
0. 10. U . 30 . 4D. 50 ► 6 0. 70. 80. 90, ICJ , 110, 120. 130. 140. 150. Po i
t FRED- (G, )tD.1 7 1iQ.35)(0.52 }(,.7G }t0.87) {1. L3}(1422)(1. 4 6)t1. 57) (1.75) (1. 92)(2.D9)(Z.27)t2. 44 )(2,62I4 )
50 78.5 79 • -1 7B.5 79.6 79 .3 70.9 78 . 7 77.6 7 7 . 7 81.•6 77." 78 -D 76•,: 113.9 75.9 tl7 . V 128.6
63 73.8 7 D .? 75..8 . 71.•8 91.2.2 76.3 71.6 68.7 70.,1 a1.9 71.8 7;:•3 66.2 64,1 70,1 77.3 125.1
r f+AAIAL	 1:rti.	 FT, h0 7,^,.4 7j, 69..6 68.5 58.9 67 . 7 68.3 67 . 5 67.6 74 . 5 66.8 61.8 65,1 65.9 65. 9 73 . 9 121.2
(
	
3u.	 M) 180 7 r.0 5 ,7 69.6 68.6 59 .v 67.0 66.5 65.E 65.1 79.0 65.8 68.3 68.1 7C.0 65.8 73.2 121.0
VEHICLE ATT 123 73.4 78.3 67.9 69.9 71.5 6 1t.4 64.8 6.6.1 68.5 78.9' 63.: 67.6 7,.4 68.4 68-1 71.& 121.2
( I-DNr1.G T-O L60 74.0 67.7 67.7 67.8 72.' 67 ! 2 61.5 46.0 69.0 7 7.4 62. 9 6°.2 7:.9 69.9 69.: 6 9 .9 120.4
LOC	 PTO 2.00 71.2 6 9.5 70.1 68.6 69 .v 67.2 66.7 64.6 63.9 7798 62.1 63.4 64 . 3 66-.1 65.1 6 7 .3 119.6
HATE Dlil a /74 25i7 77.1 74.8 75.2 73,8 73.3 71 . 3 70.6 58.4 67,9 76.8 65.,E 6712 67•3 69.0 67.1 63.2 121.4
i RUN	 347 315 76.0 74.a 76:1, 74.7 75.3 723 70.8 7G.9 69.0 77.1 66.1 68.3 68.4 7t..r- 64.4 67.2 122.3
TAPE 53136 440 76 .6 74.7 77.7 73.5 73.2 74.1 73.ti 71.6 72 . 2 79.9 77.2 78.1 74.3 73.8 69.ti 74. 9 125.9
BAR
	
29.D HG 500 81.8 81.5 77.7 74 .4 52.1 88.1 77.6 75.8 8 0••0 77.8 74.8 79.1 83.9 85.7 BS•D 85.1 132.5
4 98030 • NJR2) 630 $5 .2 $8.2 BB-1 82.1 87.7 91 . 4 81.9 a7.3 90.3 85.3 86.3. 64.6 89,5 9 rt.3 80.7 90.4 13.8.4
TANS	 64• nEG F W 83.8 86 , 7 87.9 83.6 3 ,6.2 96 . 1 85.9 88.6 go.$ 86,9 87.^ 83.2 88 . 1 89.2 61.4 88.4 137.6
(291• DEG K) 100:C 9 0 . 1 91.5 86 . 2 89.2 9i.6 9 2 . 2 94.61 42.3 91 . 3 93.3 04 .1 89,6 91.7. 82.2 5.3.•5 82.5 1.41.2
1 TwET	 S7. oEG F 125? 91.2 92. . 1 92.8 93.7 98.3 92 . 1 93.8 95 . 1 96.1 94.8 92.9 89.1 9 1"D 83.2 83.3 Ba • 3 143.1
(2!}7. DEG K) 16UG 95.0 99.1 92.1 6902 96.3 P315 91.0 89.1 87.1 86.2 86.2 B2.5 85.2 82.3 92.4 80+.3 133.0
FACT 9;94 rMYH3 2070 94 . 2 89 .2 9 0 . 4 87.2 36.5 67.6 404 99.2 8 7 . 4 55.?; 82.2 62.7 81.6 79.3 53-S 75.5 137.0
( • Df1994 KG/H3) 25U0 93 .0 41, rj 9 2 . 7 S9•R 00.0 9 .,•2 80.6 86.6 84.9 83.6 76,8 75. 4 79•x. 78.= 7ff -4 74-2 135.8
FIFA 0634• RPM 3150 92. 0 `)2.1 92 . 3 59ti 38.3 88,2 88,9 87.3 82.1 92.1 70.4 77,7 77.3 74. 74,3 72.5 136.2
( A94• AAD/SECS) 44 00 96.0 96.t1 93.8 92.6 9,9.3 87.3 86.9 85.1 84 . 1 83.1 77,9 77,3 77 . 3 73, 74.1 74.2 137.3
{ t;FK	 B493 • VPM 5000 94.2 9 4.3" 95 . 1 92.3 94.4 94.•6. 90.9 a1.4 86:•3 87.4 8 ,).5 79,6 79,4 76.6 76.5 71.6 139.9
II (	 889. ME AD/SEC} 6300 93.3 95.5 93.3 9p.4 91.6 89.5 88.4 83.4 65,6 65.4 76.6 78.0 77.8 74.7 , 74.3 74.6 138.5
N F010628 . RPM WjO 9 1 . 3 93.4 92 . 2 84.3 59.6 1111.6 90;:6 86.5 63.:6 86.5 79.3 77.7 76.2 72.,4 72.4 70.6 138.5





44 12504 $7 .4 87.7 85.2 B3.3 95.7 64.3 83.3 S O.$ 78 . 3 81..4 73.1 7,, .6 69.4 67.3 67.6 67.6 135.0
160uC 84.g 33.3 81.4 79.4 SL.8 79. '7 79.2 77.4 74.2 77.7 69.3 67.7 66 . 6: 65.0 _6. 7. 4 67.8 232.4
20000 79.4 78. 3 76.5 75,6 75.9 74.5 73.3 75,5 71 1 4 73 .5 64 . 6 66,6 65 . 6 66.8 67.7 69 . 9 131.4
OVER ALL MEASURED 103.6 103. 8 102.7 3 01 . 1 1Di• 4 107 •.1 101 . 6 11x6 . 1.106 . 1 t01 ► 0 96.1 9540 98.0 96.3 95•.0 98.1
OVERALL CALCULATED 10 4 .5 W.? 103.2 101.1 181.6 101•d J-01.5 136.4 104.4 100,+7 96.4 95.2 97.3 9$,4 93.A 94.8 15D.S
PND8 117.7 11 7 . 5 116. 3 114. 4 i15. 0 11.3.4 11 3. 0 I1 i.2 11G •7 11. ► 6 1a6.6 I.C. 5. 0 14 6. 4 104.01 1.02^g.i43.4
-
--«
FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION P'%:ilAN	 PRpC; DATE + MONT}! 6 DAY 27 Mil. 19;9
MgDL'L SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, OQG. Fe 70 PERCENT REL. HvM.	 DAY)
ANGLES FROM I NLET IN DEGR EES (AND RADI ANS)
20 30 ,	 40,	 sa




')Ii•22)I1. 4 Q ) I I , S31 f 1 1 75)








79 ;7 79,4 78.3 78 9 5 78;0 77.0 76.7 76.5 75.6 10.7 7 3 . 7 73,6 76., 77.9 7n.0 51;3 177;2
76.0 74.1 76.97 73!0 00.3 7702 72.11 69.1 71.0 79,1 71!1 7 0 . ? 71.•, 73.2 74.1 76.3 12,5.1
70.7 71:3 7093 e9 14 69;7 6916 67.5 66.5 69.0 78,5 65 ! 6 64.6 64. x! 6.6.5 67,D 74.7 12019
70.7 69.6 70 16 08.5 68.0 669 9 66.6 6497 64:2 16:8 6517 d7.2 66.P 660 9 6590 73.0 11916
70;0 681'2 67.1 07 ! 2 67.5 66.2 64.8 64.3 64.0 77 .3 600 65 . 6 65.0 67.6 68.3 71;3 119.4
77.0 70.6 67.9 71 1 7. 69;3 74.3 69 .0 71,7 7Q,8 78,0 71, .9 74,f 71. 1 75.1 76.2 73.0 173!4
66,9 68.1 6600 67t6 69; 1 67:1, 66, 65.7 6'3.0 78. 0 2 62 1 8 6414 65. 2 66.4 6511? 68.1 119,9
13.3 73.1 73.9 1, i3,a 76. 74-13 74.1 73.0 7090 77,9 69-0 7 3,0 7 1 9 r, 72 . 0 7 0 .4 70.1 123.6
79.0 79, 1 81,8 4491 88.3 85,2 87.1 94.8 8102 01.& 5["1 3 601 93,4 A2.9 12.2 77.3 174.2
80.9 71,4 79.7 01!5 77.2 5318 79, y;, 76.8 0508 7 7.8 69.8 7 1 , 2 714.7 71.1 7 1.0 71.2 127.1+
85.6 74.7 84 ,5 55 1 9 82,9 9 0 ,1 94 1 4 8417 e099 0299 81.7 :0,1 84 4t 8191 83 4 2 82 0 9 13413
99.2 r: 4 .0 91.1 ? JIL 93.8 99.5 95.2 95.3 91.4 V3,1 95!4 9317 93.-, V 1.:3 97.5 9 6.3 144.1
8610 R 9 67 ! 1 9 5,2 9 4 , 3 9P. 9 *bob 94ol, "Amb Rh-9 9 4.4 9 7. 4 ,3 " 2 .4 144,E
83.0 R6.V 86.8 9311 9 4.3 74.3 9 2.2 4 3.., 58.3 06,1 B7.0 M 6,4 94... 33.4 79.2 81.6 140.=
92.8 96,7 100: 7 1 9 D!0 93.5 44,2 43.1 94.0 90.1 59.0 86.1 E16,4 67.> 91.'3 R9,3 76.3 143.3
97;2 93.0 9599 7`3!8 42.5 8917 98.1 PB.2 8309 0509 8? ! D 83.5 79.1. 80.;1 79.6 76.4 .38.'7
liob-1 0 3.t 95.0 93.2 91;5' 4 1 .6 9 1 ,1 R9.2 56,2 1 7,2 84.4 H !.8 a3.. r•Z, ^^;5 75.
0W,7 951.1.- 95.1 vo ! 9 894 ?ago 86.& 87.0 BG.9 '6507 8: • [. 8 0.d 90.! 79.1 70.0 75.; 1` -s.1
94.D 4 2.1 9491 4210 92.5 9293 89.2 87.2 86.1 a8.s1 Silo 81.6 79,r / 6 • 1 76.4 75;3 1j 5. 9
9P.a 96.9 94.7 51!8 90.3 8903 89 #: 86.1 54.9 14/8 79.9 79.2 74,1 15.2 14.7 75.3 138.4
94.1 93.2 9 5 , '4 y 1!:, 93;79 1, i, 96. 4 86,5 86,i '4 8.1 4114 40,0 7 y .. ,6.1 77.3 71.7 119.6
9.112 43.1 O l .x H89s, 84,9 ?7,7 86.4 R3.5 64.2 8 465 76!4 7 7.7 7697 '9,5 . 4 7446 7,2.5 130,1
91.5 9 j11 4 0.2 57 ! 4 87.6 8597 86,3 A2,3 8^.5 83.4 77.4 7 5.95 74, 1 7106 71;469	 f+
";a 135.8
$9 ! 6 s- ,i 116,4 +1 412 95.E, @3,5 d2.d 74.7 7	 04 1q, p 6 73 . 1 7 1,7 7 '3. 6617 67 ! 8 133:.b
at, P;. ? 0ti.t; 2903 81.7 A n.4 7`7 .5 76.E 74.4 78 .3 7.•5% 69.6 fie..: 66.1 67.4 c4.Fi 131.1
8 1.4 "1.3 79,5 7 1!4 77.6 76,5 79.1 7{.5 70 . 5 7 494 66 . 5 66.6 60.' 640 66. r. F 5 66 129.9
76 0 5 76.2 75.5 72 ! 6 72.7 7 ?,6 70.4 75.4 6695 7 2 . 3 63 . 4 65.6 63.!) 66.6 66.7 66.5 129;6
10507 104 . 5 105 .7 103!8 103;4 14491 102 .8 107.06 99,0 49,`3 97.8 98,3 99.2 95: n04. V!
99 0 0 180,1
105.8 18 4 .5 in5.8 1 049 2 103. 4 1` 4 .1 103, 5 .1x,2. 4 99.4 9905 97.9 99, 0 99 0 7 99.4 P.5 1Fx.0






RkDJAL loom `T.	 8Q
	




DATF 711617 4 	213A
R() -ki	 34 91	 415
TAP!'	 1;313h	 }oil
sc:	 29 .0 HP	 50(1
i
	







Wit DFG K) 100




HA`T 9.44 1,u/H3	 "100
	




( 950. RAp/SEC) 4000
i NF -k 003 4 . R O M	 •`voo( 1 46. R A V /S F=r ) 630[
	
06rA...RPM	 soar-
i	 ( 111..1 . RA'L'/:iF0i0cu














	 ^.	 1111.	 £RrrNdsr°`..'
a y ^.•_=L^n
...-v.sJa^iin:r.-:..^-•s..r.^n".-.H.u,::k _^:.r^a:,^w.^^,hr^=^.a::^.±^w ra^:.,,.^.,.:.+:oatxc3^:^.vr r.^A`x a-szrr-nrr.e,ae ^ ...u.x54RF^a.+:,'' ^^`3L'-r`.G i^x'^f
.
P ACs 1
	 FULL SCALE DA TA REDUCTION PROORAM
MU	 PROC. DATE	 6 DAYM SO UNID PRESSURE L EVE L$ (!F9	 .77D EG F# 7o PER -wit RFL. iM D' 20.0
	f :T I
.
; bfiGi^Es CAN E) RkDIANS)	 H	 AYANGLES FRAM INL(0. D. )to 11) .	 206	 30,	 4ii,	 so$	 ,	 .	 o,	 o	 loot S O	 00,	 140, 150 .
1 
152 ) (0	 60	






ij(	 PWL#6 91.; 80.i t !6	 9	 91	 2.0;)c?27)(.26#j4)(2
	
7 : 9 7 -n 79
.4 78.9 79,1 14 9 5 1 5 . 5 78,;	 W(61S
 76 0 76,e 79*o F6, 1 aj ,	 ':	 77.9  7 .9 R 0 .9
	
RAnTAL Igo. Ft.	 8;7a;.	 .5 78,4 75 ,5 74,7 75.9 4 4 9 74,	 ;	
.0	 i7g;."I!5	 7 71,9 71,47 73.7 72 ,7 T	 71:	 .0 7 5 1 .3 75,	 74	 75".1 a0.4304 14) 	 l ob 74;0 7Q- 7 73, 9- ?p 6 72 ' o 69,1 0,711:5 71:. 7 62 :7 66.7 be	 46 1:0'5 74.0	 .08.sVFklcLE	 A T T	 .2 75. Z y7.g ^5	  71 0 B4.1 68.* & 69 a	 75 7	 124,4
cn ,4r I r,	 T _r) i 2^' 74	 .1 7 6 !	
	
r3 , n 7 a T4 ,116^ 7o.9 77	 .5 760	 '76. Z 77 -2 5,3,1 75- 	 i&,l 77.	 7 C ; !739 	 125.3LOC PTO	 is	 7,Z 7	 8- ' 2	 -i	 74 ,3Zoo 7g.' 8 78:j 7 2 :4 1	 .1,	 '111:1 9 ^1 : 6 79:^ 77 0: 8 ^13Jo3 72^9 73v7 78.9 75-4 -	 .6 72.3 71 2 7,3 6 73	 74	 ^ ,2	 71,2	 i.17DA TE. 7 /16/ 74	 250	 .0 6 8 71 . 0	 - 21	 9fl 74.7 751;R UN 351	 40 71 : 4 70v2 70 , 6 71	 3	 74.ij15 83.9 83 ' s 61 5,	 a 65 t2 5291 67 * 5 ^	 7	 73	 7
	
9,3 69 .
^^ 	 1 s2	 ." l	 4TA-,7	
-33j.,	 a " !7 36:4 86 -0 8 3 9 A9	 M *0 77;3 78 # 4 n j4j I	 -L	 124•0
	
BAP` 2 9 - o H G 36
	 40^ 72 ;9 75 s ^) 750 ?6? 8 77: 3 74._1	 -74.6 74.3- 7 74.85 , 18 61 18
4,9 77-
	 1	 L;9 a o;3	 1.1 ,3 ,4500 751- 6 e 20 9 85#6 65! 8 	98	 83 0 '1 8 1L	 85,9 85 
:5
53 P4 7i!b	 Q2	 7 3 4 ;,	 72 !^ 74;r 73.9	 ?-3, 9
	
030 . N / 19 2) 	 630 ma..4 79 9 84: - -	 a ,
	 794,3 a 3: 0 q 3 7 A j ;j aTA .u P




DFG F	 800 8 0 ;j 79
	 1, i	 9 
-2	 ?7@4 76• 4
	
-3 $1.3-5 81 . 73.1 84 4 1	 3 0 	 1	 1	 t	 7 5
13 83,	 13 .9 a Z, 1,	 13 2 .1 00^ 81^i 7& . ,j 91 : 1	 R-3:4 8	 ,
	
TWEt 57. DES F	 r0:
3 41,Q 759 79	 d
	
7 RZ : 7 8 ^. 2 	 7b 4	 ?1-	 77!- 3	 7 6 ** ,,	 •76:,	 74,J	 ?4 : 5 7jL .^	 130:182!	
2	 6,	 Al i 7	 1316 F1 1- i 83 9 Ly4f7 84 : 4	
. 10	 jg	 77og 77,2 
7
f
HAF T 4- 04	 3j,;1 77,1 7 g .i 73' 1,
	(287. DEC; 1k)	 tboo 3 1. 8 84.0 84,0 120 81:3 79,3 90:
1




C,4 /43 	 7,M 9 4.3	 ^2!2	 t	 2:0 76 ! j 76.3
	




 ft C"4 N r,/H,; 1	 a50,50, q 5 '	 82'.9	 a	 78-2 1 1 • 2 7 6 - 4	 77. 5 76 . ,-	 ;y
	
.8 A2.6 n 1@9	 as47 n. RPN	 .: z 82,fl 79 s 9 77.	 7eel
	




I1151, 814 8 3-1 92	 3^04 7 5 49 77.3 77,, 78-r-	 2.^( JOIZ. R A DISFC
.
	:Z % 1 8 :0 . 4 81 @ 4 79.-0 77
	
77.1 784.0 8348	 0 !01
	
? :4 76 13 doel 73 ! j 7 7o 7 75.,d 75 ' 3" 76,4 72.3Nr;e
 #'^4. RP14	 0-3 7 91 79 .0	 7 . 9	
'	
179 .j
"  	 7 5	 7713 790 75 -2 7(106A. h AD ps!^C) ej 	 80;&	 7
	
'0" ^ 4.p 6 -2 73.1	 129.0
	
4 ^ 01 ^ R i: 9 S o, 9 79. 4	 7.15 79 ,2	 l,4 76.2 79.61 5 1	 75.2 77-




4	 .	 1.3g 4
L	 S 4
Po ok) 80?3 76 .4 79:-
5 78
-	 79.0 77. 9 76.4 76.1 75415
	




9AV /SFG)j0oo:c 776, 76.3 77.2 t3 ,	 7	 t.117#4 M3 181 6 78 , 1'	 ' 0.5




e4 75,3 75.4	 73.7 7., i ., 56.67Z;5 7o.5 7o4 ^2!4 7P:9 72.7 76 * 3 77.4	 74	
. 20 00	 5 7 j ^' 3 7.0 C
	
73.4	 ol 71,	 72 , ,%	 7R.,	 48	 .6 68.7	 1 23.j
	
O V E R A LL MEA ^,
2
,,)kE o 71 ? 4 72 - 4 71 t4 7014 75 ; 8 76 #6 7 4 e i^ 77 @ 3 7205 77tO 73 '	 ;!9.796.0 9 6:2 9	 -	 -	 !2 7 36^t 68o^j	 1
	
7 3 .4 71.6	 133. 1	7 : 1 1517 97 ­ 4 96 1 0 95 1 6 95	 ^g 6OVERALL CA L CUL4TEL 94 -.6 94 a 95 1 V4@ 2 9 5 1 6 94al 9 3 	 93
	
1 7	 :8 94tZ jo 21 8 g a- 0 V4.1 9 4 . x 93:9
	
C 92-7 0 .7 9 L- . 4	 gl, *, 	 96'	 97,4*1	 : 0D, ' 107.7 1 @ 7.1  JL 0 7. a 1[35!9 107:1 1(15,7 1. 04, F	 4 10.3	 144;;)
	
1 0 3 - 6 103,2 JU7' v2 iLi tI4	 03 -1	 lr, 2*t jt,^ ?. a 	 99.4
EE
v^AGf i PROC; DA.^EF'Ut.L SCALE DATA RES)1lGT1(iN /t+0R!4M	 .. ItplNtt
y
 8 DAY 27 HIR. 20 ;0
ODE SOU
	
PR S9f1R4? f=wr_r 5 SS9 DFG F. 70 PERCE NT REL, 4jjM. D'AY$h.	 r L ND E
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGOES ( AND RAD-TANS)
I 0. 10. 20 30. 40. 90. 60. 7o. 30.
91 4 10059 1101
;i,^775'1S1092157 ► 09)12.27y



























































FO 100 70 '.1 6w. 9 6^.f b7 0 66.3 66* 9 66,3 &W 64.9 609
67!0 d7. 0 67.1 67.9 7¢.2 123.(	 30 •




































74.3 79so 71. 8 76;9 71.9 1518 72 ! !' 7	 s26r.a
6 - j3.1 71.0 77.0 12706















































































































77.3 77,2 '75.8 72.7 7'2.7 0 2.1 73.8 77,2 75.,+ 76.0 75,2 73!370.4
127.2
126.2




























































79 ,2 8 1.4
77. 4 78. 3







75.0 76;5 BD,T 6(}!3 61.6 79.5 R1.! Rq;4
75j








































































7 1 . 1
68 .3 73.2 65.6 7 3 n 5 66.5 64,6 6^.7 66.7 6 7 .5 65..E 1,75.51 600;7
20000 64;4 63.5 64 4 02:3 64.0 64+5 65.1 73*2 63,4 11.6 64!3 6 6.6
65.3 677.6 67.4 65.9 126.5
OVERALL MEA5URE6 9248 92. 'L 91,.7 Y2*8 93:1 90,2 92. 7 92.286.8
91 . 1 i91.87.7 90!B(is 9 1 ' 4 8	 .^, A9,3 Aj . 20 89.3 142'•1(?VFR ALI. CJ►LCUL ATEJ 86. o t}ti. B 4p • 1 04 ( 0 01 . 2 R	 ► 3
1D2* 4
89 . 4
107* 6 101 .7
88 . 1











P ArF t FULL SCALE DATA HFOUCTI O N P R PRAM PROC; DATE - MONTH	 8 AAy t7 NR.	 20.0
t MFDEL SOU240 PRESSURE LEVELS (S9, DEQ - 70F,	 PERZEHT REL, Hi;M. DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEOR k ES (AND RADIANS)
0. 10. 20 6 3 0, 46, 50, 8 0 . 70. 8D. 90# 100+ ILD. 120' 230. 1 4 0: 150, PRL
FREQ. (0. )(0.17)(0.35 1(ot52);0.70)( 4i87)( 1105) (1.22)f10 40)( 1 9 57 )( 1. 7 5)tl, 92)(2#09)(2. 27 )( 2. 4 4 )(Z, 62 ) ( }
513 78.8 73.8 77,i *816 R 0.0 78.8 78,4 77.8 77.8 75, 9 76!7 78.6 76,7 79.;, 7'8.7 10.8 1?7.9
6,4 74.1 72.1 7641 NO 8a?.1 76.1 72. 9 6,8,1 70.3 74.8 72! 1 1'0.3 68, 6 9 . p 70.3 76.1 123.4
RADIAL
	 100,	 FT. 81.1 6905 691 .7 60.6 8716 68:7 67,8 6 4 93 68.4 57#6 6597 67 ! 4 55,7 65.6 65.8 66.0 73;6 118.0
t	 iD•	 h1 i0D 71.1 69.00 69,7 6 7:6 70.0 67. 9 66. 8 65.7 6508 b6,7 66 i 0 68r3 68. 1 64.3 6645 7 288 11709
VF .41CL r ATT 12' 7499 70,s 68.1 X9.9 73.3 64.6 65.8 66.4 69.5 67.1 6313 6! .3 71.., 69.7 69.5 71,5 119,1
cc) F;rIn r.1) 161: 72.7 87.7 67. 7 67tF 72.0 6H.2 64.5 64.'0 69,2 65.6 53.0 58, 11 72 '6 8, 6949 158.9 59.9 118.3
200 71. 4 691 ,9 70,1 6s !1 64,1 67tpW!	 P TO 67,7 65,1 64t2 8397 63!2 5'3,3 64.1 65.9 64.9 66.4 11600
DATE 7/16/ 74 25D 77;0 74Rq 76 # 4 T4
1
0 745 73.,2 7 1. 7 70.8 66,0 48,2 65 . 9 X8,2 47• ! 7080 68'0 67 ; 4 120,8
RUN	353 315 75.9 75 99 75#' 7418 76.2 74,0 7 1 n 9 7198 6.8.8 59. 1 66.9 68;4 68. 4 78.0 68.1 64.4 1.21.6









29. 0 H0 500 79.6 1,2.8 7900 7515 82. 9 88,7 79.5 75. 44 51.4 79, 1 8 5. 19 87.3 R6.q
( 980 3 0. N/K2) 630 84.0 65,3 8801 4;.t0 67;8 90 ,4 82#C 86.1 P1 9 4 05 91 86!2 82,4 88,k 9105 99;3 90,..3 1"5.6
T ► '!R	 64. DEG F 8p{ 63';Q 85,9 87 ► 0 ?319 117;7 86 86.7 8597 90 9 3 018..9 8610 51.4 8 6.8 89.3 824* 0 80.2 137,2
(.^. 4 1. DFD K ) ?.QDo 9103 9 1 0 4 9 0' 1 '41:8 93.6 9693 94 0 92.1 40.4 9 iO4 84.9 99,7 89, 2 8391 A 3 ! 3 84 ! 4 142.4
TaFT
	
57. DEG	 F' 1258 9209 94.9 9292 7318 90.2 9293 95.9 45.1 9612 v3t9 9309 139,2 90.4 85-2 83.0 814 143.4
(287. DEG K) 1600 4512 9309 9202 64 11 9025 4 92 90.0 8$#' 2 86.0 55.0
s4





137;7HArT 9.94 G4/M3 }1100 93;0 90.2 90.3 69.4 89;5 h	 4 99.1 , 40.4 87.3 -2 83.0 8 1.c a2.;; 83.4
(. 0 0994 Kn/4Z) ,150;; 92.7 9292 4219 q k.7 91:2 92,2 89,o 450 846 0 ?97 79.7 78.4 76.x• 77.9 16 0 9 75.0 137.6
!4F.
	
854 4 . R p m 315. 93.1 91.,) 929() !9 11 09.8 88,6 98.9 86.5 82.2 ap,9 76 ! 9 77.7 7685 7562 74.3 72,3 13694
1	 895, R*D/5FC) 4Q00 96.0 96.0 94,1 92!0 40.3 86,2 07,7 85.8 83@8 also 78 ! 8 79;1 179/ 7490 74.2 74*0 137.7
Nik 8 '508. RPM 5000 95.4 94 , 4 951 4 WZ!4 94 . 5 92, 6 9 2, £ 97 ;3 56-.2 ` 5,2 8 1 .4 79.5 79 98 7796 76.7 71 ! 5 140.2
(	 891. RAB/5FC) 6300 95.6 9 595 92,8 y1!2 9 2.7 89,9 09.5 84.6 8593 n 1.5 7903 76,;1 76.8 76.8 74.4 7398 I:fE1,7
NrP10628. RPM 6000 440 93;2 9 2 .3 8-9 15 00.7 89 88 94-1 86.2 84#2 112.6 79 ! 4 77,6 76 -9 73.4 72.6 70.7 138.6(1113; RA N/SEC)in000 92.4 41.3 84.4p 4715 a9;1 87 9 6 87.0 113.3 82,4 %*2
7




	 44 12500' 58.3 117.6 85# J 93!2 84.5 O4 0 83,(1 5p,4 78,6 #2 72.3 70.867.8
49.6 6	 +5 67.6 67;7 134,5
1 6300 83'.3 93.5 81,3 f9 j 4 80
2
9 8.0.5 80,3 7@-6 74x3 7304 66 ! 7 67.F- 66.9 6614 67,5 133.0
211000 71S;5 77.5 769 1'412 75.6 74,7 74.1 75.5 69#7 69t2 65t4 640 64.c, 66.8 67.7 64.9 1.'.;..9
t3VFRALL MEASURED 10`1, 1 10 4 , 6 102ts 1 0117 102;5 102 , 3 102.8 100x 9 ,1,00,1 9808 97.0 94 0 7 97. 1 960 95;3 99;3
OVERALL C A'LCULATEP 104,8 1Q4. 3 iO3s3 11110 7 102.4 (021 7 1.03. 100 :2 100'4 98.6 97.0 4 419 96.A 95. 94.0 94.9 150.8




_	 ,..^._......	 _ _r. ^ .win.iwi..M.»M.nee......^..4.i.m.^:.s+ae^.svuwr^m^.o.^s..m,..,^e^ _... a ti



































63]RAD IAL 100• Fro	 80





1	 RU': 354	 ,7,15




( 98030, NO2)	 63(1




(2 91, DEG K)	 100t
TWFT 57, DEG F
	 1250
	4287, DEG KI	 1660




NFA 9077. R P14	 3150
1 930. RAG/SECI 4000
NF+{ 9734. RPM
	 5000(	 46. R A'^1:/SEC) 630[
Nr%.D628. NPM
	 8000
(111 3 . RA 0.1SEG)I0000
N'J, OP RLAPFS 44 12360
1600{
1004D
d FR ALL REASURED
"S ALL' r.ALCULATE1,
1'IDt•
NQOEL SCUN0 PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DEG. F. 70 PER-C NT REL, Him. DAY)
ANQLES FROM INLET IN DE()R.NES ( AND RADIANS)
0.	 10;	 ?0	 30,	 4p,	 so,	 6.0,	 70.	 80,	 90• 100, 110. 120; i30. 1 401 190.
'0.	 )!D•17140.3')Io^i2140.irQ1^0.e7}fi^QS}[1.223{1.401{1,s?)ti•i51^1.421[2.OQ1^2.271{?•44){02,6'1}{
79.8 74.9 70.6 38 15 7810 77,0 76.6 76.5 75.5 74.7 724 74,1 76.7 77,9 77.4 61.1
75.1 73.8 7599 7311 80.2 770 71.8 65.1 7001 73.8 7D!D 69.4 70,* 720J 73.2 77x3
70.37 P4 69,4 1816 70 .8 68 49 6602 654 9 67 .0 68:4 6514 64:8 64.6 66. 9 66.'3 72.6
76.1 6 90 60 99 0`10 61.2 6793 66.8 64.0 63.9 65,0 6W 0 1112 67.2 67.0 67;0 7x•0
70 ,3 67.1 654* 07: 13 66:6 67.3 6594 64.3 6410 846.163 ! 4 96,5 66.4 67.2 68.2 70.4
77;	 69.2 67.0 7211 59 -.0 73 9 9 69.5 71. 9 6519 67.9 70.7 73.2 7361 75.3 74 ! 1 7201
611;7 6 7 1$ 67.0 $710 68.2 67,0 66.1 65,	 640	 6 4+	 6x46 64 ,,2 b5.	 6603 66.0 6701
74.6 J4:g 7402 7310 74.4 73 1 0 73.6 71 :4 671Y 5 6:1 64123.171 $ 7200 71.6 60.4
79;0 77;9 7991 x8 17 83.3 8110 A3.6 91.8 1710 73.9 79.2 65.2 B1r 1 8211 89.1 74.1
110,9 71.7 79sq 94!6 81.3 83.8 77.5 77, 6 79.1 7519 69.9 72, 1 7$61 78.	 71.7 73.1
03.5 74.9 8296 8618 0 15.2 69,0 44.3 83.6 9414 5011 8.018 8 402 83.,, 81.	 8319 82;2
88vi 8460 9pp : 4 9010 92.4 98,4 9'1.9 94.	 4414 97.1 931 p 93.7 93:2 99.6 96.2 94.3
91 .0 90 1 ,E 91:i 13.4 95;5 94 0 3 99 1 8 96.8 96.2 90." 87.8 93,1 95 .	 56.3 83;3 93,0
87.2 97.1 9292 9411 97.7 98:5 95.1 02.3 91,3 116.•, 67.1 90@4 96. =- 98 n 5 86,2 F0.2
92;8 96.0 10291 9617 95;5 4612 95 0 7 91.6 0900 89 11 8940 86,5 85.1 8713 86.1 84;1
97;2 9313 95:S 9310 92.5 91,4 97.8 116.2 86.2 36:0 82.0 03.4 8104 8043 8.0.2 79.3
10D ;3 9402 96.4 *211 94.7 93.1 941•; 90+.4 36.4 M494 R2.4 83,A 9 0 , 4 R3.4 7B, 6 78.5
94 6 0 9601 4544 94.8 92.4 91.0 97.6 95.d 1!628 '12P9 52!0 79 .,5 79.A 79.0 77 ! 9 76.0
93.0 9.3.2 9417 9213 92.6 90,6 89.9 88.1 6993 3410 80. 0 8015 79 07 7602 77 .1 75.3
47 9 0 06, 1 94:7 9310 92 ;2 90 1 4 89,8 8718 9099 9219 81 ! D 79:3 78:4 7449 75,0 7512
44.2 93:3 94 1 4 12. 1 93,6 91 .9 91.1 11 (,4 06.2 55,3 81 . 2 79 .7 39 .A 76.3 76.5 71.6
93;3 93,6 9:0.7 a91 2 9p.7 88.0 87.0 $3.3 64s6 !30.7 76,6 77.6 76.1 7517 75.3 72.7
92,5 9 .3 89 * 'f 0712 87:7 86,7 57:0 83.6 5 .S 199:6 77 ! 5 75.g 74. 1; t .7 7 .b 6866
98.4 6 .5 86.4 1517 15.8 94 * 6 1(30.2 60.4 7^:7 77,6 73!42 71,8 7 0.7 69.7 6^,& 67;6
65'i 85 .2 82.4 4014 81-F, 8 0 . 4 7 81.2 77.4 75,4 74,6 71.3 69,b 67, 0 66.4 66,6 64,5
61;5 p1:6 7614 7712 77.8 7617 78.3 74.E 70.5 7104 66!5 66.9 669L 66.5 66,9 6405
77.5 76.5 7411 7215 7408 '722 0 7794 71.51




6491: 67.7 d3;6 66;7
105. 1.04.5 10611 1;411 104:11 105:1  10 4.9 181 .4 101:0 97.0 97:3 98 7 99.1	 .951 08.g 1$7 7
11 6.9 11 7 . 6 1 1 7 91 1; 6 13 11 6 . 4 tl g . 3 11 5 ..E 212 . 1 110 05 1 10. 2 106 ! 7 10 7 .:1 1 .0 7 .'7 104.2 10 6 . 7 1115;4
F"L SCALE DATA REDUCTION P IRD"A!g 	PRBC; HATE - MQ*TT 8 DAY 27 NR: 28.0
r	 35(^
E
PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCT ION PRDGRA14
NQDFL SOUND
PRDC- DATE - M O'NY+1	B DAY 77
PF.FSSURE LEVELS	 f59.	 DEG.
	




ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGR EES	 (AND RADIANS)
0. 10; 20t 30, 4> . 50. id. 70. 86. 90. 1o0, 110. 120; 1311. 1 4Q, 1 50• P14L
fRFD. t0. }IC.17)i0.35?t0.'^21R0.703{ 11. 87) {1,>?5}ti.22)t1.40)t1.57) ( 1.75)11,92) (2,09)(2.27)t2,44) {2.62}f )i
15, 79.6 7 4 .8 77, 1 78t6 79.0 77.8 7704 770 9 76.6 7 66.8 73 . 6 7 4.1 75;1 74 . 7 74.9 79.9
12.6.5






































66.5 65.5 66t0 6;,.4 65.3 67.1 64.0 64•! 5 6 ,. , 65 . 3 65.4 66 6 .4 680'1 fl '^1 7 Q • 5 116.7



































67 .,p 68. 0 67 . 3 66. 1 68. E 69.1 bs.a 68.3 118.411












































9B 31	 0 40 N/M2) 63p
j











5 1 . 7
B	 r -
XD . 3 78.4 77.4
.
136.1

























8202 79.9' 6 2 .4 62. 7
81 , 1
799.3 71.3 73.4 134.7{	 67.
HALT












































1"Ja az 87.4 86.1 $8.2 1412 86:7 1.4,4 54, ,1 6,6,.4 5 0.3 79^g 7e<.3 77,5 77., 74.2 75;p {, 9;4 133.11





































74,3 7719 T4.1 76:.7 Tb,_1 73.3 7803 7	 .4 64.2 89,66 68..^y 6706 67.6 65.5 127.2
N0. OF 10DFS 44 .12	 03 7ES.3 77.8 7404 73x0 7 4.6 7306 T3.Z 7 1.2 70,4 h	 .^l 67.2 67.7 bT. ^i5.4 66.6 63.7
125.2
1600. 73-5 73. y 7x.;1 69.5 7.7 .6 61.5 77.1 71.3 67.4 57.,• 64 . 5 6 6.6 37. 1+5.5 66.4 6 4 .b66.5
1-.4.6
127.;
20030 69 .4 6 8 .6 66. 5 64t5 6 .7.8 65.6 68 .2 7502 67.5 67.6 6.2.3 65.6 66.N 66 . 6 66.4






































RADfAL 100• Flo 8P
(




DATE 7/16! 7 4 25C
Rum	 3 1ih di"
TA PE	 S3.137 401
'w?	 29 .0 iiG 50C
194030.
	 N1"2) 634
TA„'?	 64.	 DEG F t. a)





	187. DEG K)	 i600
H477 7 .94 GNeli3	 20m;
	
(•00994 KG/N3)	 2500
NFA10754 , RPM	 31%
1i1 6, R AO/SEC) 4000
NFK10 9' RPM
(!120. RLD/5FC) 6306
NF-I i0628• R pm	 800:i
,(1i13. RAD/SEC)1O000






{0.3 ){3, 2)f0.70)(4 ►
78 03 70-15 74:2 77.7
76 ,3 7319 81.6 77.3
70.3 69 13 69 : 7 60.7
66.8 17 1 7 66.3 6680
6510 §610 67.9 65,4
74, 9 771 0 73.2 74.3
75.0 76,8 73.0 74.2
68,1 6718 66:4 67.1
7 11 1 7019 73: 1 6919
730 7118 71.9 69,2
74x4 7314 76.1 72.9
75.2 7419 73:5 7093
75.0 7618 73:0 72.0
74. 9 7418 74:5 7?.3
71,9 78:8 76:3 77,2
75, 9 7619 76.1 74.3
78.3 7611 d.6 77.5
79 ► U	 x!01 9 	 d f):2 79.5
79.3 8012 80:5 78.7
79,:8 79117 90 1 4 78.6
Sorb S iQ R 1: 6 1(300
7711 7 713 79 .6 4.7
77*1 771 5 78:7 73*7
73..2 731 1 1 7 4 .9 72.8
69.4 68 1 9 71.5 71.4
66. 6 6612 0. 9 61.6
63,4 6216 65;0 64.6
171,1 92,0 93 i 1 5'Q•O
96,2 90,7 9 1 . '1 a9.1
1tl3 1 3 103 1 7 10 4 :0 1i 2.4
^I L OU )ii, z)ci, o ( 1
79.1 78.7 76. 9 76,7 74.6
74;9 72.G 73.1 76+) 75.1
64.6 68.5 70.9 71.3 69.6
65;0 64.8 65.9 53.9 67.0
66.2 64.;. 53.1 65+2 6551
71. 9 76.0 71.0 72.1 72.6
72.1 77.0 71.1 72+ 8 7211
68 .3 65a 8 65 .2 66 ,	 66 ►
66.9 6891 5 8 @,	 7v 0
71:4
   
66 , ^,	 6'7.8	 68.7	 ?,.-a
70 	 69.6 7p.9 71.5 73.9
71.3 76.2 69.3 7 1•C 72-2
73.±t	 T3.,'	 7 .}	 73..,	 71.7
73.2
	
73.;'	 7,5.3	 7 3.4
	
77,-2
75.2 72x9 7311 74.v 74.0
7463 73.Z 73.2 7314 73.1
77.5 74. r 	 75.4	 77,6 75.1
78.^! 75. 1	713.0	 7j.5 77+ 9
79 .5 77.0 77.2	 1
77,	 76.2 76.1 77.4 79+0
81.
	
79'e.	 Si.4	 79 1 6 91.4
76,7 73,6 74e4 7547 7415
81.6 71.7 75 .7 76 .3 76,4
74.4 7Z.5 72.5 7 3 ► 4 7;.7
71 .4 6 9 .3	 6x3.5	 F Q, S 6 . . 1
69 .5 12-t, 57.5 18,4 	 b7.4
69.4 72.3 67.6 66.1 64.3
93.j 92.1 91.5 91,9 9 1i00
8Q .	 aa,6 Ra. 5 H ,6 3R.3





























6606 68.9 73 ,0 73;a
67.3 67.0 6 .3 71.6
68.r 68.5 7 1.2 71,5
66 .to-	 73.1	 71.2 76.1
66. 1 77.0 71.0 75.2
69. 1
 69, 2 6 • 1 69.5
71.r, 72.3 71.0
72.1 1 	7197 7 1, .4	 70.0
76.0 78.2 73.7 72.0
79. 4
 73,7 73.3 71.2
7?..r,	 72.E	 7.E. 9 	71:3
7 4.,
	
73.3	 7 ,-.4	 71.2
75 1 ;	 16.1 75 -,3 7412
75.0, 75,4 74.2 6 .5
75. e.	 17,4	 77.4	 72•',S
77.;	 78.3	 75.f	 73.1
790 4'
 77.4 77.3 73.2
81. 1	79.1 8h:0 74.1
13.r
	
79+ y 7 y .6 7^.d
76.•.,	 76s5	 76.6	 72.0
78. 1
	76 . 5 67:4 'P2:7
71. 1.	 7 g .n 7J ! 5 6B*5
7,.i	 n7.!	 F:ft 	1508
0,	 h7.7 r-. 7.


































PAGE i	 FILL SCALE DATA RIDUCT 10N P4t08i!AM	 PROC.t OA7E - M DA +4 3 CAT 21 MR. . 20 .0MOD EL SOUND PRESSVRE LEVELS 15 9 . nED. F, 7D PERCE NT REL. Htih• DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES ( AND R*WANS1
0.	 10	 0	 30,	 4j,	 5Q	 66,	 70,	 60,	 90	 i0C	 1100 120' i30	 14 0	 150.
	

































5,AGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION FR0r%RAM PROC, DATE - MONTH	 $ DAY 30 NR- 1110
{ KDEL S3U4D PRESSOHE LEVELS	 (59,	 DE G . Fr	 70 PERCENT REL, HUM , DAY)
ANGLES FRGH INLET IN DEGREES ( AND RAWkNS)
0 1 10. ]G. 30, 40 r 56, 60. 70. 80; 90, 100, 110, 120, 130. 141 0 1 170, PML
F R ED. {0. }{U.17)t0.?5){t.S2}t0.70;: 0.$7} t1.05t( 1.2?}{ 1.40)( 1.57l 11.75) t1..92f {24p9}t,7,27)(2,44)(2,62 }( )
50 7 7 , e^ 77' 9 ' 77." 79.6 78.3 76.0 76.4 76,8 7598 74rl 76.0 77.7 75.9 78,2 79.5 76.0 126.7
33 74-.4 69.0 74.9 71-7 76.8 7}1A 7096 65.9 68.9 72.4 69.9 68,9 669,1 6:9,2 6 y .4 74.1 121.6
t	 IiADTAL	 103,	 FT. 30 6 y ,2 67;3 65.0 65.4 54.4 6102 62.0 62.1 63.4 62x3 61,5 60,3 59.5 61,4 65,0 6 9 05 113.0
(	 3C.	 M) lu0 66.8 66.9 66.7 65.7 64,0 61 1 7 62.5 60.9 61 9 7 630 62.9 66 . 7 65,7 66,7 b4 ,l 69 0 2 114,4
vEi-li.LF. ATT 1 ] 5 75.1 69.1 6j.9 (,7,9 71 , 1 6`5,;1 62.6 66 . 2 68.0 63.7 66.1 66.1 7002 68,4 69 , 6 6q .2 117;2
I	 C011l u T-0 160 730 67:8 670 66..6 11.8 66,1 65.5 66.8 6896 6592 61 9 8 670 70,6 7 0.1 69 1 6 8 .2 111.9
1.0( 	 PTO	 • 230 65.0 64;9 64.6 65,8 56.0 63 1 7 63.6 62.7 61.7 62 1 0 61.1 63x0 63.1 64.2 6492 69.1 113.4
VATF 07/1 6 /74 250 7214 1 11.2 7 F-J ,9 68,8 58.9 67.9 66.9 66,.8 64.1 6412 430 67,0 65.8 66,1 63..3 65.1 116.5
I	 I^Ut	 357 315 7 1.4 69;4 7 1;,9 69..6 70,9 6 V 1:3 6.6.8 66-.9 6502 65.:4 64,0 67.6 6790 67 92 66: 1 4 66.0 117.4
TAPE 53137 430 76,2 76;1 79,9 75.8 75,9 77.6 7d.6 72.6 8'110 62 .9 7790 8048 73,9 76.9 71 1 1 77.3 128.7
F Ak	 29. 9 HG 530 82.2 $ :1;3 79,8 7 4 .7 5 .7.5 85 15 77.8 8 1.7 77-8 780 85.0 82,6 62,9 32 8 9 65.1 83.0 133.0
1	 101039. N/M2) 630 82P 95 87;4 84,2 79•Q 68.9 90 1 2 84.9 99.2 9199 82,4 91.1 85.0 8br0 6.9.3 380 87.5 13367
Te+,r,	 63, llt=.,	 r B„0 $1.3 8 6 ; 3 B6-8 81.7 76.8 8 7 1 13 85.9 88.0 90.7 81,2 88.1 77 4 87.1 88 0 OR,Z 83-1 136,7
(291+9 'SG	 In) 3?i+0 65.4 92.7 93,1 00,3 37.3 94 1 5 96.8 93,2 9 0-2 67.3 89.4 88,2 $6.3 65.4 64.5 83.2 141.3
TWFT	 579 ",F0	 F 1250 9Z - 1 92;2 94,2 97 e6 9 2. 8 93 1 0 97.9 97.7 95.1 95.9 93,0 90 1 7 87,1 8 2,0 13 61 7 65 -Z 144,4
(287, DEG K) 16j0 9 u.2 93.3 94.0 91xl 88.8 9 u11 87.9 87. 1 86,6 55-1 61 4 3 8312 84 .0 8 0•#3 80.1 76.3 137.5
+hr. T	 9;FL3 C,/H3 "0x:.0 9d.5 139.7 9s.1 (;3.1 39,3 a9.3 92.2 91.0 90,0 84 ,6 84.4 1140 83.3 60,5 50,6 74,1 13910
(.70933 1rG/ M 3) %5,0 9t.S 9 2,1 9^;.$ 91.0 39.7 911 1 0 37.9 56,B 64.8 83 1 2 83.3 780 79-1 77,U 760 72.7 136.9
1+FA	 8%3o RPM ,150 92,5 92.3 91,1 9 0.0 98.3 88 1 5 89.1 86.1 8392 80,4 76.4 78 0 1 77.3 74,3 74.7 71.1 136.1
(	 899, RAD/SEC) 4070 94.2 95;3 93.0 92.0 38,7 86.9 97.7 86.0 84-0 81,1 79.1 78,0 7699 73,! M-5 73.4 137,0
N FH	 8550 ► RPM 5000 92.3 9 3;4 9 4.4 92.1 92.3 9u13 90.1 6 6.1 86 x1 84 ,2 8 1.2 8 0-2 79.4 76.5 77 9 1 69.3 136.7
(	 895, PAD/SEC) 63D0 92.6 9 4;13 9?.3 71.3 93,3 86 * ^; 88;1 84.5 85.3 8rr7 79.5 79,3 78#6 76.3 74,) 72.5 137.6
I: Fi)10629, R O M f:000 9 2.6 92.7 9 1 .5 49,5 59,0 "a # 5 89..0 86,4 83-5 B1.7 78,4 78,3 75#5 73.2 72ed 64,6 137.6
{ 1113• RAO/SFC)16000 90.8 698 B3.4 87,3 S7.5 86 1 5 86.4 8 3.3 $1.1 79.6 76.5 73,4 72,5 70.4 70,2 67 .0 13610
Le ,	 OF	 11L A 11 F5	 4 4 1?530 5 "),5 86 , 6 8 4,2 F3,j S3.2 B :i• 4 32.8 8.0.2 77.5 7695 72.5 71,1 69.2 66,5 660 64.4 133.5
16010 Be.4 +3 3.5 8 11.1 R9,2 79,6 76 1 4, ly.2 77..3 73.3 7214 6E.5 6816 65.B 64.9 56,2 64.5 13119
27000 76.4 77;7 7 .1.3 74.2 73,5 7 ,211 74,U 74.1 68.2 69 97 64,7 66,2 63x6 65,7 66. 0 64,7 129,8
OVkHALL 4 =.:-SURED 103.1 193 . 3 10;1.2 192.1 100.6 101,2 192.9 101.1 9909 9893 96.1 9611 96.2 45,3. 95 9 4 9642
OVER ALL CAL,7U1_t.TED 102.0 1133;7 103,6 1:1297 101.0 101 1 3 102.9 101,6 140,3 96.3 97,9 95 1 6 95,2 94,5 04;1 92.3 150.5




"EDUCTION PROGRAM	 PRQE, u n- + MONTH 8 DAY 21 CFA; 23;8
MODEL SOUND PRESS 1 1HE LEVELS I59, UgG. F, 70 PERCE NT NFL, HUM. DAY)
ANGLES FROM 1 1 NLET IN %jGREES (AND RAD I A10)
09	 1O.	 20- 1 	 30,	 40,	 660. 	 70.	 60.	 ' 0. 1.00. 1100 12C • 130. 1 409 19 G9	 PWL9




RADIAL too. F^.	 80
t 31)	 41)	 100
VEHICLE	 A FT	 125
CONFIC	 T-0	 160
DATE 7/1617 4	 230
RUN 358	 315
I	 TAPE	 TD605	 400
B AK 29 .0 HG	 500
t	 (§79961 NINI2)
	 630
TW 633 1 , fGi F	 UDC
	
12 9o1 DEG ,
 K)	 1190
THET 571 DE-61F	 1250
	
(1871 DF GI KI	 1660
HALT .99 GM 71`S3	 2900
	10 00969 KGfM3)	 ? 80
,HFA 900;9! RP "I	 3150
4 9890! R A'PJSEC ) 4000
NFK 9$331 RF41
	 5300[ 46. R .A pmegF.C) 6300
NT030A28r Rp "I	 8040
(1113 9 NADjSEC)10.g00







90 1 2 77.6 78.8 77,6 77,1 7697 79VB 7510 73.6 72,0 7 3,9 7611 78.1 76;9 77 1 9 126,170:7






;86§95 67.9 67,4 66.2 66.6 64.6 4408 63,iZ 65+4 69.3 63.5 bt3;9 64,6 114
66.8 66.3 66, 7 65,f 6.3.8 64,0 63.1 6o 6 61.6 61.8 63.0 bs;7 63+3 841 2 6520 69 .0 114.1


















114.86513 65.1 6510 6,86 059107.2 66.4 61.2 65.j
70, Too;4 7196 72,7 74,9 72.3 73x9 70.7 67.9 67;1 6.7.3 7 1.9 69 .3 69.0 68 9 66.4 120,A
76.8 7$.5 811 8 83,6 97,0 840 8692 8278 80.0 79. 2 7840 8 48 9 81.2 8 1.0 79.9 76.1 132,8
78.8 71. 1 78..7 81.9 79.0 85.2 77.1 7#176 76.8 74.8 65.2
7ir5 8 0•1 738 72.0 64 19 129•j
83.7 76.1 8313 86,7 82.5 90.2 87.7 8576 82,7 82.9 6391 d1• S 90. 9 81.1 83.8 g l i b 134,6
4 0 ,2 87.5 94,0 91.2 93.q 96.4 9292 96':5 92.1 95 0 2 97 ;4 9 5.3 86,'3 92.3 97'2 45 .6 144.9
87.2 87.2 82 . 11 911b 91 . 7 97 . 7 9792 96',e 91.9 A8 ; g 90'9 9 3.7 9$P4 n1.2 10 9;2 9 0,1 143.7
8493 86.3 9	 .1 93,4 75.0 9816 96.2 94 P- 9
8979









142,391,0 95.6 99.8 99,9 96.6 9 0. 4 91.3 85.9 84,2 85.0 62.0
97.4 97.7 9693 95.0 91.9 88.'5 90.2 8'5:6 8310 533.6 61.3 9 82,2x"AD -4 1379'4 AD 73 1 5 339,1
97,4 93.5 95 2 9491 92.0 9j;,.1 91.4 47798'1.18511 82.4 8 3'0 81.6 do .3 78, 5 75 .1 13849
90.9 95.4 94.9 94 1 9 91,7 91,0 A8,2 R!).6 85.8 8318 Alit 60i0 A'p.3 78'9 7$.p 74,1 159,7
94 9 5 93.7 9390 92.0 4 i .3 9143 8.9,6 85e9 84.3 85;6 8p;3 a	 ;3 78. 4 76.1 76.1 73.4
729 4
138.x3
96 * 3 96.5 9311 9296 89.8 8814 8991 8577 84.2 Rtl•9 8000 78.4 75.2 7409 1370

















135.641.4 92 0 5 89 1 2 8	 i 3 8^i.2 84.4 82jj 83.3 5
90*3 99.5 9g 9 4 87 . 0 86.1 84,5 65.5 82.90 80:9 3 77594 76.3 76;0 73.'5 71.5 71; 2 67.3 134.3
88 * 4 9.7.6 85,1 S4i4 84 53,38 . 8e . 4 7874 77,3 7'3- .4 72.3 721 7	 94 6 8.3 66;3 64,4 1'37;7
94.2 93,5 B	 .3 '30.3 3.0.5 79,7 74.6 75.a 73,1 72;1 69.8 719;1 65.6 s5;1 h'3;5 64,4 lsh,4
80,3 Bg.5 7 .2 77,1 76.6 75..7 77.4 72;9 70.5 69,3 66,4 67 1 4 66.5 6566 x5.'3 65.5 121..;
76.4 75.9 73.5 7292 73.6 71.9 7794 7375 6;9. 6704 64.5 67 ;3 661`5 6668 67,6 67.4 133,?
30 4 .8 1#1 4 .5 104 •. 8 185,0 103.8 103,4 103.0 595!7 98.6 9d.1 99.0 9b -,a 08.3 95;1 99;2 98.4
104.5 104;7 10 3 1 2 SD 4 0 9 1,}3.4 j,()3,7 10 3 90 102 e 2 98.6 9863 49 0 3 99.1 97.9 94;9 98,7 97. 1 151.!







	 Ina.	 FIr- 80




DATE. 7 / 16/ 74 25313RUN	 359
7ApE T5608 400
6A0	 29 90 HL '300
(479961 14/02) 630
T AM9	 63. GM F 840
(29 xa1 UEGIK) 1000
TWET	 57, DEGI F 1.250
	
(f 87 !
 UES , K)	 1600






NFA 9356, RP y I	 3150
{ 980: R 4 8/SEC) 4600
NFK 9320 RP4J	 5000
( 976. F A D ./SFC) 6360
NF0i06281 RP-MI	 8.000
(111 3 HAD./SEC)10:800






PAVE 1 F U LL SCALE DA T A RED UCT I ON PROGRAM	 PROC. U'ATE . t1E)NT n B DAY 21 NR; 23;8
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEV ELS	 159.	 RE4 ,	 F.	 70 PFR,,E ,+T HEL.	 HUM,	 DAY)
ANGLES Fkom INLET IN "E CREE S (A N U RADIANS)
04 101 )0, 300 4 0, 5 0, A 0. 709 50 901 10.00 110} 1201 1300 1 4'00 120. PW L
(0 9 )(0;17)r0135 7(0, 52)1 C, 7 0)( 0. 87 ) 1i 0 05 )tl .22) t1. 4 0)t 1 , 57 )11 .75 )1 1,92) 12,0 9 )(z.27)(2, 44, 2t. 6 2)1 )
78.9 SD 4 3 78.G 79,6 78.7 77.2 7&.0 76;6 76,6 75 * 1 73,8 7495 75.1 7 6.7 75,8 77,9 12605
76,9 77.5 77.8 75,7 79.9 76,.3 73.0 7390 71.0 7;e.9 71.0 72,1 72.2 7 4.2 7 6 .0D 76,1 174,5
67,5 69. 0 67.6 56.5 66,5 64. 9 65.6 64;5 6:5.8 69; 4 64.6 53.4 6.1. 7 0 405 69.4 71.9 115.7
669 9 66.5 66, 9 6$,{1 54.7 63r) 63.1 62'; 7 62.9 6342 64.1 65, 7 1s44 S 66.2 65. 7 70,.1 114.8
65,2 64,4 64.0 63,9 „5,.2 63,6 64,4 61f2 6 3.1 32 .4 6 3, 4 6 4 - 2 67.5 67 '.4 6b,2 64.4 115,1
77, 77,4 740 9 7',6 75.8 75.
64,A
7;.9 71 9 7346
63.43
7^.








113,064, 64.4 64,8 6 ,i 66,8 65,3 6t0 65, 1 63 0 26 6.4
67. 0 68 9 4 67 , 9 67 1 .6 66. 9 66.1 67 04 65'10 65. 65.9 64.0 6 4; 4 65,4 67 ;2 6542 65,0 116.0
79, 1 8 0 ,4 79.9 30,1 711.6 76,3 76.1 76Va 76. 79;fl 729 72;1 7 2 9 2 7 7 '.1 75 '.a 71.4 126.3
4:









154909 7 ,2 11790 7846 80,1 87,9 66,9 11375 83:6 89.9 81;a 84.1
88.3 72;4 84,9 B$ta 85,1 8916 9212 8 979 99.4 9i,4 8845 Yfl;4 87.5 92.3 9144 8345 140.1











13 .384.5 A7,4 8710 92,0 92.3 `72.3 89 0 2 9 D 'r2 87.3 84 6 4 83. ,1
8503 3802 92 6 9 91, 1 8 91.9 91.3 08,3 86 1 7 84 9 1 82;9 820 162.9 8192 6 1 ! U 80 ! 9 13.8 137.6
0 092 90,5 S'4.p 4893 86.4 87,4 86:2 8510 82.0 8003 8042 8 1,2 8.0.7 7 9.5 762 9 7741 13409
93.2 9204 89.0 88:,.0 98,1 F19-2 88 r5 $7;0 85.1 82,3 19,3 79,4 8j.1 78,8 7713 73.1 15601
99.9 90.,1 88.7 37,7 38,0 Oe0l1 86,n 63:7 83.7 Ra 05 79.3 7 90 8 78,2 7613 78,0 7219 1349I
87.4 88.4 8 0 1 879 D 5 504 86,5 84,1 8240 91 . 4 7441 76;5 79.1 7 69 4 7642 74s2 71,4 13.305
8983 90.1 37,^ 9a,i 84.9 83.0 5392 81 9 6 00.1 77.3 76;2 76;4 76.8 73;8 73 2 7 7102 23249
86.4 87r3 87, 9 95,7 87,1 84.4 04,2 13a.:8 6p.3 78 .3 76.4 78 4 2 77.6 75.2 74;7 68,0 133.2
8"6 ► 4 86.8 83 1 4 84.4 64.2 81.7 8 t).4 7970 7$.6 77 ,3740 6 75; 03 77.6 73.'2' 74;5 69,6 131.3
84,4. 84,4 8394 9095 79 * 4 SU . 4 7753 7591 74 ' ; 1 72;5 73.3 73.7 49;4 7'1 91 66,3 129.-5
I?106 81 .7 7903
8J:3
7	 ,4 79 143 76,4 7'6,6 73:0
71.2
73,4 7 11.5 6904
66; 5













75,0 73,9 7 4,4 73.6 7;1.4 69.1 69 1 2
7393 73.5 72,2 71,4 70.3 69,5 7n,7 7 1';8 6793 6	 .3 64. 7 57 ,2 6.7. 8 83;3 64.2 65 . 5 124.7











































- —	 "r++yli^i'y^Yi Ji 	
.-,..^te• ^zl:a^:u'.N ...a+.eY'
na
P40E 1 FU"- 6f1`^0 DATA REDVCT198 PROURAM PRDC, DATE . H©14TH	 9 DAY sa RR. ^.+
MODE L Sl3UNI) PREB=URE LE9ELB (59; 0E4'; IN 70 PEAVENT REC, H-K j. DAY)
ANRt'g5 FROM I!(LET IN DEGREES (AMID AAWAflS)
U.1	 1.0#
	 x0 9 1	 30.	 4u,	 P0.
)10, 17#351 (0 1 58)t0 t 70^(067)( 1.OSfil







±^2 ){2 jUly E29.2^)[2e 44 ) 42t.i;149.1
1§q. FML
)Fp Ep:^ 10y 500. -.
q 79 12 E1.Z 79 1 9 79,6 761 .7 77.i6 78,7 777,8 77.7 77.1 75.1 74id ' 76i1 769? 70,0 771 9 127,2
66 77:.0 77,2 78r8 76,8 79.9 77;1 74,6 700 72#0 77.0 76,0 724 7i.8 73.0 Ti t s 7712 125;5
RADI AL	 1Q0,	 ETt 4q 68 1 6 70.5 69 1 4 69,1 6812 6791 67 1 2 6680 67 93 6806 57.3 65il 6'!;l 67.0 67,7 7210 117.6
t	 30.	 M# 30 07.9 $7,1 87 15 86 , 7 64.7 6i;n 64 9 9 6^i;9 64 0 0 64 9.1 64 9 6 6646 04 10 66.:0 66,1 7014 183.6
VENTCLE ATT 12_ 43 1 5 65 1.1 44,5 05 9 7 66 ! 3 "o# 64 18 62:9 629! 64,5 6S i164 .1 6811 67 , s 650 s'3 73tZ 11'3..7
1?O.NF 1 a -TO 140 71 1 1 64.4 73,4 76,6 71.7 73.,0 69=9 74;6 70,5 69,8 7'0 8 8 4813 6$;1 72,3 7¢,6 74.1 121.9
L OCO	 PTO YB.ii 74 1 1 72 * 0 76 1 7 78,'8 74 1 9 74 1 8 719 76;9 72.7 72.9 720? 490 68;$ 7318 71#3 7.3`.12 123,5
DATE 07/36/74 250 06 1.1 66 13 66,E 47,6 67 # 1 66 .,0 66,7 84,8 64. 1 6494 65 90 660 67 ;0 66,7, 6_12 6710 116!2
RUN	 340 311 i7 t 3 67 1 2 i9 1 l 61,6 7c!2 67.90 d7,6 67,0 66..1 1;692 64 #Q 69.6 6g;9 70,0 69 1 1 6710 186:6
?APE 83137 1 9 y 07 1 9 7011 71 19 71,7 71.7 69,7 69 t 8 56:6 66,6 68,2 7096 71 ► 0 71; 7 7p. 'J9.5 6619 119,9
ii	 q.Ap	 '29,0 HL1 spa 89 1 6 7313 74 0 4 79,3 73,,9 6g 15 74,8 69;6 66,4 69.6 74,1 7186 713 ;7 7;sS 74 1 0 0,7 123.2
( 95030 1 N /42) b3Q 09 1 1 71x2 729 9 7390 72.0 b9;i 7001 6!)x.2 67.9 69.2 74#3 64 i i 70;3 72.5 72,4 66.4 120.7
JAMS	 O f DEC F 008 13,0 ?290 74 1 7 76,9 71t$ 754 70 4 6 7166 71 9 1 71.3 70,4 70ib 7o;Z 711 4 71,5 6012 121,9
(2 9 01 UEG K) IOQq 74 i 1 74.0 74 t 3 75,0 72.9 7212 71,8 74s-1, 73,3 73.7. 72 :1 7482 73 ,0 72.3 72.4 70!2 123.4
JUS T 	57, DEG F 1zQ0 73,9 75 t R 770 79,5 710,1 77,0 76,9 72 1 6 73t6 75.3 73.8 78i1. 75;9 76950 75,6 7110 126.4
!287, UEG K) 1 406 72 1 3 73,,0 75,E 75,2 75 # 8 74 i 1 73;7 7217 72.1 7 1 . 1 72.6 713;8 75,2 74.1 73,6 68.4 12415
"ACT 4.58 61103 2000 73.5 77.3 77,:3 79 91 4113 7512 76,9 73;6 713.0 7302 759? 7814 75,71 77,4 77,9 7110 127.3
(,009aa K[i/M3) 2 qq 73 1 6 77,0 79,0 42,0 88 ! 9 71:1 78.7 74,9 76,0 77.1 75.8 7!1.11 76;9 79,! 78.5 711 9 126.9
NFA10 750t KPH 31',jg 73 1 2 76rS E010 51.2 7y l3 7#s3 79.9 7689 7490 74,1 78.5 81,0 77_'1 7701 76,7 7315 12$.4
(1326. 1iA4/SEGy 4604 76 10 7 13 sQ 60.1 61.1 74,9 70,7 76,8 76-0 74,9 74.9 79,6 78.8 81;-0 70 2 79 :7 70.0 129.5
11FK19709t RPR 5900 74,3 76x7. 13014 9291 SO Mt 9090 Me 77.9 77,3 78#3 6313 43; 5 76,7 70.8 00 131.1
'	 (1123, RAID/SEC ) 030' 1 1 4 76,1 76 1'3 7a,3 76.7 7",2 75.,3 73,1 75,2 7593 74.; 78;2 70;6 76,0 75 1 § 7Q,6 127.0
pF01"23 1 -RP14 6900 73 1 6 76 t 5 75 1 2 78,5 76.3 M i 4 79,4 78 7 76,'2 7'f:4 77,6 11112 7 -1.3 7590 7-011 701§ 130:0
(1113, 7 1, 7 7207 72e.0 74,4 75 P2 7291 74 13RAD/SEG-jl00 Qq 7182 7294 71,4 72.3 74,3 72;6 71,5 72,7 66 1 6 125.7
'	 NO.. OF BLADES	 4i 1270V ,7 1 5 68.6 69 x!0 6913 7c, !1 61'3 6Q.9 60.9 67.3 66 9 5 69,2 7111 69 '1 67.3 50,1 6413 823'2
1600_ ,5 18 65,7 6695 86,3 6712 6 #! 1 5 66,1 7180 64 9 2 46.7 65.4 6911 611,7 66.0 67.0 6$ 1 9 {,23.6
2QUOU 6315 62.7 63 1.2 83 1 6 63:6 63."3 67,1 74',4 62,2 66:5 61.4 6184 6 6 12 67 0 8 66 0 7 157 1 , 126.3
1	 OVERALL 14EASOREO 92!1 11.3 ?Lt2 94,0 920 940 92.1 WO'S E9.9 90.4 Q0.4 01,9 9190 91 9 3 92,7 9314
OVERALL 4'i14GH4A1S U 0 1 1 116 1 7 40 12 91 9 7 4s17 54 84.1 67:9 6700 67.3 48.1 48:3 09;6 164,1 B>1 9 9 9610 1	 0.7






P AGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA RFDUCTInN PROGRA14 1'RGC. DATE - ma NTH 8 DAY 21 14R, 	 23 ;d
( MODEL SQLND PRESSURE LEVELS	 [ 59 1	DEt. F,	 10 PFRCE NT RkL, HUH .	 DAY)







IN nECREbS,(AND RAD I ANS)
80,	 9 0.	 100, 1 10! 120 . 130. 1 4 0+ 1 50, PIAL
{ FaE7. {Q.	 I ;p 9 17)(Q,351; 0.521(4 ► 70}(tl,$ 7 )i1. ,Z 5 )(ir 22 ) ;1, 4 4) ; 1 , 57 } ;1 .75} ; x,921 ( 2e09} ; Z.271[2.e4 }[2162) }
70 '6.8 79,n 75, 9 79,5 78.8 7697 7715 76 1 7 75 .9 73,6 75.8 76;7 75.8 7 8.9 76,6 79.2 127.0
63 f 1^?_ b.4 .4 75.7 71.9 c 7 711 76.2 7 1 1 65,4 69. 0 73. II 692.86 1 6.0;7 a. 66} l 6 73 .0 231	 14






































51.5 66.1 68.1 62,8 60.1 7Q . 1 71. 5 69.5 64.1 58.1 lt7.d






































6892 6990 69 97
.0
69 98 71,9 6712 6 1 7 7 65.0 65.8 63.0 66- 8 65.0 67:1 6447 6412 117,4
I	 RUN	 361 315 6 9 .2 68, E 68,7 7097 71 9 7 73. oj 68.3 67V8 66,1 65.8 54.3 d8 42 6 7 .2 684 60,0 65.3 118,5







































8491 89.1 9 1) . 1 85,4 a9r9 90.4 83.2 92,3 65;5 86.3 86,6 118 :2 47 3. 138.7
TAMS
	
64. DEG ' F
DFG









































1250 9392 92.2 92 1 8 96.0 38,1 9292 47.2 97;7
86:9



















































































11377 77,2 74:1 72.8 7242 137.2
E	 NFK 8419, ;;P4,, 5000 92.0 93,5 9 4 .2 92.0 73.0 9.0.6 9Dr2B,b.184
















4	 g U! HA D/SEC) 1'300 9 2,7 93•8 91 . 7 91.2 9 1 . 3 89.387,9 89,6
85 '44










e'2*1 86.7 78 :7 75.4 7 3,5 7 .1.5 09;7 159;5 67,7 133,7(111 3 +	 RAD.,SFC310000
X10.	 or B LApF 5' 	44 12500 8594
,7
86.9 849;, 8344 •53.6 4297 82,4 7974 77.4 7 10 ,6 72.3 69;4 68.5 66 ;6 6565 45.5 13.3.5
1 5090 8 2 . 6 9 2 ..7 60s.1 79 16 79.5 79 0 79,6 76.4 75.8 71.7 68.9
67.7 66. d 64.0 6407 65.7 132.9
= 20000 77,1 7816 76.5 7526 74.5 73  73,9 731 4 70.8 68.6 6507 68;u 69 10 66.1 63. 8 67,8
1300 6







































WAGE 1 FULL 5CILE DATA KE'UUCTI0N PROGRAM PROC, DATE w MOUTH	 8 DAY 30 Mil,	 1$.i
MODEL 53UND PRt3SUHE LEVELS 959, DE G . F. 70 PERCENT REL. NUM. DAY)
ANuLEr FHDM INLET IN DEGREES ( AND RADIANS)
o f 10, 26. 30. 4 0, 5[E, 60 * 7 0. 04; 90, too, 110, 120, 130, 140 9 1 50. PWL.
T FR'EC. (0r )[0.17)t0.3Sf(0.52) {0.70f(0e87)tirQSl {1622){1.40)[1.571 {1.75)[1. 921 {2.Q17f[Z,27) {170x} {.2162){ }
50 7 11 .0 19 0 " D 77,8 78,9 77.6 7a1t+ 75.6 75,B 74.7 74 * 1 73.0 73,8 75.9 78,0 77.4 76,3 125.9
63 7463 73.1 76*0 74 * 0 78,9 70 1 p 71.7 67,9 68r7 73 9 1 7001 69 9 9 704 72,0 FRO 74,3 122.7
NAW&L 1011, FT. 80 60.3 67;3 67,1 66,1 66.0 67.0 64,3 63.1 65.3 64,4 63 6 2 63,1 61,6 6306 65,P 79#.3 114;6
{	 34, #4) 10Q 60 *1 66,3 45.9 65.7 $3,7 63;4 62.5 60,4 61 0 7 62.,2 63,6 55x8 6.301 64.9 65.1 A.q,9 114.1
VEHICLE ATT 125 66.4 65;5 6403 6469 $5,0 64 1 2 61,8 63.8 63.2 6:0,6 64.4 65,9 64 0 5 670,1 6B.b 68;5 114;8
'	 r:D14FI G 7 -0 160 7h.1 72;2 74.9 71,9 6866 73 1 0 66.6 72.9 71r1 68,2 73.0 74,7 69,2 77,0 77, it 72,7 122..7
LOC	 PTO 200 63.9 65;0 64.9 66x0 65.8 64 1G 63-9 63.7 63.0 6205 61,9 64.0 6303 65 #1 65, 5 6'0;2 11,1.9
DATE 07116/74 250 6w0 4 71;0 72,9 74,2 74.7 72 1 2 73.7 71.3 66.0 690 68.0 71.9 69.4 69,2 68, 4 67;0 12110
1ie1'	 362 315 77.2 79;0 32,9 64 9 8 96.1 81.x9 84.9 81,9 79r2 80 6 4 78 01 8308 79.1 79.1, 78.7 70.2 131.9
fL	 IAPL 53137 480 76.9 7 0. 1 7908 62,0 15,4 89 1 7 74.5 8191 780 76:0 69 .9 7 21 9 81,3 73.1 73 9 4 71.1 12910
i+ . A p	29.9 kf 5a9 81.99 76;3 84,5 '5,7 52.7 819.6 81,7 86.1 8297 6610 8400 8298 6308 60 0 8 69 1 1 83 1 0 134,6
S	 (01039, NO2) 630 'UO3 86;4 93.0 9761 93,9 9? 1 9 92,8 97.4 924 97 * 4 47,3 9502 87.3 93#4 97,7 9+1.2 145,1
rAW !	n4, RFG F BUD 87 ,u 85;9 82,9 9 a 9 R 91,1 94.^i 96.0 9 5.9 91.Q 96.5 99.2 43,1 9 5 * 0 0094 98 9 e 99 .0 142,5
(791. nEG Yt •0u0 8a.4 96;1 93,1 93.3 95.2 913.E 95.9 94.2 91,2 87.5 89.1 64 # 9 82,2 85,5 '3, 5 79.3 142.4
TWET	 570 DEG F 1250 91.3 95.1 101.0 143,9 46,0 91. 9 43,7 88.9 86.8 87,2 Bo,O 398,0 152,0 79.3 55 i .i 60.4 142,6
_	
+287, DEG x ) 16UD 9791 94;1 95 0 9 44.9 91.2 $d id 91*G R6.3 8 3,9 81.5 82.2 840 77x8 80..1 114,97 76 4 2 136,6
tA AC' T 	9.53 GM /„3 2000 970 920 94,1 '+399 72,4 41'r 1 42.1 8 7,4 85.2 R2.6 81.5 92iU 51.2 79,7 79.V 74 .5 138,8
(.60953 KG/M3) 2500 94 @ 2 97.2 9 6 .6 04. Q 10.1 89 1 1 86.9 85 0 8 6569 82#6 8020 00 9 1 79.9 75.3 76, i 74 .2 13815
NFA 9077. RPM 3150 94 , 3 93;5 92.0 9i, r, 99,3 91 * 1; 911.9 35.9 83 o o 820 6062 51o1 7891 76 # 1 7607 73.2 1379'4
[	 950, 4A0/SFC•) 8'000 90.4 96',2 92.8 91,8 99.1 86.9 8'1.9 e'0.7 83 9 8 B1,4 81 0 0 79,9 77 * 7 7592 744,.9 74 * 2 13101
NFk	 9034, RPM 50u0 91.4 92. 4 9301 01,4 92.2 Dv * 1 89.1 660 85,4 83.0 80.6 88.6 7692 76.2 16.,6 640 135.0
t	 946, WAO/SFC) 61ZC 9 1.6 92;5 39.7 09.3 38.4 Ba.2 85.6 87 :4 82,3 159..1 77.8 77x6 76,4 75,5 74,9 70 0 5 135.5
r'rb10628. RPM p0U3 9 1.0 #59;8 9 8 6 3 46.4 3663 84,4 83:.2 81.1 79#4 78.6 76.6 7R,2 73,1 7 0 . , 7 70 i 9 5 7 , 7 134,2
'	 11113, R:ADJ5EC ) 1 #z OUO' a9 ,C 87;7 95.2 84.2 34.3 Blob 61.6 78 , 5 77.4 75.6 72,9 72 1 3 69.4 68 . x6 68,4 65,6 132.3
NP.
	 OF RLAI:ES	 44 12500 8 4 * 7 84'6 31.1 P13 , 4 36.6 79,1 77,1 75 6 0 73,4 72 . 7 69,7 69.4 67,5 66,5 97.9: 6s.6 130.0
1 4 000 94.7 aa ; 7 77,5 76,5 76.5 74 1 7 74.3 73.2 70.4 69,9 66,8 67.7 65,7 65 0 0 57.1 63,7 128.6
28030 7A,9 76a 73,9 71,e 12,7 71.0 71, 4 73 9 1 68.5 68 9 9 65.9 66,6 6595 67,1 67 6 9 6496 126.6
OVERALL MEASURED 10 4 60 104;0 ;05,9 11 4 91 102. 9 101 ! d 102,7 191 * 8 98 , 7 99.5 99 6 3 9491 9701 95,3 0e,e 97.1
OVERALL CRGCULATEO 104.7 104 ; 2 105,6 1u4.,7 103.2 L03.1 102.8 102.2 9805 449 9 99 9 5 9900 9791 95 * 5 Ov 9 1 96.5 19115




































FULL SCALE QAYA KF.#UGTI aN FROrRAH PROC; DATE . MONTH	 8 DAY 30 WV-, Lbtx
Ma DEL $2UND 'PRESSUSE LEVELS (59, DEG, fo 10 PERCENT REL, HUM, W)
ANGLES FRDM INLET IN DEGREES ( AND RADIANS)
a. 1,0., n-m 30 4 40,,	 10, 6.0, 70;	 80;	 40,
22111 .40}S7.} (tlr'
100,	 1 10. 120,




} ( G•17)FQ : .'^2}10.70}(O,e7) [ 1;4'f }(1.
90 76.2 00;2 77 4 9 78.9 76.0 76 t h 76.4 76,5 7596 74.0 73..0 73.6 74.9 76,0 76, ,-0 70,2
63 77,2 76;2 76 .8 74,6 78 0 8 7.7 1 9 7.t.8 63,7 70,9 7390' 70,2 70.9 7 71.0 74,2 75,? 76..3
hAOIAL	 1130,	 FT, 90 60.5 68;3 67.1 66,4 56,2 64.3 64:9 64,4 66.0 6595 64.3 6 392 62.3 65,5 Po d 600'3
(	 3u.	 M) 100 6600 69,2 66,6 6596 63,7 61.9 63.1 62.0 62,9 63 1 0 63.1 6591 63,9 64,1 " .6 69.0
:'F 1 11 1CLE	 ATT 125 6 +. 9 5404 63„Q 63 , A 55. 9 6313 64.2 61 . 1 62,1 63,1 64.2 6009 674 68 9 0 "64 6954
^014FIG	 T-0 160 7:p,8 75.5 73,8 7196 74,7 74.7 7$.9 71,6 724 7611, 77 92 4^7.f} 79,9 79,3 79 7 0 79.0
LCC	 PTO 200 6.4.0 63;9 63,8 65 9 6 65.9 83 1 7 64.7 6306 6490 6390 62,9 6491 65.1 67,1 6+493 66,0
DATE 07/16/74 25:0 69) 9 4 68;3 6!1 9 9 68 9 7 68.1 56-1 67.1 64.6 65:91 6694 64,0 65 4 3 65.2 67,.l 66 9 0 85.2
p uf l	 363 319 77.4 110;3 8191 81 9 0 76,1 70.6 77.8 75.6 77r0 80.2 7191 70,9 71.1 76..0 f6 r3 7292
TAFr	 5313! 4QC 74.1 71;2 77 9 7 73,5 70.9 ID 2 4 74,7 75.7 73 1 3 72,1 71.0 69 9 8 78,9 79,4 70,1 70.5
g AR	 29, 9 HG 500 soot a0.1 95,5 78,11 76 1 9 63 t 6 03.8 84.4 81,11 56 9 9 78,.8 ?I t o 8304 87,8 7994 76,4
101.059 ,	 NIH2) 630 0.2 94;1 57,.2 83.9 93.2 R9.2 92.8 91.1 08.9 9312 90.9 3 90 1 0 0702 9291 90,7 8944
TAmd	 64,	 DrG F 800 095,2 O1l3 86.0 F19,a 91 0 1 vAtl ag o g 91.0 87,0 !68 9.3 69.9 82 ' o 9'1.9 0790 Ut6 5303
(2919
	
DEG 91 ) 1080 a*.l 86.6 67.2 93.2 93 0 0 93.7 8F' 9 6 91.2 98.1 85.1 94,4 64 1 3 624.3 53 2 7707 7'^.s
TWFT	 57t OEG F 12.50 83.1 act 93,0 41,1 91.6 9tst7 06.9 8.699 86,0 54.1 9204 64 1 9 83 .90 5990 511 ' 4: 7903
9.287,
	
DEG K) 1640 011,1 90;1 soot 97992 58.2 96 1 3 07.9' 84,9 63..5 81 1 4 0892 82 1 2 Uvg 79 1 2 70 9 0 7¢;2
►F ACT 9;53 GM /M3 20.4-0 8 594 lz;og F17.4 58.1 89,3 86,1 68.0 86,2 0400 60,6 7993 80t8 79.9 1146 77,7 73.3
(900;53 oatH3) 7500 s it.9 9100 564 .8 A6-.7 67,7 aS,7 66,9 05,9 84,9 Dl.i 811.2 Olio 7899 79.0 79 9 4 73,2
NFA 9350, APM 3150 50;5 89:0 86,3 90@3 80 t 3 3'50.9 a3,1 81,3 5092 179.5 78,5 7693 74 1.3 74 1 7 71.!
( 979 9	PAD/SF,";) 4000
86 : 3
57 1 2 90 ; 0 68.1 '11 3810 84, 9 boll 82..7 3107 sale 78 0 3 77,4 78 1.0 7610 731 2 74.s 7141
NrK 9305, RP” 50u"0 50 9 0 157 .4 8$:o3 5793 0704 8493 84.9 51.1 80,t4 7997 77.7 7516 7796 74. 1 4 159 6 6(!;4
t 974,	 4AOISEC) 6500 30.6 55;7 84.3 P4.2 94,6 0 1 3 51.4 76.5 79,3 76,51 75..3 76.4 76.5 7395 74,0 64;6
ryFdi062'3. RPM 80.00 54 9 7 03;7 82.5 51,4 51.5 YO-6 50.2 77.3 7592 74 1 7 7304 74,5 lass 70,4 3'1,7 85.6
1111.3. R-AW SE 0 10000 84.1 4 6108 79;4 79,4 78,5 7715 76.4 73.4 7215 71,5 89,6 7015 611.7 67 9 5 69.,0 64:7
iir.	 OF BLADES	 44 12560 77.4 78;6 75.4 1495 740. 4 73- 1 1 73.1 %.4 69.4 69,6 670.4 66,6 66,'5 64,9 $6,1 6362
16Cgq 73,6 73;7 71,6 78oS 711,5 6W I 7 70..3 72,S 6304 66, 51 6.496 671.5 66,8 674.,6 bb,,) 66.7
20000 69 1 6 6R;9 68.4 6508 66,6 Cy r; 67.6 72.7 6796 66.3 639:1 65x 4 66.6 66.6 ib,i 66.4
OVERALL "EASURED 99.1 141 . 0 9.4x8 100.1 4990 99 1 7 96.7 93 . 8 96,1 979.1 95:,:3 95 ' x 9399 2604 9i,a 94:.1
OVFg ALL C&LCUL4TED 99.6 140 .6 99.9 5 99,4 44,5 990 90.6 98.2 95x9 96.5 95,1 941 1 93.15 909 9 94,7 90,.3




........ ..._ .. _.	 1111.i
PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA NE0Uq!1ON PROGRAM PROC. DATE w RONTH	 t DAY 30 09, Lt9Z
MODEL SOUND PR955UNE LEVELS (59 ,4 DES . F,. 70 PERCENT REL, HUM, DAYI
Ah4LE5 FROM INLET IN DEGREES ( AHD RAR 'I.ANS)
01 10, 20, 30 9 40. 200 # 60, 70; 60; 90 1 . 100, 110, 120, 130, 140 1 150, PWL,I
PRE9.. tot l(0•.1 7 1(0 : 3S1t.0. 52110.701t09 071t19051t1.Z21t1. 40)ti, 57111. 75}1i. 9 )I2.091(z,:27f12.^'!y(2 1 6?!( 1
50 77.9 80;.2 77.3 79,0 ;w,9 7b.B 77.7 77,9 76 9 7 76,0 73.9 7316 74•.6 75,9 74 9 5 76,.3 126,2
63 74.1 78.1 7797 76,6 79,8 77.9 74.8 70:.7 7292 76#1 75,2 7D t 0 78,•.1 75.! 75 9 4 77 * 2 125.,2
RADIAL 300.	 FT. so 06 # 2 70:6 66,8 66,3 58.1 67 1 1 66.9 66,3 67 ►3 68,3 66,3 64,4 6*.1 b6,6 67 #8 70.0 116.9
t	 30,	 M) 100 66 0 9 66;9 6798 66.9 65.7 63 1 4 .60.0 63.6 63,7 6498 64.8 6690 65,0 6+3:,9 67.1 69;9 11W0 4
vnITCLE ATT 125 6 4 t1 64 ; 1 63.0 6540 66 . 0 64 t 2 64.9 62. . 8 63,3 63.1 63.6 64 , 9 66nZ 67.1 61{ . 6 s:9;0 1!5'1
1	 C VIFIG T-0 160 72.0 71;1 7445 76,0 72,.8 73 1 5 70,7 75.9 71,7 71.1 72.2 69,7 6.7.9 79,9 71 9 3 75 9 3 lzz•07
LOC	 PTO 80C 73,0 72;0 7417 7841 73.9 74,7 70.6 76,0 71,9 71 .9 2 72.1 69 1 9 651,,0 71,9 7111 74.2 122;9
DATE 07116 /74 250 66 . 3 66;2 66 .6 0,8 66 , 9 6'6 9 11 66.7 64 . 8 6441 649 8 64,9 65 9 9 66,-B 67+2 67 1 4 06, 3 116 ;0
1	 HUN	 364 315 67.4 67 ;2 69,6 6:9 9 9 71.0 66' 87.4 689.9 66+i' b7 11 89,1 691b 7Q00 69.2 70 9.3 87;p 11607
i	 TAY` 53137 410 6b,3 7p;0 7103 11,9 76.7 69 t S 69.8 66 . 7 66.6 68•4 70.0 70,9 7147 70,0 .70 ,z 6609 119,7
OAPs	 29,4 4G 500 7;.$ 77;3 74.4 7516 13.8 7LE5 70.6 64,7 68t5 70.1 74,.0 71.0 74..,9 77,0 73 1 3 70 9 1 122.9
I	 (01039. N/"2) 630 6 6 .0, 71 .;4 77,1 74.0 72,1 69 9 2 69,.8 69.0 67.9 69,.3 711.4 6991 70.x0 71..s 7Z.a 60,5 Lao's
TAhl=1 	 64. BEG F BC0 71,9 73;] 73 @ 7 76.9 73,9 TU l * 70.7 72,9 7290 71 . 0 70.2 70.0 71 . 0 71.1 72.1 0.2 1,2109
42910 DEG K1 10u0 7 5,2 74.1 73.,9 75.2 73.2 72 1 3 72,1 74 0 0 73,2 72.2 72.1 74 t l 73.2 73.3 72 ► 7 4 9 .4 15'3.2
TwET	 579 DEG F 1250 74,2 75;1 77,9 79.8 774 7700 76.9 71.4 7317 75 92 73.1 78,1 74.9 77,4 75.1 70.9 12602
(267. DEG K) 1603 75.1 73;1 7691 78,p 15.1 140 74.6 72.8 72.1 7313 72.1 76.1 74.1 74,.0 730 68..2 124.3
14ACT 9.53 GM/M3 10110 71 .1 77.7 7790 f!Ce4 31..3 7b.0 76,8 74,0 74 1 2 75 9 2 74,4 79 9 1 75:,3 77,5 77 9 6 71.3 127.4
I	 I.Q0953 KG/M31 ?500 73 1 0 77 ; 1 78.8 P'3,1 61 . 0 79 .9 79.7 75 . 0 76,9 76,2 76 .91 78 9 Z 77 .2 79,5 79. 0 71 . 3 129,0
N F 4107509 RPM 3150 73 ,1 76 ;2 0000 91,4 79,3 76 1 3 80.2 77.3 73,2 75 93 76,5 80,1 77,1 76.4 77,7 72..4 129.0
(11261 RAD/SECT 4 000 70,2 79;1 60.2 8"0.0 79.1 77.6 75.9 77,0 7590 74,11 76.0 76 9 3 82,1 79 i 2 90.7 74.2 S$9,4
1	 NFK10699 9 RPM 5000 71(92 76;8 8'i+2 Slt4 90 , 2 78,1 75.1 75 . 9 80.4 7793 78.3 8203 64.2 78 , 0 76,7 59 ,3 130.9
(1120, ^iAn/sr C'1 (300 71.5 75;7 76,5 78,4 79.3 74 1 1 75.0 73.1 75,4 75,5 74.8 77 1 6 75.5 78..7 77 90 76:.7 127.4
NFP106299 RP" FOOD 74,6 76: 4 7613 79,3 74.7 76.2 80.2 3p.3 75#4 74.6 76,5 81#3 77x6 78.0 fP j j 71.7 130.5
1	 (1113. WAD/SF0140 0 71.1 72;7 73•,3 74.3 74,5 7^.5 73.4 71.5 73x4 72:.4 73,5 74.6 73.6 72-,.,0 72. 9 87.6 126.,0
Ii C,	 riF	 PL A DES	 44 17SUO 67,6 60;6 btk,3 59.5 70,4 69 -Z 70.1 69.4 68.2 69,.7 69 9 4 71 $ 69.7 68,0 69,1 0 4 .S 123:.4
16 000 65.7 65;9 65;4 66.8 67.5 6S,d 65,3 71.4 66,4 66 all 6690 69.7 684 66 t :' 67,3 66.0 12304
20000 63.1 64.4 63,6 63,5 55..6 64t6 67,4 72.6 66.7 67.9 64.0 67,8 65,6 67,0 67.3 67
.0 126..0
OVERALL MEASURED 41.3 91.3 fto9 93 , 0 9:1.,1 41.4 91 . 9 9i.2 90,1 91,1 90*5 9290 4240 910 02.6 93;.3
OvER ALL CALCULATED 8/.0 ;8;7 90,.1 91,0 917,7 811: 9 8 8.9 . 1 88.1 87.5 874.2 88.0 90,0 899 7 59 @2 89.2 85.7 140.0
FN08 99 .4 Lill;4 103. .3 1('5 00 ;.03 . 4 101 1 0 102.4 1a0.5 1 0.1.1 99,5 10143 103 ,5
 3:03, 9 IOZ.4 163.L 9?66
^r
r
'PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROSOAK PROC, DATC MONTH	 9 DAY 1$ HR, 2297{ MOOkL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DEG:; F. 70 PERCENT REL. HUM. DAY
• ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGhEE? (AND RADIANS)
it
FREE.
0, 10,	 20	 30	 40,	 50 1 	 60.	 70,	 80.	 90,
}(0.3){0.52}(0'.70}(0.87}(1.05}iir2Z}{1.411){1. 57 }( 1 1 75)(1. 92))(0.17
180,	 110. 120, 130 0





74,1 75,8 73,2 74.5 74.9 75.0 72.7 73.6' 73.5 73.1 71..1 72.9 72.0 72.0 7.1;8 76,7 123,2
63 73.0 73;0 770 72.0 61.1 00,9 72,7 69 •d 71.8 BOiS 7 1..2 70,3 70.1 73.2 70.9 7,.4 1250
t	 *ADIAL 100.	 FT. 80 69,5 9,9 ,7 68.6 69 1 3 64.8 70.7 69.6 6865 68,3 67 ! 7 66.7 68.5 66.8 67.9 66.8 12.4 118.6
( 36, M) 100 69.9 68,9 69.6 6760 70.1 68,7 57.6 67.9 68.7 6691 664 65,2 66.0 68.3 68, 9 72,5 11709
weNICLE +ITT 123 72.'2 71,5 70,3 70,2 69,4 72,1 69.9 69.1 66,1 64,7 64,5 70.3 69,4 67,7 68,4 79.8 11910
t	 CONFIC 7/0 16C 67.0 65.2 67 .4 651 7 64.9 65.8 66, 8 65.6 64.1 82! 4 62.4 6. 3. 9 66.2 6394 63.0 68 . 6 11540e.
Lac	 PTO 200 73.0 74.0 73 9 1 71 . 0 7003 70 9.1 69.0 66,9 65,9 64.2 6210 62.3 63.9 65.4 63..2 66.7 11705
ECATE 712074 290 79 9 8 79,3 79.,'1 76.0 76.9 75.8 74,7 73.6 7809 67,7 6692 66.92 64,3 69.3 71.0 68.8 12343
1	 RUN	 4`35 315 80.1 80.1 80,3 79,9 79 1 2 77,9 76.2 73.9 72+9 70!2 68,0 66.9 68,3 67,3 67 9 9 67.8 124,8
TAPE A902 400 77.0 77,1 79.1 77 1 7 78.8 76.9 15.0 71.6 71,6 70 ! 2 8911 68.0 69,1 68,4 68.1 67,6 12318
-. BAR	 28 9 9 HG SOO 76,0 76,8 77,9 15:t 8 760 79mS 73.1 71.6 71.7 68!1 '67,2 68,0 68 9 0 68,7 6S.9 67..6 122,5
r	 (97623. NIH2) 630 62.1 62.5 83,3 8.212 81..3 79,0 78..5 76.1 74.7 7116 7 195. 71,2 72.2 71.5 7 1. 4 68.9 127,2
i-, IAMB	 72• DEG F 800 81.2 62,1 63. 4 8110 01.2 80,7 8 .0..1 78.3 77.[1 7310, 734 72,2 760 72+3 72.0 69. 9 120.1
( 295. DEG K} 1000 43.2 62.5 83,9 82 1 0 820 82.2 82.3 78.4 7600 73!5 X3,5 74.4 74,1 72.2 70.2 69.0 129.0
' t	 TWET	 68, DEG F i250 86.1 86,3 86.4 8518 86.0 a5.0 64.4 81.2 B1.0 7815 76.5 77,0 77.2 76.6 72..2 70. 7 132.2
-	 ( 293, DEG K) 1600 87.3 86,4 86.6 86.1 86,0 87 9 .0 85.,5 83,E 80,0 77 @ 6 76.7 76.0 16.1 75.1 73,5 74,8 13269
ti :ACT1 fi •i0 GM/M3 2.000 86, 1 89.3 89.5 89 1 1 89,7 88.4 88 ..3 87 9 1 82,2 7915 78,4 T7.2 78.2 76,8 74.4 72•1 13506
(.01610 KG03) 2500 41.2 91.3 93.1 91!0 90+Z 92,0 8916 88.1 84.8 81,2 78 9 2
. 76,0 80.3 77 9 0 97.1 72.8 137.8
r,iA 6404. RPM 3150 94,4 4213 436 9197 93.2 93,9 91.4 91.3 89,2 6514 80.7 80.3 80.3 78,4 75.3 73,9 14080
(	 670, RAD/SEC) 4000 95,2 97;3 97.3 94,9 9342 92.9 93.,9 92 9 8 90 * 2 83 1 4 81,1 82.03 80.1 77 .0 76..2 76.8 141,.a
NFx 6325. RPM 01800 91..4 07 .5 96.5 96.7 96.4 99 i.3 97.1 9500 9511 89.8 6699 83,3 85,4 8115 79 .3 75.6 145.3
( 662. "AD/SEC) 6300 1693 96.3 9595 4311 96.4 45,0 94.1 92.0 91.1 85 1 5 83.3 80.3 61:3 77.4 77 .4 74. 8 142.75
%F010628. RPM 8000 9411 95 * 3 93.2 92 1 9 9491 93 .0 43.2 90.0 871 9 82. 1 2 79 9 4 78.1 78.3 75.3 73.9 72,fl 141.5
(1113 . RA/SEC)108OO 94.0 94.7 92,1 90 1 0 92+9 92,6 90:.6 88.7 85.7 82 1 0 78,0 ?5 9 8 73,7 72,9 73.4 72, 76 9 03
14049
139.7Jk0 n OF BLADE	 44 12500 90 . 7 911.6 89,6 88.3 89.7 90,3 89.2 86.2 63.•5 7817 74.4 72 ► 3 72.4 7 0 +4 66.5
16800 87.2 8B.3 85.7 84 * 9 86.0 85,9 85.0 81.9' 80.0 75!2 70.0 6	 .1 67.7 114,9 6.5.0 64 n 8 137.:6
20000 81 . 3 83,3 80,5 79,9 80.3 81 1 3 79.5 77.0 74.1 72 .5 6 4,2 63.4 63.4 60+3 61.1 6111 13541
OVERALL MEASURED 104 .0 104 .0 104. 4 103.1 1.03.9 103.8 102. 9 100.0 99,8 95@1 92/2 91.3 92.0 89 .3 9 0-.0 91.8
OVERiLL CALCULATED 103.9 104;7 104 .1 1021 7 104 .0 104.0 102. 7 100. 8 99,4 94.6 y1,6 9012 41.0 88,4 87;1 86.4 191.5.
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a'PAGE 1 OLL SCALE DATA REDUCT I ON PROGKAM PROC. pAT_E " HONfi}1
	 RELAY
1^ HR, 22.7
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, QE G.	 r TO PERCEM7 p , HUM:' DAY)
ANGLES FROM MET IN DEGNkEb (AND RADIANS)
09 10, 20 1 30, 40. 50:, 600 7 0. 80! 90, 100. 110. 120. 130. 140, 150, Pill
E FRED. (O, !td• 17)[a. 35 1(O. s2)td^ 7 Dl[0.87)(1.OSlfi, 227[1. 4x!(1. 97 14 1 , 75 }(1. 42}t2.09!( 2 ,27)(2.4 4 )t.2. 62)( }
50 80,0 Pi.a 76,0 78 1 7 77.9 77,6 75.2 76. 9 76. 9 75.6 74 9 6 74.9 73,8 77.4 77.7 R0.0 126.6
63 74,1 76.2 76 .1 74 1 8 82.1 8 1, 17 72.1 7099 740L 79.0 72,8 720 7 0, 77 74,1 74.2 76 0,9 126.4
rtADIAL 10u.	 FT * 80 71.5 72;8 71 9 0 71 1 6 71.7 71.4 71.7 71,6 720 7214 71.6 68.6 68,3 68,9 70.0 72. 6 12101
f	 30.	 41) 100 71.1 70,1 71.0 69 !6 70.8 70.6 68.9 74.3 68,7 67 1 9 67.14 68.0 6899 69.1 68.9 71. 9 11993
vE5iI4;LE ATT 125 73,1 73.8 71,5 72!Z 73*4 72,.0 70,x 77..1 70.0 69.3 68.9 70,5 70..9 67.3 70.3 70. 9 120.6
i CONFIG 7/0 160 75.1 72,9 68.1 72 ! 0 7598 74,7 67.9 74 1 8 71,1 66!9 70,0 75,0 74,9 74,2 76.0 71,9
.
123,2	 I
LOC	 PTO 200 71..2 72,0 71.2 69.7 73,1 69.8 68..0 68.1 65,8 64!8 x+4.8 65-.3 65.7 66,1 65.3 67.7 118,0
a f1 A TE 7/26/74 250 78,.Z 78;1 78 n 1 77 1 0 76.1 75,9 74.4 72. 9 71,2 69,8 68,7 69 ,3 69.1 7 0.6 79;3 69 .7 123.3
RUN	 416 315 78,9 81.0 02.1 8311 81.1 79 9 9 77.3 75,1 76.0 75 ! 9 75 9 8 78,2 72.7 74.3 73..0 72, 9 1.271A
. TAPE A902 400 74 1 ,6 77.2 77.1 760 78.0 76,9 75.0 72,1 71.7 74.0 70,6 72,2 74.6 72.2 7 1. 9 70. 7 124,4
BAR	 2809 146 500 76.0 77,0 77.1 7611 80.7 79 9 4 78.0 74.9 76,7 781 4 754 76.0 74.7 74,1 76,0 74,3 12792
a 997625. N/M2) 63C 84.1 83,,3 83. 7 82 ! 9 86 ..3 88.4 86.3 67,q 89,2 86.2 85 9 4 87.6. 85.3 83,3 86.5 870 137.0
,AMR	 73. DEC F 800 91.3 9311 89 9 5 92.8 97.9 9r► ,8 96.2 97,9 97,9 94.! 0 44,0 93.2 98.7 93,2 90.3 92.7 14602
(296. DEG K) 1000 93.5 89,4 43. 6 960 1:00,0 1020 102. 6 98.1 98,1 97 1 0 94.3 9 7 .4 97 ,1 91.7 57 .3 86.7 14'8,4
IWET	 6P, DEO F 1'250 94.9 97 , 4 143,5 10315 103.1 101. 9 96.4 93.1 91,2 91,8 91,8 95,1 41,0 86.2 87.1 86 „ 147,8
(294, DEG K) 1600 99.1 100.2 90,4 97 ! 9 97.9 97,0 98.3 96.0 97..1 97.0 93.2 92,5 420 86.6 8R,4 52.8 146,5
s.A CT16 . 82 GM/M3 2000 100.1 98.3 100, 6 98.0 97.2 97.2 97,4 98.4 98.2 96 ! 3 95,2 4 0,3 90.0 15.4 89.5 940 146,6
(,01662 KG/M3) 2500 95,9 99.0 100,1 99. 0 97,9 100.0 96.3 96.1 93 0 7 91 1 7 89 1 9 87.1 88.8 83.4 85.2 90.8 145.7
AFA If 3. RPM 3130 97,3 96,5 97,2 9'13 97,2 101.1 48.5 97,1 95,1 92!2 88.4 89,4 87,0 8316 84.3 Sl.l 146.1,
( 952. RAP/SEC) 4000 97,0 100 1 3 48.3 T6,6 9:1,9 96,8 96.3 96.8 91,.2 89 1 8 8741 87 ► i 83.7 81.1 79 .0 79 .0 14417
r,FK ;off. RPM 5000 95.2 97 1 4 96.3 9A.,2 48.3 48.2 96.6 95.3 9'5,1 91 .3 89.1 85,3 86.4 52.7 +3 0 4 76.8 lose?.
(	 940. RAO/SEC) 6300 96.5 9694 95.4 93!3 9612 94,3 94.6 92.3 91.3 89 ! 1 85.0 82,3 81,3 78.9 79.4 77,0 142.9
K F D1.0 628 • RPM 8000 94.2 95.e 9 493 93 ! 1 93.6 93.9 94.3 92,2 89.3 8619 82,7 81 ► 2 80,0 77,3 7A.0 73,7' 142,5
a (1113. RAI)/SEC)10000 92.1 9391 91.3 890 91,7 92.6 90.1 88.8 8698 84 16 810 78.9 76.7 73.9 74.0 72.5 140.6
-h0. OF BL ADES	 44 12500 89,4 89.5 87.8 86,2 88.3 A9.5 87.5 88,5 84.2 81!1 78.1 75.6 74.2 7 0.6 69.5 6 9 .? 13808
16000 86,0 97,178411 83,8 84.6 84.8 84.7 82e8 79,7 7715 73,8 71. 9 69,6 c6a 67.1 64.6 13711
20000 80.0 80,9 79,6 77.8 79,9 88.7 79..3 7es,1 750,2 74.9 69.7' 67,3 6518 62,1 68 . 2 61,C 13500
OYtRALL MEASURED 106..9 108 1 2 1.09,1 108!0 108.8 1x8.8 107.3 107,0 106.1 204 . 1 102,1 1017.6 103,0 98.3 97.0 97.6
OVERALL CALCULATED 107.3 108.2 109,a 108 ! 4 109 .8 109.5 198,3 10 7 .1 106,2 104,4 102,2 102,4 102, 8 97.9 97,5 96,7 156,8







fPAGE 1( FULL 
SCALE DATA REIDUCTIDN PHOGKAM
MOOtL SOUND
PROC, DATE









ANGLES rRf1M MET IN DtG"ffb (844 +3 R.A01AN5)
a. 10, 20 t 3o, 40, 5o. 60, 70. 80. 90. 100. 110. 120. 130, 1408 1501 PWL
i FREO. (0. yI0.171[0,351[0,521[0.701{0,A7}(i,fl5)( 1822)[1.40)(1,57)(1. 75911 ,92)(2.49y(2.27)[2,44y(z,6Z2{ 1
50 78.2 79,1 77,4 78.8 77.9 77,9 76.9 770 76,6 76 t 8 74.5 73.9 75.4 74.9' 74.7 78,6 12605
63 77,2 77,? 76,4 74.1 81.2 81.0 73.1 71.4 73.9 78.9 7 3,11 73.4 73.5 77.9 73.2 77.4 12'6.2
t	 RADIAL	 1011.	 FT. $R 71.8 72;6 7 1. 7 71.5 71,6 72.4 71.6 7 2 . 3 72.7 71!7 71,6 6888 67,5 69..6 69 . 9 73.2 121.2
(	 30,	 "1 100 71.0 72.2 72.1 71.9 71, 4 70,6 69,2 69.9 68s! 67 ! 7 68.6 69.9 69.7 70,1 69.2 73.7 124111
VE141CLE A'tf i25 73,2 13.2 71.4 7217 71..1 7 1.2 69.2 71.2 7G.0 69 ! 4 63.9 7^.6 71,3 1x8.4 7;,.2 72. 9 120.5
r	 C'ONFIJ T/0 160 76.9 73,9 71,1 72.9 70. 9 74.1 69,9 77111 72.8 65.7 6 8,6 73,3 77,6 77.0 7 1:-,9 74.5 124.1
L OC	 PTO 200 71.0 71,3 7 10 5 69 . 9 7040 70.0 68.3 68 ,1 66, 8 65 ! 4 66,0 66.1 66,7
613.0 67.2 68 8 7 11841
DATE 7/26/74 250 78,1 77.2 77,2 76 ! 2 76.6 74.8 74.0 73 9 4 71.2 e8,' 8 68.1 69 ,4 7'9..11 79 1 1 7982 69 . 9 12218
NUN	 415 3.15 80.1 81,1 8103 81.3 Soto 81.9 61,2 82.0 80,1 75!8 7 1,1 7 9 ,1 73.9
80.1 78;1 72.8 12947
TAPE A902 400 75.1 76.2 M oto 8199 70 1 5 76,7 76,9 78 .0 7 8)10 7 3!7 7 1,6 74,3 74,8 74.3 72.9 73.6 126.4
gAR	 28.9 MG 500 8019 als o BS.z 9p t 9 86.2 850 87,1 89. 3 84,0 82 ! 7 io.1 82.2 5'087 82 4 9 79.8 74,5 135,6
(97 6 25. N/M2) 630 8 4.4 87,7 53,5 66.2 97.7 95,2 97.5 98.5 97.2 94!4 96,0 91,7 90,4 x114 83.4 88.2 145.0
IAMB	 74. DEG F 800 42.2 88,4 1!7,2 98.3 16095 100.9 102.3 96,3 101, 8 100!1 95,5 9 2.1 98,7 95.4 86;3 97.9 149.1
[296, DEG K) 1000 9 2.5 96.5 94.4 95t2 99.3 10303 100. 4 183.3 140.1 96!3 9780 8713 96.2 94.4 95.2 98.0 149.2






































980 99.5 96.4 9 8 .6 97 . 1 98.4 97,5 96,0 93,2 92 . 1 87 , 4 90.1 A 5 , 3 e3.4 RD . ^ 145.8
[.0101 KG/M3 ) 2500 98.0 100, 9 1 1 2. 3 96 12 95.m 96.1 95.3 95,2 52. 8 00! 8 8'8.8 $612 87.8 55.2 84.1 79. 7 145.2
.%FA 9388. RPM 3150 96,2 96,5 97 1 7 95.(J 911.2 96,2 94.2 93,3 91 1 3 89,2 87,0 86,4 85.0 82.5 81.6 78.2 1431814310(	 983. R'AD/SEC) 4000 77,2 99,3 98.6 97.2 94.2 93.1 95.2 93.2 9D.1 38 8 2 8487 84,0 81.9 79,4 78.2 75.G
, !,rx	 92550 RPM 5000 96.4 9665 46 4- 6 96,0 97.3 96.2 44.2 92.6 93.1
8911 87, 1 83 9 3 54.1 Bq,3 79 .5 75, 4 143,6
{	 969. RAP/SEC) 6300 96.2 96.6 95,ti 92.4 95.1 92.4 91.6 9G.4 89,5 $7 1 4 8319 81.3 81.2 77.4 79.4 75.1 141,5











r	 (1113• #iAD./5EC)10000 91.8 92 4 1 90.3 87. 9 91,0 89.9 87. 9 66.0 84.5 8215 76.1 135.9OF BL ADES	 44 12500 58.9 8$.5 87.4 8516 86,2 87.6 8 13.4 83.4 81.2 79.2 7693 73.5 73.3 69. 6 5 9 .6 68.1
16000 85.0 85.1 84 .1 51!7 83.8 82,6 81.9 Soto 77.0 75. 7 7 216 71.1 89,6 65,0 67. 0
114.5 135,2
t 2.0000 80,1 50.3 80,2 77 0 0 77.8 76,1 714,4 7h,3 77.9 72,9 67,$ 66.2 66,1 62.2 6`,2 6 1) •9 133.1
OVERALL MEASURED 108,0 10 8 .0 109.3 107th 10892 105x9 10.8,0 10 7 .1 10 6 ,1 103! 9 102.9 9481 102.0 9 9.0 9 8.0 46,0
OVERALL CALCULATED 107.8 108.4 109 '1 10 7 !3 10 5 . 6 109 . 4 106 . 7 107 9 9 106. 9 1041 3 10217 9 8,7 102.5 99,4 97.5 94,51041'3
1'3616




_	 8888..	 _... ..	 w,..::.^:aa.'.s.aa^r..,..ti.»...:,.... 8888: 8888 _:. ___^..rya•.c,-.::,:r^'.:,^.:,w.:,=sa.:tiu^^.^^... Y
	
,.,x.'° --^r.^aci,
'FARE 1	 FOL,f. SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM 	 PROC1 DATE 7 MONTH 9 DAY 10 HR, 2298M00E ► souma PRESSURE LEVELS 959, DEG f F., 7C 'PERCENT REL, HUM, DAY!
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DtSNW ( AND RADIANS)
0.	 l0.	 20 f	309	 409	 50,	 60.	 709	 80!	 909 100. 110. 120. 1309 1 401 ISO,	 PWL
1	 FREa, CO.	 110. 17 )c.'Je+^'11104 6 x111^9 701t0, sT ltl.OS ) fir221t1 . 40'1t1^'371 ; ' 2r T3 j ( 1 89 '3?t 2 ,04 ) I Z,27 1f 2.44 1C2r62)L 	)
	50 74.9 75;0 7'4.2 75 1 5 7597 7596 72.2 730 73,8 '730 72,7 72,0 7193 7298 71.7 76,6	 12.3,6
	
63 739.3 73, #0 77,,2 7311 82-0 810 7292 70,1 7298 78-.1 4 7290 71x1 71!0 72.1 78,1 73.8	 1250
r 'RADIAL lOD. FT,	 60 69,6 64:4 600 6913 69 .5 7013 Gera 68.6 6794 6895 69 9 6 6a'',6 66.6 6890 66.6 7}, ,4 	 I1896
( 3 p . M)	 100 7092 6807 6a,4 08 1 7 7191 66 9 7 66' 7 67 t O 6791 4818 68 #9 6898 60x6 69.4 70,a 69 .6	 11896
vSHICLE	 ATT	 125 71.13 70;9 118,6 69 1 9 709 4 7293 69:4 68,2 68.1 67 t O 68.4 7193 70i;0 70.5 71.4 70.0	 i19,8
1	 CONFIG	 T/O	 160 66,9 6490 66 9 6 650 6591 66.0 66.3 65.2 6490 6217 6490 63.7 65,1 6490 63.0 65,8	 11497
HOC PTO	 20C 72.3 734 72. 4 1010 69,9 69,7 67,1 67 10 65,4 631 7 6290 62.1 64.0 6492 63,4 64,6	 116'9
+D A TE 7/26/7 4	250 79.3 76.,9 78:2 77 1:0 7'0 75.2 73:1 72.2 7O,A 67 !1 66,9 66,1 66 98 67,6 69,2 67.8	 12213
1	 4UN 426	 315 80 9 "2 79,0 79,4 79 1 0 78,1 76,7 7392 7390 71,7 70 t f 67.6 6794 68.,167s3 67.3 66#6 	 123.7
T APE	 A902	 400 76 0:0 76, 9 7092 76 1 9 76,7 75.5 72,1 72.1 1 70.9 70.9 70 # 1 70,.0 70. 9 68.2 6611 67.0	 123,9
nAR 2a.9 HG:	 600 73.99 77,0 77,0 75 1 8 74.9 73.9 70.9 71#(1 690 70 1 6 68,7 69..0 67.8 68.1 67.8 66.4	 121.8
!	 997662. N/IM21	 630 83,3 830 Blob 82!2 61.3 79 .2 76.7 76.4 7483 7311 73#2 71.4 7293 71.5 72.5 70.1	 12793
TAMR 75. BEG F	 800 8003 R21V 63.5 $1.9 81.1 79,3 79,1 79.1 7690 73.,9 13,9 73.3 74 .0 72.1 77 ' .3 69 : 7	 127,9
	
1 797. DEG K)
	 1000 82,3 82.5 83.4 82.0 81.3 82. 0 80.4 78,3 76.2 74.2 7399 7 4 92 73,0 72. 4 7rs.3 64.0	 12895
f	 IWET 709 DEG F	 1250 86,3 840 8"6.3 8641 96.2 87,1 85.3 83.3 8290 $4!2 78#0 7914 77,9 76.3 73,1 7'1. 7	133,?.
	
(294, DEG 9)	 1600 a6.5 87.4 1!814 86.2 86.3 6698 85.3 83.4 81.0 78.3 77.1 76.4 76,9 75 ►7 73,4 75.8	 13313
FACT0*96 GM/ 113	 2000 87.4. 88;8 1!90 90. ! 2 89,6 118,2 88.1 8895 85.3 83!2 6 01 ,2 78,4 76:1 7694 74.5 72. 4 	136#4
	
(.01 696 KG/1,3)	 2300 9192 4242 9391 9315 91.0 `T2.0 88. 9 89 * 9 8790 84 1 0 81 " 78,2 79 0 7 76.5 77.0 7396	 138.6	 i
%FA 75110 RPM	 3150 44,:4 92,5 93,4 9111 94,4 94.3 91.6 90.5 88,2 85 ! 1 132.- 90.7 80:.1 77,7 76.5 73.8 	 140#2
	
( 786, 81113/SE0 4000 959.2 97:2 97; +6 93 ! 9 91.3 92,1 9391 93#.0 88.1 a4 ! 0 81,1 82.4 78 9 6 77,6 74.9 74.7	 14i92
!	 hFK 7398 • RPH	$000 9'595 96.4 98,4 95.3 98.2 98.3 95.5 94 44 95.3 89 ! 2 86.4 83,6 84•.2 81#5 78.7 74, 8	144.7
	
( 775 0 RADI5EC) 6300 96.5 95.4 95 , 7 93.2 46,2 95'4 93..6 92.5 911.1 860 X3#3 80,4 segi 77.5 77.6 75.0 	 14246
1,7010620. 1,'M	 8000 94.g 95.6 93,3 930 93.2 94.1 42,1 90.1 86.1 a2!8 01.0 79 „2 77,0 75#2 73,4 72.'	 141.4
t	 91113. R AD/SEC)10000 94.1 93.1 92.3 90 ! 7 92.8 92.9 9090 86,9 85,0 81 19 79.1 76.9 74.9 72.2 72.2 7197 	 140.8
	
Aa. OF BL ADES 44 12500 91.7 9195 89,6 88.3 88.7 40,3 $1.6 85.7 83.4 7903 75,5 72.5 72.2 69 95 68.5 68 94	 134.2
	
16000 87 #4 87.2 85,3 84.A $5. 9 8596 b4,2 8-1,9 78,7 751!8 7090 689 9 67.9 64#4 64.4 639 9	07.2
	
20000 82.4 ai i 3 b0,2 79•:2 8U • 2 $0 #9 78.4 77.1 73,1 72 1 9 63,9 64#1 64*1 6293 63.1 59 .7	 134.6
OVERALL MEASURED 10493 10 4 # 4 104,3 1031 .0 103.'0 104,0 182# 4 10193 99.6 ?5 1 9 93 # 2 91,6 81,8 89.5 89.2 93.0
	
OVERALL. CALCULATED 104.8 10 4 ,3 104,2 102..6 103.8 103.9 103.9 10O9b 99.2 9'5.0 92.4 90.8 90.2 88.3 87;0 8'5.8	 13102






P AGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCT ION PROGRAM PROC. DATE • MONTH	 9 DAY 14 HR * 22,b{ MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, 	 REG 4	il., 70 PERCENT REL, HUM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGR_ELb (AN D RADIANS)
at 10.	 20	 30,	 40.	 50.





{ 19 75) .{14 92)
1204 130,
{2.n9 )( 2.27)(2,44 ) ( 2i 62)(




74.7 7690 74;0 75!5 75 9 9 75.8 73.8 74.1 739 8 73!8 71.8 71.9 72 9 5 72 @ 0 71.0 75.3 12396
63 72.9 72.? 77 0 4 71.7 82.0 8 0.9 71.3 69.9 72.1 79 .0 7 0.5 70,1 69.7 72.1 69.3 72.6 125.4
RADIAL 100. FT • 8Q 6808 69 1 8 6891 6806 68 .9 70.3 70.1 68.7 67,6 68- l 5 09.5 67.8 6643 67.6 66.7 71,2 118.6
30.	 M) i00 69.8 69 ,1 68.4 67 ! 8 70.2 68.7 67.R 67.1 66,7 661 9 66.6 65 * 0 65,7 67.2 66. 9 69 .6 1170
V E HICL fi ATT 125 71.1 71. 4 45 9 ' 7 7Q.4 69 .1 72,1 70,2 69 .1 66.8 641 9 65.9 69.3 68.9 66.6 617.3 69 .0 118.7
t	 CONFIG 7/0 160 68 .1 65.4 6.7,(3 66!9 65,1 65,7 671 .1 66.2 63. 8 62!^ 63x6 64,1 64. 9 63.4 62. 9 65.5 114,9
LOC	 PT4 200 73.0 73.2 72,1 70 1 1 6 9 .9 70.2 68.0 67.3 65.8 63 ! 7 63 9 6 62 * 1 43. 7 64.4 63.2 65. 7 117.1
DATE 7 /26/74 250 79.1 79,1 78,2 17.0 77.1 76.0 75.0 74 .6 70 4 9 69 9 0 67 9 1 67,1 66 4 7 68 9 2 69.S 64 .1 12392
RUN	 4 21 315 79.9 BQ,2 80;3 79 ! 9 78.9 7798 75 9 0 74.1 72 1 7 70 ! 0 68 .7 67.0 67,9 67.e 68.0 67. 8 124.6
C APE A902 480 76.9 79,0 81 9 1 78 ! 5 79.1 70.0 75.4 74.3 71. 7 761 9 71.7 70.2 70.6 68.2 68 90 69 tr 124.9
aAR.	 28.9 HG 1500 75.4 77,0 76 9 4 74.9 74,7 74,6 73.8 72.2 69.6 69 1 7 67.:6 68,2 67,6 58.1 67.7 46.7 12129
r	 (976621. N/M21 630 82.2 0266 8 2.6 82!0 8 1.2 79,3 77 9 2 76.2 740 7210 72.2 70.2 70.9 70.4 77.1 69 , 9 126.9
TAMS	 79, DEG F 800 81.1 81.3 83.0 81 4:0 81.1 80.8 78.1 713 ! 2 75. 8 72 1 8 72 48 72.,0 73.2 7112 7 0.2 69 . 9 12746
1297. DEFT K) 1000 82.2 62. 4 63.3 820 82.3 62.2 61.3 7945 1680 74!2 72 * 9 730 73.0 72.5 7 0.2 68.2 128.8
r	 iwET	 7o. DEG F i290 89,3 85.4 85.2 85!1 84,2 85.9 1 82.2 81,084. : .170x9 75 9 77 76.1 75.3 73.2 6'9,7 132.0
(294, DEG K) 1600 86.4 87,4 66;4 85 ! 9 05,3 86.1 04 * 4 83,2 81.3 78 1 0 17x3 76r2 76.0 74 44 7'3.1 69 . 8 132.6
,!.ACT16@ ?6 GM/M3 2000 86.2 88.7 89,5 89,1 87.3 65,2 66.5 87 92 8 4.1 8111 79,0 77.5 78.1 75.4 74.4 72,1 13543
{.01696 KG/M3) 2500 91..0 91. 4 9 2.2 90 9 9 90,9 92,8 89.1 88.1 860 8.2!1 8 0.1 78,1 80.0 76.4 79.2 12. 5 1343.1
VA 7507. RPM 300 93.3 92.5 93,8 9143 94.4 94.1 91.4 91 * 6 89.1 85*2 31@3 a0.3 79 9 9 77.6 76 * 4 73.$ 14094
( 786, RAD/SEC) 4000 44.9 97,5 97,4 95 1 0 9192 92.8 93.5 92,2 a8,8 84e3 80,8 82.:2 78.8 76.5 74;8 75,9 141.4
f	 NFK 7394. RPM '5000 95.5 96,7 95.7 96-3 98 94 98 .3 47.4 95.'5 95 * O 90 ! 3 88..0 83,3 84.1 8 1,4 79 .3 76.1 145.7
{	 774. R'AD/SEC) 6300 96.6 95,P 95.5 93!2 96,3 9 412 93. 7 92,6 91.2 002 84.0 79,7 80,9 77,5 77,3 74. 9 14246
'NF010626. RPM 8000 94.1 4517 93.3 92 1 9 9393 43.1 92 9 4 9012 88.2 82,9 Sat o 78.2 77.6 76.0 74.0 71.7 14103
f	 (1113, RAD/SEC)10000 94.1 04.1 43.2 900 9248 9217 9 0,0 88 1 1 8647 81 ! 8 78.:6 7690 74.6 73,0 73.8 12.5 1411.9
, ►.C.	 OF BL A D E S	 4`4 12500 01.6 90,7 09.1 88.2 86.8 89 15 88.4 86.3 £3 * 6 79 1 5 75.4 72.6 72.2 69.5 69.7 6 9 02 139.2
16000 87.3 88.2 $5 9 2 8415 860 8+5.6 84*2 82,9 79 9 4 75 1 9 69.8 69.1 67.4 65.,7 65.1 64,6 13705
d 20000 82.2 82.1 80.2 80!{y 80.1 80,9 .79.1 77.1 74.1 77!0 64.8 63.1 63. 9 62*4 62.1 61382 134.9
OV ER ALL MEASURED 104.3 10 4 . 4 103. 4 10310 10 3 99 104.1 102 * 2 301,2 99 40 9611 43.1. 91,3 81.8 89.2 $9.4 91.2
OVERALL CALCULATED 103.6 104 ,5 10 4 .0 102! 7 103. 8 103,7 102. 4 101.1 99.4 95,1 92,5 90.2 90.2 88.0 a7.3 8'5,8 151.3




'PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCT ION Pft00RAM PROC, 0470 ! XON?	 9 DAY If MR, 22,6
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS ('59, DEC,. F, 70 PERCE 7 REL, HUM. DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGMtEa rAND RADIANS)
Or 10. 201 30, 409 50 * 60 9 7,0.4 80 1 90 # 100 * 110 * 120, 1300, 140 * 1509 PWL
} FRED. 40. )410.i l >c'o,''A) tD, SZ)ca. 7a)(0.8y')(1.o 5 )t1,276(s. 4a)rs. S7 ) Lf. 7s)r1, 92)(2,09Ir2.z7)c2,44)(,z.b2)[ )
50 7949 80;;7 79,0 78 1 9 74.7 78,8 74,,8 70.8 77,q 75 1 8 74,5 76,1 77,7 79 0 8 79 .1 79.5 12749
63 77.1 16, 9 76,T, 74 1 8 8-199 81,8 71.1 74,0 73ob 7910 73,17 73 * 3 74.1 76,2 750 9 76,6 126•.4t	
'RADIAL 100.	 F T 9 80 71*4 71 9 9 70,7 7014 71 0 5 71,6 71 * 6 71,0 71* 7 71! 4 7142 6896 67.3 69 ,S 70,6 71. 4 i2 47
( 30. M ) 100 71.7 70;3 70.5 69 1 9 71 9.8 6907 68 * 9 70 1 2 6897 67.8 1'696 68,2 69#0 71,0 69,9 70 * 7 119.5
vENICLE '	 ATT 129 73.3 72;6 70;7 71.,0 70x5 71 i 0 68:.2 6995 69,a 68 1 4 67'.9 6905 70,9 68:3 7^.2 69 . 8 11946
i	 CONFIG T/O 160 77. 0.6 71;3 70*2 72 ! 5 72,3 75 * 1 67,9 73.9 70, 7 6619 7006 74 0 9 75.9 73.,1 74,1 69.6 12297
LOC	 PTO 200 7240 72,4 71,3 69 9 5 69.9 70*0 68,2 68#0 689 9 6413 64.,8 64.9 6690 66 , 2 65.2 67,0 117,8
AGATE 7 /26/74 250 77.8 78.5 77,6 76 9 9 76,1 75,8 74.,4 72,0 70,9 69 1 2 69.1 69,0 69.00 70,0 69.4 6898 122.9
ti	 FUN	 4 22 319 80.8 9040 82 0 3 82 1 6 80.1 78.8 75,.3 76 i 1 . 75,6 75 1 9 76,0 79,2 73,1 75.1 77.0 7206 12795
TAPE A902 400 76 * 0 77 * t) 77.2 76.5 78,1 76.8 73.0 73#0 72.2 73.7 69 1 8 70.9 73,8 72.1 7 2. 4 69 4 8 3,24 P2
OAR	 20.9 NO $00 16.9 77,9 77,9 75 ! 8 80.7 79.6 76.0 7697 7608 78.1 7305 75.2 75,8 74 9,0 77.0 73 * 5 127.0
i	 (976624 N/M2) 630 84.0 81,5 bg.6 84.0 87.5 88,4 84.6 87*3 89,2 86!0 8401 86.6 84.9 820 88.4 86.1 13606
IAMB	 77, DEGF BOB 91 * 9 96,4 9 4 ,5 44.1 100,2 96.9 91.2 98.3 98.9 9418 919 0 95.2 99 .1 42.3 91,1 9293 147,1
(29.8, DEG K) 1000 93.4 49,8 96.G 9 713 101.1 194,3 102.6 9b 9 5 48..3 9613 93 . 3 96PS 97 * 2 '4 1 4 3 88.4 86 .2 1419.9
TWET	 7 1• DEG F 1250 94,0 97 93 10 4 .'5 102.1 103.3 102.2 99,1 9392 94.0 9111 91 8 94,1 90.8 87..2 86.1 87.9 14891(291. DEG K) 1600 99,1 99,2 99 #'5 48.1 98,.3 98.0 96,5 97.3 97,3 96 1 2 93..8 95,2 93.0 89.1 83.4 84.1 146,5
MACT1 7 .27 011/M3 2000 101,3 97;4 1014 9 98 ! 2 98,2 100,'2 90 * 6 9995 99,2 97 1 1 97,2 9244 91 * 1 8693 89.3 42 * 9 147.9
4,01 727 K903) 2500 974 2 99 4E1 101. 6 97 1 2 98.9 98 4 9 96.3 96.3 94. 9 400 99,8 860 88.0 84.1 85.0 74 9 9 14597
INTA 4108, RPM 3150 90,5 96,4 97,5 96,2 99.4 102.0 97,6 96,6 94,5 92 ! 2 98.5 87.2 69.10 83 4 2 85.4 61,1 14693
( 954, RAD/SEC) 4000 98,1 99,3 99 1l 6 9399 ♦591 96,8 97.3 96 1 2 9299 88 9 9 85.* 9 B692 84,8 80,3 79.0 79,7 144,7
vK 8994. RPM 5000 96 * S 97.6 46 * 7 902 48,1 99,6 95.8 94:95 95.3 4014 1%9 * 1 . 84.44 8641 8204 74 .5 76, 9 145*3
c 93.7. wiSEC) 6300 97.8 96'6 95.1 93!x 96,3 95.4 94.$ 92 9 4 919.2 4414 06:, 0 82.3 82.2 78.3. 79.2 T7 .1 143:.1
6F010AS6 , RPW 6900 94,4 9+3,4 93,7 93!2 94* 4 99,2 93.3 4242 9042 8743 84 0 .0 8 1,.1 8091 77.4 76.3 73, 4 14297
1	 (1113. RAD/SEC110000 92.9 93 2 9 1.5 8897 92,8 92,8 9 0.2 8849 86# 9 8"4!8 61;.8 78.1 77 4 6 73.8 74.7 72.7 140.9
-
p,0, OF BLADES	 44 12500 RQ .5 89 .7 97,0 86 1 5 Se.6 89.5 87 46 86+4 84,4 82.1 78,2 74,8 74.4 7 0 .*6 70.3 69 .3 13$.4
16000 86,0 86.1 84.1 83 ! 5 86.0 6599 83.9 42 * 8 79 9 1 7817 74,0 72,0 70.0 66.2 65. 9 64.6 137.4
J 20000: 8 1.0 8 1.G 790 7891 79.3 s1.1 79.4 78#3 7499 74!1 7 040 67 *1 66 * 1 61 # 1 12,4 600 9 13590
OVERALL MEASURER 108.0 107#4 1fl9 . 4 10 7 4 8 104 48 109 ,S 10892 106,3 10645 103.8 102.9 10243 10396 97 9 9 96.0 9649
OVERiLL CALCULATED 108.,1 107 9 10 110 * 1 107. 9 104 . 6 110,6 106.5 107#1 10697 10 4 10 1920 10293 10:3,2 97.9 97;8 96.3 15742







































{AVO	'i1nH'138 iNa3N-gd'A '949 „01'64) S'14A31 avnsomdamotiiaaw)
9a3z'NHs1 006	MINQW-9JVG •368dWtHfltl^ldN04503#rlra altos 11njI	30ird•
J
V
.PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION P"OG4 AM PROCO DATE w MONTH9 DAY 10 HR, 2298
MOpt_L SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 459, DEG. F. 70 PERCENT REL, HUM, OAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DbGREES (AND RADIANS)
0. 10, 20 t 30, 40, 50. 60 9 708 8O t 90 8 100,. 110. 120. 130. 140. 150. PWL
> FREOO (0, 1(0.171(11.35)(0952)(0170)(Q,87) (1.ti5)(14221(1.4a){t,57)(1. r5) 119 92)(29ag)(2,27)(E.4^11(2,62i( )
50 77,8 60.1 76;9 78 @ 6 78 . 6 78.8 77.3 770 77.6 76.9 14 1 g 73.9 74 4 5 7600 74.8 7905 126.8
63 77.4 78: 9 1 79.1 75 ! 7 819 9 81.0 74,1 74.1 7392 78 18 73 9 7 72,9 7590 77.4 74.2 780 12699
f	 RADIAL 100. FT, 80 71 0 7 72. 6 71,6 71 1 4 71.6 7214 71.7 79 0 1 71.7 71 9 7 71,3 68,6 67.6 69.4 70.5 74.2 1211p0
( 30. M) 100 71.3 73.0 73,3 7210 7198 7190 7003 71,.2 68.7 6716 68.9 6999 69 1 7 69.9 70.3 72.8 120.,4
vEi4ICLE Airy 125 72,1 7 2.4 71;'5 7112 71.4 71,0 70,6 71,6 69,0 69 9 4 89.2 700,6 70,0 68 1 4 7 0,2 71,8 120.4
cONFIG 710 160 76.9 76.1 72•. 0 59 10 73,1 75.7 7S,2 78.2 78,7 66! 8 16.9 76,2 73 i 1 7712 7i.1 7207 125/8
LOC
	
PTO 200 7 1.0 72 1 3 7103 7011 70.a 70„8 68,3 71.0 67. 8 66 1 6716 67,0 68,0 68.2 67.0 68 9 7 11819
DATE 7126/74 2010 77,7 76,3 77 0- 3 75:6 75.9 76,0 73.2 74,0 71.8 69 1 70,1 69 0.0 70.7 70.9 71.1 70.8 123.1
y	 pUN
	
424 315 82.1 8290 8 0. 3 78 9 7 87.1 67 .1 8681 1` 7 03 85, 9 02.7 80 1 9 81.2 82.0 82,2 8 3.a
76,7 134.4
TAPE A902 409 74.2 76.,4 78 i 2 76.7 78.0 79 9 9 75,1 770.2 15.7 75 ! 9 7 1 .6 72.9 76.7 75..1 72.0 70.6 12692
II	 6AR
	
28.9 HG 900 8 1.0 82. 9 88.1 841 7 88.1 92,8 8490 89,1 86.6 89 t 1 81,5 8399 87.7 85,1 75.0 79.5 137.4
(97662 0 N/K2) 630 82.9 87.4 87,2 581-1 8:7.2 95,0 93.5 96.5 97 0 2 94.2 88,3 92.7 93.o 85.3 85,5 84,0 143.3
TAMS	 77. DEG F 80O 99.9 94.3 9 0.7 99. 1 88.1 102.8 101.4 99,3 99 0 7 99#9 93.7 97.4 94.1 46.3 9 1'+.3 92.0 14806
(298, DEG 9) 1.000 91.2 87 9 6 97,6 93.1 92.4 93.o 100, 3 100.2 100.0 97 i 1 9693 94.3 950 89.2 92.5 P, 7 ,1 147.0
IWET	 71, DEG F 1290 91 . 1 95 .1 96.3 95 1 9 9341 97,9 96.3 95.3 92,9 9211 9018 8612 86.0 87 93 $2.6 80+99 143.7
(29'9. DEG K) 1600 97.3 100,1 101,.6 99 9 2 06.2 96,0 97.5 93.'3 93.0 03.1 87.9 88,3 86,0 83.5 83.2 81.x' 144,9
wACX 17 0 27 (3"/143 2000 100.2 99.2 913,.5 9513 94.1 94.1 94.6 9 2.3 9i► 12 89 .5 57.3 $5.1 84 0 0 82,5 8 ?.3 79 9 4 142,5
1,p1727 KG/M3) 2500 97 .9 104.0 100.4 98 t 0 95.1 94,8 92,2 94,11 91 4 11 9010 87,7 84.0 85.7 82,4 $3.1 78.5 143.4
*FA 9583. RPM 3150 96.3 96.2 96.5 95 ! 1 96.4 9693 93.,4 91,3 90.4 880 5499 85:1 8490 81.5 8'1.3 76. 9 14215
(1003. DAD/SEC) 4000 97.9 99;3 970-4 95 1 3 1190 41,6 93..5 91,4 88,9 6610 8396 84.3 81,0 78.5 77,2 75.9 141,6
t	 ^hrK 9431. RPM 5Q00 95.3 96,2 950-4r 9314 9594 94,6 91.6 93194 9143 8715 511.1 ales 83,2 79n8 76.4 73. 9 141,8
9 986 4 RAD/SEC) 6300 9613 95,4 93.96 9 113 9395 90.5 40.05 8815 36.2 09!3 82,2 80,3 80.3 76,4 78.7 73, 8 13988
AF010828• RPM 8000 93.2 94 . 4 91,3 9093 90,1 90,0 89,3 87.1 8418 81 1 8 79.8 79.6 78.0 75,4 74.3 719 7 13887
(1113. R AD/SEC)10000 9 192 91,1 89,2 56t 7 88.9 87,b 85.9 84.1 91,7 80 ! 9 77.9 7498 7496 71..1 72.0 690 13699
,hO. OF BLADES	 44 12500 88 9 8 88 # 1 86,6 83 9 4 83,6 134,4 82.7 8193 79.3 77.5 75.1 72.5 7293 68 .5 6A.5 66.4 134.9
16000 85,1 84,8 82,3 80.0 8101 80.0 79 .0 77.3 7590 7 416 7 007 70.2 68,6 65,3 66. 9 62. 6 13301
20000 79.4 6'0,2 77,.3 75.li 75.2 76,1 73,5 72.5 70.10 79 1 9 650 6691 65,9 61.6 6305 59 07 131.4




95.2 155.1OVERALL CALCULATED 107.6 507.9 107, 8 106!6 104 . 8 107.4 107,0 106.0 LOS r 6 19493 3,001 11 101r2 100 1 6




:F .^.:5^'.a:.,,.;..:.^,;6..^..a;2.reass::a^„e,d&siai, @^a.ri d^' r'i^lIfF91r _-`--'	 ----"	 ':4.0-•::4:4 -^ss?k,ku^8	 --=x - i^:.^2?1v
PAQE i PULL SCALE DATA REDUC T ION PROOMAM PROC, DATE. MONTH	 9 DAY It HR. 22,8( MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL S (59, DEG : F, 7Q "PERCENT REL. HUM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM MET IN PLGNE_ES (AND R-ADIANS)
0. 10. 70, 30: 40. 5O. 60, 70. Sol
_
90, 100. 11Q• 1209 130. i 40: 1501 PWL
( Was (0, )(C. 1 7 )(0. 35.)(Os'f2)(0. 70)(0. 87 1(1.05 )(1.221(1. 40)(1. li7 1( 1 , 75 ) ( 1, 92)[ 2 . 09 ! ( 2 , 27 ) ( 2 . 44 )(2 .62 1 ( )
50 78,.$ 90.7 77, 9 76.9 79.2 79.0 77.1 79.1 78,8 77.7 75.6 74.8 74.7 76,9 75 4 7 also 177.6
AS 76.0 77.2 78 .1 74! 9 8 110 80.4 72.0 71.2 74.7 80.3 74,0 73.2 76.8 77.2 75.9 79,8 127.0
PADIAL 100. PT. So 72.6 74.7 11 1 7 71.5 72.5 71 9 7 70,6 70 * 7 7214 7216 7195 67,6 68.5 7q.8 71;6 76.2 121,5
4	 30.	 M) 100 13.1 73.0 7 2,5 70!6 69 .8 69.8 37.9 67.4 67 * 0 67.! 7 69 1 7 7011 69.6 70,1 68.9 74,5 119.7
VFH16LE ATT t25 71.5 72.0 69.4 7D.p 69,0 69,1 67,2 69,3 68.0 67.1 66,3 68.4 69.9 69.4 69,6 73,7 L1912
s	 tONFIG 710 160 74,1 751 73 : 9 7219 69,9 78.9 75.0 79.3 73.8 73 1 9 79.2 73.0 75.8 78.3 73.8 72.6 126.?
LOC	 PTO 200 70,9 71;0 70.2 6917 69.8 70.8 69.6 70,0 67: 5 670 68:2 6 7 *1 68 *6 6941 68.1 149.8 11910
P A TE 7/26/74 '290 76,4 76;2 76,3 75 ( 47 4,1 74 .0 73.0 72.0 71.0 68 1 8 68x2 6813 70 1 0 71.2 71.11 70. 7 122.0
NUN	 4 29 315 8 2.1 8 0.2 85:4 aS.D 83.2 84.1 79.1 851Q 8610 61.0 74,6 78 13 81,9 (30,9 a2.1 91.0 132,7
T APE A902 400 75..2 75,4 77.4 77.0 75.7 76,8 75.2 75,1 74 1 9 75 1 6 71,7 72,2 75,7 74,2 74,9 72.6 125,0
`	 i AR 	 2899 "a 500 S0+0 79 13 79 2 3 8316 83.0 89.0 89.•8 87,1 85 * 9 8717 54,9 79 .9 80.8 soil 85.1 A2r5 135.7
(97662. N/n2) 630 88,6 8a/8 87.5 88 1 2 87.3 43,4 93.5 96.7 9393 9210 ! 114 91,3 9218 84,5 87.4 40, 9 142.2
T A MO	 78. DEG F $00 92:2 89;3 89.3 90 ! 8 93.,9 99 9 0 99.3 9S * o 99 9 .p 93 ! 8 13,0 90:.4 92.7 89.3 85.0 8310 14.'3.7
(298, DEG K) 1000 55.2 87,8 88,5 97 ! 3 8 7` .1 4 1.1 93.6 93.9E 93.1 9 1! 3 92 .4 6915 87.8 6195 79.3 78,0 141.0
TNET	 71: DEG F 1240 89.5 9216 41. 3 9219 91.3 92.9 91.1 f49 11 05x 9 46!9 a7,2 63.0 84:1 5114 80 !1 77,9 139.1
(295. DEG K) 1600 92 1 2 95;5 96.6 9297 9111 91:3 92.5 43 . 91 8919 57 1 2 59,1 6712 86.0 84x3 83.4 76,0 14019
I,ACT36. 67 GM/M3 2000 944 44,4 93,4 02!1 ?0.4 1114 89.3 87:2 86,3 85.3 5412 82:3 8492 790 80..5 75.3 13x.4
(, 01667 KG/M3) 2500 94.,0 94.5 93.4 94.1 9112 9 1.1 87.1 88.1 87,1 55.0 02 9 9 81.1 81.9 79,2 9O;O 75. 9 136.7
-%FA 9.872. RPM 3150 93 92.7 93 . 9 4 9P!1 9112 1091 87 4 5 87 9 3 86:1 83,1 51.4 8113 60,0 76.8 78.3 731 4 13718
(10349 RAD/SEC) 4000 42.0 94 14 43:2 90 1 0 85.9 86,1 87.3 8:7,1 84,1 80! 78x9 88 * 0 77.9 7614 74.5 73 ! 6 13616
A F K
 9 701, qPH 5000 9 0 . 6 91.4 4100 8910 9.0.2 89 .4 86.3 8:6:') a6.3 52! 4 51:3 7897 80:1 76.7 76..4 7113 137.0
(301 6 * RAD/SEC3 630.0 41.4 9 0.5 89.6 86 1 4 66:. 2 6515 64.5 82.6 81.3 800 78, 5 76.6 76..3 74.6 77.5 71,3 134.8
kFD W20 , RP14 8080 87,5 89,2 66 : 3 8390 8511 84.2 83.3 62,4 80,4 760 77x0 7791 76.a 74.4 75.0 70.0 133.8
1	 (1113. R AD/SE010000 56:1 86.0 84.3 8099 92.9 62,0 79.3 79,3 77,9 751 9 74,9 72 9 9 71.5 69,1 77,7 67:.+1 13117
6D. OF BL ADES
	
44 12900 82.4 82.6 8 G.1 7898 7895 7a,7 76.6 75,7 73.4 720 71:3 70.7 700 6696 66.4 6416 129,4
16000 79. 0 78.1 76:; .2 74 1 9 16.1 74 1 8 72,9 7291 70.,$ 70 ! 8 67,6 69 .2 6797 65:3 6613 62, 7 128.2






OVLRALL NE A (FRED 102.3 1030 102 *2 1019 8 101.3 103.9 103:1 103:U 1.01, 8 990 99,3 97 9 3 97 16
OVERALL CALCULATED 102:7 103.5 103,1 101! 7 10+ ► 3 10314 103.1 103:0 102. 3 99 9 4 99,a 97 9 1 97,9 94,1 93,9 91.2 151:3
+ PNDA 115,7 116;6 1.15,9 114 1 9 113..9 11 4 .1 112. 7 112.5 1.11. 7 108!9 10a, 106.7 106.9 104,3 104.3 10Q,9
zs
P AGE 1 FULL SCALE DA 1A REDUCTION PROpHAN PAOC, DATE ` MONTH	 4 DAY 18 NR, 22.8} 000tL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DkG. F t '7O !PERCENT REL, H M, DAY)





10.	 20	 301	 40,	 50,	 60,	 70.	 80.
)(090 m 3^)(0. 52It0. 701E0.i7)^1.C5f{ir2ZlL1.41'f^i.'
90,
^7 ff2
1"00.	 110.	 120,	 130.






79,1 50,7 DO.9 74.9 78.4 74,4 74.8 78.4 76,4 .75.9 76.6 77.2 79.d 8'J.6
y
17.8.8
63 5114 82.3 80•,5 78.8 8293 81.4 74.0 7#.0 76,8 80 1 9 76.6 78.2 73,7 75,4 79.4 78.8 12885
► 	 RADIAL 10.0.
	
FT. 8d 73.^f 74.6 71.7 71 t 5 7=96 71,4 64.6 69 1 6 72.7 72t6 72.5 68 „8 68.3 70.6 71,7 76.4 12195
' ( 30. Mf 00 71.1 70.0 70'2 69 t 7 68,0 68,7 67.2 67 t 1 67 9 9 48 1 }, 69.9 69 A'3 69,6 69.0 70.1 74,8 114.3
yENI.CLE ATT 125 70.3 68;5 68:.3 OB 1 2 70•.4 69.5 67.2 69 , 5 68.; 67 1 0 70,0 8 ,5 71,i 71.4 73.3 75;.0 12001
} >	 CONFIG T/O 160 67,1, 69,2 711.2 74.9 76.1 77,9 75.8 80,3 7'3.7 70;18 67.7 68.0 69.8 74.3 73.1 72.,7 12487
"C	 PTO 200 68.3 71.1 72.3 76 1 0 -77.9 79.2 77.4 82.7 75,0 7,1 1 9 69 9 8 69,1 70,7 74,2 73,9 70,8 126,1
GATE ?M/74 2+90 66.0 68.5 69 9 2 67,8 67,4 68,5 68.:0 67.4 65 * F- 660 67,7 68.3 69.9 70,1 64.3 69.6 11894
1	 NUN	 426 3.5 70FO 690 72 1 1 720 73 * 8 71.2 69.0 69,3 68.9 6898 70,7 71.1 72, 9 7 3.2 72.2 70.6 121,2
a. TAPE 4902 400 70.1 74 1 1 74.9 7499 73.7 71 9 8 71.2 68.9 70,0 69.9 10 1 7 72,1 74,9 74.2 73.2 70.8 122,5
i^	 e4R	 28.4 NG 500 7211 73.9 75,1
75.6
75.8 73.9 72.7 72.3 73,9 73.8 720 71.7 72.0 73.4 76.2 75.0 73.4 12309
' I	 (47669. N/Mx) 630 71.2 73,3 76 1 8 74.1 73.3 72.5 72.2 1p .3 72.2 73.1 71.4 73,1 75.4 75.5 72. 9 12307
tAHB	 76, LEG F Son 72.2 73,0 77.2 74.0 75.2 74.1 74 9 3 73 . 2 72.9 7210 73 * 6 7112 73 '0 7 302 73,1 89,7 124.2
( 298. DEG K) 1000 72.6 73.5 74.6 75 1 4 74.3 74.0 73.4 74.2 72.0 7292 7 3.8 74.0 73,2 74.3 7 3.4 69 . 9 123.9
7WE7	 71, DEG F 1250 73.7 75.1 70.4 7 7 17 76 * A 75. 0 7 4,1 73. 9 73. 9 7 44 !0 73.9 76.0 75.9 74.3 74.1 69.9 125,2
1245, DEG K} 16'00 72.2 74,4 76.5 77.3 76.0 75 i2 74.4 75,1 73,9 73.2 73 .9 76,4 75,9 75.4 74.4 68.8 125.5
kACT16.67 GM/M3 2000 72.3 75.-T 7 6. 5 79!5 78 * 2 76.1 74.5 7g, 1 74.0 73. 9 74, 8 76. 5 76.2 76.5 76.3 7 0.1. 126,5
(!01 667 K0/143] 2600 74.0. 76.2 78.5 81,1 8091 77 4 1 74.2 7490 74 9 6 73 1 4 7 5.7 77.2 77.2 78.1 78.3 71. 6 127.6
.h FAl0610. RPM 350 73.* 6 73.5 77.6 78.2 78,4 76.3 74.5 75,1 73.3 74 @ 2 73.2 77,4 74,0 76.7 76.3 71,1 126,5
(illl, RAUISEC) 4000 73.3 77.5 79.3 77..8 76.1 75,0 74.2 74,1 72. 8 7118 7 3.6 77 9 2 74,7 77.! 76.3 71.9 126.4
&FK10504 . RP" 5000 72 * 4 74.5 76,3 78,2 77,6 78,3 75..6 75,4 75.1 74 . 1 76.1 77.2 77.2 76.1 75.4 69 * 1 127,5
(1188, RAfl/5Et} 638A 74.2 T4.6 77,7 76,3 79.5 75.1 73,6 73 1 5 73.4 7393 7 5,2 75.3 75.3 74.6 77.6 70,0 126,9
hFO1.0624, RPM 8000 74.0 .76,4 77,2 7510 77,4 78,5 77.7 7892 78,0 7511 7 7..0 79,5 77;2 76.6 75.3 70. 4 129,6
}	 (11130 RAD /SEC}10000 71,0 72.1 73.g 72 @ 7 73 9 7 72.7 72,1 71. 4 71.7 70x9 71 0 8 72.4 71. 9 71.1 72.4 67.6 125..1
NQ* OF BLADES
	
44 12500 64.3 A9.5 64.!b 69 13 7 0.5 70,6 69.8 69 * 7 68.4 69.3 68.2 70 9 5 70,7 67.5 69 .6 64.5 123.6
16000 66.0 67.0 66,4 67.1 69 * 1, 67.9 67.1 67+3 Sle? 69 * 9 66,7 69 .2 68..9 65 * 4 67,3 62 4 7 124*0
20a00 62*1 61.4 624 7 62!0 63.4 63.4 62.3 63.0 6394 68!2 X1 .0 65.3 64.3 62.3 63.8 62,0 122.6
OVERALL ME ASU ED 92.3 92.2 91.2 93 @ 1 93 1 6 93,2 91.5 43.1 42 . 1 91.4 91.4 92 . 2 91.0 91.1 91.2 93.0
OVER ALL CALCULATED a7,8 89,4 90..0 90 9 8 9008 9040 8890 89 9 4 6719 87 1 8 87.6 B8.6 88.2 9809 89,1 87,3 13917
i







.w. ..	 s.	 -O';_ , _..x^ 9999..•.. >..	 _ ,. 9999.. .. . 	 . a
PA4E 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCT;OH Pk WAm PROC, DATg - MONTH
	
9 DAY 18 sw	 2218{ MDUtL 50U40 PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DEG• F. 70" ERCENT REL, HUM, 01Y)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DriGREE6 ( AND RAD IANS)
0. 10. U. 30, 40, S0. 60, 700 8:0, 90, 100. 110. 120+ 130. 1408 1 50r pot
I FREQ. I0. i(4.1 7 ) f0.3'31 {D^ 52i [ I{. 703{a,87i(i•05)(].Z2) ( 1.40)51^ 57 ) l1. 75)( 1. 42)(2 * g4iI2.27 1 {2.44)i2.62i[ )
50 80.7 81 * Q 80.1 51, 8 81.3 80.6 80.0 60.9 80,1 78 ! 7 77,5 7'1+9 76,8 77.9 77,1 79,9 129.2
63 79 .0 8 0.2 e G,2 77.9 81.2 80.9 73.4 730 77.4 80,R 75.6 75.2 75.0 7 6.0 78 .4 77.6 127.8
*ADIAL 101,
	 F T , 80 72 +5 730 71 1 7 70 t 5 71.5 70,6 69.0 68.d 71,5 72!3 7 1,2 6807 68.6 70.6 7 1.6 74.5 12018
(	 3Q.	 ►i3 100 71.0 70.2 7 1.1 65o9 68.2 67.8 b6,0 67.0 66, 8 67,7 68,7 64,0 690 69,3 69.1 7t. 9 11815
VEHICLE ATT 125 7 0.1 69,2 68,4 5893 69.2 70.0 67.4 69.3 67,3 6.2.4 69.8 614.5 7+1.1 7 097. 73.3 73, 9 119.7
CONFIG 7/0 160 77.0 73,2 67. 4 72.4 74.3 80.8 13.9 P2,u 72.9 74,9 7 4,5 73,1 72,1 71.3 7 5.1 75.8 12692
HOC
	
PTO 200 79.3 75, 9 69,3 75ts 77.3 82.9 77,4 84.1 74. 4 7 711 77.9 75,0 71.8 7 0.41 77 .1 77 . 8 126,5
O TE 7/26174 250 68,.1 69,3 68,4 67.5 67.2 68.9 68.4 680 66,1 66.8 67,7 68,4 69,8 7 3.4 69.2 69.9 11825
r	 RUN
	
427 315 70.1 70.0 72.6 72.8 72.8 7n,9 69.2 70.0 69,9 70 ! 2 59,8 7192 73.8 72.9 71.1 701 9 121.6
7APE A902 400 70.0 74,1 76,2 74.8 72.6 72.6 71.1 68.9 70. 8 71.8 70,8 72.0 74,9 74.7 73,9 71,6 122,9i
B A R	 28.9 HG 500 72,7 76-•2 76;1 74.7 73.9 73.8 72.1 74,9 73.7 72,5 7t,7 71.9 75.b 79.0 76.0 73 * 5 1244'8
I	 (97669. N/M2) 630 7 1.1 73,2 75,5 75,0 74.3 73,2 71.5 72.4 72 9 0 72.2 72,4 714 73.8 75.5 75,1 73.1 123,6
I AMB
	
79. DEG f 800 72.1 73,0 77,1 77.9 15.3 74.8 74.0 74.2 7299 7 2 . 3 73,9 7 2.2 72. 0 73.0 7?.1 69 . 7 124.2
{299 . DEG K) 1000 72.3 7 3.7 75.2 75.2 74.3 74.n 73. 4 74,1 73.1 7 3!1 13,2 74.3 73.2 7 4.5 7'-4.4 69. 9 124.1
i	 TNET	 7 1. BEG F 12SO 73.2 74,3 77,1 77.2 75.9 76..0 7 4.0 74.0 74,0 73!9 7 4,0 76:.2 75,8 74.0 74.3 70, 8 12594
(293. DEG K) 16;4 73..0 74,4 76,3 77 1 3 76,1 15.1 74.5 75.0 74..2 73,1 74,0 75.4 76.1 74.4 74,0 63.9 125,4
I-ACT1 6 . 83 GM/143 200 73,1 75.6 77,4 79.1 78.2 76,3 744 74.3 74.1 7 3 . 2 1 4.2 76,5 76.? 76,4 76.4 71. 9 12694
{,01 65 3 KG/M3) 2500 74.1 76.2 79,1 80 t 1 S0.4 76.6 74.3 74,2 74,6 73 ! 6 75,7 77.0 77 .2 77.4 7 5.1 71.7 127.4
%FA10753. RPM 3180 74.4 74.4 77,3 71114 78.5 76.3 75.4 74.4 74.1 73 1 9 7 4,2 78 .6 74.2 76.4 7 6.5 70.9 126+9
(1126 . RADISEC) 4000 73,9 77-,1 78;5 7847 76.1 74.0 74,3 7499 73.8 7210 73,9 77,2 74.8 7 6.4 76.2 72,3 12615
R F K10156, RPM '3000 72 . 4 74.4 76.4 78,4 78.3 77.2 75,4. 74.5 76,3 75. 1 76 0 1 77,3 77.2 76 1 7 76.4 5 9 .1. 17.7.6
(1105. R AD/SEC) 6303 74.2 7 4.1+ 78,6 76 ! 4 79.8 75.0 73. 6 73.4 73,4 73.3 75.3 75,2 75+1 74.4 77.5 71,4; 127,0
SPOIL0628 , RP14 8000 7312 76+ 4 77,4 77ty 77.4 78.1 77.7 71!•2 7611 73 1 8 ISO 79.4 76.1 77.2 76.1 70011 129.2
{1113. H A D/SE010000 71.0 72,1 73.0 72,6 74.0 72,7 72.3 71.1 710 701 9 7 t+6 72.9 71.3 70.2 71.9 67.7 124.9
AO. OF RL A DF5	 44 12504 69 .4 68,6 69 . 8 69 .3 70.4 70.5 69.7 68 ► 8 69.2 69,3 68,2 70..7 71.3 67.7 67.9 64.5 12307
16000 66.0 66.1 66.4 67.1 69 .1 67.8 67.2 67.3 67. 9 7114! 66,7 69.0 69 .0 66,1 67.4 63.` 12402
20000 61 . 4 61, 8 62, 5 62.5 61.2 65 9 1 62. 7 •62. 7 64.1 7 1!1 6 2+D 64.4 640 6393 63.7 60, 4 123.8
OYhRALL MEASURED 92.2 92 .3 90.2 9211 9.3.4 93.1 91.4 93.2 9.0.9 91, 9 9 1 ,9 91 . 3 91.3 9 1 . 3 93.0 94,P
OYEF. +LL CALCULATED 88.4 A9.3 90,2 90 ! 6 90.8 9 0- . 6 18.1 90,1 87.9 88!2 88 , 0 88.8 88.4 8e3.8 89;2 870 139.9
pN08 99.3 101.1 102.6 103.1 7,03 .[; 101.4 99.9 100.2 99.7 99 0 1 99.9 102,0 t00,8 101.1 101. 6 97,5
w
v+
'PAQE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PHOGRAM PROC,	 ATE • MONTH	 9 DAY if HR, 22.8
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DeO. Fv 70 PERCENT REL, HUM,'DAY')
ANGLES FROM INLE T IN DkGREE^ (X tl RADI ANS)
0. 10, 201 30, 40. 50, 60, 709 60; 90, 1 0D. 110, 120. 130. 140• 150, P11L
FRFQ. ( 8, 3tQ 9 a.7f[0^35)10 * '^21tti. 7Q1t0.$7)t1. 05111.ZZ1t1, ;0ft1, 77 ); 1 . 75 )t; ► 921^ Z r09y t x.271[2,44 1( 2,62)f )
S'0 79,2 B0,8 ' 78.Z 79 16 79 ,8 79,.6 77.9 78.9 78.6 77.7 76.0 75.0 75.8 7699 76.0 790 127,8
63 79.4 8 00' 2 79.4 77.9 $2 9 1 81,8 76,0 7294 73.2 79. 0 140 73..0 75. 9 8 0,2 76.2 77.6 127.7
! RADIAL 100, rT. Be 73,6 73;6 71,8 72.3 72..6 72.3 71.9 71 9 5 71.7 71 .+3 1 4:3 67,6 67,4 70.8 70.'.5 7',3 121.3
t	 30,	 !4) 300 74,x- 72.2 73;0 71.6 72.0 70x7 68.9 6911 68.7 67 1 8 69.6 79,0 64.8 70.1 69.2 72.8 120.2
vEHICLE ATT 125 73.6 72;5 70.6 70.9 71.4 71.0 69.2 70.2 71,0 89 .4 ls9 .3 69.4 70,1 69.5 71.3 73.0 124.4
1 CONFIG T/O 160 75.3 77,0 72.4 70.9 72.8 77.7 74,4 7691 78,7 68.7 79 9 6 75.0 74 0 8 79,3 7 3.1 73.6 126,2
LOC
	
PTO ?00 72,3 71;1 70,4 69.0 70,3 6998 68.3 6019 68,1 66.1 47.6 67,2 67.6 69.3 47.1 6 00 7 11863
-DATE 7126/74 750 77,1 76;0 76 ',1 74;9 75,2 75.2 74.0 73.0 71, 8 69.2 ".8 69,1 69.7 71.2 71.0 70, 7 122,6
} 04UN	 426 313 84.2 82#2 e1.i 77,9 86.0 88.8 85.3 86,3 8500 81.9 78,8 80.0 82.8 82.2 8 2.2 76.8 13317
T A PE A902 400 75,0 76:;2 79;0 7606 78,9 79.7 75.2 76,0 73.7 740 70.6 72.1 76,7 7510 73.0 70,7 12599
4 A A	 28.9 HG 500 79.9 $3 1 1 88 1 9 8700 9011 92.7 84. 9 88.0 81.8 66.8 78 9 7 81.0 87.6 85,1 76.0 80,7 137,0
c97669, N/H2) 630 84,2 87,6 06,5 91 1 0 94.4 480 95.& 99.3 9802 95!1 0292 93,6 94,9 A4,5 82.5 83.3 14594
IAMB	 79 . DEG F 800 93.2 92.4 46.1 98,0 96.0 100.8 101 .4 103,1 1019 8 141!1 96. 0 95 .2 93.0 47.0 84.3 92.8 149.4
( 299. DEG K) 1000 01,3 90.1? 91,7 113,9 98.4 . 97.(l 100.5 101,1 99 9 4 96 ! 1 95.2 96.5 95.2 9 1.6 39.5 R4.2 147.6
TUFT	 71. DEG F ;250 9 1.4 96.3 97,4 94.2 93.7 97,9 96.2 95,3 9291 91!2 87.1 88.1 85.1 85 .2 86 .1 8 1.2 14398
(295, DEG K) 1600 05.4 100,4 103.3 98.2 96,6 97.5 95.3 93,5 90,1 40.2 87,9 84.1 88.0 84.5 85.4 79.9 14418
$.ACT16169 QM/M3 2000 99.5 48;4 98.6 97.3 95 9 4 94,3 90.5 9 2.3 40,2 88.4 87.0 85.3 86.0 8 2.3 8 2.6 79.1 142,4
001669 KG03) 2500 98 .1 101 •p 98 .2 96.0 9'4,1 95.7 93.1 93 * 4 9. 2 6 0 84 0 9 137,2 85.3 86,0 83. 0 8.1.3 79 ,;1 143,1
{.FA 96538 RP„ 3150 97 .5 95.5 97.4 93.3 95,5 06.3 92,3 920 91,2 88 i . 85,2 8496 84.3 81 .4 80.4 76.1 149.4
(10114 RAD/SEC) 4000 $6.9 98.3 97,.2 95.1 91.0 92.0 92.3 92,1 89.1 85!1 52.4 83.0 80.9 78.1 77.0 75, 9 141.3
1 ,hFK 9474. RPM 5000 94.2 96,3 44. 8 94.3 94,3 94x3 9 1.4 9{3,4 91.5' 87.2 06.0 81.'3 83.1 79,8 77,5 74,2 141.6
C 992. RAC/SECj 6.10Q 9696 94.7 93.5 90!3 92.5 91.2 89.5 881 5 86.4 84!1 82,1 79.7 79,1 75.6 77 .5 74.0 139,4
-hFD1Q6.Zl9 MPN 8Q00 92,4 93,6 9'1. 4 90.0 90 o 89.0 88.5 86 9 3 84.5 82x9 80, 1 78.4 78.0 75,4 74,3 71,9 13843
[1113• RAD/SE010000 4192 91,5 89.2 96.8 88.0 87,8 85 1 1 82 1 8 81,9 79 3 9 78 91 74.8 73.5 71.1 71.2 6.8. 4 136.6
A0. OF BLADES	 44 12500 a7.6 07.6 049 0 8312 84,4 84.2 82 .5 8 0, a 79 .6 77.3 7 4,4 72.6 751. 67.8• 67.6 6692 134,5
16000 84.0 85.6 82,2 8 0!1 51.1 79 .8 79.3 78,0 75,9 74.0 7 0,1 74.1 6 .0 65.5 66.0 62. 9 133,2
2900.0 74 .6 79.3 77 0 0 75 i 1 75.5 75.4 73. 4 72,4 71 9 3 70!3 6690 64.3 63.4 61.6 6;1.8 60•C 130,6
OM ALL REASURED 106.3 107;3 148.1 10 6 .1 106 .0 100 .9 106.2 10 7 , 1 106 ,0 10 3 i 8 1 9110 101 . 0 100. 7 99,3 915.3 97.0
OVERSLL CALCULATED 106.7 117.4 108.3 106.1 106 ,U 107.5 106.7 10.7 1 7 106.1 10 4 93 39191 101.1 100. 8 99.5 95.1 95.3 155.4












FACE i FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION FROGHAM PROC, DATk ' MONTH	 9 OAT 1$ MR, 22.8{ MOOtL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DEG. F# 70 PERCENT REL, HUM, RAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGKEES (AND RADIANS)
0. 10 * 20! 30. 40. 50, 60. 70. So l -	 90. 100. 1X0. 120. 130. 140, 1501 PwL
1 FRED. (0. )(0+1 7 )[[1.3 y )(O. s2)c0. 70)[0,87311.05)c1.22)Ii+ 40)[1. 57 ) ( i n 75I[1. 92)[2.0 9)( 2 .2 7 f( Z . 44 )( ?. 621( )
30 79.0 81.7 78,9 80!1 80,1 BO.t 78.0 79 .8 78.7 78.7 76.5 74.7 75.4 77.2 76.9 77,6 12691
63 7692 77 9 6 79.3 76.9 8.2,2 80.8 75 ► 0 72.8 74.0 794 74.6 72.1 72.7 77.2 77.2 75.8 127.1
r	 RADIAL 100.
	
FT. 80 73.5 74.11 72.0. 7195 71.7 72.7 70.9 69.8 72.4 72 1 4 7102 68,7 69.6 71.8 77.8 71.2 121.4
(	 39.	 43 106 73.1 73.0 72. 4 70!9 70,0 70..9 69.0 68.1 67,8 68 1 9 70:.7 70.3 70.0 70.1 71.1 i.4 120.0
VEHICLE ATT 125 7 0.4 71.2 7;,.5 71.0 69 .3 68.1 47.5 69.4 68,0 69.0 68 .,0 6 9 .2 7 16 4 7 0.2 7 2.2 73.r 119.8
L'ONFIC 7/0 160 71,9 75 9 2 75.2 79.8 72#9 74.6 81.0 77.1 79 1 0 77.8 79.9 77.2 78.2 77.0 74.9 7o,.4 12708
LOC	 PTO 200 69.9 70.1 70.1 71!0 69 .9 69.8 71.3 70.1 59.6 69.0 1099 64,1 7 0.0 70 . 1 69.0 63.6 120.90
11ATE 7/26/74 250 75.2 75.1 75,3 74.0 1398 73.8 72.3 71,2 69,B 68.8 68 0 9 69 .0 70.8 71.3 7 1.0 6 9 . 7 121.6
r	 RUN	 429 315 81.1 78.1 83. 3 811 8 80.1 83 .0 80.2 8411 79.: 78.8 80,0 78.2 84.0 82.1 79.4 78.8 13102
TAPE A902 400 73.8 74,2 76,4 76.8 74.7 76.9 74.1 74.1 73, 9 72 1 9 71,9 77.9 76.8 75,0 73.8 71.4 124,7
BAR	 25.9 HG S:00 82.1 82.0 79,0 87.9 86,8 92,9 87.0 84,8 87,9 06.8 76.9 84.1 80.6 79.9 76.0 76.7 13613
(97669, N/M2) 630 86.3 86 9 5 88,7 88 1 3 03.2 94.1 9 4.4 92.1 11:9.2 91 ! 0. [36.0 91.4 85.1 82.7 82;4 79.4 140.3
I AMB	 79. DEG F Boo 8 794 9 0.2 90.2 92!5 94,0 107.8 97,9 95.3 93.0 9Q ! 8 88,0 a8.3 69.8 85.4 87.1 79.9 143.2
(299, DEG K) 1000 84.5 9 4. 5 67.7 119,o 89 .2 93,0 9 1.2 9 0 . 3 89.1 86.3 85.2 85.2 81.0 8.0. 9 3 78.4 74. 9 13894
T1+ET	 71, AEG F 3250 09.1 4002 4102 92 •,1 89 .2 90 . .7 88,2 8544 8591 82P9 81,0 82,0 8211 79 ,5 79 .3' 76.1 136.9
(295. DEG K) 1600 90.4 88.8 92;4 92.0 89.4 89.2 38.2 9044 80,3 86• ! 1 84.0 134,2 85.2 8P,4 60.6 76 1 0 13882
,H ADX 16.69 OM/h3 2000 89.5 91 .5 91,4 90!2 88,5 88,3 A7.5 86.5 84.1 82.4 01 ,3 80,2 81.3 79,5 79,4 75.x7 13693
(. 01669 % G/M31 2500 41.1 92,4 91,1 99 1 0 89.9 88,9 8%..2 83+0 85.1 83 ! 3 7998 79.3 79.8 78..4 80.0 73. 9 136.3
wFA1.0011, RPM 3190 90'.4 99.3 89 9 4 86 1 1 9 15.3 88.1 84,; , 850 85,1 520 79.0 79 9 3 79 .3 76.4 77.2 73.0 13512(1048. RAO/SEC") 4000 88.9 910 9 1,1 67 ! 1 84.2 83.7 84,3 84a2 811 9 78!3 77#2 77,8 75.6 75 ' 0 7 4.2 7208 134.1
1	 %FK 9923, RPM 500.0 88.5 84 .6 87.4 66 ! 3 87,4 87.1 83.4 6794 83,3 50!1 79, 2 77,4 78 .3 76, 7 75.1 70,2 13493
cioOo R'AD/SEC) 6300 88.3 87.5 86.7 8312 65.5 82.5 01.4 8Q.23 79.2 78-.5 76,0 75,4 75.3 73,6 76.6 7191 13"2.3
XF010628, RPM 800.0 85.9 2 85,3 84.3 B3r0 83,1 81o4 80.5 8092 79.3 77!0 7'5 ' 7 78.2 75.8 76.,7 74,3 69 . 8 13J@9
i	 (1113, RAD/SEC110000 83 1 0 83,2 61.4 78.6 80.0 7 .7 77.3 75.2 74,8 72 1 9 12,:6 71.8 71.7 68.9 70.2 66. 6 124.9
.kO. OF BLADES
	
44 12500 79.6 80.0 76.9 75 ! 3 ?5o4 75,3 74.6 720 72.5 7^0 69,4 69.6 69.5 66.6 66.5 6492 12790



















124.120000 7 0.4 69.4 68,d ,2 65.4 63:1 5 67..,1 63.3
OVtRALL MEASURED 100,1 10093 SR0.3 990 100 . 0 102 . 1 101 . 2 100.0 99.0 97x8 v4,7 95 # 9 95.2 93.3 94.3 94,0
OVERALL CALCULATED 99.9 10Q,6 1.00.9 SOO1 7 100.1 102.6 1.01 2 100.1 9.8,5 9792 44,3. 95 1 8 94.8 92.5 92.3 88.7 149.1






r4LL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM
SOUND
PROC, DATE	 MOfttT	 9 DAY
PERCENT
MR, 22,8
MODEL PRESSURE LEVELS (39, DEG F: 70 REL, HU. DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET t.N D GA' VES	 ( Ant) RADIANS)
' 0. 10, 201 30. 40, $0, 60• 701 80 1 90 ., 100. 110• 120. 130• 140, 1501 , PHL
I FRED:. 10, ){'0.171 (0.3s ) 1D .52'1(0. 7 0 } t0, 87 )(1.05 )(1l22)(.1, 40)(i,S7 ) {1, 73) (1.92)( 2 .04)(2.27)(2.44)(2,62)( )
50 79,9 81,2 78;1 5010 19.8 79,7 77. 9 79,0 78,8 7719 75.5 744 75.,4 77.1 75.0 77.7 127..7
63 76.2 77,3 79,5 79 12 62x0 8 1.0 74. 4 73 9 3 74,7 79 l S 74,2 77,2 72.:0 77.4 76,9 75.6 127.2
RADIAL 100:• FT, 8C 72,9 73.;8 72;7 7116 72.8 76,..6 70.6 70th 71x6 72 !4 70.4 67.i 68.6 71.8 7	 .7 72.6 121.1(	 3a_!.	 M ) 100 72.9 730 73;7 701 7 70.5 69,7 68.1 6.7 1 ,k 68.0 67 1 7 6918 70.1 69.8 69,2 68.0 71x8 119•,6
VEHICLE ATT 12'3 711 71,2 70.'1 7 1tQ 69.5 66.1 67,6 68,6 68,0 64 i 1 68 ► 0 68,4 71,1 70..D 71.4 73,1 119,6}	 CONFIG T/b 160 73,9 76.2 76.2 77t2 70:,0 73,7 80.1 79,0 77.0 7817 81,7 .7.6.9 78.,7 78,0 74.9 71.1 7 128.0
LOC	 PTO 200 69,2 71;0 70.3 69 1 7 70,1 70,,8 70.9 71 9:2 7Q	 11 70 ,10 Tx. pp 64 ,3 7060 78,3 69,0 89.0 120.3
.	 DATE 7/2.6/7 4 290 74.2 75;0 74,.Z 74.0 76.,1 74:,0 72.2 73x3 ?(),1) 88.7 68,9 69,3 70,.8 71,2 71,2 70,9 121,6
1	 OUN	 430 315 74,0 50,4 84 . 4 84,0 81,2 8 3,0 80.,4 83-,0 81.0 78.!8 02,O 76.1 83,,1 82,2 50.0 78 ..0 131,6
T APE A902 400 74,1 75;9 78,1 77 1 0 76.1 78.! 75,2 74.1 72, 9 721 7 12.7 71 9 9 75.8 74.2 73.9 71,6 125.0
BAR	 2009 HG 300 80..8 83.2 81.3 6619 Sb.p 93,7 68.8 84.8 8517 46!5 81,6 81.8 81,6 82,9 80.1 89.8 136!7(97669. N^MZ1 630 BS.5 06.7 89.4 91!0 89.3 9b. 1 9 .63 ° 2,6 92.2 410 85.2 92,4 90..0 85.2 85.5 81. 9 14106
'M TAME	 74, DEG F 800 9 1.0 67 . 3 87,5 901 9 92,2 96 . 1 98.1 480 Q6.2 91!-b 9191 84,3 88 , 7 99 9 4 87.3 804i 144.2
5	 (299. DEG K) 1000 8545 05.6 86.7 87 i 3 87.2 9(1..3 9 0 .6 91,5 89.2 87 1 3 86. 3 68.5 8 2 ► 0 8 4,6 76,7 71.1 738.4
IMET	 71 n DEG F 1250 87.1 09,1 90,,3 99 ! 9 90,3 92.1 88.4 89 to 86.1 85!8 a3 q.1 86 ► 1 83.8 80,4 79.3 19 * 0 13799(295. DEG )t) 1600 88,5 90,5 92;3 93 #1 88. 4 90 9 3 9:0,2 9.0,2 88 .2 88,.2 8 3.,2 63.2 83,3 80,3 83.4 75., 13897
,ACT16.69N GM/M3 2000 90,2 93;4 92.7 90,,D 89 ,4 88.1. 88.6 88.3 85,1 84!1 g 3,;p 82,4 82,0 79.7 80.6 77,1. 137.3
(.01669 KG/M31 2900 43.1 92.1 V 1, 4 90 . 7 90,2 89,1 88.1 87,q 85,2 8?,9 52,, 0 79,5 81,8 79.4 ep.0 74.5 137.1
6	 ipFA1pp14, RPM 3190 9362 90,7 91.4 07.3 68.,5 89,1 86.4 86.2 85,2 82!1 8 0,2 79,3 80,3 77.4 78,3 73,9 13691
^.	




88 1 2 84,2 84,7 85.3 85 P O 82,9 79.1 77,0. 79,i 76.8 76,4 74,9 73 4 6 134,69826.:	 f	 MFK RPM 500.0 88.5 87.1 8 7 ,5 88.4 84.7 8 495 8 4..3 8112 1093 78.6 79,1 77,4 75.4 70,.9 1356?.
?	
(1020. RAP/SE-C) 6300 89.6 88,3 87,b 84 1 4 96.6 53,2 82,6 80.9 9 85,y 79.2 77,.4 76,4 76.3 74,6 77,3 71,i 133.2
NF?10628. RPM 8600 86.2 86.2 84,6 0'40 8491 83,0 81.5 8.0,7 K D-.1 78'!0 76.1 78.6 75, 9 76.7 75.3 69 .7 1320
2	 !	 (1113. RAD/SEC 110060 83,8 84..2 82,2 79 1 8 81,1 79 ,8 76.1 76 1 9 76,0 73 ! 8 729,6 72,9 71. 9 '1 0.0 71.0 67,:6 130,0
h	 NQ. OF BLADES
	 44 12508 8 0.8 79,7 789 2 76 1 7 76.6 77 n 7 75.6 74.4 73.3 7 113 7 0,3 69 .5 69,5 1x6.9 66.7 64.2 128.1
16000 77.1 77,2 74,1 72 18 14r0 72,8 72.1 71,:3 69,8 7010 67,1 68 .4 67,8 64 9 3 66.0 62,7 126,9
20006 71.3 70,6 68,6 67 1 3 67,3 67,4 65.6 65.7 65.4 6914 b? • 1 6493 64.4 62.4 61.3 59 ,3 124.7
OVERALL MEASU Et) 100,3 100,7 ilil.i 100!8 10090 102.8 102.3 1010 10040 97 1 8 96.7 96,3 96,0 9 5,4 9.5.0 94.0
OVERALL CALCULATED 100•.8 10111 101 r2 10097 100,0 102.7 101, 9 101 1 . 100,1 4$. 1 p 96,6 96.4 95..5 94.4 93.3 93;4 149,9
PNDB 114 .1 1.14; 5 114,2 613.0 117. 4 113.1 111. 7 111.5 1.Q5► ,$ L07 l 9 1(16,5 10 6 ,1 105,8 1R#,2 1.04 .0 100.3
I
F"	 -
P AGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTInN PMOuRAM PROC,	 OATIj a MONTH	 9 DAY is MR, 22,9
r NUOEL 50UNU PRESSURE LEVELS (59, OM Fe 70'PERCENT REL., HUM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGH_tES (A ND RADIANS)
at 1Q, 201 300 40, 50, 60, 7 00 4f0.* .. 40, 100. 110, 1201 130. 140• 150, PWL
FRED, (0. 14 o. 17)to.3y )(0, 5?)[Q. 70)4 e. 87 14 1 .Q5fci9z2 )41. 4 0)rir 57 )(1, 7 'S ) 41 , 92)[2.09)( 2 .2 7 142. 44 )(2, 62)( )
50 80,2 80.9 79;4 80 1 7 81.0 80,1 79.5 60.1 79,7 77,7 76.5 76,0 75.6 76.9 75,7 78,8 12.8.5
63 76 4 9 77.5 79.5 78.0 01.8 80.9 74.2 73.1 74,7 790 74. 9 73,C 73.8 75.0 76..2 77.4 127.1
r.><DIAL	 100.	 FT 8 0 7	 ,82 74,5 i	 .71 71!3 7206 7 •61 69.9 7	 •13.1 7 9 41 7	 r41_ 7 0.4 6816 66,6 7 1 . 6 64.9 73.2 120.8
1
	
3n.	 H) 100 73.0 73 .1 72,4 70.7 70.1 7051 68.0 748,2 67 9 8 720 70,8 6 9 ,1 68,6 69.1 69.1 72.0 120,.0
vPHICLE ATT 125 71.2 70.2 70.3 7011 69 .6 69.0 68.4 77,3 67r0 71.2 Q8`#8 69.3 7 1.0 0.3 71,.3 72. 8 114.4
CCNFIG T/O 160 77,0 7491, 77 ►.S 7917 73.3 75,9 91.3 79.x; 79-9 7991 81,9 76,8 77.7 84.2 76.1 7 1, 6 128,4
LOC
	
PTO 200 70,2 70.1 7091 7117 7094 70 9 9 72.3 71,1 70.0 74,9 71.7 69,1 70.9 71.2 69.9 69 .1 121.4
RATE 7 /267 7 4 250 74.0 74.0 74,U 73.2 73.1 72.8 72.2 7194 69 ,8 7?10 ea,7 6899 71,0 7 1.3 7102 7J.8 121,5
F	 RUN	 4 31 315 83,2 81.4 85.3 86.0 87,2 88.6 8.6.5 84.4 82.0 79,9 n a•1 81.3 840 110,2 81.1 77,8 134,3
IAPE A902 400 76.1 77,1 78 .2 79 10 78.1 78,7 77.2 75.2 74 9 7 7619 72x6 74.1 76.8 73.9 74.1 72.E 126.3
PAR
	
28.9 HG 504 81.1 80.3 65 9 1 861 9 85.0 8709 8503 8700 86, 9 5318 000 81.0 7990 77,2 79.8 6.6 13497
(97682. N/M2) 630 88,3 87.4 89.5 8411 88.5 9003 90.8 8897 8891 88.4 85.2 82.8 89.3 80.5 83.6 78,0 13799
I A MB	 81. DEG F 800 87.1 145,2 44.1 8 5 1 9 87.0 92.1 90.6 89.7 87.9 a6.9 65.7 85.1 87,9 81.1 83.3 7495 137.9
(300. DEG	 K.) 1000 14.2 85.5 65.7 55!L, 85.5 67.3 87.8 84.5 84.5 81 i 3 01 .. 0 81.5 80.4 77.6 77,.2 74.1 134.2
F	 +	 IuET	 72. OE4i F 1250 86.0 87.2 89.+3 87 9 5 87.4 87.1 87.6 86.4 82.9 8 .9 3 2 00 82.3 80. 9 79 .5 7 9 ,1 16.8 135.2(.295. DEG K) 1600 88.5 37.3 bB ,b 8850 8'6.1 88.2 8'6,4 8555 83.4 a ^'1 1 '3 1.1 80.5 60.3 7A .3 79.5 74 0 8 13500
o4CT1606 {;M/M3 2000 88.3 40.6 89.5 87.3 86.4 37.3 84.8 84,9 82.1 890.2 71 0 ..0 : 79.3 80.1 78.4 774.6 74.1 134.5
( • 01 656 KG/MS ) 2500 88.3 89. 0 88.2 8814 87.1 96.3 84,,5 83 . 0 8252 8,3 1 9 74 01 7891 79.9 78. 1 78.3 73.5 134.2
nFAl0086. RPH 3150 88.4 86,6 57.4 84 1 3 86 r 2 85.4 82.8 82.6 9193
.87!2 78,1 78,4 77,2 76,5 76.3 72..2 13301
i 11056. RAD/SEC) 4000 87.3 89 i 1 811,4 85.1 82,0 81,3 82.4 82.0 78.9 7712 74,7 77.3 75.7 74,3 73.9 72,7 132.0
c	 NFK 9879. RPM 5000 85,4 86,4 8 4.3 84.0 84.5 84.,3 81.+9 90.3 91.5 52 .3 77,5 77,3 77.5 7 6.4 75,2 75 4 . 2 132.4
$	 (1034, R AD/SFC) 6300 86.5 84.5 03x7 8 112 8 3.5 80,2 79.9 7a,6 77.7 7815 75#1 73,3 76.4 73.3 76 5 71.2 13095'
N F D1.0628 . RPM 8800 82#2 83.4 82 9 3 80 1 1 31,1 80 , 4 74 .5 79,1 77.2 79.1 75 1 1 709 .3 76.2 7503 75.0 69.8 13098
41113. RA O/SECI10080 81.1 8 0.1 79.3 76 . 1 & 78,4 75, .8 75,4 73 98 73.7 80 1 4 70.9 1290 71,7 69,2 70.9 66. 9 128.8








127,916000 7 3.3 71 0 4 71.'5 69.9 71.3 59.8 70x3 69.1 6 92 7913 650 68.1
7 20000 68 96 67.4 669 8 6416 6'5,7 6654 64.1 6414 6496 76, ! 8 6 1.6 63x5 64.6 61.6 62. 9 5 4 ,5 127.1
OVERALL ME ASURED 98.0 98.•4 99.1 9719 98.2 98 * 9 98.3 97,1 960 9710 94.0 93.1 95.1 97.2 94.0 94.6
OVERALL CALCULATED 98,4 98.6 98,9 97,6 97.9 99,1 98.1 9699 9557 951 5 93:1 92.6 9496 9 0 .4 4 1.6 719.1 14696









'FASE 1 Otte SCALE DATA REDUCT1 1 ON PMOGRARI PROC, DATE 7 MONTH	 9 DAY 1$ HR. 22.9
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 459.	 DEG..	 F,	 70 PERCENT REL, HUM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREE? WD RADIANS)
0. 10. 20g 30, 40, 50, 609 709 80, 90. 100. 110. 120. 130. 140. 150, PWL
F1RE0 * 40. )40 9 17'Jt0^3'i} ^0. 32)RiI.70)(0.97}^1.0 g )I1.22) {1. 4 0)L1.'17 1111 75 111. 42)t ?,09 1{ 2.27 1^2.4 4 3i2. b2 )I )
50 80.1 51.9 79,1 81!0 $1.0 79,7 79.3 79,9 79.7 7990 760 75,9 76.5 77.1 75.9 75,5 L28*6
63 76.2 76.3 79.3 77 1 2 $2.2 8'0.1 74.1 73.7 74 4 8 79 9 6 73 1 8 73.0 73,7 75.2 75•.4 76,5 12699
14ADZAL tp0. FT, 410 72.7 73, a , 71.7 71 1 4 72.7 71 * 6 69.9 69.9 71 9 9 721 4 7113 6897 69.4 71.7 70.5 77.4 121.0
( 34. "i 100 73.0 71..9 71.? 70.7 69.:3 69.8 68 * 0 67 9 9 67.0 68 1 7 tO,6 69,2 69,0 68.2 69.2 70.4 119.1
4EHiCLE ATT i25 10.4 70.2 69,3 701 1 67.2 69.4 68.6 69.5 67,3 690 88 * 2 69.3 71.1 69.6 71.4 72. 7 119.6
CONF I G T_10 180 7:x .1 7501 77.1 78.8 74.9 79 *0 79.1 79 .3 79.8 $p.l, 8 2 17 76 * 0 78,1 8'0.2 75.1 70,5 129tV
LOC
	
PTO 200 70..1 70,2 71'1 7110 70,9 71.8 71 4 3 72,0 71.:0 71 ,0 7 2,7 69 *.2 71.0 72.2' 69.3 68,6 121.2
i0 ►TE 7 126/74 290 1302 72: 9 7303 72 ! 7 72.3 72. 9 72.1 71.0 69.1 68.8 64.7 68:93 70,0 7 1.2 70.0 7Q.3 12019
=	 RUN	 432 30 84;0 85,:3 08;4 88 1 7 $9.2 89.7 $7.4 86.0 84 * 8 8 016 8 1 1 1 81.5 83,0 8 112 8 1.1 77.9 135.6
! APE A902 400 76.0 78.1 79.4 8018 8.0.2 80.0 78.1 77 1 2 76,1. 73.6 72,8 74.1 76,8 7 591 74.0 72.5 127,2
1	 OAR	 26.9 HG 500 53.0 81 1 9 b4 * 2 84 18 84 * 8 85.9 83.4 $6 9 1 8297 78,9 42,8 77,0 80..0 78.1 79,9 81.7 13311
497682. N/M2) 634 86,3 R5, t- Kb ob 84.2 $ 142 83.3 85.5 85.2 81.3 74.4 78,1 81.4 85 -.2 78.6 78.3 75.9 13318
7ArIS	 81. DEG F $00 82 * 5 82.1 83,2 8397 63.1 88 1 0 88.3 85 0 1 84.1 83 9 8 60.l 82.2 81, 8 80.1 79,1 75. 9 134.4
(300. DEG 9) 1000 8 1.6 A 4.: 85.4 85.1 84.$ 85.5 86.4 86,3 8493 82!2 6 1.3 79.4 81.0 77.8 7b 1 4 74.1 133.8
0ET	 72. DEG F 1250 85.1 $6.2 87,4 57.0 07,3 85.2 84. 4 84 ,1 8 3.1 8119 79,9 80.2 $0.2 78,4 77 .2 75. 7 533.8
(295. DEG K) 1600 87 n 4 86,3 09 1 4 07 1 1 85.2 86 *.2 8414 83.2 82 0 1 8 0!3 7R,9 79.5 80.3 77.8 76.1 7 2. 8 233.5
OACYL6 956 G„/H3 2000 86,5 88.4 88.y 07,3 86.2 09,0 84.5 84.3 82.4 80..4 19.0 79,3 79.5 77.8 77,5 72. 4 13397
1,01656 KG/M3 ) 2500 86,0 87,1 8,7.4 87.1 861L+ 85.1 82.2 8 1 . 3 81..2 79 i 1 7A, 0 77.2 79.2 77.7 7 8 .'3 72. 9 137.9
hFA1Q487. RPM 3190 47.2 54.3 850 83.1 $4.5 83.2 $1.5 80.4 79,2 78-1 75.8 780 77,1 75.5 76,2 71.1 1310
(1056, RAD/SEC) 4000 8591 87 * 7_ t16;D 83 * 5 79,9 ep.2 80 * 5 8041 780 7418 73.7 76,3 75,0 74.3 73.9 71.8 130.4
RF14 9480. RPM 5600 83.5 84..6 83.4 $3 9 3 63.3 82.5 79.9 79,7 80.3 7712 77.1 76.5 77.1 7519 7 4.2 69 n C 131. .0
(1034. RAP/SEC) 6309 84.4 33.6 82,8 79 * 7 8196 79 9 4 77.8 77.3 75.4 75 ! 3 74. 0 74.3' 74.2 73,8 76,4 71 9 2 129,1
AFp10628. iRp" 8000 81.5 82.3 0 6.4 79. 0 $O * 5 79 .0 77.4 764! 76..2 75!1 73.1 76 * 4 75.1 75.5 74.3 69*1 19914
{11134 RAD/SE0 tcoO0 74.3 79 ,1 77,Z 75 .10 77.0 750 74.1 73.0 72.1 71 1 9 7 096 71.3 70.9 6993 79.9 66. 9 126,5
AO.	 OF BL A DES
	 44 12500 75.9 74.7 73 0 1 7196 72,7 72.6 71.9 7U•5 69,9 6806 e7 * 6 69 .6 69,4 66.0 66.8 64 9 7 124.6
16000 72*1 71.4 77.4 68.9 70 1 1 69.1 69,5 68,5 67.3 6990 6599 68.4 60.1 64,5 66.4 62. 9 124.4
20000 66.6 65.7 65 9 0 63!5 64.5 6595 63.6 63.03 620 6793 6194 63.5 64 * 2 61.7 62.8 59 .2 12?•P
OVERALL ME-ASURED 97,3 97.4 9891 46 1 8 97 * 9 97.8 96 * 3 96 9 U 9591 93 9 8 93,0 93 ,12 93.1 92.6 9 3.3 93.9
7YERiLL CALCULATED 96.9 97,7 9891 97.Z 97.3 97.0 96.1 95.4 9490 92!4 4196 9 1.3 92 * 4 90.6 90.1 98 * 4 1454a































t AM8 81. DEG F	 800
	(300. DEG K)	 1000





,. ACT1 6 • 56 G1'1/M3	 2000
	
( , 01636 X5,#m3)	 2500
NFA10754, RPM	 3150
(1126, RAU/SEC) 4000
N F K10 033. RPM	 5000
(1103. R'A D/5EC) 6100
N F 0106 28 , RPM	 8600
(131 3 • pA'0/SFC)10000





































MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (.59. 066 4 i 70 PERCENT REL., HUM. DAY)





30o	 40.	 30.	 60,	 7 0 1	80 !	 90, 100.. 110. 120• 130. 140, 150,
1(0.11){0.35t;Q.S2)(0:.701E0,87){1.0'f1{ir22}j1,40){1.'37)(1.7'S}(1.92)t2.0^)^2.27Tf2.443I2.62){
82.2 11 0, 4 82.0 8'0.8 80.7 79.9 80. 9 8090 78 0 6 77.6 75.9 76.5 77.9 77,0 78,8
79.2 79.5 790 8-1.3 8 1. 9 74,0 73..3 750 79,9 75.7 75.9 76.0 76-.1 76.1 7608
74.6 73.0 71!6 71.5 7293 69.6 69,7 7196 721 ! 5 71.7 88,7 69 .6 72.1 71.8 72.4
71.1 71.1 70.0 6b.3 69,8 66,9 67 1 1 67,6 68.7 69,8 69 .2 6940 6941) 74.2 7103
69,5 69,4 66.0 65.6 7090 67.4 69,5 67.7 69.2 680 68,6 71.2 69 .4 7 3.1 72,4
613•.: 73 0 .1 72.9 77.2 79.6 75. 9 31.3 73,3 68.7 70,7 69,9 69.9 73.0 73.1 71,5
71.2 73,2 75 t 0 60.3 82,2 78.5 83 1 2 . 76,8 71 ! 0 72,9 71,1 69,9 74.3 74.2 70,0
69,3 69 i 1 68.0 68,2 69,9 68,2 68 1 0 66,1 67 ! 9 67,7 61 .2 70,9 71.0 70.0 69,9
70.2 72.4 12 t 6 71.9 71.8 69.2 69,4 69,1 690 10,6 71.3 73,7 74.3 72,0 70,8
73,9 75,1 74.8 72,9 72.9 71.0 613.1 70,9 71 ! 2 10,7 72.1 75.0 74,0 74.1 70.6
76.1 7501 74 0 6 73,9 75,8 72.1 74.1 7 72.8 73 i 5 71,6 72.2 74 9 8 79,3 76..0 7307
73.1 75,4 75 9 2 73.3 73.9 71.5 72. 4 72.2 72!2 73.1 7193 73,9 75 9 2 75.3 73,1
74,0 78,1 780 74.1 74.7 73.3 73.4 72,2 72 .8 13. 9 72.2 72. 9 73,2 73.2 70.0
73,2 74.5 75.2 74.2 74.1 73,3 73.6 73.1 7 21 9 7300 74,3 73.2 74.5 74.3 70.1
74,0 77 i 1 17.2 7602 75.0 75.3 74.1 73. 9 73!0 73,7 76.1 76.0 74 .3 74.2 7J.7
74.4 76,* 77.2 76.0 76,2 74.4 74.4 74,0 72.8 74:1 76.4 76.1 75,3 74,3 6 :8
76.4 77.3 19.1 77.5 76.Q 74.5 74 1 4 73.9 73! 4 7502 76,5 7702 76.7 76.3 7S,C
75,9 79.0 8100 R0.0 77,p 75.3 74.2 75,1 7418 74,8 77.2 78,1 77.1 78.4 71.9
14.5 77,6 7714 78,5 76.3 73.4 75,1 74,3 73 ! 9 73,2 77,2 75.3 76,4 76.2 70.9
77,1 79,5 78,9 75 1 8 74,6 75.3 75,2 73,9 7200 73-96 760 76,8 769.2 76.0 71.8
75,4 76,6 ?Bob 77.4 77.1 75 44 7545 7590 74!1 76.0 77.5 77,3 76..4 75.1 64.0
75,4 78,7 76 !1 78,7 75.4 73.6 73,5 74,1 73.4 7 4.3 75. 2 7542 74,5 77.6 71.p
75,4 16,3 7715 17.3 R1:1 78.5 77,1 76,9 740[! 75,2` 80,2 76,2 77.5 75.L 70.0
72,2 73,5 720 73,1 73,0 72•0 7102 71.,2 7014 7116 73,.2 71,9 71.2 7292 67.6
680 69 ,1 6904 69.7 7 .6 69. 9 68.8 68.7 68!4 68,3 69.8 71.6 67,9 68,7 64,3
66.2 66,5 67.0 6 .9.2 61 .0 67 .2 66.4 67.9 .69.1 65.	 69.3 7L,Q F5.5 67 .2 62,11
61,7 62,1 6104 63.5 63.7 61.6 62.9 62.7 6903 6 1 . 3 6398 64.7 62.6 .62.6 60.1
92. 4 9111 91 19 92,2 9361 92.3 92#3 92.1 971 9 91 99 9 1 . 2 91.9 91.4 93.1 92.8
99.1 9092 90 ,07 9097 90.9 86.5 890 87. 9 87!6 07.4 88,8 88,7 89.:1 36.8 86,2

































'PAGE 1 FALL 'GALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC, DATE . MOUTH	 9 DAY I$ NP, 22;9
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 159, DtG, F. 7p PERCEiNT REL, HUM, DAY!
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGK_ k_E^ (AND RADIANS)
0, 100 20t 30. 40• 50. 60, 7 0, 8'O t 90, 100, 110. 12D, 130. 140, 190• PHL
} FREO'. (0 # !(0x17!(0..95 }{fi. SG}{. 0. 70Iili.A7!(1.05}i1^2^}i.1. , 01i1^'J7 } .;1. 751i1. 9'^! {2r047i 2 .2 7 }i2. A4 }i2t 623C !
50 60,2 8.2,2 79.3 91:6 6'1.1 8010 78,9 7998 80.1 78.8 76,8 73,9 7616 78.2 76.8 78.8 128.8
63. 80*0 80,1 80 1 2 78.1 82.0 81,8 74.0 73x1 7590 80!0 74.:6 75 9 9 7599 7692 77,1 76. 9 127.7
mADIAL 100. FT, 80 73.7 74:.8 72,8 72.4 71,8 72.3 69.8 69,5 72.4 72.6 71t$ 68.3 680 70 71. 7 73.4. 12194
4
	
30',	 M'} 100 71.2 71'0 71,7 69.7 6.9,1 69,0 67.2 67 1 6 6.7.8 6718 69 1 9 69.9 6"9;1 69,2 70.7 71.7 11992
VEHICLE ATT 125 70.3 68,5 89;3 69 10 66 ,4 69,0 68.3 69,3 67.0 69 . 0 70,0 69.2 70.3 69,3 73.3 7x 3.7 11'9,8
f	 CONFIG T/0 160 69.1 70,0 72 9 7 75 t 6 77.9 78 # 7 76.0 80.9 74,9 69.8 69,9 69 ,.0 7 0,0 74.1 73.0 7109 1.25.4
L,OC	 PTO 204 71.1 70.2 73.4 76 1 9 79t0 79 1 9 77.4 82,0 76.3 70.9 70,.4 69 ,1 70.,0 73.2 74 .0 69 .1 126,4
aATE 7126/74 290 69.0 68.4 68 9 4 68 1 8 67.2 69,1 68,0 67#3 67 9 1 67.2 67,8 68,0 70.0 71,2 70.2 69 ,8 S18,7
3	 RVN	 434 315 7 0.1 7'0.1 7 1.2 71. 9 72.8 70,8 69.1 69,0 69sO 68.9 69,7 70.2 73 r6 73,2 72.3 70 18 121#2
1 APE A902 400 70..O 73,,9 75.1 74.9 73,0 72 9 9 71,2 68.0 70.7 6917 69.8 71.9 74.9 74.2 73.1 70.7 1.22.5 
OR	 28.9 NG {500 71,8 75,9 76.? 7y 1 H 74 1 9 73,8 72.1 74,6 73,.8 7315 71.5 72,9 75,6 79 .2 74.8 . 73.4 12560
07602. N/n2) 630 70.4 72,1 75,5 75.2 74.3 74,2 72.5 72.3 72.0 72.-2 72.8 71,1 73,1 75,3 75,1 72.1 123.6
IAMB	 8 1, DEG F 800 72.0 7?,1 77,4 78,7 75.2 76 0 0 74.2 74,3 73.0 730 72,8 72t0 73,6 74 # 3 73.1 70.D 124.6
(3.00, DEG 9) 1000 72.2 7 39 4 15.5 75.3 73,4 73, 9 73.3 74,u 73.1 7 3.2 73 1 [4 74.5 73,0 75 , 2 73.4 6 9 . 9 124.2
T11ET	 70, D8.6 F 1250 73,0 7'4.3 77.4 76 1 9 76.2 75,0 74.1 74,2 739 9 73.8 73,9 76,3 75,8 74.3 74.2 7D,86M,
125.3
(294, 068 K) 1600 72.3 74.2 75,9 77 1 0 76.0 76,0 74,,2 74,2 73:2 7310 73,8 76,4 74.9 75,3 74,3 125,3
:hA CT15,.22 G141143 2000 72.4 75,7 76,7 79,? 77.6 76,4 74.7 75.1 74.3 73.1 2 79 # 2 76,5 77.1 76.5 16.4 7 1.0 1260'5
( , 01922 KG03) 2'500 74.2 7'60 79 .2 80. 9 7993 76,7 7 4.1 73,9 75.0 74.9 75.8 77..0 76.9 77.6 78.2 70. 9 12705
% F A10 701, QPM 8150 74.2 73.3 77.0 78 1 2 77 .5 76, .2 75,3 75.1 74.1 73,9 7 3.0 77.5 74,2 76.4 73.2 7,7,9 126.5
(1120. PAD/SEC) 4000 78,2 774 79,9 78 t 1 75,9 74.0 74..3 74.2 73#1 7111 7 '3.6 76,,9 75,0 76.2 75.9 71,9 126:0
r	 kFK10481 @ RPM 5000 72.2 74.5 76.4 77 1 4 77.4 77 *1 74.6 75. 1 7'5.2 75 . 2 7&.o 77,2 77.3 76.5 76.9 69 , 2 12704
(1697 . RAD/SEC) 6.700 74,'2 74,4 77.4 76 i 1 78.7 75,0 73.4 73.3 73 1 5 73 t 2 74.,3 75,3 75.1 74.7 78.7 70...1 126.8
AFD10628. OFM 8000 74.4 76 0 5 76* 6 77 1 1 7704 78.1 781.3 79.2 76.3 75. 9 7794 79,4 7813 77,4 76.4 69. 9 3294
(1113, RAD/SEC310000 71,4 72.3 73.2 7211 73,9 73,0 71.4 71,j 7&.9 71.3 7118 73,1 72.0 71 , 1 72.2 67.0 125.0
ti 4, Or BLADES
	 44 12500 68.9 68,6 69.z 58 9 7 69.7 70,8 68.0 68. 8 6 0 6818 613,7 6 9 , 8 69,7 68 04 67. 9 64.4. 12312
16000 66x8 66,6 67.6 67.2 69,5 67,.4 67.5 67#4 67,,3 69 93 66.4 6 8 .& 68.1 66.5 0.5 63,1 .12309
04400
MEA^UREO







OVERALL 92.3 92 . 2 91,4 9219 93.2 920 91.5 93.1 91.5 92e0 41.8 91. 9 93.1
CVERiLL CALCULATED 57.1 89.1 90.1 90,7 10.7 90.1 88.1 89,4 87.9 87 1 7 8704 88.6 88,5 69.2 88 4 9 56,1 13917




RAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCT ION PROGRAM PRUC. DATE _^	 MONTH	 9 DAY 10 HR , 22.9
t MOOtL. SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59,	 DEG, F, 70 PERCENT REL, HUM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM IN00 1N DEGREES CAME) RADIANS)
0. 10, 20 ! 30, 40, SO. 60, 70, a 0? 9Q, 100, 110. 120. 130. 140. 1 50. P11L
i FRED. 1 0 . 1t0,171CO335); p . 52100.701C0,87!(1.0S1ci,22)c1.401Ci, 57 1C 1 , 731 11. 92 112..09 3 ; 2 + 2 ^!( 2 . 44 1 C 2, 621 i !
S0 79.9 S1,9 79,4 50 1 7 80.8 80,0 79.2 79 .9 79,0 18.9 7 6.4 744 75.6 77.0 75.8 78,6 120,4
63 77.2 77,1 79.4 76 ! 8 $2.0 80.9 74.0 72.2 7596 80;,1 73,7 72.4 73, 9 75.9 76.2 76.8 127,0
i	 PADIAL IOU.	 FT. 80 7395 74 . 6 73.0 71 . 6 72.6 72.4 69 , 8 68.8 71.5 71.3 7'0,5 670 68,4 71.8 71.5 72.4 12099(	 30.	 04 1 100 73.9 73.2 17,2 70!6 6.90 1 0.0 66.0 67,9 67,0 68.8 70,8 69 .9 69,6 70.1 69.9 70.8 119.6
vEHICLE ATT 125 7 1.4 7 1:1 7u,5 71.0 65.5 69,0 68.3 70.5 68.1 6910 6'e 1 9: 69,5 7c.8 69.5 72.3 72.? 119.8
1	 CONFIG T/O 160 75.8 71 ,1: 76,3 77.8 720 71,8 82.1 74.17 80.1 79.9 80,7 75.9 76.8 74.3 76.1 71. 7 128,2








12115DA TE 7/26/7'4 250 75.1 75,3 74..0 73.7 73,0 74,0 72.2 71,2 70.0 69.0 6	 .1 71.0
4	 R-UN	 435 315 A093 79 9 1 82 1 5 63 9 8 $'i,l MS.$ 85.0 82 1 2 79,9 66.1 79,9 79,1 65.7 9 1.1 79 .1 784 132,5
TAPE A902 400 73,B 74,9 77.0 77,9 75.1 76,0 77.3 74,1 73,9 12 ! 7 7 2,7 72,9 77,7 74.2 73.9 71. 9 125,5
B4R	 2599 wQ 500 78,9 78,2 83.0 67.9 85,8 88,7 R7.2 87,+7 87 4 5 83.,S 77,3 82.2 00'07 77.2 76.8 78. 9 i3S,1
(97682, N/M2! 630 844 830 87,4 84,2 86.3 88.9 85.5 84.3 85.3 6741 84.2 81 9 6 S9,2 6 1.2 83.5 76,8 136.1
TANS	 02, DEG F 800 84.3 55,3 88.4 88.9 9 2,2 95,8 9 1.4 92,0 91,2 99 0 08.2 88.3 9 O:.i 83.4 87.3 76. 7 140,9
13004 DEG K) 1000 83.5 84.2 85,6 6'3.1 87.5 89.1 88.6 86,3 870 84 1 0 52, 0 82,5 82,2 8 0, 6 79,7 75,1 135.7
TME;	 70. DEG F 1750 86.3 86,2 88.4 87.8 87.3 8699 86.2 8.411 8 2. 9 82!1 8 1.1 82.4 79. 9 6 0.3 78.2 7697 134v6
429.4. DEG K) 1608 90,2 89.4 90.5 89 ! 1 9.7.4 86.3 85,3 85,4 84,3 a3.1 t31 9 2 61,3 81..1 79 .4 13P.2 76.1 135,3
iM 4CTis 922 1,N/M3 2000 a9,2 00.6 9 0 .6 68.1 87.3 86,1 85.6 05.4 83,1 82!0 50.1 80.;} 80.4 79.7 7 13 .3 73.1 135.()
(,01 5 22 XG/"3) 2500 a9 .0 9 0.3 Y9 ,4 158,0 88,9 86.9 83.9 83.1 83.1 01 . 0 79,0 78,4 79.8 78.1 79.1 73. 7 134.7
KFA1.0100:, RPM 3150 88,3 87.7 b7,9 6 4 !1 86.5 66.3 83.6 82.13 8	 ,5 80 ! 1 77,3 78,6 77.2 76 9 7 77.2 72,2 133.3
(105:7. RAD/SEC) 4000 58,3 89.1 89.2 55.9 8.3,0 81,9 82,,1 82.1 79,9 770 74 99 77,2 75,0 75.0 74 ,2 71. 9 132,4
t	 aFK 9892, RPM 9000: 86.3 86.4 6581 43!1 35,5 85.-6 82,3 8118 82,3 7893 7814 77.5 77,4 75.6 75,2 7 0 . 0 133•R
(1036. RAD/SEC) 6300 86,4 85,7 134 * 9 82!2 8 4 12 81,2 79.8 76.6 77.2 76!0 75.3 75.5 75,1 739:3 76.7 7093 130.9
NFD1062a , RPM 9000 83.4 84.5 82,5 81.3 $1,5 80,1 79,3 78,6 78.5 75!2 75 . 0 78.6 76,0 75,3 74..1 69 .7 13017
1	 (1113, RAE)/S€:cl100Q0 8 1,4 R1,? 79,3 77.9 19.1 77,9 75.3 74,1 74,1 72 1 0 72,0 72.0 72.0 7 0.1 71.0 66.7 128,1{^(), OF 9LADES	 44 12500 75.1 77. g 75.9 73 ! 7 74. 9 74.7 72.8 71.8 70.1 69.5 6'8.? 64 .8 69.6 66. 9 ' 66. 467.5
F3. 9 12'5.4
125.616000 13.5 73,5 71,6 71.3 72,-5 7x1.3 70.6 6	 ,5 6	 .3 69 ! 4 66,2 68,7 68..4 65.,6 62,1
20000 6891 68 * 0 66,4 65! 7 65. 8 6+5.7 64.3 65.0 64.7 69. 7 62, 0 64,2 63 .0 4 1 .4 63.3 579 8 124.0
OVERALL MEASURED 98.2 99,A qq .1 98!H 98.9 1080.0 98.0 97,3 97.t! 950 94,9 94.3 95.7 93.0 94.3 940
OVER ALL CALCULATED 98.5 98.9 99.5 98 ! 2 98,9 10.0,0 77.7 97.0 96.6 450 V394 93x4 9593 01.6 92.4 58,4 1470()
i pNOB 111.5 1l2,C 112.2 11046 111.1 11 0,$ 108 1 5 107.5 107 ,1 185,4 1133,.6 104 ,0 104. 7 102.6 103.1 98,8
435
w
f,:._.x,.:o....^.a•.n"^2:`e..+:^.v^.;...:..tiai^^ar:^tr 4„c^..;^srt 	 .-•.aieae^M1SS%^^fiu^.^w9^^cba.i>+b.^.v'^









































K+(AI^kL 10 0 • i?•	 80







s	 *UN 436	 315
]APE	 53145	 400





IAMB 81. DEG F	 800
	
(300. DEG K )	 1000





















MODt4 SOUND PRE98URE LEVELS 1154, U "
 ' 
0 70	 C6	 L,	 f
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREEb (A ND RADIANS)
1O.	 20,	 30.	 4 0.	 50,	 60,	 70 9	 0 1 	90, 100- 110. 1201 130:. 2 40. 130•
1{0.17)i0.3s1i0.92)(09701{ff.87)(1a0s){1.2Z1i1948f(1^"^7){Z.7'^!(1.92)12.-09)(2.27){Z.44)(2 ► 6Pfi
79,9 77.6 80 1 8 79.1 75.6 77.9 77x6 78.1 78 9 1 75 9.1 73,4 74.9 75.9 74.9 77,7
78,1 79 0 0 77ti 81.3 8092 73.2 7292 75.2 66t2 7491 71.7 73,9 74.8 73.9 75,8
73:2 72!2 73!2 77.7 ► 71,7 71,4 69.4 72.3 71 1 8 70.8 67@2 68,5 7045 7046 720.3
72.9 72 .7 12 19 71.9 6 ,8 69 9 2 670 68.2 6849 69.0 70..6 70,0 69,8 70.1 70,8
12.2 70:9 721'0 71.5 70.5 68.5 68 3 70,6 7013 69.4 69,2 70.2 69,1 711,.4 71,9
76.9 72,4 71.7 73.0 76.6 73.3 74:9 77.1 70t1 79 .0 75@8 750 19.7 74,0 71.8
71,8 70,8 70 9 8 69.9 69 ,8 68.7 67 0 6 67.8 6619 66@8 6694 60.0 68 4 9 67.8 660
76;2 7619 76 9 8 76..4 75.0 74.1 71.9 72 0 0 70!1 68,4 68.9 72.2 71.1 7142 70.1
81 1 2 5045 80 ►0 $6.5 84,9 83.9 83.8 04.2 8211 78 93 78.9 82.0 82.0 51.1 76.1
75,9 76.6 78 9 6 $090 80.1 77.0 76x0 74.9 76!2 60.3 7295 76,9 73.8 72. 8 70.8
83,1 9616 09.1 91.9 92.7 87.1 88 ► 7 $44 9 i8t1 79,9 00,6 59.0 84.7 74.9 80,2
58.6 9001 9210 91.3 96.2 94.6 98.1 97.5 95 9 3 y1.7 93,7 95.4 53.5 00.5 82.5
92,1 95.1 99-8 98. 2 102.3 101. 4 1019 0 102.2 1021 5 94,4 94.0 93.0 98.0 9q.4 93,0
9095 914 5 94.4 93.4 96.3 99.3 10.().1 99,4 97.6 96.7 96.0 95.4 92,11 BZ,7 84.2
94,4 95,Q 94#8 9.3.4 97.1 96.4 94x1 9293 91.2 08.2 85.7 87.3 86,3 B6. p 62.0
100,5 10112 48.3 95.3 95.2 94.4 94.1 92,5 90 ! 7 689,4 66.1 89.2 85.2 84.3 8312
98,5 97.1 97 9 1 96,6 94 . 5 91,6 91 . 4 91.3 89 9 5 n7.6 84.9 86.3 6344 53 . 4 18.5
98,4 97,y 9848 95.1 94.3 92.3 91.1 9297 89.2 8693 84.9 85.2 82..2 82.1 790
9.5,4 960 94t2 94.5 93.6 92.7 90.4 9093 87@8 0 494 8382 84.4 50.3 80.4 77.1
97'4 04.9 95* 5 91.4 90,5 92.5 90 9 9 89 4 1 8641 02,4 8248 51.1 7841 76.4 7649
95.5 94.4 94 1 3 94.4 94.4 90:..6 89 .3 9 0, 8 5810 8496 89.3 8303 79 94 7 7 .4 74.3
94; 9 93 - 5 9194 92.7 90.0 89.8 86.3 85.6 8415 n0@6 79-3 79,5 75,4 77.8 73.4
9396 91.3 90.45 90.4 88.3 87.8 85.,5 8444 62 ! 3 79xS 78.2 77 9 3 75,2 74.1 71.1
91.4 89,1 86.9 85,2 86 9 0 $4.5 8291 8160 80..4 77..3 7397 73.9 70.3 71.3 69.1
56.,9 @4.4 $344 $390 82.7 91,2 79.6 79 n 0 76, 9 74. 1 	G7 44 71.	 67.9 67.0 65.7
83,4 80,3 80 1 4 80,5 78,3 7 .7 75.2 74.7 74 ' @'5 7 0,9 6.1 68.4 6566 66,7 6447
79,0 76,7 76!'0 75.1 73.9 73,1 71 9 1 7240 7313 79392 6496 65.0 64,9 64.0 64.1
107 .1 1069 8 106,9 105.4 10 7 .0 106.4 106@U 10693 104! 4 10193 99 ,9 101.2 9942 96.1 45-9
107.2 10 7 .0 10 7 10 105 4 6 10 7 .0 106. 4 106 1 6 LC6. 3 105. 4 19190 10$, 4 10141 10.0,2 95.6 95,2































'PAGE	 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTIRN PROa;SAM PROC, PATE • MONTH	 9 DAY 10 14R.	 22.9
f MOUtL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS ( 59 , 066, C. 70* PERCENT REL, HUM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLE T IN DWG	 rz8
_
(AND RADIANS)
lei 4. 17, 209 309 4 0, 5 0, 60. 7 0. .	 80, 90, 100, 110, 120. 1304 140+. 1501 PWL
[ rREQ. (0. 1IQ.s 7 1t0935 1(0.'S21t0. 7014O, a 7} {3.05?t1.22fi1.4Q)t1. 973 {1, 75}{ 1. 9 2 )t2.0 o )(^.27 }t2,44)( ?.623( 1
50 79,5 79,8 76,9 79 l e 79,0 77,9 77.0 77.7 77,9 76.9 74 i 1 73.5 75.0 75.9 74.9 73.C+ 12617
63 17.1 76,3 78.8 7518 82,3 a1.0 73.3 74to 75,0 O @11 74,1 74.7 76,2 75.8 75,1 7 4 .5 127.4
t	 RADIAL IOU,
	
FT. 89 73.2 73,5 7291 72!5 72.5 71,4 71,8 70r2 71.5 71 ! 5 70,7 67,3 67,4 69.5 76.5 72.3 12&.8
(	 30.	 1f) 100 72.7 72,12 72.0 72.7 72.2 70,1 69.2 6847 68.2 67,9 69,0 64,7 70.0 49.6 " x )	 2 72,C 114.9
y FHtCLE ATT 125 73.0 72.3 7{1.0 72 1 3 72.2 70.2 68.7 64. 4 69.1 69.4 67.5 70,1. 7C,2 68.3 7;	 4 72.3 120.0
CONFIG 7/0 160 78,9 74,2 681 72.0 75. 9 77.8 73.1 7a.6 76, 4 bE.& 77.0 74.7 72.1 77.2 72.1 74. 9 124.8
LCC	 PTO 200 71,9
. 70. 0 70.6 64 . 8 69 96 66,7 68.2 660 67.0 6509 66,1 65 !95 67.8 67.7 67.0 67.41 117.7
iVATE 7/26174 250 77,8 76.1 76 0 0 7611 75.4 73.9 74.1 72.2 71.4 69 ! ? 68.1 6898 70.0 7 1.2 71.3 70.0 122.4
% U%.	 437 3:15 84.0 81.2 78,9 80.6 85,1 66.2 85. 4 85.0 82.5 624 78.2 82,9 84.2 84,0 83.3 76.1 13305
T APE 53145 400 76.0: 76.1 78,9 79.6 76.1 77.0 76 .4 74.0 73,1 727 67 1 9 72.13 75,9 76.2 73.0 71,9 125.3
oAR
	
280 NO 500 81.6 82.9 87,9 69 t 2 62 4 1 87 0 1 85.9 83,9 83 1 0 8017 71312 82.7 84.8 86.1 70.1 76. 9 13465
r	 (97669. N/M23 630 86 0 3 86.2 80.3 86.9 92.3 94.2 96.0 95.1 95.4 9 2•.2 91.3 91.2 92,2 8442 88.6 98.5 143.4
TAME	 61. DEG i 800 97 i 0 86.3 05 8 7 1.03!1 100.1. 101. 9'103.5 100 . 0 14!0.3 97!0 y l,i 96,1 98,9 90.9 93.4 99.3 149.4
{300, DEG K} 1000 91.7 9 1. 5 89.5 91,4 96.7 99.4 101 .5 1111 .5 100 .3 97-6 47.5 93.3 96.3 95.6 96.4 Ma.6 14895
TWET
	
70, DEG F 1250 92.0 94 1 2 9 491 97,1 95.4 94.1 92.3 91 * 0 86 9 9 67 1 0 86,2 834 88.1 82.9 86.3 79.2 141.3
{294 9 DEG K) 1600 101,1 99.3 90 * 2 100 ! 9 99.2 96.4 94 1 4 94.4 90,5 580 91.2 87.1 86.2 61.3 83,2 83,6 14496
1 14ACTIS9 22 GM/M3 2000 101x4 100.4 960 99 1 0 96.4 96.5 94.7 92,y 92.4 89-5 670 85.3 88,5 02.3 8 4.7 79.7 143,8
001 522 K G /M3) 2500 99.S 10191 101.0 49.1 98,3 94.2 92.3 9242 93.2 89.2 bb.6 55,0 86.2 84.1 e?.3 79.5 14412
.NFA 9488, RPM 3150 98.4 96,5 95.1 054E 95.5 97,3 94.4 9203 92,6 8996 5 4,6 84.1 95,6 81.2 81.8 78.7 143.0
t 993, RAD/SEC) 4000 98.2 100,4 96.2 96 4 0 92.1 10 1 9 93.3 91.17 89 9 3 86 1 3 81 4 9 83,8 82.3 78.1 77.3 77.2 141,9
%rK 929 3. RPM 5000 96.5 98.5 94.92 95.4. 95..4 45.2 93,,.6 90,5 91.7 57,8 0496 61.3 8397 8 093 70.4 7591 14295
t 973, RAD/SEC) 63;00 96,7 9599 94.4 92x7 96. 9 90.5 90.6 870 87.5 8598 8 ,6 79.4 79,6 75 .7 77.5 74,7 14092
N F010678. RPM 8000 93.0 94.5 9Z.!' 91.3 91.3 89,2 86..6 86,0 85„3 87.2 7	 ,5 79,0 77,3 74 1 3 74.2 71 4 4 13819
11113 . R AD/SEC)l0oo0 92.2 91 9 1 e9,? 58.2 $9,4 87 9 2 86.4 03,p 82.3 81. 3 78.4 74 1 9 74,2 7 100 72.3 70.1 137.2
No. OF UL ADES	 44 125:00 88.7 88,2 69 9 A 84 ? 8 84,p 83.8 83-.Q 8,00 RU.0 76 ! 1 14.2 7197 71.6 67'.9 67.1 66.1 134.8
16000 84.4 84,7 62.2 B1.6 {51.7 79. 2 79.5 76,3 75.5 74!4 49.9 68.4 67,4 65,4 66,4 63. 7 133.2
20000 79 ,7 8 4,2 78,7 77!0 77.2 75,0 74.1 7293 73.3 73 ► 9 67.0 64,0 63. 9 65.0 64,2 62.1 131.9
OVER ALL MEASURED 10 7 .9 108 ,1 1.06.8 10 8 11 1.0 7. 5 106.9 107.2 10 6 ,0 105.3 102x2 101*1 99.9 LC2.2 98,1 99 .1 98,0
OVERALL CALCULATED 108,6 108 44 106.7 108 !:6 107,3 107 .4 107. 6 10 6 .1 105.6 102.7 100.9 100.1 102.5 9SS 99.6 95.1 155,6
r




1 FALL SCALE DATA NEDUCTI . ON PMQgRAM PROC1 DATa - MONTH	 9 DAY 10 HR, 22.9
MOQbL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS ( 59. DEG. r, 70 .'PERCENI REL. HUM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM I I NLET IN ViGREE! (ANO R'A`DIANS)
8. 10, 20 9 30 9 40, 50, 60, 70. 800 90. 308. 110, 120, 130, 14 0. 150, PWL
1 FRED, ( 0. )(0617)(0,36)(O.32) ( Ot 70) ( 0r87) ( 1.01)(1t72)(1, 40)(l j ')7 ) ll• 75) ( 1. 42)(2. 09 )( 2 . 27 )( 2 . 44 )( x .62 )( 1
g0 79.6 7919 77.7 00-0 7 4.0 77•$ 77.0 77 9 9 78.0 7619 74.9 74,7 76.0 78 .0 76.8 80.3 127,4
63 75,6 75,3 79.0 7510 01.2 81.1 73,3 72.9 73.3 79.1 73 ► 4 73,0 73,9 74 9 9 74.9 78.3 126,6
'RADIAL 100. + T . 60 72949
72;7



















306 M) 900 2.0 0.1 7180 7210 1202 6 .8 6 680 68,. ! 9 07,2
VEHICLE ATT 195 74 90 72,3 70;0 77 . 0 71,2 71 . 2 69,5 69,0 69,6 68,2 68,3 64,2 70,4 69 ,1 70,6 71.4 11999
► 	 CONFI G 7/0 160 79.7 72.0 68,0. 7097 72.3 77.0 72.0 74.8 71. 4 69;2 70 10 7247 76.1 74.7 74:1 70.1 123.3
LOG
	














12263:ATE 7126/74 '250 ,0' 7,3 77,9 76 9 9 76 9 1 74 0 3 73.2 7097 7 0.3
NUN	 438 315 80.4 80.2 01.0 8210 74 .1 70.2 7S,2 73,1 75 ► 0 74.0 76.9 71 ► 8 73..2 73.1 71.2 7100 126.8
TAPE S3149 400 76.0 77,0 76.6 76 1 9 77.1 75,.1 72.8 71.9 72.2 7212 7 3.0 70.8 73.1 71,7 70.9 69.8 123.6
11AR	 26.9 HO 300 75.8 78.2 76,6 76.7 79 99 00-.0 75.1 73.6 76. B 7 7-0 75.1 74,4 76.0 73.8 74,4 73,0 126.6
(97652. H/M21 630 8 4.0 82.2 V292 84.3 86.5 88,3 87,4 86.1 90.7 86 ! 3 85,6 86.9 85,3 81,3 99;4 86,6 137.3
JAMS	 83 6 DEG F 800 95.1 94,5 89.3 42!9 99.3 43,3 97.2 9790 99.1 94 ! 4 130 96.9 109.3 90.9 91.2 43.4 146.8
(3 p.1. DEG 9) 1000 96.2 08.5 94,4 97 * 2 102.7 10293 102. 4 98.1 99,7 98 ! 5 92,7 98..3 96.6 92.2 9 0.3 A7 . 6 149.1
7NET	 72. DEG F 1250 93.0 95.1 10292 1020 1000 98,2 96.4 90,1 920 4211 V 1,4 90..8 90.9 87.3 84.3 87.4 146.0
(299. DEG K) 1600 100.3 99,5 99.3 9541 99.5 95,5 46.5 97.3 97.7 95 ! 5 9 1,5 91,8 93,2 88.1 98.3 84.5 146.2
9.AQT15.96 4M/M3 2000 103.1 97,4 1t+t}, 4 990 98.5 98,3 98. 7 101 . 1 100 .5 93sS 94.7 92, 0 91.3 87.5 87.3 85.6 148.2
i	 (,01598 KG/M3) 2500 97.1 98.3 100.(1 99 i 0 97.2 97,3 95.1 9499 94.4 91.3 68.2 05,9 87.1 83,2 84.3 89.1 144.7
KV'A 9y,^9. RPM 3150 99,4 95,6 97.4 47.5 98,4 100.6 98.4 95.5 94 ► 6 97!5 +3 7.5 8791 86,6 84,4 105.3 82.5 145.9
(	 61. MAD/SEC) 4000 98.2 99 9 1 98.5 9813 90,4 9'5.3 96.4 94.1 93..2 9 99!2 0 693 86 , 0 83,4 91.0 75 , 2 74.2 144.2
1	 eFB OW4. RP0- '5000 96.3 97.7 95,.5 47 15 17.7 97,6 9694 93,4 94.5 90! 8 67 .6 84, 3 85.3 gt • 6 74.7 7 7 , 3 1440
( 9446 RAQFSF.0 6300 97..5 46•.6 95.6 94 1 5 95.7 93,9 93.9 90 9 5 90.7 89.7 s4 9 6 82.5 81,8 77.6 79.6 77.6 142.6
1►FD106269 RPM 8000 94.1 94,3 92.1 93,7 94.2 93,6 92,5 89.3 89,.6 86!'3 02,3 at 0 79 9 5 76,5 75.1 13.2 341.7
1	 (1113. RAD/SEC)10000 93.1 92.2 91;0 90 ! 0 92.4 91 9 5 90.4 87.0 56.3 850 60,2 76.7 77,4 73.0 73.2 72.1 14fi.3
Rif. OF BLADES	 44 12500 89.9 89 .1 86.5 56 ! 8 68.2 87.8 87.0 83 9 7 83,R 81!7 17 ► 0 73.4 73,6 59,7 5)5.9 64 . 9 137.9
16000 86,1 45.4 62.4 53 1 1 85,6 83.5 83.3 8.01 4 79.6 78x3 73 i 1 70..2 69,3 66.4 66.6 65,5 3.36.3
50.6 79.9 77. 9 78,1 80.1 78.5 76.1 75.7 75,6 7510 7 0 ,9 6416 64.7 64.9 64.1 1,507 134.2
OYtRALL MEASU
2,0$00
ED 107.8 1079 4 105.1 10719 1.09 .0 108.0 108.1 105.8 10 6 • 4 104 ,1 101.1 101 n 9 103.0 97.9 97.4 98.1
OVERALL CALCULATED 108,9 10 7 ; 5 108 . 7 10816 109 .3 108,5 108.1 106,5 10 7 91 104 . 8 1 0 1,2 102'.7 103,5 97.7 97.7 97,2 156.7
1 PNDS 121.6 120. 5 120:6 120! 6 120. 9 121,4 120.1 11S09 11 9 10 116.8 113.3 112.0 112.3 108.1 108.4 106.6
r^0
P AGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PbROGIAM PRDC, DATE 7 MONTH	 9 DAY 15 MR. 22.9{ MOUtL SOU_NU PRESSURE LEVELS (59. 	 nEG, F, 7R PtRCENT REL. HUM. DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DtGMtEb (A ND RADIANSI
0, 10. 20, 30, 40. SO, 60, 70. 80, 90 ► loo t 110. 120, 13'0. 1409 150. PWL
1 FRED. III, }{0.17)(0.35}t0, 521t0l7D}(0.871 [1.05}(it22}t1, 4 41^1. s7 lI 1 . 7 5}( 1, 92)( 2 .0 9 } { 2,?'75[2.44 1 (2.62}1 I
50 75.0 75.7 72 9 8 75 ! 8 75.8 74.6 73. 8 74.8 73,5 73.5 72,2 72.0 72,6 72.6 72.7 75,5 12316
63 74,3 7292 77 0 9 720 8147 8 0,0 71.1 70.2 7211 780 1 1 .2 70,2 70,8 71 9 0 7c. .6 13.9 12513
1	 RADIAL	 100.	 FT, 8o 70 1 0 69.8 68,4 69 18 64 13 69 .7 69.6 69.6 68.3 69.4 69,9 68,6 67.6 67.6 68 .3 71.2 11491
4
	
3o,	 M) too 70..9 71.2 68.7 69 ! 9 70.0 70 4 7 70..2 69.li 68,9 68.9 69.1 69.0 71.0 69.9 70.6 72,4 119.9
OHICLE ATT 125 70,2 71.1 08 :1 69 .4 70.3 7 0.3 68.1 70 . 2 58/9 67.0 68,2 71,1 70,0 69,0 72.0 65. 9 11916
r	 C4NFIC 7/0 160 66.9 6 4. 1 0.V 65 ! 9 65. 7 64.8 06.1 67.1 63. 9 61.9 6 3.2 64.1 65, 9 63.8 63.6 6 6 1 7 11511
L OC	 PTO 200 72,1 72,4 71.1 69.2 69 ..2 68,9 68.0 68.2 65 1 9 63!7 62,4 62.1 6.3, 9 64.0 42.9 65.6 11618
BATE 7/26/7 4 250 79.2 79 9 2 78.0 77. 9 76,9 75,1 74..0 74.3 70,$ 67.9 65,5 66.2 66,9 68.1 68.8 49 t2 1230
NUN	 4J9 3!5 80 , 1 79,9 79,8 79.4 7910 76.8 75,.1 74 9 9 72,7 70,8 67.3 67.1 67.9 67.0 67.7 67.9 12415
TAPE 53145 400 76,9 76 1 9 78.7 77.8 76.9 74,7 74,1 74 1 1 7 19 9 71 .7 7 0.0 7 0,0 7 1.G 67.9 6B,T 630A 12346
9 AR	 28:9 HG 500 75.8 76 1 7 '16.4 75. 4 74 9 9 73.9 72.1 73,2 69.'5 71 ! 7 b8,9 70,9 69.6 68.6 68.04 67.8 122!4
{97697, N/M2l 630 82.5 83.2 83,2 82 1 3 81.0 78 i 2 77.4 76,3 74.2 72.9 7 1 ..3 72.2 73,0 70.9 72.6 70.1 127.;
TAMS	 83, BEG F 800 8012 81.1 8200 31!9 79.9 7a.1 78.0 78.0 7492 720 11. 1 71.9 72,6 69.8 71.5 6 9 1;1 126.9
(301,. DEG K) 1000 83.1 R3,2 83.2 82!1 8.1,2 81.3 80.2 7813 75.0 73 ! 0 72,5 73,4 73.0 7 1 . 1 71.0 69.0 128,2
4	 0ET	 7t! DEG F 1250 87,5 85.9 b6.0 8612 86.2 85.3 85,0 83.1 8 D .9 80 ! C 78.,2 78 1 3 7 7,1 75 . 1 7 2.5 70.5 13217
1295. DEG KI 1600 87,2 87,3 87.1 86.2 46.2 86.2 85.4 83.1 79.4 79. 1 76.3 76,3 77.1 73. 9 72.6 6 9 .1 13390
I.ACT13,98 GM/M3 87 .8 86.4 9 1,Z 89.3 89.1 87.4 88,3 8843 8202 8 1!1 19 .6 77.1 78.2 74 9 3 74.7 7290 13600
r	 (,01598 xG/M3f
2100
2 00 9 103 92.0 9200 92 ! 1 9100 99.8 a8.3 $8.2 :;s.r a3.8 8 0,2 78.1 79,9 76.,0 76,6 73.8 137,7
,%FA 7569. RPM 3150 94.3 92.4 9313 91 ! 5 95.0 513.3 90 ,5 9114 88'=1 85 ! 1 8 0 .5 6 0 .3 50.2 77.2 71.1 7398 140.1
( 792 6 RAP/SEC} 4000 95 1 2 96,0 97,0 9493 92.1 91 ..0 93,4 93 9 3 89,2 84 1 9 81 .6 81 1 6 80.0 77.0 75, 75,9 141.3
i	 NFK 7400, RPM 9860 95.4 46.5 96.0 96!5 98,4 97 4 5 96.6 94.4 94.3 89!3 15 5.6 83.5 85:1 81 .1 79.1, 76.1 144.7
(	 775, R'A O/5EC) 6300 95!7 95,6 9511 93 1 5 96 .3 9 4.2 94.5 92.4 91.4 157 ! 4 83,6 81.7 81.2 7	 .3 78.4 74.2 14298
E	
^hFD10626. RPM 8000 9314 95 11 93:0 920 f3,1 92.1 91.5 900 8812 830 79.7 78.5 77,3 75.2 72.8 72.1 140.9
(111 3 . RAO/SEC )10000 4394 93.3 9211 9013 91,9' 91,2 90.4 67.1 84 9 9 61.8 78,4 75.3 75,1 7 198 71.8 73. 8 140.1
n0, OF BLADES








1366116000 86,3 85. '3 b4,3 83.5 65 9 4 83.1 63.2 810.3 78.3 75.1 68 1 8 ,6 .1
20800 80.7 80..7 79.7 78117 79 17 78.6 77,7 79, 9 7397 7313 6498 63 . 7 63.8 6408 63 . 4 61 .7 13399
M-RALL MEASURED 103,4 10413 1U4.1 10312 10 4 ,2 103.1 102.0 101,.1 99.2 96 0 1 93,3 91,3 91,8 89,2 89,6 91.4
OVERALL CALCULATED 183 !6 103.9 103.8 10217 103.9 102.7 102.2 10099 98. 9 95. ! 2 91.7 90 4 5 96.8 87.7 87.2 85s 9 251.0




'PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DAT A REDUCTION PMOORAM PROC1 DATE	 MONTH	 9_- DAY i8 MR, 23,0
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DOG, F+ 7p'PERCENT REL, 14UM.-DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DtGREES ( AMD RADIANS)
FRED.
0. 10, 70	 30,	 40.	 50,
)(0#1 7 )iu,3'^1(O, s21(0, 70I(0. 871(1.•0'3)(1,22)(
60 0 	70 1 	BID $ 	90,









78.0 79,0 76,7 78.E 76.5 77,6 16.8 77,9 76, 9 75.8 73.8 75.0 75.9 75,9 76,5 RL+ .S
)
126,8
63 76,3 76:,1 78,8 74 1 9 82#0 40.7 72.4 73.0 73,2 79.2 7 3,0 72.1 72. 9 7 4.1 74.8 78.7 12685
s	 PAMIAL 100. FT. 50 7146 72,8 70.4 71 ! 3 7195 71#4 71. 9 71,5 71,5 7214 7 1-8 6514 68,4 69.4 70.2 72.5 121,0
[ 3A. M) 100 70,2 70. 9 7 1.1 70 ! (! 71.6 66,9 69.0 69,9 68.9 67.7 67 1.0 6868 68,8 69.9 69.5 71, 7 114,4
VENICL6 ATT 125 72,5 72.2 69,9 7 111 71.2 7011 69.2 69.1 68.3 67.0 66.2 69 .5 7'0.4 67 .2 66,8 71.0 114,2
r	 cONFI G 7/0 160 75.1 69 ,8 68,9 7018 71,6 74-8 69.9 75.1 70 .0 68 ! 6 69.0 72,9 75.9 72.8 73.5 79.4 12285
LO C	 PTO 200 72,0 71,2 71,1 70.0 69,7 68.2 65,4 68.0 65,8 64 1 7 64,0 64.9 67,0 67.0 65.E 67.8 117,5
,PATE 7/26/74 250 78.3 78.0 17 1 0 77 . 0 75.1 74.0 73.2 72.0 69.8 68.2 e8#1 65,1 69,4 69,9 69.6 68.9 122,2
!	 AUN	 440 315 79.9 79,9 80,8 81.1 75,9 78,1 75.2 74.4 73 . 9 74,8 7 6.1 77 e 1 72,2 74.1 70,6 70.7 12694
TAPE S3145 400 76.1 76.8 77.9 7618 76.9 74,9 73.2 73,4 7116 71,9 1 0.2 10.9 74.9 72.0 7:1.7 89.6 123.8
bAR
	
284 146 Spa 76.9 78 9 0 77,6 7719 78.0 75,9 74.9 79,0 7505 76 .!5 73,E 74.9 76.11 73.9 75.4 73 ,6 126.4
s	 (976.92• N1142) 630 53.2 830 84.47 83,3 85.3 57 ,2 85.3 R6.4 90.2 550 03.2 86.2 53.1 5 2.4 88.1 85.8 136.4
TAMS	 83. DEG P 800 94.0 94 . 9 92.0 93.2 98,E 93.2 95 . D 97.1 99 . 9 96.0 93.3 96.1 98.9 9 o.9 89.6 94.7 146.5
(3011 DEG K) 100,^. 96.5 97.2 96.0 97.3 10 3 .0 102.1 103, ` 96.2 100.; 98!? 9 4 ,6 99.3 96.1 91.4 0 0.8 88.9 149,5
74ET	 72. DEG F 1250 95.1 97,1 102,1 3.90! 9 100.0 97,9 95.3 9 4,2 92.1. 90.8 90.4 91.3 91.9 87.2 8`.1.7 116.7 146.1
(?956 DEC K.) 1600 98 .3 99 90 99.0 95.2 97.2 96,1 98.5 98.4 98,2 9790 9 1,3 92.2 92.3 99,0 86.7 92,8 146.6
+ A C715 . 9 5 0M/M3 2000 101.5 9715 101.3 99,7 95.1 98.4 99.3 100.5 loo,Z 99 !2 ?404 91,6 90.6 87.2 87 ,1 R 2. 9 1441.2
(+01398 9603) 2500 97.3 99.9 99.1 97/9 96.7 98,1 96.3 97,2 94.1 9i t 0 69 .1 66.9 89 1 0 65.1 93.7 ni.6 145.5
%FA 9161. RPM 3190 99,3 96,c 98..4 9695 99.3 101.1 90.3 95.1 94.1 91!1 07,7 813+4 88 0 5 84 0 4 85,1 82,7 146,1
(	 9619 RAD/SEC) 4000 98,4 100.0 99,U 97,5 95.2 95.3 97,4 96,3 92.9 88.9 05,4 87.3 83.9 81.2 79 .1 $0.0 144.7
t	 hFK 8976. RP41 5000 96.6 97 .3 96.3 960 19.4 96 i 5 96,6 94.5 95.4 9 1!4 58.4 85.1 86,1 82,3 0 0 . 4 78 ,1 145,3
1	 940.. R.AD/SEC) 6100 97 -9 96.6 95.4 93.9 95.4 94,5 93.6 92.7 91 1 7 8815 04.7 82 ,6 81.4 78.4 79. 1 771:,', 142.9
hFD10625. A" 8000 94 .3 9517 93,1 93!3 14.2 93.3 93.5 92.1 89,; E7 !8 x.4 81.2 80,3 77.2 74.9 73.7 142.3
1	 (1113. R AD/SEG)10000 93.3 92.3 9 1.0 89 1 2 92.1 91.2 90.4 8913 8613 83! 0 1.3 78.2 77,2 73.9 72.9 71.7 140.4
h0. Of BLADES
	
44 12500 89.7 69 , 1' 87.6 06 1 9 87.6 88 . 7 87. 9 A6.7 83.5 81!5 78.0 15.1 74 6 4 70.7 66.6 400 138,6
16000 4966 F5.9 03.2 5 3!3 85.3 83.4 83,.4 F32." 80.3 77,4 73.4 72.6 71),7 67.2 66.1 65. 9 136.6
20000 81,0 74 , 7 7Q0, 78.1 79 .5 78..6 78.9 74. 9 75.7 74!5 7 110 6 9 ,D 69 06 64.8 63.7 65.4 134.4
O"RALL MEASURED 10793 107 .2 109 #13 1D5!0 109 .0 100,9 108.0 10 7. 0 107 .2 104!8 101.4 102.3 102.3 96,9 97.6 97,7
OVERALL CALCULATED 10814 108 ,1 10 9 .f) 10 7 ! 9 189 9 5 14 5 .6 106.8 1.07.3 1071 4 105+1 101, 4 10 3+0 102.6 47.7 97.2 97.2 05,9
PND6 121.1 171. 3 121.1 120.0 1.21.3 121. 7 120. 4 11 9 .4 118. 9 117.0 113,1 112.7 112,0 106.2 108.1 iD6,7









FULL SCALE DATA REWCTION P484611t!
	 PROC; DATE
 • ++.ONTN 1 DAY p6 MR, 22;7
r	 KR09L SOUND PRE33UNE LEVELS (59 0 OEO, Fr 70 PERCENT REL., Hjjm- DAY)
ANGLOS PRO11 
.INLET 14 DOGA .4ES ( 4NO 4^AD^ ANS )
.0.	 10.	 ZO	 30.	 4q,	 g0,	 ii•	 700	 000	 0, f10




FRLO.. 10.0_.1100171t0.39i t0' 3,316'2 7gj(0e87111: tip) 61.22161040}tit571(1•^'^i(ir921t2.Q41f 2.?7}t2r1^1(2r¢21(
	
}
50 77 4 80:05 7710 7 18 7 . 0
 7706' 77.4 7609 78.1 06.8 73.4 73.3 74.9 16,0 74.1 77.0 126:0
	
63 7510 77:1$ 77;9 F510 81 ; 9 8.01 9 73x9 71.3 74.2 79 .3 72 ! 9 73 x 1 75, 1 74.4 72.	 74.9	 126.6RADIAL 100. FT.	 80 72 4 8 74.44 71.0 fir0 7 4 7 75.8 71•Z 6 ,8 7606 6401
1
 68
fi•6 6906 66002 67.3 71,1 690	 7 1; 4	 120'3( 30+ TT	 10D 7x!3 72n7 71..4 fil3 6 .8 6 09 68.7 67.0 6 r0	 41 e8 , 5 6'$.,1 6 .4 66.0 71.0	 1V$w1CCE	 ATT	 1 ,8125 69.2 7011
 68.2 6914 68.1 67,3 66.8 66 ►4 67.4 6701 66.2 67.	 69,R 68.3 69;2 71.4	 118x0
CoNric	 T-0	 166 7.7*0_	 9 4.t07 7	
{j
t8 09174:f 71x.4 74 4 9 7508 65.8 78_5. 7Z;e 74 06 79.3 75i9 730	
1^5'LOC PTO	 '260 66.3 f 4•p 67i1 6 !3 67 1	660	 6607 6501 6701 t5 0Z 651	 45.8 66.8 61.2 66.0 67 6 1	 1649OATF 7127/74	 2 0 7O. = .i 74 d 730.	 93t1 72..g 7210 71 .6 69.3 70 x 1 156 .3 6610 3760 6902 70.5 69.1 69,2	 120.4
RUN	 441	 315 77.0 79,08 770. x013 67.1 85.1 01.9 81.1 83.0 6109 79.	 77.7 79, 1
 71.4 70;9 74;6
	 151.8TAPE	 $3143	 401 71:2 7 ;7 7739 76 t0 75'	 78.	 74.6 79L612 74.	 73,9 7 ,	 74	 75	 7	 p	 123'
^!! '38.9 MG
	 500 76.6 8'4+5
	
#•	 /p 83.=	 9 1 .	 IA.4 
	






t976920 "I1fjt.	 680 64,5 8700 $i1	 44 '1 .1 94.3 9466 4i,	 9 16 58.3 Y6a4 92 44 4 ► aa 43. 2
 8516 8z.3 83.4
	 144.9TAME 03, DEG F	 $00 94;3 90y0 9610 h t3 66:2 44
. 3 96^	 93. 4 46.1 78,3 92,i 6 0 4 15,7 95,3 85;1 84 2	 144-7
	
(3 i. DEG K)
	
1000 91.4 90.3 98.3 ?015 95 :3 99 1 4 99,2 97.5 97.5 1'4.6 9 .g 9pp	 93.3 89.7 07.6 83.3
	
145.;{	 TWEf 7l. He F	 1250 90.2 9 ,:8 9 0D 43t4 92e1 95.1 93..




	 1600 9604 9 00 9 .4 9815 91;3 92.1 93.9 94Q 04 84.6 15704 63!^i 84,7 85.	 82.6 82-6 80.5	 141x6kACjl"Jr53 GM/M.1
	 ?000 102. 6
 100 4 7 9803 44 13 92.5 92.4 9j,2 86.7 8705 95.5 63.4 52,9 84,1 8104 81.5 79,3
	 140,9
r	 6.01553 KG1431	 150.2 94.7 90.8 96,1 Y61'3 41.4 92.4 91.6 89.3 8903 15713 83.3 63^ 6 SS. 1 62 .5 81.4 78;0
	 241.0NFA 647, RPM
	 3190 96 ;1 94, 7 044 !1013 93.1 920 89,4 69.2 88 01 85.2 82!1
	




(.&#Joe RA01SEC.( 4000 9 7.2 46,9 945..3 9	
6.
31	 1,2 898 0 ±1 .37.9
087 ,
	/SFC 	 06;3 
S .	 0301 79i1 7^ 0; 78.9 7703 75.3 74.0 	 138.8
NCi^ 431 RP1F
	 5008	 Z;3	 4;2	 2r.	 1 ! 3	 0 r7	 1,2	 ,	 ,z a^	 5,1 8	 1243 79	 6	 76 00 	 Zr0.76'6 7	 38 7
. R'A D_	 . 4 93	 9p 	 n	 +.	 1	 ,i	 t	 1 6t^ 00 93.	 t	 ,4 6^.^ 86 0$ A.S 8.6 ^ p •x 7D111 r7 .	 7&8 •01 74.7 777 7	 138.7NFb10628. RPM
	 8000 9p .3 91.	 193 1712
9.4 01l6 
07 4 2	 .7 63 •1 6 1 r3 T9•p 76!* 7^ rt 76.	 73.3 73 4 9 7'1,4	 139.3
	








 82.2 78.4 7741 77!	 7503. 7'3.	 72.2 73.1 13.2 67 4 3 66i^ 68.3 64.4 65.6 63.3	 129.7
	
20060 7 4 1 7606 74 a f3t1l 72.9 71,7 7013 6$.7 70,8 72 0 1 6514 6643 67,0 6108 63;2 61.8	 1.28.9OVFRALL MEASURED 06 1 4 1 6;9 1 5• 105!3 1036 10401
	
4.9 103. 603.9 1aZ.	 98;
	 9769 104 . 7 9703 94;f 94 ' 9OVEN A LL - CALVUL4TED 06.7 106.4 1 5^ 104.69 103. I6 ,F 1 04 . 1 1030 103 . 7 1 06,	 98.	 97 , 7 11,; 96.0 93
.4 92,4	 19219¢HDE 119.9 119,4 11 7 + 8 11 7 41 11§ ; 7 119 + 5
 114.7 11 3';2 11x',8 ti0.7 10 7 4 7




FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PA0"Afk__ ..	 PROIC' DATE wP 4%fff i. RAT---alk C. 2241
y	 "qM SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59. DEG, F R 70 PERCENT REL; MUM ; DAY)
44%15 FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND Ri".9 AMS1
689	 f0	 308	 4":.	 5011	 60.	 14.	 i0.	 ON 140	 ISO. i=!; 630. 146	 too,	 PWL
FREQ. (-0. ,
 )(^037 f 0.3lf(0 52f;0. Q^t0: 67 1^i-^C'^J.(i.$ZF41. 4 0i { ; 71(10i^7(19 '121(=r0^11C ?1471(2.1 41 }(2062)(	 1
5p 7f.2	 0!5 77;0 4i t1 76.9 7010 77;7 76.9 77.1 1;+1 74!7 74.7 76. 0 17;0 77.0 80.0	 12762
	
63 76:,i . 76..5 75+9
 *9t1 8211 80,1 3 73..	 7 .1 73.2 J9,	 7201 T t7 74 03 75i1 76.2 78;2	 124:9
4tAGtAL 106 • iT0	 80 70:* 739( 4	 6 OQt7 71'4 7 .6 f1}E 61 !! 7 .7 7 .9 69 1 	 ^j Sit9 69.7 70;'4 71;'3	 12 fZ
	I 0• M)
	 188 7.0 . 6
 
4.97 _♦3 7Q 1.1 7 .S 6 e2 6697 d7,i 6'^.2 b 142 6i:Q. ^ .i 40.9 6494 70.0	 70!1	 611 .5
VEHICLE	 AYT	 125 71;2 71 . 3 b
701
t.q	 16 6 .9 60 .9 6891 67;4 68 . 2 e7.i 65lS 87 00 69;3 67 .5 70/3 700¢	 116: 4
i	 CONF{0	 T-Q	 160 75;.! 71 t a. 6 .7 b9tl 7 ,a7 75t.	 7 11 7 7402 711 ! 9 69.1 690j. 72 1 6 75 90 73!0 74.;2 69, 1	1270=5
HOC PTO	 200 70,6 70 1.6 6 13 8E14 6 ; 1 661	 66 04 6901 6313 6413 6302 6314 69 * p 6693 66.3 6602	 11.;2
DATE 7/27/74	 290 76;	 76x5 7-3x2 74'13 74.2 72 1 1 76.7 d4.1 6910 63rr9	 66!1 66,0 68.3 69.5 69;i 676	 12Q,3
RUN 442	 319 77.0 76;7 79;Z i8 t4 77 ; 2 74,3 73;0 73 . 1 74,4 72;0 7400 7+,7 73.h 75.4 71.1 69;6 	 125.1
TAPE	 S3145	 400 7 .3 76.	 74.E rStO 79;5 77.3 73.5 72 9 0 7a. Q 74.	 69.2 7 ,7 75.7 72.0 7 t 3 69.2	 12414If	 OAR 28.9 HG	 Sao 7 ,	 7^r$ 7794 i7=11 86;7 esr l Qo;7 a '	 a^J^j 	 ON 1510 7^r4 a .7 160	 7^ t 1 74.6	 13163
F	 (97682! 4/M2)	 63Q 56 0	8593 88 3 8S1` 91.1 9515 93 1 9 ;i 911	 92.2 92 0 2 9Q04 St .)	 92i0 85;2	 143.0
TAMP 83.. DEG F	 80D 93 . 1 95.1 0496 ?4t2 97 .2 93 1 2 601 ; a 95;5 97,2 95 . 4 45!0 9598 98, 1 99 .2 91.3 9 3 '-0	 146.7
(3 1.; DEG K)	 10 0 92.3 9 .;4 9 3± x 1517 100 0 102! 4 1p2.2 45.7 99.8 97.2 95.6 96.3 96,5 90.6 86_.4 67.4	 14x.6
ikET 71• DES i	 12 0 95 .5 9 02 10399102(3 1 00' d ipp•5 47 .8 95 92 97.1 43. 1 90 !4 939	 91;z 9 .2 Db.0 84.3	 147.3
•9	 97.	 7;5 95 4	9603 05.4 45,	 9	 q 
-
IF 9 ;	 89 0 4 67.5 It	 45.8(299. DEG K1
	
1460 98.3 101 • 2 iQB.	 17	 3 9	 .9	 1	 1-1	 1 •	0 4	 1,1	 1
Fi ►CT13.S3 GM/N3
	 2000 1.44:3 98:3 10i^	 9815 9$^gg 96,7 98.Q 96.0 95+5 95.3 911.3 8496 89.E 35.4 85,7 62.4 	 14660
	
( a ^LSSO K3/M3 j	 2 pQ	 6.0 9f.a 10 •1 4915 9a.8 9703 96.	 94.1 94.3 91,0 880 1 86.•6 88.3 84.1 84.3 A1.3	 143.2
NFA 201. RPM	 3130 911 .1 99,;8 9 A T6t4 98:2 98.1 969	 93.4 9302 91 .3 87 ! p 6660 88• ? 83.3 82.3 80;2	 14496
	
t 963.0 RAD/SEC1 4000 97 ! i fora fa.4 g ;4 9x,;6 9314 93.9 94.4 41.7 b7r2 0300 64 9 E 83. 1 90.1 78,1 78;9	 14311
3	 NFK 8495; RPM	 5000 95.9 97;2 95.3 9 t4 9 .3 960S 93,3 92.5 94;9 V0 2 87ti 82.5 851 1 81.3 79.3 76.3	 143.9




1 74;4 72 ' 4	 14016
t	 11113. RADISEC110000 90.9 92,0 54.4 f t5 9$, 	 98 1 0 1906 8597 69 * 3 62,7 79.? '15.88 769 0	;8	 .0	 139.0
	
N+^. f^F aL1DES 44 12508 87.4 !1717 8604 !It? 66:8 836.9 06,6 82.6 52.2 79.8 7506 7 3.3 7 2.5 68.9 67;7 66 '18	 136.8
	
1 6004 84.2 54.2 8293 aE22 83.0 82.4 aa.1 79.1 77.6 76,1 72 '13 70.1 69.4 65.5 64.0 65.5 	 134.9
	
2Oapppp 76 l e 74 0 9 77x6 77t2 78;6 7791 16.7 73;9 74,3 ?488 69.9 65 0 4 67,8 65.7 62.1 64.7	 133.1
	
OVERALL ^lEA&URED 10 7! 1. 9 !1 0413 10011 108 2 pa;. 1.0 06 105. 6 606.4 ft+4 .	 02 ! 0 101.8 l^p2.3 9704 97'1 97'3
OYERILL'CA kCUL ATB i^ 107. i d .	 041 3 108 !3 108;3 198.1 1 8.4 10 5 ; 6 106 ,.5 104;^ 101, 101.9 102,4 97.7 97.7 96.5	 156:3
PND6 119.8 120; 4 121i1 1$0!3 12$.4 12002 11 9 . 5 116.8 117.3 115.2 111! 4 110.9 111.3 008.1 10 7 '.4 1OS;7
^Ts:..
1
Tom'-'	 ^	 > „- n^
PAGE i FULL !KALE DATA REDUCTION PSO(MAR FROG; DATE - MO93Th	 0 DAY 26 HR, 22.8
t MR"L SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS ( 59 1 DEG:, Fr 70 PERCENT REL, H IiN• DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLE T N DEORtgS [AND RADIANS)
p. 10.
)(0.17 ?;Q.3^
20 30. 4.p. 'f0• 60• TQ. H. 40, 100.
11 1 05)[11221t1. 40)1 1 . 57) (117^i)t1.^2);2,Q91[2.27 )
11• 120; l3Q. 144' 150. PNL




126.+7Sb 77.0 8 0 5 77.0 78 : 6 76.0 77.7 78.0 75,Q 78.0 74.7 76.0
63 75.4 77.2 T6 l t #516 81:4 8 090 72 ! 7 71, 75.34.3 72.9 71,0 7 1+2 74,4 7612 73.8 126.5
r	 RADIAL 100• F T. 80 74.0 75.4 72.9 71'6 72;66













11 .8[	 30•	 !11 104 72 .3 72,4 719 ^0''i .7 6 .0 ba.5 65.3 66.4 69. 1 .fl ,2
VEWICLE ATT 125 690.2 70.1 68. 8 69 1 0 68:2 57.2 67.8 63.5 66+3 67.2 66!6 66,9 69. 1 6805 7 0.2 72.3 118.1
i	 CCN1•I'G TOO 160. 76 t 1 79 1 6 7 7	 .18
6f '3
67+.6 77 9 75.5 75.3 71R^0 71.7
e1 9
76!8 7095 78.8 8g.2 77x1 7; 128:1
Lac	 PTO 200 66-3 64.4 61
!
r1 67,8 47. 68.7 67 9 0 66.'3 69 1 9 66 1 0
6619
69 12 611.3 68 1 Q
89.
67.'+. 117,7
GATE 7/27164 290 73.1 73.2 729_ 73tQ 71.8 71 . 0 71.7 69.0 66.4 07.1 6514 69.2 7094 6462 118.9
!	 RUN	 443 315 83..0 8Q.0 8009 4010 81:9 80.10 821 4 83,5 $294 7 7.3 7298 78.2 8 0.7 80.4 80.2 77.0 150.7




69 1 1 71i 1 7
y 




	 2609 HG $00 76'! 63• 8;". 6020 80.5 90 1 0 87.1: 96.7 + s1 82 1 0 8741 83.0 61.7
I	 197692. K/M2) 630 87.6 89.0 4D_r4 11015 9^.2 901 5 16.2 93;2 91.8 0444 8B.1 02; 1 91.5 83.3 87.4 83.4 142:1
TAMO
	 83. DEG F 80.0 89.4 96.2 $811 X1'2 93;6 96.3 94,8 9	 • 4 89.6 40.3 87!2 8 7.9 E9, 7 86.4 82,: 84,3 141"4
001. DES K) 1004 8606 98.2 8691 67 13 08.2 88.3 92.4 89.3 89,5 66.3 84!1 +) 6,3 81. 2 81,6 81.6 75.3 137.8
'	 TWET	 71 :DEG F 1250 08;1 8412 89,6 89 ' 2 47;7 89,2 89,9 96,4 67.3 45 1 1 83,1 03: 1 1 $3,2 82,7 809 5 77.0 156;9
(299 .DEG K) 1664 90-5 93.3 43 .4 ?115 89s 1 89.3 92.0 97.5 6816 65.2 84!4 8 4.0 64,4 82.6 8Q.;4 76.2 138.6










76 1 4 33(1:6
l.Qi 5S3 90,03) 2500 91.4 93.1 91.3 4012 89 . 88.3 eb, 86..2 Sq.2 82.G 75.2 136.6
NRA 9848. RPK 3130 91.1 89.9 MO 8712 86:6 5712 85.9 84,3 83.7 8.2 01 7812 76.6 79,1 76.4 76.9 73.0 139.1
11131a RAa/SfC) 4000 4051 92r1 9616 6441 63 :5 62, 9 8^ir6 64 . 4 . 81,T is13 76.2.
7744
1797 76.2 75. .0
7615
73.39 7x10 13;:1
NFK 9 2g, RPM 5000 88 1 6 9Q.0 07,3 a6 1% 97 ;0 36.3 83.8 82.2. 83. 4 010.3 6 7,1 78.2 74,3 70 0 2 134.2
(1008 ± R Q/SF'C) 66:,6 06:2 8600 8315 8 4_.1 81.4 $2.1 79 1 563 00 79.4 17.6 7554 7:91
fT,
75, 4 73:.5 7812 7 11
61 1 2
13119

















12	 ,9E	 t111j. RAMEC118000 63•.1 83.3 81.0 ,5 7e,8 77,7 7411 71!0 +A
NO, OF RLAOE$	 44 12500 Ng,;O 5094 71,6 r6 t 0 76-3 75,9 75
.3 71. 6 7 16 8 6 9,6 68,5 66,3 66, 6 65.:8 6'5. 7 54.'5 127.1
1 6 000 76-3 77•z 74,1 731669 19
74 1 2 7r4 72.1 68.2 68.6 59._4
69.7
65+J 66 6 9
63 1 5
67 14 64.,5 65.7 63.9 126,3
E 20000 72. 6 72 ;.8 71+7 72..8 6'	 •7 69.4 64.1 6414 61!9 62.7 65. 9 62.8 6'5 1 1 126.6
OySRALL MEASURED L911 4 1019 9 9909 1001 99,6 1.01
100+^














4p.^ 194.0OVERALL CALCULATED 100! 8 101sT 100+7 lOp l 1n0.2 1018 98.4





CULL $ME DATA REDUCTION PRO!a!AN	 PRO-0; DATE to MQ1Hgf1/ t GAV 26 MR, 22,8
	1	 MRDCL SOUND PRE33UNG LEVELS f99. BEG. Fr 70 PERCENT REL; NUP t 0M
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RAOAANS)
0•	 10;	 sp
'S
	30.	 4" 	 9 .
	




) {097}{0. 3 ); 0 9'3?)f090}f0;^7 )il O'S)f1122'It1: 9 4 0)( 1 , 97)119 73)(19l2)(S909)t2 ►27)(2944){2162)( 	 )
	
SO 80;p 82.0 M Y 6112 80:0 7993 7^.7 760 9 7991 7$11 7,01 7594 76.8 76.9 76.1 77.7	 128.2
	
61 79 1 5 50 0 2 Op i	 1.2 819 $O't '! 74 t Q 7.3 76.3 ;103 7511 T4.6 76:r.^ 77.1 77;3 76.2	 127oa
RADIAL 100,. FT,	 G0 73;6 74;6 719_	 1; 7J;7 71 99 10.6 6 ;9 7297 7316 72-7 69,5 69.5 7199 71rf 71;8 	 121;5
	
t 3a'• M?	 ib0 71!0 7 96 7p;^ 6 1.3 68 .0 6 90 66,7 6690 60.1 69 99 71. 0 06,5 69.8 67.8 6 .0 71,.0	 118.5
VENICLE	 ATT	 1.2`3 68.6 66.3 6712 60 15 68.4 6896 67.1 6709 67.6 d94.3 70t1 0649 709 2 69.2 7193 72.3	 119.0k	 CO-iP}G	 T^0
	 160 68;5 68;6 7091 73 t0 76:9 76t2 75 6 6 78 9 9 79.0 69r8 7007 da t a 69..0 74 98 72.2 70.7	 12415
LOC PTO	 ?p0 71.3 71;3 739_ 5611 79.9 514 7991 82 0 1 7108 719.0 711p 6996 719,3 7191 73.4 70,7	 127.3
DATE 7/27/74	 250 6 ;3 68;0 68 ,:0 Ot 0 67;1 66,3 67 1	 66,1 66,5 q7,,0 6f.2 6619 69.2 70,3 69;3 69;0	 11820
RUN 44 315 69.4 69.9 7104 7211 71.7 7
0 . 1 79 9 7 67. 1 79 ,4 69..0 69. 3 70 .	 7 40 3





53.143	 400 70 .L 7,3.7 73,_4
	
403
	 2;	 1.1 7 0 9 	 2	 2	 16	 i	 2	 1!2	 122..o
9AR p8,9 H&
	
500 72.0 74.8 74tf t3 0 72;5 7192 71.6 71.8 71.,0 72:0 70..d 71,3 74.9 76.2 74.p 70 9 9	 12363
6
	
i	 (97 92. N/M2)
	
630 70 .;2 73;3 7493 t41t 73.4 7193 71x3 7008 71.4 7?14 71.4 70,9 72',3 7402 74^s 72;<	 122.7
T A yR 8 3. QFG F	 doe 71;4 73.9 76.1 ^7t1 74:0 74:..0 72.6 72.1 72.2 T2.2 72!09 70.7 73, 0 72.9 7 1 . 1 69.3	 123.4
	
(301. DEG R )	 1000 7L;2 73.3 740 5 7414 73;4 72- 9 5 73 92 7213 7 2 .7 IN 72!1 73:6 7 .1.1x; 74.6 72.p 69,4	 1?.3;5
TWET 7 . DEG F	 1'90 7392 7469 771 1 77; 1 7'3x 9 7304 74.7 7290 i4a	 129	 73.3 75,6 76.,, 74+3 74: 0 69;8	 12'3!2
	
7	 73	 76;3 X7 1.2 746 .0' 	7491 75 n 	 7 .4 7 ,3 1303 73.3 74 7 75	 25^	 {x9^, DEG K)
	
100	 2.	 ^ 	 ,	 ..4 74,	 74.	 69.2	 _0?	 3	 3	 2	 i	 ,1	 i	 u
NAC715.53 GR/M3
	 2000 72! 6 76.4 769'., 78 6 9 77. p 75,4 74. 9 73:.6 74.3 73..6 73!4 75.1 761 ,; 75 . 2 76.4 70 . 1	 75.4
	
;.0.'3'203 KO/N3)	 29 0 74.0 76,8 7093 16.13 79;4 76.,; 75.8 73.4 79.3 75.	 74!3 76.9 77. #, 77.4 78.+3 71.2	 127;4
NFA10 S0, RP"
	
31 0 74,0 74;7 76,0 17 10 ^'7^9 7+3,4 76 /a 75,0 74 1.2 74,	 73 00 76;7 75 i7 7693 76 ' 3 71.1	 128;5
	
ti 26. RAD/SEC) 4000 7314 78,? 79.,4 7014 75 18 73;x 7901 73.7 7393 7291 7311 76 96 75,0 7993 76 1 ; 72 1 2	 126.3
NF0 0 10. 1tPM	 5000 72.5 76.0 769x 7613 77.3 7690 7'391 73.5 75.3 75,2 7510 77.1 76, 7 76.2 75.4 69.3	 127.2
	
^(1100. NAROSEC) 6380 73.7 74.4 770'3 7515 79;2 73 9 5 74.0 72.4 73.5 7 3.4 7310 73,6 75. 7 73.07 77;4 71,0	 126.4
NF,f1D6?8. NPM	 000 73;1 76 6 9 75.2 r8 t1 77:3 7s., y 77,9 79 1.7 77,3 ,6,4' 74i0 79,a 77, 1 770? 74.4 79;p	 129;4
	
(1113 . RADILEC)IOD80 701 6 7! ! 9 72-1 11(8 72,9 7 ,9 71.6 70.1 7.1,3 70.2 69 67 71;5 7 .11 7001 71.0 661;18	 124•0
	
40. OF GLADES 44 12SOC 68.9 6 8 .7 68,4 8Gt6 69.5 6 .9 69 .7 66; 9 6 .8 6 ,5 6666 6 .b d' .F 66.7 65..@ 64.8	 122,5
	
1 6000 66;2 66.3 66. 3 66 t5 68 .3 66..3 67 .2 66.3 65.6 69 .2 64.1 67.9 68.0 66.3 66.3 64.1	 123.2
E'	 20000 62.7 6296 62.6 b1 17 64:7 63,8 63.8 63.1 6410 70,7 61.7 63 0 6 64.7 65.1 64;= 65 * 0	 123.9
OVERALL MEASURED 92 2. 4 9 a9 98 : 1 9201 92;9 9 13 91.9 91.4 9 ..6 92n3 9^!1 9 67 4^t3 91.0 92,3 92.9
OVERALL CALCULATE; 07.3 Il.4 40 8 ^Os3 90,5 a 1 Aa;S 8 ;5 81 $b.p 93931 4 90 $ 	 a .6 88 14 85 4 7	 139;4
PNDO 9616 101 .6





	 ^ 	 ^ '^, v.c,, -:w.f	 -	 , ...-,.,.^.z....., .....s:.. .....u. ,.R,.-999,9 1491,-, .«..s.^,^ .....w,.....w..,^.^.w.:s... 	 ..^,:.......^
.sH..Mduae^=.e.c.^+^;.:+rss• -' .;3ev;:^.^.^+1e .u1w^*.498^il^tusl^i,^viaa^ ^PYi =^v°m.R.7a^^des ia..^orW:Y}ilh: ' SL'St6:`t^`^u'Jd-,'i.^_,n'}}^'
PAQF 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCT I ON PROGRAM PROC; DATE • MONTH 	g DAY g6 HN, 22,5ARM SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS ( 54 ,	 DEG; Fe	 7 1) P E RCEN T 'kEL, H ( I R , DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET 14 DEGRt-ES tAND RADIANS)
{ 8, 1fl. 24)1 341. 401 '30. 600 70. $fl, 40. ifl.3 277391 012
110 1 12$; 130.
(2.09tt2.2 7 )t21j4)( 2 . 62 1 (
Op t 150, PwL
)
C?ED. tp.	 ) tp.^73l0.35ltiar .2l S0.
7@.$	 8017 78.8
7g1t0.871^1,p5fci.223t1,403t1,57)(1.





4 0.]. 0013 78.2 82 6 1
895,.0	 79,2

















6q #a 7261 It	 +7
























,' 69.0 76!7 76.7 7 '4 12 75.
,
5 7ii.i 7y.H 59.$ 8.;0 fib.5 69.: 7S.9 751 4 71. E 124.4
177,0



































j1^ Tp.i 7 9 . 1 71.2 7 19 9 71.tl 69, 4 68.9 67 ,.1 69.4 tw&.3




6'3.0 73,3 73.1 146.9
X319
























7390 70 ,4 70,9 7315 71,3





































74 . 7 7ge9 7713 75 ;9 7464 74 0: 7265 7460
74,0
1 3 . 2
73.1



























73.== 7469 1 :5 . 4 7 ,3 0 1 74,6 76.r, 7 +j,7 75.5 71.2 L26.0




















































































































67,7 66.6 56,2 69.;4 67,n 67 6 0 64.4 12213Nn ,	nF
	
, ' L ^ ► 2^pt;
1 4 00v 65.6 66.E 60.1 56!1 67,4 64,6 66. 9 6'5-3 6.0.5
7 tr6 i 6913 Q7. 6'i.., 66.1 d6^3 64. 9
64. 4 124,3
1,24'
20000 62.9 62. ii 6314 60 ! 7 54.6 63+t3 62.3 41.7 64.0
flo g 61.9 63,7 64.r 65.9 64.1
































n: D`, 9 068 1016 4 162 1 * 102!9 102:6 19+1)1 1 100. 0 9961 99.9 s►4j ► 7 9fl,3 170.6 103'.7 1.F1.0.:, 1'31 . 1 47+0
445
w
PAGr 1	 FULL SCALF DATA REDUCTI ON PR OGRAM!	 PROC; OATE . MONTH 9 DAY 26 HR• 22.9
MGDbL SOUND PRESSURE LEVLLS (59, DEG. F, 70 P ERCENT NFL, N11N0 DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET l4 DEGRCES ( AND RAO;IANS)
0.	 10.	 ^0	 30.	 40.	 '30	 600	 7 0.	 80.	 90. 10.0	 110. 120; 130, 1 4 0	 150'.	 i'UL
t0.
	
11061i)(0 3,	 57)(1.71(1.921(2009)(2.27)(2.4;1(2.62)(	 )
	
79.0 8197 770 79,8 79;9 784 9 78,8 78.1 78.2 77.9 75!D 7397 75.7 77+0 75 ; 2 78.:0	 127.5
	
63 76.0 76.4 6093 19 19 92:2 80.1 74.9 12.0 74.1 19.4 74 ti TZ99 71, 0 7'6.0 76.D 75.6	 12609






/2=7 70 . 6 69.6 67.7 71:5 11 . 5 7& ! 6 670$ 68:¢ 71.7 70 11 9 72..6	 120.7
[ 30 0 r1,)	 Lou	 2.2	 206	 ,9 	
7





125 70;2 70,2 69,6	 p t 1 67;2 67,1 67,1 67,6 60.5 70.2 66.1 67,1 69 .5 70 ,3 71,6 74;2	 119,2
COI^t'iG	 T-D	 16o 76.9 80.7 7706 19 1 8 70.7 72 1.0 +30.8 77.2 5649	 7 79;1 78.4 81 0 6 19. 0 79.9 7366	 13g
3LOC PTO	 1o0 69 i 0 70 1 9 67.9 70113 6719 67,2 7p.7 .6'8.3 74.4 65.9 68 1  6616 7 •? 69.5 70;3 67}9 	 120.p
DATE 727/74	 2s0 70.4 72.2 72,3	 212 72.0 72 . 1 72:p 70.,0 69,1 68,3 6743 67,7 69.4 70,. 05' 70.4 69. 9 	1.20.4
RUI 446	 315 84,4 95. 1 99,9 09 19 9p.3 9 11 ,1 87.9 86.5 8.7.3 83.9 82.4 7096 8 0.3 86.4 86,2 82. p 	137+aa
Tdi , F	 1,3145
	
400 743 77.1 79,Y 13Qt2 79;9 79:d 78 .0 75.4 770	 73.9 72 ! 8 71.6 74.	 76.3 76,3 72.9	 126.9
f4 Ar 2609 MG
	
509 79.4 K .7 91.6 66 t1 66,1 84 02 8606 940 ), 87:9 79.2 81! 7 6 'p 04 7 8,	 a • 3 63.1 8 2! 9	 131.1
	
( 9 7691. N/M12)
	
630 66.4 94 .1 49.2 85115 $a .Z 86 2 82. 9 117,.6 54:2 8}+3 7 +5 6'4,3 8'6.x 7 .4 79.4 76.5	 135.1




140Q 6o.5 87.1 85.9 11!6 84;4 8 1 ,6 86.0 82.4 3 2 0 3 `' 1 .5 81.g 75.3 711.; 76.6 74.6 73..1 	 131.3
TWEY 69. DEGF	 1254 65 9 6 0 .2 6603 97.2 86 0 840.3 84.7 83.2 31.2 82:1 79 ! 3 79,8 8 . . 1 77.2 79;5 76;3	 133.3
	
4294 . DEG kI
	
169(1 97.6 134.1 6702 67 71 5500 33.} 93.1 82.2 837+3 14x6 77.4 17.9 7 ., 76.5 76.6 72.3	 132.5
-W" y11.65 64/.113	 2u,0Q 66.7 95.4 8694 06!2 84.4 114.2 9 Fi.ir F^2.4 3^ k .4	 T`Trf! 77.3 7$. 0 78. 6 76.7 78.4 73.2	 132.7
	
t. 1355 KC/M31	 ?b 0.y 87.2 8P • 	 H6.3 tr5^ 0 84.8 A4.1 91.8 a ,4 3` .1	 T80x 7 61 7 7 7.0 7 y .D 77.0 77.	 72.3	 132;1
NIA ^RR6, RPM
	





1t046. R AD/.EC) 40O() 84.4 87,1 85	 021b 00 72 76:3 8 .4) 78.0 77.2 75,0 71.+3 75,6 74, 0 74.3 73 1 3 7.6	 129.5
Nrw 9758. 014
	 Soot 81.6 84.4 02.4 52:1 82,1 81.4 70,2 77.6 74.3 76.2 73.1 76 . 1 76. A 75.:6 74.x 6^.3	 129,9
	(1022. P A D/5FC ) 6300 82.5 83,3 6 1+ 3 79 16 81.4 77.'3 79.2 75,3 75,4 15,7 73 ! 3 73.9 74 ..1 73.2 75;4 70;2	 128,h
k'F'1362 8 . RPM	 8000 30.2 91 , 3 79.5 7014 74 .2 76*4 77, 1 76.6 7505 76 02 73!1 77.9 76 •,.3 76.4 75. '1 69.2	 12900
	
(ills. RAL/5EG ) 1fi0p0 76-3 78.9 7599 7419 76,3 73 : 9 73:6 71..0 7101 78.3 69 00 64.6 7 p1.2 6794 69 , 5 66.2	 129;5
^. GF ' :LAf]FS 44 x'540 74.0 74.7 72.1 7 0 ! 9 71,$ 71,3 7p,g 6	 6	 5 +: 66.1 67.9 67 0 c 66.? 55.1 64-203.5
	
L600C 7 1 .1 71.4 68,5 67 ! 9 69,6 67.6 6 8 .4 65.7 66. 7 6907 64.7 b7.6 66.Fl 66.1 66.1 14.5	 123.0
	
20008 65;8 66.3 6404 63119 65.4 64:7 64.6 61.6 64.7 b9.9 62;9 64.3 43.7 67.0 63.5 65.5 	 124.2
3VERALL 4kASl}RP 97.
	
96.9 9704 V6t8 97,7 96.4 9663 95.1 95:1 '73:3 92+0 91.8 43. .7 92.2 93 1 4 94 3
OU=RALL uALCULATF: 96'	 96 a 97.6 47 1 1 97.2 96.3 96.6 95,4 95.[ 12.0 91+0 91.4 9?.`, 91.4 91.6 89.:2	 144;9





























P A:E 1 FULL SCALE DATA REODLNON PROGRAM PRCC; DATE • 8DVTH	 8 DAy p6 NA.	 22.9
8005 L SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS	 159 .	 DEG. F,	 70 PERCENT AFL, 4ai„ • DAY)
ANGLES FR7H INLFT 14 OEG4..ES	 (AND RADIANS)






{2.62!{F R LO. (D. *2yI0.! {D,17)(0.3^)(^.705(., 97)(1. 05!(i,22!(1.40)( 7,g7)
Su 79.2 90.7 77,11 79 +•2 78;7 77. 9 77.5 76.0 75.2 76.13 73!6 7 3.5 74. E 75. 9 75.5 78.8
6,+ 77.1 79.3 79.2 1613 6 2 ' x A Le.Q 73.6 72.^ 74.:2 "t7.0 71.4 72,9 7n., 76,1 79.3 32.2
WA-JIAL
	 100•	 FT. 4,; 72.9 74.3 71 90 7117 72.7 71,6 7012 670 71.7 7 1 99 69.4 6 6.5 6d.g 71 ,9 71.7 7215
c	 3n•	 R ) i01 72 . 0 7797 71,0 7 0!0 69;1 69.3 68.6 66.0 66.2 57.9 68+7 07#9 68,0 6	 ,2 70.3 71.0
VF : t r l . . ATT _2- E9.3 70.Z 67.4 64,5 67 }S 67.1 67.7 67.Z b6.i 67.4 66.1 67 ,1 617.'. 6 8 . 6 7,L.1 71.5
co IrIG T - ^ 16L 9 G.2 790 74.d 7 1 .6 61s t ? 79 ,4 A29 p 79 d 76,Q 19,9 76+tl 67,7 P.C. a4+S 7 V .3 75.7
Lnr	 FTO 205 69.4 69.7 67,9 68 11 613.2 69,2 70,7 68.1 68,3 139,.3 68.3 6.6, 70. 1 70.3 69 ,3 68.1






447 31{^ 79.3 7$.9 79,3 n'0•1 x!'1, , 1. at,] 4?,r, Px.{ 32 ,3 19 .3 76!0 75.9 7	 .i
TAPS 53145 40u 72.3 7 4 .7 7591 ?6.1 74.8 75.0 73.5 71,.+ 7;5.1 13.0 70.1 7 0,0 7t)., 73.1 73.3 70.9
SAO	 28.9 AG Sac 81.1 92.7 641 9 5812 87.8 880 8598 8219 84.4 57,p 81.7 7898 66. 7 82.0 82,3
76.9
(97692. V/M2) 63 86.6 4 1 . 2 42.1 48..6 90.4 90,2 94. 9 91,6 8915 0 495 87.5 9 D , , 1 48.7 $5.7 86.7 83.4
TAM P	 94. DFG F 80,, 88 .2 P: 7.9 47.1 51 . 3 43.9 93.9 93.1, 40.3 9 1.2 / C , D 80.2 83. , 8 89 .1 A695 45.1 83.0
(3 , ';a• i+'4	 K) 1;,0:: 56 . 3 F 5.4 54.4 a5 T 4 177.2 38,3 9 7. ,3 86.4 86 . 4 0 3,-6 8 ,k + 2 6x. 9 H ,i. ^ 76.4 77.6 76.5
TWF T
	 69 . DEG F !451 86.1 87,1 87,9 d7 ! 3 88;3 87,1 88, 4 46.1 813 , 5 1$4,2 83.0 9 1.1 a3. t, 91.1 4 0,5 77,2
12 94 . DEG K) 1600 89.5 9 0.3 42} 0 0 1 . 6 9W 87,2 9 6.'2 8714 86.6 14 12 83'5 4 308 83.6 P.3.37 9. 7
90.11 715.4





























4 1. , *8.2
39,8
7 9 .2 74.1t +01 JA i
9ta	 988 0, R O M 115,, 89;3 8 :6,8 4 7. 9 56 11 83'? 86,2 85 . 4 8 3.1 SJ,l 5 0.3 77-3 78,8 78 ,3 76x4 77,1 13.1
RA1)/5FC) 4000 88.3 91.0 8990 87,3 85.8 82.0 85.7 83.1 51.2 78.3 75.1 76.4 75,R 75.4 7 4.1 73.1C;034,
NrK W55. RPM 5'0+^ 86.5 8 b.j 5 6:,1 1516 86:3 35,2 83. 9 81,3 8 3,3 79. 3 7&, 3 16.2 78 .4 75,5 15;2 70.4
(1Q11. ,i A U/S^-) `"Qti 87.4 47 ,5 85.2 6 2 , 4 95;5 81,3 81..5 7 9 ,4 78.8 7 7.6 73.3 15,1 76 ., 73,3 75.6 71.2
NF"iC 6 28 . ° f1 800V 83.6 96,4 82.1 51,6 4 3'1 E0,3 8 1 .2 78,6 77,3 15.2 73.4 76,2 77 ,? 14.5 74 .2 39.1










'NF,;Lt, u =^	 44 1 ^,D-; 7 5.4 74 ,1 76x1 13.9 74,5 7 4,1 74,5 71.2 7 '4.1 9.9 .6 .` b^.2
1',5 10-1 7 3.6 7 4.7 71. 9 7 0 .6 72;4 7a.9 7 0 ,4 F7, 63,1) 11 9.7 64.7 b7.4 66.4 f14.^ A6.0
Al
4000u 66.9 69 .6 661 7 05 1 9 67.7 060ti 66.4 6l,9a 65+7 n9.5 54 18 62.4 63,4 63 . 7 64.7 6108
































.ri A LL CALCi1LATEC7




FULL SCALE DATA REDUC T ION 'RO®RA)(	 PROC' DAT E . MOUTH B DAY a6 HR r 22.9MUBhL SOUND PRESSURE LMLS (59, DEC: F, 70 PERCENT REL• Rom . DAY)
ANGLES FROH JNLFT IN W!RhES (AND RADIANS)
0.	 10.	 20,^	 30.	 46..	 SOi 	 A0;	 70.	 6a,	 9 0 	 100. llp. 120' 130	 1 4 0	 I SO.	
P3(L
53	 7	 9	 2 A
	
24 	 4i z 62!	 )FRi•.O. (0.	 )(041 7 )(0. 3	)40402)(0. 701(0. (!	)(:190	 )(1.•223(!.	 0)(1 4 	 1(1.	 51(14	 21(	 r0	 )('/ 9 	1(2.	 )(	 ,.	 (
76.9	 8 045	 77. 7	 7911	 78 ;.5	 77,7	 76.7	 76.1	 76.8	 7 6.0	 74!a	 74.4	 7 5.1	 77.g	 77.9	 8:0.1 126.45^
63 76.3 77 1 1 781 9 7 513 81.;7 8.,q 72.7 70.1 73.1 79. 0 72 ! ? 71 @.9 7 3.n 74.0 76..? 7 9 .0 126.6
RAi?2AL






































71 } 5 72,3 69 4 4 ?014 70;0 69,2 611.1 66,5 67,5 '56,5 6'5.3 68 i. 0 69 :1 66.5 68;3 7 0. 4 110,2






































Go 6945 (5 8 64
69.5
67.9 12142
R U4	 44a X15 77, 0 77.E 77 ,9 78 11 74. 0 74..0 77.9 75. 0 76.3 7 0..3 7 1 . R 744; 75. 1 69.a 125.0
700 ;5145 401 73.0 75.4 7591 77 11 0 76.7 76.3 72.7 71..1 71.1 7 2.;. 69. 7 4,7 77 . 1 703 7^.5 6902 124.0
OAP	 28.9 03 '105; 74.8 79,6 76,8 a l. 12
4



















144.1(97692. N/M2) 63V 85.6 64.2 D4,1 15 92.0 96.4 .3 •3 r ; -N
isi{a	 34. DEC F 00-^ 96. 1 9J. 0 K9. .i 92x4 97,9 95,1 101.8 99, 1 99.2 9'4 -1 %-0 1 ^. 1 4 1 l	 'D•3 R8.5 97,6 96.3 14 0,4(30?. OFG	 Iti) tQU 94.6 93.1 5 1 .5 ?5 !4 99:3' 1 0Q 12 944;1 96.,: 96.6 '+ 3.6 94j7 94, 2 4,r. 9a.7 85.> 95.2 144.3
TRTT	 h0. DEC F 1,45U 94.4 98 +8 103 .3 1U	 14
^^'- 5










144.9{294. JE(:	 ft) 110(1 9845 1(10!1 1 0 1 ' 1 99 ­2 46,4 99,2 97.6 9413 9 1 0 1 91.1 . ;
14 ACT13-SS G"1`14 2000 99.3 100 . 1 100.1
y7r5 100 :4 98,6 98.;! 9 546 91.7 4215 90,0 90.1 87.1 A7.4 86.9 6;3.1 146.0
(.01365 KG/43) 7500 96.3 100.8 9999 w 7l3 9 7.0 9 611 915.0 9 3.1 93.2 4 144 87!a K5.7 65.r, ,3.1 ?4.5 '-1.1 144.4
MrA 9204 . APH 3150 96.2 97,.8 98.2 9514 98; 1 99,0 96,7 93.3 93.1 9 0,2 94.6
05,9 86,,. 63,3 82,5 79 f 9 144,7
( 964• R A DISEC) 4000 9 7.0 98.3 99.4 96!4 92.6 92.2 95. 7 93 ,.1 91.4 K7.t, 84 . 1 6 4.7 83,j Pa•3 74.9 79 .2 143.0
N Fk 8491. pRN 500E 95.5 9 7.2 '7 541 9503 97;3 96,2 94.9 92,3 93.3 7 7.5 8703 (' 4 91 A `5.) p i.f 19 15 77:1 143.7
(	 94 ?. g ijl /5F4y 5304 05.7 9 51:;1 9446 y?!3 95.4 929 5 93.i^ A9.7 S9.5 1 7.6 83.4 81, 0 A i ,r 7717 79,11! 76 6 5 141.6
NF'1a6 7 4 . oiPH loafs 92,3 94,3 9 2. 4 41.3 92;0 91.s 914 59 ,6 87.6 '1 4,1 81.4 74,7 79.n 76,6 75.2 73 1 1 140,3
(111,5. RA'VjSr;:)1?00G 91! 4 9 1.2 9 041 68i4 9 0. 9 6944 88.9 95,4 85.4 8 2.3 79 . 3 7697 76,1 72.4 7 3..2 71,9 138.a









! 6 00;) 93.6 8 4.5 acr d 6 0-9 63.6 81.9 0 1 .3 74. 0 77.8 79; 1) 71.5 7 0(,3
1G00fi 76.6 79.3 77. 7 1615 78.4 761.8 7693 76.8 73.9 73,9 670 6895 68.7 62x7 63. 9 65.7 133.1
IVER ALL	 "1tAS'.Jf+E:i Loo.2 10 8 41 10 9 41 1u 7 tl 107.8 *a8 .a 10 747 106.1, 106.1 1 U34 0 102! 3 10347 102. , 9842 100.55 99.2
PVFY(ALL "ALCULAM' 10 7 ,2 10 0 , 6 10 9 ,1 167.2 10!};4 1^ 7 : 9 108,5 L0.2 10 6 . 5 1 v3 .0 102.0 104.2 103.E 07,6 1p5.5 sB'F, 156,4




PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC'	 DATE - M1.NTw	 6 DAY 76 NR. 22.9
MUD5L SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DEG. F. 70 PERCENT REL:. Huff! DAY1
ANGLES FROM INLET (, N SEGRr ES i AND R'ADWS1
200 30. 40. 509 60, 70. so 9 994 1009 110. 120; 130. 1 401 iSO, PHL
"ics ;p. , ](q.171(Q93 5) { 0 , 42110.70 .1i0, 07 1(1 ! O g 1Ii.221(1. 40 1 { i , 571 51. 75.1 (1. 921 {2,D Q 1 {2. 271 {2. s41 (2rb8 1 ( 1
50 78.0 80:96 7690 ?9 t 2 7K.6 78,u 77.7 77,1 71191 7 6.6 75.9 73,7 75.E 75.9 74.9 77.7 126.0
6.s 76 ..3 75.8 78.0 "5193 8114 8 0.3 73. •) 72.4 73,4 79, 1 73.3 73 ,9 76. E 15.1 71.1 76.3 126.6
RA')IAL	 1039 F T. Bu 72.7 7196 7 1 s5 1226 72,'5 T	 .9
6^•1
7'1.2 68. 9 72.7 71.7
56.8






72 1 4 =2 i8
{	 30,	 A) LOt 72.0 72.6 71.8 .111 71.0 6'9.8 66, 9 67:9 68.x *2 64.2 79.8 it	 an
VP LfIW- ATT 121-, 71.5 70.7 69,4 70!6 66;4 67,1 6 7 .1 66.4 58.2 57 .3 66.1 46 9 9 69.; 68 .2 59.3 72,0 11411
CgFI. 1G ^"" 16;. 77 2 8 7b*6 67. 6 1320 6.7 1 7 77.1 7 2.5 74,8 7J,$ D7,9 lu l l 73.$ 7 5.7 Bq.G 75. 9 74.1 125.3
LDC	 PTO 200 69..0 6 4 .8 67+ 1 68 !1 68. 967. 4 66.3 66,7 56:1 66!Q 65 ,7 6799 68-•4 6.7,4 6703 117,2
OATF 7127114 250 7504 74,9 73,E X314 72, 72 9 7 71.4 69, 0 6994 65s1 66.2 67,6 69 9 ,0 69 r5 7190 64.0 120.5
RUN	 440 31% 79.4 79.2 77.1 !21!1
4
57..6 8 690 81.9 82.4 83,3 S 1.5 77. 2 7 7.9 8'k1•, 79 .5 8 0.2 74.8 132.3
T APF 551, 4;+ '100 73.0 76,0 75.p 3 76;0 78.3 75.7 76,5 77.x} 75,2 73.8 73,8 77.9 72.3 72.1 70.2 125.b
8A4
	 2809 uG 500 76.8 8599 9090 0327 85.9 9t,9 87.2 89.9 9091 d8,•Q 87!1 86.5 89 99 79.0 78.0 77.8 138.21 97675. N/M21 63t^ 95
 89.1 9i,i 8321 9490 9596 96.2 9690 99• +f y7.7 92,1 93: 1 9'2,4 83.4 5Q.5 79.2 145:1
TAua
	 84 . DEG F 501 94,2 R5,0 95.0 1f2016 91;0 49 10 10.0. 8 93.1 93.2 96 43 9 490 8 9,6 97. x. 95.4 8.5.1 81.1 14692
1372. OFG h) Liao 9Lt4 99.1 B9:9 69.5 43 ;0 98,3 99,a 97 . 6 97.7 95,5 92.x} 67.9 9 4.5 90. 3 89 . 7 "8393 145.2
TWET	 49. DEG f 125.0 91.2 42.1 94+.f 9513 91,2 93 1 1 94,8 91.4 9701 08.2 87.q 84.7 8410 8295 5 1,2 60.1 14113
(29 4. DEG K) ia00 96.3 98.2 9 89.1 2399
9412
9113 92 94 45.1 91.2 40.3 b9.6 96.3 264.8 86• •3 84..3 681 3 80!1 142.4
mA('T13.65 G++/k3 1406 101.4 98.4 48,7 91; 5 90.4 93.2 90.4 51 1-4 47.5 85.2 02.2 84.; 61.6 al.-O 77.1 141.4
I.	 1365 4 r,/ N31 ?509 96.4 98.9 98 9 0 ?'t3 93.4 91.1 41,1 P7.4 B8.3 ds. l 84.0 81.7 8-4. 82.5 81.4 76.2 140.6
NFA	 649, NPM 3150 95.9 95.8 95 9 1 6'19 94 9292 90.5 89.4 58,1 d6 90 87.2 02.8 8.2. 9 79.1 79.1 75.1 139.9







Nrw 9 47 . RPh 5C0G 94.2 95, 0 43.0 0108 91.3 98 ,,3 58 . 1 86.3 56.3 +2 82! 2 ,2 '1 1 *2 6 - 6 72.1 1313. 6
19a7, RAD15FC) ii3grr 94.3 9104 91,0 66 t4 99 .5
87
5693 86. 9 $4.3 94,3 '2 1.7
a
78.3 7b i 6
16.1
77, 6 7497 76;P 72;5 136.'5
NF1IU62 3. RPM "000 91•2 7 1,•4 8491 67 13 ;3 65, 4 84.2 X3.6 87.5 .3 7622 76. 1 73.4 73.;2 70 n 5 135,7
(1115. k ► u/;EC)Lb.OQG Bsi, S 3$,9 86 9 1 83 2 2 84 ;9 93.0 82.9 210.1 79, 4 17,3 74.9 72.7 7 2,0 69,5 70;5 67 0 133.5
NO.	 OF "LAOFS	 44 1"045 9 6.1 $4.7 93.0 9023 80. $001 74 .$ 7093 74.4 1 4.1 74.1, 69.0 49. 1 e57,p E6.4 E3. 9 131.1
l i 4o ? 8 2. 6 F 1. 8 78.? 17.0 76.^ 7597 75.6 71 9 9 7d,@ 1 2.1. 66,7 67.4 66.1 6 .3.8 65.1 61. 4 129.7
e600 "u 73.6 7723 74, 8 7315 71.5 71.4 71.2 69.3 71.6 1 301 62.7 6 5.2 50,4 62:6 670 9 60.4 129.1
n V-^iALI., ` E&!WRS0 106 .1 IDS 9 103 .1! 10'3 14 142.3 194 +1 105 8 103:1 104. 1 112.2 10'p !up 9798 10'1.3 48 . 0 45 .2 95.0
OVFAALL CALCULATEJ 106.4 106.2 106.1 10913 102.8 104.2 10 6 .4 10 3 .1 10 4 .0 1 1)2,7 99.+ 97.5 101. 1 97.4 99. 0 90,8 153.2






























PULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PRQ4MAMf	 g t y Pncap F AT 70 PERCENT RFI.







RADIAL loom FT.	 $0









( 0 7051. IJ/Mr^ 
T
2 t)	 633
TA1. ^! 12. D rC	 0OV
^7 9A . IIE	 c.
	
G K)	 100
T'W= T 57. D G F	 1250
	
12° 0 • jEG K)	 1000
"r, T 9. 11 ",w/^43
	 7000
	
C. 49 11 KC/ 4 3)	 2500
NV.	 Him ROM 	 3150
{ $51. RhU SEC) 4000
Nr4 3969, RPM	 50.00




r: 3 , Or 'IL ► UFa 44 1a50u
15008
G00,1
nV'R ► LL mkAS'JHF[1
r''rFR ► LL CkLGULATE ,
Pr..D'
MwOkL 00WID FRFSSURE LEYtL	 5	 :	 9
ANGLES FROM I'NLFT IN nEoRtES (AND RADI.ANS)
10.	 20	 30.	 4 0.	 'S0.	 6p,	 70,	 80,	 90, 100, 1020. 120, 130., 1 4 0, •
 150,
{ 0.	 }{0.17){Oa3'^tt0'•^23t0.7Q}{0 ►$7111•Q5}{1.?2}(1.40){1,371{1.751(1r92}t2•A^l(2.27)^2r4;){79~0211
79.7 79 r a 77. 9 7717 77:7 75.6 77.5 75.6 75.5 73•$ 7316 7 2:g 75.{, 76.i1 77. h 7999
75.7 75.1 7693 1217 82.2 79. 0 71. 8 70,2 72m0 t
omb 71!2 70.7 70,7 72.2 72.0 76.3
72.3 72,7 70•'e ?1t4 71;5 74!96 71.4 70 1 5 71.5 10,4 701 7 67.5 67@4 64.8 69
1 4 71;6
71.4 7097 7 .,9 4917 ?0.9 6}1.8 68. •3 67.8 66. 9 046.7 65. 7	,6 6 67.4 64!6 7012
71, 9 71,1 61,, 69 13 7 0 '3 69,2 60.1 6 7 .3 66.1	 ,1	 1 66 .7 6 .z	 ,0	 0r075.6 75.0 6719 b4l6 73 2 1 73, 9 69.7 73, 1 64.7 51
1 .14 9 71.5 72,6 74.2 74.7 69.2
.9 71. 1 7ii:1	 17 69,9 69m	 6 8 a7 65.5 64.9 b3. 1 63.0 63,7 66. 1 66,4 65.x 66,27
W06 77. 0 7700 75t7 75.9 73, 9 73.2 70.9 69.2 5611 6613 67 ma68: 9.3 6B ! 	69.3
79,	 79:, 1 81x3 d 0!	 74.1 75m3 75.	 74.2 72 9 2 7 1 . 5 71!! 76.E 7'5.^ 7505 72.3 70;6
75,	 75, 1 76•i7 7 719 81:0 79	 73 .	 74.7 69.9 13.7 7 1 •6 7 4.4 73.} 73.1 701
9
 7112
7796 75.7 78.1 g p !4 571 0 R4.	 110.0 !I1. 0 79,7 79,.8 78 0 9 79,7 7§•r, 77m4 75.9 75.1
83.2 81.5 93.1 4410 9 0.2 44.4 93.1 90;•02 93.2 3
012 90.2 "10 8693 11:1.5 96.1 16.6
941d GU 9il A9.0 V!3. 9 98.3 96..1 161. 9 97.,3 96,4 41.9 04.9 1` 4.9 94.1	
-16.4	 49. 9 95.5
92 .8 59.4 988 . 3 4.111 97:6 11146 101 .9 97.4	 97.4 
4 6.1 91rA `►'6.0 9 y ._ 6j.7 96 1 0 87.6
95.9 99. 0 103 . 2 113td 1 1^2,4 1 .e 97. r^ 94:1 95 9 9 ++5,2 9 2 . 2 4
4.9 aamn 66.4 5319 89.2
101.3 49.3 100-91 -B''1 99:0 97,3 92.8 9F•2 93.3 y2:9 40!1 qo'9 817.E R9.S 87.4 S714
181!1 9792 301'2 9510 9x3.1 97.3 94,:9o.6 96.6	 4.1 92.4	 1•;,	 ,
5 . 0 96.0 10090 415	 90.0 ?R,9 98. 1 94,1 91,2 
68.6 95 1 9 54:4 37. • 33 . 3 82.= 865
94.3 99;2 97:4 ?5.90 95 2 6 95 2 6 1Q0,1 96.3 93.2 69 .1 8615 6494 960 1 81.9 82.2 77.5
96 1 9 97.3 97+ 3 96 13 45 ; 3 99.1	 6.0 92,:1 9192 11 6:3 83 1 4 63,7 E5. r+ 81.4 76
m 4 711.5
94. 1 2 96;4 95 .6 4113 95:4 96,5 95,5 41.4 91.5 H98 2 603 6304 93,;3 7917 P.0.3 77.7
93.3 0315 9 4.0 4216 9;=6 0 2 .7 9'11.3 88.0 88.0 85,6 83!1 0 !7 A 
•. 76,4 77,7 74.6
9 0 .B 95.0 93.0 09.6 92.7 92,0 9325 09 6 9 87,8 82.7 52.1 7404 7 me, 75.9 74 1 7 77.7
89.6 9'(1,7 9{100 67 17 89 :0 8901 88j8 A4, 9 B),6 61.,6 7911 75. 4 74,!	 71 .9 71.? 70.7
85 2 8t: m 9 86 1 1 04 . 0 96'0 A6,1 fl59 AS,3	 92 1 1 77.4	 7-3., 1 
71.7 7199. r, 7.6 6ki,9 65.2
81.4 8 4,5 F1 2 00 "11 4 82.6 62.6 82:
,
4 79.7 77.4 13.2 7 0 .4 70. 1 6b. ` bS. 7 95.7 63.4
77.7 74.17 70,3 X61 9 79;0 76. 9 77.9 75.2 74.0 69. 0 609 65 9.6 67. 6 64.4 66,0 64.4
106,7 10.6,9 10i.Z 16 7 10 108 :3 10602 108.7 1,05.0 10 4 :2 1o2.p 100!91 101* 7 10091 47 .3	 91
107. 3 18 7 .5 10 9 , 5 111 7 ! 6 10-6 :2 1^ A , 4 jo g .6 105..2 104. 9 I li . 1001 141.6 100 .
1 ?7.4 96.5 96.3
119.7 120,4 120. 4 118.7 119;4 120• ! 3 12x7. 7 117.7 11 6 12 113.7 li1! 5




REDUCTI ON PROGRAM	 PROD, DATE - MO NTH & OAY -16 NR. 23.0
MUM SOWID PRESSURE LkVcLS ( 59, PE G? 	 70 PtRCENT NEL, H,04. DAYI
ANGLES PRnm INLFT IV DEGK .t t S (AND RADI.ANS)
0,	 IQ.	 20	 30.	 4p,	 90,	 60,	 70,	 80.	 90, !b'3. 110. 12D; t30, 140
9
 150 2	PML







RAnTAL	 l ar,.	 F T. 80
t	 31.	 M) i0;
CL- AT• 1Z':
C^. J-1C T.1 16.,
LOC PTO 1.OU
DATE 0 712 9 / 74 150
RU-j d 4 s
TAPF 4951 40,,
BAR 2827 HG 700
(970 1i 1• N/M ? ) 630
TAPIR 7a. UFG F (,a.^
(7°h . [iFC	 K ) 1	 .0;.
(? 40. +]G	 K 1 160)
HALT 9 .11 .,+t/^:5 ^aav( , e a 11 n'd/' TI
4F A 5,30 _ RPFt 315 .( 994; RAU/SEC) 4000
NFK 9413. R O O	 '00,3( 986. RAOISFC1 6AOO
KFDi0 628 . 4PM	 ROOG
11113. NA G0f SFG )I0Qu u








1,0.1 7 140, 3	140+.2I(0.70 3 ,0.	 111. a 2 111, 22Iit10	 1
79 . 6 	 76, 9 	78 ! 6	 78:5	 77.5	 77,3	 7400	 75.	 74.5	
74a7	 71, 1 	 71;. 76	 V6.6 76,6 7111. 8 126.3
7$,6 78,8 77 . 1 7519 78,9 75•, 9 72.1 72.0 1 2.11 7 3 . 2 7 f r: 74 . • 74,4 76.0 74 7 1 126.1

































69 1.2 68+ 1 67,3 67.6 67,1 67.1 '16,2 66,1 0610 6a, 67,3 65.3 7 1.1 i17.7

































69.3 66,1 07.1 67,2 67,7 59,1 69.1 69. 1 69. 1 12	 .1
79. 1 76.6 75x2 161 0 8 3:2 112,3 A0,9 8 0+1 77.4 19,3 7d,q 7 7,: '7 6..• 73,3 7 5.1 73,2 12	 .a

































89;9 €37,0 4 0+2 931 8 89 ;3 96,1 99 .1 44 . S 44.3 92,9 09,4
214































































%. 9 76. 9 1313.99 4.8
9 1. s
" , 1
92 . 6 95 ► 3 91!0 89;5 89.3 89,4 07,6 86.1 3 3,3 82.3 81
1 1 9 1,'1 77.2 77,4 7 4.0 138.1







































8714 9o1 1 861 9 04 1 4 86.0 93 1 9 94,3 83. 8 7998 70.4 76*0 74.6 71.9 7128
84.6 86,h 84.7 b !87^. 1
$3 1
79

































71.1 7 1,. A 71.6 7;.3 69,7 09,4 6v. ,. 66.6 h'j.S 65.2 2241.&
74.6 75,7 7492 7117 76 '.3 71.8 72.9 69.4 72.1 1 1 . 3 74.9 69,7 7u.n 68,9 66.0 66;9
130 .4






























110.3 178, 2 107.!1 1!16,7 ijT•1- 1 0 4 . 4 1 p44 a 101.6
(M
r


































































































R ADIAL	 1009	 FT, 80
1	 360	 M! 10p
VF41 CL€ ATT 125
CaNr 1 G T 013- 16:1
LOC	 PTO 290
aATF 07/29/74 2 a
RuN	 456 .31!.
TAPF A951 40,
H A q	 28 ,8 HG 6500
(97084. N/h2) 330
TAHR	 61. DEG F 80v
(294. DEG K) tow;
Tv v r	 SS, DEG F 11.5:1
1288. DEG K) ttoL
HAIT 4.24 G4/M3 .r.0^
1,Q `1 24 K!:/*13) 2500
NF A	 711. RPM 31511
(1023, RAU"Fc) 40041
Nr q 	678, RPM 5C0f1
r101 .i . RAL1 0a1C3 5300
urlta6?8. kPK g00G
(1113. RADISFC)1DYQ0






MUUI:L SOUND PRESSURE LEVALS (3P, DE . 1 0
ANOLEs FRO14 I NLET IN UEGA f ES (4ND R#DIANS)
0 ;	 in,	 ^0	 su,	 ^^,	 50,	 60	 70,	 do,	 ^o. 100	 110, 120;
{0•	 ) { 4.k71(0.3^1{Ot^2)('0170!(fi,87);1.8111. 22!( 1.40){1.57)(1.?i){1,92)(2.09]
78.8 80,0 76.7 76 1 8 78.9 77 1 9 77.4 77,6 77,0 1 5 1 5 74!7 73.1 76.y
79.0 80,2 78.0 '7548 82 7 3 79,3 73.4 70.1 7 2 . 2 1 1 . 1 73 !0 12:01 76,1
73.2 74 . 7 7190 7#13 72 ; 5 7;.1 7 69.3 6869 7115 71 . 3 T !6 67 1 4 68*5
7 r6 7196 711 9; 0 is 68.8 6799 67.3 6598 65 .8 6696 6 !1 6707 6787
69;3 68, 1 6
1
	7,4 b7:2 671 67,6 64,7 65,4 65,3 66.1 66 .3 66 ,0 69,}
81.9 78,	 7610 6817 7a 1	79 9.0. 79.5 66.7 7506 11.7 75:	 ,72 79	 81.,
68.9 64 .0 6892 6614 68,9 68,0 67.8 659 9 66.1 55,1 66! 0 65.9 69.0
71 0 7 7Zm0 	7291 721 8 73,8 721.0 72 9 p 69.9 69.0 6702 67 !1 67,6 64,2
79.3 8 0 '.S 	117!0 67; 	 13616 850$ R5.x as 	 718,11 TrjrS e^0..,4 79.";
7^y .6 74.	 751 4 1516 76.	 74 0 8 73.9	 7401 7219 7 ` 07 6606 7 1 ,7 75.7
76;4 911 66,0 66 1 6 89:1 85,8 93,5 87,9 84,1 02,6 74.8 63,6 @a I,
87.4 90, 1 8996 _6312 86:2 8891 92.0 8803 6905 56.2 84.b 5606 89.5
70, 1
 8306 R2.1 62111 88,g 91 19 92, j a6,1 88.3 H 2 . 2 8561 t}1,,7 15.5
A4.0 fl611 83,2 8619 118,1 !!9 0 1 9 9 .	 65.1 94.3 
ti1.i 34.9 "0:y 859A
84 ! 7 88 .2 85.3 87r0 87 9 AS ,9 88,1 84,2 8 1 0 1 '41. y 91•I 7Q1& 87.4
88 ! 9 119 . 3 8892 y 19 91:0 6690 54.1 84. .5
m5,9 aa.2 9Bt2 87.8 e	
91,1 09 . 1 79.2 7708 78.1,
98,3 48.4 9093 tl !3 a ; 7 P7.1 631,	 H2,4	 31.3	 ^ 7 ^2 78.5 78.
1, n.7
	
7.1 6541 84 06 87.1 8y.0	 9 .9 7046 77,5 7.
o
 4
65 90 9895 97,3 1!513 85;2 a3,3 83,2 8 1 .4 8
0 ,4 78,5 76,3 77, 1 76,,
87.8 8192 87x1 1611 	 55;0 8393 82::1 7913	 912	 76,$	 7^83.1 88,6 85:6	 1!4 85,6 83,6 83..1 8006 E618 	 765X1 8	97 7 .
82.4 63 9 8 84x6 8217 01.7 79,6 79,4 76.7 75.6 15.1 73.9 16.1 75,0
80 ' 7 03.6 8 1 ,7 18 1 7 60;6 79,7 80,6 76,4 7.,7 73,3 73.0 76,2 74,S
77.3 79,9 77+ 9 7515 76.8 7418 74,3 72.4 7:9 10.7 66 . 9 69.2 68..p.
73.6 75.5	 74.0	 72!0
	 73 .1 72.0 71.7 69, F.	 faSr.3	 '+7.';	 6{,.i	 5b.^ 67.,
70=1 71,1 70.5 69:0 712 69.3 69,9 67. 1 67.1 0 6.1	 64.2 66.1 67,6
66.2 67 9 4 66 *5 6516 6 7.6 6597 6556 63*5 6505 54.5 620 64.4 63,.1,
97.0 96.9 96:2 9717 99i2 95,,4 9.8.7 h6.5 96,	 9 2,6 9 3 0 1 9 2:9 950;+
97,1 99 .,5 98x4 911. 0 98 :6 98,5 98,7 96.1 95:1 W204 41 . 1 `12:2 g `a .,`•
110, 2 111. 7 110. 6 110!1 110.4 10+ 911 10 8 . 6 106 •
4
 10 5 • b 193.4 102.3 102. 5 104,7






























	 10C,	 FT. 9.
r	 3r.	 M) 10,
v<iTrL'_ iTT 12;
C4'3FfC T-1 18:;




8A4	 ?R . g Hii 50C
1970A4 9 4114.2) 63G
TA"R	 '59 . i:E•G	 ► s a,j
(294. uFG r ) tuts:
TwET	 5A. DEG F I'c5i,(28A. UE[f h) iu0[,




(	 991. RAOj SFC) 4y0L
NFK 9374. QPM u0.'s
[	 9. 84. i?A U/,'j C	 ^ A.;0
NF'•106? 13 R a M, 1'00
[111 3 . AdC /S	 •Ji 0a 0a
F	 'A L, A 0	 44 17:;.o
^n30u




FJLL SCALF DATA RSDUCT10N PROGRAM 	 PROC: DATE . MONTH 0 DAY 26 WRq 2310
MQDt:L S00 1oD PRESSURE LEVELS ( 59. Ease F ' 70 PERCENT REL. H0, 'DAY)
A 1'aOLES FROM INLET IN nEGR L-ES (AND R Ap1,AN5)
G.	 i 0.	 20.	 30.	 46,	 50.	 6.0.	 709	 80	 9fl- 100	 1109 120: 130. 1 40	 1501



































(0.	 )(0/17)(0.- )(a,'2)(D,7vt(a-$7)11,vs)tl.?2)11. 0 ) ( •	 ii.
7b.6 79.t^ 77. d 18-3 78;9 77.8 78-4 77.5 76.7 75,5 74.6
16.9 77-A 76. 9 74.9 02:8 79,1 72.5 71.R 7290 1 1+1 73!1
72.6 7494 71-'S 71!3 7j.5 70.4 6996 66.4 7007 79.7 6943
7?.5 71-9 719 8 7017 6 .9 69-0 69.4 66. 1 6597 55,8 67.8
f7.9 70.s 66.1 easy 68. 1 56 1 4 59.1 66.1 67.1 6513 65-Z
84.6 7tr,d 71,167- 19 76;6 74.7 69 .6 75,; 73-C °5.'? 7213
069.0 69.2 69.:0 s619 66 , 9 67,	 6710 66.1 65@9 136-6 67,0
7;1.6 74, 1 7490 7216 73 2 8 711 9 71.7 R9.	 6692	 Z
79;9 77;3 7511 ?719 95,4 64.1 95.2 82.4 79.4 19 93 78.6
71.5 74. 0 77 ►U 76t5 74 2 n 77 9 t 78 7 76.9 77.0 7 1.7 75.9
76,7 74.6 86,9i 160 81..0 8893 90.8 88;1 5899 72.9 8719
8391 6492 5395 !1212 9412 9612 99-3 4692 47-2 9595 9312
9 3 ;0 82.8 931 3 ?2 t 6 93 ' 1 96. 9 19t.;, 97.0 .91,0 q3-0 93.0
,0 0.3 7 0.3 8943 9012 93.3 0492 9 3.11 96.1 46 13 73.1 9 3,2
86.6 94,2 9410 94 ;2 90 23 91 i 2 94.1 90-Z 89-1 d6-	 83,3
94.8 91.0 9691 77 18 912 `J 90 14 93,9 90+1 88 -2 0712 83+1
101.3 08;6 4612 8'5.1 92.2 4 2 .6 93.1 91.1 87.3 84.2 3013
91.9 p6t0 9713 72!6 91.3 91,9 92.,j 89.0 30-0 -15 /1 X92!9
4210 97.3 94, 5 ?312 93+3 90.3 9013 88 ,'3 86 14 53,5 %.2
94.7 94,0 93,0 9 t8 91:0 3 0 .3 90.	 85-0 8499 81,9 50•'1
0 1 .6 95.6 42-'3 0 12 92.4 4 0 9 4 9 0 ,	 8611 87.6 8 49 41 92.4
7 0.8 9;,i 9 e6 69.5 86:9 86.6 86.6 8 2/5 81-6 79,6 7.416
8'B IS 91,7 84,0 86;2 86;6 84 16 86.6 82.4 81.6 76,6 76.7
87:3 87.5 8.8,5 a3t4 83_7 9 ,5 81 .5 7$15 76.4 75,4 130
94,3 81.9 79.0 79.8 7 .3 79.7 16.x3 73.9 7 19 8 71!2
0 61 j 0 7891 150 77.1 75.1 7511 7'2	 71.3 hd-:) 156+2
75.5 76-3 75 1 4 ?213 75.7 7 1, 7 73,,1 49 .6 71 9 7 h5.3 6410
104.•6 1Dti.9 104,1. 10.517 103 * 8 11?4•[1 105,b 102-V 302.0 1110,-0 94.3
10 4 .9 10 8 ,6 144- 7 1.03 t d 103.0 1039 106.2 103 .1 102.0 18092

























62 0 4 92.n
8 2,1 92.3
79,7 81.7






















































RADIAL 100, FT. 80






D ATF 7/2 9 /74 290
H1irr	 460 315
T W A951 4.0-Ou
iA4	 28.5 HG 5 1 0
( 97084. N/"2) 631)
T
	
.,r	 69 DEG F a0'f;
(2 93: DEG k) 100'
TWET	 58, DEG F 1250
87. DEG K)	 1600
N'CT 9. 03 G4/43	 2000
sr!
(.
 09 3 KO/43)	 2500
W. RPM
	 3190
(4012. R AD/SEC) 4000
^^rr 4' 3 RPM	 500+1
( 991: RAD/SFC) 63'Ot•
kr X 1862 8 . 8 0 14	 8000
t)flz. HAL1/5EC11400#1
:: LADES 44 1 ab0G
1600l
20000


































FULL SCALE BATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PROC! DATE . MOWN 8 DAY 26 HR, 23;1
NUM SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL$ (59. i1EG. F. 70 PERCOT REL. H0, DAY)
ANGLES FRO" INLET IN IEGptES (AND RADIANS)
.0.	 10 , 	 20	 30,	 46,	 SO	 6C	 70 n 	 86	 90	 100	 110. 120' 130	 14 0	 190.
10:. ){0.1 ?10. 30 {Dr92)10970)t0;8;ltl. 6^1 i1..22)t1@4pat1.53)t197'^){1.92}t2s0*)I?9231t2r44)12.62`)
79;4 70 1 8 77.0 18 15 79:1 77,8 78,4 76.8 73.9 75,5 74!9 73,2 75.,4 75+6 759.6 76;7
77.7 780 7790 151 9 83,2 79@2 73x8 6718 7290 708 73 . 2 719 .6 72.7 75.9 74.9 77.9
41739! 74,3 71.	 h t4 72 *26 74.7 714 6897 70@5 70,7 69.8 66x4 67.4 70@8 69.7 70*6
1,72.4 72v-0 7114 1015 69 .	 6 .7 4 r4 6'5.8 65 0 6093 67.9 68;4 6a .8 6.9@1 68.6 6 .8
69,4 69, 1 6712 08tL 67:2 67.3 68;1 66.2 66.4 0593 65!2 6598 68,1 67.5 6 9 . j 70.7
81.8 7814 6409 6616 76;1
	
{1
79,6 75.9 77.7 75.0 66@8 74!1 71.5 74x9 76.0 41  73.9
68.6 68.	 6893 4710 65.9 67@ 9 67@8 65.9 639	 63@9 6510 64, 9 67. 0 67.3 67,1 66.7
7365 7340 73@0 7.tT 7'2:1 79 9 9 71 !7 69.1, 6:7@? 6791 67.2 6796 6 709	 68.9 6910
76	 74.4 75.5 7' t5 72 3 79 @2 75.1) 7591 76@3 77 9 4 77.5 7692 74.n 7290 74 0 7
	
.0	 3.1
70 17 72;9 77*2 7518 79 :1 821 8 77.8 76.7 7L98 7,4,7 73
1
6 73:,5 79,6 75.4 742.0 73.5
74.	 9p..0 879	 0618 Q l:pp q6@	 90.7 89.9 92@7 88@6 86 . 2 8 87.9 8!@51 85.9 68@6
06.
	
97.2 6791 84 	 8 ,5 93 0	 9 19u 97.3 93@2 69.1 8312 951: 71 9591 0396 78.2 80 ;4
94.8 14 4.0 86,2 94 11 9u *0 47 1 96 '9 94.3 9 h ^2 y2^9 9 11. 4 89 .1 09.n 41.0 81 . 9 888
89.7 65.2 84•'3 bell 9 19 9 91.2 94.1 9 2 , 0 92 . 1 ri9, 1 69:3 ^6@Q E4.. 7996 81.1 76.9
84.9 86.0 8991 ?Q19 9,2 ;1 91 9 2 89.[18 5# 0 82. 9 65. 1 83!0 0290 84 .9 80.4 79.9 76.3
9 51.6 9 7.0 9 5 9 1 9 ,31$ 90;3 8590 9D+ 96.1 54 09 4592 133!3 461.9 829k 7905 82.1 75.9
4: 7 97. 0 94@3 y1!0 90.5 91.' 86s2 H9.4 94.4 `{4!3 if$!4 62. 0 93. E 81.1 s1p. D 76;2
91.5 93.8 93.2 6919 88.9 99x3 9067 R7.Q 359R 9599 8300 e$.t a1, t 7893 79.6 75.4
88;0 91.2 03@ 0 98 19 88	 '1'5 88,4 988.2 86 91 85.4 92.3 81 •	 81@1 7g.A 76.6 77 .1 73;0
90 ,§ 92,2 91193 0998 89.3 87@1 8690 83@7 9294 79,1 78 .	 76@1 8094 76,4 74.8 73,1
97;9 92,0 09,7 86 1 6 90:3 86,3 117.0 93 4 4 64,4 '11.3 79.5 77,3 76 94 74.3 75,.2 71, 4
87.1 87..6 87: 9 0514 84.9 8395 113.3 40@6 79.5 77.b 76.7 75.1 76.4 72.8 75.2 fi=.6
8406 87 98 85@0 8226 83;9 82,7 8486 79,6 78 9 8 1594 79{ 1 6 74@3 73,7 71.5 71.9 68;4
81 .5 83.8 S1r b 19 1 9 8Q.9 79 9 5 79.4 75.5 7495 16.4 70 1 9 70.2 64. 4 6699 66,5 64.5
7E,7 40,0 78,0 76.0 76-3 76.2 76,9 73.4 71.1 7 0 *1 68 , 9 67 `,7 68 .1 t,4.j 69.0 62.0
75 -.9 77.2 74.2 1219 73 !4 7392 74sV 7 .1 71.4 57.1 65 3 669 , 	6 7 .3 64.5 66 1 1 62.3
69.6 71 @5 6990 67t3 68.9 69.9 72@6 611.4 7295 65 .9 631 9 65@6 5414 631 8 64.7 63.5
102 ;4 101.8 10292 1n0:7 1 00, 4 101x 8 101. 8 t01,3 4999 97.8 96!1 9596 99#n 95.1 93.9 94*2
	102.6 2 @ 4	'2102 .2 10121 101. 10'2@ 8 102.1 1019 5 301 ►2 `17 . 9 96. 0 96 ;0 9s;n 95. 0 91.4 92.5







RAIIAL	 i0e.	 FT. 8n,
( t!) 107:
VEHICLE ATT 123
Cp,.F I C T- 16e:
LOC	 PTO 20D
DATE 07/29/74 25L
Ru ,4	 46 ! :11:
TA'PK A4;51 4'0>
B AR	 2665 Ha 50.0
07 064 . N1142) 639
TAMP	 69 , DEG F 600
(29 3. DEG h) LOBO
TNET	 50. DER F 1,.,52
( 287 . !LEG h) 1600










ti11 3 . kADISF. ;)10000

































FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTI ON PROGRAM
	
	
PROD; DATE - MONTH 8 DAY 76 HR, 23.1
MODAL SOUND N RESSURE LEVELS (99. DEG, F9 70 PtACENt REL. H 11M , DAY$
ANGLES PROM INLET IN OEGR -ES (AN J RADIANS)
0.	 10.	 Z0	 346,	 4d.	 5D,	 609	 73,	 80,	 40, 1.00 • 11Q, 120; 130, 140, 1506,
(0.	 ){0.17)(0.3)(Q,^2)IQ,70){0.437)(! Qg1{1.22)(1.4 0)(!,'37){1.75){1.92)(Z909)(Z.27}(294)(2,!2)(
77.4 91.6 78. 9 19 t8 80.2 78,7 79.:6 76,7 77,043 1 0,,9 75 ! l 74x3 76.9 76.7 77,5 77.4
83.0 84,4 0411 0217 953 9 0.4 78.5 739 8 780 17.9 7994 9D,7 7 5 ,E 74 * 2 77.p 78,8
72.3 74.7 73.,5 r2!5 72.8 70,4 70.5 69,7 72,4 71,7 71.5 69.4 68.g 7g,5 71.4 71.6
68.4 69 .8 69,0 6717 67.1 67,0 66.7 66,6 65,9 55,9 67.7 67,6 68. 6c y7+7 68.6 717.5
67;0 66.: 66. 4 67 .2
 67 ;5 177,2 66. 9	66.3 57 .1 67.7 67.4 69,1 60.4 71,3 72,9
677 .5 74.7 74.1 001 19 69.2 76 9 2 74.8 79,{ 67,9 :'76,7 b9 ! B 159.7 $9.,	 74.9 73.0 596,6
72 '07 78.1 76. 9 7018 71.3 8093 76,9 82.0 69.8 69.1 7191 7195 7 0,8 77,3 77 :1 6901
66 9.0 6 8 91 67,9 69 10 68 1 1 679 9 67.8 6 6,9 66,0 65,11 66!. 67,769t? 	 70 , 3 69.0 691067.9 7 0 . 2
 71" 31 l i 72.2 7 094 69 '09 69.4 6$.4 57 '02 68.5 8 4.6 J3:; 72+2 71.3 7Q•c
67;6 73,9 74.,1 13!6 7Z,2 1,9, 9 70.¢ 66.0	 68.7 58.9 6.8.9 70.7 7,},43 73.0 78.9 69,9
70 6,8 75.6 75,0 7304 71.1 7310 71,5 71,9 72.6 4.7 73.0 70,7 74.5 76,8 74.1 72.7
69.2 72-3 74,3 x319 74;2 7i* 1 70.9 71,3 70,3 15.,4 72 . 1 7098 7 2.9 7393 74;0 72.1
70.0 72,6 75,9 77 !1 73*9 73.2 72,9 72.1 71,1 1^,3 72.2 10.6 72,n 71.1 71.{43 65.8
70 ! 2 72.S 73.3 75 11 73;2 72.2 73,2 72.0 72,j, 72.0 72!4 13.7 72.6 72,1 71.9 70.2
71.7 7,,9 77,2 1617 761 0 74,0 75.9 73 t 7 72.8 1394 74.2 7498 7597 34.,7 74.7 70'07
71.1 74.2 7693 17 12 79. 1 74,1 75.1 7$93 7299 72,2 73!p 7416 74,A 74.3 74.2 7Q•1
71 .9 74,2 77,2 )7 1 9 7 7	 75.1 75.1 73.3 73.3 73.2 73. 4 16,1 7 6.,ti 76.1 77,1 72,0
72.6 76.8 7694 F90 79 .2 75.1 76.8 749Y 73,7 7497 7j!g 76.7 77,n 77•,) 78.0 71.9
70.9 7510 790 f9 q 77.7 74.1 76.2 75.1 74 9 3 1293 74.3 7697 75,E 7595 75.3 70.4
71,9 73.43 76,3 09 .7 79.3 78,2 1680 73.8 74.1 11.8 75.0 76,6 80,p,77,4 76.1 73;6
71,0 70.3 77 9 6 70.9 79,4 76,3 7!1,7 75,4 76,5 15.5 17 0 4 78,1 76.3 74,3 76.4 70.;6
71. 6 7 36,6	 '377,	 18.3 77,7 74 i 4 74:4 J z.7 1 6,7 13,7 73.8 7 j^ 6, 1 75. E	7 ..5 76.6 69,.6
77.3 75.7 75.0 7613 79,0 76.8 60.6 79,6 7^.9 72.4 75.6 7$ 6,3 77.4 7^•7 74.7 71.4
6802 70.4 7 2.4 1115 72.9 71,6 77.5 69.6 64,5 439 1 4 69.5 126,5 7 1.7 69.9 7005 6565
65;7 67,5 68,2 0T t 9 70;3 69.2 6 9 .8 8.1.2 67,8 16,8 67.0 49 , 6 70.1 66.2 A6.8 63,9
64.0 66.1 66, 5 650 68.6 6892 6 7 .? 6b.
7
 85.4 8	 5692 55,	 686,2 5 9 . r,67.3 68.4 65.1
64.6 63.5 646, 7 e2,g 66:7 65,6 64,5 62,	 64,8 05.5 53.9 66.7 66, 4 47.8 6601 66'04
89.6 97.7 9102 4!17 93;2 9 ,3 929 9 9 5 R9,1 + .9 9}, .4 9 f ,pp 9 .1 ,4 9 .! 91 '0 !1 9 ,9
87 .1 90,1 90,7 90 t4 41.1 89,	
.
3 4 9 .2 8 .8 076,4 '1 1,4 87,4 88 '05 8`S.A 98.5 88.8 86.1






































RADIAL	 logo	 FT. so
C	 3D ,	H) Ica
VEWICLE ATT 125
CONFI G T-n 160
LOC	 PTO 210
D ATF 07 /2 0 1 74 2
RuN	 46? %1-
TAPF A951 400
BAR	 PO.8 HO ^00
(9708 4 . wM2) h3o
TAM q 	69. DFG F 300(294. DEG V) loco
TWET	 5: : DEG F 1?51.1
(26 DEG K) 1600
HACT 9 .24 G4J 43 ?cu
(.00 9?4 Ks/m3) P50t;
INFA 9654 ROM 1150
(joli v AkDISEC) 4000
NF v 562. RPM	 5DOO(100J. H A D/SFC) 53ou
NF; . 1 1
 06;!8	 R00"	 s1voa(Iiij: K&D/5FC)Inco
Un.	 1?50,v
OVFRALL M LASLIF 0
OV rR ALL CALCUOTFU
p 11, T) 1.i
REDUCTtON PROO R
-
A"	 PROC, DATE - mQ%V^ a DAY 26 HR , 23;1MODbL SOU ND PRVWAE LEVELS (59, nEG: r. 10 PERCE7T REL, 14(IM. DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET 14 DEGRtES CAND WAD.ANS)
.0;	 10	 201
	
30.	 40.	 So	 60	 ?at , $Do -9 0	 101) '' Ile. 120 , 	 130	 j4C	 190.
Col. )(0;!71(0 . 3 1(0v 72)(0t7Qj(0.87)tl 6^1(j P 22)(1 @ 40) j I 57)(1,75.)(1,92)12,00)(2,27)(2,44)c2t62l(
7 93 7 8 77,Q* ;6 15 79 :0 79,2 79o4 77,'D ' 76,6 ? ;*8 706 73,5 76., 75-8 76;1 76;4
76.4 78.9 77o g 751 9 83:0 79,3 72- 9 7-0,0 72-:8 /lei 72!2 7' 0,8 7,3.,3 7sol 75.LA 771's71;0 74-4 IttO hi g 72:4 7 o@ 9 79-2 60 4 7c.5 7oo4 700 67,5 69.9 7095 7O..c 71 ?0
70;4 72;9 710§ !Qi? 69 .9 68 * 9 69#4 66:5 65*7 66v5 68*7 60 ,4 4 8ti 67.7 67 *' 7 6 @566 m 9 60,2 67,2 ^5,c 6:7:1 IS7,3 68,2 65.9 66.2 i^,l 65. :i ^6,.o 6 6 .,A 68.2 69,3 69-377.6 76.8 75.1 70ig 7o . 0 Sts5 79 . 9 75.6 70.0 "97 7 4 1 3 6618 7492 a a 74.2 73:6
66;1 68 ,3 65 t^ 6728 69 ,1, 6 sL 68,9 66.7 65ol ^4il 650 6 505 67 * j P13 67;4 66;6
70 71 ,9 72:? 72:0 72-2 71*1 71:9 70 "10 6502 ^ 7 02 67.o 6-70 69 -3 7 
8: 
2 69 -3, 60?'??S o l 7 5 77 6 77 2 81;4 80,4 83 1 82,4 91,3 7693 71!2 4 j o 76 3 7 6 79 -.3 7509
65, 
0 
5 73. j 76:^ 15 t 9 76:9 77, 1 74#5 73 9 7 L :9 '13:o 67 ! 9 69 ,4 76:^ 12:8 7 2	 69,673'.7 51 1 	 64	 i-7t6 9Q:9 90* 3 $6.5 87:6 84 7 56 1 76!1 ?4"3 88,	 8 2 9 9.1.0 74;776;9 81,3 87 0 0 ^510 56 ;3 89, 4 9 6 ,9 93,0 90,5 V0.4 90m? 91,0 85 ,9 81,5 IJ2;2 85'381.! 8 ;5:1 9904 '10:8 91J.1 9..6 * 6 94.9 94.9 93.,j 9 1.1 83 ! 4 89 9 6 97.e	 96si 84.5 78.286.	 4 5 99,3 67 2 SA -2 87t 7 92. 17 9^.Z 9 ^,. 1 "37-4 85-2 '4816 62. 4 R 4 U. 5, 74,9
:
S . 9 85 .0 88,4 -^? ;l :8:2 89 : 1 87 , 0 84.1 82.3 33.3 52.0 79 7 0 1.4 180 3 79 .3 75-07^0 9J?2 900 ?2 2	 2:2 a$ 3 8 9 .0 6542 35.0 64 02 soio 6 1 : 0	 79:6 75:00.0	 : ,1 . 3	 80-190.0 A 2 90, q 07@2 87,6 88.5 E17,1 P 15..:	 8P * 4	 !J2.4	 80.3 b	 0,I lijv2 79.5 74.
-5
'8	 B2-8 'j i-1 g ip ? 10-6 8 2. r890	 92.0 90 9 1 480 $7.0 89,5 87.6 84.r,	 79., 78ol 73.8




a il 86s2 84,0 6j.2 31:4 16:1 76;1 i6.8 78.r 76:1 74:4 71:090 3 87:^ 33;2	 0.4 65.5 85.4	 1 ,	 !4 76'9 75.7 73 4 79.4 70;38662	 a	 82,3 R L 6 79 5 78'84.4 86to 85 8 64 3 33:6 also 80.5 78.5 7796 ?629 749b 75 03 75@ 7 72@7 76.9 69;fa
82A'6 85,7 02,? ^Qt4 62;1 600 8t.3 77,5 76,6 74,V 73,5 74,1 73.7 72,5 74.7 6767
88 ? 4 Plog 790 7717 721.6 76 # 6 76,2 73s4 72:7 416 69 ?, 7 69 94 6 9 - 1^ 68-7 68 'pb 64.775.9 76 12 76,^ ?3*6 74:6 74.0 73 a 78.6 6 ,^ 8 5 .1 67-0 66,8 iia. i 65- 9 6 5 2 62;77 1 ., 9 75, 1 7 2:w ^o j j 71;,3 7 0 ,5 69:6 A 0 67', '5 5 * 4 64-4 06.8 67, ,.^ 67.2 66 :5 65-267 '.6 69.5 67 7 GStS 66:5 66:, 9 66-1 63.3 64.5 63.3 61 4' 7 6.5*4 65m r, 6695 65e5 67.297 ? 7 1
	
1 100-i #8 16 JL004 1010? lot.? 99 .0 97.8 ^6.9 941 V 99.6 45.- 94.0 94 0 3 93.0
*^.s 81 : 5 100 t9 ,11 lbo i-i 190- 8
 101- 6 99 0 5 98:-S J V 6,7 94 *0 9 5 * 7 14. '*'? 03:7 9 ,1. 15 89.4






REDUC Y I ON PROGRA1}	 PROC; DATE • MONT ► a DAY a6 WR, 23.1
MOM SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DEG; Fe 70 PERCE NT REL. NO. DAY)
kNOLES FRO11 INLET I. w DEGREES ( AND RADIANS)








	 111Q•	 FT. 8p
(	 304	 t!1 lOL
VF +11C1 ATT 125
CoNr I G T"=' 161
LOC PTn 20L
DATE 07/2 9 1 74 290
RUN 465 si5
TAPE A951 405
BAR 28.8 NG 500
(97084. M/M2) 630
TAMR 69, DEC F 6Oh
1294. DEG K) 1.000
TwFT 58. DEG F 1290( 288 . DEG k) 1601!
+TACT 9.24 G*1	 43 20,00
A •Q7494 91
/ 4 3) 	 .500
NF 10	 RPM	 3113;
(112 5 ! RAD / SFC ) 40Ou
	
KxKiO 46 • RPM	 iaou
(1115 . R A U PSEC 1 A.s0C,
	
RFL1 l062S . RPM 	 "coo
(1113. RAD/SEC:)10000
sin. RF RLADES 44 1?".0:i
16coo
.1000G









1 6 0	 75!7	 74,6	 76.c	 77.8	 77.6	 77.9
)
127.1
81,1 84,0 33x4 60;9 94;0 79,3 75,3 72.Q 7$.3 7 6.8 78.3 79,9 75.0 74.1 78,1 77.9 126.1
7 1 .5 74.6 72x6' 7 112 71;4 70,8 69.5 68 9 7 72,4 71.4 710 69 9 2 6.8.5 70 . 6 7 0 '. 5, 71. 1 6 120;7
66.6 69 ;8 6996 61914 66.5 66 .9 66.7 65. 8 65.7 "'6*8 68?0 67x6 6897 68.0 68 +4 7 0 . 1 117.6
66,3 66.3 67,2 67 1 0 68;Q 67,1 68,8 67,1 65,3 56,3 67.4 66 9 6 7 3.1 68,4 71,1 73.5 118pa
%; - 730 7241 7 fl1 0 7 1 1 9 789 9 740 79,9 66+0 "3,8 66t5 70,0 68x7 76,2 74,0 70,1, 121.1
72.9 :e,p 7+9 9 1 7218 73.6 81,3 76.9 83,2 67.0 09+9 69,9 7117 69.9 77.4 75.9 64;0 126.7
65;9 6747 66 9 0 0716 67 ; 8 6790 67. 9 6710 6598 65.8 67!0 67:6 70.b 70.8 64 +1 70;0 118,0
60.0 69 ,1 7 1i 2 7 111 72:2 69ra 73.2 68,3 69,4 57,3 68!5 69,9 7 2.n 72.2 71.2 7012 120•=
67.7 72 2 7 74 ! 1 73!6 71 ; 8 69,8 70:7 66.0 69.0 58,6 680 1D.6 7,3,7 72.0 111,9
74.8
70.9 12111
7	 .9 75.6 75;6 t20 76 2 8 73.6 71.5 70. 71.6 69.4 72.0 69.7







122.469.3 73.2 74;1 9 31 0 74:g 71.4 70 ,9 70.1 70.3 11+Q
7U.$
7 211 73•a 73.2
122,570,9 73,1 75,2 771a 72'8 72.9 73,0 7 1.1 7 1.1 7 1.2 7 0. 7 72.A 71.3 7 1;1 6.3


















13 ! 3 74.574,8 75x87 5, 1 75.174.4 74 - 674.3 71;270+2 125!124.775,2 75.2
72. 0 7500 77. 4 78 12 77.1 75,4 7408 73.0 73.3 73 , 2 73.7 75.9 16. 4 76+3 76,3 72;5 125.9
72.7 75.9 79.1 7920 79; 1 73,9 75.8 73* 9 73.9 74,9 74!1 76,9 77. 1 77.3 78.1 72.6 177.3
7 1 ,= 7d,2 78 ., 79 1 5 76 .1 74.1 75.9 74,d 75,3 13,1 74.4 77,1 75 ,'9 75,3 76,1 70,2 126'5
73.0 75.1 7894 79 12 79 .4 13.4 76. 7316 75.1 7 2,1 74.3 76.6 79+91 77.4 76.1 7392 127.7
7 003 76.3 7792 t6, 1 78,5 76.3 7a. 75.4 76.4 74,2 77 ! 9 78,3 75, E 75.4 76.2 70.6 127.3
7 1 .7 71,4 77. 8 7 7,6 76.6 7397 74.3 72,0 73,5 9393 73.9 15.4 75. 4 73.5 77,5 69;7 126.4
72;6 76.4 76, 9 7 6 1 6 78'8 76.5 00.4 78 ,7 77,5 73.4 74 ! 9 77 : 5 76 9 6 71 9 0 74;7 7114 129:4
































66}; 0 66,4 6 7 .x, 65.3 66,2 „^5 6.1 6594 6.8, 1 68 .9 66.2 6 7 .2 6 4.2 122.0
63,4 63,6 64, 9 63 3 .2 63;6 64,4 64.2 62,3 65.6 64,6 62, 0 04,2 66.; 64.6 6580 63 0 4 123 ;2
9020 9	 s9 91:4 Y 1 1 g 92 A 2 9	 .3 92 96 91 :4 9S ,0 00:1 4i ,1 9p !6f88,2 9 1,798.4 91,3 42.488.7 91.9 ;413966.7 sq
90.4 1U0 14 102.7
8 .3 88.8 8$.9 97.3 86.2 97+ 1 88.7 36.1
97.5 1 00 ,5 172 6 i11t+5 10'1.2 99.4 99.1 ft 2 99x9 11!0 .9 101: z 101 .3 10192 97;5
} PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PR*GgAR PROC' DATE - MONTH	 a DA Y 76 NR , 23.2MUDrL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 159. DEG: F, 70 PbRCENT REL, HoM9	 DAY)







) ( u, 52}(
46,	 sa	 60	 70.
0,7a) ('a.e 3 1(1 :a3i(1.22)ii. bQ)(1.'^'3f(1r^
140 9 90 1Qa	 110 •
)c1^ 9x)r^.a8}ca,2f) ( 2.44){2.62)(
120 ,
	130 1 4 0 15 0, PUL
)
5L 7b+b 79.8 77, 0 )a'!7 7a:7 77,8 77:4 76.5 76#8 7498 73 .9 7 3:3 75.R 76.0 75.5 76.7 126.3
60 77.9 81.3 79+3 77:8
f
82:8 78,1 74 7 8 69,8 74,8 7291 7p ,9
69.a
7; + 6 75,9 77.3 76.6 79.3 126.5





























(	 30 4 M) 2.0 70 . 4 67.8 6 2
VEHICLE ATT 125 67.2 68.4 67,3 6712 67;1 67.5 68,2 66..1 65,1 6'3.0 65.5 6 611 67. 1 6892 68.9 70.1 117:1
COHFI R
PTO



























669A 67,4 67.0 67,1
250 71,0 7261 7 11 9 41 68.1 6792 494n 69,9 64.1 6047 119.7
RUN
	















6716 e8 l 8 75.4 73:0 7 1,7 7 01 124'1
5b6 73.5 8241 Ar3,.0 9 0 . 95.8 75.9 74.2 89. 1 A4. 1 R1.p 75. 136.7
( 97064. N.1M2) 6.30 74.2 80.3 $694 07:2 90. 1 89,4 97.8 94.
^
8994 90*0 84.4 92,1 9744 81:5 81.4 65 91 141.5
TAMF	 69^ DEG F 60.1 79 7 6 2,1 89, 7 89 0 92 . 2 96 2 93 8 93 9 3 2 9 1 9 1 A4,p N7 6 eat 90 . 3 82 9 78	 [r 1. 41 , 8
(2 4 3. UEG K) 1000 86.2 83:2 59:4 6519 A7:5 86:5 93:2 91.1 90: D ='7.1 8 4!1 88:1 971, 1 11.0.2 78.} 75: t) 159,3




69 ; 2 68 9 9 85,8 8419
86.9
81.2 43,1 8-,.9 79.9 22,n 79.2 79,2 74.7 135.1(287 . DEG 0) i6O0 8601 919' 93.0 86.4 80: 85.2 6 4,(t 8 1 1 3 8 2,0 79 .1 81.4 79,5 75.9 137.4
HALT 9. 43 GM/ y 3 7000 9x.0 90.2 89.5 d912 67:4 88,2 88.0 84.1 81.2 01.1 FIL L 74.2 8 1.P, 8145 Tj.1 76.1 135.5
(..0903 KF,/43) 2590 89.5 91t6 9 0: 9 69!6 86.4 87: 9 86.9 84.4 0x..8 6 2,1 7 7 . 2 77.9 :1.l 79,, 78.8 73.8 1:55. q
NrA
	 64 0 . RPM 3158 85;2 86,3 '91:6 P711 86,2 80 4 2 86,4 85 9 4 8 3,3 79 .3 79 .2 a 4.E 76,6 76 ,1 72. 9 135;8
(Jeje. R40/SEC) 4000 88.1 68.7 84,6 a7t9 88.2 87:3 83:0 =.1.Y 81:2 17:0 76±3 76,9 78:4 75:0 73,q 71,9 13443
NF ,(	 56P, P004 ;000 86.0 9 0,z 6798 tl 4.i 87 :6 84 ,6 84.2 82.6 61.6 79.3 78.6 76, 0 75.G 73.3 75.1 6.9 133.7
(1004. 4 A D/SEC) 631,) 145.3 86:4 36. 4 8 413 83.6 8 1,7 81,7 78,0 76,7 1 6,y 75 ! 7 74.5 77 ,6 73.5 75.6 69.5 131,6
NTri 1 062 . RID" 0000 82 1 3 55.7 82.7 p 0 l 4 8	 ,9 8 0 ,9 81;6 77,8 74.5 73, 9 4 74.6 7 19 ,3 76,5 72.6 72.11 68.4 130:6
(1113. R AO /S FC )IOUD.0 80.6 81 i 8 80, 9 1717 7	 0 7 7719 76:3 73.5 71.7 1 1.5 69.6 69 ,5 6 9 97 66. 4 67.4 54.3 127.6N4.	 PF'	 LAf1ES	 44 1:+50a 75.9 77,9 76,+ 13t2 74 9 73. 8 73.6 71.1 64,9 67.9 68.0 66,5 67,1 64.0 68 4 9 61,8 12'4.4
1 h 000 7}.w 75.. 72.3 7 010 71.5 7 1.2 7 1.1 6 8 .1 66.5 h6 .3 65 ' 86 91 E6, •y 6462 65.5 52.2 1?4.7













94.2 9 5:9 95:1 9+4:2 93,.1 93p.
evrRALL CALCUL A TEIF 100 .4 100. 1004 4 101:8 43.6 96 :0 95. 1 94,E 90,7 59.5 148,6
*r4Lr 110 .6 112 .7 113, 7 1;1' 3 112.0 111.1 111. 6 10 9 ,7 106, 3 1'ij6.7 103,8 in4.6 10 5 . E 103.6 192.2 99,3
T
(Dq-
....^ _e.ax.^..591x9waa,::3.5.i'.I::iE.^YYnS[:ahsLYA[atCl'.ksv*w^l'^'-.'^"rv'ru{^':! ',r.iv.,_zi;^.M:.ikxt4^i 	'El.i ifYLL dfS '	..
P AGE 1
	
FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PRDDRAN 	 PROC' DATE . MD41T► $ OA'Y p6 WR, 23.2
1100!L SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 159. , DEG; F. 70 PtRC.Em REL, W1aN. DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND Ri'D;IANS)
o.	 10.	 20	 30,	 40.	 S0.	 60	 70.	 so,	 90	 100	 110. 120, 130. 1
4 0	 150.
FaG:p.	 ' I	 s	 L	 72	 ; ) 15;),l 731{. i g2)i2,091t2.27!{2.i^)(z.62)1
50
6 3
;0/	 1{D117){0. 3 7 1 0 . 211	 70){0. 87 }11.4 ){1+	 )11, 9 {15,5 73 1 8 7^	 75,A	 76.9 75;i 77;779.7 5'p .6 77. 9 19.5 78.9 77,5 78.4 77.7 76.	 3,3
79.7 R1.1 79.0 771 .8 82;9 18. 9 74,7 76.1 75.9 /40 7460 71,9 
73,R 799	 77.1 7618
73.5 7467 7119 fl!5 72;5 71.3 71.3 69.3 7065 09,3 69.0 A7,2 67,4 59.7 69.4 70.5
72.5 71.8 72.1 71t5 70.7 6998 6 9 .7 66.6 99.7 55.6 66!7 6$.4 68,0 68x5 67.0 69.8
7U,2 70.1 68.5 b6 t O 69;4 67,1 68,9 67,;3 66.4 55.3 66.1 66,d 
67.) 66. 4 69 ,4 64.5
77.6 75.0 68@2 090 4 6d.0 76,5 75.7 76.7 75.0 ,Y 9 1 72tb FQ.8 7 3.8 75. 9 71.7 70.9
68;7 69. 1 68,3 08 12 68 9
	
8
e1 66. 7 67.8 66.2 66.8 03.8 0 ! 2 6414 66.8 66.9 66.	 66.6
74.0 73.9 74.2 72;5 73 -	 71 	 7167 7091 69,1 67.1 6 7 tZ 6716 69. D
 69.9 68.8 6901
82;1 76.4 75.3 f6;9 85.5 H3,8 8 2. 9 P
3.G 9p r3 46.4 1&.5 70,0 7c!„ 1 77,4 79.4 75.2
71.7 74,7 779 8 76 ! 5 74;	 74,5 74 1 5 73. • 76, 9 7
1) ,9 75 ' 9 74,4 76. 0 7 1 .• 73.7 72.0
6.7 9617 80,	 84,6 9 0 ,9 83,0 87.8 d g99 8699 6"3:6 05,A 77•	 8 2 .6 41.974.5 8018 8
8412 8015 8 6 97 66	 4913 46. 5 1D0 . 0 47.2 97,1 '1594 94,3 92.4 9 3. 0 $564 8142 81,3
90'0 87 4 2 r78 1c! ?6 1 6 93;2 98,6 99 .6 99 .1 40. 9 X1.1 9510 88 ,0
 96 7	 96 4 9 84,1 RS.0
9 1 .1 93,2 90.1 d9t8 93.2 96,9 99.0 959U 96,4 03..2 4504 69,2 92. 1 9212 99,1 83.1
86.7 95.2 96, 3 9517 93;3 9 0 ,5 91.$ 8809 87.9 06.1 83,2 103.786 	
94.1 79.9 77.9
9566 99.2 95 .13 481,3 92;3 91 .7 92 9 8 91.1 89.0 d710 8362 5492 85+ 2 8594 83.2 8060
101 . 2 100,2 9 8 . 2 9419 910.7 92.9 94,2 91.4 870 d6 41
 8511 8412 9 5.'.S
 
84.4 84.5 7$.L
92.6 93.9 9891 V416 93.9 11.4 92.6 89.5 87.2 05.1 82.9 93,9 83.c 7$,4 4 9 76
 74,2
43.0 97.4 9 4,6 03;0 94,4 40.8 91,3 89,3 46.5
	 3. 4 	1•Z	 102	 1.1	 r	 ,
95. 2 94 i 2 9,391 ?3tp 91:1 0.6 916. $599 80 t5kn 91+1 8 3 . 8 02. 1 77.2 75. 9 74.6
9	 96 5 4 3 , 4 119 12 93.6 `1
,q, 9 92.3 07.5 67.5 1 4,5 32.7 7 ,4 78.4 75.4 77.x 73.1
9 111 . 4 9 1 ,7 9 .7 9 0i7 98;7 87.3 86.3 `1 3.4 81,9 79 i 6 78.9 17.1 79, FL
 74.7 76.4 71.3
84 5 9Z 8 li. q tib ; 97'$ 8!{.2 A7.o 83,0 81.4 TT.6 77.7 75.4 75 .7 73.5 71x7 6 ,7
86,6 118:7 85,0 541	 83.8 82:4 82.,) 78.5 7756 7F.98 73 1 7 7 ,5 7 1.4 68.8 A8,8 666
52.7 115.0 !)2.S 79 1 	81.0 79,8 79,7 77.0	 74.9 72.8 7,1 ! 2 IS	 6$.? 6569 5519 6390
8010 02,6 7903 *7.0 78.5 76.2 76 .x+ 7
2.5 72.: 09,3 67.2 66.9 66.x 66.2 65.4 h5.1
75.7 77,4 751 8 73t$ 75. 1` 72,4 73.4 69,5 71.6 56,5 63!6 66,2 641P 67.5 65.5 66.4
104; 9 10 5 . 3 105.3 LU 4 1 9 1D4 ;3 194,3 105.7 103.2 102,1 1'J .t 100
.
1 `17 96 19 i 4 9$.9 95.1 93,9
10 5 .1 10 6 66 105. 7 104.7 103.3 1,0 4 , 5 10 6 . 3 10 3 . 8 102 . 0 4. 104 ,	
9711 10'0 0A 99.3 94 .1 91.7
11 F► . 4 11 9 ,2 118,9 116.4 11 6 .5 11 4 . 4 11 6 .1 11 3.2 111 63 1 54 -1' 10 8 . 6 10
7 .1 10 8 , , Lr7.8 10 7. 1 102.1
RADJ AL
	
10,D,	 F T. 6.q





RLp ^	 465 S15
TAvz A951 40%
BAR	 29 .8 HQ 500
(97064. NfM2) 630
TAMD	 69. UEG F doc
t793. UEG h) 10Ou
TWFT	 58, DEG F 11Su
1287 . OFG !c) 1600
HACT
	 9 ,03 G47'43 2GO0
( • 090,E KC143)	 'a.0..
CFA 430. RPM	 115U
( 997. FAD /SEG) 4006
VFr. 9345, RPM	 5C0J
( 974. RAD/SEC: 6SOU
14F I; 0628 RPM
	 3i1Q3
13(11 . WAD/SFC)I5000





































.^Fex,.nL:,>^sti4e.tt -•'	 ie..^.w - -	 'I _	 -,: :al^da^w 	 ^ :niYiB ^s'w tia^^''mow--:.tea
4(06
a00
PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REOUCT = ON PROGRAM
M^►DtL
F RED, CO.. )(0W)I0,3'.)1W21
10. 0 30,
SO 76.6 7414 77x6 7716
63 7317 75 '91 76!0 7217


























2 0 74.7 75:2 7510 7417













(97i18, N/M2) 639 81; 9 81 . 3 84:s 1+312
T AMS	 68. DEG F 800 91.9 92.2 9290 ?317
829 3 * UEG K) 1000 89.2 a9 !2 86:5 941'0
TWET	 58. DEG F 1250 93,7 99;2 105 1 0 1020
(287- DEG K) 1600 98.1 99.2 9992 16010















RAD/SEC} 4000 96 1 8 950 97!3
96:9;
9519
9113NFK 8970, RPM 5000 92.4 97 1 3
1	 9 39 . R AD/SEC) 6300 9 2.3 9 3.5 9 4 .6 ?213
NFU10620• RPM 800.0 69.8 9398 4198 8916






8315NO,	 OF BLADES	 44 12500
16 000 80/p 82.9 6 100 7917
2000.0 76 ! 0 78.1 77.3 ?512
OVERALL MEASURED 104 1 9 i0 6 ; 8 1.p9. pQ 19619
OVERALL CALCUL A TED 105.2 10 7 .1 1041b 10717
PNDV 116. 1 1 2 0 . 1 121*2 11916
PROC' DATE * MOW 8 DAY 26 NR, 23;2
SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 599,	 DEG, F.	 70 PERCENT REL; HUM ! DAY)
















RO.?p 1(O; B7 }I1.0
76,6 77.3 77.4 7615 1515 707 7315 77.5 77.1 77.d 78;7 126.7



























69,4 69,1 67.9 67.0 6693 65 • l 65!2 67.8 79,n 87.5 68.E 68.2 117.9
73;9 75 j 72.9 7398 68#7 x 7 1 7 6611 7 4!7 7 7.7 7692 73;0 69;6 123;468,9 679 67.7 61 .8 64: 4 53: j 63!2. 64.6 6'5.8 66-0 6511
6'8,
64 ! 7 17.6.3
14.2 72 1 2 7116 6	 .7 67.8 65 9 . 67 ! 0 67 ' 5 68-10 68. 68.0 120.6
77;2 74:3 74.9 73,3 69.4 1 0 . 1 7 4!2 7 6:8 75•.4 74,5 71.3 69;3 124.7
6,8 75:,9 6896 6:9,1 7 4.0p 7	 /1 76 i 4 73 90 73. 9 7	 !0
77.0
7 016 125!1
8417 83,0 82,4^9r879,8 .80-7 7	 15 81.3 75:.a 77,0 7517 130#6
91 1 4 95j4 94.2 92.9 94:6 9 213 910 41x1 88 :rr 83.4 9 0 .3 $8.11 142!1
99.2 9711 100.9 97,1 93-9 9318 95.3 95.7 0 3•.9 8'6.1 45.9 95-9 146.5
9 6=3 100 12 100- 8 96,0 95.4 9 2:0 890 5 94,9 94 91 89.4 83.3 86.0 145.0
103,2 1 0:2 96.7 92,6 96.0 9 3,1 92,2 45 9 8 91. 1 87,0 83,2 90.8 146.0
97.3 ^6.3 97 .1 93,0 4493 94x2 901 1 41.0 87. 8 84.2 86.2 84.3 145.0
98.3 4 8,4 93.9 93.8 4312 9 1,1 910 8 60 680 1 87.5 87.1 84;3 144.8
94 * 9 96 1 9 96:8 93,5 91,1 89,1 87!1 8 496 8497 A 2 ,
.0
$4 ;1 8 1 1 0 143!b
94.4 95#4 98,2 94:1 9212 90 ,.4 86 !3 :4, 0 04, 1 8.02 14,2 7814 144.3
97 .1 9 7#2 94. 1 91,7 91.3 8 519 83.,3 :96 3 86.1 8j94 79 1 2 78 !0 143.3
449'5 95.1 91.1 97x295 .4 89 .3 86!6 6 311 8 31 1 7o4 79,3 76.4 142.7
93=5 9115 9 1x3 88.3 87.5 54.6 62 1 9 8 0 ,, 1 60:95 7698 77.3 74 1 4 140!2
91.8 9r8 92.2 88,5 $61'5 8 2 . 6 81!7 79,4 77,7 75 .5 73.8 72.6 13918
88,7 0	 8: 1 87:2 84:0 8.p :4 87 . 2 78 ! 5 76., 1 74.3 10,7 %,b 6.9;6 137,2
$4.9 84:7 8'4.5 82.5 79,7 77,7 75 ► 1 72x4 7 2 . 5, 66.7 66,7 64 9 9 135,2
7 1 ' 9 81-2 B0,7 78.0 76.2 73.B 72.0 69,6
69-0






























if9.8 11 9.6 119.8 116,3 1159 2 i002 111 !5 110 9 10 9 ,9 10 7. 2 108.0 107,2
PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGHAM
HUM SOUND
PROC}	 DATE .. MONTH	 8 DAY 76 HR.	 23.2
PRE SSURE LEVELS	 (591 1	 DEG,	 F,	 70 PERCENT REL,	 HitM.	 DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET Iv DEGRtES	 (AND RADIANS)
0. 10. 20
t0.33)(




130. 1 4 0 1 50. PWL
)F4EEa. t0•.	 ) t0.i 1)






78,2 75, 9 77.9 77.8 76,1 74+7 7 3,6 76,7 76.7 76.7 78.9 126.050
63
78.6


















































































DATE 0 7 /31/ 74 2 0 74.4 73,9 74,1 7211 72 1 3 1 1. 9 70,p 7q,2 69,1 66,6
66e9 66, 0 691. E 69. 0 67,3 11+8
Ri1N	 4 8 5 315 73.9 76:.7 79,0 7 418 7Q. 74,5 74.44 78,275. 9






































86.7 6 3 . 3 8 3! 84.p A i , fl
9 4.6


































95.6 4 1,9 90.5 '74,2 9 2, r, R7+2 8 G • 1 84.5 146!0
TWST
	












































































96.7 9 7,0 ? 6191 97.2 9 6.5 43,8 93,0 92.1 5 7,7 8 2;4 6 3,9 65+ 1 77,4 79 .8 76.8 143,4(






































4 1,2 H9,a 88,,3 `14,7 8 11 6 79 ,2 7'$,4 74.7 74,2 7 2,2 14U.1
i1i13+ RAU /SEC )10OOU 4 015 9 1+2 88 .4 67,9 89 1 5 88.9 87.3 86.483,0
8413
8p19































80.7 80.0 77.9 7 7.3 7} ! 5 ^+8, 67.7 65.q 64.6 61. 8 134.5






























1u3, 1 102! 8 1n2;2 102.3 96,6 96.6 97.0 156.0OVERALL:CALCULATEO
PNDU
i06.4
119 40 11 9 ,7
1i1•0








































RADIAL 1009 F79	 80








80 29. 0 HG	 500
	(97827 . N/N2)	 630
TAMA 60. DEG F	 Sao
1289 . DEG K)	 1000
TW ET 97: DEG F	 1250
(267. DEG K)
	 1600
HACTIO .7 6 uN/MJ	 2000
(-01	 ^.076 rjH3)	 2500
NFA 9431, RPM
	 3150
( 967. RAO/SEC) 400.0
NFK 94229 RPM	 5000
( 986. RAO/SEC) 6300
NFDID626 . RPM	 8000
X111 3 . RAO/SEC)l0000
No. OP 9LADFS 44 12590
16009
2001Q0
O V ERALL MEASURE 11
OVERALL CALCULATEL
PNDU
MPOL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DEG, F9 70 PERCE NT REL. H11M, DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET I;N DEGRtE S (AND RAD1AN5)
0.	 1D.	 20.	 $U,	 4 0.	 "30.	 6 0:	 7 0.	 8'0.	 9 0, SDO: 110. 120; 130. 1 4 0	 1'30+
(0.	 ){0.17)(0.3^)(0,^2)(0.7p}(0;:87}( i, p5)(1:2Z){is4p)(L. 57)(1:?5)( x: 92f(2:09)(2:27)(2:44)(2. 62)(
78.,4 80,5 77,7 1816 79,0 79,5 77.6 78,0 77.3 76:2 705 73.5 76. 3 76,7 75.7 77,4
77x0 80,0 77:0 7616 63;1 6.0 ,8 74.9 75:1 708 62,9 73,0 73, 0 75.6 78.0 7629 79;1
72 1 9 73,5 71:4 7 0 ,13 7 ,7 7p :2 68.q 66:6 71:3 7 1 9 5 70i • 5 66,7 67. 3 69.5 69 i 69;8
77.0 71.8 70.:7 7010 61.3 62 . 8 67.9 66..0 6 :9 65.:8 6 !7 68, 1 67 +.9 67.3 67.5 66,8
68;2 6.7,9 67#1 87.,. 0
 67.5 65,9 66.3 6565 70.2 84:9 65!1 64.4 67 ,p67.4 69;1 6912
80 1 8 79 .0 73.7 35 1 9 78;0 71:8 76.1 75,2 76:8 700 69 ! 9 664 77,7 79.1 76.0 76.8
67 0 9 6737 66,00 6616 67 i 3 669 8 66. 9 66:3 68,9 eg,+5 63lb 85.0 66:1 67,1 65.6 66.8
71.3 70.8 71:2 70:7 71 1 4 70 .7 69 .4 69.0 70:. 0 66.7 66!8 67,1 68.1 690 0 87.9 68:0
79.3 7618 73.. a 76-11 80.4 82:6 76.3 77.0 79.0 77.7 77! 	 7 6.8 74 0 72.1 72.2 72,8
70;1 72,6 78 1 6 7515 76,2 8 3, 7 76.9 81 9.2 76.6 17:9 76 ! 9 76 3 9 72:
.
6 76.7 75 1 7 74.0
75.8 77,6 8809 6418 86 13 95.5 Sa,9 92.9 88.8 69.4 88 ! 7 56.6 79.0 B8.1 85.' 84 .0
86.3 81.3 85:0 87.13 88.6 95.0 94.3 9596 98.0 45.2 88.9 89 :2 9 31 1 3)095 81.5 82:2
92,9 88,2 92.0 ?2 1.8 84;0 95 1 9 99,4 94,9 92.7 43.5 99.9 94 :0 92.A 91.0 92;9 87,1
91.4 86.0 87..II ?012 91,6 940 97,3 95.1 94.8 v2.1 89!9 90,3 B89n 8013 95.3 82.3
870. 90 + 9 934 9410 93;2 91,7 92.1 92.2 8949 '^6. t7 87!7 65:9 9 .5:7 85.0 8 002 77;2
95-3 4412 96:.2 4411 88.4 90.8 92.2 89:1 85.8 8290 81.' 7 82.3 83.1 82.6 82.0 Boo,
102.7 94,0 94.4 9213 925 92,0 87.4 88.4 96,1 15.0 83.4 81,4 84.^n 83,3 80.6 7712
42.9 95,8 9717 9116 90.4 8968 89.0 87.1 86..8 05.7 82!6 78 9 9 85. 9 7908 7 9 .1 76,
9 2. 3 95:0 95,9 41 1 0 90;4 91,3 87,2 89,1 8 .7,8 03,6 84.0 8'0,D 8 0:8 76,4 7990 7431
97.0 96,1 90:7 ?219 9 0,2 87:6 87.3 87:1 85.6 '31:8 78.9 861 79.7 73#8 74 1 7 72!7
92.2 9391 89.1 x9 10 90 1 5 85: 9 88,4 86:5 84,2 a2:1 81 1 0 78:1 77,n 7594 76.4 7240
93.4 9 0.6 89:4 6610 87.5 88:0 83r2 82.7 8260 16.0 7903 r7.4 7 7, 1 75.5 75.1 71.5
89,5 $ ;4 86,j b4 1 9 86;3 83. 8 83.3 82,3 8'1:3 7j .2 76.1 75 .1 74 .1 71.1 72;1 b8;4
87.2 86.4 84.2 4210 82.5 82:1 7 9 .4 77#4 76e9 74. 0 73:7 7 , 0 71. 7 69.1 69.4 66..3
83 '1
 82,9 B0 i 7 T8,6 79' 0 78 x 8 77,2 75.	 73,.8 12,4 7 13.6 64, 0 608. 6.
 65.8 66.1 64.2
80.-7 79 .9 77.9 75!4 77 3 3 75:4 74.3 7 :7 711:4 7 193 6617 66.8 6607 651 9 64.7 64.7
76.4 75,5 74+2 7212 75 3 8 719 5 71.7 6 :4 J :4 1290 64!3 64e5 6599 66:4 64+1 65.4
1031.3 iD4:1 10394 10219 101,5 10 43 0 10 4 .2 102, 5 101 .8 JU0:7 97.7 98,3 98,n 97.1 95 1.n 93.9
10 69 1 10 4,7 104:1 1021 4 101. 4 14:3,8 10.3.9 102.6 10:2:1 jup.2 97@5 98, 1 98. 1 96.9 92:! 92.4





























i REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PBDG; DATE - MONTH B DAY 96 HR., 23.3MUM SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DE G , Fs 70 PLRCENT RELr HURs DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN OEGR-ES (AND RADIANS)
0.	 10.	 20 1	30.	 40,	 so	 60	 70,	 80,	 90	 100	 110, 120' 130	 1 4 0	 150,
	
4	 4	 1 44	 711	 9	 2 1	 2/1 2 421 2 621




RA'OIA L 	 1..o0.	 FT. 90
(	 30 1 	 M) 100
VEHICLE ATT 125
CONFIG T-0 160








60, DEG F $00
(289, DEG A) i000
TuET
	 57. DEG F f25p
(287 • DEG K) 1600
yAC T10 :7 6 G4/ y 3 2000(.01076 KG/ 43) 730',j
NFA 9.55xa4. RPM 115
(	 995. RAD./SEC) 4000
NFK 9 495. ROM 5000
1	 9 94. 8 ►D/SEC) 6300
NF%062 8 . RPM 800:0
(111 3 . 4AD/5EC)100.00
No.
	





3(0.	 )(0.171(0.	 1( v : 521(0.701(0, 8	 )(1 ► 0	 )(1.:22)(1,	 0)(	 .	 )(1.	 )(19	 21(	 ,0	 )(2.	 (	 .	 (	 ,	 (
79.0	 80 1 4	 770	 19 1 6	 78;7	 78.5	 78.0	 78.7	 78,6	 77.,3	 74.2	 73,5	 75. 6	77.0	 75 ! 4	 77.7
79.2 80.9 781i 79 10 82:2 8 0.6 78.3 74,2 7596 '1'2 . 8 74 ! 5 72,7 76+6 79.3 79.1 79,0
71 1 7 72 1 6 7$:4 71
e9





6	 .^ !7 6	 .9 68. 9 67.1 65. 9 71 ,4 5 6 +5 67!8 68, 1 66.7 67.3 68.1 68.0
68,1 67,9 66,0 e7 12 665' 66 9 66 5 65 4 7 7,.3 6-q	 9. 64.6 6 5 ,2 67 .) 67 6 6	 .a9 68 4
81 . 1 78, 6 72.7 /7t6 78 1 8 77,6 76:1 74.6 75.8 541 4 7 2!4 57 ,6 76.7 1 0 . 3 76.9 76!5
68 9 9 67 1 7 67.] 6617 68,2 66,7 66.0 66,0 70,8 66.15 647 9 64,7 65.6 67,1 66,1 6492
7 0 .9 71, 7 0 , 9. 0918 7D.
75.1













73,077.0 77.9 77. 6 7 519 7 13 77.2 76.0 759 1
72. 73.5 77. 8 7 6t5
8 516















7 .876, 9 81.6 89.0 1 1.8 93,7 8897 90,7
87.6 97.4 80:2 9 411 59,1 93,9 91,4 98.3 95,1 ? 0.8 8693 93, 1 9 6.3 83 . 4 76,1 78.4











78,392.2 97 !1 89,1 8619 89,1 89,1 91.0 9 0 .2 90.9 86:0
87.2 87,8 87,9 0919 91:0 6619 86,0 87.2 8690 t56,,6 85.6 84.7 82.9 8093 82,1 77.295 , 4 92, 0 9.1 ,9 4 217 91.0 86,7 90.2 90,0 87,1 17.7 82.7 63.9 85. 1 82,4 93.2 78.4
98.4 96,3 44:4 9110 89;5 90 , 1 88,6 9095 86.0 14.1 89i0 d0,0 8y. 3 8194 80,3 78.4
91.9 93,8 9 99 7 9 027 88=7 89,9 87.1 86. 9 87.8 4 6+5 84.8 60.7 8.2, 1{ 900 80.8 75!8
89.4 9 0,1 4191 9 017 85.0 86, 9 86.3 86.1 84,8 K 1.6 80.7 8 1 : 2 7 9 9;1 77.4 77.3 73.
72.R92.8 90..7 9 1 10 88t6 89;0 87,9 85.0 84,9 83,7 8Q.8 76!6 77,1 78. 6 74.0 73.988 L 
0 
5
90,0 67,1 87 1 2 9 0 ;2 84,8 86,3 84,3 84,3 `6 0. 9 81!0 17 1 2 7 .7.; 75,4 7 6 9 3 71,'1
8794 9 0!3 87,4 6 51 9 86 1 5 8 5,1 82,4 61.4 80.1 17.9 77!3 76,2 810. 1 7513 74 ! 3 71!2
8601 87.2 8610 11420 84,1 82,2 82.6 8'1.5 793 17.1 75!8 14,1 76.9 71.5 72,0 68.2
84,3 84,3 82.0 4021 81, 1 79,8 78..3 77,1 75,9 7 3,7 7297 71.2 7 0 ,8 69, 1 68.9 6615
8 0! 9 8196 77, 9 7628 77.2 7798 75.2 7411 72.9 7 1.5 69.4 6717 6747 63 1 9 65,5 63.0
76.7 77.5 74,4 7 314 73.9 74,5 71.0 70.9 70,5 1 3.2 66 ! 6 d 618 66: 4 63 . 7 64. 1) 60,8









































PA9F i FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC; DATE - "ONRN	 8 DAY 26 14Rr	 23;3
i MPP^L SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59,	 EG; It 7p PB4CENT R1L, Ml1M, DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET OEGRtE5IH	 (AND R4gi1A,NSS
0. 10. 20 30, 40. 509 604 701 80, 9 Dr 100. 1. SS. 120; 130, 140 1 150. PWL
FRED, (0., )(0*17)(0.3^)( 0,^2)[O.jp)(0,87)(1,05)(1,22)(1,4p)(St37)[1. ')(1, l21(2.09)(2r27)(2,j 4 )(2,62)( 1
50 79.9
.80,6 77.4 7916 78.7 7'8. 8 77,8 79,1 78.5 7 7,4 7 5!5 74,3 76 *5 75,8 75.7 76..9 127;3
63 7709 77 0 9 77,6 75lO 82=2 79,9 72- 9 72-3 76,9 X 2.5 74!0 73,7 710 74.1 77,9 77,2 127.4
RADIAL 100.	 FT. 00 72;7 72' 7i t 4 69 11 70,6 71 t 2 69.6 64,9 73.6 7 23 5 7 1!2 0 715
06,3
67,3 70,5 70,7 78j7 12016
30 1	 My 100 7 0 . 2 68.8 689 1 0611 66.1 67 9 9 6'5.2 67,:3 7096 66x8 67 1 8 67. 0 67.2 67.6 6	 ..0 117.6
VEHICLE ATT 125 68;2 65,3 66, 6 1 4t 0 67+4 67,1 65,4 66,4 70,1 5 5,0 66.0 65,3 66,4 67 .1 7 0,2 7 0, 4 117;2
CONFIG T'0 160 7 0.1 700 724 7019 70 ; 4 77.6 71.4 11 0 . 0 73.8 59.6 72;6 68,8 67,g 7301 71.7 71.1 123.8




73,2 79 P p 74.1 82,1
87.4
73,9 69,8 72.7 70,0
?'
67 9 7 73-0 7 2x3 7 0, 3 125;3
DATE 0 7/31/ 74 2'30 100,4 99.,0 94:0 91 ,9 89 .3 82.1 00.7 73 i 9 ,2 '5.q 79. 1 8.1.2 81.2 139.9
RUN	 488 315 9 4#3 93.2 9 3 1 2 9 119 89.0 8'6.7 84.1
82,4
77.8 75,8 71.8 73#7 74.5 75.2 77.1 77.0 134.9
TAPF A783 400 74. 74,00 74,9 7 417 73 1 1 72,5 72.1 671 70,6 68,5 69 ! 6 71,9 73-7 70.9 70,7 70.1 121.7
EAR
	 29-0 HG 500 9 3.0 89,9 86,7 n217 84;2 890 8197 85,5 8 1- 7 0 116 82.4 77.6 77.r, 82-6 60.9 73..8 134.5
(97827. N/M2) 630 9 0.6 87.3 83,4. 0 017 80.7 8.3x3 84,4 82.4 79.4 78,3 79.0 74 11 74. 3 78.3 7885 72,3 131.1
TAMS	 61, DEG F SOU 88,0 95,2 85.9 13 11 8 3;3 80,0 8`2,0 8 1-1 79.0 76,9 73.8 74,7 74.1, 77,1 72.M 74,1 130.0
(2 89 . DEG K) 1000 88.3 86.4 8093 ?8 11 79;4 75,0 75.5 77.2 75,1 14.0 74!0 74,1 7 5, 2 74,2 73.2 71 ! 3 124.8
TWET	 58- DEG F 1250 87,3 88,9 85.0 6119 80,0. 79 1 0 77.3 78,3 70.7 7 697 76.9 7517 76. 1 74.8 76.1 72.0 129.2
(287. DEG K) 1600 85.4 84,1 82,2 8210 77=0 76.7 77.2 78,4 75,9 14.7 75!7 75.9 76. 1 74.9 74.0 7D.0 127.8
HACT11.16 GM/M3 2000 89,4 8 1.8 8 2. 4 4515 8 1,4 8 1,1 79,7 A.4 79.3 78-11 76 ! 4 77,4 78, 1 78.3 7E.2 73.4 130!4
(.01116'KG/43) 2500 85 8 8.7 . 0 84,9 8 4!8 81.2 85,5 81,9 79 .2 78.6 4 9 76.6 7 '7 r7 76#7 77.8 76.0 7 3,0 1314
NFA10673. RPM 3150 89 .1 8'1.1 8 1 .2 9111 79,4 78,8 8.0,1 81,2 76,8 750 76 ! 8 78,2 77, 0 76.2 75 * 8 72;0 179:2
(1117. R'AD/SEC) 4000 85.1 B4 ,B 82 1 9 X510 82.0 80.,9 79.2 78,4 79,6 77*8 7618 770 8 0,6 76-1 77.0 74.0 130.8
NFXID65 2, RPM 5000 86;5 RZ.5 82:1 52t2 81'4 79,2 79.3 77,6 77.2 1 7,0 7 9.0 7 8,4 79. 1 76,2 7 8 0 3 7 1.5 130,0
(111'5. RA(1/SEC) 6.300 54.2 8.0-6 8112 19 15 79.7 8013 76.5 75x3 75-3 15,11 77 ! p 77,0 77. 1 76 . 3 77#3 71.3 129.0
NFD10628. RPM 8000 79-2 F0,2 80,3 7811 80,2 77.0 81.2 80.4 79.0 79,1 74.8 79,3 77.;,1 73-2 77.2 71.2 130.7
(1113. R AD /SEC )1.0000 79 .2 ^^7r4 76x1 ?5 t0 75 .4 75 10 74 .1 73,1 73,Z 2 0.9 71 ! 8 7 4x1 73-1 71.3 7 1 .9 67.4' 126.4
No. OF BLADES
	
44 17,500 75;9 72,9 72,a 1 11G 7 1' 8 7 1., 7 7 4, E 69,9 69,8 a9,7 69.7 1 0 i o 7 0,x 66.6 68.9 64.2 124.4
16000 71.5 6.9 -5 69,6 0814 68.8 68.,6 6 7 . 9 67.7 68.3 7 2-7 66-2 68 14 6 9 -4 64 . 8 6.6 1 6 63, 9 124.7
20000 6 .4 65.4 6413 6411 64 1 5 65,2 64.5 63x4 67.3 7 2.1 6 3!0 6 4,0 65:3 63-2 65.6 6 2.3 124.9






96 * 4 95.3 92.9 V3. 92!1
89-7




OVERALL CALCULATED 103.6 101. 7 100 16 45:0 94.2 91.4 0# ,5 e9,6 90.3 87.7 144.9








(	 300	 M) 100
VEHICLE ATT 125
CoV1r 1G T'rj 160
LOC	 PTO 100
DATE 07/31/7 4 29'0
RUI	 489 315
TAPF A703 400
BAR	 29 .0 HG 500( 97827. N/M2) 630
TAMS	 62. BEG F 800
(2 0 0. DEG K) 1000
TWET	 5 9 DEG F 1250
(288. DEG K) iboo
HA CTLI- 1 3 54/M3 2000(-811 73 KS/ M 3) ,250,0
NFA 9505. RPM 3150(	 995. RAD;3fC) 4000
NFK 9482, R PM 3000
(	 40 3, R A D/SEC) 4300
FDi0628. RPM 8000
1111 3 , RAD/5EC)10000






































































































^8:7 72 1 8 6818









19,9 85,.8 47 3
6697 79:8 55:o
4 4.1 8 1.2 79,502,8 81.9 7899











)(2.09)I2,	 )(2:	 )( -,2)(
75.9 76.9 75.6 76.9
77, 0 78-4 77.6 79,0
56,8 69. 6 68,8 70.1
661R 67.0 68,2 68.3
67, 4 67,3 49 .2 68,4
77. 0 79.9 76,1 7600
66, 1 66,3 65 ..V 66.2
OBii 69, 0 68.o 67:9
0	7 , 	 79.4 7d.	 74,1
78. 7
 75, 1 72 ! ^ 69,1
89.3 8610 82 i 1 73.9
94.4 81,5 78.4 62.3
86.;, 90,4 78.3 81.2
84.4 80.3 81.4 77.1
81.7 83,4 85.4 77.0
	
85, 1	84!4 84,1 79.1
B3:q 8 p -6 82.5 77.2
8o,9 78.8 79.6 74.8
79,6 7692 76.1 73.9
78: 0 72 ,9 73.7 71,8
76. 0 75.2 76 ,1 7111
79, 6
 7592 75 ? 4 70.5
76:1 71,4 72,3 68.1
70, 2
 68-2 694 6600
67.7 63-9 65. 9 63•$
66.3 62.7 65.6 64-7
62,7 62,0 64.2 65:2
981, 94.9 93,3 91,7
97.6 94,7 92,3 89.6
10 7 -T 104 .2 10.3. 6 99.7
PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGR-AK 	 PROC' DATE - MONTK $ DAY ? 6 HA. 23;3
MUDOL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DE;G, F. 7D PERCE N T REL, HuM• DAY)
ANGLES FROM 1 7NLET 14 DEGReES (AND RADIANS)
10.	 ?0	 30,	 40.	 50,	 60,	 7p,	 80,	 901 1Do. 110. 120; 130. 1 40, 150.
(0.	 )(0,17)(0.3)(0.?2)10:70)(0,8'7	 57	 TS	 9	 27	 44 2 6
78. r 80.3 77.7 7818 79. 1 78,6
79.3 9'0.6 77.0 1718 82 2 4 80,1
71.8 72.4 7 /7 69 16 73,7 69:6
71.2 70,9 69,0 e9 10 67.2 67,9
68,5 66 0 9 65,{	 06 12 66:5 66,1
8111 77,4 71,6 1618 79, 0 779
67.1 66,9 65, 7 65 1 7 67,3 66,9
70,4 70!1 69x8 69 1Q 69.3 68,8
77- 2 75,8 74:9 7 418 78 !0 76,9
60.3 72a4 76 . , 6 	1416 Bp;p 80,6
76 ; 1 B ,4 6719 0317 9 1 1 9 93.87
86-7 8^.3 8212 -115 88.7 92+1
80x9 35,6 89:9 ?211 89i1 95.6
87.2 84,2 88.1 tl 710 86.2 87,9
a5.0 87 .0 87 . a ?0 10 92 . 4 86.0
40,1 90,,1 89,2 ?219 93.4 86.8
96.4 95.0 93,2 ?115 8814 92,0
92.9 90.6 9217 n9t7 88.8 9094
88 .3 88, 1 89,3 '- 8 1 2 a6t0 86+0
91.9 9.0,8 gall 5719 $9.0 8545
88.3 9:0.3 89:2 55 10 89;2 83..2
88.3 88,3 3613 5 410 85.4 84,7
85.3 86.1 84,3 4	 1119 84,	 81.1
83 1 2 93:7 809 9 78 1 9 80,4 79+8
79.9 79.7 77- 4 7515 76 .9 76,5
76.3 76.2 73,2 1111 72:7 72.2
73,2 7211 69,1 6710 69 1 2 67,8
10111 101.1 100 .a 10111 100 1 9 101.7
101.3 108. 9 10:0 .1 10016 100; 9 101,4





































RADIAL 100* FT,	 0p
	





LO S PTO	 200
DATE 07/31/ 74	290





(97692 ► N/M2)	 630
TAMR 62. DEG F	 no0
	
(29D. DEG K)	 10'00







(.¢1137 KG/ M 3)	 7500
NFA





( 941..R & D/SEC) 6300
NF01062 8 , RPm	 9000
ti113 • RADiSEC110000






PAGE 1	 FULL-SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PROC; DATE w "OMRM 8 DAY Z6 HR * 23;4
MOOpL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DEC F+ 70 PERCE NT REL. HUM * STAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET 1N DEQitES (AND RADIANS)
0.	 10,	 20,	 30,	 40,	 5o.	 60,	 70,	 80,	 90, 100, 110, 120 ,	i30, 140! 150 *
(0.)( 09 17)(0.3.)(11.42)t0.T0I(0.8?)(1 ► 05)(1922)t1.401(1957)(1.75)(l*92)(2.09)(2.27)(2,!()(2.62)(
78,6 79e6 77x7 416 	 79,7 73.4 76.9 78,8 7818 16.5 74!5 75o7 79 19 7999 74.7 7917
74 1 1 7410 754 410 82j3 79,9 71.3 71x3 7 3x 9 820 72 1 0 7018 72,7 73.8 73;4 74.9
70 1 6 71,14 69..T 6916 70,7 7^,3 691.8 6 4 .7 7393 70.S 69!5 65.7 66 * 6 6097 68 9 7 60;8
71 * 0 7018 69 !:8 .	 70*3 6 ,9 68.p 6$11 71.6 66x8 67 1 7 07.7 68 ,7 68.2 68 91 690.0
70,3 60 ,2 67,3 68 1 2 68'2 67, 9 66,5 67,6 71,9 65,7 65.1 b6,2 68.0 67,6 68,2 68,4
74,	 67 1 7 651 6 7018 69 9 69 9 8 72.0 73+0 71•`3 '64,4 68:0 71,5 72.7 73 ,9 74,9 68!9
68.^ 691 .1 6818 6717 67.9 6796 67.1 67.2 69,9 65.8 63'06 63.7 64 * 7 65.9 66,2 66,1
7 4 9 3 74.1 74,1 7311 73;p 7290 71.1 72.0 70,8 ti6.,,p 66.9 6.7,7 68 . 0 69,2 67 9 8y2
7412 75.9 76,9 1 410 76.0 759 0 76.3 79,2 71.8 69,9 73 ! 0 77,0 7 4.5 77,3 70.9 64,4
76!0 72..7 76s q
 % 0 86;0 8 2* 13 75.$ 76 ► }},, 74.5 7695 77!7 79,7 7 ,(, 76,9 7H 73.,9
79.0 74 * 7 78 94 1426 90=1 88,9 84.0 8518 95.6 84.5 83!7 64,8 74 *6 Bp ► 0 77.7 78.1
83.3 85,2 84+Y ?111 96=6 98.3 97.6 97,3 99.3 ?599 95 ! 3 94.4 9 3, 0 A716 90.2 88.5
93.0 92.7 93 . 9 ?311 98.1 95,0 97.1 92,0 97.8 43.6 96 ! 1 92 i 7 9 7.7 92.9 A1.9 90.9
87.3 84.1 9 1 11 ?318 97;2 102,2 100 , 5 96,4 95.1 '2 , 0 90 ! 1 94.3 9290 88,2 82.5 84.4
96;i 101. 9 106 , 4 19513 102;3 100, 7 98,0 94.1 96.7 98.0 9'4!9 97.1 88,7 87.0 84.0 99.9
99.1 9998 99,12 9619 98 ,2 9698 96x2 93*3 93.0 91.0 8995 69,9 87,n, 83.3 87.3 82.4
97,6 93,3 104 94 '7663 98 .6 9714 44.4 95.3 91.4 1 1 - 0 80 ! 9 618,2 86, E 85.5 8 493 8565
9598 40,9 1p1 ► 6 V7!7 97; 1 96,6 96.4 95.1 9 0 .9 69.9 87!4 86.7 8.8 * •) 82 , 8 83.8 81,1
46.1 97 i 1 99,p 96 1 9 45'3 96.,0 9 5 .2 95 .3 91,0 67,8 87,9 85,2 96 ,1 82,1 82;0 75,8
96, ! 0 96.6 98.8 ?310 97 . 2 95.,7 919p 93.0 9z.8 d8 *7 83 ! 6 83,7 84.7 7982 76.6 77.0
93.5 97,2 95.3 y31D 95 .4 93.2 94,4 92.5 9J-2 59 92 87 ! 4 b4 •1 8 3. 0 81@4 79.5 76.2
93.5 94.4 9 3. 4 ?211 93.4 9 4* 4 90.:8 99,6 8 ,p 45.1 113!4 8 0 * 2 8 193 77.6 77;4 74,4
91;5 93,4 929'.3. yO10 41,2 91,0 9 1. 7 89 ,2 86,8 94,8 82.1 7 90 77.n 74.0 74 ,3 739i
90.4 9},92 89.j 4729 89r
8 6.0 85.5 84 *
2 889 9
669 a 83 .1 6* 1 80 •
3 8490 m r(j $Q!3 76111 74:A 71 .9 7ZZ.	 70f0
86.9 Oita 84•	 83!4	 7 ,3 77, 0 X2.5 7 0.P 67.9 67,^ 65.0
82..5 84.4 81.4 ;0115 82;6 81.1 8 096 8 016 77.3 76,2 70 ! 7 69,4 6766 66 .8 64 . 4 62..8
78;2 79 .3 7712 ^7,.0 79. 1 77,1 7693 75 * 4 75x2 7392 67!3 66.3 64.0 67.1 63.4 60.5
106,4 10 ,9 110 9 10728 1088 ;? JoQ..84 10 .4 105.0 1059 p 102.9 1.01 ! 8 101 * 8 1019F+ 97.4 46,2 97e1
1O •1 10 . 8 11i 1 l08 t 3 10	 10 • 10 .1 10 • 1 10	 1'13,3 102 !1 10.2,1 101•.5 4 7.2 95.2 96.
11 8 . 4 119,7 122 . 4 11 9 22 1 2 0.2 11 9 , 4 11 8,2 11 7 . 6 11 5.9 1 13.3 111! Y 11 .1. 6 11001 107,D 106.2 105,8
4940
..	 ,...^ .^_..-_....,.^,,._._.. v_., 3..^^...._.r..gnu:.S.+.eu3._.r.,..,,....i3w6s:haaao.^ai^k;..wwx..a.^..,.._..._ez 	
.:.^'
REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PROC. DATE - MOg Tm 8 DAY ^6 HR, 23.4
MOM 3OUjkID PRESSURE LEVELS 454, DEG, F, 70 PERCE N T REL. 411M. DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGR t E S LAND RADIANS)
0.	 10.	
20	
30.	 40.	 S0.	 6 0.	 701	 80.	 90 # 100. 110. 12 0,	 130, 1 4 0	 150.A







RADIAL	 100:	 FT. 80
(	 30 •	M) 100
VE W TCLE ATT 125
C04FIG T"0 160
LOC	 PTO 200
DA TE 07 /31/ 7; 250
RUw	 49 1 31b
TAPE A783 400
BAR	 28.9 HS 500
(97692. N/M2) 630
TAMS	 62, DEG F 800
(2 9 D, DEG K) 1000
TWET
	
58. DEG F i25.0
(288, DEG K) 1600
HACT 1 1137 G4/43 2000
(.01137 Ks/ M 3 )	 '500
NFA 0436. R P M	 3150
( 988, RAD/SE(;) 4000
N(;K 9413, RPM	 5000
( 986: R A v/5FC! 6300
NFDi0628. RPM	 Am
(111 3 . RAD/SEC)1D000



































0'0 . 2	 77.4	 18 i 6
{0. 87 )(1t0 5 ft1.22I(1,
	
0!(7.,	 )(1,	 1(xr	 2)(tr04)121	 )(	 .,	 (	 1	 2	 {
78,9	 79 1 4	 77,7	 77. 9	77.6	 7 6.5	 74 1 3	 13..5	 76.A76.7	 75.6	 78.0




71,972.6 7 3.7 71x 8 3016 7 1 1 7 70,5 69.6 68,8 72.3 7 014 7 0.!6 6 7.6 71.6
72. 0 71.9 7	 11 09 i 6 64. 1 66,8 68.2 66.2 69 1 7 65.7 67.7 70.1 7 0 ,0 67.9 69.2 73,3
69 , 5 68,0 67,0 88 10 67;2 67,2 67 . 4 66,6 69,2 6 4,8 64.9 a	 ,2 74 ,1 67,2 69 , 3 74,4
82.0 77:0 73:0 17 18 79r1 75:5 74,9 76.5 76.7 730 70 69,9 18., 78.9 76:3 77,1
69.0 67.7 67.2 0618 68,7 67: 8 67.0 66.2 69:8 06:6 6417 68,1 72,E 669 9 67. 0 74.0
72..4 7 1 ,9 7212 ?016 7 10 7210 70.5 69,2 6917 66,6 67x8 7 0 , p 73.6 6 9 .0 68.5 73.1
































82.8 90 , 1 8 4 1 8 313 9 .7 96.2 96.6 96.4 98,2 06.9 92i 3 0 p r4 9 3:3 8112 83.5 85.4
9 4,1 8 1. 7 9 410 8	 ; 0 95.7 100.0 95 ,0 9 0. 6?2 1 805 . 6 88.9 43 , a 94,0 91,2 84.7 85,1
92 1 6 99.3 87+0 0 013 92 1 3 93.9 97.2 95.1 95.7 y 1 •F 91!0 4 2:0 89: 1 89.1 87.4 82.6
89.1 93.9 9417 ?410 92,0 92.9 91.2 92,1 89.8 6 2 1 6 87;8 86,8 82.7 85:0 83.1 81!1
96, f 95.9 961? x6 11 9.0 :5 90.9 9	 . 2
8'x:4




85.9 A 1 . D 2 . A
80.0
80.5
79.7102; 99.1 9 6 : 4 4315 92. -.6 9 3 91.4 8813 K6r2 841 1 `39:2 8 g
?1^
94.3 96#7 9916 9214 91.2




9 4:.2 O1 pp 0. 4 . 012 .0 31 2.2 3.- .3 .5 78.5
96:
.
4 9517 9219 Y2f 4 9 0.0 87:6 8&9. 0 (1811 87.8 # 3.5 78;7 80#8 80,8 74:1 75,2 76:9
93,5 43,0 92:1 0 0,.1 9 1, 6 85.3 88. 6 8 6 .3 86,0 43 1 9 82.1 8'0rl 81,^ 76 .3 77', 4 75,4
92.6 4 1!1 9 2 12 88 12 68 .4 88,3 84.5 83,3 8212 79,1 79;4 79,2 221 1 7514 75.2 78.5
9 0.7 89,4 8811 4411 87.4 8 4:1 85.1 83,2 81.3 78,8 77:0 78. i1 81,j 71:1 720 79,6
8B,2 Be.8.0 851 6210 83.0 82,0 80.3 90,2 77,9 75e 1 75;0 1 6:8 78.A 69.3 70,2 75,3
8 4 9 93.5 8 11 9 7$ 1 5 80,0 78 1 7 78,3 76, 8 74.4 73.3 7 1 ,5 76 , 8 8 0 .P 65.0 661 80,2
80,8 A-0.3 77,13 7 616 7 7.9 7516 75.0 72, 5 7112 7x.^, 67+3 77x7 fil- , 6 .2 #8 64.5 78.7
77.5 75,0 74,4 x213 75;4 72:2 7 2.2 67 :5 6A,p 7 2.7 63@9 77.1 81.4 61 ,4 62.4 77.3
106.4 105 ,1 x05 ► 2 1 U3 10 10-2 1 3 10 4 :3 SD4. 4 1031 4 102:7 171,6 97,7 9 9.0 1ap 0:7 96 .1 94:9 96.4
10 6 .5 1.0 .5 :1 1D 5,4 18 3 10 102 1 0 103, 7 10 4 . 5 10 3 , 2 102# 4 11)1#3 98.4 98.7 99. •: 96:0 9 4 .0 94.0
11 9 . 8 11 7 . 5 11 9.0 11 5 14 11 4 .2 11 4 . 3 113.6 11 3 , 7 112 . 0 119,3 10.812 107.6 1 p 8- f7 1 0 5.0 10 4,2 304.4
FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRitM	 PROC; DATE .. MON" 8 DAY 26 WRr 23.4
MUM SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, 	 DEG; F, 70 PERCENT REL,	 H11 M .	 DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGRLES (AND	 RAD_{.ANS)
?a	 0 3 '.	 40•	
!10lt0 ,^7 }{0e	 !{	 01{0.	 lt1rQ












78 '.9 80 # 6 77x5 78 14 78 ,8 78,4 77,9 79.1 78,5 17,4 714!1 7 3,$ 7615 75,6 75.4 76,6 127;1
79;4 8'2s1 791j 78.18 63;1 80,.0 7712 7413 76.7 d i .7 74,2 74+p 78-8 78,2 79,0 8.0.1 128 6
72 1 7 72 1 6 711 7014 70 1 8 7 . 1 3 68,6 68,7 73,3 7115 69 -6 66.4 67,5 69,7 69x7 70j9 12011
71,9 7 1-2 69 1 9 b617 68.0 6	 ,7 67,Z 66,1 70,7 65,8 680 68.8 67 -9 67,1 69.0 69.0 1.18,2
68 + 5 67 ,1 66,1 66 1:2 66;4 67,2 66,4 66,4 7 0,0 D5 ,0 64.5 6.5,3 67 ,1 67,5 70,2 69-6 117;1
Sp.9 77,1 6714 7 315 77 1 0 80,9 78,9 78,3 74,4 71 '.5 75!4 77-9 73,7 77.9 74.6 74,7 126.3
68r2 67 1 0 66. 8 66 1 7 67 @ 8 67 1 9 67 1 0 67^0 60.9 16:.7 64!3 6 5 1 0 6611 6740 66,13 67! 1171
71 1±2 7010 7Q 1 3 7 0t0 70,1 3 69,8 69,.0 69,2 7 0 , 0 67:0 66 ! 5 66 1 3 69 17 69-0 69,1 66.5 118,9
7 1!2 72,9 73+2 !718 8 0.3 81+7 82.1 841.3 82.99 79-2 7 0 .4 76, 1 77, 1 79.8 8 0'1 76.1 1362
69.9 720 75#F 7617 78;9 77,9 75.1 78,0 75.9 76,8 68.7 68,9 76,11 74+0 72.2 69.9 125!7
77,9 81,6 85,6 5815 92. 0 9 1 ,4 8.6.8 9118 8:7'.6 9 017 78.3 75.8 89 17 85,8 80.7 73.8 138.5
83,5 79,1 8816 x!910 91 1 6 91@0 96,3 97,7 90+2 9 3,3 9 1!3 4 5.2 9 38n 82-3 83.2 8.2.5 143-1
84.1 84e7 88:1 1716 89 .1 9610 91-D 93 ► 1 9 1 0 93-0 9 0 # 5 8 6#2 8507 87.9 78.9 78.2 141.2
890 67 t 3 84 1 6 8512 89;1 85,1 9 0 . 2 9 0+ 5 87. 9 x5 611 8711 69,4 80. 1 79.3 R	 p3
7^.2
75.3 137.6
84 1 i 9010 S M ?110 91 1 0 89-8 88,1 90 '.3 86,7 8 7,3 85.8 84.9 92,6 R2+2 75.2 137.8
89.4 9281 9:04 ?011 92;3 8618 92.3 9192 89.1 570 800 86 91 85. 1 83.0 79.3 76.1 134;1
94.6 9 1.4 89,3 n8 1 3 89 @ 3 91,0 8'6.7 85,6 83.2 8 1.4 Si t ? 79.6 82. * 81.5 82.2 74,5 136.3
91.9 90,5 91,7 g819 9 0 1 1 91,'3 66.3 85,0 83.-8 1118 80.7 78x7 8 0.Fk 79, 2 78.8 74we 136.6
9002 8:9. 0 9 202 8@19 88:3 8780 8513 85,4 8 2+0 5 0 19 8.0 .3 8 012 78 0 9 75.2 76.9 73.2 135.4
92,1 9119 89,1! 6717 86.8 87 8 9 8219 8440 9$e6 5 017 77 , 1 7788 77 '.7 72.7 73.7 72-:2 135.1
89 3 9 113 88+2 47 11 88;5 63 1 0 85 * 3 83.3 82,2 ess3+1 79.2 77, 0 77, 2 75,5 76;3 7 1 ' 4 13406
87.6 87,1 8 71 . 2 8- 314 8 4.2 8 481 6114 80+4 7981 11 7.4 77!2 75.3 77 11 74.3 75.3 7 0 ! 5 132.2
8'0-2 85;4 841 8212 83;6 81@2 81,7 6013 79.0 7 7,D 75!2 7417 72.9 70.1 73.1 68,4 131.5
83;p 83;9 81 1 1 79 10 8 0.3 78,9 77.2 750 76 #@ 72.7 72.2 7 0.,b 69 1 9 6810 69.1 65,6 179- 0
79'8 79 ' 7 77, 8 7 4,6 75;8 75,8 74,0 72.b 73,4 71.7 69.5 67.6 60.A 65 1 8 66,0 64,1 127.0
76.7 75.5 7311 l if5 72 1 7 7212 70 '.'6 64,5 72'e3 72,6 65!5 66,6 67.6 66-4 65.8 6318 126.5









































RADIAL 100• FT,	 8q
	











TAMR 62. DEG F	 80.0
	
(290.  DE'G K)	 1000





( • 0.11 37 KG/M3)	 ?500
NFA 9602- RPM	 3150
(saps. R'AD/SEC) 4000
NFK 9519. RPM	 5000












......_...^...,.—._...:._.._.-+r.-w....a^.wei:-n^^riw'., u4.^i_' 	 ^	 ^	
.... ..	 <,	 _.-	 ^.	 ...	 .	 .....	
.. ....
	 ..... ...	 .. _ .... .. -.._.	 _.	
-.... .-..... ^ ...	 ^.	 ..._ _.-.	 _..., ..	 -	 ._. xJ.
PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC; GATE nONTH	 a DAY 26 WR.	 23.5
MRDbL SOUN D PRESSURE LEVE=LS	 15 y .	 DEG,	 F,	 70 PERCE N T REL. HoM, DAY$




10.	 20.	 30.	 4 e.	 50.

















78.6 8 i•5 77.5 19 1 5 79; 0 79,8 77.6 79,6 78.7 17,3 75!3 /4o5 764 1 76• y 75.6 76.8 12709
63 75.9 75,6 75, 7 7 4t0 R 2;0 91,2 73.0 71.9 74.6 d1,9 7495 73,8 72,9 75:2 77.8 78,1 127.3
RADIAL
	
















71 , 7 12015
117.7t	 30 : M) 100 7 Q : 1 7 0!0 6	 •1 68 15 6642 68,2 66.Q 7013
VEHICLE ATT 125 67.8 65.1 66,0 6612 6:7;2 67.3 65.5 65.5 69,o 64.9 64,9 65,,3 68. 3 68.4 7 0 ,3 7 1.3 +17.2
CONFIG T •,' 162 68,3 % ?,5 7 3 , 9 1 01 9 7 2;1 77.9 73. 8 74,9 74.7 a9:6 68 .1 t7, 1 66.9 73• y 74,7 73,11 124,2
LGC	 PTO 200 77 i 0 i6,S 7799 1515 76.0 so il 76.2 81.3 76. y a .8 69.5 6619 68,7 73.9 75. 0 73.2 =2b.
122+10GATE 07/31/ 7 4 Z5p 79 . 5 T$.4 7570 77 11 76 ) z 74 . 7 73 ., 0 72 , 2 71 ,7 68.7 68 1 9 68,1 7 0,., 7 0 .9 7 0 96 7 Q .4
RU4	 49 3 315 80.0 79.9 8.0.6' X011 6 0.3 79.8 77,2 76.,9 76.0 7 3,7 74.6 74,9 74.8 73 . 0 72. 8 72.4 126.9
TAPF A783 400 8 210o SSr7 9 1 ,8 ^Ottl 8Qe4 79.7 78.3 78,2 76,5 7696 75!7 75,7 77. 0 74, 73,7 73. 127;8
BAR
	 28. 9 40 500 73.¢. 76 ' 9 759 97 467 77s1 74,7 73 , 8 73. 72.6 1 4 . 6 7365 1 1,6 75 . 5 T7, 74.7 73.9 124.9
r	 {97692. N/M'2} 630 75.5 7610 7893 77:4 76.1 7592 74.3 741 74,2 13 . 1 742 73,2 74.0 7494 74.1, 72.8 124.9
TAME	 62. DEG F $44 77±0 77,1 78, 8 7 0:7 762 76.9 76.2 74.9 73..8 7 3.5 73 ! 5 73. 0 73.4 7 2'j 7 2.1 7 1.1 125i2
(24 0. AEG K) 1000 77.4 76.0 79,0 16 1 1 74..3 74. 7 74.1 74,5 74.0 73.9 73!7 14.2 72 1 1 72. 72.3 71.3 12405




7$;8 78 ;1 77, 8 76,3 75,3 74, 8 74. 9 74,5 74,7 74,R 74,8 74,3 71,3 126,3 
(288. DEG K) 1600 77 1 3 77,2 7791 77;4 75.7 7641 76,4 74.8 73. 9 74!0 75:1 7 4tn 74:0 73. 9 70.5 125.8
HAC T11 .37 G4/M3 200.D 75,2 76.3 78,2 6013 78,478.9
76,0 76,4 7 6,6 74.8 1 5:2
15.7











12717{.01},37 KG/ M 3) 2500 74.7 7617 78.7 6 019 7 7.077,8 75,2 75.7 74!7
NF A J0 674 , RPM 3154 74;1 75,8 79.7 79 ;1 78;2 76,9 76.3 77,3 75,6 1 3, 8 75.8 78 2 75 7 76,4 77;0 71.4 127,5
(111 8. , R,AD/SEC) 4 000 75.1 76,8 7992 7'17 8^,1 776 75.1 75,3 76,7 7 696 7315 7 646 8 010 76 . 2 76.0 7 4.0 128.4
NFK10648, RPM $000 74,0 76.2 77,3 7g 15 7	 .3 76,7 76.5 75.4 76.8 77.2 79 i 2 78,2 76. 2 76,5 77.4 7 1 .5 128.4
(111 5 . RAD/SEC) 6 300 7 4.2 75. 0 78.4 17 1 2 78.4 76,8 74.1 74,5 73.9 74.1 77. 1 75, 2 76.3 75.2 71.2 71;6 127,4
NFDi0628 . RPM 8.000 73;0 74.9 76.9 1*7 i 1 79;6 76,7 78,4 81,8 75.8 78.8 75, 76,8 76, 1 74,1 77.4 70,5 129;8
1.1!1'3 . 8'AD /SEC )1D000 70.2 72,0 72 6 2 t218 74:0 73.6 73.1 72.2 71.7 11.0 7 1 ; 72,9 7 2,n 71.0 72.0 67.5 12542
NO	 OF BL A DES	 4 4 2i ^5 GO 6T .4 68. 4 69,6 69 t 8- 7.	 11
6^;9









4. 21 6 tl00 65.5 66.1 669 7 D6t4 68,7 67.6 64.6 67.5 1,3 66,3 ,a -68 . 5 65.0 12
' 20000 63.3 63.9 63t1 ti410 64.2 64, 9 65.2 63,7 65,4 71,8 62.9 64,3 64,7 h2:4 6.4.1 65.5 124.6
OVERALL MEASURED 93,2 920 92.i '03:j 93;3 93 + 0 92.4 93,0 9 1 . 688.8 y2.8d






92,2$8.9 92,'586,6 140.4OVERALL CALCUL ATE 90,3 90.4 91 . 4 911 91.7 91.0 89.3 90.,4 .2 8'8 ! 1 +1
PNDH iQ1.0 10 2 ,2 10378 10 4 !1 10 4 . 5 102• 6 101. 4 IOL1 9 101.1 1 r1 0 48 10162 101, 5 1070 101.1 101. 98;3
X43
M
PAGE 1 FULL "SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAti PROC; DATE - HONIN	a DAY 26 FIR.	 23.5
MU Dk L SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS	 (59,	 DEG., F.	 70 PERCENT REL, HUM: DAYI
ANGLES FROM P-LET IN DE GRkE S	[AND RADIANS)
FPEO.
0. 30,	 40,	 50

















8'+5 ,477 8 167 7 9 .0 715,4 7 8 .1 78.6 77.6 76,4 74 . 2 7 3,7 75. 6 76.7 75, 9 7b. 9 126.9
































67.8 68.2 68,2 69.3 117:4t	 3D-
V941CLE ATT
i0fj
123 68'5 67,1 66,0 66 1 9 66'3 68,0 67.3 65,4 65.1 6 5,1 65.2 P 6,Q 67. 1 67 0 3 69;4 69,6 116 7





































74,3 1516 75.9 76;8 76.0 77,0 7 3.5 7 1,5 7414 7 6,1 74,9 759 9 77.0 71,1 125.8
TAPE A787 400 7013 75 1 5 751 7 'i 7rp 77;3 76,8 76,1 76,8 74,7 7 6.8 70.9 70,7 7698 74.7 7299 70;9 125;5
BAR
	
28,9 HS 500 75-p 86,8 85.71 d9 t6 9 0,1 89,4 8801 9 0 ,9 88-6 0 0 0 7 8 1 1 7 7816 81517 86-0 80,6 80,8 138,1
(97692. N /M2) 63x0 85-5 87,2 8349 9310 93.3 91,3 96.3 98,0 92.2 94,2 92-1 95.4 9 4:1 80-5 83&4 85.6 14319
TAiiP	 64, DEG F Sao 87;9 84.1 92.0 U7 1 5 86;3 4 4,0 9 1.1 9 1.2 9 0. 6 92 . 6 9(x ! 9 85 ,1 88 88,9 8 1,1 82;0 14Z';s
(2 9 1. 35G K) 1000 89.5 86&0 85
85 -
.3 x719 9102 89
917





59, DEG F 1250 89.0 86.9 9 8 89,0 92,0 91.1 89r0 88-0 8 4&8 86.9 06 83,1 81-1 Bp.O 1,38..l
(288. DEG [() 2600 90.3 87,9 9192 !9 1 9 88,2 9047 7 3.2 88'4 87-1 8 5,7 8 3!0 6 5;17 9




HAC T11 .5 1 G4/mJ 7000 97.3 A9 +0 9 0 .1 YOtO 88.7 9 140 88.4 97,4 64-0 '11-
9 5;x.3 -2 81 -a 81,3 81.4














135;0NFA 9615, RPM 3150 89;0 90.8 9 1i U 8-5 1 8 87'2 86,8 155,2 86,3 5 3. 8 -1
(1007. RAD/SEG) 4.000 9 0 . 2 90,7 9:'7 8 716 88 .0 86 :9 83:9 84-9 82,6 8 0 . 6 77,9 77.8 78:7 720 74 ! 6 72, 9 135!0
NFK 95 7 4. RPM 5000 88.5 9 0.3 8713 {1519 88;3 84.0 85.5 8 3.4 54-0 '5'0- 9 8 0-0 77-2 77, 1 75,2 76.4 7142 134.5




NFr+10628. RPM 8000 85 . 4 86 . 3 8 4. 3 81 1 8 3 * 3 82: 2 8 x. 4 8 0.3 79,1 7 6,8 75,1 14 ,2 76 .2 7 1.2 73;2
131,[3
(1113.	 R A D/5FC )10000



































1 6 600 75.5 75.3 7 3. 5 X 213 72;8 72,3 7 0 .7 69.9 66.3 7311 65-6 67,5
67,E 63.9 64;8 61;9 176.3
20000 702 78' ! a 69,3 67;9 67.5 68.1 65.6 64-6 65.0 7 4;1 62!1 64,2 63-(, 61&6 6313 61.2 126.1
OVERALL MEASURED
































PNOb 11 5. 2 113.3 113,2 1}11 9 112.4 113 97 111- 9 111- 5 10 6.9 207. 7 905.9 106.8 1 06-1 103 .5 103 .0 100:2
ca
404
'. PAGE f FULL SCALE DATA REDUC T ION PROGRAM PROC. DAT E - '+WO g DAY p6 SIR,	 23.5
M (► D^L SOUND PRESSURE LEVtLS	 ( 59,	 DEG;	 F:	 7 0 PtRCE NT REL, 14 1. M . DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET iN DEGR=ES (AND RkD ANS)
Fnkta,








6p	 70, 60,	 90,
+ 40}1 1,57) ( 1 ,75) (
108,	 11.0, 120;
1,9 2 } ( 2: Oo}(2.27) 1 2,4^






8 0 .8 9 .0.6 78.8' 7817 78,9 78x4 76.8 77. 9 75,6 7 5+ 8 74.0 73, C 75. 6 75.8 75.0 76.8 126,4
6S 8.0	 3 79,1 78.3 ! 732 83;1 8:0,8 74.o 74,b 72.9 5 1 . 2 74.1 74 18 76.F 77.5 75.8 79,2 127.7
RADIAL
	 106+	 FT, 80 74.8





































125 7 1.4 68,1 67,7 88 1 5 69
1





































DATE 0 7 /31/74 250 72. 71.4 72,6 7 p 19
?


















RU ,,	 495 315 78,9 7 6,8 74•E 126
4t8
8 3.3 81. 78
41
,9 79,2 74.5
7 5,9 73,9 75 .3 76. 1 73.7 17.7,3TAPE 4787 4:Op 72.3 74rQ B p,3 ? 74.2 8173 77 78 1 9 78,0 7 5.0 77.2 2
BAR	 2 9 ,0 HG 500 ap ! p 8 0 ,7 90,2 8317 80. 0 9396 87,7 9 0,7 8878 17.1 880 0 868 8 2+6 86.3 87 !0 83.6
138.3
(97760. N/M2) 630 132,4 84.2 Sa t e npt2 904 97.0 46,3 95.3 98.1 96.5 92!6 88,2 91. 7 8316 7813 80/4
144,0
TARS	 b3. OEG F 600 89.1 87.0 97.3 8910 0805 90,9 48.9 93.0 9100 1404 38.1
92,1 9 5., 92.2 86.2 87.0 143.6
(290 1 DEG K) 1000 93.4 84.1 P 7.d ? 415 95;4 95.9 99.3 97 , 2 9 6 . 2 9 3 n 2 9 2!6 1 0,4 g 0 , : 99, 5 a7 . 3 8 2.1 144.7
TWET
	









































96.1 97,4 94 ! 2 92,2 40 ,9 89,7 86.8 85.6 M 4,0 82!4 8 1+3 A21a 9102 81,0 76.9 139.6s
NF6 4 43 9 , RPM 3151 4 3.6 4 4,4 9 5:a 1 1 1 3 9.0:4 4 D: 3 89 : 4 89 : 2 9'7,2 84,7 83,6 81,3 8 0,1 76,4
783 75,1 138^fl
1	 998, RAD/SEC) 4000 9 6.0 94.1 9 3+ 2 9392 9 1 t 1 89 ,6 88.0 88.8 86,9 8 3,4 79.3 79:0 79. 6 75+0 75.1 73.7 139.5
NPK	 9403. RRN 5800 93,4 9 4,2 91, 8 9017 91.6 87,2 88.1 86.4 87:1 63.7 81 ! 4 79,2 80.7 77.8 77.3 73.2 137,8
k.
%.














134!7NF010628, RPM 8000 9 0.7 9 0:4 8	 ,5 5611 86 1 4 8419 85:3 83.3 81,2
7 4 , 5 69.4 66. 9 132,5
' (1113. P AC/S FC )l0000 88.2 68, 1 8512 8310 93.3 82,8 81.0 79.3 78,p 75.3 7 2,;1 7 1.A
7 0 .3
NC. OF BLADES






































106 1 6 105 .3 105 ,3 10411 102;48


























11. 5 1 7
1029


















1 FALL SC A LE DATA REDUCT ION )+n0([kAMOUL
T's
LEVEL S (59,POEG^ 7a
!'
PrRCERT REL,HUM.'D^Y)1 -L SQUN11 P RESSURE
ANGLES FROM INLFI IN EIrGHEF6 (*Nn RA51ANS)
00 10. 20! 30, 4 0. SQ. 60, 70, 8 01 90„ 1QQ. 110. 120, 130, 14o., 1 50, PWL
t FRED. (0. )(0.17){0.3's}[Q.Sp![0,703(0,87} f1.05)(1,22}(1.40}(2*'3T}( 3.7'S}/1.92}(2.091[2,27}{2.4, }( ?.62}( }
50 73,9 74,9 72 - 6 75.0 7to ,9 74 .1 72 0 71. 9 71.1 721 4 70.6 69.9 70,6 71.0 7u.8 71.r 122.1
63 7 1.9 71.0 75 *
. 7 721' 4 82.1 79 .1 70. 9 67.L 71.0 8 1!1 69.9 68.9 67.0 7 0 .4+ 67.0 69 .1 12512
04AD[AL	 100.	 FT, 80 66.7 66.7 65.3 65.7 66.9 64.6 64.4 639 6 63. 5 609 651.4 63.7 62.5 62.6 62.4 65. 8 114.4
(	 30.	 M) 100 67 9 0 65.2 65.6 15.3 68.1 66,0 64,7 64 .2 63. 9 65.7 6598 66 * 1 66. 9 69 .1 44.6 67 .6 115.9
vE7ICLE ATT 125 48.3 68.7 r0,a 69,7 71.4 69.2 74.5 6305 65.5 62x3 82.1 67,2 67.2 65.3 6F.7 6504 117.3
CaNF1G 7/0 166 64.2 A2.1 62 9 6 6406 71,3 63,2 64,0 62 * U 61.2 61 . 0 60,7 62.5 62. 9 63.1 62.3 62.3 113,8
LOC	 PTO Poo 69 *2 69 .6 69 ,Q 69 t 2 77.5 66 * 2 66 *6 64 * 0 62,2 63.2 si, l 61#2 62.0 63.0 67.8 142,7 115.6
1:ATE	 7131/74 250 7 7.1 76.'. 15. y 73 ! 5 74. 0 72.1 71.3 69,1 6712 64!3 6 4.2 63,0 67.0 64 *0 67.8 64.? ;19.8
hUN	 497 315 75.0 75 0 74,7 75.F 75.2 73,0 710 69.2 67,0 66.2 64.1 63.1 64,6 64.2 65.a 63.;; 12001
S APE A787 400 74.0 74 } 1 73.8 76.2 74.7 72.2 69.9 68,1 68 i 0 66 ! 0 65,6 64.3 66.7 64.3 154.5 6x. 7 111.9
M-AR	 29 .0 HG 50Q 7 3.8 72.; 12.6 7392 70.7 70,.1 69,1 67.;, 53,8 65.(} 6 4,6 64,8 64,6 65.8 65.i 62. 8 118.1
(977 9 4. N/M2) 6371 9 1.5 ML. 1 11 C,u 79.5 79 . 3 75.3 75.2 73.3 74.1 71.3 69.0 68,3 69,2 69.1 51 1' 2 65 . 3 174.6
1AM13	 64, 0,6'11	 F ,00 7?,,9 79.E sl -.,q 79.1 79 .1 77.7 77.1 72.9 75.2 72!2 77.Z 72,0 76,0 69. 2 6 9 . 9 65. i3 125.6
0 9 11 1`80	 1{) IROp 70 . 4 F t1. 4 hF1 . 1 73 ..2 8(1. 90 'I li. 4 79,4 7 i`. a 74 . 1 72.4 73. •) 72.3 73. 9 71.1 7r,.;) 66, 4 126.7
iNET	 e0. DEG F 1751 6 6.2 05 .3 4 .''. . 9 82.5 84.4 H'3.3 85,7 83 ,3 79 i 1 78.1 S P.G 76+2 75 , n 74.9 73.1 A9 ..j 131.3(288, :jEG
	 K) 1606 0"5.4 84.3 280,7 54.5 84.4 84.1 84.2 85.5 80,4 77 ! 6 78.1 7 6 .0 77 .1 74.3 74,9 6 3 .? 131.9
w a CTli , 8 7 N/M3 ??OG 11R.S 87.0 HB.Z 90.5 811.4 88,p 80:,6 A7,,, ? 3,5 82!2 8"2.2 77.4 79,9 76.1 71.3 7	 ,^ s315.I
(1011 8 7 4603) 2500 9 0.4 91.'' rl1.0 71.4 9 :,•1 91* 4 9 fl.,l T7, y ?6.0 52,2 6 1.7 79.1 801' ,6 76. P. 77 . 9 7 1. 9 537.8
hFA 7469. HPM 3150 92.2 93,4 (0.8 92!5 9 2.2 93.7 92.3 89.3 97.3 8312 52,0 bt,.3 79.8 70,.4 70.1 72.3 139.6
(	 7 82. NAO/SEC) 4000 94.1 45,,< 94.7 94x4 94.4 94.3 9?.1 91 @ 4 89sV 84 1 4 5 10 62.0 81. 8 74.7 7°,.9 73 * 1 1.41x1
h rk	 7437 . RPM 5000 9 4.4 96.5 901' .1 94 ! 5 96.5 9 3.4 95.3 9 2,3 Q,e, 5 88 i 2 8'6.5 9j,5 8 1.0 Vi n•;; 7".4 73,4 142.8
[	 779,, +2 47]/SEC) 6,300 9 4.5 94. 6 940 9z.6 95.6 93.6 91.6 89.,; 87.6 83 ! 7 82.1 79,3 &C.3 77.1 7 x..4 71.`. 34:0.6
hV010628. RPH 8090 9 2.3 0s.3 92.[; 91 1 5 990.1 9 096 92.3 58.3 87.3 630 51.3 75,2 77.3 74.3 74.0 70.2 140.2
[1113. R A GS/SEC)10007 °1.4 9?..3 9 10 99.8 5 41.3 80,5 88.4 85.: ?3,4 8.0 / 5 18.3 75.1 74,2 7 22.0 7 x'.1 53 .3 138.5
OF ik A dfS	 44 125 40 87.9 Fa,!) !16 * u 87.1 45.8 X5.1 H2.`► R! .1 7A * 4 7 3.7 71.0 69.0 66.7 66.6 63. 8 136.:
16000 03.7 83.': 81.7 62.5 6L.8 f1.d 76.'.0 76.1 74!6 67. 9 7 6 7 .6 65.5 65.4 64.4 62.6 334.2
;0400 76.4 79,6 77,4 76.7 79 .4 7694 76.4 72.: 73 6 71 , .4 54.1 64.4 6 2,1 6 4.3 6 2.1 63.4 032.1
OVERALL ME A 3URE 11 i^7+2 113,4 103 4 101•_4 101.3 101. 5 1011 4 966;' 97.1 94.2 Y,I.9 9 0 . 2 9 1.3 "8.6 d9.2 87.3
OVERALL CALV)LATV X512 . 3 10 . 1 i07, 7 101 .9 102. 5 IVI-8 IC1 . 3 913.V 47 . 4 94.6 9 2 4 3 69.5 90 . 0 87.1 36.9 -12 .9 1.49,7
















































1'46 001:9 1.135/ayH "760 )
Z'gb COOS,	wde 460ge NA4
2'96 coot (D3S/QVH 'Si66 )
6'96 66W	Nd8 19158 VJV













T•6w COQ	! 930 819 BOWL
1'99 399
	QW/N 10,6iiV














vp 4e	'ij '007 lylavm
Z'TL £9
Z'9L 05
















RUN 4 00	 315
7 A PF	 A767	 400








iwET 61. DEG F	 1250
	{289. UEG K)	 1600
I
.AC Ti2.26 G M/M3	 2000
	
(.01226 KG/M3)	 2500
br A 9060, RPM	 3150( 9 49, A AD/SEC) 4000
nFK $999, RPJq
	5000
( 942. R AO/SEC) 6300
fiT010626. RPM	 8000
(1113. RAO/SECI10000







PAGE I	 FULL SCALE DATA RPI)UC T J GN PKOS4!ky	 PROC, DATB . NO>NT H 9 DAY 
Us NR. 22.9h00r1 SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 159. DE6, F, 70 PERCENT RED. H M, DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET 1N 9EG6tE5 (AND RAOIARS)
D,	 10 1 	 20.	 30 1	40.	 50.	 60!	 7 0,	 8 D! " Vi. 100. 110. 120. 130. 140.. 150!
(0.	 1(Os17 )( 0. 3'^){O.s^?}{E1.70>[O ► 07fI1.05}ft!22}i1^40}{1,y7)I1.75}Il.g2?IZ.a^1(2.27}12.4^)I2 ► 62}(
77.8 79.1 75,5 77 1 9 76.0 77.0 75,9 77.0 75.Z "75.!0 72,6 7290 74.7 75,4 74. 6 73,a
72.9 72. 9 75.7 73.0 82,2 79 .1 70. 3 69. 4 7190 81!0 7 0.7 66.1 68.7 72.1 70.9 71,2
65.9 68,9 6796 66t7 67.9 66# 9 65. 8 64 1 7 66# 7 67,7 66,5 67.7 64.4 65.0 66.4 6791
70 92 67,9 66 ► 5 67,1 65 # 1 6462 64.3 63.2 6493 64!2 6427 63.9 64.9 64.0 63.8 67.0
7043 66 4 3 691,1 66.6 66.5 65,3 65.5 65,6 66:3 64. 1 2 63,.1 65,2 66.4 65.2 67.1 64.4
75.0 68,3 64.6 72.2 70.3 72.1 7 1 ►2 75.1 11.8 65.3 69 * 0 75,1 74..2 73.9 76.	 6910
71.2 64.1 63.1 64,5 65.1 64.1 64,4 62.6 66,3 64.2 62.2 63.4 64.2 64.7 63.
	
53.1
71.3 68,1 67,6 67.2 70.3 68,170,+2 68.0 67,1 63.9 64,9 68.9 68.6 70.0 66.9 64.1
73.3 76.3 76.7 74 1 2 8192 70.3 81.2 80.1 75 9 2 88 ! 0 75.2 61.1 79,7 61.2 76.7 69.2
R1.6 77.8 63. 9 88 . 2 85.9 34 1 2 79.1 7S .i 71,4 76!0 66.0 85 . 0 81.6 82.0 69 .6 71.1
86.0 83,1 87,4 92.0 91.0 88#8 86,0 86.11 84.0 63 ! 0 ?D16 86,9 86:.7 891.9 $1,5 78..9
80.4 83.1 86. 8 92.5 92.3 47 .2 97.5 97,a 97.5 94.4 94,0 95.1 94.5 82.3 95.n 91.5
99,0 R9,4 97.2 5 9 .0 47 .2 94 .1 95.2 46. 3 98.9 91,9 96,8 97.2 102.1 97,0 92.1 94.3
89,3 88,6 97.1 95 9 4 99.1 112.4 9Q.1 95.4 95.4 9S ! 2 VO.9 93.4 94.D ?0.5 8 i.3 64.3
94.2 96 .2 104,0 301 15 100.2 97 .1 02,1 95#2 46 ,1 92.3 44.0 96.0 9Q.0 88.9 0 ?. .>1 14.^,
98.3 99.5 79.2 97. 4 94.4 97.5 q5.4 92.3 91.5 87.5 07.3 89,2 66.0 82.3 82. 4 90.5
101.0 101# ? 101. 3 96.4 93, 4 42.5 Q 2. 5 95.Z 92,5 59,5 69,0 88.5 87.4 8 3.2 87.3 79.3
94,2 97.0 1110. 6 98 . A 95.0 94,x: op.0 40.0 89.0 8/, ! 3 55.7 62.1 84.8 R1.9 41.8 75.2
95.2 95,5 V5.9 9i,3 95,9 92,3 93..2 580 90.3 0602 65.0 83.2 85,2 80.1 81.4 73,0
96.1 96,3 95,11 94!1 9'3,9 91.1 91,U 89.1 89.6 e6!1 63.1 6 3 #1 83.0 77.0 76.8 73.2
95.3 95.5 95.3 420 9t-4 99 .5 92.4 $b.6 39.4 116:.4 t"3.2 90.4 81,2 78.5 78:.1 73.2
94.6 93.6 9 4,3 90.6 90.7 9195 88.4 86.6 84.3 62'!2 82 . 3 7 9 ,4 82.3 7796 76.3 72.3
41.3 92.3 9G,S 59..6 94.3 87 n 3 88 n5 86.1 84,4 81 1 4 79.4 77,1 77.1 72.3 7?.0 68,4
89.6 90.; ea ' l 561 3 87,	 65.4 84. 2 82.a Ri. 3 79 1 .; 77.4 7 3 .4 74.1 71.1 71.2 6h.4
516.9 46.? F4,C 01.9 Oj . jI
	
32.0 S Lt .9 78.9 77.3 75 ! 9 73,6 TQ.O 7 ,7 .7 65. 9 66.5 62.9
E2.6 B1.'
	
1'0,9 78.7 79.9 78.6 78.0 7..7 74,0 74 ! 7 69,4 67.6 6A,4 64.3 63.8 62.6
77.6 77,3 75. 5 7416 77.0 73.7 73..4 70.4 71.3 73!4 615.1 64.0 60.0 64.1 67.1 63.5
10 6 .3 107,1 108 * 9 106! 5 107.2 106.1 105.3 1.04.1 10 4 .2 101!2 1 0 2.1 102• A 103.9 96.9 98.6 96.2
106.6 107.3 109.1 106.5 107.1 10 6 .8 105.2 104 . 3 10 4 .6 IUD! $ 1 0 1. 9 102 1 6 10 4 , 1  97.2 910 .2 96.1































REDUCTION PROt1RAK 	PROC. VATS !' RONTN 9 DAY 16 MR, 27.9
MODEL SOt) 'iL PRE85t)S1E LEVELS 199,
	
GI F. 70 PERCENT REL, HUM,)) Y)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DbGMEE? (AND R AD IANS)
D.	 iC.	 20.	 30,	 4D,	 98.	 60,	 70.	 84.	 90 4 100. 110, 120.	 1309 1 4'0, 1 5 0,,	 PWL
4	 y7	 75	 9	 2 9 2 27} 2 4,- 2 62)(






RADIAL 100.	 FT. 8o






D A TE 7131174 250
pouts	 501 315
TAPE A757 400
0 AR	 29.0 p8 540
c 9 7 810. NIH2 ) 63.0j AmH	 68. DEG F 8 0.0
(793. OEC K) 1000
1 uET	 63, DEG F 1250
(190. DEC. K) 1600
!. A CT12. 8 1 iMIM3 20flL'
t,0128 1 K G/M3) 2500
nFA 9113. RPM 3150
(	 954, kAD/5RC1 4000
nFK 9135. RPI4 Soon
(	 946. rj AD/SEC) 6300
NFUJD678. RP4 90fl0
(1113. 4AU/Sj(r)104011
+,'.	 OF	 3L 4 ' IFS 44 125a.
16000
20000

































) i0.17)(!J.35)	 D. 3 2} (no 7p 1(a.87)11a05 )(1, x2)t1'	 O} t l,	 }cl,	 Hit	 2)c	 NO	 It	 .	 1	 .	 )t	 r
79.!	 76.6	 78.0	 77.8	 77.7	 76.0	 76,	 74, 4	75.9	 73 i 6	 72.6	 76.6	 76.9	 76.9	 74,9,i,
73.2 74,ti 76,7 73!1 62.1 79 ,2 7 0,3 67 1 9 72,0 x1 1 2 7 0,8 69.0 7 0,7 72.7 72.7 72,2
67.6 69,7 6791 6710 6796 66.7 64, 7 64 .6 6790 66! 7 66n6 67.7 640 65.8 66.4 67.0
69.3 68.0 66.9 66 ! 3 63,9 67.9 66.3 64r2 62,2 630 65 9 8 65.9 64.6 69.1 65.7 69.1
69:3 66.3 66,2 66,6 65.3 67 .3 65,2 65 1 .3 65,3 6392 05,.2 66,2 66.9 67,2 67.3 148,5
79.9 71,2 t5,6 74 1 0 69.7 75,0 67.1 73.t, 71 9 4 65 1 3 74..9 76,1 73.1 73.8 74;5 72.1
65,5 63.5 639 ? 65!0 6591 04,5 64,4 62 1 4 64.6 64!2 6 3-92 63,0 04.3 65.3 64,9 63.4
68.4 68.3 57,6 69.? 72.7 69 ,2 72.1 70.1 67..2 63!3 6599 69.9 68.9 70.2 45 ,0 64.1
71,0 77,7 76,7 78.4 85.3 81.4 $4.9 83.2 77.3 7;, ! ], 76.9 M3.0 SC, 7 R2,3 $0.2 72,1
79.4 76,9 820p 97.1 73.2 86.0 1 1. 9 73 . 9 78. 9 7692 6 7.1 82.0 83. 9 78.1 7U.7 67.4
85.2 81.9 67,6 91.5 S00 92,11 88.2 81. y 84,9 640 92,7 88.0 89.7 93.8 81.8 7d,1
82.3 78.3 b4 ,1 87 * 4 91,5 93,5 95. 6 95,4 94.2 93!3 V 019 93.5 89.4 8:8.. ,3 95 .1 92.5
9 4.2 83.9 9 S-0 90.3 A3.2 9 3.t 4 3. 4 94,E 95.3 90.1 91,E 97,2 100.0 9 0.n 9 3.3 94,;:
85.5 90.4 °6, d 95.1 99.1 .102.2 7D.C. 3 'n,S 45.5 92 .4 9 2.1 95 1 1 93.1 -19.4 a3,3 P5.2
9 1.2 95,F 102.11 99.3 l0U.11 98,3 94.0 95.1 930 94.4 9 1,7 92,2 9D,9 81,2 84.0 53.6
9519 ?8 1 ^ 98 1 7 96 9 6 95.;/' 94.15 4 6 n 3 93.4 97.5 88-4 6 9.1 97.4 65.2 83.7 15.2 713.1
200.5 112. 6 16C P? 96.6 93.6 9 4.6 9 6.2 45.2 92.8 4n.5 9 1,1 87.2 19 .1 8 1- 7 8 "-3 77,5
93.8 96.1 V7.6 98.9 96.1 95, 1 9 1 .4 2 9 ,;1 0 13,4 BF.,j 67. 0 81.9 :'.5.7 F'4.4 91, 9 77.9
95.5 96.4 97.0 93.5 96.2 41.4 90.5 89-V 87.6 860 a5.0 04.2 85 .1 N 0,4 78.0 75.3
98.4 93.3 95,{) 95.4 95.5 y 1.4 91,4 90.1 F18.4 94 ! 2 b 1.t3 61.2 82,6 76.5 76,0 73.1
4 4.4 96.2 93,1 929? 94.3 139,3 90,7 88@6 Re-8 06 9 3 h5.2 81-0 $2 • 2 78. 6 78.4 72.4
93.5 93. 7 ` G.1 90 ! 5 91.b 96.5 97.4 85,5 F14.5 81 15 13 1#2 79 .3 1 ;+,3 76.5 76 .1 71.2
9 1.0 92.3 9 3.0 58.8 91.3 86,1 56,2 85,5 33.2 81.3 79 .1 77.2 76 ,1 77.2 73.1 69,1
90.6 87,8 86.1 56 1 2 88,.4 65.5 84.1 111.2 79.7 78 1 2 1 7.1 74.1 74.4 71,3 71.0 66,2
35.8 86.:1 `4.3 81. 9 FR 3.11 `l,a 8;!,7 73.6 76." 75.8 77.6 70,B 7n.5 56.1 66.5 63,1
82.7 82.4 t^,S 79.6 79.6 77.6 77.9 74,7 73. 9 73.7 68.3 6 1 ,4 68,6 55.6 64.3 52.A
77.3 77.3 16,8 75 . 0 7 7 .0 73. 1 73.1 7f).2 71,7 74 ! 2 65.1 65.2 68.9 65.3 63.8 63,1
106.3 107.0 IV7,U 106 , 4 1'3 6 .1 IU 6 .0 1:1`5.1 T,I}3,3 102.3 1.41.3 100,7 1111,2 102, 9 96..2 94,6 97#a
19 6 92 197,:! ln7 # P 106. 3 106.6 1(;6.5 10'5.5 10 4 .0 1112, 9 1001 4 1 00, 7 1111. 9 102. 5 96,3 99,1 97,2





_ ^:s^9Ew^%^ sT^731a:>i.^?c>^nY+^'t'"3'	 ' =.':^tiwaAr2.^tia3Sf
r+RE i F^tL SCALE flA T_ A RE(WGT1 , 0N PRgOKAn FROC, DATE !! irON!T"	 9 DAY 18 HR, 22.,9
MOOkL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, Di G, F, 30 PERCENT RFI„ NUM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET 1N DtGKEja 1AND RADIANS)
0, lo, 20 ► 3 0. 4 0, 90. 641 70 9 B0. --9v, i0o. 1100 120, 130. 140. 1x41 PUL
FRED. (0, )[0.l7)i 0. 3siiD. 32)tE}, 70)[0,87)I1.fl51(11 22)(1e 40) 11 97 ) (1, 75)11, 921(2909 )12,2 7712. 441 {2., 62)[ )
50 79,0 80.,0 76,8 78 ! 9 78.9 77,9 77,0 77,3 7741 - 75 1 9 7417 73.3 749 9 75.9 76.0 73. 9 126.3
63 73.9 74.4 76;9 73.3 81 ► 9 79,0 71.1 69 9 9 73.2 Biel 714 69,9 70,S 73.8 77,9 72.0 12508
RADIAL 10o. FT, Be 68.7 70.0 67,7 0610 67.8 66,8 650 640 68,9 67!8 67 1 4 64.0 64,7 6596 66.8 66, 7 116.5
130.	 Hl 100 70.9 69,0 68,0 67.1 66.1 67,9 70,9 68.0 640 620 67,7 69 ,0 66.6 65.8 66.0 72,2 11797
y	 HI'CLE ATT 125 69,5 67 .4 66.0 66.3 66,1 67,6 70,0 68.2 64,6 63.3 07,1 69 ,2 68:0 68 .2 68.4 7 1.2 11707
tCNFIG 7/0 J60 78.0 72.2 66.0 73.1 70.1 76.1 67,1 75.0 69,1 6640 71,7 76.0 75.9 78.1 75,8 75,1 124,0
LOG	 PTO 200 65.5 64.1 64,2 65 13 65 9 1 66,2 65.5 6315 64.3 6414 63., j 64.4 64,2 69.1 65 = 6513 114,7




.315 76.5 74.6 75:0 78 ! 4 87.9 82.16 80,2 8092 72x2 7612 77 j e 73,2 74.8 7 1,1 7 1. 8 72,0 128,0
14PE A767 400 60.9 72,9 79,1 77.0 5248 81.1 79.0 77.1 75,3 7811 7318 75,1 70.1 70.9 74.8 66,1 127,7
iy
	6AR	 29.0 116 500 73.8 81.0 87,7 86 ! 2 41.8 90,3 87.1 87,3 85,1 670 93,5 84,0 83.7 7 7.6 8r.7 71,9 13697
(97810. N/N2) 630 04,3 88.0 bs.z 67,5 48.3 92 1 6 95.2 97.6 92.5 46,5 94,2 92.6 89,7 90.3 8 2.0 80.4 144.1
i AH9	 68. DEG F Boo 86.3 86.' 84,7 118.4 43.0 90.2 9$,1 92.3 9 .1 . 6 9611 89 ,0 87.3 93.,,0 40.0 82. 0 6 1.2 142.0
e	 (293. DEG K) 2000 87 .4 9G,3 F8.4 89 1 8 94.2 96,5 96.5 93.1 93.4 T2.5 9 4,2 87.5 8994 84.3 8'4. 9 83.3 14391
114ET	 63. DEG F 1250 88.4 92.2 4 4. 4 9'6.4 96.0 92.1 42.4 9112 9 11 4 86?4 9G,8 86,4 90,0 60. 9 0 87.9 75.1 .141.7
( 290. DEG K) 1600 97,4 99.4 95.1 94.7 93.5 91„ 6 912,5 89,3 89.4 84#2 68,0 84.5 85,9 83.2 9 13.2 78 .4 141,.6
uA CT12 .81 GM/M3 2000 10 1 .3 1!11. 3 95,2 95.6 91.5 91.6 91.6 92 1 5 89.3 87.4 IsSi,2 84.4 54.9 81,2 81 1 ;1 75.5 541.2
0 012 81 kG/ M31 2500 95. 1 97. 1 97,Y 9 3!3 9n.0 91.3 89.4 8895 88.4 57.2 65.5 83.2 82.9 80,9 ac.0 75,3 14,,8
^FA 9274. RPM 3190 96.4 95,4 97,3 89.3 91.5 9115 88.4 88 1 3 $8.6 86#3 93.0 63,4 81,9 78,2 78.2 81. 4 139.4
`	 (	 97 1. HAD/SEC) 4000 98.2 95.2 9 4.9 912.3 92.2 89 ,2 88,3 88.2 95.2 813!2 79 ,9 82.1 82.0 75.0 74,8 75,0 138.7
h K 91 915, RPM 9000 94.4 93.4 4 3,0 90!4 92.1 86.1 88..6 86.2 0 6 , 1 $3!0 02,2 80,5 79,4 77.6 779,'2 72,2. 137.8
._	 (	 943. R AD/SEC) 6300 4 3.3 37.3 9 113 5845 98,2 87.7 83.5 8296 81,6 79 13 79, 1 7813 78.4 78.3 76.0 70.4 135.8
%Ft'10 6 2e . RPM 8000 91 . 3 89 ,3 89 ,7 66 i 2 87,1 83.4 85.4 82,3 80 o 76.2 >6 2 76,4 74.4 72.1 72.3 67.4 134.6
(1113. 001SEC)10008 88.4 88.6 c5.z 63-3 83.1 62.2! a1.3 751.5 77.3 76 1 3 75.3 72.4 72,3 69.1 69.3 65.5 13294
hC.
	 OF	 BL A )FS	 44 1.2500 F5.i 83. 7 t1f, 7 7G.9 99.7 78.8 70 1 9 78, 1 7#.i 73!1 71 , 5 6 6 .7 68.7 55 . 8 65.7 6293 129.9
16000 8'I.S e3;7 77.4 75 ! 6 75.0 74,6 73.6 71.9 70.6 72.6 5	 .4 66,4 66,5 65.5 64.2 62. 8 129,5
20003 7R, 1 75. 1 73,u 11!2 11 . 0 68.9 66.0 66+2 65,4 73.4 02.7 64.3 63.1 6562 64 .1 5312 127.3
OVERALL MEASURED 10494 106 ,1 104. 9 103! 4 105 .3 103.2 103.2 102.4 100.3 101!3 99,7 47,4 98.0 96.2 94.1 91.3
CVER kLL CALCULATED 20 6 .3 i06.4 1.114,v 103.:2 105. 0 102.7 103,1 102, 3 100. 5 1.01 .4 99.9 97.1 98.3 95.3 92.7 90,0 151,9






_i{fiY1,.'. e..a.v...•^t v^^.YtaY'..at^a:ii.'!wffi`:tv...w..t......n..rueu..w.sa.a.r....r.:w xsra.ro.....t. _ra^'.s._.:... ^....	 1111_.	 `FUe	 .G....u.c.	 .,... _ 	 w_._....w.'.tTJith.w^:zl._.a:.:.wrv... r....^^._....i §^.:^D^f isonGl'.ti...5lMluwv3e.fw.:vLn:•.^.Ysvl'•-^x==.Otdl




















C ALCULA TED 001.
PRO
SOWN-9 PftE$WL h LcVtO i mLjI uhv AT STA"uARA VA Y 09 ll: Ui ?
ANGLES FRD" MN T
	,5' 14+, 	!°^^	 u'{+ .7	 4?" 1 g	 5. ^ , r	 6P,,y	 7^.^	 00,0 90,0 159015* 110,0 120,9 130,2' ljv,.V 100,91 	160,0 170.10 (PWLI
	1x,.22 791 05 75,49 77,-' y 77,bs 75 1 17 76, 0 2 77.n5 76,7 0) 77,95 7i, i6 71,d3 75,71 74,18 75 1 09 75,13	 126*!
	
74,79 76,1` 76,B7 74,13 42,12 79,2W 74,7 4 70,62 73,79 63,4 0 7 1,56 7 ,12 7S, 6 3 7i^95 74,70 74,:,o	 1$7,2
E7,78 69	 fi.165	 .1 6 4 1 77 55,1 h5,65 64.68 6h,49 67,43 66,68 66, 0 64,65 66146 66,9! 6b''^4 489 9
	
69,44 0,07 66,71 6 f?,,4 8 66,51 66,0-3 59.17 67,87 64,79 6iF.ie9 67,,29 66,12 71, 3	 ii^^'
	
Ad.aP 65,15 64, 0 64,4 9 16,34 65 t 5.^Z 68,37 66,46 64,49 6$,79 66, 4 61 1 6.7 67,il 67 1 44 63,17 7 ,83	 116,9
	
`1,14 7 78 71.09 75,15 76,il 76,1 4 73.o 75,85 n ,34 72,26 14, 2 74j9 16 63 76,26 74 1 6:1 7666	 12'31.
	65,41 61,59 63 1 1 66.id 46,53. 60 1 i7 64,17 63,76 64,io 65,65 62,15 6 1 " 64 1 Y6 60,,16 6A,2S 63,51	 ij4,1'p
96,16 63,99 6E, 5 6 ,'7 6'3,46 66,37 6 -4 3 43 0 79 64,09 64,$6 64, ia 	 1 12 6 ,IOZ 60;16 63,06 64 it 	 fig +5
71,75 7$ f 4E 7i, 6 7 , y 77.	 yS;$2 7y, f4 7j '
' .
59 6 y .ab 74,27 75,6x'71 1 7 71,71 34,2! 9z, s 67,.3	 IsS,i
	
69, 8 7 1 62 76, 5 7$, 5 77, 8 8 54 1 21 7tl,j2 71,75 74, b9 75,x5 75,05'76, 7 74 0 15 78 4 2 13,,Z 6!,68	 126',3
	
71,8 9 9 1.93 $1, 45 6 7,12 81,9'2 90 1 96 90,03 83,55 05,77 96,14 Ba ,ip '' 8 i 3 O 7 63 1 64 805 1 79 85 1 04 7 9 ,12	 i1J714
	
h,,5a 8 ,44 76,24 b i t 2a 88 1 53 94 3 +^ 7 94, 6 C i,§b 95,18 9i,65 B8, + 2 q 1, 53 9i,69 78 1 96 a6^& y 8 1 37	 i4x^
, ^4 e,4, - 54,t  8r, 1 t9 V;,3 , 	 9f t 36 91, 6 9j.,94 69,97 82,; 3 91,41 93.11 8.46 0.0 , e. Td mi a - to	 i3t1
	A,,jo =`91 48 9Z.li. 85 1 92 e9, 2 43,42 9x,21 9 1,71 `70,99 Bf,63 eE 1 65 04,44 65 8 i6 65 1 39 8m. 1 x9 7 , 9	 139,7
	
° 7 12 68,41 91, 1 1 @ x,37 ^ y ,jb 4i^y4 9 ip598 r5,b7 95 , 52 86 1 6 8tl,j2 9Z^.Z2 64 90 83,3 8 7E j 3 7$, 7	 i9 1'
90 +7 9 ,46 92 0 71 41`5 69,77 44,35 a9, 2 $7,97 8$,27 e3, 9 84',71 7 9 ,4'1	 1 18 R^wq ^ O 78 16 7 , 7	 35 ^^
	99,45 A 4t21 93,40 09 1 41 69,42 86 129 57 1 b e7,W0 8'5,45 83,62 82,12 S # ^3 6 ,W3 8 1 54 78,63 7 , Z9	 13791
	
911 27 9' ,S9 94 ' 79 4^p,94 89 1 84 90,30 85,24 eb,66 56,66 p l,LO 41.60 e , 0 74 1 78 7_ f 4 73,49 74, 7	 55114
91,16 9 , 4.2 9^ 1 p3 57-21 •7',±ip it WWU,log
 B6/5p1 04 1 x93 '02-66 7412 8.6 to Ll1D_04 7 6	 -1 ( 
4x,13 9J_ 1 46 91,61 9 10 eb9 81,01 66,38 63,45 94,:41
^-I	
0^^,-4 S ,38 7 177 76. 1 i5 76,66 73 ,05 7 4 ,0 7 	 B	 ^^5f4
90 0 2-9 4 jjj4 67 * 4 7^5n 1,43 8}p ^7 667 42 98 0 5! $4, S eZ, S 7-^57 71 6 76 9 47 74 1 3} 71 1- i t 
RS 47 9 ,1^K b3, 9	 ,60- a9,7i 84,75 61,36 81,92 80, 9 77, 5 17l 1^ 1 lE 11,4i 7 ,72 149- w, 2
	
no 22 9b q 954 4 X3,54 84,iG 5 11,43 8 i.33 R l.ii 79,61 77 1 a^, 74,61 70,40 74,.11 7;,5 9 Ti
"





34 85,58 d.1 i 4 3 7l,6Q 77,51 76,15 7 5,22 74 44 72.,53 70,96 7,36 96 1 74 89 1 5 681	 S$
#7g 22 80 1 7S j4 7 26 71' 26 76 46 74 19	 'it 59 "7 64 1 36 60,3i 6.5,;,9 ii em- 6' ,(p8	 A'^1}S.	 ,1	 .	 1	 .	 3 1 -	 t	 f	 .
	
76 20 7 2 19 73,71 7 041 73,74 7^,2n 7ti11 6, 1 41 6.9,67 72,11 6 1 8 64 1 69 60 1 ¢5 89,9 6,i 6 + q6	 i31^^
?0..10 7^ .f}6 _iq^¢ 6 t J 4 ed a _^ 3. 6630 6. 1 64 46,60. 79ol l? 6?, ,2 "j ?? 1^r^,be b?,_2 6_, ,! b ,7_!6
'a.3 1w1, 5
 101 1 9 10N,'t 99 1 98 101,4 197jo 99,67 94,99 9 7,17 97,25 97 1 28 96,09 96,44 94,18 91!
^	
,17
X13 1 1 1 li b 7.01	 160 4 99 99 lit 5 S(pm 4 99 93 99 1S 97 L8 96 99 9g 67 9¢ ,419 94 BS 92 4954 187
^	 -
	
W.;~! i rti^',^ 1^^^1 ^f^^t.'Lif-S 1^!,ire"^;^
pAPw^t	 L^.9^Z
	
AF!81 t i► T TEr p ,	 7w,94
	





ATT' FAN HYBRID ihLET TIC	 h10RE	 8/617 4 flE*879
R>}^ S0?
	






















T APE	 A787	 400
9AR 29 .a WG	 5100
	
t 9 7 1 1a . .4/ 31 2 1	 631
1 n1,g 7 1, DEG r	 Ago
	
12 9 5. DEC; '( )	 I000
IWET 63. DEG F	 27so
	(4390. DEG K)	 1600
r. ACTII. 95 i: ►( / M 3 	2000
	1.011 45 K61"31	 2500
.AFA 9 9 63. RPM	 3150
( 0 4 3. RADiSEC) 4000
NFK 1 50. RPM	 fi000
11031. P A O/SFC) 6300
% F O1p f^ 26 1 RPM	 8009
(1113, RAO/sEC)I0000






REDUCTIor PHOOMAM,	 PRUt:. DATb - MONTH +? DAY 18 MR, 7249
MODeL SOUND PRESSUPF LEVELS ( 59, DtG, F, 70''PERCENT R-:EL. H UM. VAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET 14 DEGREE; (AND RADIANS)





























(0,	 1(C..171ta 	 321 1(0 1 5 41 Co. 701(0.871t1.0^)(1? 221 L AS	 01(1,	 ^	 ,	 )(1,	 .







76.2 76,1 77.9 77.2 82.2 79.3 74.0 70.3 734 4 63!0 7'?92 7 1.1 73,6 77.2 75..3 73.2
70.0 70.5 6 9 ,5 66.7 70.0 67.7 68..0 67.6 68. 7 69-2 68..2 651-6 66.5 6810 68..3 68,9
7 0 . 1 70.n 69.1 67 ? 5 6 7 .1 67,3 69.1 68.9 65.9 66!2 6713 6a. 2 66.8 67,1 69.0 70.2
70.3 69._ 66.3 66.2 66.4 67.3 741,4 69.9 65:V b5,5 66,8 68.4 67.1 67.5 70.6 74,6
77,2 73. 7 72.8 76.0 77.1 77.4 79.2 eji b 78. 9 50!1 112 , 2 79 .0 72.7 72.1 7 0.0 7311
64.3 66.4 56.2 6513 6 4 .3 68 9 2 69,4 71.,1 68,1 69 0 ,3 69 1 3 68,4 66,9 6 ? ,4 66.4 65,5
73.8 73. 9 74.1 73 ! 0 14 .2 73,2 72,3 71 9 6 70.(1 68,3 68,.3 68.4 68.9 69 .5 69.2 67,3
77.5 7 & ,,, 7f-,9 79,1 79.1 78.4 77,6 73.6 74 9 1 75,1, 7514 70, 9 74.9 75.1 74.2 69.3
71.2 74.v 72. 11 73.8 71.3 71.1 0,7 711.0 69.5 69.1 68.9 70.5 711.; 69.9 661^
72.9 73,6 74 0 9 75.9 74.9 75.0 71.5 7610 74!0 70.9 72,0 72,5 74.2 7.%O 71.9
77.5 79,1 79,1 76.1 76.5 79,6 9fA ,.0 77.4 77.7 7 3 ,9 75. 1 74.9' 73.6 76.5 69,3
76.0 71;,2 7B 9 j 70.1 77.2 76.3 75.7 75. 8 77.5 72.4 74.2 71,8 71.4 72.9 6711
78.3 7:.g 77,s 77.4 76.4 76.5 75,5 74,7 74.3 73!3 7r.6 73 9 2 73.1 73.5 71.5 6a.3
77,1 7A,2 78.1 77 ! 2 77.2 78.4 76.1 7b.5 76,.1 75 ! 4 75,11 75.2 77 .2 76,3 75.1 7;3.4
77.4 77. 1; 7i+,s 77,1 76.1 77,5 76.4 76.1 74.3 730 73.2 76.5 76.1 7 4.1 7 3.4 6711
74 ,4 77.`1 f1 C.r, 79 9 4 77,6 76,3 75.5 75. 7 74.1 73!3 7496 79.4 76..2 76.0 74.5 69.3
77.3 78.11 79,1 74,'4 76.1 77.2 76,3 73 9 d 75.1 741+7 7 4,3 75,1 75.5 77.3 711.2 70,1
76.1 76. •1 70,1 77.3 77.5 76.1 76.1 74.0 74,3 73..3 7315 76.3 74.1 74.5 75.1 68.s
766 77 ,2 79.J 77-4 79 91, 77.3 75.s 74,6 74.4 75!3 ? f. i3 74, 9 76,8 73.0 73.1 69,1
75.5 76,1 7 7.1 77,3 78,7 74,4 76.7 75,1 75,1 74 1 2 7395 769.4 73.8 74.E 7*,-,3 67.5
74.5 75.•1 77,5 7515 76,8 75.7 7 3,7 73.1 77.9 71,8 74„8 74,3 75.1 73.4 73,7 117.7
74,7 74.4 75,6 74-1 78.e 74.3 76,0 75.1 74,4 7 3!3 7`5.7 70,6 77.2 7R.3 74.5 67.;
70.7 71.6 71.7 70fK 72.7 70..6 71.5 7{},3 70.21 711,0 69.7 70.7 74.4 69.6 69.8 63.6
68.1 6 43.3 (+ 6 ,I 5 7 .1 66.3 68.1 69.2 67,7 67.11 7A.7 66,,% 68.1 66.9 34.5 66.0 61..2
65.2 47,n r6,1 65 1 1 67.2 66.2 67.1 65.9 67.1 74.2 114,4 66.1 66.9 65.4 66.0 62.2
63.7 64,7 6 3, y 62 ,7 64.0 64.1 63.7 6197 65.0 76!1 63'1 64..6 63.4 65. 9 65.8 6396
9210 9212 9 162 42!3 91.9 9 1.941 90.,8 9119 91.3 920 4 0 . 6 90.0 89.6 90.5 91.1 A9.3
R9.6 99 6 A 91.7 90.3 90..0 69.7 89.5 89.2 8994 119.6 07.8 87,9 87.9 8715 9713 8306
1 (% 1.5 101,') 103.•1 102.7 164.2 1G1.7 x51.2 10a.li 100.E 99.9 94.9 100.4 100,6 1'14,0 99.7 94,4
50y-
PAGE 1
	 FULL SCALF DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PROC, WE	 MONTH 9 JAY 1@ HR, 22,9
i	 MDL•t ►, SO J14D PRESSURE LEVELS (59, D1!G, F, 7, PERCENT REL, HUM. DAY)
4'NGLES FROM I NLE T I'k DbGK_tE b (03. RA131ANS)
0.	 109	 20.	 30 1	40,	 50,	 6'00	 78@	 80!	 90. 100. 110, 1200 1300 140+ 1504	 PYL
FRFO. (U. )(^1.17J(t.351(0. s 2!(Q.T43(s1.87!(1.{151(1t22i(2. 4 0)II. aTi I1. 75J(.1. 4Zi(2. p9 )( 2 . 2T )c2.4 4 i(2. e2it J
50 78.9 (s1,^7 71i,9 7'7 .j 79 ,0 78 .2 78,U 78.7 77.5 78 ! 2 75x3 74.Q 75.5 7n.0 76.0 7 4 . 9 127,1
63 16.1 76.1 77.5 7516 61. 8 79.2 72,1 71.c 74.7 8 3 ! 2 14 .0 74,1 71.6 7 3,3 74 .3 73.8 127.0
R ADIAL	 1013 . FT . SC 70.8 71,9 6 9 ,6 64 @1 69 .7 68.6 67.5 66.4 69,3 7111 AR •1 65. 9 66.3 6894 68.9 6 8 9 8 11891
(	 3U. 14 ) 180 69,9 69,2 be.0 67 ! 9 66.0 66.9 5 6.1 68.5 6.5,b 65.4 67,.2 66 1 9 66,8 66.2 4 0.0 67.4 116.E
YEHICLL AT) 125 7 0.2 69, U 67.,3 67.1 58,3 69,2 69.-? 12.1 67.D 6617 68 ,3 68,0 67,7 67.5 69,4 0.1 115.5
CONF3t, 7/0 160 78,1 73.^ 7Z,d 7G97 71,5 75 13 69.9 76.0 71, 8 7 2 ! 3 0#6 68.9 66.6 73.1 73.0 72.0 123 ;7
LGCPTO 204 75.0 77.3 76,9 74 1 0 75.7 74 .2 73.1 82 1 0 7418 75!2 67.7 71,3 66.9 75.2 73.1 7 4 , 4 12669
LATE	 7/31!74 25.0 6599 65, 7` 65,'7 66p2 6691 66 .3 63.1 65,0 X55.0 6514 63.2 65.3 66,8 67.4 66,' 6507 119.9
NUN	 503 315 67.0 67,1 66,7 59,1 69.9 640 48.1 66.0 67.0 67.4 05,7 67.1 69,7 70.2 6 8 , 9 66.1 118.3
1 A PE 4787 400 66.9 70.1 7 1. 5 li+2 71.0 69,0 68.4 6	 .7 68.7 68.4 86.0 68.6 70. 9 71,2 7R.1 56.0 11914
i A R	 2 9. 0 r10 500 69,8 72.8 72.8 11.8 77 1 0 72.7 68.d 74.7 69 1 6 70 ! 1 7 1 s3 68,8 73.4 7590 75.1 69 ,1 121,3
( 9 78 10, pl/M.Z3 630 69 .3 717. 4 7 2,2 72@Z 72, 4 69,6 69.1 7191 68.8 70,4 b9,5 68 ,4 7,9,2 72! 4 7 2.3 67.6 120.7
) A i16	 72. DEG F $00 70.2 72.1 74,u 75 ! 1 72.1 71.3 71,1 710 70, `7 72!2 7095 10.0 70,9 71 . 1 7 1.0 66.3 121.E
1295, DE; K) 181J0 7 1.5 73.? 7 494 75.4 73.4 72.5 72.4 72.1 72.2 73.6 7 39 .6 7:1,5 73.2 7 3.4 7?.4 67.7 123.4
IVET	 63. DEG F 1258 7 4.2 73.9 77.6 78 ! 4 75.8 76.4 75.5 73.7 75.0 750 1 4,5 76,2 74.4 74.7 75.3 67.2 1215.'3
(290. DEG K) 1600 73.4 74.1 76,5 76 ,4 75.4 74,6 71.2 73.d 74.0 7 3.2 I P.5 74.4 75,0 73.4 73.3 67.7 12495
0 CTla-1 9 GM/M3 2008 7 3.2 74.3 16,3 78.5 90,4 77.5 77.5 75941 75.i^ 76.0 1 4,8 79.4 76,1 71,.8 77.3 6^7 ,1 127,0
(.0121 1 K G / 49 3) 2508 75 .1 76,1 76.9 00,0 6u.1 78.1 79..1 74 t 6 76.0 77!9 7 5.4 77#1 76.6 7 8 . 6 73.4 7D.1 12813
P. F A10 758. RPM 3150 75.3 75.3 6 0.1 789L, 8093 7796 79.6 78.3 7890 76.4 5 0,4 3 1.3 77,0 78.4 77.1 71,5 329.6
(1126 . SAD/SEC) 4000 76.2 79.1 79,1 3 0!2 81 .3 79.6 77.1 77 1 6 79,1 7614 17,7 78,5 81.8 7793 77.0 72,3 129,9
NFKID6239 RPM 5010 76.5 76.4 74 .4 79.3 79.3 77,6 79 .2 7798 aG.4 77!7 79.7 79 .1, 79,0 78,5 78.5 71.2 1-30-1
(1112 . RAD/SEC1 6.300 73,6 74.4 79,3 76,3 77.8 77,7 75.3 74.1 74-a 74 , 6 15.8 75.5 77.2 76.7 76.6 69 . 7 127.6
hFD1OA2M. RPM tiooa 7 3.2 76.4 77,4 18 @ 6 711.7 79 95 78.7 76.0 74.0 77 @ 7 1797 81,3 78,0 73,0, 76 . 6 68 , 4 13Q03
(1113. R A O/SF.C)100D4 71,4 72.6 73,5 72,3 74,3 73,4 73,2 73.) 73,3 72!7 72.6 7596 75.4 77.5 72.4 65,5 12504
A^.
	 OF HL A OES	 44 12500 68 91 69 -D 64 ,1 68 1 1 73.2 69.3 199.8 69.0 69-9 7194 69,3 7 [#2 69,9 67.4 6 7 .1 63,3 124.;1
1600 10 6 5.1 66.;: °6, 7 $5.8 69.4 66.4 67.0 66,6 67.8 720 66-3 69 -0 68.6 6791 66. 9 63.3 1240
2000'0 62,7 63. 9 63 t y 5316 63. 4 64.7 64,d 6314 65-5 73 . 0 62.0 67.8 65.4 65.7 66.0 65,0 125.5
OVtRALL MEASURED 91.2 91,2 9a 9 5 91@9 92.1 92.4 61.3 91x6 90. 7 920 9195 91-2 97.3 4193 92.4 89,7
GVE,9ALL C ALCULATED 87,2 118,8 400 89-7 90.9 69-5 88.0 89,1 89x 7 89 @5 68.2 89,5 88.9 88 9 7 98.6 94.1 14n.2
p1!n4 99.7 101,7 103,2 103.1 104.D iR?,7 102.1 i01,5 101, 4 101,5 107.0 IC S .1 103#1 171,8 101.4 06,9
505
.	 ^ :	 ^	 ...	 ..	 a.^..a•4a^mu+.a.,tlar:t^n - ^ ^3r;.wx	 i•LeYasY^.E^::35ASr^k' .^fn 'Y^r^	 ,.t^lz:.:^;.^xva^	 ^4'^^n+3.+^aswti
T A4E 1 rvr,L SCALE DATA NEDUCT I ON PR11 SX - An PROC R DATE MBNTp 	9 [TAY 10 "R, 226'9  
1 "00-k-, 504" PRESSURE LEVELS 959, 89G 1 ri T4 PE_RCE^iT REL, RUN. DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN D GKkE5 CARD RN4IANS)
Do t p.1 201 sa l 40. s0, 60 0 70, BD, 90, }90. In. 120, 130., 140, 150, PML
)[A.177[ 01 35 ) tD! 521C1r, 70110,87lri.OSf ( 1,2Z)it,40'} (1.s7 ) ;1. 751 71 , 92}rZ ,g91r2,27) ( 2,441[3^62)[ 1
50 7911 61.3 77 -V 79.1, 7471 78 ,0 77.7 77,7 779 9 7$.4 74 9 3 744 75,5 71.1 7618 74:.2 127,1
63 74,8 74.7 77,9 76 1 2 82.1 79 94 72.9 70,7 73,6 8210 71 9 2 7Q,8 73.5 76.1 74.0 72.3 126.6
RADIAL 100. FT. 80 64.9 70 96 6S.y 68,0 66 , 9 6890 66 . 6 679J 6894 69 1 8 67 9 9 65*9 66 .3 6991 68 68 68.8 118.0
[	 3u.	 M) 100 70,1 88. 9 67;v 6-7.1 66.8 67 1 0 68,3 66..8 65.7 66 1 i 6691 67.9 66.6 68.4 59, 9 68.4 117.3
VEMICLE ATT 125 69.4 69.2 68.3 66,6 67,4 68,7 70,0 68,1 66,3 06,7' 67 ,6 69,3 67,.0 69.4 77.3 6 9 .5 118.5
CONFIC T/O 160 76,7 72 9 9 76 0 7 76 1 5 74,1 79.1 79.2 8091 7999 6013 °i,5 77,1 76.7 80.2 78.3 74.0 126.9
`	 LOC	 PTO 200 67;4 65.1 64:3 67 1 3 b7 .1 68.'2 68.4 69,2 68.9 89.7 69.7 67 1 .2 67,8 69.6 6803 6443 11805
i.	 +DATE 7/31/74 290 65 1 9 64,8 656 66.2 65.6 66.4 65.J 64 26 64,8 45,2:64,364 '5 6.7 66,4 66.9 65.4 11'5,6
RUN	 506 315 78.1 74.E 81,1 62 1 4 4591 84,3 81,5 79x6 79,0 81,3 79.4 74.1 77.0 78.3 77.2 7.3•.2 13016
TAPE A707 400 64.1 70.0 73.4 7 7 1 3 73.6 73.1 71,2 69,5 69 9 7 72,4 ! 319,7 6778 70.,6 71.4 71.0 64 1 9 . 12111
:	 tAR	 29 ,0 H0 500 7319 75,0 72 0' 9 79.8 77,3 78.0 76,2 740 77, 4 79 1 9 1 11.'5 7200 74:,7 75,0 74.0 71,8 129.9
.	 (97410, N/M2} 630 73.4 76,3 79,1 77.4 77.1 77.3 77.4 79.4 97.7 76.4 72.6 7314 74.0 7211 77.1 69 ; 3 126,6
1AMS	 74. DEC F a00 75.2 78,1 79 9.2 70,4 17.3 78.9 80.3 76,7 78.0 74 ! 6 73. 74.2 72.7 72,3 74,1 67;4 127.4
r	 0296. DEG K) 1.000 76.3 76,1 76,1 75 1 5 76.2 75.4 76.2 73.9 74,Z 73.6 73,7 7301 74,1 73.6 72.2 66.4 124,7
`	 133ET	 63, DEG F 1250 77.5 77.:1 78,,2 77 1 3 77,2 78.3 75 i 2 77,6 76,0 1514' 76,8 75.2 76.9 75.5 74.9 7;0.1 12678
t29 0. 0EG K) 1600 76.4 77.3 7a.5 78 13 76.4 77 1 6 76.2 761 4 73.9 73j6 73,5 75.1 75,9 73.3 73.4 67 .4 126,4
Y ;C% 1747 pM/M3 2000 78.4 77,4 78.4 79 1 2 77.7 76.3 75.4 74,6 72,9 73 ! 6 14.6 7501 76.2 75.p 75.1 69 05 126.2
(.011 4 7 KG/M3) 2300 77,0 77,3 79,7 79.9 713,1 77 0 5 76.2 74.6 73, 9 74.0 13,4 74.7 75.6 76.4 76.2 69 . 0 126.6
ig7A 9970, AP11 3150 74.4 76 0 ,1 78 i 2 77,2 76.1 75,4 75.1 74.0 74012 72! 6 72.8 7510 73,8 73.3 75.3 68 ,2 125.5
(1044. HAD/SEC) 4000 76.4 76.3 72.3 77.5 78,1 76x1 74,1 7319 75.0 74;3 7192 75,2 76.2 72.2 74;5 69,2 126.1
}	 :RFK 98 290 RPM 9004 7494 75,1 75,4 77 ! 3 77.4 74,2 7$.9 74,1 75.3 741 • 74,8 7604 73.2 74.7 76.5 67.7 126.4
(1029 0 RAD/9CC) 6300 74.5 74,6 76.6 74 1 6 76.3 75 1 7 73.4 73.3 72,2 7216 73 .6 7314 7S,0 74.7 75.3 65.6 125,8
nr010 6 28 . RPM 8400 74.6 74 9 6 74.3 74.6 78.7 73.3 T6.5 77,3 75.2 7414 14.8 75,6 `5," 73,5 76.4 66, 9 127,8
i	 (1113. HAD/SEC)10000 70.9 71,6 71,3 70 ! 55 71.6 70.8 7^,9 69r2 7{1.4 69,7 69,3 69,9 p 9 . 68.2 71.7 63,1 12302
t-	 !P.O.	 of	 BLADES	 44 12506 6713 6813 ca`^ 67.1 b6.9 69.4 65.9 67,1 66,9 63.5 44 1 4 59,6 1?=.?
16000 6516 66,2 66;4 640 4 7 .4 65.6 66.6 64.9 67,4 71! 7 63.9 67.2 66,3 43,7 63.3 60..4 123.E
: Z0000 62,2 64,5 68.1 62 1 4 66.6 61.47 63.2 62.1 66.2 72!5 60,5 6413 63,9 62.7 64.2 64,4 124.7
OVERALL MEASURED 41.5 90.6 890 920 92.3 92.2 91.0 92-1; 91.1 920 9 006 9001 90,6 9 0.3 72.3 8964
13VER ALL C ALC( ILATED 89,0 Il9,3 90 9 5 90,5 91.4 9 0 . 7 89 * 8 89,2 88.9 89!9 67,9 67.4 88.2 68.3 98.4 834 9 13919,
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T AMB 74. D E G F	 800
(296. DEG K)	 1000
TWET 62, DEG F	 1250
(2 9 0, DEG K)	 1,600
i-ACT10.% GM/M3	 2000
	
(.010 71 KG/M3 )	 2500
hFA ( 0979: RAD/SEC) 4000
5	 h-PH 9216, RPM	 5000
196.5. R AD/SEC) 6300
K F 010 6 78. RPM	 8000
1	 ci113. RAD /SE0 10000
n n . OF BLADES 44 12500
16.000
2R'000
AVhH A LL MEASI ED
OVER ALL CALCULATED
PNZIB
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, T)EG. to 70 PERCEN T REL, t)UM. PAY)
ANGLES rROM INLET IN DLGkkE? (AND RADIANS)
as	 10,	 20t
	
30,	 40,	 50,	 60 9 	70,	 8'0 ! 	9C. 160, 1100 1208 130. 1409 15110
40&	 )40+1 7 f(L'.1 3 f(9 r'321{0. 701( 0 ► a7){ 1.f1'S1{ lr?2)I1. 4D)( i.s71(1. 75.)t1,42)(Z.Og1(7.27152,44){2ib7)f77.7 78;9 75.4 76.,2 78.0 76,6 75.7 76,3 74.6 75,4 7 3.4 72,6 74 1 7 75,1 7 4.7 73,7
77,2 76.8 77,7 73!9 81,9 79.8 71,5 70x6 7;,1 81!8 71,9 70.6 72.1 75.0 74.9 73.8
67.7 68;4 67,8 6617 66.7 66,4 63. 7 64,4 66.'5' 67.3 66 ►6 63.3 64.4 65,7 66.7 66&7
67,9 66,9 66,6 66 1 1 64@8 640 64.7 62.6 63.2 62 * 6 6496 65.5 63.8 67.0 67.9 65,8
67.1 64.3 53.2 65,1 ,
 66.3 64,9 63.2 03.0 62.3 62 ! 1 63.2 65.1 66.0 67.4 69.3 67.2
80..2 74.8 65,8 75 4 7 77.8 75.7 64.7 73.6 68,8 69.5 71.6 75,8 76&2 78.0 76.1 76.1
64.9 62,9 6390 65 @1 65.8 64,9 63,7 63.4 63,2 64 # 7 63,9 63@6 64.8 55.4 6.4.9 64.1
67,2 66.0 67, :J 67 ! 1 69,1 67,9 66.0 66.7 64.0 64 !8 66r0 63.9 6690 66.2 65.0 63.9
75.90 75.0 78,8 81 ! 2 83.2 8103 80.1 80,9 74 9 1 78 ! 8 0 092 73.6 75,9 70..1 7E.2 70.8
68,8 69.7 77.d 70 ! 9 87.0 81.0 80. 7 81.1 77. 9 79 ! 6 75#9 74.4 72x9 76.3 76.8 69,7
77.0 75.8 86. 9
 09.0 91,8 90.8 40.5 99..d 87.9 89.4 85.8 84.7 8001 3`6.2 87.9 28,9
8.0.3 83.3 h 3.0 85 ! 4 93,1 88.5 91.2 94.1 93.3 91.0 8'8,2 88.0 8 9 , IL 80.5 87.5 84.4
89.2 95,8 820 88 1 9 930 91.7 95.7 89.9 9Q.9 89.9 64,8 9 7.6 92.9 F4.3 76.8 A1.09
40,5 4 4.3 88.1 57.4 97.1 96i 2 93,9 93-2 91.2 9211: 9 2,2 85 i 1 83.1 86.4 86,2 77,4
87.9 A7.1 90 9 9 91 ! 9 94,9 91.7 9 05 9 9200 8603 89 ! 9 66 9.8 85.9 85.1 8 1 . 3 82.0 74,1
96.4 97 .11 94.9 92.4 93.2 90.1 88.8 89.8 85.2 85,0 859.0 83.7 83.1 6 1 . 3 81.5 73.9
9$,5 07.0 9u.j 9 2 1 5 89 .3 92.1 8'R..9 88.c 85.4 8 5,1	 n400 7 4 .9 84.4 8 1,6 79,6 74.
92,0 94.4! 94.9 91 ! 9 93.7 91.9 117.9 9 03.0 88,2 85!8 8 3,8 80 9 7 61.9 8 4,3 SP.0 74.;,
94,2 92.0 45.10 40.1 89 .3 90.9 87.0 81169 85.5 .64.8 8 2,.2 80 . 2 82.4 77,6 78.2 72.3
930.3 9 3", 5 9701 9 0!0 88.3 88@9 85,1 86.75 83.1 8 1!6 79 9 1 78 * 8 11 9.0 73.2 74 .;1 70,2
91.6 91.5, 68,7 88,5 90,4 86,0 87.1 84,3 8443 83sc 81,3 77.2 78 0 3 75.4 76.2 70,2
4 0.8 94.91 08,4 6506 85.7 86,4 63.,j 82.4 80,0 78! 2 78.4 76.3 78,4 75.6 75.3 66,5
87.8 87.6 86,3 84 ! 4 84.3 83.1 83.5 81.4 76.9 77 ! 2 75.4 74.2 73,3 7 0 .8 7;; .4 46,5
85 1:6 95 1 4 83.2 81 ! 5 80.6 61,4 78.6 7 7 @2 74.4 74.0 73:- 4 70# 2 7C.5 67.6 66.5 63.4
01,7 81,5 79.4i 77.E 77.7 77-1 75,1 74,2 71,5 71 9 3 69 1 4 67,3 67.3 64.5 65.5 61,6
78.7 77,`5 75,5 73,7 73.7 73.5 71.5 711.3 68.9 73 ! 1 65 r 8 .
 6515 65,5 63,7 64.7 62,5
73.7 72.7 /0.7 6608 68,8 68.6 67.4 65.5 66.5 75!5 6 3 . 5 6596 67.7 64.2 63.6 64,8
104.1 103.6 101. 8 103 m3 10 3 ► 3 102.8 101.1 100 .9 9903 99.0 97,0 9700 96,2 43.4 94 9 3 41.2
103,9 103.5 10.-S  101.2 102.9 102.2 101.3 141.0 99.2 99.0 97.0 96.4 96.7 93,3 94.0 89,3






































40Ut1 a0UN1F PRESSURE LEVELS ( 54,	 DEC. F . 7"	 PE REF.N T REL,	 14UP1 11AY)
ANGLES FR{FM INLET IN OkGktFb ( AND RADIANS)
1E7, 20, 3104 40. 50. 60• 70. 8a# 90, 1 00. llo. 121. 135. 1 4 11. 150. PWL	 ='
(0.1 7) ( G. 35) (0,'37'}{^}. 7 0 } fit, B7 }{. 1rC 5 1[1.27) {1.40)(1. 57 )(1x75) 91x 92){2.Q9){Y.27) {7184}[s.6 ?_)[ }
74 0 6 12,7 73• ! 7 74,8 73.7 71,7 72.4 72 * 0 77.6 7h ,7 70,6 73 # 9 70,9 7C,7 71,,1 171ra
69 9 P 75. y 73.0 8 1. 9 78,8 69.4 67.0 71.1 H1 ! 8 8 9 9 9 68.9 66.6 69.7 67.^ 48.1 125.4	 {
66,6 64,3 64. 7 65.5 65,3 64,3 64.4 63. 7 6511 6 5.4 6395 62.6 62.8 62.3 6514 114x3
147.9 ^4 9 9 6749 66.7 66.6 66# d 65-U 64,1 65!5 650 65.5 70.8 68.9 71,9 66.;: 11703
x+8,1 65,`T 68 ! 2 65.3 70.t1 69,1 6309 57.1 64 ! 8 b5,1 69,7 68,8 n6.? 69.3 65,1 ).17x5




PAUTAI_ lop, F°,	 90
f 30, `;)
V-I41CLF	 ATT	 125
[nNFI r,	 T/0	 160
L GC PYC	 200
C A TE 7/31/74	 2.0
RUN 50 9 	 .2 5
T APE	 A787	 400
EA •R 217.0 HG	 500
4 9 7 & 27 , N/M2)	 630
IAMB 76. DEG, F	 644
	(298 . DEG K)	 1000
IuE:T 63. DEG: F	 1250
	
( 71 90. DEG 9)	 16I)o
sACT1 p . 9 1 Gm / m 3
	2000
	
(.0109 1 KG/M3)	 2500
RFA 7544. RPM
	 3150
( 790. R 4 a/SEC) 4:000
NF ,K 7423. RPM	 5000( 777, R E D/SEC) 6300
n F010 60- R PM	 80,00(1113 , PAID/SE{')f000U






67,13 67,7 67.0 67,0 64,9 64,8 6591
	
62.9 63,6 61,7 62.b 62.6 63,3 67.'7 62.2
75.2 74.7 73.0 72,1 71,8 69.9 69 9 9 66.1 6510 54,0 62.5 64. 9 64,5 57.0 64,1
73.6 73,0 73 ! 8 73.0 72,7 70,0 68x7 146,1 66 ! 6 64,9 63.9 64.9 65.2 65.2 61.9
71,9 71.r.	 7210 71.9 70.4 68,6 66.7 65.d 65.5 65,4 6 4 #3 66, 8 65. 23 64.8 62.1
71,8 71,7 70.8 6 9 .5 68,7 67.7 66,5 64.9 65±4 64.5 63.7 64,8 66,0 650 62,7
77.3 79.0 1892 79.6 75,9 75,9 7491 75.4 7291 7 1.0 67p8 68.9 69,2 69.4 5S.3
77,o rr,2 79.3 75.8 78.9 74. 4 73.8 75.8 71.9 71..6 72,4 73.0 70,3 6.8.1 F4,9
79 .4 6 G.0	 79,5 75,2 79.0 78.7 74.6 74.1
	 7 2!1
	 7 2.1 72.9 73.1; 7 1.3 6?.4 65.3
R3 #d 8 30 9 83.2 83+ 9 85.8 83.9 82.p 80,.2. 78!0 18.8 76,9 76.1 75.1 7,1.0 68.?
Fi5.1	 b5.^) 8593 94.3 84.8 44.1 84.1 8094 78 ! 1	 77,4 76,7 77.3	 74.,^ 7,1,.3 59.1P.7„ A9.f} 89.7	 87.2 84.0 89.0 89.1 83.3 81 ! 4 00,1 76.1 S C.1 77 .2 76 .1 71.1.
92,C 92.z 91!1 89.8 90,6 88.4 87,5, 84.2 8 2! 7 8 1 . 6 77,6 79,8 77.2 76,8 72.'
42.3 53.5 40,1 91, 4 94.2 91.2 90.1 87.3 839 9 d 1,o 80,2 41.4 76.6 76.4 71,3
93.4 9 4. 13 94 1 0 9.3.4 93.8 92.1 9 1 . 1 88,0 84,9 61.1 80,9 $D,9 75.1 73.9 72.9
95.4 95,j 93,5 96,2 93.0 94.6 42.3 91.3 87,7 55,0 R1•2 111,5 79.6 79. 3 730
94,3 74.2 9Q97 93.4 93.2 90.5 67.1 86 94 8 334 5?,4 78.2 79.6	 75,4 75.6 71.6
4 3.3 9 2.2 90 ! 4 92,6 91.0 91.5 89 #5 86.5 82.3 79,3 7 7 .3 76.6 73.6 7.3.6 49,5
91 j 3 99,4 B8.7 89.6 X39.,2 87.2 85.5 82.7 79.2 77.5 74,1
	 73.6 7 1 .9 70.7 67.4
P7,5 80.5 84.4 86.5 85.2 34.1 83.3 79.0 770 73,4 6 9 ,3 69.5 65.4 65.7 53,4
83,4 42.4 90 ! 4 82.4 82,6 80.4 7b.4 74,7 75. ! 2 6R.5 67.3 55. 4 63.7 64,8 61#^
77.8 76,0 75. 9
 76. 8 76,6 74.3 7395 70.9 74.4 63.6 64,5 64.7 52.8 64.7 61#6
101. 9 1024 1' 100! 9 101.1 10-2.41 100 9 51 99,7 96.3 94.00 91,9 89.7 9Y3,5 88,1	 89,3 A6.t
1172.5 11'?, y 100!9 102,1 101, 7 1"0.5 99.1 96.6 93.7 91.4 89.1 89,9 56,9 8E.7 112.6































1111.	 ..i..w...r.s^+Jd^'.rs,z ^.. 1011../ [1111. .
1:.
F ACE 1 rULL SCALE DATA RE UCTION PN00KAR PROC. DATt MONTH	 9 DAY 38 NR . 23,0
^^ ) MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 159, D§G, F. 70 PERCENT REL, HUM. DAY)
' ANGLES FROM INLET IA DEGR_EEk cAND RADIANS)
as 10. 20, 30, 4 0. 50 0 601 711• 80 ! 96, x00. 110. 120. 130. 240. i50, PML
FRED, (0. ){0. 1 71 I D, 35 ) ID . y2)i p , 7 7)10987111.05)ll ! 22)11, 4a )!1, 5 7111, 75) ci9 92)12.g9)t?927)Iz.44)12,6211 f
50 75.9 77 0 5 73.7 75.8 7'3,9 76.7 73.7 74,8 74.6 75 1 4 7 4,6 74,7 73.5 77,3 75.6 72, 9 12409
63 71,9 70,7 75, 9 71 ! D 79,8 77 9 9 66, 9 65.7 71.1 60. 7 690 68,8 66,7 70.1 7 Q.1 64 . 8 124.3
kADIAL 100. FT. 60 666 67 r 5 65,3 640 65,5 65.3 62,4 62•6 63. 8 65.5 64.'5 62. 7 63,3 66,7 64.6 115,4 11494
1 30.	 H ) 100 66.a 660'7 641' 9 64 ! 8 64,6 65,8 66.6 63,7 64,1 640 674 67x6 63 0 9 68,1 67.0 65.1 11620
pEHICLE ATT i25 72,6 70,4 69.1 70 ! 5 70.1 65,1 71.1 7 0.2 70.1 64,1 69, 1 67,0 68.1 67.4 67.3 66.1 lie's




60! 8 75:$ 6612
66.:7 65,!! 64. 7 63+8 63.0 63.6 62.7 62.7 6297 64,1 63.9 63.2 114.2
7/3.!74G	 1 25a 69• 0 ^= 1.0 1.2 7x.1 64 0+ 69,8 70.7 is.l 64!8 b6, a 63. 0 65,b 65. 1 65 .0 63.8 118x1
RUN	 510 315 7012 7D, P 73 9 0 74.0 75,1 72.7 72,7 7299 68,0 69,8 09,7 64.9 67,9 67,2 67.1 45.1 121.0
^z.. ]API: A767 400. 71,5 75,8 75. 9 75!1 7596 78,0 75 9 8 75 9 9 7217 76.7 72,7 72,8 77 4 7 72,$ 7;1.8 71.8 12504
B AR	 29. 0 HG 500 , 73,7 79,8 79.0 75 1 E 74.9 78,8 81 9 7 7097 75.6 8 0! 5 12.5 70.7 7495 81.1 82.8 78.9 128,9
(97827• N/M2) 630 b3.3 87,2 90mO 9D! 4 84.1 92.9 93.0 92 ► 0 9 1.1 41!1 92•3 94.0 99 ,1 89. 4 38.5 A4.1 141..?
IAMB	 76. 0*G F 800 ma . i 88.9 91.6 94.c 87.2 95.7 95.0 96.2 93. 9 93!6 95.8 96.0 94,0 9 Q,3 84.3 79 9} 14413(295. DEG K) 1000 9 0.6. 9.0,2 92.0 95 ! 2 94.1 97.9 97.9 94.19 9391 9318 92.1 87,0 I;v.2 85.6 88,5 A7.1 14493
TWET	 63. DEG F 12+30 99 .0 97,0 48 ,1 100! 3 P9.6 9695 98.9 .1110,9 9t.(0 97.6 4 4.1 94.1 96,H 9091 03. 0 P6.2 147.7
c290. DEG K) 2604 98,1 99,1 94,9 44.3 92.3 93 9 1 93.9 95,51 93.3 9x.8 91 ► 2 P5,2 88.8 R$o5 Q5.0 A1.1 143.5
$.,A	 0,91 GM/y3 2000 96.5 100.4 9R .0 96.7. 95.4 97.3 93.0 98.1 95.1 94.9 9 2.3 A8.1 92.S f,9.5 ss.5 Pi. 4 14592
1 . 01041 KG/M3) 2500 9 7.3 96,1 96.7 96.9 96.8 96.7 92.7 94.0 93.2 92 ! 6 9 1,0 85,8 86.1 x7.1 84,9 78.4 143,fi
IRFA 8605. RPM 3150 96.3 969] 9 6.Zi 92!5 94.1 96 .0 43. 9 94 +2 9 2.1 80 01 87 .5 86.3 86.11 b3.5 82.4 76.2 14246
( 901. RAD/SEC) 4000 97.2 97.1 95.9 44.2 94 ► 9 94,A 93.0 91.2 91,3 98!7 854 95.8 85.1 79,4 79.5 76,? 142.6
AFK 8467. RP14 5000 96,5 96.4 94.1 93.5 96 ► 2 92,3 93.0 92.1 92,5 59.9 89,2 84 9 4 84,0 81,5 80.8 75,1 14714( 887, RAD/SEC) 6300 9598 94.4 93,2 90!7 92#4 94,2 90,.4 89,16 87 9 8 8 5 ,1 85.3 81.3 82,3 70,9 78,8 72.3 140.5
RFDi0628 , RPH 8000 92.6 92,6 91.9 89.6 109.6 4 095 90.2 8M+a 86.8 86 ! 2 87.3 8'D.S 79 ,3 75.6 7 4.4 71.6 139 053
c1113. RAO/SEC )10000 9 0.6 90 5 56 9 4 86.7 67.7 88,3 87.3 85.6 33.7 82 9 4 80,6 76.5 76.3 73.5 7;^.7 68,7 137.4
I► ^,	 OFw"SL A D6S	 44 12501 86,4 86.5 P4.1 87 ! 7 84.6 64.5 H 3.5 8344 80,5 89 ! 4 17.3 72,5 71.5 67.9 67.7 64.5 13502
16000 8 2.6 62.6 G'^79 7 79.7 91.& r3 1.4 80.6 79,5 76,8 76.51 IZ,5 69,4 67,6 66.7 64.9 61.5 1339P
20000 76..9 77.7 75,ti 74!7 76.5 76.6 75.4 74.5 7n.8 75.3 07.4 65.7 65.6 66.8 6999 9 64 ► 9 131.9
DWkRALL MEASURED 106.4 106.9 1U690 10290 105.1 105.7 105.1 lOS. y 10 4 .7 103.9 10291 10192 101.1 9 8.1 q7 .0 93.3
OVEA++'LL CALCULATED 1U6 98 10 7 .3 10 6 .0 10 5.9 105.1 106 .3 le.5.5 10bsi 103.9 1.0396 102.2 100 .7 10103 97.8 97.7 L2.R 154.6
PN08 11992 11 9 , 5 115.5 117.9 11 7 . 8 118.4 116. 9 11 7 ,6 115.-5 114.7 313,0 11G,1 111.3 1.C 9 .0	 I0'.2 iC2.7
510
C- 3
{	 FAGF.	 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PKGG1 AM F^RIC. n A Tt:
M
ONTH	 9 DAY 18 HR.	 ?3.+'
r NOBEL SOU N D PRESSURE [,EVELS	 (59,	 DDS. F, 7C PERCENT REL. HUM. a1AY1
ANGLES F?rtk INLET I N	 13tGK_ trEb	 ( AND	 RA!) 1  ANS )
in. 20, 300 40, 'S0. 600 70, 601 90. 100, 110, 120. 130. 1 4 00 154, PqL
FRED. t0,	 !(A.17)(0.3'^)(0.321(0. 701{ 0,87) fl.tl5}{1.22)(1.40}(1.57)(3,75lt7.92 }[2,.n41tT. ?7)(2.44) {?,62)( }
50 76.7 77,5 73.0 76.3 75.8 78.8 73.7 74,4 7418 75.6 15.5 74,3 7?,8 77.3 7%6. 72, 8 125,7
63 71,9 70,1 75.b 70 1 1 80.2 °x'00 65,8 fr5.7 71.1 80,9 77.8 0.7 65,13 68,3 6 ,3.9 6701 124,n
HAOIAL 10U.	 FT, no 67.5 68,3 b5,s 6418 64.7 66.3 62.6 62.3 63. 7 65!3 65.3 61.6 61,5 6298 64.5 65.5 114,1
(	 38.	 X1) 100 67.0 A6,8 64.6 64.8 65.8 66,7 65.7 63.7 63.1 63.7 67,0 65.6 64.7 86.3 56.8 64 0 1 11561
vEHICLE ATT 125 72.2 7g.4 R7," 72.5 72.1 69 ,7 7 1.1 68 ,1 69.4 65 ! !3 t8,G 66,3 f8,:( ,tiF.P 66.1 65.? 112.6
CQHF[ 0 1/0 160 74.9 72.7 7Ci, 750 76.1 70.6 74,A 7 Lt. 6 72. 8 66.7 70.8 67.5 76,8 69.1 0. r) 66. 7 121,8
L ot:	 PTO 200 67.0 66,; 65,7 65.9 65,4 67.9 65.1 64 # 0 63.1 64,9 02,8 61,6 62,7 6.;•3 6*.0 62.1 11494
DATE 7/31/74 250 69,4 69 9 7 70 1 6 74.1 71.1 69,7 68. 9 69.6 66,0 6808 4 5..9 63..0 65.0 65.1 65.0 63. 4 118,4
ht!N	 51OA 315 69.9 71,R 73.8 78,1 74.9 71.7 7 1 .9 73 48 68,1 71.1 09,5 65.8 68,9 63.: 67.1 A5.1 121,7
TAPE A787 40R 74.1 75,7 77.e 76.1 75.7 77,8 76.9 72,5 72.8 75 ! 6 7 1.6 71.8 77.1 77.2 74.0 71.0 125,f
UiA R	 29 .0 HG 500 750 9195 78,9 76.8 74.9 81.7 80,5 78.6 75.7 81.0 73,6 70,5 75 n b 8 5, 8 81.7 77,3 12818
(97827 , NJM2) 630 94.1 89,' P.6,9 9.0.2 80,1 94 .1 9 2.1 90. 9 90,4 92.9 87,2 89.1 89 ,fl 91.6 87.4 84.3 14+0.8
J AMB	 76 6 OEG F S00 88.1 09.9 90 , 7 94.0 A8.1 96,7 95.1 93.7 93,9 95.7 91 . 1 92.9 93.1 93,1 R5.9 43.2 143,7
( 298. DEG K) 1000 90,3 94 . 9 91.V 9''511 95 . 7 97.2 97.2 94 . 9 91.4 93 1 9 9h . 9 88.1 91.2 h7,4 elE.1 '15.3 143163
I 14ET	 63 , DEG F 1250 96,9 98.1 Vh , t.' 1001 9 99. ,7 99.0 77. 8 101 0 99.1 99.7 75.8 94. 0 96,1 '` 3 . 1 9 1.1 84 .2
148.3
(29 0. DEG K ) 1600 97,3 4 7.2 9 3,1 94.1 q 4.t! 95,1 95.9 93,9 92.3 9701 9 0.2 P6,9 89.0 '615 8 3.2 77,4 147,9
i- A CT101 91 ON/N3 2.000 96 . 1 98. 7 94.2 95.5 95.4 97,2 96.3 90.2 97,2 93.1 93.1 87.0 69 9 2 ? 9.3 5 7 ,1 Q 2• S 145.E	 i
(.01091 KG/M3) 2500 97,11 98.8 99.0 96.2 96,1 99.9 93.7 94,6 8 3,1 89.8 659.9 84,9 88 4 9 35.3 a^.1 79.? 144.11,	 i
6FA 8600. RPM 3150 96. 2 96 03 Y 6 0 1 3 2!5 94.3 98,1 9 3,3 93+4 9 1, 4 88,9 87,5 86.9 86,9
+54.6 12.4 77.5 142 ,9 	 i
(	 9 00. R AI1/SEC) 4000 9 6.,0 97,2 9h,2 94!V 95.0 97,1 92.8 93.23 92.3 88!7 8 6,1 84.8 85.8 79.4 79.2 76.5 143,-1
AFK 8462. Ale" 5000 96,2 97,4 94.1 93.3 96.7 94.1 93.1 92,4 92.2 900 b8,4 84.2 8 4.4 81.5 8l.5 76.5 142,6
(	 066. RADISEC) 6300 94.7 94.6 930 VD , 4 9z.4 95,5 90 . 2 89,5 87,5 85!4 n4,5 81.3 82 . 5 79,9 7R.5 72. 6 14^.7
kFD106 2 8 . RPM 3000 92.5 92, 5 9 1- 5 89 9 4 91.6 9 1.6 9 0.2 89.4 86.7 8513 6 2.2 80,2 79 .4 7 5.6 74,5 77.3 139.7
(1113. RA'OISEC ) ICOOD 9 0. 8 90, 7 87,6 86 1 5 827.4 89 ,4 87.01 86.3 83.5 $20 S t-3 76,2 76.5 72 . 6 72.7 68.3 1370
so. OF BL A DES	 44 12500 86,4' 86.5 8 4.3 82,7 84,6 85,4 43.5 8.2,4 80.5 79.5 76,5 7202 71.5 57.7 67.5 A9.6 13592
16000 82.6 R i, 7 6 P, 5 89!0 A1.7 91,5 80.7 79,5 75,6 74 0 0 7 1.6 68.5 68,5 66,7 A6.f; 63.x% 13317	 h
20000 77,6 76.7 75,4 14.8 76, 86 76.6 76.7 73.7 70,9 750 06.6 6594 64 95 26•'3 6;{.7 65.7 13? er.
OVtRALL 4EA5UREa 106.1 10 b .d 109 . 8 101 0 10 5. 1 10 7 ,1 19541 10614 1!14,0 10 410 101.1 98.7 100. 7 99 ,1 96 , 9 93.3
OVERALL CALCULATED 106.4 107.1, 105, 65 1059 9 105 . 7 107.8 105,6 106,u 104 .5 104,2 1 0 1,2 99,4 LOC.8 W1 * 13 96.7 92.1 154,8












FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PRDGMAM 	 PROC! DATE ! MONTH 9 DAY 19 MR, 23.0






RADIAL 100.	 FT, Bp






T APE A787 400
6AR
	 24 90 HG SOD
{97837, P1/M2) 630
JAMB	 77. DEC F 800
{298. DEG K) 1000
j%ET
	
62. DEG F 1250
(290. DEG K) 1600
+ACT10,D1 GM/M3 2000
1.01001 KG/M3) 2500
,K FA 9184, RPM 3150
(	 952, RAD/SEC) 400.0
.AFK B939 . RPM 3000
(	 9 36, RAD/SEC) 6300
W F D10 6 28, RAH '1'005
(1113. RAD/SEC)10000






MODEL 50wND PRESSI)RE LEV$65 {59,	 n	 ,	 .	 70	 BRCS	 E ,	 .
ANQLES FROM INLET IN DtGfttF 6 (AND RADIANS)
0. too 20
)14, 171{p,3^){
30, 40,	 Soo 60, 7 0.	 g o t 90. 100. 1111, 120. 130.	 140,	 150•
?7] {2.441{216'2){
P4il
}co t 0.52]101 701(0:..87)(1.05I11.22]I1 +401 {1;57] ;1.75)11 .92)12.091 {2.
76,9 79,0 75;5 75 1 3 76.5 75.4 74,4 7395 74.6 75,4 7 3,7 74 1 5 76.5 77.1 77.1 75.00 125,4
7 3,1 73.0 76 6 b 72 ! 0 79.9 77,6 68.7 68,7 71,1 00 ! 8 710 72,0 72,8 74.3 75.1 73.1 125,2
66.8 69.3 67.7 64 1 0 65.7 65.3 63.6 630 64,8 70'!2 6915 70,4 71,6 7 0.7 7 3.9 68.6 11869
68.0 67.9 66,7 65 ! 8 63,8 64,:6 65,8 63,6 62.3 62 ! 5 69.6 71.7 70,6 71.2 74.0 66.8 1180
68,4 660 85,2 65 ! 4 6592 66,8 66.9 6492 6 4 . 4 63!8 7 0,0 7 2. 8 71,1 71,7 74,2 66,2 11901
78.9 71.1 64.6 72.9 71.6 76.7 75,7 69,6 74. 9 69.7 72,6 77,7 76, 9 75,2 76.3 71. 8 124.8
65,9 6392 66.8 65*1 65.0 65,0 63. 7 6 4 .7 65,1 64,8 69,6 73.6 72.8 73,1 7 1.3 65.9 11913
684 68 9 1 69,1 .6,7.:0 69.8 67',9 68.7 68 9 0 66.1 62.7 70,0 74,8 73,7 73.1 74,1 66.0 120,8
73,2 76.8 77, 9 74,17 81, 9 78 .1 80.7 790 74,0 69.5 7818 81,0 8019 81.3 78.4 71, 9 129.1
110,0 76,9 83,7 8612 83.7 dp.9 61.7 76,8 72.e 7316 83.9 8295 51.1 82.4 7'f.9 74.7 131,3
84.9 81.8 88.6 9p^ ,9 89.6 87,6 87.8 85,5 83,7 62.5 8"18 87.8 85.4 86.2 8 2.2 81,6 137,2 
84,0 17.2 87 .7 9 0. 5 91 n 0 95.9 96.1 97.9 97.4 94,8 95.1 95.9 9 3.3 8 3. 7 95.8 9 1,1 14502
9 0.9 9 111 91 9 3 54.4 96.9 93.9 91.7 97.d 97,6 95.9 99,6 96 *0 100, 7 93.3 97.4 91 1 2 14698
89.2 90.2 95 .4 92,2 9614 1a0.8 97.9 96.0 43.5 91..8 `+ 13/9 93. 9 93.3 85.6 83. 4 P4.4 145.1
94.2 95,0 103.1 100!2 99,0 96.7 93.7 950 95.9 91,9 9 3. ,7 94.7 90,0 •78.1 87.5 F5.2 146..7
98.4 98,9 94.0 97,2 94.0 p6 11 9 3.0 91-L 91.4 880 68,0 8919 8549 82.5 84.5 79.2 142,9
100.5 1.00.3 99,1 94.3 92.2 94.2 92.0 94 9 5 90.1 69,9 r8.2 85.2 86.1 84.5 86.6 77.4 142.5
95.1 97.1 9 E.7 97 ! 0 93.8 94.6 90.7 89.7 87,9 8617 86:.7 83,8 84,0 84.? 93.2 76. 9 14118
*5,3 95 r 1 97.1 92.6 94.1 94.2 91.3 9 0 . 4 8'#,S 86,1 84.2 84,3 840 81.4 80.8 75.1 141.0
94,2 95.1 95,0 93.5 93.0 °2.1 90.8 89.9 88,1 860 82, 1 83 1 0 82.1 76.5 7 6.4 74.2 140,2
94.3 94 i 1 93.4 92.4 94,2 89.1 71.2 R9,2 08.5 870 55.1 81.2 01.2 78,7 79.0 72.5 14090
93.9 93,3 9 3.t d9 l 6 89.5 90.5 87,6 86.4 +3. 5 8214 61.2 78.4 79,5 71.9 77.0 70.7 1380+7
90,9 91,7 90, 65 58 ! 6 88.4 87.3 86.6 8b,3 5216 810 78,7 77 1 3 75 * 4 71,9 73.1 A8,5 136,7
89,1 88,9 47,5 84.7 85.7 84.5 82.7 81.9 78.8 78!8 7 6.7 7495 72,5 71.0 7n.9 66. ,) 134.4
64.9 85.6 8!,r. 80.9 81 1 9 l0,6 79.6 76.6 75.7^[ 7 5.4 735. 71.5 68 0 9 66.1 6R.D 53.1 337.1
81.4 81.0 IiA.1 78 ! 5 78,5 77.8 75.9 74.6 71 96 7 3!8 C9,9 7097 65,6 6 5,5 711.6 64,5 130,9
77,7 76.5 77,2 73.7 73.6 72.4 71.4 69.4 68.0 7 3!3 66. 5 70,2 69.4 36,9 67.6 65. 7 130.0
106.0 10 6 ,2 1®7. .2 105!3 104 . 0 105.9 103.8 104, 1+ 103 1 3 ;.00! • 6 10390 101.6 102,8 97,2 99.3 96,3
106.5 106 . 5 1C 8 ,1 105! 6 10546 106 1 1 104.0 104 . 7 103. 7 t01,b 10 3 ,0 102 . 3 102,9 97,3 99.0 95.8 15492




9ADIAL 100,	 FT, AO










BAR	 29.0 WG 5:00
(9783 7 . N/"2) 63.0
IAMB . 77^ DEG F 800
( 298. 066 K1 1000
IWET	 67, DEG F 1230
1290. 06G K) 1600
NACT10s01 GM/ 143 2000
(• 01001 KG/M3) 2500
,%FA 9184. RPM 3150
( 962, RAD/SEG) 4000
R rX 9033. RPM 5000
(	 946. RAC/SECT 6360
1►FD 10 628 , RPM 8000
(111 3 , RAD/SEC)100!00








FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION FwUgHAM	 PROC, OATIC	 NONTH 9 DAY 18 0. 23.1
MODEL SW I ND PRESSURE LEVLL S (59, pEG-. r , 7; P£R{ENT REL. MUM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLL-T IN DEGREE S (AND RADIANS)
00	 1Q,	 20,	 30•	 4 0,	 50.	 690	 70.	 80!	 90. 100, 110. 120	 130 0 1404 150.
(0,
	
)(a,171(P.351t0. 52)[0. 7 011n. 8 1)(1.0"1	1.22)t1.401(1..97 1{11 75)(1, 921{2.f3 9 i( 2 .2 7i ( T.. M i(Z.62i(
78.9 79,7 76..Y 76.8 79.7 79.6 75.6 77,) 75.8 75 1 6 73.5 72,4 75.5 77.2 75.8 73,°
75.2 73,1 77,1 74,2 81.9 A0,8 71,8 71.9 7393 81.S 11.9 69 .8 70,9 74.0 7 2. 4 71.9
69.8 71.4 67.4 57.5 7 15.5 73.3 6A.4 67.5 66.7 68.1 66,1 63.4 65.3 66,7 66.8 67.0
69.1 69,7 66.7 57111 72. 9 71.8 61o5 66,7 62. 9 63.6 65.8 65.8 64.1 61.4 69.0 65.8
69. 1
 66.2 6 4.7. 650 71.2 70.6 66.9 A6• v 63.1 62.8 h5. 1 66,9 6.7,1 67.4 67 .4 56.3
80.0 71.7 63. 6 69 1 7 73.6 77.5 74.7 74.6 72.0 69.5 71.3 75,6 76.1 75.2 7 4.fl 73.^
64.1 65.1• 62, d 64.8 68.0 66.9 63.9 64.7 62.7 64.8 63,6 64,0 63,9 65.3 64.9 63.9
68.0 68.1 66. 4 68.2 71,9 09,9 69,6 68 , 9 65.1 6317 63,9 66,9 67,0 68.1 67.2 64.,2
76.0 77;6 75.11 8012 84 01 8158 A3. 9 82. t) 77,1 70,7 73.7 80.1 79,9 81.4 7P,4 71,A
76 * 0 77.9 81.7 85,1 715,0 83 1 9 79,9 74,7 74.8 76,7 85.8 7 9 .0 81.7 77.3 69.8 710
62.9 83,5 88-6 92.v 81.7 90,5 n1.4 82.4 83,6 85,4 92,8 66.4 88.5 84.4 81.7 40,8
82.2 82,0 99.0 95o2 90.7 96 1 2 97,1 94,9 65,'7 9518 V3,9 94oS 90.9 90.6 47.2 95,1
94,3 92.7 87,	
'5
5 S6,U 92.9 90,9 93.0 95,U 03.9 92.8 43.7 97,0 1GO,1 90.0 q7,9 93.1
88.3 4{1,2 9 4.1 95.	 97.3 1011.1 96.9 96.2 93.3 93.	 890 9 2 . 2 91.9	 .3 '8,4 24.4 A41'.
9 2 . 1 95. 9 100. 7 96.3 96.9 96.7 93..9 96.1-3 97.11 92,8 45.1 90,9 00.8 43.1 84.2 P.2..3
97,3 99.7 9a,2 93.2 94.2 93,8 93.8 91,8 88.1 87.8 6 0 .1 87,0 86.0 82.5 86.0 79.1
100,3 102.1 10010 94.6 93.1 94.6 4 4. 9 94.3 9.0.2 88-8 18.2 86,0 87 ,3 R3.3 8 1.4 78.2
94.. 0 957 ,7 g7sF 96.1 91,5 93.7 90.6 89.6 9 9 .0 807 6` 4.7 81.9 84.0 82.1 79 .9 77.9
95.4 95.1 97.11 92!4 13.4 93*2 89.1 09 1 9 88.3 85.9 03,2 81.9 82.1 79,.6 79,5 75,1
99.2 96.2 44.8 93 ! 2 93.3 1`1,1 87.9 88..9 87.3 84x.8 51,9 also 5.142 76,3 75,3 73.2
94.7 96,1 97,3 90.6 93.5 A8.4 89,.0 87.0 , 68.4 860 65.0 82.4 8045 79.5 76.5 72.?.
43.7 93,7 92.b 88.1 86.5 59,4 35.5 84.6 82 # 8 81}5 8.6 77.1 81.5 77,2 75.6 7j.7
90.,9 91,4 9 0,5 Baru 88,5 8"6.6 56,4 84.4 81.5 8004 7 0 4 76.3 75,6 71.9 71.8 68.5
89.9 89,7 86.6 83.9 84.7 113.7 81.7 '3 1,o 77.8 77.5 15,7 710 .6 71,8 69.9 69,A 640
84.0 34.5 43.0 50.9 80.9 79,9 78.9 77.5 74.7 740 71.5 6 9 08 68,6 64.1 66x0 60s7
P1.2 
.P10 KO-U 77.1 76.1 75.3 74.1 73.1 71,1 76.0 67.2 67,1 65.9 63.3 65.1 61 ► i
77.6 76.4 760 77. 9 73.6 71.4 70.1 66 * 2 66,6 7512 84,3 65,1 63:..3 62.6 66.7 60@3
106.2 10 E', 8 107.1 10 4 11 104 . 8 105.7 103.1 103.6 L12-0 1000 141.1 101,0 101. 8 46. 1 100.1 48.1
106 .4 10 7 ,17 10 7 ,2 10 4 . 4 10 4 . 8 105 . 5 1A 4 .tt 104 , 6 101. 7 101.3 101, 4 101,2 102,1 96.5 99.5 94-0


































	 F	 L @F%# DATA RaD01CYIoN ppoo iam PKVFt DATE MON104	 8 DAY 21 HR-0 13,4
"OWL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS ( 59, uE1ir F, 70 PERCrNT R6L, RUN, DAY)
ANGLES FROM 415 tT 114 UtOREE9 (AND RAUTANS1
^.-1699 c p ,°
2,	 3,	 b	 a	 5 .!	 6	 i.	 7	 t	 5=	 9,
DrD;4^^to. 9^1fo9	 2}fo. ^ DAD,	 7e(1,1138(l t 	 zI( i 9,oxc31.7Df
9
°r ^S}(_1t9al;







5G 79 90 79.8 77x 11 75 95 *79,11 76;0 7916 77. 4 ' 76,15 73 1 6
.
72 .7 75.0 75 t 9 76.8 75:7 76. 26.1
12163 74 4 79,4 79 i._. 17 1 83.4 s	 61:. 72.6 72:9 73 4t_ 6'	 6Z: 7 .4D 72,5 1511 7682 76x2 75.
RAOZ' AL 1091 FTt a(^ 60.9 69.5 5515 8514 b6, 67;^ 64.a 6311 6617 66 la 64.8 6395 5613 67,7 699 :f 61.7 11688
f 308 ^? 300 64,0 65 9 7 51,9 6790 65 1 66;0 66 1 3 6415 6310 51 1 0 511.9 67.8 65 1 8 65;7 5990 68.4 126.4
W CLE
	
A1T x25 66. 66 .2 66,2 67,9 66, 66;6 66.1 04-..7 6311 8215 63 9 0 65;2 57.7 69,1 709.1 68:3 116.86
COHFTG	 TO 364 60, 73 1 7 68.1 7T,3 76, 75,:0 n4 1 1 55.5 60.4 70,1 74.0 76 1 5 79 1 9 76-1 i 73.,9 77.2 175.0
LOC	 PTO tY0 65,3 .64.1 64;0 65 t 6 6598 66;3 454 ! 1 63.9 631? 01 12 63..4 63;9 65 1 9 64.8 55.0 66;9 114.6
DATE 7/,13_/74 M 68,1 67,.1 68,2 66 ta 659.1 64;9 66x1 55 1 6 64 ! 5 b4 t 2 66.,51 65.Z 66 1 9 69,1 65 9 3 6496 116.5
RUN	 51.3 ail 76.1 74;9 80,3 83, 9 53,0' 84;1 79.+3 90.19 77.2 '76.2 50:.9 78,4 79..o 77.2 70.9 72,1 130•z
TAPE	 Ay03 "00 71,3 70,1 76,0 79 1 7 80,10 76;6 79 1 5 711.8 77.1 70,1 741 9 76.0 73 1.8 74,2 76.7 70.4 127,6
!	 BAR	 29 10 HG ?90 7598 7.6,9 88,4 8596 90. 0 0 89;0 90 1 2 se l l 811•? 00 1 9 1,3 , 9 0791 83.0 84.8 57.2 90.4 138.. 7
(47837! KIN2 cf^ 81.2 86.3
0.3
84,3 86 1 2 95 9 3 90;2 42 1 3 9460
59.7
93,3 40 1 3 58,1 57,5 88.4 79,8 57,6 84 9 7 141.0
TAHr	 77 6 DEi °p0 07.4 94,4 93,1 91.8 95 ; .0 94.2 91!1 59 12 84.1 95.2 07,9 84.
87.3
78.2 Dp.7 1 4 	 .6
1,3,2(2901 YE4 K) 1L00 59,3 91.4 F4,4 89.4 9.1,:7 -9 096 95.3 44.2 9113 92 1 5 91.4 88,4 a5 9 0 B7.3 76.8




























99.2 9107 94 , 2
9I. ,
-4





B 1. 4 34 .:5
HAC TIO•p1 G14 7113 101.0 , , 1 81.4 81.4 $0.4 74,8 1.39.5
x01004 KG/N31 60100 93,1 95 4 2 95 5 4 94 9 0 97.8 92 -00 87.2 58.1 86.5 54,4 530 80.1 01.2 51 9 1 79,2 74,5 139.3
Pi 9390 ' RP11 Jif$ 93.6 94,1 94.(, 91,6 84.3 91:5 57 1 4 57.1 84.6 9216 01,3 80.6 Sias 77.4 77 93 72.7 136.0








8^.6 77.6 77, 15 73.5 7 15,1 7 ,6
81,2
8694
























73,, 9 7 4 . 9 8
69.4
73 .9 69,9 70:•8
67x9
66 0 3 32'9
3!	 t aau 44 '12268
iO
73,7
72.0 70.4 48 90 64.1 3x3.2
_ _Not aF R LAJFS 82.:6 61.2 79.1 78 . 1 77.5 7	 ;1 74.2 71 !F 7i,q 68:.2 66,9 66 , 1 64,0 65.1 52.2 1?81ui"60 77,2 78,.0 74,4 7494 7 4--10 73. 1 71.2 68,9 6013 73x5 6493 65 0 5 65,2 6517 6 4 . 2 63,4 12699
201100 72,7 72x8 71x1 69 , 4 69,4 69 ;7 66.8 6413 651± 7415 63.8 65.5 6.3 96 66,6 63x6 6599 127,4












96 9 8 94 ,3 95: 1:;
44 1 2
02.,5
L, •-GA`G^CiTiD 104 .8 105 •# 103.0 1029 5 LOZ9B 102; 5 96 9 .8 9:1,2 90.0 19014
IHDB 118 .1 117 .7 116 .1 11'5 . 3 1,14,7 114;4 112!1 111. 4 104 . 5 106 t0 i06 • fi 105 . 1 196.5 103 , 9 103.3 99-13
PACF 1 FULL SCALE DA TA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROD, PATE - MONTH	 C DAY 21 HR. 13.7
MODEL SOUND P RESSURE LEVELS 09, UtW. F, 70 PERCiNT REL. HUM, RAY)
ANGLES FROM [MLET IN OiiREE5 ( AND RA5,IAN5:)
09 lot 20 0 300 4 0, so ! 60, 70 ! 841 90. 100, .110• 129 • 130. 140• 150• PWLiKtO. IW O )(Qr17 );0,35)(0* 92)(Q. 701109 57 }ilrQg')(11 227(11 ;u1 ;.11 5 7 }4(1. 75) 110 92:7(2.09) ;2.27}(2. 441 ;2,62)4 }
5 4 7990 B0 9 7 76,9 78.8 7897 77;7 7y;6 ' 77 ! 4 ' 7518 75 ! 7 72.7 71,9 7319 75.3 739:0 7490 176.4
63 78.3 . 79.6 79,4 78 0 3 8 3.3 „ 0. 5 73 1 2 73 ! 2 74:1 81 1 7 71.6 72.3 77.5 77,5 7592 75.7 127.7
RADIAL 1u0! !T 9 67 69,3 7407 63,7 7105 57.5 E7-6 64 ! 7 65 14 66: 7 06 1 5 65.5 6.5.5 64 1 7 66. +5 66.7 669 9 11690
;	 30! ml 10G 68.9 5809 67 4 9 60,a 65.7 66; 6 67.0 65,1 6322 03.9 64. 9 67.8 65.4 67.0 69 ,1 66.1 116.3
Vf4IGLE AlT 125 60.4 66.2 6'5.1 7112 6601 67;C 67.3 66.7 63!9 63 0 2 6'5.3 68.1 66.2 64.2 77.3 [,7,1 117.1
CpH!)G T'f! 16i 84.8 72.4 63.1 76.9 77,8 79-00 70. 1 76 .5 60_9 71.0 77.1 76.4 73,47 77,3 76.8 77.1 175.7
LOC	 PTD i0: 65.3 64.0 64,1 65,8 65,4 55,9 83.9 63 1 8 63:6 64#2 63.1 64;0 65t1 65,4 65,0 64 0 4 11406
DATF 1i31f?4 k9O 68.1 66s 9 67 ,0 67 , 5 66,7 66;2 65 1.0 63. 18 634 64 1' 2 65,1 e.'s;2 66 12 65,9 65.0 64,2 116.4
RUN	 514 315 75.9 73,8 76,2 R0.8 780 76;1 71.2 Ti.8 68 ; Y 75.1 79,6 70,1 78.2 71. 9 70.0 70.3 126.3
TAP S Ay03 4-011 70.3 73 9 1 781,2 Ba t a 77.6 79;2 77.4 76.6 73.1 75.3 73,1 75.0 74.9 73,1 77.3 71'3 126.7
BAR






!SO 81 @ 5 86.3 83x5 8613 9 109
44,6 91 ! ♦ 96lU
85.8
9410 47 1 4 86.4 91.6 9^.6
9 8


































































}39.1eFV 93.3 94.0 r1 B0!! 84,6 so,
HACT 9 122 D.y%^y3 1110 96.7 93.4 91.5 9192 8	 /4 99;5 {1704 a5.9 8596 13 5.7 82,7 81.t, @3.4 $p.5 78,7 75,8 1t7•^
(900 4 2? rfi/ 3) 7?00 93.3 92.2 93.2 90.0 88.1 40 9 5 °6.2 67 t 1 86;4 016 1 2 83.2 6x.3 8101 79 i 3 78.2 74.5 1Y7.3
NFA 9440. RPM 415^ 91.7 4194 92,4 04,4 87 . 3 89;7 87.6 67.9 83.7 8016 78,6 79 . y B'0.6 77,7 76.6 72, 3 136.1
1	 918$ 1 ii Ai) /$£G7 j u0i, 95,3 92 4 2 91,4 90 4 1( 87,1 130;3 1+5 1 2 6^ t 9 82.E 8E_i14 76,6 77;4 76 ! '2 73,Q 7 4.1 70x 5 135.7



























}^7.a:o 879 5 87,8 77.1 77 98 74,7




86.3 86 . 0 803. . 1$'.4
929 9
79 19




76 1 4 7993 73 , 0 74.1
69 , 3
7398 70.1 7 .2 6505 13	 .4(1113. 83.
79.1
83,1 74,2 77.A 74:1 7 114 7 1,2 7012 67.1 68 9 3 6? , 4 1x8,7
No.	 OF PL.AUES	 4! WOO 99.4 78,5 76.'5 76 1 2 76;5 73.4 72.3 74.7 7:0 1 7 67,9 66;6 67.5 63.5 64,6 59,9 126.1)
16 ,00 75 9 2 75.4 7.4.3 72.q 72.9 72;0 74.1 &8.7 64.3 73.2 66,9 65:8 66.8 65.1 65,7 61.1 126.3
W0000 70.7 70.2 69.9 69,3 70,1 49 6'4 6707 64_.2 67.5 77,4 63.6 6596 66.7 65,4 6546 6207 128.7
OYEi1A	 {ttA yOnED


































" P f=Od 116.3 11 4 . 5 114 .6 11 9 5 112.3 113; 3 il1.i 110.7 166, 6 107 0 3 106,1 105 ,3 106.6 10 4 .2 103 9 0 94,7
514
00
PAGE 1	 EUL-L4 PF%! DATA REDUCTION PRDGRA
40DEL
PROG, DATEHgN7" "OR'SCAT 21 N , 13,7




10•	 702	 3Q*	 40s	 501
) [ 0217) [ 0231} j0s'J?7^0 : 79)[Or6 7 ] C3.0'^)
6v,	 ?9 2 	60 #




1i1s 9ZT [B.Og!['2.27 ) tZ.^4] 1^'o G2)i
30. 140• 5G• PWL
1
S0 7e91 79 1 9 70'19 76, 9 76.6 77;7 '76:7 7707 '76=1 17*0 74.4 • 73;8 7416 75.7 759 9 7491 12603
63 77.6 78•:3 76,6 77x1 8391 81;4 74.2 7419 73;3 82!5 73.4 72•1 7St2 77.2 76.3 76.7 127.9













47.7 6622 68 .1 15698







65 ! R bast
69.6
69.1 70;8 71 • ? 69.3 116,7
CONF 68.0 69 9 67 1 0 72'1 72:1 66,9 66,8 69,8 72,7 74 9 1 68,9 122.5
hpC	 PTO fog 7a 9 p 72^p 7x;1 61, 4 7690 76;1 7422 74.7 73=9 71 # 7 70.2 67.0 72.1 74,7 76..0 60.3 12445
DATE 7131174 R64 6692 65,7 66.6 67x0 6696 67;2 86.2 4Ss7 64jq 66 t O 64 1 3 0'510 574 67,8 66x2 67x •7 17.6.3
RUN	 519" 815 87.3 66 9 1 7082 71 1 C 71.7 71;0 76.2 64.11 6.7 4 266.2 0722 09. 0 73 1 1 70.8 7191 676 5 12990
TAPF	 A?03 90 68 1 3 71, 0 72.2 73.5 70.29 72;1 71.1 08 ! 8 70 1 9 ea,2 68.2 72.2 95.0 73 .1 72 1 3 69.5 12140
BAR
	 2999 NG ?90 60 .1 72.0 724 72 1 9 72. 1 7 71;0 69 t g 71.7 64.6 68.9 71.2 69,1 73.7 74,7 71 1 4 66.1 1?1.7
[97790: WM21 630 69 26 709.2 72.,4 72x1 71.3 7016 t	 - TO.Q 69*4 69.5 69.3 69.0 71 1 3 72.4 7 796 .68.4 170.1'
TAMP	 79: JFU F





























7z.1 70.3 641. 3 .h
iw';
TWET
	 621 OEG F
1











4 290 1	 DEj 1t) 1200 7394 7495 78,3 77,4 747 1 74;4 74.3 7269 71:5 7212 72+4 74.5 76.2 74,5 71 9 5 67.4 174.0
"ACT
	 •31 4MIM3 zJO^ 73. 93 76 .3 76.3 60.2 77.3 76;5 75.4 7S.F 75.6 75.3 73,3 77.4 76.5 75.7 76.6 [,5 .7 176•;:
2?90 74.,7 76 1 1 78 8 4 61 1 4 79 1 0 76 6 2 77.7 75.0 75.1 74.4 75.1 77 .d 77,3 78,2 7fl.1 70,3 1770
1;
qo931 K6IM31









































77':6 75.8 77.6 74 . 9
73
7798 76.7 77 . 6 68.9 i B98
-
77th 7a t U ?2.:B 73.6 .0 75.9 75,8 75 . 9 67.1 x6.5
itPO 06 8,; Rp"fil l 3 4	N U/SE.t;tlDtl03)iJOC 7 .6^. 7497•0 77837 1,1 78 17,i 77 97 1• 7717 2; 76 971. i 76!7x'6:19 77l.z70: 9 74 9161 11I 75.71• 77,72' 3 76 * 272!1 73...73. 7+5•7 1 • 679b3.z4.222 8.5
NO	 OF B L Af3I5	 4;
J
17690 68.55 60.3 67;6 67.5 67..3 A8 ;4 67 !5 67 .1 66;3 68 ! 7 66.5 68;.1 66.5 1 523? 07.9 61 9 2 1?1.6
16400 65.9: 64 1 9 66.D 6596 65•.6 67;1 65.9 6 15.7 66;1 73.9 64.G 67;4 67;0 64.8 669 9 64.2 12399
9944 67 ,7 65,3 64;4 65 1 5 65, 67;7 64 s S 64 t p 67.6 75,3 63,6 66,5 66 1 5 65,4 67 15 66 06 127.1OYERA L
	sst^soRE11
► 6fl
90.9 90:1 7 89.3 9291 41.: 91 . 0 9190 91.9 9j.1 v1.a 9090 90 * 2 9096 90.3 92x0 P923
O Y E1!ALL'	 At.GuLai 86,.7 417 . 9 89,2 90 1 5 )19.4 A•4 ; 6 87 9 8 55!,A 8 '7•,1 Sesz 87.3 88;u 89.0 88.5 8595 5387 139.5
I
r9bU 9.9.0' 1011.2 102.6 103, 5 102.7 14291 100.8 100.7 100.' 99,7 1x1.6 101;5 103.1 ;01.6 501.3 95.2
r
tnv...	 ....:f: ^.^,^,,:,;•;,^ .^ 2222,.. , _ ., __ _ 	.,











L'2£I0'99L'ftB 'tl9+91.9el.L11 '9L6i iti;LtCh9''cril•.98tf) S'to"104890696'88 6 t£L•699'41.9''
*tLilt£'LL9'9t9i_i9ito0r09019q!fiyt'69V49Bets1,66L' 6
6•'^ C.9`to	L ;.^Ltt'£1. £69L£'Z1.8'61.0411!'1.L
.	
A 0i1VZ9Vii1 £ili644r'6:J`88yi 0b$616 '1'I6''16 ^ • 4'9l9'i61'1,L4'6L6ip;r•9Ogg1.'.46°i9s669666
0 LETS'£1Z6091'O86`04r,26Lcreep£'£41C'9981.9T69ret.`26V OE'G'Tdf'£60'r0T•Z6
V LIT912L96615'Do0195''D8t1T85iZ94:0496;giL'ii9":76F'697606t'Z6Cott9'L6

















21916'611'4441L6:41£'9L 1.597'1.1 Si29T;TLtitlTilt r:99Tilt6644G69L0'69L:116e L 9 " 5'49£•y9"499+94*'99S:t92:t9t4t96.496.994'1.96.99L
rl:.912'6980996'199' 97'997'59roeE't9y'r91!94Z`LqM99619£'891.'996'ZL









[srirlara aw534Hnin Nt,a1NiWDSA51190 tAru	'W11H' I3Hi 43H a Ol NJ 'rija '"I 511631 3a+1SS36d00051330H
t'rT *bH 12 x40 9 HlNDN - 31ra •3e;d	Mvbuodd N0113tldaa viva 91ra-
r
s Tit►!	T iovd
u:9lY 1^3^r ^'1Yit AG
cl3yCisraN ^yvH3A. 0Dt10t







eaq ta3slrtrri :let6 rJN
^4c^	
^± 3£1,00'}
O0•It	rN/i.9 T£06 43YH Coo
	IN 413h :0621 I
L7Z
	
! 03fl 729 A3111 11011	1,4 53a :6691














P499 1 E4.L LWO RATA MKOUCTION PROW}4^0DEL 00{[ND PMW& DATE - tium!
H
	t1 I}AV 21




ANGLES FR914 INLbT IN t^kGRE63 [AND R'AUTAnbi r^.^
f 7RC119
0: lo.	 20	 30	 409	 So`	 69
) 121;0, 70}^Q0 is; 	1903}[; 0.171t093' p 40"



















76-9 75 75,9 7S ! 8 76,9 76,0 7602 127.2
029? 02.,7 61 1 7 84 90 A2 ;5 11113 76,6 77,5 7216 74 0 1 77.6 73,4 ;79.6
RADIAL
 100s FT t
#^
30 7,A 7796 71 .9 7^ts 70,j 69 ;3 601-4 6911 69 1 7 6996 68,7 67:6 69' '56716 60.8 68 96 1191.1[ io:1 10 0 6 #Z 69 09 6 ,2 6 _ ta Go t 6f*0 6511 6is6 65 1 ! 6.9 1 0 66.92 66;1 67 .0 6699 67#0 6790 116,5
VEHICLE AiT XiS 70.3 67 * 2 67.4 6ar0 68#/ 69;1 b7. :2 69:9 6611 65.0 67,6 67,1 68.3 66.2 68.3 67,6 117.7
CON1'iG Teo 660 7691 739 73. 7296 . 76.#6 77;1 74,1 78.6 7L.1 b7 ;B 67.4 69.0 71..1 72,9 75.1 69,2 123.7
L4C
	
PTO ioa 73,9 75 9 8 7 ,2 7±,6 7y,9 RG;1 2 77 t 3 00 1 6 73 1 0 7X 12 67,3 64,8 77,3 74,8 77,0 69,4 126.0
DATE 7/3104 eJa 67 52 bi ► 1 6 ,0 6617 6'S',/ 6.7;0 83 1 3 66,8 65. 9 66,2 65.2 64;tl 68 1 1 67 .1 67 92 66 9 5 21645
1 Rt1N.	 517 315 68 t2 67#0 69,3 '70x0 709 91 69.k 68.1 66 1 6 67_3 67 9 3 6-7 .2 68 .1 71!1 70,2 60 .2 66,2 178.8
1 TAPE Ag03 :90 68 92 7090 72.2 72,0 72,0 69,2 49 1 1 i5.6 6922 67.1 68.2 7B0i 73.3 71.8 71.0 66. 0 220.4
8AR
	
29 9 0 NS 600 73 9 0 73,0 73 97 74;6 73;3 69 1 0 71 :7 71;3 70.2 69,9 69,5 74 9 9 76,4 74.0 68,2 1224'
( 9 77901 A/112) Or,
7901



































lr, WET F 	62, UE9 i
21iD
093 744 74,1 78,3 70, 9
.x




74 9 3 69,4
.il
12508
(29 0'1 946 91 i400 75,4 7403 76.3 77,2 74,3 73;2 74 6 5 73.1 72 1 3 )2. ! S 72,3 75 .3 75 ! 6 73.3 73.3 67.5 174.6
MALT 9 ,31 44M tViO 75,6 75,5 76,6 79,5 78,5 77;5 75.3 7501 74:4 74,6 73 9 2 77;5 7S.6 76,5 7694 69.7 10.6.7
1sD0931 ,r,IM3} 704 75.2 77,2 78,5 81,2 79,0 780 77x6 75-8 7491 74. 1.9 76.2 76,4 77:4 78.4 7704 70 6 5 177.3

















77.5 7896 78,6 7564 69.6 290 6:
+












74 #8 78 910
!14 1 6
769 8 78 ; 0
77.7
72.7
76!8 78.6 8066 79 ! 1 76.5 77.8 ;,4.9 179.ik
;17; '! NAU/5EC1
RPR 00 0 76 ,1 77.3 77 1 8
76,7
75;0






75 .8 76 t 9
77..$ 75.4 7790 69 .D 177.3NP02" 73,3 711,8 90.1 78.: 72..8 75.9 5Q.3 179.7
1111311 ^Au'/SEe t *po
pp
hD 7-,2 72,3 72,3 73 1 1 73,8 73;; 73 1 3 7107 72 13 71 1 4 72.3 74,0 7274.3 73 9 1 54.6 125.8
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PAGE I	 F ULL Wis! RATA ' REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PKUF, RATE - MOWN 6 DAY 21 HR, 1395
MODEL SOUND PPE5SURE LEVELS (PVntu 	 F,
jN' uWE1506LES FROM 1NLET




jp,	 ^^^	 3p•	 jj.r	 ^5 s	 6 ,	 7
etc,	 7)t 0,
	 slto, 321tD,	 0760.	 7111+	 S 1 ,^1t1.
6p!'	 Q
4v 111,7)
0QQs ],	 s jppr	 113Qp.
t,T9)(t$Z)t,R91t2,271t7.4ft:^3);
114 5 s PWL
1
79 , ' 8 19; 77,9
91.5






7x5.4 76,7 75.7 7002 1p7•z81. 44 81,8 P0,2 93 ,0 A 1.4 74 0 6 75!1 75•i 0 71,2 74.E 75,2 72.6 12R.
7 ,5 72.3 7 ,6 7	 ,4' 69,4 68;6
66. 4
67 0 7 67s1 68lt 68,7
636 0
68,5 66.5 66.4 67,5 68.7 67,8 1i8.3
6 ,1 67.9 6 •2 67,v 6518 65t8 661 8 64!G 64, 9 65.6 67t0 8540 659 9 6692 115+^
68i,4 67.1 65,2 6 7 92 6695 69;2 660.3 6899 6518 6594 65.5 67.2 68 . 2 66,2 6R.3 68.4 117.?
70',1 72.9 73,1 71,C 75,6 78io 73 i 1 7sea 12;1 le. (1 67. 8 63'J 79 r8 73,0 73.9 t9.1 1"'j .c
73,1 75,8 76,1 73,6 78 i 0 80;3 75 0 4 il ! 5 i'4:;; 79 1 0 67,6 79,1 72.s• 74,8 76,9 69,3 126,2
67,0 6'3,9 . 66,0 66 1 0 65,9 66;2 66x0 X5 1 9 :46' 2 66 1 3 65.,3 65,0 67 1 1 66,8 67,3 66,Z 11641
67,2 66.4 68,3 69 i 2 70,9 68.2 67,4 660 661r 06 1 0 67.2 aa;o 71.0 70.0 60 ,2 66.5 118.,
66,1 7191 72.2 72.0 72 0 9 70,'1 05843 6C S 68;1 66-.2 68 9 3 7p,L 72 08 72.1 7 191 66,3 17642
71 73.0 7Z,a 73,6 73,7 72'1 69.0 i1 ! 7 71,1 aa l 9 704.3 60.0 75 , 78,8 T4,0 67,x 1220
6903 70.2 71.6 7293 71.1 71: 5 64.5 ii1e1 66,4 30. 1 5 7049 4 69;5 71, 4 72.2 729'5 64,7 17017
7002 7212 74:2 7.5,8 7890 72;1 70!3 7210 7p!! 71.2 79,2 69'3 71 9 . 0 71,9 7191 65,5 121.,
71,5 7 391 74 9 2 7411 7391 72' 5 72!P 72!1 71:4 7115 71.7 77,4 7313 73.2 7295 67 1 4 122.n
74,3 74,p 77,3 79 9 3 75,0 74;0 75.1 73.6 72 ! 4 7490 75.0 75 .0 7491 73.1 7'192 69,4 175.1



















73,3 77 14 75..3 7614 76. 69.7 ;617
74!; 75,1 7ti 9 3 7792 78,4 77. 70,5 77.7
74,3 7494 78.'7 790 77,4 77;'i 79.4 78.! 1 771+1 7715 79'7 7685 7896 79,,3 75,4 64 9 7 198.9
76,1 74,1 74. 3 60,4 81,3 7811 7594 771 0 76;4 7404 75,4 76.6 8]],.3 74.3 76.1 71.5 178.7
75,.8 76,1 78'8 79,5 79,4 76;3 7810 7701 76. 7 770$ 77,9 apR5 7q,s 78,9 77.8 709 3 17915


































67.4 6$, 4 69 .5 69 ,4 64 13 f,9;7 88.7 6822 97!0 6997 679 9 69 46 69 14 6645 681 4 64 09
125,7
12209
66,2 68 .11 66. 9 66,9 671¢ 67 @ V 67..1 6615 6J• L,
*6
74.1 66.1 69.1 66.9 67.9 67.9 6193 124.3

















9 110 9 0+2 9Ljo 911!2 90•$ 911,7 84.1
86 1 5 6017 67.3 88.3 3 s0 89.4 85x4 8312 139.3
99.7 100, 5 102,8 103 , 7 .103.0 101: 0 191 9 8 101 ! 3 1Qpl , li1fl.2 101.2 101'3 10390 101. 4 1019 5 959.3
! : ^e 0 9
'sa
63
RADIAL 1:00! ► Ts	 Ba
	
1 30! ")	 10 c+
VEHICLE	 A=T	 125







r	 BAR 29 011 HG	 200
	
(97790: WR2)	 630
TAHR 79! DF_6 F_ 	 Pau
	( 299 ! ilEG )	 Vao
T HET 62; 60 f 0%
	1290! OEG K1
	 !!Do





(1123! t& /5_EC_) 460a
NFK.10546! RpFi	 3i;.84(11041 i^AU/5E11 890.0
NFV 618: RPM	 e
f31 3 ! RADISEV;lJ@p









PAGE 1	 ►VW *fA4M- OATIA RR6UC110li PIWMX --
	
P11	 DINE







RADI AL 1901 ET"	 10
	
ss go.%P)	 1040
VEW ICLE	 A'TT	 125
COHFII)	 r^0	 160
LOC PT5	 400DATE 7/31174	 E^JO
i	 RUN 519_	 313
BAR 2a ;4 11G^	 51-0
	{97750! N/"a)	 930TAN* Sg ! u0^ F	 e-
TWET 63 ; 964 F	 1 'S0
	
{1,90.1 im; K ) 	 1909




NF	 633! RPM	 3130
{ 904; AAWSK) 4600
NFK a S'! RPM	 -	 %UQO
{	 ♦! H U/S9;^) tho
NF 010620: 1014_ -	 '"b
f	 (1113! RAD/SOG)LUS60






MODEL SPOWN0 PWIMI VAE 6E91:[.9 R39, 	 * /: 79
	
C_	 SOL,	 RAY1
ANGLES FROMINLtT IN OC1RERS [AND RAU**IANS)
0 0	 1	











t0. {01 7 )4•_ )Ra.. ){0 99){0,	 T{1y 'i)[1,^j){itg^1){S^^T){I, 5It 9^2){ •	 i . 7){^ I{	 Z){	 )
77. 1 11:6 76.0 76,a 7;:0 7619 ISi9 7it4 76!0 7el0 74,'8 ,7516 7 1 9 7.6.8 77.	 73•	 26.5
	
73:{ 72.f 77.4 74 14 ,3 1 2 51;4 71;3 6011 7Z;3 !15 16 70.3 69 0 5 66 9 4 70.3 69:1 70.1	 27.169.6596 69: Oil 61113 66	 87:7 60ill ii-7 6"5tf 3— 1 67; 19 633 43:6 64,6 6319 66:7	 11617
	79,2 7^n' 7;a ;`100 76is 6111 d"! j 1 a;:a 1412 66 j1 6a 1 Slip 66t2 67^g 6Ti3 66 .6	 116.37 ,0 7	 67.2 ;j: 0 7 91 70101 61 9 	811;4 73 1 ! 17 12 71.2 71.0 70:	 64.7 Goal 611.3	 1?1.1
	66,® 66.7 67;a 66tq 66,6 66;3 64-9 63t8 6310 64 1 1 62;3 ;2;3 0411 64.0 61,4 63',1	 114,6
	
7,.1 73 6 73,9 74 1 9 72,4 71;3 71 14 66 14 69 1 4 61 1 4 66.0 64j9 66e1 67,1 66.0 65,5	 119,8
	
76.2 79 13 7613 76.8 76.9 74;j 74.3 6599 72.1 721.2 69.1 67.3 6900 7060 6550 6S;4	 12340
750 7108 75.
	
79 1 7 79 9 1 $1 .' j 76 92 7x 14 699V 7112 72,3 72;9 77 1	71,1 73 9 0 66.2	 12'5.7
76.:2 7 9 77;.
	
77.-7 7699 77,9 7519 17;5 73 1+4 1210 72.2 89 10 4 7416 80101 7901 73.1	 126.5
	
87,9 0.'5.1 64.9 92:.2 41,3 85;6 84 ,4 a6t3 8016 9215 90.0 89;7 5913 89,6 6^3.$ 33,5	 139.4
91 96 Be. - 67,	 Wi: jZ 46.4 84i0 9494 9 ; 7 9	 961'5 95: 4 641	 949	 9 a	 8 .p 8 + .6	 4 :594.4 95 9	 5	 95,1 99,3 96;1 99,3 gitu 914 93 1 6 94 96 89,	 92,	 a	 e3 .i 6$.6	 P 1
9805 97;0 l0 .5 t0i t9 100.
1 94; 3 99. 10a t0 y0 !11 19 1i ;33 97.4 99!	 951	 9i •p 9 •3 85.5	 49.5
4303 9S•x 93.7 410.2 96,7 9016 97 1 	 40 liY ' 9^;3 9Y97 90,4 90y^ 86.1 87,5 81,6 52.7
	
97.5 101.1 95.6 983 99.6 47:3 96.5 107 .0 95 ; 4 9915 93.4 89,4 90.5 89,g 87.6 81.0	 147.2
	
96.4 494 99.4 96,3 97.1 98;4 9612 9 4 . 1 93 ; 4
 9215 90.2 87,,S 07.3 94..4 05.5 79,7	 145.9
	
96.7 45i3 q7:5 9515 94.59 9814 9616 00iT 9116 87 9 7 116.7 85l6 06.3 a .3 8'.1.4 77.6	 114.2
	
96.7 96,3 97 25 96,1 95,.3 97,5 95 1 6 959.4 93 '3 94 13 86.6 ;16.2 85,1 79.2 79.3 76,6	 144.1
	
96..0 974 9-5,8 9506 96 0 6 94:0 951899 iT 9' .a 89 01) 84.7 8491 8 •7 5 .7 77.0	 44'0
9494 94. 4 95.2 92 16 93.5 914 9241 4= ;1 SC il ' 	85:p 82.2 82,9 7; .,1 74. 1 73.1	 141.3
	
9297 9362 93.2 al.•2 93,0 9Z.;3 9213 91:19 Book 4094 63:0 9194 7914 79,1 78'.0 71:2	 14193
	
90,5 48.5 89,4 96:3 64:x 90;3 88.,3 87t1 85 11 82,15 80,3 77;4 7612 73.1 73.5 68,6	 138.7
	
85 . 9 85,7 65,8 7[4,7 85.2 756;9 95 9 5 64.3 81.6 aD,6 76,9 73;7 71,8 67,6 69.0 64,8 	 136.5
	
82,5 8250 8492 81 1 7 02.0 83,0 91.1 80.1 7 76;3 1452 73,6 70,0 68,0 65,.1 67,3 62, 5	 135.1
	
76,2 78,0 84.1 77x9 77.7 7590 77 t0 76! 5 76-;[F 70 99 74.1 67;9 65-9 65,9 69.8 6390	 135.1
106.2 107.0 107,3 107 . 7 10 7 .1 107 ; 5 19 1 10 106'6 105 :6 1Y9t4 103,0 99;2 10098 97.19 97 9 0 93.2
	
166 .6 10-7 . 4 167,.6 1^ 6 107*5 107 ; 9 10701 107 .7 iD!!^9 10'5.3 103.4 99;9100.9 94,1 97,0 92 9 7	156.0































PAGE 1 EULL SUAL# DATA REDUCTION PRO12RAM PRUC, DATA: - M(1NTH 6 DAY 21 HR, 13.8
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LF ' 04S ( 9y , ut.U, Fe 70 PERCENT Rft , NUM, OAY1









(0. 70)(0, 87 )(1,Q5 )(1112)I1t^0){
60,




1201	 30•	 140.	 iS5.
2.(14)i2,2;)f2.44f^2.62)(
$J 77.8 78,8 77.1 81@8 77.7 77:8 70,2 76!5 7W 7'618 73.1 7'1.17 77 9 0 78.1 7760 7584
63 73.E 72.3 77.6 87,3 33, 0 8.1;4 70 ! 6 69 !0 72 @ 6 8315 7Q.5 6 •3 7013 72.3 72,5 72.3
RADTAL
 1a0^ f7'/ eC 68.9 6 .4 68.6 74,4 68.4 68,7 66.6 6'6.6 67.6 p4 * 0697 63;5 64+6 6594 6616 6991
(	 a0.	 ,1I z00 68.9 68.0 64.2 74,6 6797 67;9 66.2 60.4 631.9 x3 1 9 64.9 66.8 65.9 67.1 67.0 67.9
VEHICLE 1^1T i415 64.4 67.0 67.5 93.1 68.2 68,2 6612 68 1 7 6514 64 i 268.366.2 69.1 69 .2 64 .2 67,6CoNr1G T O 160 75.2 66.9 68,1 74 1 6 73.6 71;j 76 2 9 7¢95 rJ ! ^ 67.1 73,1 76,1 77. 77,1 76.1 71.9
LOC	 PTO 400 661,9 65 9 9 67 9 1 S1,0 6812 66;2 66.0 66.0 65 1 ? eD.O 63,0 62;9 .63 9 9 64,2 65,0 64;1
DATE 7/31/ 74 990 76.0 70,9 73 .,8 77 1 4 68.7 69;0 66;1 07 .7 66.10 64 1 .0 66:1 64;9 6610 67,4 66 1 2 64.3
RUN
	
321 425 72.1 72.2 76,7 82,7 74.2 74;3 713;3 76 ! 7 76.3 16 1 3 73,1 73;2 70,0 74.9 64.2 67;3
TAPE Ay03 409 74.5 72 9 1 81.3 83 9 0 82 9 8 76;0 7d 1' 9 741 6 753 2 73 1 2 77,1 75;8 80.0 71.9 7750 7511
BAR	 28.9 NG ?00 76.9 75,9 82;4 83 9 6 83.6 81 -04 Rat e' 50 1 5 a2 t4 60 1 2 80.8 81:1 51 9 9 79 9 5 82.2 78,4(97750 6 N/n2) p#0 56:•4 86,4 82,2 92,0 0993 9164 94 1 5 9.,.a 93 ! ^ $i.4 92.4 91;3 86,2 91.3 43.3 0997
TAMP	 82 ! UE42 F C100 94.4 87.10 89,6 97, 89.3
94:.499;
4.	 4 5; 979 100" 94 . 4+3. 4
99 1 6
94.4 9415 96! 4
4
96, 8814 45.6
43011 !3 )GEC i:iDO 95.3 98 +3 92.E 434 97 1 9410 91 !. 87.6 91 9 2 91. 8.7.3 9 0.4 85.5
TWET	 63- GEa'F 11% 98.2 96,9 10695 144,2 103.4 100 ; a 98 !2 99 3 7 98.4 95 1 4 98,0 93'3 9'211 04.0 94.3 117.4
429 01 PEU 9) 1b90 10.0 .3 101 .3 101.4 99r1 97,4 98;6 99 1 5 98.0 94;_6 0116 9195 87.5 43.5 06...6 80.4 014
HACT 9.24 Gm/M3 906C 99.5 96.5 97.5 4794 98.33 99;6 4696 95,3 9796 9j!4 06.5 8646 84x5 82.6 8316 08.6
(.009 24 kGOfm3 ) 2200 95.2 97.3 100.4 1001 9 97.3 97;6 96;1 95.1 91o4 8_. ,s 80 1 2 85;4 05.4 84.0 8 4.1 79,6
NFA 89 4. !
931;




















96 ,.5 95 . 6 95.3 96:5 96 1 4 , 90 t 4 82.4 85.2 ; 75,3
A►FK 075 +
91	 .
Wp„ 3;pp 94,6 96,7 94;7 94.4 96.3 93.;5 93f 5 92..4 91 t D 86.6 53.,8 Sz9 8 153,5 79 9 9 a o .^ 7517'
( RAID /SE(: ) 0, 011
'
93 . 9 94.8 93.2 9%1- 9-,9 5 ' 45; 0 9'a. i 89 . 7 86 1 14 B5,1 83, 0 80.11 91.1 77 . 9 77'. 7200




9D ;4 4* .3
87.5
89.8 87 1 ; 4!05^,
0,1
8	 3 8	 3 711.1;74.2 74 3 7099
6316(1113! AA 'y/SFg )iuud0
41 32366








7	 .4 75 7414
7
72,2 71.2
N4. OF 8^ADEb 85.5 8395 04. 9 P-6,6 85.3 t)4.0 75.
71 .1
71 ;5 .6 67;5 66.4 63;9
16:1 0,0 81.1 02.0 80.4 82,1 81.9 91 . 2 50;3 78.8 76,4 77;3 69,1 67.3 67 9 2 67.4 62,2
20000 78 1 0 77,6 78.1 84,1 74 .8 70;9 76 1 2 75 1 5 7410 77 13 69 . 9 64; 9 6011 69 0 68.5 63.2
OVE`RA	 ,1t:AbUREO 107 ,0 103 . 8 104 .1 104 1 7 108.1 101 .0 107.3 106.96 104.)1 10.1 1 4 10390 100.1 100.2 95, 99,2 9?,2
O VF>NALL 4hALe,Li ED
p;DB
1.07.2 107 91 1 9.8 106,9 108 .0 107; 9 1.07;4 101 ; 0 iO4.i 102.3 1059 3 106:1 1001 8 99;2	 44.3 97'99































FALL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM 	 PROC; DATE - MON" 8 DfY 26 HRH 23 ;5PAGE 1
FNE4.
b3
RADIAL loot FYI	 80

















TA`+ * 82. DEG F	 ^0,
	
(3:Di. DEG it)	 1,0^
TWET 63, DEG F	 3,2%
	
( 290o DEG K)	 i60!6





1 947, RAD/SEC) 4.00C
%F9 8 8 -5 2, RPM	 5o,00
( 927 0 RAD/SEC) 630u
NFOID 62 O F R PM	 nCOG
11ii3. RAD/SEC)11CDL%






MRD8L SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 55 9 . nEQ, F. 7 0 PE4CETIT REL# HOMI DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGMS (AND RWAN§)
0 •	10.	 D	 3U,	 40	 30	 6D.	 70 i 	 60,	 90. 100	 110, 120; 00	 140	 150.
IO.fl.o.t7 31a ^^')l0 ^2)(0.701(D.0; )Ii 05)R1^^2)Ii.4T`)0 1 4 37)^1. 7 '^l;11t2)I2,09Ii2,2;) 12.4A ) I2 ¢2II
79
, ^
2 79.4 77:u ?317 78 1 8 77,4 7!.8 77 1 5 76.7 76 1 9 73 ! 9 73 1 9 76 f 4 79.2 79r1 731.6
7414 73 j D 77.14 7 310 82 0 9 601 9 70;0 69 0 9 73,1 6112 7014 6919 7 016 7314 73 ! 9 7417
68 1 7 69 1 2 68 1 0 67!5&6 l 6 67 1 2 66 0 4 66 1 6 68 0 3 68 17 67 1 7 63 1 7 64 1 5 6617 67 0 5 6918
69,2 67.8 67x4 6719 66.9 66 1 5 65.6 650 64 1 8 62 1 3 6510 65 1 9 65.5 6711 67.4 66.4
69;3 66;8 65 1 $ b7 1 1 67:a 615,7 67 1 9 65,1 68,0 0 4 1 5 64,2 68 t p 6'8,r 68,2 69;3 69;1
78 1 4 7110 6612 ?312 71 1 2 721 8 76 9 7 72 1 0 75'6 7213 7110 77 1D 77 16 7602 76 1 8 7115
65,4 64,8 6414 x512 66 00 64 1 5 65.1 64 r^7 67.6 6512 6215 b3'11 63.7 65.5 65,4 6517
7014 09 00 7016 0910 69 1 3 68.1 7 66.9 Vol 6416 63 1 4 6511 6-5 1 9 65 1.6 6115 66 0 D 6517
72 1 4 731Q 7612 7410 7410 73 1 7 73 9 2 75 9 8 69.6 67 1 4 7513 76 10 7319 7511 7Dr2 6919
77P1 7 p rb 8 14 2 83,1 9 84 1 9 75;3 82.1 73, 1 6 74.5 mi U 7 2i 4 79 10 77 10 7 20# 75 9 0 7514
S it 2 74.9 8512 07t8 9011 820 7 87.;3 86 1 7 82.3 615 :0 8112 05 11 8119 77.4 8118 7917
83 r 2 83 1 5 86,.7 8715 9.5 1 5 9 611 94;4 100•U 45.1 9413 9416 94x6 4112 86.9 91e2 8711
93.4 90,2 97;2 g'at0 99 0 1 95.0 99.2 95.0 92.6 99 1 1 95.2 95 11 91,.	 8995 88,4 9419
9 0; 5 69+ 4 69 15 ?412 95 15 99 # 1 97.2 9702 94,1 V3r3 92 ! 6 93 .4 9U, 1 91 0 5 87.7 83x9
9b.4 96 0 1 105x1 1 0510 103 1 3 1"l r 9 99,4 96 9 9 96 9 9 960 2 98!2 92.9 93,9 89.5 91,1, 8819
94 0 3 10211 10018 9g ti 9j 11 97 1 1 95.3 94.9 94'1 ?3.3 4202 49 14 88. 1 84 1 9 85 12 8118
98 14 96,,3, 99 9 7 9715 96 0 5 99 10 96.2 95.3 9 2 . 1 9896 86!6 8715 8699 9598 84 05 81?l
47.1 98.0 10'0! ` 10112 97.2 9797 94.2 93.6 91.8 98.5 87 1 5 8'4 9 oj 65.9 84.5 84.1 80.9
96;5 97,2 98 1 9 V4 13 95;4 96 1 3 63.4 94 1 9 2. 4 V0.0 86 ,6 6505 14 .3 82.6 8 0 ;5 75;3
9694 96 ;3 9617 ? 61 5 96 0 2 95r2 93.6 92;2 91: 3 86;6 8206 9312 14, 1 1896 7712 T710
95.1 1 96 0 4 96 . 1 1 ?3 1 9 96 # 6 9 3 1 2 930 9 92 0 6 93.4 89 :2 8619 §216 63 t3 8500 80x7 7605
440 3 ¢411 9 41 3 96-18 911 8 9316 9 •; 0	86 19 86.8 8412 82! 9 8 :1 11P1 7 12 7 9 9 7215
9 21 4 91 1 7 9213 ? U11 9D 1 3 90f0 89,9 97.9 86.7 03t2 8013 71 10 76,6 73.1 73,2 7116
84x7 9903 8614 8614 87 t 4 870 8694 94 9 9 999 2 U31 3 78 !4 754	 73.6- 711 4 72 1	6809
85,5 ¢ 5 0 2 9511 6216 84 0 4 64.1 82.3 81.4 79.4 17 95 74j6 7p:	 7 0.7 6599 70,7 6405
8213 91 9 4 81 1 6 1919 81 0 3 8111 8 0.:, 77.4 7741 77 1 5 7P15 69 1 3 67,m 54.6 71.4 6401
76;9 78.6 7812 761 6 74 0 8 76 1 8 76,5 74 9 9 7698 78 12 ba ll 68 10 65,7 d'S•2 7417 65.8
108 9 5 106 9 7 In g r 3 1 u8 ;6 147 9 9 107.7 106.2 1051 9 103.8 103.2 102!3 10112 99,7 97.4 96 9 3 9707
16 9 9 107,2 10 9 ' 7 10 8 1 8 108 0 4 1 7 . 9 10 6.6 10 6!1 1049Qp 1 03.9 102! 8 101 9 3 99.6 97.3 97 95 974
3,1+.1 11 4 .2 1219 1 1 2 01 8 11 4 . 5 11 9.4 11 7 . 4 117.1 il'3	113.6 1121 3 lint2 109,5 1 0 7.4 107.2 1D6.4
522
PAGE f	 FULL SCALE DATA R,EDUCTIO4 PROG M AM	 PROC; DATE • IOM 8 DAY 26 NR, 2316
MRVU L SOUMD PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DEG. F. 70 PERCENT REL, HUM; DAY)




10;	 2 1,'	 30.	 40.	 50	 60.	 7 a,	 all,	 90,
);^917);Q,3'^1;0•`^2)^0.j01(;:.9'y^1,n51{1.22111.4b)(1157)(3^1°1(1^92}(7^09I
160	 110, 120:
51 79 1 9 7 9 18 7 7rj 1819 78 1 8 7893 76.6 76 1 !, 76.7 7 612 7 414 73 1 $ 76#4
6S 76 1 5 i°0t0 79 1 4 75 1 9 83 : 2 SpO 73.7 75.9 7398 0 29 9 73,95 74 1 6 791,
R:AOT AL	 100t	 FT. 8; 69 1 7 7J t 6. 68.5 18-17 68 1 8 68,1 66@6 66 1 8 69.3 68.9 67 .s2 64 1 8 6594
(	 30,	 r") i0;, 7-.3 6	 .5 68 1 1 §718 66.2 66.6 65.9 63,9 64.8 641Z 65!4 56. 1 64.9
VEHICLE ATT 125 69;4 66 ,1 65 , 4 66 13 65 . 4 68 94 b6 . 2 66 0 1 65.6 5 2 t u 64.3 65 1 0 65.9
CO^'FIG T-0 16j 0 011 71;9 6811 7 412 75 1 9 76 1 7 72.7 769u 74.9 66 9 5 7718 7691 6998




66,3 66 1 6 65.0 65 1 1
6699
64.0 44x6 6414 -6412 64.6
DATE 07/33/ 7 4 250 68.4 670 6a t 4 67# 12 64 0 5416 6513 6511 66.6
524.






















9011 69 1 .1 87 t.0 90t8 90,7 87 1 9 85.5 4 7 14 $7 17 $7 12 1215
( 9 772 6 1 X/M2) 630 8416 R7 t1 R S9 8 1416 911,4 96 1U 95 1 2
96.6




92129 99t11TA 48	 82 P DEG F dOw 90r3 45x8 87.4 ?319 9 2 1,4 94,1 94.0 91.2 !9.8
1Q 1918
(3021 DEG 9) 1 0. 411 7 92 1 3 9 19 $ 0711 9012 9 592 94 1 4 94 1 5 92 1 4 91 1 1 67 1 2 84,3
T11ET	 63 1 DEG F 1250 8712 9 016b 92+ 5 891 8
92 .13








9 00 97 t 1 859,
8g.f(290, DEG K) 160L'
950
94e4 94 1 3 41 i 2 9000 #1 9514 031
+TACT 4 .24 OM/M3 2000 100t 6 9811 91;5 ') 011 88 1 4 91#0 8703 89 9 3 88.1 14,2 83!1 $1.1 0413






























(	 993 1 R-AD/SEC) 4UO0 9.418 93 t1 919 :8 -69 1 5 89 0 2 884 85:,2 8610 8398 '1018 7711 7913 1 0
NFK 9279, RPM 510;, 9 11 9 9 11 5 89 ;8 8719 90 1.6 86 0 3 85,6 94#8 84.,3 02tE 8012 180.6 .1796
R 'AD#SEC ) 6300 9012 88 1 9 88 1 5 0517( 97 1 1851,9 8514 8 11 6 8117 SO 7717 7713 . 7 517 1715
NFD10 628 1 RPM 8047 8714 07 1 8 8617 _041.0 84 t2 81x6 82f6 8018 79.9 1 7}5 7413 0411 74#8
(1113• RAD /SEC 400OG 85 1 5 85 11 820 0 .#5
7









44 12506 811 7 0112 8 0,0 14
1313
77 1 5 7692 75.5
73.9
74 9 7 73,3
72.3 7 313 66 14 a7
671
1 6 4oj 78 0 6 77 1 a 7515 74 1 0 74 11
2 no0a
72,9 10 660:






























Pr,Oti 11 8 .0 11 6 96 11517 113.7 113! 111. 8 x12.1 1102 i u . 2 10 7 11 106;2 106 ,2 1




75.9	 76x0	 71 1 7	 12617
7714	 76 1 2	 790	 12815
6.717	 70x6	 71,3	 21a1 1
6593
	 7 1 . 1	 69.8	 116.5
66,5
	 7 2.3	 68;9	 116-7
7814
	 7710	 78 t 9	 12519
66.4	 x 0.10	 67 1 . 7	 11508
6 79 1	7112	 66th	 11711







87.3	 85 1 3	 8 1^	 1421
89 . 4	 8.515	 79 t0	 1411
87#2	 83t0	 75}6	 14116
8246	 81#4	 77 P O	 13x14
74.3	 80.3	 75,9	 139:5
77,6	 60;4	 74;2
	 137;6
7.4@5	 78 t h	 72 1 9	 13614
7997	 80;7
	
71 1 5	 13610
7419	 8.0;0	 70 1 8	 133#7
7 Q@3	 81 1 2	 64 9 6	 13219
6796 	 8	 P 6 	 6411
	
13117
63.6	 7 1 6	 613	 12 19
65,4
	 82 p i	6210	 130#2
64.9	 a299	 63 1 4	 133#0
04.8 10 6 ,3 10101
9663	 97r2	 94;1	 #




FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 `PRDC*'DATE	 MONTH 6 DAY 28 HR; 23'.6
MUM SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DE Q . F # 70 PERCENT REL; HUH t DAY)
ANGLES FROM IN ET 14 OEGR_^ E S (AND R WANG!
D:	 10'	 20	 30 	 4_
	
















5i	 8:	 !	 6
	6377 Q 76 7 881 4 ds l	92 1 4 8 :t 9 72e5 7 .# 9 75,6 B t2 75!5 731	 7216 7513 75i6 76.9 9	 13215
RADIAL 109# FTr	 8'G 7O.i4 72 1 4 8009 19 1 	 8016 69.5 67 1 4 67 1 5 70e5 6 @7 70!0 66 1	 6792 68`06 7Q i 0 71 1 3	 12313
( 30, t!)	 100 70 t 0 66 1 4 79 1 4 78 12 76x2 66 1 5 64 1 7 65,7 654 4300 6711 6319 67.6 6604 6 t2 7010	 12818
VENI LE	 ATT	 125 68 t 2 65 1 8 7613 7511 76 1 5 6 61 8 6582 68 12 65rG 6593 67t4 6314 68 1 9 68.3 89 19 711 4	12011
CONF G	 T+O	 16C 7110 72#6 8 31 3 6010 84 1 2 77 1 6 74.8 790	 71#5 700, 6'810 6619 69,5 74#2 76 1 h 7201	 1271 p
	
77 9 8	 .14LOC PTO	 2[^ 7412 7S t 8 860.6 n3 12 97 11 890 +	 1t 74e7 72 0 1 7 Q!, 6800 70 t 8 76,2 79 t	72	 1291 9
DATE 07/31174	 250 66 1 4 66 i 0 761 4 36 13 76 t2 66 t 9 65.7 67 1 1 67,7 6801 661$ e6t3 6a 0t, 69 :2 68 t 1 68 # 7	 12014
RUN 525	 315 68 1 3 67 11 79 0 7 78 14 81 1 1 68 1 7 66,9 67.1 67oL 47 1 6 69 1 4 66 t 0 7017 70!0 701!1 60 t 8	 1.2311
TAPF	 A902
	 40u 69 11 7 01 7 821 5 6210 93 1	69 1 6 68.7 67 i 0 67x7 66.3 69 @ 3 69 t 9 72.:A 71e4 7113 68 1 7	 12513





630 70 1 3 7813 8217 1113 81 1 3 710 8 7 i3 . i 71.11 69.8 70.6 7tit6 70 9 3 71,1 72.3 72.2 7011	 12511
TA R 8 2 1 DEG F	 E0^ 71,2 72.9 65 1 2 P6 .14 9 2 1 2 73.8 71,2 73.G 73.'0 7 1 . 3 72!1 71t1 71,7 72ti 7111 69,7	 12717
(301r DEG 'K)
	
1100 720 72 1 9 8517 44 13 8 3 1 3 7 21 9 72.1 72,3 72.9 72 t 5 72.3 72 1 5 72 9 0 73@2 720'[ 69 ,G	 12716
TWET 64, DEG F	 12'50 7313 73,6 8 71 2 ti8 11 8 5 1 4 731 9 73.7 7316 7217 738.► 73 @ 2 74 1 p^ 74.7 74#^ 75.1 70#8	 12919
(791. DEG Ki	 i 6.Gu 7315 74:1 86:1	 67 14 84 # 5 73 1 9 73x9 74.8 72.8 7203 7313 74 1 9 74#9 73#4 73 1 4 6 t1	 12914
HAC7 9.62 34/43
	 200( 73. 1 6 76ru 8714 X9 12 88 1 3 76.1 76.^ 75.1 75.1 74.5 74!3 7615 74.4 76x5 75 # 4 71t0	 13116
(•004 6! K3/K3)	 2500 74.1 7317 89t4 Y 13 89.g 771 8 75.7 74.7 74,6 7 4,4 7415 76t9 77.• 78,5 77.2 71.8	 132,7
NFAi0753 ' RPM
	
31St 74,4 77#2 89 1 4 59 16 86;8 77 ' 3 78.4 80'2 77,t^ 75,5 76;6 77f7 75,4 76.8 77;0 71'3	 13219
	
{1126# RAD/SEC} 4008 74115 77 1 3 981 7 YD,4 9j j 2 78x 9 75,9 7711 77.1 7605 7512 77:6 79 ,A 75,3 76 # 4 72 1 9	 13410
NFKiC522. t RPM	 5QOG 74 1 7 76t3 88t0 ^a17 8 t0 7604 77#4 7 7 04 77.5 77.1 77!7 78 t 7 77:g 77 0 6 77 1 0 71 0 5	 13318
	
(1102. RAD/SEC) 6300 73.9 74.3 88 10 159 88 ; 0 77 @ 4 74.4 74.7 73,6 7311 76 i 1 75 t.9 76.4 7601 75.6 7p.6	 131*
NF010628 ; RPM	 9aOC 73,2 74;6 87 t 1 x714 89;1 76,8 79 .1 82,0 77.7 79.0 75 ! 6 79 1 G 76.7 73.1 
75;0 70.;6	 13318
	
(1113. R AD ./SEC )1000u 70#4 78 1 8 @214 8215 83 1 2 720 8 7 .9 7111 7 #7 li@2 71 ►2 71.1 73:0, 7905 7Se3 65:9 	 12819
NO. OF RLADE5 44 1250:! 67 1 4 64 ,2 1F 07 76 t4 79#4 68, 9 6 ,1 6 a 1 6. r1 69 1 7 68 1 5 6 t 4 6x3 9. 4 1 4 63 1 Qp	 12615
I'S C0!C 65x9 67 ' 6 7612 151p 77 10 69,4 67 .4 67. 0 67.5 0 30	 6610 69
1 3 68, 5
 66.Q 66 1 5 63,
	 12710
	
20000 66.5 67,4 7209 711 6 74.5 6611 67.4 64.3 66,8 7496 6515 4617 68,A 6615 66.1E 64.1	 124•'3
OVERALL MEASURED 91,5 90 1 9 19:0# 5 1^'l13 102;3 92,1 y1.2 91 0 9 90.9 y1 i 3 9r;v3 91 1 1 9p .6 90.6 42.3 90 9
OVER ALL C ALGUL AT	 87.3 45.4 99x 9 1 6 010 1.Q0 1 6 89 t h 88.3 89.9 87. 9 tig.9 87x3 8802 88..2 88,4 8866 8505	 134.1
°'^	 94.0 loo .5 11310 11 3 1 4 113.8 1 k'2! 2 101.3 1!12. 5 100 .5 11111.1 1 g{!2 10101 102.0 101t2 101.3 97x1
9
PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA R'cDUCTIQN PROGHAK P R GC'D ATE . MONTH	 8 DA Y 26. 4R,	 23,6
t1G DPL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DEG F;	 70 PERCENT REL, HUM. DAY)












1 , 5 ^)(
100	 ila,





5;; 78x2 79 ! 8 7719 f6 11 78 . 8 77.6 76.5 77,5 7b•7 7 b 92 741 9 7417 76,7 75:8 7497 76,5 126.15
6S 77 1 5 78 87 7813 ?5ti 8 3:1 0 88 1 5 74.7 77., 75a6 0 3#1 75!1 75 9 8 79 96 7894 741 9 79 1 1 128 17
RAZTAL 1Q^r	 FT. 8, 69,7 70 1 6 68 97 67t5 68.;.9 67 ! 3 6594 6:514 68.3 X7#7 6.6!7 6 3t6 659? 66x7 66 1 9 68,5 116:19
C	 300	 M) 1.OG 7010 681 7 6812 ? 7 11 66,1 65,9 65, 9 f3 1 7 .63 .8 6314 65!0 "j8 64 1 9 66.0 67 1 6 68;7 11518
V2 -41 C L E ATT 125 68 ! 5 66x1 651 h 9 513 65 1 4 66.1 66,1 54.8 659.j a2 0 640 6590 65.7 67.5 7 010 68 1 8 126.0













6 4 1 
i 7195 78,3
66.2
75-en 76 1 4 12514
LOC	 PTO 200 6 i 1 65 1 1 6 411 66.t 1 ;8 65,1 1 651 1 65 / 0 65 1 7 11512
DATE 0 7131/ 74 290 68 !4 6812 6714 6710 68 11 67 1 7 66.9 66,2 64.s 64 1 ., 6.511 6 513 66.7 67 ! 3 66,2 66 10 114.=5
RU,^	 526 315 7 511 73 1 9 7314 761 1 8 111 79 11 72 ! 9 7 40' 9 72,7 7 6 1 3 78 !1 77 1 3 77 t 7 72P4 7 2:0 72: 12616
TAPE A9C2 40u 72. 1 4 72 1 0 7711 36 10 74 1 2 76 1 9 78 1 8 74 1 1 721 9 7 2t3 75 ! 1 f4 t' 8 7 1:6 7491, 75 1 2 71 1 0 12511
BAR
	
28.9 HO sou 77PD 7918 89i0 1712 84 1 2 8:8;9 9o;6 86 1 7 8495 8312 8:7!0 8619 79,8 86,1 87:1 8 1P S 13618
(97736• NO2) 630 0 3.4 R 3+3 0 11 5 8 517 92.3 96tl 96. 7 95#0 96 6 2 030 89 !3 ¢0,4 89.2 82 0 4 860„ 86.n 143..0
TA.'¢
	 82, DEG F "011 90;3 S4,C 86,3 Y5 1 2 91'0 93,6 96,1 9'3 a2 9 1.1 89 1 2 86,2 ?1 1 3 9 0,9 88,4 8462 82' 1419
(301. 9 DEG K ) 1u0& 911 7 9 2 :i 99 1 7 8714 9 0; 5 9'6i^ 93;3 9-4,4 91,9 d8.z 89.4 4712 8 2;9 89.3 85 1 2 79 1 3 14g1.4
TWET	 64, AEG F 1250 07 9 5 9 2:1 92t 4 9 0:1 9 1 1 2 93#0 9 1.0' 92.1 5.9,7 85.4 88!2 8690 85#
6 4:1
A 7.1 8.211 78 t1 13919
(29 1 . DEG K) 1 600 4 4; 4 94 13 9 41 44 13 9 1i;2 9210 92.2 90!3 8'8 i 2 6 4 1 4 8 3!2 8494 6 215 78.x4 76 12 13918
MACT 9062 G003 1140 102i 6 98 11 9 2 #3 ?11.6 89,5 91 t o 87. 1 9:5,1 88ifi . 83#6 8'40 8202. 8549 8296 78 1 5 76;8 13814




82 6 2 81#1 820'.5 0 . 4 79 1 0 74 1 4 13811
NFA	 48 49 RPM 3150 93 1Q 9 315 9 317 916 881.6 9 0p,4 86.3 84.8 8211 81i 14 81 0'1 77x5 76, ► 6 75t2 13712{	 993, RAC/SEC.) 40ou 94 1 4 94 1 0 9213 ?11.2 88 1 2 8913 85.1 85. 1 8448 8 114 78!3 79 ► 1 799 12 73!1 74 1 0 7218 136'14
NFK 9277 1 RPM 5COG 91,8 52 1 3 58 1 7 1010 9 0 1 5 860 86.6 540 8 9.2 611 8 6 917 7 718 7714 759 9 76 1 8 71 1 6 13614














75.8 759 p 7p #7 1349.2
RPM 5700 8844 99 10 87 1 0 8 6;0 62,7 82,8 81,6 7190 7Q^9 68;7 13313
RAWSEC }1000U 86,5 86 1 0 631 3 tl112 81 1-2 8190 78.9 77 1 1 76;7 74,2 7311 7013 6 9 0 68x6 68.;4 6512 13017
N +3 .	OF BLADES	 44 12:04+ 85.8 °212 8 01 5 7615 78 1 5 77.4 76.r, 7463 74.2 72 # 6 6918 68 1 5 68 !2 64.4 65.7 62.1 128t.8
16000 79, 1, 78 16 751 9 1 318 74 1 8 7408 72.7 7 19 9 7 1 . 5 741 9 65!3 b7 t 2 66.5 649-, 6597 63 1 5 1281.2
`0G20'Q .D 76.3 7 513 71 1 4 1 014 71 1 4 73 1 3 70.1 69 1 5 7290 15:8
y8
6216 6631 65 an 64! 0 65 1 7 63 1 4 129,5
OV ERALL MEASUF 105,3 103:2 1021 3 1 0 212
110'21










91 1 3 1,50.:5CALCiJL ATE'GOVERALL 14 5 ; 6 SQ3t5 10216 101 1 1 0'1392 1Q2r4 10196 100.5 94 1 Q




77 1 6 78,6 77 t 7 7113
72,9 72,0 74 9 8 13.16
67 1 6 67 1 6 69 9 5 690
6.4.7 65,5 65,5 §sr4
65,1 67,2 66,1 65,3
73 ► 5 79 #0 7 0+ 9 71:2
77 9 p 8 18 73,9 7393
65.8 Sr 8 67 ► 7 6796
67.7 67,8 66 0 67T6
6 9 9 0 66,8 6.70 6694
69 ,5 70 1 8 70.8 7112
69 ,9 71 * 2 70 12 1104
70,8 72;6 73,1 72,2
72, 7 72 93 	 74 9 ;	 7205
74,6 7317 72.7 7302
75,	 73.9 72.9 72,3
75.^ 74,4 75-1 7505
78. E 7406 7507 7512
7712 7605 7801 75.8
75,,; 76 ► 2 78,2 17.4
77.3 7606 78.5 7618
740	 74 ► 5 73.7 7319
78.7 90,5 77.6 71 06
72,1 72,1 7108 1105
6 9 ,	 67;9 68,2 69 ► 4
66,8 6696 67,5 72 ► 5
65.5 65,2 68, 1 1597
9 ,8 9 ,9 91 .q 9 ,3
8 ,2 to 3 8811 6 02
100 .6 101'- 5 101 2 1:D,7
(7591 (74)1 ( 75,6 77,2,
7513 7211 73 ,6 76,a
68!7 65 18 67 ►1 69r8
66!x §6 1 8 66,6 6603
66,6 66 10 68.7 68i2
6812 67 19 6998 73 ► :3
1 369	 §:914 7 ,6 7502
66:3 66 1 2 68, 1 69,2
6816 68.9 2 71!7 71+2
6986 69 1 3 7209 7202
7 (i t2 72.:6 74.7 7a+0
70,9 1'0 , 1 71,9 73.5
72. 7 7 1, 1 1 7 1.R 72.2
711 5 73 1 4 72.7 73,2
750 74 ! 1 	 74.8 74.3
7306 74 0 9 74, 0 74,2
7496 78., 2 75,9 76,4
74!3 764 0 76.7 78.1
7797 77r2 76*2 77+9
7515 77 9 4 79 ,9 74,5
779 9 78 9 6 78, 2 77,j
7610 71 15 7614 7611
74!1 79 19 780 14 7301
71 ! 5 1 3 1 5 72,9 71,3
68!5 6914 69:3 6715
6613 6898 69 9 8 68.3
6597 68 1 7 68,.1 70,5
990 4 9 0 4 ,. 91 ,4
6 0 3 $^ f1 85 01 a6 r6
1UU1 6 101,1 102*2 101,4
x 75.7 (79.6
75y p 76.17





68 1 0 6717
70 14 68,7
72,	 6818




74. 1 2 6818
76 7 3 7113
78 1 0 7139
730 7293




71 1 2 6617
67 1 5 65.D
67 1 2 6518

































RADIAL 100 ► FT, 80

















TWET	 64, DEG F t25G
(241, DEG K) 160C
HACT 9 , 62 2-1/ 43 2uDL
(.00962 KG/M3) 250D
NFAI0750 9 RPM 3150
(1126. RAO/SEC) 4000
NFK19 5 19 + RPM 9000
1110:1i. RAD/SEC) 6300
NF?1%06 . 2,19 .. RPM Ana
(1113. RAD/SEC)1000G






PAGE i	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PROC; DATE	 „ONT14 8 DAY 26 HR; 23.6
HYDt .L SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DEG, F, 70 PERCENT REL, HUH^ 1 DW
ANGLES FROM INLET I. N DEGR .tES (AND RAD#ANS)




co., )(a,^7)cn.3$) tcr,2 )cp,=o^(a^d4	
6	 7	 84, 
1 3+ 1 7 #^ z) 2 oA% (z xis 2 3) 2 ¢2)r
79 1 4 8 0, 9 78,3 791:2 79.1 7819
76,3 78;2 79 1 7 77:0 8 3,0 8010
71 1 2 72 13 7p #6 69 1 9 7 0 1 8 6912
70.0 67.9 6Q,3 88 12 66.3 6698
67;3 66;0 66,3 16 1 2 66'4 67,8
71 1 2 73 ! 8 7491 7113 7 4 1 8 77 19
74#3 76 1 1 7793 7413 77 i 1 8098
66 1 4 65 1 8 6614 6613 66 1 3 6717
68 1 2 66 9 8 6916 09 10 71$0 6990
68 ' 2 7111 7 2 14 7 21.1 7211
72 $.0 72 1 6 74,0 1311 73 $ 9 7316
70.5 70 9 2 7216 7213 72.1 7018
71;2 72; 9 75,2 7 6 1 0 72;9 73.8
72 1 9 73 1 2 75:4 7412 7 2 1 4 7390
7316 7316 77.0 7811 75 1 8 73,9
73 1 4 74 t 1 7614 7613 75 $ 0 7409
73:14 75 9 3 77 1 7 19 1 3 78 1 4 76.1
74 1 4 76 1 8 79#'L t02 79 11 7619
73 1 9 7691 7814 744 17 78 1 5 7993
761 4 76 i O 7914 6014 8 9,6 7993
74..7 7614 7710 7817 79 3 0 7694
7410 7417 7794 7619 77 1 9 7717
73 1 3 73 1 9 7712 79 10 80,0 75,7
70 1 4 70 7 8 721 5 ^21t 73 1 4 7311
67 1 4 66.2 680 68 1,3 6 9 1 6 6993
6.7 1 0 68.6 6700 651!8 68 11 6795
66 15 67 7 2 641 9 0314 65 1 4 6593
4',6 9 19 90 9 6 x'115 92.4 9 98
8 5 8 i 5 9:	 9 b.12 9J . ' 85.9
R9 . 8 11!0 .3 	 10 2 9 1U3 f410.5 1r294
SZ7
V„ . ,




RADIAL 1 019 FT.	 a^
( 314 M)	 10 1.





DATE 0 7/31/ 74	 25.0
RU,, 90A	 310





TAMP 82. DEG F
	 Z.G;
	(301.# DEG K )	 1706
TWET 64 1 DEG F	 129v
	








( 993, RADISEC) 4000
NF4 9290 ! RPM	 % Dc
( 972, RA'O/SEC) 630L
NF510 6 28 ► RPM	 9000
.(1113. RAD/SEC)100ac





nuDPL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS {99, DEG1. F # 70: PERCENT REL, M U M S DAY)











50 60 70, 80,
!{
40 100 110, 12C'
^(1.42lt2#O^)(2,2f)(2,4^)(206,^^C
130 1 4O 150 PWL
)79 # 3 79 1 5 77.0 t 	 1 79 # 1 71!.5 77,6 77,9
(0,8;)'(irO^)(i.2Z1(1.4^,4:2f)(17;39
77.4
 7319 76x6 75 1 9 74 # 7 75 1 5 126'7
77 1 3 78 1Q 780 7513 8312 8n,6 74.1 76 14 74.6 X311 7511 76 t4 79. 5 77.5 74 1 9 77,9 128 4
7011 7	 P 6
6W
709 2 0716 69 1 8 69 1 5 67,5 66 1 6 66@2 68 t o 66!7 649 8 6612 681& 66 1 8 6'9 P 5 11718









































































































94.1 4 9 390
69.8
92.8 921G 9	 .6 8 701 89 13 66 0:2 86,9 67,3 8	 1 $ 77 P S 141,7
100! 8
96 11
4713 919 9 9116
91,6





















































13799317 . 41D 93,14 y Q 12 89 1 3 8'8#0 86#q 861 9 93.7 801.6 7895 79 11
.








































































18.91076 16 7515 . 741? ?414 7817 73. 1.3 74.2 7214 77• 7 49
9793





































96 1 6	 46 9 9	 95 16
10 6 11 10 6 ,4 lo s +0
94 r5
	





FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROG RAM	 PROC' DATE	 MONTS 6 DAY 26 MR, 23:7
0
M!DM SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 159. DEG. r #
ANGLES FROM VILET I M OEGREES
70 P.
	






y2}(0	 ?0}00•¢ 7 } i'i
10,60 	 7C.,	 80,	 90




5, 79;8 A014 7810 71117 7	 1 0 78 1 7 76 9 6 77.4 77.7 7619 7611 7	 . 1 6 77 fl 7990
64 75 t i. 75 1 0 7812 74 10 82 1 1 8 11 7 73 1 8 72 1 9 7317 449.2 72#1 71 1 9 72 0 9 73.19
'	 RADIAL 100.
	
FT• S'0 6916 7113 6910 6818 7 0 1 8 72 1 3 70 13 69,6 70,5 6917 69 1 0 66 1 7 66 t q 68a0
(	 30•	 M) 10-0 64.4 6 9 .6 69 1 3 6 8#9 69,1 69 16 69,9 68,8 67 1 6 P601 6613 6 7'@1 6717 68 .4

































DATE 07^31/74 25C 7005 69 1 8 70 1 2 68 1 9 68 # 4 68 1 6 67 , 1 66 1 8 65 1 9 6392b 65x474!2
6 512 6.6 9
73. 3
6792
76,4RU '„	 52 315 7g;4 74 1 .8 7	 13 7 410 73 ;4 7210 73.1 74 1 8 71.6 91 75,0
TAPE A902 40 78 1 2 70 1 6 81 1 4 6319 85 # 0 74 1 8 81.7 72 1 2 73.7 5 11,I, 73-!4 79 11 760: 7211
BAR	 28 99 HG 50D 62 1 0; 73 51 8514 8 81 1 89 12 8	 72t 87 IG 87.7 93,7 86 11 8	 2.21 95 9t !	 91! 7710
;97709, N 421 63G 93 1 3 8313 851 5 8313 96#5 9691 96 t1 10x13 47•" 9511 9 4!4 46 41 4 1:1 K06
TA^8	 821 DEG F E06 93 ti 45 . 1 ?2ti 8019
.1
494
92 ,6 9713 ,699DEG K) 1'r0^
97 1 5
U.7 114 0: 211(3Q il 3 1 5 974 95. 6 95,5 91 .9 1:4 1. 2t2 99, 3
TwET
	
64 1 DEG F i25D 9811 4 711 1041 3 10319 102 1 1 98 1 7 98.9 98.0 90.7 96,1 97!2 94 1 2 9 2,-5 8'893





























NFA	 9 0''30• RPM 3150 95',6 97.4 98,9 93 1 5 94;6 9612 9 3.4 93. 6 41, 4 813 ,6 86 1 8 85j3 84,8 8	 .8
(	 948 @ RAD/SEC) 4C00 96;.6 4612 9614 ?513 9415 9319 9 2 • [ 9 2 , 5 9 0 . 2 86,6 83!3 @313 83,7 78.4
NFK 8856 RPM 9000 9517 46 1 6 9 419 ?217 9 6 o 6 9214 93 15 9107 91 8 6 87 9 8 8618 811 9 0314 13	 '•071 :0(	 9270 RAD/SEC) 63'0: 93p9 93;8 4 410 ?017 9210 92 1 8 89,5 88*6 96,9 8473 8311 4Oli 8 0:6
N	 JiD 629,- RP. am 4210 4 217 4212 89 11 911 2 89 1 7 90.:0 8868 85.7 6315 8 012 7411 76:7 7392




68.8No. CF 9LADES	 44 12500 85 ! 3 8610 940 82#6 84 0 2 8412 8 2rt' 81t 79 1 1 ,$
16ou 8202 "217 81 :1 bolo 8 0 8 79 ' 8 78,9 77.9 75.6 7, 7 10 73 t0 6(0 10 66,? 69.2


















10 6 : {









lni! 8 102.3 9 809
9613
96,2





S oto 78;9 12715
74 1 9 74 1 9 12718
67 t S 69 1 4 1153
69.8' 67,7 1x693







66,2 6 t 8 11614
02917
72 1 9 7718 1
78tt 81 1 7 135j3
87 1 4 8 312 1#316
88 j 0 93 1 i 14517
85=4 83 1 9 14313
88 1 , 89 1 0 14616
84 9 3 82.1 14410
86,:2 81 1 0 1431
83.1 6100 144.0.
61.3 713'











65 1 7 651 7 133+1
6697 68 1 2 133.397
95.4
96i1











BAR 28 99 NG	 FDA
	




( 3 1311	 )	 1^0..
TWET 64, DEG F	 ±k5,





( /4094,2 KG^W3)	 ?50;.
NFA 4 050, RP5	 3150
( 948 1 RA /SEC) 4000
NFK 9856, RPM	 5s0u
( 427. RAD/SEC1 6e0J
NFDiC 628 ; RPM	 8i0u
E1113. AAD/SEC110006











RU ,4 52 A
FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PROC' DATE . '10NT4 a DAY 26 HR. 23,7
M GDtL SOU ND PRESSURE LE VELS (59. DEG, F/ 70 PERCENT REL. H41M@ GAY)
ANGLES FROM IMI.ET IN DEGREES (AND RAD{ANS}
0;	 10.	 20 t 	 340	 4 0.	 50	 6n	 70,	 9a,	 90	 100	 11	 12D' !$0	 1 4 0	 150,
{0,	 )[0+7){4. 33 )10.91}(0,701(4. e;)(114^)(1r22)(1+40)(ir5'^)(117}1'(1921 (210$)(2.23)(294;)(29$21(
79.9 79.5 78 11 la 18 79 1 0 77.4 75.9 77 9 6 77.4 7 61 8 7510 7510 7597 7893 8 0!0 76@6
75 1 3 7491 781 2 1'4!2 8214 89,7 7q,b 69;b 72+7 3311 7112 7013 71+6 74.1 75 '1 74;9
69 1 6 63 1 7 6810 08 15 6E,5 6'8 ! 2 6'697 F5,7 d$94 Q7l6 6617 6316 649t 67.0 67 9 5 71t6
6.8 .9 67+76691 §718 67.1 66. 9 65.7 65.6 57,8 5391 6413 d5 0 66.6 6743 67.0 64.8
69'2 67, 1 56,3 47 1 ;). 67;2 66,1 67 6.1 64 0 8 68 7 65 5 64,5 66ti 67 . 7 67,6 6 4 ,3 68,0
76 1 0 7 01 7 69 1 1 7010 7 0 V2 7106 7617 67 x 9 73 1 6 73:0 7111 7 4 1 1 77, 1 7594 76.8 72;6
065 1 1 6511' 69 19 6610 661 0 65 1 7 64.	 6491 6816 65+5 6215 63.,9 6 417 6511 55 fa 6518
7012 69 1 9 7 0.1 7 YJ:2 68 1 4 689 6 67: 1 67;Z 6617 53 14 65!2 03 11 669. 67 1 3 66;	 66;
72.2 7311 TS..S r 14 T3 t1 7z i a 72	 ^. E 7398 7 p .,; 58 1 5 74!2 74.3 72 ►6 74,5 67 t ^ 68;
77 1 1 73tg 00,3 6314 8 4 1 0 74 1 0 8 .7 72.1 75.7 8 095 7314 78 1 2 76 99 73.3 7190 7617
6 01 9 7497 84 1 3 n6f9 9 0,1 0 83.;5 9717 87'0 8494 "6 .93 83!0 8418 8816 78@5 77!! 8 118
8214 R2/1 8513 0612 97 1 7 96,9 97 1 3 1 1 ► L' 97.5 y5 i.6 9516 9612 9299 9795 x9 13 8113
E8 ! 5 9119 95.6 ?110 98;1 9298 97,8 45.1 92.9 99 1 2 9405 97 12 89 1 11 9213 90 1 9 6718
88 9 8 91rS 91@a ?115 93 1 2 47.2 959u^ 95.E 9311 9293 92x7 9313 89 98 86@4 87;	 8319
97 1 4 9692 1051 3 L U 411 102 1 0 9816 99,7 9514` 96.6 V60 9815 9319 9 4.'9 9'896 85 1	8817
9E;6 ic.lr3 99 1 5 9813 97.12 9711 95.3 949.3 42+9 9216 92 ! 7 88 1 2 89 91 84'4 83s2 8218
97.7 96.(k 9506 9714 99=2 9@9 9 94,2 9213 999 8897 87!7 86 12 84,1 95.5 83 1 5 8113
95.6 ;7,1 19.013 10 012 96-U 95 1 9 9290 42.1 9116 09.5 5714 0511 85.6 82.2 83.0 6090
95-.8 4 6,5
	
7;.	 ?4 1 6 44;7 47,0 94,4 43,4 91.9 66 , 9 86.5. $5,4 64,,. 82.5 90;4 70,3
9618 9693 9619 "612 95.1 3 94 1 8 92.1 9 92;3 91@2 804 6314 0413 49i 770 7711 77x1
9g10 97 15 9 5+•0 ?319 96 1 7 9313 9315 g 1 l7 91,3 6899 8509 8219 0312
8	
7999 78 1.6 7613
94.3 93,8 94+2 ?119 91. 9 9394 89.6 8899 36.6 149	 8216	 I1t0 01 . 4 79. 4 76.07 7314
91.1 92.7 92 1 6 29 1 8 91 ,3 89 t a 89 0 7 87,6 85,6 63 91 8.010 79 1.2 77 .6 74 .0 73;1 7k.5
892 9010 68,7 8711 88 1 5 87 1 7 861 84.1 96+11,	 - 14 78i1 ^5 ! p 74 1 P 7295 7 t2 6 11
65 9 3 `1614 05! d '1313 84 13 8410 8392 61.3 78s9 7^-5 75!4 7 1 1 5 700? 67 9 6 67 11 3 64 11
8212 e 216 6114 79 18 82 1 1 90 1 9 79.7 78 1 6 7604 7611 73!2 6019 67.:c +6803 6517 6219
78.6 77:6 7717 1617 77 1 8 77 1 ; 7595 7411 73,1 ?716 7313 48 1 4 67 t3 7c#9 661 7 63.14
106 ;3 1.0 6 18 1031 2 I i8 10 107 1.2 10710 10'3 1 8 10612 104@1 6.0 4 12 1021 4 10211 99 19 9795 96 1 3 99,a.
10 6 ' 2 ir 7 r0 10 914 10 6 12 1D B 1 1 1x 7 11 10 6 11} 10 5 9 9 10419 1^14 j T7 102 99 1.02 1 3 99,2 97;2 96 1 3 981'1

























PAGE 1 FILL SCALE DATA REDUCTION ! "OGRAIM PROC1 PATE	 . 11011TH	 S PAY R* HR, 1'3:1
RODeL BOUND PRE3SURE LSV[ L5 199	 TWO
1 '4 DEGLES
Fr "PERCONT70	 REL. HU14 DAr)
ANGLES PRO" INLET ( AND RADIANS)
0. too 20 1 30, 40, 50, 60o 709 ac- 100. i10. 120. 130, 140-. 150 1 RML
i iREO. (0: )[0.17)f0.35 It0: fZ)IOr 70)10.871[ 1. 0'^1tit2^1I1, 40'I[1.'37 )6 1 , 755[1. 92142 *Q4ft2.27 >12. 44y I2^ 62)[ t
50 76.3 78 4 4 76.8 79.6 78.8 76:,6 76.5 7699 75.1 77 1 8 75.4 76.7 73.6 76.0 17,0 76;8 12609
63 73,5 71;6 76 4 8 77 1 7 glob 79.1 69,6 68x9 71,7 84!0 69 8 8 69x8 63.9 71.0 69,9 73.1 124.-6
MAD3AL 1600 iT. 60 69,2 60.5 64 1 5 68.1 65 , 3 47. 64 . 3 67 18 66.01 68!5 66.4 63:9 62;6 64,4 65 . 6 70.5 11499
[ 30. N1 100 69,3 67.7 66,7 67 1 8 68 96 66.7 60.8 67,6 64,9 66!0 07.9 67.7 66.8 68.8 67.7 69.9 11793
VEHICLE ATT 125 71,6 69,9 66 9 0 Fa i l 72.3 48 9 4 66,2 69 10 7 0,0 67!1 s8,3 69 1 1 68,0 87,4 67;9 69 0 5 148.8
COIIT'[G T-O 160 73.5 70@5 66.6 7106 74,9 474 66.4 70.7 77@S 6811 7097 70.9 68.7 7090 67,8 69;9 12006
LOC
	 PTO 200 66.5 67.5 67.5 861'8 66.5 56:0 64,8 68.7 63,'i 65p S 61.9 61,8 62.6 64.0 63. 4 69. 9 119x3
DATE 7 131174 250 74.8 72; 9 73 9 01 P415 73,1 70ol 69.6 7 19 9 64,0 6633 63.6 63..9 64..B 67.5 67 10 68 .0 119;7
OUN
	
132 315 75.6 73:9 75.6 77 1 7 79,0 72.1, 7 6. 9 719 8 69,9 69!1 0690 64.x8 67;9 69,1 69.1 69.3 12115
1 A PF, A903 400 73.7 72;6 74.6 7716 758', 75,0 70.4 7099 71.0 70 ! 9 69 i 1 71 .7 73.7 70,.9 70.9 69.0 12298
BAR
	
25.9 HA 580 72,7 75;6 74,' 74!0 72 . 9 73.7 71,6 7341 71.9 7213 69.7 6 :8 69;9 78 9 2 76,9 74, 9 12394
9 97 7 094 NO2) 630 86.8 792.9 63,1 fl12 71.0 86,4 86.1 N6o4 57.4 900 9i*2 77,4 03;0 017,4 82.5 19316 138+1
iAMR	 82. DEG F 800 90 . 7 95,5 h7.0 95 1 7 95 . 0 T1.9 92. 6 9191 9 0. 7 90 13 9419 82,9 91 ;2 89 9 3 84 ; 3 54..3 142.6
.	 (3pi. DEG K) 1000 97 .1 o3.1j 9 701 9511 10263 9 703 9902 9494 92.0 94.8 9 3.1; 88,5 91;1 92x6 86 9'4 95,3 145;9
"	 IWET	 64. DEG F 1250 96.4 96 9 8 99.6 102!0 976.8 99.3 98.9 103.3 100.0 101!4 97,8 93.4 94.9 92 9 4 91.,1 116 7 1 149,2
s	 1291. DEG K) 1600 96.8 95.8 96 . 3 96,8 05.2 95.0 97,1 96.1 94 , 2 9314 VO,3 89.1 86ol 88.7 95,6 84,4 144.9
k ACT 9 962 GM/N3 2000 98.1 1x0;9 0700 98,1 97.0 96.2 9 7.2 98.0 9790 950 91.1 88,5 88.1 67.4 88.4 tS4.6 140.0
`	 1.00962 K603) 2500 97 06 98 ..6 9 8.6 99, 0 96.0 980 96.5 96.4 92.:1! 9195 88.9 87,3 86 n 2 8594 86.1 91 9 4 145.2
MTA 5610. RPM 3130 97. 1 95;:0 90.5 97.3 95,41 97,2 96.3 97.3 93.0 41!'5' 27,2 87 9 5 05;4 '43 9 4 8,3 :.3 A1 .3 144on
1 gDl! RADISEC) 4Q00 97.8 97;1 98,8 97.1 96.9 96.1 94.9 94 9 9 91.0 90.3 6500 86.0 85 1 0 RO•3 79 ;7 79,3 144.#1
s	 NTK 8425, RPM 90110 97,0 9704 95.1 f5t4 97.3 93@6 9693 94,6 9303 91!8 68.,3 84.4 8,3;5 ;296 81.6 19.8 144.0
4	 1682. RAD/SEC) 6300 96 .,6 95.7 950 9374 94.6 94@6 92,8 92.7 09 86!1, 6'5.5 0196 62;S 80.i 78.8 1590 142•.1
NTD106260 RPM 8600 934 9 3 ; 5 92,4 920 92 . 6 909 4 92.3 92.1 8968 BB ta '502, 80! . 7 78;7 76.1 75 .1 74. 9 141,4
(144011 F9AD/SEC)10gO0 91.7 91.1 t9 f e 5996 69 9 9 89.3 88,9 [97,9 94.9 8Sl1 0098 76.9 75.8 74.4 73,3 72,V 139,1
OF BLADES	 44 12SOD 67 91 176,9 R6.1 35 ! 1 86.5 66.2 86 . 2 016.3 82.2 ;Sts 77vp 73.5 7 1 . '^4 .3 68 . 5 l^7 ,3 137,2
46000 84.3 ;3. 4 8 2, 5 8 17 7 82.7 4.1,9 82.8 83 7 8 78.9 79.! 2 1486 70,8 67. 68,2 .66.9 66.6 135.9
` g8 00 801.2 79;0 77.9 78 i 0 80;.4 78.2 74.1 Rp.4 77,1 78!4 44.5 6813 67.2 70.7 67.6 68 96 137.7
OVERALL ME ASURED 10780 1x6 : 5 147.0 107 1 6 186 . 7 106 ,6 1Ob6 9 107 . 1 104. 9 104 ! 6 1442.0 99,2 99 , 2 9 85,4 97.1 x+5.2
CVERALL CALCULATED 10703 107 . 2 10 7 , 5 108!7 10 7 . 9 106 , 7 107.0 107th 1a4. 9 105!4 102 , 5 98 9 4 49 . 4 98,8 s6.4 64, 1'35,9
P"DS 119,9 =14 9 7 120.1 1701 2 119 05 119 ,1 118. 7 119.2 116 0 4 11"5 ! 8 112,4 109 9 9 109 9 5 11!8,5 147;9 11►5.4
530
PAQE 1 FULL SCALE DATA 4FIJUCTION PKOGMAM PROC, DATE a NORTH	 a DAY 29 HR,	 i5;1
MOOtL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59	 nEG. F, 70 "PERCENT REL, HUM. DAY)
kNGLES FAnM I NLET 1 4 DfBR!e6 WO RADIAN$)
Q's(0.
310).	 20	 30..	 4.0,	 50.	 60,	 70,	 80 1	P01
1( n. l7itn.. 3 	 1;4 , 5 21(0. 7 0)(0.87)(1.05lti. zx){ 1. 40)(1. 57 )
1 00,	 110.
t 1 , 7 '3!(1. 9?rt 2 .o9 )( 2 . 7.7 )(z. 4 ^




5O 77.5 77.4 75,b 77 ! 6 77,4 7 6,6 75.5 76•.7 74..4'6!6 73,8 7 3:,G 72.5 76.1 73..7 769'1 125.,4
63 72.7 69 ,9 75. 8 72!5 81.9 79.1 68.7 6797 76.8 902 60,1 67.0 64.7 70.9 69 .0 '83 126.5
^ a D)AL 1011.	 FT. 80 66.3 66.3 64.4 6511 64.5 83.4 61.3 61.5 64.3 6610 62:6 39,4 59.6 62.7 62.5 64 .1 11.3,7
4	 30.	 ?4) 100 66.6 65 9 7 63, 7 1150 62. 8 84.9 63.7 6 3 .6 62, 9 6411 67.0 66:0 64. 6 65.9 63.9 69.5 115911
wS141CL E 4TT 125 99 1 6 66,2 84,1 6510 66.4 64,1 65,0 63.9 69.4 65 ! 2 66,4 66,3 68.9 67,3 6712 68;6 116*6
CnN Ir iG T.0 160 74.4 71,0 66, H 69.5 71.6 64,8 67,9 66,4 74.9 69 ! 2 70,1 70,1 75.2 7110 71.1 70; 5 121.11
LCC	 P y fl 200 63.7 62 1 8 61 9 6 5415 64.4 sa,O 62,6 62. 9 62. 7 6511 6018 52.1 67 0 0 64.0 63.3 6512 113.!
DATE 7131174 250 6.7,7 65. 6 6.3, 9 67 1 0 66,0. , 65.1 6490 6614 63,0 1&3!1 6 16 9 63. 9 65.2 66,0 63,1 64,4 114.7
WUN	 53 1 315 +!9. 6 47,9 68 . 1 9 70 1 , 6 71.0 58.9 68,8 Tj,1 65.0 68!2 66,2 69, 1 69 9 7 70 0 0 66.2 66.5 11910
TAPE A993 400 7516 71.0 76.5 75 1 5 72.6 73,1 69.7 11.7 75.6 69!9 7S.7 70x0 74;7 69,9 79.0 75.4 124.G
vaR
	 26 . 9 HG 500 791x 8095 77.1 76T51 74.6 79,9 81.0 79.1 78.0 8210 r7.7 75,0 73.6 79,0 82..9 4 093 129.6
1977 13 . N /M2) 630 87.0 88;.0 91,3 t4 t 2 86,2 90 # 2 90 .6 92 6 5 9093 9004 931 92.1 82.0 88133i
9&:S 87.8 141.0
IAMB	 80. DEG F R00 4118 46;0 95, 5 1001 9 9,2.9 ?6.0 45.0 97.9 94.1 9013 98,9 98.1 $9.1 8,4 84,3 62.8 1491,9
1300. DrG KI 1000 93.8 49;4 95.9 47,1 10404 95,0 915.1 Q0.6 87x2 86 i 3 5711 R8.4 67.0 82.3 64.5 1667 14.1.4
?VET	 63. DEG F 3236 99.6 96 .8 204.7 1821 7 10390 101.4 1132.0 F q1.2 97.1 9715 96.9 95 , 9 11 1 9 37,2 37 , 0 93,9 149.9
1290. OF G Kt 1.600 46,9 94,3 97.9 OB4O 94.9 94.3 96. 9 97.,7 92.9 92 1 6 91,2 98,1 86.9 F7,3 R64 °6. 7 1440
o A CT 9 05 GP/143 2000 9640 96.E 97. 0 98 1 !3 9719 14,5 95.4 Qtl.s 9410 9214 09.0 67.1 8760 39.6 84.,3 1 3. 7 145.4
(.Q g9S6 KC/431 ?500 96.9 97,7 97,7 1Q116 97.1 413,0 95,7 95,2 43.7 41 1 3 85,8 $599 85.6 A6,1 84.9 R1,4 145.2
N FA 137 10. RPM 3150 95.2 96,0 77 ,3 9516 9419 16,5 45.8 96,E 93.3 91!4 11 8.'5 86,2 85,1 83,4 81.4 79 .0 143,9
C	 9121 RAD/5!!C) 4000 96.7 966" ! 97 * 6 06 9 7 9062 93.2 94.8 9413 9 112 8816 63:8 84,1 83 2 '2 79,2 17, +3 78,7 14$,4
tint $9 43, RPM 5000 96.4 96:5 94.2 9514 97.1 93.6 94.2 93.6 92,5 90 9 7 67.4 83.8 83.6 91. 9.. _ • 1;4 78.1 143.2
f	 `•'94. R AL D/3FC) 6300 94.4 94 0 4 9 4 6 4 9213 93.7 94.6 91.`^ 9 0-. 8 $7.8 86.9 83,6 81.7 8 1.5 73.11 77.6 76.3 141.4
Nr nl00 284 RPM 3Q.0o 92.6 42. 7 42. 4 92!3 91.5 89,8 Q1,7 59,4 87,13 86 l 0 61,7 79 .9 78,0 74.7 74.8 740 1401&
(1113. RAU/ SEC1 10O00 90, 9 9 39'7 08,7 88 t 8 89.7 89.9 88,1 a6 t i 8317 8313 50.0 7619 74;8 73.0 72;9 71,2 136,4
N0. or ALAOES	 44 12300 66.9 8611 85,1 64 ! 1 sj7.8 84,9 84.8 84,2 00. 9 80 ► 4 77,0 73,3 70,9 68.5 68.3 37,7 136 60
160 .00 83.2 63,3 816'3 61.4 711 1 6 01,1 81,5 80.d 78.5 78.7 13,8 70,8 60.4 89 4 0 66.0 R7.3 13`3.ij
20000 7947 77,9 77,9 7718 79.9 77,3 78.0 77.3 7712 78 62 72.9 68.4 67,1 7 192 66,4 67,7 134.0
OVERALL MEASURED 106.8 10518 108.6 10815 106.7 106,8 iCS.8 107.1 103. 7 10214 10297 10164 97,0 96.0 96.9 97.6
OVERALL CALCULATED 106,9 106 . 5 in8,4 1D9 t2 10 7 . 6 1Q7,4 106. 9 107.3 103. 7 102 ! 6 103,0 101,9 47;4 96.2 96 8'`5 97 6 1 155.7
PNDB 119.1 118.8 120,7 ltiT 4 11 6 . 9 119 .7 117.`7 110 , 5 115.6 114!2 112.1 li0:6 108 1 5 187 . 6 10 7 .2 WO
531
N
















8A$ 78 09 Wr	 5017
	
197 713. N/ ►121	 630
I AMB Soo DFG F	 8110
	
{300. DEG K1	 1000
7VET 63. OEG F	 1250
	
{ 2909 AEG 91	 1600






i 059. RAD/SEC) 4000
NFK 8987, RPM	 9000
4 941. RA O ISECS 6300
n^DLe^28 8Pf!	 0040
11113. w0^/SEC)10000






MOOEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59; s1EG. 1 F s 70 PERCENT RILL°i HUM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGM6 5 RA ND RADIANS)




	 50,	 6D,	 70,	 80 1	90. 100. 110, 120. 130, 1401 150#
;0. 1111 ►171iD.3'31tf1.02){0.70)RO.o?1{i.115)^1127Ii1.4"01iJt$7)11.751{1t92lfx,h9l{2.27)(2,44)12,621i
77,5 78;4 74,7 77 4 4 77.4 75,9 74,4 76.8 74.7 76 ! 6 72.8 71,9 72;6 75.9 75,7 76x1
74.4 72;6 7698 71 1 8 8196 79,7 69,5 69 1 5 71.9 84 9 7 6996 69 91 68;9 73.2 72.2 74.1
66.4 66;3 6592 65 1 2 66.6 64x4 0392 630 54.1 6796 6396 61.98 61,4 63,7 649'5 46.7
66.,.6 65,8 64,6 551% 62.6 43.7 64.96 67 1 6 61,7 63 9 7 x+4.7 66,2 62;7 67,2 65.0 68,2
60..0 63, 1 63,1 65 11 64.9 44,1 66 9 4 62 1 9 63.9 64 12 6492 67 ,1 46;0 67,4 67 .1 6803
80 i4 67;9 63,9 73 1 6 7086 72,0 75,4 69 1 9 77 9 6 72x7 65.,0 7698 74.8 7293 74.1 '1391
63.7 62,9 62,6 6516 6496 44,0 63.4 63 1 6 429 9 64.1 7 60,9 6299 6277 64,9 64.:2 6591
66.,0 68,7 67,6 68 1 5 72x6 6999 70,6 69 ► 7 66,0 64 18 62.6 67,3 68092 7092 67,9 67,2
74.0 7017 5:090 /1 1 0 86,8 42, 9 84,6 83.7 80.0 7710 72.9 81:0 8018 	8394 80.0 7712
79.4 77.8 x'1, 8 08 1 9 79.4 Oleo 81, 7 77.0 7,1. 7 89 !{! 89,0 81.3 82.0 8 1e3 70;1 75.0
85.7 83 95 09 97 94.18 89,6 ia,e 89 9 5 879 0 8200 7916 92.0 87,9 89,0 88 1 1 02,$ 84091
81.6 93.1 09,u 92 1 .3 88.9 95.4 95. 9 97.3 05. 9 04.1 95.1 95.1 90.E R917 98.1 96.4
90.7 A? .7 91 iB 90:.8 93.0 fl.l, 9? 9 6 95.3 q7.3 91!9 04.9 9693 94.1 91.2 97.2 95.1
1,90.7 89.	 9693 9711 96..3 x01.1 98.d 95.1 9 3. 4 91.!1 90.1 93.2 91.4 X5 , 6 8 0.2 °9404
9500 9511 sale? 99 1 7 9(i,b f6.9 90.9 95,3 43.2 91..-4 91.9 92.3 87,6 84.,1 97.1 94.je
97.0 96. 2
 
98.5 9610 94,8 96.0 94.0 92#0 91.2 98 1 0 68.0 88.2 34;1 3282 85.3 9393
102.2 1019 9 100,0 97 11 $2.4 93,4 92.1 95 1 8 92.0 90 ! 1 09.1 87.2 850 85.3 87.1 ?1,4
9496 97!7 96 0 1 V9 0 5 92 0 6 95,2 91. 6 89.'V ?o•8 88,6 11702 82.9 81.9 R 1#3 82.9 79..1
4409 95,3 97,C 93!1 94 93 T19D 90.9 89.4 88.1 07!4 04.0 63..3 87 02 79 8 7 79.3 7703
98. 0
 96;2 930 94 18 9690 9290 88.8 ?9 i 2 .88.2 86!1 0099 8204 82..3 76.2 76.1 *580
44.3 9741 42,7 9795 9494 48.7 9001 119 i 3 8896 0743 8301 80..5 80;3 79.6 78.9 74.7
9404 93;6 92.4 91! 7 90.1 8999 86. 0 7 86.6 0394 82.9 80,7 7609 79,8 78,7 75.9 720'1.
9196 9107 900 09 1 7 09 .5 46 9 5 86.5 04099 82.5 81 i 7 77,4 77.3 74.5 7289 7?.0 70eb
89.8 909A 97,6 6619 65.9 84.1 92.5 61.7 78.7 7310 76.7 72#9 71.9 7.0.3 70.2 68.?
05.7 g`'.0 03.9 2 92 1 4 E1298 8103 R.C.0 78,9 76.2 7692 72.9 70 0 2 67;9 6692 66. 1 69;3
	
E2 9 2 81,6 79,6 00.7 79 97 77 9 7 76.6 75,0 74.4 7615 72.5 67 8 9 6695 6a .,0 65. 	 6697
79 9 0 70,2 76 4 9 17 1 2 79.j 74.9 715 .8 74.;, 14.1 77 42 73.2 66,@ 66.2 69 931 -4,4 Abo3
10607 1[06 ; 7 10 7 ,1 1061 7 106.0 10599 1039 7 104. 2 103 . 1 1004 9 141. 9 10191 100.$ 96 1.2 99.3 100.2
1.0619 in 7 .1 187. 6 10 7 1 2 1.05, 7 105,9 104,1 10491 1030.1 111016 101.4 101,6 101. 4 37 90 10x.1 49.7


































PAGE 3 FALL 9CALF DATA REDUCTION emOG iAM PRDC, DATE - MONTH	 8 0'r 29 HH, 15,2
M00tL SOUNU PRESSURE LEVEL S {59, 'ntG	 F•
1N OEOAIKE
70 " Pefi.Eh: qkL"; ) (UM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM I NLET (AND RADIANS)
O, its 20 1 30, 40, 50. 80. 701. b0 1 4fl, 1 00 0 110. 120, 130. 140s 150. PUL
FRED. 10, 1{L^ . 17 }([l.35 110. "^ 2}I0 70110 . S7!{ 1ss5) ( 1r2t1{lr 4 fJ}I. 1^ '37 }(1. 751f1. 421FZ.11 4 1f2 , 27 1(i. N}t7.821(
50 77,6 77;7 75,5 77 1 6 74.5 75,8 75.5 76,4 7416 76 ! 8 7 2,8 72.9 7448 71.9 74,7 75 0 1 125,4
63 7 3. 5 71.7 75.8 72.6 81.6 78,8 69,5 69,y 71.8 83.9 68.8 68.7 6919 73.? 70.9 7311 126,6
H A O(AL	 100.	 FT. 80 67.2 Aa,2 65.5 65 ! 4 66.5 64.4 63.4 A3r3 64.6 66.7 63, 0 3 62,5 63.4 64. 1 64.8 4 7 . 9 1.14.*
i	 'wl '.	 M1 100 67.7 66.5 64,8 65.7 65.6 4300 64.4 62 0 0 6106 63 1 0 63.,8 65,0 63. 9 66,?_ 66.1 67.2 114.3
VEHICLE ATT 125 69 .1 A46" 62.9 65,1 63.2 64 ,1 65. 8 62.2 63.3 63.3 6 3.0 66 1 3 66.3 66 9 3 67,4 6 8 .2 115 10
CONFIG T-O 160 79.5 69,8 64.6 7015 57. 9 71.6 75.4 66x1 73.2 72.3 63.0 75,2 7 3, 9 7 3.2 75.2 7213 12264
LOC	 PTO '200 65,5 62 1 6 6J,4 65,5 65.6 43.7 63,5 63.6 62.7 66!3 61.,9 6310 63:7 65.1 64 0 9 65,3 114,x
PATE ?,*31/74 290 66.9 66,8 67115 67!9 70.7 67,1 69,6 66.6 66.1 65.4 63,1 66,9 6700 70:,1 67,1 66,4 117,7
-:'W1	 334 315 73.9 77 4 t 78: 9 77.6 82.6 78.9 62.8 81 1 9 77.0 75 ! 2 7291 81;11 79.8 82,4 78.2 76.3 129.9
TAPE A903 400 79.8 76,7 A3 0 5 89 1 8 85 0 5 79 0 8 82.4 8096 72.0 73.1 83,8 83.0 79;9 81,0 7219 76.1 13212
iA p	26 1 9 NG 500 85,6 84.8 Ka,a 94!5 ►i.6 07,2 89,6 89 gg a3. 9 83.1 9 016 88,8 86:1 87.3 83.0 95.0 134,11
9976%6. N.042) 630 88.1 88.4 88.0 7219 92.2 96.1 97.9 1 9090 98.2 0'5!6 96,1 96.4 42,3 . 794 96,3 86. 4 14614
TAME	 e0, DEG F 800 90,8 90.3 89,) 68 ! 7 97,8 91,8 92,7 97.7 96.y 94.4 94,1 94, 0 1110.1 42.4 92.2 93.4 146,3
13:00. QFG X) 1000 8 9.0 928 5 95 .2 9411 97 .0 $4.3 9709 94,ki 93,1 90. 4 90,1 93.6 01.0 44 14 83,3 a 7.0 144.5
}' a ET	 64. DEG F 1250 95. 45. 9 10242 99 17 951.2 g7,9 93,9 9799 94 .4 90!3 9291 93.3 49 1 0 °6.5 88 * 5 P6,5 145.8
1291, DF.C. K) 1600 973 97 . 3 98.1 97 1 8 95.2 15,3 92.7 91.15 91.0 88 ! 3 5713 88,4 44.0 02.4 84 4 5 R10 142.6
hACTX0.17 3M/M3 2000 99.0 1003 98 . 9 P6 ! 0 9590 94,4 91 0 !1 95 1 5 9290 90!4 6 891 88,1 86.1 44,4 83.6 °1195 14385
{ 0 !3191 7 1+'G/M31 2500 94.6 97.1 11 7.7 97 1 6 94.7 93.8 9 1.0 9 0,0 158.0 67,7 84..0 8311 84,0 A 1 . 1 02.3 79 .3 141.6
NFA 9110, RPM 3150 95.0 93.6 96.11 95 19 99.0 13.3 92.2 9 0 9 9 9011 87 9 9 65.,0. 83,2 43.0 80.6 80.3 78.5 14k,^
(	 9 )4. RAD/5FC) 4000 9618 96,5 94,9 95 1 7 96.1 119 9 90.0 90.1 87,9 05.5 '31,8 82.0 81.1 7612 76,3 75.5 14L'i
N FK 8931, APN 5000 9 6.2 96. 7 43.1 94 ! 1 95.4 89r3 90.3 99 1 1 81,6 86 ! 9 64,4 81,3 80,3 7497 18.8 73.9 14046
1
	
3350 RANSEC) 6300 9 4.3 93. 9 43.4 90 1 3 92.0 9006 8803 157.3 83,4 02.9 b 0.7 78,5 784 7890 76.6 7 2. 3 138.b
8F010628. APM 8000 91.5 9290 90 6 4 a9 ! 3 89.5 86.6 87.9 86.4 9394 81 1 1 78 1 3 77 1 5 74,
1
7 72.7 72.5 70. 6 137.2
(1113. RAUSEC}10800 39.8 90.il V7 .6 85,7 86.8 44,9 83.6 8 1.1 79.8 78.3 76,.9 74.0 71.9 69,9 69.9 S8,0 134,9
NO.	 OF RLADFS	 44 12500 "5.4 R 6,2 !11 3. 4 e1. l 7 a3,5 81.7 8.0.4 79.0 76,7 76.2 7299 7110 69.0 65, 1 0 65,2 13.3 13709
16000 82•2 R2.6 A01F 19.2 9 0 . 0 7894 77,d 76,1 75.1 7407 68.3 69.3 67.3	 '6447 63 06 62. 7 131.9
20800 78 ,5 77..6 76.6 76.5 76,4 73,5 759 2 74x2 75.7 76!0 67.4 64 15 613.4 64.7 64.6 6301 13ij.7
OVERALL MEASURED 106,0 106,0 10 7 11 107•.0 1,06. 1 105 , 9 10 .41 7 104 9 7 10.3.1 10 0! 9 1U2.1 101.0 102.2 77.1 99 .2 99.4
OVERALL CALCULATED 106,2 106 6 7 11}7 1 1e6d 10606 105 ,6 1041 5 105.4 103.7 101. ! 3 182 . 7 LOW 102.1 461 9 99 , 2 99.4 194,4




FULL sCxLE DATA itEIWCT1oN PKDBRAM	 1.11001 DOTS MONTH 0 DAY 0! MR, 13;2
NQDlL SOYMD PRESSURE LEVELS 959; 090 1 F, 70 PERCENT RlL; N	 , DAY!
ANGLES FRnN INLET IN PtONrEG t.A"D RADIANS)
0 6 le. 20 1 So t 400 50. 60 9 70 9 go t 96. teas 110. 120. 130, 140, 150. PWL
(P. )(R.1 7 )l0.3'3 )t09 9$)i0. 7Q)(0. 6T)(1.05)( 19221( 1. 4 0^1ii'37} i1, 7 j^ y11. li Z)[Z.04^12.271i2.44117,r62![ 1
7093 70;7 75''9 75 t 7 77.6 76 1 6 15 1 6 7704 75.6 759 9 7296 73.0 73.,6 7469 74,8 76.1 12596
74,5 72;9 76,.6 73 1 8 8197 79.1 70,5 704 72 9 7 02.8 6997 64,0 69,0 74.3 72.6 7411 12613
60.3 6'7.3 66:9 0 66 1 3 66 1 7 05.4 63 4 5 64 1 3 644 7 6517 64.4 62.8 62;7 64 1 7 69.9 68.7 113,?
6794 45.6 64.7 63 1 6 64.4 43.6 63.6 65 t 1 61,6 620 63.0 65.1 62;9 64 1 3 65.2 67.2 11402
67 1 6 64;9 64 9 1 b5 t 5 66 1 3 53.3 64,6 65 1 1 62.9 63.9 69,1 63 93 64;2 66,3 66,2 69;4 114.6
09.7 71.6 67 1 6 73 1 ? 7490 73.6 71.5 751 0 71,9 7310 71 , 0 75,.1 72.0 76 .4 73.9 75;2 123.7
64.7 62,9 62 1 0 6566 6703 664 11 62 9 7 66 1 6 61.9 6610 62 1 7 63.9 63;7 65 91 6561 66.0 114,1!
67#6 651 9 66 90 67 1 0 68,1 47 1:0 65,6 66 9 7 629§ 64.0 04.1 64 9 0 6S;0 65.4 65.0 65.;1 11516
74 6 0 72;0 72,9 78 1 4 00.1 77 19 73 1 6 70.0 69 i 1 72 ! 0 70 9 9 74 9 9 75;.6 71?.4 69 1 4 71.0 1289t'
70,7 75,6 76 16 7715 7d.0 5017 74.4 75 9 b 70.7 740 72 1 9 76.9 78,6 7293 70.1 73.0 126.2
80,4 04,6 55,6 56 1 5 08.3 9001 654 7 6085 8 1. 7 6691 6410 67,9 66.7 83.0 79 .3 A292 13605
91.8 88.2 04 9 5 909 9 1o0,3 13.3 98.1 49 ,1 9493 100!1 98.0 93.5 92.0 94 1 4 00.3 A7 i 2 146,16
8509 A3.7 116,6 84 1 5 93+1 88 9 (► 93.6 97,t 99.1 95.9 90.1 87,1 81.8 80.4 85,1 '1543 14283
8891 4091 9 1,4 99 1 9 91.5 93.5 93.9 9909 90.2 91!2 tl9 92 88,5 87.0 R6,4 03.6 11 4. 7 141.1
69,7 94.6 V;.1 54.7 9392 93.0 93.0 04.7 9047 88.1 87 9 6 89,2 66.1 8 3.4 8592 77.= 142.1
97 0 1 9'7 92 9 7.1 94 0-6 69.6 91..3 9 160 918 9 9903 $500 8504 65 9 2 83 1 3 '1 1.3 AO.3 75 9 0 14064
100.1 97 ; 3 V6.0 92 1 9 10.3 90.2 90.2 9C.1 87.3 R7.1 85,0 113.5 94.3 80. 7 R004 7492 139.0
44.11 98;6 95 90 94 1 7' 91.4 92.1 89.1 90:L' 87.1 8619 t!5*1 Oleo 80.8 61,1 ?=,11.3 77.1 14001
9498 92;2 9493 91.2 89.4 69,3 se,e g 06.4 86.3 0312 S lv4 82.5 00.1 78 .5 77.5 74.4 10701
9990 92;9 93. 4 9311 91 ,4 48.1 65.7 87 85.1 6212 78,2 gfl,,.i 78;2 74.5 7502 73.2 1370b
93.2 93;2 91.9 911? 42.4 57.3 07.2
:0
86 .3 656.2 8314 41,2 7897 76.5 7696 77.4 7293 137.e
92.2 41,4 90.5 87@3 07.7 87.3 84 6 4 83 9 3 81.6 ;000 7796 7608 70.8 77;1 7 5.8 70.9 135.5
10.7 8913 08.0 06 1 6 66.3 $3.7 84.2 83,3 8p 1 ;T 77 1 6 7544 74.4 73.3 71.0 7 1,.0 67.9 134.3
AB,4 A7,:6 84,7 03 9 5 $2.8 8196 79.4 76.5 76,6 7495 7288 70,7 69 .6 69 .1 69 .0 R6..O 131.d
04.4 !4	 86 8 &. 9 79.8 79.5 78.0. 76.7 76,H 73#9 7,387 84 90 0.7 9 0 66. 8 F 46"u 65.3 6.3. 4 1'7,9.760 0 8 7 ;9 70,1) 76 9 9 75.6 74.5 74.2 7391 7190 75!0 6594 66.4 64.1 63 1 7 64.3 6516 129,1
77.2 75;'"3 74.4 73 i 5 71.9 70,6 71 ,2 7Q 9 y 7 1. 9 4 75 1 .6 6.2 9 4 65.7 63,4 64.8 64.7 A8.0 129i0
104.6 184; 9 iuS ,i 103!7 1039 8 107.1 1029 6 103,9 9968 102 1 8 10098 4840 97.0 9711 44.3 93.4
185,3 103 0i j 1.04 . 9 103t0 104 .3 10199 103.0 10480 99. 7 6021 8 109s3
1 0V 92
97,9 96..5 97.1 94.3 12,4 3552.0
118.2 lt^s . 116,9 115 1 7 11 4 . 9 11 4 911 112.181 113 .1 110.1 1 11! 3 10'7 ,1 1.05.4 l ot,I 103.8 601.2
535
Y.
9119.	 ^	 ... ... ..
-^...	 f _ I •	
















T A PE	 A983	 400





TA"B 50, DEG F	 800
( 3000 Des K)	 1000
TIi6T 64, DEG F	 1250
1291. DEG K.)
	 1600
8 4 CT10,17 GM/M3	 2000
	
(•01017 !tG/13)	 2900
kFA 9333., APR	 3150
( 977. RAD/SEC) 4000
6FK 91 50.  RPM	 9000
198, R 40/SEC) 6300
AF0t062S . R*R	 6080
{1113. RAD/SEC310600












PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PROC1 OAT*: - ;ONTW 8 DAY 29 NR, 15:7
613O^L SOUND PRESSURE LE WLS 459, DtG, F. 7Q --P4?RCENY RELY HU", DAY)
ANGLES FRIM INLE7 IN DI:G KEE^ ( AND RAI3IANSI




iiNDTAL 10• FT. 8g
4	 30.	 N1 100
VEHICLE ATT 125







7 W A983 400
oa 28.4 NG 500(97696. N11121 630
TA14B	 80. DEG F BOG
( 3 00• DEG K) 1000
0 ET	 64. DEG F 1250(M. IAG K) 1600
FAC1111.17 6111/}13 2000
(.01017 K li /M31 1500
krA 9333. RPM 1150
(	 9 77. N ADISFC) 4000
N r K 0150. RPM 9000
(	 958. R AP/SRC) 14306,
"► FD1062tl. RPM 9000
(1113, RAU/5'ECI1'!'Q0o






(0, 190.173(0.3'4)(0, 32140.701(DeR71(1.05111,22)(1. 4 01!1. 571 (1, 7'3)(l. vz Wr .o9j(2.271(2. 4 4)(?.,621( 1
78,6 78,7 75.7 78.7 7395 76.9 75. 7 77.4 75,6 76 1 7 7 2,5 72.7 73.8 75,9 75,1 76.1 125.1
7 4.7 71.9 76.8 72 ! 9 111.8 79,2 69,8 69.6 72. 7 94.0 70.,8 69 1 7 69,7 7 3. 9 73.3 75.3 126.4
66,3 68.1 66.2 66,6 67,5 65.7 63,2 63,3 64. 4 66!5 64,3 62.5 63.4 6 417 65,8 70.0 11393
67.7 65,6 64,7 6518 .,-:-4.8 62.7 62,6 63.3 61.9 6217 6 3,0 64,0 620'9 640 64.9 48.9 114.0
69,6 63.8 63,1 55.0 86.0 63,0 63.d 64..: 61.3 6.1.3 62,2 63.3 65.0 66,3 66.5 49,4 114,8
80,7 69,6 66,6' 73 1 9 73.9 73,7 72.6 75,5 72.8 73!2 70@ 9 76,1 72.6 76,4 75.3 76.3 12491
65.5 62.5 62.9 65.8 65.7 63.8 63,7 63s y 629 7 65 1 7 61.9 62.9 64,0 66.0 64.3 66.3 114,4
66,& 65, 7 65.7 66 1 7 66 9 9 66.0 65,0 65.7 63.0 63 1 9 63 1 7 64,2 64,1 65.2 6+4,9 66,2 115.1
73.5 73.7 71,7 76.6 79.1 79,2 73.,9 75.0 70.8 71,3 75 1 1 74,2 75,9 74.3 7 6.0 11.1 125.2
1 17,7 75.3 76,6 76 1 6 74.9 79,8 73.8 73•c 6797 7410 7 166 75,1 79,6 74,0 71.0 730 12547
79.7 85,6 d5,5 07 1 7 8566 ja,l 84,8 84 1 7 74.8 86,2 63.8 85 6 $ 59.7 455.1 80.1 A3,0 13629
W2,9 890 85.0 Pill 100.3 94,4 99,2 99.1 94,0 100!5 199,0 91,5 91,1 94.4 91.6 90. 4 147.2
86.6 95.6 95,7 05 1 6 92.7 89.3 93.6 96.7 90,0 95.1 02.1 90.1 85,0 R8,3 85,2 R7 . 4 142.1
449.1 90,.2 69,9 91.7 93.9 93,1 9 5.if 93.1 91.3 9	 12 09,T, 88,4 96.4 645.4 0 :3.4 14.7 14166
91.10 9 7.16 99 .0 4510 93.1 93•.2 53.,3 444U 90.3 68 1 3 47,8 88,0 85.4 (.'2.2 84.4 79 0 3 142.1
961,9 98;8 18.0 95 1 8 4 1.1 91.3 92.1 42.1 89.1 85 ! 4 d6.1 85.1 84.1 91.5 42.2 7119 6 141,2
101.2 980 48.1 95.9 4813 93,1 92.0 90.9 87.1 8616 il5.0 114,4 85.), 79,4 91.6 76.6. 141.1
















^3.L 94,4 91st 89.1 ,1 .0 BS ,x 84 ! 3 01,3 82.4
97 ,0 95.1 93,5 9318 9169 89.3 86.8 $O,l 85, g 83 ! 1 78,3 81.3 79.0 74.2 75.0 75.0 138,6
94.,j `1 4.11 91.1 9111 43.4 88,3 89 6 2 869-3 65645 8413 8193 7866 77 4 2 76.8 76.5 72. 9 138.4
91.4 q 2,1 91,4 88 9 3 87.4 448.5 84.5 8395 451.4 810 78.8 76.8 77 0 5 76,3 75.5 70 9 9 13509
90.3 90,6 X18 .5 87!5 06.7 83.6 85.3 82.1 80,4 7 1 7 75,$ 7467 7393 1 0 ,9 71.9 59 10 134.7
84.8 87 1 6 84,7 63 1 6 8,6.7 112.0 31.5 79..4 76.5 741 0 7365 71.0 69.8 !48.8 6 .1 65.4 132.3













12	 .i82, 1 640.0 77.9 77 1 2 76.1 75.5 74.3 74.2 71.1 54 4 2
78.4 75 .4 74.3 73!6 72.4 72.5 70.6 71.,3 70.,7 75! 7 62.5 6468 63,7 613.0 04.6 63.7 09.0
106,0 105,5 105,6 1.04 1 7 10!4.8 lOZ.O 103.1 104.0 100.1 103!1 1 0160 97 6 9 06,7 97.0 96.2 95.5
106.2 185.6 105.5 18 4 10 10 4 . 3 102,4 103. 6 103.0 99.8 103!0 10191 941,4 96,7 ¢7,1! 95,0 14.3 152.4




FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM 	 PROC, DATE . NORTH 8 DAY 29 "R, 15;3
MODtk WND PRESSURB LEVELS 459, pla 	 F. 78 PERCENT REL, HUM. DAY!




)40..17)40,	 ){0, 321(09 70){0.87)t1.A5)E1.2$)(19 40)ti
609	 70 ' 	?0,







1409 150 ► P11L
!i FREQ. fi0.
90 8.0,3 78;8 75.4 77 1 7 77.5 76.4 75.5 76.5 75,8 76 t 6 7298 72.7 73.7 75.1 73.9 76.1 125.5
63 74.6 77..6 77,5 74 ! 7 82.7 79.7 71.7 72sp 73,6 831 9 7217 72.9 74,9 7992 74.0 77.4 127,7
9404AL 100, FT, 30 7392 70.3 67.b 67 13 69,4 46.6 64.4 640 6696 67.5 6595 63,S 63;4 69.7 65.8 68.9 116.2
1 30. M1 100 7204 66;$ 65,7 A6 t $ 66.6 63.9 62.7 62 1 8 64.0 6211 63,1 64 ,1 61; 9 62,9 64 ;4 67.4 114:31
yE11TCLE ATT i25 71.1 65;2 64.1 65169 66.9 6591 64.0 82.9 64.0 81!1 6385 65 ,1 635 66.4 66,3 68.6 114;9
CaMFIs TOO 160 81.9 70. 7 65.6 761 8 75. 9 7699' 68,7 75,6 73.•0 69.0 1.6.3 76.1 68,9 78,1 77.0 78.3 12)1.2
LaC	 P TO 200 68.5 63,9 62.6 65,7 65.6 14.6 63,5 63. 51 63. 6 66 1 0 6299 64,1 63;6 6693 66.0 66.0 114-6
pATE 7/31174 290 67,7 65,8 63,7 66 1 0 659 7 64.8 63 ' a 649 7 64,1 63, 9 64.0 6399 64.0 63,2 64.9 69.4114.7
wUN	 136 315 72.7 71;9 71 1 6 14 1 0 72 9 0 74.1 75,9 74 9 7 72,1 74 1 2 79,2 77.9 76;9 74.1 72;0 70.5 125.4
1 4PE A983 400 6905 72'09 75,11 78 0 9 7690 70.7 75.4 74.6 69,7 7411 71;8 7517 74;6 78,1 75 .63 72. 4 12586
sAR	 18,9 NG 500 79011 83:;8 a'645 99 .7 87.9 89.8 88.4 8781 80.7 86 1 1 8391 87 .7 4690 9491 8897 8301 137 n 5
(97696. N/#12) 630 83,4 88.:2 82 9 9 66 1 2 929 4 93.4 91.1 97,3 94.0 86 ! 1 9093 9291 48.0 87,4 89 .4 °597 14211
I AMB	 80, DFL F 800 F8.6 83,9 9.4,8 90 t 2 94,7 8 :9.0 9 1 , 7 Otti 8'6.1 87.2 a793 02.9 67;1 86 . 7 78.3 16 ;4 138.5
1100 8 DES K) 1000 89.0 89 90 90.n 86.3 88.1 119,5 87.7 9 0.5 96.0 B4!2 85,5 83.0 8290 87,7 18.6 10,3 136.9
IWET	 64. DEC F 1250 $7.8 84 9 9 87,8 39.2 92 . 1 88 .0 A8 . 5 84 .1 88:8 670 05.3 82.1 85.9 82.1 62. 2 77.1 137,0
(291. DEG K) 1600 91.2 89;9 900 93,9 93.2 87.3 86.7 869L' 83.0 85,1 82.4 80 9 2 84.3 79 9 4 74 9 6 76.2 137,1
NACT10.17 CN/113 PODS 92.9 91; 9 4290 9293 88.3 66.0 84.9 P4.1 0 3.0 R111 61,2 8 0.1 81. 3 8 0.4 79;6 75.4 136,0
( .01017 K003) 2500 91 .6 90:;,0 91,1 90.8 87.8 87 9 9 86,8 85gd 83.7 a3t3 8 093 81.1 77.9 78.4 78.3 75.0 136,0
mfA 94069 RP" 3150 91 , 3 90 90 9 1911 89.1 88 .1 88.2 84.8 84.2 83.3 8114 768.5 7914 78.1 76.5 16.3 7493 135.4
1 9910 RAD/5EC7 4000 92.2 90,1 9 1.1 34 1 1 65.6 65,9 83,8 84 9 2 81,9 80 14 76 1 1 77.1 77.2 72.5 73.3 7x.1 13499
6FK 9252, RP" '3000 8'9.0 90 ; 6 97.5 87,4 8794 •2 93 84.2 8s9d 112 9 .3 8 0!4 78.5 76,2 15.2 7418 75:;6 70.8 133,9
(	 972. RAD/S8'C) 6300 88.4 87 9 4 57.2 8415 84.3 5297 80.9 5 86,41 77.4 1615 76.6 75 9 6 76;5 75,0 74;7 70.6 132.0
N rD10629. RPM AM 86.4 86.2 6 3,6 67 1 4 82.3 79,4 B1.1 74 87 77.4 7516 7294 73.7 72;6 69.7 70..6 4841 130,7
11113. RAG/5FC)1 -J000 83.7 03 - 6 00.4 90.4 79.9 77,7 76.3 7tit 5 72,6 72 ! 6 7 096 69 .6 6806 68.1 6811 44, 9 12 6.6
he. OF 9LADE5	 44 12500 8 1.8 79.6 77,4 75 1 7 75.7 74.7 73.4 7YrG 70,7 71 1 5 67.0 6710 65.7 66.0 65 '.0 43.3 12694
16000 77.2 75;9 74,0 73 1 3 72.4 77.4 69.11 7014 6693 74!1 6592 66,1 65 ! 4 67 9 6 64.6 65.5 126.0
20000 76.6 72.4 7293 110 69 .6 7 (1. 5' 67.'3 65,7 6697 76!5 6495 65,7 66.8 59.7 66.0 4 7 . 8 128,4
OVERALL NEASURED 101.8 99.6 100.1 16111 101.2 1041,1 98# 5 10094 97.0 960 25.1 96 92 94.9 45,3 94;5 92.2
OVERALL CALCULATED 101.2 1000 1QD.3 10018 100. 9 19. +1 98 . 6 100 . 2 97 95 95 16 6913 9$ . 5 44;7 94 . 8 93.8 60.61 141{,4





,....:	 x ^- ..___ ._dlnmuW+^...+^dwe `^r.!.:......U-,.,..,^.- 	 v_ ..._:o..,.. _ .. _.	 ...si.^.- ..^.	 ......e.xi.'5...::i_.^^...•a........,.._,,...` 	 at^^F^iAeSr^tit^alLail^6sb'a^l`.e^li^E^nais."^µ 	 71^i'=^^,+^de/t 	 -	 "''




RABIAL 100, FT .	 90
	




D A TE 7/3 :1/ 74	 250
RUN S 36A	 315
TAPE	 4983	 400




TAme 80, DEC F	 ane
	
f300. DFG K!	 1008







1.07017 Kr- 33	 2500
r,VA 9468. RPM
	 3150
( q 9t , R A O/SCC) 4000
nrK 97ap. RPM	 50011
( 472. RAU/SAC ) 6300
t.ri71,062R. ,RPH	 8000
(1113. 44C7sE010008






NFOUCTIah PROGNNA	 PRUC BATE - MONTH 6 DAY 29 4R, 45;4
"DOEL SOU vU PRE.SSI)PS LEVELS ('S4, DEG, F# 70 - PFRCENT REL, 4UM. DAY)
ANGLES FRIM INLLT IN DtGR3:Es (Affn RADIANS)	 PWL0,	 1n,	 20.	 30 9	 4 0.	 50,	 60.	 70.	 a-0.1	 90,	 100.	 110.	 120.	 430 1	 40.	 i^t}.
	






























!(9.17}! x3 .3 5 )f4,	 21(Qr70)LQ•87)f1.0	 )f1,	 d)R1,	 01	 19
79,6	 15. 8	 r8.7	 70.6	 77,0	 7 5.64	 76,0	 76.8	 7616
.	 f	 •	 •	 -
7 3.5	 72,5	 74,5	 75,3 7 4.7 77,2
77.7 77.7 77, 7 7515 8c.7 79,8 71.4 73.0 73r6 9 4.7 720 73,0 75 .6 75.3 74,8 79.1

































7 1,v 0 6, 4 76. 13 76.is 77.8 70.4 75.E 73.6 69 4 3 75#8 76.0 70.e 78,4 77.2 14.3
67.6 63,9 e4 i 7 65 1 0 65, 9 66:.7 63.6 63,7 62. 4 65. 9 62.9 64,G 63,6 56,3 65,1 67,3
68.a 64.9 65. 7 66.7 66.6 66.9 64,4 630 63, 7 63 1 9 64.1 64,3 64 . , 8 65.5 64.4 66'00
73.9 728 74.4 78,7 77.0 72,9 74,9 71 1 6 69.8 75.2 79.1 78,0 77.2 72.1 69;9 72,3
7o,7 71.0 76.6 76 18 70.9 78 i 1 76.8 75,7 74 9 8 75.7 72,6 76.0 73.8 78.1 16.2 73.1
79,3 ;31
.
4 00 9 5 94,7 87.8 90.2 89.5 0.7.b 82.0 8110 8'390 R8,0 85.0 90.1 47.9 R4.2
60.9
83.7

















78059 3,1` 8 3. 6 91. 8 94,1 91.0 92,7































41. 9 9 1.1 92.0 86.G 88 ,3 97.1 85 9 4 84.3 82e3 h2, 4 81r2 53.3 A116
78.3 76.3
93.5 0 0.7 9 1.x, 9110 fi8.1 119.1 A6.6 0701 84.1 83.3 8 0 '0H 8'11, 4^ 79.2 75,3 78.2 75.2






























56 1 3 $793 54,6 . NO R205 8203 50! 7 7843 77,2 75;3 7595 75.5 71.7






























76.3 75,7 73.5 75.6 70.7 69.6 60,4 68.2 67.8 7,5.3
80,7 79;0 77.5 7615 76. 9 75.3 73 1 7 70.1 69.6 7117 66,8 67,1 660 66 # 0 64 9 8 64.4Ati.777.2 75.9 7,:.tr 7400 7h.j 7?.G 70,1 F.9.3 68..2 75 ! 1. 65,2 6694 65.4 67 94 64.3
75,5 73,6 72,1 1493 7613 71.6 67.5 65.7 67.7 76.6 64,4 66.6 a4.7 70.1 66.7 67.t}
10206 10095 iR0,7 100,7 100.9 1-00.2 99.9 1000 97.598.3 961896 1 2 96.095.5 96,296 9 1 95 '0095,1 959395,2 9 4.393, 7 93.491.1192.3
115.4
380# 9


















-say.	 u^w >.•:,asW.w'.ii;; . ,t.Fs^:_,i islavc;rw.rT^.airsln^w.^.^ viia,,.a: ti:iw.+a vc.wzrs. :^7Evad^4idrtaa3Yi%i5atii^Fk'ldifinl "^:: '- 	 `o-,°awe"^'.^.	 •,	 •, lra®cak4'^15.3$Bi^'s,'f.^!'.^
PAGE 1 ML SCALE DATA REDUCTION PK00KAM PROC	 PATE 17DN7N	 8 DAY 29 MR9 15;4
MODEL
-
SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 499, 01G
GI F
♦
 74) PERCENT ROL, MUM,
*NGLS (AMU
DAY7






20	 309	 40-,	 $0,	 60.,	 70 9 	80 1 	96 9 	100.	 1109
[tB.^2^c0. 7ajco.e7l^i.OS1[s•221ci.40111.^ 7 1^1. y	}
120.	 130.
[1.9z^^z.^1^^2.27^t^.44^[2.a2^t
140. 150 t F99L
1
90 79.7 80:5 - 77,4 7915 7895 78,1 77.5 70 9 6 76,5 78 ! 7 74.8 7396 74.7 7750 75.6 76,1 127.0
63 77.7 75 -66 77.9E 77 t O 82.5 6190 74;7 73t7 73,7 8498 73.0 7294 71;0 76.0 74.8 77 ,0 128.03
RIWAL 100. FT. 80 71.0 70;"5 68,2 69 t.1 69,2 6.795 66,4 67 9 1 87,3 69 1 4 67.7 65.1 65.3 68.9 68,7 70. 8 ii7,9
4 30. M) 100 69.3 6693 65,7 6.7.:5 6493 44,7 63,4 64 9 5 63.0 64 16 63 09 64,5 65.0 69,3 56:9 69;0 11911
VC-NICLE ATT 125 67 . 0 64:1 64 9 2 84 9 9 65.1 45,2 63.7 66 9 1 6399 64tO 69:0 64 ; 7 67.0 67,6 89 . 1 71.6 114:1
CONF IG T•O 160 71-64 73;5 7315► 7290 74.6 77,3 72.0 7890 739 8 7111 68:6 6692 67 7 72,9 7497 7392 123-66
LRC	 PTO 200 72,7 754 75,9 74 t 5 7890 80.0 79.6 OOtf+ 76,1 72 9 7 69,9 67,5 68,8 74,4 76.0 73.0 125.9
O A TS 7/31/74 250 67.6 64,9 65.0 6699 66,4 65. 6690 6690 85.1 66.0 04,7 64 96 65.8 66 0 3 67.2 67.1 11599
PUN	 537 315 68.•4 66,7 66,! 66 1 6 71 1 7 67 ;1 6696 66,7 65. 9 68 t 2 69.7 67 .6 679.8 70,1 67,9 .68;2 118.0
T APE A963 400 64.8 69.8 70:5 119 6 7290 68.1 69.5 65.6 65.6 68 ! 7 6.7,9 70,5 64 8 6 720 69;2 683 11917
W 2809 H6 500 70,5 72;5 7 195 72 9 5 71.5 70.7 68.4 7 0.0 68,0 71. 1 9 71,0 68 97 74,7 76,2 73,9 69,9 122;2
(971596. N/H2) 630 70.0 68;8 70.9 71 1 2 7G.B 69.1 69 0 1 72.G }45,1 71*.0 18.3 64 90 70;0 71,S 71.2 69-66 120.6
yANP	 OD, BEG F 500 71.8 71:1 72. 9 74 1 8 71.8 70 * 2 64 .0 73ob 7090 71 , 1 68.8 69 .0 69 ,1 7094 70.0 67 . 4 121:2
(300. DEG K) 1000 72.9 71 0 9 73 0 1! 73 1 0 72.0 7103 71,1 74.1 72:2 71!0 7191 71.9 71.3 72.5 73,6 bd 9 4 12204
TWET	 64. DE8 F 1250 74.5 73;0 75. 9 78 1 7 74.97 73.8 74..6 73.7 73.8 721 6 7 460 74.0 .73.1 73.2 7;.,,1 71.1 12496
(2919 DES K) 1600 73.7 730'6 76.0 76 1 9 75,9 73.11 73;0 7490 70.9 72 1 1 71.9 74 9 1 73..2 7392 72.4
. 6 ,6 123.0
ti 4 C710117 GM/M3 ?000 74.9 76,2 77,1 79.1, 77.9 74,3 74.B 73.6 74,1 75!3 79.9 7602 74;3 75.6 75.9 71; 7 126.8
1 . 01017 KGJN3) ?50fl 75.6 7698 78 0 7 7999 79 .0 77.0 75.8 73 1 6 73.51 750 73,B 7599 76.1 77 9 1 76.9 72.4 127,0
K rA107509 RPM 3190 76.7 75;9 78i 0 90 ! 2 77.0 7601 70:1 76oU 7591 74.2 76.3 77,2 76.4 77.S 77.1 7116 127,.0
(1124. RAD/SEC1 4000 76,9 7597 77,11 8 0 .!1 0(j.0 77,3 73,9 74.9 75.1 74-3 73,9 77,4 79.2 74.1 76.1 739.2 127.7
%FK10539 . RPM 9000 76.2 7694 7692 79.8 79,4 7505 77.3 76.1 76,5 76. 1 4 77,5 76 ,4 78.5 T794 77,6 7196 12!9,0
(11O.9s RAD/SEC) 6300 75.3 74;5 76,6 76.3 77.4 76,5 74,.7 7a#4 71,7 73, 9 4 15.3 74,9 75.$
p6,0
71.0 12697
N 70106 28. RPM 8000 75.1 76.3 76 9 4 17.5 79.2 7607 79,5 76P6 76ts 76!4 7 4.6 77,6 7503 7395 7581 7007 129.1
(1113 0 RAp/SEC110800 72.7 7114 71,4 72.7 71,6 71,9 71. 5 71. 7 71,0 70 9 9 7 0.8 73 .1 71,6 70,9 71.9 55 ,4 12447
n". OF ALAOES	 44 12500 69.6 67.6 87.5 68;$ 68.6 67.8 67.6 F7.^ 67.0 69 ! 7 67.2 6882 6700 +►5.1 66.6 63.1 121.8
16000 71. 8 66 9 1 65 9 !) 67 1 0 6 7 .0 46.6 66.. 9 65.3 6599 72.6 4493 6793 66.5 64.3 66. 92 63. 7 12304
201)00 7'1.3 6+5.7 64.3 63 ! 5 68.3 64.6 b+5o2 63.3 65.4 72! 7 629 5 65.9 63. 7 66,.0 63. 9 63. 5 125,2
OVERALL MEASURED 91.9 90.8 68.n 91 9 0 91.8 91 9 1 91.0 91.0 919.8 91 1 9 0919 90,4 90 . 2 8909 91.2 90.1
OYFRALL CALCULATED 88.4 88 9 1 99,E 402 90.3 69 . 9 87.8 8694 4698 8991 56.3 87 9 4 87'4 87 9 9 $8 9 0 85 . 6 13997




(0. ) ( 0, 17!( 0,35)(0.32)(0, 70)( 0,:87)(1.05)(i, x2) (i t 4 OJ(1...57)(1.7 +3j(1,92.)(2..Q9l {2,27±(2.44I(P.62)( 1
79,2 79.5 76.4 7014 78,8 76,9 75 .6 77.4 75.5 77 !6 74,8 73 1 8 75,.5 76.9 7S.O . 76, 9 126.5
77.7 77;4 77.6 75.5 82. 9 80,1 73,8 74.5 73.9 84.7 7 4.9 751 1 77;8 77.1 74;0 78,0 12x..6
70.3 68.4 h6,i 6802 72,5 65.7 65,1 64.3 66,6 69.7 66x6 650 66.3 67.9 67.0 68,7 10.
69.4 65.5 65,7 56 1 5 70.6 64,7 64,4 63.5 62. 4 8 '5 ! 6 64.7 66,0 65.6 66.2 65.9 6.7.2 115,+1
7 0.0 64,8 6 4 .1 66.1 67.9 6.4.3 [4.7 64,E 64.1 66!1 64 .3 65 ,3 55.2 66.J 68.2 48.6 Lis.,
86,S 68,9 7595 75.6 77,7 69.4 75.b 75.0 70 ! 7 7 5,8 77.1 68.7 78.1 77..2 78.1 125.4
70 1 8 62.6 62.6 68 t 9 66.6 64,7 63,4 64 0 64,.0 67!0 63.8 64.7 63,;9 66.1 65.2 66.0 115.2
71,9 64 1 8 65.7 5907 66..7 65.1 64.8 66.4 64.1 65.2 6418 64.8 64,9 65,1 64.4 65,5 115.6
76,6 74,7 75,9 79 0 1 90.0 76,1 7 0,3 71.6 68.0 709 79.2 78. 1 2 76;8 71.0 6743 71, 4 126.2
74,6 7 1; 8 76.5 79.0 76.6 76.,9 78,8 75.0 72.0 76.0 7 6,1 74,9 70:.9 76,0 75.9 13.0 06,1
82.5 8 1. 8 27,6 69,7 86.1 (18.8 9 0,0 87.0 64.0 2.7.9 a8,0 97 1 0 8'200 88.1 87.9 a5,0 137.9
03.2 8 6 ;1 86, 6 9 0!0 43.9 42,1 91.9 96 9 3 95,3 9 090 8890 9193 07;0 84.4 88.5 840 142,0
93.6 A 3,6 83,6 92!8 93,8 92.0 94.7 119,9 92 9 2 44!i a9,1 91.9 90.1 96.2 80.3 M2. 5 14180
89.3 A9 0 9 91.0 6619 89.4 92.5 89,7 99.1 87,1 84!1 86.3 85.2 16;3 F 7.5 79.2 77.4 la8.a
88.0 88.7 08.2 V0.0 90.6 91,2 9 0 .9 89.7 86,3 a5 i 9 06 1 2 82#2 86.2 1 5.2 81.2 77 . 5 13B,d
93.1 43,1 9 l.;e 72 1 1 9.0.0 89.0 40.7 86.6 8813 8.6 1 0 64,0 80, 4 8410 7n,3 77,1 77,6 138,2
48.2 94.1 9 0 * 2 910 97.1 89.2 87.9 90.9 87,4 97.z 0 4#0 804 8 403 '4 2.7 78.5 77,6 137,9
93,9 02.7 9 r,9 29,7 88.1 90. 1 R8.7 117.7 84@6 8412 8 2 , 1 8 0 #9 79 9 8 79.4 78.1 75.0 137.1
42.1 Q0. 9 92.2 38 0 2 A7.1 88,6 86.6 8713 33.3 8340 to o 5 aj•2 78;5 7 7x6 76..4 749 4 136.2
92,4 '1 2.7 S a. b Qi ! 8 88 0 1 87.9 85,6 85 9 8 8391 8 1 1 2 1 7,0 7	 +4 77..9 72.1 74.0 72.2 135.3
91 . 4 7l ;3 AA,4 M8,5 06.6 84,4 86,2 8491 83.1 8112 79 .4 77,7 75.5 74.8 75,:2 71.7 135.1
9 0.6 48,6 "7,d 114.2 84.6 34.7 62 * 4 81.4 78,7 77.9 76,5 76,5 76.7 7 6#0 74 . 7 7 1.R 13214
07.9 86,4 84.; 23 ! 4 84.0 9 1,3 '1 200 8 11 4 77.8 9709 7 3#7 74.4 7 2.4 7 0,6 71.8 48 .0 131.9
94.8 A3.7 e1.4 64,7 91.0 79.6 77.4 76,5 73.6 73,8 7 1.7 70,6 68.6 68.0 60.2 49 * 4 129.4
91.9 79,5 77.5 76.5 77.3 73,8 y3.d 73.7 70,7 71,7 67.8 68.1 66.1 63,3. 64,1 62.1 127.0
78,2 76.2 70 0 3 74,w 76.6 72.5 ? 0.i1 69,9 68.1 73 1 5 44.2 66,5 64.1 64.3 64,3 23. 7 12b.c
73.7 72 1 7 71,4 72. 5 64.19 70:,7 66,3 6'S.d 66. 5 76.7 61.5 64.•8 63 . 9 8 64.7 63.7 63, 4 126. .*
102,7 1n1 * 4 1.00.'-1 100!9 10.1.9 101..3 100. 7 100,8 98.8 97.6 96.,0 96.6 9 501 95,5 94.4 93.2
1n3.5 101. 6 100. 7 101!1 1(11.1 100.9 100. 9 1a0• U 99.4 96 . .9 96..2 46,.8 95;1 94,8 93,4 91.4 149.4




RA DIAL 100.	 FT, A0
(	 30,	 H) 100
VFWICLE ITT 125
r,rNFI T T-D 163
L C
	 PTO 200
C ITE 7/31/76 250
RUN	 53P 315
TAPE A983 4'00
eAA	 78.9 HQ 500(97696• N/H2) 630
?ANP	 80. DEG F 800
;3.00. OEG K) 100A
T1(ET
	 64. DEG F 1250
(291. DEG K) 1600
H4 Giin•1 7 GM1143 2000.(,0!0:17 KG/M3) 2500
NFA 9460. RPN 31033
(	 990. RAD/SEC) 4000
NFK 9?74, RPM 5000(	 971. RAD/SFC) 6300
R F 010 6 28• RPH 8000(1113, R4D./SF,:01+7080








FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION P006NAM	 PRUCt D*Tt	 MONTH a DAY 29 HR, 15.5
M40E}, SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 959. D60 F• 70"PERCENT REL; HUM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET PH Dl:GAEE y (AND RADIANS)
0.	 10.	 20 t 	30,	 40.	 '30.	 60,	 70,	 80 1	90. 100. 116, 1209 130. 14 0, !$O•	 PNL




PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION P1OORAM RROC, DATR^ MONTH	 8 DAY E♦ "Ro 15,5
? HOD6L SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 459; 09(1, F• 70'PERCENT REL; MUM. DAY)
ANGLES FRnM INLET EN DEGREES (AND RADIANS.)
as 104 20 1 30 1 40 , 50. 60, ?09 80 1 On 100.. 110, 120, 130, 140, 1'50 9 PWL
1 ittEO. !'0. (10,1 7 ) ( 093 '31 t0 . 32fiD • 7o![O.@7l i i. R'3llt.2i^ } I1e 40"ttlr 77] 11. 7S^i1e521C2 . ^g 142,27![Z.441 [x.621i 1
50 78,4 79;2 76,6 79 9.3 78,9 73.6 76.3 77.6 75,6 76 1 5 73.4 73.9 7,.9 75.8 74;7 77,9 12603
63 77.7 77.9 77,5 76 1 7 $2.9 79,7 74,85 74.6 74,6 84'%1 73:8 74,7 77;4 77:1 7511 79.4 12Q94
RADIAL 1009 FT. 80 7111 69 96 70 9 3 69f1 74.5 59,3 67.4 67 1 3 670 60,1.7 66.3 6398 63; 7 66.9 66;9 70,7 ila.5
(	 30.	 M) 100 69.3 63.4 68,7 to.,% 73,8 7207 66.4 650 65.7 64.6 63,3 63.9 64,0 65,2 65 9 9 149,0 117.9
VFWiCLE ATT 125 72,9 74 . 2 74,6 78.7 78.0 90,3 66...8 69,8 146,2 68:.1 64.4 6893 65.5 66,5 63,6 39,4 113;1
CONFI G T'0 J60 00.7 69,7 67,6 76:1 7 76,•6 711,9 63.4 74 t 7 73.0 69 1 8 76,8 73,7 69,9 78,3 77.,2 79.2 175.6
LOC
	
PTO 200 68 1 4 69,9 67,5 67 1 5 7697 $0 9 8 64...8 64,6 63. 9 66 ,: 1 0 62,9 66,1 6401 66.0 66,2 67:1 11'691
PATE 71311!74 ,250 68.8 68;0 7.0.,0 70.17 72.7 70,2 64. 9:6 63. 7 6412 '963' 64 1 8 64.6 65,5 65.3 66,2 i17.1
AVk	 338A 315 73.5 73: 9 749 6 46 1 7 78. 1 75.9 751,7 72 1 9 69#0 74.9 1 7 7,9 7@,2 7692 7 3.2 71. 69,5 1259.5
TAPE A903 400 72.7 72.5 77.5 78 1 6 78 ,6 77,7 76..6 74,'3 64, 0 73.1 7 7 1 ,8 74,9' 72 0 8 77.1 75, 7294 12596
6AR	 28.9 HO Soo 80.5 8.2.7 8796 89f 8 86.3 89 9 1 58,9 8,7 9 6 also 0610 62,9 36:,0 84,1 89 .1 87 .3 84r0 131: 1{
197646. H/H2) 630 84.90 87,0 8l,tl 6618 93.0 94.5 92.0 96 1 8 95.1 8791 6991 92 ,.p 88.9 86,7 83,.2 A2.4 142'1
TAMS	 80, DEG F 800 89n0 152,9 0690 10 1 7 95.0 1010 92.9 860 87,8 87 1 2 66.@ 04.1 86.0 R5,5 8 0.1 8'0;2 139,3
t 3 0Q. DEG K) 1000 811.9 R913 90.0 87 1 9 90,4 01.5 88.1 9 0. q 47.1 83t4 85,3 62.5 91.1 54117 78.3 78.5 137.6
?WET	 64, DEG F 1250 89.1 86,9 a7,8 11.:0 91.9 9003 89..6 89.d 87.9 66:,9 a599 82.9 85.8 83.4 8 1;0 7 755 1311:3
1291. DEG K) 1600 9381 41.3 88.6 94 1 0 92.0 87.1 88.0 86.7 85,0 85 1 3 a199 79,3 83 . 7 79,4 79.1 77.3 137tb
wA CT10.1 7 GM/M3 2Q00 94,0 92:2 42.2 4019 86.3 06.4 85•,8 85:.9 134.3 73,1 0 1 . .0 80.4 8.1;9 9 0 6 5 78.4 77.3 136..2
i	 (	 01017 K.0/M3] 2SOO 42.96 91;0 91. 7 9p ! 41 37.8 89. 0 415.6 S5,0 83.1 8Z # 8 6 0 .:7 80.9 78.7 78,6 78.1 75,1 136.0
NFA 9460. 8014 3150 91.0 90;1 91.3 $8 1 1 88.1 3794 85.9 55,1 83 i 1 4,2 ! 1 73 1 3 78,9 78.0 77,5 76.5 73 1 4 13594
!	 99 0., RAD150Ci 4000 9},8 40 .9 9 909? 99 1 0 86.9 85.1 83.9 64.7 5210 79 t 9 16.0 78,0 77,1 '7x,4 73;.1 71, 5 134,0
NFK 92?4, RPM 50.00 8 95 40.3 88.2 59:•1 88.3 63,5 05.1 8S•1 82.3 0Q:t6 7	 58, 76:•6 75.1 7 4,6 75;7 71: 0 134.5
(	 97 1. NA'D ISEC) 6300 89 ,3 67 .6 H7.3 8590 84.3 84.3 81 .2 80.5 7896 77 1 5 75.6 75.4 75.5 75.7 7 4.6 70. 6 13284
Nr 01.06 28-. RPM 8000 46.4 85.6 050 81 9 4 82,6 80.4 81 .3 60.2 77,5 76 1 5 72:2 74.8 72 . 2 7 1:0 72. 9 68.33 132,3
1111*: RA 0/Sl:C)100Q0 04 9 4 93.7 N2.4 110 1 1 80.6 30,8 76,6 75.4 73 ,.6 74.6 71.6 64 ,6 68.7 68.2 70,7 67.2 i2	 ,.5
N C. OF ALADES
	 44 17500 61.4 a^.9 82,6 77.8 77.6 78.7 75.4 71,9 70.4 7 1 , 0 67.6 68 .1 667 S6.3 67 0 9 84.5 128.6
i600D 71 .6 78.0 8 3.11 4319 76,98 82.4 70,.9 69,9 69. 2 75.1 46 13 67.,2 65,3 67.5 7 0.7 456 7 132s3
20000 76.5 75.3 80,4 52 9 5 77.3 79.5 68..2 FB.y R'8,5 75,8 !+5,6 69 .5 61'.9 7 0.1 74.8 68.0 133#6
OVERALL MEASURED 103.0 1019 0 LC2.0 102 1 0 102.1 101.0 99.,4 99.4 98.1 9619 9509 95 1 9 95.4 45.6 94.4 94.2
IVFRALL CALC ULATED 101.8 100; 6 1009 7 1:01 ! 1 101.? 100.5 99 0.4 IOG.1 98.3 95.9 44.8 95 9 4 94.4 94.,5 93.3 00.7 1411.,9
PNAP 134.5 113: 5 115 9 } 11719 112. 6 111.6 Ilona 109# 6 107. 9 iD6,6 104..6 105 .1 104 ,0 SR3,c^ 102.6 100,2
'^1 a ov i k Lv\ rr s Ee^ m D :a	 r 3
'	 5388.
PAGE 1 FULL SCALP DATA REDUCTION 'PROORAN PROC9 DATt -_	 MONTH	 8 DAY 29 HR,	 15:;.6
( M00tL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 459, DEG 1 F 9 	 10 PERCENT REL, HUN, DAY)




109	 20	 305	 4 0,	 50,	 60,	 70.	 8 .0 V




41e 75^(1•^2^i:2sQ 4 ^4 2 . 27y (2. 44y




90 79.3 74 1 6 75,6 70 9 5 78#5 76.6 713,5 76.1 75. 8 77!6 73.7 73,8 74,9 76.1 75.0 77.2 126+1
53 77.4 77;8 77,d 75 1.6 82.6 79.9 73.3 74 6 7 739 4 8417 73,6 74j0 770' 2 76,2 75.. 0 755.3 1.2#4.4
%%DIAL 100. FT. 80 69.2 69,3 67,.2 67 9 6 67.5 550 64.1 6493 64.6 67.6 6§,4 62,8 63.5 64.7 65.6 66.6 115.1
(	 35.	 141 100 68.7 66:6 65..5 65 1 5 04,8 64,:0 6302 6198 61. 9 611 6 62#0 63.0 62. 7 54.3 65.2 6792 113.6
vEMICLE ATT 125 69.0 63,1 63,0 6512 65.0 44,1 63,7 67,9 62#3 420 6294 63,3 64'4 1 64,3 66,9 69 9 4 11,4,5
pONFIG Two 160 81.4 69.9 66,5 76 5 9 75.7 78,1 68.9 7496 72,7 6996 76#1 76,8 68 0 7 78•.3 77.2 78...3 L25.6
0C	 PTO 200 68 .4 63.6 630 65.5 65.6 i5#1 63. 9 63 1 9 62.4 65 1 9 04,1 63. 9 63 ! 9 66.1 65.1 66 1.8 114./
,DATE 71311 74 290 69.8 145,9 65,7 66 5 0 6690 66,1 64.0 64,4 6397 64 1 7 63,6' 64.2 64 0 9 65.2 65.0 66.2 11510
WUN	 5380 315 72•6 7 1. 9 73.4 78.0 79.7 76.2 72.6 73,0 6909 75 1 6 75.5 78,2 77.3 71,9 69.2 72.0 126.1
TAPE A983 400 71 . 5 7 1. 6 76,4 77.9 . 7y .$ 77.0 76.6 731 9 7 0.5 713,1 71 9 9 74#7 71.9 76•.0 74.6 72.5 125.•1
OR
	
25;9 HB 500 81.4 8 0. 7 47,.6 89 16 67.7 4d,2 ae,s 96 1 55 8^1r8 87 • u e	 73, 6408 82.8 P4i.0 87., Z 113.3 136.7
497696. Nim 630 830 115 ;1 d4.:0 06.9 93.0 /3#,5 92.3 96.1 95.4 R ti 1 4 67,1 92,2 6802 84#6 89,2 86.7 142.1
TAMP	 •00 DEC F 800 91.0 93 9 4 53 # 6 112.1 93.1 99,0 92, 6 87.1 S7.0 6512 6500 86.0 96.9 15.2 79.3 A 0.2 138.7
1306. DEG K ) 1000 6949 139.3 9 0.9 55.9 68.3 52.2 89.8 91.2 87#4 94.3 P7.3 63.4 8 2.1 86#5 79.3 78.7 L38.d
YWET	 64 0 BEG F 1250 66.9 X18,1 89,0 9011 91.9 •19-0 900(1 99.9 86 .0 4710 86.7 63.0 86.1 8- 4.3 81.0 76.3 13d.a
(291. DEG K) 1600 9490 93.5 90.? 92 ! 8 91,0 58 9 4 89.2 87#1 66.4 84 1 0 410060#i 84,2 79,3 77.3 77.2 137,6
w 4 CT10:#17 6H/M3 2000 100.2 9401 90,? 92 i 0 85.3 86,4 97.0 9810 85,2 8 411 8 3.0 8191 03.4 A1.6 78.3 ?6." 137.j
+	 (.01017 KG/H3) 2500 91.6 426' 0 91,9 P0t 7 68.6 89,C R6.9 06.0 83. 9 8411 d l , L $110 79 0 9 79,2 78.1 75.1 136.8
%FA 9462. RPM 3190 91,2 9100 93# 3 08 + 8 8 11 . 4 06,5 67,0 87. . 9 83.5 82!2 7992 79.5 78.5 76,6 76.3 74.4 136.:7
( 995. RAD/SEC) 4000 9x90 91. $ 9 1#15 90 1 4 57.2 88 .0 85.0 R4,7 82.1 80!3 77.0 76,3 78;7 7 3,3 14.0 72. 5 135.0
NFK 9'?76. RPM +1000 6 9.1 40.5 X10,1 08 ! 2 66.5 84.3 65.4 83,#4 8:2.6 91!3 19.6 77,6 76.4 74.9 75.6 7 1. 6 1340
( 671. H AD/SEC) 6300 89.3 48#4 97.2 55 1 3 64.5 04.6 81 .5 80 9 7 7694 77!8 7 5. 7 74,6 76.8 74,9 74 2 7 71. +0i 132.1
NFD10628. RP11 9000 66..1 6600 65.1 64!0 85.6 00,3 81,2 79..6 77.7 76 !04 7393 730 72.4 7'0.7 7010 67.7 1310
(1113. RAIT/SEC110000 84.6 93,7 81, 4 8014 SD.9 79,0 77.5 75.4 73.6 7316 10,9 70,7 68.6 47.9 68.1 66:.9! 129.2
NO. OF RLADES
	 44 L?50(t 81 .5 79;8 78,5 P7 1 6 76. 9 76..1 73.4 73 9 4 70.7 72 5 7 &a: # 0 68,2 66.9 !45,3 65 ' R4.D 527.4
i600C 76.0 76.3 75.5 75 1 2 76.3 73.2 70,9 69.9 68,1 7314 65.4 67 #5 65.5 67.5 65.7 +15.5 1.'7.•t5
20Q00 76,1 73.4 73.3 74 t 3 16.6 71.6 67.5 66,4 66•. 7 74 9 7 64,7 6696 65.6 69.1 66.6 57,3 12`310
OVFRALL MEASURED 103.7 inl . 7 1009 7 10-2 11 100 . 9 101.1 99 8 8 .1013 1 0 90 . 1 06!4 94 # 8 969? 95.0 95 9 2 94.5 03.6
nVERALL CALCULATED 10397 1.0105 100, 7 1e111 101 , 4 1010 # 5 99.9 10091 98.,6 96 9 3 94x8 96 . 0 94,7 94,.2 93.4 71. 4 148.9
+ PND8 117.2 114;1 173,5 113. 6 112..3 111. 9 110. 7 Io9 { 9 106#2 10 7 11 10 4 99 105,4 104 . 6 103.6 102. 7 1{'40.6
538 B
NNW
PA06 1 "13LL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC1 PATE ^_ MONTH	 8 DAY 2! HR., 1'1-;6
MOOEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (.59; DEG
IA DEGA064
Fs 70 PERCENT REL; HUM. DAY)








30,	 40.	 $0.	 60s
1 t8, 52lE0 .701 tb, 87 )(i.I^g )t1
70'!	 80 1




y ti. 92}(2.09 f(7.27)L2.44iL2.6z1(
140, 130. PWL
9p 79.7 8 0;5 76,6 7919 78.6 77 9 7 76,6 76 9 5 76. 9 77 ! 9 730 73.9 74.6 7599 76.7 7600
}
126.7
63 77,9 76:,6 77.5 7811 82.7 79,.9 73.6 72.7 73 * 7 53,1 8 73.8 72.2 7 1.6 7691 75.1 77.6 127*.n
»ADIAL 100. 1-T, 80 70+3 700'2 69,& 69 1 3 88.6 67.3 6691 66  670.4 66 1 7 67,3 64 9 0 64.6 6798 67.8 70 9 9 117,5
1 39. M1 100 67x4 66,8 66•6 66 1 6 64.8 640 63.4 64 9 6 629 9 6610 64.6 64 9 8 64;9 66,0 69;9 69;4 1ll;L
y HH1CLL ATT 125 66.1 64; 1 63..8 65 1 2 85.0 85 91 63. 0 67 1 1 64,2 64.4 65 i 0 65.2 67.4 67.7 68,4 71.03 116;3
CONFtG TWO 160 70.3 736 73.7 7310 75.0 77,9 72.4 7719 73.2 780. 670'4 66 92 67. 9 72 1 8 74.0 734 12397
LOC	 PTO 200. 73.5 76;7 76 9 4 i^i 1 Q 78.0 79..9 75.5 6190 7519 73!1 06.6 68 * 1 68;6 74,3 76;9 74;2 L26;1
CATS 7 !31174 250 6692 6'5;8 64."1 66 17 65.8 6597 64.9 65,.7 6592 641 9 6,3.8 65:.9 65;8 66.1 66..3 67+ 4 Liss?
RUN	 '539 315 66.3 6.7;0 67.7 69 1 1 70.7 17 9.0 66,7 6790 66,96 67 19 65,9 68,1 66;1 7 0,2 66.4 68 }1 118*1
TAPE A983 406 67.2 69;7 70.8 7 11 0 72.7 117,7 67.4 64 j.6 67,1 66 1 9 67 1 6 709 8 69 9 9 7193 68;9 68.1 11994
r	 OAR	 26.9 40 500 70,2 73;7 72.9 93 1 7 72.6 72,.8 67,5 70 1 be 6#97 7191 x	 ,71 68.,6 75 6. 78,. 1 74 . 7. 69 8. 123.4
(97696. 41142) 636 69.6 69 9 9 7191 42 21 70.3 7 091 4897 69 9 6 6890 69.9 7Q 9 2 69,4 70.0 7196 72'3 69.p 1201-4
IAMB
	 8 0. DEC F 800 70.4 710'0 729¢ 14 1 6 71.1 70,8 69.8 70 1.8 69. 0 7:192 68.8 60,0 69.7 7Q;,.4 69.4 66.8 it9.7
( 300. DEG K) SOOO 7295 72. 9 73.6 75 1 .0 72.2 72.2 72.0 719 6 71.2 7212 70.3 72.2 71.0 72.5 71:1 49,1 122.4
74ET	 64. DEG F 1250 74.2 73.6 76.7 79 3 4 7592 73.9 79.7 728 9 72 * 5 7312 7 4.1 75 * 3 73.Q 74:.4 73.2 69.9 124,9
( 9- 9 1. Dec; K) 1600 73.5 74.0 74, 9 76 1 9 7395 74.0 7,3.8 73iV 72.0' 73 1 0 7 191 74. 91 73.1 7641- 73.2 69 .0 124*0
H AC710.17 GM/M3 2006 7397 76;2 76,.l 79 ! 3 78.3 75.1 73.7 74.0 74 9 2 75 1 3 7249 76,2 7302 75..3 75.5 71,1 125,9
(.Qi0i7 KC/M31 2500 74.4 76;8 78.9 80 0 1- 7tl.9 76 * 1 76..0 73m6 7490 7$.7 7297 73,9 75.9 78 * 2 76,9 71.7 127,1
hFA10750a APR 31-50 73"1 75 ,2 78.0 80..4 77.3 75 9 1 78'1 8 7596 75.4 7510 96.3 77,1 76.4 78,8 77.5 71 1 1 127;6
(1126. RAP/SEC) 4000 7504 76;1 77 * 8 90 1 3 89 * 1 78 *.0 74.7 75 9 9 75 1 9 74 1 9 74.9 77.3 79.0 74 * 2 76.0 72. 4 148x0
NFK10939 . RP11 41000 74.6 70;1 77,3 79.5 78,3 75,2 7713 77.0 7693 7512 10 * 2 78,5 78,3 76,8 77.7 71.5 SZ8;5
(1183. RAP/SEC) 6300 7495 750 77,1 76 1 7 76,4 75 9 4 73.4 74. 9 7 71.7 73,1 9 15 9 8 74,5 75..4 750 76'..6 70,4 126,6
nr P10628. RPM 8000 74..0 76 1 4 77,1 7713 79.7 76.,4 8 1,2 10 1 4 7598 77&7 1594 78.8 74 1 6 7.3,:0 79.4 76.7 129.4
(.111=9 R A (►/SEC)16000 70.5 70;5 71,b 72.9 72.5 70,9 71.7 71.4 70.7 70..3 10,5 73,0 71.6 70.*9 7 1.8 66.0 174;4
hO. OF RLA3ES 44 12500 67.6 67,9 67 * B 68x6 68. 9 67.7 67.6 67 .5 66.1 ACS 66.7 68 ,0 66 * 9 65,3 67 .2 6301 121.7
16000 66.,0 67; 0 65,9 6610 66,3 1(6.2 66,4 6599 65.2 7'3!2 44,4 6792 66.5 64,7 65.6 61.5 12395
20000 64.3 65:6 62.s 6316 64, 93 64 * 7 65.5 6.594 6596 x 4!5 0194 65.9 64,7 64.0 64.9 64,2 12599
OVERALL 4EASURED 91,2 9 0.8 89,0 9'210 92.1 91.3 91.0 90 9 9 99,1 4212 69 * 9 69 1 9 89;9 909 3 42 0 1 9096
OVERALL CALCULATED 87.3 68,4 88.9 90.1 6 90.,2 86.,8 8891 8694 87s1 881 9 6694 67 9 7 87.3 88,2 88 0 0 85 1 5 139;3




.^ --^ie„luv.2«^., :, c _^ ri, 	
.,L	 ..	
^-^rn,s,^# a•	 , . ^	 h wlt^ £,oekr^.^	 -t Hsu	 w..	
^"`	




RADIAL 1004 FT.	 80
C 30. M 1	 100
VEHICLE	 ATT	 125
r	 CONFIG	 T•O	 160
LOC PTO	 200
D ATE 7131174	 250
RUN 140	 315
) A PE	 A483	 400
@AR 2899 NO	 500
	
;97696. N/M21	 630
TANG O0. DEG F	 800
000. DEG K1	 1000
TWET 64 9 DEG F	 1250




(.01017  KG/T"3 )	 2500
RV A 9112, RPM	 3150
( 934. RAD/SEC) 4000
NFX 8933. RPM
	 5005
C 935. RAO/SEC) 6300
kF 010628 • RPM	 8800
r	 (1113. RAD/SEC)10000




































PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PROC1 OATS MONTM 8 DAY 29 HR., 15-6
NN
Vt
M00tL SOUND PP93SURE LGVEL5 (59, DECr - F• 70 PERCENT REL. "UM. DAY)
ANGLES FRITH IN 67 IN BEGAE68 [AND RADIANS)
10 9 	 201	 309	 40.1 	 bO.	 76. 9 	80 9 	 .0. 100. 110s 120: 130, 1 40. ISO.
;0.)7)0#3911D/s2)^0:70)(0.671{1. 05 7(1#2Z)[L.4011. '37r[1,7^j^ci.g2 } IZ.Og^^2.27iI2 . 441[2•bxiK
79;4 .
 77.4 76 9 4 78 * 7 77.7 76;5 78 9 5 7645 7616 74#9 74.9 77;9 78,9 79-3 78;8
74 6 5 76.6 7316 81.6 79,0 70.7 72 ! 7 72.6 8317 70#7 72#1 72. 7 73.,3 75 5 2 75.9
67.4 66.5 6612 66.4 6594 64.3 6695 55+6 6796 6496 62:5 62.6 64.7 65.1 88.6
65;6 65,'> 6514 63.6 64,.0 63;6 64 9 .8 65 #7 621 7 6390 63x8 62;9 64.3 66.3 67;2
64;8 65.1 6002 6422 6693 66.1 6416 65:7 651 4 62x3 65#3 86.2 65 4 7 197.4 6.7;6
71,7 67.6 69.6 69.7 74.1 74.9 67r0 73,6 731 7 65 9 1 76:0 75;6 11.1 74 9 1 7140
62;3 69.9"7 6516 64,6 6498 64,8 67 @ 6 6694 63 t1 6117 63#0 63. 7 6443 64.0 6513
66.7 67.8 67-0 69 .7 96:.1 69.6 73 ! 0 68.0 65!1
	
%7 68 t 1 67 1 1 69.1 66.1 6691
77;0 78.6 76 ! 9 8247 74,8 61;8 82.6 7891 7+562	 0.0 8;1:0 1 0 92 14 2 .5 77.'2 7',7.0
7890 82,6 66-5 82.8 79.8 81.6 80.7 71..7 701 8 82.7 80.7 79;7 S0.1 70.2 76.3
83;3 87.0 42 1 5 68.90 96.7 08.6 87 1 9 83.0 8817 58 98 88.1 95.8 8644 82.	 93.;
8702 86.1 91:4 91st 16,1 46 -01 98 11 97.0 94 14 95.0 96.2 40.3 67.4 95 4 9 94.4
89;9 89,6 66 1 6 06.2 7298 93.0 99 9 0 96.6 94 t2 97 98 94,2 99.3 92.4 9205 9'3.D
91;4 516,3 9'319 97.3 100: !.2 9802 95 93 94.2 9012 ?0+3 91:4 9291 '34 9 4 82 6 3 9694
94; 9 100.8 190!6 9999 99 4 8 94.9 96 9 0 94.6 9212 43,1 93.0 99-2 88.5 87.2 M691
98;2 98..2 17ts 95.7 96.2 93.9 93.0 9190 8814 17,0 88,4 64.0 80.5 54.3 91.3
99;0 96 9,0 90. 19 93.1 74.3 93.1 960 92 . 1 90-2 68.4 86,4 8613 R462 84.6 7944
95;8 96,6 90 1 8 9418 95.2 93 @ 1 91,8 881 7 06 19 d64.0 83,8 94;7 83.'0 62;2 76,1
95;3 96.99 9219 95.3 13#0 92.1 4041 86.93 8714 83.2 93x1 93;•2 81.3 80;3 77.4
99 6 9 95. i:0 95t8 9597 91,9 91@0 9110 8690 8^t 4 62.1 82,4 91.1 7692 76;3 7593
96;2 9292 13.)1 95.1 90,3 90:,6 8996 88.93 87 !4 83.i3 8 93 6p ; .2 78, i 5 78 4 7 74.7
93;3 9346 91 1 4. 9045 90.8 88:5 86.4 63rb bat# 8044 79.4 79;4 77 4 8 75;6 7209
92.3 89..6 99 1 4 89.7 8694 87.7 85 9 5 83.3 bi17 771.7 77 9 7 75,4. 71x6 11 6 8 70:..6
89;9 07,4 96 9 4 85.4 34,9 83,8 $1 95 79.6 7P i1 7696 73 @ 6 72..6 70#1 69.9 66#0
85 66 63,6 6395 82.7 51,8 80.7 79 16 76.6 76 97 739,0 ?k&1 7Qr0 65#2 66.2 64.2
82.2 a0-.1 F9.9 8093 78.1.	 77,1 76.4 73.3 7014 099.3 64.2 67 .3 54.7 63; 1 13.5
78;5 7646 7612 78.4 74.4 73.6 7116 71.7 75;7 68,4 6946 68.5 64.0 64.E 63.7
105;9 106 9 0 1041? 185 + 9 106.1 103.2 10 4 9 8 103.3 10110 1 0191 101!1 101' 9 96.3 99;3 99.2
10642 1¢7 :0 106 : 8 106.4 105 4 8 104 . 6 105 # 4 103.4 101t1 102: p 10191 jDjLo5 97.p 98;8 98.0





























PAIL;	 i FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION p1TOOKAM PKVC' DATE . MONTH 	6 DAY 29 HR, 1S;7
^y RDDEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS ('39; D O I C ► 70 - PERCENT REL, "UP, DAY)
h4GLES FRO" INLET 1; nLGHEE'1 (AND RADIANS)
o. 10.	 ZQ	 s'0	 40,	 50.
3'1(O.S!(70I(Q.a71(1.OSlil.zzlc1. 4060.	 10,	 601	 90,?tir'371( 100 6 	110. 120.1.75 y (1*21i2 ► 11^^t 2 ,2T ^i2. 44 1 . i p ,62^(130. 140,	 1 509 PMLIFpEp. (0. )(0.17) t0,. Q. :
So 75,6 77;5 7597 77 1 7 77,7 77,8 75,7 76,7 74. 8 77.0 72 9 0 72,9 72.9 75.2 7 4.0 76,9 125,6
63 75.6 70.7 75, y 72 ' 0 8195 79.0 69.6 68.7 70.4 8400 69,3 68,0 65.1 70 ► 0 6 8 ;2 74 00 12694
i	 RADIAL 1g0. FT, gg 73,9 66;3 65,2 66:3 6793 660 64.2 6493 65.3 66 90 82. 9 590 60.5 62,7 62.6 70,6 1 1510
( 30. M1 100 724' 3 65;5 63 7 66 9 5 64,5 46,9 64,5 66 * 5 63.6 68,9 66,1 66 9 1 66,1 66.9 53.9 70;0 11640
VEHICLE ATT 125 71.6 66 0 9 65,1► 65 t l 611,.0 66.3 66,0 66,9 61,0 67.1 , 66,4 65.1 70.4 67,5 67.2 89.6 117.5
COHFIG T-0 160 74.7 70;0 66 9 0 69.9 72.9 48,0 68,6 700 7317 6Ql1 71 . 0 66,1 76.2 71.9 700 9 70;4 121.5
HOC
	
PTO 2.00 73.8 6? ;5 65,6 45 9 6 66,0 45,0 64.5 71 1 6 63.7 67:7 60,9 61. 9 6312 63.3 63'2 69 '3 115,9
D ATE 7/3 .1/74 290 69.6 65 1 7 67,9 69.9 7 67,9 67,9 65.9 70.9 6591 65!1 63,0 62,9 66.9 67,0 63:2 69.4 1160
RUN
	
54 1 315 71.8 68;0 08,9 70 1 4 72.2 729 6 66.9 73 9 7 67,6 68.2 67.1 67.0 71;3 71,0 6504 66,2 12092
1 APE A903 400 75,5 7306 77.11 76 1 5 71,6 74,0 74,6 74 t h 7695 76!0 14.9 7 0/t 77 9 0 72.0 7509 75,2 12303
ian	 28,9 HG SOD 74.3 80:0 79,6 76 9 0 74,9 70,7 63 9 6 79,4 77,9 81- 9 73.8 74.7 75;8 8290 63.9 42.3 13063
(97689, N/M2) 630 02.8 88,3 4190 92!0 85.3 1393 9491 9 390 89.1 9012 9 1,4 92,2 87;2 909 7 91,2 H9,3 141.5
TAH9
	
79. DEG F 804 87.9 187;8 94,9 137 1 9 89.7 98,1 96.9 90 1 0 93,9 9?!0 97,0 97,.2 93.1 92.4 85.0 4095 1,4596
(294. DEG K) 10.00 Y3. 1 90.3 96,0 96 1 1 93.7 94.3 96.1 93.9 92.4 91.1 67.2 88.2 89.1 A4.7 R402 !^6,4 142.7
TwEY	 64. QF.G F 1250 98.9 9701 103.0 1021 9 102.6 100,1 102.9 103 .1 96.6 99-2 94,2 96.3 95;3 16.4 9 1.1 91.2 13001
9291. DEG K) 1600 98.7 99,4 96,9 97 1 0 93.8 93.3 96.6 950 9193 91,4 8813 88.2 904 A7,3 87,3 A5,3 143+e
MACTtO.^l4 GM/M3 2000 95.7 97;1 9600 98 1 3 9891 98,0 9690 99 t 2 95,0 9411 158a,? A791 $8-2 87.4 86.3 513 9 4 1459G
l• 1059 KG/1(31 2500 47.6 9808 98,6 10091 9716 97,9 95,5 94,6 92,8 91t0 6618 94.9 87,2 35'.4 x54.9 60.4 144;o
kfA	 682. RPM 3290 9597 9693 97 .0 95 .3 97► ,2 97.1 96,8 96.0 93,3 91!4 68.2 06.2 8'5.2 82.4 6 1.3 74 , 6 144.2
4 9 00 . RAP/SEC) 4000 9790 96;2 97,0 961 y 96,0 95,0 95,6 95.7 91,2 09-!0 0491 64,2 a54 79.2 78 .3 76.2 14343
NFK 8523, RPM 9000 49.51 96;2 94,1 95!6 97.1 9496 94. 9 9390 93.1 90 •!4 0793 84.1 8404 81,7 80.7 77.7 14394
( 1929 RAP/SEC) 6300 95.3 94;5 94,6 92.9 93,2 14,5 91.4 $9 9 6 87 9 6 86 ! 7 84,6 8106 62.6 78,6 77.8 7505 14101
NFOIC428. OPM 8000 92.0 9296 91.E 92!5 92.3 90.4 91,5 89 13 87,3 8'596 bit$ 00..4 7806 7 49 9 74.4 72 9 6 14091
(1113. RAD/SEC110000 90.6 90; 8 68,7 $9l1 89.4 68.6 87,6 85. 'o 83,0 52 ! 7 7	 .8 7695 75.6 72.7 72.6 70.7 13B,U
N q . OF BL ADES	 44 12500 96.5 86.4 84.5 9418 85.6 64.5 84 n 5 113:41 8094 7915 75.9 72,5 71;8 A7.0 67.764.9 650 9 135.616000 82.0 82,7 r o,1 80 0 81. 9 43.6 80.8 .v 77.7 77 1 6 71.2 70.,0 67 9 9 65.1 53 0 3 134,0
20.000 -7497 76 1 1 76,0 7713 76.0 76.9 76,7 7h,d 75.2 7613 66.4 6690 64.4 6492 A4.1 62.3 13393
OVERALL MEASURED 106.6 107,0 107.6 107 1 7 1069 8 1 .0699 1P6 . 0 106.i3 104.2 103 . 5 10); 9 1 101.2 10003 97 1 2 9'7,2 6781
nVFRALL CALCULATED 106.7 106;8 108 .9 108 .5 107 9 4 107 .2 107.7 10 7 .o 104 ,1 10395 io1 . 3 101 . 7 100 , 2 9 7.7 97.2 96;0 1,55,7
rNnB 119.1 11 9 , 4 119 97 110! 5 jib 9 119.3 119.1 118.5 115. 7 114, 5 111,3 119.E 110. 3 1('7,4 137.4 106.0
4	 I
5 ;+ I
YPAGE 1 FULL. SCALE DATA RFOUCTION PROGRAM P149CO OAlK MONTH	 8 DAY 29 HK	 1597
MODOL SOUND PRESSURE LMLS (59, nkG 1 Fo70 "PERCE NY REL; HUM. DAY)
ANGLES F ROM IN ET IN DiG09E8 SA ND RADIANS)
0. 1:0. 20 . 9 30 9 40. 50 * 60. 09 8O t 966 100, 1t0, 120 , 9 130. 1409 1509 PKL
PREQ, IQ. )S(l.171 ( 0935)(0, 92) { 0. 70 .1(0,877(1 . Q5)t1.221 ( ^^ 40)(f , 9 97! ( 1. 75 ' SI1. 92)(P. p:9 ^t 2 * ?7 ) 12s 44 f ( 2, 624t I
50 78,5 78,4 75,5 77 1 6 77.7 75,9 75,3 77.5 75,6 75 t h 12,4 71,6 73;9 75 9 8 74.9 7f;9 125.4
63 77.4 77,7 77,7 74 ! 9 82.0 79,0 73.6 74.6 74#4 93t7 70.3 64 .8 72.8 76.0 73.2 74.0 127.4
HAD;AL 100. FT. 80 68..1 68,3 67,5 57 9 4 65.3 469 +9 64.1 65.1 6606 6716 65,9 6298 64.7 65.9 65.9 68.7 11601
( 30.	 M) 100 67.6 66,5 66.6 6597 65,6 64,9 64.4 64,4 63t f 61 t 9 64,0 63# 7 64,0 64 * 3 64.7 68 0 3 11415
VEHICLE ATT 125 68.0 64.9 64,9 6519 67,1 86,1 64.0 66.9 63,2 h2 t 9 63,0 64.4 66.0 66.5 68,3 7 0,3 113;8
CONFIG T-0 160 80.9 70,8 97,4 7518 77.6 75,0 67.4 73.9 67.7 71 117 '7799 740 74.0 78.4 76.0 77.1 124,4
^OC
	
PTO 200 66,5 63,8 64,6 6510 65@0 0690 6594 659 8 6397 80 9 7 629,0 64 * 1 64;7 65.2 64.9 66,0 11y'91
DATE 7/31/74 2'30 b6 .5 66: 7 67.7 67.9 68.0 40 9 8 67.4 69 9 6 67. 8 4498 654 6502 6661 66 # 1 60.1 66.2 117.2
nUN	 5431 315 76,5 72, 6 75,7 i1 f 7 82.4 3211 7'5.7 79,9 15.7 76.2 19.2 78.3 77 .0 72.0 72.1 73.2 12005
!Apr A963 400 71 9 9 0: 8 79x,3 79 1 8 77.6 75 1 7 79.6 79 9 7 76. 6 7717 14.9 76,1 74.9 13i1 77.0 73,3
27 1.5
BAR	 2899 HG 500 G1 . 5 75.6 96,9 90tt) 87,8 85.7 90,,7 90 9 0 . 06.7 59 9 7 8610 86.18 44.4 0313 37 .0 A 3 .91 131111 
( 97713• N/M21 630 78,8 90-40 84,7 87 90 96.0 94 * i 95, 8 95. 9 9.06 96!2 9314 91.1 06;4 78.9 7 82;3 R6,S 143,8
TAME
	 73. DFG F 800 90;0 85,7 87.7 94 @ 6 90.7 92.0 96.6 91 9 1 91.8 619 t i 8691 91,2 92;0 96.4 01.2 80,3 141.5	 I
(296. DEG Kt 1000 9249 92.2 8790 i8 t 2 9090 95.1 95.0 94.2 91.J 9210 92.3 99.1 86;2 87,3 077 R2,5 141.9
TOE?	 61. DEG F 1290 85.6 92. 7 91..0 i4 1 d 93.0 90.0 90.8 98 9 7 197,3 83t1 86,3 85*2 01,2 83.4 82.1 77 .2 138,5
(289. DEG K1 1600 96.9 95:2 03,6 92 1 0 90.$ 90.4 91, 8 15699 A5#f ,83! 9 154 9 2 94.2 83.3 79.6 90.6 110:.7 138,V
wAC71945 GM/!13 2000 103.9 97. 9 9291 9Zt E 68.9 92.3 8603 4 0.0 95,9 83!a 64.3 03,1 86,4 82*6 79 .3 T7 . 6 138.8
(*010.25 KG/M3) 7500 9 94.9 95.7 93.7 91 1 6 89.7 98.1 87.6 88,0 85,8 85 ! 1 91.0 80#9 81.0 79.4 79.3 76.1 137,d
4FA 9340. RPM 3150 93,2 93'92 96,Z 90t9 87.6 90.:2 117.8 8790 07.1 610 81.3 81*2 03.5 7&,4 77.3 76.6 138.3
t 983, RAD/SEC) 4000 96.7 94.4 99 ,7 91 t 9 86,7 66 9 2 87 * 0 850 84,8 8391 171,0 79 .3 61.3 74.4 7 4;0 73;2 137,J
NF}( 9760, RPM 'Soso 93.3 91. 4 0 .1 9090 90.1 66.6 86.0 95.1 85 * 4 93!1 60 1 4 7713 7 .5 76,7 76.2 72 :5 13693
(	 4 70. RADISEC) 6300 93.2 403 a9-5 96 1 4 86,1 45.6 02.5 021 5 809,5 78.6 770 76,4 80,5 76,9 76:7 72,0 134.3
nFD100 24. RPM 8000 90,2 09.2 6 7.1 5419 84.2 81.6 63.4 01 9 0 79,5 77 1 4 74,7 74,'5 75.7 70,8 77;7 68:;8 13391
(1113. RAD/5E0 10000 F7 .2 86.5 6,3,6 61,5 82.5 80.5 79.7 77,4 75.4 74 ! 5 12,6 70,4 70.4 68 # 6 68.8 149.5 130.
n0. OF BLADES	 44 12500 0 3.4 6 24' 2 8 0.2 7813 78 .2 76,7 76,4 7b 9 2 73.3 7 21 7 60.6 67.9 6704 65.5 66.0 44.1 128,7
160013 79.7 79.7 76,6 7514 74.5 73..4 73.7 72 1 4 72.4 74.6 6591 65,8 66.1 66.2 64.3 64 42 128,5
20000 75.8 74,9 72 * 7 72 9 9 70..7 71. 3 70.0 700p 7397 75 . 0 6413 66.1 6690 68,1 56.0 66.3 129,b
OVERALL MEASt1RED 10 6 . 7 in3,8 1112,0 L520 101 . 7 102 . 3 102.6 10198 100..1 999 8 98.4 96 . 6 96,9 94 .1 04.2 43,3
OVERALL CALCULATED 106.9 10 4 92 102,7 10291 101. 9 t01 9 9 102. 7 Latin 100.3 99 9 7 97,8 97 96 96.1 93.6 43.4 9 1.8 150.6






FULL SCALE DA T A REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PRUCt OATk - MONTH 8 DAY Zf HR, 15 .7
f	 MODbL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59 * 9§G Fe 70'PERCENT REL, 11UM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN ar AtEb (AND RADIA►1S1
0.	 10.	 20.	 30.	 409	 50.	 60,	 70,	 00- 	 100, 110. 120, 1309 140. 150,
	 PWL
F`REO. 10.	 )1n.1 7 1(0.3$ 3; Of 52148, 70li0987)(1.[151[1922)(1. 40)t1 9 67711,75)i1:92l42.p4};29Z7;;2.41!1?.6211
	 }
	
so 76 9 3 78;4 76.4 78 1 6 7795 76,6 75.3 76 1 7 75,8 75.6 73ti 72.8 74,8 75.8 79;5 76.1 	 1?9;7
	
63 75,6 75;9 76,4 73 1 8 81.7 79.0 69.7 69.6 72.7 8216 70.2 69,8 72.0 74.1 74.Q 75.3	 126.4
AAD1AL 1004 FT,	 80 69.2 60 9 5 67,4 8714 67,4 55.4 64.4 6592 68 13 66 1 6 5419 62.7 63 9 8 65,6 66.5 67 9 3	 119.9
304 M!
	
100 6893 65,8 66,5 6517 62.9 43 t 7 63,5 63. 9 1 65 9 9 6790 63P2 6398 63;7 64,0 64,9 67;0	 11492
VEHICLE	 ATT	 1.25 68.0 63; 9 53,0 8691 6593 04,3 65.2 66 1,8 6890 6310 6393 64 5 4 56;.0 65.3 67,4 68,4 	 115.7
CONF.I G	 Tft0	 160 01.4 71,6 69,9 76 1 8 78.0 77 9 0 65.5 74 , 51 71,9 720 734 7598 73.0 78.0 75.9 78 9 2	 125,1
i1c PTO	 200 68.4 63 0 8 63.ob 65 t a 65 * 8 63.1 64,7 64,'! 71,7 66 10 039,0 64,1 64,9 66.0 64.9 66.3 	 1!1915
PATE 7/31174	 250 69,9 66.8 74,0. 88 5 7 65-8 88,9 66.8 67.7 68.2 63.8 65tO 65,1 66.6 66,3 66.1	
15
66.4	 117,3
ItUN 544A	 315 7809 73 8 7 76,8 80,6 82.7 82,9 7499 80:,6 76.1 7'4.1 79,2 76.9 77.0 73,2 74.0 73.	 128.5
TAPE	 A983	 400 74,5 69.6 79.5 79.8 75.6 7 5 ,8 80,7 8 1 ,4 7800 78.0 7692 76 9 8 75.8 72.2 76.0 73.1	 127.9
OAR 28.9 we	 $00 82,8 75 * 8 89,6 VDef 86.6 96 9 8 91.9 920 89.1 af tb 67 P 9 88,.0 56.2 82.0 86.6 84,1	 139,7
	
(97 7 13. N/M2)	 630 6990 85 i 2 8'2.9 07 1 9 97.a 94 i 1 96.9 96,0 95.1 9710 93.4 91,5 89;1 79,4 65.3 85.4 	 14401
TAME 73 . DEG F	 8.04 90.7 87;8 d7 .7 92.0 93,0 94 . 2 48.4 94,1 4 4 .7 90i8 97.4 90.1 4290 86 ,1 8290 P 0. 6	 14390
	(2460 DEG K)
	 1000 42,1 91- 9 86*13 9011 851,9 93.4 94.1 91 9 4 91 9 4 9050 90.3 88 i.2 85 * 4 86,5 86.3 p 2. 7	140,8
INET 61. DEFT F	 3250 86.9 93.0 42.1 9.0.8 13.4 ►0941 90.0 Bd tU !1398 841Q 86, 41, 859.2 82..2 8292 82.3 78 , 2	 13d,5
	(789. DEG K)
	
1600 9718 94;9 93 1 1 95.0 90,1 95.0 91.9 88,1 8593 86.0 95.1 84.1 84.3 79.3 61.6 78 0 4	 139,2
"85:710.25 GM/M3	 ?QOG IC3 9 7 47 , E 02,9 93t? 92.2 ?3,1 90.1 9oa 86.0 65!9 9 4t3 63.1 85.2 R3* 5 76.6 77.4	 13919
	
( • 01025 KG/M3)	 2500 94*8 95;9 95.7 92.8 88.9 90.1 89.0 87,7 84.5 84,6 82*1 819 9 S1.1 80,3 79.3 76.0	 138.5
pFA 9390, RPM	 3150 93.9 43;8 95.1 91,2 0.9.1 9 .9.2 08,8 88 0 0 85 9 9 84!2 8112 01.:2 81. 5 78.6 78.3 75.5	 138.3
	
( 483, RAD/SP.C} 4000 96.6 414,0 92.8 9216 9.0900 .2 85,9 85 9 9 9400 8118 79.4 79 50 80.0 73,0 74,3 73. 4	137,4
NFK 92669 RPM
	 5800 93:2 92;1 9093 9113, 9390 87.5 8692 85,1 85,5 8312 8099 78 9.3 78.6 76.8 76.6 72.4	 13699
	
4 97.0 9
 RA0/SEC) 6300 93.2 91.3 89,5 47 1.1 07.3 46,6 84.3 0202 80,3 7012 79t7 76,.6 79 9 5 7694 75.7 71,8	 134;9
KF DI0 628. RPF1	 8000 9053 tl8,8 177 9 4 560 85 , 3 82,3 04 . 2 81,3 7$ 9 5 77.5 7498 74 55 74;3 72.S 71,4 6895	 133.7
	(1113. RA I1/SF.C)10000 87.1 86.7 83..?  020P 81.5 80 9 4 79,4 78 1 4 7594 74 1 4 72.6 71 1.5 70,7 67,9 68,6 65,8	 130:9
	
%r. OF qLAOF5 44 12500 113.1 82,3 7 0. 57 78 1 +5 189 5 77,6 75.5 75,3 7393 77!3 69 * 7 68,5 67.7 64,6 6590 61'- 7
	128+0
	
16000 79.6 79 9 7 76,5 /514 74.4 73 1 7 72,7 71.5 72.11 7L,4 65,8 6696 67.1 63.9 0 64.1 63.92	 12890
	
20000 7698 74; 9 73*0 71 1 6 70 ,7 70,8 64 9 8 71.11 7498 73!8 6411 65 ,8 66.1 63.1 6596 63.3	 12965
OOR ALL MEASURED 106,9 1n3;8 102,7 10310 10196 10290 10390 102!1 99.0 99 t.6 98 94 97 9 3 97.1 93 *4 94.1 93.6
	
OVERALL CALCULATED 107.0 104.3 10390 1021 6
 102.8 102, 3 103.4 1015 8 300. 3 300! 3 98,0 97 92 96 ; 7 9392 93-5 419 6	L91.Q
PNOR 120,3 116,6 116 * 4 11 5 t 4 113.9 114 91 112,4 L12 1 9 11O.Q 1090 161.2 106 ,3 1069.6 104,1 103,4 10191
O ^'
544- A
PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PHOGRAR PROCt HATE a MONIN	 8 DAY 29 SIR, 15;7
r "QD9L SOU40 P1IE3SURE LEVELS (59, DEG !
 F. 70 "PERCENT RBL; HUM, DAY)





l(00 1 71 (
20













90 7810 79;6 761 4 1315 77.6 76,6 7x.,8 7697 73.5 '76 1 5 7597 7313 74.8 75,,8 79 1 9 79.6 12501
63 75..7 75;8 76.5 73.6 81.8 79 i0 70.6 69 9 6 72.9 52 1 8 70.2 70,8 72;9 74,2 7541 75,0 12696
RADIAL 100. FT. $a 63.2 61,2 67 4 4 67 1 4 67.5 87 n 6 68..1 66,5 60.3 67 1 6 65,9 62.6 63.6 65.7 66;0 67.13 116.6
4 309	 M') 100 67.6 6544 86..d 65 1 7 66.6 67,7 68.3 6598 66.& 64,0 62.,9 65.0 64;6 65.0 63.1 66 , 8 11348
MfH lICLE W 129 68.6 63,8 60 i 1 so V 6812 69#0 67,9 67 9 9 6603 646-0 63,3 65,1 66.0 6693 67;3 69.2 116;8
&ONFIQ T-0 166 8.0 9 7 72;4 70 9 6 77 1 6 77.5 76.8 70.6 75 1 6 72.0 7116 72 9 9 75,0 73,7 70,0 76,4 78.1 125.2
Loc	 PTO '200 6644 6448 6596 66 9 1 66.6 70.0 67.4 67.7 67,9 65.166 30861,4 64.9 66#1 65.1 65 1 0 11610
DATE 7/34/74 250 6815 67;8 660 7 68.6 70.0 73.1 70.6 68 9 0 6797 64.9 65.1 6419 4643 66.3 66;1 66 0 0 118;0
OUN	 549A 335 77.5 716'6 75,5 91 1 7 82,9 47.9 76.7 91 1 7 78.1 73,9 79,2 77,3 77.0 74,2 74,5 74,1 L2991
TAPE 4983 400 7295 7Q;7 78,5 75 1 6 75x0 75 9 7 80.9 4 Ba 9 9 79.5 7717 7690 7618 75.1 7188 76.4 72.9 127.7
OR	 28.9 H0 300 0100 74.4 49,0 09 1 7 84,7 4507 9 000 90 9 9 89,R 0817 8792 37.1 64;8 81.1 87.3 A390 13491
197713• N/M2) 634 81•:0 82,9 84.1 85 1 6 95,2 9991 9608 95td 0502 97ti '03,1 92,1 39 ..1 8607 84. 03 5502 144;.0
1ANO	 73. DEG F 004 *D.7 R719 06.1 0 94 1 :6 9198 44.1 97.6 94, 11 93,0 088.2 8791 9001 92 9 1 4791 83.6 A .0,2 14207
1296, DEG K) 1600 9198 910 8 86.8 @3 1 51 90,3 03 .2 94.9 92.9 91,0 9092 90,1 89 9 2 86.2 37.4 66.7 31.7 141.1
TMET	 61, DEG F 1290 80#0 41.8 90 , 7 9110 9296 894 40,9 87 1 7 5500 83 2 8 . 67.1 86,2 8340 83#4 81.4 77.3 13504(260. DFG K) 1600 97.3 93 4 7 92,8 9'4 1 1 1090 91.0 92.0 69 t d 85,1 85.-0 85,2 8,494 83.4 ftsS 79;4 79,2 13491
%ACT10, 29 GM/M3 2640 103.8 98 9 2 93.* 94 99 93,0 13.4 9o.i 9 097 87.9 85 !00 84,6 82,2 55;4 31,4 90.6 76.5 140.3
( • 01025 KR/M3) 2500 93 * 5 95' 6 96+9 4'4..0 09#5 110,2 88.6 87.9 06,5 8591 8393 81,3 81,9 79,2 79 ;4 76,0 13491
% rA 0390, RPM 3190 924 94 1 1 951.1 111*.9 a9 a 9 0 ,.1 88,1 84 t l 87.1 a5r0 02,6 82#2 63.6 77 9 4 77 5 75 2 13415
1 183. RAP/SEC) 4000 49.0 93;7 92 0 7 1.8 39,1 88,2 8#5.3 8"3.6 84 9 0 82 8 78.0 79,3 804 7591 74.2 73,1 137.0
% rK 42660 RPM 5000 42.9 93#4 90.9.6 f0t0 1194 4690 57,1 95,1 8+5#4 53 P2 509 5 70,4 78;3 76 . .'s' 76.71 TZ. 7 136.9( 470. RAO/SFC) 6300 92,1 90,5 84,.5 87,4 66.3 46.3 83,4 82t4 504 780. 7816 76.4 79;9 76,99 77;0 71;5 13106
"Ffl10628• RPM 8000 89 .0 54 92 87rQ S5t4 3595 43,2 83.3 51.3 7V * 5 77 t 6 7496 74 1 6 74;5 71,8 72.9 6895 13394
(11.13. RAD/SEC110600 87.4 87#3 03..# 821 3 81.3 81.4 79.2 78.4 75.3 74 1 6 72,0 7^,0 7(1 ! 3 681.7 69;6 65.9 13110
N0. OF BLADES	 44 1'/500 84,1 8244 DOsi 113.9 7796 76 9 5 77.4 7596 72.7 72!4 48.9 6 #5 67 ,6 63[.7 64,7 bj, 9 12,1
16000 80,3 79,4 78 0 5 16 1 .5 74.9 76,6 73,5 719 5 70.0 72t^7 66.1 67 16 65,7 6319 64.2 65 9 3 1280
20000 77.5 74;0 73,6 7316 70.9 75,8 69,8 59 ,5 7 0.Q 729 9 6492 66.8 64.8 64,3 6344 67.2 129964
OVERALL MEASURED 106,8 100 ,1 102 9 1 103.0 101.9 103.0 iD3, 7 10i t si 10091 40001 98 00 98 # 0 96,9 94,2 94.6 93.2
AYERRLL CALCULATED. 106;7:10413 103.1 102.$ 102.2 102 9 3 10394.1011 7 1000 9 100.10 97,9 97,5 96;8 93.5 93,7 91,2 !'site!





PAGE 1	 PULL SCALE DATA REDUCTI ON PHORRAM	 PROC, DATE - MONTH B DAY 2t MR, 15;g
MOULL SOUND PRESSURE LEVLLS 959, OE6
ANGLES F4bM INLET IA DErpALEV
F ♦ 7t) PERCENT RtEL. NUM 9 	DAY)
thmD RADIANS)
0. i0. 20, 30, 40, 50. 60, 70 9 Be; - 94. 100. 110. 120. 130. 140. 150 9 POL
f0. ! (^9 17 !( 0, 35)CO 3 S2it0.7Oft0..073(1. p5l91,i?2)91. 40lii , 77 ) t i . 7g f(i. ^^'lfz.04 ltx @ 27) (2. 44 )412 , 62) 4 !
8 0.0 9 19 7 78 9 4 80.3 74.8 61.6 78.4 79 9 6 7796 78.6 75,5 75.7 77,0 77.9 77.0 78.1 17$.2
77. 77,7 77,ti 77.9 82.2 82x8 71.7 72,6 72.7 82,7 72,6 71.9 75,0 78 9 1 75..3 78.0 127,}
733 7465 72.'1 73 1 3 73,5 81 ,4 7 0. 4 7 09 . 3 70.8 719 4 7 0,5 67.5 69;7 71 i 6 71.8 72, 9 123.3
74.4 73;7 72,8 73 1 5 71.5 76,7 68.7 67.7 66.7 68 1.6 69,6 70,2 69;8 69.9 69.7 71. 9 120.7
70.8 70 9 1 69,5 11 1 2 70.1 77.0 68.0 6.7 4 8 67,2 57 1 2 67.1 68,4 69,8 69.3 71.2 71.6 12003
74.57 69,.6 76x6 710 68 .0 a0.8 78,4 77e't 76.7 7510 76.3 T0,9 75#0 77.3 76.2 73.2 126.3
70.5 69..8 70. y 70.8 71.1 77.7 69.3 69#9 68.0 6816 6890 67.1 68.7 69.3 69..2 69 90 120.1
76.5 76;10 75,9 75.7 75.1 74,8 73.6 ,7iz.o 70.0 70.1 69 .1 64,2 70.5 72.0 71.3 71.1 122,4
81.6 77,9 151.9 02 1 6 81.0 83,7 76.11 84 1 7 114.1 8190 151.1 7390 80.6 R O,4 80.2 77.1 13106
74.5 74,8 76.8 16.5 75.8 76,8 73,7 73.6 73.7 73.9 71.3 70,9 74.3 7391 741 .2 71.9 124.3
8.0,3 76.,5 78,3 52 1 8 84.8 90,1 89.7 82.6 53,9 57.10 5191 78,1 83.5 80.3 84.2 81.1 134,5
92,1 84,9 88 9 0 94 1 2 41.5 96.1 91.8 96.9 9190 93 1 3 90.6 90.3 40.0 88.6 83.5 Rp,,4 14296
87.9 R1,6. 0299 94 1 7 92.9 95.1 99.7 97.9 95..4 9511 41.3 88,1 0005 90:.2 83,3 1!1.5 144.1
85.0 8 4.o P7 .0 56 ! 9 $4.5 48.1 9 1,1 40 g V 86.0 8711 65.7 85.6 82.8 8 1.3 78.6 80. 7 137.1
84.7 85,8 86,9 920 90.3 90. 9 88.9 88#L 85.8 84.1 63.4 E4.2 78. 7 R 2.5 811.1 78.2 137.3
90.0 97,1 89.0 44.9 92.2 88,0 90.8 9U.2 395,1 84 1 G 8'1.6 X5.2 83.1 R 0.5 85.2 78,4 138.6
7` 1.1 499'9 90,8 85 ! 2 87 @ 5 87.3 67.1 156,k 11390 15313 8 0.7 79.6 82.1 8 0.3 P4.5 77.3 1360.#
93.7 90;7 92,t• 91.7 89,1 93.8 53.8 88.1 9598 83.7 15'0,4 80,4 152. 4 79 .1 79 .3 15.2 137.15
90,2 89,3 92#2 060 8tl..4 88,1 95.7 850 0 8302 8310 79,5 79.3 79.1 77,4 7715 73.3 135@7
90,0 90 1 8 90.,7 59.9 87 9 1 46.9 94,b 53.c 5`2.1 80 ! 8 7 6 @ 4 78.1 78;2 73,3 7412 72 9 4 135,1
89.3 9 091 88.2 50 1 1 88 9 5 84,1 85.2 649q 83.4 8111 19 .S 78 4 5 77 9 6 75.5 76.4 72.4 134.6
59,2 8 7.6 86,4 55.1 84.4 83,7 81,1 Soso 78.5 77 1 3 76.6 75,7 76 ' 4 74.6 75,7 70,6 132@2
86.0 15 6,1 84,2 9311 83.b #0.5 a	 .4 80.3 7765 76.4 73.5 76,7 74.7 7 1.4 73.7 69,6 13192
54.1 P3,6 8 19.7 6013 79.6 78.5 7 .4 76. @ 6 73.7 73,5 71.6 71,5 71.5 64 9 6 69 9 19 65.9 129.1
80.1 79;3 77,4 76 ! 3 76,8 74.7 74.2 76:.6 71.3 71..0 67,6 68 9 5 68,8 64.7 85.6 62. 7 127.0
77.4 75,E 74.5 740 7b,1 72.7 73.6 70.7 69.5 7 u1 5 65.1 6 8 ,6 67.1 6411 66.1 6302 121.7
75.7 7 3,+1 72. 6 1316 77#1 71.0 73.4 645.4 69. 8 74,6 51 , 3 64.9 66.2 R4#4 44.0 63.1 129..9
J00.4 99, 7 94 ,6 18211 101.2'103.7 102.0 1039U 99.1 4618 45 @ 5 96 9 2 96.6 95.4 94.5 95.5
1 p1.0 99.4 1fl0..2 19211 100.5 102,0 1020 102.4 99,2 99 1 3 964 95,4 95 9 7 94.8 42.8 90,4 149,9




R;Dill i00. FT. 80










T APE A980 400
644	 ZS .o HD 500
(977600 N/NZ) 630
JAMB	 72• DEG F S00
4299. BEG K) 1000
► MET	 61. DEG F 1250
(284.. DFG K) 1600
V ACTIC017 C.N/M3 2006
( • 0101 7 KV03) 7500
NFA 9879.. RPM 3150
(1034. RAD/SEC) 40.00
RFK 9714. RPM 5000
(1021: F AUJSRC) 6300
KF010628. RPM 8000
(1113. RAD/SEC)10000









FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION P"Cat+&M 	 PRUC1 DATk - 1►Qy:TH	 8 DAY 29 HR, ;5.8
MOUtL SOu4U FRESSUR£ LEVELS X59, nVi, F ► 70 'PERCENT REL. HUM, DAT1
ANGLES FRnM INLET IN DZGHEE5 fAND'RADIANS)
0.	 10.	 2.0 1 	 30,	 40,	 $0,	 60o	 70,	 SOy	 90,	 100,	 1101	 120.	 130.	 140,	 1500	 PWL
FRED.	 go.	 ){0.1 7 )10.35 )(0,52110. 70)IO.87} { ; . n3)11122)ti. 4 D)[1. Y7)C1. 7+33{i, Q2f12,0 9 } {2.27 }{2. 4 4 y L2 ► 62){	 I
SO	 8015
	
80,2	 78 9 4 	 80 1 7	 79,11	 78.6	 77,5	 79,51	 77,678tQ	 7 419	 75.1	 76,8	 7fi ,4	 7S'49	 77.0	 127.163	 78,7
	
79,4	 78,5	 78.5	 52.1	 80.9	 73.9	 7590	 72,9	 8219	 73,0	 71.8	 77.4	 79,0	 75.8	 792	 128.1
HADIAL 100. FT. 	 SO	 74.1	 74.0	 72,2	 73.2	 72.7	 71,7	 71.2	 70,5	 70, b	71 1 5 	 7 016	 67 9 8	 69,5	 71,6	 71.5	 71:d	 13104(30. .M)	 100	 74.5	 73.2	 7 29 8	 72.3	 711.6	 70.0	 69.7	 66.6	 65.8	 69,0	 69,9	 70 1 3	 70,1	 7 0,1	 69 0 8 	 71,3	 119,9
vFHI.CLE	 4TT	 125	 71..0 	 69,6	 68.9	 70.8	 69.4	 67.3	 66.8	 67.9	 666.0	 67.5	 67.5	 68.1	 70.3	 69,2	 71.p	 72. 4 	 110,9CONrI G 	T-0	 160	 74.4	 74.6	 76 0 6	 72,6	 66 0 6	 78 i 2 	 79,5	 77.9	 78.8	 75.1 1 	 7151 0 	 71,2	 75.1	 76,3	 76.1	 74.1	 126.4
LDC	 O TC	 200	 71,4	 70,3	 70 x 8	 70 1 0	 70.7	 70.1	 70 ,.9	 69 9 7	 671 9	69068.2	 66,9	 68 0 6	 69,2	 69.0	 6991	 11'1.3GATE 7 J31/7 4	250	 75,9	 75.6	 75,n	 75.8	 75 * 0	 74,2	 73, 9	 73.0	 69.6	 69,9	 10,4	 68,8	 7 10' 3 	 71,2	 7 200	 7162	 12295
vuN	 S53 A	 3J5	 0 1.7'	 76.8	 H l,4	 83 1 8 	 80.7	 8302	 78.0	 82.6	 81, 9 	 79!0	 0291	 7310	 80. 4	 8 0.1	 8 090	 7"6,2	 130.0JAPE	 A980	 400	 74.7	 73;7	 75 0 7 	 77.5	 74.9	 77,0	 74.5	 7490	 73.6	 74 i 1 	72,9	 7192	 73 9 8 	 7 392	 73,1	 '7 2,0	 124.4
OAR
	
29.0 HC	 $00	 8 1,4	 76.0	 77,7	 82.7	 85 9 6 	 92,0	 88.7	 84 9 7	 83.8	 87.8	 6 3.0	 81,2	 82.1	 81.9	 84.2	 A 4.2	 136,U
497760, N/H2y	 630	 91.1	 4 610	 89.2	 950	 42,0	 17.5	 92 9 0 	 97 9 4	 92,0	 92t3	 40,6	 6993	 91.7	 34.5	 8664	 92. 8	14311
TAMS	72.	 DFG F	 800	 8899	 A2,8	 87.7	 94 1 8	 92 9 4	 94.3 100.0	 99,8	 96,1	 9512	 42,2	 85,0	 10.4	 91.1	 84 ,.0	 A1.5	 14542( 295,	 DEC K)
	 1000	 83.0	 96,3	 83,9	 56 1 8	 85. 9	89 9 5 	 91,9	 91.4	 89.11	 0 8 . .1	 03,3	 84,7	 84.6	 34.3	 77.2	 A1,4	 13d.1
!WE T	 A. DEG F	 1250	 87.9	 87.0	 86.6	 91.9	 89.1	 4113	 85..11	 R8.2	 86, 9	 8 3! 9	 N5/2	 8412	 6292	 82.1	 81.1	 73 92 	 1.57.2
1284.	 DEG X)
	 1600	 90.9	 88 0 3 	89 1 9	 42,E	 06 6 51 	9091	 89 1 -8	 880	 . 8.7.4	 870	 8294	 84.1	 8514	 P0.2	 84.3	 78.3	 13891
HACT10,1 7 .^.N/M3	 200'0	 92.8	 9014	 41,51	 9 011	 88.3	 87,5	 86.,9	 14893 	 8-2,9	 83:14	 81x3	 80,5	 82.4	 0 0,3	 81.2	 78,4	 136.4{.01017 Kn t"3)
	 2500	 92.9	 91.8	 9 1 .0	 91,6	 90.0	 89.3	 85.6	118.1!	 95.8	 84,7	 6j, l	81,2	 54,1	 79.3	 79 .1	 75 02	 137+4%FA 9875. 	 kPH	 3150
	
89.9	 92,0	 91,2	 88 1 0	 97.3	 90,2	 85,0	 86 9 2 	83.1	 82t2	 19 ,•8	 7995	 79.7	 71.3	 770	 7304	 436111(14341 RADISEC) 4000 40,6	 90,8	 90,7	 40.0	 88,0	 65 1 9	 85.6	 84 t U 	81,8	 79.2	 76.2	 78,1	 78.1	 74,2	 75.0	 7393	 135.14FK 9754, RPM
	 5000	 8 9.9	 40,4	 88,4	 88 11	 88 .1	 03.5	 86.1	 83 , 3	 82.4	 81.2	 18 i.6	 77,2	 77.5	 7 5.4	 77 .4	 7 2,4	 134,1i1 t3?1.	 RAID/SFC)	 6300	 A9 ,4	 R 7.3	 87,1	 85!0	 84.4	 44,3	 82,1	 8 047	 76.4	 77,4	 79,7	 75.6	 76,5	 7 4.6	 749 9	70.0	 131.7Nr010 6 2A.	 RPM	 8006	 86 : 1	 86,3	 M 442	 5410	 83,4	 {4013	 8?,3	 8 '0,4	 78,2	 77.6	 75,5	 77,5	 73,7	 72,3	 73,6	 69,8	 131.'1(1113. N A D/5FC)10000
	 X4 .3	 9 3.5	 K112	 80 9 4 	 80,3	 78,5	 77.5	 76 1 3 	 74.,1	 731481	 55.69 8 	 71 1 7	 71.6	 69,6	 69.9	 130.3
hr.	 OF g L' A DF S	 44 :7900	 8 0.2	 79.4	 77,3	 76 1 3	 76.5	 74 1 8	 74,2	 73 1 6	 71.7	 7 1 .6	 tl 1 .8	 68 .7	 64.5	 46.6	 65.6	 61, 9	129,3
16000
	
77.6	 76.7	 74.5	 73,8	 74.5	 72.8	 71.5
	 7096	 69.8	 72-t 7	 79 1 3	 6 7 .6	 69.' 4 1	 68.3	 65.1	 63.2	 129.1









PAGe 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION P91t)GRAM PROC, DATE MONTH	 5 DAY 29 HR . 1'S ;a
y RODtL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 459, 060. f. 7{f PERCENT REL; NUM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN PiGkLE? (A ND RADIANS)
as 10. 2.0 1 30, 4.0, 50 n 60, 708 80; - 90. 100, 110. 120. 130. 140-. 130 ► PWL
FREO. (0. 937);1,751(1 9 92 )(2.09)(2.27)(2944)(2:62)( )
50 8 0.3 80;6 78.7 00 ! 6 79.4 78.5 77,4 7995 7797 7910 7 6,2 74.5 761 4 77.3 7618 77,0 12746
63 77.7 76;8 77,6 78 1 4 83,0 40,6 72.6 730 72.9 '!4-2 73,2 700 76;7 78,4 74.9 78.0 128:.4
N&DIAL 100. FT. 80 74.0 74;3 72.2 7292 72.3 7194 7061 69.3 69.4 70r8 69,5 67,4 60;9 71.D 70.5 72.0 120.4
(	 30.	 N) 100 74.6 73;7 72 { 6 7294 70.0 69.6 69,6 65 9 6 66.6 67 ! 7 70,2 7 0:,1 70;3 70.2 69;8 71;1 119.9
vE-NI-CLE ATT 125 70.7 69;1 68,4 7011 65.2 57.0 66.7 6997 65.9 68 ! 0 66.3 68„O 70,1 69 ,4 71.4 71.6 118,6
CONFI0 T'0 160 75.7 7115 77.9 71 ! 8 69.1 77,7 79.4 78.4 76.5 74 1 8 76,1 70.1 75;2 77.2 15.0 73.0 12681
Lac
	
PTO 200 71.4 71;0 71.,6 70 ! P 70 9 9 70.0 70.5 69.5 672 9 60 1 7 67.2 67,8 68,9 69,1 69,.1 68.3 L1904
DATE 7/31174 250 75.5 75:9 75.6 75 1 6 74,0 73,0 73.5 72,7 7^D.o 691 ! 8 68.4 69,3 700 71,4 71.1 71.2 122.1
RUN	 934A 315 82,4 750 6,199 6 29 6 81.0 62.1 78,8 76 1 6 7998 75 ! 8 019 5 7398 78.1 9 0.'5 79;2 74,2 121 97
TAPE A980 400 7 4.4 73;6 75 9 '? 75.7 74.5 76.7 74.8 72.8 ?1,9 72!99 72,2 7 1.0 7 4.1, 73,3 73;9 72.1 12319
BAR
	
29 .0 N4 500 ao-4 75;6 75,7 0294 85.6 •107 88,8 6496 83.7 87 !8 63.1 78,9 82;9 81.4 85.9 45;3 13692
897760:. N/M2) 630 91.0 P 090 9090 9512 91,1 973 90.8 97.6 9293 9311 91,5 90.0 94;7 89.5 87.2 10 9 7 14395
T 4 M0	 72; DEG F 800 P 9.5 87.2 54.6 930 94.8 95,1 9a.6 99.8 94,7 93.9 93.4 03,2 88;3 88.5 8 1.2 8393 144.7
1293. DEG K) 10D0 82.6 $5.3 $4od 85 ! 8 88,6 93.0 91.1 859.9 87.1 67.1 03.4 83.4 62.3 8 0.8 79.2 '! 01 8 1374i9
TNET	 6j. DEG F 179(! 66.3 87'91 09 .0 69.6 10,2 91.8 87.0 09 9 9} 87,7 94.9 87.3 03.2 52.2 92.3 80.1 78 9 3 137.5
t28	 . DEG 9) 160.0 9 1.6 69,Q 09.1 92 !0 86.1 91,2 147,8 86.7 85.1 84!3 u 093 83.0 67.4 90.4 43.3 90.4 137,4
► b CT10:17 GM/M3 2000 9 3.6 91.0 9 i. ►` Too 90. o Oa.4 87.1 ab l y 84.1 82!2 00.4 79,3 02.3 78,7 90.3 7796 136.6
( • 01017 Ka/M3) 2500 9 3.4 93,0 9 6. 7 71 1 8 35.6 88.8 86.3 870 85.6 66,2 !'294 61.1 84;1 79.0 79.5 76,3 137.3
wFA 9875. RPf1 3150 90.0 91.2 9 190 87 1 9 80.0 90,4 86.8 84.9 8219 8291 7 8,4 Soso 79.7 76.5 76.3 73..5 1369?
(1034. RAO/SEC) 4000 90.6 89.9 90 9 8 70 1 7 85.9 87 9 1 a5,6 a4. 9 c, 81,9 ng !'2 7 6,2 78 1 0 79;5 73.4 75.2 73.3 135,7















82.1 R 0 90 78.5 77 ! 4
77.4
76.7 75.4 76.5 75.5 75.7 7p .6 332,7
W F ,7 1092	 . 9000 .2 6291 0 0,.E 79.1 7 3.7 77.1 75;b 72.6 73.4 09 9 0 132.1(11131 RAD/SE0 10000 84.0 83.4 91,4 boll 0'0. 4 7 9 6 77.4 76.,E 75,3 73;4 7 1.7 71.5 71.7 69,7 69,7 65 9 7 129.3
Nr. OF BLADES	 44 12500 B O.0 79 ,4 78.1 77 ! 7 77.3 75.6 75.2 74.0 73.4 71,3 67 . 9 6795 611.6 64.`5 65,5 62. 7 127.6
16fi00 77.7 76,7 74.4 74 ! 8 75.9 72.7 73,.6 71. ! 7 73.5 71.6 64.8 66,8 67.0 65.0 66.1 0392 126.0
20000 75.4 73,0 72.1 7396 76,99 71.0 73.5 71.5 7 5. 9 7117 61.3 64.9 63.9 63,2 64.2 63.1 130.4
OVERALL MEASURED 101.6 iv090 10090 102!. 0 1009 9 10 .1.9 102.0 102, 9 99.0 98 ! 8 97.2 95,0 98;3 95.5 94.5 9406
OVERALL CALCULATED 101.4 100,5 100. 4 10 2 !0 10x •8 1029 9 Jul :, 10 3. ? 99.1 99. 9 97.5 94. 1 97 5 6 94,5 93.3 4)1,,5 150.2
PHDB 11446 11	 ,9 113.9 113!8 11295 113.6 111< 111 ► g 108.8 1no. 106.5 104.5 107,3 1{13.9 103.5 101.1
554A
IPROF x FULL sC A E DATA1.	  REDUCTION PROGRAM KP OC,	 PATE - NpN114	 8 DAY 21 }}R.	 13,9
f MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVhLS (by,	 1169, F, 70 PER6 T REL, WUM. 1Ar1
ANGLES FRDM'i.NLET ' IN 5EQRr@5 (AND RADIANS)




Q.^ 7 )(1^Q5 }
lo t	 d 8 1
CL1Y2}ii
9 n ^ i0	 ' 11
±^L)(is57)(1.^5 it1, 42)(2,09 }(29
170. 139
7I ( 2 1
1 4











71;4 6A^8 69.1 '69 1 4 Tp90 68.0 68.1 679] 69.2 69.8 r+79U 119.363 71.8 67,v 76.2 7 192 76;1 616,8 63.2 75. 8 78. 0 67,1 64,b 62,5 67.2 65.3 61,2 1?3.1
R AD I AL1^0!	 ' T e
14)
80 60.5 62.7 62.0 62. 8 61 9 7 62;2 6215 6111 61.7 62.8 61 ,9 6p ;2 61 . 1 62.0 60.6 5308 111.6(	 309 100 66.0 69 .9 69.0 65,4 65.2 64;3 66..0 6610 63 1 ' 67;1 6 .Z 6?;3 67.0 67e3 66.3 ;8,n 116.2
f'
VEHICLE AiT i5 64.: 67. 64.
63,9




.3 61.6 63. 7 -6114 63,5 +58.5 1x3.1
CONFlG AI_'V 166 61,0 62. 63 1 0 67.9 62;2 62;7 61.0 54.1 60 1 3 605 . 4 61..0 59,3 60,0 57,9 111.1
k' LOC	 PTO ZOO 66..B 68 .$ 63. p 67 9 0 67.0 66;? 64i4 649p
de.1
67.0 64 1 7
4316
61.= '39;1 63 4 0 61 0 2 69.2 5912 114.1
8/51744DATF 253 72 9,6 74 4 6 73, 9 72.9 73.4 71;3 76. 1 7 67.1 -62 1 3 6j.3 62 1 3 -6261 64 1 9 62,7 118.6
i' RUN	 564 415 74:.7 76,9 76.4 76.3 76.1 7 4; 6 7 2 . 1 71!5 70 1 4 69 .2 67.4 64;. 7 65.5 63.7 63.4 555.4 121.7
TAPr- Ay53 9913 72.3 74.4 74,8 73. 8 73.7 73;i 71,6 7Q.y 66.9 67.7 66.8 65;4 65 4 1 64,0 65.3 63,8 1x0.2
BAR	 28,y MG ?o0 71.:6 74.7 73;9 72 1 8 73.0 71.8 84;6 63;56 67 1 - 68.9 65.0 62;9 63t1 65 - 0 62.9 6S,f 119.1
(97756.9 N/M20 030 76 18 80.2 79,3 77 1 9 76.5 75;2 75 50 7314 77,.1 Ty l O 69 9 2 67;5 87t4 669 4 66.2 68.9 123.4 j










71.9 7113 64;4 76.0 67.4 611 'T . 8 1.25.5


































}82 1 113' 6 .0 7Is



























(.05093 83 8 86.1 3_ 72,1 53 . 9 13.6
k NFA 6348± RPM 51313 91.0 93 . 0 93.2 89 15 89.5 139;4 88 1 9 87 1 3 8,x..4 8017 76.6 74.:7 7706 73;9 73.08 75;2 136.9
( 665t NAM/St:G1 4ao 0 91,8 96. 0 94.3 92,3 93.3 91;3 69.6 68 1 4 86 1.4 i3j.3 79 9 2 77.4 9492 74,4 74.3 78,2 139.5






87.3 93,6 90.7 88,5 88.6 A$,o 86 1 6 83 1 E! 80#6 76.2 74,6 71.8 72,7 68.8 68.8 71.0 13600
HFD1Q 6 2 B. FiP
RAOISEC11_0000
b





a-9, 1 88'91 1661 363,66




8 l^7 t :^" dE:3 Est, tQ ,B 136.2
1131C 86.8 87,7 97,0 84;0 tllll 741 5 #,8 718 6 , ;1 69 90 6'1.+7 66, 67,7 134.7














74.7 7^ i 6 '66.6 66.0
67 .6
6515 6;. 1 6367 66.5 131.91 - uQQ 82.2 .2 7+j. 1 8 74 1 .5 70.4 64.3 6797 64.4 67.5 69 .1 130.7
40000 73,2 78,1 74.1 73,5 73v4 72i4 7111 6595 74 1 2 7{1-s3 -6295 68 9 4 6694 64.6 60.3 69 * 9 129.7
t^ PENAL 	 EASORED





































EQ L SCALE DATA RECUCT['ON PROGRAM	 PKUr., RATE . MONTH $ DAY 11 HR; 13,9
MODEL SOUND PRESSIORE LEVELS U". WEd, 7. 70 PERCENT REL, N M. DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET N Ut^iREE5 (AND RADIANS)




60 1 	 70,	 ap 9 	40.
lro5)11,2^I1^^'^ujiyt 07 )
100,	 110"
t1. 79 It1f 421(z.QQf(•27




70.5 73.6 70.8 729 9 72.1 71;0 - 790 70!2 67=0 71.2 69.4 ' 6811 68.0 7062 59.0 56, 9 119.9
72.0 6a^0 75. 4 71 # 4 79.3 7661 6 ;7 63 •.2 77 t h 78.6 68 .2 65.3 63.2 67.4 65.4 58 ,4 123,7
60,3 63.5 61 9 9 6493 61.6 6219 61;4 60;9 3916 62.8 64.7 62;8 6p t 0 6210 60,8 9 541 8 111 98
63.6 65 9 7 66,9 67 0 4 67.1 63,4 66t 6 60 1 0 630,1 6+1.0 66,3 62;2 6601 658 66.E 57,3 215.4
64.9 67x2 6564 65 1 3 646-6 63; 7 63;4 64;3 bitl 62;6 61.a 81;5 6403 61 8 64 0 5017 11393
60.x8 62.0 63,0 63 0 2 61.0 62;4 82 1 6 ei;Q 35 1 6 60;0 6001 60;4 68 0 1 80.1 $9.9 58,2 111,2
64.5 68,8 67;8 5.7 0 0 67,1 66;0 6'5 1 5 63;4 6160 ;2 1 3 61..8 50 ;3 '5669 6299 60.1 6081 113.7
73.0 75,7 75,0 73 1 9 74,1 73;0 72 1 5 49,8 67;.6 66.0 64 ,1 63; 4 68; 3 64,1 65,4 64.9 120.0
74.1 77,2 77.6 77,5 77,6 75;5 74 .,1 72;5 70x3 70 6 5 6B.8 65;7 605 1 4 65;4 65.4 66,3 12297





















x1E.972.6 75i7 7$;G 795 9 71,T .Q 66.6 3
76.9 79,4 76,2 78 0 4 74.4 77;2 7662 74.7 7b;? 72 1 2 10 6 4 6$;3 69 1 4 67 1 5 67.3 70,3 124.7
















68. 4 68.0 7 •0
7,99.4
6.4
81.1 81.7 8 1 ^`1; 4 7.1 71.4 70.1
01 . 1 83 98 8 491 84@3 81.3 B3;4 tl3.9 79.476.2
7611
76. ,
7'1;3 73.9 73;4 73s2 713 7 9 1 72,0 129.8
80.2 8216 82• 83 1 2 81#9 82;2 Bp;S ?4 1 2 72..1 71 9 3 7111 69; 6161 7001 1.28.7







































7692 72#6 72.3 74;2 133.8
8999 941 }/0 91.3 90 -7 Of t ? 5410 7790 72.1 73 0 77• 138.1
93;6 93:x 92.* 9 0 4 9 .4 93;s 92 1 2 87.'5 88.3 03. 80:,4 71;5 76 9 3 77,7 7;^ 75, 14.0,,9
96 .4 92.3 89,5 86,9 8.7,6 85;7 84..3 83.4 790 74;6 73.5 71;0 71 1 9 68,0 67,x' 69,8 134,4








69 16 66.8 66 . 7 68.9



































7292 768 9 72;3 71, 4 71'3 71;3 69 1 9 6.7 ;3 76,10 69 t 3 64.6 6'1' 1 4 6613 68.6 6592 6783 179+3
98. 2 1000 98,6 90 1 3 96.9 98;0 95t 9 9433 9311 90!0 86.2 86,2 0790 8683 8692 9S•2
95.3 10.1. •4 99,6 99,2 99,6 99;2 96.4# 4 1 3 92;6 ig;4 86x4 8408 45x0 8367 8363 84.6 145.9




!	 RADIAL IUDs tT.	 80
	









BAR 28 n y NG	 900
	
(97756; w1912)	 °30
TAMP 76: PE A F	 800
( 298 : ()E1' K)	 1:•00
TWET 63; 9E8 F	 1196
(2 0 0: vEu K)	 1-o00
HACT 0953 UM-ItOu0Q
	
(•b1 Se R G/ M )	 300
FIF A 64 at RP	 4800( 61105 RA^/$EG i 4000
i	 NCK 6394! APM	 'Su"D0
( 609 1 00/52G) 6400
NFa 6 8. Ftpn	 ' . e . .
ill 3. RAD/SEG)1008i






ipAGF 1	 F111.L SCALE DATA REDUCT ION PROGRAM PKUC, DATE • MOWTM 	 $ DAY 21 MR,	 13,9
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 4 99. D, F, 70 PERCkNT REL, NUM B DAY)









. 92)( 0, ^0) ( 0,^i^(i ,os)(i.
-pi6o ,	 4^f-
?2) ( 1.	 u ^ ( 1 1 97)(1 . 75) c1 1
9 10a i	 i7, i
Z)(
2 p , i3
+g9)(2.^7) ( T.^41(z

































64.0 §7r 9 9+6
^^3r97,7, 75,9 66x0 60+0
t	 RADIAL 1001	 PT. 84 41.9 64,4 61.9 6396 62.9 63;0 61,6 di.8 60 1 8 640 0 83..8 64;Z 64.7 64,2 62.7 57.4 L12,9
' {	 30..	 R) 100 62.7 54.7 64.0 84 0 2 65..0 63;4 64.8 8b l.0 65!3 6i.p 65..0 64;2 67,2 66.2 66. 0 6 rl 114.9
YEN ICLE	 AIT 32.5 64. 1 b7. 64,2 64,5 64 ,3 63 ;6 63,9 6	 3 61 ! 3 62 1 3 6:1.3 61;4 64.6 61;6 64.5 57,4 113.0
CONFIG	 APP 16,0 60,9 6i.^ 63.1 62, 9 63.1 61; 4 62.9 6100 "39 , 3 -00 0 2 41.0 60;1 6112 60,,0 59.0 60.0 11141
LOC
	 PTO ifid 4614 68.8 67,9 66.1 9 67,1 66;0 65,6 63,4 61.41 631 3 61.1j 66;0 79.9 62;1 61. 4 64.2 114.0
' BATE 6/51744 [!p T2rb 74.5 71,7 74,1 73.'5 72;3 7,2 ,D d4.0 A7;1 6'3,1 63,4 62,4 62,2 64 1 3 64,4 64 , 4 114.4
RUN 	566 o15 74.0 77.0 76.4 96.4 76.5 74;5 73 0 .0 7413 70 ! 4 70,4 67,8 65.5 $5. 1 5 64,4 64.3 6'9,5 121.9
TAPF	 Ay53 q00 72.5 74.4 73 4 8 7.490 73,9 72;1 70 ! 6 69,7 6.7 ! 6 64► p0 i 0 84;3 64.1 62.9 67.8 63 4 8 119.6
BAR	 Z$.y MS 500 72.6 75;5 74;:5 73, 4 72,5 72;1 6^,4 660$ 680Y 65 1.0 6364,7 63;9 63,9 64,8 66,9 114.9
(97736 1
 N/M2) 630 78.1 $0.1 79,3 78,3 78,3 76;`3 74,7 72.4 726U 70 1 4 69,1 6 .7;3 64,.3 67,4 68,2 70,,3 12440






















713 7	 . 27
6?; 3 7010 67 .4 7 0 n 0 72:1 z¢,}2 .^+0 .,1 71.4 72.3 70.4 49 0 0 71




7998 8 .9 8 1 8 84 1 0 )1	 ±3 19 12 A116 74 t 2 75!1,
7si.3
73,8 71.4 7090 71 ,2 64,3 69,3 7 .8 129,1
RAC T10+1. u4/ 82.1 8	 .O 8	 r2 84. 8	 ,3 A	 ,S 83 1 2 8i,4 76 1 2 74,3 77;3 73,2 7 G.3 71,1 7	 9 4 131,1
(,0101 5 KG /M3) 2900 84,5 87,8 86.6 97,0 85.8 96+Q 84,4 62+1 70;6 77.0 73,7 71j1 72,9 70,9 70.6 72, 9 13215


























r + (	 !$Uj5EG_) 4113 ! '5r 78 , 3 7314 78 1 4 9 4 711 9 3 438.7
NFK	 6 . 4	 !	 NPi1

















6 4 .7 $	 .7
Ti.b
70 . 6 7917 77,5 76.6 77•
70. 0
4	 • 3	 {
f319 ,5 87,1 eZ 75,7 72;g 72: 1 9 68,7 68.6
RrD1p628: HP_
ftA4
su09 $8,7 $16 8 ,6 $4,0 88, 1 :1;6 96.4 5217 811th 15:9 73,1 70,y 7^,7 68;1 54.94
8:,7
136.6
;1113!	 /5Et+ 1 1000.d 85.7 89,1 87.0 86,1 8S. 65;3 63,7 s1 0 p 77 ) 4 74 1 1 7Di.i 6^^,0 6 ,9 66.2 69.9 b	 ,9 134.3	 i
Nn-	 OF RLAflES	 44 12500 81.5 85,7 92.,5 192,0 81,0 91;3 74 1 6 76.7 75,s 70,9 56,7 64;9 65,0 63;9 63.4 66.7 11114
16000 79,1 82.1 79,7 785 78.7 77;8 76.0 73.5 75 1 7 71,6 63,4 66;4 66,7 65,3 65.6 6 .4.4 130,7















$7;4 87 . 2 $5,4 85,0 86,92
—,
- Pt^DEi
99.1 101 . 7 100.1 94, 9 85.2 584 83.6 83.5 $5..4 146,6























































PAGE i f ULL SRALE DATA REDUCTION Pp0QRA!( PRDc} DA TE - MONTH 	8 DAy 21 RR; 13.9
i MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEr#LS (59. urr. Fr 70 PERCiNT REL, WUM; DAY)
ANGLES FRO" l,NLkT ' IN DEaREES (AND RADIANS)
F1ttG. 0• id s	20 0	300	 404	 91) }3"il(321(I<O,17It0. 0,' 6p,	 rnl	 DU,	 ^►p.0.79I(Or871tirb'3liilZ2)il }^0)[1 }'371 {i.r7'f1'titgx7100,	 13,0,0	 120,{2.09) 3p.{.^s271(15.0.30.3
3G
(.p.
69,9 73.7 70.0 7117 72.1 70;9 '71:7 7110 68.0 71}1 69,2 * 68;3 67+2 70 .2 56.8
63 72.8 b6 .1 75 # 9 71,2 79rg 76;1 7 0l^0 65!2 78.:U 79,4
65
67.Q 65t6 6,2,5 68.4 5592
1	 RADIAL 100! ;T1 80 61.8 6J.7 61. 9 6410 62. g 64 ;1 6594 63 1 7 6119 -8 63.7 62,2 6g 1 8 65.1 3506
(	 S01
	 RI 106 63.0 6'9.0 63. 9 65 1 2 66 x1 63;1
&IT
66 1 7 67 1 2
64 . 6
61Aav 89 1 2 65.a 64j6 67 }631 1
67r1 $7,3
VEHICLE i25 64 . 4 67.7 64,5 6^5 i 3 64.3 64 ; 4 6§12 67 1 5, 63 1 3 61 . 7 61 i 6 62,8 57.4
s	 CONFIG App 160 6 1.0 62.0 63.1 62,2 64,0 62;1 64}1 01.2 6011 6113 60,3 60;3 61.4 60,6 38,0
LOCpTp
[5
'00 65.8 66.7 67,8 65} 9 67.1 66;:2 6416 63 1 2 62;;3. 63-2 60.9 59;1 S°!4 62;1 6p.r.2
AT
	
8/9/ 7 44 0 72.7 74,E 73; $ 7311 73.2 72 ;3 70 } 8 68.1 9 66 1 9 64 1 3 63.1 62;1 62-3 63.1 62.9
RUN	 56.6A W 315 74.3 77 ,2 77;1 77 1 5 76,2 74;6 7219 72.2 70,,1 76 @ 4 6:7.4' 65;9 64 1 5 63,7 65,6
TAPF AY53 ;OD 72.8 74,.6 74,6 73,9 73.9 72;9 71,6 69.7 60 1 I x7 1.0 66,8 65.94 65.2 62.9 63.9
SAR	 2 8 .9 HG X06 72.8 75j7 74;5 7$ 1 9 72.0 70; 8 69 1 4 66 1' 8 66t0 65s:0 64,8 64.;.0 631 8 63.0 66,2




























71,0t7 gE. K1 82. 86.2 1 a 75 1 1




























7#.1( 29.0! 81.9 82.1
HACT10.y5 G / 3 2U00 82,1 8	 ,1 85,2 84 9 3 83..6 85;¢ 83.1 6 1 .6 7816 16.2 74,3 72;6 73!2 7095 74.3
(.0101? K pl/43I 2560 84,7 87.7 86.9 87,a 83.1 86;2 83.5 B1.9 79.11 77.0 74.0 71.2 72.9 70.1 72.9
NF	 6444! KP„ 8is.^ 90•¢ 92.9 92 ,2 90 ,3 89,3 8a ;6 s9i2 a6.b 82.3 7913 76 ,2 7;;5 77x6 72.5 74,3
675! pAY/seG1 4u60 90, 94.7 93.2 91,2 92.4 9110 5419 87.1 85 1 3 ftf S 78,1 77;3 18}2 73;0 78,:0
































67,4 6997NFOiQ628 , 5 ;63 88,6 ,7
91,6





68,0 68.3}	 (1113; AWSEG 1 1U000 85.9 86,8 96,1 8"3.9 85;0 8315 8010 77 1 69,1 65,4
































1 aQWUQ 72.6 79,5 77,6 7315 72.6 72;8 70!4 68@8 7717 69 .9 65,6 67;9 67}7 67.8 70,6
ppYEKA LL 	 kASiQAEO 98.1 101.#0 98 . 6 98 9 9 99,2 08;1 96 1 9 * 09i 9J4 90!2 87.0 86,'5 67;2 85.3 63.9
OyEY'ACNAN ,LACED 99,0 101.7 99,B 99.6 99;0 96 , 8 9'4,2 93;5 89.7 86.8 89.9 1 85,7 83.6 94:.9
1 PKD8 113 .0 11`5.1
10991




PAGE 1 FULL 3
-GALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PRUI; o DATE - MORIN 	 8 DAY 21 MR,	 13.9
{ MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 0V,' 00, to 70 PERCLNT REL. HUM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM ME T IN UtUREES (AND RADIANS)
+ FRto1
0.0 10 9 	 20:
	
300	 40 6 	
so
l{3'3) 5x) 70);i.QSrI1^22 1 c1D:1T){ i0, e7)







!{	 !(D,. 0. Ii#, i0, ±
)1
;0
50 69.6 76.6 69.8 72PO 72.0 71;1 69.4 69.1 671
%ti.10
68.7 69i0 67.2 57;2 118.-
63 73r0 68 0 8 76.1 71,4 79.4 76;4 A898 $3 . 1 78;a, 78,3 67.4 65 9 4 62.6 59 .1 123•+
RADI AL
 100! FT. 8a 6f.2 64.7 61.7 639 8 62.4 61;4 6215 bi.l 59 1 8 e2 1 2 62#8 60;8 60+0' 55,8 1110+(	 30.	 rr) 100 64.7 66.7 66,8 68 9 .0 67,2 64:5 65.7 65 1 1 6213 63 9 3 65 9 9 60;2 65:0 58 .3 114.,
VEHICLE ' 0T i25 65,9 67.9 66.,1 6792 66.5 64;8 66- 9 0 6106 62 t A 67 1 6 63.5 63;7 65 !.5 5966 11419
CONF1G APP 160 61.7 62.7 63,9 63,2 64,3 62;1 62.9 61 ! 1 591 9 60,4 60.9 61;1 62.2 604
LOC	 PTO 100 67.0 69.8 68,7 67 1 0 6764 66;4 65 1 5 63 1 9 62i^ 62 t 2 62,9 60!0 59.9 60;9
DATE 8/5/ 744 950 74,0 76,6 74,7 73 1 8 74.2 72;2 71,6 68 1 9 6bet 66,0 64 ..2 63;4 63 1 2 64,0 119,+
RUN	 567 his 74.3 77,2 77;1 77 1 5 77,5 75;4 73.9 '12.2 70..4 $9;6 67,4 84;7 65 1 4 66.4 122.
TAPE AV53 !00 71.,7 73,4 73,8 731 9 73,9 72;1 70,4 69.0 66 1 + 66 1 9 65,9 65;0 65..0 64,9 119,.
BAR	 28.? HG 00.0 72.,7 79s7 74;5 73 1 9 72 0 6 71. • 0 70.6 65.7 67 1 7 66,8 64.9 64;1 65.0 67,0 1190•
i 1977361 M/M2) 63O 76.,8 79,9 79,3 79,3 79,2 76,4 76 1 . 0 1310 7313 71 1 4 70,1 872 69.4 69.3 1240'











27•d(298 ! R )UFE 1NQQ
1250





;5TWET	 621 @FG F 80.9 82. 82,1 82: 4 02.2 8 1 ;1 9619 75!0 2319 7292 71 72. 172,3 128•:
¢. (290. DEG K)
iiH
1100 80.0 8.1.7 81.1 92:1 88
^,1 80;5 76.7 76.8
70,4
74.8 ,2 71.1 7 7.91 70!2 70.4 127.3






























( }IAUlSEG i 88,3 1 3 81;3 1 0
NFK 6563! RPM 6LOD 91.5 4290 84 .3 0015 9f95 88;8 97 t 0 63 1 3 84'.6 6Q14 77.6 74;6 734 7399 136.E
f
( 687! flAb/SECT ea00
0500
84,7 40.6 87.8 83,9 86,0 82;:4 91 1 7 80. 76!5 7x1872.9
7%@4
66.7
611,8 7 !6 67.9 132.{
NF010b211t Rpm 85 9 6 87;7 84 ;11 83x2 8W.1 82,6 111 9 4 76 1 9 7S!'!, 86;2 671 7 667 13104g (11131 ArAIi/SEG^XWO 82.4 W'P7 83,1 8`3 1 9 82 9 2 80;2 78 1 6 75 1 9 7416 69;9 66 . 7 6612 66 1 1 65 9 3 130.1
No ,	OF RLAi1e5 4f ^i?ppp
14^O p








































9 .0 97.2 96 :2 96.4 95 ;1 9319 9i ! 2
4 87.
8599 Si;1 85:3 84.3
Y	
u
96; 4 49, Z 97, 5 96:1 -0 96 . b 95;1 43 ! 7 . 3 9.p 1 ii 849 4 83:; I 8315 83; 7 143.




..	 •...	 iiilti/Y.^w'wPFwa	 "'	 '..YM1tau. Y	 ^a^k'...c:	 dIIF+Y+nY.Y	 k	 -	 3
. ^	 -	 -T k	 .Jtln<u	 r	 siu.	 bWEf.Y^i[R..['s^.[.SU.i2vC$dVAu^fYc^dH31 ArP.6YLx.d.}.3.J114Mi^/wd.'f.:.3iilM1^:'..	 '..p,,,	 :: w:.a_.Ss .^:"^	
-	
-	 -	 -	 :.	 1	 ^:. :..






























FULL SC46E DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM
	
PMS, HATE w NQNTN 6 DA9 21 NR, 14.2
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS ( ey , iEg , F, 70 PERCENT NEL, HUH, DAY$
ANGLES F OM INLET 1' N 00GRE05 (AND RA^IAN0)








VEHICLE	 AI T	 125
C0t♦FIG	 APR	 160
LOC PTO	 R00DATE 8/S/744	 iso
RUM "R	 46
TAPE	 Ay33_	 409
BAR 2 11 , y N$	 X66
	
97736 #
 N /119	 030
74Mn 76, uEUL90
	
(2 981 LEt: x1	 1u0t1,
TWET 62 ! [)EU F	 5p
(2901, PEG K) 060,
NACT1p.1^ 447M3	 zuGU
	
(.0101 Kyr M3 )	 2900
NF A 678 ! ppM	 5
( 711 ItAL/SFG1,GB
NFK X67 1 Rpi!	 wu06( 6051 RA6/ 5t(;l 0360
NF0106281 Ap-	 8000(1113: kA^^5EG71auD0















72 . 1 72,q 70, 1 66.2 71 . 69.8 57.3
































65.4 86x6 66.3 66;6 67 t 0 64 2 7 66,3 67,2 67,5 64;5 66.S 66,6 66.4 58,3
61. 61. 63 .1 62,2 63,3 62;1 62 1 9 6214. 6Lii 63;1 64,3 6341 6212 671.2 60,4 57,9
67.4 711 7 70,0 66': . 0 68,8 68;.1 66 t 7 65 1 9 6318 64.1 63,9 61;2 59.9 63x0 61.3 60.3
74.9 78 i 1 76,6 76 1:0 75,0 74;1 73 1 6 77 12 69 1 7 66 1 1 66..1 64;1 63:4 63.3 66.1 6540
73,9 78,2 78;5 70 1.5 75,6 76;i 74 1 8 73.3 71;1 71 1 6 68.4 66;5 66.3 65;a 67,3 6696
71.6 73,5 73,7 73,,7 73.7 72x1 7017 69.1 67 1 4 46 1 9 66.7 65 0' 2 66 t Q 64,2 64.8 64x0
7147 74,6 74;'1 729 7 72,9 76;5 70:4 5617 67 1 6 64 1 8 86s - 63 14 64 19 64.9 64,8 63,T
76.. 74,9 79.5 79: 1 4 70,4 76;2 76;7 74• t l 72 1 9 72. 1 3 71.4 68;5 7'p:4 68 ,.5 68,4 7q,1
74,8 79,
90.8












7	 .z 69"14 69 1 3 67.3 68.2 72;0






























68.1 70.081.2 8402 83.4 8.2;,5 80.5 80;G 79.2 718.4 75'i 73.2 71.3 70:7 1'1,3 68;6 69.4 7"Z.4













































61.482. 81 1 0 80.9 7g ;2 76!8 71!9 70 1 7 68.8 67;8 68.7 65.0 66. 9
62,15 8496 81;7 8'q:6 8' 78;9 77 1 2 7328 77 ! 0 Fp,p 6+0,9 65;9 65 1 9 63,1 4597 64,P79,9 8 3.6 8p. 7891 77.2 7611 74. 1 4 7312 71:6 60,1 65.1 64 ;3 64 # 9 6394 66,3 63.8
75.3 78.4 751 74;6 75 9 0 73;0 70.2 69.0 70.6 0;2 62.0 63;1 63,, 0 64,1 63. 8 63.6
73.0 77.9 71.2 71*,5 70.3 70;5 66!1 66;4 75 ! 1 07;5 63: .3 6 56;6 66,5 67.5 7 026 66.3
70.4 7a,2 68.4 68 1 6 66,6 64;7 69`12 67!7 79(d5.671x8 69.6 6915 70x7 72 1 7 71,4
93.8 94.7 93.2 93 1 9 93.4 92;4 9116 4^p"20 $96 0 A8.3 87.1 66;2 9610 86 1 3 95 29 83,;!
94x,3 47 .3 9'5:3 94t0 93.6 92;2 40,19 89.3 38 1 9` 8b
-11, 84,2 e$,1 9310 62.7 0 2 ,9 82.6

































	 PAGE 1	 FULL SGALE DATA REDUCTION PROQRAH
	 PK^C1 DATE - MONT" 8 DAY 21 HR, 1492
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 129 9 Oki*
 F, 70 PfRCrN7 HEL, HU" @ aiy)
ANGL@S FROM LNLtT IN UtUREES (ANA RA&IANSj
Or	 1 0.	 20.	 30'0	 400	 so!	 60.	 79!	 fp""i- -90	 i00: !10r	 jQ:	 30•	 5t1.
400	 } (0+1 7) (0: 35 1(0. 52 )(0. TO)(Q0 97 )(1.05)511 221t11^g 1(11 57}(1,75}(1 t 921(^,091(i.27}( .621(
70.7 73.6 70,7 77.1 7292 71;0 ' 6 9 ;5 04.2 '67 1 ! 73.1 69.1 67;3 68.0 69.1 56,4
73.0 68.6 77,1 71.4 79,476 2 1 68 1.6 63•.4 78.1 ij 78.5 67,0 65:5 61.4 67,2 58.4
60x4 63.6 60.7 62.1 6 1 .9 61;1 60 1 5 66;1 59)7 62 !9 62,8 '39,7 60:!'8 6061 53.965.9 66 9 7 65.0 65x0 66,2 64;4 63 6 7 63!1 61!1 64,5 64.0 6;;1 65 15 64.6 5793
64.0 69,2 55,4 6593 67.5 64;6 63 t i 67.7 6;.3	 345.5 63.	 63;9 66.4 63.4 584
60. 7 60,7 6"2.2 62 1 3 64,0 62;1 62.$ Ox,D 63 ) 2 61 ! 2 61.3 62,2 63.0 60.1 59,0
64,7 67;8 65,8 65 t 0 67,1 66;0 64.7 64.0 61!1 62.1 60.9 59;4 5912 61,4 '589',9
6.7,9 71,8 70,1 69,1 69,2 68 1 1 86.7 66'91 6316 61 9 0 60.0 19 61 6Qi1 62.1 60t•264.3 69,1 67 95 67,3 67.5 67;6 64.9 64•.3 62:4 63 1 7 63.3 61, 8 62.4 62,4 61,5
64.8 66.7 65,9 65 1 a 69,0 63, 9 63.5 61.4 60.b 61.2 63.1 64 10 65.0 63.7 629'9
64.7 67,6 66 8 9 6$ 1 7 65.9 65;7 65 1 6 86..2 63; 7 8261 63.2 61;9 63!2 62 9'9 64,769.9 73. 9 79,174 1 4 75.7 73;2 721 7 711 4 70:! 69 .5 68.3 167;4 68!4 66,5 669'3
70..8 7 - .9 74 , 1 73$12 7 .3 71,3 7 ,9 7 - . 3
 69.	 64.4 671
	
67;.	 6'9.0 6 4 , 4 7 ,,.0
73.8 79. 0 7b.	 75:1 73.3 7 ;1 7j r0 76!3 681; 67.4 67. 	 68;	 68.4 67.4 68.2
77.p 79,9' 76.1 75, 9 76..0 7514 73 1 7 72 !•3 70)1 70'14 70.2 7 ;4 7p!3 7 .1 7p•075.9 77,9 76.x 7bt0 73.
	
74;3 73.9 71!0 6 .7 65 .3 67.6 66.2 61.2 6 ,0 6p.1
77.3 91,1 79 . 5 7812 7+x,6 76;6 73.8 71.6 70.s 6046 67.5 64;5 69+3 68 9 5 70.4
77,7 91.7 90.1 77 t h 75,1 75;9 7216 71 5 9 76;_6 60;4 68,0 66; 0 68th 66.1 69.4
$ .3 9 0	 ep .	 79 1	70,9 75;5 76.	 74#-5 7 !
	
6617 67.3 67;6 69.	 66.4'7. 286,9 9,^ 83,1 74 1
	78,3 77;1 76 1	74.3 7g!	 69 1 3 68.1 70 6 7 70.3 67,4 70 9'1
a3 . 2p 93x2 3 .6 8 4 a ,7 78;7 75 13 T5 !'676:4 711 8 73.6 74 i	7 .	 73.4 7 .:477.3 92.6 70.9 75
81
. 1 7 78.. 0 74;0 72.5 7(10' 9 6904
 66 1 8 66,4 6642 671 9 64.9 61.9
76.6 74.7 75.7 7 r5 73. 9
 73;0 711!5 60; 9 67; 7
 001 9 6..8 6 .	 6 !6 6 9' S 6ss1773,8 77,7 74..0 7,7 71+1 7 -il 7610 6')rS 6Qt^1 63 1	 61.1 159;1 6162 6^;2 64.2
7 0,06 74.3 70.6 6 1 5 67.7 6 ;2 65.3 63 * 5 60.7 64,	 61.0 62,0 61.9 62.6 65.7
69 9' 2 7 3. 9 67.2 67.4 6.6.5 66 9 4 66,3 63.!6 744 64;5 63.6 67.5 650 67.6 6904
66+6 73.5 6597 651 9 67.6 64;6 65!6 621 8 74!0 64.7 64.6 6668 6697 6897 710
89.6 42,7 40.2 4012 89.3 88;1 a7 !9 	8'7.0 ab !1 86 ! 4 85.2 84_;4 84.3 85,1 634769.7 . 92,3 9 .7 88:9 88.
	 87;3 !159' 95- 4 !' 1 04•V 83.7 8 .pD n 1!4 9 i419':4 81160 $ +2103.5 106 .2 10.5 !0'11 6 10'1. 100;6 99,5 47:4 96.9' 45;6 4^ 9 i 44,8

















HAR 28.?► HG	 Soo
	
(47734; N1n2)	 030
TAMP 76. AEU F	 40.0
	
(298: VEY K)	 1 4ou
TKET 621 (FEE F	 1i5p
	(2901 0E0 R)	 1600
HACT10.1 2 GM/M3	 zuoa
	(.01013 Kg/M3)	 2*00
NF A 69 6;
( 714; kAU/SE6) AQB
NFK 68 7; RPM
t 7^s. RAU/5EG1 d^8'^
NFA i 06 a t RP"	 6V= 0D
`1113! et vl5EL t1ju0D




O 9FBALL- bAV 'g C;TEvV	 VND5
569
.: ...	 ... .. ... ...'.J'.:. y,.
	 ^. : _..	
..
	




PARE 1	 FALL SG6LE DATA REDUC T ION PROIRA11	 PROS, RATE MONTH 8 DAY It HR'; 4.2
IDUEL SOUND PR$SSURE LEVELS tP9 Oka f, 70 PEgCtN1 REL 9 RUN. DAY^ANQLfS fRifll lILET Iii W-448 cAka RADIANS)
a' •
	10+	 20 t 	 301	 40•	 li0	 6p,	 T'	 ab, °70, 100' 11$+ 120• 130. 1411•	 60•	 PNL
fNtO. 10• I(0117110030.)(0152)(flt701^0•s^lli:i%mj2Z mj49J(1t57)t1.7D1Clt 2192.1111 07}[!•4414.;$2)t
	l
	SU 7198 73•$ 72 97 72, 8 73.2 71 9 9 69;7 1011 67}1 70 ! 4 60 .1 '60;4 60.0 78.0 69.4 57' 9
	120.0
63 72t0 64 +	 77.2 71.13 79.4 76i0 66;9 64.3 786$ 75.3 68.2 63.7 63 11 68,4 6611 b0,Q 	123.6
RADIAL 1u0. FT t	Sit 62.6 64:7 6105 6348 64'0 63;0 4710 84.0 6Q^! 02;9 62.9 61;9 61;T 6300 8100 9 ,4$	 115.61 30 . 1 11)	 180 47.9 66.7 6911 66 1 2 68. 0 65; i 8116 04 0 0 621	 64 13 85.•0 63; 6 66 t 2 6s t, 1 6 1 .0 50; 9	 11593
YE+ITCLE	 A'IT	 129 72.	 71 .9 69.3 60 14 60.6 67;5 64.9 67 10 62.41 64 t4 64.5 65.T 68;2 83:6 85.4 54,6	 116.3
CONFIO	 AFP	 160 62,9 63.7 67.1 63,1 64.4 63,3 64 ! 6 63 ;2
 61:4 62 12 62.0 62;n 63.2 62.1 60.6 59,3	 312.4
LOC PTO
	
f00 69.3 72.5 70.1 7 t0 7110 69;0 66;7 86!	 ;4.p 6919 64	 62.0 61x;0 62;1 6313 61 * 9 . 60•P	 11607
PATF 8/91744	 1"3.0 67.6 71.,7 73,0 61^9 68
.1 68;1 60 19 0418 63 11 61 21 60.9 62x1 6111 61 1 4 61 1 2 60 9 119.1
RUN 570	 S15 6609 6 ,	 67.4 651•'1 66x3 b5.5 65 t2 64 !3 62 j	 031 7 64.6 66.8 60 1 '4 64.6 6413 6309	 115..3




,9 67,7 67.Q 66'
	 6615 64 . 9 6447 6!•_0 64.8 69;2 67 1 7 65.1 64•B 6'5.1
	 116.08AR	 8,! HO	 *00 66.06 68,.5 70	 6606 66.1 6719 1is16 86.•0 6616 6412 64*0 65;2 63;9 65;1 64.0 67;6	 116.1
	
497 61 N/112 .	63C 66.8 66.9 7 .3 71.+9 73.0 71.2 69 t8 68;1 6730 6713 68.3 6$;S 61 	 6793 8790 68.3	 11914
TAMP 741 YEP	 0'	 69.	 7 .7 70 9 72+	 70. 1
 
73 - - 69, 5 1 !	 86- 8 'r !ii 68,.9 60 ;2 66 1 2 6414 66 0 2 69.11	 12(2961 DFU K)
	
1488 72.9 71,9 71,8 72,	 70:.3 71;1 71).9 68,1 66 1 1 ti$.3 67.2 67;4 66.1 66.•3 66.2 68,2
	 il$.
T11ET 6	 0E($ F	 50 74.7 74;7 72,8 7 r2 T 3.0 7 •4 70!6 60:	 6g!^ 6014 6800 6514 7Q t	69 9 3 67. 9 6990	 1220.7
80; E` K)	
i^
i_OQ 72.7 75.9 73.0 7111 70;12 7 ;3 68.6 60 1	693	 bi l l 65.8 67 - 4 674 67.1 (16. 9 68.0	 11902





31	 2000 73.0 76,4 75,5 73,6 72•'2 72;6 64 03 8.7;9 67 1 6 bb;Q 66.7 65.3 68 9 6 68.1 67.7 68,9	 120.6
NFA 7928 i RPr	 3130 75.1 76,9 76.4 7391 7 ,6 7 ,6 70 9 70 1 5 67=3 66 15 65.3 67;6 68.2 69;4 67.1 6618	 120,B
	
351 RAM )SEC) 4w06 76.9 79,9 76,9 75t0 7 .4 7 ;1 721 9 71!3 6420 !011 68,3 69,7 7010 6804 66.1 74'1	 122,4
#1FK 69 9 t RPM	 D.WOQ 78'	 70' 3 75;5 77 - 6 77.6 74! 6 7't 3 7 :	 75.;. 7 ;7 75 ►7 75.0 7 t6 74:.88 73 . 4 7 -.6	 6+3
f 7^4t RAU/OEGi 0390 72,	 77.3. 74.5 71;8 71.7 70.0 6^t3 6 1	 67t . ef;5 66.9 67,2 6 96 6'5.8 6602 660P	 0190
NFD106281 RP^1	 16 00 72,5 73.6 71,5 69.•9 69,7 69;1 6713 Of* 6518 6'810 6"3.0 64;1 6319 6'.5:..0 64.0 64.0
	 119.0
511131 RAM/SEQ 40u00^ 69.7 72,9 69.1 68 ;2 67,2 67;4 66.7 65t2 661	 04 1 f 64.0 66'.5 640 8 63.4 62.9 6492
	
11809




64,8 66 . 0 64;0 63;5 82.0 68.. 64 .0 61,1 63;1 62.8 62.
	 62..1 65 . 0	 11910
16UOO 65.5 73,4 65,5 6495 66.7 6509 65	 6410 74;06 7p.5 62.5 66;9 65 9 7 65.8 67.5 69,6	 124,5
	
l	 ZOig-O 6545 75•B 64.7 64. 9 68.0 664 6518 6510 72t9 7111 63.1 66.2 60 19 69.2 67
.1 70 !00	 127.4
OYe
VERA	 0+•S)AED 66.9 89
. 0 87.9 0618 47 . 4 86;3 6518 $612 8320 1610 84.9 84 ;3 8419 83.4 86.2 824
KA;NAVG^CAtSD ea:
	
8014 87.0 BS.5 86.	 841$ 1311 8'214 84 : 0 6613 B •4 8";9 8 i7 81 .5 B .0	 ,4	 135.2
















PAGE 1 FUEL *ALt DATA REDUCTION PROORA01 P91QG, DATE • MONTH6 DAI 21 HR, 14x2
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS ( '7Y. egg, F. 70 PERCENT RE.L., HUM. [fA.y)
ANGLES FROM INLET !N UkQR&ES ( AND RADIANS)
i FRtO. (0. 0
p
1001371 ( 0.35)(O . ^Z)isr 9p } ( p ,
2 ^1.	 3.	 4	 5	 a	 6	 9	 7- ► 	 6 --
f!(1:^53i1 1 	2)ti t ^G i ( 1
Y- 9 1	 •
:^77 ( i^g5)^ 1% ) X 84 1'(Z.Z7
























73.7. 72.0 6,8 75. 4 73:2 79. 73; 62:
a,. RADIAL 190! fT• 80 61.7 64,8 62,7 62 9 6 6296 6311 63.5 61 1 9 60,1'b 6490 62,•8 60.;9 61.9 62.0 60,8 5641 112@1
{	 30 1 91) lag 67.7 67,8 66,9 67:1 66.9 65s1 6'5 ! 9 64.1 Q-1 6'5 ' 2 659.0 65;2 67 t 2 66,1 65.0 58, 9 115..
VEH ICLE - A?T 0241 69.2 71,2 67.3 68,2 65.2 66,7 67,9 ASt4 52.;3 d0 ' 3 64,4 63ib 67 . 4 61,b 65 , 3 59 93 115.P
w CONFIG AMP 160 63.6 63.7 65,0 64 0.2 64,3 64,4 64 1 6 64 1.2 6293 62 ! 3 63,0 63,4 63.4 62,1 60,a K9,0 1134;
a LOC	 PTO 406
050








62 r1 610 4 61 t 0 53..0 61. 4 60 :3
62.3
1150t
8/5/74_4DATE 69,'5 7196 69,7 68:1 68.0 67;0 60:2 60,14 6092 62.2 61.2 11;'5.3
Rui	 97 1 ;1` 65 9 2 68. 68,3 641:,4 69,2 67;5 65 1 8 65,4 6402 64.4 63,3 63;5 65 1 5 64.6 63,5 62,5 115.1
TAPE Ay53 400 66,7 69, 68,6 67,7 66.8 6611 64 1 3 62 1 8 62' 7 bl'8 64,1 6$,0 65 0 7 64.p 63.1 64 #0 11593
SAO
	
241,1 KR	 - 886 67,4 69,4 67,6 66 1 7 66,B 67;1 66.4 65 1 0 64 1 ? 03 1 1 64,.2 62;2 63 t 8 63,9 63,8 66,4 115.4
(97716 1 N/112 646 69.7 73 9 1 74.0 73:.2 76,2 74;3 73.' 7 73 1 0 71.1 70.1 69,4 67;3 68 1 2 67,5 67,2 69,3 122.1
5. TAMS	 74; 09406G
860 76, 971, 0
7x,6
75



















































i}E 7696 74t1 ;1 'S 66,1 ?	 r^




76.0 79: 0 77.,2 76,1 73.3 74;6 72.1 7 115 64 .1; 67.3 67,5 68;6 68 ' 5 63 ,4 68:3 7p:3 122•:
:•p96u 7b.4 90.5 78.4 76. 9 74.7 75;0 71!6 70 1 9 69 ! 7 b8 t p 67.0 67;0 641!0 58,9 68,0 6 ,9 173,,
+NFA b 10. K P14 SiSp 79, 4 87:2 41p.2 77 1 3 76,2 75 ; 2 75 tj' 7312 70 rZ 60 t3 66.3 67;.6 68 9 6 6'3#2 67.2 67:5 12490(	 723; 11A 11/SECT 4 400 81.0 84,0 82.0 79 t 1 78.3 76,4 75, 12 1 9 71lg djfj 68.5 64;4 70,3 67,4 66,3 71,2 126,1















72, 7517 0 .
76.,1
68Q








74 :8 7 .4 70e; 2Z7@1
35 7b.b 65.0 65.1 66,0 23.:








b6.p 63,11 63; 9 63t g 62'6 63rS 63, 7 i214t






1060 70.5 7 4.4 69.8 67 : 8 67,0 66:4 b4 t b 6.2 1 9 68.7 6492g 611,8 63 ;0 6 .9 63, 9 62,2 66.1 120•
16400 6.3 76.2 67.6 bb.T 67.7 bb; 9 6¢.1 63. 8 74.0 bT,7 67,6 66;0 61.7 69.6 6b.5 68. 7 174,
Za'U00
6ASURED
66@5 74 , 5 6 :1
8
6. 9 9 69•po 63; 9 45!'5 6219 73. 7
88 . i
69 ti 62 + 9
85











:3 154,4 84 ' 3 85.3 ,0
89. 3 91 .9 59.6 88.: 0 88. a6 ; 6 55 ' 3 8315 81 : 2 81;3 81.5 81,6 80,7 Bii:S 136.
t - A" 103.3 ID so 103,6 101.1 4 101, 99;6 9B ' 6 95.9 96.0 0'52 94.9 94;9 94,4 94 ,9 93.7 9I.0
NaN
PARE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGR AM	 PROC,r DATE . MONTH 8 DAY 29 NR. 16;0




-hADIAL 100. FT,	 80
	







TE 0 8/05/74 25.0
auk 572 315
TAPE	 A953	 400
4AR 2a .9 HO	 5110
	
17774. DEG F	 800
	
(296; DEG K)	 1000
1KET 61• DEG F	 1250
	
1269, DEG K)	 1600
kACT 9 05 GN/M3	 2000
	
1.00 975 KG/M3!	 2500
NFA 70 73+ RPM	 3150
4 741: RAD/SEC) 4000
NrK 6976. RPM	 5000
( 730+ HAD/Sr-C) 630(1
6FDID626, RPH	 8p00
(1111. f1AD/SEC)10000










































































































79 90 76,1 69.7
67.5 66,8 67,5
70.7 67,8 68.8


















69,7 6 .7, 7 67,6
66.7 66,9 186,7
63. 0 64.0 54,0
6343 64,3 63,9
64.4 83,4 63,4




































IN PEG EES LAND RADIANS)
8O, - 16. 100. tic.
lile40lII, '37)i1,75 } 1189Z)
66.5 71..6 70,3 70,5
78 8 0 7749 88,$ 6782
6393 65 1 4 66,3 66.5
64. 5
 66,,6 660 6 7 , 0
61..0 66.9 67 11 6883
63.6 63.1 52.7 64.0
650 6 65 .0 64 07 6492
65. 7 63!8 83.87 64,0
65. 7 661 9 86,9 68.1
6486 66+0 67 8 6 6987
6586 650 66,6 66.7
69.8 49 1 3 6g •2 67.4
71.0 70.1 64.1 69.2
E$.8 69 1 0 68.0 69.4
69.0 64.1 69.11 70,3
66.0 66.9 66.9 69.0
6811 6613 6740 69,1
67,9 66,7 66.7 68,9
67.0 66.5 6611 69:2
69.7 67,,7 67,8 71.1
75,3 7414 75, 1 7585
67.5 860 67.6 6884
65.3 64 1 3 83 8 8 64.5
66+8 64.6 430 65.9
69.6 64.1 61.9 64,2
74.1 66!9 6242 6303
75.4 6995 62.5 69:6
87.0 a6.9 8589 85.9
84,6 830 a :0 83.1
1196.	 95fl 9^r5 96.4
120, 130. 1 40. 1904
t2,09)(2.27)12.44)(Ps62)(
64.3 69,6 69.8 48,6
6581 68.5 66.2 64.0
64.4 6S,6 65.1 56,7
66,0 67 1 8 61B.2 6102
69;p 66.2 66.9 6182
65;0 63.3 62.1 5902
66,1 66.3 64,5 62.4
64.2 64,3 64.3 63;3
68;6 67.4 66.5 65,3
70.7 68.2 68.1 67.(1
66,8 68.1 66.1 69.0
70.5 69.4 68.6 71.3
69,3 57.1 69.2 73.0
70,2 67,1 68.6 69,6
71.2 69.9 69.5 70,4
680 67,3 68 65 69.2
70.0 68..4 70.3 72,2
69.1 64.4 69.1 7003
68;4 66,2 68.4 6,7,3
70,:0 68,3 69.1 71.0
7404 74.5 74.8 70,8
70.4 46.7 66.8 66.9
64.7 62+6 64.0 1130
65; 9 63 1 9 63.0 6319
64..2 64,1 64,2 0:43
65. 9 67.3 66.6 611.5
66.2 69.6 69.0 71,8
85.9 86,2 86:.3 84.4
83x1 32,3 82.6 82;6































..1:,	 ,..,...-, ­ - - -
PAOF 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM IMOU t. DATE . MUN TM 	 B DAY 21 HR.	 148.2{ MODEL SOUND PRESSORE W!LS ( 5Y, ul@, f t
 70 PERCENT RIL. HUM $ DAY)
A'48L4S FROM 1 'N	 ET_ERREEBIN u ( :AND RAUTANS)





3 s 6•	 9	 6!
,90lfa# gl )[1 . ^5)(i t ^Z ) fleQOt ( 1 1
^^ .
7)(
4	 i	 1	 ..




































6547 62 1 2 67.2 i3:5RADIAL




300 65 9 9 67.8 6694 68 1 0 89.7 65;1 65 # 1 44.
63 1 1




66. 69. 65.7 67 1 S 6595 65;4 66.1 65 14 61.5
si
63.6 62;5 6+5 9 5 63.4 6596 69.7 115.0
60 61. 63,0 62 1 4 63!,5 62;4 6,2 1 7 62.0 6022 #1 61.0 61;2 61 1 3 81.1 59+4 58 + 0 #11.5
LOC	 PTO eQO 67,5 69.8 60.0 67 1 2 684 67;2 65 t 5 649 61;7 '6490 61# 4 6Q;1 510,2 6122 60*3 SO-02 114.!
DATE 8/9174_4 460 73.9 76 1 6 75#1 7419 74*2 73;3 72.6 7012 641(1 6710 63#4 63;2 6214 644 64#4 64y2 120.4R N
	







72 8 1 72, 9 72 1 7 7198 70,1 64 1 2 68•.0
66,9
69.7 6582 65.0 63.0 6401 62.9 62,8 63.9' 11882
71 9 9 7x;7 7!0,9 70.0 69;3 67.4 6426 6il8 63.7 62;.2 62 1 6 62,9 63,2 6s,2 11619(47716 !	rr/982) 630 73.8 76,8 77.3_ 77 1 4 77,5 74;2 73 1 8 ti24 71 1 6 4-3 68.3 67;2 08 1 2 66.5 66 # 4 68,3 122.7


















b9 9^ 00 ; 3
71.3
6 10 . 0p 67;5 67 . 3 65. 66.2 7p+ Z p+,T
111.27780 ; 4 {.3 7Zt1 70.1 69;5 69,1 67, 67 r•0 6 ,a
THE T	 61 2 QE? F 1256 74.0 eire 80.1 60#2 78,4 78;; 76 1 9 71 . 1 9 72 . 4 7193 70.2 70.2 7011 69.4 67#P 70;3 12515
11!
7
9; DEb X2 1609 76,9 7B t 9 79.3 74.1 0 7780 77;3 75 # 6 7,3;2 7090 70ta 86 # 1 67.3 66,0 67.2 67,1 69.1 124.2
HALT	 . 7 U47 3 240 78.4 81.0 81 9 i B0.3 7715 75;3 76 1 8 15;2 7'2 * 3 7$.S 69,4 69;4 69#3 67i5 68:93 '70;4 125.74,00970 KG/MS) 000 80,7 84,6 8.1,8 Ai 1 O 74.1 79;9 76.4 T4.7 73;9 70. 10 69.0 66;1 68.8 68,0 66.9 64. 7 12695
HFA 477 ^1 9	 RPi1




















































































B2 7^. # 9















64te64'4 6 ,8 6 -.1 6 ,6 7y.
11 761




































L23+873.1 4 !4 6 95 70#3 5.62066i 66#6 7596 6796 67# 6 6598 6810 6996 6510 721 7 6919 6390 56,9 6618 67.8 6696 71+6 12795vEHA	 rAs0AE0









87 2 1 87 1 3 85.9 e4 ; 4 84.3 84,3 65,9 64.1
_







PAGE 1	 FULL OVAL! DATA REDUCTION FROgRAN
	
pfmc, 8AT8.. M{INTli	 O .OAY 21 ' "R . f4,3
MODEL SOUND PRESSU RE LEVELS t%v, uEu. i i 70 PERCSNT REL. fUK 	 DA7
ANOLES FROM INLET' I N u6uRSf$ ( AND RAIIIANSt
00	 10 9 	Z t	 3 .	 4 .	 5 s	 bar	 rut	 ap t 	 1j„	 101 1	 1o •	120r	 13p.	 1409	 3pp.	 PWLi	 FIi4Qt
	 t0.	 );0.17 lt0• 3}(8,^2}I8r0)IOt^ 7 l11905i [ 1 ,>t7l ^ 	 Slii:92')(2.Oq)(2m	 7){2x4}(.d2)(	 }
30	 69 , 9	 7 r8	 699 4	7 t7	 73. 2	71 2	 68 98 	6S ,z	 68.1	 90 9. 9	 68.0	 ' 65.0	 6E! 9	69 :	 66x1	57:1	 11 1463	 71,8
	 61.9	 76.2
	
71 9 1	 7 9 2	7611	 681,5	 63,5	 76-F	 79 13	 67.3	 6512	 6494	 67,#.	64+2	 5$ ^1	 12490
RADIAL 1Y0! - T i	 00	 60 9 9 	63.5	 W7	 Hit	 6^ . 5	 6x92	 6127	 6 17
t p	 63.9
	
66i 30. Ps	 300	 65,6	 66,9	 6 ,1
	
	
6 9 p	 64;4	 6 , t 6	 bi	 15311	 ,2	 63,1	 6 1 $ 	 64;6
	 66,4	 5d,3
	 11'9.9
459;7	 61:9	 63.4	 s? 1 9	 6 s7	 59 , 9	 61p 1 4	 5"` s7	 111.1
VEHICLE	 A'IT	 i25	 65,3	 68.,1	 65.4	 65 9 3 	 65,4	 64;4	 65 1.+;	 65 t 3	 62;3	 62.6	 64.2	 62; 5	 64 t 3	 42:4	 64 1 3	 58;3	 114.0
CONFIG	 APP	 160	 60,9	 61.7	 63,2	 6,2, 9	 6 +,0	 62;9	 621	 aiI3	 59 i 1	 60 1 3	63.3	 60; `2	 6113	 61.1	 59.2	 5 B : 4	 11X.4
LOC	PTO	 200	 66.,7	 69,9	 66,0	 67 1 1	 66.0	 65;0	 65 1 6	 63 1 9	 61.6-	63:1 0	 62.1	 134;3	 60ti	 61x3	 6Qm2	 56.5	 113.9
DATE 8151744	 Y5,g	 74,0	 77x,	 75X
	
13 1 8	 7 +19.2
	
72;i	 711 7	 6911	 66 * u	 6 , 1.2	 64,4	 62;2	 621X	 63;3	 64.4	 64,1	 119,6












	 7090	 69 1 5	 67,4	 64;5	 6413	 63;7	 65,5	 64x2	 121,7
TAPE	 A!8p	 400	 70.5	 72,872.8	 73, 0	 72.7	 71;9	 b9:4	 68:.p	 664	 60,1	 65.8	 63;2	 63 1 9	 6,i,2	 63,0	 63,1	 11.8.5
BAR	 28.9 MG
	
500	 70,6	 13,5	 72,9	 72,3	 71.8	 7Q;9	 69 1 6	 67 1:6	 66.0	 45 1:0	 66,.8	 63:4	 63.4	 65;9	 65 9 7	 63,6	 S15,7
( 97716 ! N/M2)	 610	 75.1	 78;9	 76.2	 78 9 4	 76,3	 76;3	 74 1 4	 93.1 4	 7212	 7p:4	 70,2	 68;9	 68.4	 47.5	 68.1	 69.3	 123.4
TA119	 74;	 YF:	 F	 X00	 76 ,a	 79.	 78	 77,9	 7713	 77;	 75.9	 7. 3	7-11 .	 7pt3
	
70. 2	64;4
	 70t2	 66,j	 66,
.2
	7002	 124.0




TWET	 6i; PEP F	 ig5d	 7 4 .1	 Saga	 83.0	 82;3	 $1.4	 w 1;3	 79 1.8	 77 1 0	 75;9	 72,3	 72,3	 71;1	 72.3	 70;4	 60,3	 71.'1	 26.0
{28 ; yf^ Al	 1600	 79.7	 80.0	 80.2	 81.10	 79 .0	89;i	 78 0 6	 76 1 2	 74 1 u	 71s:0	 73.,2	 64 61	70:12	 6893	 67.1	 $698	 126.5
MALT 9 .7"2 dM/N3	 Za ;lg	 80,2	 83.2	 82.4	 82,7	 R 1i 6 	 111;5	 79 9 2	 712,5	 74 , 4	 72!4	 71.2	 68 ; 6	 71.3	 68,3.	 6893	 72x9	 128.2
{.00 9 7	 ^G/M3)	 2000	 63.0	 85,7	 84.0	 63:8	 82.0	 82;2	 79.5	 7ES.8	 75.9	 73.0	 71.9	 69;1	 71.0	 69.1	 67.9	 70,6	 1?411
i674
g 
OPP	 S	 86.6	 89,	 58,'5	 85t5	 $	 a3 ;4	 841	 6 ,6	 78 4	 75 14
	
71 .	 7 „6	 73:9{	 68,45	 68.5	 7i*i 	 ^
1 699. ftA'u/SE_G1 4606	 8891
	
4193	 40,1	 8793	 $!
4`j , `.j
9R	 $6;Z	 . 4 1 4 	 51 1 4	 74 . 3	 73 1 2	 7 ,	 7^ ; 5	 7310	 49 4`	 TQtO	 7^7aY	 1 ,1131:
NFK 6553!
 RPr	 'Ju00	 40.4	 91.4	 88;6	 84 1.6	 $9.6	 R§;S	 85 : 1	 81.7	 83 1 3	 7617	 77.6	 74;5	 73 , 4 	 73,5	 73.6	 73,3	 13591
1684 ! R A'0/S_ EVI 6360 	 $4,9	 89,4	 86. 9 	83 . 1	 84x0
	
A 2;2	 8 0 1 6	 7799	 7514	 ir I t $	 71. 9	66;a	 7pp^a	 65:5	 63 9 7	 071$	 131x0
NF O'10620; RPM	 x600	 559.0
	
86;7	 04,7	 81,	 83,0
	
81x1	 6 61 4	 76.0	 74.5	 12t0	 7 1.9	 66;99	 6.3!:$	 63 9 9	 614 7	 66,7	 130,2
NTA	
6
{1113 ► A- AU15EG11au0G_	 82.9	 85 9 9	 82.0	 86 9 4	 80,3	 79;1	 76 :5	 76:2	 73.0	 69.3	 71,0	 65;1	 68.,2	 63,1	 62.5	 66,1	 12992
N(1 g 	OF RLADEb	 -*i,"	 77 . 7	 8 ;7	 77,7	 75t 9 	 76.	 75,8	 731 45	 7	 .$98	 7	 67.	 7	 9 4	 6 .	 6 .	 6 * 4 	 6 .	 6^i.4	 6.7
'- 1_u'
U
	75.4	 7 .45	 74.3	 73 1 7	 7 399	 72;6	 7112
	
68.5	 7919	 b9^1	 7 ,4
	 6..3	 6^,
g






	 69 . 9	 68 ; 4	 7 0:
.
7	 6898	 67 t5	 66.0	 77,7	 64 2 9	 72+7	 66. 9	6617	 65x8	 6419	 71!6	 130,0p y6•MA^
	
k AbURED	 9S,y	 47,9	 95 ,9	 9512
	 4x3	 94 ; 1	 9299	 4is0	 89=4	 Po ll	 84. 0 	SO;1	 8613	 94.1	 85.3	 84;0
I	 PitOB 109.8 112 .1 3 110,5 14g t 5 109,	 107;6 10b.,3 104.1 102;9 	 519, 4	 98,4	 95;7	 9 6t 4	 9#,6	 9 ,7	 95,
O
V
EI^ALL ^A	 CAFSD	 95..6
	






























































t:Otl'Z4lifisb! a0.19L't2L4	6£'Z6ate 4, 16o ^4gigs/nYB::19^ 1 :£f

























































•1142. 9£'1190'^4S'►tZ6f9211441'19O'3	45109Mq6` 90. 99:06'696'19000(w 40t }






LSNVtQV ! ONV )S3381njn Nj,141N!wpm1i S319NV (Aya	'i1n14'14111Nja 3d OL 6^ 6Q^_'lLfi)	519A'1 38{}5 '4	38410002'19001!.
£`111
	
bmto Ave0	141N^k- alga 'AawdMvveaujNot1Jnamuviva 91r5S i'in!T 30vd
t,.
PACE i EULL 9GALE pA TA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROD! DATE 0 MONTH	 8 DAY 21 HR H	1493
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LE VELS (sw, OEM. i, 70 PERCiNT REL 9 HUM. DAY)














































75 1 2 7011
61 1 8
,4








iu0, FT ! 60,4 6086 3 1 p 11'0.5
4	 30 1	n) 300 66.6 66,9 65.9 67 i0 6984 64;a 60 1 8 64 1 3 6219 64t.2 6694 63;.6 67 t.2 64,1 68 11 55 115.6
VEHICLE A!T 125 65,0 67.2 65 4 65. 9 6 65,5 64;4 65 tz 43. •i 6 .5
5
62,5 63,7 62,,4 64 t 3 62.4 64.3 50 r5 11307
CONPIG A►P 380 6 ,9 61 8 6 62,9 630 .0 63,1 62r1 6T 1 6 62 1 3 ;0 0090 60x1 60.:7 61 ,2 61.1 54.2 57,4 113 2
LOC	 PTO 900 67.6 64,7 69,1 67 t x 67,1 bi ;3 65.7 64.2 61;4 62 1 9 61.3 60;0 99.1 62:0 61,0 61. 9 114.2
DATE 8/5/744 i.50 73.4 75,8 75,0 74 ,2 73.2 72.;0 71, 6 69'1 6711 6412 64.0 63;2 6391 63 9 1 6591 65.2 it9.5
RUN	 576 415 73,9 77 .2 76,3 7613 76.3 7 4;3 73.2 11!2 70 9 4 64.5 66 9 6 64;9 64 t h 63.7 64.4 66,9 i21r7
TAPE A780 400 70.7 72.4 72.9 72 1 6 72,9 71;1 69 1 4 69.0 66 1 9 b6 l 3 65.7 63.9 54 t 3 61,4 62.9 63;8 118.5
OAR	 26 . NO ?00 71 . 5 74,3 73.9 73 1 0 72,0 71',0 69j6 bY l B 66 1 4 t' 1 0 63.9 63,2 64 9 0 64.4 64 9 0 66.7 11046






































6 1 JEG F
























































































7295 701 6 73,3 64 , 4 5903 71 , 3 132.4
f	 1 15441 4406 84.1 9 291 91 .3 87 1 5 8604 81 ! 7393 7284 7410 69,4 79.1 7481 134.2
NFK 6569 1 RPi 5300 90.5 9 1.5 8	 ;4 9p t 9 89,8 87;9 85,11 8215 83 1 7 74,5 77,6 74,6 7403 74,8 73 n 6 72.4 133,8









































N09	 OF BLAOEb	 4 q 11 1)00
^'^00












9 6 , 9 6 .p 6g . 0 641 8 pb+5
1 74.3 73 '6 72.7 72:7 71.0 7415 63.06 6.7 6r5 66.7 67.42797
20u40 69 .6 76,6 64 .4 69 00 64 90 68;Q 67 1 6 649.5 7296 0 !_8 65,7 67.1 68,6 6488 6717 678 4 12797
YER4 L	 t^t^sOAED 95.7 98.7 97.2 9514 9591 9 4;1 9919 91 ! 0 89:6 67 13 0683 84;4 85,1 34 1 3 0602 63.2
n V 
-
RACL' A3.G^LATED 96,0 90,8 96,8 95 ' 4 9583 94.2 02 2 7 90 1 5 84 1 2 136.5 83.9 8215 831 3 81 SIPS 82;0 1,2.4
P&DR 1.09.4 117.6 110. 9 1189 2 109.5 108;0 11)6." 4 104.5 103.3 49.8 97.9 95 4 8 9615 95..
5
2 941 1 8 96,2
r
576
PAGE i	 FULL 5RAO DATA REDUCT11ON PROORAM	 P1tU4, DATE • MONTH 8 DAY 21 HR, 14.3
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEvEL .5 (79, DE!3, F, 70 PERCENT REL, HUM., pAr)
ANGLES FROM{.NLET IN utRRtE5 (AND RAJ.105)
of	 1	 2#	 3	 4•	 5	
6...	
7,_ •	 8	 11 Q r	 1. i^. . i3 	 1"i4 s	 S•(0,	 )(0, 7) ( 0,85) 1"0•^7)(0, 9Q (^3•	 )(1,^5) { 1, Z){ 1 . 1U) (1,4! ) ( i, 95)i 1^Z7 (8.^9)(z,g7)(z.^'4)(J;82:){
69 .9 7 .9 70 0 1 13 7 p ,	 7 i ;3 so i6 7p:0 - 67 l n 7 .4 68. ' 611;	 68•D 68.8 67.7 56.9
71,1 6^, 1 75,2 7,2 79 + } 76 ; 3 69,7 65.} 77,9 7^ ,z 67,} 651!j62.5 57 ,0 64,3 67,4
61x5 62.9 61.0 62 1.1 61,4 32;6 6118 62 ! 0 98 5 7 62.9 63.9 62;.0 61.7 61,9 59,7 515,0
65.5 6617 65. 9 66. 4 66,4 62;!i 65 ! 0 6+0.4 62 !y 63 * 3 66.1 65,2 69 1 3 65.8 66.0 371"1
64.22 67,	 64.	 659	 64.3 6315 64.g 23,7 61 .1 07.3 61.6 61.8 64 !	61.2 63..3 58.4
5019 61,7 6Z,^ 63,
3
2 63.3 a2,f 6316 6241E5 	 50.3 60.2 50,6 a 1"•	 6 0.1 54,3 58,2
66.8 69 1 5 64.9 6710 66.8 66;2 65 1 5 6510 63:15 6'0 1 2 61,9 61'1 61 1 2 61,2 61.0 59.1
73.7 76.0 74.0 73,9 73,2 7230 70,8 69 1 3 66 5 1 ti5 1 2 63,0 62;1 62,1 62,9 64,0 63,0
74.1 77..p 76.4 76 1 4 76,.5 74,4 73 ! 1 7i ! 5 69*4 69 .2 66.4 64, 9
 6413 63.6 64.3 65.6
72.4 73.8 73.9 73x9 73.7 72;1 70 . ! 5 68 ! 9 67 ! 6 61.* o 66.0 64,1 644 62,8 630 63,8
7 •7 74.6 74,.13 7 19 7 rp 7i ;11 68:0 66.:7 65=4 66.1	64.7 631"8 6	 63.	 62,a 65,7
7 .8 79,3 78,2 7 1 p 78.^y 715 i1 7416 73 : 3 72 t 2 6_9.4 69,3 67,7 a	 66.^ 66,4 6904
76.	
4:1B
9 9 , 1 8p,p s •1 78.2 77;4 7518 74. 0 72! 70 71t3 1 1 ,2 68.;4 69 i1 66.3 6!)•:pp 7 •3
80,7
	
83,9 83 1 3 80-.2 501" 3 77.9 75:1 73.i 73.2 71,1 71 4 71 .3 69.0 68.3 71,1
8J .0 84, 9 84.0 64•,1 8y^,	 8 ;4 5040 711!2 7i0 731	 73.0 71.2 72 114 7 .4 68.,3 7-013
7 .7 113,0 8'2. 9 63:: 9 8	 131; 3 80.7 791! 1 7 I 72!; 71x1 71 1 71.	 71
	
2 7 •1 60
-0	 11
81.2 851"2 8542 85.3 95.3 85;6 94 10 61.5 78.4 75.6 7443 7y 8 7 7113 71;5 70.2 74:3
64 9 4 88..7 87,9 8618 8.45,9 86;0- 83!3 8210 79 . 3 7710 74.D 71;8 72 ? 7 70,8 70„7 73.7
91.3 9394 921"3 89 1 5 89,3 89;5 88 1 8 671 2 113.5 4 79;4 76,3 75 4'4 77#4 73.3 72.9 7505
93 1 4 911 1 2 94,0 92 1 3 93 r 2 92;^ 9 p 1 0 118.0 eb:	 11"1"12 72.1 77;2 7 1 3 74;4 74.2 78,8
94 ••^ 06. 3 9 •	 95 td 9 •8 94,7 9 t0 64!3 94!5, 110t8 8 .5 78;8 77!7 79,7 77.7 76.
87.7 43••6 9 ..	 87 1 7 86.8 86;11 8 13 6450 80!0 77.	 7J.7 72.1 72 1 6 68,9 68.9 7pp,^
88.7 91.7 8 .6 67.9 BOO go.;i 8644 62.9 61:7 7! 1 9 72. 9 70. 9 70.9 Ga.3 69,,1 6#,7
86.	 89,8 27.1 87,3 86.0 85;7 8415 a
	
91*5 76 * v 74 t 1 70,	 66;3 69.1 2 66.4 66:.0 67,932,1 85,9 83.7 83,1 82 i 1 81,2 79,'! 77,0 75.a 16.9 66.0 64.2 64.0 64.0 62.8 66.0
79,3 83.4 79,6 78 1 7 79,1 77;d 75.3 73•5 7y S .S 76. 1 8 64,6 66-7 6 13 ! 7 67,0 66,7 68,7
73.5 711 .6 74,0 73t e 73.1 73;0 70,t6 64!'^ 75 5 5 7711 64. 4 67,3 665 1 67.2 6799 70.0
98.7 10198 99.8 99 1 9 100 0 99;4 47 t 5 fia9 94.1 9(1 ! 4 87, 1 5613 6519 85.2 86.3 1 r 2
99.4 102.6 100. 4 100.1 100.2 99;4 97 1 5 95.1” 944 90,3 116.7 81!{1 8515 84;0 83.3 84.9





RAD)AL 1?0 1 rT.	 90
( ^0! )	Lou









TAp "c 	 AI'8.a	 400




TAME 74! 17Eii F	 400(296! DEti K)	 lva0
TWET 6 : OF - F	 3if5^a
(284 ! UE4 K)	 7.200
HACT 9 46U Gy/ M3	 i:pO
(.009 66 KG/M3)	 l090
NFA 63441 RPM -	 ain
( 664 9 KAU/5EC) 41"00
NFK 6154! RPM	 5ti00















































PAGE 1 FULL ;JPA6E B ATA REDUCTION PROGRAM P_ ROFt DATE w MONTH	 3 SAY 21 MR ' ^4.3
? MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LE VELS [DV, 0Eu. to	 70 PEIiQtNT RIL, NUM, DAY




1p•	 2	 t	 3	 4 ,,	 5	 9
)(fl t 17li0aSIi0.21(0,^0I(Q,B 7 111.0'f 1 11 t 12111 .
appt	 7" 1	 b"
u}(



































bit s 61.7 62 : 0 O 47+7 59 t h b2 t0 62. 9. b0 ; 8
6213 6615
34 . 7► TtRADI AL 130!
M1i	 _0 ! 500
6 ' 7
r0 66 0 6 8 .0 6 19 6 ,2 68;3
t3















































LO£	PTO 67,6 67,5 67 1 0 67,9 65 9 7 63 1 2 x219 62.0 61;1 6010 62.3 6090 S1,2 11401
DATE 8./51744 zso 73.8 73,9 74,0 73 1 9 73 1 2 72;D 70 3 6 69.1 07 i 6 P^^0 63.3 63;4 63:9 4 63,1 65,0 63,2 119,2
RUN
	
575 X1'5 74.1 76,9 77.0 77;5 76.2 75;5 7359 72.5 70 ! D 09 1 5 85,4 65;7 66,7 64,5: 65,3 66 9 3 122.5
TAPF A7a0 !00 72,4 73.7 74,7 73 1 8 73.7 72;1 70 1 5 46.9 68.1 67 1 0 66,8 66;0 64 9 8 63..2 64 9 2 63, q 11947
BAR	 28 .9 NG 90d 73,3 75,7 74,6 74,b 73.0 72;0 64.3 69 9 1 67;7 62 1 1 65,9 b4;Z 64.2 66.0 65.1 66;7 11996





































	 6 11 f7E(* F 1290 8.1.0 e4,1 630' 2 031 3 81.4 02:2 804 7Sol 73.* 13 1 3 72,1 72;7 72,2 70,1 64.3 71.0 126.7
(289! PE§ K) IQ00 79,8 8197 62 9 9 93t0 8 1+Q 92;3 8{}.8 79.3 751?72.17319 79.3 71.0 69.0 6801 70..9 128.6
a: MACT 9.6u 611/M3 ziudo a .a 84.2 84,2 84,5 84,:D6 115;6 84 . 2 O ;9 75.4 15.6 74.3 73.9 73.4 71.4 70 .5 74.3 111.4




















































9 31 986;6 9















67 V 7 9 . %




NFD%0628 1 88. 90.4 86,7 87, 116; 85 1 5 110 68 ,3 61,7 133.0
(1113+, FtA17/&E4)10:60 85.6 89.0 88.1 05,9 85.3 95;1 83.9 out 77.3 i_4,1 70,9 68;4 60.2 66,0 56,3 68.9 134.0

























64. 8 65.366.0 64.65,9 6	 .46^,9 63+^i64,5 66+6908 3	 •^a^•^
ZvMDO 72.3 78.8 72,q 72110 71.9 72;9 70.7 691= 74!9 69.8 63.8 67,0 6613 65.0 56. 9 70,0 124.6
r rERAL	 ttk"(ti.EDPI
95,5 &also 99.0 99 , 2 99.2 98 ; 2 96.7 9493 921y 40!0 08 .0 95 ; 3 06,3 85:1 8612 95.20 ALL ••^AL uCBTED 98.6 101 .7 99.6 99,3 99,6 98:7 97.4 44.9 92;9 a9 l68 5;186.8 86,1 83.1 03.2 64.7 146.3
•
01;08 112 9 7 11'5.2 113.4 113,3 113,8 112,7 111 ! 2 108 1 7 107 ! 1 16 9 7 10]92 99.1 99.1 97.1 97.1 98,6
f"
PAGi` 1	 EUL;L SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PKUr. DATE - mel- 14 8 DAY 21 . HR,; 14,4
MODEL SOUND 7p pERCERT REL, NUM, bAY)
• ANGLES FROM INLET !N utOREES ( AND P PANS)
9 . 1p .
177
2 p •	 3	 i	 4. ,	 'Aa!
2)[0. 90)[ a.e 7 };1: g5)[1 2[0.35


















7g .7 69 18
}[ p .

















4.07.2 6909 75.9 7 9 3 69 1 9 7606 79 8 4
61.7 63.5 61.9 621 7 61,9 81;8 62.5 62:1 S.9.3 bi 1 9 62.8 62;2 61 1 7 61,2 6.0,60 55.0 11105
6609 6614 65,3 67 1 5 69.3 6.4;1 64.8 6.710 64 1 65.9 65.0 63;.2 661 4 63.3 69 .1 58.4 115.9
65. 67,2 64.4 64 1 2 65.6 63; 7 6493,1 62*,3 62.3 61.341 461;5 62,4 64.3 56,3 113,4
61. 62.6 62.9 631 2 63,4 62;1 62.8 b2,0 59,9 69 9 9 60:,3 61;2 61.1 61,4 600 58,0 111.,4
6.7 9 9 6914 68,7 6616 67.2 63;3 65.6 64.4 62 ! 1 6,3 1 4 61.2 60,1 60 t 4 62.4 5909 59. 9 114.1
73,9 76,7 75,0 74:1 73.3 72;3 71! 5 6- 9,'i 67.9 a! ! 2 64,0 63;2 63 1 4 63,5 65,4 64.0 114,6
74,2 76,9 77 9 2 76 1 1 77 9 6 74:6 72.8 71.5 72.1 7905 67,4 65.5 65 1 7 64 8 5 64.7 66.4 122.3
72,5 74,4 73.6 74 1 0 73 9 8 72:1 7D.6 64.0 67.7 66,.8 65.9 66,0 691 1 62.2 63 9 2 63,8 119.6
73.4 75,7 73.9 74 1 6 73,0 72:1 72 1 6 60;0 60.6 65 t 0 64,9 65;2 6411 63,8 64,2 66.6 119.9
76.0 89 1 76.3 79 1 4
PR ES5IJRE	 LE^'EL5	 [ 7!! .
--
!!I	 to
79.4 70:;3 74.9 74 1 4 7i;i 71 9 4 71.2 87;7 68.3 67,5 65.3 69,8 12496
76 ' a
79,9















128.094 1 1 910 9 83 1 3 80.4 AO;i 79 1 9 72 1 2 71.6









70 0 2 7 2 .0 12818
50;•1 5 2 , 0 82:1 5222 8 .2 81;3 59 1 7 71,9 76;2 69.1 7	 •.i 128•.2
91.1 94.3 84,2 84,2 9	 ,6 "3;j 82,3 5067 78.3 j4;4 73.5 71;7 72 1 6 70; 4 709 4 7 1 0 1 130.3
83.6 86.6 86.9 95,7 85, 1 95:2 52.5 81,;. 0 78 - 75 1 7 73,8 71,1 70: ,872.8 7 9 .1' 72. 7 131.7
80,3 91:4 41,5 58,3 87,7 87;4 85 12 5696 5156 7886 74.,5 73.8 79 t 6 71 6 6 71.7 73,4 135$
9G.Q 24 .0 9310 90:3 9111 89;5 87 2 5 ed ! 2 84=1 79 2 4 76,3 7'5;2 7694 72,0 72.0 7691 137;.,4
9365 94 2 91:5 93 1 4 93.9 91;t 9011 66.6 07.6 tiZ 1 7 80 6 5 76 0 8 760) 76;7 75..3 74,4 139.4
96.7 92.4 89,7 96 T 7 87,1 85;1 84 1 4 61,.6 79.0 731 9 72.7 70"1 72 1 7 68.0 67.6 69.6 134.2























133,084.7 59.0 35.8 82 9 7 70 1. 9 ;2
80196 93 .7 52 .0
77.4






























72 9 0 72.9 71;2 70 ! 7 6	 .1 7'412 76t2 69,1 67 .3 67,9 66.1 66.7 70. 8 129.6









86 ;4. 85 7
54.9
84,3 W2 8592
84,1 145.,598.9 0019 99,4 98 1 4 88 1 7 84; 6 8300 20





 lU0! F T'	 a0
	
[ !0. !!1	 300
VEHICLE	 A't?	 i23




DATE 8/51 74 4 	k9a
RUN 379	 s14
TAPE	 A/80	 °00
BAR 28 .4 ! G '	 560
r	 ( 97716! N/112
	
030
TAWt 74: OEU ;	 800
	
1296; 11E1i K)	 1400
TWET 6	 DE4 F	 1;50
	
[ 281 ! i►EG K}	 io70
14ACT 9.611 GM/"3	 2.00
	
[.009 6U Kp/ M3)	 2505
NFA 66p2t RPN	3157
f 641. RAU/Sec) 4600
NFK 6509 ! KPM	 , '3600























`16f'ab6(0804!660'	6 T'0'46 0''Z'96L6669496 5'11:jVWtVirw'SA 9.TQ'L964990'59419£'L9T499T'6qASL0 104499VOLL46'010`94Ot!OZ
DOW94496459T':S95'99V C94'690694;i1L'OLT'2Lgirt9`ttgitLCalif4OeT'9LW'	T

















































































(AYQ	'Nntl	419H1NiONU 0:L '3 'iih.'AC.)0;A3^1 46r^5S:3bb*'GRMOS13x0!( S't1	'aHTZ Alta2	WINOW -911x6 'iONdwYloo"iNO113naqu 011.9 ilwai 11n!T 39rd
.	z0
N
PAGE i FULL STALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PMO^v DATE . HON H	 5 DAII 21 HR, 14,6
110DEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVbLS 0vt UU. F. 70 PERCtHT F+EL,. HUM. DAY)





J;O.Q 7 JI p. ,
2









8	 . 4. *





































	1u0•	 FT. 60 62.0 64.4 63.2 6295 61,3 61; 9 6104 6i•6 99!7 621 5 62,E 66;5 59.6 62.1 59.2 55.5 111.2
5p.	 M) 10.9 69.3 651 .6 67.5 67 x 6 71.0 65 1 1 64.8 64SZ 62.t 6418 64.8 649- 7 67.7 65.4 66,6 59 . 9 116.1
VEHICLE AIT 125 69.8 71, 68,0 67,0 66.3 64;4 65 1 0 6524 63!Y 64 4' 3 64. 65;6 64.,2 63.4 65.2 6 190 114.8
CONFIG 1!'P 147 61.5 61.7 65.5 62, 6 63.5 RT;i 639-0 62 t o IV - 6-1. 1 60,7 61;7 62.0 61 1 2 59.9 59.5 111.7
LOC	 PTO 103 67.3 69 9 8 64.9 66 t h 67.9 66;3 66/a 65.1 62 ! 56 62,9 6.1,1 60;6 6Q 1 8 6292 6 1 . 0 60, 9 114.6
DATE 8/9/744 295 74.2 77 1 8 76,9 74 1 5 74,1 73;0 73.0 7113 66.9 06,6 63,9 63.7 62,9 64,g 65,7 65,6 120.7
RUN	 581 15 73.4 76,9 76,9 75 9 5 76,1 74;0 7,3.0 71.3 69.9 6a.a 66,0 64;9 64,8 64,4 64.7 65,3 0145
TAPE Also +02 7 .4 72,6 73e5 71.7 7118 719-Y h9 67o9 66!6 69.1 64. 9 64 9-6 64.9 63.1 62, 9 64.6 118.4
BAR
	 28 .9 HG ?00 66,4 7Y97 72.4 711,6 7i .7 69;9 69 1 7 67 1 1 6517 64,4 6416 645'9 64.6 61.0 6395 66.7 10,10U





^pp 74. 76.9 77.6 76 t a 73,6 75;
77.2
73.3 7	 ,3 5 'A ! 7
71.;
7' ' t 6a,7 67.8 66.6 63.4 65.7 6 A . 9 122,2







































HACT 9 .6u rof "i 1^b0 78.7 Bi,a 56:1,0 79 1 1 78,5 18;5 77 1 0 75.2 72 ! 3 70.,4 70,3 656;9 7 0 .0 68,9268,6 68.1 71,8 125,7
( 9 0096 1i Krma ) 2300 79.7 63.7 83.6 61.1 79.9 A Q;2 76!0 76!1 73!6 70.6 69.0 69 1 4 69x4 68,x, 67.S 7p.5! ?7•o
NFA 6874! RPM 3x90 $3.8 85; 9 86.2 9219 81.4 79;7 61 1 3 79.6 75oU 72 1 1 68 9 3 69,1 7 01 .2 67,7 6792 79.1 17913
t	 720: HAU/SES.J 4u00 84.4 $g ,0 85.D 83,0 a3 ► 0 91 ; 5 31.3 74.2 7713 72. i.0 70.8 78;9 71 1 9 68,2 69 .0 72.0 13010
NFK 6777! Han y^
e6^9
86.7 $8. 3 $S.4 861 8596 871 ;11 5 .7
7^.7
7816 81 - 1
7^.
7610p 75 . 4 7{. 7	 .
6^ 1,^
7 3.8 7 .33 7	 9 a	 .9
}•67 10!t iiAU/4E(;J 80 9-1 56.6 $ 4.2 74, 79.4 ;6 7404 n8,7 67.7 67.E 64.9 6.8 67. g }Z
NF D







































 OF A L AjfS 4 _ 1'2'300 7 3.5 77,5 74.6 72 ,7 71.8 71;0 66 1 9 67.3 69. 56 6S,p 62.7 63.5 62..:9 61.1 6191 65,9 123,;116j 0(; 70.6 77.1 71 9 2 64 9 0 69.4 68,5 67.4 65 ! ti 72!•: 60 1 4 64.1 68 ,6 65.0 66.7 65,2 70.1 174,9




buRED 92.3 9596 93 9 7 92.3 91,9 90;4 9111 69 v2 67; 8 87 i 1 a6 12 a5;9 89.1 84.5 85.6 04.10
- fAbU





	 I FULL S-4.A 4t DA TA REDUCTION PROGRAM FROG, DATE - mONTH	 6 DAY 21 MR,	 14,6HOUFL SnUND FRESSORE LE VELS ( 59,	 BE;, F,	 70 PERCiNT R bL, H UM , DAY)
ANGLES FRO" IRLtT IN ULdREES	 (AND RAUIANS)
fftue to, )(0,1 1	 39	 921(0 . .70)(040. 8Ni^ ( M q 7U- 1	 eu---	 - 94 1	 . 00 1	 1C. 15
-
ou17 9 0 2 . 4+)(21 62)( PWL
5J 70-2 74,4 71.6 72. 4 7 3o0 71;0 70t7 64 ,3 6717 70 9 7 69,1	 . 68 ,6 67!8 7(j .1 60.7 53,5 119.863 74.5 68.9 76 9 5 70; 8 79.3 764 7U ? 9 64.2 77oU 7a i 9 67,0 66si 6216 67,2 64.8 58 * 7 124#7RADIAL
	 1001	 IT. 84 5	 * 9 6 3 # 4 62 @4 620 61 * 7 61;7 6316 6i;l 591 2 61?6 61 * 5 60 # 1 -1 993 61 @ 2 59i1 55#3 11161
4
SO ! M ) ISO 67: 1 6794 66t8 67 10 69.9 64;g 65#8 022 64;6 -6- 515 65 * 7 63;6 67 1 8 66




62 'b0 59 '06 6a.- I.	 . 60,7 61'5? 6g.8 61 31 59.6 59,7 111•5ViC	 PTO eCU 6 7 :3 6 9 .9 69 ,8 66,67 65i1 66 ' 3? 6Zt9 6 6 jo 65,17 0 , ;0 6	 ? 76.1 e'j !o7 61i8 60 * 6r 7 59.7 62s 464:3 60:f 610 114156/51744r,&TF e5C- 7 4. 3 75.6 74 74,2 73 ! 5 7j,l 66.1 64,1 63 63,1 64 6	 '1 0 17004RuN	 3 8 2 15 73.6 78.; 77.9 76: 9 74 0 9 7 4 * 2 73.b77. 476 6 W 1 67.2 65?1t 64.9 64.3 55.0 66,7 12266TAFF A?8D !yu 72.5 73,9 75,4 73 1 5 74,3 71;0 710 69 ! 2 67;7 69;8 65.9 64,9 64.8 63,0 62, 9 64,8 119,7BAR	 2 6 94 NG SOD 71.4 74,0 75 9 6 73 t 0 71j1 70 ! 9 69 1 9 66s6 66,9 65.7 64,5 64,5 65,1 64 @ 7 68,5 119,6t 97 72 9 ! N/R2) 77.7 79,3 80.4 72:679 a 79,3 76;D 77 1 1 74.3 7,t ! p 71!4 70:2 64 @ b 69 t j 6?s2 67 9 1 71ol 124.9
TkMn	 73! PEU F
qF^ K
a








80. 4 77; j 76 ! 879.5 76 -4 74!y7	 V 71?17 6 9 . 9 69 .4 69- 67.4 67@7 7	 9(29 6! 0 BQ'A0 - 72.3 7L.9 71 70,4 68.9 7	 1 7
TWET















72:9 72 ':5 74 o76 *9 70: 369 , 4
& g oo
67. 9
72 1 9 562 907*WIXT 9.51 DE Lu Z 54.4 8 4.3 A 39c 8 2.3 6 2.3 9 1; 4 79s4 75 * 1
71 2 70.071;1 7 1 ,8w. 14 0; 80.8 7 0*3
74.1 72.0 71,2 69,1 69,0 73,8 179.3
.2(.0095 k^ll/k	 31 di[C C U' 83.6 87. 0 86,8 94,7 84.0 Ad;j RI ! S ' ZSol 120. 1 4 '1!1 72, 8 IO.b 71.6 70,2 69,0 72,5 130"j
 
6700. WPM 66.9 90.4 91.0 86 9 2 86.5 65'! 4 a5 1 9 !p84. 79o1 7 6 -1 7314 72'1 73 9 9 70 *' 3 70,0 73 1 1 87 01! KAU/SEC1 41,00 819 .6 9 3.1 92,2 870 88,6 117;1 86.2 dkil 91:2 75,2 74,7 7!5 ,C 71,1 7J.0 75,7 133: 4135 .



















7504 75 4966 74:;66 74: 369 4
37
1	 : fk A vlst^L; l .0 79#6 12NFOI4626!
-
kP
A4 6 /S t t: i a=00 85.3 88*6 86.4 X13,4 04.6 M3;0 U !g !Q76 .6 76!5 72 ! 8 68,8 66; : 6 68# 15 64, 9 65:5 67' s 131.9:!(if i3! IUZ00 33.3 86 @ 9 84.7 61 1 9 SZ.0 Rl;l 74 * 4 70 t 7 67 * 0 67 6 660 64.4 63.9 67,5 1304 . 8
Nn.	 OF RLAij Eb	 44
-
' ;6Ufl - : 00 7 9 .75.1 asoL8 0-4 1	 .014. 9
78 ^p






7U j 7 60 07U ? l 64* 7 6	 769 0' 4 is	 •761.0 669:1 b -061.2 6 61 9 81? a :i1. * 6 65,1 70.2ZU L 60 71-2 77.6 71 9 6 70.2 69,5 69 9' 6 68s5 66.3 75.5 70 t S 65,4 66o.7 66,7 64,0 6793 72, ,5 129.0
nyEWA L^ Mk A hooert 96. 4 99 . 0 93.6 OW 96-4 95;0 45.3 ?1! 6 9 0!E 1+8!2 $6.2 86 o 6 06 9 0 5513 8 '8.0 84@8r; ,F lq
.





PAGE 1	 FULL 5GALE D ATA REDUCTIiON PRQORAH	 PN(}Vr DATE - MONT H 8 DAr 21 HR, .14,8
MODEL 50UND PRESSURE LE VELS t2v, DES. F. 70 PERCENT R3Lf HUM , 14Yf
ANGLES FROM INLET IN UbUREES (AND RADIANS)
0. 10.	 209	 309	 40,	 S0•






1.0 51 t1r z2 ) Si+ ;U t ti l
9a.




1t . 0q'!(Z.27 ![Z . 443(. 62 1 t
3D.	 4tl, so. PNL
1(00
71.2 73.3 7 193 71. 6 73.0 71;1 71,7 79 ! 0 '68 ' 3 ?1 9 6 68.6 7 004 67.7 69,1 73 .7 74,6 120,4
72.6 68.5 76. 8 700 79.3 77;5 70.4 66.4 77.9 75.8 68.1 66:.9 63.1 68.2 72*9 78 ► 6 174.:
64.9 64,1 65.3 6383 61.7 62iQ 63..6 6.8 66 1 4 d3.4 62.6 bb.2 6Q 1 6 60.8 70,7 17,1 116.5
70.3 69,7 70,7 67,6 71.0 65;4 66.0 65.3?Z;0 66.0 66.6 69,7 67.8 65;? 70.0 64. 7 118.:
7 0.5 70.0 73.0 67 1 7 66.4 65;3 69.3 65.3 66,v 67.0 66.9 7p;G 68.2 65.5 67.1 650 117.:
65.2 62,.6 65,5 62 1 .6 63.9 62;9 62 9 8 62 1 0 70.9 60;8 60,5 63.7 6Q,9 64,0 70.a 71,5 115.E
68.6 71,8 71,8 67 1 6 66.1 67;3 66 1 9 65t6 691 4 63 r' 63. 9 63,0 59 f 7 64.1 67.9 67.9 116,E
74.6 78,9 74,7 74.5 7, ,1 76;3 7218 7L ! i 69.9 d•7!0 66.0 64.6 62 1 8 65,1 63 .0 75 , 8 12j'!
74.4 77.6 77,8 76. 0 77,3 73;2 74.1 720 70; 7 4.0 66,9 67;7 65 1 9 68,4 66.1 69,6 1229;
71.4 74.6 74.5 73.4 73.1 72;2 7L.0 69.2 66. v 66 9 8 69,7 66,1 65.6 54,9 6{,T Fq,7 119.5
70.2 73,6 740 72 8 2 77.6 71;1 709 7 68i 1 7099 65 1 7 69,5 70,6 65 1 6 67;1 66,8 67;5 1200'
7698 80,,:0 74,9 7717 18.6 76;2 7682 7±4 73.9 7=13 71.9 66;d 68 1 9 69 ,3 6'8 1 2 71,1 12{.i
7{.5 78. 79.0 76.5 77.5 78; 2 7A1 8 74! 70!1 7019 70 . 0 68 .7 6886 69 +4 67. 8 7	 .6 1194.4
78.9 81., 82.1 78.8 78.6 79;3 79 9 4 77, 73.8 739 2 72.1 72,1 71.2 70.3 69.3 7	 . 9 126.7
80.6 32.1 82. 9 60x 9 81:2 79;4 79 t p 17.1 7319 72!1 71.7 71;8 71 . 0. 70 -84 69.1 71v_6 127.1
78.7 81,0 80,6 80 1 7 74,2 79;4 75.1 75.3 73,7 71 1 0 10.2 70.3 68.8 68,5 67.1 70,8 1?6.;
79.1 83,2 83.3 4 1.5 X39 79 9 5 77.0 73 1 9 72.4 71,0 76 ;1 70.2 69 ,4 6.3.9 73.1 17813
31.6 35,9 84,8
8 1: 9
8295 82 9 2 92;5 79,1 77.6 74.6 72e1 71.0 70.8 70:1 9 69,1 68.7 71.8 128.5
85,6 67,3 87,9 831 9 83.6 32;4 aa,Z e0 i 8 7614 74s1 70,3 70,9 72,2 67,7 68,1 71.1 139.1
66.5 900 89 1 8 54 f 9 85,4 86i7 83.3 ei 1 4
8U!d
70 1 6 74 i 1 72,1 72 1 6 72,0 68.9 4 ?Q.,.O 738 7 132.7
88.9 B9.4 38.0 68,2 67.6 84 ► 7 84;5 i7.q
3113 f7 t 6 76.1 76.0 71f2 74.8 73.4 7^.2 133•f


































76.5 79.7 77.4 79.5 7 1 .9 76;
70,3
7 .9 69. 71 ! r 68.7 6	 .8 62 . 8 6 .8
61.2
6 i .p 6 .7 54:5
67,9
125.,
72.7 7699 72.9 7	 ,1 71,4 fj	 2 67 9 7 74, 9 68 9 4 64.5' 67, 1 6i.4 IS	 3 ;7960'
68.3 74.2 68 4 1 68 8 3 66,7 67;0 67 1 8 65 1 0 75 1 9 7 9 9 3 65 ► 6 69;3 65 1 8 64.,0 65,6 68,2 1284;
94.7 96.7 96.6 93.5 94.0 92;) 9199 91 !1
8.4
66!9 !1612 85 ► 8 65,9 849 9 84.1 88.8 SM
94.6 97.4 96.6 94,9 94.0 92 ► . 91. 7 68 1 4 36.0 83,8 8,T;9 82,6 82,0 83.2 95,6 141.;









RUN 5 8 3	 S15
TAPE	 A^81)	 "00
BAR 28. y HG
	 ?90
	
1 97729; N/112!	 030
TAMP 73; UE4 F	 560
(2 9 6 .
 UF L, n1	 1.;00
TWET 6 1 DEU F	 123y(28^. UQts 9)	 1600







t 7141 RAV/5Kt:) 4400






NU. OF RLUEb 44	 7qa
WO O
YEMA^ 1ttt Al5UkE'U





PAGE 1 FULL SG- A0 DA TA REDUCTION PROGRAMMIDEL SOUND
PK4:14,
	
DATE - HON T	8 DAY 21
P RESSURE LEVELS (9v r	 utu r f,	 7 p PFRcEPT REL, MUM,
HR,	 1499
DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLrT N 6iuftES (AND RAyIANS)


















fPt r 9 • (0.	 ){
















5 g . e
114.7
173r6
6.f 71.3 6896 75,9 70x6 T9 ,3 76;1 h8,9 63!4 77,i






































































609 7 60.0 62,2 59,7 60.0 114.3(,pG	 PTO
DATE 8/5/74_4
10i4





































70.8 69,0 67 1 Y 4.7.0 65,d 66,7 64 4 $ 63,1 6 2, 9 64 1 8 15948TAFF
BAR
	
2 8 . !` Nf; 703 72.2 75,3 76.7 74,3 73,0 73;1 71,8










































{296. UFU K1 1,-GU 80.7 83 9 1 85,9 83. 9 81.3 °2;5 '4096 77.5 7a,r. 73.2 73,9 74 * 1 72 9 1 70,6 69.3 72,8
129.0
TWET	 6p. !]E^ F 145u 60r6 82r 4 8 3. 7 92 t R 8 2.1 R Z;3 F^2.3341,1








































































76,0 7194 70 9 2 7492 135.4NFA 6599:
(	 6911
fiP






































83.8 02. i1 19,4 74,4 77.5 70;5 71.6 67,9 67,6 69,4 134.1t





















































































































Pt+ U a 111,6 11+.2 11^a 112, 3 113.0 111;3 11090 107. 4 1Ob.L 49.2.5 100. 4 99.7 97,0
584
I
xds^' ^6'	 ^ •:.•ia^dkr39+Bti,c_::.::_.aeaas4tdl^s.^::r3^cl..ew.rs:,:^:^,..w^v^.^....ri.w..aa:.>..c;.:..^s,^s:^u.:usu...-4e._v,......:..^.;-^,.^^^^:ss'dear.;:ita:t=x.,su;wu.:::...,w:n -..,;^i6.ei:anv^'s-r. u...a^^:.^::,S^at'lA'k^'  t^itsei:..e}ic'F^ ..."„,^_^.,..:,,^-:-.;lcva,^.r^e^fA.'94i^'^4^fi^-ru ^:•• 	:..^'^`.	 ^'^"^>.,•^!u 4.v, x^
PANG
r
FULL scALr DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PmuGt DATE a MONT H b DAY 21 MR. 1419
MDOEL SQUAD PRESSURF? LEVELS	 (!V,	 Uti.,	 F. 70 PERCtNT REL.	 HUM. -
-)AY)








r1. 52f;0, 7 D?; 0, 97 I
60.	 78.	 80.
(1.05 ) i1^ j2 } ill^^
q0.
;1, 5 7f(i. 7g )[








71.2 73,7 71.7 7216 72.4 71;i 7U:7 71.1 '67.d 70,9 68.8 69.6 67.7 7D 9 p 69.8 57.5 120.1
7 1.5 6 8 .7 76.6 70.6 79.2 75: 8 7 00 64.2 77;7 79.5 66#8 65.8 61.8 56.1 64. 9 54. 7 123.5
61 , 3 63,3 62.3 629 6 61.6 6206 63.5 63.0 59,5 62 1 8 62.6 61;4 59,5 61.8 59.4 56.6 111.7
65.3 65 * 7 67.7 67.7 5$,7 63,2 659 68!0 64_`1 65 1 3 64 1 9 61;9 65.8 64.2 66,8 51.9 11596
63.9 66.9 66,0 64 1 9 64.3 6301 64.4 64.6 61 ! 19 62 ! 6 6193 62.1 6 4.1 61.6 64•0 59 .0 11343
61.4 61,6 64,6 6296 62,8 62;1 63'8 62.1 56 . 5 61.1 60. 9 63,3 60. 1 6 60.1 59.9 59,6 11114
6698 69 .6 69 9 8 67x7 66.8 85; 9 65 9 9 65±1 61:7 63.9 6119 6009 60' ! 0 62#2 60 . 2 60,1 114,4
73 1 4 715,9 74.9 73,6 73.1 7 2:1 72'L 69 .3 67.1 66.0 63,9 64;0 63-0 63.4 6'3.0 bSrT] 119.4
73,5 77.8 77, 9 769 9 77.2 7'4;8 73,1 71 ! 9 711.7 ?011 68.0 660 64.9 64,3 64.9 661 9 122.4
72.2 74.6 74.7 73 1 4 73.9 72;3 71.0 7p.2 67;6 66.9 66.. 9 67 4 7 608 63.2 62.9 65. 9 119.9
72.4 75.7 76 1 4 740 75.0 73;4 70 1 6 69.1 68.6 65.9 65.6 66.4 65.5 65.9 63,6 6695 120.6
78.B 80.1 88.9 78 1 9 80,2 77 - 3 76.1 75!5 72;8 72 ")1 70.2 69 01 6891 67.4 67:0 71.1 17594
7805 80.7 81.0 A1.! 80.0 7804 79.1 75. ,5 72 .6 71 1 9 7116 69 .9 69.8 67;4 67.3 72, 9 176.3
91 94.3 85,9 83 9 7 A2 1 1 812 's ji±3 7815 74 ! 8 74..3 7310 72.1 73,2 6 9 .3 69 1 1 72x8 179.0:0
80.5 83.7 64 n 7 93.8 83 t 2 ;13,9 83.1 8`113 77;7 76 1 2 73.9 73;6 72.6 72,1 71 9 7 73.6 130.4



































9'0•#0 9 29 9 9 292 69 ,2 89 88;3 8894 87.7 61 f 7 79..7 75.1 74;9 77.2 72.6 72,2 741 9 136.4
B .7 9409 9317 901 7
:2
91,0 9 112 89: ! 2 8 .7 i 5 84- `1 80!16 78,1 77.7 77,9 73.14 72 1 7 78,0 }38,4
93.8 95,3 93.G 94 1 0 9 .6 43;5 91.9 87,8 58.4 83,7 B1• 79;2 77.4 77,0 76,2 77.Q 140.7



































q 1 .9 82, 9'0.9 70.9 76.15 74;0 70.8 65.6
.5




63@ 9 66. 7
34.15
13.1,4
7	 ,7 0 2.:15 80.z 77. 5 78 1 77 ; 4 75x1 72.0 75 ! +4 ^ y ! 7 63.3 66.9 63.1 65 , 5 66.7 70.8 130,5
72.4 7B. T4. T3,4 7	 .9 7	 :3 7016 69.9
9442
75!1 7 0!6 6x.3 67 i 3 69.3 6690 67.5 72#1 19.9
97,5 10 0, 100. 9819 9 90 49 150 96 1. 9 91.3 510,0 88#1 86,T 86,8 95.1 85.7 86,0
9896 181 •` 100,6 99,0 99,8 98,5 97 1 1 94x8 9219 i9,6 86.5 35, 6 85.4 83.5 83.1 F5,7 146.3
112 .6 115. 1 11 4,4 11 3. 1 11 4. 1 1120 5 111!0 1Db : 5 107 -o 10.3 .4 140.8 99,5 99.4 97.4 9618 99.4
6 ,}
RADIAL 1d0. rt.	 8L
	







BAH 2s .y HG	 ido
	
(9772 9 . Y112)	 033
TAM° 73 ! jE.G F	 'Do
	
(295; JFU K)	 1X6,1
TWET 60; v6- F	 1350
	
(2139 0 UE 6 K)	 107
HACT 9 .5 1 t 47M,1	 z p
	




t 682 ;	/SEG, iU00
NFK 6430. 4pm	 5003
( 673; HkU/Str_:r baou
NFU 068: RPM	 mdoo
^f113; N U/Sg`r1UUfl0
N1. OF nL A0 -5 '1a t23Ut1 6 :O s
1p^0p
q YF_HA	 tRyoREU










PAGF. 1 FULL SUA Lt DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PRUC, DATE - MONT P B DAY 21 HR. 15,0
MODEL SOU'J0 P pESSURE LE VELS (2V, 0 410, f ► 70 PFiiGkNT RE1., NUM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM ENLtT IN DEGREES 4AND RA51ANS)
p:.	 1p .
(01	 )40 9 17110,^'S )IO9
2	 .	 3	 .	 +^,	 '^	 !
x) ^0.	 73ti.i151^10)(O.
60 , 7Q. awl -	 9-











SJ 64 . 7	 r7
6^.5
70.6 70 ► 7 7pp,
79.^



















f24.i63 71. 75. 8 70,7 75;9 70 l 3 61
RAO'SAL	 IUD ,	FT. 6o 62.1 63.4 61,8 61 1 1 61,6 62;7 62.7 61.9 71 1 5 62.7 64.8 63;5 63 1 6 60,9 5994 5110 114.4
4	 s0.	 M) Igo 6595 66.7 68,7 6615 67,9 62;Z 6S•8 66.0 72,6 6,3 1 0 62,9 63;5 67 1 7 6 13.,2 63. 8 57+3 116.6
vFHICLE AiT 125 63..9 67,0 65.1 630 64.4 63;5 63.1 62;3 69:9 61 ! 5 60„4 61,8 53 1 9 60.8 6 3.1 58 ,3 114.0





































72.3 74.7 75.7 74.6 76.0 74,il 7 2, 9 7103 6'8 ! 9- W 3 66,8 63;8 63:a 63:,3 63. 7 65. 9 12161
TAPF A/50 4oa 70.5 7,2.6 73,6 72, 9 72.8 71;8 70 9 0 69 . 0 66;0 55.4 65.6 64;6 65,0 63.1 63.6 64.6 118.9
BAR	 281 9- ►4G ?60 71.2 74.4 73,6 71,4 71.0 71;1 690 64..1 67:0 63.8 63.8 63;4 67 1 6 62.9 62.6 6519 118.2
C Q 7733! Nrn 2 6SU 76.9 78,3 78.9 77,7 76 ,5 75;3 7522 7215 70 1 9- e9s4 69,2 67;b 67.0 66•9 4 65.8 69, 8 173.6
TAY+	 73! UFi	 ^ SOU 76.4 $	 9 09^.9
8 1 , p, R	 ,qp
89. 9




















































































4 , Oi14G " K G /'8 d1 1'U99 Ba.O 46.0
e	 NFA	 62 9 4! Fi p 3350 91.0 4 4,0 95,8 9091 89.5 88;4 89.4 aB 13 OW!? 00 1 5 77.3 75.1 77 n 2 72,6 71,9 7690
137.2
4	 699 ! ►tAPISECI 4U00 91.4 96,1 95.0 92 ► 0 9 3.1 92;0 90:t 1 88.5 85,7 si,6 79.2 77;9 7691 74..4 73. 9 Tf,7 139.4
NrK 621 4• Non !0:00 94.0 95.4 94,0 05.2 96.5 94;7 97.5 8a,6 89.42.3114.8 8 0;2 77.2 78;1 7697 77,0 141.0






























64. 4 7 .661,9 68.766,9 65.565. 4 7 *960.5 3603}35 .1
NE).
	
OF" 9LAUc5	 A4 1290J 8	 .0 85.8 84.4 83:5 89 A 9
7^;4
R	 . 1 780 2 76!9 9-.21 1
72,2
67.8 65 . 9-
67;9







i 6 J07 78,8 $ 2. $ 8	 ,p 78 * ^ 76.5 7a.p 74..2
84 !5
76!6




67 *2 68,7 66.2 69.1
13111












































LOU	4`66	90'001 9iz6T 0404 ^i$cT 960£1 c:tt1 49fTT Tir'T1' 01111 9:ATT 9'ZTT AQNei
Z090S'S8	A'Z's	►'£s	9099	5;55	5499	6'44	LiZ6	Tit&	1616	0106	9166	T'66	6'COT 6'707




MET	G'Qt	d"` 4	6 9	6'99	P'4q	06(09	0	4	L''4L	C;u	'	t''. 'CL	L	'	t	0114	L'	L	^6Z'ii	go	t













	if	' '9L	£961	p c9	`44	z+06	j'.06	:,	'tt6	6sE	9.86	8O:j.i	t'.lasjhv. 
y.q #	815E	.^L









































































tSNY1fFVH aaNY) 53386latt Nf i;1N1 40al s1'19hV Awn
	•	613%1	Na01l3d 01	15	''_^	'le%
	Rinik	3i
7y1 awfissat}v ALNA71aS	11'1OON 1	Nnr±	1	I3 -	+r
T'S.t 46H TZ A9a 9 WIND" - 3116 '6oud	WVHUOMd NOlona3a VIVO q^vis 14n;	1 'arid
00
_	 00
PAGE i	 fULL SCALE DA TA REDUCTION PROGRAM
	




RADIA L 190! i' T.	 8.0
	






DATE 615/ 74 4	 r5o
RUN 588	 3i5
7APF	 A?'80	 "00




{ 9 77331 H/N2
	
936
TAMP 73.1 OE-6 ;	 6041
	
( 2 96 ! PE !+ K1	 1_0G
TWET 6 ! 9Eb F	 ;4-
{289. UEZ 6 : H.4d
RAC Y 9 .66 UM70	 2 6C
	
(9(10 966 KG/M3)	 w"00




NFh 655! HPN	 :wD^3( 6444 H AU/ S k.G 1 03'01
NF O 106 28 ! K P 	 - igu ut(111.34. RAU/SEG11.0u00




0 4ALNAN L-A IET1
MRDU
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (%V, 	 1uEu, f. 70 PERCENT REL, HUN. DAY)
ANGLES FROM iO LtT - H1eE5IN 6iu ( AND RAUI .ANO
0. 10, 20. 30, 4:0, 50! 60 9 7015 '	 504 - °90. 100, 118, 1209 130, 14n, IS#, PWL






















123,870.7 7Q.3 66.1 61,8 66.4 56.7
60.1 62.3 61,5 61,1 60,,6 60; q 60 9 6 66 4 6 58 1 3 61 1 7 61x:5 59;2 59 1 6 59,5 %9 .1 54,2 110 +1
6694 66.5 66,0 67,6 60 9 6 63; g 64 12 6413 62 0 65 i 1 65. 9 63;6 66,7 64,4 67 9 7 59 0
64,5 67.6 65'3 65,3 65,3 63; 4 63.3 63,4 62 4 1 62 -2 62,0 62; 8 64. 9,0 62.4 63, 7 59,3 113,3
6095 610 8 64,6 .62 1 5 63.1 52.2 63,0 62 4 9 99 4 8 x1 1 9 62,0 61;8 61 9:8 61.2 59.4 58, 5 11188
68 .3 70,5 69,8 67 9 9 68.2 66;2 63 ! 9 64 1 0 6249 64 1 0 6291 60i9 590 62.6 59 .5 60,6 114.6
73.4 76 1 7 75,5 74.6 74.2 72; 9 72,8 70.3 67 4 7 66,0 64,0 63.9 62 } 8 64,3 64,5 65.7 17003
73.3 7696 76,5 75.7 76.2 74.i0 73.8 72.3 69=4 i
-
19'12 66.0 64,9 6496 63.2 63. 9 65, 7 121.7
71,2 77,8 73.8 72 9 5 72,1 70.'1 69.7 68,2 66*^ 66..0 64,1 64.5 63 1 7 63.3 629 7 64,7 118,4
72,4 75.5 764 7 74 1 4 73 * 7 72;0 71.9 69 1 7 670 x5 1 9 64,8 66,6 631 0 65,4 63, 7 66, •15 12092
76.6 78,9 80.1 79 1 0 79,3 77;2 77.0 75.3 72 4 d71.1 71,1 6v;n 6991 67,5 67.8 70,9 125.1
76.3
78.6














7 0 : 1 9 7p .8 69;6 69.7 64..4 66.5 72,6 125.5































80.8 84.2 94, 9 33.1 8 2 .6 n2. 4 82:2 790) 76.1 7 3;3 72,3 7 6. 9 7 1.2 6'9 .4 69.1 73.'8 129.7
83.4 86,9 86,7 939 6 3.3.3 °4'5 Ri+i 79 1 4 76 1 14 74. 0 72.0 7 N. 6 7210 7 9.3 689 9 72,5 130.5
86,6 4092 90,2 85,4 55.6 114; 6 8 41 . 2 153 1 4 78 4 id 75;,3 72,3 12'1 7310 69 .6 69 ,1 719V 133,0




































8590 87 96 86.3 921 6 83.8
8-2r 4
81;9 80 ! 6 7790 75 ► i 71 i B 68.7 67;5 66.17 65.0 65.4 67.5 131.0
86 9 5 83.4 01.4 8 1.2 50;0 79.0 75.8 73. 6 7 1.8 66.8 66 0 4 6996 64,0 62.5 66# 6 1.1010
78,5 82.5 79,6 77 1 4 76.8 76;0 7!;9 7200 71• n 08 90 43,8 82,6 67,6 63,1 51, 3 66,5 127.3
75,4 79.9 76.1 73v7 73 # 4 73,4 71.2 68.6 74;1 7p, 3 63,2 66,1 64. 1 9 67,3 65.9 f9,5 127.6
70.1 76,2 71.3 69,3 68.5 69.4 67.6 661e 744.! 67.7 6395 67.0 65.2 67,8 6790 72,1 128.1
95.7 98: 9 9 98.0 95,6 9 6.4 9 4'9 4 93.2 X 1!2 9 6 1 0 aa.3 86,8 8y ;6 8599 85,4 86.0 84#7
46 . 0 99.3 98.3 9598 9690 94;8 93.7 91,2 89+5 86.9 84.3 83.7 83,1 82#1 81,4 84.0 143..N




FULL SGALf DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM
	 FKU* , QATE	 MUN'TN 8 DAY 21 HR. 15,2
MODEL SOUND PRE55URti LOLLS COY, UEu, F, 70 PSRCteNT RtL t HUM, 0AY)
A`1GLES FROM INLET IN UtUREES {AND RA,41ANSI
06 10. 201 30. 409 50! 44.
95 3
70. eU d _ 90- .
97}(;,





(0. ){D.171 {0,35) { 0,5:2)(0, 70}( 0.8 7 )i1, {ltT2)(! !'0)( 1. 75)( it92) }
71.2 73.7 71.4 71.6 72.0 71;1 69:4 69.8 '6711 70 1 7 68..6 '68,6 68.0 69.0 67.7 $7.4 119.4
70.6 57,9 73. 8 7p.7 74.2 76,1 69 .3 6314 77.0 79;1 67,1 65.6 62.9 66,j 63,8 56.9 123.7
61.0 6395 6.1.4 61. 3 61.6 60.6 60 1 8 60.7 59.3 61.7 61.5 59 ;3 60.4 59,6 54,2 54;3 1iO.4
67.5 67.7 66,5 66,6 70,2 66;1 64.2 64.3 63; 7 67,8 65.9 6x.9 67. 9 65.2 66.6 08.7 116,2
65,8 67.8 65.9 64,4 66.3 65;2 54, 4 64.3 63 ! y b7,4 65,2 6.5;1 66.2 64,.5 64.9 59,1 315.0
6G.5 62.6 63,8 62.'1 63.8 62.0 62 1 9 62;3 "1+717 62.9 61.4 63:8 61.9 62,0 59.6 58,6 11260
67,6 71.6 70,,6 68,7 69.0 67;2 67,1 66 1 3 62!0 64,4 61.9 6p„9 500 62.4 6100 60. 8 115,5
74,4 77,8 77.6 75,7 75,3 74;0 74 ' 1 71!3 69.0 [07,3 64.1 64;0 62.7 65.3 66.9 66.7 121.5
72.5 76.5 77.5 77.0 77.0 7+5;0 73 1 1 72.4 6910 69.1 66.8 65;6 64.8 64.3 65,7 65, 9 122.2
64.5 71.a 72. 7 71. 7 71.8 70:2 ba l e 67,3 65 ! 4 e5 ! a 65.0 64,5 64 1 0 63.1 62, 9 64.5 111.9
70.3 77,6 73,6 71.7 709.9 70;9 68.8 67.9 64 1 7 68.1 6;5.6 63;5 63 1 9 64.1 62, 9 65,5 118.0
73,7 78.1 ?Vol 78 9 3 77.3 74;3 7+5 ! 0 72.6 7111 700 68.2 66.8 69.0 66x5 67,1 65.9 123.;
73.7 76.7 76.9 75.6 75.2 74;0 75.1 73.9 66!9 70.0 68,7 67 ;b 67.1 66.2 67. 9 71 0 6 122.`1
76.8 78.9 74.9 70.r 77,3 78;'1 75,3 74.5 7x 1 x 72.2 72.2 70.8 69,1 67,3 68.0 71. 6 17502
78.5 89,7 81.7 79.,7 79.2 78;2 78.0 74.4 73.6 72,1 71 i .8 70;8 7018 70,4 6909 73, 9 17603



































83,7 86, 9 8.6.2 82,0 6 0,6 '90;4 8O .2 76.7 75.i 7212 68,3 68;9 7010 67.4 68.0 69 .0 124.0
84,5 84,8 87,7 82 9 7 83,1 81;3 91,2 761+4 7'517 1'2.1 70.4 71:7 70,8 68,2 68 * 9 7206 13096
87 0 1 88,1 85;1 R5,2 85,6 A2 -4 8 1. 5 it;! 80 1 y 75 1 1 74,4 74;0 73, 2 71 ,373.7 12.3 131.0



















66 x , 6 64, 7 6404 6416
64.7
63. 6315 65 9 4
63 . . 7
} 604
















76.1 73.8 6l.s 6^ ; 1 67 1 0 65 1 3 7[ ! tl 6fl.9 63.^ 5s,1 Sa4.7
66.9 7409 67.4 6613 6.7.6 66;0 6615 67! 9 7404 69 12 64.7 67.0 6515 67. +5 67.6 67 02 127.2
93.4 45.7 9 4,4 4117 92.2 91.1 0 01 4 8902 87 ! e 117.0 85,b 64;9 8513 85.4 8507 97,9
92.8 96,2 94.7 9201 92.1 90: 6 [14 1 9 8714 $000 as.l 82,4 11 2;0 62 n 1 8163 8161 82,6 139.6




RADIAL lup, ► T,	 $0
	




DAT = 015/ 7 44	 eou
RUN 589	 .115
TAPE	 A/8O	 403
BAR M Y HG	 5Dfl
	
07733 N/M2)	 040
TAM q- 	7 3 !	 li F	 -Ou(2961	 G K)	 1600





WACT 9 ,60 w4iH3
	(.0.0966 Kr,/M3)	 ?5^^
NF A 6735 "pp 	31' 0( 7051 HAV/SEG) 4,400
NFK x6521 NPN	 ' 3,400
( 696; fAU/54e! 0*00
NFU 5 0 ! RPA	 p'-p
RAU►SEG)1U^66













....^._ ^,.w....... ...._^.,:-: ^+ws-w0. r.c..e,c^.aays^:•,...,,	 ^	
-	
-.
.• ^	 - .,:.-•-	 °i^li7svnwi."^,	 - ,'.4AaKCd^+,.a^.keau;.r.:,^.rx^:.:,t,..;.....i-'...cu:,^aeiu..+i..,ww^ .^_=..,	 z.ey^-.i,:,:tk•.i^al..:uk^.'.^:wuw:it.^ :a^rrsivaa..xka; .^ it4a,.,'^. 5;; :.:,Ea^ s. i K ^^ara^+FA^iliadlitirfasii^i,,^ni.e»"'"iGa^4fil.^a	 ,.w.^.	 -	 -- ' i^etseaa
``s
NO
-	 PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUC71ON FROGt1AM	
PROC, DATE - MON.TN 8 DAY 29 HR. 15.8
G F 70' PER ENT RRL HUM DAM
is E:Q.
63
HAD[AL 100.	 FT. BO
4	 311.	 41 100
yFH[CLE ATT 125
r, f]NF)G APP 16C
LcC P TO 200
D A TE 08/05174 250
RUN
	 '19 0 315
TAPF O RD 400
R A R	 ?6 . 9 HG 5R:1
!97 7 46. n1/M2) 630
r A Mn	 72, DFG F C a C(^95. I:FG	 K) 10 act
T y ET	 611. DFG F 1250( 284. "DEG K) 1600
h A 'CTJ^ .%4 14/M3 200:1
( .0105 4 K q/43 ) 2500
KFA 6630, RPM 300
(	 #^ 9 4, RiD/SFC) 4000
; FrA 6g4R , RPM 48.00
(	 R SA r ,, R A D/SP-C % 4'%O
N rt11d6'1.. R , RPM ACO.',
(t^.13, rtAE]/gFcy10G,00
^.^.	 f F	 aLA`]F^ a4 t757jf'
1600:,
2ncF)a
^VFr.A LL ,CA[ Cl'L.ATFD
pKT:^,
	
MDOeL 50UND PRESSURE LrvcL S t'i4, 01-L,C	 ,
ANGLES FR(1M INLET IN DEC^tkE^ lA ND RAp[A1J5)
n,	 in,	 201	 30,	 40.	 50.	 6P.	 70.	 8nj	 4D. 104. 110. 120. 13R. 140. 150,
(n.	 )111 17)(^,35)(0.$2)t0.70140.871(1.15)(1.22)11,401[1,57)t1.751(1,92)42,091l?@27)(2,44112,621t
%)9.6 72.5 70 # 1 71 1 1 71.4 7{3,4 69.3 66,1 67.7 7,014 47,4 680 66;6 670 674 SS,R
7 1,7 A8,9 75.9 7099 79 .3 76,2 69.3 64d*v -*i - 79 1 9 67,1 66 ,1 6 ,1, 9 65,3 65.5 x+6.2
60.3 62.4 61.2 6115, 6,1. 7 60.6 60,7 60+i 58.4 61 '!b 61,5 59.4 '39,4 59 9 6 39 1 0 53x6
66.5 65.6 6.6.6 67 tS 6 8 . 9 63,8 64.6 65.i 63.7 6497 65 9 7 640 66,7 640 66 .3 57.5
64.7 68 1 66 ,1 65 1Q 64.9 64.3 64.0 64 ,6 6211 6291 63.3 63,0 64.0 62,5 63,3 '40,2
60.6 6 1. 6 63,6 6705 63.7 411.8 67.7 61.5 541.560! 7 68x1 61,8 60, 8 61,0 59 03 5d,i
6 7 ,6 7 0, 6 6997 67 !8 6b,2 66:1 66.0 64,v 6149 63.8 61.9 60.9 60 11 712,3 60.4 6ri.0
73.7 77.0 76.0 74 1 6 7,1,9 72.4 72.2 6919 67,9 65.1 64,2 63.9 62. 9 64,0 66.2 R5.1
72,6 76,0 76 0 7 75 1 6 75T9 73,9 72.8 70.6 69.7 64 9 2 67,0 6494 63.6 63,1 65.5 65,4
70,6 72,0 72, 6 72.6 71. 9 70,51 70.0 67.5 66,b 66.13 69•0 b4.0 63.1 62.8 63.1 A3.2
72. 4
 75.4 77. x►
 7695 75. 7 14rtl 73.7 7g.3 6P.4 6616 64, 1 65x0 64. 9 6 4. 6 65.1 67.6
76.1 7x ,'2 6 2. 3 79.1 79.1 78,2 78.4 71.7 7^,V 72.0 1 0 . 1 69,0 70.G 66,`1 66.0 69.o
76.6 79,6 79,6 78.7 79.6 77,2 77.,9 74,5 72.6 71.1 . 70.9 7a.,y 66.8 56.3 60.4 72.4
79.0 `l^ - w3.2 8 1 .9 32.1 87,4 F3,3 7b.c 76, 9 76.3 73,1 74,0 73.1 7 0. 5 69.5 73,'5
81.0 85.{ 14.0 621 9 8.2.r 142.2 `32,2 79.6	 76.0 75 1 15 72,$ 73.9 73. 9 72,1 =9 .2 73,13
1'[x,1	g2.:	 E.S.1	 83 1 1	 3 1+1 8 1, 4	 6 11. :5	 77.,	 74./	 73 1 9	 72 1 0	 71,17	 71. 4	 -59 2 40.6	 70,5
P1.[ r4 r1 	:',p,1	 R,%.9	 83.2 83,4 X1.1 751. 1	7'.+.9 7;5.4	 7 2.4	 71.0	 7 2. 3 64 ,9 	79. 7 72.5
63.7 n7 ,G 157,6 04.5 04.2 84.7 F) 1 ,9 79.4 76. 9 73.7 71,9 72.1 72.1 70 .2 69 0 1 7119
87.2 1+9,8 40,4 56.1 SI+.Z 04.6 K'S.1 Bd.: 74.3 7611 72.4 77.0 7 4.1 69 ,7 69.7 72,3
h7.8 92;7 91.7 8616 87.`1 45,9 45 ' a E2.7 efl.7 75 1 7 73,7 7406 74.0 5 4 .9 7(1.4 74.5
41.0 41.3 9 0.13 90,0 41.2 67.3 36.0 AL,^ 95,5179 ! 2 77.6 76.4 74.2 74.4 7 3. 7 72.5
95.2	 9411 44.5 82.8 8 1 .7 7b.j 76. E 72.6 7 n.4 6 y ,6 7C.4 h6,6 06.7 Ri3.h
45.5 >.T, CS 	 ~ F .4	 43 1 2	 84.3 62.7	 31,4	 77.,:	 '76. ji	 7?.`a 6 9.3 109.0 67,3 64.5	 66.0 ..7.4
`582.2 96.3 V 3.4 81.	 R1.7 80 15 79.4 76x.; 74.1• 7U*4 67.6 66.6 66,7 f14sR 63. 7 45.0
7`3.4 f 2. t 6'0.4	 77 1 5 17.6 76.6 74.7 72.. 7 j ,l	 67.7 6 4,6 64,7 x$ 3.4 63.9 62.9 j4-f
75.4 74,7 75.5 73.5 74.7 73.5 71.7 6. r 	73,5 69.7 63.7 66,5 45.5 66.7 n'.3 67,6
7 i1.2 76 0 6	 7 10x' 64. 5 6 9 . 9 69 .4 69, rn 6C,s	 7;1.4 69.1. 64.8 67.5 h6.6 68.4	 06,1 ;,7,7
^-6i1	 99. 4.	 9 7, 9	 416.7 96.r 9r% . {) q 4.r, 0 1 '&	 9:] 9 7	 d9 1 2 07,1	 Fb.1 C6.3 4'` a 	 xh.3 841^5
96.3 99.:--YF,-0 9b.0 96.5 44.f 04.1 91.4 99,9 P7.4 44.4 84,2 83. 9 1`2,1 82.1 63.5































fPAGE	 1 FILL	 %CALF	 T)ATA	 RFI7t1CT1(1`1 PROGRAMMOI}CL SOU N D
PRUC,
PRESS U RE	 LEV,:LS	 (59,	 {1tG,
RAT(
F.	 10




ANGLES FRIM I PLE T IN Rt6AtE 6
90.
{ AND RA .1) I AN5 )






































6o.4 60.3 62!4 6#.4 5 9 r5 55.`r na.J 59,8 53. 4 110.5115.7NADIAL	 10D.	 Vt . 80





































66.6 65:5 62. 7 6314 62.8 61, p 6 4. 9 6Z.1 61.U.1'4' 5%,5,5
116.0
121•^PT#jLIC
a	 ,8	 3 74p TF	 /0 /
20o















































; ( 9	 77.
41M2) 63^?
630












7 Q . 3
00700
7 4,2
15,,0 69,8 68 0 8
`i,3
.,7.i0 68 .3 72.5
X23.6
24.1
i,CG F 7 5.9
79.p
78,8
.0.1 ^: 79. Y. 76.4 6	 3 79,! 75.`3 73.3 73..1




































79.1, 77.e 74.1 72.3 1 1.2 7 1,1 71.1 59.3 69.8 72,0 128•s







8 '2.G 31.) q Z.0 7a,d 77.7 74.4 7x,1, 1 1.0 70.1 71.2 67 .






3154 86 .0 8d.0 M8.4 84.1 84.4 82.4 P 2.2 8 4 . 4 76.0 73 .10




(	 7 05. RAD/3FC) 4000 9	 7 89 U












































kr~ 10628. RPM 8008, 83.2 85 3
'1




























76.6 75.5 7.5.0 73e6 77 .6 h y ,. 7a.7 66 8 63,7 h4.j 63, 8 `3. 7 fi 7. $66.8
A."?
7F,7.  126.4N P ,
 4F 6L A IES	 44








F8.G 08.1 7j1 127.1

































RADIAL 100.	 FT. 90
(	 30.	 (e} 1Da
v0HICLE ATT 12'5
CONFIC APP 160
L C C	 P TO 200
BATE 06J05/74 T5 0
mliN	 R92 315
7 ^.pc A78r, 400
ys:q 76.9 Hr., 500(9774.6. i4/R2) 630
IA"	 7 2. DFG F an .)(6:915. aF C Xi 1000
P WET	 61. DE C F 125P
(289. DEG K) 1600
MACT10rS4 GH/M3 2000
(.01054 KG/M3) 2503
N r A 6 4 21. RPF4 3150
(	 672. RAU/SEC) 4000
e r K 6 3 43. RPM 9400
it	 'r'64,, RJLWSC-C .I 14"300
n c D10 6 2 8 . RPM 4000
{1113, RAD/SFC111500R









PAGE !	 FULL SCALE DA T A RFSUG;jon1 i'Rt1GkAM	 PRUC, We - MOgTH I DAY 29 HR. 15;9MOO.EL BOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 159, Bt G, fr 70 'PERCENT ER; HUM, DAY)
AWOLES FRAM INLE1 IN M;GktEs (AND RADIANS)
	
0.	 10.	 20,	 30,	 40,	 50.	 67.	 70.	 80 1
	POr 1 00. 110. 120, t30. 140 9 150.
(0.	 1{Qrl71tU ► 391{p#521(0.701{A.87}(1.tfg)t1r22)t1.401(1.57f{1.75ii1.92f(2.p9I(2.?.7}(7#44;(7,62'1{
69.5 72;5 70.4 7095 71,7 69,4 68.4 68.4 66,9 72 ! 3 670 67,7 6694 67.6 67.7 55,6
71.7 67;6 75x4 70.5 79.3 75.6 69.9 6590 77.7 70.9 66 # 7 6611 60;9 66,1 65.2 56.2
68.6 62.3 61.b 60!1 60.8 60.5 60.6 61 .1 56.4 630 a1r6 5996 58;7 511,4 61.0 $319
64,5 64.8 63,7 8 13 !3 67.8 62,7 62,8 660 64.0 6816 64,0 64.4 6 .7;6 64 # 9 65.9 56,1
63.8 66;9 63.7 63 1 8 6'0.4 63,1 6 2.8 6 1,9 61.1 65.2 60.3 6192 63.3 61.2 63.3 57,4
59 18 6406 63,5 62.5 6e.8 X52.0 62.6 6194 58#5 62.9 59.7 60#6 60.8 60.3 59.3 57,2
66 # 9 6 ,6 69,6 66.8 67 .1 66.6 65,7 6398 41.0 67 !0 62,2 6191 60.8 62.1 60.4 60,1
73.6 75;7 74, 8 7 319 72.9 71.9 71.6 6b.9 66.9 65 ! 1 63.,9 62.8 6211 63.1 64.5 64,1
72.7 75.7 76,9 q5.6 75.9 73 # 9 71.9 6916 65.6 68.2 e6.2 6511 63, 9 63.0 64.4 65.1
7 1D-
.
6 72;6 72.6 71 ! 9 71.8 70.9 69.7 67 9 6 66x7 65 '0 0 6610 64.0 64.1 61,9 63.0 63,2
7:.5 73;5 75 9 4 7513 74,6 72.7 70.7 67.4 66.4 67 '0 7 6497 64 n 7 62.6 63.,13 65.9 65;8
:J.O . 7F1:0 77.0 77.2 7b.2 76,4 74. 7 73.1 7 1 .0 70 0 1 69.3 6 7 ► 1 67;1 66.5 66.3 6995
76.7 79;1 79,7 77.6 77.7 7 +3,4 76.0 73.6 71.7 70.9 69.9 68,1 68;0 66,1 67.1 700
11093 44.6 '+6.9 6Z l 9 74.5 .79.5 78.4 76.1 73, 9 72!1 71.3 7{,14 70.3 68.5 68.4 70.b
91162 A4,C K364 62 ! 7 92.2 8203 9 0. 7 70 * 4 74.6 7395 12.2 71#9 71.1 70.5 59 .1 7?.tl
79.9 81.9 84 # 483.0 81.3 82.3 "J.L 7 b .1 75.0 72.9 12.1 70 # 9 71.3 `9,4 56.3 70.5
	
3	 6.81.2 84.2 85,3.4 83.1 114,4 84,2 F1.1 7b.2 74!2 73.5 71.0 72.4 64.5 69.7 73.5
84,6 97,^l 87.6 55.5 8!. 1 a6,0 83.5 R2.c
	
79.0 76,2 7 4.0 72.0 72. 6 7 0.2 7 1: .0 712.2
90.0 93;0 93.0 8 4 .2 80.3 88,2 88 # 0 8693 81. 9 79!5 75.4 75.0 77 .2 72.3 7 1.6 74.5
9007 94;5 93.6 410 ! 5 91".0 90.9 F9.7 P.b,S 94.6 9Q!1 77.0 779b 76.9 72.1 74.0 77.0
94.4 94;9 930 94.0 15.4 9395 90.0 R64b 88#0 830 80,5 79.7 76,2 76.4 75.4 75.5
	
67 13 	 9161 86!2 97.4 86.4 85.1 F J . 4 79.5 75.4 73.6 7196 72.4 57.3 +)9.6 69.3
4fk.2 41.I 8;.J 84'04 87.4 86,7 85.2 61,4 arj.1 76;7 12.3 71.2 7094 ^.7.4 68.7 69,7
95.5 F9 .7 e7 r2 65 ! 4 84.7 84.5 83.1 7 4 .: 77.1 73.3 7 11.4 6 0,4 68.6 65.6 65.7 68.8
82.4 R5.4 d3. 6 82.4 91 1. 5 6 0,7 78 9	7n.,, 79.2 7^.4 66.4 65.4 64.4 64.6 64.7 4;5.;;
76.7 9 .4,3	 75.h 77.5 77.b	 77.7 75.	 71.! 7:95 68.<	 65.5 6 6 .7 666.4 66. !; f-5.6 f,3.+01
73.4 79;7 74.'.' 77.7 71.8 72.6 71.3 60 0 4 75,2 6517 65.6 6714 66. 6 ` 9 .1 67.1 68.5
99. 1j in1, 7 JVO. n 98.6 99.! 97.9 46.} 9,5.7 91.b 9110. M6.0 8690 06,3 °5.1 86.3 45.2
96.9 1n1.6 1fl0.7 96.7 99.} 98.4 06..3 03.7 92 9 6 89 !2 h6r1) 85.2 849' 8 87.7 F32.9 94.3































. PACiF.	 ± FULL 5l:RLF DA T A RF1]UCT{Oh : Pl+O,KAM SOWNIU PRESSURE
PRLIC.	 DATE









ANGLES FR nM IPI LFT 1 •) UtG lR eE^	 CAND RA!3IANSI
R, 1C. 20. 3[!, 44, 5 n9 60, 7C. tlp! 30# 100, 110• 12'p, 130. 14 0. 150. PML





















60.9 66. 2 h 4 ,1 56. 3 123.b










51 @ 4 60.5 6095 6 ,T.2 6 0 , 4 58.2 6 1• ti 62, 7 60.5 59.7 59,7 59.7 -3 . 0 110Lv4






























65.9 64.b 64. 9 6317 62,0 61.2 59.1 63.0 61.4 59,6 114,7{,CC	 PTO
DATE 04/.05/74
2DD





































71#7 h9.7 6t.s: 66.5 64 1 9 03.6 63.4 61.0 bL. q 62.0 +55.9 ild, ygAR
=97746, NtM2} 630 77.1 79.3 7e',w 74.3 76.1 75.4 74. 4 7 39 6 71. 69.3 68,9 68.1 57.3 66.2 65.7
A9.6 123.1





























7 1.0 7 1,u 611.5 71.5 12697ltaF, T	 b 1.^
#+?.
ilFG F




Hi.2 ti.i.i L;a;. lk 114.1 33.4 114.3 191.3 7`d.,, 7b.7 73- 9 71.9 7?. Z5 71.1 70,1 6 9 .3 7 2.S 130 +1
F4C71^9,5 .4 ^ ,e /H3 ^hr1tF ? 1.^ s1,'; "4. y 85.Zi !34.9 3!s.3 '3..i) A e•1 78.i' 75.076,9



























74,5 7 7x1 7 2.!1 7.4 9 97 75 n 3 1.57,4
F:






a 1. 5 n '1 .1o ,;.0 "°q 4 . 9 91.5 91,4 9,•7 4n,n A7.c B`7,7 9 1!,8 18.8 77.7 77.9 75.1 74;0 76.1 139.3










13597{	 653. fiA'1)/SM (3 30Q lid . 5 4 3.3
91.;

















7 4 . 2






86.3 09-e " 7 .A 06.2 86.6 54.7 21 4,.3 A 1.1 78.3 74 ,:! 7 1.5 b4,4 69,4 56.8 6697 66.6 134.5

























15,.7 67.6 67.5 64 .0 5a.1 7p.*% 131!.1
"1E15iJ[EI:
?0[1,0 1
9'$+5 I n -e,3 : id . a 100!0 95 n s1 Y9,0 ;38a) 4i.t, 92.6 90ei 8 7.9 87.+) 87.?.85 . 3 1 6.1' s 3.5 56.2
10.0
1' 5 ,1 147•!:
n411 K1Lt TALC #: 1 A Txu 94.3 1P7 .4 1	 1.1 4► 9.9 100.2 09.1 98 . 9 94.0 93.4 R9. a193-S
+3 6.8 fiS.E
99,7 99.1 9 7.5
n'3 . ^
91.. g.1p#,p h^{ 113.;1 11 6 ." 1!'% .1 11 4 .0 11 4. 1 11 3 ,U 112.1 10 $•9 L0 7.5 Jul .0




FADIAL 100, FT.	 80
	
( 30. M)	 100
v r-HICLE	 ATT	 125
CONFIG	 APP	 16j
LnC PTO	 200
D ATE 38/05174	 250
RUN 593	 315
CAPE	 A76D	 400
M AR 29 .0 HR	 500
	
(977 94. N/M2)	 630









Cl 1 ,, 	 Gm /H.z.	 ?[1111:
	
t. 0 1136  KG/H3 )
	 7)SCC
NFA 6 714. RPM	 3150
( 7f).3. RAD/5FC1 4.004
k r o 6 58 2, RN1'	 '400*.
( 700. r'. ADf5 FC1 63011
r,r%ah2B. RPM	 401)([






MOOhL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 459,	 DkG, F, 70 PERCENT REL, Hum, DAT1
ANGLES FHA" INW IN F7t&KtE6 W41) RADIANS)
0 1 10, 2'0, 30, 4[s, 50. 60, 70. 80. 440. 10#1. 110. 120, 130. 10. 150. PwL
(ft. )(0.171(P,35)I0.52)[0.7p)(0,87)( 1,n51[1,22)I1,,01t1,>7)t1.75y(1i4.2)(2.39)(2. ?.7')[7.44)17,621( )
72,2 72.5 7 0,4 71.1 72.4 70 0 4 69.3 69 91 69.5 6906 6896 67,7 66,8 68.6 69.0 56.13 139:00
e9.6 67;G 73. b 68.13 81.3 76.0 .57. 9 62.9 74.6 77.9 66.7 67.2 64.2 69 .3 h5.6 5d,4 12305
63,3 65 . 5 6 12. 4 62 1 2 62.7 51.5 6?.3 61.6 61.6 62 1 7 62.4 61.5 6 0. 7 61,0 6 1.0 54.7 111.6
67,5 67.5 66.4 64,7 66.8 64.6 64,9 6297 65.6 65.3 64,6 66.7 64,0 64,2 68,3 57.1 115.1
67.1 67,E 66.0 64,9 64,.1 64,1 64.1 61.7 63.7 6411 6298 6293 64.2 6 1. 4 65 ,3 57 9 5 113.6
62.8 62,6 64.4 63!7 64.x 61,3 62.9 ft.0 61.0 59.9 78,6 61,1 6 1.0 61.0 60.4 57.9 111.4
69.9 7C,8 69.7 57 1 5 65.1 67.1 66.0 63.6 52.7 63,1 60,9 60.9 +39.9 62.4 61 * 2 6a.2 114.6
76,.6 76,8 75.6 74!9 73. 8 72.9 72,7 69,5 611,6 66,8 6 4,8 65,0 64.2 64.3 55.5 65.1 12003
75.9 76,9 711,1 lb!6 77.5 74,9 72.7 7096 70.[1 68,9 66.8 66•.0 65,1 6 4.0 66.4 6.6.4 122s'1
73.9 74,5 74,5 73 1 5 72.7 71,8 70.,6 67.9 66.6 65.7 65.0 65,.2 65.1 63.2 63.4 65.0 iivel
74.8 77 1 6 76,9 7516 75,7 74,1 72,5 7114 6Q 1 y 670 67 9 5 65,9 66.7 65,9 66.4 69.1 121,7
00.0 61,1 11 0.4 tl 0!l 6'91.4 78.4 77.0 75,0 74.0 7 2!11 72,1 69,3 70.1 68.5 69,8 70.5 125.8
79 * 0 1510 M1,g 78,9 79 9 2 78...71 77,0 7497 73.7 7?!j 71.2 77.2 69 , 9 68.0 69.6 72,5 1250
P0 0 9 A 14 :3 £4401 5 1! 9 8'1.2 82.2 81.0 76.1 76. 9 76.p 13 ,0 74 91 7 2,0 7 01 5 71.4 73,5 1 ?A.7
H1.9 A3.6 45,W 33. 6 8343 83.0 87.,1 78 .'^ 77.h 75.0 7 4.0 7492 72, 4 72,1 7 1.2 7 4.1 129.9
81 6 1 92.9 8 4.1 53 1 0 81.3 ajmh 40,9 77.6 74.4 73,} 72.1 72,D 7 1,2 89,4 x+ 9 .2 7'1.1 126,7
8 2.9 S5.a 4 6,1 84.9 84.2 83,1 +k ?.4 BL-.r 1890 7593 1 4.2 71,3 73.2 7 1. 6 71,.7 75.3 13n.7
84.6 Fg .n 96.9 R5.6 a4. 9 85,0 02.3 Su. y 74,b 74.9 73,7 73r a 73*0 7 C.;i 7 0:9 73.2 131.el
8812 90,2 "192 86 ! 3 87,4 86.4 8 6.0 641 . 0 5090 7 7.1 7 3,9 73.0 75.4 7 0.2 ? A.6 7R.2 1.34,6
90,5 o3,5 5 2, 7 $5.5 89.13 07.6 86..8 849tr 8 4. 6 77.7 7 4r8 7517 75.6 7 1 ,.11 73,0 75 1 2 136,2
9 1,i 94 .6 92.1 92 ! 1! 95,0 90.4 8 7.2 M4.1 95,11 A LlU 7 993 77 ,3 76,1 7q . 6 75,3 7 51 4 llb,1
P9. 0 92.2 Y9 n y 66,0 80.4 84.6 83 9 1 81.t; 79,2 74-3 72,3 71,2 71,5 67,3 67.8 69.6 133.0
1•'6.2 09.9 87, 1, 85.9 3 .6.4 a4.2 83.2 78.1 7810 73 1 9 1 1.2 70.1 6911 67.6 67.7 6b. to 133.1
84,9 98.6 11 6.4 33 1 11 83. 4 8 2. 4 R l.v 76.1 75.2 72.0 68.8 60 1 j 66.3 35.2 A5.7 R6..4 13211
P 1.6 It 4,G 0	 .V 6p.9 fl6,1 79 .F: 7.	 r- 74.7 7 3.1 0,2 66.0 64, 4 64.3 '• 3.2 hs.6 65.4 329.0
7 7.4 R,,t 7 6.5 76.5 76.1 74.4 73.: 71.- 71.5 6519 6 4x6 6 4 ,7 64,1 h4, 9 64.0 0,', 12i5.1
72, 2 71j,S 71.2 71.2 71.7 711,7 5b. 7 Oko.4 7 1.=v 65 1 0 65,3 6hr4 66,6 66.6 65.11 AG.5 127.6
9,),0 11[G.S U4,lS 97.7 98.3 ¢5.i; 94.8 9;e./ 0 1 . 3 S6/B 15 7.9 87.2 61.0 [16.1 04.3 R5.4
9 7.9 100.6 99.6 97.7 9t1,G 46,3 9 4. 1 9k.5 9 1.1 !!7.9 145,6 114 1 4 °4.6 °2.7 r 3,2 p 4.n07,7
144.';
181.8 1! 41, 2.13.^^ 112.0 112.2 110.A Ina .; ; pfi .l 105.[ lr1-^) 99 96 9#.5 9^1.1
5J5
- Ls - 	 S#hk:,frle^aet '.eiiY<ric' ^i •._•..n'i^ 	 "	 - 31.La+lav N' i'L4^^- '	 ..x^3':ud.,i. .Jr'.r.,=.;, .::'s.. .^.le.. ^	 ••	 •`-. _	 .«	 .1^	 ejl^l:^-_	 lv±e	 .ti
	
vV :^^ °	 ^a:-_%e1'e1*5H®w.ozief-.=	 ae,...	 -,-..a	 `	 ^Gld+_	 =«^s




o A C.E t
1
hAOTAL	 104.	 FT. an




C A TE I S /05/ 74 290
F() N 	 A 02 315
TAPE A780 400
v A q	 a9.0:Hf 500
(97054. WM) 630
3AMt3	 62. DFG F Soo
( ? 9 0 . TA-C K) 1000
JUET	 59. DEG F 1250(280 o jr-6 K5 1606
*ACT1t•73 •;1403 ?0011
(•Ot173 KG/M:3) ?5013
hFA 6763. RP" 3150
{ 700. RAWSEC) 4000
NFK 6747. RPM 5000(
	
706. H AA/S F C) 6300
6FD14 6 26 . RPH 11000
(1113. RAD/SFC ) lt)OOR






MDVtL SJUNO PRESSURE LEVELS	 1 159.	 nEC, F. 70 PERCLNT	 FE-L..	 HUM1. DAYS
ANGLES FRnN INLET 1N PEONEEN WVD RADIANS)
n. 17. 2n ! ja w 4n, 50. 6n. 70, 8 13 96. Ion. 110. 12C. 13'0, 144, 150. PML
ca. 314 , t7)tn 435 ) to. ^z)tp . 7 o)ca.A7) e i. ^!`5)11,223 t1.403c 1. ^7) { L. ^^^f 1. 9z ) c z .09 ) t2.77)c7.44)t ?..62)f )
71.4 73.5 7 0,9 71.1 72.6 70.3 69.3 0.4 69.4 69.6 c7,5 63.4 67 1 2 61.7 69.0 96.6 11s).0
69.7 Ad.i: 74,6 68.7 311. 4 75,8 h84 7 62. q 73.9 77 1 1 67.1 55, y 63. 9 68.2 a6, ;8.4 12,1.1
63.2 63,4 62.5 61.3 61.6 6215 42. q 60.2 61.1 62!4 6 1.7 69.5 59.3 60.9 60.0 94.6 311.4
66.8 65.9 65.7 95.8 67.6 64.0 63. 6 6S44 %7,5 65 ! 5 65,5 64,7 66.6 7 1.c 7 4..". 117.5
66.0 07,5 65,7 65.1 65. % 64 .3 6 4,1 62,ti 66.1 6 4, 9 F 3.1 62 9 3 63.1 r5 3. 5 !`5 .5 K6 . 4 114.0
63.6 64.o 64,0 63.5 53.L b3,c 64.5 62.: 60. 8 61.6 98.9 61,c 501 9 +5 1.2 )1.$ ^^.% L11.1
70.0 71:1 70.6 670 69.2 67,9 67.d 64.6 62.7 6397 60 1 6 60,9 60, 4 62.2 61.2 61.1 115.5
76.7 78;0 77.7 75!6 75.3 74.2 7;3,7 70,6 69,6 h6 ! 8 65, 1 65,9 63,6 fi5.3 b6.5 X6. 4 121,5
74.5 77;1 77,6 76.9 77.6 74.9 73.7 71.6 70..6 70.1 h7.7 65..1 66,0 64.4 66,2 O .0 122.4
72,.8 73,6 73,b 72.8 72.1 64 .9 159,0 66 9 7 65.7 65 ! o 6 4.9 65.1 63. 7 15:3.3 63.1 ^• 4 . % 11'3.1
7 5.7 72.8 72.7 7113 7 2.0 7 0.6 68, 9 67,6 66.5 63.n 6 5.6 64.7 64.1 65,1 63-9 66.1 11d.t
74.8 77,4 78.0 77.8 77.5 75.1 74.7 73.1 72.1 71 ! ,2 70.0 69. 0 68,4 x•7.2 67.3 690Y 123.4
76.1 78,1 77,7 76.8 75. 9 76.2 74.5 71.7 39 ► 9 69 07 59.2 68 .2 68.6 h6.0 6 7 .2 70,4 123.x-
7$.2 "u,7 e l- ^- 79.1 76.1 78 .2 1 7.3 73.11 71..5 71 ! ,z h9,9 71•& 69.5 6b .2 67.4 70.2 125,0
79,1 % L,2 n 2.1 h11C 79.5 79. 61 78.a 7e,r. 72. 7 'tliO 7 1.0 71,1 71.1 7 9.0 68 .4 70,0 126.6
77.9 8 0,1 POs 9 9 0*L 789,, 7A.,S 76.1 7 4 91 11.7 69 ! .9 69.8 6 9 ,1 49 .3 67-5 67 n 7 69.4 125.5
79• 0 R2. 4 !'e ,v 0 011 7`! .» 19.4 7r},0 74.9 71,W 7?.2 d9 ,9 70.3 69,4 7+ f3.2 5 9 .3 71.5 126,4
1 2.0 85 60 112.a 910 81. 4 110.9 78.0 76.6 74.5 71, .6 69.6 70.1 69.9 57.9 6.8.1 71,3 127,7
116,8 68.3 09 9 Ll 84-.3 83.2 83.1 132. y 80,5 75 , . 9 7303 70,9 71,0 72.1 57.5 68.7 69. 1 131,k
87,5 9LI,4 89.1 65 ! 7 86.0 84.0 12 3.6 P O* 7 79.6 73,7 71,8 72. 9 73.0 09,6 7 1.0 72, 9 134.9
119,9 88.1 !1801 118.}, 85.3 82.9 140!1 8.1.2 78.0 75.6 75.1 74.3 72.2 7 3.4 72. 4 133.1
:
6:
55.3 89.4 86,1 82.0 42.2 51.3 8 4.1 77.3 75.1 70.5 69 1 1 6 9 .4 69.2 65.3 h6.b 5 7 . 6 130.1
83.1 86.2 83 9 1 01..1 32.3 8 0.t 79,3 74.7 74. 6 7n.1 67.9 67.3 67.1 65,1 63.4 se.: . 179.4
82 .2 "4,8 81.8 79,7 79.1 78,2 77.0 73.6 71,8 68.1 66.4 61.0 66..0 6401 63.5 65,L 17d.1
78..0 Alto 76.1 76.9 75.`% 74.8 72. 9 70.E 69.6 66.1 63.9 64 .1 62.9 62.3 o2,4 A5.3 120.4
74.1 77.6 73.4 72.4 7..^ 71.,1 70.6 4s.i 70.6 66.3 83.15 64.7 6,3.7 .5 5.6 6 4 .il N6,+: 125.7
68.9 71.9 48.1 6b.1 6b.S 67.1 n6.9 649 h 89.6 66 • C 63, 9 65.4 63.3 '•6.3 t5.4 ed.+ 127.d
9 4.7 98,0 96,1 9497 3 3. V 4 3.x) 91.9 1!9.G =8,7 87. 3 6542 85 1 7 84,6 15.1 "-f.4
95,0 97,7 96. 4 94 1 1 9s.,' 92.5 91.3 Pb.b 587. 45. 2 14x, 9 8 3 .3 8295 11.5 3 2.1 "2. 4 141.0






PA GE 1 FULL SCALF DATA RFDUCTInN PNOGRAM	 PROC, (FATE - MONTH tl DAY 29 HR. 16:C
MOObL 50Uj113 PRESSURE LEVELS 1 951. DbG, F. 70' PERCkNT REL: Hum. DAY)
ANGLES FRnM iN0, IN UEGHtEb ( AND RA111ANS)




(0. )(0.171(0435 1(8. 52) to. 70140,87)(1. n5) 41022111 ► 4 01(1.') 7)0 ,75)(1. 42)(2.09)12,77)(2.44)(7,62)1 1
7 1.3 7 2.5 70.3 70.4 7Z.7 70.5 65,5 0,3 6`x.6 69,7 67.9 67,7 66.4 67.6 67.7 5:7,4 lid.1
67.8 66.7 74,V 67,9 81.9 76,2 67.7 51,4 7 39 9 77.9 67,i 65,8 61.1 66,3 54,2 58.4 ;Till)
62.3 62.4 6 1.2 60.6 61.5 6 0.8 5 0.2 60.4 60.6 61 ! 4 61.6 39.6 58 0 5 54 .0 59,8 53.4 11091
64,8 65 0 5 65.7 63.8 64.7 62.2 62, 8 63.4 65, 8 6517 65.5 64.0 63.7 64 0 8 63.3 61. 9 114.2
65,1 66,1 64.7 63,0 63.4 62.3 61..9 63.9 66.8 66.4 63.9 63,2 6 2,0 53.2 64.5 10.3 113,1'
63.5 A3,7 64,7 67.8 64.1 61.9 62,11 1411.17 60. 9 59 ! 9 78,7 60.9 60,8 60.7 6 C.4 5 8 .1} 1114,5
71. 0 70.9 71.4 68.6 68 .3 67,7. 66, 6 64.6 6366 63 ! 7 6101 690 60.0 62,1 62.1 60,2 11^,Y
78.2 78,2 77,6 77se 75.9 74.3 7 3.8 71.3 73. 7 67-9 06..1 65.3 64.1 65.1 67 .2 66 . 3 122016
76.9 78,2 77 n b 76.6 77.0 75,3 73,j? ?;.o 71.0 70*Ej 67.7 66,1 65.8 64 ► 3 66.1 67.3 122.5
78.9 79,6 79.8 76.6 76.9 75.2 75.7 7301 73.7 72 ! 6 69,7 72.1 67.7 ',5.0 67.1 71.3 124.2
79,9 91.9 0 101 77.5 77.1 7601 75.[i 74.5 75.9 72 1 5 70 1 6 71.7 67.9 F9,2 66.1 7 1. 8 125.0
79,2 79,1 79,7 78,1 78.2 76.5 75.1 7t,=: 71. 9 70,3 7 362 6 9 .3 68.9 68.4 68.4 7 0 .5 124.1
1! 0.7 6 1, 8 79,e 77.6 77.0 77.1 74,17 1206 72. 9 71.1 69,7 71.1 7 1 . 0 69 .1 0.,2 71.9 124.4
84,2 84 .11 4 4.0 81 t q 79.1 79.4 7 8.0 75.0 75.2 72.9 71.2 73.1 78:9 46.1 48.6 71. 5 127.3
s1.9 92.1 t2 t b 131.7 80.3 79,2 78..4 75,o 72.5 71.3 lO,$ 75.V 70.8 69.4 0.2 73.3 126,6
8 0.1 Nl.V e 3.0 "1!1 79 .3 79.6 77, 9 74.- 7?, V 7r,.S 7 U ,2 70.3 69.2 58.4 66,5 159.3 126,.580.2
"2.,i P 2.0 !U,.9 7 1 .1 79,5 77.1 74.1 73.0 7 0 . 3 6 9.3 7 0 11 69,9 63,6 1+ 4 .4 71.4 1x6.3
8 1.6 94.7 1` i:.( 82.b 81.1 '31 .4 7 7.7 7o.4 74.7 71.7 1 0.3 7 C,U 74.0 68,4 68 .1 71,2 121,V
89.9 87.3 "9 .11 54r0 83.4 82.6 1 ?.2 AU.1 75.2 73!3 10.0 70,4 71.3 6 7,3 68 .6 0,1 1300+
87.7 O v.t; 68,6 5645 84.7 47,9 83.6 8 1j .7 79 ,e 77,8 % 9 .6 72.7 71.7 7 7,5 7 0 . 3 72.2 132.3
97.1 •9.3 8 7.7 5.8 1 2 86,1 5463 62.1 79.0 00.4 77.2 77,1 75.0 74.1 72,6 73.3 7 706 13464
R5.8 88.4 65. 4 07.0 8t.h 8065 79.4 76 t h 75.v 71111 e44 69 41 69.2 65,6 66.5 17,0 129.r5
14 3.1 9 6.ij h 3.0 61.1 92.1 50,4 78.2 73,1 73.? 7n..3 N6,9 66.3 67.1 64.5 6 5, 3 046 .2 12v.J
x'1• . 2 Fa ll n7.1 J9 !1 79. 1 78 .6 75. e 795.4 71.: 'S"i,2 11 6.2 6509 55.3 h3.=, 63.3 044.;. 121."t
78.1 P[1,^ 77.7 75.9 75.L 75.1 72.1, 6 1i.9 69.1 Abel. 5 200 5s,^ 6?. e. 6 :..1 32.3 F 3. 4 ;7t)
73.4 76,!, 73.3 72.0 71.4+ 72.1 61.1) 0.3 59,6 A:, l: b I,6 0,3 634 9 6201' 64.2 1,4. 7 i24,'f
68 6 3 7Z ,r 64,3 67.,) 67.6 67.4 049,5 fS• & A 9 .1 '5:3.2 6 0,.6 6590 67 0 4 0+1.5 h2.6 65.5 12445
9508 96,p '+E.9 94.7 94 . 4 9 3,2 9 1.5 1!9.7 8n ,* 11 7.1` 65 . 9 R6.3 ?94, 9 "4,1 85.3 14.
0 565 97.6 96.6 94,5 94.1 92.5 9 101 11 11.7 37.1 !juts h315 P396 8216 X1 1.4 F 1.6 ;l 2. 1 4105
109.4 111. 0 110.5 108 1 5 1 O il .1 105,9 105,2 191, 6 101. 4 Ye.5 97 ► 3 96.7 99,9 '7 4,4 94.1 '15.5
P ACIAL 100. rT,	 80
( 30, MI	 1()C
vfNICLE	 ATT	 125
CnN r ) r. 	APP	 160
L OC PTO 	 200
DATE 118 11051 74	 350
NUM 6 04	 315
T APE	 A750	 400




T ANS 62. DFG r	 AQO
	(290. DFG h )	 10o0
TwET 56. DEG F	 1230
	
(?8(). DFG K)	 2600
6A C T 110 23 G"/M3	 ?000
	
(.01123 1% G/H3 )	 ?.500
t1 F A 6 7 61. RPM	 31.90
( 708. R*D/5FC) 4000
hrA 67 42. H4'M	 soon













PAGE, 1 FULL SOLE DATA RFOUCTION PROGRAH 	 ,	 Pmg;r. F AT 70 FkR
N
Ir	 Ef1T RELAYMOUtL ^0-NU F'HE5SU49f. LElLl.S t59, 	 . 0	 •	 •
ANGLES FROM INLET I N +PEGI_tEE y (040 RADIANS)
30,	 4n.	 5.R.	 6U,	 TO.	 an.	 9n.	 700.	 Siff.	 126 . ,	 1.30.	 140.	 150.
10. 52){ 0, 7 L,I(n.RIIfI,Ut l ) (to 72)43..401(1,`'7)(1.75)I1.'121t2,041t2.271(2,44)(2.621C
74,1 !+H,i 74. 7 75.3 7a,s	 69,3 68.0 613.7 71.1 67.5 65,3 68 -J 70.467,6 72,1 1,3,9 82.4 75-6 +59,,, 61-9 7d" 341.1 67!2 62. 9 630 76,0
64.2 60,5 60, y 62. 6 61.2 61.3 60,4 59.4 53.5 61.5 17,7 59,6 62,6
66.5 63,c '3,1 55.5 61. 7 6 1, 1  62.7 65.6 66, 7 63.9 60,1 64.4 57.9
68.0 63,3 63.S 64 .i 62.1 52.9 62.7 66.1 66 9 Ll 6'4.4 60.2 64 .3 66.7
64,5 63,9 o/,6 80.6 X51. 7 63,7 50.1 60.7 62.0 59,7 58.2 62.1 64.2
72,8 70.1 68.2 70 0 6 6.70 67.i 44.6 63. 4 65. 7 61,9 '08 .03 67.6 65,4
79,E 77;3 76.0 77.1 74.6 75.3 71.d A 9 .1 70.7 66.9 83 i 4 66.0 69.0
	
78.7 77.2	 76. y 79 0 5 76.7 74.7 72,1 71.L 73.8 69.9 64.3 68.2 68.4
	
?0.6 77.4	 73,r	 74 0 9 71.5 12.7 i.4.V 69,7 74.6 69.1 e9 93 7010 67.1
7995 75;6 74 .4 74.9 71.7 71.ti 59,7 69.9 71
1 9 6717 69,2 6 9 ,2 70,e
	
79.2 76.4	 77.2	 79.2 7 4 .7	 76 n ;7	 7:!. 4 71. E 73.2	 ? a ! .5 67.5 7003 7101
79.7 7n;% 75,9 77.. 75.7 74.9 72.1 69.7 71.9 69 0 +3 +46.0 7 0 . 1 70.3
	
82. 1 79,4	 76,1	 76.0	 7++.1 79.1 74,•5 71.1 74.3 72!1 68,6 71.7	 70.7
A2.7	 ^1.^	 0.,5 19 0 9 79. cS 	78,9 75.1 72,7 74.1	 1699 59.4 71,3 7'3.0
	
81.{[ R u, q	 79,4	 79 0 9 7b.:i	 78. 2 	 74.1	 72.1	 73.0	 7 a. S 6 7.1 713.5 71.4
0 399	 4i .4	 2 005 91 ' G	 9'3 .2 76,0	 75.4 74 - f!	 73..5	
7n..1i 	 6 7,6
	
71.4 71.6
80.6 %,) + 1 ,'r !11.7 $1.6 77.7 75.7 73.9 73,0 70.7 67.3 71. 4 7101
P9.1 97.2 n3,4 84.1 87.0 52.3 H0,1 7591 75.4 71,J 68...6 73,6 71.1
91.8 97.a K5.1 +96,6 B .4 63.5 90,7 714.7 	 15.5 7 1! 9 7 0 .,8 74 1 1 74.0






	 !93 . 6	 81.0	 B '0.7	 76,1 74.J 73x1	 7 1 .2 h 6.6	 71,86 t
87.1	 )'2.i:	 "+?.:	 83 0 6	 771.9	 T9, 17	 73.9	 7;S.a	 72..1 	68,4	 84,5	 68.,8	 67.6
4 6.0 pa.1 79.1 q j.1 7+-.&	 76,14 73,	 7191 7 0. 9 N6.2 6 4.4 67.6 66.4
Pl.6 7t,C: 76..5 15.8 74.6 7?. 4 7C.2 6 4 .1 66, 1) 64.0 61.4 63,6 6311
	
77.5 71,=+	 71.E	 74.7	 71.6 67.7 66.7 69.n 157. 7 	6' ! i 61.9 154,7 64,3
73.0 156,7 60.e 66.4 66.j 65.Z67.i h2.6 ti.; 57.4 60 ! 4 62.4 61. 9 65.5
99 44o3 9 4.d 45.7 93.1 9 2,2 58.11 P7."i 89.9 "'91  83.5 86o5 97.48
48.7 04,8 93.7 9590 92.4 41.5 la.5 RY.= 87. 1 83.8 8 :0.9 8411 84.1
	




1(	 )l	 f(	 1
009.6



























P s OZ A ' +-	 200.	 F7, R;]
(	 30.	 H1 1 100
VFHiCL' ATT 125
LONFV- APP 16a
L OC	 R10 200
DATE n d/05 174 254i
HUN	 605 315
TAPE A913 404
OR	 29 .0 r-.;,r-. 500
(97548. N/M2) 630
7imP	 62. DEG F 80tz
t79(}. DEG K1 1000
I w ET	 58. 3FG F 125?(
t?b8. DEG h) 1600
tICY 110i3 ,n/M3 1000
4.01123 K I/ 11 31 2`:0`1
p,rA	 6 7 61. )fPM 31.'58
C
	 708. iiA .O/SFC) 40011
..VK
	
67 47. nPle 504u
(	 706. ,. A'V /S £ (` ) 6.100
NFD10628. RPM 8000(1113. LtAO/^f60JOODU
r.^.
	




"9FRA ' LI	 CALCULATED
0f;DH
605
PAGF 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC. DATE - MONTR	8 DAY 15 HR. 9:7


















{2 4)(2)( )t	 )	
PWL
}(0
50 75.3. 76. i 76. 9 75,5 74.9 72 ;7 73.7 72.,7 73.0
77,9
72 . 1 7	 .3 72 :1 72 .9 7	 .1
71.0
74,0 12j;9
63 76.4 74,9 74. 9 74.0 77.1 72,8 71.9 72.3 72.1 72.1 71.7 7 2.0 71.4 12 .5
RADIA L	 100 •	FT. 80 73. 9 73.7 74.6 73.5 72.7 72:5 72.5 69.7 70.5 72.7 71.7 70.5 71.6 64.0 71 . 0 121.5(	 3.0.	 K) 100 73.9 73.4 74..6 71. 9 72.2 71,4 70.8 70.,2 66. 9 70.2 67.7 67.8 71 .1 70 .9 7 2.3 120.3
VFHICLE A'sT 125 71.4 72 . 5 70 0 1 7061 68.1 68.1 6 99 .0 67.1 65.1 66.5 67.4 69, 8 66.4 h .2 67.4 117.7
CpNFIG ;)-K	 Its 16D 69.2 67.1 69.9 65. 9 66.0 66.5 64.4 63.1 60. 9 6267 63.6 650 62.4 hz.R 63 ► 8 114.4
LOC	 PTO 200 74.2 75.3 73.9 71.n 64.2 138.7 67.8 6561 646 9 64•'2 62.1 63.8 6492 63.9 64.2 11701
DATE 8/0 9 /74 25C 81.1 8 1.3 82.0 8.0.2 78.3 76:8 75.9 7263 7012 70 4 2 66. 66.9 67.2 7C.1 69,1 124.7
RUN	 634 315 84.1 S3.4 94.1 02. r, 77.0 74:8 73.6 70.0 70.1 68.1 66.9 68.8 6764 59.7 74.2 1213.1
TAPE A914 400 8.0.1 4 0.2 8 1.0 80:.7 77.2 7366 73.8 69.7 68.1 68.2 66.7 70.6 70.1 70.8 69.3 123.9
BAR	 2 9 .0 HO 5Q4 78.1 78.3 78.7 76.6 72.8 69.7 69.5 67.0 66. 9 67.1 65.7 66.9 68,3 67.9 68.2 120.8
(97790• N/M2 633 53.5 0 2.6 83.3 8263 77.1 15:9 73.6 71.5 69.1 71 9 2
7
71.2 7a.6 69.8 71.4 69.6 125.4





?•3 76.4 71.n 72.4 b3.9
73.' A
7 0 .? 127.2
(299. DFG K) L300 04.6 53.4 $7.3 83.4 79;2 72.5 73.2 75.4 75.E 75.6 70.5 178.9
TWET	 7
(29 4 .






78•C 78.0 76.7 78.4
75.6
77. 1 73.9.
74.5 132.3DEG K) 160.0 88.a 67.4 87.3 87.2 38.5 8 3. 8 75.2 72,1 75.9 72.8 132.3
HACT16.R3 4,4/K3 2 00 98.5 68.4 89.1 89.4 89.5 n 6.9 9 3.1 82.5 74.5 7 5.6 74.4 76.3 74.4 74.1 74.6 134.2
(.D1683 KG.043) 25 00 90.1 90.4 90.8 90.x. 91.0 a7.9 45.0 74.>> 77. 9 77.1 7d.a 77.i 76.7 7^i.R 7^i.1 1,35.6
NFA	 7 542 • RPM 315x, 92.7 43.3, 93.4 92.3 9 1 . 3 88.8 84,9 82 9 4 78.2 77.2 74.5 77.9 7g.S 75.4 74.5 136.9
790, PADASE C I 40 00 95.2 44.1 96.2 95. P 94.3 4 2.0 A6.7 82.0 76.2 76.3 77.2 77.o 7 5x 4 7P.? 76:.3 1;59.8
i	 NFK
	 7 404- RPM 5VO3 9 3.4 46.7 94.5 94.1 95.3 91;2 56.1 84.,5 Sp-., 78.6 76.3 79.4 78.3 77.5 74:.4 139.8
- {	 775, RAP,,*U C) 6JOG 95.5 4 4.5 9 4.5 94.` 9 3.7 91.0 95.4 80..;1 79.4 7664 76.5 77.1 75.5 74.6 7 3.5 139.5
NFV106 2 96 RPM S-C. 93.6 95 .3 03.3 93:3 93.4 R4:9 P4.8 79.3 77. 4 75.1 74.4 75.d 74.5 75.0 73.5 139.2	 1
11113. ftA'D /SEC)IOu.00 93.3 44.0 92.8 92.7 91.3 88.;8 61.1 76.1 72.b 72.0 7'0.9 72.7 75,.9 71.1 70.1 i38.6
mri.	 OF	 PLAbFS	 44 iipp5 89.9 9 89.4 89 .5 97.9 k5. 3 77. 4 7...5 71
7^.^
t8. 4 6 8 .6 64 • 69. h13.S 6°.7 . 5;6.
.21bG ^`^^ 37.2 5	 . R5.1 P6.-' 85.4 81;6 74.6 7	 .1 7 0.5 74.0 71.^' 75.$ 7 5.0 75 .4 1 36	 I
i 2 0000 81.4 8:3.5 80.1 91.r 79.6 77;0 6 9 .1 63.4 67. 3 00.!• 64.2 61.2 65.3 65.4 05.4 1:12.4
t s v FRA L
	pht E A 5UHE ! 103.4 1: 4.3 1(12.6 103.E 153 . 0 99.9 95.7 92.3 90.3 68.3 89.0 90.0 89.0 da .9 &0.?.
I V r
















72 . 1 73.1
69.1 68.0











 ? 7 .4
70 7;.2





























































































RADI AL 100 . FT.	 B.i
	130. N)	 109
VEHICLE	 ATT	 125
CONFIG	 8'M I N	160
LDC PTO	 70U
DATE 8109174	 ?5r
'	 RI)N 635	 615
TAPE	 A914	 430
BAR 24 .0 H0	 y00
(9779 0 . N/M 2	 n3^
T Am q 79. DEG	 MOo
	
(2 99. DEG K)	 1001
T:iET 7 1 • Dr:G F	 115(295. DEG K)	 IrO3
MACT1 6 - SS G4tM3	 2003
(.01 683 KG/0)	 1h0?
NFA 637 3 . RPM	 35
( 66:7. RADiSE C ) 46 8
NFK 6 256 ! RPM	5000
( 655. RAD/S'EC ) 6300
NFC1 p6 2 8 ' RPM	 808p0[1.113 , A'AU/SEC)100pa7
N0 . OF BLADES 44 125
1611$
O VEHAL L MEASURED
OVE RALL CALCi)LATE!1
PND(?
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59
8
 OEG. Fo 70 PENCENI N EL, HUM, nAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET 1 1 8 DEGREES ( AND RAIIiIANS)
0.	 10.	 2b•	 30.	 $0.	 60.	 70.	 )10.	 90. 100. 1 10.	 20.	 13D. 140. 150.
(a-	 )tU.17)(0.35)[0• g2)(3.87)(1.r) 5 }tf. 22}I1, 4 0)I1. 57} [1. 75)ti.92')( .09)(2.27).(2.44)(2.62);
73.8 75.1 75.5 73.8 7361 70; 6 71,6 70.9 71.6 70,7 70.1 7 0. 6 71.2 71.0 71.1
75.9 73.3 73.F, 70.9 77.1 70,6 70.1 70.3 77.5 70.7 58.1 67.9 70.0 70.7 67.3
67.7 0.1) 67.6 66.. 14 66.7 66.2 65.2 64,6 65.5 66.8 65.4 64.1 64,6 64.5 63.9
69.3 7vq 7p .7 68,A 66.9 64.5 66,8 66.1 65,3 68.1 66.0 66.5 65,9 67.7 66.9
66.5 67,7 66.11 65.5 63.5 61.9 62.2 63.3 60.4 60.2 60.4 62.) 60.5 e2.3 61.5
64.2 62.3 64.9 61.5 62.2 6$..5 60.8 61.1 58.6 59.7 60.0 61.7 60.,2 58.9 59.1
69.9 70,2 70.0 67.0 67.1 66;9 67.8 6692 68,0 65.0 64.1 67.0 64.0 63.1 64.5
76.3 76:.3 75.8 74,8 72,2 69;9 68.8 85,9 64.2 62.8 62.2 62.6 62,0 63.9 64.3
78.1 78.2 77.9 77.j 72.9 69;7 65.3 64.8 6511 63.1 62.1 62.8 62.0 61.3 64.0
75.9 75 1 1 75, 9 73, 9 70.8 67,5 54,5 63.1 62.[ 61.8 60.8 62.4 62.2 6:3.0 6:3.8
74.0 75.3 75.5 72. 8 71.8 70.568.6 60.0 69.0 70.8 66.6 6167 66.2 66.6 65.1
78.6 79,5 79.3 77.2 73.2	 11	 69,Q 67,2	 65.4 66,2 64.4 63. 6 64.6 65.1 64.5
77.4 77.3 7'6.8 75.a 73;.2 678. 9 66.7 66, p 65.2 66. 0 64.8 63.6 63.0 63.9 64.3
79.7 78.7 79.3 78,3 76.5 71;9 69.9 66.5 66.:4 66.3 66.2 68.3 65.4 65.0 65.3
9.4 9 . 2 81 .	 79,3 78.3 74;7 74,	 69.
70.3 3g,4 8 1 .1 81.,? 80.6 75.7 74.^ 69,1
3 1.6 61.7 83.1 83.1 J2.5 78;0 75.3 70.6
c4,s	 5.5 85.9 85.1 96.0	 91;9 77.$ 73,3
93.6 96,4 46.4 92 .3 9 .5 R7'	 R4. p 78.5
91.0 B9.1 91.8 90. Cs 9 .0 98:0 82.1 7'8.0
9 0 .4 95.4 94.	 93.1 11.4 9 3.2 97.a 84,•6
90.5 89.7 90.	 9.0.3 88.4 46.3 78.1 73.3
89.4 9ii,3 9 e	92. 1 93,2 R9:6 82 .9 7844
88.3 59.3 8'8.$ 88.fi 89.0 88:9 78.0 72.9
$4.7 SR.n 84.5 85.6 86.9 R4.3 74.6 7 © .6
81.2 83.4 8'0. 9 81.h 83.1 79.0 70.1 61,9
76.5 B0.7 76.2 77.4 77.6 73; 9 66.	 65 ,2
99.5 IUD .9 100.9 99,2 112.1 97;7 91,	 89.0
99.5	 101.1 100•'' 101 .8 07; 7 91.8 88.2
113.5 115.3 11 5 . 4






'	 ei^+^r^ Hws._.++ .^.iu. ^awWw durrv.	 -'•S.ili:Yn 7.^3^ ri3WNV..'u.^ ^:Ifi/^R.Lki^	 Y _t	 ^
vPAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM- 	 PROC. DATE - MONTH & DAY 15 HR. 4.7
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (34, DEG, F, 70 PERCENT RES., HUM. DAY)
ANGLES FROM MET IN DE GREES (AND RADIANS)
0 3t{0;
pp
u117)(OZ^S)I 0 2 }iO4g0)IQ5^7)I 1^^5)[i^ g2 ) (1 0) { 1^ 7 )I ^^Sf{ ii$2 ) ( 209 )[ 2 3 T )
ii a 11	 11
{ Z ±^4'1t^^2) I ) PNL












71 .9 7 1 .0




73.9 73.0 73.9 71.3 73.9 76,5 ,1 7D.1 70.3 12 .5
67.9 67.8 67.4 66.7 66.4 66.4 66.2 65.3 64r 7 63.7 6 15.5 64,4 64,2 62.5 63.4 64.7 115.1
69.1 69.0 70.9 69,9 70.5 68.1 64,6 57 1 7 67 1 8 66.1 66.1 64.6 65.5 62. 8 67.9 67.0 117.2
67.3 67.1 67. 1 66.3 65.1 64:4 62.9 63, 1 2 64.4 6y ,ii 59.1 61.1 62. 9 59. 3 63.3 6 2, 3 113.2
63,9 63.2 64 . 7 62.0 64.7 61.9 62.7 60,9 62,0 58.8 59.0 60.8 61.5 59.0 59.0 60.8 111.4
70.0 7 0.1 70.1 664 68.4 65.1 65.5 64 1 6 67.0 66.1 65.2 62.0 60,9 60.2 62.8 64.t 1194'5
76.3 76.1 76.6 73,`-' 72.5 71.3 64.9 68,0 67.2 63.9 62.8 61.9 61.9 60.1 63.9 64.0 114.0
77.1 76 .5 78.:2 77 .t 74.3 72.3 69.6 67 i 0 66.2 65.2 62.1 62.1 62.4 60.3 63.0 63. 8 120.4
75.9 74,9 74.9 73,6 72.2 71;1 67,6 64,6 63.8 62,7 6.1.7 63.4 63,4 61.2 63.0 63.7 118.1
75,1 74.0 75,7 74.7 72.5 74;0 70,4 72, 8 72.8 72,7 72.9 64;9 62.4 63.1 64.9 63.6 121;7
78.6 79.5 79.3 77.0 77.0 76;5 72.1 73.0 6905 6 9 ,3 70.3 66.3 66,1 6 4 .5 66. 3 6S• 4 12341
76.0 77.1 78.1 76.7 75.6 73-.3 70.9 71.1 71.4 68•? 64.9 63.8 70,.0 67.0 63.8 64.9 121.8
78.7 79.3 80.2 79.1 77.8 76;5 74.8 71,4 66.3 66.5 67.5 67.3 70.1 65.5 64.3 65. 9 123.8
79,2 91.1 8 1.2 61• 79.5 79.2 73,6 72.1 ?Oil 69.9 68.0 69.0 69.8 67.2 66.1 64.8 125.3



































93.6 95.3 94.1 9103 90.8 90.6 87.3 84,3 713.5 7615 73..5 74.1 74.2 72.3
73.4
72.5 137.3
90.0 39.2 9 1.2 41.0 9 1 . 6 92.1 87.9 81 9 8 77,3 73,3 73.0 73.1 74.9 71.3 2 73.0 137.0
88.8 95.5 93..4 92.1 96.9 97.6 92.3 86.4 85.5 81.6 81.6 77.4 79.3 75.6 79.3 74.5 141.8
90.7 90.3 90,4 90.5 68.4 48;5 66.1 79.4 74.6 74,.3 71.3 71.4 71,1 64 .6 69.5 7Q.5 135.5






73, 0 69.4 73.
68.
71".4 139.4















}32'9 .i 83.2 82.8 82.1 83.0 79.1 .0 6 .1
76.6 80.6 764 77 9 5 76.9 77;5 74.0 67.1 64,5 73.2 63.5 66.3 68.4 65.5 68.3 76.4 131.7
99,3 iG0. 9 100.1 100. 2 101.9 101:1 96,7 90,.7 89,2 88.2 87.0 84. 9 66..0 85.4 86.9 66,.0
99. 101 n 2 10(# .3 100 , 1 10	 .3 1Q .4 97, 1 91, .6 88. 9 8795 85.5 83.8 84.9 a2.4 84.4 83.953
147.3




RADIA L 100. FT.	 8'0
	
( 30. M)	 100
VEHICLE	 ATT	 125










TAMP 79.	 G F	 800(1990	 G K)
	
1000
TWET 7 1 • DEG F	 1250
	
(2 9 5 • DEG K)	 1400
HACT 6.83 G M/ 43	 2
	
(.11683 K^,/M3)	 2^Q
NFA 6518 • Rpm	 3150
( 6 2. RADISEC) 4.000
NFK 6399. p ore.	 5000
( 00. RA0/SEC S
 6300
NF0166 2 8, RPM	 8000
( 1.13 4.. RAD/SEt)10,
3
00
No. OF GLAOFS 44 115g!g
200.0{:
QYERAL	 EASURED
































PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM pRoC. DATE - HONT'H	 8 DAY 15 HR. 9.7
f MODEL SDUND PRESSURF LEVELS (59. DEG, F. 70 PERCENT REL, HUH. nAY1




p 3p ..	 4	 5
)( Q. 1 ( 0
2
.15)(0 , 52 )C9,^0')t0. 97 1(1.0 5




1.Z2} ( 1 .9 4'0}(1 . 57)(1
109 a :.
. 9i) tltip • i2:p92)(2.09) ( 2.f71(2,^4!(2.621 3	
:. 1 4 1Sp . ?(C o.
73.0 70.3 65. 97 8.8 69.1 6 7p. 64.^ 58.30 74.1 73.9 71.7 74.8 :277 71.6 70.0 .0
RADIAL
	100 •	FT. 80 68 .7 69. 0 68.7 67. 9 67.5 66: 9 66.6 65.5 64 •6 64.5 66.8 65.4 64.2 65.6 64 . 5 55.9
(	 3a.	 K) 104 71.2 71. 0 71.9 68. 9 59.8 68;8 66.8 69.0 67.1 65.8 65.8 65.7 65,8 69.4 7p•9 60.9
c. VEHICLE ATT 12S 68.5 6 9 .5 69.2 68•u 67.2 66;5 65.9 68.3 67.;, 64.2 63.4 65.1 65.9 65.5 66.1 58.6r	 i CnNFIG 8-M	 IN 16u 66.2 65.4 65. 9 64.1 65.6 63.: 9 63.4 6296 63.1 6 1. 9 62.0 6.2,9 62.8 62.2 61.0 53.0
LOCPTO 200 69.2 70.2 69.0 66.1 68.9 66.2 65.0 64.1 62 .9 63.1 62.8 62,1 61.9 63.1 62,1 53.2
DATE 8/0 4 1 74 150 76.0 76.1 75.8 74. 8 72.9 72.3 7090 67.9 66.3 °4.2 63.9 63.2 63,0 6.3.3 63,9 55.2
RU N	 737 31 5 78.4 78.3 78.2 76.6 75.7 73;1 7 6b.5 69.8
65.9
68.3 65.1 71.8 61.9 64.,6 64. 1 63.9
63. 7
55.2
53.9TAPE A944 400 75.8 75.8 76.0 73. 9 72,5 70.1 67,5 64.0 62.7 62.7 62.B 63,6 63.1









53.9TA'MR	 79. DEG 800 79.4 78.6 77.9 17.8 74.9 72.1 7 0 .9 68,2 72.2 66.1 &R. 0





A8.2 88.1 79.} 79.3 76.1 75.7 7J.1 69. 67.2 67.3 67.1. 68.1. 67.4 66.4
56.22
55.3DEG K)






























6.Q•a(•016b8 KG /M3} 83,2 a	 •2 .
NFA 67
4q




3.4 93.4 90.3 49.2 89;113 76.4 839D
93 .1





5x00 89.5 95.7 93.1 9 9^;b 92.0 ^i. G8 85.6 74 80 . ^ ap.9 75.2 78.9 7T 4 65.7f . 2
(	 691. HAIL/SEC
l










9 1 .° 9 z .8
1: 7
























55,7 8614 3 6.6 4 6. 9 8 3 1 75.5 7 :9
6^3






7	 .5 6g .7
82.2 ;.1 8 1.2 82.1 X32.8 83;2 79,7 71.1 69 43 63.2 66.1 57.2
i ?0000 76.9 9 0.6 76.5 77.5 78.4 77:5 75..3 6712 64.6 72,6 64.4 66.3 68.3 69.7 68.8 59.6
OVER'A( L EASURED 99?.2 1	 1.0 99.9 99.7 Lao . $ 101. 3 98.0 92,0 89 . 1 86. 1 86.9 85 .9 86.7 86.0 87.0 75.1
CALO V ER ALL	 CULATED 99.1 1G0. 9 lAQ.3 99.9 1 .x0.7 101 : 3 97.2 42.2 8'8.8 87,5 85.5 84 . 1 85.1 34;2 84.5 73.7
'r. PND6 117.4 11 4 .3 113.6 112. 6 114.4 115:1 110,6 106.3 103. 4 100.3 99.7 96.9 98.9 97.5 98.1 66.3
637
N

































PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC. DATE
- MONTH	8 DAY 15 HR. 9:7
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, 06G, F, 70 PERCENT REL. HUM; DAy)








3	 4 5	 .. 6 p
')(1,Y2)(1: gof'(lea'i





























72 ,5 73 ., 0 7 .7
61474.1 72.0 6902 10.3
RADIAL 100- FT- 80 69 .6 68.9 68.6 67.7 67.4 67.5 6694 66 9 6 65x 9 659 6 66,6 65.5 64:7 69. 9 65..6




























64.0 62,2 61 . 1 61 . 2 62.0
LOC	 PTO 200 69.9 69.9 694 67.0 68.1 65:3 64.8 64.1 64 9 3 64.1 62.0 60.9 60 . , 7 62.4 62.1
DATE 8/19/74 250 77.1 76.2 76.1 74. 7 72.4 71:6 70.8 68 9 9 67 9 9 65@1 64.1 63.0 63.0 63.4 65.1
RUN	 638 315 78.1 78.2 79. 76. 7 75.7 73:2 70.9 10.7 69 9 9 68,2 65..2 62.2 65;8 66,3 66.9
TAPE. A944 400 7 +5.1 74.9 75.1 73•. 7 7 2.6 69;9 67.6 65.8 66.1 63.8 62.8 61.8 65.7 65.1 64.9








































K 1 100 8102 b.5
1
8 .2.:p 6,1 7 . 9 82 ;21; 76,9 74 . 4
74:j




87.6 83,9 8'0.43 71.3
6






72.3 73.4 75.7 73.2 74.1
(.41668 KG /M3) 25 00 84.2 85,3 87.0 87.7 A5,6 82, 0 76.2 71.9 71.1 73:7 72.0 69.8
NFA	8339 RPM 3150 91.2 93.4 92.4 91:6 88.8 90:4 86,7 83..4 78.5 77 9 5 74.4- 73.4 75.6 72.4 71.1
(	 7Y5! RAD/SEC ) 4000 92.2 90.1 92,2 91. 8 90..9 92:3 90,0 8492 79.1 76.3 73.2 74,1 75.8 72.0 73.4
NrK	 67 0 ,5 ! RPM 50Q0 89.4 95.4 93..4 93.1 96. 1 90.3. 4299 89-Z 8595 8 1 .5 8 0 .5 75.3 8 0,. 0 78.7 74.4
(	 702,., 1*0043SC)' 6300 91.4 91.5 91.5 90,5 90,0 90;3 86:4 8192 ft.4 76 ►:Z 77.2 • 72. 5 72.2 71.7 71.6
NFD10628- RPM 81001 90.1 93.3 9 2.2 92.0 9 3,1 9'2'0 5 88,1 82.2 78.4 7 3, 2 73.0 71.2 72:7 7'1.4 70.1
1x113, RA'U /SEC)10000 89.0 90.1 89,8 9091 90:1 86.7 80.0 74.2 72.0 70.L 69.8 68.8 69.9 6B.9
Y0. OF BLADES	 44




82.4 83;1 84.7 7209 61 • 1 71.9 64.4 69.9 67.0 63.4




WC ULA . T ED
99.3 101. 4 100.7 99.E 100.6 10.2: 3 98,1 9381 900089.6
88,9 8703 86.' 0 57.0 85.4 88,0
OVERALL 99 . 6 111 , 4 100 . 8 1008 4 131.0 102 . 1 Q0, 93 . 5 b8.2 86.1 84 0 6 86,4 85.0 84.4




FULL SCALE DA TA REDUCTION} PROGRAM PROC. DATE - MONTH 8 DAY 15 qR. 9.9
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59; DEG. F, 70 PERCENT mEL. HUM; 9Ay)



















181057 I (1.75 I 11.92 ) (2,09 )[ ?.27
110. 120. 130. 1 40.


































































































































































82.4 8 4"082+^ 8 5 . 6u1.9 86.3Rz.2
R4.9

































































142.2(	 7170 R ,A'q /SEC) 63 00
8000

































7 i .9 705.4 38.9
138.2
























7 2.5 136.74.5 66.3 699.9 6 .8 7n.4 75.0 71.1 134.6



































OVE R ALL 100.2 1 1 1.8 101.1 10.. 6 101.6 103.3 99.6 95,7 92.4 93.5 91.9 88.6 8.9.3 57;2 86.4 85.3 148.8PNO.8 11 3 .5 !l5.4 114.3 113.5 115.0 117;1
	 112.7 109.3 106r0 10.6 102.0 100.1 101, 4




PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PRi3G; GATE - MONTH	 a DAY 15 HR. 9.8
► MODEL SOUNO PRESS1f.RE LEyELS (59;	 DEG, F,	 70 PERCENT REL. RUM. T)AY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
Mae 0•













1{a. )(^,a7')(0. 5)(O.	 2}(a,	 0}(0• .	}{1.


















7 3 .7 72 .9 73.:p
69.2
123.5
63 74. 73.3 74.0 71. 9 ,2 ,1 70.3 70.9 122.7
R&DJA L 100 • F 7 • 80 66.6 69. 0 68.6 67.6 67.3 66.9 66.2 65.6 6417 64.8 66.7 65.5 64PS 64.8 64.6 65.5 115.8
30. M) 100 72.1 72.3 7 1. 7 69. 4 70..3 66.4 65,8 65.96 66.1 65.1 64.8 65.8 6699 66.9 7 0 . 0 69.1 11706
VFHICLE ATT 125 71.5 69,3 67.2 68.0 69.8 66.5 65.8 67.1 66 9 1 65.4 61.3 67.3 68,1 62.4 64.1 66.7 116.5
CONFIG 9 -04	 IN 160 65.0 63.9 66.0 63. 7 66.5 635 62.5 61.6 61 1 9 60.0 61.0 61.9 67.8 61.1 6:0.7 6.2.2 112.6
LOG PTO 200 69.2 7 0.3 69.9 66,8 69.7 65;4 64,6 6398 63.0 62.9 61.2 60.2 60..6 62.1 61.9 62 ? 1 114.6
DATF 8 /04 /74 250 77.2 76.3 75.9 74.8 73.8 72.1 70.6 68,9 67,n 67.1 65.1 63.3 63.7 64.2 65.2 67.2 119.9
RUN 640 315 77.4 78.2 78.1 77. 7 75.7 74.4 70.6 69.8 69 1 0 66.9 62. 9 65.1 640 64.0 65.7 67.9 121.6
T A PF. A944 400 74.9 75,9 76.7 75, 7 75.7 73.1 69.4 68.9 66. 9 65,7 62.9 65.0 64.7 64.1 65.7 68.0 120.6
BAR 28 . 9 HG 560 73.8 74,0 74.6 73, 8 73.4 681 66.5 66.5 65,1 63.9 62.1 63,7 63. 6 6340 63.7 64.8 118,3
`	 (97723• N/M2 ff b30 79.6 B0.3 8 1.3 82.3 80..7 76;4 73.1 7392 73.3 72,4 69.2 72.0 68.8 68;5 69.3 69.1 125.7
TAM; Ba. DEG F 600 8 1.4 78.3 B a.1 84,8 64.9 82.3 76.9 86..0 79.4 64.2 86.1 78.4 84.9 78.4 78.4 af. 9 133.4
[s.l 1300 • DE G K1 ICOO 8:0.4 80.3 83.3 B1#1 83.0 79.3 77#1 78,3 73.4 72,4 75.3 74 .1 78,p 72,2 71.1 71.0 128.0
7,4 ET 70 . pFG F 1250 82.1 84. 0 87.1 87,1 89.7 88.2 83,7 84.0 80r1 77.2 77.0 80.,2 8 0 ,9 6 1 . 0 72.8 73.9 134.1
(244. DE G K) 1 6 05 82.2 8 2,4 84.1 85. 9 138.0 37.5 R6.0 81,.3 78.5 74,3 75.0 74.0 77,0 79.1 71.0 76.4 132.9






A5.5 84. 2 89,
88.1
89.3 92:j
9 1 . § .69	 ;3 A 89088.7 8 3 . 084.6 79.483.4 78.6b0.9 75.379.9 74.75.3 7$ , 077.9 7.e.3 75.p75. 9 75 *76.8 1;16.5/M3) 87.3 57.1 B9.{, 7R.p 137.1


















( 43. RAD/SEC) 4 000 93.1 90. 92. 4Z, 3, 9 2.4 86.7 76.1 140±1
NFK 6957. RPM 5000 91.3 97.3 93.4 93.4 96.1 97.7 92.2 88+] 85,7 82.5 60.5 76.4 80,1 79.1 78.4 75.5 141.9
'RAU/SEC
)
6 3 00 91.4 91.2 92, 5 9 2.1 42.6 90.9 84,1 78. 4 78,6 74.
5






















































20000 78.8 81.7 77.8 78,6 8 0 .4 79.0 75,3 68.4 64, 9 71.4 63.6 67.9 67,6 69. 0 68.6 68. 9 133.1
OVERAL	EASURE D
O VERALL '6 vCULA ED
100.1 is]•2
1,'1 .4





















07.2 149.2100 .3 1a1 . 1 103,6
P 4H 113.8 11 5 .6 14& 4 . 3 11 4 , 4 116.2 11 7 .0 11 3 .3 10 9 .3 10 5.6 103.4 101. 7 106 .5 102.2 100. 3 99.7 98.9
I
PAGE 1 F?•_L SCALE DATA REDUCTIaN PROGRAM PROC. DATE - MONT H	 8 DAY 15 FAR. 9.9
moDE'L SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS	 (54,	 OLG. F,	 70 PERCENT EEL, 4UM'. DAY)












50 74.6 74.9 74. 9 73.5 73.7 73.0 70.6 71: 4 7 1 .7 71 .9 70.0 69 .9 70 .7 7 1 . 7 60.4 76 .8 121.5
63 74.7 74.1 73.9 7	 .7 74.9 76.1 7 1 . 6 741 7d•9 79. 1 69.4 68.9 67.9 7n.1 68.1 67.? 1?.2.9
RADIA L	100• FT. 80 ,69.4 68.8 6.7.8 67.5 46.8 66.4 66.3 65.6 65.6 65.4 65.8 65.9 64.7 65.0 63.7 65. 7 115.8
13:0. M) 100 70 ' .5 7 0.1 7 0.1 67.8 69.0 67.0 65.7 66. 9 66.d 65.8 65.4 66.9 65.8 e6.1 67.1 66.1 116.6
V£KICLE ATT 125 66.9 67,3 66.0 65, 7 64.3 63.3 6197 63.0 6,1.8 61.9 59.5 60.9 63.1 6 0 . 2 6 2 . 0 62. 3 112.8
CONFIG 9-M	 IN 160 64.8 63„7 64.9 62. 9 65.3 61. 8 62.6 60.8 62. 9 61.9 59.4 60.9 62,0 60.3 57.9 66.1 111.9
LOC	 PTO 200 69.9 69.9 69.2 65,7 69.0 68;0 6840 67.2 66.8 69,1 66.2 65.3 66.9 64.3 61.3 63.3 117.0
DATE 8/09/74 250 76.9 76,2 76.2 73, 9 73.3 72:1 70,4 68,1 66.9 65.0 63.0 62.1 61,9 62.5 63.1 64.1 119.3
RUN	 641 315 78.0 77.3 788 76.? 75.1 73.0 69.8 69.0 66.9 68, 1 63.5 62. 0 63,2 h2.9 62.0 64.2 120.6






6 3. 8 6 2,1 6 2 . 1
65.8
63. %` 119.0
119.9BAR	 2 8 . 9 HG 500 16.5 74.7 74.9 72.4 72.0 70,9 65.3 71.7 70.9 61 .0 66.0 65.r)
{977 3. N/M2 633 78.9 78,5 78.4 76. 4
74,9










64 1 3 63.3 6 3 .3 121.2













!. 3`00 * DEG. K) 1r00 79.0 77.5 76. 76.3 74.3 74.1 7 0.0 0.0 66.3 131.2
YW E T	 7
(7 Q^!
DEG F 11 5„
5 0^






































•4 3	 •4 8 z.5 a	 .4
8•























NF Rpm 31	 3 94.9 96.3 95.3 91. 9 1.6 90.1 ,7 82,3 76.2 7 3 :3 73.1 -.2 72.6 71.5 72.4 137.6
1 667• RAV/SEC) 4 000 91.0 90. 0 91,1 89 0 7 91. 1 91,8 87.5 81,2 76,9 74. 0 72.4 12. 9 74.8 701,.. 71.0 7 1.7 136.6
F	 NFK 6 25 3 • RPM 5000 90.1 94.5 92.3 93.3 96.3 97,5 93 9 1 86.5 83:2 79.4 78.7 74.2 79,4 76.6 76.2 72. 5 141.6
(	 655. RAU/SEC ) 6.300 90.2 39.6 90 . 6 519,1 d9 . 6 8'8.4 86.2 78.4 74.
1
0 74 . 1 69.7 70.1 70.4 6
1




(1113 • 10000 3	 .Q d8,^ 89.p 88.9 78,2 73.7 71.9 61.1 68.3 68.2 1,36.4RAD/SEC 87.9 88..1
Nr;.	 OF	 B LA J:cs	 44 ) 1 25 04
86.6 69'.0 68.0 68.2
85 .4 67. p
62.9
83.6 85.3 86. 85.8 8 3.5 74. 9 72.5
65.9
77,7 69.p 7 1 .a 7 1 .4 7p,
64.1,
71.9 72..7 o4,13
16uOS 80.7 80.5 81.1 63 82;3. 79.1 70.2 70,0 63.3 65.0 63.5 64.3 65.1 132.9
20000 76.3 80.4 75.4 76.4 77.5 76.6 73.0 66,6 66.3 7 3.5 65.8 68.6 68,3 60.8 67.7 69.7 131.5
O ^FfA LL	 ^1EASUREII
6 CULATEO
99.9 130. 9 100.0 99.7
99 . 5











O-VERALL 99,8 i.ui•1 100.2 101 . 1 101.0 .2 87. 0 82.8 63.1 8'2.6 82.2 1d7.0
i
I





PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DA TA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC, DATE - MONTH 	 8 DAY 15 HR. 9.6_
MODEL. SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS	 (59. DEG, P, 70 PERCENT REL. HIM. DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RAD I ANS)






50 74.4 74.7 75.7 73. 8 74.1 72: 7 71,6 72.6 72.6 72.6 71.5 70' - 1 7 0 :,9 72.0 70.8 7i• 8 122.2
63 74.4 73.9 74.1 71. 9 76.0 75:8. 7018 7090 71.1 79 .1 70.5 68.1 68.0 69,4 66.1 47.8 123.0
RAnI A L 100•	 FT. 80 68.3 67.6 67.6 66.4 66.6 65. 8 65,4 64.7 65,4 65.4 65.3 64.6 64.5 64.9 63.1 64. 9 115.2
(	 30.	 M) 109 70.7 70.0 71.1 69.7 71.0 68.8 45.5 68.0 67.6 67.8 65.7 64,0 65.9 68.2 69.1 690 117.9
VEHICLE ATT 125 66.9 68.1 67.1 66.0 66.3 63: 9 62.5 64,0 65,1 62.9 59.7 61.0 63,9 62.0 62.1 62.1 113.6
CONPIG Q - K	 IN 160 64.6 63„1 65.0 61.9 65.2 62:2 61,6 60,8 62. 7 60.0 60.4 60.0 62.0 60.4 58.0 60.2 111.7
LDC	 PTO 200 70.8 '4,2 7 0 . 1 66o^ 69.4 64:9 65.6 64.1 66, 8 66.8 64.9 61,2 62:.0 63.2 62.3 64.0 115.6
DATE 8/D 9 / 7 4 Y50 76.6 76.0 76.2 73. 74.1 71.9 69.5 68,1 66.9 65.0 64.7 61. 9 6294 62.4 63.5 64.1 119.4
RUN	 642 315 77.8 77.3 78.3 76. 6 75.0 72.2 64 96 68.2 67.0 65.8 63.5 6x.2 639 9 53.2 62.2 64.3 120.6
TAPE A944 40C 75.8 737 .2 73.1 73.8 74.2 70:8 67.6 6592 64x6 63, 63.4 62	 ,7 63, 8 63.2 62.9 63. 9 11817
BAR
	 28.9 HG 50C 77.6 77.0 76.0 73. 7 73.1 73. 8 69,4 69.0 73.4 71. 70,6 65.7 67.7 65.1 61.8 64.2 121.4


































125.3DE6 K) 8p. 80.5 , 1
'	 TWET	 7
r	 !	 ;,
DEG F 1158 8	 .9
81.3
? 2 ,0 8
.




















12711(29 K )DE G 1	 07 F0.5 82.6 81, .3 81.4 81.1 • 1 66.1
HAC715.54 Gyi M3 2700 8 2. 9 8 2.3 )!4.4 84. 6 87.4 R.b:S 82.p 8p.3 7'6.1 75, 1 74.2 72.2 74.1 7x•5 7 1 .3 7q.3 131.5
i	 (•01654 KG/M3) 2503 85.7 h6.0 86.2 86.3 68.2 88;2 82.6 8 0 . 1 75.9 76,0 73.7 7 1.1 73.1 1 1.1 7 D•2 70.0 132.8
NFA 6531+ RPM 3150 93.9 95.3 93.3 91,7 9 2 . 2 9 1:1 97.1 83.5 8 G • 3 77.5 74.1 74,4 74.0 13.6 72.4 72.4 137;5
(	 684. RA'D/SEC ) 4 000 91.6 90.2 91.2 91.1 92,1 93;0 118,6 83.3 78.9 74,8 73.9 74.2 75.9 77.2 72.3 72.9 137.6






83.3 77 .4 81 .5 4 0 .4 78.4 76.2 143.6
1• RAlJtSEC I 6300 91.0 9 0.4 90.3 9,,2 90,3 37,1 72.0 71.5 71.3 70.8 69.4 70.6 136.1










71 .4 70..4 139.5
(111 3• RAD/SE C )10000 89.6 90. 0 t34.p
86.7











NR.	 OF BLADE S 	44 1250? A6 . 3 c7 •b 8 4 . 4 8 6.8 72,5 71.7 7p.6 72.9 135.6
1 6 U00 81.9 64.2 61.4 82. 9 5 4.2 83.4 79.9 70.3 66.3 70.1 63.7 e4.o 64.3 0.5 65.3 65.1 133.9
2 0000 77.5 81.4 76.8 77.2 78.6 77;4 7492 6'•5 66.1 73.5 64.9 68.6 6795 70.6 68.5 6 9 . 7 132.2
DVBpAL	 ^4}ASUREO 99.8 IZI.j 99.9 99.7 1+32 .3 102.2 97.5 92:9 9V 7 69.9 68.2 84 .7 86.9 x36.1 86.0 B6.3
O VERALL ^ALCOLA7El' 100 . 2 1'.1 .7 100 5 100 15 102 . 2 103.0 98 9 1 92,,^ 90 9 4 68.6 86.8 84.3 86.1 85.2 83. 9 B3. 7 148.3
PP10' 114.0 11 5 .2 11 4 .0 113 9 7 115 .9 11 7 .1 111.9 10 7 .1 105.2 102,3 101.5 97.9 100. , 5 99;3 97.7 96.9
PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROD, DATE - MoN'T 14 	 8 DAY 15 HR. 90$
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LE V ELS	 (59,	 DEG, F,	 70 PERCENT HEL. HUM; DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DE GREES	 (AND RADIANS)




032} [uA^09)t17Z2)t1a^0)( 1941'fli^gS) (1^$2ftZ^a9)52327)t2
11 pp pp. i {^4? {2^^2){ )	
PiiL
r
50 75.3 75.1 76.0 73, 8 74.8 73. 9 71.6 73,0 71 9 7 72.9 71.5 7 0, 9 72.7 72.0 71.1 72.2 122.3
63 74.8 73.2 74.2 71.7 76.9 76.9 71. 6 70,1 70.9 79. 2 70.2 69. 9 69.6 69 .2 6 9 .3 67.6 123.4
RADIAL	 100•	 FT. 8n 68,2 A 7 67. 8 66.6 66. 9 66: 7 66.3 65.6 65.4 65.7 67.1 65.5 66,3 65.7 64.1 66.0 116±1



























































DATE 6/09/74 157. 76.9 76.1 76.0 73, 9 74.3 71.9 6$,1
RUN	 643 .317 78.0 79. 1 8 0 . 1 78. 9 77.9 75.0 7Q,6 69, 6894 67,7 64.6 64. 66, 63,.5 62.] 65.465.
122.6
119!2TAPE A944 400 76.5 74.9 76.0 74.6 74.1 72.2 6 7 .5 65, 6496 63 .6 63.1
62.8 64. 65. 2 63.0
BAR
	
2 6 . 9 H G 503 78.7 75.9 76.0 75. 6 74.0 75.8 70,4 69.6 72.7 73.8 72.3 64.7 64, 8 6fi.1 65.0 64. 122.3
(977P3. N/M2 630 74.2 79.4 79.5 77.2 77.2 76.4 72.9 71,2 69. 9 71.3 65.4 68.3 68,2 66.4 65.2 66.8 123.3
TAME	 81. UEG 80010:00 78.1










































83. 8. 8	 2





















































32.0(•	 i s8 )1 Kr/'M3) 2^^$ 85.E 86.2 $5. 9 F37-2 76:9 79.0
NrA 6532 n RpM 3150 94.0 95.6 94,4 92.? 91.5
5
90,6 A7. 8412 80 ► i 77, 4.4 74,2 74.3 73,4 71. 5 72. 4 O *6
t	 6°4 , RAn/S EC ) 4UD0
6DO+I
9 1 .7 9:9.4
9
9. 3
944.5 q1'193.1 g791.3 99.4 94,1 98.6 96.3 82. 1 82.8 76.4 79.3 7	 .6 75.3 75.3 143.2r	 NFK	 6 401 ,
t	 670.
PR




91.7 90,5 90.3 99.3 89,7 87,3 79.4 75.3 75.3 71.5 7 1 . 5 70,4 70.4 69.7 69.5 136.1
















137.6(1113 •	RADiSEC ) 10000














75.8 7 i .6
72.0
76.5 69. 7 i .9 7	 .5
61.9
7?.0 7 1 .9 72.6 135.6
16 O .3 A3.3 33.6 81.6 82.2 :33.2 A3:2 79,9 71.,2 66,3 69.9 62. 65.a 65.7 64.5 65.5 13315
20000 77.7 79.7 75.7 77.3 78.7 78.6 74.3 66.9 6514 73.4 64.0 67.6 660 69 n t 67.4 69 . 8 132.2
OVERALL MEASURED

































PN DH 11 4 .0 115 .1 114.6 113, ; 115.6 116. 5 ii1,9 107,1 104 , 5 101.6 101.0 97.4 49,2 99.7 97.5 96.2
z
	 6 Lf-3
^^...,..:..,^...,..R_,,,...a,,.-.c,^K..,.Im^.;L^seu^u,:^eaae^.eras.. ^•eiis^.ti::i^3^5n^r.:aa.._eis. 	 t	 `^.
643A
NVfA
PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC. DATE - MONTH	 a DAY 15 HA. 9.9
MODEL SnUND PRE5SORF LEVELS	 (59.	 DEG. F,	 70 PERCENT REL. HUM. AAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DE GREES (AND RADIANS)
FRtO.
pp






51 74.7 74.7 75.7 73.7 74.8 73;0
76:4






7 1 .9 70,8
69.1
7i,7 7 2 , 2 7	 = u 7 2 . 1 122;5
1231163 74.8 73.2 74.1 70. 9 76.3 71,7 70.4 69.1 69.; .1 67.4
RADI A L	 100•	 FT. 80 69 .3 68,6 68.6 67.5 67.6 66; 9 66,4 65.4 64.5 66.6 66.8 65.4 65.7 65.8 63.8 66.6 116.2
f	 30.	 M) 100 70.6 6 9 .9 70.9 68.6 70.2 6 0 .1 66+6 68.8 68 T 6 68.1 67.3 65. 9 65,9 69,3 67.9 69.0 118.1
VF'HICLE ATT 125 67.7 68.1 66.3 66r1 66.0 64; 9 62.5 64.9 64. 9 63.1 61.6 62.2 64.2 62.6 62.4 53.1 114.0
CONFIG 8 - M	 IN 16C 62.9 63.1 6 4 .9 62. 6 66.0 63.1 62. 8 6 1.1 62,b 62.7 61.2 61.0 63.1 6 0.0 58.9 66. 9 112,4
LnC	 PTO 100 70.9 70.2 70.9 66. 4 69.4 65;0 64.8 64.1 65,7 6.7,0 63.2 63.4 61.2 62.5 62.1 64.0 115.6
DATF 8/ 0 9 /74 150 77.8 76.4 7 6.2 74. 7 7 3.4 72.0 69.4 67.9 66,0 64,8 63.2 62.3 62.1 62.2 63.3 64.4 119.4
RuN	 643A 315 78 .0 7A.4 79.2 77.7 77.0 74.0 6 9 .5 69.1 66.1 68.0 65.2 6 4.0 65.1 55.2 63.4 66.5 121.9
TAPE A944 404 76.8 75.8 76.8 74,6 73.9 72.1 67.7 66.0 64. 6 63,9 65.1 64.9 65,9 67.3 64.3 67.1 119.7
BAR	 28.9 HG 501 76.4 74.8 75.0 75.6 75:.1 75;9 71.2 69,9 72,6 73 9 8 72.2 63.0 64.8 68.2 66.D 64.1 1220
(97723. N/M2
^
63'1 79.0 76.4 79.3 76,9 78.5 76;3 73,7 71 1 2 69.1 72.2 68.6 68.3 68,3
69.8
66.4 65.5 67.6 123.5
TAM"	 8 1 . DEG 1'0:, 76.9 77.4 79.1 ?8.O 76.1 74;0 72.5 71. 0 70,7 71, 0 67.4 6.5.3 67.4 63.1 67.1 122.7
4300 1 D E G	 K') 1('Dl 8 0 . 2 R 0.3 8 1.6 79.1 77.5 76;2 72.9 70,1 68.2 68.1 66.6 67.5 70.1 66.6 65.5 66.5 1?3.9
TWET
	
7 1 . DEG F 1250 88.8 82.1 8 3.1 82.1 4 1 . 3 81.0 75 . 5 74.2 70.f 7 1.1 69.4 70.0 70,1 70.2 66.3 65.3 1?6.9
(2956 DEG 1600 30.9 i 0.3 82.4 81,2 8 1.1 80:0 74,9 74.2 7G.) 69, 0 69.3 6b.1 69.0 68.6 66.4 65.4 12.6.5
HA C T1 5.8 0 GM/ 
MI )
20100 83.2 8 2,2 84.4 84,3 26.8 84.2 30: fl 79.4 74.3 72.3 7{x.4 7(x.4 72,2 70.4 69.3 68.6 130.4
(.01580 K G / M 3) 25 00 85.6 65,3 85.1 86,5 58.2 88.2 82R 79.3 75.6 75.,E 72.3 71.w 72.1 70,3 70.2 63.9 132.8












74. 2 73.5 711,5 7 2 .4
73.a
1.37'.0
(	 6 4• R AD/SEC) 4'000 91.9 90.4 92.0 91.8 92.0 76,1 76 . 1 7f.4 72.1 137.7
NFK 6406. RPM 5000 Q 2.0 96.3 44.8 94,.1 49,5 141.5 95,9 9: 0 .2 86.2 8'2,1 81.4 7[x.5 8 0.4 79.8 78.8 75 .2 144.9
(	 671-. R&D/SEC ) 63 0] 91.4 9 0.4 90,6 90 :1 91.7 99.4 8br0 B.p.4 75.3 75,6 71.3 7 1. `^ 71.5 70:,5 69.5 7{x.5 136.4
NFD106 28. RPM $DOG 90.0 9 1.3 90.2 91.1 9'i.3 07;2 39 +0 82.2 78.1 73.9 72.4 71.0 72,0 70.5 70.7 70.1 139.0
+	 (1113. NAD/SEC ) 10000 68.9 B9.1 69.3 89,x+ 91.1 90;3 A6,9 79,3 14.2 7109 69.4 69.2 69.0 67.6 67.7 6.8.11 137.7
No-
	




































eo'o rn 77.6 79,Y 75. 9 76, 7 79.0 77; 9 74 . 5 67,J 65.689. : 13








1,12:1 103 . 0


















83. 4 ;6148100 . 3 1	 1.3 1^T3 . 0
PNDU 13 4 .1 11 4 .`) 11 4 .2 113.7 117.0 11 7 . 7 11 3 ,0 108.1 10 4.3 101.F 100.2 97.3 99.8 98.9 97.8 9.6.3
PAGF
1
FULL SCALE DA TA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PROC, DATE - MONTH d DAY 15 AR. 1090
MOREL SOUND PRESSURF LEVELS (59.	 DEG, F, 70 PERCENT REL.	 HUM.	 ']AV)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES 44NO RAmAks)
14.0•){ 1	 7 j502^5 )[03 2 )
oo







i 5^2?E '	 PiiL
75.4 76. 1 77. 1 74.F 74.4 73.9
76:2
72.4 7 3.0 72.h 72.6
77.9
7 1 . 70,3 7 1 .9 7 2.3 7 .2 7 2 . 1 122.7
74.9 74.3 74.2 71. 9 76.1 72.8 71.1 7191 70.3 64.0 64.2 70.7 6.2 68.0 123.0
69.4 4a.6 68.0 67.? 47.9 66:7 66.2 65,7 64.7 64.7 66.3 65.6 64.5 64.8 67. 8 64. 9 115.8
71.6 70.9 72.1 64 . 5 71.1 6 9 .0 65.6 68.0 66 9 7 65.8 66.1 67.1 65. 9 6 4 .7 7 0 . 3 7 1 . 0 118.5
66.8 b9.3 69.4 67,9 98.4 66.0 63.9 66.9 66,b 64.1 61.6 64.9 65.0 63.4 63.2 56.2 115.7
65.8 53.2 65.3 62. 66.3 63.1 6215 63.1 64.s 53, 61.6 6 0. 7` 6 2.98 60.5 59.4 61. 2 112.9
70.7 70.1 69:2 65. 4 68.3 66:0 64.6 64.9 63.8 63.8 62.5 59.9 61,0 6 1.2 61.2 61. 3 114.5
76.6 76.4 76:2 73. P, 73.2 72 4 0 69.7 68.9 66 P 9 65,0 64.4 61.9 63.0 61.2 64.5 64.2 119.4
78.8 78.2 78.2 76. 9 76.1 74:3 69.6 70.2 66,7 67, 0 63.2 6 1.3 65.1 64.2 64.4 64.0 12144
76.0 75.1 74.8 73. 5 74.1 71.0 66 9 5 65,9 64.6 63.7 62.4 6 1.1 65.0 64.2 67.3 64. 4 118.6
73.4 73.9 73.9 74. 4 77.1 72:9 66,4 64.7 71 1 7 73,5 6 9 .2 67.7 70 .9 64.1 66. 9 66. 9 12116
79.3 79.1 80,5 sc 81.7 76.4 73.9 7 0 .2 75.9 77.2 75.7 71.a 72.3 64.6 70.5 76.1 126.3
81.0 78.9 80.2 7	 .0 77.3 74.3 74.6 68.0 71.6 68. 1 72.5 64.2 69.9 65.4 67.1 64.0 123.7
78.3 79.4 51.7 77, 9 79.5 78;4 14.0 71.4 69 .t 67.1 68.4 6 1 .3 69 n 3 67.7 65.1 65.3 124.5
8.0
81 .9
















6 .7.0 65. 4
65.5
126.4
17.5.45 1 . 1 8 1.3 80,1E d0.4 70.1 67.0
83.0 82.5 84.6 P4,3 85.7 85.4 81.1 78.6 74.1 7 2.3 71.5 7 0.4 73.1 70.7 69.1 68.5 130.5
85	 -, 55.3 B7.0 67.7 84.E 00.1 .°.4.8 87.1) 74.8 73 0 7 72.4 71.9 75. 1 72.4 69. 4 76.2 134.2
91.2 92.5 91.6 90.1 90.5 9	 . 4 85.7 8 3,5 79 ,2 76,3 74.5 73.1 73,3 72..3 71•g 77.5 136.1
92.0 90.3 92.1 91. 9 42.3 92:1 96.6 83.3 79.8 75.8 73.5 74.0 76.1 72..2 72.3 73.1 137.7
9 1 . 0 46.3 93;7 94.3 97.5 98;6 92.4 88.6 86. 1 8.2 92 81.8 75. 2 8	 .6 MA 79.2 75.5 142.891. 0 9.3.7 0 0.6 90.7 88. 0 8
1
0.4 77,3 77.5 72.6 7
1









69.2 68.9 1:57.759:9 d9.4 89,7 91.2 90;2 86,7 79.3 74.0 72 0 68.2 6	 .3 6 68.2





















133.532.0 3 3.1 80.6 92.t 3 3.3 93 0 5
76.6 7 9 . 9 76.0 76.4 78.7 78;0 73 9 5 66,7 65.4 72.7 63.9 67.8 66.9 69.1 66.4 69.7 131.9
99.9 tL0 .7 100. 3 100 4 100 .0 101. 7 97.6 93.3 89.9 6.9.8 87,7 86.2 87.1 a6.5 86.3 87.2
99.8 101 . 3 100. 4 100 .2 102 . 1 102.2 97.6 92,8 89 9 9 68.3 86.2 84.2 86.4 84.9 83.9 83.7 147.9
113. 1 11 40 li3 .7 11 3.7 11 5.8 116 1 111.2 107, 1 10 4.5 501. 8 110..6 47. 0 100.5 98.9 97.7 06.4
I	 FRI-0
63
RAD)A L 100. FT.	 80






1	 CGNFIG	 8-y Im	 160
LOC PTO	 200
DATF. 8 /09174	 250
RUN ^ (L.of	 315
TAPE	 A 44	 402





TAMa 81, UEG F	 000
	
(300, DEG K)	 11.03
TaET 7ii. DEG F	 i 50
	
12 95. UgG K)	 1 00
HACT15.80 Gm/M3	 2'x00
(.015 80 KG/M3)	 2500
NFA 6727, RPM	 3150
{ 704. RA[) i SEC ) 4000
NFk 6592, RPM	 5'.00( 69 0 . R All/ SEC 6307
NFU10 6 2 8 - RPM	 ) BF,0r1
{	 11113• RA0/SEC)10000










PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC; DATE - MONTH	 8 DAY 15 MR.	 10:0
i MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59; OEG. F. 70 PERCENT REL. HUM: DAY)
A40LE5 FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
FREO.
0. 10:	 20:	 30,	 40=
35)I 52)(70.
50. 60.	 70.	 80.	 9D.	 QO,
(0. 8 7 )( l . 05) (1, 22)( 1 .40) ( t 157) ( .75)(
110.
1.02)(^.090.27){E44)X
20.	 30:	 40; 50:
62)(
PWL
)(0• )(0.17){ p , 0. a.
50 76.7 76.8 75.7 73. 4 74.7 73:7 71,5 72,0 71 ► 5 72.7 70.9 70.0 70.8 72.0 70.! 71' . 4 12202
63 74.8 75.4 74,2 71,7 76.1 76: 9 71.7 69.9 71x6 78.9 69.4 69. 0 68.0 70.1 69.3 67.5 123.2
R ADT AL 100 • FT. 80 70..3 70.7 68.6 66.5 67.6 66:6 66.2 6595 64 ► 4 64.8 68.0 64.7 64 n 7 64.8 62.5 64.6 115.6
(	 30. M1 100 71.4 7 0.6 70.2 68.8 70.3 64:0 65,7 67.6 6b,5 6.7.8 66.2 64.6 66.0 65.3 68.1 68.4 117,8
YEHICtE ATT 125 68.7 69.3 67 .2 65.6 66.2 67;0 62.9 64.2 64, 7 6 291 60 ..3 61.0 63 n 9 64.3 62.1 63.5 11411
CONFIG 9-M	 IN 160 65.8 63.9 65.1 62. 5 65.9 66:0 61.5 60.7 62,6 60.7 59.4 60.2 61.9 60.0 59.2 61. 4 112.3
LOC
	
PTO 109 74 '47 74 '44 69 :1 66.5 89.0 68:2 65.6 64.9 66.4 66.9 64.4 63.2 61.9 63.4 6x.4 64.2 li`s,
DATE 8 /0 9/ 74 239 76.9 76.2 76.0 73. 4 73.3 71.9 69.6 60,2 67.3 65,0 63.4 61. 9 62 . 1 62 . 1 64.0 64.4 119.2
R,^N	 645 315 78.0 7'8. D 77.2 75.5 15.2 72.1 69,8 68,3 66 9 8 66,8 62.4 6'193 63.9 62.5 62 1 0 6502 120.3
WE A944 '^00 75.8 75.o 76.0 73+ 7 74.1 71.9 67,7 66.0 64.4 63.7 62.4 61.9 63.1 63.0 62.0 64.1 116.9
i BAR	 26. 9 HG 500 75.7 76,0, 73.7 73,5 72.8 76'44 69,3 66,8 73 1 7 72.8 71.4 65.F6 64.9 63.4 62.8 61 :0 L214
( 97723 • N/M2 630 78.5 78.5 78.5 7711 76.1 73.2 70,9 7 0.4 7 o ► ! 70.3 6 .6 67.4 66,3 64.6 65.3 6	 .4 122.2
TAMP	 6 11 DEG ADO 77.8 77. 0 76.9 74. 7 74.2 72:3 69,9 68.4 68.9 68. 1 64.4 64.0 65.9 62.2 64.1 65.5 120.4




























































































136.7(	 665+ RA /SEC) 4000 91,7 90.3 91 .0 40.7 91.3 91.1 71.2
NFK	 64.04. Rpm 5000 90.1 96,3 92.5 92.3 97.5 98.2 93,0 87,7 87,2 82.4 74.8 75:1 79.3 78.5 77.7 14.6 14.2.4
(	 671
HAD







































No. OF 9LADES 44 i 2p7 r^
Ib08 p






















133.381.2 53.2 82.0 83.3 B2 63.5
20000 77.5 79.7 75.6 76,5 78. 77:8 74.6 6 .768 659699.4
72,6 65.1 68.1 67.5 64 .0 67.8 58.9 13.1.8
pVcRAL	 nEASUREn
^ALCLA



















82. 9 147.60 ER ALLV U
ED 99.6 ICI .8 100.1 192.0 iO1: 6






.,>.•_	 q ^ ,. ..,ter s ; x, pia :.w
p0,GF	 1 FULL SCALE DA TA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC. D ATE - P40N T H	 8 DAY 15 0. 10.0
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59 n DEG. F,	 70 PERCENT REL. HUM. nAY)





}cU49o) ( 0597){{025 ) c03a 10 .79J{ 17 ^2)(




?3^7}(^4} (^g^31{ PRL} 
5j• 75. 3 76.E 76 .8 74,6 74.9 74.0 7 p .6 7	 .9
71+8


































66-•0 65x5 64.6 65.0 62 .8 64. 7 115.9
{	 38.	 H) 100 71.7 70.2 71.8 68.7 69.9 69.1 66 9 4 68.4 68,6 66,8 65.4 65.1 66.1 68.3 69.9 75.8 118.2



































68.1 66.1 64,9 65.9 65.7 63.8 61.5 59.3 61.pp 61.4 61.2 63.0 114.5
DATE 8/09/74 250 76.8 76.3 76.2 73. 9 74.1 7 2;1 69,9 69.0 67. 7 03,0 63.4 61,4 62+9 42.3 63.; 64.0 119!6























































122.2TA 81. DFG 800 78.9 77. 1 7'6. q 75. 9 75.0 74.3 74.6 ,2 72.1 6'4. 64.2{3'00 • DFG K) 1('00 78.1 77.4 73.3 76,1 75.4 76.4 6'8+3 67.0 65x9 65.6 6b.S 66.4 65.6













(G/+t3) 29 00 81.8 A ei.Q 8^.2 8'5.9 84.2 $1.6 76,7 70 71,7 70..2 69,1 78 5 8 69.4 68,1 67.9
I.	 I
NFA Rt+ 3150 91.9
,
9 3.6 9 2 . • 3 90.3 89.6 89.460 7x5• 8 5,1 81.5 770 9 75,3 72.6 12.1 72,2 71.; 70.7 76.4 135.7
{	 7	 4! RA g /SEC ) 41]00 91.7 59.4 91.4 9150 91.3 90.1 86.9 82.3 77.0 73,7 72.4 73..2 7441 70.4 70.9 72.3 136.4
s	 NFK 65 7, Rpm 5003 89 .2 34.6 92.2 9	 ,08^.4


































73.3 7 1.3 73.0 71 . 5 71.4 70.2 138.9NFDi0626 .
(111 3• RAD/SEC)30008 88.7 90.2 $9.2 89 .1 9 1 . 3 89;6 1'6.7 79.3 7399 72,0 70.2 69.2 69,1 601.4 6B.2 69.t 137.4




































76.6 79 8 779 74.4 66.6 65th 73.7 64.3 67.7 57.8 60,. po 66.3 69.5 132.3
O V E:RA LL „FASUREU

































P-4011 112.6 113.8 1i:S.0 111. 9 113.6 11 8 : 5 119,7 185.3 102.4 100.2 98,4 96.0 98,7 97.4 96.4 95.1
646
































PAGE i	 FULL SCALE D ATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PROC. DATE - MONT H 6 DAY 15 HR. 10.0
N00N
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59. DEG. F, 70 PERCENT REL, MUM; DAY)





75.6 75.ES 77.0 74.7 75. 1 74;	 72 . 3 73 ,	 7 2 .5 73 .5 72.2 7 .7 7 ,9 72 . 2 7 2: .	 17.0
74.9 74.0 74.7 71+  77.1 76.* j 72.7 71.1 71,6 79. 0 rp,i 64,9 6;•0 70.1 71.	 73.9
69.5 68.6 68.9 67.7 67.6 66.6 66.1 65.8 65+4 65.6 66.9 655 65.5 66.0 64. 	 72.5
72.0 71.2 71.1 68.7 7 .9 66.2 66.6 65.8 660 6r:p 65.3 64.9 66.2 67:1 70..1 12.1
70.8 70.s 70.8 69.8 67.2 65.9 64.8 65,2 65 9 8 66 .3 63.2 68. 1. 6a ,i 62. 1 64.3 68.(^
66.0 63.9 66.2 63. 8
 66.0 62: 9 62.7 611 8 62. 6 62,0 60. 4 61.5 63.8 61.1 60. 4 64.9
70.	 79p.4 70.1 66. 9 69.4 66,0 64.8 6gr 9 63rD 63.8 61.2 59.9 59.9 61.5 60.0 63.2
76.9 77.0 76.2 74.7 74.2 72.3 69,5 68.9 66 8 7 66.8 66.1 63.0 62.1 62.6 63.1 65.1
76.3 77.2 78.1 76.5 76.2 72; 9 70.8 71,0 67,9 66.8 63.5 61 : 9 64.1 64.2 64.2 61.2
75.9 75.5 76.D 73. 8 73.9 70.1 68 # 4 68.9 65 9 6 64.9 64.5 64.3 65.1 65.4 65.1 66.1
73.8 74.1 73.8 73.7 73.8 70.9 66,4 67.8 68 1 6 64.8 62.2 64.1 63.7 63.2 63.8 64.9
80.4 79.3 79.5 81.Q S1.4 79:2 74,;, 74 r6 78.2 74.e 71.5 74.4 73,4 71.5 '70..3 76.1
81.1 v .3 843 Sp.	 81 .2 87:0 X15.	
.3
6 84.2 86.7 91. #2 91 .2 82.9 83.1 79;6 79.6 75.4
76.4 71.5 90
.
..3 ;0 7F •1 77:	 73,7 74,3 73x 9 75,3 7 .	 71.4 74.0 71.4 68.0 66.27
8	 8G.4 81.1 81.9 88i ".12
 
94; 1 75.7 7 ,5 71.1 70.	 69.3 68.5 7 1 .2 64., 663 66.i
94.5 8 3.3 85.4 86.0 87.5 87.1 92.9 81.8 76.0 73,4 72.4 72 . 4 75.3 70 .7 70.5 71.5
86.0 85.9 86.2 87.7 89.0 99:2 85.5 8'2.5 79,r. 77.0 75.4 7 1.1 75.2 72.2 71.9 69.9
91.2 91.6 92.3 91.0 90.4 91.3 37.0 84,7 79.8 77,7 73.3 74.2 74.3 77.3 71.4 7X.1
93.3 91.1 92.1 91. 8 43.3 93:3 90,6 85.6 79 9 0 76,_r.. 7 4 .1 75 .1 78.0 71.4 73.0 74.2
9 2.3 97.6 43.6 93.0 96.6 98;5 9 1 ,9 88;.8 87, 0 83.1 8 1.4 77.2 so 5 74.9 78.4 74.2
92.7 9 1.6 9 1. 
Q
6 9161 9 1 . 3 91:6 99.9 82.8 78,
11





91.3 9 1.3 90.1 90.4 91.1 90..4 87,6 Sp,6 15,6 73.1 7'0.2 64.? 69. 9 h4.4 6R.1 69.9
$7.7 88,9 8 6.	 86.t, B7.9 86: 9 E'4.5 76. 9 72.4 76.•7 68.8 71.7 7 .p 1 1.8 719 8 71.7
84.2 85.5 92.^ 83,3 85.2 13. 4 80.9 73.6 69•? 74.3 46.7 69-.1 6^. ♦ 70:6 6 R .:3 70.4
76.8 5 1 . 1 77.7 77.7 79.8 78:8 7515 6 4 .0 650 72 . 3 63 .9 67.6 67.8 68.8 66.8 68.8
100. 4 101.3 }9 00.1 99.9 102.3 i02 l 4 98.6 95.3 92.3 93,8 91.5 gb,2 68.9 8r.5 87.3 9 4p-•6
101.0 102.1 100. 100 n 4 102 . 0 1.02. 5 98.4 94.6 91..3 93,3 91.7 87.4 88,6 86.55 R5.6 8'5.6
11 4 .1 11 5 .6 113.8 113 . 3 115.5 11 6 : 4 111. 4. 108. 4 10 5 . 9 11)3 .5 101. 5 96.9 101.2 99.6 98..6 91.4
5u
63
RADIA L 100 • FT.	 Be
( 30. M)	 100
VERICLE	 AIT	 125
CoNFIG	 R-M IN	 1p6C
LOC PTE)









TAM5 81. DEG	 600
(300• DEG KI	 1000
Twt T 7 , O	 z(241- DEG K3
	
jb00
H A C?1 6. 11 GM/M3	 2000
i	 (.01611 K G/M3)	 2540
NFA 69881 RPM	 3150
( 732• RAD/SEC ) 4000
f	 NFK 6844. Rpm	 5700
( 717• RAD/SEC S 6300
NF g ipp 6 2 9 , RPM	 80pp
(1113. RAD/SEC^10000




3 V RALL ^ALCULATEC
PNDtj




VF 4 1CLE	 ATT
COHF'IG	 HIM	 IN
LOC	 PTO
DATE 8 /0 9 / 7 4
p l1N	 648
TAP;	 4944
BAR	 28 . 9 HG
(9763a1 '	 N :/K2)
TAM:j	 91.	 AE G F
(35p09	 DEG K)
TwET	 7	 DEG F
4294:DEG k)
NA'CT16.	 GM/M3




(	 702•	 HAD/SEC )
NF0t0 628 , RpM


































1400	 B I . 1	 X8• 2




































































































PRESSURE LEVELS (59.	 DEG . F,
AYGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES
5.	 6:	 19j) 	 .	 9.
}{.Sr$5')(1.23(1.0)(1.7}
f4.	 7	 .6	 7 3 .0	 7 2 .7	 7 :•6





	 65. 9	6715	 65.8








72.0	 69,7	 68.8	 67.6	 67, 0
74;1	 6 9 ,5	 69,0	 64,6	 68,1






77;0	 77.Q	 74.0	 69,6	 7:6.2
16-4	 73,1	 71.4	 68 . 4	 69,3
74 ! 2	 75,	 73,^	 64^^	 75,1,
86;5
	
83., 4	8	 .5	 76 9	74.4
B9;4	 84.	 &f.5	 75. 5 	77,2




88 .6	 64,1	 8 0,1	 82.0
99.6
	 93,9	 69.3	 86.9	 85,5
90;4	 99,0	 81,6	 76,2	 79.3











9"3.4	 3 0 ► 1	 73 .2	 68 ,3	 63.5
- MONTH	 d DAY 15
70 PERCLNT REL.	 HUM;
[AND	 RA")1'IANS)
1 0	 1	 2{I.^S)t.2) (^.^9 )( 7


















	 7p .2	 72.3
75.5
	






























































































































































































PAGE 1 FULL SCALE VATA MEUVGTION
-
1+ROGft4M PROC, DATE .. MONTM	 $ PAY 19 MN,	 l .¢ l y E
MODEL S9UNO PRESSU t E LEVELS (59.	 UEG , F.	 70 PERCENTEL. Flt- R. - bm
ANGLES FROM INLET I N DEGREES (AND RA51ANSI
O, 10. 20, 3R.4 0.. ;0, 6 0 1 70. B0. 90, 100 9 - 11U, 120, 130, 1404 150, PWL
FRE0. to t 1i+7.1 7 ic0,351(0. 52'1{0.707(0, (l7 1c1,051t1.27ft1,40r11, 57J11. 75111, 42 .1(2 9 (34i(2 1 271(2^4 ; }(2^0;^ }1 f





72,Q 15.6 77.2 73.0 69,9 70x9 110.0
66,4





	 10u,	 FT, E30 491 7 68.4 67,4 67 1 9 67,3 66.5 6515 66,5 6596 64• 651 4 1,.t 66.0 6.4





























bz,$ 63 1 1
bd.^'
63.3 114.4
LDC	 PTO 200 7 VI 9 7 0.3 69,0 67.8 66,:6 65.3 66. 4
6 0,5









DATE 8/09/74 250 70,0 77,x•1 77x1 74. 73,7 72,3 72..0 68,8 67,1 64,9 64,1 62 6 2 63 ,,1 63,.0 64 1 0 65,2 12091
F<uh	 650 310 7a „7 70.3 79,1 77:0 16,0 73,i 71,,7 66.6 6812 66,6 67.,9 63:0 64.2 63.0 6 112 66, 2 121.4
5. TAPE A944 400 7b 0 9 76.1 76.9 74,7 74,1 72.1 7 0901 65,6 6513 64 1 1 63.1 63:4 64.4 63:1 63,x 6402 119,6
PAR
	
28,9 NG SVC 78,j 76,8 74,6 76,5 13.8 76 1 1 72.6 67.6 70 1 8 70,8 68.9 65t 9 60.9 64,0 6310 65,0 jZ1,7
c . (97603. N/M7) 630 83 9 3 0 0.4 80.2 79,1 77.9 7o94 74,0 7o,7 71.3 7019 7L.3 69 9 7 67! .4 45 9 4 07 1 66••1 124.1
1AW1	 810 DEG F BU6 7 9.2 79 .2 78,3 78,2 75,11 71,3 73.0 6 9 .8 69.9 67 1 8 66.1 67,2 67 1 2 63,8 6403 66.z 12202(30 13, NEG K1 1000 74.5 6 0.7. 81,5 79,4 7[1.1 70.5 75.2 71.8 69.1 67,2 66,1 66 9 2 67.2 66,.2 64, 7 6:p .1 12402
lj&T
	 71• DEG r 1250 6 1.1 62.3 82.4 81.1 '34,2 8111 77.1 72.4 72.2 70,2 6502 69 1 7 70.3 69, 0 66,2 65,3 f26,6
(295, VEG K! 1606 81,3 60. 4 82.3 81.1 90,0 81 1 1 79.3 75.0 71x2 70 1 ) 64.2 66.1 69 1 4 67,4 67,4 61.1 126.9
j	 iALT16,11 IjM/M3 200+0 0 4,2 18 1 . 5 93,5 85.1 84,1 84,6 3.1,4 78.3 76.2 74:3 71.3 71 9 5 72.0 70.6 60.E 67.1 130.1
(•01611 KG/M3) 2510 R4 , 4 56.0 66.2 86 9 9 98.2 811 1 3 8':p,8 11 5 .9 17 9 0 75.7 72.1 71t2 74,9 72 9 1 7p,.r 611,9 13I.4
ffFA	 6558• RPM 3150 94:2 96.6 94.3 92.4 42,5 9et3 89 .4 8 5,2 8015 77,3 74.'5 74 1 3 74.5 73.2 72,5 71,2 135.6
(	 6879 RAD/SEC4 4 01!0 Q2.2 !`0. 4 98.0 89.9 92.3 9d t 4 90,9 !14 9 0 Ooo3 75,1 74,4 74 1 2 76.3 71,2 72, q 73 0 0 137.4
i; FK	 6423: RPM SUG0 91.4 96•'5 43.5 95.6 97.:6 99 1 5 95.4 99,1 x'8 9 6 83.5 82.4 77r3 81.4 74,7 78,7 7 '	 - 143.7
`	 (	 673, RADlSEC) 6300 Pl . h 90. 7 91,3 89.1 59,4 99.4 88,'5 Eta	 3 76,1 76, 4 71.5 72,6 71,4 70.6 70,9 7099 135.3
.01510,128. RPM 8000 92.l 020 41.5 93,1 94.4 93.6 91,1 43,4 79 15 75,1 74,4 721.1 74.4 71.6 73 91 7 1 .9 140.2
"	 !	 (1113.i RAD/SEC)i0006 qQ.7 9 0.4 86.9 99,8 90,3 4;i t l 89.1 80,0 7451 71,9 70,1 70 1 2 711,0 € = .2 611,6 7U.0 137.9	 I
f	 IC.	 OF	 OLA13ES	 44 175u0 e6,q 87,8 85.9 86,5 37,7 Bn,9 05.7 79,4 72.8 77,6 68.5 71,9 7'2 . 6 7 2,8 73
- 0 4 72.6 136.2
1 400 e. 4.3 51.4 84.0 64 3 64 82 * 3 719 67.4 70,D 63.2 6.5,6 65.4 64,5 64 a 65,4 134,F1
20.000 7 7 .6 80.8 76. 9 77.8 75,5 70x4 76.7 67,6 66.5 74,6 64.5 6896 68,-6 65, 9 67 ! Z 6900 138.9
OvF.RALL MEASURED 94 9 9 1GT..3 iD g• Z ,101 0 1.02. 3 !0113 99..8 9. q3 9	 .91. 84r8 8692 86 1 1 8743 96,5 nb.s 87.3
+	 OVERALL CALCULATED 105,8 ib2.2 100, 9 100.9 102,1 102t8 49.9 93,5 91 1 4 $6 0,8 56.1 54,5 86.2 @+,6 0 41 3 ds,& 14$.6










































FULL SCALE DATA HEQV9!10 4 rROGRAM
	
	
PROC. DATE - MONTH !i DAY 19 M F?. I819
MODEL S313ND PRLSSU NE LEVELS (59, DEB . F, 70 PERCk"? REL, mum ., DAY)
*WLFSFRON IN ET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)






100e 110, 128, 130, 14.0. V^Vt
40t	 }[11,,17}t_0..^5)I0.52}(0.7O1i0^d7f[1rG5)41,22iI1.Qfi1,57)1,1.75?11,x}i2,04)IZ,2711z1f^f(2.6Zf(
75,3 75.E 75,2 74.6 74.6 73,7 71.9 72,4 72#6 72 0 5 70.7 70.,.6 71.8 71,6 70,T 7196
7 q ,1 73.2 73.7 72,0 75.9 77 9 1 73.0 70,7 71,5 79 9 5 69.9 69, 0 69 0 7 6912 5994 6591
6 9 ,7 69.5 46.9 68.5 67.5 67 9 0 60,5 66,9 4548 65,6 66.5 65,5 64	 64x4 63, b 6797
64.9 59.2 69.9 6990 98 9 6 67 91 3691 67,8 49 9 0 66,8 65. 9 6511 65.9 66e1 65.4 79.9
6^i,Z 69.1 68.1 68,5 66.0 64 1 6 64.3 67.9 68 1 5 66,3 62.5 65,0 6499 65,3 0-413 48.i
60 10 fs4 .1 65 * 6 63,7 54,9 63 1 0 63.6 60.6 62,1 6{1.7 60.1 6111 62.9 61,0 d0.'l 6i,2
71,0 71.2 49.9 67,0 68,9 66,3 65.7 64;0 64 03 64 09 62.2 60 1 9 51.0 61,3 QO t 4 62.4
77,9 77.1 76,6 75,1 73,8 72	 7,1 4 71,8 66,8 68.,2 69 0 7 65.	 6391 63.3 63,5 641a 63.1
74,9 78.8 79,0 78.3 76,8 7,5.3 71,9 70.5 69 0 2 67,0 63.8 6 2, 9 67.0 66 9 2 65.1 69.3
71,,1 76,7. 76,0 75,2 73,8 71 9 2 66,9 65,9 66 0 1 6471 63,G 621`J 65.2 64,1 6490 63,03
7	 78.0 75,'13 7 1518 74,7 71 0 d 79,7 68,6 70,0 71,7 66.9 69 1 5 6908 65#1 6'3 0 3 6496
8 1.3 `30,2 81,1 50,6 30 * 2 75 t 2 76.1 73,0 7392 7 '3 , 9 76,9 1112 71.4 67 9 1 68 9 2 6742
Bu,p 79.9 79.7 8093 76,8 77 1 4 76.0 10,6 7091 71.0 71 1 1 69 1 7 73.2 67,0 6b t 3 63.e
6L,3 79.1 81.1 79,6 19.2 y e l l 75.1 71.7 68 0 4 63,0 67.3 68,7 67.4 67,5 65,4 fi6.1
8U,5 '31, 3 81.0 82,5 42.1 60 1 4 78.2 7'5.9 72 1 3 70 0 1 64,0 ISO 7112 72,1 67 1 1 67.3
sit ? 8 Z 8	 6 ,1 50# 2 8015 76 90 73.4 7 1 9 7 ,1 69,	 bo l l 70.4 67 9 5 57 1 c 66.7
	
83.7 8;3 $,3 84,4 16,3 96.632.1 79,0 7,4 T4 ,D 71.	 7003 72.5 69,4 6o t + 70,3
"tor 85.2 86,0 87,0 9"0,2 4 1:,4 87.1 82.7 7713 77 0 2 73.2 7 11 4 7592 71 9 9 7 1** 71,0
91197 93 6 9,2.191.5 941.3 4194 8812 83,0 79 1 8 78,4 75.1 74,4 74.2 72.3 71.7 72,4
YZ,1 40,2 41,8 91,0 92 9 2 WJ tb 90,1 84.0 8012 77 ,0 7490 7561 7793 72,0 72 9 ;, 7492
V10 46,7 93.4 46.6 97 1 4 48 15 94-i ?19.0 8795 83,2 81 .6 761 5 81.4 79 9 !1 79oi 7138%
9 2."3 9 1. 6 91.3 90,2 Pool 9U 9 7 69.2 84,3 76 1 3 77.2 71.0 73 1 1 72.4 71 9 4 70,1 71.6
9147 93.4 91,3 93,4 93,4 939 3 90.2 X32#3 79 17 74 #C 73#2 721 3 73.5 74 94 767 70.3
97,0 90.2 89.6 90,1 K A 91 0 1 88.,E 80,0 75 99 72,7 69,9 70 00 70.0 6_.0 68.9 70.2
87,> 37.8 8 .5.6 87,5 87,6 57 l 1 134,4 76.3 72 1 9 77,7 69.6 72,7 72.5 72,7 71 0 1: 72.6
04,E 54. 4
 RR-0 33,2 84,3 641 7 81.2 71,9 68,4 71,0 6 7395 660 66.3 6691 5'1 ! 7 h7.>
73,4 00,6 77,5 7895 79,5 79 14 76 ► 5 67;6 6518 73 t 6 6393 661 #9 68.6 66 1 07 0 1 67.0
100, 4
 1409 6 100#7 lai.1 160,1 1OZ15 94,7 93,8 9112 90#0 87 9 2 85 1 9 47.3 56r1 66 1 4 87,d
100,6 101,8 100,5 101, 4 102,0 102.6 99.3 93-3 9096 89.2 8692 0418 86.8 84 1 8 640 2 81.1




RADIAL 10 +). FT.	 8O
( 3C9 N1	 140
VEHICLE	 ATT	 123
CONFIG	 6-04 I N 	 160
L OC PTO	 200
D A TE 8/09/74	 250
F< Ul .. 651	 316
TAP =' 	 A944	 400
6AR 26.9 WO	 500
+	 497601. N/M2)	 630
TAMS 81, nEA F	 800
	
(390. nEG K)	 1000
T_ its T 71. DEG F	 125D
	(299, DEG K)
	 1600




r F,1 6741. HPM	 3150
( 706, R&D/SEC) 4D00
r : FK 5612, APM	 '30ilO( 641. RAD/SEC) 63140
r. fD10628, RPM	 Flgog
(1113• RAD/SEC}10080








PAGE I	 FULL SCALE DA T A XED99TION PROMRA14 	pRp(;^ PATE	 MONTN 6 DAY 19 N_R La v
MODEL SOUND PRtSSUk_ E LEVELS ( 59. DE p. ► 7(. PERCENT REL, H M."Ulr
AN{^Lk:S FR O M INLET IN UEGREES ( AND RAi3IAPS)
u,	 1p,
	





1+pLIAI 100. FT1	 80









i MC PTO	 260
DATF. 9/09/74	 250
o (3tr 6524	 316
TAf (-	 A944	 400
BAR 29. 9 HG	 %u
	
4 9 7557 9 ti/M2 )	 b30
T nr.9 73. DEC F	 Boo
	
(299, DEG K)	 1000
T^iET 71r DEG F	 1250
	





( • 6162 4 KG/K3)	 2550
NFA 6896. RPM	 3150
( 7221 AMOSEC-) 4000
t	 f`Ft. 6767, PPM	 50U0( 705. PAD/SfW") 6300
t,FD10628. RPM	 9000(1113. 3tA0/SEC )1(1000







76,4 76,5 76,5 75,4 74,6 73,4 73.4
71 9 7 74,; 73.7 7118 15,8 70 1 1 73.6
7U t 6 69.8 68.4 68.4 67.5 67 tu 68.3
76 1 0 69,8 69,7 69,0 6 9 .7 61,3 66.4
7Ur2 1'0.4 68,9 70,2 65.9 65.2 6"5.,2
66 1 1 03,`7 6 +5.6 6417 65,6 63fo 63.7
71,0 70. 4 69.9 66x9 69.0 6611 66.0
78 11 76..8 76,8 750 13,8 73 1 0 71.8
75,9 78,2 79.1 7890 76.7 74.4 71.7
70 1 2 76.1. '6.0 75,1 74.1 7 1,3 6900
74 1 9 74.9 75.7 76,5 7596 7i10 67.6
Si,!) 80. 4 5210 62.2 913,0 78.5 74.9
7 1 ,4 81.7 80,5 77.9 18.7 8r- t 9 82.1
79,5 A.4 79.3 76,3 MI 76 1 3 74,9
81.1 S1. 3 61.1 81.2 91,9 83 1 3 71319
$192 61.2 81,5 81,2 90.0 79 1 4 75.9
64_.4 A2.5 94.1 85.4 97.7 360 93,3
87,6 85.0 85.5 88,1 58,2 8 y -2 87,1
91,2 9113 9201 9113 59.2 9; t 7 87.4
94,2 90.4 91.8 91.1 91,9 93 1 2 811,9
9 1 ,6 96.5 94,2 9612 97,3 9917 94,1
?114 9 1. 3 91t0 90,3 90,4 9315 90.9
41,l 9 3.5 92,2e 93.2 93.2 921 4 90-0
4406 91.1 90,0 9180 91,7 93 1 5 66,8
81,5 83,6 86.3 67,7 67 1 6 67 1 9 85i6
81 9 0 95.9 82,1 94.1 94,6 64.6 82.0
7v,4 190 ,3 77.6 79 1 3 79,5 79 1 1 76.4
LDO, v lul. 4 100.7 IM0,8 3010 8 X0210 48,9
100 1 b 101. 6 10007 11;:04 IDI.9 ;:02 1 9 9993
114,6 115 ,1 11 4 10 IIS ,4 115 , 6 11 6 1 9 112.7
F(1.22)(l.^Q)I11573(1,75
72,0 7215 72.3 70.1
70.9 71 1 8 720 69.9
66.3 6515 6514 6695
6.5,5 66 1 1 65,8 64.3
43,8 68.1 613,	 6 a 94
6016 62 1 9 60 ► 9 59.9
62.9 63.1 6 14 7 60,9
69,0 67,9 65, 4 64.9
69.6 67 9 1 68,7 6411
66.7 66,2 640 6313
66,4 68 1 8 66 ► 5 64.9
71 1 8 76 1 1 75 ► o 72.2
73.7 74s2 8n,9 78.2
7G,B 78 1 4 713.1 67.4
74.6 7312 7217 92.0
72.9 7 09 ,6 69 92 68,4
60.1 95 13 73.3 72.2
90.0 76.1 759 7 72.0
b3,	 79 5 76,0 72x3
8 31	 80ti 15 1 0 7392
84; 0 68 1 7 8391 81.4
31 1 0 78 1 4 760 7215
92.2 79 1 7 74 1 1 72,4
30,7 7611 72,7 71.1
7614 7'+,8 7716 69.7
72,7 64 9.2 730 6592
68 i 0 66 1 4 7317. 63.3
42.9 vitO gD ► D 67.2
93.2 91 1 5 89 9 1 8'6.3
1@7.5 196.3 1021 5
 10014
(11.42)(2rD91(2127)(21__)(21b2it
7097 71.9 7z.6 7p.K 72.8
69 1 9 69.1 70 9 1 70,;, t9,
65 90 60.4 6518 64 1 7 63.0
62,8 6606 65,9 65 1 13 66.0
64.2 67.5 62.4 64 i1 64.4
6211 64.2 61,1 60t2 61.2
5.9 0 9 61.1 61.2 59 1 3 61.4
6402 0406 63 13 61. 6513
63 1.2 0.7.3 bb ..0
	
64,0 65.0
6301 6662 66 1 3 54 1 3 6510
6414 67.1, 61 1 7 bael 64.x'
7315 7214 67 1 2 a9,4 69.4
7(s,l 7303 7211 7911 75,s
68x3 67.6 66 1 2 66,: A9.5
72!2 71 . 2 7093 6814 67.,2
6813 66.5 58x1 b7,:, 65.3
72 t b 73.5 71.1 69 1 ' 72.5
73,9 73.0 71 1 2 7012 70.2
73:4 74.5 71,x6 70+5 71.6
7512 76.3 71:3 72 1 3 73.3
77 1 3 ep.5 80 1 4 38ec T'i.'S
7312 73.6 12 1 3 7116 7z.a
7213 73,7 71 4 2 72t2 71,3
69,7 70.1 7010 69 1 1 70,6
1	 72.4 7 2 x 5 71r O 7a.3
68,3 69.1 F,8,4 67 14 6V.4
57,7 68.7 63:rd 66 1 7 6Y.9
96 t 2 58.1 67.1 87 1 7 8664
0.1 56.4 ff,5.2 d4,! 11i1b






























rJ	 F 0,GC FULL SCALE t)AT4 REDUCTI4r4 PROGRAM 	 PROC DATE • MONTH 88 00 221 HR	 9.5G	 P i{	 T JtE	 HI)M n Y!N	 L.MODEL. S1UN FRr..a4uR r	 LEVELS	 [ 59.	 I3E	 f 0	 7G E. C
A!VI+LLS FROM VILET L H DEGREES [AfiD RADIANS)
G. 10. 20. 30. 40. 50. 6L, 70. 8u. 9J, 10u•. 11G. 120, 130. M. 15v. RNL
([1, 1(8.17): 3.35){U.52)[ 0.78)i0.l17i[I. GS)( 1.12i(1,41► 1i1.5T }(1.75} (1.92)(2.09)12,27)1 ?.447 ;p.67?( )
74,4 75.6 75.2 74.5 74.3 7...9 72.3 72.2 72.5 71.5 70.5 7r.5 71.5 71.8 71., 72.7 2p -2,
74.6 74.6 73.9 73.0 75.8 7 6 . 2 73.9 lb .6 71 . 2 73.0 69 .6 69,4 69 . 1 77-' 68.9 78.1 122.8
6 9 .6 6 9 .8 68.4 68.4 58.6 67.7 60.3 66.5 65 . 5 65.4 66.5 65 .9 65.6 65.6 64.! 65.8 i16.6
70.b X6 ,1 70.9 66.7 66. 9 67.3 66.0 64.6 65.6 66.0 64.6 65,2 67 .6 66, 65.1 6p • 116.7
69.1 7 1 .1 69.8 70.9 6 f .: 65 . 4 65.2 63.6 67.3 66 9 3 61.1 67.3 6a.2 62.3- 63.3 67.5 114.7
66.o 64.1 66.0 64.1 66.6 65.2 63.9 61.6 61.8 61.G 6C.1 61.9 63.9 61.1 59.1 63.E 112.7
70.8 71., t 66.4 66.8 6b. 7 66.2 65.9 63.7 62.9 61,7 60.9 59.7 60•E 61.2 6r.2 64 .3 11.4.4
77.9 77.; 76.8 74.9 74.0 72.2 72.L 69.6 69.2 65,7 65.3 63.1 63.9 Ci.9 64.9 66. 120.4
79.0 78..+ 78.p 77.2 7^;.9 7e.i 70.9 69.,0 67.9 65.9 63.2 63.3 65.3 63.2 65.9 65. 121.1
76.2 76.1 76.;3 74.7 ?a.$ 71.4 69.8 65.9 66.4 64.1 63,9 63.3 65.3 64.1 64.4 65.3 114.4
74.8 74,11 74.3 73.8 73.6 69.4 67.7 57.3 7 0 . 1 66.9 64.8 64.1 66.9 65.1 65.2 64. 7 114.3
$0.4 31.2 81.9 79.4 9:1.3 76.4 72.2 72.1 76.2 75,* 75.2 75.2 74.2 72.5 7*.i 68 .6 126.5
82.1; 79.7 9 1 .9 78.8 79.9 5.,x•2 79.9 7n.4 11 ^y .4 79.2 62.1 71.F. 72.2 74.3 73.r. 72.9 129.0
74.1 71.4 78.9 71.a 76.9 76.4 74.1 7C.8 69.1 b7.9 614.4 67.z 07.2 66.4 05.5 65.5 123.0
83.3 9 ,1._ 81.2 76.9 79.2 77.4 74.7 72.0 74.1 7`.j.1 70•C 71 . 1 76.4 7',.1 67.2 68. L24.9
80.4 79.,; Bg.O 80.1 19.1 77.5 7 4.5 39.8 69.4 66.5 67.2 68.2 68.6 67.1. 66.1 64.5 124.4
83.2 `12.2 62.5 b3.2 34.ii 133, 5 80.1 74.9 72.3 *2.1 7(1.3 7..3 71.3 69.3 69.1 70.4 129.9
82.1 65.2 84.7 86.2 97.1 Oa,4 B2.9 7B.a 7 7.8 73.6 79.3 71.3 72.2 71._ 59.4 66.8 1.31.7
9 1.2 93.3 89.9 60.2 88.1 (3d,4 86.2 81.2 77.6 75.3 71.2 72.2 73 . 3 7 <:.3 ?a- 4 69.3 134.5
92.0 91.3 89.8 91.a 9:,.B 92.5 96.2 61.7 77,9 74.0 72.2 13.4 73.9 72.1 71.3 72.4 137.0
91.6 94.S 95.1 91 . 4 9b.1 94.0 93.7 35.0 85.3 81,5 18.3 77.4 80 . 4 76.7 78._ 74.5 14,1.9
92.1 42.5 9o.a 91.3 91.4 9 1 . 6 89.4 61.0 76,4 77.4 7G.5 72 .7 73 . 3 71,3 7 1•,4 7 1 .6 137.0
91.2 92.2 92.4 91.0 92..' 91.6 89. 1 4ij.2 78.1 73.8 72.2 72.3 73.2 71.4 71. 13 70.1 133.4
d9 .7 90.3 89.6 89,8 90.7 90.2 97.9 78,9 74.S 71..9 69.6 68.9 69.1 68.8 58.2 69.1 137.3
87.4 9?.9 S5.5 87.6 97.6 87.9 34.6 75.? 7 2 . 4 17.2 68.8 71.7 72.6 71.7 71.6 72.5 136,3
83.9 95._4 81. 9 84.1 9s.". Bd.i 81.1 7 1.8 68.E 72, 9 64.9 68.3 66.2 6d. - 66. 1 69.E 134,3
78.4 80.4 77.1 78.a 79.0 7ti.4 76.;4 66,8 65,1 7x.2 64.2 67.5 67.5 68.6 66. 0t 60.3 132.5
99.9 1:10.2 1t)0.f) lsle ► 0 iafl. 7 1D4--' 97.9 91.8 90..1 9 !11 11 66.9 86. 4 67.2 86.3 86. 4 811.1
160.2 110. 9 140.3 99.6 iai.^ 10 47 . 6 96.1 90.7 89.9 87.9 86.4 84.8 85.9 84.3 94.) 84.7 147.3
11 3 .2 114.'± 114.0 112. j 11 4.6 113.6 111. 5 10 4 . 6 10 4. 1 1v1.i 98.7 96.1 1oG•c 97.4 97.3 96.3
jr
03
'	 ;iAVIAL 1'',• rT.	 80
( 3y. M)	 lu0
VFF if:LE	 ATT	 125
r 6w I 	 9 _M I N	 16.0
I,DC PTO	 2ai0
I;W- @ /119/74	 25G
1i UN 653	 315
TAFC	 A944	 4L^
i+AH 4 33.9 HG	 5eC
'	 407001.. r:/M2!	 630
TAfIB 76. I)EG F	 8_n
5.:(297 . !,,EG 1()
	
1j
T^rCT 7E. +1E?G r	 1250
(294. I)EG K)	 16LG
HACT16.38 r^ M/r•3	 2riu:,
(.01638 KG/M3)	 25 LC
f--FA 6890 • RPM	 3150( 721• RAC/SEC•) 4010
n rK 6783. RPM	 5c +)ti
( 710• +,AW-3 r.0 F3a0
_r^rt , 3626- RPM	 at.11G
(1113 . FAD/SEC11uL1u0









PAGE 1 4'1100	 SCALE DATA KEDUCTE {y ;J PROGRA?4 PRDC. ppATE - Nt]tJT14	 R EDAY 21 HR. 9,5
hODEL SOOND PRiSSUNF LEVELS	 159-	 DEFT. P i 	7tt PERM OT L.	 HUM. DAY)
ANGLES FRDM INLET IN DEGREES (AHD RADIALS)
00 10, 2u. 30. 40. 5C. 60, 70. au. 90. 10u. 31C". 120. 13G. 1 4 6. 150. PWL
FREr,. tQ, l4r}.17ftS . 3S1tL.523 [ 0. 7u)4a, 8 7 ) ( 1.U51( 1.22^(1.4u}( 1. 57 } 41.75] (1. 9x)t2.u9}(2.27] 12. 44y (x,62 ?t }
50 75.0 15.6 7 6.6 74.7 74.3 7e.9 7267 12.2 72.6 71.6 7{+.7 72 . 6 7 1 . 6 71.c 7^,.r• 72.5 122.5
63 74.4 74.;1 73.9 71.B 75.7 77.1 73.7 69.9 70.8 72.5 69.9 72.3 69...• 69.; 65.3 76. 122.6
iiADIAL	 irj.	 FT. Oro 69 . 5 6 9 .5 69 . 3 68.3 67 . 5 6H•,; 67..6 66.5 65 . 6 65 . 7 66.7 68 . 8
68.9
64.9 65.8 63.7 65..6 t16.A
1
	
3J. m) 1(1,0 71.5 71.9 72.0 68.9 70.G 68.3 60.(1 68.5 69.1 66.9 64.9 64.9 67.1 65.1 68.9 219.2
s.	 '.EHICLE ATT 125 67.8 69.4 67.9 67.3 6.7. 65.5 65, 67.4 68.4 65,2 61.3 69- 4 64 . 5 64.4 64.1 67.5 116.4
CONFIG 8-M IN 160 65.7 64.,'' 65.9 63.6 65.7 63:2 63.9 61.6 61 .9 59.0 59.1: 67.0 67.9 e^;.9 36.9 62.2 113.1
kF!C
	
PTO 20D 70.5 71,? 64.7 66.7 68.9 66.1 66. 44.7 64.0 62 r8 62.rt 65+3 61•{: 62.0 6;+	 3 6'4. 115.1
LATE: 8109/74 250 71.8 76. 9 76.1 74.7 73.8 13.0 71.^ 70.0 68.3 66.0 64.9 66.2 63.:. 63.2 64.c 65. 12D.3
tjt4	 654 315 1 8 .4 78.n 78.8 77.9 76.7 73.4 71.8 7 3 .7 64.1 66.7 63.E 65.0 65.9 65.rE 64.3 65.2 122.0
a'	 I	 1APE A944 4.00 74.5 73.9 76.5 74.8 14.1 71 . 2 69..2 b6.7 66,3 64.2 63.1.• 66.1 45.2 64.4 54.5 65.1 10.6
i'A p	28.9 44G Sao 75.3 75.7 74.5 75.9 76.6 71:.9 67,6 0.8 73.0 74.6 70.8 73.8 71.8 64.7 66.b 68.1 122.6
"	 (97601• Nem2) 630 60.1 30.2 60.0 79.4 80.3 7z.4 74.0 72.6 711.1 77.2 77.2 73.4 72.5 68.3 60.5 66.2 126.0
r A. M) : .	 76. OEG i 9ti,p 78.8 7a.: 77.9 76.7 74.8 73.3 7 2.P. 67.7 68.2 69.1r 71.B 69.0 71. I t 64.? 65.7 64.3 122.2
(297. ?SCG	 Y,) jc6L 79.1 7 0 .1 8u. 1 77.2 76.3 74 .7 73.2 6i.2 67.1 66. 9 66.3 66.4 67.2 66.4 64.3 65.e 1.22.6
Tr1E1
	 70- PEG 1254 79.7 8(3.1 80.7 79.2 79.1 77.2 75.2 7^.9 69.0 67.9 67.3 69.1 70.3 69.3 66.,5 0.1 124.5
(244, DEG K) 160,4 7f.6 79.3 61.0 80.4 79.o 76.0 76.4 71.0 04.2 67.9 66.1 68.4 68..5 67.? 66.; 64.4 125.0
i'ACTlb.39 GN/ml 2D.1A 01.9 81,-1 83.1 53.1 33.E 81.5 8D.1 75.(. 74.5 72.7 69.6 69.6 7A.6 68.4 68.j, 67.:4 126.6
(•D1630 KG/M3) 25+1jD 94.4 195.1) 86.2 56,2 86.8 81.2 133.9 78.7 74.9 73,0 70.3 71.3 73.9 l	 ..: 7 , -, 66. 9' 132.1
;, FA
	
6713 , RPK 3150 91.8 92.2 92.2 90.4 9,•3 59.5 87.1 8`.2 78.5 76.1 71.4 72.6 73.3 71.5 71.5 7{r.6 136•0
(	 783. RADISE'C} 4000 91,,4 41,.3 B9.8 91.9 91.4 92.1 48.9 81.9 77.9 75.1 73.2 73.9 73.9 72,1 77.5 72.' 137.3
iFh	 6#09, RPM 5000 9U.7 95,4 95.1 91.5 97.3 96.6 95.t 8.7.4 64•6 93,1 90 . 6 79.4 60.5 78.4 714.7 76..4 142.2
S	 692•' frA9,fSE0 63LIO 9 1.7 92,1 90.4 91.1 9_+.3 94.S 86.2 iiG.3 75.2 76.1 71.2 71.5 72.2 71.3 7ei•+' 71.5 136.8
"	 iru:n628. RPM 8000 41 . 0 92.2 42 . 0 92.1 93.1 9r.6 90;0 BD-4 78.5 73.2 72.1 72.5 73.5 7	 .2 72.; 71.2 137.2
(1113. RAV/SEC)10DUO 99.4 90.2 88.9 96.8 91.0 91 . 2 67.9 78.8 74.7 72.9 69.8 69.1 69.1 6	 .1 69.1 7+1.1 138.2
0.	 'W' BLAPES	 44 125Ct' 86 •1 87.7 85.6 117.7 58.4 86.8 85.3 75.3 1 2.4 77.3 6?.7 72.4 72.8 72.3 71.7 73.6 136.4
166(14 8 6. 9 83,9 81,9 83.9 64.8 83., 81.8 71. 9 t8.0 7 fr.4 E3.$ 67.G 66.2 07.2 6 5 . -r- 61•'•. 134.5
20;U0 77.6 79.4 77.1 78.4 79.9 70,4 76 .1 67.2 65.2 71.9 63.3 66.3 68.3 66.5 67.5 69.1 132.7
-	 OVERALL MEASURED 49.2 L +71.4 160 . 8 iv6 . 2 1 02-• 1111 . 1 95.9 9 2 - 1, 90.r; 86 . 9 87.3 87.3 87 . 3 86.3 36.: 87.3
OVERA LL CALCULATED 99. 8 101 . 1 100.5 IU0 . 1 101 . 7 101 . 2 99 .11 9 1.7 a8 •q Bbei 85.5 85.7 85.8 64.1 S 3. ,^ 8 ; •3 147.8



































W AGE 1 FULL SCALE DA T A REDUCT ION PROGRAM
	
	
PROC; DATE - f4ONT14 6 DAY 21 MR. 9.5
MODEL SOUND PRiiSSUPE LEVELS 4'39. DE G - F. 70 PERCENT REL. HUM. DAY)
AWLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS-)
	
of	 1 0.	 2i:.	 So.	 4 0.	 50.	 60,	 70.	 bu-	 90.	 10^,-	 110. 120.	 € 30. 140.
(0.	 f[0.171s p .3+3fiu.32ftD.70)ca. 8 7)^i.y^51(1.2tfi3. 4 0)ti 57.){1.75){1.42)42.G4)I2.27)(2.441t7.e?!4
76..4 77.4 76.3 75.3 77.5 74.7 74.3 73.4 73.6 72.5 71.5 73.6 32.7 72.8 71, •+ 73.6
75.7 77.3 74.9 73.8 81.0 77.2 74.8 73.6 73.1 74.4 71.8 72-.2 72.2 "1.-4 72,1 01- 2
71.5 70.6 69.3 6a-6 71.4 60 . 8 68.6 67.2 66.5 66.2 67.5 7,-S 67.7 66.6 65.0 66.0
72.9 76.6 71.6 70.6 72.9 7D,-4 68.1 66.6 67,9 68.6 66.1 71.2 71-r, 58.3 72.2 66.2
73.2 73.9 75.0 72-ry,	S..2 71-' 13.3 73.9 76.0 7•;,0 69.3 72.2 71.5 14.4 72.4 71.3
66.7 79.6 67.1 67.9 72.6 67.2 66.8 45.6 66.9 64.6 65.8 69.9 63.9 64.2 58-„ 66 -B
73..2 78.1 73.1Q 69.1 76.9 71.2 70.1 65.6 71.0 69.1 66. 1 73.3 61.1 68.1! &B1.	 66.5
78.0 73.t 76 9 74.9 75.0 72.3 72.1 09.8 70.1 66.0 65.2 7 r)-0 63 . 8 65.`. 65,E 63.d
79.2 79. 1. 7R.6 75.,5 77.9 73.2 72.1 70.8 70 .2 69.1 67.3 7 . ,2 69	 o7.4 67-; 69.
77..0 77.1 76.8 74.9 70.,) 72.1 71.9 07.0 7094 67.9 68.3 71.4 67.3 69.7 66.1 67.2
74.8 79. 1 75.7 74.5 76.7 7u.1 59.p 67.4 7 '• l 69.8 65.0 68.8 66 . 8 65.8 66-K 65.2
81.3 81.6 81.3 %-3 So-1 75.5 73.A 72.9 78.1 75 .1, 74.1 75. 	 73.3 72.2 69.5 68.7
81.9 50,y 9541.8 $0.9 d)r.9 $e-b $1.0 7U.7 80,0 78.8 82-r, 72-^ 71.2 74.1 73-t> 73.9
60.1 79.1 79.1' 78.4 76.3 77.5 14.2 Ia.? 69,1 69.2 69.2 7;;-4 68.5 67.6 65	 67.3
alit 81.3 81.9 81.4 Sc •1 79.7 77.0 72.8 71,•4 7n.9 71.r) 73.3 72	 7 -2 lib -t b9.3
81.2 00.1 81.3 aa.3 79.2 76.7 78.2 70.6 70..2 68.4 67.5 7.:.1 69-2 37.6 67.5 65.7
03.2 a2.6 83,1 84,3 54.2 85.5 32.1 77.8 7 491 73.2 71.2 72.2 72.5 7 .5 69.E 71.4
89.2 95.3 86.0 87.0 87-o 37 . 5 85.1 19.7 77.G 7499 12.8 7392 72.9 7 1 . 1 7,.Y 60.1
91.3 94.4 92,2 91.0 89.1 89.4 87.4 85.0. 77.4 76.2 72.2 73.1 73.3 71..6 71-t 79.5
4
2 .2 91.4 90.8 41-a 91.3 93.2 84 92.-9 7091 75.7 74.2 7491 75 . 3 7^.4 72.4 73.3
14 3.1 96.0 92.3 96,6 94.5 93.4 a6.1 85.6 83.1, 78..7 78.4 84.4 7; 0.4 74-B 76.5
92: 7 92.4 90.2 98.2 91.3 91.3 8 9,1 82 • J 77.5 77-3 73..1 73.4 73.2 72.3 74.1 72.4
91.3 97.5 91.9 9z-6 92.1 91 . 4 089.2 "1.6 78.1 74.1 72.. 	 74.3 73.2 72.2 71-!o 71.3
9tl.6 90.9 69.6 9ii.9 21.7 9n•7 87.7 78.7 75.8 72:8 69.6 72.7 71.^ 69.a 66.6 69.2
81.4 '7 . 3 86.5 47.3 S7.7 67.8 64.5 78.2 73.6 75.2 69.7 74.5 72.	 72.5 72.3 73.7
84.7 84.3 9 .9 144.9 85.0 53.3 61.9 12.:6 7 . 0 75,1 65'.9 72.5 69•	 63.2 49 .`* 77•
78.3 81 . 1 7 -3 19.2 &L p 77.6 76.5 12.6 61:3 7492 65.5 7 1-..3 68.	 67.5 70.5 791.3
99,9 101
.4 100 . 8 104F o 1 1Gl -1 101 .4 98.4 92.7 92 . 1 9499 88 :• 1 69 .3 yl-2 86 .3 98.9 89.3
300.7 1011.2 171.0 1US-5 101.5 106 .4 98.6 42.0 90#5 89-0 86-9 87,2 66.5 85.4 35.7 86.6
113•• 8 114. 6


















SAR	 28. 9 NO 500
(97601. N/M2) 63(1
TwR
	 76. PEG F Ella
4297• nEG K) 1u,60
7 wET	 %. REG F i2 g!;
(294. DEG X) 1606
N ACT16.38 GM/ M 3 70^i0
4.01636 KG/Hi	 ) 2943
r.FA 6892• RPM 3130[ 7p2- RAD/SECT 4040
t	 r.C)(	 67	 S. RPN SGuo
[	 710. PAD /SEC) 631n
NF. D10628 . RPM soon
<	 11113• RAD/SEC):1.000A








FULL SCALE DA TA REDUCT ION PRO&RAM	 '•°v`i+•; ATE - H01^1Tt4 g DAY g1
 
04.5
MODEL SOUND PRESSUkE LEVELS ( 59:. DEG. ^, 70 PERCENT REL. H €l!!, DAYS
,ANGLES FROM INLET I.N MAU'^S (AND RAW ANS)









4 E141 CLE	 ATT	 125





TAPE	 A944	 U 
PAR 28.9 WG	 530
	
197601 • M/MZf	 638
TANR 75• DEC F	 9rr,
4297 , OEG K)	 n ue
TWET 64• PF4 F	 129r
1243 • DE6 K)	 1600
	
ACTiS:66 Gt}/H3	 200
1 . 01566 KG/N3) Me
NFA 6531• RPM	 315E
t 6114. RAD/SEGO 4000
'	 h-Fk 64x3 + RPH	 5001)
c 6t3,.,: R0,15KI 6aG e
W 010628. RPM	 4000
'	 (1113 • RAME010000




































(a, ) fU.17t ( 0.35)tII. .52'rIa•70}t0.$7lti,q 'i}(1.221tL.4plt1 .57)(1.7'i)t1.9^1f2 . R9}t2.27 } tZ.441i2.621t
70.6 75.7 76.4 74.6 74.7 76.8 72.7 72.2 72.5 71,5 70.4 76.5 71.9 71.8 711.7 74.8
75,4 74.2 71.9 72.9 77.2 78.1 73.7 79.7 11,5 72.8 69.0 69.0 67,9 69.2 69.9 05.1
70.4 69:S ZM::.6 68 . 8 68.6 68 .7 68.4 66.4 65.9 66.2 66.5 65 .9 65 . 6 63.9 63.6 66.6
70.2 69.9 70.0 76.7 71.0 68.0 66...6 66,.8. 67,8 66,9 64.1 66.9 67..0 68.-^
66.3, 64.1 64..9 63 n 0
57
7










59.7 6*.b65.7 61• W7





70• 67.2 69.2 66.4 66.8 65.6 66.9 655? 66.1 62 * 0 64.4 63.3 60 .9 69.2
76, 75.G 74.1 73.1 71,8 68.9 63.2 65,7 64.1 61. 9 63.4 63.0 63.4 6''5...711.3 73.2 75.8 78. 75.9 7 3 , 3 71.7 6'8.5 67.9 66.7 62.9 63.0 64.3 63.:± 63.4 66.3
7.7.1 76.4 76.0 74. 13.8 71.4 68,0 65.6 654 64.8 62 n 2 63,1 644 63.2 63. 4 64.'
76.8 76 j 9 75.7 74,9 74.0 76.9 72.6 6'9-.3 75.0 73.6 74.8 65.0 66.8 6'3.8 63.7 63.9
81.5 86.3 80. 0 79.1 77.3 74.4 72.:27 6.9 71.4 71.,2 71.1 68.6 67.2 66.2 67.3 6003
78.2 77.1 76.9 77.2 75.1 73.3 72.0 57.5 7)-3 68.7 65.2 67.2 68.3 W2 64,;: 63.1
79.2 79.2 79,3 78 ..1 77.2 75,3 73...2 68.7 6.7.3 664 65.5 66.1 67.2 65.2 64.2 64.5
60.1
av .
0 80 .2 88.5 79.4 79,3 76.1 72.5 71,4 68.7 017.3 67.1 69.1 68.0 66.r 65.2
82.1 7 .1 81.1 86.4 80.1 76.4 76.2 71.7 7 0 .5 68.9 66.4 67.2 68.," 66.2 66.3 64.5
82.2 81. 5 82.3 82.2 32.5 801,7 $@.1 76.1 72.5 7r,4 68.5 68.3 71.3 69.4 68,7 68.7
6593 8+5.L 85.8 86 n 3 17.0 86.3 82.8 76.5 75 . 0 7. 1.7 71.2 66.9 71 • r 6.4.2 69.2 69.1
93.4 %4.5 94.3 91.4 92.1 90.7 88;2 31 .9 74.8 75.99 73,2 73,3 74.3 72.3 71.5 71.3
91•Q 90.2 89.7 91.1 91.1 92 n 2 89.3 81.6 78.0 73,9 72.9 73.3 74,3 71.2 70.3 72.3
91 . 3 94.6 94.6 90. 1 47.6 96.5 95;4 06.0 87,4 93,n 79.4 77,6 8x1.5 77.7 76.4 75.5
92.2 91.6 09.9 90.4 94.4 89.7 08.;.1 73.8 75,1 74.1 7$.4 71,2 71.3 7r.3 69. 1, 70.5
90 , 3 91.2 92.0 92.4 94.0 92.6 91; .2 80.9 78.4 74, 1, 73.3 73.4 73 . 2 `72.2 72.4 71;589,2 90.2 8.9.0 89.7 74.1 90.2 06 '67 79.4 7498 71.8 69.8 68.8 68.9 68,2 68.'1, 69.t
85.6 86..6 64.5 66.7 57.5 96.9 fiCh 75.4t 72 . 4 77,2 68.5 72.6 72.5 72.7 71.6 7j.783.0 83.2 96.2 83.3 53.0 83.7 81;2 70..9 67.3 69.7 63.2 65.1 64.4 65.2 54.2 65.1
77.7 79.3 76.2 77.7 78.2 77.5 7565 67.2 .65.4 73.2 64.5 66.7 68 . 4 6.3.4 67..7 69.5
100,1 101.2 99.7 148 .6 10'.1 . 2 101 . 1 W-0 41.9 89.9 05 * 9 86.2 46.0 86.4 85.5 96.2 .°.•9. -
100.1 101.9 100.7 99.8 141.9 101 . 1 99.4 91.1 90.3 87.5 84.8 84.1 85..4 83.8 83..c 97.4





•,	 L'e-ii.R'a..:iv.r^^ulriu^.i^R^'Y:.^e.rfx^..&ti9Y's.:,t...w.^..:.s.k::tts:i..e '>.,:,:cua,:.:i"a.:rca:,:aF.,.,.,.&::.;...- 	..n....^i...:y.:ni^aerr^,.,..^.^...^.:i^.:ra-:i
IP AGE 1
	
rULL SCALE DATA REDUC T ION FROGRAM	 PROC•1 DATE - MONTH S DAY 30 4R,.10,7
FRED
63
"AD1AL 100. FT .	 80
	
[ 300 "1	 100
VEHICLE	 ATT	 125C00 IS	 a-M IN 16o
L OC PTO	 200L A TE 04109/74 	750
14UN 657	 315TAPE	 A943	 400BAR ?8,9 Hr,	 Soo
	
(97601., NIM21	 630TAM@ 73 n DOG F	 800
1297, DEG K)	 1000
rNET (293, 060 K)	 1600
NACTIS ,66 GM/M3	 2000
081566 KG/M31 2500
NFA 6321. RP14	 3150
(. 667 9 RAWSEC1 4000
NFK 62266 RPM	 5000
( 652. RAWSEC) 6300
NF01o628. RPM	 8000
(1113. MAD/SEC)1oo00






MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DEG F• 70 PIBRCE"I Neu, NUM, MAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN D61340 ( AI!n RADIANS)
0,	 1R.	 20 t 	30,	 44.	 'So,.	 60,	 70 0 	8o,	 FO:. 100, 110. 120• 130. 14+1.
[0.	 1[0.171{0.351[0,s2)(Or7D1f0•d71i1.115Iii.22)[1.40151;57)(1,75}i1a421i3:.9Ii2.27'1[Z,44I[
74.6 7S ;l 7'5.1 7410 74 #2 72,1 70.6 77,1 71.7 69:0 69,7 69 .8 66.8 70,4 69,0
73.7 73;0 72.9 72 9 5 77 9 0 75,9 72.6 7p,3 71 93 72to 68.0 68.2 67;1 69 .1 69:3
68.4 67.6 67.0 67;1 67.6 65,6 6595 64.0 64.0 63:9 64 9 9 64.4 63.6 63.7 62.7
69 1 5 69;8 70.0 69.1 69.9 66.1 65,8 67.1 68.0 6513 8591 65.1 46.9 67.0 66.0
67.6 68.2 66,2. 661 4 65.4 63,2 61, 8 639a 63.5 60 ,t3 59,4 60.4 62;2 600 62.3
658' 3 62 9 9 64.9 63 9 1 66.3 62,1 61.4 60,1 61.0 98i,4 99,1 60,1 600 7 6Q. .0 58.2
69,8 70,0 68.9 66.6 69.1 86,9 64..6 67.2 66.1 68-.1 63.,0 62.2 66;0 62,1 60,4
75.6 76i1 75.2 74 t 2 74.4 71,0 69.6 60.2 67.4 64.1 6390 61,2 61,0 62.4 63,1
76.6 77;0 77,3 76 th 75.3 72,3 64;6 68 9 9 56.1 64.3 62' .3 6 ,2 611 62,0 62r
75,6 74'1 74.0 74'2 74.9 70.6 65. 4 64.8 64.T 60'8 82,1 'i ,S 60 	 62x1 61.74.4 74.1 72.9 71 1 9 '71 .8 67.7 65,3 66:8 71.0 62 @ 4 660 62.9 60;7 65.8 63.;0
76,1 76;2 760) 75.3 74.3 70.4 68.1 68,4 67.2 64.3 63.2 42.5 62, 0 3 634.3 52.3
76,5 75'3 76 4 0 15 1 5 74.3 69,9 69.8 66.0 67.0 63@ 4 64,2 63.4 60,7 63.0 62.1
79.9 77;3 76,3 76 1 4 76.5 73,5 71,1 69 ,1 66.3 65 @ 3 64.5 66.5 66.0 64.4 64.3
78.9 79;3 79.4 78 1 5 18.3 77.0 72;7 71,0 690 66 1 3 66.0 67x9 67;8 67.,2 67.3,
76.8 79;1 79 9 2 79 9 4 79.5 78,2 74.8 72.1 66.2 65.4 65.4 66.1 65;1 66.2 64.5
8192 '194 A2.1 8217 81.6 81.3 77.0 7411 70.4 68 1 1 67.0 67.0 67.8 66P2 6794
84;6 85,3 85.2 6'514 "'85.0 84.0 80.4 75.9 73.7 70.10 6899 67;9 60;7 68.0 67.0
95;1 94 8 2 94.5 93 1 7 92.4 9195 84.9 83.2	 874,4 76t4 74,2 73.	 72.2 72.6 73.3
	
90.9 40,2 89,9 90t5 91.0 91.3 86.7 82.2.	 70.1 73t2 72,1 73.0 72.6 710 10.0
91,1 94;2 90.1 9'116 96,2 96,6 92.1 86,2 84.5 76@3 77,5 78,5 79j0 75.5 75;6
90+8 90.3 89.2 90t4 89,3 08,5 84.8 79 i 2 74.4 72 1 +5 69,4 70',1 69,0 69 9.3 68,4
89,0 9092 90.1 91.6 94.1 93;4 90;0,	 82.3 7902 73 @ 2 74,3 73:1 73;0 729.2 73.0
87.8 8910 e8:2 89t4 69.3 09,0 85 94 79.0 75,0 7142 6.9.1 67,9 66.9 67.9 68.3
84x4 84;6 84,5 4617 85,8 06.8 83;5 75x7 71$ 8 704 68.4 705 70.2 70..8 69.9
SO.6 8192 800 8212 82.9 610 79.0 69.10 67.1 67..0 63.0 64.2 65;8 64;.4 63.4
76. 1 77;2 75,5 77,0 78.5 75.7 73;1 66.3 66.7 7098 64.3 67.4 67;4 08.5 66.4
99,9 100.3 100,3 99;5 101. 4 100.3 96,8 9291 90.1 861 1 85,3 85.3 85;1 86,1 85.1
0909 1000 1.00.1.100 1 0 181.1 100,9 96.7 91.3 80 1 7 04 t9 133,4 83.6 83 9 6 82,8 82;4


































































NADIAt . 100. FT.	 8'0
	
t 30. M1	 10o
OHICLE	 ATT	 125
CONFIG	 8-M IN 160
LnC PTO	 200
L A TE 08/091 74 	250
REIN 658	 315
TAPE	 A943	 400
AAR 76;9 140	 5011
	
49760:i. N/M2}	 630
TAMB	 5. DEG F	 $40
	
429.7. DEG K)	 x00Q
TUET 69. DEC F	 1250
	








t 674. RAD/SEC) 4000
R F " 6336. RPM	 9000( 663, RAWSF.C) 6300
MFOi0626; RIM	 Saco(1113; kAD/SEC)10000





MODEL "UND PRESSURE LEVELS [59; bEG 1 F# 70 PERCENT REL, HUM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM LNL£T I A N D6GR6R5 LARD RADIANS)
0,	 16 1 	20 1 	30.	 40,	 50	 609	 701	 80 1 	 16. 100; 110. 120. 130. 140:[D,	 ) ( a.17)Ia.3ti}I0.32)r3.70 }r0.07}t1.05!{1,22ft3.4DlI1.67} {1.751[1.42} {2.g91{z.27it2.441i
74,6 76;0 75,7 74.6 74,0 72,8 71;6 72: 9 71.8 7111 70.9 7011 69;8 71 .,1 69;9
74,9 74i1 7482 7392 7609 76.2 72,,8 69 19 71.3 7212 6$19 69.0 ,66.8 69.1 69.3
68.3 68,6 68.6 67.8 66.5 65,9 65,"c 65,5 64.6 6315 6596 64,9 63.4 64.7 62;9
69.8 69,2 69.4 64 1 3 69.7 67 1 2 64.5 67 1 8 68.9 65 1 1 dS,9 63.9 65.7 67,2 66.3
66 6'9 68,2 67.2 66.7 65.4 64,4 62;0 63.3 63.2 60 1 6 5994 61,1 61' 9 61,5 63.,3
69.7 63;9 64 9 9 63.3 66.1 6299 61,8 61:1 43.1 57,9 58.6 6091 60.4 6090 50.0
69,8 69,0 69 9 7 67.1 68.9 66,3 66;6 67,0 68.1 8890 65,9 64.0 64,0 64,3 60;3
76.6 76;0 75.2 74 t S 73.3 7190 : 69,6 67 1 9 147.,4 . 6410 62.9 6291 60; 8 62.4 6391
76.6 77;0 78,1 77 t 2 75.0 72.3 68,6 68 1 1 6664 610 61 9 9 6109 62 . 1 61.1 62,1
74.3 74;8 75.1 '73 D 7219 70.,8 66.5 63,8 6399 61,9 60 9 7 6106 61 8 6 62912 6199
73;5 73.8 73,9 14.1 71.6 72 9 7 72,4 7Q90 7591 74,8 73,7 65.5 62,5 67.2 68.1
77 9 1 77,2 76.5 76 1 7 770 74 9 6 69.8 70 1 0 70.3 47 1 5 68,4 6491 63,0 64.93 64.3
76.6 76;4 76.3 75 1 3 73.9 72,2 69.6 67.1 67.3 67. 1 1 64.2 67.	 63.1 64.1 63.:1
78,2 78:3 60.4 78.6 75.5 73 i 5 71,1 69.4 66.3 6716 64.5 67,2 67;4 63.4 64.3
79.7 8090 81.4 79.5 78.2 79.1 73, 9 72,2 71.:0 70.3 68,0 64.0 694 68.3 6S;4
7898 79 1 1 09.`1" 50 1 7 79.5 79.2 75'8 7494 70.4 68 1 4 67.1 67.9 6628 67.,2 66.2
82,0 4 . 4 22.3 84.7 84.1 83 95 79.8 79.1 74,5 731} 7 1 , 1 71.4 69.9 7¢.6 68;.3
84.5 8 .0 85.2 145.4 80#2 86.3 $2.6 8991 75.3 71 1	7099 6 ,8 70 ,0 6 .0 68.3
9 4.9 9313 94.4 02,5 42#5 9093 86.9 83#5 79,0 76.5 73.4 74.2 74.3 72,3 71=5
90,5 90;3 1,9,9 91 1 4 41.3 92.0 87.7 x32.2 79.1 7'312 72.2 72.9 72. 4 72,0 70.1
90.8 95.2 9692 921 6 97.3 9712 93.8 8794 679.3. 8 13 79.4 79,.4 80.0 77.	 76.3
91.0 91,2 95,2 41 1 3 89.1 i9#2 86;.1 79,4 74.4 7 12 70.3 70.'5 70.2 69,9 69;5
90,41 91,2 91.1 4213 93,9 9393 89.9 82ta 70.3 74 1 4 7490 74.1 73;2 72,1 73.0
8796 8993 8902 901i 90.2 90,2 86.3 7992 75,0 7111 69,8 69 90 67;7 67 9 9 68;,0
85. 1
 R5;4 64,8 87,0 56..7 86.5 84.91 75.3 7108 75 1 7 68.4 79wS 70;2 71.5 70.7
8096 81.3 0 00 4 0212 95.1 82,3 79,6 71.1 67,1 8710 63,2 66 9 0 63;8 145,,3 63#1
76.3 77.8 75.4 76 19 77,5 769.8 73.2 66.5 156.7 70,17 64#3 68.;.2 67,2 65.5 66.,9
0995 100.1 101.0 190 9 2 10110 10193 97,6 9'„193 91.1 88'1 3 6692 06.2 85..1 86.1 a6;.1
99.9 14(1;6 10190 10014 101..6 101.4 97.9 92.2 40.3 66.7 84.7 84.6 84'4 9396 82..a






































014 1CLE	 ATT	 125






iAR 28.9 NG	 500
	
197601. N1"2)	 630
,LIMB 79, DEG f
	 000
	
(297, DEG K)	 1000
I NST 69. DEG F	 1250:
	
4293. DEG K)	 1600
NACT14966 G)+/143	 2000
4.01966 KO/"3i 2900
N► A 6746, RPM	 3150( 7060 RAD/SEC) 4800
NFK 66449 RP"	 9800
4 696. RAD/SEC) 6300
%F010626. RPM
	 8000(1113, RA1D/5EC)l0$0O







 PRESSURE LEVELS (.59; DIG Fs *0 PERCENT REL, HUM. DAY)
ANGLES FROM MET IN O^ A91
-
 1 ',AND RAD'1ANS)
8;	 SO,
	
20. 1 	30.	 409	 5Q•
	
60•	 70.	 00 1 Y,
 W. 110; iZOo 130. 140.
40, )C0917)40.35)40952) ^^1.70)I0.07)41. ►5)1ir2Z141.407li.'37)t1^7s)i1.52)^2.09^12.271i2.4411
75A 76;1 76;4 76 1 2 74.9 74,1 72.7 73.7 72.9 721 0 71,7 7118 70:6 72,7 70;9
73.8 74;0 74.2 73 1 3 76,9 76,3 75.8 70,2 72.1 7212 6902 69,2 67;8 69 t 0 69;2
65.5 67.4 67 0 ? 68 t 0 66,7 66,0 65.5 6515 64,6 63 1 7 65,5 6490 62;6 64.8 63.0
70,7 70;'3 7191 7193 69.8 68 s 0 65.5 66.2 68:,9 66 1 9 65.0 64,8 66.6 68,2 70;3
6748 69;4 70.2 71 1 4 66..1 65,2 64.8 6514 64.,5 4912 62,1 6495 64;9 62.5 64.3
69oS' 63 9 0 69,9 63 1 1 65,1 6291 62.5 61t1 61.9 37 1 9 59,1 6191 60;7 60.2 60.3
69 * 6 70.0 69,0 07 1 2 67.9 69,4 63;9 . 64,.0 6393 6211 62,4 6090 60';1 61.0 61A
76,8 76 0 4 76.0 74. 9 3 7290 72..4 69.6 68 99 6.7,1 64 13 644 62t4 6290 62,3 64,1
76;6 76,0 76 9 3 75 1 4 73 * 8 71.,1 60;9 60 9 9 66.,1 6910 61.1 62,3 65;8 64,0 64.1
73,4 73 4 0 73,.0 7212 71,1 69,2 6+1.6 6408 639 9 62i1 01.0 6108 62;6 62;8 62;9
73;3 736'8 72,11 74 1 6 75,8 69,8 65,5 68,9 73, 9 1 7211 66 99 6809 69,5 64,1 66;7
78.1 78;6 78 0 4 76 1 5 7413 74,3 69;8 771 1 7595 751 .2 7695 72@2 71.00' 65.3 69.608,1 79;2 77;0 75 1 1 7398 7394 7206 67 1 9 72,4 71 1 0 71.9 73 91 7418 6600 68;3
78.5 78;	
99
3 79,6 77 9 7 x6.3 7"3,2 72;0 69,5 67,0 6616 66.5 74,3 69;2 6595 64-5
70.9 .7904 6092	 13 78.0 77.4 73; 8 71.0 70,4 61p,1 67 '13 71.1 69 .1 69 .0 67.1
79,3 78.5 60.5 6'0 1 5 79.5 79,3 75.7 72,1 7093 67 9 5 66.1 70,0 61.1 6.7.2 66,2
6291 81.4 6792 9490 95.4 84 93 80. 9 7791 73.3 7212 *2,3 72,4 70-2 69,5 69;1
84.1 85 00 86 9 @ 86 92 8794 57,1 82,9 77,9 76,0 7311 '1,1 70,9 70,7 69,2 70;0
9291 9293 92 . 4 911'5 9091 88,4 03,1 8292 7406 75!3 72.2 73,5 7362' 71.5 ?65
91.9 91;3 91.;0 9212 90.9 9291 8708 4312 794 7413 73,1 7313 72;7 7293 70.3
94.8 94;2 99,..E 91 1.$ :710 94.6 91:1 87 9 11 0903 81 !5 76,	 7794 70;0 7691 75,9
9108 91.4 9009 .97:, 1 7	 094 90.6 8 ..0 8113 7612 7 94 7111 72,1 7191 71.1 70.2
89.	 .26 91	 9104 9'19 4 93,3 91,5 80.;6 8112 78,2 7310 92.1 72,1 71.1 71,3 72;1
88.5 90.0 69 ,3 901'# 9i , 1 ?011 86.S 80,0 740 9 7112 69,9 68 1 9 67,9 68,1 69085,3 86 09 85..0 86 1 7 47.4 86,7 $4.1 76 1 4 72;5 769 7 68,8 7106 71 1 2 71'3 70;8
82,5 8204 61 03 .03 9 6 84,0 82,4 79,6 72 9 0 88,1 68 1 8 6490 69.9 6590 6 .0 65.3
76;9 77,6 76.8 78 9 0 78.6 76,8 74.4 67,,6 66.4 70.4: 6406 6704 674:2 68.4 67;5
94,0 L04.4 id0,2 10013 10192 1009.4 97.7 9213 91.1 8x 13 67.2 87.4 85.9 86..0 96;1
94 .5 100;9 i00ir6 10094 10193 10082 97.4 92,0 899 13 66 1 0 84,9 8'3,1 84,.2 83,5 83;2
112.8 113 ;6 314.1 11312 11'3 01 1.13.4 1106 8 106,8 104.4 100 .12 9894 98.4 98;1 96.97 96,4
659
4
a6bs t^iy  ^ ^-W?Aiii^t{lG'air^^
.. ; 	 . 9999	 }	 .
o PAGE 1 FULL SC {LE DATA REDUCTION J .&ROGRAN PROC, DATE . MONTH	 8 DAY 30 HR ,	 19;$M00EL SOU40 PRESSURE LEVELS (59; DEG. F,,'70 PERCENT AEL{ itUM; DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN iIEGREEs ( AND RgalANS)
e. 10, 20, 30, 40, 50. 60. 7`0, 80. 90. 100; 110. 120, 130. 14o.
FREf1. {t).	 ) t0,171t0.35)I0.321(0,70ftt1. 871 ii.051( 1. 221i1.4Q)[ i. 47) [ i .75)(1, 92)(2.09 ^( 2 . 27 lt 2 , 4# )(,	 It
50 7404 75;0 75 1 8 74 1 8 73•.7 72,9 71;7 7218 72,0 71,9 780 70,1 69;8 71,9 69;8
63 74,9 73.1 74.3 72 1 5 76,9 75,8 72;6 70,1 71,3 73,1 70•.2 69.2 66,0 70,0 69,.0
%A-DIAL 100. FT. s0 68;2 67;8 67.6 67.6 66.5 65.9 65.2 65 9 5 64. 7 65 1 7 65,9 64.6 63;4 64,7 62;$
i	 30.	 m) too 69.5 A8,3 69.0 69 1 1 68.b 66,9 64,8 67 9 8 68..1 68 1 3 b7,1 63.i 65.6 67.2 65,9
VE44CLE ATT 125 66.8 67,5 86,3 66 1 7 65,2 63,2 61. 4 63 0 3 63.,3 62.3 82 9 5 6094 62.2 61,3 62.2
clINF IG B-M I8 i6C 65:,5 68.94 05,9 03 1 3 65,1 62.1 62v8 60• G 60. 9 6412 s9^9 60,2 60.6 60.0 $9; 2
`OC
	
PTO 200 70.6 70;1 69.4 67 1 2 69.1 66.2 66.9 67,1 68,3 6893 65,2 64.2 63;8 64,3 61;0
GATE 08 J0lt174 250 76.6 76,.1 76,6 74,2 72.2 71,2 69.6 66.1 67.0 64.4 63.0 6112 51.0 62,4 63;0
RUN
	
660 315 76;8 77;4 77.0 16,2 73.4 70,9 68;9 68 1 9 66.3 64 91 62,3 61.2 60 1 9 6183 62.2
TAPE &943 400 74x4 73,9 74.1 73 1 2 72#8 70,0 66.6 64.7 63. 8 x'2! 9 4 7.E-0 61 r8 61,6 62,9 62.1
B AR	 28 ; 9 NG 500 72,3 73.8 77,0 75 1 9 71.6 76 9 .0 73,7 6710 75.1 75.2 74'•0 64 9 0 64.6 69.1 67.9
(97601. N/M2) 630 77..1 77;6 77,5 75 1 6 74.1 72.4 70.1 6'7,0 69.2 68, 1 6 68,92 64,1 63.2 64.3 639
T A MP.	 75, MFG F 8O0 75,-6 76 ,*1 7601 764 73.0 72,0 6992 66#8 67.3 6713 66.2 64.3 63;6 64.1 6290
(2V79 DEG K) 1000 77,9 76;7 T9,b 78 r8 76.2 75,4 71 ..2 70 1 4 07..3 471 ► 6605 67.,2 6590 63;3 63.4
' TMET	 69, DFG F 1250 8 0.7 90.3 87.4 810 80#1 79,3 76.0 74,2 70,3 69.4 70:•.1 6990 69;9 69,4 0640
(793. DEG 9) 1680 79.1 79.4 80.4 60,5 80.2 00.3 75,9 73•0 71.1 69.3 69.2 68.1 66,9 67.3 65.7
194CTOR66 GMlR3 2000 81.2 61;6 82.6 83: 1 7 83.3 83,2 79,0 77.1 75.0 7313 73..4 71.4 71' 1 
2 69,3 67;4
► .01566 KG/"3) 2500 84.8 85;1 05,n 85 1 5 86.2 45.2 81.7 76.8 75. 9 7112 7 1,.0 69. 1 69,7 68,4 68.0
Nr A 6?34. RPM 3150 94,0 94.7 95.3 92,6 92.4 90.5 87 4 6 83.4 79.5 76.7 73,5 74,2 72;2 72.5 72.4
( 474. RAD/SRC) 4000 90#8 90, 4 9 0, 4 911 4 9192 =2.2 68.0 8290 79.0 73 1 4 73,2 73.1 72;5 77,4 70.0
w. NFK 637. RPM 5000 ! 0.5 94'.3 95 .5 5)2,.'5 96.5 96.1 4 3. 8 87,3 Bb.b Bp:7 74 03: 78.3 81.0 7706 76 92
€. [ 663. RAD/SFC3 6300 91..0 90.3 89,3 9017 90.2 10.1 87.1 79 94 75.4 7315 70.3 70.1 69 ; Z 39,9 68.5
sF01062A; RPM 8000 90,o 9 0;2 919;1 92 1 6 94.0 93 .,3 9091 92.0 8091 74/2 74.1 73,3 72:0 72.2 72:3I i1113^ AAD,I$EC11t1p00 97,5 44;0 RBrU 90 03 91.6 89 , 9 86,5 711 1.8 15,tl 72 1 0 69 9.3 6002 67.9 68:. 3 bfl,3
k0. OF BLADES	 44 12500 1'5.4 156 9 .6 84,6 57 1 0 9705 86,4 84,2 7667 72.7 76.0 68,5 7300 70.4 71,5 7097
16000 81.4 82.3 81.2 83 1 4 84.0 82.0 19. 7 7291 67.3 6715 6.1,.3. 6303 63.8 434 63.1
20000 77,4 77;0 75.5 77,9 78.5 77.5 74.0 67,.3 65.7 72,8 62,96 67,6 66;2 673 66.;3
f	 I OVERALL MEASURED 99.8 100 . 1 Mel 100. 4 181.2 100,2 97.5 92.6 90.1 90 15 8.7,4 85•^p 85.9 85.1 85.3
j OVERALL CALCUL .ATFO 99.7 200 ; 6 101. 0 LOGO 102.3 101.0 95.0 91 . 9 90.1 86 1 8 85,1 94. 0 94,6 83.7 82.6



































































































(A90 'WA14'139LK9294d..0L e j 6910166)Slaw3?il16mudONt10S1400M
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RADIAL 160. FT.	 80
	
( 30. M)	 104)
0WICLE	 ATT	 125
CON1• Id	 gem IN	 160
LOC PTO	 200








1440 73. DEG F	 800
1296. DEG K}	 1000
1+E T 69 • (1FG F	 1280
4293, DEG K1	 2600
h ACT1 6 s39 GM/O13	 2000
( • 01639 Kfl/M31	 2500
KF A 6420-1 RPM	 3150
t 672, iJAD/SFC) 4000
NFK 6338: pPM	 '3G08( 664. RAD/SEC) 6300
NFDI06206 WPM	 8030
(1113. RAWSEC}10000






MOVE SOAMQ POBSffiUR4e (
.EYEL :S (54, DEG 1 Fe 70' PERCENT ROL, NUM, DIY}
A14OLES FROM 1Ni.ET IN OE KEG; %AND RADIANS)




40, 100, 110, 120. 130. 140.
to.	 }10.171(0,35}(0,s'3lide70}I0.6T?(1.05}(1+22}[1,4d)^1,s7}11s7S}{1.9Z1I2.04}(2,27}{2.<4i;(
74 0 6 74;9 7+5,7 74 ts7 73,y 73,0 •71 1 6 72:0 7211 7 Q :t2 69.7 7090 64;7 71s2 70.0
74.4 73,2 74.1 7211 74.9 76,9 11118 70.2 71.4 72. 1 4 43.8 68,2 66;8 70.1 68.2
66.4 67;9 67.8 67 1 1 66.8 66.6 69.4 65 ►5 64.6 6317 65,7 64,6 63;7 64,0 62.8
69.8 69,2 69,2 65 11 69.1 66,9 64.6 67.9 68,1 64 1 4 64:.14 63,9 65;7 67.0 67.1
66. 5 67,4 65,0 65 1 6 64,1 63,4 61,8 63,4 63.3 681 3 ".,1 60.1 67.3 6193 62:4
64.7 62;9 69,0 4313 85.-2 63,9 61.8 61.0 61,2 345,7 %8,6 59,9 60;9 68,0 581•0
70.6 69,9 69 6 1 67,1 64x9 66,2 66,6 67.9 6493 670 60.1 64.0 63;9 66 1 1 61.1
76.8 76;3 76:1 7513 73x .0 71,9 69 1 E 6990 669? 64.ii 63,2 6119 61.2 61214 634
76.3 76; 4 77.3 7613 74..2 71,9 68,9 67,9 6791 631 9 6211 62s.2 61. 9 61:3 62:.1
74.3 7'2;8 74 $ 0 73 1 1,72o :7 7191 66 1 7 6490 64,1 61,19 60.7 61•.1 61;9 62 @ 2 61.
72,3 72;6 73.7 73 1 9 70.9 72,7 70,7 69.0 14,8 74 1 9 72;S 6597 62.8 64.9 66;8
76.0 16;4 76.`5 75 1 3 74x1 7113 60.1 67,2 60.1 67,0 67,4 63..2 6213 63.4 635
74,6 7412 74 1 3 741 2 7 1'1..2 71.2 67;0 65.4 67:4 6712 64,9 64,9 61;9 63:4 624
76,2 77;4 77,7 75 1 1 75.3 74.2 69.9 69.4 85.5 67 1 4 63s4 69.5 64;1 64,6 63;6
78;0 78,1 78,4 79 1 3 78,3 76,9 73:5 70:,9 68.1 6791 65,2 66.9 66;0 67:4 674
79.0 77;5 79,6 79 1 7 79.5 78.2 73.7 72:.1 681? 66 12 65eJ 65,4 66;.0 66.2 67,2
81,0 $00 4 81. 4 8295 82.9 81.2 7862 74 .11 71,6 70 13 63,0 67.0 68;3 57 92 67;4
83:,7 445'6,0 . 63.9 04 12 145.0 83.9 79.9 7590 7599 68 1.6 8.9 68.1 78.1 67.4 68,1
*4.0 9513 95,4 9215 92 * 3 90.6 156. 4 83.4 79,5 78 1 3 7210 73,2 72.4 7114 7145
90;,6 90:sO 99.1 4117 90,2 910 87,9 81rD 77.8 7312 72.1 71.8 7199 7111 6869
894 93.6 93.5 89 16 •60 15.4 91 98 85,3 84.3 7915 76.1 75.:0 77;2 76.6 75.9
98'66 91;1 84.3 9013 90.2 49,2 8518 79.4 75.2 7394 7.0. 0 70@0 64.4 49 0'5 6961
89.5 90.4 9013 9210 9494 9391 9019 8201 79.4 74x2 74.0 73.1 72.2 73;0 74;2.
157.4 48;9 88.0 84.1 1, 90'•1 89.7 65.7 78,9 751'1 7918 60.7 6799 67 61 68.,0 67,9
85.2 86;6 649 7 06.13 86,3 07;4 8460 76,2 72.4 7618 68s4 71.3 70;2 7214 y193
80''63 $199 79,9 0393 83,2 .42:4 79.4 7190 47,1 89 1 4 63.7 65@7 64;0 65.0 64.2
76.7 78;4 75.1 77.16 .141.2 77.3 ?5.:.0 67;1 660 7214 6S•3 60,0 67;3 69 93 68;2
49.5 100.:0 99,4 9412 101.1 99,9 97.8 s'S 92 4091 15090 65,2 8613 85,0 96@4 855.1
99 '63 14006 109? 9917 1,.01@3 100.5 97;3 94,;4 88 95 86 1 0 039.2 82 68 82;9 83,,2 82.7





















































































OR99 (339/oWo 9969 1
0006	Q11 '9099 )UN
?Oat [ 73sme 460L ) 0519	
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111 ' Ot )
OR	61A BOOT ITIO TH
C9
95364
R46= aM, 29 AVA 0 041NOw Z atvff ^0cad	NrHODwd ,rationaaa viva 31vos lain]	1 34vd
999
9'i6 t1S6 1:96 6096 4'46 016 2•ZOT 0 POT 6466T 64211 O't1T 64211 d'C1t V'Ct1 44TTT
t':a.9 1499 0492 L429 91122 6i►s 1'99 1196 1'96 DOW 0104T 6166 96001 6:66 5'66
9'48 1,168 T'S9 Z069 Z169 ZiL9 r'69 T'16 1'96 6'66 Z'OOl Ci60T t'OOT D'QUT 9'66
T'L9 £169 24.19 0129 x464 Zi2t 0199 9'99 91CL a191 TILL m C.I. 5'41 ' SILL Z69L
9'29 1069 9'►q 06►9 099 f,i49 2'L9 8569 S'i}t 9'19 9+39 lies 0409 66Te 4409
9604 ►'TL
 0:2 at r''OL 2699 Gist £1ZL 9"OL O`ve 19699 f"99 096 616's 9'541 O'S9
'19 0199 6099 V19	694 9i01 60£1. 0491 go" TOGS 0.16 5169 P'L9 e'. 9.8 L`te
'CL, O'FL 4121 C.U. ZiOt 2461 %,Te. L169 CIC6 Z1r6 gild 6106 C'06 1.`.!9
a`69 Z16$ 14.69 ao69 1160 Viet T40L Coat Gt%e toot 1`69 016 9'69 006 B'06
9021 Vol 6591 00,5t ►19L Ott tote 9199 06 0606 O&V6 9116 ('►6 T'96 O'06
C'QL O'TL 9011 OIL 6'TL O'Zt 0'9L 1019 9'99 f" T6 7406 2106 069 £'06 9°69
5`Z4 9111 Ci t Z22L r'ZL s`Srt Eft.	6'54 0406 4416 9'46 **W6 9.`£6 1'96
6°9.9T@89 O'OL 6'99 6'69 0669 t'El D'LL 96.09 
1.x4
09 1•09 248 1POSO COSS 9`fQ
T'L9 Z119 099 1119 031.9 1429 t'1L 5'1,4 9291 Z'09 tale Lies 9819 S`ev T`TQ
0159 Z899 0599 F'g9 0699 Z'49 *069 4I TL 116L Vogt T'9t S491 2'6L Z'91. T06L
C'69 0019 0499 6'14 0'69 1'19 2'69 01404 0'al 9'91 0'66 091 0•6tr.` 6t	6t
E`	
L'
f4Z9 vtq	'rq t:'fi9 2.199 tis9 smog 5499 cool 9'21 6'S	Li
	
L	9E toot SILL 6 L
C4T9 C'19 2419 0689 16i9 V C9 1149 0609 6'09 0'04 6'tL VOL COL 06.►L 1'61
6219
 14C9 vas 5119 ►'►9 0 119 9199 6.4(9 L'L9 toot F'CL gist 0`91 9:9L 'LL
6:19 1'69 5'69 1619 9'09 7609 0'1L 90(09 L'c9 0`.99 6.69 O'TL T'CL float Z'rt
Z'C9 O'F9 9019 0'79 6404 6'09 6404 T•99 9664 960t v tL Zi►d a`rL 04r1. Cott
0.29 T•Q4 T't9 0419 9'34 ©IS9 1'99 C6gq 6464 talc 2061 T41 T'LL 6161 619L
9I99 r'Z9 9009 O1T9 q' Tv Clog 0111.9 3'99 9'69 O'TL 0'£L Ott 066L C69L 919L
1`,99 T'►q 9!60 C1T9 9''ag Ci99 1.99 F'29 6:04 Z'L9 0.69 T519 1'69 Z'OL 9'69
61_93 clog 1'99 009 9696V iG 0'19 6'09 S'T9 6'T9 2'49 01(29 1499 Z'.C9 V 69
Vag 9109 C'Z9 r'O9 0,16c clog F'C9 r4Zg 0:29 Z`1te 2'r9 tisg To99 5:L9 4'99
6099 1'99 6'49 6'C9 1169 Z49 0119 6199 9;09 6'69 1'69 019 1001 0.69 L'69
6'T9 6'£9 CIO 949 V to 0'£9 L`►9 0699 $'S9 9'59 9.59 9'99 6'99 9'L-9 ►694
6.`f}9 0'69 L'99 Z'69 Z'e4 O'Zt 0'1L ;169 9611 CIS#t T's4 till t42t T.`£L c'2t
O'OL L'IL g'6
a'
g TI'OL 9164 6i6o Vat 6411 r'TL 9'.ZL. 9'RL 2
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[	 PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PRO4RA
MODEL SOUND PRESS RE LEVELS 159
ANGLES FROM 14LET 1
eb	 1 0 	 20.	 30.	 40.,	 50,	 60,	 70,
r	 Ako. tQ•	 )(U.17)(0.33)(a,52)(0.70)(0.87)(1.D5)(1.2Z)(
50 76.6 74,9 77.4 76.6 75.7 75;2 72,5 73.963 76.0 75.9 75.3 74,j 77.2 77; 4 73.6 7.2,1
RADIA L 100. FT.	 80 71.7 70.7 70.6 70,4 69.9 6 9 :0 65.2 689.0
( 30. M)	 100 73.0 72,1 72.3 68.8 71..9 69:1 65,7 68.2





160 67.0 64.2 61.2 64, 7 66..2 64;4 63.6 57,3
inC PTO
	
20g 711,9 7 .2 79,4 67,9 60.4 66;4 65.7 65.0
DATE 8/09 /7 4	 210 71:1 7).2 7 .1 75.0 74.0. 73.3 72.5 71,2
RUN 6 67	 3:13 79.a 78, 1 78.2 77 0 ;; 76.7 73.	 69.6 69.3
TAPE	 A943	 400 75.9 75.1 75.9 74.0 73.1 72;	 67,5 66.6
BAR 28 . 9 HG 	 500 74•.Q 73.8 73.8 72. 9 71.1 73:;8 67.4 67.8
(97635. 402	 630 81,0 Q e2 80 0 4 79 1 3 79.2 75;3 73.0 7402
IAMB 7.2. DEG	 800 60,8 7 , 0 80.2 70.0 81.2 771 78.	 7890
1295. DEC 9)
	 1000 82.3 6204 86.3 84.3 83.2 820 80
	
77o4,
'	 NET 68, DEG F	 25	 85.9 86.	 88:3 61 ,	 95.4 87:	 R^3 .8 8 r4
4293. DEG K)
	
16 03 83.1 4 12	 84,3 85,	 33.3 63; ,t^0,1 7 8 .3
HALT 6. i GM/M3	 2 p	 R7.	 $5e2 57.2 5'3,3 9 .5 9 .	x°22, 9 8 5
!	 [+J16I0.KG/M3)	 2 p . 97.0 9801 89;1 49.3 91.0 91: 1 9P.5 80.0 9
KFA 7519, Rp
	 31'30 90.1 .89,5 91.1 91,; 41..4 91;5 88,9 86.•2
1 7 .71 RA /SEC) 4000 9 2. 9 9 3.	 92,1 03.1 92. 2 95; 9 88.0 64..2
NFK 74271 RPM	 5000 92.4 943 94 0 4 92. 4 93.4 92;0 89,8 43.4
( 775.:RAUISEC ) 6300 93.4 93.4 92;4 93,2 42.7 93:2 glee 94.5
NCD pp6281 RPM	 8000 92,1 93.2 92,2 9 ,3 93•2 9 . 0 88.6 8191
111139 RADfSE'C 3 .100OD 90.9 41.9 89.8 8^. 8 40+9 8 :l . 86 .5 74.4
Moo OF BLADES 44 12'000a 88.4 x8 0 6 87,7 87.7 37.7 86:7 .83.	 76,7
1600} 85.0 X6.2 83:0 53. p 83.9: 83:0 79.9 75.1
20000 80 . 2 50+2 74 .4 70,9 79.3 77;0 74.8 570
ppyFRAL 	EASURED 1,01,8 "lu2. 3
 102:0 10.00 8' 101.7 102;0 Q8s5 43.9
OYENALL bAtCULA ED 1Q1,3 1a ,$ 101
.5
 10^ ,'D 1ut  101;6 98.4 93.07
(	 P DM 114.3 11 .7 i14.7 11 .2 11 .4 114 , 9 110. 0 107 05 1
PROC, DATE + MONTH
	 8 DAY 15.NR. 10.1
, Ors, F. 70 PERCENT NEL, MUM. 13AY)
N DE GREES (AND RADIANS)
l^ipl 147t 1!675))(3. 10.;i. 92itZ009)(i20.	 30..27T[ 40.. 4 4); ^0•.62)[ PML)
7207 72,5 72.0 71.7 71,9 72.0 71.0 73.0 123.4
71 9 6 73.7 7".4 70.8 71,6 70x1 70 . 1 76 . 2 123.1
67,5 67.3 60.8 67.6 66.7 67.0 64.6 66. 7 114!1
65. 9 65.7 67.1 65.0 66.8 60.3 67.9 66.3 11.7.9
66, 9 64.7 65. 64.1 67.0 64..4 66.1 66.3 117.7
61. 8 60.1 60. 61.+^ 44.1 SZ.5 61.1 61.0 11301
63.99. b ,pp 611-5
6^ .4
59,9 6299 63.3 61. 2 63. 5 115.1
69. x+ 6.9 63.4 63.0 6'5.4 64.5 67.1 121!2
66.6
68.6
66.9 64.1 64 1 65 * 1 6S,p 65:1 67.2 1?1•2
.69.5 66..0 63.6 66.9 67.0 65.1 65.2 120.0
6498 63,7 64.0 64.9 65.8 65;9 65.2 66.0 11&.8
70.0
73 9 8





799,1 76.6 8g -.1 74.0. 76.x 17.7,8.





























73,4 13. 2 74.3 134..1
74.3 7S.1 73.2 137•?.
53.2 81 .3 76.4 74.2 76.0 7342 73.1 72.4 1372.80,0
83.2
7	 ,9. 7'3. i 74:4 7601. 73.2 72:9 73..9 1364"S
80 0 9 76.5 75;1 77,4 7S,.3 75.5 74.2 138.04
79.3 74.4 75.7 74:1 74,3 73.1 72.5 7303 13963
78,8 77,8 73.3 73,9 739 0 73;4 73.2 73.1p 135.7























91.7 91,9 8 .5 89.2 89 0 8 89"•1 88.3 61.0
91,2 9016 BOA 87.9- 8865 87.1 85.9 55.5 148..1
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6e. 1 65.5 64.5
70.1 70.











































































6S.2DATE 8 /09 /7 4 2 0 74.0 74,0 73.3 719 6 70. ;3
RUN	 668 315 73.0 74.3 75.1 72. 9 71.3 71.0 70,8 69.9 77 9 1 7 3.1 69.4 65;1 67,1 66.3 67.9










70r0BAR	 2849 pG 5,00 72.9 77.0 76.0 X698 80. 7 ,7 73.3 71.7 70.1
i	 (97635- NIM2
DEG (1





















94.4 89.1, 95.6 08.(2 95! UFG K) 1"Ofl 95.0 95.5 101.2 * 0 9
2
7.3







































84.1t	 (.11628 K G/M3) 43.E
:(4 8 84.3 82.5NFA	 5951 RP
 RA^/SEC)















79.4 77.4( 9 4000 96.8 95.0 94.}, 94..2 95,1
I	 N)'K 8419. RPM 5000 94.4 96.5 95.2 91,3 94.2 95:5 93.7 89.2 8791 83.1 8044 78..5 63.3 78.6 78.3
( 859« RADISEC ) 6300 96.2 . 94.6 4 3.3 93.4 93.6 95:5 91.9 MS 83.2 8 0 . 2 77.8 76.4 78.1 75.6 76..4
NFDL06288 RPM 8000 92. 9 93.3 92 0 2 91 .3 9 3:•2 93:3 90,0 86.2 80,9 81.9 76.5 76.9 77.1 77.S 77.3
i 41113• RAP/SEC)10000 92.0 9,0.9 89.2 84.a 90.1 91.5 88.7 83.7
79.7
78.7 77.8 73.0 7 1.6 71,9 71.9 72.1
66.0Nn. OF BLADES 44 125041 88.4 97,9 85. •y 86.3 B6.6 87.6 9 4.3 76.4 72.4 68.8 67.7 68.6 64.7








































RADI AL 100 . FT. 80
t	 30.	 M) 100'
VENPCLE ATT 125
CONFIG 9"M I H 160
h
OC	 PTO WOG





28. 9 HG 500
(976590 N/M2 63a
TAMq 	72! DFG 800(295! DFt;	 K) 1000
TWET	 68. DEG F 15
1 0B(293. DEG K)
HAC116.1C G 4/"3 .2003
.01610 KGfma ) 2503
NiI 9145e RpM 3150
t 951. RAD/SEC) 4000
9	 .	
'flNFi( t 4b., RAD/SEC ) 6990
Ni01:p626 . RpM	 gg
;1113 ► RAO/SEC)10080



































PAGE 1	 FULL, SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PROC; DATE - MONTH 8 DAY 15 HR. 10.1
PODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DEG. F. 70 PERCENT REL, HUM, IiA7)
pp	 ee	 Q	
44 ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (ANDaRADIIANS) ii
(0. 0. 1X0117]t023S}{p^2)(a470)I096 7)(1951(19Z2 1 t1S 0) (1937}r^7S f{11 2) ( Z2^9 )t	 7)t`^4)(
79.4 30.0 94 .7 78.7 77.9 76.8 75 6 4 76.9 75.8 75.9 7 3 . 3 73 . 0 74 .7 75.4 75.8
75.6 74.4 75.2 72.8 75.0 76:2 70,7 70.9 70x9 73.2 71.3 70.2 70,9 73.1 73.2
69.4 69.0 68.6 67,6 66.9 65:5 66.G 65.8 67.2 68,5 68.4 63.7 63.5 64.0 65.4
6B.9 65.9 66.8 66. 8 66.2 65.1 64.4 64.9 64. 8 65.a 63.3 62 1 9 63.8 66.3 68.0
68.8 66.4 65.2 6518 69.0 67.0 65.9 $5.0 66.0 64.d 62.6 64.4 67.0 65..5 68.4
76:9 71.1 73.2 67,7 78.9 74..2 75,4 67..2 69.6 70.9 73.2 72.1 17.9 72.1 74.2
67. 1
 65.4 65.3 64. 8 68.0 64:2 63,5 63.7 630 42.8 6 .7 62.4 65 9 1 64.4 63.1
71.1 70.0 71.0 69.4 68.0 67.4 66,6 6793 6690 64.2 61.14 63.9 66.0 69.3 65.2
76.0 76,2 79.0 76.7 74.8 77:2 73.0 78.1 74. 6 71.4 67.6 73,2 76.1 73.3 71.9
18.9 80.9 794 79.8 85.9 86:•0 80.4 77.9 79.6 78.9 72.3 8010 62 . 0 76.2 76.1
64.8 88.0 84.1 86.4 92.9 93.7 48,7 86.7 86.7 85.8 78.5 87.0 87.7 89.0 04.9
92-1 95 * 5 92a6
	
 49 .3 103.1 iv7.7 10 7. 1 103' 1J ,6 4	 5	
3
1 1 .3 96,9 9c a 90p.6 98.:0 
091.3 
47.4 96.04p
g 6.6 98:.6 1.05 .3
	




5 91.0 9 .224 93.9 90 . 5 19 j,4 92.7 86.^i
93.0 95.0 iva . i }83.e h3 . 8 1^ g ;i 102.0 147.1 95.x! 4R . 2 90.9 67.2 92 . 0 90.4 9 .4
94.2 92.5 96.3 99.2 97.3 94..2 92..0 9095 85.7 n4.1 82.6 84.5 83.4 64.5 62.4
92.9 94. 4 94.3 96. 9 1,11.0 98:2 95,6 92,9 88..8 b5.7 83.5 64.9 85.8 81.2 63.0
93.1 95.3 94.2 97.2 1J0.2 97:4 94 1 9 93.2 90.0 64,9 81.8 80.5 85.0 79.6 83.2
97.1 95.3 95..p 95.7 98.0 913:9 94,6 90.0 84,5 hi.0 80.6 79.3 79.9 7R.5 79.3
94.
	
96.4 96..4 93.9 96.6 95.5 9 398 88.6 86.	 04.	 8 .B 79.3 8 .4 79.9 a .
96.^ 94.6 93.6 94.I 95.3 94.'6 93. 0 139 .3 83.^ 62.^ 7^.0 77.2 7E.3 75.6 71.3
92.9 43.2 93.2 929	 95.3 93.	 9 a .9 86. 0 82.	 78.9 76.7 70.1	77.2 75.2 76.6
91.8 41.2 90.0 90af^ 92.8 91.P 90.8 84sa 79.6 6117 75.1 75.^ 75.7 77:1 76.0
87.7 87.8 85;8 B7.6 89.6 88:6 85.3 8 .6 76.4 7 . 3 69.8 68.6 68•..- 	 67.9 69.7
84.8 83.1 82.? 82, 9 86.1 85.1 81.7 7^.1 72.6 73.7 66.4 68.0 68.3 61 3 .3 69.1
79. 0
 8g.4 77.6 79.1 82.3 90:4 77.7 74 9 2 72.0 76,8 6817 72 10 7149 72.6 73.8
109 .2 10l.Q 110.1 111. 9 113. 4 11 4 ; 2 110.6 108.0 102 .8 103 .8 100. 7 101.0 1039 9 102. 2 152.5
107.5 10 7 .3 110: 3 112. 7 114.0 113. 9 110. 9 108.2 103. 0 103 .7 100. 5 101.0 103. 7 fu t.0 101.6


































PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM
	
PROC; DATE - MCNT H 8 0Ay 15 HR. 1001
MODEL SDUND PRESSURE LE VELS (59, DEG, F 6 73 PERCENT REL. HUM; "Ay)
A OLES FROM INLET IN DEGRLES (AND RADIANS)





50 79 .7 Bp,0 80.8 78-8 78.8 76,0 75.5 76. 9 75, 8 75.7 73.8 72.7 74.8 75. 9 76.0
63 76.8 77.1 76.2 73. 8 78.1 77:0 72.7 72.2 71.6 73 0 9 71.4 70.0 72.1 74.3 75.0
RADIAL
 100• FT.	 80 69 .5 69.6 69.9 68.6 68.9 66;7 66.1 66. 9 69+3 69.4 67.9 63.7 64.:6 65.8 66.0
` 30 • 	 100 68.7 67.3 67.9 66. 8 68.8 65; 6 65.5 66.1 66+5 65.7 67.3 64.8 64.9 65.4 68.1
VEHICLE	 MI	 125 68 .8 67. 1 67.3 65.1 7 1 67.2 66rp 65.2 67 V O 65. •2 62:2 64. x► 66.1 65.4 6940
CDNFIG	 9-M IN	 160 75.7 77.0 77 4 2 67.1 7^,6 76,7 74,5 71.0 72.6 71.1 7.1.0 76,0 78.2 73.1 70.9
17C PTO
	
210 65.9 67'3 65;3 64.8 	 64.	 6 4; 9 63. 9 63,9 65. 9 6441 62.5 63;1 65.4 65.2 64.3
ATE 8/09/74	 250 70.2 704 69.9 68, 6 69.9 67,0 66.6 6562 66.8 65,8 63.2 64.4 65,4 06.3 66.4
RUN 670	 333 76.8 73.6 75.4 74.3 77.4 73;3 72,9 72.4 77.7 77.8 71.2 73;a 73.-0 76.1 75..2
TAPE	 A943	 400 72.9 75.1 74;2 8p;6 82.9 83;1 7896 84.0 72.7 76.7 78.3 79.1 8 0 .3 81, .1 69.!
BAR 28. 9 HG	 500 82.5 83.2 82.0 sits 93.7 93;8 90.:4 93.7 83 . 5 65.9 88.0 88.0 88.9 9 1 . 0 78.8
(07659+ N/M2
	
630 95.5 9497 95.4 f01!0 10 8.5 106; 2 103 .9 101 . 1 97. 2 95.2 92.4 92.4 97.5 97.3 94.3
TAMP 72. DEG )#	 SOO 1 83.9 99.4 102.4 109.7 11 . 0 100! 3 i 6.7 1.04.9 100 67 100 . 1 95.4 94. 0 99.1 95.3 88.0( 2954 DEG K)
	
1000 96.4 94.6 101 • 103'2 102.3 102,5	 9.9 190.3 9b.0 44.3 94.4 92.5 92.6 95.4 $B.?
TwET 68! DEG F	 1250 97.9 100
.3 97. 3 102 .4 10 7. 1 109!1 10 4.7 193.0 99.7 94,1 69.2 91.6 9 3 4 1 91.5 B902
42939 DEG K)	 1600 91.1 92.3 94.3 192 .2 303.4 1 04.1 99,8 '97.0 97.1 95.0 88.2 90.4 92.5 J6.; 90.3
HACT 1 6. 1 GM/M3	 2	 93.3 96.6 95 63 0T.4 1	 2 99;	 94,9 9 .5 87.9 69. 1 88.6 85.. E 89. 3 i6.7 85.6(( • 8p 16 15 KG/M3)	 2 9 $ 94.1 9 3x 3 93.0 94.9 ^^. 0 94;^ 94. s 9.j 87.6 62 6.0 82.3 82. 1 86. 0 32. 1 81.2
NFA 929 0 . Rp	 31 0 91.4 9266 93.2 93.1 99.3 09;2 95,1 97x0 89.0 85:.0 80.4 50.5 84.3 79.7 81.2
( 973. RA /SEC) 4D00 95.8 94.5 93.3 96. 9 97.2 99; 9 93.9 9 .5 85.'3 81:9 81.2 81.1 8743 79.5 8 •2
1	 NFK 91769 RPM	 $000 93,1 9596 94.4 91 * 4 96.5 95;	 93 x1 88.2 67.1 86.0 81.4 7$,2 82.5 77.5 74.5
( 96v RADAEC 6300 95.1 93.'5 91.5 0362 93.3 94;6 93.2 88x5 82r9 62,2 78.6 78.4 79.6 76.7 76.3
NFD1. 628 • Rp„	
:10981
8 91 .99 2.5 9 .5 9n6	 93 . 3 93;3 89.8 86.4 81 .9 79,8 76.3 76. 1 77.2 75.4 76.;s
(1113• RAD /SEC 	 90.9 90.4 8^.9 89.8 90.9 91;9 68,8 84 6 9 60.5 83,7 75.9 76.0 78,.0 78.4 78.0
NO. OF RLADES 44 1250 87.5 87. 0 84.4 85.5 87.5 88;7 06.3 8 ,4 76.4 73.3 69 .6 68;4 69.4 6,7.6 68.6
16080 82.6 63.0 80	 .9.9 81	 86.1 85;8 6264 7^.9 7360 73.3 66.3 67.4 67.8 69.2 6944
f	 20000 79.6 80.5 76.2 78 .0 83.5 B1:3 78, 0 74.1 73:3 8 0 , 1 7 0 .1 73. 2 74.1 74.6 74.4
poVE'RAL MEASURED 107.9 iL 6 : 5 108 • 111. 8 115.3 112: 9 110. 5 108. 9 105.7 104.1 100 .5 a04ri 102.1 102.1 99.0
gyERALL ALCULA T ED 1 0 7.7 106.9 10 7 . 112. 3 115 .2 113 . 5 111. 4 2.09 .7 106.2 104,:0 100. 7 1.00.2 602. 7 1 0Z.3 96.4









































SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM
	
PROC. DATE - MONTR 8 DAY 15 HR. 10.1
!	 MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59. DEG, i 1 70 PERCENT REL, NUM; 11AY)
'	 ANGLES FROM INLET IM DEGREES (AND RkDiIANS)
03	 4	 9 ..	 6.	 7.	 8 s	 9	 ii	 11 e. 11 QQ.	 3a 	4
FRED *
 t0. 0 !(Cii71t0?5.i(0.^2it0. 90} t0.Q7`i(1.^5:}(.i.21(1.^pIt1.7}(3^^51l31921(Z491(.Z7)(.^4I(
50 7906 80.9 0 8 to 78.7 77.8 76.8 7544 76. 4 75 n 6 75@7 72 .9 12 . 2 74 443 760 2 7+3.
63 74.1 74.0 74.3 73.1 78.0 78:2 7'0,8 71.2 71.6 73.0 71.4 70.1 70..8 77..1 72.5
RA0[AL 100. FT.	 80 68,.6 6901 69.7 67,7 67.7 67;4 R5.9 66.5 67.6 67.4 66.9 65.5- 62.6 64. A 65.6
	
3 0 4 M )	 too 69 .8 67 .2 66. * 6597 6.7.0 67; 9 66.5 6S.8 67.5 66@7 62,2 64..8: 64.7 67.2 68.2
"	 VE1+1CL	 ATT	 125 70 0 1 68. 0
 66. 4 65. 4 71.0 71.2 67.7 66@0 66.6 66.1 62.5 64. 4 6798 66.6 66.1
CdNFIG	 8'M I N	 161 77.6 73.4 75.2 68.0 75.3 72;2 75.6 66.0 71.4 71.7 73.3 74.1 78.1 73.3 74.1
LQG PTO
	
7p0 69.9 65.3 67.4 6:,8 68.3 66.	 64.9 63.	 651 9 6;1.8 6 .3 6 .1 64.8 69. 	 63.4
DATF 8109174	 2#p 71.1 70.3 71.1 6. 8 70.3 72.	 65.9 65.	 67.8 63.8 6 ..2 63.1 69.8 66.	 65.1
NUN 671	 319 77, 0 78.2 80.0 78.1 79.0 79;3 64.7 75.0 74.0 73.1 68.2 71.2 75r9 14;1 7'2.2
TAPE
	
A943	 400 79.9 70. 1
 76.9 60.0 65.2 86;0 81.7 79.1 79.5 78.8 72,9 8!1..2 81.8 7+1..3 76.0
04R 25. 9 M0	 500 1908 85.8 82.0 87x8 93.0 93;7 89,9 88.1 86 1 7 85.6 80.3 87.9 87.9 86.3 89.4
i	 (97659. N/M2.	 630 89.3 95.2 93.4 99.1 1.03.5 10 6 ;1 101. 8 99.3 96.1 89.1 88.4 95.4 93.+3 98.6 97.7
TAM@ 72. RE G
	800.1 1.1 j 82.3 103.4 116.4 B 110.3 106 .1 10.8 .6 141 .3 1 0.
	
80.9 92.4 98. 0 101.9 98.4 96*3t	 t295e DEG 9)
	
1000 ^9.2 ^s.3 1.02.2 97.2 10 •5 104 1 2 10'148 99.3 ^1.9 96.4 93.4 88.3 93.1 92.4 82.6
TKET 68. DEG F !!25g 97.9 98. 1 g.. 1 . 9	 9.	 ii 7.6 1 4•	 99,	 98.	 96.5 85. 2 96.	 9z .4 9 .s
(2931 DEG K1
	
1 600 93.2 41•	 05•	 81.0 J83.4 169;1 i 2.7 08.0 94.0 91.9 69.5 88,1 924	 8!!.3 8 .a
NAC7 6.	 GM/M3	 2 pp	 9 0 4 966 913.5 98.4 98.6	 b:3	 ^.9 89.3 890 0 07. 2
 
05.5 84. 2 8 4.4 H3.7 82.5
	
(.11618 14 r..-- 	 2;GS 9j .1 93.3 42.2 95. 9
 160 .4 18$ 3 9 .7 94.0 
97.j
	 82.2 84.2 89 . 1
 R1r2 S Ce
NFA 142• RPM((	 3150 92.0 94.4 94.3 93, 1
 100 .4 100; 6 9699 9012 88.9 89.9 81.6 79.3 8548 80.4 83.5
	
( 957! RADAEC) 4000 97.0 94.9 44.	 94 1 	96. 1 .	 .1.3 95.8 9i,3 85.6 8 .8 1005 79	 Sp48 76.4 77.3
NfK 4G30' ROM	 $000 93.2 9.5.5 96.9 92;3 97.	 9 .4 4406 89.5 87.1 89,1 81.7 79.2 82.4 71.8 80,2
NFD1 9Z5• RpM
/$EC} 30308p0 9202 9$.4 93
.3 913 . 1 94 . 2 94^Z 901.7 86 @ 1 82 96 79 . 8 76.4 75.9 .75 . 3 Is. 41 7S.S
	0113@ RADISEC)10.00^ 90,^ 90.9 8 .2 89•^ 92.0 9R.0 61.5 84,	 80.8 82.8 75.3 76.0 19.9 7T.Z 77.0
N0 . OF BLADES 44	 b	 87.44 836.8 85.	 86@3 88.8 9 ; 4 86. 3 
7
8 .7 76.4 7
7 7 gg.
3 6909 68!4 68•	 66- 97 .
11068 83.'8	 .4 a0.	 82 x0 87.1 8g;G A2@([	 804 72.3' 9 67.1 46.1 68..1 68:0 78.8





aj'"AL pEASURED 10 7. 1 106 1 108 .8 112. 2 114. b 114 ; 3 111, 9 107 . 9 105 +
9
 102.2 100.5 i01;2 104 @2 102 .1 10:1.6RALLAt,CULATED 10 7.0 107.2 109.1 1124 8 114.4 114 . 8 111. 5 108 , 6 104 . 102,3 100. 5 101,2 104@4 10 3.0 101.0
































PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DA TA REDUCT I ON PROGRAM
	
PROC. DATE - MONTH 8 DAY 15 HIt. 10.1
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEyELS ( 59 1 DEG. F. 70 PERCENT REL, HUM; DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET 1'N DEGREES ( AND RADI ANS)
0.:	1	 2	 3	 4^.	 '^^.	 b^.	 79	 69 ; 9^;	 0^.	 1	 g^. 1 j	 4g
co.	 )cc.^7)(o .3s )(o.^^)Ra. o)co. 7rss. g .^ ci, z)c19 0) 1, 7)c^..5)c^9 z^ ( ^. 9)(2, 7)I^.. )c
79.7 79.6 79,8 78. 4 8 77.8 76: 9 75, .4 77.•0 75.7 75.8 73.3 72 .9 75 .•7 76. } 759
76.1 76.11 74.=9 73.2 74.0 76:7 72,8 71.3 71 9 6 73.:Q 71.2 70 1 1 71,8 74.3 74,1
69.4 69 ..6 6 9 . 9 67.7 67.	 46:. 9 67,4 65,8 67.7 68,-6 67.1 62.9 6295 64.7 6596
68.9 66.9 68.2 66,7 67.1 67.1 68,5 65x2 65x5 67 *0
 62.3 65. 9 64,7 67.0 65.o
68.1 66.09 66.9 $6.1 71.4 71: 46 70.9 65.2 65.11 65.8 62.5 65.a '61.1 67.1 68.0
75.! 7509 78.9 7'0,	 7 90. 70. .	 71,8 72.9 721 9 70.7 73.3 76.2 78;.7 7402 72.2
6'3•	 65,o 66.11 65,2 68.9 66;1p 45,9 63,9 639 8 62,9 62.6 63,2 65,	 6'3..3 64.
70	 70.0 7060 69 ,.2 70.0 68;9 68,5 6692 66 16 66,8 60.4 64,2 659	 66.1 65.3
77.1 76.1 75.8p 76.0 79.5 75;0 73 *9 7594 79,9' 79,9 75 -95 76.1 74.9 76..2 77.1
73.0 76.9 72.4 77.8 81.0 Ro,3 79,5 829.o 77 0 7 76,7 78.2 76..1 79.0 79.1 69.2
Do..5 a5.7 81.7 8798 92.0 91;.o 9096 97.0 82 ,?6 b3,9 88, 0 86.7 88x8 68.1 77.8
91.2 92.3 96..4 10091 106.3 104:3 103.9 99.5 96,o 94,3 92.6 91.5 92,4 96.4 94,3
1 3.9 98. 104• t089q 11 . 1 103. 1 105.9 103•p 1 2 . 0. 99..a 96.5 95.2 99.1 9'3.5 89.46.4 96. 102. 104 ,' 10 .5 104;4 lot .9 102.1	 9.2 9S.	 93.5 92.2 90.2 96.7 8816.
22 49.	 .3	 ♦,4 	 b,	 ,3	 4.6	 p,	 98.7 98.	 q2 .6 93.	 94.2 93.4 9 .3
10 .2 95,	 0.1 839 3 X94.£ }J3.03 149,8 1#7.q 94.0 933 89.6 88.	 91.3 88.4 8 .6
93 .	 94, 2 97.3 o .	 98.4 97; g 93.	 9 .3 S799 87 03 86.6 84_.3 89922 86.5 8 .393.4 43, 2 94.2 179	 99.3 98.2 94,^ 4,2 89.8 83,0 82,,5 83.1 85.8 82.0 8'8,1
	
92.3 92 . 2 93.2 94,91 10xx. 4 99:5' 93.7 9,5.4 90.9 63.9	 79.6 81, 3 8 11: .	 79.3 83, 3
97.1 94.9 93.9 96.,1 9191 98:D 9x1.,5 9 0 .o $5.9 82,	 80.2 81.1 87.,,3 79.1 78,2
94.2 95.2 95,2 92,3 98.3 96;5 93.7 82,3 8892 $3.93 bo.7 78.2 8103 77.7 79.5
95.4 94.4 92.3 94 94 95.3 96;5 9299 89.3 8299 81,1 77.6 78.4 79 ,0 76.4 76,4
97.3 9293 91 02 91,2 94. 2 93:g 89,4 84.9 8,1,9 79.8 76.4 76, p 77.2 76.3 76.1
9p 1.4 9g.	 8994 83,7 8=.a 85,6 77.3 79.4 79.8 q1!1 79.987.6 66.8 85.5 87.5 88.8 84;7 86.0 79.4 7592 729 6 69.6 68.6 70.5 70:,7 69.7
84.0, 83.1 81;1 82,7 8 7.1 96;1 8297 7699 72,8 75.0 68.0 70,1 71,1 73.3 71.3
80-2 53.2 78.
	
78.9 85:2 83.3 So,$. 75,4 769 .8 84.1 73.3 78.1 78.2 79.3 78.2
101.8 1069 0 109 .2 112.9 115.0 114.0 110.9 109.3 185.7 10 4 ,2 101.5 99.9 103.1 1G2•5 99.0
108.4 4 6.5 109.$ 113,2 115,5 1.13;9 111.3 1118.9 D 6* 3 10 4 ,
9
1 101 . 2 100x 3 ia2.5 ,n7,4 98.9




RADIA L 100• FT'	 80
	
( 30, M)	 too
VEHICLE	 ATT	 125







BAR 28 . 9 HO	 300
	(97659 ! N/M2	 630
TANP 72! DEG	 Be.
(2959 DEG K)	 loan








( 9721 RAI/SEC# 4000
WrK 91724 RPM	 5400
960 t R1►D/SEC ) 6300
NFD(1113; RAU/SEC)10000



































PAOE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCT{RN PROGRAM	 PROC. DATE - MONTH 8 DAY 15 NR. 10.2
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LE VELS (69, 0EO 0 F. 70 PERCENT REL. HUM DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET 1N DEGREES LAND RADIANS)
FRED.
	
0.	 10	 20.	 3Q.	 40.	 50.	 68.	 70.	 80.	 90.	 00.	 10.	 200	 30. 140.
i4• f[8.17)(0. 35) {0.''32!{p..7p)[0.&7)ti.05)ii. 22 ) t1. 40 ) [1•'3 7)(f. 7h &@92)[' .0 9 0.271iZ.4"4!(
50 79.8 3 0 * 0 80.0 78,7 7801 76;8 75.4 77.0 76,5 75.7 73 * 2 73.0 75,7 76 * 2 74.4
	
63 7608 74.7 7b.	 73. 8 77.2 78;4 7x,8 7Z*Z 70. 9 72.8 7p..$ 70.-0 73-1 74.1 74.1
RADIAL 100 F T.	 80 68.5 6 9 .6 69 0 6 67-4 60.0 67.7 66.4 6$.8 67-4 68.7 b6. y 62.7 63.7 65.7 950;6
( 30. 1 w )	 100 68.7 66.2 60.0 66.0 67.2 67:2 66.5 64x9 65. 8 66.0 62.4 64.8 65-1 66.3 64.9
VEHICLE	 AT?	 125 67.9 66.4 66.	 65. 9 71.3 70 : 9 6995 65.2 65.0 66.1 62.6 66.1 67.0 67.1 64.4
CONF1G	 8"M I N	 161 76.9 75.8 71 '	67-8 72.3 69:2 70 * 4 74.8. 71,7 73.0 71.0 78;3 77.7 7601 71.0
.3LOC PTO	 200 65.9 64.2 63	 65.2 69.3 666:0 6'3.9 63.9 63.9 62.8 63.2 64.0 64.2 69.4 64.1
DATE 8/09/74	 250 69.8 70..9 71.1 69 . 8 70.0 69 :3 68 # 5 67.0 66.7 66.1 64.4 64;2 66.1 67,4 66.1
RUN 673	 315 79.9 84.1 85. 0 83. 8 82.1 81:2 80.6 80.1 79-9 80.9 76.3 7792 79.0 79.3 79.4
TAPE	 4443	 400 76.9 78--1 78;2 76,7 80.9 76. 9 80.7 77.9 179.6 70.9 76.4 78.1 79.7 81.3 6804
BAN 28. 4 NQ	 'b'00 86.9 80.8 88.0 87.7 92.0 87.0 42.3 89,1 87.7 80,7 88.0 89.0 90..0 92;1 73.3
(97659 1
 N/M2	 630 92.2 95.3 93.2 100!0 105 . 3 94;3 103.6 99.3 960 99.3 97.4 94.1 04..2 95.8 61.6
T4MQ 72 • DEG	 a00 ip5.9 i •pp 1 3.4 105• it •p iQ2' 103+7 9600 990 .8 93.. 1 93.5 97:9 97.2 95;5 07.6(2950 DEG K)	 1
1












Kf	 100 94.3 92.± 396.6 143.2 10 5. 2 606: 2 101 .7 199-2 98 .'p 92 .g 905.3 86;3 40.9 85.2. 85.1
NACT16.10 GM/M3	 2005 92.1 92 .3 95.4 101* 3 1 p.5 100.5 96.8 95.4 91.0 91 .4 88.5 95.2 69.3 X9.5 84.4
( • 01 6.10 KQ/43)	 2 5 x50 93.1 93.3 94..3 100.? $5.4 100.0 95 * 7 95.0 89 * 9 b. Q 84.3 83.0 87.0 52.2 83..3
AtA 9375. 1tPM	 3150 93.3 92.4 944' 5 96-	 99 *3 101.3 97.	 96.5 87 * 0 85.9 81.7 83.2 83.	 S .3 8302
	
( 902 9 RAD/SEC ) 4000 96.7 94.9 95.0 96.8 9.8.0 100. 3 96.8 91 * 9 87.6 83,7 8^.4 82.2 81 0	7 03 7aJ
NFiI 9260- RPM	 5	 94.4 95,2 95.9 97.3 97.4 97.2 93.9 09 9 4 69. 1 66, 1 0 .7 80 05 63,2 8 1 .4 8 .5
( 96g , RAD/SEC ) 6188 95.4 94.5 92.9 94,4 94.2 96.5 93 * 0 89,5 85.1 84,0 79.6 79.6 00.3 74.7 YES
NFD10628• RPM	 apppp	 93A93.	 93. 1 93	 91.9 96. 1 94:3 92 0 5 8002 83-5 81 . 1 77.6 77.2 78.; 76.4 76.2
	
(61113• RAD/SEC)10005 90.8 91-	 90.0 90.0 92.1 94:.0 40.6 8697 8297 6	 77*4 79..9 79.	 82.1 8002
N0. OF 9LADES 44 iipS g a7.$ 8706 85.5 87.7 89.4 9g-5 88 0	8 -5 78.	 74. 3 69.9 69;6 7 18 69.	 69.7
I60^a 83.8 83.0 8162 82. 8 37.0 a ;1 85,6 71.9 74,	 76-p 68.1 69;9 74.1 70;4 75.3
2000p	8 .2 83.11 18.4 8p	 85.	 44:4 63.	 77.4 75• • 9 64•.	 7 +^	 77.9 78.	 70.	 7R-4!
►►ERA	 E4SURE^ 10 9 .0 106 . 3 10 a .0 111. 9 115 . 114 . 3 ili- 1.09, 0 105. 0 102, 102.	 99.9 101-8 lip .	 96*]
0  RALLL66uLA ED 104.0 1.x;6 . 6 108.0 112.1 116.3 11 5;1 112.2 108 .2 1056:1 102.7 102.3 100. 4 102* 3 102. 5
 95.R






































RADIAL 100' FT'	 A0
( 309 M)	 100
VEHICLE	 ATY	 125




DATE 8/0 9174	 250
RUN 674	 515
TAPE	 A943	 40D
BAR 28. 9 HG
	
630(97659. N/M2 1
T 1114" 72 ! DEG F	 t'00(295' DEG K)	 lCOS






PM 10 RM3 )	 2550
NF 
(1041• AADISEC ) 408
NFK 98280 RPM	 5
11025• ROD'/SEC ) 6380
NFD1 626 -'RPM	 8000
( 113e RAO/SEC)10000




O VE R ALL CALC,LATE'O
PNDA
REDUCTION PROnRAM	 PROC; DATE - MONTH 8 DAY 15 HR- 10.2
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LE VELS 159 . DEG, F, 70 PERCENT REL. HUM. DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DE GREES (AND RADIANS)




80.6 51'0 81.1 79.4 78.0 78':1 76,4 77.9 76,6 76.6 75.2 73.8 75.9 7690 74.7
75.8 77.4 77.2 77.0 77.0 78.2 7298 70.9 71 9 6 74. 0 73.1 70.;9 74.7 77.3 76.9
70.7 70.6 70.7 68.4 68+ 4 68':7 67.2 66.6 67j4 68.7 68.0 64.7 65.8 67.0 66:09
69.7 67.9 7 .2 67. 9 67.2 6931 66.5 66. 4 65.7 66,9 66.1 68.: 0 66.Q 68.4 67.1
69.8 68.3 68.1 66.1 66.3 72 ! 4 7095 69.3 65,7 68. 2 65.5 69.2 68.0 69.2 7090
81.7 76,9 7q.Z 71.8 76.1 19. 1 76,5 86.,1 77.5 80.11 77.3 78; 1 75. 0 74.; 75.8
7'+1 67,1 6690 66. 9 69.2 69.	 68.8 75.9 67, 9 70.	 67.2 68.0 68.	 68.1 67.2 .
69. 8 69.3 70.4 71.1 70.0 69;	 68,8 6.7.2 66.0 66.^ 68.7 67.2 67.	 67.4 6.7..2
67.1 83..8 9 1 .1 92. 9 9 •1 !99;2 85.5 8599 82.8 8890 90.5 89..2 87.. 	 81.1 8463
83.8 82.9 86.8 90,9 88.1 86;6 8297 83 i 0 82.6 78.1 80,3 78.0 77.9 73..0 75.9
103.0 14 x •1 10 4 :5 108. 7 105.8 10 5 ;1 101. 4 101.0 100' 5 92,7 96.3 68..9 90 ,3 87.2 40.8
8.9,1 91.3 97.5 94,1 94.5 101{4 99, 1 881,.3 89..2 96.3 88.3 03.7 9 0 .1 87.4 87.6
too .9 89,9 98-2 i 2,9 94.5 1 p.3 40 .8 93.^ 90 .7 9612 96.2 83. 4 9x, 2 02.2 84.9
0.2 35. 4 87.2 93.2 91.4 $3.3 90.0 86,	 85.9 .84.1 84.5 85..	 84.2 86.4 80.
94.0 93.2 94.0 99.0 994 101!1 96.9 94.0 9450 89.2 117.3 87.3 9 1 .2 91.S 83.0
9 0 .2 89.6 94.4 96.3 98.1 101.2 93.9 92.3 8900 88.3 84.6 8 	 84.3 62.6 81.2
93:.2 92.2 95.5 97,2 99.4 99;5 911.0 96.4 43.2 9Q'1 87.7 84.4 86,2 84.4 83.7.
92.9 9.3. 1
 9402 9597 1.02
.
3 1o0.1 97.6 93:.9 97.9 8x6. 9 8 67.4 83.2 87.1 85.2 83.2
9.	9 .4
 9 5 93.5 9p4 89 1 9 88.	 8 69 83.3 78.	 79;5 8 .	 76.7 78.4
94.3 94.0 9c l 93.; 93.1 9 74.0 94,5 90p,1 81,(1 8391 863 81.5 8g.j 79.4 77.0
92.4 93.3 93.3 9 ,4 95. 29 7:4 94,7 89,5 88,2 84.3 8 1 95 79.6 82 .3 78.5 79.3
9.3..2 92*5 91,4 91.2 92.3 94;4 9.2,9 80 9.5 $3.0 82x2 78.6 77.2 77.3 76..8 76.4
91..2 9 2. 2 91.3 9^p .0 93.4 93';3 9.0 ,6 86,9 83.1 79, 2 77.6 77.3 78. 0 77.3 76.3
89.8 91.2 88.0 88.0 90.0 91:8 9896 85.7 83.7 88.0 79,2 82.1 82.0 b3.1 82.1
85..7 85.4 8404 84.5 86.7 88:7 85. 1
 61 :6 76.4 74. 2 69.8 69;7 7 1 .4 68.7 68.7
83.9 81.9 80.1 90. 7 83.1 84;9 82.6 7^.9 71.6 71.7 67.3 68.0 69,0 67.9 67.1
76..0 d2.4 77.5 78. 	 8.0.5 82.2 R1-0 76.4 73. 9 84. 0 73.4 78.3 77.3 78.6 77.1
t07.2 115. 3 107.0 110. 9 110 . 0 1i1.0 107 . 7 105 .2 103.6 101.0 101. 5 98. 0 9991 97.0 96..0
1 tt7.3 1;j5.7 106.2 111. 2 110 . 1 111.1 10 7 . 4 105.1 103. 7 102.2 101.2 98.C: 99.1 9A.4 95.9









































REDUCTION PROGGAm	 . PROC. DATE - MONTH 8 DAY 15 HR: iD.2
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 4 +59 5 DES. F. 70 PERCENT REL. MUM; DAY)
ANOLES rROMLET IN DE GREES (AND RADIANS)
Q;	1n.	201 	 4a! 	50 .	 6 ,	 7g . IN89 .	 92' i0^;	 1^•	 23. 132 . 140.
)(1(0.	 )( 7(0,,5)(0. 8'}(0. 7)(1695. 2)(1. 0)(1. 	 ) ll.. 5)( . 2)( . 4)(Z. 7)( I #)(
81 .	 6 2 .9 82 .8 79 1R 79. 2 79.	 8.II.	 78.9 77.3 76.3 76..	 76• 0 7714 74.6
81.' 81.2 82.8 8Q..0 79.2 79:	 77•	 75.0 774 7603 75.	 72 ( 1 73.1 75,2
71.8 73.7 73..6 70.4 70+1 69.4 689 	 70.6 70.0 69.6 66.	 66.7 68.	 69.8
70. 1 69,9 71 ,4 66, 8 68.4 66. 9 684.3 67.3 66.3 67.2 67.1 67.3 68.0 67.9
69.3 68.2 69.0 67.0 69.4 66.3 7 0 . 5 67,3 6695 69.5 69.3 66.3 69.3 71.3
77.1 31.2 77.6 72.2 a1.4 74,:7 01.1 72. 9 72.1 67.2 72.9 71.2 74..2 75.7
79,2 14.35 81:.0 75.0 8 .5 73;3 8'4,3 75,3 7-'S:.1 67.2 74. 9 73.4 76.2 78;p
67x4 68.2 6T.4 68.2 64.'2 67.0 67.2 66.1 6502 65.1 66.3 66.1 68,1 67,9
73.4 8 1 . 3 75;7 88.0 89.4 84;0 84,,0 SQ • 1 78.44 72,0 76;8. R3;; 79,4 69 .8
76.0 85.0 78.6 90,8 9.2.9 87;9 86.9 83.8 8291 74..7 79.9 86.1 82.8 71.6
98.2 85.8 8 .'4 9409 94.1 99.6 94.3 79.1 76.2 83,.2 . 77.8 80,1 82.2 8' ,.0.
80 .4 79.5 74.2 86.1 65.6 8"7 1 81.4 74.3 71 0 5 78.6 7x,5 74.3 75.4 7 .t
83.4 84.3 8.7.9 92,2 96.4 92..9 90,2  85.1 82.5 84.4 a S :2 711. # 76. 4' 11,0.3
59.4 a6.4 91;1 96.1 97.5 99;1 91,7 8792 85.7 85.6 86.3 82.6 81.5 82.5
88.5 88.3 9{;7 94:; 96.5 9 ; 2 86.	
.;6
4 a6	 849	 85.5 85.3 86.	 840 1 86.
9789.6 91.5	 .3 99.3 99.0 91.:3 92.5 90	 83.1 62.9 87.5 SL3 86.6 6i.l
91.5 90.6 92.0 96.3 97.5 93.3 89,4 8 •5 8'1.4 81.6 81.2 8'1.13 80.2 b0.3
90.6 91.3 92..0 97.3 97.4 94;1 90,2 88.1 84.3 81..5 62.3 02.4 82.2 1:O,.S
91.3 91,7 92.3 94.3 94.7 92;5 91.9 89.7 83.5 82.6 81.4 82.7 80.6 61.S
92.5 93 9 2 92.9 95,9 97.7 93:.1 88,.2 86.1 78.6 79.4 80 .,3 81.4 80,1 718.4
92.6 93.8 94;5 95.3 97.7 93.;3 88 98 6707 8. 2 . 1 4 8.8 82.6 83;6 8 .,5 9 .4
93.6 91.6 90.;3 92.3 95.0 41;6 06.5 82 n 8 80.7 71.7 78.5 77.8 7^.5 72.9
90.6 90.5 90,;:3 92,1 91.7 89 8 3 84.2 83x5 76.4 B0.,4 78.5 78.4 77.3 77.6
88.1 'io1.0 87 09 89,7 91.3 W.2 8 4 ,0 83.3 90.1 81.4 84.2 83;4 85.3 84.3
84.7 .35.7 83.3 $5. 7 96.8 03;6 79,5 76.9 S i 73.7 75.6 75.x+ 75 +9 15•t
80.4 61.2 79.0 81..v 83.2 a0;1 75.4 72.1 70.5 67.6. 69.0 69 .6 67..2 64.t
16.5 3 1.4 76.1 78.4 79..5 77:1 74.5 73.6 81107 72.5 76.5 75.7 77.4 16.6
10z •3 1^;2+ 4 iD3• 105 + 4 108.5 104.2 101.1 98. 4 96.4 96 0 x. 95.	 95,4 95.3 95.,3
132.1 ia2+5 ia2.
$
 106 . 6 137 .9 104 :0 101.2 98.6 95.8 94.5 94.	 94.7 94.3 91.5
115. 1 115.8 115 . 4 119.2 120.6 116:;4 L1 4.4 111i 8 107.2 106 . 4 106.2 106.3 106+0 105•5
FREQ.
596
RADIAL 100 4 FT.	 60
	
( 30. M)	 100
VEHICLE	 ATT	 125
CONFI'G	 9•M IN	 160
LOC PTO	 2 0 0






8AR 28. 9 14a	 300
r	 (97659. N/M2	 630





+	 TwET 68! DEG F	 11 SO
	
(2 93! DEG K )	 100
"ACT16:• i0 Sa/M3	 2080
'	 1•Q1610 KG/N 3 )	 7900
NF A107SI O ROM	 3150.








No. OF BLADES 44 188
16w^^
{	 20000


































PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PROC. DATE - MONTH 8 DAY JS wR; i0;2
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59. DEG, F, 70 PERCENT REL. HUM; DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES cAND RADIANS)
0.	 i	 2	 4	 "^p..	 6	 7 ,.	 8:	 9 ., 1O	 1	 12	 4.
FRED. (D .	 )^^. r)ca. 9s) (a,9 a) ca. a7) c1. s) ci. ^2) cl,^a)c1.7)41,9s)c .^z)4Z:$9 )(^: ^ 7)c .84)c
5c 80.0. 9 j . 2 60.6 77: 9 77. 1 76.0 78,0 77:4 7692 75. i 74.8 75.	 7519 74.9
63	 .376.3 7 ,2 78.7 T6.7 77.	 73;1 71.8 73• 	739	 73	 71.1 7291 77.4 7b.2
RADIAL
 100 • FT-	 80 69 .6 71?1 70'6 68.2 67.8 b6;S 68.4 70,7 67^ 	 67,9 63.8 64.8 66. 8 67.8
( 30. M)
	 100 70.3 64, 1 7 .7 65.8 68.2 65.8 67.0 68.1 65 9 3 68.2 67.9 65.2 69,1 68.7
VEHICLE	 ATT	 125 71.2. 69.3 69.9 6498 64.4 66:1 69,.3 68.4 66 1 1 68,5 70.1 66.1 70,6 70..7
CONrIG	 8-4 IN	 160 81.0 76.4 71.9 74. 4 8i•4 77:9 86,9 77.8 79.2 76,3 78.0 74.3 75.2 75.9
LDC PTO
	
Tao .70.4 67.4 65;6 61190 69.2 67':: 9 73:2 68.2 68 91 6'7 .1 68.1 67.,3 68.0 67.3
DATE 8/04 /7 4	 250 7 1 . 1 64. 2 71'0 64.0 69.2 67 ; 9 68.0 66.3 6601 68,2 67.0 67.3 67,4 67.1
RUN 6 6	 313 66.0 82.5 91.0 511..1 80,4 85,1 8792 84.2 87.,2 90.5 88.2 85.4 91.2 83.4
TAPE	 A943	 400 02.7 81.9 85 0 6 86. 9 86..0 82 2 5 82,8 8.1.4 76,8 80,2 77.8 75 9-1 73.7 75.7
BAR 28. 9 NG	 500 301.8 108.1 10305 1050 10'3.1 101:0 101.1 94 98 922 95.0 89.4 88.2 811.0 93..8
497659. N/M2	 630 91.6 94.4 98.1 4593 1 pi•5 49;3 8793 42,5 46.7 88.7 93.2 90 :6 87.6 89;3
TAME 71! DEG	 800 1 p .4 92.4 97. 0 97. 0 99.6 406:0 93,4 89. 1 95.5 97.6 5 .4..	 89.5 85. 1 83.2(2 5. DEG K)	 1000	
0:
7
 A6,8 84.5 8961
	
2.8 90.$3 88.5 85:	 84.4 85.5 85.
0
 81,5 85.6 41.3
TWET 689 DEG 4r	 l5	 96. 5
 9 -5 97.8 411.	 99.5 97:	 9 96 44.5 4 • 5 87:6 89.	 89.	 9 .	 84.
4243• DEG Kl
	 a8 92.5 43.0 46.4 9$.^ 101 . 0 95.E 93.8 41.4 88.8 83.4 81.^ SF.	 8^.; 81.3
NACT 6.4 GM/M3	 2.oa 94 .	 94:8 48.2 1i02,5	 .5 97.4 95., 4 9 : 3 $714 87:6 84 . 4 86.6 8 a pp 8;.5(.,1648 KG/M3)	 ?spa 94.	 94.4 96.1 lj0 • G 1110 .4 97:3 93.5 8^.2 86.3 85,5 82.1 84;{ 8.2 81.2
:rK
FA 96 + Rpc^ 3153 9 2,7 9 1:6 9 2 94.3 94.6 922 ;3 91,8 86,6 83.7 78.6 79.5 79 + 9 77.4 79.4
4104 a RAY/SEC ) 4000 9'3.1 9#,2 9 ,1 48.0 97.6 98.2 92.5 as.2 83,9 83,5 82.3 81.6 801.1 78.4
 9869 0 RPM 5000 92.7 94.7 95.3 95,6 95.7 95;4 90.5 85:5 52.9 81.8 80.7 81.6 . 79.8 79.5
41033 • RED/SEC ) 6390 94.8 93.8 92.4 4396 95.6 93:6 8898 83.5 804F 9 78:7 78.5 78.0 76,3 76.5
NFD11628: RPM	 8 p 9,3 93: 1 42,	 93..	 9 •^ .7 4 92 8'7,4 83,6 77,7 77,6 78.2 77.4 76.5 77.4
c 113 : RAP/SEG )1G080 B .3 92.2 S4,	 90,	 41.4 91;1 86.1 82.3 87.3 79 92 82.0 82.2 83.2 a2.2
Nn: OF BLAUFS 44 1 2540 8515 86.5 84.6 86.7 86.6 R5:6 8 1 .8 76.8 72.9 7 :7 7 8 .7 69;7 68,8 68..6
1 6000 82.2 32,8 80.9 82. 9 83.1 83;0 78:2 72.2 790 66.5 68.1 68.5 66.9 6Y.1
► 	 20000 78.3 82:3 70.5 80:2 80.4 74;6 76.2 7493 8393 73,6 78.3 76.6 78,5 78;3
pVERALL ME ASUNED 107. 1 1 0 5.4 f00.8 114• ? 111. 4 187 ; 9 105.5 102. 9 181 .5 101,3 90.1 97:4 96.3 97.1
OVERALL CALC ULATEU 137.4 Itj6 .1 105 . 5 110. 3 11.0. 9 107,9 19'5 .4 103: 4 101 .9 101•., 98.3 97;8 96:4 97.0
PKDi9 118.5 118.2 119. 3



































s::	 ^-.	 , r^ enaiaiaiaaatsc d!
PAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC. DATE - MONTH
	
8 DAy 15 HR. 1.0.2
MODEL SOUND PRESS IF LEVELS (59. DEG. F, 70 PERCENT REL. N jjf4. RAY)





 51)Ic7.	 71{0...0)(0- 9; (0.6)
5 6	 7^.	 ^^,^	 41y
(1. 	 2')(1.	 01(i.
(0	 ,.
f	 95) ( }.i1^.2)(2:.$9)i2 3g.{^.	 T 1 4^} E Z.	 4)t
50
63
82 69 92 . 3 62 07 7902 790
74.
77. 4 79.4 78.9 77.4 r7. 2 76.0 76. 2 76.8 76.0
81.9 41. 1 82.6 Bi.p 77;1 77.1 74,2 76.3 77.4 74.8 73 11 72.8 74.9
RADIA L
 100 ,, FT, 80 77.6 73.6 73.5 71.4 71.1 64.5 64.7 70,7 70.6 71. 0 67.5 66:. 69.5 64.5
1
	
30. M) 100 75.3 69.3 %1 & 67.0 68.4 66.9 68. 1 66.0 66,1 68. 1 68.0 6.7.1 69.3 66.2
VEHICLE ATT 125 72.5 65,3 69;8 67.0 69.3 67 0 2 70..2 66.4 65.3 68.5 64.6 68.5 70..3 71.3CONFIG 9-M IN 160 78.1 A?., 79.01 71.(? 8 1 . 1 72:0 81.1 74 , S 74.1 67 9 1 72.9' 71.1 74,1 77.1
LOC	 PTO 2.00 79.9 84a4 82.0 730 84.2 75.:0 84,.2 77.2 77.2 66.4 74.9 72,1 74 n 9 79;1
DATE 8/0 4174 2'30 68 .2 68 .3 6 7 .1 68. 8 64.4 67.0 67,3 66,4 65,3 65.5 65.3 68.1 67.4 67.4
RUN	 677 315 76.2 4 2 . 3 75. 9 W? 84.6 83;7 43,4 78.3 74 92 74.3 78.1 83;:4 $0.2 71.7
TAPE A943 403 78.9 8592 79.6 91.8 93.0 86;4 85,9 80.,8 81x 9 77.0 81.4 87.0 B2.6 72.0
BAR	 28. 9 HG 500 85..1 85.9 86.5. 92.8 91.4 89; :8 89.0 79.1 74.1 86.0 77.8 8302 80.8 81.0(47654. N/M2 630. 77.5 74.5 800.0 83. 9 83.4 81.3 80.4 74.3 71.3 78.5 73.4 75.3 7492 74.3
TAH q 	719 OFG 000 84.3 44.1 83..0 94.1 97.5 94;0 89,3 81.1 82 9 3 84.3 86.1 82 S 80 0 0 CIO..-,
















99.4 93.:9 019. 2g 84.4
88.7
84,3 03.1 83. 85.3 84. 54.4
DEG K) 100.6 44;6 00,5 84,8 84.9 81.5 86. 47.7







NrA10754, RpM 3150 90.7 42.4 95,1 46.6 92.2 91.5 91.6 87,4 84.•8 62.5 827 80,6 $0,4 80.3
(1126. RAD/SEC) 4 000 93.2 94.0 42.8 95. 9 97.6 93.3 89,5 86,3 80.2 60.5 81.
,
4 80 0 6 79,4 78.2
NFK10632 , RPM 5000 92.7 94.6 44.4 96.5 44.9 92.3 R8 9 5 $7 9 7 82,8 61.8 $2.7 83.6 $0:.3 74.9






















.0 90.9 90,0 40,2 81.1 84.0 85.0 a4.7
N0. OF BLADES	 4 4 120 00 84.8 85.4 83.7 86..4 86.0 83;3 74,6 7'6.7 60.7 73.7 75.5 75 .b 75.6 74.9
16]00 81.2 81.2 78.9 82. 8 62.3 WO 75,3 71.9 69.4 68. 1 69.0 69.5 67,2 67.1
2000.0 77,2 3 .s 76.4 79.2 74.4 77:3 7495 73.3 9	 ,6 7x.3 76.6 75.7 77.5 76.4
pp VERAL
OwER AiL	 A^CULAT .En
I ASURED x02.4 1u	 .4 102.8 106.5
7.5






96.3 96.2 45.3 94..0
102 . 2 1,; 3. 2 103.3 1 108.4 104.4 10'1 . 1 45.3 95.4 94.3. 93.7












































COMP IG	 9'M I'N 	160
LOC PTO	 700
DaT'E 8 /0917 4	 250
RUN 678	 315TAPE	 A943
	 400
DAN 28 . 1 NO	 500
	
497659. N/112	 630
TAME 7 1 • DED(29C DER K) 1080
TwET 689 REGF	 5Q
(293. DEG K1
	 Jj.OD
N AC]16. 40 GM/M3	 2600
	
(.01640 I^O/M3)	 2500
NFA 3841 PM	 3150
; 9841 RAD/SEC) 4000
NFK 9879 RPM	 5














PROC. DATE - MONTH 8 DAY 13
 FIR• 10.2
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59; DEG. F, 70 PENCENT REL. NUM; DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET tN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
,0.	 i p,	 20.	 40.	 50,	 60,	 70.	 80,	 90. 100: 110. 120, 130. 140.
(0.	 )iD.17)0;33)0..7p ); p .871(1.051i1e221(1. 40)(f. 3T);1.75};1.97)(2,09)(2.27)(2;44}(	 ).t
79 62 80.0 79,8 77.x+ 77. 1 76:0 77,.0 77,0 75e 1 74,3 73.9 73,9 75,0 74.1
7600. 75.3 75.7 77,8 78.1 70;8 70.9 74,3 73e} 72. 1 70,.9 73.1 73.1 73.0
70.7 69 .9 69.6 68+7 68.0 66.7 66.0 70,6 661 a 6.7,9 64,6 62. 4 6525 65.6
69.4 64.3 69.6 67.0 6904 67.1 65,2 7293 67 9 2 65.3 65.9 64. 1
 6792 68.1
69.2 68. 2 68.* 72.	 72.4 69;9 65:C 73.5 67e2 65.3 65.4 65.6 47.4 68.4
75.0 77.0 76.8 71,	 70.2 09;8 78,1 74 9 4 71.0 58,5 76.0 76.2 75.1 72.1
65.1 64.3 64;7 70,9 66:5 65.9 65,3 73,0 62.1 62.'5 63.1 64.4 65.2 64,1
69.4 69,4 69 '0 8 69.9 69.5 67.,2 66,4 73 n 0 65.2 64e2 64.0 64.2 65.:2 65.1
74.9 84.2 77:9 81,1 76.1 70;8 76:1 79.1 78 * 1 74.7 73. 9 70.3 72.8 75.7
72.7 71.9 75.6 81.5 78.9 80.8 78,9 78.7 7890 77,8 77.7 77.3 79.6 68.4
82.8 7897 85.7 92 98 90.1 42.0 89,9 69.9 ,'.o•Z b9,1 80.0 88.0 9047 77.8
93,5 93.6 9J !2 104.3 103.6 104:4 19 .19 2 9006 95.6 96.7 9 . 2 906 7 44,4 94..?
1 4'•1 18j.4 1 .p 112'1 106. 2 1 04.7	 ,3 97:1 91 .2 94.3 95.	 93.2 45e	 67.3
^5.6 9.4 49.3 1.1 . 103. 5 iQ2.1 49,2 91.	 90.7 93.5 93.	 93.6 92.	 8!!.
98
	 62 101.8 X0.508.4 10 .^ 19^.^ 19.3 g7.^ 
9 .4 9 .0 97.4 9 .
	
8964
93.6 94 .	 49.4 0 1
 .	 63.7 9	 3•	 9 ,6 9^.7 86.5 81.; q4..6
43.5 45.6 45.2 1 .2 Lsp.$ 95;3 94.5 9 ,6 89.6 85.93 a2.3 88.:3 84,5 a5.3
94.4 95,5 94.8 R^.0 97.6 96...2 93.3 89.3 66.2 84.2 87.4 83.2 82.3 63.3
03.7 44.6 94.4 95,4 47.8 934 91.5 89.5 87.8 84..7 80.4 81.5 80,4 8147
97.2 96.4 95.8 90..2 100.8 97;2 92.3 89,2 84.4 82,4 62.3 80.2 80,1 79,2
94.1 97:6 96.4 97.	 96.6 94•
	
89,6 87 '0,6 8406 6 .7 79.4 8 .8 79.4 8 .
96.6 95.6 94.3 93..3 96.9 94.1 90.5 84.6 81. 8 8.^,8 78.6 71.7 76.8 71.4
93.4 94.2 9 3.	 95.7 94.3 9 .2.2 87.4 83.4 19.5 77.6 77.	 76.6 7694 16.1
91:0 92.1 91.8 .91,9 93.1 90:D 96.0 92..0 85.2 77.4 79.9 76.1 79.8 79.1
88. D a8,7 06.	 88,6 89.8 86:6 8 1 ,7 77.5 72 ,9 7a,a 69.7 69.7 67.6 68.8
84 .8 84.3 61.4 85.8 86.2 84 0 9 76.2 8p .z 72. 4 64,2 68.0 67.1 60.0 67.1
79
.2 3 1 . 5 78.2 84.3 82,.8$1.	 7592 77.5 Roos 72.4 74.4 74.5 75 . 2 74.1
105 .1 1.0 +1 10 8 . 8 108.5 113 .2 110: 108 ..0 105 .1 1.07. 5 102.3 100.2 191,. 1 1.01.2 97.0
108. 1 152 7 .6 109 . 4 114 .17 113.6 111.1 108,0 10 5 , 4 142 .5 101.6 100. 8 101. 5 S^f1•0 47,3










78,0 d .0 8088 7910
75.9 7^.2 75.7 79.1
69.6 69.6 6:9.3 68.5
68.5 66.,1 669'7 69..9
68.2 67 .2 66.2 70,9
76.9 78.0 7600 7609
64.5 65,1 64,0 73.?
68.2 69 +.0 70.	 74.2
74.1 73.0 80. 9 82.9
72.2 73.7 73.4 83.8
79.0 50.8 80.4 93.6
91.5 90.4 94.2 107.2
102.5 99.3 103 .0 111.2
96.6 96.3 180.0 105.4





939 96.4 98.	 9.
95.3 95.2 94.6 97 .1
93.9 94.3 94.3 96.4
97.4 96.4 95.9 97.2
93.8 97.6 96;7 97.3
96.2 95.3 94.5 9.5.15
93 . 4 94.4 94:	 9461
9101 9169 90.	 91.0
80.	 88.7 86.3 88.5
84.1 84 12 82; 7 8594
79.2 S1.2 78;,0 84:0
107.2 to 7 .1 109.0 104.8
108.5 IC7.3 109 9 6 115.0




RADIAL 100• FT.	 80
( 30. M)	 100
VEHICLE	 ATT	 325
E	 CoNFIG	 R-M IK	 16G
LOC PTO
	 700
DATE 6 /09/74	 250
f	 RUN 679	 315
TAPE	 A943	 400
OAR 28. 4 NG	 900
t	 (976590 N11421 	 630
?AMR 71. DEG F	 s00
	
1295 . DEG K)	 1000
TwET 68 DEG F	 2250
	
(2938 BEG 9)	 fool
HACT 6.4 p GM/1433	 2 popo
	
C. 1640 K G/M3)	 204
NF A 924 0' RP1f	 3150
t 973 RAD/5EC 1 4000
Nrr 9184 . RPM	 6600
( 962. RAD/SEC ) 6300
NFD1p628 . RPM	 Sacpo
ti113. RAD/SEC)10000
No * OF BLADES 44 1260.0
16000
+	 20000
































PROC, DATE - 140NYN 8 DAY 15Hft; 10.3
SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DEG, F, 70 PERCENT NFL. HUM; DAY)
ANSLES'FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
SQ.	 6^.	 7 p,	 6^.	 9g. 1p4:: 11:^. ^Zn. 	 ^^.. 1;^.





77.	 75.8 7619 7710 7592 74.3 74.0 76.0 78.0 76.9
75.1 72:0 72.0 7290 74 .1 71.4 71.1 74 .0 76.2 77.1
67.8 66:7 6516 67.5 6891 68,0 63,6 62;9 64.,9 65.8
67.3 65:8 64,2 65.3 65.1 65.3 65.2 65.2 66. 9
 A7.1
71.4 69:9 65.1 66.3 65.5 64.6 65.5 66 ;.i 6694
68.4 68;7 75.2 71.0 72.3 70.4 77.0 76.4 73.7 73;9
66.3 65;2 66..0 6'311 62.1 62.1 64.1 64,2 65.0 63.2
7Q.5 67.2 67,0 64 1 4 67.2 65.2 65.0 .65.1 66.,2 65.2
90.2 7J ' 2 76.3 81.2 819 3 77,3 76.8 74.3 74.2 75:2
83.3 74;9 4317 75.7 7619 75.9 76.9 79;0 77.8 09.6
9340 9Q.;7 93.8 85.,0 6611 8501 85.7 07.0 8791 80.7
106. 0 104 :3 10114 9803 9506 93.3 89.4 86.4 95.3 96.6
106 . 4
 108: 2 108 .1 101. 4 99.1 95.5 97.9 100.1 95.4 91.3
104.6 103:4 10393 99.6 95.4 95.6 90.2 88,4 93..5 5A.6
9.4 193j3 1 5. i 1 1 .Z 9i 93 94.3 91'3 96.,3 886,3 91.0
2.7 49.,4	 7.9 ^5r7 92 1 8 92.0 0 .7 91 ; 7 86.7 89.5
9..6 95. 3 94.
	 889	 87.5 136.6 B .2 84.5 86+4 83.3
97.2 96;2 92.	 899	 86.4 82,1 8.1 92;6 8201 8104
99.7 95:4 94.4 91.5 88 95 51.6 80.4 83.4 8 1.4 83.7
98.4 96.2 9163 8613 6211 81.4 82..0 81.3 Scot 7922
96.9 94:5 68.8 87.5 83.7 8194 79,7 81.1 79.6 79.7
95.6 94;6 89.7 8496 81 9 6 78..8 79.6 78;8 76.5 77.493 .4 92:3 a6-,4  8,3 . 2 79.5 77.4 77. 1 76.6 7^y, 3 76.4
92.5 90.0 84.8 81.2 84.3 76.2 78.1 77.4 79.2 78.1
B9.o 87:6 8.1 .8 76.9 72 99 7j ,7 69.7 69;9 66.9 67,5
85.4 83; 8 78 1 1 73.3 7393 6 .4 68.9 88;0 6810 67.3
81.5 AJ;2 75 9.2 73:6 8 .3 71.3 74.2 73 :2 7415 73.;5
11 .3 11 .3 11111 10692 103 # 5 102 93 101.6 1.02 *2 104ri 1o0.0
114.4 112; 3 11196 107:1 10.39 6
 101.9 100.7 102. 9 loose 99.9






































PAGE i	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROBRAK	 PROC, DATE - MONTH 8 DAY 15 µR. 10.3
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS ( 59; DEG. F, 70 PERCENT REL. HUM; nAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES _; AND RADIANS)
0.4n . 	5.	 6 •	 7n	 ^!	 9
FRED, (00
	 );0.
1 . ){ 02 ..^5);0.^0};D.871(1.^5)(1.Z2}(1.^0)ci.871
50 79 .4 80, 2 80.7 77. ) 77. 1 75. 8 77.	 76.4 75 0
63 74.5 74.	 74.7 77,7 78.1 7 L 0 70.9 71.4 73.7
RADIAL 100. FT'
	 80 57.8 68.4 69.d 68. 7 67.1 68.4 65.8 d ..6 66.8
	





125 68..3 67 .2 65.2 71.2 71.4 69:4 64.2 65.3 6495
CONFIG	 Rl" IN	 l 6 0 80.0 76..2 73.0 77.7 72.4 73:1 71,0 69.9 720
LOC PTO
	
200 64.5 64.3 63.8 70,0 66.2 6512 64,0 64 9 1 6144
DATE 8/0'4 / 7 4	 250 64.5 71.4 7 10 8 71. 49 71 . 1 68.2 66.1 67.3 65.5
RUN 680	 31s 78.0 A2.1 82.9 8-1	 74.1 72:7 71.9 77.1 78.1
TAPE	 A943	 400 79.0 75.9 71.4 93.5 85.2 110:5 79.9 79 9 9 77.8




630 90.7 96.3 94.1 109,2 iD6.4 103.3 1[r1.2 95.2 92,6
TAMS 7ii• DEG F
	
800 97.3 99. 1 105.8 69. 9 106.	 83 • 101	 99.4 95.;1293.: DEG K1	 ic00 95.3 99 .a 100 . 2 1p3.1 303.5 102.8 97.3 92.2 97.
T.M T 68• DEC F	 1250 97.3 99.3 igtr2 105.9 1 9 8.4 108 .3 1 .&2.3 95.2 98.5
	
x.293 • DEG K)	 1 600 93.5 04.6 96„t 181 .6 1ji3 .5 102.4 46.5 94.5 94-b
HACT16.40 GM/M3	 2903 93.3 94.2 94.9 98.1 99.5 95.4 42.4 85.4 85.5
(.0164.0 % G/M3)	 2500 95.4 96.2 95.1 98.2 100.7 96:0 96 .3 89.4 86.6
NF A 9 6 4.. RPM	 3115	 93'.7 93.7 9 4.4 98.5	 .6 98;	 95.3 9g ,.5 8417
4590 RAD/SEr 4x08 4b.3 9d . 2 95.1 96 . 1 1y;.4 94;	 89.4 81,3 81.1
NFK 9 6Q.. RpM	 ) '30.00 93.6 96.5 96.5 96.5 45.5 94:4 88 9 6 86.5 11294
C- 18 * R►Q/SEC T 630.0 95.5 95.6 94.3 94.4 . 95..4 94.3 88.8 83.5. b1.7
NFD10629. RPM	 BO0.0 92.5 94.5 93.	 94.2 93..6 92; 0 47,3 8.3.5 79.4
(1113. RAO/SE'C^10000 91.3 92.1 89.l 91. 4 02.1 91:0 9'S.O 80,2 82,9
Nn. OF BLADES 44 1 23	 97.7 88. 0 A6.5 89.5 68.8 86;7 A .3 75. 9 72..1
1613
	 54.3 A4 ..0 Slob 85,9 N5.1 84;1 7 .0 73:.1 74.
?0030 79.4 80 . 1y 77.9 94.	 A .6 90.2 75.2 73x5 60.3
OVcpALL FASURED 1, 6 .5 10 7 .3 109.6 iO3 .1 ii .5 1.12;2 1e 9 .0 10 4 .1 103,1
O VERALL CArc utATED 106.1 lz 7 .e 10 9 . 6 113. 9 11 4 .2 112 : 4 109 .2 104 .0 103.6
P%Dk3 116.6 179. 4 119.2 122. 8 124.3 122;1 1111,3 11 4 .5 112.b
1a^5};1^$21RZ24};ZaZ7}ZZ{'4);






66.8 62.8 65.5 64.9
65.3 65.1 65.2 69.0 66.1
65.5 66.3 67.4 7192 67.4
7 2.2 75.8 78.1 73.8 754'0
62. 1 63.0 63.7 7 1.0 63.2
63.5 63.3 65.3 73.9 64.1
71.4 72.0 73.3 78.0 7200
72 i 3 79.8 92 .1 79.7 74.9
79, 1 86.9 89.1 96,0 83.8
85.3 91.2 88.6 95;4 96.3
94.3 97.3
89.3
99. 2 96.4 97.
ah391.4 90.5 91.5
94,4 91.4 9 .3 92.3 9	 .5
89.7 94.0 8 .5 87.5 8 ' 3
63.4 84.2 88.5 04.4 81.3
86.3 85.1 85.2
. 83.2 A5.4
86.T X 3..5 87.7 6 .7 66.7
b 1•4 81.5 74 .3 7l.4 77.5
8 1 .5 8 ,5 81 ,4 7 82.6 79.s
79.0 7'.8 7 0 8 82.9 76.8
76,5 77.3 76.4 9	 ,4. 76.4
76,3 78.3 77.5 81,2 77 ;r
7.8 68.8 68.7 79.6 69.1
68.4 69.1 6b.2 78.2 bA.?
71.5 74.2 73.1 82;4 73.9
100.5 101.0 101.5 101. 3 101.1
99.9 iG1. 3 101.9 101. 4 101.3































	 1	 FULL SCALE DATA RE.D.UCTIOti PROnRAM PROD . DATE - MONTH	 8 DAY 15 HR.	 10.3{
moDEL SOUND. PRESSURE LEVELS ( 59. AEG, F, 70 PERCENT REL, HUM; DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES [ AND RADIANSI
^
CR•^09 71[0.5)10..




8^,	 p ^•	 ip^•





51 79. 2 79.9 80.9 80.0 79. 1 76;0 76,9 7799 76,7 75,9 76. 9 75.8 76.0 75.9
6 .3 73.0 73.1 73,0 82.6 78.1 70.7 69,1 69.2 72.2 71.2 69.8 68:3 69.9 69.2
{	 RADIAL	 100 •	 F T- 80 67.9 69.0 68.3 71, 8 67.1 66.4 55,S 65.9 6690 66,8 64.6 62.d 63.5 64.0
(	 30.	 M1 10L 69.0 68.1 67.0 75.1 68.4 66;1 65.0 65.9 64,3 65,1 63.9 66.2 67.1 60,.1
VEHICLE	 AIT 125 68,5 67.5 66,
66,o






68.3 66.3 67. 1
7 0.1
57,1
-M(	 CONFIG	 91 4 163 67.9 65.4 71.2 61,1 65:0 66,0 73.1 67 .+5 60.1
LOC	 PTO 200. 66.3 57.2 65.9 75,C 66.5 64;9 63:9 63,1 6 1.2 62.1 61 . 1 61 4 4 63,3 62.3
DATF 8/0 9 /74 251 71.3 72.5 7 1 .8 77,2 70. 3 68;8 A7 9 4 67.1 66,1 66.3 63.2 64.3 64,3 64.n
t	 RUN	 681 515 72:^ 73.2 73.0 73.2 71.4
TAPE	 A0
69;8 69 . 2 70,. 0 69.3
67 i 1





66.9400 73. 73.1 76.,5 73. 9 71.1 70; 67.0 70.0 67.0 6706
BAR	 28. 9 HG 5.00 76.6 76.8 78;7 82, 7 80.2 73; 9 72,2 7 1 . 1 69 9 9 71. 0 73.6 68 .1 66.7 68.1
E 197659.	 N/M2? 630 84.2 88.8 91.3 93.0 9 1 . 6 93:0 9 0,4 84.3 8595 9;x.6 87.1 86.5 86.5 73.5
TAHq 	 7	 •	 DEG F ^ pp
1G8'p



















9T; 3(2 9 5 .	 UEL 1f) 93.6 g9 .7 101 , 1 :6 96.2
TWET	 67,	 DEG F IZS-C 97.5 75.3 1 03 :1 107.6 ipp;9
;5








801K)(2 9 3 •	 DEG 16OU 94.8 96.3 100, 105.1 107.7 104 1G0,6 91.6 92.4
HACT15.70 Gy/^.3 2300 92.5 9 2.3 45.2 101.1 lj2.7 98;3 96 1 5 92.3 89.6 87,4 05.4 85.b 84.5 84.3
(•01 570 KGfM3) 25Q0 95.4 n 6.4 96.1 101.1 171 ,6 95 !0 1 45 .3 91 , 1 86.5 83.4 84,1 86.3 8390 X1.1
NF A 8616 • RPM 315. 94.3 95.7 96..0 99.1 98.9 95:4 93.4 90,5 89 9 7 82.6 82,7 82.5 82,7 81.5
1
	
952 • RAO/SEC) 40. 00 97.4 96.2 46.0 97,6 99.5 95;1 91.2 8793 83.3 81,1 80.1 81.1 81,3 79.7
NFK 85:g20	 RP[t 5 p
6388
94.5 97 .6 96. 3 970 1 96.8 94;4 88,5 8718 84.5 6	 .5
7A,8
8 6 .5 79.9 79.5 71.5
(	 892,	 RAD/SEC) 97.6 96,8 94.4 96.1 97.6 94;5 88-8 84.5 82.8 7 ,5 77.7 77,6 76.4
NFD10 628• RPM 6000 94,2 95.3 93.8 9,, 9 9 4.6 92 : 1 86,4 8344 S L 93 77.6 77.0 77,3 77,2 76-.6
11113.	 HAO/SEC ) 10000 92.3 92 . 3 91,0 92 4 7 92.2 90A 8 4 ,9 80,1 77.1 74,1 72 , 9 72.1 72.1 72.2
N!),	 Of	 BLADES	 44 12500 R9. 0 59,9 87;3 89,5 99 +1 86,7 6 p .8 76.6 72.7 70 .8 68.7 67.91 67.8 67.7
16UOO 66.2 x; 6.3 81.6 89.;1 85.g 84;2 78,2 7411 7d.2 70.5 71.9 7 1.2 72-1 71.1
VERA	 EASU14EI^






68.4 65.5 65.6 6793 65.4
97.np	 L }^
#'E.'A
iu5.1 1^	 3 1.08.1 102 . 2 113.3 110.2 102 .5 101 p 101,4 lOD .3 D
OVERALL EGLAED 1:36.1 it,7. 1 108.8 112 , 1 113 , 6 1109 8 10 7 ..3 105.8 1p3.7 1.02,4 101 .3 100 .6 100 99 96;9































PAGE 1 FULL SCA LE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROC; DATE MONTH	 a DAY 15 HR.	 10.3
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 459; DEG	 F,	 70 PERCE°JT REL,	 HUM; DAY)
ANGLES rROM INLET IN DEGREES ( AND RAllIANS)
O. 10. 20. 4'0. 50. 60. 70. 80, 90. 100. 110. 120. 130. 140.
Mao (01 lCO.17f(0,35f(D.70)CO.8:7)(1.{!5) 11.22)t1.40!(1r573{1,75)51.921tZ.09((2;27)(2;44)(
















b	 .63 75.2 75.2 75.7 $7. 78.2
RADIAL	 100.	 FT. 80 69.9 69.6 69.5 78.4 67.9 67.5 6798 6696 650 67.9 66.5 65.0 65.7 64.9
(	 30.	 M) 100 71.1 7 0.•2 69.7 79.9 66:.0 66;0 66.9 66.2 64 1 0 66.0 65.0 66.0 68.7 68.1
VEHICLE ATT 125 70.3 7 2.3 67.8 79.3 66.4 65:0 67,3 67.1 64.4 67,4 68.5 66.4 63.8 66.4
CONFIG R'M	 IN 160 66.0 63.9 63.9 76.t 64.1 63;8 6290 6199 60.0 51.1 61.9 63.0 62.9 60.9




DATF' 8 /0.9 /74 230 76.9 7	 .3 76.8 65.0 7 3.1 73 .1 71.2 71.0 69 .3 64.0 64.0 65.2
RUN	 66.2 315 77.0 77 0 2 77.7 64. 9 72.0 69:3 67.9 67.3 65ii 63.0 6.2.2 64.1 64,1 6-449
TAPE A940 400 74.9 77.0 76.4 949 7 72,9 66;6 66.9 69.6 70.0 65.0 63•8 67. 66.4 63o7
BAR	 2 6 . 4 MG 500 75.1 76.0 73.8 80,9:'71.•6 66.6 64.9 65,2 639 9 65.0 6:x.6 63.^ 65.9 648
( 97659. N/M2 530 81.5 B oot 79.9 68.3 74.5 73:2 74.4 71,2 7 1 . 3
75.5
72.4 68.1 70.5 69.3 6.7.2
6643TAM=S
	
7 1 • DEG R4 .a 8 0 .4 70.4 81.0 92. 0 76.2 77; 0 79.3 74.2 79: 1 78.2 72.4 711 9(295. OEG K) 1001 01.2 91.6 86.1 99.3 88.4 84;4 Ri.6 7^,,1 82.3 77,3 82.2 77.6 74.5 7x.6
T WET	 67, UE8 F g5
0'8























76.6(2 9 3+ 0EG Kf 84.4 67.9 84.6
4ACT15.70 G14/M3 2000 87.4 a6 .3 86; 9 in?,? 4 3 . 2 90.2 67.5 8547 81 .4 61,6 8 0..3 81.6 77.2 71.4
(•0197 0 KG/M3) 25 " 86.4 K 1 .3 90.2 104.2 97.0 93.8 97. 1 87.3 82.4 81,4 83,3 B5.5 70 4 2 80.3















(	 769 ► RAD/SEC
)





77.6NxK 74'58. RPM 5 000 9 2 . 4 94@9 94 0 5 104 i 3 94..5 92;4 66,7 8 1 6 17.3








74.4.NF0 106 2 , RPM 8000 9 2.3 43.7 9 2.3 103.3 42.9 89:8 83,1 60.3 74.7
(ii13. RAD/SEC)10003 90.2 92.1 89.8 100.6 91.0 88;1 P2.2 17,3 7291 71.0 70.1 651.1 69.3 69.9
Na. OF 9LADES	 44 1 5pp 88,
A5.2















70.2S u09 X36..2 82.8 95.1 83.9 81:2
2000D 8'0.4 8 1.4 70.4 90.1 76.6 76;4 69 .4 64.4 66. 7 60.6 62.6 67.5 6294 61.6
OYERAL	 MEASURED 102.4 iU2.5 101. 4 103.2 165.1 101.8 9890 95.2 93-b 92.4 92.0 91.5 8942 89.1
OVERALL 6,LCULAr.En 131. 5 1;,.2.5 jai. 9 113+ 5 10 4 .6 10	 ;8 98,J 95.3108.7
92. 8
10 5 . 9
9a * 1
2022.8
91.2 9J ? i 08.3




pAGi	 1 FALL SCALE DATA REOUCTIMN PROIRAH FROG, DATE - 40N'TH 	9 DAY	 4 HR. 19@6
MODEL SOUND PQESSUAE LEVELS 439, dhU, F, 70 PFRCENT REL, HUM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM 1N14T AN YWEE5 ( AND RAUI.ANS)
0 • 1	 2	 •
^7)^5)
r	 4	 •	 5	 t
g2) 10.^0)i9.^77[1.^5)































03.363 75.7 75 i 1 7a 7491 7 7.0 77 ;1 74.2 71!1





































YFF1IGLE A)T 1?5 7j.9 71,3 70.2 71.4 f g .l A.9 + 3 66 * 3 68 1 1 68.1 66.4 66.6
69.4
69:e 67.3 68,1 66.5 67 .6
67 .3
116•[
ild,7{	 COWflG RM 1N 16;; 6 ,7 66.4 7 4,2 6 .2 68,1 59;7 67r2. 66 1 2 79 4 1 65,2 71. 7 67.0 69.2 66.1
LOC	 PTD Z:00 72.0 73.1 72 * 0 64 .5 71.1 67;9 67.3 67.4 664 64 9 0 63.1 62.0 63.2 65.1 44.1 64x4 116.9
QATr 08/09/7! C60 79.7 78,9 79,.1 77.4 75,9 73 4 6 73.3 7213 7 0 1' 8 70,3 70.2 67.2 67.1 63,2 6792 69 0 4 122.7
{	 RUI	 663" Sf5 $0,9 79,3 130.0 78,2 76,9 73; 8 72.9 73 t ^ 72.1 73,1 72.; 70.3 70.2 7	 ,T, 69.2 71.4 1?3•=
TAf'^ Ay41 !0v 70.8 76,Z 77.9 77. 4 75,0 72;9 74.3 72.2 70.* b8,9 68,3 7v.9 72 1 8 5.9 60,7 70,3 1A2.d
BAR
	
?Bo y FIG ?00 75 9 +5' 76 1 8 78.8 76.2 77.3 77;5 73.1 73 1 0 66 ! 9 69,8 69.2 71. 7 7116 741.0 69.1 68. 9 17390
^i7b:59. N/K?) o3G 82.8 84,5 89;7 A6,5 40.4 59;3 9214 98_3 79 tU 83.5 69 1 6 85! 7 83 ,2 93.2 75.5 76,4 13767
Ta!'1 :7 	 	 !
{; }i.


































193, 3 10 4 . 4
icl.
136;6 14 4 0 ; 103!3 100!2 103,5 95.3 42,2 97.1 03.0 92•3 97,7 152.1
;24;! ! Oqt	 K) 160. 91.0 14 * Z 101. 7 10 4 , 5 1+7g+D IC 144!5 10'?1'1 100 . 5 97.4 96.4 4a.j 94.3 94,2 A'9.2 92. 3 1F{,
F'ACT1$ r 7p ;iM %M3 2°.05 91.1 90.7 93,4 1409 6 la 1 114;0 99.4 46 1 0 - 91!2 90,6 19.8 64;7 8d.1 93.5 B5.4 77,5 147.E












































































94 ;6 9 2t4 8612 a11t1 81 9 9 77.6 76.4 77.7 741 .9 78. 7'7.2 141.7
(11132 R'Au/SEC 1 10000 92.7 93,3 9 1.1 92. 4 42.7 °3,7 4,f.2 85 ! 1 76.L 77 1 9 73+9 73,2 721 9 77.0 72. 73.2 14437
Nn. Of SL_AUC5 44 125 01, 40.6 9 ;) . L 87.6 69.9 39 . 7 X9;6 36,6 8 '1 1 4 75.2 73 . 4 6R.d 643,cs 68.5 67,4 68.4 68 , 8 136.L
16 v0 07.1 `7.1 84.3 84.5 16.0 n6,b p4!2 79.3 74!7 93.2 13.4 77.5 77^0 77 4 3 75.2 76+4 138.1









IQd.7 1109 =110+ 7
11.199
1.12,3
112; 7313;3 111, 41111 7



















Phil 118.6 11'} +'' 119 , 5 1X1,7 17;5,6 174.3 122.6 110 ! 5 i15;? 115 ! 3 111. 9 IOQ .X 11111 119.2 i07 , 4 10
t
w
^,.tea	 aaOE.^dr^v	 ^^^.^.:1^ ^.r^.a^:t.deli:sus:-:;^^.:.^^.^.:<a...,.ya^r...,..^,^" .^m...^ta,:,:m -^^:.;.t.m.,..t1o^r•y..n;1:c^:a^ 	 ^^evir,d.^,w^:._:.._ Aga.^,.,s...rz:^x::^^.^,aa^:,.:::b^Y^.^^^
per.
PAGE' 1 FULL SCALE DA TA REDUCTION PROGRAM  PIti1CL DATE - MONTH	 9 LAY	 4 FIR. 1907
Hf)pFL SOUND P PES SURF LEVELS (59 1 OEO, F. 70 PERCENT REL, HIM, DAY)
ANGLES FRDM 1Ni. ET I. N biuRtES ( AND R-AE11A'NS)
FRtQ-
2^-
)(0,	 7)	 D.	 5 }3.0.
3^ ► 	 ;	 4,4•	







(ff0^.	 }}1^ •	 t ^2p.
I, 5 }(1:	 2)	 ^9 !
{113^^
Z.	 7!
^ ii 4^.	 ii3^.







80.7 74 ,7 77:
75,^




7sl 2 7	 o
7
7 s7 731 74. 9 7 4 1 6
71,7
7665 2644
63 83,7 74,0 74,2 74.0 76 ;2 73,1 -!1 73 1 3 .3 71.2 7I. 71.3 73,.0 22.9
RADT A L laDt	 rT1 80 80:3 70,5 70.6 71,4 6:9,2 69 ; 8 69 1:6 69 1 3 75!3 G9sa 69,9 66;6 65 9 4 56.9 68..4 67;4 17020
4	 3(},	 n)
-
iD0 78.6 68 9 5 7082 7 91 68.9 68;3 68 12 67 1 8 7817 66,9 64, 9 64.8 6598 67,2 66,7 68:1
67. 4
0906





















125.GONPIS rB'M	 IN 163 79.4 74,8 70.2 75,,2 71.6
Loc	 PT:D 900 72.7 69 97 69 :2 68 98 69.6 67,4 67 :1 651•6 65 1 ? 63 1 9 63.3 64;L 699 9 68.5 60s0 65; 8 11606
DATE 08.109174 200 75,8 75 1 7 75.2 73* 9 74,7 72:4 71 9 0 70.1 68.6 66 1 0 66.0 66;0 67,7 68;0 67,3 67;8 170,4
111)!1	 686 115 77,6 76:7 76. 9 759 9 R.2.7 79;.2 73 1 4 741 75 1 1 74 1 4 66 9 1 72.0 7 7x0 74.1 73.7 72.7 1?6,1
I	 TAPE A'?40 400 75,5 7i.t 6 76:o 77 + 9 84,6 +'6il 79,9 77 1 6 7d j1 76 1 1 67.8 7#.1 79,9 74.x0 74 15 7226 179,0
BAR	 28, g Hr, 80L 79,,15 85.5 81 ,0 840 92,5 93;3 89 1 0 OS 1 5 85 ! '19 52.8 73,1 84;8 8594 91:8 62.6 110.7 137.2












































F 1250 93.7 98.9 133.2 107.2 106.6 110; 4 10 9 !1 10417 97 t 0 10092 96.2 90;9 94.8 95.4 4 3.7 83.2 154.7
0931 REM K) 1400 94.1 92.9 98.2 1021 2 LO S• 1 LG 6 , 7 10 4 1 5 100. 8 9712 96 92 92.5 93.3 93s1 90.3 92.0 92x2 111•[1















































'I : & 5.
}15,6/SEG) 9 + 90
'	 NFK 90301 RPM 7JO0 93.0 97:1 96.4 94:4 97,2 96 ;6 94x8 9014 9014 5413 81-6 80;4 81.4 79.7 8194 77.4 142.7
(	 9451 RAU/SEC) 53 06 95.3 95.1 94.:3 95:0 95,3 46;$ 9 4s; 9011 8413 42t5 79.6 78.3 79s3 78.8 77,1 76.,3 14294
Nf0.tPAP! RPM 6-uOfl 9249 4397 94,0 91,9 94.6 93;4 92.4 57,8 841rJ 6 01? 71.1 78;3 77.8 79;2 78.2 75.7 14140
'	 ( 113! 9AWSE 011000.0 91.7 42 .,0 4 0,.2 4097 9 1.7 92;1 900 8515 82.5 83,4 76.:^ 78,2 774 80.0 73.,9 77-7 140,0
NQ, Df PLAUFS	 44
_
1 000 88.+ 88,
24:1
87.5 8795 a8. 2 99,0 x+7,6 A	 !3
7q




69, 3 74- 9 6 4. 4 6 9 .2 137,7
1 u00 8496 E2,8 N39 7 3 5.7 p 6.2 `^5,C. it 77!0 77 1 2 71,6 77.1 71,7 7199 137.1
99000 80.7 83 n 1 7;1,4 00.3 81.1 A2, 4 91.3 77.1 7712 8312 73.2 77.2 76,9 79,4 77. 3 7694 118.4
pVERA L 	FASI)NEU
OyEKALL ^ AN,,CATEU
109 - 6 SD 7 r0
10 7 : 1






L1 4 ; 6



























	 IP.WOt	 au-:'a.,:.wt^,.....'-^:^ u',.a_^..,:.a^..:^,^,.. ,..,.^ ...ve.,,:z.^.•eu::...^:^:er^:....,.v a,. ^i....,,^,..-.,, .s..v,.t:..^.^za,...:ai..:^ . _.m,.:.s,w:.®.L.^Nai.,aa.i 	^aY:('_v:,Ya^he:faa754^.^4lrur2&7^Y^^Yd :^fYwt^.'J




`	 pAEIAL 1 0.p ! F T t 	80
4)	 100591
i	 VEWICL	 A1T	 125
CONF'I6	 8'M I N 	 ib+3
LOG PTO	 ^0G







( 97659 * d./n2)
	
cap
TAM ! 7	 00:1
(2 44 1 yFG K1	 1.00
TWET 671 USIG F
	 125E
(2931 JE8 K)	 1?00
HACT 5,70 G41M	 WOO
	
(31S70 KE,/Mil	 1060
NFA 953 1 R	 StS;►1 9911 AMSEGI 4 y0q
N9K 9426 t RPM	 9000
967 1 Auisrp 6300
t	 NFD 06 51 VIPr3	 evag
HIM R p/56C)1 iaoa







PKU1±, DATE - NQN7H 9 DAr 4 HR, 1992
MOOFL S OU4D PpESS + FRE LEVELS ( 29,	 UEP. F, 70 PFRCfW7 KIEL.	 HUN. ^)AY1




)to o l 7 )
261	 3q t	 40.	 50t	 609	 731 . 1	 80!	 90.




, `12)(2. 0 9
30.	 14'0•	 8s 508
>(927)IP. 44)(? . h2) (
PWL
)
89.6 79 i 6 844 78.6 76:.7 76;2 76 1 1 76 1 7 711913 75.1 730 73.1 73.7 74.9 73,9 76. 8 175. 0
88.1 77 6 7 78.j 75,7 77.5 77;1 7395
66.9
72 : 8 73 ! _ 73!1 7282 71.2 70 . 2 75.3 75. 4 76.7 124.4
84.4 71.6 71, 74.7 65.3 68 0 0 6895 69-03 69.9 6895 6595 6501 6796 6SP 6 67.6 11805
82.6 67.6 69 9 9 &bt q 6596 f8.i 57 1 3 6716 6d!: 66,0 65,3 66. 9 669 8 68.1 68,7 68.7 117.6
40, 2 67.8 67.5 67,3 77.9 67;2 67x3 6611 57 93 64.5 64 . 2 66;4 67.6 67.6 69.3 68891 117.E
78.6 78,8 73.1 74,0 76,5 74;1 770 .6 7599 66.3 70.0 78.2 77,5 76;1 77.6 749 9 125•
75,9 68,7 69,0 67,6 70..7 66;3 67 , 3 66 t U 65 1 0 6493 64.1 65i k 651 ,8 66,3 65.8 65,8 116.'5
7599 73,6 74.2 72:7 7 1 ,7 71;4 708.2 67.9 67 t 6 66 i 2 6693 65:9 67, '3 6495 67. 68 6, 119.3
80.,6 8096 8192 78,0 7599 76;1 71e2 74t 0 74.k 7114 74.1 74.9 70 .4 77.4 75. 74,6 1?547
76A 76 ,6 C0;8 82,:0 85,5 07;0 79.1 79 1 6 77 15 74,1 76,3 78 .1 7396 77,1 71.9 76,9 150.0
87 95 97.8 93.1 94. 16 96,0 94;9 9 2,3 ?20 900 87t2 8 8'.1 91.2 85,4 91.0 7995 88;7 14314






























Rig 44,1 : 1
96.6 9596 11 3.!. 103 0 2 11 4 96 104;6. 1 :(390 99.9 91 1 0 94,4 89..2 9 2..1 92.8 92 9 5 65.1 8790 19000







































90t'0 8512 82.3 81).6 8o:0 7914 63.10 7,8,9
}458.6^
141 .[1
95.6 9°4.7 95:3 9497 96,1 97 1 2 89 1 6 84 1 2 82:3 8092 92.7 794= 8 1 :0 61:8 143,9
92.1 95 1 3 45;3 93 t 90 4 95 0 94 9 7 699.1 86-0 3 84, 6 62.7 79;6 5 1 ,,2 79 4 60,2 76,1 14149






































8694 86,4 65.7 !35. 9 1 3695 ° 8 ; 9 q796 8192 7714 73.7 70.7 69 ;4 68.9 67.6 68,5 67,5 %.36.9









74,:3 77;ii 76.6 73.5 79.0 77.2 L38*6
113.7 110.3 113 .17 114 ;1 1119 5 LO$t 7 1001.5 99;4 101+ 3101. 9 4 97,.7. 9697
106 :6 10 7 , 6 118. 9 112: 9 113,6 114; 4 111:6 1C 8 ! F i05 tf 163 , 9 100,..2 99 9 7 102,1 100,3 96.3 960 1"3992





PAGE 1	 LULL SG;LE DATA REDUCTION PROrRAA	 P909, PATE - MONTH 9 DAY 4 NR -' 19,2
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE 4EVEL'S "f9, DO, F,70 PFRCENT REL, KUM4 DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET EN #1Ei )REE9 {AND RAUTANS1








^5^ 88-.6 81:7 63.1 91.7 7997 78; 9 78'0 7917 7816 77 :1 75.9 74;$ 76.4 77..0 7796 78,6 	 IPR.3
	
63 854 78 19 79.9 76tO 77.9 77;3 72x4 71517 7510 76-10 73s0 75;9 7399 74.0 79oS 16s7
	 1?6+0
RADIAL
 1Y01 ETt	 00 0295 73*2 73;6 72,7 72.3 71;0 7016 70 1 3 7i 1 S 73: 9 6 71.6 68..6 68,6 70'	 73.6 7 .3	 121.4
tt 3_01 ^)
	
100 80•'5 70.6 72.9 71 1.6 66.6 h4;i 68 tg 67t5 67 1 7 150.0 68..0 680"2 68, 9 68.,0 70.6 6.6	 118.8
VEH ICLE	 ATT	 x215 78.9 68.2 69; 	 66 0 9 67,6 6942 48. 0 7 69 21 671'? 6614 68.5 67;7 69,2 69;6 73,0 71.2 	 119-u
CONFIf3	 B^!! IN	 160 78 .4 81.06 77.9 75. . 0 73.0 80 ;4 71.::1 7089 72 i o 74 t Q 71 @ 2 73:;7 70,6 75;3 76. 9 72,8	 12:x.5
LOC PTO	 200 60.7 M7 .81 9 9 75,1 76.7 9 3;4 741.2 151 t.6 75 th 77,9 73.0 7¢;1 72.7 77;2 79.8 7't :8	 1?e.5
DATE 08/09/74	 it3G 73.9 69,0 69.1 4818 75,7 71;5 6910 67 1 4 6688 66 4) 4 67.1 67;3 69 99 70.:4 7190 69.7	 119+6
	
'	 RUN 600	 X15 77.9 79.1 79;p 117.1 69,1 R9;2 85 	 1	 714 8416. 75.3 VOt4 77.	 90 ' 1 63 9 9 80.;2 76,8 00,	 134.0
TAPP	 A949	 i00 36.9 82.9 82.8 91..7 93,4 93;3 90.:1 00 791E 9418 81.2 84.1 67,5 85•0 79,5 04.7	 13844
84k 26;9 HG
	
?OU $gt9 8395 8"497 96x7 95.6 95;2 93 tV 411 7 8120 7198 87.2 79.2 52 *S 86#6 158.6 89;6	 140.9
	
197659 ! N/M2)	 4)30 83.1 79 19 82:2 80.2 88..0 88;4 860 8316 7691 74 93 8i.2 74.3 76.9 78..4 81.9 81.3	 133.7
TAMP 71 DELL* F	 a	 860	 6 98 99.	 9 .9 9 .8 4 7'	 ° t	 9 t8 8p 1	 86:	 889	 8 .4[24'	 79,7 8 .	 A •5 76.8	 7
	
.0 GF. 5 9)
	
1 a Is 904	 15 90 94.	 9'^t3 4^.7 79 	 v 9 .	 9 1 3 93 1 	 571 T! 86.	 8 .3 81,9 8 ,^i 0' .0 00.2	 }ls,
.
o
TwET ¢7! GEFm F
	
6L$ 88•8.5,6 9 •	 o •	 4 •0 9 ;	 9 1 	 51!7 8j!? 8 t
	 779	 84:!4 6 ,0 8 r	 86:	 809	 096
	
(2x3.1 OE& K )	 1600 69.91
a
 910:,2 944	 4,3 91.6 qi.4# 9^..4 86 !1 9 19 8 1	 85	 81!2 919:1 86.1 96.'^ 8'4.§	 112,9
i4ACri5,7y G / 3	 24)00 919.0 41.2 43,.5 9500 100', • .0 98;6 95 94 890 80 1 1 84 96 60•.4 88.4 8.1.9 60.4 B?t.0 79.1	 143+1
	
(..0 1576 K 't¢, '431	 Zino 86.7 6997 44 1 0 91.6 44:0 95;7 91"4 157 !9 85 19 @R:3 78.4 81, 1 4 81.8 80.4 81.8 78.1
	
139.6
NFA1p780; RPM	 3150 8944 90,1 9 '5 93 iio 94. tp 940"7 94:17 9110 85 1 9 84)7.95 79 9 4 152;a 83,91 79 94 8212 7803	 140.7
	
411291 K:AD/SEC) !9:00 91.7 92 99 9 .0 0,298 95.0 99;5 931.2 s$lo 84 1 0 79 1.4) 81.1 820"0 61.08 0001 810 9 76 1 8	 142,2
	
'	 NrK 0661 RPM	 5000 9i 9 *^  93 ,4 9 r	 91:j
 
94 .,0 96; s5 9 1	 8719(; 861	 8 t 6 8 9	 86.8 8 .	 79..8 $ .	 75.4	 4 +4;rj1 ! #I,^
	 G') `83_00 '9i •i3 9 t2 9113 -991.•0 04 9 3 91.:; 8'71 .3 4}2!1 OL 4 i7 +b 71;•91 7 -	 76.6 7 +	 is
	
76;4	 34.3
NFn10fi28! Rp	 0000 89 t:Q 9p.	 R '	 88,2 9f*6 91;2 360 83 ! 6 82 1 7 78 9 0 7893 78 ; ,, 7901 780.2 8 092 7+..7	 137.9




ND: OF BLADES 44 12'!03 83.3 85.0 992,7 f;4,1 85.4 96;0 90295 79 6 0 7b @.4 6 .1.5 13 .6 70,0 76.5 76 4 ,6 7A.7 74.5	 135' 4
	1 6@00 1;0 .96 7997 79,1 79 17 91,,6 R2;0 79 9,0 74.6 73_a 71;9 68,0 69.9 70..6 69, ,2 70.6 66,6	 132.6
	
ZC40L 76, 1 80 9 9 76.2 77t0 78,$ 79;6 77,2 739 9 74 9` 82 !6 72.5 76.;3 75.9 77;3 79.0 76;3
	 136.6
vE1t 11 LLL t t^E1►gIMED 110. 8 101,8 103.1 106 .2 10 7 90 10 6 . 4 10 1 12 102 .7 96.4 97.8 96..1 96 @ 1 05 9 9 95.5 97,7 95'8
	
D V HALL ' GALG^CATED 10 •9 1 41 04) 103.3 in5i y 1n1,3 106 1 0 13 4 ! 8 181 !2 96t'J 9.5. 96 94.9 95 ;o 95.1 94.6 96.4 94 ,7	 gs52.9




CULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PffvG, VITF w 71ONTH 9 ply 4 HR, 10.3
MODEL SOUND PRE-WRE LE YELS ( s9, uEB, F, 70 PfRCENt REL } MUM, ?lArf
ANGLES FROM INLET IN OiaREES (AHD RAUTANSi
0. 10•	 zd,)iQ917) SOr35)(
30 9 	40:	 561	 60:	 70 9	 69 1 	 90 1






,27 )(^. 44 )SZ. 62)(




79.6 77,4 77;8 7b.,7 77,5 7b ! 9 75 9 0: 75.0 73.7 4.8 76.t 75.8 77.9 12606
496 79,5 SO,^ 78,8 7B.6 78 ;], 7594 75 1 1 731G 74.14 73,0 71;9 76:x1 78.6 7$,$ 77. 9 126.4
75,3 71.3 71• 1 r3
61,7
69, g 7	 r0
64;1
69sS 68 1 4
e7o9







73.8 68,5 71 9 1 97.8 0,890 69 ! 6 67 1 16 5.3 66.1 71.5 ila•1
72,8 68x9 69,2 67,4 67.4 60;4 67:3 86. 1 9 69 ! 2 65.5 64.6 66,4 68,4 67,4 710 6 9 .2 117.1
75.4 76,14 78.1 73..8 74.6 72;3 77 1 .3 77v A 77x7 66 12 78,9 77,9 77,:0 76.2 74,7 71; 9 17.5.6
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	^'	 11/K f	 t A
750692:1 ,4	 p 4698. 6011




f 1 4' .' 75 0" i 9
	 79• 4 •>	 . 4. i	 ;3	 ^	 1719
	
e.: o 9 t
	 .o 
9 
a 4.1 9s. 8 	 913 Wt 943t l 7 03 74;3 7606 76:6 7	 ii	 X31:#:.	 1	 i1F11	 610 *:9 93.1 3.2.	 . 9664 " 9113 /i9 	 77",1 7609 no	 4. 174
	 146.9ft^/34Oi0 90,4	 ".i a1:9 1590 9Z*6 'R:Z. 9Bli	 :7" 6114 ` 9^3t 75.9 7623 77:^ yl p 7161 7195	1aa^'O
NQ* 471" lOADE; 4i 3 4g N•s. 07133 ii9 8703 8604 d#.s . 8616 63353 7414 7 94 69 9 7 69,0 3 M. 6771 6 5;1, i,	 ^37iIiC.sO 43.7 Nr3 42• 0300 d'i.R- 9i^il d4 *9 7i1S .51? 71"19, 49'.2 12; 71.* 71;`	 6* 1..	 1369
86012 $ .i" 8361 79;2 ai! 4 .►` 0 •a a * 7 t9 7736 	 !6 73'•3 7715 . 7$p* 77;6 70.4 77:4.'	 hJ4rS
n11A^	 soy IC !$^,0 7 169.6 604. lx#* Ism. x39:4 lft 9 = x^ !	 f: 16 1 505.1" 192ea lfi. 149196 1510-$ M.9.A iiAti,
	
NC+ltili X69 6690 sl9. ' 1 z,s xxsa 51563 i!3• li !	 $' ►! . ioi* 1.4: Z 19201 1 . so&* . xO	 1!240.. S . 9'	 i ♦.fg:	 !	 A4^ 656.1 *ape. 110.6 i !4 x1666 xtiii.	 l flit 665 9.= 113.^i 11612 lxsi: 111•O` x1ir 099707
"	 9	 ^ 	 .. 0000.	 -.__
cl
.....S^F...'1iSG:<..f¢i6^.°^:4'ifaf. A.iirs». ¢.A
	 ti.r.,.5.:'.5; ,.:f_.... ewr._
	 ^ .r ..a.+iasea.s. u.s..esa«......_uu3l .rwx....:4 _0000 .-. 000_0-	 .v^...._. ,....,...,.. as ,...^_.w......_c.i 000 "0_-. .`4y`t1ur.,sF... 'L	 ..,. 000,0..- ,sa n.._-,. _.. ..-._..-.. _ . ...... ...... 	 0000	 -. ,.a ^. ...
tPAGC 1 E34L SC_ill@ DA TA REDUCTI'aN PROnFAM PROC, DATE a mONTH	 9 QA'r	 4 HR; 19 -4
MODEL SOUN D PRESSURE LEVELS (i9, uia, F, 70 Pf-ACk"T REL., HUM. 04)








4. 90')t0.• 7 1(1rG5)(1.327(1^!a)(ir^7ftis
6p •	 7p•	 b ot 9.	 . logo
5if;l• Q2)t
!1 20.	 11T .
•09ft2.	 7ft




5; 79,7 79,4 81:1 80#6 7B,7 77;1 76,2 7707 70:.6 79,1 72,7' 72. 0 730 75 2 1 73.5 76,6 176.3









72,6 6416 64,2 64.9 67.7100 69,8 65.1 6516 65,, 62.9 !13,8 66. 4 67,7 116.6
VEHICLE ATT 125 69, L 65,1 66.4. 64 ,3 7 1 0 1 65,2 65,
T,
77 65 1 1 67.7 63,1 63 . 2 65,4 67,7 56 , 4 68,1 65,3 i16,7
CpNPIG 9^N to 160 76,6 75,5 78.9 74,,0 73.5 69.`4 76, 74.6 75! 9 70 1 3 69,9 76.1 79,8 76 ,0 74 ! 7 76,0 175.6
LaC	 P!0 X04 67,6 65 t 0 67,3 66 t,0 739 9 65;3 65+4 646 65!n 63,.3 63.3 64.3 66. 8 66,.3 6398 66 , 0 116.5
:.	 DATE 08/09174 250 68,5 67.7 68.•0 68r8 76,,0 6&91 66x2 65 - 1 662{1 0- I l l 62.9 63,9 65,9 67,0 650 65,8 317.3
RU14	 696 415 79 .6 76:6 76,0 B0-1 32 9 0 81;4 76 1 3 74.9 79.0 77,9 73-p 78.3 77.6 79,0 7810 76.1 128,4
TAPF ANN R00 78,8 74,6 76. 8 82.1 64.6 83.2 850 8119 7626 70t1 76 . 9 81.0 78,5 83.1 75,7 77.7 13105
BAR	 28.9 HQ 500 89.0 81,8 87.1 92x8 96,7 95:3 91 1 0 9318 8Br4 60 1 0 84.1 92,1 90.5 94.1 B6,6 (t9,6 14380
(976591 4/142 630 43.2 97.9 92.4 95 # 5 104- 9 106 . 4 !(fb t b 102!2 107!(1 98-r6 98,1 94.5 96,7 88,2 92,0 90.,2 151.7
TAM$	 68 1 11EG!# ap0 1	 4,^106.4
1	 ,7
67 .1
1 4.e03:1 4169 : 67 lid'1ai - 1 10 7 ' 2 13 61 1 it 7F6:.9 92 , 190. 11 96 1191x5 9x99x9{ 41,3911.:2. 97.687.8 96.91 9 9 83.9 2.1 96,858.2 53.6148.E(2932 6)DE4 1L'DG 142 .6 i8z r
THEY4
y




































t521T	 {	 iiACT 1. 19
95. 8
/ 3 2000 94.9 97.x3 97.6 99,4 1.01* 134,4 99 1 .6 1001 9 931!0 0 9 t6 88.6 86.3 87#8 6692 OS93 67,2 148,2
1	 •01519 0143) 22900 93:6 93, 0 9 4.2 93x 9 96,9 98;1 95 11 g1.! 7 97!7 Gill 8 0.2 82.1 '14.e5 g2 ► Q g 2•EJ 79 -1 142.5
NF'	 44301 Hv 815^^ 92,9 9T,9 93.5 93r2 9 4.0 97:7 93,7 921 2 06:10 01, 2 81 #2 80 1 2 8098 79,3 8 312 7913 14107
( 98%, RA 15 EC J
W
4 000 96,6 9'5#8 90.0 94#3 95#6 99:4' 45,4 90(6 6617 60:9 82-1 82 1 0 829(9 79;3 7910 79 - 9 14311
9
NFK	 3 4i





































NFD10629 1 HPM 0000 92 , 0 92.8 92:1 40.1 9 2 .7 1 3. 4 9 1.5 85-#7 8314 7911 76.2 77;6 77 i 0 76 0'4 76:8 74,8 139.(6
(1113: AAa/5EG)LOdoo 90.88$.4L.9 5 99,1 90,6 0 2;3 90 1 3 84-8 80' )1611 77.2 60..1 70#6 60 1 9 86.8 80,0 13907













































YBHA L ^RStIKfE: i1
a0 98
30 •7 108 108•
r1
110. 4
8 2 • )
113-
0 1.3
112t,3 107.9 105 :1 lU ,4 101x2 102x6 100 .9 96,8 99,8
13817
oy KAli	 71L'C U,IITEa 108.0 107 106- 110, 2 11 4 .1
113 !3
114 .2 11215 1.06.5 105 +, 7 102 , 8 101- 4
101•(1
101.2 102.8 100- 4 96,9 919.8 159.1
+ - vntf^t 119,1
: 9
118 . 9 118
- 7.










.. .^:^_: •^3i^,rsa:;rai^^^Y^.""9	 ^	 ,. ^+s.1L5^nreae-,^dr,^-u. 	 ^e
_1_999_	 .,_. .. -•-- -__., .. .. 	 _.,,....._. .a,t ^: 	 _...^.t..r^y.._...^.^ N, .^: 2x11	 —
wN
C+
PAGE 1 FULL SLl1LE D ATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PROP, DATE r MONTH	 9 DAY	 4 NR;	 1994W
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS	 (59 9 	 uE6., V,	 70 PFRCLNT RE(.,	 HUM. t1AY1
ANGLES FROM 1RW AN UbGRE98 ( AND RADIANS.)
F0 9
•	 ,	 3•( a. a 	) ( D1^7)(azg5)t0. 921( 09
4 •	 5	 e
0}(C.	 7 f(1.^5
O	 9	 7;	 (f	 1	 9 +
}t l:	 Z}ilt^at(3; 437 )t1^^51 iSt^2 )(








50 78. 4 79 .4 8018 79 . 9 77.6 76;
76. j
76. 76.!5 75:6 7 4 99 7 :e
71.0












63 1 7 64.6
70 9 4 70.7
67.7 64.7 11'3.3RAO I A	 3901L ^T: 80 6794
67.3 68.0 7dr6 6.7«6 4410 6315















325 68 81 65 . 9 65•.2 66 , 3 69. 1 66 . 4
78 6119 7 7 a 64 96 65.276+ 1603 7814 72.2
6 7 : 2











6293 63.0 63 9 9 65.1
4
64.6 6 114.9WC	PTO 900 65.7 63.7 63, 955;4 ;5 62. 9 4 ,9,1
DATE 00/49/74 [50 68,9 69,0 69,.0 67 #0 72,7 67;5 66 1.7 64 1 7 66 1 1 63 t a 62.2 63.2 65 9 6 65..4 6500 64: 114.7
RUN	 6 97 sly 77:6 77;8 79;2 749 7 7697 76;1 7114 72p %78'.5
73!U 7191 67.4 71.0
82.1
73,7 74;3 72,8 71 5 8 173.7
TAPE AY- 40 400 75,0 74.4 75. 9 82.0 R6.5 R8.,1 s213 741.8 77 1 3 71.8 % 4 76.2 7 6, 1600 131.9
BAR	 288! HG 500 Ba.6 $5.6 81.8 800 7 93,4 95;2 9013 87.6 86 1 6 04,2 78.2 87;9 88;5 as,2 95,5 83. 9 139.0
(976541 N /192 M 89.4 910 93.4 100 03 1030 103;6 10117 10010 45 i 4 9¢16 8493 94,3 4212 97,5 9?r0 9604 149.4
TAMP	 69t DEG f o
1Loe





















I48,5(293 1 DES K) 96,1 98.9 4.35 CR94
TNET
	
661 DE	 F le% 9494 96,9 100 . 9 106 0 2 LD94 1i1 +2 10493 16`5 ! 1 99.11 99 9 .0 9890 8863 960 : 0 99 ,95 9300 91. 8 1'55.2
129 21 VFU	 ) 11b ou 91.4 92.18 96:2 48.9 104.1 108 . 3 103t6 989 9 95+1 9212 91.2 86 ' 920.0 90.2 91 9 8 P9 9 2 149,rs
HACTIS el? GR%M5 2u00 9298 92 9 9 94 9 5 96,1 100.3 98;6 94 9 7 91lC 39. x; 6693 83.5 8441 64.2 84.4 87.9 97.0 143.0
(.01519 KG/ M4 } 2200 93.4 9.3,9 93;8 95,1! 131.6 1970 10e, 4 96-.7 91 ! ; 86.9 83.0 85;9 87.9 654.1 84.5 84,0 146.6











































p 	 - 5800 93.8 4604 93 9 4 9311 97 91 96;b
95;6



















141 .6N K (.
 4 4711 RA /gEGt 060 95.8 9402 9 3.3 94.3 4491 4 4 1 3
NF910628-! RPK- 8660 92.8 93.6 92.0 9 1: 9 4498 R3;2 4292 e - .09 93 ! a 81 11 78.1 17.2 77.0 7+5;5 76.7 75:7 14047
(1113! RAU /SFC110 fto 41.5 9 196 89,9 94,8 91,6 72.2 90 1 3 03 9 8 81!5! 84.3 76,4 18.9 77,6 79 9 3 79.9 77,7 139, 9




































78,1. 79 0 59,2 8 21 5



































114.8 11 8 ,2 112 9 7 109 !2 105 !1 1F12, 7 101.1 142. 4 1D3. 5 102. 7 303. 9 1Di.-3 1159.9
- - PNOii 8 6 .	 '5118 . . 011. a3.1 9 121• 2 124.2 124 ; 9 122 9 8 114 !5 113 !0 112.4 110.5 110 4. 9 132+D 110. 3 110•C 109+1
G
697
PAGF 1	 FULL 5940 DATA REDUC T I-IN PROrRAm	 PROG, DATE - "014TH 9 DAY 4 HR, 1994
140DEL SOUND PRESSURF LEVELS('39, utd4 F, 70 PFR6 I KEL. HUR. DAY)
I	 ANGLES FROR INLET 14 11E6REES {AND RAJIANSI




	 8. 67 8p.	 79 4 '3 781	 77.4 76! 0 7B!8 77!±	 76 8 8 75 1.8 748 9 71st8 76+	 7g+	 77.7	 7.466 77 6
	7^.9 7V.1 77th 79•; 70.1 75#0 74121 7416 76 21 73.v 73 i 1 72 6 8 7481 77.7 77.0+ 	 0552 7
RAD I AL
 100, FTt	 03 71.3 72 9 5 73.6 7 96 70 4.3 6:9!9 6d66 68lS 70 i d 70 ,
	68.9 65.7 6745 68.7 69 .7 59 0 6	 139.2
	




	 123 67.8 66,6 67 6 2 6662 63.4 A6.4 66 9 5 66 1 3 66!2 65.3 65 * 5 65sit 67#9 68.3 71.3 71 0 0	 117.2
1	 COW I'G	 3=14 IN	 16C 75 6 4 79,5 77 6 3 7Q,7 73,4 7911 6870 77.5 69 ! 9 72,9 67.3 71.4 66,5 74,3 73.7 73.6 	 175u
LOC PTO	 10@ 78 6 9 82. 9 6 ! 4 75,1 77,4 33!0 7194 801 6 72!1 75 18 69.1 7303 70#6 75.2 76.7 7 15,8	 127.2OATS 08009/74	 k1%67.6 66,9 6 ..a 6 7 4 1 6766 70;4 67.0 6g !C 65.0 65,0 65,1 6513 67.9 68,0 67 + 7 06.7	 117,1
RUN b	 o	 2.	 B	 7$-9
	
9 -	 15 76 • 5 74,7 79 • 4 840 7 3 7. 0 "• 6. 1 B x	 1! o 75!2 T8 14 75 , 4 76 4 9 1 .7 7914 7 s 6 3	 6	 131.5
TAPE	 1V4C	 ;0'4 80!.5 78.5 82.9 69 i0 91,0 90 -0 1 86s0 84.7 78.6  82to 79.9 79,4 8596 8262 76.0 9 2.. 7	135+4
BAR 28 +Y N G	 VQO 8i 6.5 7605 8711 930 7 3`3#5 0216 9111 4699 79 1 1+ 7j}9 83.19 79'	 7594 SM 8496 56.8	 13863
	
( 9 7659 3 / 2)	 X30 7 90 72.1 79.2 840 9 84.4 X33!
	A212 601 9 73 +_3 6.12 76.5 7260 71.8 75.2 78 +1 74+1	 131•O




129 3, UE 4 K I
	iupp0 $8.	 88..3 94.5 96,1 9;.	0614 64+2 9 4^ ,2 Gi!3 8592 8 •6 84.4 8 90 79.7 $J2 79.2	 141.4
TMET 66 1 USY F	 12'13 90.0 88:.' 93,0 94:7 9 4 .,1 96 9 4 94 4 4 86,7 86.1 87 10 63.0 86 ! 2 8 .6 82.0 8 	 76.0	 141.2
.:	 47921 6FU K)	 1600 $660 88.V 94.1 98•x} 97 .1 95+2 89 .,E 69 1 9 85 11 8221 80.2 8113 61#= 84,2 53.1 75 •1	 14112HACT 5• 9 (i.4/ M3	 ^a0 88.9 88#Q 4 '•15 96,	 9710 9 !6 v 97 V0+.0 8 !4 @ t	 SS6a 80.7 $ r9 so * 	B to 7+3.	 .q




785! Rp	 dls4 849
	
9)3.2 92.6 94.3 92 9 6 92;4 90.3 69 20 !l5 ► 7 83 2 	8 64 8 ,4 8N	 1	 1	 i	 112 7 ,3 89oD 7613	 139.3
w.	 (11x9!	 *9 91 69 92 6 0 92x 7 9567 9511 92t4 67 1 7 84 /8 7423 7 1:0 7913 80 0 9 79.4 80,1 77. 6	 1+40.4
i	 MrK1Q691! kpM	 6C-00 92,0 93,7 93,6 93 ,4 175.,3, 44 ; 0 92.7 06 9 9 Il0.7	 •3ep t 7 61.	 88;584.0 7918 80 6 5 75 1 6	 1408d
	(1120! FrAP/sev 6300 92 9 9 03 62 91.3 91 41 99.3 92;7 A9 1 7 55.1 8i.1 79 1.2 76 9 3 77;3 77.0 76.11 7794 75,0	 238.7
NFO Q6 8! H p"	 BMOC 89.+7 09•.0 98 6	89 19 9 ,3 04 ; 4 382	 6 17 8 •	 762 33 78. 1 78.	 78+8 78.	 76+7 7 + 9	 38.
	
1113 1 R L vlSE G)10S00 38 6 4 40.7 87.; 86 6 7 9 5 R;l3 filo+^ R ig 8+94 90!0 81.3 84 16 84 .6 853 84 6 5 6 0 5	 09
	
wt • OF RLAu S 44 iZ^0c7 84..2 9463 83.2 P3 * 9 3514 Q4,7 A 1#7 78 2 5 76.4 ea . 7 72.6 751'! 76 4 2 78 . 8 76.2 74.2	 134.0
	
16 00 8'0, 6 79.5 79,0 RO.7 91 9 4 131! 1 77,9 73.5 7316 722 0 67.1 69.4 6895 67,3 67,7 $138 8	 132# 1
Zpu6G 78.	 Bp 6D 76,2 770 4 78 9 	7812 76 1 5 73, 9 765!1 B t 4 7g.4 76:4 761	 7666 77,3 76#0	 13682VERA
	 t;SORE !A 141. 101.$ 103.1 105 . 4 1061 11 6 . 8 10 3 1 4 LOO-0 96 2 2 V 11 94 . 4 95.5 90 2	94 .1 959 0 94,8
	nvykALL
t
 ^ACl,,Lt TE0 101.0 101,2 143,'.1105.5 116. 4
 1 !76 !0 103+0 99;7 95.6 423 1 8 92,3 93.7 94,6 9'3.4 94 ,2 92,9	 15168
r	 P4Pb %1 4 .1 11 4 .2 115. 9 117 4 6 114 .8 11 6 . 4 11 5 , 4 1123.4 108.6 1961 8



































FftL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PRDGRAM
	
PmUCO EATS MONTH 9 DAY 4 KR. 10.4.
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE .LEVE45 (99, 0^u 9 ; t 70 PFRCENT REL, sum. DAY)
ANGLES PROR INL ET IN UWEES (AND RADIANS)
at
	 1 0e	 p0*	 30•	 40,	 so,	 6149	 709	 dp',	 9p, i00.	 1 , 1Z0.	 3fl.	 40+.	 51)g
tb • 	lt0.37}I0.35lI[r.^2){ n.70 910,97l;0905)titx2lti,'^01tii371ti•75}{^,52)fP.a9!}2.x71r^,44lt^.e211
8'p 95 8197 62.0 80 1 4 78.6 77. 9 77 1 9 78.6 '7H S i 77.1 75.7 750 7694 760 75.7 7896
78.7 79x0 78 9 9 760 78,p 77'3 73t4 7311 74 ! 0 76-al 73.8 77.5 74,5 73.9 778 77,8
71 e3 71196 7 .6 70,7 69.4 64.6 67th 6715 70 ! $ 61@7 68.6 67.9 68#2 68,6 6 9#5 7093
6 A 67.5 69.6 68. 6 65.9 67;1 65 # 2 6515 66!0 6610 65 * 8 66,2 669'5 67.0 6797 66.7
67.8 6691 63.1 6893 6599 146 * 6 65#4	 6.2 fti7 ! 1 6',094 66.4 66.3 57 9 9 68.1 71.'3 7 e9
7796 601. 9 78. 9 74.7 72.1 91.0 66.13 IC!Q 949!7 7392 67.0 71.3 70,5 73.2 7 5, 7 74.6
80,7 84* 7 80,2 77 t8 76.0 94'1 7115 154tL 73!;9 7^6t9 67 0 1 74.1 71,6 7681 7691 77;8
6 .6 67.7 6 ,3 6790 68.6 68,1 6 r2 66 1 0 67 ! 1 65.0 65,31 65.1 4 . 9 9 69,0 67.7 EB.B
76.7 73,7 79,.1 8499 86,9 95 9 2 800.3 79 9 6 74.J77 1 4 74,9 76x2 80.7 76.9 71.6 77.9
79,8 77.6 82.0 A8,7 ''0,9 89;3 849 1 1 53.5 77 ! 1 bit$ 78, 9 80.1 5416 81.2 74,.6 51.,1
81.7 74.5 84.9 03,5 93,6 92:9 9590 6815 80 ! 1 694 84,2 78.3 71.7 53.8 55.9 56.7
74.3 72.1 70.4 95 *2 6599 84;5 831.'1 50!2 73! 4 6415 16.5 72;.3 70.48 764- 5 7813 78,4
113.7 S ,ii R .9 9z , L 93, Z 4314 a 1	 67 96 7$.V 831	 $ .	 8 ,e 74 .9 7b.;I 76.9 73'.8
01.2 693 99.1 9698 97ei 96.6 95 1 4 4113 54!1 515!2 Sm 85, 1 ) 1999 B0. 3 52,3 79,1
9 .8 E7 9 7 94. 3
 
9#:6 9 ,9 960 4 03 9 .2 8758 88! 3 86,	 $ .	 67.3 8796 8 •	 87#9 71)*
a^.9 90.02 96 9 0 9^0 97,9 94.5 03 9 3 68.8 So l 1 52.1 8^.^ 80.7 a0.8 8^1.^ 84 1 6 79,^
a 
.0 99 10 9.4 9 .G 95,0 66; 4 9 . 4 89th 95! 4 8095 80.	 4 • 5 B ,9 Sp, d B n • 4 791
86,9 8897 90.2 9C O 50.7 07.4 7`ir4 89 1 7 95.0 g1r0 811 4 P$.2 61.0 79,4 030 77_,4
91• p 919 .q 9,2.4 94,G 94,3 93.3 9293 92!G 5011 61.4 81.4 80.7 8192 7816 8090 7790
92.90 92.7 92,0 92v 6 35..1 95;4 9293 37 1 7 84 1 St 78 1 9 79.3 80.2 a .6 8 0 59	 78.0
92,1 93 9.3 94,.3 93,5 96.1 04.5 91 1 7 137 1.3 87.7 . 0 0 7 80,6 81.9 a ,9 7^,	
•1
6 BD,°5 75+3
0193 9 9 91 010 94:,3 97,	 92.2 0185 89 1 5 65 91 81 ! 1 79,3. 76,.3 77 9 3 700 0 76;5 77.3 74.1
89.8 40
	 9010 $9 09 9 Of 9 ;,5 9.8,4 a t7 a!9 77tU 76, 0• 78. 4 7900 76+	 79. 2 71,
88.8 93	 87,9 Sa l o a6 o-b 9j.0 47 1 p 80,4 aj•7 89 0 8 81.1 85.1 83.7 BS,	 84.6 R.b
84,2 84.3 83.2 8492 4 5 * 3 ',4'7 141+5 75 i 1 7b.6 0 1.9 4 72.5 75.3 76.1 76.6 75.3 74.2
88,9 794 78.7 Ap, 9 92.3 40.0 77.9 74 1 6 76!2 72 9 1 67.1 69,1 69 9 1 6499 67.5 66.7
77,6 50.7 76.1 77,7 77 1 9 780'6 77 9 3 74 1 1 711.+1 61,4 72.1 71b.ti 74.1 77.5 74.9 76.2
102.1 1919 104 .0 106 • 14 7 .1 10 6 • ; 103 t9 1301 7 9b ! $ 96,4 94.1 95. 14 9597 04,7 95.9 99'2
101.4 ia1. 103.9 105 0 146.9 1,96,1 103.2 100.1 90.E 515.4 93.3 94.4 94.3 93.3 94.6 920










DATE 08/99 /74-	 250i	 RUN 700	 aii














HA C T i597. 514/p3 	 4aD1	 (•g15.71 KG/N3)
	 1003
NFAl6765! Np	 3354
;1129 1 RAA/5tsC1 
4 iGENFK10683 t RPM
t 1115 r 04q/SEG, 6-04








































t PAGE t	 F ULL SCALE DA TA REDUCT1 9N PRONA"	 PN(3E, OATS - g04TH 9 Dkr 4 31R, 10,4MODEL SOUND POE5SURE LE VELS 09 uku, F ► T:p PPRCLNT HEL. HUN T lAy)
ANGLES FROM IN60 14 ID66REES (AND RADIANS!
02	 10 '	 2 0 '	 3 0 ''	 40.	 509	 60t	 79 t 	bu t 	 90. 100 1 114. 120• 130.	 40.	 50•
i0•	 )to.1 7 1(0.351(0. 32)10. 7 0110.'^71i! * 05fi1t22T[lt^a l (it'3 7}i1i 75}itr 42?(21091(2.2711 • 44 )1 •6211
79.5 79,4 % ,7 7807 77 9 $ 75:9 75,9 77 ! 5 77 # b 75.0 72.8 73,1 7 4 .93 74, 9 7 49 9 77.8
76 n7 77,9 78.2 75,6 78,7 76;3 75 9 4 73.7 7491 74.2 72.0 72.0 76 4 4 76.0 75.7 77.G
68.^ 68,3 63,8 69.3 66,5 65.7 64 9 9 64.4 7W 63.9 64. 9 62.d 63.3 64,7 65x 7 6594
66.1 63.6 66.2 66, 9 67.6 65•.3 64 93 639 6 7G.7 64 4-9 62. 4 63.9 63 99 65,3 69. 9 $592
66 1 9 65 4-	 64 ,1 ISS- 1 69.2 66.6 66 1 3 630 72!4 64,2 64.4 64.9 67 9 1 65.5 69.9 6713
77.9 739
	
79 .3 71 t 6 7096 73.;2 8090 751 0 77 #y 69 98 72.9 78.48 1 .8 73.9 75,9 7549
64.6 64,7 65.0 65,7 66,7 66;2 66 9 1 643 9 7098 63.3 64,0 64.0 65 9 9 63,2 64 0 9 65*t1
68,9 69.7 74.0 67,7 68.6 69.y 69 4-3 67 9 7 T0 j 4 67.1 64 0 3 64 * 0 66 9 8 67s1 6.7,7 46,8
80r 0 9297 84,3 79,7 79,7 94.1 84 4- 4 87 1 6 82.b 	41 9 9 77.3 76.1 79.9 41.L 82,1 6p.l
79 0 4 77.8 74.9 76 1 6' 8.? 0 7 929"c 82.9 8	 77;7 77 9 4 76.2 80.1 79 1 8 82.0 7 1. 6 75t6
90.8 99,6 84.1 R7,5 93.8 93.2 94 9 2 92.5 88.4 69,0 8811 92.1 90.7 94.1 80.8 65,9
95.9 97,0 92.3 95,,1 103.2 1028 9 LOW 10191 301: 7 97 92 99,2 96.2 9610 86,5 87,2 114;0
09 s39a 05• 05 4 0.9 96; 1i07• 0 1d 97!. 93.9 9 9 98 9 7 4 0 45.3 M R D ,9
10^^ 2 1 08, 0 19691 10x, 6 H6 -2 ^03; iu3 t i }0 !1 95.# 9191 9 .# 9}. 2 9290 4292 87x2 8 .3
95..7 9509 1 3.1 101 : 1 13 8 :0 109 ; .2 10413 111 ! 4 99 1 2 45,0 98:4 94.3 934 939.1 Bles 47.1
	
2,8 94 9 2 ^7,2 102x1 105 1 1x1 6 . 4 1T192	 818 9394 58.3 89.2 81.3 8911 92+% 83. 4 68.1
92,4 96.3 96 05 10091 103,3 10 5 93 98195100!2 95.4 89.6 159,3 	88.3 93.1 97.5 E5,2 86.1
93 *6 43,5 94,0 95.2 77.6 79.1 16 9 4 9399 89 1 &_ 84 1 8 83 0 0 81,2 84.9 da,3 3p,08190
9	 9•	 9 •	 4 t
	
9 7,	 4 0	 479	 95 !	 9 il!	 $al!	 8 .5 8 s44 8 98 80•	 8 9	 9,
9^,
	 9 9	 9 ,	 97,E 19/^	 95t	 91 ! 1 8.7!- 81t	 8#.2 66 0E 0194 80:.1 71,4 76.89 .1
94.{1 96 9 0 95.7 93.9 46.0p 96.5 94.7 9 0 .5 99 ! 4 83 9 	8 ;4 8 ,5 9 .3 7A,6 P1.7 74.3
95.1 94,1 93,3 64,3 94 4-9 46;5 94 9 3 9091 84.2 61 1 5 7 ,7 79;3 7 .11 76,5 76.9 76.3
9 1:0 9 3 .	 o .4 0 ,.	 9^, 0 0 4. ,4 4	 67 :w 64!	 19t9 77.	 76.9 7790 7S±{ 7640 7 •1
9 .6 91•' SF.4 9 *8 9107 92 1 9 99 1 1 85 ! 4 92 ! _ a6.0 7791 79,9 79 9 8 '1(,2 ez " 9 7 x7
97.3 87.2 8^ i 4 8613 R9.0 39.7 87 4-5 62.i; 79 #2 73 1 7 70,4 69.4 69.1 64.4 69.4 65.2
8304 8308 8191 820 9 46.6 37,1 84. 9 78.5 74 .9 75.1 67.9 69,d 74 1 7 70.1 69,9 69,0
7907 82. 8 76.3 79,1 8601 03 4 4 8192 7$ ! p 77!9 13413 74.4 78 # 4 78 11 79.4 79.1 76.8
107 . 7 10 ,5 11 10 9 . 4 11093 105,0 11 5 ,2 112t0 10 0 !7 106 !1 1014 102. 4 1.01 4-1 1029 9 1Q0,3 9700 47.8
108 . 4 1.0 8 .3 10 9 . 4 110,4 1.1 5 .3 11 4 . 6 1129 0 109 9 3 i8v tZ 10293 102. 3 171.3 102- 7 101.5 96,5 97 ..2




R-AGIAL loot FTt	 83
	





CONrl r,	 B;.&,!1 In	 160
LOC PTO
	 1011
DAT c 08/09/74	 25g
RUN 701-	 415
TAPE	 Ay40	 404





TkHR 69! USG F	 x!00
12 941 UUEG Ki	 to 00
TWET 67t VEY f	 11S{1
	
(2921 UFO K 1	 1600
H'ACT15.7Z G4 /'M3	 euoc
1;.01572 KGIM 3 1 On
NF A 9 ,069 R
( 9051 4+ 6/SE (;! 400
NF4 933 7 2 so"	
- 50600.
( Q ^5! rI AJ/SEGi 6390
NFi 062 B! Fi?N	 6400
11131 R p/SEC^ l aua 0















oPAGE i	 FULL SCALE DA TA REDUCTION PROGRkH 	 PROG, (} 'ATE	 moNTH 9 DAY 4 HR, 19,4
RnDEL SOUND PRESSURE LE V ELS ( 7Y, UEG 9 F, 70 PFRGtNT RkL, RUM. DAY$
ANGLES FROM INLET (N bLaREES (AND R-Ai TANS)
FRtp, ;0+0,}(:171(0^g5)(G^g2)IU^qO)4(!^^%)(j^^''3}(ir^233L1b^a117,q^7)(i^^5)(^^9ia^^?B9}a^3°^ir(^4^;^s^58z}; 	
1 pug.
^5 3 AotS B 16 8 1,.0 809 6 7817 77. 9 78-90 78!8 77!P 76!8 74 . 8 7q!9 7518 76.	 7 .B 7716	 77.4
63 78.0 7},e 75 1 9 77.1 76,6 77:3 73,11 721 9 7.1!1 76. 1 73,2 76.2 7590 741	 7^.0 7718	 }25.5
RAUfAL
 100! F Tr	 B0 72.3 7 ,2p 7.2.9 7$ ,T 69,2 49,5 6 8: 1 0 67 15 6 4 25 6 9 .6 68.4 66.9 67,	 60.7 69.6 69.6	 119,1
( 3D! M)	 1OC 71•b 6 ,7 70.0 61 1 9 hb.	 6813 65x:2 6515 66!9 [i5.2 661.2 66.2 66, 	 67,6 67 1 9 69e6	 1171¢
YPKICLE	 ATT	 125 11.9 6611 66,4 67, 4 55.9 66;3 65 1 5 67.3 66 2 [ 65.4 66.3 66,2 68.7 G6,3 7112 71,2	 117i4
CONFIG	 8zm ( 'H	 166 78.9 B1 i 5 79.1 74 1 . 0' 73,5 819 6A t , 0 79 1 9 68 2 7 74.2 67.9 70, 1 64:6 74,3 75.9 74,9	 179.5
LOC PTO 1pg 8. .9 84,8 Bx.2 77 9 7 7696 94;4 71t1 SW 71!1 77 1 06 8.3 73,0 71.7 75.4 79.0 79,1	 1?806
OATF 08700/74	 c5D 698!7 66.6 66. 9 67,1 67.9 68,4 67 t1 669 9 67 11; 6413 65,2 640'9 68,0 60.1 67,1 68 1 0	 117,0
RUN 707	 315 75,7 74,C 77,2 83,7 4607 85;3 K i ! 1 00.1 74.1 77,4 74,3 76,3 81 1 0 77.?_ 71,	 7010	 1;016
TAPE	 A940	 400 79,7 77,6 81.7 87: 9 9 197 p9 -1 4 A5tp 8410 77 2 6 d29C 78.2 813.1 94, 7 9 1 1 1 74.7 B Z n 1	 134.6
BAN 2d,y AG	 'S,OC, 82.7 75,5 84,0 92 15 63,6 92'2 91 1 0 86 1 1 76 0 7 70 t p 83.9 76.7 70.8 64.1 84.9 04,5 	 137.8
(976921 N .1M2y	 63L 76.1 1291 77.11 14, 9 85.1 134,6 99x 9 5 501? 72!;; 69 9 4 76,3 71,4 70 9 9 17.4 7R,0 7611	 130.1
T AMP 69. O.Eu i	 ^pq 94.6 9•	 83,9 9 ,8 ¢ 3. q °3.5 X2.2 891	 76!4 84 1	81 1. 	 8 3 75.	 74.4 77.8 75, 7	17$.y
r	 (2931 L'E'G K1 	 V)QU 91.4 95.A 94. 4
 9 ^0 981:0 96.8 95,6 91., 61. y !169..1 83,	 9 /3 79,	 78.8 69 1 4 7 !3 .1	 142.1
c	 TkET 66'1 LFG F	 52 9q•	 R9,	 94.	 9 1E 0 5 . 7 98;6 9 .	 9009 $t! ►` 698,	 h • 4 87.	 87.0 80. 2 8799 7018	 4 .
(2923 VEI K)	 }.x.0 3 90..^ $8,; 961	 4711 4609 93; 5 9 13 89 ! 3 97 2 1 83,	 3R^•3 332 '	8111 ;1515 8?.1 77,4	
47.3
^.	 i	 z	 iHA.CT $160 64/M	 600 90.0 69.0 9 ,	
9 ,9 979,` 06,6 9 15 9 i'!	 81,	 79,4 8p.6 82 15 8	 q . 4 R • 3 7?,
	
4 1 .r	 (•g1g^B K 6/ M^}	 ^ 3 0G 07 9 9 98.7 q^1^ 9^,7 9'8.^^^ 9011 4 31 3 9 lI 05 0 	dg r3 82 .3 8,,,, &}•3 @^. j 7^lp 7dra	 }4.}
c	
NFA10789= Rp	 3150 90.1 59 98 41.3 42.3 7hiss 9245 9Q 1 6 09.3 83! 9 dit3 61.2 111,3 9013 7?1,7 Burs 75. 9	139.11
	
(1130! RADJSE'G1 4u00 91,7 99 92,1 911,x' 9417 95 * 0 93,4 87 ! 6 94!I 78,0 79,3 84.0 01.6 8a!4 74..6 77.7	 140,3
NF,c1Ei69 ^! HPM	 50093 91.4 43.1 93.5 92,.I 95,2 ^4.7 91 9 6 87 1 1 ff7rd SU.4 80,9 81.4 E3,4 79,63 BQ,3 75,0	 140•5
	(1120!,}iAf3j5t Cr bsO0 93.2 4192 9 0. 5 919 5 9 2,2 9114 89.7 85 1 2 39!3 79.3 76,5 78.3 78.1 76,6 715,9 74 1 2	 11m. 2
NF .'069 (1l g PlF	 scov 199.8 59.8 9g,	 89,39 9 ,8 9 • 4 869	 Q4!	 8 !7 77 1 	771	 78.3 78 .9 7715 7715 7 ,9	 8.
^11 3! N p/ `SkclioZ on 88.6 90 9 5 86,^ 88 9 6 8 0 44.2 85.; 83.E 8l ! e 9g1^ 80.E 54 .1 84,1 Y5 12 84.6 R'^,7
N ,,.
 OF ^? L AutS 4 4 10	 84.{^ 84.2 83.3 64,3 45,0 04,3 9118 76.1 77,1 8 1 0 4 72.6 75. t, 76 ! 5 76,6 75.4 74.	 234.o
	
1 nj:Od 89,8 79 .7 7'8.7 AQ.Fs 1 1 .4 ;Q;ef 7n.i 7;.0 74. 4 71,4 67.5 69 .91 89,6 67.3 069 ,6 04.^	 137!3
	
1eu0 g 77.9 79.9 76.2 771 9 77.7 ?B,1 76915 74.1 79!0 62.2 72,4 7e,1 76.j 77,4 76. 9 71:. 9
	136.2
eER A LLL !r+£A S1) -EU 102. 1 1931 96 183. 8 105!9 96916 116,2 10 3 1 3 101!3 97 ! 1 97.2 4415 175.1 44,9 94.3 95.1 94!3
	
nFY AL CALG^LATEU 101, 6 171.1 10 3 . 5 20 4 9 7 106.9 106,3 io3 13 16C.4 9603 90.n 93.3 94;3 44.1 93.5 94,2 47..3	 1'^1+9






1111,.-.. ..	 .._	 1111 1111
	
- - - - - - - - - - -
_






























'	 a--. ._.. .. ........	
_._-0_000...	 -_._.^_._—._.	 ^	 r^++^-^ia^wass+rrc^rs wit+'a»rr nrmtr tr9^ ^^f M3'--I rCer^^tisyvc^e
PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM U, BATEPKC - MONt"	 4 DAY 4 HR, 1995(
MODEL SOU-40 PRES51,14 LE V ELS (54. ot4. F, 70 PFRCL-NT KEL, HUM. nAy)
ANGLES FROM INLET ' IN kiRM ( AND RAJIANSI
D. 1d. Poe 3Q,	 4Q,	 009	 60t	 74. 150. 90,
(L 9Z2 ) il^i0 t [ 18 57 3 ( 1, 75 )I1^ 92)(
1 50, 110. 2 0, 11;Q.
.Q93(2.27)( ? t 44}(
1 40,	 S0,
.62)4f R t a . ( p. )(p.171 ( 0.?i5}( . n9 s2 ) iU,70) ( t1. g7 1i1 , 05 1
- 5^ 79,3 79,8 92.1 79,9 79,4 78.2 77.1 7796 7o.6 74 9 9 73.7 77.0 78,4 79.2 76,7 78,5
63 74.7 74.4 76,3 7497 78:x7 75,2 71.4 73. 1 71!9 7313 70,8 71.p.R 73.5 7542 74.0 74.,8
RAOIA	 1112:	 FT, 5; 68.3 69,7 69 ..6 7 .6
61,6
71,2 6.6;7 65 .7 64.3 65..8
6529





64.9 L`(r	 ;Ot M) 107 66,6 64.•6 66, 8 64,8 871.1 6610 63! 6 65 1 2 64.3 66.1 695 9 9
VEHICLE	 ATT 125 68,0 64,9 65,4 67 9 G 75,7 55,6 68,3 61 1 9 66 3 64.,6 64,6 67,3 65 1 2 66,6 67,0 67.13
CONFIG	 9_'M	 ( F4 16V 77 9 4 74,6 76,2 71 1 0 77 , 8 73,1 76 1 0 66.7 732 7 74 1 2 72.8 76,9 78.9 71.1 74.6 74,9k.	
LDC	 PTI 490 64.7 63 ., 7 64,.7 660 75,7 66!2 66 1 3 53 1 0 64;0 61 t 3 62.4 63.0 63.5 64,2 63, 7 64 ;7
DATE 08 /0_9 / 74- 25.0 69,7 69,7 71,3 70,1 73.7 69,3 67,1 6811 6:.;, 62 9 3 62,2 63,; 1 64,7 65,2 64,7 64,7
$	 +	 REIN	 7D3 b15 79.9 BOO 83 , 3 00. 8 78,7 4'0;0 74 . 0 76 1 b 73.$ 7O^,o 68 80 70.8 69 . 7 72,4 7198 72,1
TAPE	 AV-40 -Q0 74,4 8'0:9 8 77, 9 80.7 84,9 46; 9 8 110 77 1 , 1 82 2 0 76 1 8 75. 0 2 81;1 E116 78.3 76,9 76,7
BAR	 2809 NG ?04 84,6 66,7 04,1 87,8 92.5 94;9 89 t 1 abtb 86.9 83,1 81.6 88'42 5891 87,0 64 9 8 54.9
r	 (976421	 ^70123 633 88.9 92,59 94.2 969 4 103.0 106 ; 4 & U19 5 40 11 96t1 9Qt3 8993 94;n 94.1 98.6 4891 95.9
TAHB	 681 USU F































































HACT15 1 6u GG r 3
`
.915R ,o K11-93)
































119;7 9713 44 90 84 1 4
8611
83 1 2 879 4 e'1,Z 85.8 8083 54. 1 78,6NF+1 	RP" 92.0 93,2( 954 1
 RAU/SEC1 4VOQ 96.9 94,6 94.9 44 9 0 90,9 101;4 9813 Vito 87.7 41 1 2 80,3 79;9 ep t9 79,1 779 6 77.7
NFK 9 03 9 t RPH 5x00 9	 0
994 94
96 9 0 92.7 9 14 97•
930;















77,1946!	 t4 *y/5 EC 1 800 95,,; 93;3 9 ,2 9'1:5 940 7703
NFD106283 R 6400 93,1 9307 9 343 9 1, 9 9' 5; 0 9 4.4 4 214 8' 7 91 93!4 6 913 77.3 77,4 76 9 9 77.4 76, 8 76,0
(X1&89 R^U/5EC9 10C0D 91.5 91.5 9011 40,7 ')284 930 4 °0+1 55 1 9 81 2 9 b4 12 7701 78.;9 7817 79'49 7896 ?799
NQ,	 OF PLAU9 5	 4.4 &2300 88.3 87,4 66.4 96,2 5590 89 0 7 87 t 8 sj t 3 77 2 5 73 1 4 71,3 7Q.7 71 9 0 67;4 70.90 68,3
X6 600 84,5 93,9 9 2;8 A2,6 R5..6 4$;0 8X5,9 78 1 6 7:.7 77t9 71. 9 74'1 74. 9 4 73;3 73,9 72,a
20QYQ 79 8 9 8390 7$;3 79 11 3g,? A4.4 94 9 5







75,4 78;0 77,9 78.4











112, 1 10 ,8
114. . 4
11S '4 2






1031 9 103 . 6
102,2
101 ,9 iD 87
" rr+OH
1} '2+ 2










OPTL-LtLast* 09L It1.ALt 5L5 £09LL 9L10	IPt 9 9iuT Ord6LL IS0 1QOO(kOZ
e"906'91L'ZL069:19''l^il6'7tVat1601R'1.Le''91Z'9fl£'8x909£9'ts1Z'rga'S6t'SitQOnrt
6'9k.Ta'zLt'TtL'T.lvTL**1LL'3L6'£1S'LLT4190'98t-*Ib0'06S`L3?'L9£`69£'681)0421Opt	5-3t1f1e Jo +UN








1^Z'LLO' L IP£!9:11$+4 ['6L?' 9.tL£479 96kq)tg x;69''644''96 So5';"eab 1J: f6Vltb 9646'966#6W9 Wra9 WdH1.6%:LO b H3N	i 6+O+LLIt.6L6.5•3s160S'968!96'466•L66
1'91Ft1'160'0904616'099'181'£s9"19^_)686'26T'001T`2015'660'5694961'661'96no Flo133SAV H1996 )


























































iSNV)'MI ONT)S331fp3iH!1310HON-- 5319NV (An okm '1311 LNIabld 0L'd `gee'sc) S^^ ual 4vrlss3addMISlaa0w
5'61'Mw t	AVG6	141NOw - 3176 `atdNdNVMuO1dNalianOmViva 9lr^s1VA1 30vd
Ne+,
PAGE 1.	 F ULL SCALE DATA KDUCTION PROCRAN 	 PRUG, D'AT€ - mo NfN 9 DAY 4 HR; 19,5
MODEL SOUND P RESSURF LE yELS ( 39 ukG Fr 70 PFACENT kEL9 HUM. !)AV)
ANGLES FROM INLET 14 rOWEES ( AND RADI ANS)
0'10.	 7 .	 3 +	 4	 5 t	 8•	 7 p	 $ t^ 9r 10#j' fl' ( 2 p ^ ( 130.	 41r 115ee.	 PWL
;R^Dr (0.	 }(0. 77(03 5 1i0.^2} 1fr q ;)(0! Q7 1(i9 5 }(1. 22 ) - 	0) (it 7 )(11 5)[19 2)	 .$9} 2. 7'} ( K . 4 )(? . F+2 )i 	 )
	5.i 79. 4 99 * 7 F• 1 79 15 78.7 78 ' 0 76!8 7718 77!6 76it0 7500 7,j'8 75'4 76+ 1 74 •8 77.6	 126.9
	
63 78.6 77.8 7J. 4 77.8 77.6 79 :5 74;4 73!7 73:6 7510 74.3 74.1E 76.7 76.4 75,11 76 . ,8	 125,6
RADI AL l oot tT • 	8	 73,3 73 .0 73,8 7397 73.6 72;a 73 •6 7315 73!4 7,1 . 9 73.8 70'd 694.3 71. t 7194 7p , 4	 12?16
	




ATT	 5 7 . 9 7 t 4 71 •	 70:94 7 . .	 7f;3 7006 67ld S7!'	 66 13 65.g 680	 70.	 69.6 709	
7'
	 1 9.CONFIr	 3 3f I .-q	 isa 7y, a 74 . 5 71 ,7! 74 .4 4 3 A.- 4 76 1 3 77!4 7611 67 1 2 69,3 76 -8 	78 ► 6 77.2 74.,3 75.. J
	 tZ6.i
L C pT	 Y00 72.6 73.0 73 ' 0 71.0 71,9 70;5 71.1 68.7 810 66 9 0 65,2 67,0 57.9 68,4 67 9 0 67.7	 1'9,v
DRTF 08 999/ 74	 YSu 78,7 78.6 79.0 77.1 76..7 75.•4 76..5 7209 70.i X59.4 69.0 65,2 69,7 70..3 7 ,1 , 69,8	 123.5
Ru r! 705-	 315 78,9 79,7 81.9 82 9 7 8499 51.4 77 12 76 ! 0 79 ! (; 79.3 78,3 7'7 .1 7510 78.3 7^,0 76.7	 179.7
TAPr-
	
A940	 400 78..8 76.8 eL91 331`,7 R5•	 36. 9 78 1 2 79.6 74 1 4 74 i 0 74.8 79,1 74 1 5 79,;. 73.9 75.7	 130+4
BAR 28,4 NC.	 500 90.5 86.7 92.1 93.6 90,1 100•.1 09 12 9216 88,7 86 1.0 88..0 91.8 84 9 7 91, ,0 53.6 86.8	 :4300
.2'	 (47692! N/n2)	 aU 92 . 0 99.2 979	 97.1 116.2 107: 7 102 ! 3' 102 !.2 102!_3 96,6 91,4 91,5 90,.9 87.7 099,3 40..1 	 191.3
TAN? 68! '3FG F	 9Qrs 06.7
	




u0a 145.1 1 7 +1 1rya.. r4Z^G	 3 1 2 }0413 iti6t	 00'!0 946 19^ ra 97.	 91.0 88 ,.92 1 7 . 5 B ,F! Pp;.O	 1-44 9
NET 661 F T	 125	 98 .Q 97 x1 108. {1 lute J. 	 1Q 4 9^ 142!2 98 ! & 913j2 $e!1 9x.2 811;0 81}.8 87 . 0 82.7 RI^.O	 144i1
(2421 U64 K)	 1500 95.1 45.8 99 0 	9 0 9 L03 +1 1049 6 1,A,4 97 02 93!C 4203 91 . 2
 94 .0 58.1 8946 $Sol 0529 	 148,5
NACT15.50 a4/"a	 2UQC 9493 94. 2 96,.'2 a812 10 411 104.3	 837 96 i 3 91 ! 1•, 89.4 83.1 82 ! 4 839 9 87.4 04,2 R4..3	 14711
	
{.01 550 KG/03)	 Z:'00 94 9 0 0500 45.2 96.9 1001 101+4 97.2 93 ! 8 91.3 57 13 85r3 84 5 4 314,9 82.9 93.5 80,1	 145.4
NF A 05551 9 ppi•f.' 9 .	 9 .	 4 .	 9 9	 o rB 98.11 91 i 	 9g ! 	87!	 8 •	 8 •	 T'7 ! 	79.7 79.	 8 .	 7899
(100Q1 R u^ SEC i ^ 00 9^.^ 9 .^ 9.^ 9,	 9.7 101. 3 9 11 901	 !!6 ! 	8 ta 8. ^ 80.	 e0.6 80.1 T^.	 Pp,7	 }4rbl
NFk 9471t
! 	-
 5-JOC 93.2 9630 90.3 93x1 1 7.0 115:6 9 394 5894 8711 8214 8 8.1 79,3 3092 7S .6 BQ.1 75.5	 1.41. 9!
	
( 99 ..! kAEJ/5EC7 6b0G 96.0 95•L 94.2 93. 7 96.1 07.4 9415 86 1 3 93•Fi 8.0r r1 74.3 78.2 78.2 75.4 77.0 76.2	 1'42.4
NFG10628 1 Rp-	 - a;oc 91.7 9346 93.2 9118 94.7 05.0 9293 85!7 5214 78 . 93 76.3 77 .31 7696 76.79 77.0 74.8	 141.1
	
{111 3 ! RA /SEC 7 10600 90 95 920 89.9 009C 92,3 94.0 901.2 43.7 8 J! 6 66 12 78.1 8094 $O. t'8 91 9 9 30.3 aO. 8	140.0
NO. OF IMA05	 44 12560 87.1 88,2 86.6 07,3 19.3 90.7 A'6 t 7 80 .02 75.2 72,5 69,7 7 1, 4 7210 71.8 70.5 6'..2	 138.0
	
1 6 1` 00 84,5 83,8 81 . 8 82,4 86,5 "7.2 94 0 76 ! 5 72 1 7 73 1 9 57.8 71.9 72 9 7 74.0 71,6 f9 9 J	 136,4
	
20000 5 0.7 939 •• 79. 1 79,5 83.7 84.5 Rlt!x 7fi!9 75:!2 8414 74.3 79.1 78x7 89.4 7931i 771 9
	139.4
pyEkk	 NEASUREO 106 + 9 107 i 6 11163	 _	 9y. 99 7	 7	 96 9if3, D 1u4.7 114.5 111.3 x08! 7 194.8 10 .4 102 6..
	^ 101 t ' 199.3
	 •	 99.1
OyE3iALL"^ALGVLAIEn 10g +2 107 . 8 11190 1163 + 3 11 4 .$ 11 4 8 1119 $ 1109 -2 105 ' b 104 .2 10	 99 . 8 lglri	 9598 9912	 159.7
PROD 119.4 119.o 120, 7 1212,; 124.4 124,8 121 9 0 L17.8 St4 l k 112.8 104.7 106,6 110• 9









RADIA L 160. F Te	 Cu
	
( 30. n)	 103
VEHICLE	 AIT	 125







TAK	 A9 40 	 400
BAR 26. 91 Hi.	 56Q
	
(976 421 Ni"2)	 o30
TA M ?	 AS DFU F	 110:
	
(2 3! DF U 9)	 1-'00
TWET 661 DEG F	 1171.1
	(792t 5F6 91	 3.600
HACTI5 9 6 U GM/'M3	 2^'Q0
NF . 15AC KGIR3 )	 2300
r 1 
RPM	 3157
( ^ t f}kD/5EL:1 4000
NF {166033 ! mpr	 sL'D3
fif113T kAD/SEC 1 430
NF01062 8 ! NO 	 0:100
11113! iEAt7/5k[:7101:00




n vEkALL GALG 1JLFti l EU
►100F.L SW4D FRESSURE LEVELS (5v, vE_, F. 70 pr-RC10NT KEL. HUFF,	 DAY1
ANGLES FROM INLET IN ULUNLES ( AND RA3IANS)
0: 10, 20. 30. 40• 50, 60, 7v, 501- 90. 10c' s 110. 120. 130, 1 4 0, 150, rML



































72.0 7116 71:2 73.0 73 * 5 72.5 68.6 C8-6 71.1 71.7 70.7 121,:8
72.6 70. 5 7 2.'2 71 * 5 69.5 7p;0 69 1C 68 15 68.9 68.0 68,,2 67:9 69,5 69,1 6997 70.7 119.2
70.9 67.8 69.5 60,9 69,9 69;g 65 t Z 67 1 9 68.x, 67, 67.3 68;4 7 0..2 74.2 7 2.0 72. 9 119,2
76,.6 2'2,8 S i•l 779 6 73.5 8p.;9 74 1 6 79 1 5 751 - 77 1-.1 72,8 74;2 7294 76.4 77,Q 75,6 16711





71. 7 7217 72, 72, 6 7216 72;3 110 69 1 6 66!0 67 9 4 68.1 66;2 701,.8 72.5 120.7
81.7 83,9 84.3 90,1 42.7 03;0 09 95 B8 ! 7 75.7 62 1 0 77.4 03 9 1 811 ..8 86 '4 77.1 83.9 137,8
64.6 87.6 87.2 93,7 9596 °'3. 9 9 '3 90 ?115 Rii6 85,2 79,9 Hti;9 91 9 8 90,.3 79 9 7 p7,.0 14p.9
88.9 91.5 96.8 102,0 180,8 100;1 97.2 950 89.9 82,0 92.2 81,2 8505 88.9 9 +1 9 7 Q5 i 0 14596




































92, 9 93.9 966' 1 93x5 8b! % $7.0 88 1 2 62.4 67.1 9 0 ,8 85,5 B6. 9 761 9 141.1
97. 1 9119 9 7.4 98,3 °9.9 96;[ 5996 681 9 85tU 65.4 83.5 79,5 81.8 81.5 85.0 77.3 14297
91.2 91x2 94.4 9* 9 4 1 ) 1 9 0 07;2 91.6 9093 84,9 83.2 82, 6 79.5 8 0.2 79.6 8 0.4 7B.4 1420
901.0 90.7 42;1 `T4 , 7
03,0^,Q
1	 .7 90,p a l. 6017R 3 .9?
86,6}
62.3 80,9 79, U P12,.6 86 1 4
71.5
79,8 R.p. B 142.7
91.0 9014 93. 4 43;3 92. 90 1 9 6391 60. 3 81.3 81.8 8 1.1 77.0 14,7.1































f3g,3.z 41,6 -2. 92;5
99.8 90.1 41.1 90.2 91,9 91;1 " 1-2 83.9 91.6 77 1 4 77.•1 77.,1 78•:8 7815 77.8 73. 4 138,2



















1.35084.2 b o n 63,3 R5,4 P7,1 ?'5;4 A 2,5
A4.6 79,6 79.2 Etl,6 52.5 F0:8 78,9 74.3 74 0 9 71.8 67.1 69.1 69.7 68.? 69.0 65.6 132.7
78.0 80.7 76..3 79 .1 79.6 79.2 77.71 75!1 76! 4 82x4 72.4 77. 1 76.1 77.5 76#9 7"6.2 136.7
102. 8 103.7 10 6 . 4 106.1 99rj 10 8 . 9 14' 5 9 4 10311 93.15 98.498.3 96.4 9 7.6 9649 9B,1 97,8
102 . 6 1F: 3 •a 10; . 9 1!?7 • t 1U 9 . 1" 8 ; 6 1n5.1 102.2 9b 1-2 97,6 97.7 95.5 9 7,6 46.3 97.3 97.7 154,1






•..sr'lu.,,a .	 :'._- ' J+n y'3b^..i iiG'.^2^ak%.I:Ct4	 -- m_.	 i-^?.:.-.Ati.at.-9999,, 1[etiY...-01W.ii
	""`^":iLeN4r':a1lRliiL+yitil-..: d,i'^ iA'=mow






FULL SCALE DATA RFDUCTION PRO MRAM	 P01t2G, DATF - " ON,TFI 9 pAy 4 HR; 19,5
HODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, UE4, F, 70 PFRCi:NT ALL.	 HUM.	 lAy)
ANGLES FROM 1N4 ET ' GN btuREES (AND RW ANN
0^ rp^) ^1I7
2^6	 3g•
)f>3,	 5 }{0.	2} IO-
4p.	 5.p^	 b^.,	 74.	 F}1`









4' );	 ;	 Yl{ Pill:)-106
60.0
{4r






74. 1 77#2 126.6
77.9 73.2 78,2 77,6 78.p 76,2 75.1 f4• 72i6 7613 74 .1 74.1 77.0 751 9 7 4.3 76.4 125.6
73.6 74.1 73. 9 74,1 751 5 71. 8 7465 74 9 7 73.7 75.7 73;7 71.7 68 1 9 709 70.8 7'0 9 7 12302
73.6 7 1.3 72x 8 71;1 74,6 69.7 6d.9 7609 59.7 70., 1
67.4
67.0 67.2 68.8 69 1 4 71,3 70, 4 120.2
73.
7I,^
72,3 7i .2 A	 ,7 74,00 19.4 64,4 69,5 6701 65,3 67,7 69.0 68.1 7096 88.7 1'1901
74,2 77.n 73,2 7$,6 71;2 8014 7E],Z ?ti,l a^,p 67,8 77 .1, 77,2 77.3 7 4,2 75;3 176.4
73.8 72.4 73,D 7 ,I # 2 73 9 15910 70.2 69 1a 68 ,0 66,2 64.9 66;3 66 9 8 68,? 66.1 67.3 118.9
78.9 79 i 1 79,3 77,5 76 9 743 74.1 73.1 0 71;2 74,0 68;1 68,3 68.9 7n.2 69.5 70 0 4 12.3.2
79.9 50.2 A 1. 9 82,5 93-.2 77;2 74 ,.4 79.4 g oof 81.0 77,9 7b.4 73.0 78.9 79.1 79.1 12905
79.0 77,2 79,1 Ap.4 3 3.1 a 3, 9 74.4 77.9 731a 74.9 73.0 76 .1 73.6 16.2 72.3 73#1 12861
09,4 82.9 019,9 0251 95.6 08.;0 R5 ► 9 91.2 8419 67 11 85#7 81, 9 91.8 97.8 79.2 x'2.1 141.5
92.1 95-4 96,3 96.6 105 +2 10 0 -2 lull s 1011 3 49 12 96 1 3 90.0 92 6 4 99..2 83,2 85-8 06..4 150-0
10 7,0 103 .6 110 .0 1.13, 3 1.10 ,9 12 8 ;0 10 7. 1 10'5 ' 5 94 ! 1 104 . 1 9410 96.1 99 9 9 06.0 Bg,a 9595 15'5.997 0 9+±.3
48 ,4
94.2 102+7 1n6:4 1151 L02.7 102.4 91.4 9^5t1 96.4 92.3 0 7,4 89 .1, 8506 0 -7
81,2
1'19,3
9 7.9 1.b1.4 10344 1R 6,2 LOS; D 19 3.6 160'2 97.1 91. 4 93,9 2 86;1 89.3 88,I 93#1 1550.496,3 95,5 9'9.2 1.02, 4 10 4# 2 i9 4 ,0 101, 3 97.1 94 1 3 95 t 91.6 87;5 90 .1 9 1 .2 69x3 57.4 146.°-
9	 . 95.4 95 .5 97:6 ii0	 • p y	 13
19;





!; 4 # 4 4596
9	 , 9413 44.9 06,5 i1^+Z ;1 95, 9414 9 0!4 8t'' 85-0 84 . 1. 6254 440
94,1 43*3 9 4 3 96 9 9 96..3 46;4 g 4t3 91,6 Ba,s 86,2 81 ,4 79.6 51 . 1 78.5 1'0.4 f&.S 142.197.1 96,4 96,. 060 99,2 99;7 96.4 9211 68 16 83,9 8'3#{} 62;5 91,4 88a;9 79, R:	 .6 144,5
94.0 96.3 96.s 93 1 5 ob.3 044 9.2,5 8893 87.1 85,6 Be,4 79,3 91,4 71.2 79. 7	 .3 41	 1.4







































89,3 87.5 86.3 A7;F q I , 3 a B.2 86. 5 80,6 7665 73.6 64 .& 7404 7 0.3 h606 63. 9 69.7 1,7.41
84,9 84#; 52.3 R3,3 3807 73.;b 9,2.1 711 1 1 7.4 1 d 74. 6 8 67.2 t59:9 70.0 049.0 63.3 6 9 ,3 176.11
89.9
63, •5 79 * 1 79,5 3600 Al"I A 8 .2 77 1 1 7715 S$,? 74.3 78;2 77#3 79.3 ?7 9 6 77,5 139.A
1a , 10 8. 1 111 .2 114 + 3 115 .2 i23.9 111,3 109 '2 505 ;^ 106 ,5 101.3 104#;2 101,3 99,I 96,? 09,5
19 9 , 7 10 5 , 5 111. 9 11 4 , 9 145;2 11 3 ; 9 111. 6 109.7 104;9 106 .,4 1('1.3 160.6 101,7 99;4 9503 99,1 159.9




 1V0, iT.	 8]
	
t 301 n)	 1060
VFHZCL .E	 ATT	 125
CONF IG 	 44.4 iri	 16:
LOC PTO	 Z00
OATF 0 8 /09 / 74-	 /SO
RUN 708	 A17
TAPE	 A?41	




TAKE 69 1 U . E'G F	 'Do
+	 42931 UFO K) 140
TYET 66 t AEA F	 1e5.








55 ! fid^/SEt:: 
11F3 .97	 HPM	 3^0^
4 992 . HAD /StC) 630)
NFi3 06 R ! Rpm
	 6.;O,'
11131 K U/S6GJl4cao
40 1 OF qL AU	 a4 1000
zeug0




^,e7^m,^ 	 16..,34	 ^,.r.:,^. a^.;^e=u^..,m:>a^er^m._e^>t;...,^..y.^...:.r...^.,.5.^^..z,...u::,^:za_....an, ^_,,.. 	..-....i__	 ....,.s._r..,.x....,_^K.,,H__z,.........a.,a.....^^W`r'.z^,a..A::.i^:aw^.^timd•^..4..u^- 	 „u ;:^..^+,••^!-	 ^`^^i^t^..lr£i:tidiw[
9
V PAGE 1 iULL SCALE DATA REDUCT13M FR00RA24HODEL SOUND PRugt DATE - MONTH 	9 DAY	 4 14R; 1995PRESSURF LEWELS (79, 6Ea 9 F, 70 PFRCENT ReL, HUM. DAy)
ANGLES FRO" INLET tN u_E_6REES LAND RAUTANSI
0 , 1a ,	 ^;	 .
}(L'r1 71 t0 .. 5)(0
3	 ,	 i	 +	 5	 r
21t0.9Q1t0 .,	 7 }t19051t1r2
6 ,.	 7p,	 8	 9
? ) tir	 tl ) t1* 9 7lti.^5 }i1,^Z ) iz.D9 !(2910 ''	
li 112p' ii3
T ltz.^ 4 lt











































































































































TAPE A?41 4_1'3 8499 87.3 66.6 94,3 9793 86;,2 91 4 1 90.7 7916 b692 82.4 6791 9 1,9 37.7 80.1 87,4 140,1











































































p	 ti	 K )
tj G F
1,jOi
12% 88.1 89 ,4 42.3 92 * 6 4 3.1 R5.7 9115 95 . 1 85 1 7 861.3 81 9 3 86.3 90.0 84.9 8592 77.3 118.9
(2922 DEti X) 1?03 92.0 91,5 9 6 . 4 96,7 100*4 x36.6 89 ,4 88.2 A'Z!9 87 9 1 8596 78 44 8'3.3 62.n F 2.3 Bu.6 142.1

















































































RP - 0U0'0 91.^ 9;.7 4 4.1 92. 6 9 6.3 F4,3 °1.7 97.1 85#1 8 7.3 8.0,6 890.7 83,4 79.1 63,6 75,67597
1790b
138.n(1116. itA ./5E C 7 a 00 92. 92..;5 91.3 02.$6 9 4.6 aZ,B 90 0 $ 65 95 8,7 ! 0 79,5 76 9.7 77.4 77.4 769,5 .3
NF'!?10 62ft ! ' kP►! 0(100 9 (1.1 90.3 41.0 R9 , 6 93,1 AD ,0 99 1 5 04 9 9 81.4 79..3 77.2 78,2 79 . 9 73. 0 713,0 74 92 137.9
(1113( RAi3 /SEG110UOt1 498.7 9a.9 &7,8 R9,Z 91,1 79;0 97:1 83.9 81.8 90 9.3 81.g 84;1 64.1 95 * D 84,17
P4.p 139,5






























2000L 76.9 81.5 77.0 78.6 8190 66; 9 77.1 75.1 7t;!C Bi l l 72.6 77.1 76•,0 77.1 76.6 74.5 13647
YENAL	 k^'SUi+Ei)Oy KACt"^A^t;uClrr£ n
102.9
1 0 x.3
10 3 6 5
10 3 5 6
3,0 5 . 4
10 5 . 3
109.3









































































































































9131 H3A vaeTb' 6qZ•E9Z.690,TL4'699'(94'694'1.9T'69I'llT!^(iL	LS'	L9''£1.5ZTllv
9616Tx"21.60CI6'Zt006L5.09Toot6'0LTill6'11Z'TLC'tL9'£tTAU6'TZ0'£1.4'SLntlW	'0s)









oyu 'wnm'14NLWIDWid OL '! 6113n'ea) S1a01 iWISS3bdONAUS13Q6w
9161'2!}it	AVOf	HAD+i -3lva '^DmdWYN04dN0143110AS')^ft.i Viv.n 3')x35i 3'J yd
ti
^o
POP 1	 FULL SGALE DA TA REDUCTION PROeRAM
	
PROF, DATE - HONTH 9 DAY 4 HR, 14.6
MDDFL. SOUND PRESSURE LE VELS (sv, Oku, F, 70 PFRCfiNT REL, HUM. 1)4Y)
ANGLES FROM 1#[ICT I'N 115UREES (AND RADIANS)
04	 101	 Z O•	 30 n 	 40.	 50 9 	609	 70 9 	Su ! - 9p . 1001 1101 1 2 [F•30. 1 50 0 L^iOs	 P^[i
5J
63
pAO3A L 100! F T: 00
(	 !!Q9	 K) 100
VEHICLE	 ATT 125








BAR	 26,y HG 706




[293! p G K) 1400
TWF T	 66• H^G F 12bi:
(.242!
	 VEG. 	 K) i-Q6
HAC?15 ,60 6"143 zug0
(..01569 KO/M3) Z?OC





NFif 4	 !	 RPM
^1^,.•R
5,40












t0 nF_ R _O	 I	 i	 F	 Y	 Y1(0917)(0.'[51;0. 1521(:0: 7 0110• Rr )iir951 tl r22)[1t70 1 (19J7)(	 1 75)[	 1 42)1	 .0411	 +2711	 . 44 I 	.623( )
Sp,+3 69 9 9 81.7 7991 18,7 77 1 7 7002 78 2 0 79,.6 77 1 1 75.0 74.1 7 6+0 75,& 730 77.2 1?6.h
78.1 77 .2 76. 9 7692 77,7 74 10 7590 751.8 73 1 2 76 93 75.3 7 4.3 76x3 75..2 75,2 7712 125.1
77,3 74,9 74.6 75 1 2 73.7 74;1 75 9 7 741 5 740 75 3 6 74,7 72;11 7095 71 9.8 72.0 72.1 123.4
76.07 7300 73,9 72 .1 4 74,0 72;0 709? 711 4 79!7 7013 68.9 6741 9 69,0 71.9 71,1 71;3 121 n U
74,9 73.4 7 92 71.7 73.2 72;'2 7016 70*4
75 =5
















.176,0 74,0 77.9 73#5 74,,2 7514 e0. 1 3 75. q
76,.0 74x4 74..2 7?43 71:,7 7109 71 1 3 6999 b7 ,d 67.2 66.3 67;3 67r B 68: 9 67.1 68.1 114•'
81.7 61,1 B1.1 19 1 6 7 Q 77.;.1 7613 74.9 7Z!Z 71.3 70.1 70.3 70,9 11.2 71 9 5 7102 125.1



























1 7 	9081,,,$ 78,1 79,6
88,9 62,8 86 9 7 R7,1 41,5 93;6 81.4 66 ! 8 84.7 tl3 0 8 803,2 90 9 8 84,6 B2.7 75,2 75.3 117.1





































$,2 99.1 10393 &D O 2 18 7 ;1 104 .1 103.3 9ti.9 96.0 91,2 91 0 4 909:0 04.0 B3.3 40 9 3 1'51.9
9309 9306 9001 1020 3 10 5 .2 106 00 101.3 96 1 4 92!2 92.2 90 9 5 R7.2 A693 89,5 8603 B7 0 3 149,5
94,2 94,3 95,2 100. 4 1.00.5 101 ! 2 1 7.6 9503 31 ! 3 9 1 . 3 88-.4 84.4 88 -4 85.1 84.1 F7.5 145,9































































95.0 95.5 45.0 9392 75.4 04 ;9 93. 0 88.0 83 ! ? 8Oy3 78.0 77.9 77.9 77.? 76x1 715.2 142.0
9308 93.2 4 1 02 02.3 7 3,5 9Z; 6 1 0.9 86. :1 81.9 87.1 78.3 81.2 60.6 81,5 5 u n p 50, 9 141.-1
39,5 89.6 87.7 !98 9 8 9 0,,5 9 1. 4 F7.8 51.4 77.2 74 4 4 71.8 72;9 72.5 72.6 71.' 4 7 ,6 134.J
85,9 F16 9 0 930 9 P5,C F6.9 08;d 2 4.3 78.1 74 1 9 74 0 9 71,3 72.4 72,7 74,9 77.3 6$,9 137,1
81.7 94, 1 B0.4 91 9 5 83.9 45;9 %94 77.4 7o!1 85.4 75.6 79! 1 76. 9 R0..0 76-.3 78.3 14psu
109 9 7 104+ 11L.j 113: 4 118.,8 114 ; 9 11201 L10!G 104•Y104.1
10593 92.2 9 09 5 9 2.2 7 1..? 56.5
95.5
90,4
09,3110.3 1C 6 • o 1139 113 9 4 L15,4 115; 4 11293 109. t 10'5".5 102. 7 100, 7 102.2 191.2 16019
120. 6 127.2 12192 123.0 124.4 125.4 L21 1 9 LIS95 114.0 11193 111. 7 109.9 110.7 109 9'5 106. 4 106.4
712







NADIAL 100. F T.	 80
	








OATF 0 8/09/74 	290








TAMP 68. DEC F	 800
E	 4243. DFG K1	 'Logo
T WET 66. DEG f	 123.0
	




NFA 9 651• RPM	 3150
(1.010. ^>A D/SEC) 4000










RODUL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, 090 , 1 F, 70 PERCENT AEL, HUM. DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN ObS8901 (AKD RAD 1 ANS)
no	 10.	 2019	 30 0 	40,	 50.	 60.	 70,	 80 9 	 00 190. 110. 12ot 1311. 1 4 0, f9o,*
(D.	 )(R,171(0,35140,52)(8,70)(0•,67)(1.05')(1.22)(1.40141;77)(1;75)11,921(2.09}(2.27)(2,4410,62)8
81.4 90 -1 7 01.,{1 79 1 1 78,5 77 9 9 16.5 770 78,1 761; 7i 0 74,8 74.,.9 75,9 74.1 76.8
79,9 75;3 77.0 77 9 3 78.1 79,2 74;7 74,3 7'4,1 75 1 3 15,2 74,$ 76.2 76.2 75.1 77,0
77,2 74;7 74.6 73,8 74.8 74.7 74.4 74,8 74.9 7417 74.8 71,6 68.5 73.1 7 01'9 71.4
78.7 72.9 73,9 71.1 7 4 ,1 72,0 70.6 72.0 71.8 69.3 68,9 67.1 6.7 19 71.0 71.0 7016
76.8 73'04 72,5 71.4 74.1 74 .5 70,2 7 0, 4 69,4 6713 66.3 68.0 70;3 49 ,5 70.3 70.9
75;6 78 1 9 77.8 75 1 3 75,9 78.2 78:.6 78.7 73. 9 6 +5 1 2 69 i 2 77.8 78;0 74, : 72.3 74.7
76;6 74;0 74.:R 72 1 3 75.2 72..3 71,0 69,9 6908 66. 1 3 66,2 66.0 68.1 701R 57;2 6709
01.8 61.1 8 1,0 79 1 7 79.2 77,3 75.8 75,4 74,4 7095 7 1.0 69 ,4 69;.8 73,2 71.0 71.7
82.7 82, 9 65,,.0 94.6 65.8 46,0 82.0 85,2 86,3 530 8393 81.1 79.9 82,1 83;1 81.7
80.4 79 .1 S li d 5014 83.7 83.9 77,6 77.9 78.7 75.2 72,8 7510 73;8 76,0 74.8 73,5
90;6 89;8 93.n 91.5 96 * 9 48.3 9068 90,6 92.0 88911 53,0 88.8 78.;8 88.3 34.7 R3,4
90.1 92,3 90.2 94 1 8 105.5 105.5 99,0.102,.5 95.7 9414 96.4 45.2 91;2 45.6 90;4 R6.9
104.8 44 .4 109,2 11415 111,0 10 9 .4 1031' 8 105,0 101.1 97.4 69,2 94,0 88;3 00.4 88.4 96.7
94, 1
 98 1 4 96.5 1921 .8 105 .2 105 ;7 182.1 102,6 94,3 9515 95.3 95,6 89;.2 87 1 6 64;3 88.2
44.7 46,1 99;1 193.6 108 .4 107 .4 142. 9 100,J 96.1 94!5 92.0 92.0 8801 98,4 85,4 99.0
95.9 45,4 97.2 102! 7
 107,1 105,6 99.9 98,4 97.2 9313 92.2 88,5 90.2 87,7 67,3 96.8
97.0 95;6 97,1 98 1 6 L03,4 104.3 49;3 98,6 94,4 90e2 9013 83.4 8981 8b.4 8892 83,0
94.6 95,0 96,0 96 1 4 101.i 103.,1 97.6 94,9 92.0 59 1 1 5561 83,9 83.8 83 9 2 41.9O.1-1 8
9348 04;3 94,3 96 9 9 97.2 99 .4 96.1 9312 69.6 950 ^2•o 81.4 80 .,0 91.9 80.3 79',8
97.8 96;3 96,8 96 9 7 97.9 102.3 99.0 44.2 04.1 829-2 03.0 90,9 81:0 02.3 78.3 80,.6
94.0 47;5 47 9 6 9'416 47,4 46 ,.4 93. }1 (19.4 48.1 5392 5*•3 8 e1 6p r	 $ Q099 79;5 7998
96.7 9'5.3 94.7 95 1 6 96.3 47.4 $4J A19.4 84.5 8114 79.2 7^,4 77,^ 74.2 76.3 77,4
93.8 94,4 93.3 93 1 7 95.1 95,2 921 9 P7;2 84,3 790 77,9 78,0 76;9 1704 76.0 74,7
94.7 93;9 90.,9 92 9 1 92,7 45.1 90.,9 85x9 82.0 57 40 7498 8 L,0 50:.9 8'3.1 81;2 R0 .5
e9,1 oa.5 87.5 98 1 8 43.2 41.5 8711 81,2 78.3 73!3 72.5 72.2 7142 73,6 70.5 71;4
85.3 A4, 7 63.0 94 9 1 115.9 08.7 83.9 78.8 76.0 731.8 7 1 1.0 72.7 72,7 76.3 70.6 72.,7
8008 9311 b0,4 80 .7 88.2 85.9 81.0 77.3 78.4 54:+3 75,9 79,0 77.8 80;2 7'8,2 78.;6
108.6 187,4 1,1190 11 57 115, 3 115.2 110, 8 110.2 106.1 1C29 4 1 61.3 101.1 49.0 98.2 97.5 300.8
108.6 107;0 111 9 3 11598 115 9 3 115, 4 110. 6 11042 105, 8 1639 .3 1 01,6 10195 48 6.2 97,7 96.7 99,3











































































00691 to SJOV14 AD •0v















































tS)i11-loan ni vi fi39N09a Nl 13101
.
1 WOiI! Silowv
(.Ava 'Wnfl '13a 1.N33b$d,.at •d 6940 '66) SINA4 1 9411 893Rd OWOUS 9000W
	
0'OZ 'aH 0£ A110 9 HLNOM - 91xa 1361ld	WTN904a K0I18na3a viva 31woi-^i-'in!i 3DWa
FA-GE	 I FULL SC ALE DATA REDUC T ION Fw()GmAf4- 
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE
PROC,
LEVELS ( 59	 DEG
D-ATE
F;
M ONT H 	 8 BAY 30 "R . ^?6-0
WPER;ENT ROL. HUM. DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET 1A Of.84-0 ( AND RADIANS)
20 1 30, 40, 50. 600 704 80.1 90 . 6 Loos 110e 12b, 130, 149, 150, PWL
FAEO. (0, 21(2,09W,271(2,44)(2,621f
go 7 9-6 8 1 ' 1 6'2e1 7 9 -2 77.6 76,8 16.4 76PQ 77 * 7 75-0 74#9 74o8 74;6 75 # 0 73 . 8 77,9 126'7
63 77.8 78;3 77.,,P -17.2 75 * 9 77,0 74.7 7,3,9 74. ^ 9 73-0 75,1 74.0 75.6 77,1 7 41 2 79.7 125,3
44DIAL	 lot.	 FT. 80 74.5 74:6 7 49b 73 ts 7 2-4 73,6 7 4- 5 74.5 7495 73:17 740 71v5 68 '1 7 71,9 70'. 6 71,3 123a1
100 73
.4 72,2 73.6 71 1 2 72.1 71,2 69.8 71.0 71,2 6508 aa,a 65.1 69.0 7 1,2 7 0;9 69 .5 120,4
vF HICLE ATT j25 73.8 73.2 72.1 71 0 ?Del 70 * 6 69 * 1 70t1 49.2 680 0.j 68,1 69;8 69,2 70,5 69,1
19!
1,25:5,bCON F I n R-M IN 160 7 0 * 4 76.1 76 @ 8 75 1 0 78 .7 74.9 75,6 79.7 74.1 67#0 6 7#0 76,0 77;B 74.0 12.1 73. 9
L r C	 PTO 20a 7 3.6 72.4 73 * 2 71.4 70.1 70.2 69.3 6619 66,1 66,9 6 7'4 0 69,0 67 0' 0 67.7 119"8
7J A TF	 08/09/74 250 P 0- 5 80:3
74:90
Ro	 . 79.1 77,9 77 *4 7 6-oU 75,2 73@0 69.9 7 0,2 69: 0 68.5 71.0 7j.0 70.7 124;d;b
NUN	 7 16 31$ 82-5 R 21 9 g3 - 9 8 2 94 82,8 84.1 82;6 86 91 06,3 02! 9 83-2 61.3 78;8 82,1 43e2 61,7 133*5
1 A PE A941 400 79 .j 76:7 61.0 79 t2 62.0 $3.0 77 $ 8 76 @ 9 77.9 74p7 71,9 76:0 72 -2 437S $' j 13' 72 '4 12799 4q
'500 A9 - 4 M7 , 8 93*7 91 1 3 95.9 91 . 8 89,7 89 * 9 90.6 07 1 4 83 . 6 88 . 7 74, R7,2 33; A-2 : 4 j4j : 4(9769;. NIM2) 63D 91.2 92,2 92 1 2 94 * 4 104#5 103 * 5 95.9 100.1 94 9 2 91!0 95,3 94,4 90;0 06.3 91.3 A8;8 147.0
TA-MS	 6 a DEG F goo 105 * 6 9a,4 10e,9 114,1 109,9 110 * 0 103.9 105 4 6 99,9 98 ? 7 9 0t2 92t0 159;8 13 8,1 90 6 0 46 9 7 15916
DFG Ki 1000 9J.8 97;5 98.3 102;6 104.3 104v3 101 * 3 jojo4 1 3ob 92i g 94,2 96,2 57'. 4 86.5 84A 90.2 &49,3
?WET	 66, DFQ F 1250 93.7 96.3 99.0 105# 4 106 .3 101; 7 99,2 95.2 93-0 89,1 93.2 $6,8 89 1 4 86 ' 1 89 7 198,2k- (292. JiFG	 K) 1600 93.8 95,5 97.5 103 9 5 105 * 2
J0 5 :0
105,1 q9,9 9712 96m0 92i8 9012 98. 4 86.9 87 ' 5 87:4 17:9 149:.5
i•ACT15.60 GM/M3 2000 9 5.4 Q 3;5 9 5.2 97 ,6 102, 4 103e1 97.1 9 713 92,2 68,0 09,3 83 * 1 579' 9 84,5 ".5 83% 8 146 8(.01560 K q /m31 2500 95 1 5 06,q 74 9 9 96 9 4 301 * 0 101s2 95,7 93.8 90 9 0 87,1 06 * 0 84 . 0 63;0 82,1 81,9 83.6 145
%FA 9650. RP M 3151! 94-2 94,5 95.} 96v7 9 6.2 99.2 95.2 9 491 86@2 8 310 6 1 4 3 60:58 1.0 79:6 79 , 3 79 9 14350( 1 010• HAD/SFC 1 4000 96.7 97.0 '16..i 95 9 3 98.2 99.9 98.0 9L. 9 58-2 7 9 , 8 83sS 91, 9 B 014 R G L 79e0 q'O - 6 144,5
NrK 9 1567, RPM 5000 94.7 9 7.2 97,4 93 t 5 96.3 75,1 9 4.1 saq 87,1 8270 80*2 79 ,2 79;9 79,5 79 '. 2 MID 14240( 1002, RAD/SFC) 6300 96-9 96-2 94.4 95.5 $6.1 97,3 9 4, 0 89,4 84.0 52f2 1960 78.1 77 6 9 76,5 77 6 2 769 8 1421d




137.9Nr- OF PLADES	 44 12500 15 9 . 5 88.4 8 7.6 6715 89 93 49 .6 87,3 8 11 1 76.5 72 1 3 69,5 7Qs ;16 5 6
16000 85*6 8 40 62. 9 84.1 95 * 8 86 9 6 84.3 7717 71.0 120 67,0 69 ,7 69 1' 5 69,8 65;0 66 * 7 136,7
?.0000 Ro. • 6 83,4 79.3 3015 82.9 83.2 790 9 76e2 75 0 1 52 S 9 74.0 78.4 7 7 '0 2 79 -3 78 .1 77 - 3 135.4
nVERALL MCA511RFB 106,6 107 * 3 111.2 11 5 11 11 4 .0 114 .9 109,8 10911 104.2 10 -217 10geS 101.3 97,8 97.3 9 7,2 qg:g
OVERALL CALCOLATF 11 1P8 * 7 10 - 2 111 r l 115 * 6 114 q 5 114,6 109.8 109.5 104.6 102 ! 6 10096 10193 77.4 9 6 @ 9 47.2 99 * 8 159,7
PNO R 11906 119 : 3 121,0 124 1 0 12 4 ,0 124,2 12068 1140 5 114@1 111j6 IlOqj 109.7 100 10 3 107 * 4 16 7 .2 1e8-8
ox
PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA f1Et)EIGTION PROGRA M FtMODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, p4)EG; WPERCEN T REL ,` YHUM.	 DAYI7. a
ANGLES FROM INLET IN nkGAaE^ (AND RADIANS)
0. In, 209 30, 4D. 50, 601 70. SO - 90. 100• 110. 120, 130. 140. 150, PI(L
FRED. c o. ){0.17} ( n.35 )(0.52)I0,70)(0 . 87){1.t43! ( 1.2Z!(i.40)(i:S71 {1,75!(1. . 92} {2.09^ (2.27f {2 . 441{2.62){ )
50 8 1.7 82.6 83,4 8210 79.7 79.0 78.9 79.7 80.0 7811 77.0 75.8 76;7 78,2 76,1 79 ;5 12688
63 77,6 76.;9 77,2 75 1 5 78.2 78,1 43,8 73.9 74,4 76. 1 0 75.2 74.3 72,7 74.2 77.0 76,6 325,4
+	 O A DIAL 100.	 F T . 8O 74.5 74:9 74,9 7310 72.5 72,6 71.6 71.5 73,.9 73 ! 4 72,4 68.5 07,7 70,7 71.9 71.2 1'22;0
(	 30.	 M) 1D0 73.8 70; 9 73.1 7113 71.0 71.1 688;8 69.8 69.9 6012 67.0 64,0 68 - 5 70.3 70.2 70:5 119.7
VEi4tCLE	 ATT 125 73.4 72.4 7 1.2 64.6 70.4 71.3 68.8 69.4 61,4 67.15 67.4 69 i 4 69.9. 7{x,,3 n 2 73.1 119;9
CONFIG	 H +M IN 160 79 . 5 83.8 8 2 . 1 79 1 $ 74,1 92.9 75 . , 5 81.8 77.9 7910 73 . 0 74.0 7115 76.1 77 ; 3 75,5 128.4
LOC
	 PTO 200 81.6 A7 ;1 84.9 83.2 77.1 05.2 78.;6 84.1 80,3 82,0 76,2 76,9 72.8 76.2 79.3 78.0 131.01
DA TE 08/09/74 250 75.6 76 1 0 76.3 754 4 75.2 74.4 72 . 6 72.2 70.3 64,0 69,1 69,3 70.8 72.0 70;0 719 8 122.3
t RUN	 7 1 7 315 8 0.8 86 .3 82.0 89 1 5 12,2 42.4 07.5 8.7,2 75.9 8742 79,0 84.2 87.1 84 9 1 77;4 6;1.6 136;9
s TAFF	 A941 400 83.4 88.9 65,0 93 1 2 96-0 45.9 90.5 90.4 7982 8511 also 87,8 90. 8 87.0 80.1 66.5 14094
6148
	
28.9 HO 500 42.3 94;7 99.0 10419 102.9 101.9 99.7 96.0 92.8 8191 44,9 82,7 80;5 89.0 91.9 96 0 5 148;0
+	 (97692•
	
N/M2) 630 86,0 9195 44.4 ►6 9 4 94.4 94,5 90.9 89.4 67.5 3212 9 0,2 79.5 83;0 88 1.3 $7 43 84.1 140.6
T i MB	 68.	 BEG F 8:00 92.4 930 9 9 6.3 100!2 99,9 101.0 97.7 94.9 90.0 90,1 92;9 87,9 8'5.1 R 4.k 89.3 84.8 145.6
+. (293.	 OFG 1%) 1000 94 .2 89 .2 96. 3 1011 7 102.1 102.6 99.9 97,2 407.2 9.0 ! 2 90,2 90,4 8216 84.3 86,6 44.2 147.1
TWET	 66. DEG F 9250 88.6 90.3 94 .1 9314 94.3 97.4 92.7 88.0 07.0 8743 62.2 65,9 89;9 86.2 68;3 75.8 141•.5
> (292. OEG K1 1600 924 93,4 96,2 98.1 7 97.4 95.+4 99.1 88,1 87.1 86.1 B3.O 80,4 80,9 84.2 02.2 78.9 143.9
O A CTI S -60 GM/M3 2000 9 0.0 9 G, 4 9 3. 4 94 ! 4 98.4 97,5 92.2 89 ,1 86.2 84!2 81 . 1 79.4 81,2 74 .6 78;6 R1. 8 14148
' 4,01 360 KG/H3') 2500 91.9 93,2 94,o 95,1 102.0 1004 93.47 p1t 8 99.1 8212 80, 1 80;4 79,9 8 0.2 82.1 83.9 144.9
SFA10754, RPM 3150 91.2 9 1. 7 9312 94 1 4 46,2 95.5 9x;2 9 1.2 88.2 8215 78,4 81,1 79;3 79,6 79;2 77.4 141;1
(1126, R`AD/SEC) 4008 92,8 93,2 929y 93 1 1 93.9 96.0 91,9 89 9 0 85.3 80 1 9 79.2 00,2 79.1 80.4 78;3 70. 7 140;5
'M F K1p662. RPM SOOD 91.1 43,4 95.1 4216 93.9 93.3 90.1 86:.0 116.1 5 111 79.3 79,4 90.9 78,3 80.2 74.9 139;8
(1116,.kAO/SEC) 6300 91.9 91.1 9 1. 4 92.4 93,1 930 90.0 86,0 81.2 79 1 4 76.3 78 9 1 75;8 76,5 16,3 73. 9 13912
R F OlD628. RPM 8000 8 4,7 91.3 9 1.3 90!5 92.9 11.4 88.9 8411 (42.0 77.4 7 7.2 79 .0 79,0 77.4 17.3 73.5 13848
(1113. RAD/SFC)i0000 88.8 91:1 !+$.9 90 ! 3 90.8 90.0 86.7 84.0 82,8 890 80.7 83 1 7 83;6 84 9 9 84.1 83;4 140;0
IY r. .	 OF	 (+LADES	 44 1:250G 84.2 fl5,2 6 4.4 85,7 86.5 85,6 83,2 79. 0 76.3 8'0,5 72.4 75,4 7542 75.5 14.3 74..2 135.5
t 16040 80.6 8 0, 7 79,7 81,9 83.6 82.0 78.5 75.7 71.0 69.9 66.5 69.7 69.5 66.8 66,6 66.4 133,2
20004 78.6 869 77,4 18 t 2 80.1 79 9 1 77.0 75.9 74.4 6211 72.9 7790 75.8 77.3 76,1 75;8 13665
OVERALL MEASURED 103,6 103;9 106.3 11012 110.0 110.4 1 06.6 X03. 4 1.00.0 9910 100 . 2 97.1 17.9 97.1 98.3 99.6
W RALL CALCULATED 103.1 104,2 106. 4 109 1 6 1.10.0 109 .8 106..2 1n4s0 99,4 96 1 2 99,4 96,6 97,3 96.2 97,5 90.9 155.1
+ PNnp 116.0 116,9 118,1 11943 122.4 121.8 116. 8 11 4 , 9 111. 5 10843 108,0 106 . 6 106;8 106.4 106.9 108;2
717
^.... ..^ _.^,. ,_,,.^3m_:.^:,•rk^^:s^ 	 ,c.,.^_^'^iaskr.., .^^ct?.s:^^.wd,. ,^^: ^lf^ur^..^=..^s^f.r - .15.11 -	'ia::G'»^,tSr.,z^.i^"..^I
PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PROC9 DATEMONTH 9 DAY 3 NR, 17.0
MQD%iL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DLG, F• T3 PERCENT REL, HU M , DAY)
ANGLES FR!M I NLET IN DEG" E8 (AND RADIANS)




KA DIAL 100. F T.	 00
( 30. PI)	 100
VEHICLE	 ATT	 125
CONFIG	 A-m IN	 160
Loc P TO	 200







( 9 7692. M/1421	 630
JAMB 6A. DEG F
	
800
	(193. DFG K)	 1000
TWET 66, DEG F	 1256
	
(7 42, DEG K)	 1600
macTi'S .80 ,H/"3	 2000
	
(•0156 0 tic/M3)	 2500
NFA 9640. RPM	 3150
(1009. RAWSFC) 4000
N rK 9557. RPH	 5000
(1001. R AD/SEC) 6300
i%F010 628 RPM:	 6000(1113. RAWSEC ) 10000







19 0.2 82.1 R2.8 80.2 17.6 17.8 77.7 78.9 78,6 75.8 75,S 74.8 74.6 76,1 73.6 77,5
18.8 79,3 78.19 77.1 77.E 78,0 74,9 74,7 74.9 74.2 75.0 74.6 75,7 76.2 75.1 75.3
74.2 74.e 74,R 73. 9 72.4 72.8 74.3 73,4 73 n 9 72.6 73.3 70.7 68,3 71,6 1 0;5 71,2
73.5 72.2 7349 72ii 72.8 7 1,9 69,6 70 9 7 71.2 68 ! 9 6$.0 66.8 68;6 71.3 7 0.9 7045
74.8 74.4 72.2 7 1. 6 11.3 71,2 65.2 70.6 66,3 68.2 67,3 68,4 68.,9 199,3 7 1 ;2 69.8
72.7 76,2 74,9 71.1 78.8 76,9 72.6 8 11,0 74.4 68,9 66,6 74,7 77.0 75.0 71.9 73.4
74,6 74,0 73,2 71.4 73.9 73.2 70.7 69.4 68,51 67.3 66,0 66.1 66; 7 68,3 67;0 674
80.0 0 0,2 BO O ? 79.1 78.8 78,2 75.6 74,9 73,3 7033 X 0 9 1 6991 69.0 7290 71;0 7'0.6
8316 07.2 k4,,i 86.5 88.2 87,3 83.6 860 116,7 63 ! 2 d5.0 02.1 79.8 92.4 83.1 A2.7
79,3 Y9.8 e: ,1 d0.2 82. 0 83.0 77.8 77,b 77,8 74.8 72,7 74,9 72,5 74.9 73;9 13.4
87,5 40,1 94.7 91!2 95.8 97,8 90.7 90,7 91.7 11718 83,5 8 9 ,0 77;8 8.6.9 64.0 A3.4
89,1 93.4 9J,W 94 ! 7 104.3 105.2 98.3 10111 05.2 9113 94.9 9495 119,3 86,3 91,3 98;9
104.6 96 .1 109,3 113, 5 110.2 110,2 10 4 4 0 106.2 102.2 99!0 71.8 94,1 93,1 A3,1 88,0 95,0
94.9 97.5 06 . 4 1011 7 104.5 103.5 141.3 11!0.2 94.2 93.5 44 9 0 95,5 87;2 A4.4 a5.2 90.2
95.6 2 7;1 99.7 103.? 105 * 3 104 .9 102.1 96x9 96.0 94,3 0.0 92.1 88. 8 10,1 86.3 A8 ;7
94.7 95,4 9 4,4 101!3 10 4 ,1 105.2 98.1 96.3 A4.5 410 90,2 86,3 87.9 98.2 d7;4 95'9
94.8 95,5 95.1 98.3 102.2 1020 94,9 95 11 91.1 R8 l 2 57 9 8 63 9 1 86.0 S5.5 84.2 A4.1
95,9 96,0 94,9 95.1 160. 9 101,0 96.3 93,b 8844 5511 84.7 6 4 ,2 8300 820 81.2 fi1,8
95. 2 94.5 94.3 95.6 17,2 98:.4 94,2 9192 81.2 820 8'1.2 81,2 80-,1 79 ,3 60.2 79.0
97;7 96.1 9 ti,'7 951	 17.2 99,8 96.7 99 9 9 87,2 5112 8x.0 5142 80. 7 80.2 79 .0 A0.7
94,7 97.2 96,1 43.5 97.4 96 4 2 94.2 88,i 86.2 020 19,9 79,3 79;2 78,3 79;2 7507
96.7 96.1 94,4 95.3 95.4 97,; 9S.a 99.0 64.1 81!1 77,9 78,4 77.2 760 76.3 76.8
4306 95;0 93,0 92 ! 5 95,1 94.1 41;7 86.9 83.3 7A.1 77, 1 77 9 2 75.9 77.1 16.0 74.8
9204 9 2 9 9 7191 9111 92.9 93,9 89,6 84.9 91.9 116.? 77.7 90.6 79.6 ')1.9 81.0 80,5
A9.0 98.7 +i6.6 3.7.6 90.2 89.7 87.3 81 0 1 75.4 72,2 7 0,1 76,4 69.3 69.4 68.5 67.4
85.6 84;8 %./ 3 3! 4 88. 0 85,8 82.6 77.7 72.0 72 ! 1 66.4 69 .7 68.5 69,0 67,6 147,6
gOeS 84.1 n0,0 80.6 85.4 02.3 d 0;1 76,1 75.4 83.4 74,2 78,3 77,1 79 9 1 78.2 78.1
108.5 10 7 ; 3 111.0 115 10 113. 9 115.0 110.0 11!5,9 104.4 103,0 10097 101.2 47,8 97,4 97,1 49,9

































AF ^^ .,cke-ts:_. rR.wln:...^ LIE.L 3 - 	
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'	 cONFIG	 B-M IN	 16.0
L OD P70	 200
DATE 04/09/74 	250
41:11 7 19	 315
TAPE	 A941	 400





T AM41 68, DEG F	 400
	(293. DEG K)	 1000
	
T 66. DEG F
	 1250




{ , 01`360 1{G/M3 )	 P500
nFA 9500. RPM	 3150
( 995. RAD/SEC) 4000
srK 9419• RPM	 5000
( 986. HAD/SFC) 6300
nF'D10626. RPM	 86097
{1113. RAD/SFC}10000






REDUC70N FHOORAM	 PROC . {SATE - KUNTH 9 DAY 3 HR1 17 ;0
HODhL SOU40 PRESSURE LE VEL S (59; DEG, F. 70 PERCENT REL. HUM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN !1EGftEES ['A ND RAAiANS)
20	 30^	 40,	 50.	 60.	 TD.	 SQr	 9a. 100; 110, 1204 130. 140, 1505	 PwL









8,0.5	 8 1. 8	330 ! 1	 18.7	 77.8 {19221{1,401[1.	 11{1.	 Z' 	19	 2)[2.0	 I{	 .	 ){..	 SIP.•	 2)I76,7	 79,0	 76. 9	 7517	 75.5	 74.7	 74 0 8	 75.8	 74.7	 77.8 ) 12790
78 4 5 77,2 77,2 76 1 4 78.2 79,8 74.7 75,2 74.0 75 1 0 75 1 2 74..1 75 ! 0 753.3 75 ! 0 75,9 12547
79.1 7466 74.8 73 9 9 74,5 73.,9 74;3 740 73.4 731 9 7 497 71.3 69 1 6 71.0 T0.4 71 4 5 123;2
75,5 7311 73. 9 72 1 0 74.1 73,9 70.9 7190 7D.7 70 1 2 68.1 67,0 68;8 7 0,9 70;9 70.5 12110
78.7 73 ..2 71,! 7 1 1 4 73,4 72,4 71. 4 69,3 69.6 67 3 2 66,4 68r3 69;8 6a,5 70.2 68;8 12090
76,4 74',2 77.1 75 ! 0 74.8 74,9 78,8 75.6 77.2 66 ! 9 66,0 75,8 77,2 7791 13,7 76.7 125,6
76,5 74;2 74.2 72.4 73,2 72.3 71.7 69.1 66 9.7 66 ! 2 65,9 66•,1. 67.0 68.4 67,0 67;6 114,7
03.5 8'0.3 81,0 79,3 7592 77..7 76.0 73.9 7263 7Q1^ 69.9 b8,9 69.:0 7 112 7 0.2 7 09 6 124:8
83.5 R5;0 05.3 66,2 8599 53.9 74,9 77.8 74. 9 82,0 80.1 79,9 77;0 79,2 18 9 1 78.6 13144
60.3 77,7 79.1 79,0 at.? 81,8 74,5 75 ' 0 7+405 72 1 9 73,6 75,7 73;8 74.1 72.0 71,5 12618
89.3 81;9 84.0 85 3 0 92.6 P3,6 83.6 86,9 8596 810 84,5 86,6 82.4 82,8 73;9 76,5 13743
91.9 93.3 93.4 94 1 6 101.3 101.3 100.2 96.1 98.3 9S!2 tl7.4 89,4 92;:0 86,4 82.5 01.3 146+6
107.6 ln3.1 16 9 ,3 111x2 lii.1 10 9 .1 107;6 10 3 .0 93.3 200 ! 4 91.9 90.1 95;0 94.2 43 ;3 92. 7 155.1
97.1 100.4 95.5 104,7 10.9 .4 108 ,5 103, 9 104.4 10'1. 5 9544 94.4 96,4 954 14.6 90.3 9 1. 8 153,2
94,9 96;4 100.0 10331 107 . 9 1.06.9 103, 7 101.0 96.4 94!3 9 0,0 91,9 88.7 92 9 4 52.2 RW 151.5
9 4.0 94 : 4 100.1 102, 4 103.1 104 .4 loo.1 97.1 92.3 90 ! 5 90,0 86,3 87;0 88.5 84.4 ?7.0 148.4
93.7 95;5 96.3 100, 5 1.n1. 4 10293 98.1 9594 90.8 90. 3 3 $8.1 83.9 68;1 13 5.5 42.5 85.1 146,1
94.7 96.1 94, 9 97.1 101.1 10100 95,6 93,0 91,1 58.2 8498 9'1,1 84,6 41.3 1 1.0 A2. 7 145.1
93.7 44112 940 96.6 96.4 100,3 95.9 94,3 89,5 61 ! 2 87.1 81,4 6 1.8 8 0.5 811.5 79,9 144•.$
97.5 97.1 9692 96,4 99.9 101,9 96.9 9391, 90-0 6 1!2 81.8 61.6 Ap,b 9063 78 .L 79 9 6 14505
9499 97.2 97,2 94.6 96.3 95.2 93.1 8893 8841 43 ! 4 80 ' 9 79,0 7431 78.3 7944 75.7 14210
9 6,8 96,2 9591; 95.2 96.2 98.0 93.8 4 0.1 84.3 s2.1 14.3 79,3 76 9 8 77.3 77.2 76.0 14299
93.6 94.3 94.0 9 3.4 05.9 95.1 92.0 07,1 9394 79 ! 0 77.2 77.1 77.0 77.4 7612 7466 141;7
92,3 93;1 9 1,2 92 ! 3 94.7 93.9 9 0 .6 84.6 82.0 t6 ! 1 78.7 80.7 79;5 82.0 7999 79.5 3.41.5
9 9.9 98,3 87.4 88 1 4 91.4 9 1.2 8 6.3 81.E 78.3 77 ! 6 7 1.5 73.5 72.1 74,5 6 9 .3 68.9 133;9
86.3 85 .J 0 3. 7 85.2 49.0 88.7 83.4 77.6 76.0 74!1 7 0,8 73,9 73.7 73,8 68.7 048.4 138,3
8 2,6 A4 .1 8'0. 4 8'134 88.2 86..0 79.7 76941 79DU 8434 7 595 79,2 78;7 79.4 78.2 77.0 140.6
109.6 10 8 61 1119U 113 ! 3 115 .1 115.2 111. 8 109.0 105 , 3 103!6 102.1 99 ,9 100. 9 1 11'0'0 95;3 97.9
110.1 Ir a , 6'111. 5 11 3 1 $ 115 . 7 115,0 111. 9 109 ' 4 145. 5 1140 101,4 10011 16095 1fi090 94 . 7 47 , 8 160.1
12092 120.1 121.1 122 9 9 124. 4 124,9 120;6 118,1 114. 7 11297 110.9 10 9 .2 1092'2 10896 105.3 106.8
'	 t
t	 PAGE FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PROC, DATE - MONTH 9 DAY 3 NR, 17;Q
"00L SOU40 PRESSURE LEVELS (59,	 DEG, to 70 PERCENT RE:L, HUM. UAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGAVE5 LAND RADIANS)
0. 106 PO, 3a, 40. 5o, 60. 70, $0, 90, 104, 110, 120. 130. 1 4Q, t$0, PML
;0• }{a.l7110,35116. 52f{0 , 70)(O.A7 } {1.05ft19Z2){1.40}(i; 57 1{ 1 , 75) (1 .421( 2 .09 (( 2 . 27 )( 2 , 44 } { Z , 62 1 t }
79.7 P0,7 81,7 8010 78.7 70.0 76,3 77.9 76.0 7;yra 15.0 74r7 74.5 71,1 14.0 76•,7 126,6
76.5 76,7 76.9 76.4 17.11 79,9 74.7 74od 74. 9 7512 75.2 73.9 74,9 72.3 1591 74. 9 12595
74.0 74.6 74,6 74.6 74.7 74.6 74,5 73.7 73.6 73 9 11 7365 7155 69;3 71,9 70.4 71.3 123+1
73.7 72; 9 73.9 7211 75.1 73 , 2 7 0.6 71.0 72.1 69.9 68,4 67,1 69.0 73.0 7 0.8 71.5 121.4
74,1 74,1 72,4 71 ! 6 74.1 76.6 69,9 69,3 70,4 67,5 6690 68,1 69.9 74.5 70.4 6 .2 121.4
71.5 72,9 77,1 74.1 75.1 77.1 77.4 73,6 77.1 66.1 66,7 74.11 75,6 76,1 74;9 77.0 125;4
73,6 73;3 73,7 72.2 76.8 74 9 9 70,7 70.1 77,2 66 t O 65,1 65 0 9 6617 76,2 66.9 68,1 12206
80.1 80.0 81.0 7995 79.9 78.0 75.7 73.9 800 7010 7092 68 11 9 68,8 76.4 7023 70.7 &26.2
8195 83.0 83.2 85 ! 3 856 9 43,2 74.4 75.9 ft.9 81,3 7998 79.2 75;9 R6,4 77;0 78.0 131.8
79,6 77,7 00.0 SO !' O 83,0 03 9 0 7 4.9 75,7 76.9 72 4 $ 73.7 75,0 73 95 78,3 7 048 71.7 127941
87.5 80,7 87,0 59 ! 1 93.5 114.0 64.7 67,7 85. 9 53!0 a4,7 86,7 81.5 79,9 75,7 76,5 137;6
11.8 92,2 42,2 94!7 101 3 102.5 100,1 96 91 9a,2 150 84,4 89.2 92,0 62,3 $5.2 Bi.D 14614
106.6 IP3.3 in 9 .D 111 ! 4 110.1 104 .0 107. 8 103,4 95.1 1010 53.2 42,9 93.0 84 .1 90.1 03. 8 i5590
97.2 LPO, r' 93.3 103.7 10x.4 1Q8,5 103.2 19494 100. 5 94 1 6 99,5 95.5 94.3 96,4 86.6 94.4 15207
96.6 96.4 99.7 101.5 107 .1 106.3 103.0 100.9 95.0 9411 90,3 91,2 86;1 86.1 81.0 89.1 19096
92.1 95,2 95.4 10.1 ! 6 1A4,1 136,2 100,8 98,7 92,4 97 ! 5 90.1 87.1 88.2 35,3 85.5 A5,9 149,1
94,1 93,4 95.2 99.6 102,1 10292 96,9 93,0 9 i0.5 4092 86.4 94 9 0 88,0 86,4 85,2 8593 146.2
94.8 93. 9 4493 9592 99 9 9 191.9 95,7 9 4,1 39,7 138 10 54,2 80 9 9 85,7 86 ,2 82.1 92.7 145.4
93.9 94;5 9592 94.5 98.2 100.2 9611 94.1 8.995 lists 8393 51.6 52-91 89 $1;S 79 .1 144:1
97,6 96;3 96,2 9691 9998 102,9 98.6 95,1 909.2 52 .11 a4,2 "1,9 80-.5 85,0 78,0 8004 146.3
95, 0 96;5 97,5 94 1 4 97,0 95.1 0312 5802 86,1 a4 li 6192 79,1 79,9 85.1 79;4 75.7 142,2
96,7 96;4 95.1 95,3 96.0 9 7 ,3 44.0 89,2 8491 8211 7992 78 .0 76.a 86.4 76.1 76t9 142.7
93,6 94.0 94,1 93.2 95.9 95 9 1 93.1 86,9 $490 79 1 3 77.9 76,9 76 9 9 9794 76 1 2 75;0 1429.0
92.4 92,9 91. 8 91,3 92.8 44,7 90,5 8517 82.7 86 1 9 7 8,1 $0.7 79;8 07.9 SO.& 79,6 141.6
89,7 8$.6 8 7. 1 87.5 90.2 41,6 8 7,1 8.1 1 1 80.6 73.3 7 2,5 72,4 73.0 t)R.4 69,3 69 .0 139.5
85.5 84.8 8 3.7 8318 38.9 87,8 83.7 190 86.9 74.1 1 1,7 73.7 73.95 M9 i 0 68.0 68,3 139.4
8 1,5 84;1 8 0.3 800 $7.9 85.2 80.6 77,0 80.9 8414 75,3 79,0 780'7 88,2 77.4 78,0, 14186
109.6 1,08:0 111,0 113tS 10.0 115.0 111. 7 105 .7 10.7.1 104.4 101+9 100,3 1	 ' 7
:7
102.1 95;3 9991
109, 4 108,4 1309 9 1131 5 115 .1 115 .3 1.119 8 109 . 3 105.1 1.04 ! 5 101,9 10190 . 9990 94,,2 99. uj 160.0




+	 SAD1Al 100. FT.	 BA
	
1 30, M )	 100
vEHICLE	 ATT	 125




F't., 14	 7 22	 315
76PF	 A941	 400
B AR 25. 9 NG	 500
	
( 9 76926 N/M2)	 630
TAH$ 66. DFG F
	 808
	{293• UFS K )	 1000
TwET 66, DFC, F	 1250
4292. UEG K)	 1600
hACTi5 .64 ;; ►l/K3	 20.00
+	 (.0.1560 hG/M3)	 2500
%FA 9104, RPM	 3150
( 995 4 RAD/SEC) 4000
+	 %FK 9423. RPM	 5600
( 987. RAD/Sf.C) 6300
NVD10628. HPM	 8000
(1113• KAO/SF.0)10000












SCALE DATA RFDUCTION FHQGKAH	 PROD DATE	 MONTH 8 DAY 30 HR, 19,9
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL S 459	 DVG" Fr 70 PENCENT REL- 1[U!!, DAY}
AMOLES FROM NOT 14: DEGAE_ E8 ( A OV RAD LAM6 )
0. 100 2:01 30, 40. 30. 6A. 70. 80, 90. 100. 110. 120, 130. 1 4 0, PWL
[0.	 }1[1.17}411.35f40,52}10.70)[0,87}[1.05)[1,22)[1.40)ci, 371( 1.75)i1.^2117,04'}[2.27}t2.441(	 )[ )
76,3 76;9 77,8 76.4 75.7 74,0 72.4 73.0 73.8 '72,0 72,0 71.8 7f':6 72.9 72.1 123,4
76.5 76;E! 76.3 76,3 77.9 78,3 73;9 72.9 73.4 7315 7 2,2 7x.0 70;;8 7 1+3 71.3 123,8
74.5 74 n 7 74.6 75.Q 73.4 72,6 72.4 72.5 70.9 7D.1 71,9 71.6 64 .4 7 1.8 39.6 12127
75 0 5 74,0 74.1 72.' 5 73.0 71 ► 9 69.7 70.,7 70,1 60 ! 3 70.9 70. 9 6$..9 73,9 7 1.0 12019
73.0 73.3 70.2 70 . 1 3 69 .0 70•.2 67.9 67.4 66.3 6416 64.4 67.4 67;3 66 ► 6 67;2 117,5
69.2 67.1 69,9 .5.7 9 5 67.9 66,0 66.5 6591 64.1 6 1.,3 62.4 64.9 64;6 64.1 62.0 11540
74.6 75.4 75,.0 71 * 6 72.3 7 0.0 69,0 67,,2 66.3 64*2 6 3,2 6290 62.1 64 .1 5 3.1 118,10
R 1,6 9290 N2.0 80 1 4 80.0 78.1 76,0 75.2 7 :4.3 7 !1 1 1 7 0,2 67,2 67.1 67,5 69.4 125,4
84.6 83.1 83.2 61.4 80*2 77 ,1 73.6 72,2 11.3 69•2 674 9690 67;1 6$,1 6 7 .2 125.6
80.4 4 0.2 "1,0 60 3 2 79.1 7'6,8 73. 4 71,9 71.1 6832 68.0 66,8 68,8 7D.0 67.9 124..3
79,3 79 '1 79,1 773 7547 73.R 70,4 69.6 69.0 66.7 68,0 66,0 66.7 68.9 68.0 1:,22.0
93.7 34.5 11 5,5 64.9 82.5 79.3 76,1 75.4 74.3 71 .4 7 0.5 7D * 1 70,2 7 0.5 7 015 12890
92.5 P2.1 F S. 9 55.6 85 * 0 63.0 76,7 SQ.2 72,1 75.3 71,4 79.1 71;0 74,4 70.0 13020
83.7 0 3.6 95,4 B4.5 95.6 a2.2 81.2 76.4 73.5 7497 74.5 76 9 3 74.1 73.2 72.3 13000
86.8 $C.. „8.4 65 [ 5 86 0 0 88.2 96. 7 84,7 82.1 52.3 $ 0.1 79.4 83.1 82.2 7 6.0 134;4
36,6 P5.:' h a,l Fib * a 96 1 3 97.5 nj.8 84.1 9 .2.3 79.7 76.1 75.3 76.3 7$.3 7 3.5 13396
R7.8 97.6 88 ,4 06 1 6 9 2.1 91,5 9 6.2 92.3 81.3 790 7 9.2 76 * 4 74,2 7392 73.2 13860
gg.6 90.1 91.0 91,4 94.2 94.4 M9,6 R6,7 94.11 90..4 79.0 78.3 76.6 75.3 75 .3 13809
9 1.8 92.6 94.0 4 396 4 3.2 9 4.3 9 0.1 49.1 84.3 41 ! 7 7 7.4 7H.7 77;1 76,4 74.1 13915
9509 95.2 9 5,'1 95.6 45.9 98.1 92.5 ab.to 9 ,4.3 77 1 5 77 * 8 76.0 79.1 79.1 75.4 142*0
9 3.8 96.6 96. 4 44.6 96,1 °"6,2 9 2.0 87, u 97.2 97,7 7 9.2 78,5 79.3 77 i 3 77.3 141,8
43.8 95.6 9 493 95 1 8 95.o 95,2 9 2.0 06,1 83.9 79.4 76.1 76 * ; 75;2 74.4 7 4.1 141,3
9 319 96.6 95.2 93 ! 7 0 5.0 9 3,3 99 ► 9 82 * 9 9 10 * 5 '78,4 75- ► 3 75.1 7408 75,1 16;1 140.9
93.7 9 5.1 9 3. 2 9 3.5 92.8 92,2 R a,4 9191 77.1 74 1 2 7 1,6 7198 70,5 71.98 11.2 44'0.2
9 1.2 92.6 89.7 40 ► 9 90.6 89.4 85.2 77.6 73 * 5 72.5 6895 69 ,3 68;4 68..6 69.6 138.7
87.7 A9.3 86,6 97 1 2 A7.8 65.8 82 9 5 75,9 720 810. 71.6 75,1 73;9 75.9 75:1 138;1
4207 94,2 81,3 82.6 al, 9 80 i 1 76.8 0;9 .? 5 5.1 7 011 '52.1 68.1 64;4 55,4 144.3 134.8
103.9 1 n4 .6 104.3 105.3 1,04.0 104.1 in0. 7 96 * ,^ 94.5 9j.3 YD,i 9"0 * 3 89.9 90.6 89.4
103,5 104.4 tn4.0 10318 1(1 4 .3 19 4 .5 140.3 96.4 93, 7 91.4 88..8 86.9 89..2 88.8 66.8 15096




RADIAL 100. FT.	 94
( 30. M)	 100
VE H ICLE	ATT	 125









IAMB 68. DEG F	 8(1t)
	(243. DEG K)	 1000
imET 66. DEG F	 1250
	
(2 92. DEG K;	 16(1h
►, A CT15e60 GM/M3	 ?000
	
1 . 01 560 KG/M3)	 2500
NF A 7474, RPH	 3150
( 783. RA9/SFC) 4600
%FK 74 :10, RPM	 5600
( 776, R&D/SFC) 6300
%FDI0628. RPM	 R.QOQ
[11.13. RAD/SFC110000








































5 r61,001t.ZOTT'£69 699 TQTT TOZ£	6101
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fsjo	' 6£i )	S13A31 3af1SS3194GNn05li0ow
i.VmsomdN0110na3a viva 31K3611rk$T	3ovd
PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION NNOGitA4	 PROC DATE:	 MONTH a DAY 30 MR 19:9
^.	 MaD&L SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL. ( 59; nkG, Eo 70PERCENT REL. HUH, DAY)
OGLES FROM [Nl.ET IN DRGREEs 1AND RWD'IANS)
In,	 28 1	30,	 40.	 50,	 60.	 7 0,	 so", -- 90. 180; 110; 120. 138. 1 4 0. i5b,
1(^► ,17)f0,35)(0,'32f(fl.7a)f9.87)(1.031(1,221f1,401)1,'371(1,7^i1(ir'2if2,04^f?.27)(x,44}(21.6211
80 1 7 81.0 8011 78,9 77,9 76,5 77,9 77.8 75,8 74,7 73,9 74;8 76,1 74;2 77,7
77,9 78,0 76 1 5 79,1 79,2 75.0 74,9 74,0 75;3 73,9 75 1 0 75;1 75.4 75,1 78.0
74,9 75.6 74 1 4 74.8 74,9 74,6 74,8 74.7 7416 7408 72.5 70;4 73;3 71;7 71.4
73.1 74,2 12.1 73.8 72.9 70,3 71, 8 71. 9 70,0 69,8 69,0 68.7 72.0 71;2 71,8
74 4	72.1 72.4 72.2 72,4 70. 9 70 . 1 69,2 6812 6713 69 ,1 70.2 70.2 7069 70.8
75, 9 76.8 7401 7118 73,9 77,0 76,13 75.2 6610 67 t0 7618 77.0 77.1 72.3 754
76;1 75,0 7311 74.2 72.0 701.7 70,7 6910 67 i 1 65.9 67,1 66 1 8 68,9 67.1 6714
82,2 h l. 9 79,6 80.2 78.0 76,6 76:.1 73.3 7111 70.1 69 .9 70,1 71 9 9 73,3 71.0
83,9 f"4,u 84 1 0 83.9 80,2 76.8 7792 80,3 8210 8191 79,2 77 9 1 78,1 7714 16.6
79,8 60,0 79 1 2 790 80,2 73.5 75.0 73.0 72.9 73,0 730 73.8 73,2 73.3 71;5
8 1 ;9 V2,7 83.9 88.4 91,0 79.4 84.9 83, 7 8 111 "1, 9 a4,D 79.7 79 0 9 75.2 73.7
69.5 90,5 94.7 99 1 1 99.6 97,2 94.94 9595 90 ! 6 64.1 86!11 900Z 830 80.6 79,1
97r1 iD7,2 11011 10 9 .2 108,4 106.7 102.3 94..a 9916 93.9 91.0 969 92,3 83..2 92.8
101.1 96,9 1.0594 110.2 110 * 6 105.3 10516 1019 5 97 1 4 10'0.4 97,4 94,4 95.4 90-;8 93.0
97,2 99,3 103.5 108.6 106,3 114.0 10112 96.0 9;:14 91.2 40.3 67;9 93.2 83.5 40;8
93.2 V$,7 100.6 10 3 . 4 104,5 99.9 9b.1 92,4 910 9i.l 84.0 87.3 88,6 84.3 9589
94;1 Y'$,2 100.3 100.3 100.2 95,9 94 .4 94.4 90,3 87.5 53.0 57 ,92 84.6 85,0 84;1
96,1 97,1 97.4 101.0 99.9 95,7 93.9 90.1 89 13. 53.0 83.0 86;0 82.2 8i;.1 82 n 9
44;2 95.6 46,6 48.0 99 .3 47.0 94.2 88.1 54 1 5 67,1 153.1 82.9 79,6 80..3 A2.1
98,1 97.2 97,4 99.2 101,3 96.9 9 1,4 97 9.2 B1 . 0 81t0 82.1 81.0 80 9 4 79.0 79;9
98,4 98 9 2 95,4 9812 97,2 93;9 99.4 88.,2 84. 1 2 82,3 8013 814 79 13 40-.0 77,1
97,3 95,4 96 1 4 96.2 97,1 93,9 89.1 84..3 52 t 2 8Q 1 0 79,3 77;9 77,6 77.5 77.1
96.2 25.0 43 1 1 45.9 96,3 93.1 87 .1 8""1 79 11 70,2 77,9 76.8 77.3 77.:2 7518
'T3;8 91,K 92 1 3 94.7 1418 90.9 85,7 81.8 86±2 78,7 64t7 79;6 82,0 80.1 80'5
99,2 88.0 88.8 90,5 91.4 87.5 B1,4 77.6 9314 7212 71.6 71;1 69,5 70'6 710.1
N6,2 85,11 b5,o 87,7 88,7 83.(5 78,0 74.8 7410 71,8 1109 71,6 70,0 7 0;.1 69.6
A4,1 Al.1 90.6 R4.3 86.2 81.1 7'E.i 76.2 84.4 75.4 79.3 78;0 74.3 78:.3 7708
199.9 113.3 114,9 115.1 112.1 110.1 1 .0 5 .1 103.0 10213 10.0.0 99 1 3 100. 8 95 ,5 99;9
110, t) 113 43 11 5 . 5 115 .2 111. 8 119,5 1(3 5 . 2 103. 7 1.02.6 100.1 99 .1 49,9 95.2 98,4
17.0,' 1




NADIAL 100. FT.	 80 7405
	
C 30, N1	 10D 74.8
yFHICLE	 ATT	 125 73.8
(;!NF I5	 9•N IN	 160 71.8
LVC PTO	 200 1406
U A TF 0 8/01/ 74 	 250 F12,9
HUN 724	 315 84,7
T A PE	 A941	 400 80,4
HAP 78.9 H R	 500 96.3
	
1974310 t+/M2)	 630 91.2
TAPE 67. BEG F	 ROU 1(16.0
	
(293. UFa KI	 1000 97.2
,WET 65, DEG F	 125p 44.9
	
1291. DFG K)	 1606 92,9
r-Acll5,06 3t"/M3	 2000 93,9
	
(,01508 KG/43)	 250U 9516
N r A 9507. Pro	 1150 95.0
( 995. RAD/SEC) 4000 97.8
k F K 91351 RPM	 50.00 95.0
( 989, RAP/SFC) 6300 9617
N F U10 6 28• flPM	 O a o o 94.6
(1113. kAD/SEC)10000 93.7





































PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA !EDUGT10111 rR4GRAH	 PROG4 DATE	 MQNTH 8 DAY 19 NR. 19.8	 --NODEL S3U4D PRtsSWiE LEVELS (59. ©EG, F, 70 FERCENT HEL. "U". DAY!
MILLS F KOM 1lLET I N DEGREES 4AND RAUTANS)
0 1









r.QNF(G	 9014 I N
	160
LDC PTO	 700
T;AIE 8/09 /74	 ?'30
HUT. 725	 Sts
7 AF : C	 A941	 400
h AF. 281 9 HC	 S00
	(97631• N/M2)	 630




TWET 65, nEG F	 1250
	
42919 DEC !()	 1400
i `CT1`,O9 GM /M3	 2090
<	 4.01408 TcvM3)	 75u0
8FA 9766, RPM	 3150
(1023, RAD/SEC) 4000












9u,4	 A0.1	 '81,3	 7997	 78,6	 77.9	 711,4	 78.2	 76,4	 77.S	 74,9	 7498	 15.5	 75.6	 - 7S,T	 721(1	 127.3







	 75.1	 75.9	 79.0	 75,2	 740'	 7ti .1	 126.5
70,5	 7 4. 4
	75.2
	
74,6	 1326	 73 t 1	 73,8	 74.5	 741 7	75.8	 74.5	 72 9 5	 70.8	 132,7	 7j .d	 132.0	 124.0
Ta r e	 73.2
	 73.5	 72,2	 73,6	 72 1 1	 71.4	 70.7	 71 9 0	 70,6	 69.2	 68 9.2	 69.6	 71,1	 70,1	 72,'7	 12161





73.6	 72.7	 lt ! j	 74,1	 `19..7	 74,1	 68.6	 71.2	 77 1 0	 78.8	 74,9	 69,9	 71.1	 125.6
74,1	 7s. '0 1	 74.9
	 73.4	 74,D	 73.3	 72,9	 70,8	 6989	 68 9 7	 66.9	 68 1 1	 60.9	 69 9 2	 6791	 69.0	 120.9
61 9 0	 31.9	 61.9	 6013	 40,.0	 79.4	 70,1	 75.6	 7492	 7296	 71,9	 71,0	 71.1	 72,4	 7212	 74.3	 126.4
8 4 .1	 36,1	 90.0	 89,4	 36.0	 89-1 j	 87.1	 d8,8	 89,.1	 85.8	 87.1	 86,2	 8Z.'	 83.0	 !!,0	 86:0	 137.4
b :91	 31.1	 82.0	 82.4	 !3,),	 S1 9 d	79.5	 75,6	 79.9	 7409	 .7602	 74 1 2	 77.2	 74.3	 77.1	 75.3	 x29.2
6'9,6
	 9 1. 9	93.7	 9497	 96.7	 45 1b	 92.6	 92.4	 9298	 83,7	 87.6	 83 9 9	 86.8	 8. .7	 3 711	 Bi. 9	141.666 9 1	 08,6	 90 4 0	 94.4 101. 9 10.114	 94.0	 93.9	 9192	 93.3	 89.3	 8192	 8964	 6 ,5	 44.3	 8.7,4	 145.7
10491	 97.3 107.7 111.0 111.0 10 7 . 3 106. 7 141. 6 109,1 18111	 95.9	 86 1 9	 92.2	 93 1 1	 97.1	 97.0	 1114.6
94.1	 9e.?	 97.2	 99.3 106.0 10315 150.2	 98.1	 9491	94.3	 94.4	 45,3	 42 . 4	 84,4	 9?,,	 A7.3	 10 .9
qt, i 2	 97.2	 96.7 104.4 107. 6 184 12 10 4 .0	 9 8.8	 93.3	 9311	 94.2	 93,3	 97.1	 96,3	 66 ,:	 S7.3	 151.1
94.3
	
96.1	 99.9 1 3,3 103.0 10 4 13	 99 4 9	 0 6..7	 90.2	 86,2	 65.3	 8493	 67.'5	 8B,Z	 93 1 2	 44.1	 14'8.2
VS,4	 46.3	 97.2	 99.6 103.1 1011 4	98 0 1	 94.9	 43,,4	 89 i 2	 86.4	 85 9 1	 87.5	 84.5	 43.4	 AA ,z	 146.B
V^sb	 913,0	 94.5	 96.0 191. 4 10T11	 46.7	 92,6	 69,3	 86,9	 A3.1	 8212	 96.2	 86,9	 51- ,e	b.'.2	 145.2
9594	 93,5	 93.3	 950	 97'.	 98 1 4	 9'}.0	 9 1.9	 86 .23	 94 91	 B1,4	 80, 12	 010.2	 799.2	 600	 79,4	 142.4
Pd.60 .2	 46.9	 47.0	 99.9 10Ti11	 95.5	 90:9	 86.1	 82 9 7	 80.8	 52,1	 83.0	 69190	 79,2	 60.1	 144.7
91,4	 97.6	 97.9	 93.7	 96.2	 9416	 95.0	 84.1	 8795	 84.2	 80,4	 8914	 8 1 . 5	 76,g	 79 1 h	 76,4	 140.2
9/.i	 96.2
	






86.7	 84,1	 79 1 9	 78.1	 76 91	 75.2	 77.4	 77.2	 74,s	 14.1.9
92 1 7	 93.7	 91.7
	
92.0	 93:.4	 93-1 '7	 991,7	 A4.3	 82,6	 87,8	 74.0	 $1,0	 82.0	 81x9	 il 0I	 Bl.d	 14.1.4
$8.4	 97.6	 56,7	 91.3	 92,4	 88.3	 90.0	 7615	 74,+1	 71.7	 70 9E	 71.7	 71.3	 74. 3	71 ± 7	138.9
86 6	 y6.:	 63.5•	84,9	 87.8	 87 1 1	 33.6	 77.6	 73,9	 73.9	 67.9	 69.9	 71.2	 71.9	 b 9 . '-) 71 '02	 137.3
3L,9	 94.0	 79.1	 81.2	 94,9	 0494	 80.1	 75.8	 7693	 8592	 74.3	 76..3	 78.1	 79.3	 18.1	 78,7	 133.6
107,§ 107.3 110. 6 113,3 114 , 7 113 1 4 91490 1u 7 .0 104 20 103,1 101.3	 99.1 100..2	 98,0	 97 ,1 10.0,0
10d,Z 107.4 110.7 413.6 11 5 . 3 113-1 5 111.2 1';6.9 103.9 503.8 100.4 	 490	 99.8	 95.1	 ?1I1	99.'3	 159.3






























HEUYCTIDN PRDPRAMPR{ .s ATE	 MONTH g G8T ii9 HR. 18,8
MODEL SOUND PR6SSUK LEVELS (99. 09G, p , 7Q PERCENT' REL. H6DAYI
ANuLtS FROM 1 t14ET T N DEGREES (00 RADIANS)










k ADIAL 10a. FT,	 80
	
( 3U, M)	 140
VEHICLE	 ATT	 123
CONFIG	 B-M IN	 160
l-DC PTO	 270
VATS 6/09 /7 4	250
AUN 726	 315
rAPE	 A941	 400
(;AR 28,9 HG	 SDO
	
{ 4 7631, NO2)	 630
TAM" 67. DEG F	 13ii0
	
(293- DEG K)	 1pT10
]WET 65, DEG F	 1250
	
(291. DEG K)	 1600
'ACT15'.08 GM/M3	 20:00
	
(.01 ;0* KG/M3)	 2500
r-FA 9972, RPM	 zlyo
(1044. RAP/SEC) 4000










(0. }{ u. 17)t0.35){0.52}f 0,701(0,871c1^{F'3)(1.2P'1I1.40)[I,'.!7)(i.7^i){1r4Z1(2,4q)tx ► 27){144}t2tb2l(
B U,4 81.7 81.5 60,5 79.1 76.9 78,4 78,4 78 1 5 18,5 75.8 75 1 9 76.8 76 9 8 '74 t e, 77.6
7% ' l 76.2 77.0 76x0 78 9 0 7`A .- O 75.7 74.0 74 ! 2 75 * 8 74.4 75,3 76.0 751t3 76.2
74 1 5 79.7 75.6 75,7 74,4 75 0 76.4 7 4.3 M5 75 ► S 75.8 71. 1 8 70..8 72,9 72.6 7?.8
74 9 0 72.9 74.0 72.9 73,7 77 1 3 71,8 71.7 71,8 78 ► 6 68.8 67,9 70.9 70,9 7t3,1 72.2
77 1 2 75.3 72.9 72.5 73,2 77.5 720 7 1,0 69 1.2 68 9 9 6x3.6 69.2 72 .5 7 0 , 0 7;.z 7205
75,8 77.7 72.8 73,2 77,6 8110 7b.7 83,7 79. 0 76,8 74.3 7510 76 . 1 74.2 59./ 72-V
75,1 75,9 74.7 73,3 74.8 700 73,7 74.0 71t2 70,.0 67.9 b911 7001 70,0 6f1 T 1 6q.2
61,0 82.2 91, 3 81,3 B.7,S 7094 79.7 75.8 74,2 72 9 8 72,4 7011 7211 73.3 7? 1 C 73.4
89,$ 97. 1 90 .2 67,3 92, 4 8111 61 ,9 8$,8 82, 84,7 88,2 8'412 78.9 85,1 83tu 8a.a
SU,9 5 1.2 83.0 83.1 8 7•0 b7 t1 80.0 78.6 76 1 9 7511 78.3 75t? 764 760 76,4 76,2
9{,b 94.9 96.5 10D..0 96, 9 9b.1 9600 93 . .5 Q1r8 83,7 59 ,1 $11 7 56.0 76.0 06 1 v 92.1
060 59.5 93.0 93.2 97,3 99 .3 100. 8`9,2 07 i 4 95,2 87.1 90 1 3 91.6 39 1 5 06,'+ 87.5
10111 °3.2 10.3.1 10 9. 1 11G.1 10 9 10 104,7 1;12.6 9819 1001 6 180.4 B5,2 99.2 95,3 0.1 951.29a i 0 97.2 94.0 97.5 102,2 91 + .4 99,9 97,1 94 {3 92x1 74.5 88,.4 89.3 92,5 50. (' h4.1
93 1 0 93.3 47
.0 101 , '3 10 3. 1 1014 9 71 99.9 9 2.8 95 12 84 1 0 87 .6 86 t.3 89.2 47,3 31,4 131.4
90,1 91.1; 93.1 144.3 103 ,9 10 4 ,5 911.9 54,8 93 1 4 95,9 07.8 08 . 9 3 85.3 89.5 65. 4 94,+i
96,2 95.3 96.2 100.4 103. 4 St7'1t1 43. 3 94 .3 4 293 91,3 09.7 F) ; f 5 89.5 7,4,5 15 4.5 85.7
73,1 93.;1 93.0 94.0 99.0 98.1 42.7 41 0 9 h6,1 53.6 83.1 @i.? 83,2 06,2 e2 t d 7t.3
04 1 4 93.3 93.2 93,3 96.2 97 ! 4 94.9 9 0.0 55.3 83.9 8;105 11 1. 1 2 81.3 78.2 7 ,1 1 4 7b't.
40,1 96.1 95.0 94.4 9(3,7 95.4 97.0 89.7 87.1 82 4 9 61.2 8111 52.1 78,9 7tr.1 80.0
4'!,1 96.5 96.1 93.6 96.1 97.2 94.3 880. 67,2 8312 81.4 80,5 82.3 90.5 79. 4 75.6
90:,3 95.2 93.2 94.5 75.0 90...2 44,2 X38.2 82,3 81.9 78,4 78,.2 78.2 76,3 77,4 7t+.2
4411 94.1 92.8 91.6 95.1 95.1 93.1 9'6..7 84 9 0 79,1 78.2 78 9 3 78.5 77 9 2 7 7 9"1 75.5
41 1 9 9 2.9 89.9 91.3 92.8 91 t 8 92 1 7 94.6 61 1 7 38,6 79.0 032,•0 82.9 83,1 81,5 62.0
89.5 97.4 87..4 86,7 59,4 9 ;9 6 37,4 8'U.2 76 13 7 1 11 7C..7 70,7 71.5 7 1.5 70,'•: 7;.a
84,9 43.3 81.7 82.9 971,8 Nti.l 1x3,8 77.6 72,9 71.8 67.9 69,7 70.2 71.E 49,9 71,5
8ti. y 8 3..1 76.1 SD12 33 . 9 825 o, 6 80+1 75.8 75.'2 85,0 74.4 78,3 78.1 e.Q,3 7K,4 75.1
10(.1 106.{1 117 6 . 8 112.0 113.1 11 a F1 109 .9 105.6 J0 3 11 104 ,1 102.3 97,•2 102.1 99 1 4 97 t h 9#,1
136.' 10'7.7 112 .2 11 3 ,7 11 5 .17 110.1 100,9 1^6,1 10 3 ,6 10 4 91 102. 4 97, 3 101.6 99,5 97 9 1 97,1











































MONTH	 S 1^111f t9




ANULES FRG" INLET I N DEUREES LANG RADIANS)
0 t Ia. 20, 304 40. td, 60, 70. B'd , 90, 190, "110, 120.. 130, 14 0 150.
FREU. i.L )i'J.x7)i0,3^J)I0.'32}i0.3fl }i0t^7ll1,uS1i1.Z21(1. 4011 1,R7}11.75}(_i,g2) {2,09)I2.,$71LZ• !1[2,62f{
50 58 9 5 32.6 '83.+3 80,6 79,5 74 1 8 79.3 74.4 79,5 78.6 76.9 76,4 76.8 70.1 '750 75.9
63 7 4 .0 77.3 77,6 77,1 76,9 7ot3 75.7 74.7 75 tl 76 f 9 76 ' 2 76t0 74.9 75.4 Ib 1 t 76.1
4 ,01 AL	 Ia-. ,	 FT. `10 75,4 75.7 75,3 74.7 73.5 73.8 75,3 73.4 75.7 76..3 73.6 69,8 7a•8 71,9 7x,7 77.6
(	 3 ri,	 M) 100 7 =.9 72.9 73.8 729 9 72.6 7112 71.6 70,8 70,0 6996 64.1 69,9 70.8 72 ► 2 7Ot y 72.2
VEHICLE	 ATT 125 74,9 74.; 72.9 72,5 12.0 7 21 5 71.9 79,8 70,4 69.9 6943 70:92 73.4 71,5 N14 77,4
CoNFIG	 8 -M IN 140 8u ,0 13.1 81 , 6 7E.9 74,8 81,v 72.7 79.5 74 9,G 77,7 72,7 72 1 7 72 . 8 75,4 15,' 75.b
LDC	 PTO ?1:0 81.9 57,3 84.7 42,3 78,9 99.3 76,9 83.6 77,6 81,7 76.1 73.19 73.2 78.2 78 1 2 77.1
t1ATE 8/09/74 250 70,9 70.8 79,9 79,2 79,4 79 1 2 77 0 9 74.7 73,Q 72.8 714 7282 75.0 74,1 1114 73.9
lo dh	 727 315 87,0 89.2 0 1 ,9 88.2 91.1 93 ! G 9 0 .9 98,7 77.1 85.6 81,2 86,2 89.0 85.2 17.1 85..1
1Af Lr	 A941 4:,0 91.1 93.3 84.0 93.1 96.1 98 9 4 95 .1 92,7 91,0 89.4 86.1 91,1 93.3 89.E 41.1 89.1
RtR
	
28-.9 HO Sao 9 1. 4 97,9 96.6 104 . 2 133 . 8 1031 2 107,7 47 0 6 919: 0 8208 93,9 ts2t0 67.9 89.2 90 . ! IS 97.1
( 9 7631. N/M2) 630 86-b 91.3 93.9 97.2 96.0 9812 95,0 90. 0 86 1 2 8.199 89.1 5013 63.2 82.9 05 t A 0.3
TkMH	 67.	 DEG F SLID 91. 9 y2.7 97.8 98.3 48,8 9911 9b.t '74,8 89.0 911 7 4341 67 9*• 86 : 1 5211 96.3 `Ei39i
(293.	 rfwG
	 K) Joao 93,.1 `11.4 94),2 99.2 iO3.2 i0u 1 2 9.08.2 97.1 98.4 93,1 914 4 88 0 5 191.3 81.3 Ko.a 32.Z
;WET
	
65.	 !1EG	 F 1250 819,'1 67.3 92.9 95,1 91.8 99 1 1 92,1 4 1 .7 881 3 86,1 82.3 89 1 4 85.2 78,6 96.1 77.2
(2919
	
DEB K) 1(1oia 9 J,4 4 4. 4 96.0 99 . 5 95,9 90t3 9 4 ,1 92.1 67 . 1 86.e 83.1 63,4 63.'5 86,6 79 .E 71.5
I:A CT1 5 .0'3 	GMie3 70;:0 94t,2 17 1.3 93.0 95.3 180,1 0796 9 .1,2 Y j ,9 86,4 84.3 82.3 91x6 62.8 90.4 1b ' l (?11,6
( ' 0150 8 	KU/f43) 25iu 9 1,1 43.2 9 :4.8 4811 1.02, 9 i6t+t2 94.8 117 1 7 135,2 81 ' s 8,^..?. 54,2 82.3 82 1 4 ij.1 ilr.t
WF'A10 800•	 Rpm 3150 91,2 92. 6 9541 97,5 98,4 95 1 6 9ti,1 91.() 8612 8311 79 4 4 80 9 3 $2.5 80,4 79..1 77.6
(1131. PAD/SEC) 4060 93,6 93.2 93,2 93:1 98 1 1 911:10 94.1 89,$ 59.2 0010 79 ,1. Qp t 9 81.0 86,4 7b,i 70.6
t'Fh10 71S .	 Rpm "50G0 91,1 93.6 94,1 92.6 47,2 95 1. 6 9 213 8 5.1 86.4 0101 8498 801 4 Sala 79,5
79.: 79,0
(1122.	 4AD/SEC) 6300 93,3 92.2 91.0 92,3 93,2 93 ! 4 91.3 BS ,a 32.2 83.1 77.3 70 1 6 77.5 76.6 7b,J 71'i
r. FD106 28•	 RPM BOUO 90,3 91.2 91.1 91 , 3 93.9 9116 90,0 84 . 5 82,4 79.2 7613 78,3 78 . 5 77,4 77.1 7413
(1113 • NAD/SEC ) 10060 56v'y `71.3 97.8 89 . 9 9n.9 9b1Q bdvS 83.6 83.1 409 1 80.0 84,0 83 . 0 8499 11 *,1
94.9
t:0.	 OF	 9LAOF.S	 44 17510 e j ,2 87.4 83.1 a5,7 97,5 86.7 84,% 7$.1 76.5 8'112 7:5.3 75,4 76..6 7191 t6.r' 74.7
1''9Ca b t.a 11.1 79.6 81.9 94.6 81.E 79,9 71.7 70.7 720 67.0 69,8 7 0 .1 b6.3 46 tx 61k,A
200ua 7090 81.3 75.9 7$,2 8C.1 7 4 12 77.9 73.9 73 . 1 B3,6 72,3 760 76.4 76, 8 7 ts t 5 76,4
OvrHALL MEASURED 10 4 .2 195,3 1060 11000 114.1 lev el 107.6 10 4 .9 98 1 9 99 4 7 100.:0 97 1 3 96.3 91,3 07t.3 Lau.1
OVER ALL CALCUL ATED 153.6 105.1 10 6 .6 109.3 110 9 5 109 ' 6 106.1 114.2 48.7 99.5 99.4 97,5 98.0 96,5 06.2 99.4









SEC ,	 F,	 70




ANGLES FHOM INLET IN UEGREES (AND RAO ANS)
0 1 10. 20. 30, 40. 3'0, 60, 70, Bu t 90, 100. 110, 120 . , 130, 140 6 150, PML
FREt3, (G t 	)0,17}{0,35) ;0,,52){0170}{p,b7)(14G5)(i.22) {1.40){1.'^7)(i, 75)(1.4?}{2,09)(2,27) {2.44)(2162){74,7	 78,6
)






































	 10 3 .





vEkl:LE ATT 12^ 7b,p 75,2 72.8 72.5 73,9 74,2 72-0 72,n 69.3 69 .0 64 ► 2 69 1 4 7292 7015 121.5

































13 1 1 74.3
12196
126.9
DATE 6/09 174t	 117117	 729 315 61 ,1 46.3 90 ,8 90,1 54,7 81st! 79 .0 '34,3 P jf8 83,7 88.0 3412 78. 3 8 491 g5lvs 85.2 135.2
ets;js 4941 400 p01,9 91,0 82.7 64.3 82.0 61 1 1 8U.8 78,7 77 1 2 74 1 9 77,987.
7590
83,9








	 28+ 9 MG 500 T,9p 93.0 92,7 9791 9w ► 4 96 1 1, 94.6 9	 .7Bl,.p
89,9 01.5 044.0
09.3 83. 84.3 87,6
141.7
314	 .3
'e	 (97631 ► N/01211 630 8691 b9.1 9492 94,8 93.7 9d,4 99.3 89 1 3 94,1 88. 9093
71tHt1	 67, DEG F Bhp LU19U 99, 2 1.937
8.9














140.2(293, rE n K) 1!100 91,1 y1,? 97.5 10.0.3 1001 5 99,2 45.9 95,3 .0
TWET	 65. BEG F 1254 4 ^,1 05 .0 96,0 102 93 102.9 104.4 101.1 94.7 96 10 86 1 0 90,2 8603
91.3 84 ,4 84 .11 87.3 146.?
f	 (2919 DEG K) 16:0 93 9 4 93.4 95.8 103.3 103.0 10 4 1 5 95.4 95,1 92 1 5
05,4 88,2 86 1 4 86.1 90.s 615t ?1 84+4 748.2
ftACl15,0 8 GM/M3 2000 9011 94,5 97.0 49.5 102.7 1011 5 97.0 95 ► 0 92.5 9193 $9.5 178.4 87,4 85r3 94.4 84,3 145.6
(901208 KG/M3) 1500 V3,U 93.17 92.6 93..3 97.9 9 y .1 97.0 9 1.9 117 1 9 83,9 82.9 83,S 44,9 81,2 40.4 79.0 143.S
14FA 9970, RPM 3159 9492 42.3 93.2 93,6 75,2 9" 13 90 0 91,3 88 1 4 82 1 9 80.2 8115 8'1.4 78,5 751 1 5
775. 6 14292
(104 4 9 RAO/SEC) 40.00 V711 95. 9 95.0 92 97.0 iOD11 93.0 a	 91 86 1 0 81.6 80.2 80,2 81.2 7V,p ies y 81.E 14395
i0,	 91194. RPM 5.pUp 21,2 96.5 96.3 93.7 97,3 9163 94.1 85,1 88 1 5 83.9 80.2 79 t h 62.5 79.5 $01$ 76 . .6 1,42,6F,.	
(f 1136, F/41115EGI 6300 46 ,1 9*+.' 93,0 93.6 95.2 97.5 95.(1 87.9 43,3 81, 6 78.1 75 6 5 78.1 1692 7 7 1 ,1 70.$ 14.2.3
v"110628,
.
RPM AOJD 9390 94.0 92,9 91.6 95,Q 95 1 2 92. 9 8.6.8 83 .93 79,.8 78.3 7'B t2 78. 1 16 9 4 1'7 1 2 75.3 141.4E.
M139 RAD/SE..)lODUOc g	 919 - 93.0 89.6 89.9 92,3 91 7t 8997 84 4 8 1. 9 88 t 6 79 9.2 81 1 5 82.7 112,7 92 D 82.0 140.7
G.	 ]F BLARES	 44 1256U 86,5 '371,4 86.3 86. 7 49,3 9o.4 87.5 79f1 77:2 74,2 71.5 71.5 76.5 71.7 109 134.13
160,10 64 t13. 1 81.6 62.2 57.0 04 Sb 9 6 7b.6 7219 ME 00 700 71.19 71.9 69.; 6'K .2 136.6
20000 8019 x33.3 79.1 79 9 2 55.0 8414 81.1 75.6 7'6 6 0 85x7 75 . 3 78,2 78.2 79.4 78 t < 74,2 139.8
OvLR ALL MEASURELI
































98 4 p 157.9
































FULL SCALE DATA ►!EDUCTION PROGRAM	 PROC, DATE	 :QNTH 6 DAY 19 HR, 16,8
MODEL SOU4D PRt5SU1 4 E LEVELS (59, 4E G , F. 7d jt RCENT REL. HUM D`AY)^
As+t.^0 FROM MET IN DE GREES Wi t) RA0 01S)	








1 r A13iAL 10;,, F T.	 80
3U, "I	 lug
VEHICLE	 A1T	 129












TAHR 61, DEC F	 SLO
(293. DFG K)	 lot,O
TwET 69. DEG F	 1290
(291. DEG K)	 1600
HACT15.58 SM/M7	 7.030
	
(•01506 KG/M 3 )	 2570
NFA108p0t RPM	 3130{1131, RAMECI 4000
riFK1O718, RPM	 5000
(1122 . RAO/SEC) 6300
NF D1062 8 , RPM	 8000
(1113. RAd/S5C)10040






(aI	 1(0••17}i0.35}t0.'321i0.7Q}i0r^7)c1.rQ31ti,221[1.40}i1.57It1.7sf[S..ZIi2.0 1{2 1 2 )i r...	 1	 i
8081,6 3207 "83,4 Bit? 79 1 5 79 1 9	 ,2 80.2 79 9 7 78 1 5 77,0 76,8 77.9 78 1 1 75 9 1► 9U r$
77.4 77.1 77. 0 76.0 77.7 7ti 1 3 75,2 74.B 709 76, 9 7692 75 9 8 74.9 75.,1 60i 7b,4
74,9 74,9 75.3 7497 73,8 74 1 : 74.9 73.2 75x4 75,5 73.4 69,9 69.8 71.7 72th 73.5
7941 72.1 74.6 73,0 72,7 7112 71.5 7 0,5 7111 69 ,8 68.9 69 1 9 71 . 1 70.. 8 7Q,o 72.1
72-.4 74.1 72.9 72,3 7 1, 9 7 11 5 7 1 .9 7 1,2 74-2 69,8 68.,2 7D#2 73 . 1 71,4 x3 9 1 75.5
79,994.1 82.6 79.0 74.8 81 1 2 780 70,7 74 1 9 78.7 73.9 72, 9 72.8 76,1 75. ? 74.1
850
4
9 88.1 89.8 6390 76,7 8611 77,7 $j,O 78,1 81x9 77.0 74x2 7392 76.4 i. t Z 76.3
50.1, 50.2 50,6 60•.2 79.0 76 9 77,9 75.9 73,9 71#7 71.2 70 9 9 72.8 73.1 72,9 74.1
81.4 69..F
 84.5 64 .2 91.1 4193 90.0 11 x,5 77,B 840 82.0 8"6.2 90.1 89,0 715 0 [ 89.1
91,0 92.3 87.0 93,3 95.9 96,4 99.1 92.9 81x1 89 1 1 86,3 91..3 44.0 4 0.1 6211 84.4
g00 96,9 1 097 10'%. 9
 103 . 7 101!4 142.1 06,7 92x7 $4 0 6 92.7 83 i 0 87.6 84,0 9p:8 98.15
88 tZ 9202 9690 9846 06,6 9ti i 2 94.9 91.2 S7 t 7 6292 40.5 b2t2 83.7 03,4 8112 59,4
929 9 94 ,2 97,7 1.{j191. 3.01, 7. 10215 94,7 96,6 89 12 91 @ 1 44.3 88 1 3 87.2 8391 61 11 81.3
	
93,3 91,2 94.9 101,6 10 . 3 101.6 1116,9 97.9 911.3 93.3 91. 5  66,2 81.4 52.5 135 1	RZ,S
88e2 199.3 94.1 9644 95.1 96 1 5 69.8 9 1.0 8 713 57 #1 $2,1 66.3 64.1 0042 X0 9 6 79.1
93,1 92.4 98,0 9996 97.2 96 13 92.0 89.1 8611 659E 8294 84t1 62.4 $2 4 4 Blta 79.3
92,2 91.5 42.2 96.4 99,2 97.7 93.3 90.0 87.7 84 9 3 82.5 56 1 6 63.5 80.3 79 " .: 8=1.5
93,9 93.1 96.0 96,4 103. 9 10u12 95.7 92.7 =+519 83,0 82.2 81,1 83.9 63.1 41 9 4 t?160
Pigs 910 93.	 9 #5 96 99.2 96 1.9 45.0 93.. 1 88e 1 83.3 7995 8114 82.2 79 1 4 801	 79.3
9391 93.2 934	 93 . #{ 98,.0 97s 1 93 9 8 89,0 89 2 80 1 2 79 0 2 B1,$ 82.2 58 1 1 7d.. 79,1
911 4 94 9'3 95,0 9394 97.1 94 1 5 92.1 8791 8702 8313 80+5 $094 81.3 79 1 4 8049 7i. 5-
	
93,0 92.3 91 ..0 93,5 94,2 93 1 5 92.0 85.8 8245 Be91 77.? 77,4 77.3 76,5 _	 79.h
7192 91.1 91 . 0 91,3 93.5 91.4 59,8 84,7 82 9 4 78,4 76.3 78,5 79.4 77,2 71,1 75.1
89 1 7 4 1.9 8696 90x2 91,5 9'11J 99.0 84.6 62 1 8 2231 7 80, 6 H4 1 0 84 . 0 8591 54,L1 83 .+s
8tA r1 36.7 84.2 88+7 6$.5 86 1 7 84.E 79,3 7895 8'2.2 73.3 7516 76.4 76.7 75.8 79.481 1 7 ?12.t 79.8 82,1 $4.6 bk-9 80.6 75.6 71.0 71,6 66.8 69 1.0 71.1 67,6 59.1 143,1
70,2 81.3 77.:0 79,2 3{1 .8 St; 1 5 78,1 74,1 7311 87# 9 72.5 76.6 76.6 77,4 76,.1 76.1
104$0 105 . 3 +107 +1 11011 11111 111112 lo!).7 10310 9919 140,0 99.9 91 1 3 99.1 97,0 ?etu LOU*?
10410 10 5 . x1 107.2 110.5 111. 3 10 9 1 9 108x1 1 4 .	 5.7 99 t 5 99,	 99.6 97 1 3 98,6 96# 4 9019 99.4
1169 6 11 7 . 4 119.9 120 .4 124,1 12 j #i; 118.9 11 4 01 111+6 109.2 1CA94 1 0 7,3 1((6.4 10 7 /0 1Q6 .? 10066
1	 730
w
PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA ME(117CTION PROGRAM 	 ?HOC 9 DATE . MON^TW	 8 DAY 19 HR, 18t9
MODEL SOUND PRLSSUKE LEVELS ( 99. UEG 9 V. 70 PERCEWT REL. HU", DAYS
04L0 FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RAbIANS)
O f
	109	 20,	 30.	 40.	 f0.	 6 0.	 70.	 80;	 90,	 1QG,	 110,	 1.20,	 130,	 140 1	 5 0.	 PWL
FRED.	 (Q t	 ) ( 0, 171i0,35 ) i 0.S21(0.7Q ) ( Q,B7 ) ( 1fJS ) i1. 22')i 1 . 4o)(i, 57 )i1, 79) i 1,'?2 ) (.?.04}( 2	 273 <Z t 4	 )[2 8 62}{	 }
56	 80 9 3	 31.5	 '81.5	 76,9	 70,3
	









63	 7 0 9 1	 79.1	 77.7	 7691	 78.7	 Soil	 75.9	 73.7	 74.8	 78,0	 75.0	 7512	 76.2	 76,3	 7 4.1	 7L. ,V	 126.1
RADIAL 100.	 FT,
	
80	 74 9 4	 74.3	 75.3	 74.,8	 74,6	 74 8 5	 75.3	 74.6	 74,7	 7514	 74,7	 72 3 5	 70.8	 72.7	 711 5	 7 1. 7	123.4
(	 '3u.	 M)	 13 0 	 7 4,2	 7 3.1	 73.9	 72.1	 74,6	 72 1 9	 71.9	 71,7	 7290	 70,7	 69.9	 69 * 6	 69.7	 72:1	 7p, f ?	 71.9	 121.5
VEHICLE	 ATT	 129	 74,1	 7 4.3	 72.9	 7296	 7392	 73 1 5	 71.2	 71, 1	69,4	 68.9	 69.6	 69 9 2	 71 . 2	 7 892	 7 1tz	 7 1. 5
	1.2 •
rONFIG	 R+M	 IN	 1830	 76,1	 73.8	 73.9	 72.0	 72,6	 76.3	 73.7	 40,6	 7413	 69 .0	 71. 6	76 1 0	 77.5	 73.1	 71,1	 71.2	 12	 .
LOC	 PTO	 200	 75 rU	 76.1	 75,7	 73.1	 74.0	 73 t 1	 72,9	 71.9	 7 0 ; 0	67,8	 66.9	 6 8 ,0	 69.4	 69.3	 68 1 +1	 6(3,3	 1.2141
PATE 8109/74	 250	 82.,1
	 52.2	 81.9	 81,3	 Sq,7	 71 1	 77,9	 76,5	 75,2	 729 5	72.1	 7110	 72.1	 73.1	 72 9.3	 74.6	 12.6,e3
r,UP	 731
	
313	 84,8	 be 92	 9 1 , 1	89•-6	 68.0	 59e2	 87,1	 38.7	 89@1
	
86 f a	 87.3	 65.0	 6.1.2	 84.4	 s>. y
	 6- 9 	 137.5
TAPE	 A941	 400	 8 4,1	 (!2.3	 82.8	 819.4	 91.8	 d ill	 79,0	 77.9	 79r2	 74,8	 76.1	 74 :3 	75.3	 74 1 2	 7 6,1	 75, 9	128.6
RAF	 280 HG	 5Oi)	 86 ,0	 93.0	 92 .5	 92,9	 95,3	 93 1 0	 91.6	 9 097	 92@9	 62@ 8 	 86 .1 	8410	 88.1	 81.9	 ni t /	 83,7	 140.5
( 9 7631+
	
N/142)	 630	 88+1	 860	 *i,1	 95:6 101 .9 10013	 99 # 2	 93,9	 91.2	 9292	 69,2	 :13	 8813	 1904	 116,4	 87,4	 145.2
TAHR	 67,	 DEG F	 RGO 102,9	 97 . 9 108.0 111.2 110 7 16 7 x 3 30 6 .1 111.3 1a091	 99.7	 95,;2	 fib.	 90.3	 9?,g	 56.1	 97.1	 154.4
(293,	 DEG K)	 WO
	
95.1	 939.3	 95.2	 99#5 136.2 10 4 . 3 luio;	 9$,B	 95.2	 94,.2	 06.3	 95,5	 92.3	 83 4 9 2	 84.3	 #:9.3	 149.5
Ts.ET	 65.	 BEG F	 1290	 4 7 92	 96.3	 93,9 103 sS 107.8 10.6.4 lab.s2	 99.6	 93 10	 92,b	 92,1	 93.1	 91.2	 99,3	 K7.a	 56.3	 151.2
(291,	 nEG K)	 1600	 92 9 4	 95,4	 97.2 10196 10 3.1 103,5 101,0	 9`6.9 9	 92,S	 86,9	 86.5	 8495	 67.3	 (@ 795	 83,1	 6594	 147.8
1,ACT15.00 3h/ M 3	 2040	 4?*1	 Y5.2,	 48.3	 9795 10 4 .1 104.6 lousy	 96 . 2	 9213	 9091	 88.4	 66.2	 89.2	 55.2	 84.r	 6+..s	 149.1
(•0150 3 MG/H3)	 2500	 909$	 94.9	 9397	 9592 10290 1.01!3	 Y6 • 8	 4 0,7	 6719	 86,6	 82,6	 8301	 84.1	 80 9 2	 79.r	 713.2	 148.2
NFA 9770. RPM	 3150
	 4492	 93.5	 94,8	 9596	 99,1 1Do,3	 96.3	 9 3.9	 38.1	 64.0	 81.4	 Bo l l	 81.4	 79,4	 90 1 5	 79.5k	 144.3
(1023, RAD/SEC) 4000	 9§,2	 4792	 9790	 7,164	 49 , 9 101;2	 94.9	 84.7	 87 11	 9 2* 9	84.1	 81fi	 6096	 79.2	 79 t t	 7V,2	 145,4
i	 r4FK	 9696. RPM	 SOiiO	 9513	 97.5	 97.0	 9497	 98,4	 46 1 4	 95.3	 90.0	 891.5	 649 1 	 81 . 4	 80@S	 112.4	 79 9 2	 93 .E	 76.6	 1 43.7
(1019 . "AD/SEC)	 6300	 97,4	 96.2	 9590	 9593	 97,3	 9913	 96 9 1	 99,1	 84,1	 83ki	 79.1	 79,:2	 79.1	 77 1 3	 77, 4	77.4	 143.9
r•: FL+ iQ628,'RPM	 8000	 95.4	 9590	 9393	 95.146t4	 94	 86.0	 8493	 fall	 78..3	 78 1 4	 78.4	 77 9 2	 7E;,A	 76,4	 14296
(1113, KAD/SM10000	 93 * 0	 9 397	 91.5	 92,2	 93.7	 9 4 ;a	 91.6	 05.3	 1310	 8496	 79.0	 #3291	 R2•1	 92 0 b	 "Is a	 81.5	 143.9
r: G.	 OF BL A DES	 44 12500	 5Q94	 19.7	 87.2	 88.7	 90.3	 91,a	 50.3	 81.2	 77 1 5	 74.6	 71,5	 7nob	 71.4	 69.5	 70.E	 6 9 .4	 139.1
1,60(;0S,4	 46.2	 63.7	 85.2
	
98,6	 83x.9	 84.4	 77,6	 7311	 74,0	 6	 .2	 69,9	 76.9	 67.9	 64.3	 6 7 .9	 138.3
i	 20000	 6194	 84,3	 79.9	 80 9 4	 96 * 0	 86 1.2	 81,0	 76,2	 76 t 3	 65y1	 73.2	 7895	 76.3	 79.3	 76 1 4	 78,2	 140.2
OVERALL MEASURED 10?99 107.1 109. 1 11391a 11 5 .1 114.0 110 .5 196.7 104 ,1 103 @0 1011 3	 99 9 3 100 . 0	 97,3	 47.1 loo.13
OWED -ALL CALCULATED 10b.1 107.5 110,4 113,3 11 8 . 3 11 4 .J 111.,7 la7.1 104 ,3 102 ,8 101.2	 99, 3	99.2	 97.7	 96, 1,'	 99.3	 159.4
PND8 120.4 120.1 120.5 1220 124 . 9 1 24 1 9 171 .4 11 7 . 4
 1149 0 112.2 110 . 1 10 0 , 7 109.9 107 . 3 16b • S 104.0
731'















































( 9 7631. N/M2)	 630




TWET 65, 11EG F	 1250
(2919 DEG K)	 1600
1 4 ACT15;08 GM/Ma	 2050
(40150 8 KG/143)	 2500
NFA 95$4- RPM	 3150
( 9^5, R .AD/SEC') 4000
r.FK 9432. RPM	 50110
{ 967. RAO/SE5) 6300
VFD1062 $, RPM	 FOOD{1113, RADISE0SOQ00







	){q.17110 ► 3'i){0,52 ) ^D.70)[l3f ? 7iSlttli) { 1.22)114D) { 1t77)51.^7)[1171 ) f^f0'►►7Sif-t^1S4t ++ 7[4ta"[J[
79,7 19 7 '81.3 80.8 78,3 77 1 6 77,6 78,5 77 # 5 76 1 3 75.6 74 1 9 75.6 75,7 74 1 : 75.6
76..0 77.1 76.9 77 ► 2 77,7 7`713 76.0 75,0 74x9 75 1 8 75.0 754 E 76.0 76,2 7502 76'0
75,4 75.5 75,2 75,8 74.5 74 1 0 79.7 74.6 7417 75.6 75.6 72 1 7 71.6 7x,6 ij ' e 72.7
77:0 73.3 74.6 73•x3 7 4 ,6 721 9 72,1 71.5 72!0 71 1 6 68.8 68 9 1 70 @ 7 7112 7118 7210
7440 74,4 71,8 72,7 73. 9 73 1 5 71,2 70.1 69.2 68.9 67.4 69,1 71.5 64.5 7 1, 9 2 70.4
7j,7 73.3 75.9 74,8 75,0 74 1 2 76.7 76.8 7691 650 68 1 4 76 1 0 77.Z 76,b 734 `1 73.'
74,0 74,9 74,1 72,4 75.6 7213 71.7 68,9 69:1 66 1 9 66.0 65-,9 68.0 ba i 3 67 1 4 60.2
5214) d 2.1 51•	 5093580 7d fO 77:2 74;9 74 1	 71 ,7 71 ► 0 699 3 71 . 2 711'[ 71 t e 7221
,18 4.:4 54.1 84.6 86.3 55,8 81.	 77.8 77.7 80 # 9 133.6 82 . 2 8011 78.2 79+1 37 f o 715,9
B;j,9 79.E 79.9 80,2 90.9 79 1 9 74.8 74.5 7412 721 9 72.3 74,0 75.3 73,4 i 3 ► 1 72.2
56,,5 50.0 52,7 63. ►8 68,8 9U1 S 79,8 a3,4 821 9 8015 61 . 2 3317 81.4 e0 *0 74Rr 70.0
40•0 554.5 89.9 92.6 47,5 9 15 16 9 7.1 92.0 9412 93 1 0 53.1 86 1 2 89.4 62 0 4 8flf 9 79,4
15)342 99.9 1D6.9 109 11 1.0 8 . 7 Ju l io lUb. 8 1:10. 4 9392 9 0 92.2 4090 95,2 92.9 78 11 40.397 1 4 101.1 94.8 105,5 10 4 . 2 10 4 12 106,3 1J 4 .6 161.4 960 tOle? 97,2 96.3 46,3 id,3 94.1
49,1 95.3 94.0 10262 108 91 10 6. 2 1044 4 131,e0 96 1 1 93 1 1 41.1 94 4 4 9043 43,7 D1 1 1 90-,
41.0 73.4 97.8 98.3 192.4 10 4 1 5 102.1) 96.8 93.6 911	 9 ,2 84:1 86.3 88,5 64 f •1 96.1
3 93.4 97.3 99 # 5 l.pi3.1 ICJ 1 6 100.2 93,9 9'2 ! 4 94 ► 	 88.3 82 1 4 88.7 85,5 #50 al 
90 4 0 95,9 95.9 97.3 101
. 0 100!7 48 ,0 93.9 91 9.0 58 9 8 84.2 tlG17 07.2 81.2 74.1 M2,9
?411 94,4 95 ►1 9515 99.0 ?914 99 .2 93,9 96 1.4 84#2 8214 5?'!4 85.3 79 14 5012 81.3
Ta ►0 9 7,2 96,	 9615 98, M t0 97.5 92.6 87 1 1 52 1 	81.6 8111 82+0 562 78 1 6 83,1
90,3 93.4 98.1 94,6 97,4 97 13 96,1 89; 1 89 94 B5 11 92 . 2 79,3 A1 .5 79 .5 85494 71'.5
97 9 0 96.2 94#1 95,6 98,2 9 7 1 2 95.2 89.1 5491 8311 79.4 79 9 5 711.5 77.3 16 1 0 7647
001 95.3 94,1 92,7 96 1 1 47 1 1 94,0 86,7 83-92 79,9 78.0 77 12 76.3 76.3 771 9 1 75.4
Q-41 7 `73 .'1 91.6 9240 43,4 94t7 9j.6 34,5 81 4 9 57,6 78,0 8017 81x0 81.7 60 1 7 86,7.
?u,6 89,4 R7.3 6809 0.3 91,1 88.3 81.2 7613 73,1 70.4 7p;4 71.6 65,5 lot% 6714
06,a "9.9 93.7 83,9 97,5 8 y ,1 64,9 77,9 73,1 74.8 59.8 70,9 72.1 637.0 67,o 67.6
6'1 ►Y 84.3 50.1 8095 65..2 57 9 3 01,1 76.0 7693 85#3 75.0 78 1 1 79.4 79,2 78,/ 76.4
10446 1011.2 104 .6 112, 15 1,1 4 .8 11 5 10 113.2 308.7 104;9 102 9 7 1142,3 99,9 101 .4 100.0 45.3 99.2
107 9 3 1497.7 110.0 112.5 11 4 ,9 11 4 9 5 312.7 11:8.7 144 1 9 103 , 4 103 9 0 99 9 7 101!1 100,3 44 9 0 99.3
1.201 4 12n.a 12n.5 12196 123. 9 124 1 5 122.5 11. 7 .6 11413 1120 111 .8 40 9 #0 110 .4 10 4 10 10il y ip?•
^	 I
PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA KEOUCTION f• ROGRA14
	
PNOC, DATE . KO T" 8 0AY 119 HR Lai?
S	 MODEL SOUND PRr55Uk_E LEVELS (59. DEG, F 9 70 PERCENT REL. ►1UM,'DAr)
ANGLES FOOM I NLET IN DWEES (AND RADIOS)




PAGE I FULL SCALE DATA HEDYC*ION PROGRAM
pi, 
1 qC	 DATE MONTH	 JEpAYMb9MRjyj$.w
MODEL SOUND P SS UKE LEVELS (59f VjG: Fv 70 'FEACENTft- L. M'
	
D
ANGLES FH3K INLET IN UE k ' TI FE S 	IANp RAbIANS)
09 10.	 20,	 30,	 40,	 59, 60,	 70,	 so.	 90 100	 Ito, 120,	 130, 140,	 150, PWL
56 7 9 , 8 8 9.3 ' 31.4 81.8 78.7 78 1 9 78.5 18,2 77 1 9 7795 75,5 75 9 5 7618 78.0 * ?? -? 1- 70.6 129.1
0 3 71 o1 77 .1 7 6# 9 78.2 77 , 7 7 ':9 4 7D . 0 75,0 74 ! 0 75t0 73. 9 75,1 76.0 74 1 1 70.2 123,8
KAVIAL Lou. FT, go 70 9 5 74.8 75.3 76.9 74.4 74r9 75.4 75,2 73@7 7493 7497 720 71 ! 7
75:2
71,9 70'8 7j .6 123.9
33,
	 M) LOU 74 9 6 73,9 73,8 74,1 74 * 6 UO 71-6 80,5 72i2 710.6 69-5 69,2 70 ! 3 73 9 6 73 0 2 72.2 123.9
VEHICLE All 125 74,4 73.6 71-2 73,3 72.0 7d ! 3 71,9 70,0 66 @ 5 65,4 67.1 69 1 6 71.0 7b,1 ?c ? ^ 76.4 120.6
to lliFIG 8-" IN I&u 73,2 74t6 73,9 73,0 73 * 9 79 * 4 7D.5 70 1 1 74 01 72.8 74 1 0 77.9 71,2 730 • 71.0 124.4
E,DC	 PTO 2c0
77:0
7y 1 76.1 74.7 73 @ 0 72,7 7 10 71.0 71:6 6811 66 9 7 64,3 64 9 9 66:0 ",9 60,4 66,0 119,7
UAJE 8/09/74 250 53 90 52&1 8116 $04 79,8 7 8 11 77 9 5 74, 9 72, 790 69 *.0 68 @ 4 70. 4 70,2 10 t v 71.1 12516
kuN	 733 310 54,1 54.1 8 3- 9 B2,2 92,0 76,) 77.6 78.6 7599 74 :1 71 ,1 7&:4 74-0 74,3 ti l z 75.2 127.7
t ►pE A913 400 7'),6 8 0.1 80.7 79 9 1 78,1 77.1 74.8 72,7 72 p 1 69,9 64.3 64, 4 13,5 72 9 4 72 * 4 72 * 1 124.7





1 9762 5 1 N J M2) 636 56 9 4 38 , 3 91.0 69,4 93.2 92j101 80 0 54.0 640 79~, . 6 79 ,3 5201 86*5 :33 86 ' 1 IL S7.5
IW^?	 66. DEG F $ od 911,8 98.0 1042 .7 101.3 I05.7 101.c 103 . 0 96.9 97,6 9t%,,9 92. 3 97,1 100 . 1 97.1 06 1 '. gi a(2921 DEG K) 1000 101.2 99.2 106,1 103v2 110 * 0 loso ,4 10.6,2 101@9 I03*2 93 @ 2 94.4 LojvZ 105.3 94 9 5 V4. i 9).4 t54.5
TwET	 64, DEG F 1250 91 * 1 92.1 99.7 Idi,l 104,1 105,4 103.2 99 .0 9T^4 91.9 06.4 92 1 0 95.1 92 9 .0 40- :' 4 91PI 149.6
9291, DEG K) 16so ?!I S 95 .1 99.9
96:2 181: 5 lato
jc6 f .3 ID1,0 99 11 96.4 96 *.2 91.4 94 1 4 94.5 89.3 L4*,b 150.2
HACT14 5 7 ^,MJ"3 9080 9 1 02 91 . 5 6 1. 93 3 101P 6 100,1 95'2 97,5 89,5 87.4 91,3 90.4 85,2 xb.0 81.6 147.5
(,01457 wnsM3) 2300 94,U 96.-j 96 . 6 99p1 102.0 jQj t' z 90.8 92 : 9 39,9 se" q 83.9 a3 f 4 015.9 a 7 ' 2 tsb ' .5 146,1
NFA 909 * RPM 3150 V:s , I 95.S 96.2 100.4 101.3 99 04 97.2 94.0 8993 87 "2 ap ' t 61 ? 4 63.5 al $ Z 85 f 3 02.3 145.5
C	 945, RA&/SEZ ; ) 4900 96p9 0-8.2 962 9 6 99o1 Igloo 101t4 90,8 9 0,8 86,7 81 9 9 8 1,1 02*1 92#0 50,1 7 0 ,0 81.2 145.6
tfFK	 B997. RPM soce 94.2 09 .4 93.9 96.4 99,4 97o3 96,3 B9,j 68o0 94.3 81.4 Ba I 5 82.3 79,2 80,8 78:4 144,2(	 9 42,. WAD/SEC) 6 306 ?t' vU 98.3 96-2 9793 98.3 9ti t 4 95,9 00 6 4,2 82,2 79.0 79 1 2 79.2 77,4 76,4 76.4 144,7.
NF010628, RPM 5000 9u'1 95. 2 99: ; l. 94,3 98 •1 " 1 3 94,0 87,0 830 82,2 79,0 7993 76-6 77,4 78 ,1 77.W 143.0(1113, 4AD/SEC110000 ?40 04:1 '02 6 9349 95,5 94 t 1 9i @ 8 84,7 HO t S 84 @ 8 76,0 770 17.9 78 * 9 76v1 76 .1 142.1
OF	 ALAnE .S	 44 125C0 91 9 6 91.5 89 . 2 89,6 9 2 1 2 90, 1 51 96,3 31,2 76 $ 6 73,2 70.5 7c- 9 5 %. 5 69.5 70- 4 7 1. 6 139.9
16000 96.1 58.0 86,9 960 99,7 Bb t 2 85,0 17.7 75e0 79.8 70.9 73.3 73.0 73,9 13.(' 74,1 139.11
20000 84.1 01.9 01.5 87,2 54 1 3 81.2 75,7 75^,3 54 9 1 74,1 77 1 4 77 * 5 76:2 76 *0 6 71.3 139.8
OVEPALL 14EASURED
Gj:p
106,1 107*3 1101 7 110 + 2 114,1 1. 1 A f 2 I. IL I. 8 i tib.3 105,3 latmo 96.9 103 0 3 167.1 103!0 1000 10	 •4
OVERALL CALC O LATED i ed vO 1 10.1 110.7 110.5 10, 5 11 9 0 3 111.7 106.7 I65,6 101 , 1 98.8 14 4 ,0 107.2 100. . 01 110.7 107.1 159.4





































FULL S'CA'LE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PRQC1 DATE110nfiN	 8 DA r 19 HR, 1319
MODEL SOUND PHrSSUM_E LEVELS {599 DEG , FR	 70 PERCENT REL. HUH, IlAT)-
ANULES FROM INLET ='N DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
0r 10. 20. 30. 4 ,0,, 50. -64,
70 90, 100; 11D 9 120 1 130, 140 1 103•
FRfa !0. )(ilr17)(0,55){O,SZIIO,70}{0987)!!!05) {1,221{1.^01I2^'371[ 1,75T {ia42i{2tG9) {2,27fI ?^^gf{?t6^1I
50
.
7a,6 76,7 '77.2 80.9 75,3 74,7 14.4 73. 1 73, 0 72,5 71,5 70 1 8 72.5 72.7 . 74.i
63 77,E 76.1 76.0 74 .3 76.9 13.2 74,6 72.7 7311 74.6 71,9 720 72.7 71,9 71 1 2 7U.9
PADIAL	 10;,.	 FT. e'0 75 1 7 73.3 74.3 77.0 73.8 72 3 6 73.5 72,4 71 1 0 70 1 6 71.5 71 t 8 70.6 70;6 68 t 6 75.9
{	 33.	 M) IOU 7'µ,q 74 . 1 73,9 75rQ 72 9 6 72 1 Q 70.9 47.5 7018 6817 70,$ 70t5 71,:0 73.8 7 p t Y 72.1
VEI;ICLE.	 ATT 103 71 9 0 74,1 71.2 73,2 69,2 1.; 1 6 69,9 436,7 6792 65.2 64,2 67,6 69.0 6712 47,4 68.3
rONFIG	 8:-4	 IN 1 6 8 11 1 6 437.1 69 ,0 7092 6 7 ,9 66 1 (, 67,0 64 , 4 65,0 61 1 9 62.8 64,2 65.9 63 , 9 6Z t y 64.3
I.CC	 PTU 206 160 741` 9 74.7 72,3 71, 9 70 1 4 68.4 66 1 6 66,8 65,1 64,0 62,9 64.0 65,1 63 9 2 6619
VATF 6/0 9 / 7 4 25:0 Bill 41.1 60.9 7419 78,9 76.1 77.0 74.8 74,1 71 1 9 70,8 67 1 1 69.0 68,0 66 t y 69.0








7p.iTAPE:	 A913 4u.0 bU, 9 b0.1 8 0.6 74 .3 77.9 70.3 74.0 70.8 71,2 70x0 67r0
PAR
	 28 , 9 HG 502 7819 79 .13 78 ,7 76 9 1, 74,7 73 t 0 71,5 69.3 6816 66 1 7 67 .2 650 9 68 , 0 69 9 0 burl 67.6
(9762'!,	 N/M2) 630 8.5,3 9 4.9 84..9 82 9 5 91.1 8 77 1 4 76.2 7 3.6 73 1 4 71,2 70.3 731 4 70.4 70,4 64 1 2 651.2
T_AMn	 66,	 FIEG 	 F 3;;a 3 5.1 3 2.1 53.7 84.2 93.6 8 1t2 75.0 78.6 74.1 77.9 74.0 78r1 73 . 0 7kr0 b9 ,, 6Q•2
(292,	 nEG K) 10419 18;,3 "3,.1 14.9 83.2 83.9 8c t 4 111,2 75,9 74.1 75,9 74,2 76.4 75.4 71 1 2 72 1 2 7C.1
s,;ET	 64,	 nEG	 F 1250 61 e 2 35.1 86.6 94.2 $5,7 86 9 5 85,1 8 2,8 8214 001 9 79,2 80 9 1 83.0 79,3 74,7 71.3
(291.	 DEG K) 16
c
. U p au . 0 136.3 86.
39,^













75. 5r pf:Ti4,57 aM /M3 2, 0: 6P0 87,3 67,3 9Q.2 a5,1 $1.2 77.3 77 1 2
( •01,45 7 	KG,03) 15OU O ,a 4g .J 3 9 .8 91 . 4 73.7 99 t 2 96i e AS.7 83 1 0 80,0 77,? 76 1 9 79 ,2 74 1 2 ID 1 7'7r2






79,2(	 783.	 RAU/SFC) 40.00 ?del 9 4,9 94, 95 1 0 96,0 96 1 1 94,1 87.6 84 0 79 16 78.0 t o
7K	 7426.	 NOM 50-UG 9.1,5 96.2 06.4 94.5 96.o 4^ t 6 94. 1 1316.8 8694 84,2 79.4 78 1 5 8{1.4 77,4 78,a 76,6
(	 778.	 NA(] / SFC) 6 3UD 90 ,2 9 5.1 94.0 95,3 95 .2 `7= 9 5 y S,;, 114, 8 152 ! 3 bj,fi 7n.4 '76.4 76.4 75 i 1 74 1 3 75.2
NF•,t5628.	 OPM ROOD 9 io .6 99.3 94.3 9393 94,7 93.5 40.9 32,8 81.2 79rz 75.0 76.3 76.0 75.4 75,3 74.2
(111 3. 	NAD/5C C )lDO0a 94.tl 94.R 93.7 93.0 93 . 6 0 1t 9 89 . 5 81.5 77 1 8 14 9 6 71.7 71.7 72.0 71.7 71,,15 71.9
OF PL AIIES	 44 125,,0 91,3 91.11 89.6 90.7 +74,5 6 ' 7 . 4 Bc.9 7'8.1 73.7 74,2 69.4 59.6 69.6 59,4 b9,1 65.7
1 6 cLa 8, , -9 M9., 85.7 87.2 37,8 80 4 2 81.5 7 0.5 73,9 82r2 71.8 76.0 75.2 76.1 74 ,y 76.4
20OU0 83 0 43.? 81.0 82,2 92.8 SU ! d 78.1 69.F, 65,4 69 0 9 62.4 64,5 65,2 61.4 64. 1 5 66.2
0Y' 4ALL
	 MEAs 1.;;E9 104,2 1713. 9 104,0 105,4 104 ,1 10 4 1 4 10016 '7 1.4 93,3 92,7 90.2 90,12 91.0 8.9 1 3 db.w 90,13
CVERAIL CALCULATED iG3, 9 104.0 103.6 103.3 1.94.1 1D? 1 3 101,4 95,6 93.4 91.7 E8.3 138 1 9 89.8 87.7 3a t i 860
PNOR 11 1 .1 113. 7 116.8 11614 11 7 .2 11 4 .7 11 4 . 7 19 9 .3 1+7 7 , 1 104 , x' 101 .4 101. 4 102 .7 108,0 99 ,Y 106.3
I734
wyr
_..__.	 _	 44_44- _4404
	
_-4.444	 ...	 _	 4440
► :,.......	 ,.id^.-.	 ,.-^,	 ,_	 _ .	 _	
0404 044.0. 	 :.,	









l•$:4i►'4041.61'101S`T0TO'TuT4'TOiy`t•JZ5` SOTto it;1'011v',IT1`921T'C?It"flT1 4c'^'l01CNIvI
	O ?73












































.6;iE'sJ4n•Zi6'6t4T't9£'1.910	go£ •I6- Pt	6L'l6T'V6t'49 G b4' 4-60'•"-:tier•619•£8	CJs
011T4`61"•^^ir'g#O0bL'TaT')V!4?9► ''t40'0'60'96'•46£'r+6fj'£hY'►6totsA'MbpPCv(^^Sl07^,'466f





.t.6Z't i•'S13T'S,7L't9r'`:-89'4Zt,1'46£'46T"r,aj£'V0T9"80n' 'tb'Z6f•-601'9:lH 53','3tZf






































































9.91;.16'!i€y'1^5 1001011101£'Ta1L "TO I?` sOT'TQ S!}Q'tat6'6011 J-17301,11001154601►6AQTT4101031e1WI T!) 11%g13AC:
£'60:3'441G'!4bir`T,flTq+s"106?44TotalL'.5"T6010tE, 011s14;1I5'ritL031T2'601g6t6l1,10T038;I5r3o 1114, ntc,
La604y .41Y• •4LT'6LGott^'attole``^qq019LPsi64Btf.	w1' 661ItT'9L1•.141A•FL000j?













































































































































1	29'c)L^.►•7)tIi•Z)mi,e)(:L6'1)(5L11)tLS'T)4Q`.T){24 IT) ice 'ti{/p,(i)tOd'13tZ5'}tS:60I(41.0)1.012(,3.3
11►d'0	t400.10s3£t'9yrt'Olt`244}1'210'0AOct`09'DG"a'w'O£•.1.•GT'd
(SAIGY9 :muS U,30t!I131NIW0W! 53l^kl
tA,va
	
'wf1f1`1991'138411,1	CL0-1 'aqG060 S13A91 3.49^S4.;3,4sr1NiiCs13,1E?;4r









rULL SCALE • DATA Ar-OJt:11 :04 PRpr: RAM	 PROC, OOF - IqOFtTK 8 . CAT 30 "Ry ISO
we L'EL S3U4. 0 Pft$S KE LEVELS t59@ DES, F• 70 FERWIT REL. "U", DAY?
AMl+LkS FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)









t 3e. M)	 ILO





'	 lt;i r 	745	 315
1 AP 1 	 A905	 460
t-AF ?9.9 ter;	 SU0
	
t ti7827@ v /421	 $30
	





TOr7 720 .JFG P	 1250
	
(295. DEG K1	 1610
! .1}1781! " ,/"3l5::0
t.C:. 9558. QPN	 ;1`00
iIOCO, RAWSF. C'1 4000
	
93FD • . FRPM	 vO c
f p4. ;,9..0 +50-/3F C) r 3L 0
t'F.. L O6 1" . arM	 al. 0
( M .x  F abii r c cu0










i0, )i7.171[;► .TS}(f;.5i)'[D.?G1i Fi• ill i 1. 05 )(1..22 1(1.40)(1.'37)(1075)(1,92) (29891(:2.27) ('Eps 4i 1(2V62.)°(' }
Kv,5 and 74 9 9 7bs4 74.1 70.5 76.7 75..7 76.9 77.1 74.7 74.7 7496 76..n 74.9 77.0 126:.6
7f,b 16.3 75.9 74 ,k 33..5 76 . 9 74.9 74:,1 73@1 75,10 75.9 13. . 0 76.6 76.3 75 0 i 77..) 126..4
7,l.6 70;7 76.5 e7@5 $9 6.7 6 h 0 66@6 66_.7 66 9 7 64 1 4 65.4 65,:2 65.3 66.5 b7 f 7 nl.0 137.7
69.9 67.L 6A.Q 6762 67..3 67.;, 66.1 66. * 6 66@2 65•$. 64 * 7 6640 67 9.0 6601 "I f ST.S u&A
7:.3 69' 4 6K * 2 6695 56.3 D 4 .1 67.4 6$ . 1 6695 66•Z 65 9 6 66 9,3 6569 4 66 . 5 70 * 4 fili . B 1 1 7"b
71 s5 69 ; 1 77;9 7761: 7r•,1 74 .7 72.9 7906 7662 6997 7+'.6 77•1:4 77.0 7567 ue a 74 0 0 125.9
65 9,6 63 1A 64,9 45.3 67,3 6 .7.1 63.9 66 0 0 64x41 6391 63.1 r,W 66,4 3*9 WO O  C0144 1!'.5.4
71.[ 49;3 7u,C t6.7 61 .2 06 5 • 4 67,^i 65.8 67 9 4 h5,J 64,51 65,7 6506 67.1 glow bJ.y 117..1
7tj.t 77,4 7n@2 76.55 7r.,.5 91.6 119 0 0 77.0 70 @1 7Ei•t 75.13 P14 74,15 75.9 h.c 75.1 12!1..6
7 i •8 15;3 L2 2 e. 4 4,: 55 ,L 84.1 64 6 1 70.0 77. 0 7994 74.0 77.5 7;..9 01..8 74: 0,t 74 6 0 13016
9_06 09.5 414.9 "^706 07,9 9606 96@7 92#6 90,9 43 0 0 86..9 940 9499 94.6 9'br7 137.7 143,41
8b.2 97,6 94.5 13.1 105.3 10deO 3614.3 101,3 190..6 99t4 44.$ 97@9 97.9 V0•C 99,1 Rls..s isLoi
10 0• .1 1u-.1 1t7 l'.3 1'7 W5 100 .1 1"•d tl 9P .+: 43.1 96.2 99.9 95.0 67,7 67.4 91.9 113.b 94.1 Joe.%
93.9 9293 . 95.2 0991 104 . 4 10-1 .0 100.1 91.0 95.5 94.4 929 2 ?$@'9 69.3 910a 9Q lp "A' .4 147. 9
91".1 91*4 96.2 1 .2@ 9 10b . 5 15.421 1 01@1 10092 981P1 9263 U.0 93,4) P6.6 91.9 66 * 7 -Ah.6 150.39 1;.t9 93,4 96.1 1C104 107 @ 3 105.2 99.2 90,02 9515 K704 9ti,l 8709 F-6 0 3 93 0 3 67 1 .E c+7.3 149,094.0 94.6' 76.6 IUU 9 5 lay . 4 1P p l 1 101.5 99.1 9205 F;90v o i' 0 3 f6@;i 48. . 1 r+6.@, Pts . t +^d.3 144,31
95.3 93,9 99,3 ^6.2 P9 .; 9t.'.l 96..9 92,6 8995 84.9 044 06 2 9t 84.0 83,2 51 9 5 11.3 143.7
94.Z 94 ; .Z 45.3 ^.4.a 99.5 lUr,..4 99.3 95.2 86 .5 85.5 034 h20 F.3..4 H104 d3•i 79.'1 144..39,.2 9 '5,4 9514 04+1 07,:6 9t• 9 9b. .I 01.3 8763 82.4 6..,..3 11• 26 1. 79.9 75 ,.2 0090 79 @ 3 142.7
94.5E 9ti .3 9495 04.3 06 .1 9a t ^ 43 9 3 119 9 4 56..6 44.3. 0.3:.5 79@ 2 AQ 3 80,2 bl..s 76.7 143.2
•7.1 93,15 9 4 ,5 6 1 ,6 03.7 9h. 93.7 1 5.4 03rr6 K :: t 4 401 .3 79.1 711@4 .77.5 77,E 79.4 143:.9
91.1 93.5 91 , 4 %,3 P4 . 4 9 4 6d 91 . 2 i'6. @ 9 8245 F 'fi.9 75 . 3 77.0 7603 76 1 0 761 W 738s ;44,6
9 :•.b 91.1 514 6 9 ;= 8@ 4 P..S 91.d hi. +i 84.f1 9160 84,8 St..1 H1.9 F I.0 P3:.1 q1. t. 79 .1 141..[.,
aQ.3 36.7 35.4 "'rs.6 $6.5 4r..S '45.6 3:5•.2 75@5 7_+ 9`i 71.4 7(,.L 71:..5 f6,4 69,. C.7 1311.9
A1.4 53 , 0 1114 n 1.7 54,.-O 47.4 d2 @ 2 77.5 72 . 9 P4 , 9 7 7106 e•8.b 6 9 96 F6. i9 5b.: 4t7 * b 135.51F3	
.3 410 9 9798 7b.f 505,:1 F31 73.9 75.7 14.2 K5 9 9 6x.B 7709 76:.9 7E.; 17 7 7'4.3 159,3
10 7 .1 197;9 lad * 9 1 16 @ 4 10, 3 11.5 4 9 31(1.1 107.2 10572 19j ' i 10 0 * 9 1 !:1 9 0 120s6 10161 98 •Z 99.1
100,S 1.U?' 4 13 h .9 1 1 1 sii 114 ,1 ,114.51 910.1 107 0 E 1'35.0 104 0 4 14:1.2 101..?. 106.5 1.00.6 97.1 99.3 156.6
11x.1 lia .7 11 10.2 120. 7 1t4,.4 1 24.5 121.0 118 .4 114• 0 112.c+ 110. 7 110!7 1111sL 11C.a 54 7 9 `! 1;.15.4
F'
t
^...	 NI	 aG	 L F'1LL ^CALr DATA KEDUCTI(II PRO(-RAM
MODEL SOUND
PROC. DATE - MOU TH 	6





ANULcS FNOM INLET IN BEGREE5 CAMP RADIANS)
0 ! li. ;t. 3'a. 47, J0, 60, 7 p . so. 9ti 0 LOG, Ila. 12". 13C. 140, 110. Pik
F'^"ear Stl^	 ) 1U.171 [Q,^5)t^.521tD.7QiIn. 8711 11,I131t1.22) {1.+0)t1,97 }{1.75)tt ,441 {2,t79JtF.27)t2,4:)[^.62){ )
7D a 11 5 7, 9 79.9 77s7 74,3 7'..7 7`6.8 75,7 77 4 2 77.6 74,9 75, 4 75.6 77.8 74.'+ 77 n u 126.6





i-A , 	 1A1	 LQ •	 FT. 80 77.S 73.5 7L,8 ^6,4 54.9 0 7.4 56.8 66.4 69 .6 77,5 68.,8 !j 5.5 65,4 67,6 56 0 7 j,3 11),.0t	 3 Nl 1.Q 7^. V 67;d 69,9 1,.7,7 67.1 7.: 66.9 66.d 67,3 67,E 65.8 66+5 67.0 666 966 8 4 ]1,.e ! W .4 146.0

























67.1 63, q ng,7 R6.0 67.0 5`1.. Fy .i 116.7 LOC
	
P70







































a f • A
q 8.8 49, 1 4d!d 97.7 93,9 9 o40 92od 03,6 9 1 *5 R5' s5 9508 6 '7, 7 i:141,6 144.9
{' 7827, '+l/NZ) 6:0 91,.-0 97.3 91.2 91.4 17c . 3 11l t'•0 104.2 183.4 101.7 104),'4 97.0 9e i:G 99.0 99.13 SS - 4 1'7, 4 152.1







































B13.g 91 , 4 %6,4 9064 55,44 6 7.1 149.1TR„Lr





r.;	 x 17,48 r•7^s %r?_D 94.4 9 3.'4 9	 64 16,5 19 4 . 5 1ii`^! 5 182.3 99.8 9 3@7 4995 91,2 !4f,9 37.7 H S..[ 9s.;. •1.4 ta?,•
c.0.17'r 43 w^7r^3s '^S:B 9.).5 92.1 9460 'fS.r; i>~.2 91.; 44 .1 9164 36,4 c:2.o R3,x ^+ Y.7 X3,9 93.1
.t_,p 144.I
c	 955 3. tIP M 150 94 ' s '4 1.5 94. ,2 6 3.3 7L .8 12,;.4 96 , 4 93.1 8 7.4 8594 83 .r3
X3.2 83.1 MBs4 &3 4 3
142,2
c1009. ^! A[IiSFCI t p^0 gti.d 93;1 94 . 3 "f.3 4 8.5 6 411 96.2 9 13 . 3 8715 H3.;, g .t.4 X 1.41 79.1 7E . J 7V.:Nj0 ''iJ,s77.9 142.4
1,61,6	 43 13..0 V;.^, 91 .3 44 . 3 7'4.6 ?7.8 97 ! ! 7 2 . 6 69..4 66.7 -4.4 62 9 2 79@P P 194 N6,?
!	 c	 9;,?. LAnf??',°1 ^31Q 9 7 . 1 419.4 7?s6 r. 1s3 93.7 9-,P .4 9.3..b 86-. 2 433.5 B1.2 79 .4 78.s 79 9 2 77,, ,2 77 6 .. ]h , 77.5.4
IA'L.b






























7097 73.5 7 1.3 ► 9. g. 7 1,1.5 h e.± 5^•" r7.^ 135.7•r, l:StG
1 1 CLB Bc.7 82. 4 aL.T J . 1.7 4-^ , i r:.^ 92 . 1 76..8 7 491 74. 9 7:.7 X8. 4 69,6 F 7,S 58. `' '1, F .."- 135.,
2'ii?R 7ts,9 4161 77,8 77,8 3'4 .2 tl1+^ 79.2 75.6 76,1 35.7 7'7 .5 77,5 70,4 78.1 75 9 . 75.7 11
'1v • Al ` , EAS , ^gEa 10 7 . 0 197.J 107,9 110,2 11 4 .3 11 3 9 4 109 . 1 108.1 1115.2 10 4 . 2 InL19 Lelia 101 . 1 100.1 90 ."97.1
?ti•Z91,.5 151,7
nVFRAL L
 C4LCOL '-TED lf+ l , 7 1 =J 7 .2 10P , 9 11 4 .1 11 ,1 + 6 110 , Q 10 $ v4 L75,5 1134 . 4 1C1r6 lelol 7. 01 . 1 1000
FHPS 11.9 117;'4 121418
11 g : 4










PArE	 1	 tl1LL S CALE DATA WEDUCT_ 1941 PROCRAh PR4C. DATE MONT H 	6 DAY 30 NR,	 1894
MODEL S NP0 Pkt. ZWHE LEVELS (59, DEC . F 9 74 FLRCkNT RFL, +SUM. DAV )
AYakLS FKOM 1 'NLEY 1 4 DEGREES (MN RADIANS)
n. 10. 2•'. 30, 43, SD. 60, 70. 60, 4,Z. ion. 11u. 120. 133. 140. 15u. PµL
F -4-En. 1{).	 ) tJ. 17fc0:3ST1^.52)tD•70ft0* a7 )il.D'3 111. 2? ) t i . 40 f tt . 57 ) ti. 75)1i .97ft2.G9) {z..x7)t7.44} {: ► 6211 )
50 81.6 62.3 0^,.0 79 1 8 91:.1 70,, 71.8 76.7 78.0 79.3 76.7 76*6 75. 9 78.9 7607 70.1 129,2
63 79.b 9%,3 79 * 2 79,8 691,2 ?9 t Z 7b.3 74.2 73.3 86.1 77.6 74.7 77.0 N2.2 7L'.1 7b.5 130.0
HAuTAI	 10:. FT. So 7..3 7.3.9 75,9 7498 ?A .? 74 . b 74.9 75.7 7594 74, 9 6 75 . 4 73*4 71,3 73. 3 73.;, 71.7 124.5
t	 33,	 M) 180 77,b 73,9 74.11 724 7 4 .2 7L . 6 71.9 73.1 72.3 71.8 69.9 f9 * 7 70.6 77.6 72.7 71.4 122.1
YFtg 1.LF
	
ATT 12S 76.4 75.6 73,3 73,3 93.3 79.1 72.3 7 2.1 76x5 71.2 79:.2 71..3 73.0 71.2 7K.1 71.5 12290
LrWFI(,	 T+0 160 74 , 6 74.1 74 , 9 76 9 .6 73,9 71.7 73 . 0 42.9 7713 74.7 7c,7 74.5 74.9 73.4 75 * 73 6 2 1.26.6
LC,U	 PT '1 200 71 . 1 75.3 75 6 0 7393 74 , 3 7?.1 71 . 2 72.6 69,1 69 . 9 69,2 65,9 6b,7 76 1 .1 " . 7 68.1 01 n 2
PAT:. 06/13/74 250 82.7 82,2 81 9 9 110,Q 5i1.t 7b,3 77,7 77.1 74.4 73.2 71 9 8 7098 7i * 8 73,:1 73.1+ 72.9 126.7
1tt^i
	
7:7 315 87.6' '69.3 86.9 11 7,1 95..1 $11 ! 6 82 6 9 8b9B 86 93 Slab 64,1 f:2.b 7b. 1 1691 94 1 2 A902 13412
; Af'1.	 0915 4F0 8.,0 79.9 8tat `2,0 91,0 T9.J 7d..1 7$.9 7692 75.7 7'x.9 73.7 75.9 74.4 76 9 9 7990 127,7
641	 2930	 ' t ', 5+"0 87+ts e+,;9 91.7 9399 92.0 91.b 69.7 eb.,t1 87.9 8997 8598 8396 9367 62 9 9 661 6 b6,G 139.4
t '17627.	 N /142) 630 6790 4,9; s soap 41 94 96 9 6 9b^;; 96.6 94 1 4, Sego 9491 91 .3 9291 91 . 3 6693 9s 1 z E7, 7 143.8
TAP . .	 711 .	 T . C G	 a: Bog 1G1.T7 94 ;3 103 . 9 1 1 9 * 7 111. 4 18997 19b . 2 97.9 94 .2 969k iT11.9 95 96 97 0 7 93.2 92a y V3.1 154.2
(29 9 4
	tfFG K) :Ot:O 94,3 94 8 5 96,4 1 :; 2.1 10 7 . 3 10411 102.2 134.1 9093 94 ,1 97,4 +19.1 9109 64 9 1 4,i+ * 1 33.7 150,6
TVrT	 72 9	 JTEG t 1250 91 * u 93;0 9 ta 92 111.2 185 . 4 1C 4 r) 194.3 97,9 94 *U 93.9 9 I * 2 90.6 89,.6 84,9 65,c 55.3 148,8
129S6
	
UFG R) ituo 94.1 93,4 9y 6 4 1:1. 4 101. 3 10 4 t3 96,4 94.7 92.3 9t,9 99.2 F7.8 57,1 9C-Lt 55o6 ':1,t 147.1,
VW17,42 Qtr/"3 1'9,10 9/.0 94;6 90.3 4-9,2 1.0?. 7 161.11 919,9 93.:1 y 1.5 41. 4 " 9 2 155.2 8:sa3 2592 bA.d 7.8 147.1
(.61742 KW"31 :5:0 94.9 94,3 96,9 9. .9 JIL,4 951.7 95..2 9196 86x7 8694 94,1 ?52,4, 84.G a.,b 4,1.1 :.f..4 144.1
I:0A 94734, FPM '1150 96,3 95,3 916.2 94 93 99 . 5 99 . 2 44,.5 4,3.0 8693 85, 3 03.1 Tt2.,1, 193.1 F2.81 34,4, 75.6 143.9
11833 1 RAD/SFt.1 4000 91,4 07;1 97,1 '75,1 9x7,4 97 T 3 94.3 91.0 07.1 83 91 8u 93 "291 79,1 79-4 91,: 751.3 143,3
NFF, 9694 * RON 5000 9u . 3 37 ;s 96,5 9665 49.7 9995 92. 5 119,2 bbrb N4. s1 82 9 .2 "092 82.3 Et#4 016". 76.6 144.1
11015. 1 RAD/S*C) +`300 91,4 93,4 95.6 5,396 05.9 96.4 94.5 86.4 R3 * 4 E52.1 7S..i 991.1 79.4 78.3 76.. 74 ,,p 142,0
nrn L067A. -4PM raoe 94 01 115 ;7 9461 03.2 96.5 970% 1 91.4 86.6 52.2 84 01, 74,3 7699 7691 76 93 79.1 75.3 141.9
11113.	 ,iANSI'C ) 1^000 419 4, 93.2 91 .2 PC . 9 93.3 S a l o 9u * g 85.9 81.3 91.7 8F * S `2 . 9 91.9 33,7 53.1 "1r0 142.0
^ . C.	 3f	 gL4[1F5	 44 1 7570 100 83.7 86.3 `7.7 94,$ 9t . ,3 a5.7 AO.c 75.7 75.3 73.? 71.3 70.4 ft,d 1x 9 _• f E. ;# 137.9
1*000 8 +. b $5.1 925 . 9 93.3 96,9 'v $2.7 76.6 74 1 9 73 * v 69x7 b6ob 6ba6 50,7 66.1 ,6..1 136-.4
2.Qya 79. y 83 .;7 76,0 7899 9:3.93 Mel? 84.0 76.1 75*4 66al 811 98 77@9 74.7 799:2 M.- 71.5 139.5
W- P ALL wEASORED 107,8 108,2 107,9 111.99 114. 4 lic t i ilo,.0 106.1 10213 102,1 It-4,1 1 +31.7 100.6 97 9.6 94,9.1.' 97.3
(7YERALL CA1COL t TF0 101. 6 1111.2 106.5 liZ.i 11x.0 113, 4 109,9 106,7 16264 10c,5 18x,.3 JOL.1 9 100.9 98,; 9b,W 97.1 136,13




1 FULL ' CALF OAT& KFOUCT1 1" ran!- RAN PH0E	 t7ATF - HONTR	 8 DAY 30 "R9 15 .4
ii;tDEL S91IND PPO441"E LEMEL.s (59 0 OEU: F 1	 70 PERCEiNT REL. N UM, DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET I N MUMS (AND RADIANSI
00 10. ;?'•. 30. 4t;, :0, 6:0:, 70. 60. 9Q. 100, 113, 120, 139, 140'., 151, fML
V QEc• (0.	 1 (1. 17140:=Sli;t.s2ll0'.701(Q.e7f {i.D3ft1.22111.4plli.'s71t1 075 144. 921 (2,a9)(2.a.71( ?.4'1) 0.6211 )
50 5 21.5 51.9 9j 9Q 79.4 11 9 0 2.'108 77.9 7860 77.9 78#7 72,7 7597 7599 78,9 76@1 76-3 1?8.5
53 B- 0 U 3113 BU.2 78.1 3'4,5 112 8 = 77.3 73,4 73.3 95.! 77.2 74 96 74+ 9 0 291 77., 77.7 13097
IAL 10 -.	 FT. 90 74 . 3 75.6 78 , 4 749:0 15 , 7 8 10 41 74.9 74 . 7 74.7 75.7 75 1 4 7302 71.4 72,6 72 . 1 71. v 12503
(	 31. M) 1.1`0 74.9 73.1 74.1 7196 74,E 83.: 71,4 72.0 71,1 7191 69,; 86 9 5 709 9 7197 ?F * 4 7T1. 4 124.7
VF 1 1 1CLr ATT 125 71..4 7+3.6 71,,3 7295 73.5 +''3.4 71.3 71.4 }3196 7194 69 1 5 69,9 72.,3 7092 71.•' 7u.4 124,4
cr;:r1G T-O iba 70.9 71.. 9 72.43 74 9 E 73 .3 V- 9 615.9 di,i; 77.9 74 1 7 70..9 72 .7 724 73..7 75.E 12.3 12a.0
Lc c	PTO 2:00 74,9 74.3 73,6 11x9 73,5 84 # 0 70,0 77. 1 69,4 69 1 8 69,2 68,1 0 0 8 64,6 59.1 56.5 124.5
44TI	 05/V/74 250 i►3.0 58. 9 50 9 9 79 1 9 79,5 94.1 76.6 74 # 9 73.3 71..0 71.1 69.96 704 72.4 72.6 71..1 12619
t.kj.	 749 3;5 84,7 44 ..0 8863 F8.3 5.x,i 11200 79.9 $6.1 95,4 Sk-9 F4.1 12 29 4 79..2 75.;E 54 0 i' x%204 114.1
Tif i. A905 4" 7V,6 19.1 3201. "1#7 3103 851 9 77..5 76.7 77 9 1 7599 74,.6 7395 74 9 0 73.9 76 0 7 75.1 129..1
Han	 291.0 wC, $00 61,7 07.3 9596 94.9 05.1 94 0 0 92 0.4 9006 91 919'6 8490 841.6 18496 41.6 9 7,E ^- 7 94 141.1
07827v Nrlt21 630 6490 10 9 3 87.2 93.4 141.4 469,1 9b.5 94:.1
:c
06e6 92.4 9103 9,11.8 5302 6402 956-5 e9.s 145.2
T itt•;	 73 4 e]FG r E 4 104. 8 91. 3 1 +1h •,1 110.2 111.4 1n:7 9 j 10 .0 91.5 98', 2 106.2 102,1 90.5 95..0 9! . q 01 4 1 S?.4 154.1
t29 o 9 MFG	 r<! 4:0:0 91.9 V3'2 94,.3 411210 106 . 6 104 0 1 102.2 77.3 9496 89,2 4E, 4 9691 29.0 E7 •1 49 1 7 ='6.3
;49.7
IwfT	 72 9 rjFG	 r 1251 97.3 41.3 46.2 1.10.0 1,03 42 in4 t 0 100 .0 95.9 5393 93.01 93.2 9099 00.91 188..2 869.1, hii,3 24.7.4
1299. '1 r-G	 41 IbJ O 9+.b 92. 4 4714 1 2.3 101. 6 1P 4 .Z 96.2 94 . 3 9.3.3 91.9 R? , 1 F6.7 88'.1 92.2 69,2:. 54.6 147,3
r+Ar,T17,a? !:^/^+3 ;,pug 95 02 93,4 94.3 95.5 iD1. 5 1ot.3 9b.4 95.1 04 90 . 6 A9 0 :4 66 0 .3 15 9 9 8704 H4#2 14 0 1 `;e.0 146.1
(,01742 5.+0 55.1 94 0 2 94.0 94#0 100.5 15404 96.0 91.9 57•40 t15,9 83,.2 04 9 9 94 09 03. 1 ti1.e 79,95 144.2
FIFA	 4$$'3, 4PM '1'30 9914 93;6 94x2 V03 97.5 9796 93.6 90.'3 6795 95.3 53.3 N2,2 6290 F Or 4 '![.3 75 9 5 142.2
(1032, HAD/SrC'l 4 0U0 940 .0 03.3 95.0 94 , 3 97.6 9703 96.1 9110 57 91 62 *5 Sa91 U09 7900 79,3 91, 4 74 0 ,6 142,F
f+ii"	 9679 1 pp" ciaLD 9991 96 . 5 95,7 74.6 98,8 91 11 42. . 2 50 .2 a696 04,(i M2,3 I4•09 .3 &:1. 1 4 0.5Tj 9 :5 01.5 7907 141.1
(10139 HAD/St0 t.3^0 4'1.3 94,5 94.4 0295A 04.4 90 1 5 93.4 87.2 82.4 80 1 4 75,4 70va 7691 77.5 7792 76,6 141.5
114'26628. RPM rS5:0 9Z.b 14.? 91,3 4290 04 . 6. 90 0 3 90.2 #16.9 82.2 74#9 78.4 78 1 -fl 7401 7509 77 0 1 74 , 5 141 03
11113• ^4t1/SrC':),Lrau0 91,7 93.1 90.1 X991 92.0. 94 0 14 . iiga6 8 4 05 8490 9009 85.1 8206 R29 0 !!4.•,^ 53 0 1 aLI 14 142.6
h'O.
	
OF 9LVirt 44 1,75v0 87 .5 07.6 56.3 6.4 83,5 9 `011 415.:6 79.5 75.7 717#s 7:..6 70.4 7095 69 .5 7+1.' 6 7. 9 1T9.6
itiov t 84,8 S3.9 01.7 `•• 2,3 54,0 9 4 1 7 31.3 75 9 7 73 1 9 73 9 7 6 9 .0 D6 66 67. 6 67. 5 (a$,1 '^ 4`.2 140.11
21;0]0 XV . 7 192.2 77,2 70.1 82.4 0. ^ 78 9 9 75.8 75,4 $ t 91 0 77.9 77.3 754.2 78. *5a? 1430.1
nVt: ;,ALL 4EASGRED 154, 05 105..2 108 . 4 1 21 . 9 114,1 :11 4 0 0 =39,5 104 .0 1031 tall '? 1,,4 .1 101.0 140 0 7 95,9 1410 1 6 vr.5
OVERALL CALCUtAfFD 4(1'! 1 3 105 .2 1Cf. , 9 112 1 3 144 .6 : 11 -;C !09 0 7 104.4 1 02.7 102 ,1 1649 4 101 .1 10101 99,.3 99, , 6 9 .7.? 158,0














WAGE 1 FULL SCALE DATA KE'DUGTtON PROGRAP PRDC, DATE • MONTH 	 8 DAY 30 HR, 14,:5
%nDEL 53UkD PRtSSO K E LEVELS (59, DEG, F. 70 PERUNT REL. HUM. OAT)
446LkS FROM NLET tN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
a, t34 Pno 30. 40, ZSU' 606 70. 80. 90, 100, 110. 170, 130. 140 :9 I-j0, PWL
F4EQ0 e0 ! )iD,17)[0;:5l1519'121i0.70)i p .	 71^1+iJbii1s22! {1 ► 401{1,'37) i1.7Sf'[1, 421{2:,C9)i2,27)12. 4^)t2!6Z)i 1
50 81,7 82,9 81 1 9 17 0,0 94,2 76.7 78.9 79,0 79 0 0 7999 76,7 7795 76,7 79.0 76" ; 78 63 128.6
63 1 3.0 81. 3 8092 78.1 94.2 7v 1x 7700 74 91 13.5 41692 76.2 74,9 7699 81 ,,5 77.9 7663 130.0
[i	 NADIAL	 10LE.	 FT, A0 70.1 75.9 75.5 74-,3 74 . 9 74 1 5 71.10,1 6 74.7 73.9 75 .61 7507 7215 70+7 72 6 8 73:.1 70.9 124.2
(	 30.	 M) ig0 Ta.b 73,1 73.4 72.6 14,2 7L.3 71.9 72.0. 7190 71.9 8 70..9 66,6 70,0 11,9 72vU 713 0 2 121,6
vF4^ICLE RTT 125 76.0 75,3 73s3 73.4 03.7 72 1 8 72.3 72.1 6996 70.0 694.2 7093 7202 7093 11.1 70.7 121.5
LZLE1G T-0 160 76 . 5 10.9 71,9 75,0 73.0 7219, 709.2 6207 7993 7497 77.1 7295 72.0 74 , : 1 75 t y 72,9 126,15
LVC	 PTn 2,10 74,7 74,3 7490 7261 13.4 71.1 71..0 7168 69.4 70!2 58,S 67 1 1 68,6 711 2 60 t b 66.0 12986
L71. 06/13/74 254 8197 81.7 $160 °0'92 91164 77 9 8 77.0 75.7 73.3 7109 71.:2 70-19 70.9 73.0 73.0 7i.-i 12599
►^"`	 754 315 83 .7 54,3 98,3 8861 $5.1 79 t1 81.0 85.7 89.4 79#8 84.4 13169 1993 76* .2 8311 62.4 13367
7APF 6905 490 71.8 79,2 81.2 6 p,,9 S1,:0 76 ! 9 71.9 76.6 77.0 76rC 7+1.8 7398 74#6 74,0 7607 .73.11 12745
c<,	 Clip	 79 .0 or 500 67.6 85,9 93.9 04.9 93.s 9368 41.1 90.6 9092 9098 8605 8466 8409 6397 89,e 8100 14047
477827. 0`021 630 $9 .4 90.5 87.4 92+2 1986 7 9tl ! 6 99,5 93.3 8766 89.2 9090 9290 9285 11903 99s1 6 10 01 14590
ih r 	7R. !tFG	 F boo 204wo 92.0 14.bs4 11097 1.11. 5 10 0 .1 1921 ,? 94 .1 9862 9602 103 .1 9367 44 0 2 95 0 9 97,,0 93.1 1'50.5 _
1299. PEG K) 10 u0 94.2 42.5 95.3 10202 136. 4 104 ! 2 102.5 96.1 944 91.4 95.3 46.3 89.3 05..4 6.19,1 .i 46.3 149.6
E	 TbiT	 77 0 DEC T 19250 90.9 9,1.4 98,5 10160 193. 5 142.4 99..3 93.8 95 . 1 9309 9303 511 ! 6 40 0 2 89 9 .1 85.6 R6,4 147,9
1291 * E'EG 9) 3690 921 .1 96;4 9694 1^r293 1.020E 18 1 !2 97.3 96.4 0 8293 9;.J 89,4 B8,•0 6762 91,2 90.41 (14.3 14.7,7
i-ArT17 , 42 G41HS DOJO 90 . 1 129 9 94 6 8 0796 132. 7 104 1 4 luJ . 4 95.1 91.5 . 9C0 SAP4 K594 R7.3 84. 4 5 84.,4 S4,6 14,7,6
1.01742 K . G/1435 W540 97,11 94,4 95 9 4 ?6..1 100, ; 10u.8 91.3 94..0 85,2 85.0 85.10 P3 97 950 83:69 93..r Blot 14510
KrA 4460, RPM 3150 9b90 ?63.3 96,4 43,5 774 91.2 96.4 93.3 6793 8493 P4,2 92t1 8303 8192 62 9 i 5064 143,6
F	 116379 RADISFC) 4808 91.1 96.2 96.5 95.1 97,3 98.0 96.4 91.9 3792 1399 60,13 8299 6061, 79,.3 61.1 7962 143.5
r.rF.
	 9484, 4014 5006 91,3 97;6 96.7 76.3 48.5 90.2 92.6 84.4: 85.3 !04.4 8203 13Q92 8245 8054 61,2 766 .4 143.4
(1014# tIADI SEC) 4 300 9v . 3 94.5 9499 i'?96 94 . 6 9t 1 3 93 6 7 45.,3 53.4 02.2 79.6 79 9 4 79.4 70,6 78 . 7 79,.D 14106
f k	 ++i:1,562 ' R, r+t'M c.pBp 9i.4 94 , 2 93 5 93.4 95 . 5 912!;► 91.5 86 . 0 8392 816i1 78 .3 79 , 1 77.2 77,3 76 . 1 74.4 14106
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	 10C,	 FT, 00 ej,b 66	 a. 69 ,7 .67.4 SW 66 1 6 6790 46:,7 66.7' 6699 67,5 1154 64 1 4 66 9 4 4'0 1 640,8 116.0
t 0315,	 M) VO 41,6 71;Y. 71;9 70,1 71.0 66,71 60.1 67,0 67.2 6151.11 Oil i659E: 694 47.7 60 1 7 64".0 116.7
VE F i ICL4 ATT iTf 7'x,9 711. ; 6 . 64,6 71393 67 1 .5 64..5 65.6 6 5`,:1 6A.S 72)15 . WS 6899 67,1 0.4 640 bim5 117es
Cr.NFIG T•O 140 77 9 9 63 .;9 66. 1 64,1. 659.3 63 . 1 7 63 . 1 43 9:7 64.0 6399 6191 600.0 69 9 7 f117) OIL V 61,2 113,2
LQC	 PTO 2110 76.4 70.3 61,9 '65 ►9 57.1 6! 9 11 64.3 6'4:0 42x4 6503 6R,$ 5919 Stag 61191 b1,i 6204 1!4,3
VATF 08/13/7# ZOO 74.6 76.1L %:2 73.9 F4,1 71 1 8. 70,3 611,1 41..3 67 9 0 64.6 6'8..9 $ROL 0.301 64,1! 69,1 Lit.?f iv	 754 315 77.6 77.1 77.9 7S.2 75:.4 71 64,9 67,9 67.1 66if 6312 6246 64 9 7 f4r0 foal t1,1 12063
TAPE 4995 4fiq 77,0 75,1 76 ,$ 7308 73,3 10to 67,0 63 . 7 664 67x9 6391 AZe ' li 6596 6±1.7 i4,c, 63,0 11491
HAk
	 294 Re suq ^^.^ 74 ; 0 71.8 7x11 75: ,0 Sy t 7 bSri b. 0ys 7to1 7Q^9 66:7 4996 •ir# ;6.0 i5. ► t` b3,* 120.0
1 ►^'779.4,. ^i /112) 6J0 T^ , g aq ;2 7d,3 .78 . 3 94,3 7S t J 71.31 72s:1 7541 7695 74.0 6960 71,2 6:7,1 69.4 67 2 6 195,.1
100 7
	B3. PEG c ie0 7 y .0 79.7) 77 ► ! R0.9 141 1 77.1 011.4 68 ► 8 72 ► 1. 7049 75,9 72.99 729.0	 :72,9 Food 60;! 126.1
1361, UEG !O. 10;;Q 7:9 .2 78.0 78 # 3 76 ► 3 77,3 76 3 2 7%.1 70.9 68.3 71.4 69,,0 67,:0 87. 11' 4#,9 66 t x b3'a 1211.1	 .f
`	 IwFx	 73 1 f) r-.G	 F 1250 44.7 ISO' a1 ► 0 76 99 79:,4 76.11 73 . 9' 72:,0 69 9 4 74 ►2 643.4 k6 90 6999 74 9 1 1001 694 125,1
1296. E;EG	 k.) 1640 6-j.8 MO.; x 13.4 60,0 79+:;3 10 ? 4 75.4' 72.2 6R.5" 71 9 2 69 40 6308 6#r0 6.7,0 67 9 2 63.0 12'3.1
.	 HACT17,3'1 r,±")/N.f ^11s'Q $"i:. . 9 t13;2 43,2 P3,5 '1'4:,4 c15.1a 01.3 75,4 73.4 T3',i1 7i ► 4 74 . j ?1,.3 7391 7x,1 60,6 X30,1
1,01735: hG1H2) P500 B.	 ,r6 C.,	 2 85 0 .9 56.2 +46. . 3 kb t 7 83.,0 77,9 75x3 74 9t 12, L, . 719:7 7202 71 0 8 F1. ► ) fi11,.4 13x.11
f4cA	 6854.5 411M '4150 93.1 93.4 92,4 9007 41 i 6 4p t d 88.4 Si :2 7:794' 77.4 74,3 7119 74t3 7,10 7t ► 3 . 70. 7 136,6
f	 719. RA#305FC) 4g00 Sa f3,9 90; . 11 91 9 2 &9: 41,4 B9li .00.1 82.0 79.4 7593 73 ,0 74.8 73^st 7192 71 0 1 77.5 136,,2
r,cb 67010 i'PM 4000 9:1,4 95;:5. 95,6 96.4 99,4 760 91.3 a7`,a 84,4 83,2 82.01 77 9.2 8093 X9,2 19 1 1 7507 143.2
i	 702. R%0.4$e.C) 6300 91 1 4= 91'7 Q0t3 P9,5 10:,.0 vase a8.4'45 60.6 7594" 7814 74 , Z 73^e0. 73,6 72 , 5 FZ9 x 70.8 136.4
NF -10626 ► ROM 1'04O g oal 93.'5 9'1 9 4 41.6 13.0 9114 "t 811 4 76:4 75 t 4 .	 0 73911.. 71ot 71,0 13..3 69.5 136.0
1!113 9 RAO/SFC)iz000 8 1A, y . 91.4 4601 90,3 01,2 91 1 2 a7,A 70:3 7510. 7119 71,0 6000 71.0 Stag Pa li 60 i 4 133,2
-,	 OF 4L'AUFS	 114 125;0 13 0 .4 n7 ; fi 05 ► 7 P4t6 56. 1 47 .5 84.5 76 ,3 72,E1; 61.4 7-,5 7311 . 1: 7299 7io9 74 1 4 7£ 0 6 136,4
VGVO 04 * 0 84;,7 57..2 F40 55,:2 Us l 891'3 72.4 6811 76 1 1 69,"4! 67,9 67,7 68,9 68,11 63.,1 114,4
2^q'G0 41W,2 '19 ; 15 7702 75.2 79;7 7614. 14:4 6619:3 6S.7'. 77,4 T^.,3 641.0 6e<3 641,3 Pei 65`.4 133.3
0ki-4LL 01ASUREU 111).7 L02 it 10100 IKoo 132*6 101±1 96•9 92 .• 904 94.5 8 .6l 9 6793 67,.5 o6t9 bi t s. 97,3
OVERALL ULCULATEO 104. 1 103, : 5 100 ► • B 1 130 . 7' 302: , 6 10.6 97.1 ft.9 a990 439f6 4 :7s2 Epic . $507 504L 13.1 R3,.o 14610
fFt
PNOB 111.2 414.0 It*,$ )iCS 116, 4 tit, 119.4 !116,1 103 .4 18206.101.1 941 9 941.0 9.6.9 419,11 90,3
w
ti
P AGE y FOLL	 ,*' , CALF	 UATA	 K EDUEit1714 MRof:RAM PROC, DATE r MONTH
	 3 DAY 30 MRs	 15.0.6
h^i I DEL SN40 MSSLWE 9,	 DEG.	 ,	 70LEVELS	 (5	 E' VE. Rr,EN7 NEL. HUM, RAY)
A 15Lt S F0M INLET IN DEGREES (ANL RADIANS)
a t	 14. r''. 30, 4a. 6.0. 70. 60. 90. 100, 110, 120, 140. 14'0, 450, PWL
E' x'Er:, TR.	 1[0.17ft3 ;35)t".32!{0.7fl)Ca.l371st. 05It1.22IC1.44) C1,571{ 1.75) ti,921.{2.04')C2,27)[2,44)t2.6Z!{ !
50 6 ,5,d	 76.1 76.3 75.0 7o.2 73.4 74,0 72.7 72,5 72.7 72,0 71,8 71.7 72,6 71. 0 71.2 12310
$3 Bulb	 14.1 7 3. 9 72.4 93.2 70 1 0 7 4.1 71.1 71.7 76,1 72.9 70-9 9 71.9 71,9 71,u 66,4 124.8
N A.04L	 10'1, FT, 80 71,4	 88
4
8 67.5 0,7 ,4 66.7 67,4 66.7 65.5 44,2 64.5 66.5 6515 64,6 6614 64.1 63 . 7 11640
(
	
3u. M) 1',0 10.4	 49;2 70.8 ;Bong 70.3 57,7 66,,1 6.5.6 66+2 66,9 66,8 65,8 67.6 67.7 bO.,7 7.7,7 117.7
LrlI'LE ATT lion$ 74.. 1	 6 9 ,3 68.4 70,5 16.$ 69,3 63.6 64.4 6517 67.2 64 0 2 65.3 65 0 4 64.1 l95,1 64.7 116.6
i:,^.r . IG T-0 X6.0 71.o	 h4.2 65,8 64,1 5`x.2 63. 0 64.1 62.9 62,F,. 62 i C 61,1 61,5 63.7 63,9 $2 1 1 62.3 11301
LC^C	 PTn 2::0 7 10 7	 73,3 6901 66.00 58,1 69 l u 64,2 64,1 62.1 63,0 62.2 6016 60.6 64,K $2.0 0 6704 114.5.
LATE.	 08113174 250 77.6	 77.0 7b.2 74.2 74.1 71.N 70.2 69.0 66 9 3 66,8 65,2 63,6 62.8 63,5 64.e 65.0 119.6
t : ^F!-	 7*7 315
335
77,7	 17;f 77,1 75. 9 1 6 A 7 11 9 70.0 64..8 60,9 6609 63,9 63x6 65. 4 66.9 65.1 6 4 .1 170.4
Tar= _ A9n5 77,9	 7 4;13 7 7 .0 73.E 73.0 64^V 601,9 64,9 64.,.8 64,7 63.7 62,5 64.9 65,9 54.7 64,2 116.6
6i k6	 x7.0 HG 510 74.4	 74;7 77,6 74.6 74.0 71.9 66..6 66.6 6996 6B.B 67.x6 714,6 66s4 66.-6 65. Con f.3,B 119,•6
( ry 7794. N./192} 630 7i.V	 79;5 78,3 78,4 90.3 70.1 71.3 71..0 74.:3 74.0 74.0 69 9 6 7192 69..Z 69.5 67.5 tZ4.7
rA"	 3. DrG T OLD 7s .1	 79.0 76.2 iQ,i 79,0 77..1 dG.5 69.0 72 . 1 73,0 7S.$ 70. 0 6 69 9 6 74.,0 71).l f9 .0 12610
tit3a1, r;: G	 K. 10u0 74 .i	7 '9;2 77.2 76 11 76.4 7J.S 71,4 69,9 67.1 67 9 t; 67,0 66.1 66.2 69,9 $5.3 62.6 122.0
T,!'	 73, ?lEG 1250 pi .9	 79,3 79,9 76..9 79.4 77.6 73.,2 70.•6 68.0 67.8 6P.2 68,9 69,0 7211 67.6
64.3 124.4
(296 9 rFG X) 1640 Ova l 	 $n.i 8 00 0 9'9.0 18 , 5 77,9 73 . 0 0.9 6792 68 9 1 6703 65,00 67.9 71,0 679ij 60 . 2 124.2
Af717,35 r. "of M3 70ne 82 ,1	n1.6 8 3.5 32,5 33 6 6 @104 79.5 75.4 71,6 71,1 70.1 70.9 71 9 0 71.4 7001 66'.46U.0
128.7
13'1,31,01735 ><;/m3} -^ 5LO 8	 ,i!	 85;3 A4,8 t'4 1 9 30,0 lie . a 32,0 77.9 73 , 2 71.8 71.1 69 , 9 77.0 70,9 70.1T1,+ 69.6 135,9
r.cA
	 6$4 0 , RPM ?150 92.0	 92.6 92 .91 90.5 90.6 8'i i 1 60.6 $1.2 76-.6 76,2 73.1 71.B 73.9 72,,2







^: r M	 669'68 RPM LOCO 9 1.1	 94.4 94,4 15.5 18,6 90.2 41.3 57,2 134.6 82,0 81,2 76,1 80,5
f	 761. A ADOF 3	 .) I UD 91.3	 01.3 9u,6 F9.7 99,8 84 .4 801,0 80,3 75.6 76.3 74,:2 72 9 3 72,4 72.4 7x.i: ?0,6 136131,r...0,62Pf P910 ; DUO 9 3.1	 9 Z; 6 91.5 °? ,1 43. 4 9 191 87.5 60.4 77,6 75.3 73•93 7 2.8 70.! 71.9 73.1
sg .s 138,7
11111. "AD/S'€'C ) 1'000 80.0	 90;4 99.3 "4.2 91.2 9r„ 2 Bp 4 1 79.2 74.0 77.1 70,.B 69,9 70r0 70 0 7 70,E 68.3 137,5
^:C.	 ]F	 1LAn^5	 44 1^5i3O P ?.Z	 0 8, .1 85.5 ro.5 68,0 07.4 84.7 79.4 7, ,7 91.6 75.4 73 ,1 72136 74.5 73, t 70.9 1 36.4
1^04G 09.9	 94;3 31.2 02.9 $4.4 H e l d 66.2 7 2.1 68.4 700 73.2 66 0 7 6:7,1 7 1,1 b7.0 46,4 134,3
21;pU0 07,,2	 76;n 7645 77,2 76..6 7 "t"r 74.3 38,1 66.7 76.5 69.4 b8,9 68.0 71,1 Mil l 66,6 132.7
nvtNALL m5ASAh D 1 0v,.a	 10.0.2 100.0 99.9 101.5 1000 97.3 92 , 0 89.1 9012 68.0.0 8608 87 1 2 06.1 674+ 86.5
nvERAU CA1,C11L4TED 9v,7 100,9 100. 3 1[0.3 107.2 1GLt4 9b.5 91.5 88,6 89,C 86.6 b4,5 F3.5 85,7 84,7 9t,5 14'7.6
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: •la0096C/96f6662'tbt6L604661144019`9019+10116641►60119.601► :bc19'111a-u-! 1a:192 llrm-00
?i4666.961.26696669'466'L66.661`101SOOT0410T11691C'MCoal%t "TT'W09#l,Sr3+:IlVbgAC
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s;'RAT Regal 101t01 00601 T'L31 6'907 0.601 t'TTT T•r.Tt 1411-9Z'TZT 0 ZZT 661Z[ L'9T1 V*CZI
r'hh 6694 2'096 0666 Z'L6 0'18 94,60T VZOT 9'40T o i"noI f'i!ST X4071 ►6 TT[ I rnT 96r07
9',001 £'66 Z'66 1'66 0'16 2'R45 66TRL 6`201 6.501 si•,OT Z't!TT T•dTT T'ZT[ 0851sT 0'"81
:'S1£691 2411 Z'SL 1'51 S "qL Z`t$ 6`►L 6'rL loci 9'61 r'6L 61O^L Z'41 to i
6199 6.99 g'99 L6L9 L69y f4't 544'4 L''cL tilt t'Tit 8'Z: ' "ii f18t k'r,l
''£t T`9t 1491 9''SL 1':.1
	
'.yt 9`Zy b'BL LOLL T i I n 6'Y6 i'te 9'{9 t,'lu 9 og
s'6t £•ZB 0689 L0t9 0'79 V'Zfl 0+06 Z'96 Z''R9 c190 2`66 1"dC OO1BC'19 1416
TO01 £'LL !6'51 *'it 0'11 4691 T491
 O'ZN 0209 G'10 t'Z6 099 0'06 1'Cii 6'ag
*`0t 9411 9091 7.6L O'LL 9'41 t'91 7'11 1'119 C'AtR 6`(6 a'Tn 060 I"C6 -J& -6
r'Sl 9`'OG 9'61 T'T.w 5'61 it a 61 Z41p z'Sg Z696 RiAw 9'56 4.041, Soto 1'26 1'76
"861 431 TORE: 0461 4119 9'Lt 966L late 68122 ?in 2'£# £690 Z'£6 14x6 T't6
^'Ll 5619 9.6L 7.1R Oslo L`6L C`ZR 0`66 0069 1216 9156 ►14C 5626 Y'16 640,9
'^,Fr 7'Z	8029 0654 7'T
.
9 VU 9'C8 15 age
 L'A	5 	.9 7'fb	'PE 3oIIJ1 2'40 CO£6 P T6
?'T6 loop 041St 141'0 .5 679 Q$qw fl,Ze 7' £O ►619 Cih,6 role *a'  9C C'ib 4 %6 O*Ofl
",'Tflt•Z9 tote T'Fp 24:20 0O£R O-GA 0'Q8 L`T6 tilt, £'PE 5010 2'tE T'£6 0"&
n6-16 ZeU £'99 0116 Z'1R £`5$ 6`06 646U P f6 4'06 £'1ZT 746o 74R:6 Zs`6 ''rQ
T'06 TolR 9'06 42.69 £'06 t'ON C'9fs OoU l'46 t'i'.91 for" f'E3T t'ZOt ZOZ6 4'10
:4£R 0816 f46(i 9o'ig 0189 Z'x6 6'19 Z'16 6'06 0;6 £`66 ^'R6 0066 C'£6 7'99
hoax 1429 1459 cogs +'6R 5'97 1099 0`8.6 ass& Tit6 TOLE fiat 1410[ 1'i& 2606
9`96 0'26 0669 9616 0'99 04£99'1066 VZ6 total lit" T'f" Do"' 9'tol 68:06 0`46
16 16922 0406 96th 5869 1'29 Loth 0'69 6146 ("16 2`6E0'4001 6166 4'6A 7.`efl
0429 TICS L"OTV Oslo 14z9 t61i1 %4ZB 9419 9/Ate 0 6 tied p4:T6 6'T6 64CA 04tit
left Daft 0'21 6671 1669 0'69 goat toad 9411 Z6ttt t'51 T-91 969L 6'Yt Vitt
h'Tj 1'91 0009 8'61 64£t 9'61 t49L T'tit 0410 P'a.ry 2`96 7'56 9'66 TIES
 
a')B
ILl 9801 15111 0401 Tilt 410t VOL 6'tt t`JE gift
 
Z661 Ta6L L'i'p 6%1 T'TB
1451 T461 0451 1661 £'Ot *'Zt Coal Z'O1 1"11 rift £`TL S'r'i ?'Ft 96rt 1'^i
nett
 
Carl 241L Toll 0669 L469 9469 9169 666V q;Aq 6171 614 014.1 1'1.1 TOt+t
:1.241 6011 9'0L t604 6'69 5641 VOL O'fl. 24LL Pi?L Lott ''►L 1"I C 6L 11rt
r4,gL 7611 Z•►L 6421 2'£t 1451 6`Lt £'41 1'£t ^'*L VU Ptt l'LL " Ll 1'^.L
rt'QB 1'061 2.64 E69L 2891 B'gL L66L 1819 646 01010 9`TE 3'7:! "26 Z`►t+ 467p
' )	O1	• )(	'T}(S '11(1 'T?(0►`T)iEt'1!i[d'7)(Lb'[)(t't'L)(Z4'O)(S['1}(	401 (49 x)(00 L SA-42 (6B Z Z6	t	IN
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FULL SCALE UILTA kEUUf; T 9(34 rRr)CRAM	 PROC. DATE . MONTH b DAY 30 HR:o 11111
H IrEL S7UND PRL5b10kE LEVELS 959, DEG. F • 0 70 ?ERCEVT REL., HUM, DA Y)
44ULES FROM 1H6ET 1 'N DEGREE S (ANL RA61ANS)
0 9 	z3,	 3;,	 4'D,	 50.	 n0;	 7d,	 60.	 90. 100. 110. 120	 146	 140, 1"
75	 9	 .29 2 24 a 44)02 5l)lot}iU93'3}CO. 52f(^. 7 0){0.37}Il,a ftlr22){1.40)tl, s7)il.	 i{1. 2)1, .'J )( . 	 }{ r	 •	 t
11 7.4 $ 17 12 0 1,2 79,3 71 9 7 77.9 87.9 76 ► 176.3 76-.0 77.1 77@2 75 9,2 7V.[
74.6 75.9 74.7 "4.2 79.0 79.0 74.0 84.1 77.1 73.3 73.1) 73,0 72,0 74,2 72@1;
79.7 75 9'6 75,3 740 75.9 74 9 0 73.4 62.5 72.7 7295 73.0 7 1@ 7 71.7 71,b 7191
79 4 3 75.2 71.7 76.0 15.4 71.4 71.6 92.3 7100 70#9 69,1 70.9 72,1 73 94 72.9
74.3 13.2 74.9 73.1 74.2 ?A;. ! 70.1 81.1 70..2 67.5 70,4 73 * 2 71@2 714 49,11
0 9 9 70.8 71.6 71.1 72,4 71,:.5 67.0 AC.0 47@0 65@0 66 9 3 71,C 66,9 6699
73.7 73.7 71,1 72 9 0 n,3 41.3 66.b 76.0 65,0 63@5 6313 6501 654 66 0 0 65@2
417..1 61e1 8E.8 79,1 76.2 70 1 + 75,0 93 *8 76@9 68,3 6691 6891 709.1 71 * 1 699'
84,4 !1+1.1 02,9 e l-C 16.4 71,. 1 1 73.7 Me 71,1 69 01 66 * 2 76r0 6994 7093 7QsG
6 10 4 M t 19 !11 9 7 p 0 0 a 77.1 7S 1 v 7U09 63.9 7090 7090 68:,.0 7197 7090 719
4 69. (1,
70:5 76.3 75,6 76,9 7ti.8 7409 11.8 83,7 69 94 68 9 9 67,9 69 98 71.2 71,9 t0,i
64 .3 8 3; 9 5397 Fi ► 4 5?.1 74 !1 74.7 84.9 7790 7594 754 7399 7311 72.91 7191
	
8'11.4 03.1	 60,9 '3.e
	
93.2 8.92 7'11.5 ?1." 76.0 Of; s.S 76.5, 7992 73.1	 72,3	 119•:
06.0 81.1 0L,3 115,4 11.7 SYP ? l b7.3 94.1 8503 b395 60..5 850 1E 7896 77 9 5 7991
93.7 05.1 97.9 1..1 1 3 135.4 1'1,30 ,4 90.(F 1t1 O•1 91.4 95 9 4 5F...6 9099 9991 91.4 60. t,
99.4 96;5 10201 1=6.4 13 9 .2 10x 1 3 601,.2 110.9 9692 43.E 93 9:3 9091 9694 9394 VC.1
0 :.0 93..1, 4 792 1`1 5 144.7 n5i ! F 97.2 1 ! 4 ,3 88..6 059b 8'7,7 BE,2 65 98 87.7 '39.
9.,4 95 j a 97.9 1'19a 105.2 11)9: 9i 99.1 105.2 9305 fF9.0 93..3 0992 859 4 89,2 507.+
94 96 95;8 9594 57.4 130.6 QA ! 4 94.4 99.2 6794 04.4 01,5 64xO 116.6 6185 7901
90 * 4 97*1 4699 1794 9b.6 4 19Lr 91,.9 9799 8491 8191 6493 bisi MS 8091 90.4
99.1, 95; 13 90.2 '!B-,7 96,5 04 9 4 00 94 98,2 $3.4 52 *6 79.4 639.2 7995 80,5 76,1
	
91.1 96;6 95.4 95.6 95,1,	 97.3 9393 5 4:0 ,5 78a5 77.4 79 9 .6 7794 7bs7 7br4
94.7 94.6 05,,1 15.4 04 0 4 9l j 3 56,2 92.2 0393 78 9 3 77.5 7791 7604 7695 7393
95.7 92;5 9 1 ,9 m 2 *2 92.6 9,, # 1 63.1 119,1 769+4 7391 7203 73 9 C 71 9 4 77*5 7792
9..Z 69 ;2 114,7 P9,e 59.3 N/ 9 ;, 7V.6 84.4 72 9 2 11,991 6F,u 6599 6699 a9.0 67.`
8u 9 d 413;7 84 93 a6o$ 53. 9 Ht r4 77.5 8s.4 E11 9 9 73@6 72. 9 7'5@6 7308 74.5 7100
53.4 90.2 6103 `lei 92,4 7o 9 4 72.2 9:1.1 72 9 1 6593 6492 65 9 1 64.0 6693 660n
107.3 10601 107,6 110@3 113. 4 11>.s 9 0 1bD.9 11497 11,f0 ►1 49.3 W-,0 96.5 9943 9990 960
10^p b 105.7 137.5 110.7 113, 4 110 9 ; 1",5 11 4 .7 100,3 Me 97.7 96 19 99,6 97,6 95,4
11+193 Wn , 11'799 122.6 174 . 6 121. ►' 11 7 .9 126 0 0 11206 109,6 109 9.6 111993 1100 4 10992 1079
11	 c.IF, f. ti i
F4'E0,
53
r,A^ IAL 10J. FT.	 90











r	 217,9 Hr.	 550
	
1, 47'550. NIM21	 6sa
f A, r 6S. f FG =	 Su0
4342, " EG K f	 131_0
141 T 710 '% G F	 4. 290(29S. DKG 9)	 1640
1, .01511 ^ , /M•5 t	 =5^9
r FA $410• wP14	 `150
t eel, R 1D/S £ 1,. ) 4 000
reps 02110 i-1'M	 ``030
f 860. y-ho/s'C) iu30
1,.C} 106?3. nt*H	 "QU0
:111 1 • q *915501^`090




































































►.A; • FAL 100. FT,	 e0
	
1 3.G, "I	 1^o
Y;F ► ' I CLE	 ATT	 125








Ghk 20,9 m	 Soo
+
	
9 175501 NMII	 630
T At- 1 4 85, UFO F	 8140
	
9302. ?L•G A 1	 !CUD
'	 TWET 7 1,. 7 FG F	 1750
	
I295. PPG x l	 1613 0
1 +AG T 13011 RM/14 3	 P0s0
	
[001511 Kr/ M 31	 %500
NFA 7 1334 9 NVN	 ALSO
t 789. R4111S7C1 400.0
WFh 7355 0 RPM	 "0(0
t 7100 itA0j% c C1 ',300
NFPL0628, RPM	 ;vo








FULL n'%Li- DATA NEUUCYt7N r_R(I,RAM	 FROG. DATE - MONTH 6 DAY 30. NR. i8t2
NNEL S3UNQ PRtbbU"E LEVELS (591 DEG , Ff 76 PERCENT NEI. * "U", DAY)
4%LL5 FNOM 146ET tN DEGREES (AND RAVIAN6)




































7n.g 77.1 76 4 0 76.1 75.5 14 1 3 75.9 73.11 724 71,4
70,4 71,3 74,7 "4:.:2 76,1 74 1 2 73.1 72.9 7610 72.9
74 t O 73;6 7404 75 *6 74,0 71.4 724 7090 7095 71.6
74.4 73;9 77,6 75,3 73,2 71.1 71.0 70.4 69'97 7111
7 19 4 70.5 74 0,0 72,6 71*, I 6"t1 71,0 66.0 6790 6504
69 9 0 618;3 670066 *8 56.j 6711 65.0 64,0 60.8 62931
75 9 2 73.1 last 72.0 4 9 ,1 b71G 6>.6 65.7 6397 629V
61.2 80,3 sago 79.1 77,0 79 1 6 73.t 7199 6999 7002
64:06 43.3 Rio s 160 . e 77.3 7412 Me 7198 6714 64191
81.2 31. 9 61 1 7 '+1,0 17,2 7 4 11 72..9 72 9 9 77 1 7 7211
70 4 9 77;9 76 8 7 7406 73,0 7411 70 0 5 64.2 70 96 6&,9
54193 84;1 92.7 0090 76.2 7119 73.5 73.1 699& 69,1
68,c 02;3 8207 11.9 90,2 7141 76.7 73.7 7308 73.0
43.4 54;4 84,2 P201 51.4 77:4 74.8 73.2 73.2 7403
84..5 07,1 45,0 4490 84,4 B2.1 79 .1 7709 7590 7782
820 115;4 95,1 84,1 94.4 7+1 .x. 77.1 783,1 7307 7492
80,0 67. 4 84,1 x:694 97,5 8311 80.9 77 9 2 74#4 7391
0y 1 1 91.1 913,9 70.4 90,L tl y 1 2 8.1.7 79,? 7790 74,1
910 1 43; 3 9295 9297 +02. 7 Bo 1 4 114,1 80g1 7716 7504
94.4 959' 2 94.2 94.1 41.4 91 1 1 6564 82.1 77t0 7591
9a.b 93.6 06.3 7704 97.4 4115 8004 8305 8193 7994
94.3 9 4 9''0 9595 94.4 04,5 9117 94.3 6005 7991 7615
93 0 5 94;5 94,2 94.,5 01 9 3 811.4 5290 79.5 6096 7592
94.3 92.2 9?i 0 92.5 91,4 67.5 79.9 77.0 74oO 7184
8y ,3 89.1 4u.0 90.2 34.3 A 4 t3 76.6 72.9 71,8 6609
61,9 85.1 116 44 N6.7 94 0 6 5;t t 9 75.5 70,4 79 1 8 7105
80.5 61.8 bt•0 1194 60. 5 71 te 66.9 67 ,.0 71,8 6593
103.3 103;3 102,9 103.3 1,3,2 9V,4 94.0 91.1 42 8 0 8992
101.6 Loa ' s 103,1 ica ' s 102.8 9069 9363 9008 5406 87,5























74 0 7 7(0,6















64 9 4 63.6
69 1 2 69,1
69 1 0 "a li
71.1 7z.v
















64 9 6 6241
90 9 0 0900+
86 97 85104





__,:...^.^._.._..,,.^..._.^.._m_.n.,..	 .._.,_	 ^..__...	 4044 ..	 ............. 4444.




FULL SCALF DATA KENQ10H r_ROGRA14
	
PROC. DATE . MONTH 8 DAY 30 NX, I-ffZ
1 10DEL S3UvD PRL55U01E LEVELS 1 '39, DEG . F 1 70 PERCENT REL, NUM, DAY)
ANGELS FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADI05)
	
0 1	 20.	 30,	 40.	 5n.	 60	 70.	 Be,	 90	 100	 110, 130, 130	 140,	 Los
F FEQ,	 ;	 54
	
U.	 9	 41 2 330 2 44)	 4yi 2	 kf
ti0
63
FAnIAL 100, FT,	 Be
( U. 4)	 100'
vF1:iCLF	 ATT	 125
y	 (lorfr iA	 T-0	 160
LGC P11	 200
GATE 06/13/74	250
flu r + 763A	 315
TAFE	 x,906	 400
RAR 2699 hr	 51:0
	
{ 4 7"5509 h/M21	 630
Ta mp 65. nFG F	 5u0
	
1.3020 VFG 9)	 1040
T Wf. T 719 0170 F	 i 450
1295, DFG 91	 1600
r'ArT15.11 0.:u /M3	 7060
..01311 KG/M3)	 2500
14FA 7532. RPM	 :150( 769, RAO/SEC) 4000
73S3, wPN	 50G0
1 770, 9A0/SEC) -A300
r'FL;10:62M , RPM	 FDuO
r
	
	 11113 • ,LAO /ScC IJ4G 9







































)f0.35 rc0.'12)iJ. 701t0. 6? )t i.o )11$2z)(1.401i1.	 )119	 r
76,2 79;1 7h,1 77,0 74,4 73 . ! 74.0 73.9 73,6 7191
73.4 79.0 7s.,9 E3-,7 77.4 74: 1 2 7,141 72..6 7599 73x2
7y oa 701;6. 74.7 74$5 72,7 79.6 71.7 72.4 7095 7195
77 0 3 75;3 72.,7 74,1 72,2 72.1 1 70.9 70.7 70 90 7009
74.3 71 0 3 7192 72.2 60.5 60 9 1 71.4 66,2 6791 6596
74,0 69;3 66, 0 66.2 55,2 6,? 64.:6 63 9 7 6090 62$1
74,4 76;0 72 08 71,0 59.4 67:1 66.9 	64.7 6440 634
01:, 4 03 ;9 7907 79,0 77,2 72: 1 0 72.7 71 9 9 69,9 709.3
E4 91 03;0 5117 Sa t o 77 9 0 7493 71.6 71,2 4999 68.00
01.3 02;1 5299 8291 77,4 7]..4 74.0 74.0 74 $0 7299
70 Z 77;9 76-15 74,9 73,0 70.G 69.7 69.7 6909 66.09.y
O;i. 9 04;n 83..2 60-1i 76.1 73.9 72.9 73,0 69$7 70 9:2
64 9 8 02.2 6 500 P2.2 94,2 77 t2 75,0 74.0 7399 73
64 0 964' 	04.4 63:,0 P2@3 '91,4 715 1 8 74.4 73.0 7216 73.,2
07.2 06'.9 84.9 25,4 64,9 83.1, 75.7 784.0 7497 7695
fts,.$ 65;3 65,1 R4t1 95,4 : I t 150 76,1 74 0 9 7766 7301
5o .I1 07;4 8L1.,4 8694 37,8 tts,6 79.3 77,2 74.o 739k
57,9 89;4 92,,0 ?8 ,:2 PE A 61 4 1 01.7 79,2 7696 7403
9 18 3 93;4 9111 4108 92, 7 SC t b 44..33 011.1 77
97 759394.4 74;3 94,i 93 41 22,1 91 1 4 04. 8 32.0
93 95 95;6 96.2 9694 97,6 91. 1 7 05.1 93.1 $1 n 3 79.5
97,6 9409 93,3 44,7 94,4 91 1 4 $4.2 8097 n91 76,6
94 4 94;4 0399 4416 92.3 311.7 092.1 74.1 79 t 9 75t2
92,0 92; 4 93.0 97,2 91.6 6?.7 00.0 76,1 73,1 7192
9U.1 09;2 $4 9 5 sD.a 39.4 8 , .(;76.J 720.6 7295 66450
a^,v 06.0 8694 56.7 94 95 BC 1 9 73.3 71.5 7996 ?Lob
O1.9 00;1 81,3 P1,3 60,3 7z.d 67,1 68 0 0 72.1 65$1
10404 1.03;2 10390 103.2 103.2 9V l 3 94.0 92.9 91,3 89,2
104..0 103.2 10391 10391 102. 4 99.L^ 93.:,2 90,7 09,5 6714
























74 t S 7394
70,3 71,3





























151 2 12 0c
71.4 7190
57 4 9 660*
71,b 69, 4
659Y 4501
90 1 0 69.11
96,6 85, Ill

































vaj IAL	 106. FT. 90
(	 3C. m) 100
VF^-F„ LF ATT 1 45
LOt.;IC T-0 160
1.01'	 PT (1 2^0
DAT!_ 0B/1317 4 2150
76 4 313
7ti x906 4,jD
SAP:	 2u .9 N C Sao(°755p. /E+21 63'0
^_A'"'	 ++ 3, iiEG	 F BaO
13;,1, 'M FG	 K) !061,.0
r;Fr	 71. riE G	 F 1250
t245. MFG h1 160
i nrr15.54 ;•.^n3 0;+0
(.0155 4 i(g1M31 ("5L;0 
rra
	 5654, RPM 7150
(	 60 4 . RAUSEC) 10030
N Fh.	 $674, 1,pM 5000
(	 594, '-AD/SFC) `•300
r. FV1062A , WPM 1.0.0(111.3. 6-1AQ/S=C)1..04112
r.r,	 OF	 ILAnc.S 46 1,-5a0
1' O.`0
2:0010
O ALL "EA; Rko
04eRkLL, CALCUL -TED
rne8
FULL SCALF OJTA "EQUGTLI }N ep Rpt,Rml
	
	
PROCDATE . MONTS 6 OA V 33 OR, 10,3
ELIiOD	 SOUND P4:t ySU i% E LEV S 09, DE C :. F. 70 PERCENT REL, '4 U M , RAY)
AYu4tS F0 10" INLET IN DEGREES (AND RAOLANS1





7: . ^P 73.2 73.0 7495 71,2 V r4
71.1 72 'a 7p,6 9 3 .9.[ 75.9 7161,
OV.7 a8;8 66.4 66.9 57.8 6 7..6
72.3 71.0 69.8 71.1 59.0 157!1
61.3 66,6 67..2 45.2 54.3 6S..&
6D O U 65.2 6S.? 64.9 62,9 6d.1
7 1.7 71;0 61Y.d 69,2 $ 7 .2 67.L
7d,6 7a;3 77,0 75.2 74.0 78.1
E1. a 81.2 79.8 78.1	 75.2 7524
7e.,1 73; 1 70.1 76,1
	
73, 0 7'1. L
77.0 76.2 74,5 71.8 71.0 b1:Y
8'1.2 51:1 0 0 09 79 9 3 76,5 79.1
79,7 79;7 78.0 75.2 13.2 7&,)
84. 4 61.3 OG,0 77.4 76 .4 7:).2
41.5 62. 5 4 2,12	 79,5 71;29
8.).4 n3 ; 3 83.4 X1,5 06.7 75664,5 54;8 94.4 :; ',1 is 61,5 71.i
BV # 5 93;3 92.3 49,3 $6.3 blo
91. 1.1 44;4 9,%,3 40.4	 49.4 E1,14
01.1 62.3 92.1 92.3 69,3 A791
F, 4,n 09,6 91i 3 00,6 59.6 biel5
910 91;6 97.1 41.4 49,7 9'4i
Bs,9 64.2 40.2 91.3 ?d.2 9h.5
8'8.3 83.5 8609 a$.6 97.4 K4.6
8J.1 84.8 85.8 K7.y 56.5 8;412
8 t .7 '1'1.3 Sj.3 1 3.7 6„6 710
70.1 7!2.76 77.9 77,9
	 76.2 7,`.9
9V.3 190.3 1 .00. 7 100,3 06.0 9414
99,7 100.5 100,7 100.1 08.5 9403
161,5 114; 6





























































































































































































82 9 7 8105





































PAGE 1	 rULL SCALF DATA 4EUU_CT(OH PROGRAM 	 PROC9 DATE .. MONTH 6 DAY 30 NR, lots
NOMEL $3040 PRLS5U"E- LEVELS R ' 0;91 DEG . F, 70 PFRUNT REL, HUM, DAY 1
ANUEk:S FROM INLET I N sEGREEs (Atli) RADIANS)




(a6 ) 1'1.39}t0. 52)t0.701(0.&7)119001(t•22111.40)^1.57)(1.72)i1.92JU cu9)12.2 11.2 6 44);666 1E
710.1 70;3 7ts,8 79.5 77,3 704 76.9 76.8 7612 76,3 75,4 75.9 76,2 759.1 76,9
71.4 76,0 75.1 X4,2 78,1 71'2 	 72.7 72 9 8 77x8 77.1 73s0 72 6b 7261 731 5 7291
7I,:7 74,9 75.7 74••5 73. 7 73 ' 6 73.5 72.7 7255 73.5 72.9 7113 70 56 71 0; 70.9
73.3 74;9 73.5 7498 73,3 70 ' 9 7115 71.9 69.6 71..9 70.0 7117 72.9 719a 74,6
71.6 7+1;6 74,9 72,1 71.3 71• .1 69.9 70.9 68:,9 67,5 70,4 73,1 7Q.4 69 9 5 71.6
7 1)72.3 72,0 ?fist 67,0 6 9 . V 67,6 67.9 66.7 63.3 6797 70 98 66x 9 67.1 0612
79,3 74.3 70'8 70,91 70.1 6d.- .o 67..0 66:1 65.8 64 91 63.2 6408 6'511 66 ► 2 65511
5i.4 81;1 S0,2 79.2 76,1 76 ' 1 74 9 6 74 9 0 7058 6691 69 #2 6811 691.2 7162 70.0
84,1 83;7 6218 9,1.1 78,,2 75 1 9 73.7 73.7 71.9 6090 66.0 7012 700:0 7162 70.0
6040 00.9 50.,7 fi001 76.0 74.V 7145 72.6 74,7 70.8 67 69 70 68 71.:1 7161 70,d
70.0 711;8 76,6 76.6 76.1 73 1 6 71.4 70.9 7416 69,8 68 9 1 69.7 70-,9 71.0 70.E
1164 835 82,9 62190 Met 79 1:J 7496 76.9 7199 7591 73.3 771 5 72.0 120 6fi,d
83,1 82 -9 3 6$ 1 0 53.6 33.3 81..2 611.6 60.9 75,8 6192 70.5 79 9 1 12.9 72..2 70.'
s-..1 66;2 00.0 40.7 92.3 1a t 4 86.1 63.0 SS90 6493 87,5 65 9 5 77.6 77.4 74.1
99,2 15
-0 3 96.3 iviel 10692 10 3 1 5 96.8 99,9 89,0 99.3 89,7 KB,B 0503 93•.3 8398
515,• 96.3 101.2 1Q5,1 126.2 10:P 0 99 9 0 99 9.6 96 6 2 9194 93.5 49 .0 96.4 93sS 1492
914.4 91.4 9712 1"295 105
0 4 4G.0 94.2 94,3 9'0.6 64,:4 194 9 7 9551 46x6 37 9 5 92,•
95.3 96.3 47.1 19201 105.0 101.5 97.6 9597 92.0 8993 90 02 0997 86:2 45 0 2 8667
gift+ 9"5.2 45.0 0693 101:3 0e•4 94,5 90,1 87 9.3 8697 81,5 8391 1 095 81..5 t9,W
91 9 9 97 9 1 99,9 06,1 96,3 9614 90.9 88.3 54 91 5063 840 8011 77.1 70,6 f964
96,5 97 P3 97.3 97,	
49
4 11? 6 03,6 86,1 66.1 84i5 B2 6 6 76.7 63,3 79. !7C 80,5 76,4
9 106 96.6 9hs? 65.6 15,6 9.	 91.2 33.3 §So 6 7606 7'717 7965 7665 7466 76,E
94.0 95;4 04,4 95.3 93.2 91.3 11.591 82.2 84,0 82• .3 76.6 77 1 0 764 77.2 759$
944% 93-92 9 792 9391 +72.3 Fi9 ta 83.1 79 .6 7692 74,4 71.3 72..b 7163 7205 51,9
91 ,14' 49.1 6 .+,.6 "S,y 36,5 Si.d 76.6 76.5 7197 651.6 65.0 60'96 66,C 69 9 0 666 `1
$b 9 l 95 : 7 9604 X6.5 55,3 St' l 76.2 74.6 8Z i 6 8?.B 72,6 73.4 7294 730 7115
8c.2 QI.O 60 .9 ri9C BL,1 76% 9 1 71.0 73.7 72.8 7164 63.3 6497 6362 66 9 1 04.7
11194 4 1050 3 1U609 11Dr0 113,3 IZV.a 10S.0 1OS.11 9999 90.3 97,2 96.# 0 100.0 6851 96.1
105 9 4 106;0 107.3 llL 3 113, 2 1 U tO 104 .5 104.6 100.0 96 1.6 91 0 7 96 0 2 9967 9709 96.1
w, 7
 110 .:1 119.3 1A2, 3 124 , 5 121.7 117.0 11 5 .4 1120Q 109 9 7 104 .6 109, 3 110s4 109 90 &ads,?
i
FAU)AL lop s FT,	 e0
	











UAn 28. 9 H,^,	 5u0
	
0- 7950. H/1121	 630
T e r	 63. I1FG 7	 61+0
	
9301, DEC K)	 11160
T 6'i r 71. 11FG F	 1250
	
(2951 DEG K1	 1600






rFA 8400. op"	 '150
1 879 0 RAOAM$ 4000
!,F ►, 8212, RAM	 sails
c ho '. RANSF Cif 63UO
NrvjL623. Avis	 FOUR
[1113. PAD/SFC}1COG0





































 1	 FULL SCALE 7ATA MEDUCTTQN PROGRAti	 PROC, DATE r MONTH 6 DAY 30 #1R, te13
MODEL 53UVD PReSSUXE LEVELS 459. GEL . F t 70 PERC01 REL, Hull. DAY)
AN4bS FRON 144ET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
0 9




N AL+AL 100, FT,	 40
	
30. M)	 198
vE^[CLE.	 AT?	 1 25
C014F )G	 T-0	 160
LPC PTO	 200





t.W . 	 4906	 40`0
RAP 26.9 !fie	 SU0
	(97547# N/M21	 630
	
Rz. IIFG F	 89!0
1301. ! EG 9)	 lOIO
T ur T 71 9 OPC r	 1 250
	
(295, PFG A)	 ,600
t+tr*15,A2 tiM/h!3	 10.40
1401W x,/"31 %5ti0
i.F4 X12600, APM	 3150
(1179. PADISF6) 4000
Fh,l'101a r A p"	 `ipti0
<11549 NAD/S,C1 6300
IF "1062 6 . rap"	 1060
91113. RA D/5FC)1"'000






.., .. 9000	 _.	 _0000...	 0000.	 _..	 .
40, )4 0 .35 )[O. S2)40. 701 3,47)1IsP
02 9 4 83;4 52.1 p',2 50.5 8 1:, 1
7 0 ,1 79.3 77.7 1=4,1 78.1 74!3
74.7 74.7 74.4 7495 73,7 7991,
72.3 73.3 7786 70.8 70,2 60.fi
71,b 70:2 70.9 71.1 71.6 7005
74.4 76.2 73 i.0 6989 74.9 70,j
d].2 87;1 61.8 77.1 85.1 87,2
74#2 7411 72.8 72#3 1381 719e
740378 1 1 819.8 8556 96 1 9 8497
11,01 #15'1 91.9 97,1 X78,3 9043
0 451.9 91
	
95.6 96.1 94.9 8797
84.0 92;2 96,8 96,9 96.1 8.115
$k,i 89 .1 90-2 94 01 90,S 87.4
65,5 90..3 99.2 °684 100.4 904'4
87.0 94.1 45.0 4861 95,4 9311
64 .2 90.3 93.0 94,1 100. 4 97.6
87.9 93.5 95.3 96.5 94,7 94to
87.3 90.1 93.1 4280 74.,3 97.3
60.4 91.,5 94,3 93.3 03.3 awt4
90.5 92
0
2 9701 95.1 5303 91tz
9 40 #9 929 0 94.1 Q 745 06.6 41,94
89 0 6 913.5 89,2 X2.3 92.8 99th
07 4' 7 89;5 90,0 71.2 90.6 86.2
da.i 66.1 3600 x'9.2 34.4 64!'l
83.4' 81.9 8=.5 46,8 53.9 Oct?
73.h 77.5 74,4 E7.3 11,6 7517
7 4 89 7412 74.9 77.7 7708 74,1
106. 4 193.;2 106.2 10a.9 10.2 10512
9rr,b 193;3 106.0 1.P7,7 107.8 104 19
11 3 .1 11'1 :9 111. 8 119.5 114. 3 iibtZ
111 9 ZZ)E1.40)^1.97)41,75)41. 9Z)42,04i^2 9 27)tZ. 44}4 2 . 62 )t
80,0 00:.1 79,3 78..2 77.4 79 9 1 79 9 2 :;,il. 1041
73.6 75.8 7&.9 7791 73.6 75#0 75#D 78.0 79.1
72.3 7593 75.6 72.5 7W81 7094 71.0 74.6 7497
ie9.5 69.6 bard 64 9 9 69:1 7190 7190 72.0 71.9
68.5 70:.0 7192 76. 4 7u,4 73#2 72.3 74 94 7y.e
73.7 74.6 76#7 71#9 7c"#5 7199 74,9 72.3 7504.
84.9 65,7 794 80,3 81,5 76 1 0 76 ,5 7111 609
72.9 7.0.1 69#9 69 9 2 6982 7240 72 90 7392 7201,
81,9 81 0 9 76.9 74,1 75,4 7793 716.3 7 9#2 749;
92.7 94.0 57.9 84t2 8601 inti 89.7 90,a 73"7
89.7 63.90
 6406 76# 9 76,3 51 9 7 7405 65,0 6798
90.9 6309 8600 79 9 0 79 0 1 821.1, 7000 6602 6791,
83.9 61.9 +10,0 7691 74#9 8591 5102 79 # 5 6104
9293 91,0 98.4 83.5 0395 91.3 111,.3 55 * 6 4401
37.9 86.9 44 *.% 83.2 77.2 8001 6404 79 9 3 82.:8
93 1 9 55,5 8393 630 00.1 5691 8202 83,3 8003
92.1 8902 8483 84 8 5 83,3 $193 76x6 83,4 51.4
SO,'1 9399 80#1 7541 6301 79 9 1 Woo 81.1 74+9
90,1 87,2 61,4 76.4 79,5 µ094 70#6 8415 761.
6690 84 * 8 79#1 7801 60.1 78 1 1 76.4 60,.4 78,9
66.2 85.9 111,.2 89,7 79,4 81,1 80,3 62 i ? 76,1
83.4 81,2 77..5 780 7706 79,5 77..5 70.tl 74.04
82.9 112.3 71 0.2 7er6 77.3 77 9.1 76.6 75.4 7495
61.0 10.3 8696 87.2 79,3 80. 9 1 80.2 50.2 78#L
70 6 7 79.6 89,8 88,ti 79.1 00 9 1 79 0 6 79.6 77.1,
78.4 73 9 5 70:9-4 09,7 4 4 .3 70,2 67,3 66,4 h4.,q
70.7 73.9 6299 60 i 1 72.7 7396 73#6 73oo *G.L
10109 19000 969:9 9703 95 0 0 9608 94 84 97,4 96.4
101 9 6 99.4 97,5 95,3 43,4 9692 956 4 9Q.0 94,7


































^.x: 4'^ivei^fiiu^.^n73^a^.. ,F.	 ^.: ^.;::,a.^e^w^c^,. x.a.x' . - .	 ..: --	 ,:-. .,.^.^,^:^e..sa.:..a: t,^^ _	 ti.,-:^r,. ^	 -	 Ics.:...,,..,.-._^...s.n._^ kit.. ,_.a 0000.,-re^rn.•^icm.in^^t u' 	^..a._.^....^r.W^:a..-„FI	 08"59,,-.^ .^^-9090. ..^^^a.,^}	
-"^„i.G4.i.^stril^trsi'^-	 `^3c^"-
N.
FACE, i	 FULL SCALE DATA KEUUCTI:OH PROGRAM 	 PROC. DATE - MOUTH 6 DAY 50 I+R,, 1513
MODEL SDU%D PRESSIJKE LEVELS 959, DEU, i0 70 PIERCENT REL,. M UM , DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET I N DEGREES fANO RADIANS)
at
	
23,	 3''j.	 40,	 511.	 00it	 70.	 80;	 90, lib, 120. 130. 140, 830,
90 t )(0.39110;52 W 70)ID.971;1,0711123111.4^1^1.373^1,42)[2.091f2.27f(2.;4012,62)41
84.4 93493 0200 81,? 30 0 9 5u l l , 5 .3 8t.3 30,4 770 77,..3 11 04 79.3 41,91
7c,,6 79;2 78 8 ? E'396 7803 71 t2 74.7 74.6 71,9 73 9@ 74,0 7491 7792 78'98
74.7 7697 75.,,3 74.5 739 7 74 1 91 71.2 74,2 7495 7097 70.1 71,6 7418 74,4
73.2 74;0 72,9 69,8 70,6 0916 60.6 68.4 69.6 69 9 2 70 9 5 71 9 0 7205 73,0
74.,2 1 1.4 70,9 70,93 7112 7o. t 2 69.3 66.0 70,8 70.2 7L,'Q 7194 75.3 7691
71,:2 76;9 71.9 6991 730 9 74 12 72.5 7217 72 1 5 7191 72,7 7512 73.9 75.11
5a,5 9095 06 0 6 7590 37.0 ae t s 66 9 7 6'8.0 4 A3.8 x092 79,3 +092 63.0 039.1
Y7[.
	
74;3 71,9 71,4 72.1 71 1 1 70,9 69:6 69 99 6993 7199 71,4 7390 72,0
73.2 7'59a 75.0 76.99 75,p 79 1 0 72.5 72.1 70:99 71 92 74,9 7497 7592 73.7
7y ,3 932.2 04,5 A6.1 67.2 6811 63,9 32,0 7599 729 9 7598 36tZ 0800 8091
76.2 03;+7 67,9 9893 56.0 al. 11 79,9 75,4 7997 760 74 9 7 7466 7790 7900
6.2 90:0 95,0 4591 02,2 67 10 6098 61.1 8+599 82.8 burl 7898 8095 6501
70..1 64.0 a A. t9 83,1 3141 6u t2 76.9 77.8 1598 76.4 77 9 1 739 2 7591 7691
54.6 84;4 94 0 2 76.4 95.4 04 1 3 81.1 89.3 8795 60.3 d5ol 78-3 7995 7802
9143 92;1 101,1 16192 49.5 94 15 84 4 9 gu l l 66.99 85,3 68.1 61,1 62.2 79,0
8.207 118 ; 3 91,9 96.5 08.7 92 1 3 66,9 84.1 6198 319x3-302 779* 10. 0 61.4
313,4 40.3 9295 1304 95.3 91,F. 86.0 64 .3 83.92 81193 7992 7998 79,5 79.2
81 ,4 ;3993 92,9 54,2 95.0 9 1 1 1 8907 83.9 1 62.9 79.E 82,2 111.91 082.95 7709
6+1 6 4 191 ;8 91 .2 93.5 94,4 91.4 84,2 65,1 844 80 1 6 81.5 764 68o$ 7703
39,3 9192 9292 9493 91,1 9t;•.! 04.7 82911 14.8 8091 7692 MIS si93 7814
9
,40 91;3 92,3 06,4 93,3 860 80.3 8595 8793 79 9 7 61.2 79,4 820'8 7493
94',3 90 094 6995 91,6 91.4 1871 .0 83.2 50,5 79,4 77,6 . 79 92 77 1 4 7896 7$.4
31.7 +19;4 8990 4197 91192 66 1 4 52 9 2 81.0 78 :92 76,o 7891 76 93 '7991 7593
84 0 66;3 85.7 0 9 9 1 07,2 84 1.1 81.1 76,0 56.91 79.2 79.4 7811 7896 7511
a4a 62.3 6394 :4790 94 0 8 80,9 79.8 7995 9398 aloe 83.7 9i g,8 639$ also
79,4 77 05 79,1 61.6 Se.4 77 1 7 72.3 70.5 71.93 69 9 4 71.2 67.3 65.'5 64,5
75.2 ?,A'.a 73.6 7699 75,9 73. 1 6 66.6 70.p 50,7 70,1 71.5 69,9 7100 6607
1060 102;2 104,9 14693 105,1 111[14 96.9 97.0 98.98 9492 9500 94 93 9602 96#1
9V * e 101;6 =0502 1x6+ 7 105,9'107 12 78.5 96.7 98x0 93.0 94,2 9222 9306 9999
lij .t 114;'3 116,2 1169 5 117 . 6 11 4 . 5 111.5 14 6 .6 107*6
f




f	 HAP IAL ICU, FT ,	 60
	








VATh 08/1 3 /74 	250
I. ti r	 77?	 313
IAF9=	 A906	 4990





. 1 X414	 67. nFG r	 8c30
(Sol. !AEG k)	 1400
1 1.r T li e rEG F	 1250
9295, 39G 9)	 1640
I k	 G
	
rT15.R2 M.0 113	 2060
9.01 9132 mr.03)	 75n0
1ff1tL15908 i+PM	 ;150
(1213, R AD/SF.C) 4000
^ m,1 1341. r1 pM	 50(10'
1816 7 , RADISH") A359-
I rJ 1 19.62 4 . WPM	 polio
f111 3 . QA0>SFC11 000
















































I 1, 	 { FAGE	 i r'JLL SCALE DATA N*UUCTIQN PROGRAM
mnDEL SW40
PROG.
M S— SUK_ E LEVELS 159, BE G,
RATE a MONTH	 5 DAY 30 "go 18-3
F0 70 PERCENT REL. "UM , DAY)
041	 ES FRO" INLET IN DEGREES SAND RADIANS)
F REn.
l030.	 4L^.	 50,	 b0	 70,








50 64,1 31.9 9103 F094 16.1, Bill 80,4 80.! 7893 78 t 3 79,.Z 799 3 91.1
63 91.9 790'0 84.1 76,9 77,2 74 ' ! 7 74.9 79,3 7499 75, 1 75.1 77#92 76sS
RADIAL 10	 9	 FT, 40 76 0 9 77;5 77,6 75s6 76.6 7394 14.3 74.5 7295 71.4 71.8 75 98 75,4
c	 30.	 N) 10o Ma 72.3 71,0 70.5 69,9 64.6 64.9 70,1 69.3 7(!98 71.2 73rD 72.P
WAICLE ATT 125 71 0 2 12;2 71,1 71,3 7G,1 68 1 9 49.c 71.3 7094 72.2 7292 77 9 4 7611
LOUt"IR T•Q 160 75.b 73;7 68,9 720 74.0 Ti l t, 71.8 72.,0 714 72 1 7 75 9 0 73 9 9 74,9
CDC	 PTA 200 90' ,1 67;1 71.2 R6,3 98.2 Me t 4 84.9 04 9 9 81.3 8092 80:,t 8392 84,0
WE 06113/74 250 72.9 71;9 71,4 71.0 72,1 6V,d 71.0 70.1 69.3 71 98 72:,0 73 9 4 73,1
RU0
	
773 315 7y ,4 75 0 3 71,1 76.1 76.2 73.0 72.4 70 0 9 7192 74,9 75 9 t 74' 09 7300
FADE A906 400 640 86;7 90 0 3 M9 10.1 8417 85.9 76,,8 75.2 79 0 2 8?,1 6200 79.1
eAfr	 28, 9 HG Eno 53.8 86;7 3A91 66.0 19.9 7719 74.5 76,6 76,0 7% 9 0 7499 76#9 15.1
(97547, NO21 630 9i,3 95;1) 9591 93.0 57,7 83 1 7 763.8 84,7 8213 8099 78,0 01 9 .4 83.0
Far+ p 	 829 DEG F Sub 62,3 03.6 83 3 4 Hi.i Si.1 70 1 1 77.0 75.5 78,3 77.0 74,1 7502 76.3
(3J1. BEG K) loon 05.7 94;9 9;,4 95,.1 95.3 B9 t o 84 * 2 87.9 79.5 84 ,3 77.4 79 t 7 76.1
TIBET	 719 DEG F 1250 42 .1101 ; 2 100.1 96.4 95..1 86 t o 54.0 117 . 1 8302 64,2 79,1 82 0 3 77.99
(.295. 9 DFQ 99 1 1600 8V,7 92;2 95,5 98.2 93.2 86 1 0 83.2 87.1 8097 80,5 7992 GOO 80.0
N ICT15.92 qHlM3 7000 9 097 90.2 93.;; 44.6 01..4 915 1 1 8y 9 1 al..i M1,6 79,1 79.7 79,6 79,1
(901582 kG1H3 1 2560 0 !4.5 92;1 97.1 95.2 9v.:1 "7 1 9 82.9 0390 61.93 31.2 61.0 tltl 7701
14FA1.158n . RPM 3150 41,'! 92.3 9691 94,3 01,6 8611 89.6 80. 1 749 9 8014 78,4 80'x4 76,0
(12131 RhU SFC) 4 104 96.5 92;0 94 i 3 91.3 '34.:1 84 1 1 53.9 79',0 79:96 7512 7795 809'3 71194
NFk11336, F-PM 5000 9 1,b 93 0 5 96,3 9593 86..4 115 l 4 85.1 010 7996 81'3 74 .9 8208 7690
(1ib7, q AD/SFCJ 5300 651,4 M9.J 91.4 9.1.7 87.5 93.2 40,5 78.4 7769 79 9 2 7798 75 #6 76.2
FW111062 'A9 RPM F^ 000 87.7 69 ;0 9j . 7 90.6 90 .2 E1 t 9 07.4 78. . 2 7895 78,1 76'3 7993 7500
(1113. RAUSE010000 dy .2 56;A 69,4 !47,0 93.2 ft !41 76.0 66!99 7893 794 79,1 70,2 754
1,;().	 OF	 ( L A DES	 4.4 12500 8L.0 63.5 86,8 54, 9 SL,.9 711.4 79.5 9 3.5 8290 8307 8.3,9 82.8 80.7
1Rp;jO 77,.5 78;4 01.5 79.6 75,3 71tj 70.4' 72.2 69.8' 70,2 66,4 69 9 7 65.1
2n08'0 73. 9 73;5. 77.0 76,2 72..2 0,7 69,5 81.0 71#0 711,6 71 0 9 71.60 t►8.7
30AALL VEASURE:D 1010 495 .0 1 10002 IL--6.2 1.02.3 93 1 5 91.0 99.1 94.0 95 00 94..2 9614 9698
OvER ALL CALCULATED 10164 105;3 106 9 7 105 ,6 102 , 6 9r t 2 96,9 97,6 92#9 93 0 6 92 9 3 939 7 42.98






































FILL SCALE DATA ftf
.
bWTION PROMA" PROC;:GATE - KD 01TH	 9 DAY 6 HIV, 17;2
MODEL SOUND PRISOURE LEVELS CS9	 DEC . Ire 76 PERCENT REL• Rijil. DAY)
ANKIS FROM INLET R DEGRE-W (AND RADIANS`)
6: 204 30s 40 6 si. 60. 76. so. 96. 1029 lids 120; 130: i40. 156.9










7	 : 11961 -.961 . 2 13;6 73,,69, ,l 7 906 1:697 71-9 1 0 1 N-3 7 5;71	 30a	 f1l) too 79.2 .6 6,#..p 69 0 71,6 71oA 73*,G 72-6F4 1 1 ; LE	 AT?v	 C 612 72to 71s3 78*9 %to 716 70,0 79 ' 4 2 71 . 06 71.4 70 ,4 73oS 72;2 4-3 74-^
co4rlG	 901* 1m 1*0 73W ► 76.0 711e "47
Y& I
73 -t O 7496 694 75 2 69 * 3 71#1 7291 7311 MA i a 79;7LOC	 PTO .280 04. 1 . 97*3 & i@Z 103A 4901 78;2 69A 741 4 7946 Sift BOA 79A U4 %toDATE 04113114 tso 730 74.4 73.1 Uss 73 9• 70-03. 69:1 fit-P 4 6 #2 72 * 4 72,j '73-0 *1
qu'j	 774 Us 75; 7 ;3 3js3 $5 .99 87 :* 04 * 8 824 03.x3 77•2 73*1 74 - 7 " , #S 16 -si 79 * 2 73o?TAPF	 $308NA. q 140228#9 400Soo 844$306 6692 :1 a99'13 91 9	 ,USA2' 979185*9 93.699A97 304*9 89.$269 7 04o4 84:3 470' j77olp 99.6 7*1884.
{ .6:7647.
84:0 : :0 79: 88 03 8596
co47. 140042) "0 &S !' s M6 06v9 F94 96.4 $7.3 91;5 85 . 2 913.7 79 .0 81.L ft
1
	oil 1 19 07 47 . 3 88-1TAM@	 70. Derp r aba 0304 00#2 96 * 3 89j9 101:2 se,l a6 -.	 04 8 
,
41! 60 * 4 77; 2 164 85 * 7 d9vp 86;1 82'f 9
.t294. DEG K)
Twrt	 71. DEC F ioac 87-4Sil t' i






93 0 "0' 924W3 9 1 w20 e0 87. 483:4 634BOvS 83-579-2 90.155 06,A 667969 apt i1298
9- 3.2
tv 3 04 e 6 81.9i*00 $406 to 16(2 95. OF$ 0 93:2 100:4, 97. t- 94.5 879, 1 :83 3 84*3 715# 0 87s5 82.3 61 . 1 843NACT19 -434 4010 9660 80e699:0: 03.5 93#3 91 t3- 94.6 9363 14;5 S&.4 62:4 82:96 60. 2 81.6 0.2 ;,, 8p.•3 82.11:-01934 K611 191 206 87.7 90.2 92*2 97'x:4 -. 95 3 ft 9 is-ra $1.2 7004 78 9 4 76 9 ' 81-3 80, 3. 80 ei 79.9
"F4,4268. API[ I so $9 4ft.: ot01.y 9#* 3 91*9 940 7 00:1 9CS 83,.3 112,7 79#5 80 : 2 80,9 7O 1 4 469.1 77;4U179; MAUI 46io 02.2 plea F4:6 93,1 91"01 47.4  Fee$W 78.'2 8 78;6 1767 flood 78.9Wr giWt - 110 50 9 96 A 01.6 92.2 9603 96.3 96.2 06 * 2 $5.2 81.4 79
*
' ? 2 Aj:G 79;4 819$ 75 '.3
i-1167: RAD/511C) 6308 ti-I PO ' S 86 - 0 92a 91:6 89, 41 04A Sl'. I Im 7717 7703 7	 7 7.7; *; *8 *8 75;4
mri^6628, RPM sibo We 69:4 89491 990 90; 1) 86 1 0 83 4 87 .22 ?796 77;.2 77 9 9 77 9 4 j#sjy fl o g ?$;S(1113. RAMOSE010600 85.8 $6.0 $5.5 619 th es.! 84:6 @IA 79 .1 59.2 92e9 IS:$ 6*04 .i t 6 77.6
"o f OF BLADES	 44 IP5037 011 81J 22.2 63o9 57ti W.1 .68 9 78.;2 17.4 69,3 9444 79.9 00 , 96 79 . 3 v3"67 ??;I160:60 76.2 76.8 78o6 4124 40 -.8 79,4 72 e 4 49.4 69.0 76 4 9 69.4 66 # 6 65fa v6 63.6215880 974.1. 72911 73P7 sell . 76:7 73,9 6IP;4 69 @ 4 91 * 6 55 *9 V1 9 S . 72 *8 1 24• 72* 1 7.;:1
QWEAALt WASUOIED j99.11


































i1'te4-66s 4e*,*#IViiS'16't6 aaT 4 tint j ttT £ !xT 6'9%1*  Sit 1 9ttt att:!llNd
Z':asTOiiPOSVoi9'14651irmsosit'E66''aaI'RA9'tot9'6tCttonalto-chiitiAt031vInj7y0 '11*af3A0ter
Viiij^ 06^. ^i:216ij- 4 Rfij C Td£ ;ad 4e
_..
T.	atibT'=GYt'irCT6090lg',pfati 4:D?ltlC.S/JN '1IYtl3A0I''
E	g'i. teiyi. 4049pitiL+l9t4i1,12116 0*,•99AielT'tf19'T9L`;it04L+taMOW#`
Q'4ftL'6•V'tt!i1`it Zt4;6UVUS'Q qfurlOLitLos*914Bt•460'04s4;4GOOIT








Coastto 41*611L 4P6L.041Oj6i96aftONOUTEA01416a6960006Mdti '.a01tt	:4JAI
allies!riftPitfiatf'opt4141tats4.19Oe!'0;46iota11 96T'S60' 141I liD0 +dol Oval '604 1'	011 6`ESTt+11.OuOtt41,514.49191.919edtiAbi4it:TAf'6bva6C6taOjai.as VWdN +dt4t Ylht
ListL'jt[alitt•tt0'OLGaitgistt'$L4`'090=CAt'6i01060896yeas041.else4:fii/um 2967-9+1
leastObi:.9+8L9•TttortTj£tVai5•$LL'Ltt'?R9•96.L19W5'19ViicIZi:000tCM/wi	ti llfillivo
FastMj0*4+ttOtttort9katBIGc .91a itc1tuZ`OIl0'690889T46i4iti.sell:;s 069 •sett
f	6.OStT^lrt0'yt9691sealt+Qt141919'rtt' :i1Ti:t6O'1^ti►41►ii1`596'LpZ+;oOtt'Y! 03L 'T1	1 01
OeftTfi+TiIt9at1Pw94151Dial0•ttt'iL011s'Ti£''6qT•V9tornViaOtalS0 Die 'Tor) q'1al0 l41644t'lattelta+'ft2:19iSILtwittiitt"!92689O•^p'0*90p8ti+109! 914 6 c	FA 
te4Z.tr+Lb.+TL044s+QL06i10094.119eS1CjCt4:Lt£`1.90.4'9VWI;o4if.8";tif/k	+1,911,1
€
l 6.1Tt^1_ifl 692 4iP14640i04i1111416640-Iii0641d'•SL60910'tl01iOnoON 6092	dry^
6otttt'atitilt41'6qd+61sj99Z;;tteatZia[1}411s44t►109s6TOCiTO►+tibob626T	^drl
a'ig4Pat0•!a46'69ziliiZ+60*oatt'aylxi ti44L¢t`CO0%t'.ZRi4i6teS•LL	idl34e









! Lll1' 1 Lii. r 69i t !9e ► Q4i `^ L 9a. VlPi• 9 149 64• T;ii• 4 64• 9' 501• 0 4101' 1.&0?	L1.Ott117	)17EN3.A
9'OZ1Pit6'Od,g•'ttealalaiTaliITle iiVuVat061501VetOeit+ftSoltM "be 0
19121466i^`b46;1-L4'1010 Zi0601VOZ6`0[iiT.L6'DL1'''►tG"Cif'.liill;O8.11	'e.0T if:J












tAyG441110 1131 LNbalade,! `am .0Lais) simil 4Nntomdonasina^1.y 14 61 '4ma	



















'46a) *4921£iy443'49T'9p14196'44t'LiSet*t'Ttseatstop►'TS3191Q'CWT itsspotIli `!A0
'TL11*1 *•4ZTiifiPig1114c'8904i tiL41,4090661of►t6'6z90001'?$Z•ZpT40ROCZTA 936
TOWtiji*'S9;iiy4o49914441'99-'£0tpL'p97171!'9l,OLLC1149Z I UPtiW14.4 93a'loci



































I9i11tiQY8 ONV) 534v93f1 NI131111Womisii^m11





t'kL	 1 FttLL FCAV DATA K tUUGTUJ4 rRorRAM#is7pE( SlsU++D pRt 5513ME LEVEL S 159e
PROC.
nEG,
BATE - MONT"	 9
Fs 73 PERCiNT ft6,
DA Y 	 9
HU",
HR	 ?4,4Ufir,
^, 4Let; F8 09 I NLET 1^^ DE4REES LAND RAi31AME}
41 2D. 3 ^, 4'4. 50,! 70. B0. 90, 11'3, 120, 13'13, 140 1 1561, PNL
FREo, (0.	 }(U.73 ) t0;52 ) (0.70 ) 10,47)11la9) 111 22 ) It. 40}tl . S7) {i,y21t2 . C'9)E2 t 27 }1 ? , 414 } t z l c 2^t }t	 }( }



































3n, M1 1110 7111 73,7 1106 74,4 72,2 77..,: 61 1 9 e0,2 69.9 Olga 69,2 70,9 70.1 10,6 120.3
VEI^ICLE ATT 125 1g.4 19.3 70 1 9 70,6 69,6 b0-,d 611,6 66,6 66!2 6610 67 1 3 *bSf a 6596 b7,^3 117,6




117.0Inn	 PTI 2G0 7b,j 71.0 11,9 71,:3 7q,4 Sb:1 8'J,2 64 .3 63 t 2 61,2 63.•1 t4.161 67 124.2
VATT 0713 6174 255 81;9 ia.7 75.9 79,4 17,1 729V 7Z/l 7102 70 11 6711 69#1 .5 69 11 .t<
k; u34	 777 315 83. 1 Y 62,1 D,.9 fti2 76 .3 1311! 71,1 7 0,2 6900 66 1 ? 69 :3 6 713 65.3 6 7 1 9 1x4.,175,4
' 3APt_ 0939 4{30 61 1 {1 811,1 $1,8 91.5 76,3 I.';'^ 71.4 720.1 72te e5 91 73,2 7212 76 1 3 7x 1 1 1.
B AFt	 2{. 9 RG 500 7d 1 $ 10.6 77,6 75.2 74,2 a'-! - - 65,1 b4.x -! 68 1 8 c -- 6891 e7 1 1 121.6
































74,2 74.6 73 !4 77.3 74,1 71' ! 4 71.6 772 1 2 i?d,i
R	 k 1V[T	 71, DEG F l250 117 0 2 87.8 65.9 8303 83,4 131:41 76 4 4 25 9 2 76 !0 de ! 9 76,4 7814 74i2 7091 130,91x4.1
`	 12951 CF.^G	 K 3 I64'0 83 1 ' 07,2 85 14 93 ,.b
86 1 6






rcAC`15.R2 r,►t/N^ 'GG0 n^.1 MT.^ 8 3.1 45,5 6F l 5 71,6 73.7 13!1 72 1 9 73,14 71177314 73. 1 4
10 1 4
10*4 134,71rD15?tZ ,ir., lM3} 7 'i:tQ 8v t l 139,1 9a,x 0 0 .4 84,? ts^ ! 1 +}u,2 7612 75 . 3 73 1 5 74.9 73, 3 137.6NrA 75449 RPM 3 110 9196 93,4 9 2 .1 92,6 92.4 B/!7 135 , 6 73,7 76!5 73 ! 9 76,2 6
72e# Ti9Z
73 130.1? (	 7901 +=AO/SEt) 4 00 4 98 0 1 fro;x 44.9 94,5 91. 4 95;03 64,5 41.5 76 ! 1. 7? f 5 75 9.2 71.75.8
7411 #4
1411
ltFlt	 7382 1 RAM 5040 93 1 9 X7 6 1 9811 97,9 96.7 910 83.5 802.7 80#3 76.7 79,3 77.3 T?12
1	 773, RAD/SSG} 6 30Q 9111 14 12 93,3 45,5 93,8 41 0 7 86 0 2 79 .7 ?7 1 6 241# 770'1 74i474
7413 77814 ]40.2
139.9






1111 3 1 RA0/Sr C)aL0C0 ?.d.4 ya' 2 93,2 93. 3 91.5
0 ST O r 79.1 73.4 1'2 1.2 71.2 72,0 132,6NV, GF RL AUS	 44 1Z3 a V 51,7 ON.5 9 t!,5 39, . 8 89.4 44 .1 78 , 5 71.8 7116 ales 67,6 b6ee 6717 85.5 137,3
1^`01ia 8 1 5 86 0 1 5795 8746 86,7 ml!. 71.3 7006 $897 7g l b 7113 71 ! 6 71 9.6 66 9 4 134.3
€' 2?fQ7Q 8 1 .0 DO,9 $2,5 82,1 04,1 Td.d bb.7 66,5 13 ! .b 6610 64 1 7 6 14/4 6 1.511 6199
OVER ALL ^EJISi RED 10y rz 102 ; 2 193.1 1 830 5 1421 ; 99 1il 9i.3 91.6 3113 840,2 69.3 mi* 89 9 4 95,064 1 5 - 14V
' fIYTR4LL Ct1lGe)OTED 204 12 102,V 101,2 183,4 132,2 93 1 7 98,1 30•#1 391`[ K7 t o 57 1 { b6e5 8693

























ONE-THIRD OCTAVE DATA -- FRONT DRIVE
a	 P.$e '- F U LL SCALE DATA HEII OCTlOh NROGHAI^ _	 PROC, DATE	 h1ghJTH 44 DAY © NR,	 O.Iy
6G	 C NT DEL HUH DA)Y




nACIAL ion. 7T.	 fl0
„( 3s	 n11	 100
VEHICLE	 P?Q	 125
CONFIG	 Nc-062	 160
LCC ATT FAN	 200
DATE G6-1 8 - 7 8	 250
RUN C40	 315
TAPE	 A721	 400
eAR 29.0 HG	 540
	
(98010136. •Ji2)	 630
TAME $ 4. UE3 F	 B00
	(302. AEG K)	 1000
Ts.E T 77. AEG F	 2250
	






 1 : 11 7• RPM	 '3150(1x;59, RAI)jbjLC) 4000
NFK 9882. RPH	 5000
'	 (1!i35. RAU/SEC) 6300
NFU 1'628. RP11	 1300:0
)1113. i}A0/sEC>110000







	 OVERAL HEASUR D
CVE1.ALL ALCULAT D
PNDB
'101ILL Spt1Np PRESSURF	 LE VELS	 f59.	 jr	 ,	 F,
A f {GLF9	 FROM	 IH^FT	 iW	 1'l,GRFFS
7U	 PE1^	 F
( A ND	 I'ANIANS)
3u, 4v, 50, 60, 70. 8011, go, 1 60. l lo, 120. 130, 1 40, 150. 160.	 ^.	 0.	 0. :1w-
{11,52) {t),7D1(0,87)(1.05) {1,21}(1,40) {1,	 7) {1.75)	 1. 9 2)(7. 09)(2 ?7)(2.44)(2.62)(2,79)(L. )(C.	 M. 1
79,6 8n.1 8 0 .3 81.6 82.1 62.6 83.i 84.3 8 5.3
.
A6.6 R8.6 9 0. 8 95.8 99.8 1 
79,9 80,8 81.3 810 86.5 e3,3 66.a R5,n 8.6.0 85,5 88.8 92,0 96.5 Sn0.3 139,4
78.1 79.4 80.6 80. 9 481.4 83.1 63.9 85.4 86.4 (37:9 89.6 92,9 95.9 96.6 118.8
79.1 79.1 81.4 81.4 8?.1 63.6 83.6 84.6 85.6 n6;9 88.9 91.4 93,9 94.1 1:57.0
79,2 7 9.2 8 0,0 81.L 93.5 13 2.2 83,1 83 0 5 84.5 A5,7 88,0 89.5 91.5 91 ' s 135:4
79,4 62.7 8 0 . 4 8 1.2 83.4 6+2.7 84.4 83.7 87.7 84.9 89,7 90.9 93.9 94.9 137:4
78.5 79.8 8 1.0 8 1 .5 82.01 84.0 A4 . 8 86.5 88.A 9015 43.5 99,8 99.0 97.3 J40,7
83,3 84.0 86*3 87,2 Rb.8 68.5 A9.11 95.5 9 2.5 94,5 96.8 44.0 100 .5 98.1) 143,6
06.8 87.3 8 8.5 90,5 93.5 91.5 d t.5 0 3.- 91.5 46,0 98.3 99,3 99.3 97.3 144.4
86.9 87.2 87,9 90,? 9;01.7 '3'0.2 95.4 9x.9 91,2 93.2 9 5.4 95.9 94.9 93.7 142	 ?
8 5,1 85.8 86.3 88.3 89.6 87.3 P7,B 89 1 6 4 4.3 9 1,6 9 5;1 17,1 96,3 93,8 i42,1
86.7 88.7 89.0 93.2 1)3.5 94:0 04.7 95.3 93.2 95.0 96.7 97.7 97.0 94.2 144;6
86.3 87.'5 84.3 69.13 9;t,5 9'2.1 9i ' °2-1 9 4.5 9 5.6 9 6.8 9 5.3 9 5.3 9 7!3 143.3
86.9 87.5 89,1 91.2 9 2.1 9 2.[f 9 3.6 93.5 95.6 4 6,6 9 7.4 95.2 94,9 91,5 144,1
8 7,3 88.,3 9 2.5 93,8 94.5 94. 1 u5,3 9 6.4 °3.0 96.9 98.3 b6, 0 94.e 9 2.1 145:2
)15.6 86.4 87.4 91.9 89.8 u 1.8 96.0 9t. 4 1 . 5 0 4.8 9 5•`3 94,0 92 01 5 0 9 .9 l4zt 3
84.1 84.8 8 5.6 88,[1 88x6 i19.G 88.8 96.0 9 3 . 6 1) 3.6 95.9 92.5 911,6 87,5 141,3
80.3 83.3 85.$ 87.7 87,9 66.2 F!	 ,4 88 } 4 8 9.4 1) 2,4 9 5,1 9 1.2 91104
89 . 9
87.4 14.01,2
78,2 8 Z . 8 8 2 .q H5.Z 85.6 66. 0 P5.4 ms.p 89. 1 9x . 6 9 3.1 92 ,4 84.7 139;5
80.2 79.6 62,5 86.1 87.5 8 5.9 86.7 89,1 87.9 89,3 92x7 4 0. 9 86.4 85 0 4 139,0
78.7 82.3 82.4 8 5 . 1 84.8 84,4 85.8 87.1 n 0 . 1 9 1.5 89 ; 8 90,6 87.3 83.3 168.6
76.7 80.4 74.3 82,9 84.4 )'6 0 4 A4 2 8 88,5 90.4 95:6 Q 1,4 4 0 .9 87.7 (42.7 139,2
76,8 79.0 79.6 83.6 84. 0 86.1 A6,6 89.7 89.9 93.2 92.5 90.9 86.4 82.9 149,5
74.8 79.2 77,3 82.1 8:1.0 8 6:,6 A50 88.7 89.6 9 n,0 q l,i 9 1 9 1 8549 81.6 140,3
73.7 76.8 76. 3 Bur 2 Rx,3 86.7 1:,5.8 BR-4 9 0 1 0 91:2 9 0.9 9 0 8 3 8 405 8 0 ! 5 141.5
71.5 74.8 73.7 79.1 91.4 66.1 F5.3 A9.1 85.3 96.9 89.6 9 1.1 8:2.3 79 .8 142;0
58.4 72.1 701.1 76.7 77,7 0. 2.2 hl.I F5.4 79.8 97.8 i5.9 R9.0 78.4 77.4 141.9
97.1 98.3 49.1 1f°1• 9 10 2.5 102. 9 1.'3.3 IC 4 . F 104.9 1rd.9 128.4 10'8. 5 108.5 SG 8 .3 155.9
107 .4 10 7 .1 lio.2 112.7 11 3 . 3 113.4 119. 5 115.4 i15 .8 lis.3 119.6 119.9 117. 7 115.1
r	 40
.	 •..'•..t .-"'S-uxrr.?:.ai•ynWws,:Se,..frl.•.u:.m.e^Eli2Ga.,ikL 	ie_.	 ....^.i...mk	 ^.....,.^c..++....^++u^
....
rF
PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PROD' 04TE - MONTN 50 DAY O.HR; 0:0
MODEL SOUND PRESSURF LEVELS ( 59- DE . P- 70 PERCENT REL. 4U14. DAY)
ANGLOS FROM INLET fN_06GREES,fAND,iiAU.IhNS)
30.
	 40.	 90.	 404	 70.	 so.	 4,. 1g0: 1}0, led. 130, 140. 150. 160.
[0.521{0.70);0:871al:OS![1. 22)t1.+0111. S7lC1•71}fl,o2ltZ•pg1[2.$7)[2.^2.){2.791;u.
8p-6 81.3 82.1 03.1 83.$ 85.i 84.5 866 87.6 :9. 1 90 .8 94.1 94
44)[7a
.1 1.62.6
62.3 $3.o 6395 0405 874s 66.0 87:8 98.3 09• .6 90;3 02;0 95...0 100 5 104.3
80.6 82.1 83.1 83,6 83.1 As.9 46 ,.9 87.9 89.4 94, 1 4 92 1 5 94,1 99.4 L62-9
01.9 02.6 64.1 84.4 84.. 9 06.4 0.j 11 7r4 89.1 99 1 9 41,9 94.9 97.4 98.4
61.7 02.2 83,0 84,z 8445 69,5 e5.5 66.5 8745 3 9;8 91:3 52:•7 94-7 96.0
$297 811.7 03.2 64,7 8367 84.9 85.4 45 :9 89.7 9i?2 92.7 64.9 97;9 99.7
83,5 82.8 $S,5 86.3 $'S,3 97.3 88.0 89 ;5 93.3 94;3 97 13 100.3 103.0 10113
06.9 67.0 89.3 09.5 94.9 91,0 92.4 9310 94.8 Ord 100r3 103!0 103r d 101x2
9 -p 9 0...3 91.5 93,3 93.8 9 .4.6 94-^5 95;'3. 97.	 48.5 1 ir0
 111$@ 102.
5 100-e
8 .7 94.9 91.2 44.2 94.9 9 4.04 94.9 46;2 95.7 94;4 95.4 ^6,9 98'.2 97.7
8601 $8.$ 90,2 92.3 09.8 91.8 7i.i 93 1 3 93.8 9419 96r6 104,3 99;6 97.6
6945 91.0 91.9 93.2 94-.0 9495 94;5 95,8 97.0 9690 9915 1$Qr5 99 1 5 97.2
89.0 91 . 5 92 ,8 93.3 94.8 94.6 94.5 94.08 95.0 97.6 99-Q	 •.5 40.3 9660
90.4 91.0 92 . 1 94 * 9 94.1 94.3 99:9 96 1 3 97.4 964 8 99;9 08,5 97 ' 6 95,5
9y.3 91.8 91.3 95.6 94:.5 47.1 96.3 97,1 96.8 90,9 1110.5 00 -8 98.0 45.1
80.9 89.9 90.1 93.4 9299 93.3 93.9 94 1.'1 98.5 914.-3 96., 0 9701 915. 5 4'1.4






	 1	 93.9 95,4 97,9 03.9 95,4 90.4
81.1 86. 3 5599 8^.7 88	 89.	
,6
7 @4.9 91.4 92 -9 99:6 96.9 99.2 9'2.4 86.2
83.5 83.3 854 09.9 9!,7 89.7 915.2 92.1 42-2 49 1 6 45.4 04,1 9112 85'9
82.7 $+5.1 85.6 98.6 87.8 67.7 A9.5 94.6 91-.8 94r5 92 1 5 42,8 90,-1 87.3
79.7 83.7 62.5 86.
	 8791 84.4 690 91,E1 92.2 42.! 43,6 03.6 9. ,2 65;9
80,0 82.2 82,6 86,	 97. 0 89.4 90:i 92 : 5 93.1 99.2 94.5 93.2 8 .2 86,4
78.3 82.0 $0.0 b5.t 8$.7 89'3. Silo$ 96.7 92.1 92;6 43;1 43.6 80,9 85.1
77.7 79 .3 7403 6 2.5 84.8 69. 2 88.6 9Q:4 93..3 97.5 92, 4 92.6 06.8 83.8
75,3 76.1 76.7 8 96 8247 44.6 17:3 96 9 90 .5 421i 9d;I 9296 04 1 5 63.3
11.4 75.4 74.1 3. . q 74 .4 94.4 45.9 47.4 86.3 99.3 871 .4 9+165 81.7 81.4
10C,3 101.5 14291 1&4.6 104 9 7 115.6 136.7 107.n 10li^.2 i69:5 111;1 1119 7 112.2 112.0
liC.4 112.4 113 .1 1130 116 .1 116.3 116.6 118:2 119-3 i2i.1 122. 5 121. 9 120.6 1i8:6




RADIAL 1 i O. FT.	 80
t 30. all	 3.00
VEN I .CLE	 PPG	 125
CONFI6	 NCOO62	 160











TAPS 849 DEG F
	 008
	
:.342. DEG X)	 1080
7WET 77. DEG F	 1250
	
(298. RES K)	 1600
NACT 3.
	 6"M M32 00
[•	 KG/M31	 280





NFD 1062 8 - RPM	 8000
t1113. RAD/SEC:M080
NO • of BLADES. 44 12900
FAR TIP SPEED	 16060
FT/SEC 20000


































PAGE 1	 FULL S CALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAt4 	i'R2; DATE	 NOi+TH 56 GAY P, 14R 	 0.8
>4ODEL S O U ND PkESSfJRf- LEVELS t5Q. UE . F, 70 PERCENT RFL. " 14. DAY)
AdOW; FROM INLET IN GEGRF.F S ,( AN E] RADIANS)
30.	 40..	 5u.	 609	 7p.	 80,	 9C9	 1pp;	 11Q.	 125.	 13:0.	 140.	 1 50.	 160.
f0.52)LI3.7:!){0.1►7111 . 1:5J{1.22!{1.40?f'1.57lL1.79Jti , V2}e^ . ^9fL2.271{Z . 443i2.621[2.79lLU.
8 2
.3 8211 82-13 	 84.6 85,3 AS-8 87.3 88.3 89.8 92.1 95.3 100 .8 15448
81 9 5 83,8 830 85.3 8198 86,0 f18.p 88.3 b9.5 95.•3 9245 97.0 101x 8 1[15.8
81.4 83.1 X3.9 84,6 84,6 86.9 n74i B8,6 90-1 91-.193.4 97.4 101..1 164,4
82..9 83.1 84.9 849 4 85,4 67.1 5 7.1 87.9 89.1 95.4 92.6 96.4 98.9 99.6
82.7 83.2 8327 84.7 B5. p 85 .7 66.2 87.2 88.2 89,2 92if, 048	 95,7 97.2
82,9 $1.9 87.9 84.9 $3.9 85.4 AS-9 8' 6.9 88.2 95.4 92. 01 95.7 98.7 160.7
84.3 94.5 87.3 88,a 86.3 89.18 9 4 , 3 9^tG 93 . 6 94,8 99.3 101. 8 154;5 152.8
8745 88.0 90 1 3 90.7 90,5 92.0 Q3.n 94.6 46.3 98x7 101rS 104.5 104.8 152.2
91.3 91.8 93.0 94.1 33.5 95,3 95.5 96.3 90.6 99.8 102.5 ib4,1 10 4 . 3 102.n
95.9 92..7 93.2 97.7 96.7 97.7 i0R.9 99.9 9R.4 99.2 99,7 10042 99.7 99.4
88.3 90.1 90x1 9098 9C.b 9Qe8 92.11 93,3 95.1 96 1 1 99.6 1014 b 101,1 98.3
91.0 92.7 92.2 94.5 94 9 5 95.0 95.7 96..11 99.2 99.5 fait3,  ID2. 5 101 . 2 98.5
91 .8 93 .6 94. 0 9 .4.8 96,3 9548 95.8 97.1 97.5 99.1 100! 5 100 0 100 . 5 97.3
91.9 92.5 92.1 95.2 9546 95;5 96.4 97}11 98-1 1611;3 101, 6 188 42 99,6 97.3
91.8 93.8 9 3 4 5 97.3 95,7 96.4 911.3 98.6 tfl0 . 3 1!11 .4 1010 101 45 100.0 96.6
90.6 914 92.1 913.4 94.8 95.15 415.9 9F. q 98•b 99.8 1ae1.r 911. 9 97.5 94.2
98.8 89.6 9U-8 93,5 92,9 93.7 94x1 95.6 46.1 97,9 99,4 97.4 95x4 93.1;
8508 89.0 90.0 92 0 7 92.9 91,7 93.1 94,4 96.4 97,9 99,4 9'5.7 95.4 92.7
8 3 . 2 87.6 87.4 9Q.5 911.6 :'1.7 95,6 93.7 95.4 97.6 97.6 96.7 94.4 89.9
84,7 85.1 87.2 9 1.8 92.5 91,4 91.7 94.1 9417 93.6 97.2 95@4 9g.7 90.1
8317 87.3 87.1 89.8 89.6 84.4 9i.(; 92.4 93.6 96.8 93.8 44.6 91.6 99.6
81,7 85.2 84 * 0 88.4 89,6 91 9 6 N9,5 92x9 93.7 93.1 94;9 95,1 91.7 81.4
81.5 83.5 84.1 b8.6 86.7 91 0,1 91.9 94E.,	 94.4 96,0 95.0 94.7 90,4 87.4
00.1 54.0 62.0 8699 87,2 9149 96.8 93,it 94.4 04.1 94.8 94.9 90.4 86.6
7960 8 1 . 1 8 1 . 1 8594 86.6 91.7 F`8.j 9 2 '.7 93.5 g4•i: 93.7 94.1 88.3 R4.8
77.0 a^p . 1 79 9 0 84,1 85.7 91,i 89. 6  97.9 92.5 93.r6 92;6 94.1 86.0 84.3
73e1 7d.6 76.4 80.9 82.2 86.4 Ah; 4 P9.6 88.3 91.0 89.4 41.8 83.4 82.1
101.6 1.0 3 .2 103.5 106.2 1 0 4 .0 106,9 1117." Iris .7 109. 7 i11.1 112;6 113.3 113.7 113.5
112.1 114 .0 114.6 117.5 11 7 ,b 118.E 1111.4 128.0 6!21.2 122.8 123.9 123. 5 122.3 W.2




RADIAL 100. 71,	 80
	




CnNF 16	 I!C-062	 16+0
LCC A TT FAH	 200
LATE 06-18-75	 250
Fi:N 4 2 	 315
TkpE	 53440	 400
BAi1 2910 HG	 500
	( 7803C. N142)	 630





76ET 7?. i7EG F	 .1250
("e9P. DF, K)	 1600
hACT C.	 Gm/43
	 2000
(4	 Ka /M3)	 2500
NFi 11644 •
 RPM	 3150
(121 9 . RAO/SEC) 4000
NFK 11373. RPM	 5000
!11 91• PA D/SEC ) 6300
%F c u-628. RP11
	 8004
11113. kAOlaEC)10000
` NC- Of BLAilES 44 12500










































-	 PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA KEniiCTi pN PROGRAm
	 PRO  pA^^ RONT4 63 AY 0 HR. 0:8
MODEL SOUND PRESS.UAr- LEVELS (59. DEC. Fa 70 PERCENT REI., HUN: DAY)
N
INPUT AT STD5PL 30. 40. 50: 60, 706
AN L6S
104
FRal INLET 06GREES . IANaa RAD1 NS1
130,	 1^0• i60.	 01j0, ip0. 110. ito. 110. 0.	 00	 Pwc.
FREG# (0. 52);0,70)10.	 7)11.09)1t•22 ;1;7f)4.921;2.09k2.?7112.441 ;2.¢21;2.79);6. )i0•	 1;'0.	 )
{ 50 81 .8 81.6 8 1 ,0, 83.6 84.1 a406 115.3 87.3 88+i 69.3 91.1 44.4 99.8 163.3 i4Z•0
63 01.3 83 . 5 83#3 64.3 87 6 8 86 .6 bs ; A 88 f p 88,.8 39 . 0 92;3 93.. 8 100.3 1A4.3 143.#0
RADIAL 100. FT. ac 80.9 82.4 93.4 63.9 83.9 65.9 86..,9 Be., 89.4 Oj:;j 93.1 96.1 99.9 162.9 14214{	 130.	 -1 100 82.1 82.1 83.9 6494 84.6 86.! 86.6 87 1 4 88.6 89 1 6 92;1 95.4. 98.1 90.1 14016
VEHICLE
	 PP8 125 01: 9 82.2 020 8492 84 1 2 d5r2 8 +5;T 860 d7.2 88r4 90x 7 92;2 94;9 95;9 138x5
CONFFG	 NC0062 180 41, 9 81.4 8317 64.7 83.7 65.4 85 2 7 6612 89.4 9$ 1 9 93 2 4 94;4 97.7 99 1 2 14017
LOC	 ATT FAN 250 83,0 83.3 86.3 86,3 65.5 87;8 86.8 9Q 1 5 93.3 05:3 98:0 99,8 103.0 141.6 14419
DATE 36-i8-75 250 86,6 87.3 09.5 09.7 90 *
 3 91.5 42.3 94 1 6 95..3 9i;2 100s5 102.7 103.9 100.5 14619
RUN	 43 315 911.5 9i.p 91 9 5 93.5 03,F 94.0 95.3 96.3 97.3 98,3 101t S 102. 7 103.0 160.3 147;8
TAPE	 56440 400 119.7 40.7 90.9 94.2 94.7 94.2 94;9 95;4 95.4 96.2 97 1 9 9809 97.9 97 1 4 145.6
BAR
	
29,0 NG 500 68.1 09.1 9091 92.6 9t..3 91.3 92,1 94 1 1 94..a 95.6 99 , i 0998 98;8 97 i 1 i0ti198030. N/"21 630 9S,2
6
91.0 91.2 93.7 93 9 7 94 ,6 95 1 2
TA PIR
9+x;8 976-i 911 1.5 99 1 7 1 110
89 ,3
94;7 46;7 14607
83# DEC F 600 95 91.5 9198 92 1 8 94.0 93.8 94 1 5 9416 95.5 97.8 99 ; 8 98.0 96.3 146:0
;303, DEG K) 1000 90,1 91.4 92.4 94.2 94.4 94.3 96.4 9518 97.1 9816 100;1 96.7 97.9 95,ya 146;6?WET	 77. DEG F 1250 90.5 91.3 91+5 95.3 94..2 97.1 96.5 4 1 4 99.6 100,, 9 100,0 99.0 97.5 94.6 147;7
t298.	 DEL", K) 1600 a9.4 89.7 90.1 93 # 6 93.1 93.3 93.9 94.8 96.5 98,6 99 2 6 474 95.8 92 1 9 145;5
NACT u.	 Gm/M3 2 00 87.8 A8.86..9 89:,)
92,8 92.1 92,9 92;i1 93; 9 94 , 6 911;4 08r1 95,7 94 ; 4 91;3 144,4
to
	
K81F93) 2 00 03.8 88.34 t.691.7 90x2 91x4 '9214 93.9 96r6 47 1 9 941 7 93 1 1 90x4 143,6
NFA 10966; RRM 313.0 01 #9 86.8 66.4 88.9 09.1 90.0 8094 92. 1 92.9 952 9 95 1 9 94.9 92.4 58.2 14228
(1140• . NAO/SLCI 4000 03.7 8391 8597 9891 91.2 84.9 80.9 90.4 92.6 92 1 3 95.1 94:.1 91.4 80;9 142;4
NF9 10721 • RPM 5000 8292 85.8 85 9 4 88 * 8 88.3 67.9 54 . 3 9j;6 9i.8 43.,e 921 3 93,3 90 . 3 67.1 141;7
411229AMOSEC) 6300 80,2 83.7 82#0 06.9 67.6 90 ; 1 38x3 9tr3 92.2 4i;6 93 1 9 9#:.4 90 1 2 85;9 141:5
NFO 10628. RP14 8000 80.6 81.9 83.3 679.1 57.2 59.8 9fl 1 6 92 1 4 92.9 94x7 74 1 7 93 1 4 89;1 86,2 145,2{1113, 0Ap/SEC?I0000 78.5 82.2 81.0 64.8 8492 90.3 Sa.3 9i3O 92.1 92,5 93,3 43 0 9 80,1 84x9 14219
NO. OF BLADES	 44 12500 76.7 74.5 79.3 a2.9 85.3 1!9.7 Sa.R 9 5 .7 91 .5 9 2.g 42.4 92..3 87.0 83.3 143.4
FAN TIP SPEED 16000 75.0 78.4 76.7 91. 7 1139 4 88:;7 as; 5 9R ;8 96.2 9St;1 lave 92.3 85 ; 0 62;2 144;6FT/36C 29000 71 . 3 75.3 74.5 79. 9 a;,,4 R4 . 8 53.3 87.B 65.9 Ba .9 t^7. 9 89.7 61.6 80.1 143.9
CVFRALL ME SURER
OVERALL CALCULATED 20so4 101.5 102 9 2 iG4.7 JOA 6 1b5 ; 6 iiaj i 137 2 2 11]8..2 i69;8 111 1 3 111 ' 8 112!2 111.9 1,:0.8
PROS 110.9 112 4 6 11392 116 9 0 115, 4 116:1 ii6.9 118.4 119.4 131.3 122.6 122,0 170.6 110.4
43
g p AGE: 1 FULL SCALE DATA REDUC T 10N PROGRAM	 PROC, D ilTF - MONTH 69 DAY 0 .
 HR. 0:8
t ; ODC-L S O U ND FRESSURF LE VELS (39. PEG. F. 70 PERCENT REL. HUM. DAY)
ANGLES FROM 14FT iN liFCRi -P-S (AND -: ADIANS)
14	 15	 16SFL	 INPUT AT STD
FREQ.
3u.	 4 0,	 50,	 60.	 70.	 8#1.	 91 2 	 150.	 11U.	 72fl.	 1 30.	 0.	 We	 W.
1.0.5211.0.70)1.0.87){1,EIS)1.1.Y2)ti.40)If.57)I1l75)ci,92}^?,09){1.27){2.44}{2.62 )1.2.79 )1.1.
5 0 82.1 82.6 82.8 84. 1 84.8 86. 1 +,5,8 67.8 88..6 1.19 .8 9203 95. 8 100. 8 165,3
63 82,3 84.0 83.8 55.5 87.5 86,3 8.8.3 R8,3 89.8 91,,8 9 2,8 07.0 101.5 165,8
RADIAL
	 1Gu-	 F T. 8p 81.9 83.4 83.9 65.1 811,9 86.9 1'7.4 (99.1 96.4 41.9 4 3.9 07.6 101.4 1!14.6
(	 32.	 '41 100 83.1 83.6 84.6 85.4 65-4 87.4 117.4 88.4 99.6 91.4 9 3.1 96.4 98.4 99.9












151;7CENFIG	 NCi-062 160 82,7 82.4 83.2 84.9 84.2 85.7 86.2
LCC	 47T FAN 200 84.5 05.0 87.8 88.3 86.5 904
09 0
91.8 93.6 93.6 05;3 99.0 102 . 0 1{1 4 .8 103.3
L A T E	 u6-18-75 250 88,0 65.8 90.5 90,5 96.5 93.5 45.0 '76.8 98.7 102;C 105.0 10'3.3 102.7
FLN
	
44 315 91.5 92..", 93.0 94. 5 94.0 9^5r0 96;0 97 = 0 99,0 16; 11.12;11 104,5 104.0 101.8
TAPE	 33721 400 90.9 92.2 92,9 90.2 96.7 97.9 104.4 99.9 98.2 99;2 100x4 161.2 99.9 99.2
EAR
	
29-; HG 500 88.8 89.8 90 4 3 91,6 91 8 1 9i f s 92.1 930 95.3 96;4 100.6 102.1 101 ! 1 99.6
(98030,	 N/42) 630 91.5 92.5 93.0 44.5 94.7 95,5 66.0 9i; 5 98.0 99,8 101!5 102. 7 101.2 98.7
YAMS	 83-	 UEG F 800 9 2 . 3 43.5 45.0 94,6 96.5 97.1 4.6,jy 97.8 97.5 99.3 100, 8 100± 5 100.3 98.0
t3y1-
	
PEG K) 10110 91 .9 9 2 . 3 92 ,9 95.7 95.6 95,5 96.9 97;3 '18.1 100,3 1a2,1 101#0 99.194.8
96.7
96.3TWET	 77.	 DEG i 1256 92,5 93.8 94.3 97.9 94.7 4 7.1 9403 9R.6 99.3 iRi-4 107.'3 102,3
{198.	 CE6 1{1 16) ,e 90.4 91.9 91.9 9 5.9 75-1 95.5 r75.9 96,5 9fl.6 49.13 1U073 99.4 97.5 94.1
HACT	 u.	 GM/M3 2600 89-5 89.5 9 11 , 5 9 4 15 0 3x1 4 30 9 94..3 9 6;1 96.4 98.4 99,t. 47,5 95,9 93,u
(,	 KG/13) 2500 86.0 89 .0 9 0 . 3 9309 9'"c-9 91.9 93.1 94.4 96.4 98.1 99.9 96.7 95.4 92.7
FFA	 11 6 13 • 	RP?l 3150 83-2 88.3 87.9 940,1 9;..4 91.5 44.9 93.9 95.1 97.4 98.1 97.2 94.6
89.9
(121 6 •	 HAD, •4:SEC) 4000 85,2 85.1 87.4 92.1 92.2 9 1. 9 9t.9 94.9 94.9 95.8 9 7.4 95.8 92. 9 90.4
NF}t 11353.	 RP N 5000 63 , 3 87.6 87.1 9r-6 09-3 89.7 01.8 03.3 93.6 460 94,3 95 . 1 91.6 8818

























9 1.51 *5 . 0
;7
93 1.? 9 3 -7 9 3 -9 9 4.6 94,8 E8.5 85.8NC- OF BLADES	 44
F A N TIP tiPEEO
12'500
16000 77.7 00.5 76.7 04.2 85.4 90,7 H9r7 93;8 93.2 93;9 92;8 95.3 86x7 85.2




ULAT D 101 . 9 133 .1 103 , 9 186 . 6 704..2 iu7.2 i^e7;9
, 9	 ,1;	 .•. 149, 4 1f l;2 11 Z . V 1l3.b 113.8 113.8 






























a.:.t:.^x»w^a,. 	 -^a^sis_..^.^^	 ^,^dHab,..Y.,:xi:at^t^.ri(tiYr3iai.,•^ . ^ z ^..a.Sfs!.:si:.^i^:.:^s.aie...tiai:.a^esbt3el saaG.,^.-^ .r.:^7^es
PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAil	 ,PROC, DATE	 NGNTN 75 Q#i► O, HR. 0.8




RADIAL no. CT.	 80
















TA14P 83, UEd F	 800
	
( 4ol. DEG K)	 logo






KFA 13110 6 . Rp"	 3157
t10:^8.,R A0/5EC) 4000
Krw 9 Ea j. RPM	 5000
{1334. RADMC) 6300
Nf p 1462 18. RPO4	 8000
(1118. NAD/SEC)10000









MODEL SOUND PRESSURF LFVELS Me DE . F. 70 PERCENT NFL. HUH. DAYI
ANGLES FROM INLET IN^ DEGREES ,(AND HADIANS)
30.	 40,	 So.	 621,	 70,	 00.
	
9@. 180. 110. 1x0. 130, 140, 190. 160.	 0.
[0.f2)ti3. 7 0f[0. 87 };1. ps )[1.2?f[i,4oiii:fi7l[i:7s1^i: 92ff2: p9)[2.^7)t2, 44ft2:6?f^2.79)[0. )to.
80,4 80.3 60 ,6 81.8 15,".6 82.8 83.1 84.6 85.6 87;1 89.1 91.3, 95.8 99..6
79.5 81.0 81.3 52PO 86.5 63:A SK:5 85;t 86:3 87;3 09;3 92.3, 96.5 100,3
78.6 80.1 81.1 81.4 81.6 83.6 64.1 95.9 86.9 88!190;4 42.9 96;1 98.4
79.6 79.6 81.4 8 ir 9 St,9 £3.4 A3+6 84.6 86.1 R7,i 89.9 92 , 4 94.6 94.4
79.4 79,9 0097 81. 9 81, 7 82,7 82ai 93,4 84.4 65,9 88;2 89.7 92,2 91;9
79.7 62.7 6.0.7 81.4 St.4 82.9 84.7 83.9 87.4 87=7 89.2 0 0. 7 93.7 94,.2
78.6 80.6 81.3 8198 82.3 84,0 As t o 86;5 88.3 9003 4,3;3 45.5 98.5 96,8
04.0 84.5 6691, 97,2 86.5 88,5 89.3 96;5 92.8 94,2 96 1 8 99.2 100 ! 0 96'2
86.8 87.3 86.8 90.7 91 . .8 91.8 ;i;3. 93.3 94+3 96;5 98 21 8 99.5 94.8 98.0
86.9 88.2 87.9 90.4 99,2 90.4 90,9 91,7 92.2 03 21 2 95.7 96.2 95.4 94.2
85.1 85.8 86.6 89.6 @1 9 8 87;4 88.3 96;1 91@6 92 1 1 95,1 9616 96 ' 1 94;6
56.5 87.7 89.0 93.5 x13,7 94 i 3 94 x 2 96 ' 3 95.6 95,0 97 i 0 9'.7 97;5 94,7
86, 0
 67.1 69.5 90,0 9090 91.6 90.8 92.1 9 2 .8 95.6 96.8 9540 99.5 92.8
86,6 87.5 89.1 91.5 91.9 91 ' 0 93.9 93'8 95,1 96.,6 97;9 95.7 95;4 92.2
87.0 88.6 93, 0 9493 04,7 93.9 95.5 96.4 96.6 96.9 98;8 96 0 5 9+3.0 92.1
85.9 86.4 87,4 9fl.4 89 .8 900 09'6 41;3 92=6 95;3 96,3 95.4 92,5 89.9
303.8 8 4.5 86.0 69.	 6893 68,4 88 . 9 3 9x 9 9 9,"j .4 92,9 95 9 6 92+2 91;1 89;0
6190 83.3 85.0 8709 8706 6s.9 87.6 89.1 90.4 91 1 8 956 41'9 9.8.,	 87'7
78.7 82.8 82,4 8594 85.4 86.2 65.1 88.6 89.4 92.6 9 3., 1 92.9 90.4 85.4
84.4 80.3 82,7 86.6 87.2 8662 86.1 39.1 89.4 88,8 02;4 91.8 48,8 8616
79.2 62.8 8206 85.3 8496 84.2 964 87.6 88.3 9j;5 89;8 00.8 87 '8 84,6
77.2 83-9 79.5 83.8 8,21,9 66.9 8498 88, 43 90.7 90;1 91.0 01, 9 46.2 83.9
77.3 7 .4 80 . 1 83,9 83.7 86.3 A6.9 89.7 9 1 .4 93.2 92.9 91; 4 46;
	
83.4
7593 79.7 78.0 5293 420 9 07,3 85;5 89;2 89.8 9r^;3 91,3 41,4 46;6 82;9
74,9 77.5 76.8 80.7 8 2 .3 87. 2 86.5 89. 2 90.2 9 6: 4 41:1 41'0 45.5 82!1
73,2 76.3 74,9 79.7 8j. . 1
 06,5 H5,7 89 1 5 89.5 92,3 40,0 9 O 83,7 82.,0
70+1 7 - 0 72.5 77.4 78,1 82.6 81.3 g6.i e'4+7 87.9 86.6 8 .4 8006 80.6
97,2 98.4 99.9 102.2 102 9 5 102.9 163;3 104.7 105.5 it16:9 108:6 106.7 109.0 168.4


































PAGE I	 FULL S C11LE DATA REDUC T ION PROGRAM	 PROCr p4TE - MONTH 82 pAT B,HR, 0:8




RADIAL 100. *T.	 SO
( 3u. 11	 109
VEHICLE	 PPO	 125
CONFIG	 NC-062	 160
LCC NTT FAN	 200
GATE 06-10-75 	 250
RLN 46	 319
TAPE	 S3441	 400
6AR 29.0 NG	 500
C 9803C. u/42)	 630
TAKE 84, DEG F
	 800
(302. DEG K)	 1000
ThET 77. '.)EG F	 1250
(198, DEG K)	 1600
H ALT a,	 G M IH3	 2000
-	
KG/M3)	 2500
NF A  9 203 RPM	 3150
t 964. RAD/SOCI 4000
%FK 6993. RP 14 	5080
( 9 42. , W(A0iSFC) 6384
Nrt 1x!62 8 • RPM	 $000
(11130"HAD/SE010000
Nc . OF BLADES 44 12500





MODEL 50UND PRESSURp LEVELS (59. DEG. P. 70 FERCENT REL. HUM, DAY!
ANGLES FitbM 1NLET tN k,EG ptus iAND RADIANS)
3r}.	 40.	 50.	 60.	 70.	 BU.	 ?0. 1Q0. 110, 120. 130. 140. 350. 160.
{0.'S2 ► t0.7D!{0,87}{1,U'S1ti.22}{1:^0}1i,37ft1.^51^i.923t2.g91t2.^7)[2.,41t2.52!{2.79}tU.
76,3 77.6 78.5 7 9 .1 5 ,1,3 79.8 664 Si-8 87.6 43.3 85.3 87.8 91.8 45.1
76.5 77.8 79.0 78,8 85.5 79;5 84.3 Si 8 82.8 83;8 85;3 8795 91.5 94.8
75.4 76.9 77.9 78.1 78.1 80.4 Roy - 0 87.1 82 ,9 R4.i 66 # 4 8896 9 1*6 93.9
75.9 76.1 78.4 78,4 78.9 E 0..4 P4.4 81.4 62.6 R3.9 85=6 8841 9 0.4 90'01
76.0 76.0 77:0 78.'3 76:2 79;2 7 .4.2 80;7 8 1 ,6 82,2 841.2 85,5 87,7 87,7
76.2 7 +5.2 77.2 78-2 76.4 78.2 79.7 79.7 81.2 82.7 84.9 86.2 89.4 69.7
75,5 7695 78.6 7890 76.5 80x8 82.0 83;5 84.3 R7;b 89;4 01.3 94 # 3 92;8
80,8 81.0 83.3 63,5 83.3 85.2 AS-8 87x5 89.6 9p,5 93 x0 95.5 96,0 94.4)
83.0 83.2 95-3 86,8 86,8 1x8;3 89.5 89a 91.3 9 11 8 9 4 '0 3 95.8 95'8 4368
82.4 83.2 83.9 85:9 86.7 86.9 07.2 01 9 88.4 89.7 91.2 92.2 90.9 69.7
80.1 01.8 820 83 4 8 R3,1 83,1 114.1 85r3 86.6 87;9 9 0 # 6 9291 9 1 1 3 89.6
83.0 83.5 840 99.2 87.7 88,3 a¢,S 89.8 90,7 91,8 93,0 43.2 92 ' 5 90,2
6 2 15 83.8 8 4 4 3 85.6 6695 86.6 87.5 88.3 88-8 90. 8 9 21 3 91`3 9 1 .3 88.3
9.62.4 65.8 85#6 69.0 $7.6 83.3 8949 R4 Q1.5 9313 44.4 91.7 91.4 88.0
8i-8 83.3 84-0 87,3 06.7 87.4 67.8 88.9 91.ti 93 # 1 94.3 91-5 90.0 87.8
81.1 81.9 81.9 85. 4 8393 66.8 66:i R7.? 88.6 9a.5 91.`1 90.1 88.3 85.2
79.5 8 . :0 61.3 d4t5 84.1 84,7 85re 87,4 80#6 B8,4 41'1 89-0 66.9 84,5
76.3 7.3 S1 ,0 93,7 83.2 A199 6'Ur9 44x9 86.9 97.8 91.6 57.2 $6.1 83.4
73,7 78.8 7694 81-4 6-.,9 E 2 ,o 431-; 84:7 85.4 89. 1 39.6 88. 1 6504 80-7
75,5 76.1 76.2 82,6 82:7 81.9 81.9 346 84 -7 84'08 8g:4 86 1	 64.2 81.6
74.3 78.6 78.4 81 * 8 SPol 150.2 81.5 d3.6 84.6 89-d 65-6 84,1 53.6 80,1
73-7 77.7 76:8 80.4 S	 63:.6 8zr8 85,8 88.4 97.1 89,1 89,4 85, 	 8^1 07
73.0 15.9 76.6 8 0 .6 7^.4 82.1 R3.1 69.4 96.9 89.6 $9.2 87. 9 82.1 74.4
71.6 75.9 74.5 79.4 74 9 4 84,1 A7'S 86;7 87.4 RS;fl 69 # 4 $8.6 83,4 79,1
7019 7 4.0 74. 0 77,7 79.5 64.9 6 4 . 3 57.7 8$.7 96.6 69.9 89.3 82.7 19.8
64 .5 12.8 7 1 -7 7	 78,6 83,8 83.5 BB,I 67.7 6	 y9,a 88,	 89.8 81.11 79;5
63.6 7#x '00 69.0 69.	 74.9 79.9 79.1 84.6 63.4 86.9 45.4 88.4 77.4 7698
93.1 94.5 9593 9799 97.{, 98.7 99.2 10j;7 #(1198 1j3 '0 3 104 1 7 104.(1 104.6 103.9
103.2 145,2 106.1 1084 8 16t^.7 St9.i 1119.6 111.3 112.6 114.2 116.1 115.0 113.5 111.2
0.	 0.	 a. PHL






















1 37 ; 0
138 ra






PAGk 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUC T ION PROGR-AH	 PROC; DATE. -^ MONTH Sa DAY UO HR. 0:6




RADIAL. 1,10: FT.	 80
	
( 5;i. 4)	 100
VEHICLE	 PPG	 125
CO11FI G 	NC-062	 160
LOC ATT FAN	 208
D A TE 0818.75	 2110
RUM 47	 3:1
TAPE	 53441	 a^0
BAR 29•Q .}G	 540
	
( 98030. N142)	 630




T40ET 77. OES F	 125.0
	
(2984 DEG K)	 L600





NF A 73 80. RPM	 3150
i 794. RA0156C) 4000
NFK 7415. RPM	 5000
( 776. RAG/SEC) 6300
RFD 1462 8 , RPM	 6200
(1113. R'AMEC)10000







MODEL SOUND PRESSURF LEVELS t5i♦, DEG. E 0 7, 0 PERt;ENT REL. H !1. DAY)
ANGLES FROV I NLET 1N_pEGRE66.LAND.fi ADI A.NS)
	
30 0 	 4 0.	 '50.	 60.	 70,	 80.	 90 * 160. 1}0, 1.x11. 1;0. 140. 130. 169. 	 0.
t0. 5?}IQ0 70)i0.87yt1.05)i1.22fti.^61ti.57).i1. 751 ii• 42} i2,g9}t2.271t2.441t7.b2}tx.y91t0.
73.3 72.1 73.6 73. 8 76,0 73 0 9 76.1 75.6 76.1 77.3 79.3 5 1 .1 63.B 86.6
70,8 12..3 76.9 72.5 85.3 73.5 A3•5 7118 76.6 76 1 8 78.8 61.5 83.8 85.8
69.6 76;.6 71,6 71.9 71.9 73;9 1494 75.6 7606 77.6 79x6 0069 82.9 84.4
70.4 7,7.4 72 0 6 72.L 72.9 74.1 73.9 75.1 75..6 ii-6 78.6 80.4 8 .4 81.6
69,7 69.7 71 1 0 73.7 72,5 72;7 75:2 74.4 7S.G 76 1 2 77;5 78.x. 7^;0 Bops
69.4 68.4 69.4 70.4 714.7 71.4 70.4 73=2 13..2 74 1 7 76 1 1 78,4 60.9 a1;7
68.8 69.5 71.0 71 .5 72.0 73;8 7t1G 7618 77.3 79e3 8115 83.3 85.8 8418
74,3 74.5 76.5 77.0 76.5 78 1 5 80,0 81;0 8206 83,7 85 18 8792 87,5 a600
75.a 76.8 78.0 79..8 79,8 180.5 Aisi 820 83.0 h4;3 a6,8 87.8 86,5 84.5
75. 4 76.7 77,2 80,4 ai.7 81,4 Ri.4 82;2 82.2 R4;4 86.7 86.4 83.7 81.7
73.1 74.1 74.8 77.1 76.1 75.8 76.8 79:6 79.6 86;1 82 16 a4'+1 83.3 81.3
74.5 76-.0 76.2 80.7 60.5 07;0 91-* 64;0 83.6 8500 66,7 86 9 5 64 1 7 62,7
75,3 78.3 78.6 51.3 83:0 82.6 84.5 83.1 83.8 85.1 66.3 bs.a 84..0 81.6
75.9 75.8 7094 80..7 70.9 (10,3 82.1 42.a 84.4 86.;6 87;4 83.0 62 19 80.5
75.0 76.3 79.g 62.1 81.0 79.9 H7.5 83.1 84.8 87.4 87.7 6505 63.'5 81.6
73,6 14.7 75,9 78.4 7998 79.6 Rt • 4 87.P 81;,3 94.2 65,8 9304 8092 7447
72,0 73.3 73.3 76.8 77,3 77,4 iA.8 79;9 79.4 4jr 6 84 1 51 87.2 80.1 77t0




4 7.1 7 0 . 4 73 0 2 73#4 74..5 7;.6 75.9 77.9 R6;4 82?1 8097 77..4 73.4
	
66.7	 6 7002 73,9 74.7 73.4. 13.4 764 76.4 76 1 8 86.4 78.9 73;9 73.9
62..0 71.8 71,4 7306 73.6 74.4 7S.0 79.1 79.6 92;5 82. 0 79.8 76.3 7303
67.2 70.4 68+6 72.1 73.6 76,! 74,3 79 1 5 8194 1i; 8 84;6 84.1 78.9 74.2
664 68.7 69 9 3 72.6 73.4 76.1 76.9 8n;2 ni.6 84x7 85 1 9 83 1 7 77 1 9 73,9
66.6 6 4.2 68.5 72.4 73.9 78.1 77.3 9y.5 83.9 fl4;3 86 1 1 6519 79 1 6 7416
66,2 68,3 68.5 71 ,5 73,8 79.4 72 9 8 02.7 85.{j 96.2 9619 97.0 79.2 75.3
6#,2 66.5 66.4 7 .3 73.4 78 18 78.n 83,3 83.7 gii;3 65;5 88.3 78 1 0 75,5
67.1 62.8 62.8 6^ra 62.4 73.6 72.8 7R.3 77.7 e t• 9 81,1 04.7 73.1 72.1
86.3 67.4 6809 91,v 920 4 9209 93.4 94:4 95.'5 47.4 96;6 96.7 96.7 95.6



































FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PROC: DATE - MONTH 95 DAY 0 HR; 0:0




RADIAL 100. FT.	 80










8AB 7460 !4G	 500
	198030, N/M2)	 630
TAMS $49 CEO F	 1180
	
{ 302 s 7026 K)	 1060
TkET 77. DEG F	 1250
	
42 9 8. UEG K)	 1600







1 6109 , RAD /SEC} 40:00
kFK 5693. RPM	 3000
( 596. RAWSEC ) 630.0
NFD 7,06.28 ,. RPM	 8000
(1114, RAO/SEC)10000
N0. OF RLADES 44'12500





MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LE VELS (59: DEG. r 76 PERCENT REL: HUM: DAY)
ANGLES FROV INLET I N OFGREES_.[ AND RADIANS)
3C. 40, 50. 6{+, 70; 00. 9O, 1 00. 1#0. I?o. 130. 140. 150. 066. 0,	 O.	 0.	 Pwi.
{0.5$} {n. Tp) {0.117){ 1. 05){1,22^{1. 40)t1.57)^1.1'S)(1.92)1 2.'p9) {2;^71t2.4#)[2.¢2)[2.74)[0. I{D.	 1[0.	 )
64.1 67.6 69.8 69. 1 75.1 67.6 73.6 69.3 69.8 71.3 1 2,3 73 9 8 74.0 76.6
,
121.7
68.0 67.5 74x8 66x5 b510 66.5 82.5 69:8 68.0 69.5 7 0. 6 75.0 74.3 75.3 127,2
63.8 64.4 64.9 65.1 65.9 66.4 67.4 67.4 68.9 69:4 7 0-6 71 .9 73.4 13.9 lia 5
66.4 69.1 65.6 69.1 66.4 67;i 68.3 68.4 60.4 7 6,1 70 : 1 12.9 7109 73,1 114 2
6395 62..1 65.11 64.2 64.0 64;2 64,7 65:' 0 65.7 66 0 7 67;5 618,7 69,2 69;7 11Si0
62.7 61•9 62.2 62. 7 64.2 64.2 65.7 63.1 7 6494 65.4 67.7 68.7 70 9 2 70 1 4 115;6
64.0 64.5 64 ► 5 64.3 66.3 65.8 67.3 67.8 69.3 76.3 720 74.0 74.8 74.5 119;5
66.3 66.8 68.5 66.5 68;0 7 0,2 ?i, 5 72 0 5 7 303 74;5 76 0 3 77;5 77;8 7690 123,2
69.0 69 0 6 7103 77.3 72.5 73.0 74.x! 75,0 76.6 776,.3 77 r 8 79.2 76.0 74.8 12501
67 9 7 67.9 69..2 11.9 72.7 72.7 73.2 73.4 73.2 74.4 75.4 7607 74.4 71.2 123.3
65.6 66 t 8 66.0 68#6 69 ,5 68 1 6 70.1 7 06 8 79 .6 7314 754 76.8 754 x'2.6 12210
67.0 66.7 71.0 7213 74.0 74,5 74,7 77 t A 77:5 77,5 79 0 5 79.7 76;7 76;0 126,3
66.0 69.0 69.0 7013 77.0 72.1 72,8 73.8 74.0 76.6 77.8 7805 76,1 72.5 12414
66.1 67.7 68.9 71x2 71. 9 72 6 3 73.9 748 76.4 79.0 79,6 79;2 75.1 73.0 129,6
66.5 67.8 69. 0 72 9 3 72.5 72.9 74.3 7S.4 77.8 79.9 80.0 79.5 76.3 74.3 12614
66.4 66.7 67.6 70.4 71.3 71,8 72.4 74.5 74.5 77.3 79; 1, 76 .o 7 4.5 72.2 04.6
6510 64.0 6596 671b 69.3 64.7 76.0 7469 72.1 74:1 77;6 77.0 73.6 71.6 123,0
6190 63.5 64.8 67.1 66,7 67;9 69,9 . 71 8 9 72.6 74,6 7R,6 76.4 73,4 70'4 123:1
57 9 7 61..8 61.7 6309 65#4 66,0 65.6 68,.E 69.9 71.6 7 4.1 74.4 7 0.1 65,9 119=9
61 92 65 .6 63.0 64.9 66.2 66 1 2 65.7 68:6 6869 6613 7x.2 71.1 67.9 66.1 I-L& 7
6195 62 ► 6 63.1 6413 649 5 65 t 9 66.8 64.9 77. 1 74,8 74. 0 74.3 70.1 66 6 3 121,3
61.5 63.2 63 ► 0 64.6 66.6 69,6 67.5 73. 8 7692 77,1 79,6 6 1.4 76.7 70 6 9 126;3
61.3 61.4 6298 64.4 65.2 68.5 68;9 73.7 78.4 7Rrp 79 1 9 80.2 73 1 4 68 7 9 126,3
61.1 62.4 61.3 64.4 65.4 ?1.4 60:5 74.7 77.1 78.0 8.0.4 81.4 7'3.1 70.6 028;3















69 ,5 15i ,5
57.5 61,1 6	 . 9 *4.1 77.9 72.6 64.6 1 8.7
79.3 80:2 81,8 82.6 R % ."• 84,4 ms;9 P.7 ;1 88.2 9 n•1 9 1;5 92.5 88,7 86.8 139.7































FULL SCALE DATA REDUC T ION PROGRAM	 PROC, SA TE - MONTH 01 DAY 0 #tR. 0:8GT RE	 1j"m DAr)PAGE 1




RADIAL 190. FT. 	 60





LOC ATT FAN	 200
D A TE 36-10-75	 250
RUN 49	 315
TAPE	 53441	 4.00
BAR 29.0 H4	 500(98430. ;41'12)
	
639
JAMB 84. DEG F
	 800
	
(302. DEG K)	 1000
YWET 11, nF4 F	 1250
	
(298. OFF K)	 1604
HACT 0.	 GM/M3	 2000
(,	 ,KGIH3)	 2550
NrA 7 56 1. R pm	 3 59
( 792, RAD/SEC) 4000
NFK 7389. RPM
	 5000
( 774 .HAD/SEC} 4300
NFO 1062x. RPM	 800*
(1113, RAA/yEC)10000
tips OF BLADES 44 12500





r4OIlEL SOUND Pf?E5St1RF LF vELS ("a u tu F. 10 PfH EN	 L.
ANGLES ;iiN 141_ET (N D^GRFBS (AND RADIANS)
3j.	 40.	 50.	 60,	 7n 6	an.	 93; iQD. 110. 12u. 130. 140. ISO. i6p, 	 0.	 0.
;'0;521{1.l.7(1){0.87^)t2*US}t1.22It1.^E!](l.•g7)[1.75}j1.92)('7e49)(2.;7)(2.,4)(2.[x2)(2.79){J. 	 )(Go
74,1 73.6 7 3 . 6 74,1 77.1 74.3 76.3 76.1 76.8 77.8 79.6 80.8 S3.8 86.8
71.5 72.5 75.8 73.0 65.(; 73.8 83;5 75.8 76.3 76,8 79.0 81.3 83.5 86.3
73.1 71.1 72#1 72,1 77.4 74.1 74.4 75.4 76.6 77.9 79.6 81 . 1 81.1 84.4
79.9 71.1 72.4 72.4 73.1 74.4 74.i 7446 15.4 75.4 78.6 8 'x+ .4 81.1 81.1
70+2 7:,.5 71.7 74.4 71.7 72, 7 75.5 74 0 0 74.5 76 1 a 76,5 78.2 78,7 80.5
69.4 68.9 69.4 71..2 71.2 72.2 72,4 7?.9 7362 74.9 77.2 78.9 81x2 82x2
68,5 69.9 71.6 71.0 71.5 74;6 75,3 76;5 78.00 70ta 61 '1 8 83.8 85.8 84.8
74,5 73.8 76.5 76,7 76.3 78.5 80.j 81.7 82.8 83;7 86.8 67.7 018.0 86.6
76.a 76.8 78.8 79.5 7 q .5 ►Ip.S ;1M 5p,r, 63.3 44 1 5 86.8 87.3 86..0 84,0
76.4 76.7 77.9 81.2 111.7 8 0,7 118.4 81.9 81. .9 A3.4 85.7 64.4 62.4 SR.9
7396 74.6 74.6 76. x+ 76.3 75.8 77.t 79,1 79.6 5G.4 83.6 85.1 8303 80,6
75.2 76.2 78.5 81.0 89. 5 01.3 Bi.7 84.3 83.6 64-6 86-2 $6.7 85.0 83,2
76.5 76.6 77.8 81.0 83.0 82.1 83..8 $0.6 83.6 84;6 56.8 85.5 S440 80.3
76.1 75.6 7d.4 8 0. 7 $0 * 1 80.6 82 6 4 82.3 83.9 a6,1 86;9 54;5 82,4 80.2
76.8 76.6 78.8 81.6 8-.5 79.9 1 0 3.3 59.6 84.5 37.1 37.;;	 84.8 $3.3 81st
73.6 74..7 75.9 78.4 7`5.3 74 .6 h1.6 R1.5 Sion 8415 85.8 83.6 81. 5 851.4
72.3 73.0 74.0 77.x1 77.6 77,2 X78.8 79,6 79.6 8t;6 85:
9 
82 , 0 $0,4 77.5
69.3 12.3 73.8 76,4 76,7 75,9 11 1 9 79,1 80.4 Rls6 65,	 80 9 9 79,9 76.4
66.9 7 0 .8 7 1 ,9 73, 2 74,4 74. 2 73.9 TA.4 77,9 85.4 82;1 80.7 77.6 73.4
66.7 68.3 70 9 5 7316 74.5 73.9 73.9 70'.6 76.4 76,1 80.7 78.9 75.9 7306
69.2 71.6 71,6 73.8 73.3 74.4 75.3 79.1 79.6 4 7 . 5 82.3 80.3 76.873.3
67.5 ?g:7 69.3 72,1 7,1 :9 76.1 '74,5 9 N,3 80.7 81#1 84,1 84.1 79:
.5
 74,4
67,3 68.2 69.6 72,	 72.7 75.9 77.1 $6-4 da.9 R4-5 B3,2 83.9 77 	 '319
66.3 69.4 68,5 72,4 73.2 77,9 76.9 8{.7 83.6 134,3 813.9 85.9 79.4 74,6
66.4 68.3 68.3 11. 7 73,b 79.4 713.5 H 3!4 84.5 36.2 87. 1 87.3 79.2 74.8
84.7 66,8 65 .9 71.'3 73.4 79.0 70.2 83x3 8312 86.3 85.5 67.8 7-8.0 75.1
69.6 63.5 62.8 67.1 6 6 .1	 13.9 77.6 70.3 77.7 31.4 30.9 84.7 72.6 71.1
$:.,8 87.6 83.9 91.1 92.2 y.7.t1 93,5 44.7 45.3 97.1 9H,6 96.5 96.7 95.6
96.3 98.0 9901 10196 107.0 102.1 L0.4 105.0 105.7 iii y .6 110.1 108.6 106.2 1.03;8
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RADIAL 1U0. FT.	 3e
	
c 3c. M)	 100
VEHICLE	 PPo	 125
CCNFIG	 NC-6062	 160
LOC ATT FAN	 200
D A TE f,6-18-75	 250
RUN ;1	 315
TAPE	 53442	 490





TAME 81 , DEG F	 800
(300. DEG K)	 1004
TWET 75, OE9 F	 125.1





NFA 5022. RPM	 3150
( 6 1C , ,R ADISEC) 4000
NFK 5702. RPM
	5.000
( 597, HAD/SEC) 6300
NFD 1D620. ,RPM 	 6000
(1113. HADISEC)10Q00
4 N C. OF BL ARES 44 12590










ANQL^S FROM	 INLET	 iN	 E]EGREFS , (AND PAt1IAN5)
3a.	 40,	 50.	 60.	 70,	 80.	 90,	 100.	 119.	 t20.	 130,	 140,	 150•	 160.	 0.	 0.	 D.	 °^11_
{0.521{0,7p1{0;a7){i.DS)t1,22}ll.4p){x.57){t.75)=1.92)^2.^9}{ 2 .27){ 2 . 4^}R 2 ; 62) { 2,741{u.	}(0.	 )4:0.	 )
69,1	 68.6
	
69.8	 68.8	 75.3	 69,6	 74.6	 7n. 1	70,6	 73.6	 73 : 3	 74.6	 76.1	 85.6	 1:4;3
66.5	 67 .5	 75.0	 67 10	 64.3	 690	 82.8	 7$,8	 69.3	 72,0	 71=5	 75,5	 74.8	 96;0	 117,9
64.6	 64.9	 66.1
	
66.1	 66.6	 66.9	 68.9	 69.6	 69.1	 71 1 9	 72.1	 72.9	 74.1	 85,4	 172.8
65,6	 65.6	 66.6	 6799	 67.1	 68.6	 69.4	 69:6	 69.9	 72.4	 71.6	 74.4	 73.1	 84. 4	 1?2.5
6 4.4	 62. 4	 65.+2	 65.2	 65.2	 65.9	 65.9	 66;4	 67.2	 69,9	 69,7	 75:2	 70,2	 83.4	 12D,7
64.4
	
63.1	 64.4	 63,9	 65.7	 66.4	 67.7	 66.9	 66.2	 68.9	 69.7	 7 1.2	 72.2	 81.9	 120,1





71,7	 71. 6	72.7	 73.3	 74•,5	 73.3	 77;5	 78;8	 8 0 .7	 S0.8	 hi;7	 tZ6,1
71,0	 71.8	 73.3	 75.z	 75.0	 74,8	 75.8	 77.5	 77.5	 78.5	 8 0.3	 82.2	 80.5	 80.5	 127=6
69.9	 70.2	 70.7	 73.4	 74.9	 74 0 9	 75.4
	
77.4	 76.4	 76.9	 77.7	 75.4	 76.2	 76.9	 125;8
68.1	 69.6	 70,8	 71.6	 71.R	 70.8	 71.8	 73,6	 75.1	 76;6	 79.6	 82,6	 79.3	 77.8	 126,0
6995	 7 1.0	 72.7	 74.2	 75.7	 76 1.0	 76.7	 79.3	 79.2	 EQ t S	 8 105	 8 '2.2	 74.2	 77,7	 120,4
67.5
	
69.8	 70.5	 7 2.x,	 73.3	 73.8	 74.3	 76.1	 75.8	 79.1	 8 p.3	 8 2,0	 79.3	 15.8	 126.8
66.8	 68.2	 70,6	 73.0	 73.4	 73.8	 75.5	 77.0	 77.3	 86;8	 8 0 .8	 80,7	 76.6	 75.5	 127,E
68.R	 6 9 .1	 70.5	 74.47	 73. 9	14.1	 75.;	 77.4	 76.5	 8 1 .9	 8 1 . 3	81 . 0	 77.5	 75.8	 1?7;8





68,8	 6 S .1	 0.7	 74.8	 73;4	 72.6	 73,4	 78.4	 77.2	 74.9	 72,G	 12307
61.7	 03.7	 65.0
	
67.9	 66	 6	 57.9	 69.4	 7p.4	 73.1	 75.6	 79.1	 76.4	 73.3	 71.4	 ti3,5
57,7	 62.0	 62.2	 64.4	 65. 9	66. 0	65.4	 6A.4	 69.9	 7 2 .6	 73 9 9	 74,4	 7 0 .4	 66.2	 120:1
62.9	 61.0	 63 . 4	 66,4	 6792	 67.2	 67.1	 69x8	 69.9	 73 t 1	 73;4	 72.3	 68.9	 67.3	 119,9
62.4	 63.8	 63.	 65. 8	b5.e	 b7.2	 67,5	 71,8	 73.8	 76p3	 75,3	 75 . 5	71.1	 6 7 , 8	 122+7
62.41




	65.1	 69.7	 68.8	 69.3	 73.7	 75.5	 78.4	 79=9	 80.1	 73.6	 69 .6	 126,6
61.5	 62	 61,.7	 65:6	 66.9	 71.6	 69.7	 75;?	 77.1	 79;6	 81, .3	 52.1	 75;9	 70.3	 123,9
60.2	 62.3	 6 1 ,9	 64.4	 67,E	 72.4	 7 1 .5	 77. E	78.5	 8n.9	 R 2: ;	 84.3	 75.7	 71,.7	 131;6
59. 	 60.3	 59.7	 63.3	 64. 9	 7 1.2,	 r,9.6	 7^,H	 76.3	 79,1	 74,6	 84.:3	 73.0	 69.5	 132,2
55,	 57.3	 56,8	 5	 .2	 59.4	 +t5.6	 64.1	 7n. 6 	69.0	 73.0	 72.7	 78.0	 65.9	 64.9	 1'6.5
30.5
	
81.2	 83.p	 84.1	 87.7	 V5.6	 67.6	 9#!.7	 89.2	 _9 1.6	 9 2.7	 44.1	 9L.5	 94.1	 14[!.9
9 0.0	 90.6	 9107	 93.9	 95.1	 05.2	 96,2	 96.7	 99.4 102,0 103;5 104.5 100.6 	 99.b
S!
lid'
PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUC T ION PROGRAK	 PkCC'BATE - MONTH 14R DAY u0 HD. 0.8
"ML -10UNO PMESSUKF LEVEL5 ( 59+ BEO, F. 70 PERCENT	 EL.. .
.
n.	 AIII





70,	 6u.	 90,.	 1. QQ.	 110.	 120.	 130,	 140,	 150.	 160.	 D.	 0.	 0.	 PwL




	 8=1.6	 80,3	 A5.8	 81.8	 8j-1	 83.8	 85,3	 8.7.3	 91.6	 95. 1	 34:8
77.4	 78.8	 7808	 78.8	 85.8	 80.6	 84.8	 82;6	 82.0	 84;5	 85;8	 8810	 91.8	 99ra	 135,5
76.1	 77.1	 78.1	 78.1	 75.4	 80.6	 A5-6	 139.4	 82.4	 3419	 86r6	 88.6	 91.6	 93.9	 134;8
76.9	 76.1	 78.6	 7896	 79 :1	 80.4	 Ab- 4	 fl #.9	 81.6	 AS ! 9	 86-1	 87.6	 89.9	 90.1	 233=5
76.2
	







77.9	 79 .2	 75.4	 79.9	 B5.9	 80..4	 42 ' 9	 95 ' 4	 87.2	 90.2	 90.9	 133j3
76.8	 76,8	 78.8	 79.9	 79.5	 81 . 5	 2. 5	 8 4.9	 84.5	 87 ; 3	 89;0	 91.8	 95,0	 93.5	 13712
81.3	 81.5	 84.0	 84.5	 84.5	 86:8	 8'b ;8	 87 1 5	 88.8	 94,7	 93;3	 43,2	 90,3	 94.2	 i4Q;1
03.5	 83.8	 86.0	 87.7	 87.5	 68.5	 AV 	 90.5	 9 0.8	 92.3	 444	 950	 95.8	 93.8	 141-2
52.4	 63.4	 83,9	 86.4	 86,2	 V6.4	 86.9	 87.9	 87.2	 89.7	 9 1 .7	 92.7	 91.2	 89,4	 138'4
91x1	 82.1
	
6316	 84.6	 8 4 0 1	 83.8	 94.6	 86x3	 86.6	 88,1	 g irl	 92;1	 92x3	 90s1	 137'6
83.0
	
84.0	 85,5	 89.5	 88,2	 89,3	 98 t S	 9 6,0
	 40.6	 91: 3	 93:2	 93 ► 5	 92,5	 90,0	 144,2
82.+5
	
83.8	 85.3	 86.0	 86.8	 67.3	 86..388.1	 88. 0 	 91.12.	 9 3 .0	 91 .8	 90.8	 9808	 138;9

















41.6	 81 . 4	 83. 1	 85. q 	85.6	 0615	 36.4	 87.8	 88.3	 9tr0	 42. G 	00.9	 88 2 5	 85+2	 138,4
80,0	 aC:S	 81 # 5	 84.5	 84.6	 85,4	 84 9 8	 860	 86.1	 88,9	 9114	 88.7	 47.1	 84.8	 13711
76.5	 79.7	 61.0	 84.2	 83,9	 R2,2	 84,i	 85.4	 85.A	 87,8	 92'1	 87.7	 86.6	 83 ' 2	 136x6
74.2	 78.5	 78. 4	91+7	 81,6	 8 215	 3i,6	 84.6	 84.4	 M7,9	 1!911	 88.4	 85.4	 81 . 2	 1,35;4
75,9	 76,0	 713.7	 8 2,4	 83,4	 82.2	 g 2,6	 86.}	 83.6	 6416	 68t1	 91.3	 84 1.4	 81.8	 134,9
75 ,4 	78.6	 7899	 Si.3	 S4,6	 80.4	 R9.3	 84. 1	84.3	 37.8	 86.3	 86.8	 83.3	 811.3	 134:7
74.2	 77.	 76.5	 g0.6	 $r,8	 64.3	 RP;7	 R7,7	 87,4	 87,3	 89.6	 89,8	 84,9	 A	 ,2	 117,0
73.2
	
75.	 76.8	 80.3	 91.2	 82.6	 83.8	 e6.2	 86.8	 88=4	 89 1 2	 81.6	 83.1	 7 . 9	 137.0
1172,0
	
76,1	 74.9	 79.	 80.1	 83.,6	 8209	 86 1 7	 86.6	 88 ' 0	 893	 89,3	 83.4	 79,.8	 138,0
71 .7	 74.3	 74,3	 76.4
	 8 ,•3	 64.9	 34.5	 88,{	 88.2	 39.7	 9 614	 90,3	 8 3 . 0	 74 .2	 14Q;4
69 ,5	 72..3	 71.9	 77.3	 76*6	 '4.3	 83.3	 88.1	 87.5	 8916	 86.6	 90,3	 81.3	 79 .3	 141x7
65.6	 6 9 .6	 69.1	 74.7	 75.2	 79.9	 7914	 94.9	 82.5	 86-2	 85.4	 88.3	 77.2	 76.9	 141.0
93 .15	 94.5	 95.8	 94.1
	 9 4 2	 99.3	 49.4 iCiri 101.2 1d3.3 10.3 105;0 	104;8 104.0	 152.5
103.7 105.2 106. 4 109.1 169,3 109.4 1139.9 112.0 i11.9 !' 24,1 116.+4 113.3 113.7 111.3




RADIAL lea. FT,	 s0
	
C 3:11 '4 )	 106
VEHICLE	 PPG	 125
CcwFIG	 NC-062 160
tOC ATT FAN	 200
LATE 46%S-75	 230
RUN 32	 315
'	 TAPE	 S3442	 400





TAMS 81. DEG F	 800
	
(360. DEG K)	 1000
T6ET 79, DEG F	 3,250





fVFA 9 206• RPM	 31'50
t 964. RA`5/SEC) 4000
NFX 9 011. RPM	 9000
( 9 44.,i?AA/5EC) 6300
NFC 13 628 + RPM	 8000
(1113. RAD^SEG)10000
NO . OF BLARES 44 12500













MONTH 20 EIy0	 0 F(8 .. 0:6
PRESSURE LEVELS 554; F. 70 PER RE Hum.L. DAY)
ANGLES F'RO5 INLET TN OEGRESS , IAN^3 RADIANS)
SPL INPUT AT STD 30. 40. 50. 60, 7 0. 80. 90:, 190. 1;0. 1209 130, 140. 150. 162.	 o. 0.	 09	 rye.
FRED. t0,52 ) t0.70)(0 ) (0. 1t>t1=	 )
90 71,1 71.1 729 1 71.6 7 0 91 71.6 75.3 73.3 72 .6 14.6 76;3 77.6 89.1 81.3 1280
63 68.5 69,3 74x8 69.0 87.5 70.8 83 '-9 72 1 8 Ti • 3 72 ).6 73 2 8 77.0 88..0 7918 139,4
RADIAL 1.0 0 .	 FY. 80 66.1 66.9 68.1 67.6 68.4 70;6 7}.4 7jr6 71.6 73 t 9 74.2 6 76,4 87.4 74 .4 126;0
t 30• 0 100 66.9 69.9 68.6 7091 68.9 70.6 70'6-
 
71.6 72.4 73.6 73;1 75.9 83.9 77.6 125.-2 
VEHICLE PPG 125 68.9 69.3 69,9 71,7 68.2 69,4
.
7A; 7 7i;7 74.7 73,7 74;7 75,2 86;4 76;9 1,24,6
CONFIG Ncoo62 180 6691 64.1 65.6 66.1 66.9 aa.4 68.9 69.4 68.6 72.1 72.1 73.1 82.6 75..4 122=2
LOC AT? FAR 200 65,8 66.0 6993 69.3 64.0 7 1 . 3 73;0 73 .;8 13.8 76;3 77r3 78.3 82, +5 76 ;3 12404
C ATS o6-16-75 7„'30 71. +5 71.0 74.8 75,2 7509 76.7 77.9 78 2 2 79.2 80r7 02.3 82#5 82,.5 80P2 12016
RUN 7 4 315 73.0 7393 75.6 77.2 770 79 ;3 70,5 8 it0 6 2.3 83.x3 84,3 84:5 8j9. 3 79 9 8 13018
TAPE S3444 460 71.9 72.2 73.4 76.1 7 F1 .2 77.7 78.2 79.4 79.7 9& 2 81.7 00.9 7	 .4 76.6 128.6
9AR 29.0 ►(G 500 71.3 72.8 740 75.1 75.3 75,1 7T,i 78;3 76.6 79;.B 82;8 84.1 68,8 79 ;3 128,$(48064. N./M2) 630 71.7 75.0 76.7 79.0 141,0 81x3 61.7 83 1 88 397 84..8 05 2 7 84.7 82 1 5 81 t 7 132;5
TAME 76. DEG >' 680 71.5 75.0 78.3 7705 79., 0 62. 1 [tjo'S B6:5 81.5 84,1 86.8 67.8 82.3 ai;3 132 4
1298* 060)
7 16 .5 9 9. 826 0.5 80.3
13215
 DEG F 1250 71. 0 74. 2 76.3 7669 77. 7Q.S R A, 6 .2 R5.6 87. 0 85.6 6 i. 6 132.10
(296,	 DEv K) 1600 68.1 6B.6 69,9 71. 1 73.3 74.3 74.9 76.7 78.3 62 . 0 8 4.3 63 . 1 7960 76.4 128.6
}OACT d.	 GM/h3 2000 6795 67.3 69 1 0 7192 72.3 72.9 74 ;11 77,6 76.1 74 ;1 6 3;1 79.7 77.1 75.7 127.2
to KG/1431 2900 64.0 66.7 68.0 6 .2 71.9 70,6 72,8 74 i 1 75.1 77x6 81,11 78.1 76.6 14,7 123,9
NFA 7 0 6 4. RPM 3150 59.4 62.7 63.4 65.4 67.(4 67.7 67.8 69.6 71.6 75.3 77.6 76,6 72.3 e9 .1 122;5
( 742, RAD/SEC} 4600 64.4 62.2 64.1 66.1 67. 9 67.6 67.6 69.8 6908 92.,2 75.6 73.0 70.3 68 .1 12120
%Fx 6971. RPM 5000 65.9 67.3 67,6 68.8 66.5 70.9 71.5 74.3 76.+5 84.0 81 .5 81.0 76.3 73,2 128;4
c 730.,RAD/SEC) 6383 64.9 64.8 64.4 60 9,8 66.3 71,3 49.9 74 i.2 70.8 78:,7 83,3. 84.3 77 } 8 73.1 12816
NFD 18628 ., RPM 8000 63.9 63.8 65.4 67.3 67,3 71. 0 71,.2 74.1 76.5 Rp..4 83..6 32.8 76.5 72.1 129.0
(1113. RAD/SEC)10000 44.4 65 , 3 64.6 67.1 6 0 . 1 T3;5 70.6 7A.^6 8(1.5 R:l 8417 85 . 3 78.3 74 . 7 131r9
N C- Of BLADES	 44 12500 63.3 64. 3 63.7 66.1 60 .2 74.3 13.7 77.8 80 ,4 A:S. 4 85.3 85.9 77.9 73.9 133:8






65,3 6Rml 74.0 72;7 7R r la ShD -2 1 3.0 84 a t^ 87 . 3 76.4 73 5; 1'35 , T
FT/SEC 20000 .a 61x4 64.1 68.6 67.6 73.3 73.4 77.7 78 .4 82.9 71.9 79.8 333..2
` OVER&LL MEASURED
OVERALL CALCULATED 83.0 84 . 2 Bb.l 87.3 91 . 1 09; 3 91. {1 9j.7 42 . 6 95;4 97'0 97.1 96,7 92 . 1 144.3
PNDB 92.3 93,4 94.9 96,1 96,1 9.8.2 99.4 Iola* 103.N 1116.5 107.4 1070 104.3 10'1.1i
I
#	 7
.,	 ...	 -9999	 ..-
PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA RE-DUCYION PROGRAM PROC: D4 TF - MONTH 27 DAY	 0 MR:	 0:8
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LE VELS e5a. LEG: F, 70 PERCENT REL9 HUM. DAY?
' A NGLES rROV INLET fNDEGRE0 (A-NB PAWAN5)
SPL INPUT AT STD 30. 4 0. 50. 60, 7 0 . •0. go. 1QQ. 14. 120. 130. 140. ISO. i60.	 0, 09	 0.	 Pwt
FRED. t0,521[0. 70)(0 : 87)[1.05 111.?2}cl.; Dttt . 7lct. 751f1 . 9Z fi2. p9 }t z.^71t2.44 lt2 :621c2, 791t3 • 1c4.	 Id o.	 1
F So 7 2 .3 71 , 1 72. 1 71..6 78. 1 70.6 74.6 72:3 72.6 74.3 76. 1 77,1 91.6 R 1.3 124,5
63 70.5 70.3 74.3 6998 17-5 70.a 87:8 7j,8 70.9 72,3 73;5 76.8 90..8 80.5 13111
RADIAL 174.	 FT. a0 68.1 67.9 68.4 68.4 4d 9 4 70.1 76y4 71.1 71.1 72.6 74.4 75.6 89.9 78.4 127,5
' 9	 30.	 4) LOD 67,6 69.9 69,6 72,1 68.1 70 . 4 T1l.4 71 1 6 71.6 70 . 9 75.1 75.6 88 . 4 78 .1 1.26;7
VE141CLE E-PQ 125 68,7 68.4 70.9 74.2 67,2 68.4 X5.9 7i,7 72.2 72,4 73 ; 9 73.2 07.2 77.4 125,8







LCC ATT FAN 200 '565.'5 6595 6895 68..3 68 4,5 70.5 71.5 72 1 3 73.5 75s8 76.5 124$9
DATE 06-18-75 230 70.3 70.5 74.0 74-0 74,0 79.3 19.' S 770 78...6 79:7 6 1.0 81,5 84.8 79. 2 126.0
RLN 75 315 72.5 7390 74.3 7695 77,C 78.5 78;6 R 6:5 80.3 8 2,3 84 ,13 33.2 83.3 79 .3 134:0
TAP& 53444 400 70. 9 71.7 7297 750 77.2 77.2 78.2 79.4 77,7 74.2 00.4 a.0,6 80.2 7596 125.p
BAR 2900 Ho 503 70 1 3 72.3 724 73.6 73..6 74.8 75:i 77 1 E 77.1 7853 81;6 82.8 80.6 78:1 127:7
198064. N1423 630 71,7 7397 15.2 70.2 79,9+ 79.4 08.2 82 1 5 a1.5 83 1 3 45 1 6 $5.2 8 1.7 a l-2 131=4
TAO 76. BEG F 600 70-8 72. 0 73.3 77-6 76.5 61.1 8i.; 621 3 78,8 43 t 6 83=5 55 1 3 a	 .0 79 .8 131;i
9248. DEG K1 1000 71 . 1 72.2 73,6 74.2 76,9 77.9 79.3 8i398 Bi-6 830 84.8 83.2 71.3 76.5 130;6
T6rT 73.	 DEG F 1251} 72.7 72. 73.7 76. 8 75.7 77.6 77.7 8p.6 8 1.5 R5,1 8610 85.0 8 1.5 79.8 131,4
(296.
	 DEG K) 16D0 68.6 67.9 69.4 72.4 72.3 7345 7494 76.7 77.0 Ri.b S2.8 82..9 78.3 75.6 128.0
FACT 6.	 GM /+13 2000 66,8 66.5 69-p 71.0 71.3 72.9 73 1 p 7b-i 75.4 78 1 i 82 ; 4 80,.5 77.1 75. 4 126,7
c- KO M33 2500 64,0 65.2 68.7 68,9 71.6 71.4 72,8 74,6 74..6 77,3 80,6 76.4 76,3 72,7 125,4
KFA 6964: RPM 3.150 58,9 62."5 63.1 64-9 66.; 6$.7 66.8 69.A 71,3 74;3 76.6 77,1 72.6 68 .1 22211
( 779. RAWSEC) 4800 64.1 62.0 63.9 6593 67.4 68:1 66.6 69,3 69.6 71 1 8 75.3 74:.0 70.1. 67-8 120.8
NFK 6853. RPM 5080 6507 67.0 67.8 66,5 6R.3 7004 72.5 74.y 78.3 43;5 $ 0.5 8 1.2 75.8 72:5 1.1510
( 717. RAWSEC) 6300 64.6 64.6 63.7 66.0 6705 70.8 69.2 73;7 76.3 77, 7 82:11 84-6 77.3 72.4 128}4
NFd 10628 . Rptl R000 63,9 63.3 64.7 66.3 67,1 70.2 71.2 74.1 76.7 79,6 83.1 04.0 76.0 71.6 129ss
(1113. RAU/SECj10040 64.7 64.6 64.1 66.7 64-6 73,5 72,9 76,6 8 0.0 31,9 85 ;II 86.0 1 78,5 73;2 112,0
NC- OF BLADES	 44 12580 62 .8 63,7 62.9 6'5.9 6692 7 4.1 73.4 77.1 79,6 R2.9 85.3 86,.2 78.1 73.2 133.4
FAN TIP SP(:ED 16000 bk,7 62.5 61.6 65+fl 67.6 73.2 12.7 77:0 78.9 s2e8 83:5 67.3 76.7 72; 7 1351P2
FT/SEC 20000 58,1 59.0 58.5 6D,9 61.9 68.3 67.6 72.6 77,7 76.9 •78.1 8 392 71.9 70.3 133.0
OVERALL MEASORED
OVERALL CALCULATED 03 9 -0 83.5 85,0 86-.9 9va5 ea: 94 ? i 9 1 3 91,6 94;5 96;1 96.8 98.5 91.5 144.0
i








	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTI-ON PRpGRAm	 PROC; DA TE - MONTH 33 DAY 0 HR. 0:5
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (56. DEG. F, 70 PEHCENT REL. HUFF; DAY)
ANGLES FRnM INSET lN ,.UgGREEB (AND RADIANS)
30.	 40,
	
5D.	 60#	 70.	 80.,	 70,	 i^p0.	 1'0. #?Q,
	 13 0.	 140.	 1',30.	 160.	 D..
{0, 52f[0. 70){ 0. 8'7}{1,D5 lii.22}{1.•!10![t.'37f(1.75ft1. 42fI2.^4!{227)[2.44f(2.42){7.79f{0	 iru.
74.8 6403 7046 70.6 77.8 71.3 74.3 7"0.6 76,8 73;1 74. ,6 76.3 68 .8 79.3
68.4 67.3 74#5 66.0 87.5 7006 83±3 7i ► 0 69.3 7a.8 72;5 75#a 88,3 7800
65.1 64.9 66.9 66.6 67.6 69.9 69.4 69.9 69.1 7fri 72;9 74.4 67.1 761.6
68:.1 68.4 71.4 73. 9
 71.1 70.6 70.6 70.9 69.1 71.9 75.4 74.4 86.1 74.9
66.4 66.4 69+4 72. 4 69,0 68;2 66.9 7i.;2 67.2 76 0 2 73.2 70,7 44.4 72,4
65.1 63.4 64.6 65.1 65.4 66 0 4 67.4 67x4 65.6 6709 69 : 6 70. 9 83.6 72;1
65.0 65.8 68.5 68.3 69,8 71.3 02.8 71 1.3 74.3 75 1.5 76.5 76.3 82.3 16.3
70,,0 69*8 72.8 72.7 73:5 74.7 75.3 76,0 77.6 *5;2 80;8 80+7 82#0 7802
71.6 72.3 74.0 76.2 76.0 77.3 76 i 0 Rp .; S 79.5 ►0}) 0 8 62.0 83,5 82.4 78.0
707 72 07 72.4 74# 9 75.9 75.4 76.2 77.2 75.9 77.4 78.9 B0,1 79,2 74.6
69.3 70.6 7 1 .3 72.1 7291 731 1 73,6 76;3 76.6 77 }3 80;6 61.1 7a,6 76x8
70.0 71.'5 73.7 77.0 76.5 78,3 78.5 97 9 0 8b.-c 92,3 84 1 5 8506 80.S 78,6
71.0 71.4 73.5 7590 75.0 76.6 78.5 78. 	 ![.8 78.8	 i.8 8213 64..	 79.0 76.9
70+6 71.2 72 . 6 15.2 75.1 76.3 '77.8 7903 8 0 .1 43-i83.6 82,9 74.1 77.5
68.7 71 , .3 72.2 75.5 75.7 75.6 77.2 79.9 79.7 R;,9 83..5 84.0 70.0 79.0
65.9 66.9 68#4 7 1 . 1 7 t •3 7 2 . 0 73.4 75-2 74.8 79;6 8 0 .5 81.6 76.5 74.1
66,3 66.3 67+5 68.7 7;.1 7p
40
.7 72.s 75 1 3 73.6 76,6 80,9 79,2 7596 75.7
62.5 64,7 67.Q 68.9 7[.6 66 72.3 73 9 3 73.8 75,8 79.3 76. 9 75.1 71,9
58 #1
 61.7 62,9 64,1 65#3 66.4 8 +306 6A,4 69.8 73.6 76. 1 76.1 71.3 66.6
63.1 61.0 62.9 64.8 65,6 66;4 66.i 68.3 68.8 71rb 73.,3 7305 69.3 66.3
65.•4 65.8 66.6 69.0 67,5 69,4 7h.7 73.r 76.8 32.2 791,0 80.7 75 . 0 71.5
63.4 63.8 62.9 65.3 6.6.3 69.5 68 . 2 7x 1 4 74.8 76 05 8,10 83.3 76.6 71.1
63•.1 62,6 6394 66.0 65.8 69.5 76,6 73.3 75.2 78.6 82,.3 83#9 75.5 70,3
63.4 64..1 62.9 66.7 67#6 72.7 70.6 75,4 7 9.0 Rf,r6 84,2 86.1 77.8 72..5
6 2 . 1 62,4 62 .7 65.6 67,7 73. 3 72.4 76.H 79,9 9 2 . 4 8.4,5 96. 2 77.6 72.2
6;:o7 bi.7 6a
 .9 6412 66. 8 72.5 71,.2 76 5 77.7 Rt-5 8207 07.5 7 5. 9 71,75^.3 58.5 58..0 60.4 6--14 67,6 A6.1 7?.1 71..4 75.4 77.4 R3.2 71.6 6.8.1
I




RADIAL 100. FT.	 80
'	 [ 30. y}	 100
VEHICLE	 f'PG	 125
COKF I'G	 NC-062	 160
LOC A TT FAN	 200






BAR 2 9 .0 HG	 500
(90064. N/Fti2)
	 630
TANG 76.. DEG F
	
800.
(298, UEG K)	 1000
T6ET 73. L)E Q F	 1250





NFA 6 6 15. RP[+
	 3150
t 114. , kADISEC) 4000
NFX 6706. RPM	 5000
'	 c 7Q2..F A0/SECt 6300
NFD 1^1e62 6 . RPA	 8000(1113'.. nkusECI10000

































GYEP ALL CALCULATED 01.8 32.2 84.; 86.0	 x:7.3 k0.3 9n.^ 90.4 93.3 94.9 96.3 96.3 $9.7





FULL SCALE DATA REDUCT ION PROGRAM	 PHOC., DATF • MONTH 34 D#Y 0 HR. D.0
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS [59. DE . F; 70 PERCENT REL. HUM. DAY)
ANGLES FROV INLET ik DeGREEB,(AND RADIANS)
SPL INPUT AT STO 3o. 40, 50. 60, 70. 80. p0.. ip0. 110. 120. 130. 140.. 150, 16.0. 0.	 01	 0.	 ?i1L
FREa. {0. 52 }(U. 7a }[0, 87}(1. 05111.2^}[lr^'{11(t.7);1,7 !f }11. 4'11t7^Q9 }f^.271{2. 441 (2^ 6'^f(2.79)f0• )[0.	 )!8•	 }
50 70.1 68 .1 70:3 69.6 77.3 68.3 73.8 76,. 1 69.3 72-6 74.1 75.3 4 .1 78.3
,
12719
63 67.3 66.0 74.5 6$:5 87.5 66.5 83.Q 69;5 67.8 69 1 3 78..8 74.5 89.3 75.5 138*4
RADTAL 100.
	
FT. 60 64.1 63.1 66.1 65.6 67.1 68.1 68.1 68=4 68.4 69 1 9 71.9 73.1 8794 75.6 i2914
(	 30 *	M1 1R0 71.6 69.6 71.1 73#6 72. 9 73.1 11.9 74.4 70..9 7p.1 73 06 75.9 86.6 74.1 12516
V.ENICLE	 PPG 125 64.9 62.4 65@7 66,2 65.9 65;7 66 . 2 65l 4 66#2 67 ! 4 689! 7 69 9 7 85.2 72 1 7 122 
CONFIG	 NC*062 150 64.4 62.9 64.1 64,4 64.9 65.4 6666 66 1 4 64.6 66.4 68.9 69,6 83 1 4 71.9 12113
'	 LOC	 ATT FAN 200 65.3 63.8 6698 66.3 67.5 69.3 71.4 70r5 71 :.G 75.8 76.3 76 + .8 82.3 75 ,3 12314
DATE 06-18-75 250 69.9 69.0 72.8 72.0 72.3 73.: ^4.i 75.6 7S.3 77 1 6 79;5 80+2 82#0 77.5 126,1
RUN	 77 315 71,5 71.0 74.5 764 7+.8 76.5 77.5 7!!,0 79.5 Rafe 01.5 83.0 02.5 74. +3 125;6
TAPE	 53444 440 69.9 69.9 70 * 9 74.x. 75.7 7497 75.9 76.2 73.2 76.9 78.2 78.9 78.7 73.4 125.6
BAR
	
29 6 0 NG 590 696 .6 69.8 71.6 72.5 72.1 71.3 1313 75 1.6 74.8 771 8 79,a 92.6 78;8 77.8 12613
( 9806#. N/m2! 63a 69.7 71.2 72.2 14:7 77:9 76,5 77.5 79,0 79•.6 Si,3 8215 8312 79,7 78 ,6 129.0
T AMS	76. UEG F 800 69.:5 71..0 71.5 73.6 76.0 73.8 76.3 71.1 76.3 66:8 821 68 2.8 78.8 76..8 1,28-1
(288. DEC 9) 1000 69:8 7 0.7 7293 7592 75.6 75.5 77.3 78.6 79 .1 8:#, 1 8 834 83.2 7a;1 77 x0 i29;0
TMET	 73, UES F 1280 69.2 69.3 71 .2 74 .0 74.2 74.1 76.j 77.4 79.2 42 1 ! 5310 8313 78.5 76.5 12a;a
1296.	 UEG K) 1690 65,1 65.1 66.6 69.9 ?-1j 70;5 72,6 73 1 7 74.8 78 ;6 8 0:;5 81 . 1 75.8 73,1 125,6
HALT C.
	
GH/M3 2p00 65.3 64.0 65.0 67#7 66.6 71.7 73.6 72.6 75,4 6091 79.5 74.4 72.2 12414
is	 KG/N3} 2580 61 # 7 63.5 65:9 66.4 66.4
67; 4
67,6 69.8 76.8 72.1 74,6 78 1 3 77'4 73.3 70.4 !2310
hFA	 b4b5. RPM 3150 9 .# 60.2 bP • l 629 7 64. 6 64.2 65 ! j 66.6 b4.i 73:1 749$ 76.4 7 • 8 66;4 12010
( 677. RAD/S8C1 4800 61:6 $9.5 62,1 64:1 65.6 63.1 65.3 66 2 6 68.6 71- .3 73;1 13:5 64.1 65.8 11914
NPK	 6362. RPH 5000 64#2 64.0 66.6 67.5 67.5 68 r1 64.7 73 i 3 75.8 8i'd 77 ! 7 80,5 74.8 71 2 12620
9
	
666..RAD/SEC) 6300 63:6 63.1 62.4 64.8 4'5.5 68,6 A.7.4 N -4 74.1 7612 80..8 83.5 76.8 70.6 176,8
NFD 106 28. RPM 8000 62.6 62.3 63.2 64..3 6.593 67 x 7 69.2 72.1 74.2 77.9 5116 i2 t 8 75 1 5 7 ;1 1.;715
(;113. RAO/SEC)i0008 62.9 63.1 62.6 64#5 69.A 70,7 T j .6 74,3 77.5 79 1 4 93 16 85.1 77,3 71.5 13013
N0 , OF BLADES	 44 12500 6 1 .6 6262 6 1 .4 63. 9 a6. 72 . 1 71.7 75. 1 78.4 ei.4 839 8 85#.7 77.1 71.9 13213
FA-W Ti p
 $PEED 16000 59.7 6t#2 39.9 6297 68. 71 . 0 70,4 74, 4 76 .7 Ra f S 81;7 86;0 7512 70; 7 13315
FT/SEC 20000 57#1 '399 .0 5795 58.9 62. 9 *6+1 14.6 79,1 7 0..4 74.7 76.1 81:7 70.1 66.6 111.2
OVERALL MEASURED
OVERALL CALCULATED 8195 81.3 $3,A 84.4 89 * 8 85.9 88.5 38 .5 89.4 9x.2 9411 95.6 96.8 88.4 142.2
PNDB 9095 00.4. 92.5 9388 95.3 94.9 0.696 9T.9 9999 iO3E.S 104.5 106.1 103.1 97.9
77
PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM
	 PROC: WE - MONTH 46 BAY O HR: 0:8




RADIAL 100. FT.	 80












( 9 8064 , N/42)	 630
TA140 76, D6 G- F	 see
	
1298. DEG K)	 1000
TWET 73. DE4 r	 1250
	
(496. UEG K)	 1600
HACT 0.	 !iM/143	 2100
c•	 KG/M3)	 2 00
NFA 635x. R►M	 3150
c 663.,840/S£Cy 4000
Af K 6246. RPM	 5000
F	 ( 04 . RAD/SEC) 6300
NFv 10 62 . RPM	 8000
(1113. HAD/SE p locee
NC. OF BLADES 44 12500





MODEL SOUND PRESSORF LEVELS ( 5 0 . DEG. i; 70 PERCENT REL. HUM: DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET 'IN.UfGREFS(AND RADIANS)
36. 4 0. So. 60. 70. ac. 4.0• 1Q0. Ito. In: 130, 140, 150. 160. 0.	 01	 D.	 PwL
[0. 52)10, 70)[0 : 87 y [1.G'3 111.22)[1.IOft1.57111.75}t1. y21t?.¢9f[2.27f(2,44f ;2,62})2.7!}[4. 140,	 )411.0	 f
70,8 69 .1 71.1 7016 77,6 69.8 74,3 70,3 76.1 12,3 74.3 75.3 80,8 77.8 1271
67.0 67.0 74x5 66,0 87,3 66;8 83:3 69x3 60.8 69 ;6 70;3 74.5 88:5 74;8 134r0
64.1 64,1 6599 6594 6 7 .1 67.9 [57.9 67.4 67,1 69 } 9 70s9 72 9 1 a6.6 74,4 124;3
71.4 60.6 10.6 72. 9 7194 72.9 7b.6 76 ,;4 70.6 71 1 4 79•6 15.4 59.9 73.1 12910
63 4 9 62,2 65,2 65.4 64. 4 64r4 64,7 65,2 65.7 67,9 68;2 69 ;2 83;9 70x7 12100
64.1 62.4 64@1 63,9 64,4 65.4 66.4 65.4 63.9 45;6 67 19 68.9 82.4 70.1 12016
64.0 63.0 66..4 65.5 65.9 67:5 76:5 71.3 69,8 72 1 8 74 i 6 75.5 61.5 73.8 122;3
68,5 67. '3 71 , 5 71.2 71 9 3 7207 73.8 74 1 0 74.5 7&12 78;4 79@0 814 76.2 12511
7 1.5 714 73.a 7695 75 9 8 76.0 76,8 78,8 79.0 mi.0 81.8 A2.5 61.5 78.3 12885
70@3 69.7 71.7 74@4 75.9 74.7 75.2 75.4 74.7 76.7 78.2 79@1 77.9 73.6 1251,6









76.2 75;8 ?7.Z 78,5 78.5
75.8
A103 820 a irs ap .2 77.7 128#7
14.0 73.8 75.A 76•i 79.6 80.9 81.5 1e.0 15.5 126:9
69.3 69 1 5 71.6 74.5 74.4 74.8 76.6 77;,j 78.1 81,5 6211 62 .7 78.6 7600 126,91!
68.2 68.8 70.5 72.5 73.2 73.9 75 . 5 76.4 78.2 Rj.6 8.7.5 83.5 78.9 755.6 1,78:3
64,9 64.6 66.4 68.9 69.6 7.a 71.6 7 3.A 71.5 77;7 79r5 BO.b 75.5 72x1 125:0
64,0 63.3 64.:0 67.0
65.7
0.3 68 ,2 76,6 72,4 71,4 74,4 78,9 79.0 73, 9 71:2 123,5
61,2 62.2 64. 66.1 67.4 69.3 71.3 71.3 74 1 3 77 1 6 77.4 72.3 69.9 12216
56.9 59 .5 6 0..9 62@ 7 63.8 64.7 63 '.8 66. 1 68.6 72:3 74 . 6 76.9 7	 .3 66 -4 1x	 ..4
61-4 59 n 0 61.4 63.8 64.6 64,4 6416 66;6 67.8 7j15 72; 8 73@5 6 .3 65.0 1111
63.7 63.0 65.1 67,3 66+5 67.4 68.5 70:.5 74.6 At1.6 76.7 79,5 73.8 70.0 124;9
63.1 62.6 61.4 63.9 65@3 68;0 66x4 7 1 r? 7 30.1 "1 03s5 8003 83.3 766 70, 1 126;.A
61.6 61.1 62.2 64.0 64 @ 3 68.0 68.5 71.3 73.7 77.9 So.$ 82.5 74.6 69.3 12711
61.7 62.1 61 @ 6 64.5 65.6 70,5 69.04 73;S 76.5 79,1 82 # 5 $4.. 8 7606 70.5 129,8
60.6 60.9 610.2 6 3.6 65.9 71 . 3 76.9 74.;1 77.4 8506 83.5 85.4 76.6 70.7 151.9
59 .2 61.2 66x1 63.0 65.3 70.2 69,2 73, 8 75.4 8A,;6 80 ; 7 85,8 74,7 70.0 13$00
55.6 57.5 37.5 55.9 61,6 65.1 65.1 6906 69.4 74.2 75.4 80.7 69.6 65.3 130.3
81.2 80.8 8392 84.5 09.5 e5.5 88:2 117.8 88.6 9is7 43;4 95.2 95.9 88.1 141.6































PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 ,PRO¢; DATE • MONTH 53 DAY O, N R . 0:0
SPL INPUT AT $TO
FRE3,
63
RADIAL 100• FT.	 80
( 3(!. 0	 160
VEHICLE	 PPt3	 129
COWFIG	 NG-d62	 140
as ATT rAN	 200
ATE 116-18-75	 250
RLA 79	 315
T APE	 53445	 400
08 ( 94464. NtA2)
	 630





UFT72, DEG ` 12SC






NF A 7040. PPM
	
3150
( 737, ,RADISEC ) 4000
NFX 6927. RPM	 5400
t 749. RAD/SEC) 6300
NFO 10620 . RP11	 4000
(1113. RADISECILODSO
NC- OF BLADES 44 12500












NILES FROG INLET NTEGREES,(AND RApIJ^N5)
30,	 40.
	 bn,	 7 0.	 0.	 70, 1¢0. 110. 120. 130. 140. 1S0. 160. 	 08
(0. 52) (0. 70)(0. 67)(1.22)[1s^Q){i4,37)[1.75)1.1.9'^){2;Q9fIZ.27f[2. 44 )(2.62)(2.79)(O. )(00
71.3 70.1 7y.6 yi.
0^)[1
3 77,0 70.6 74 : 8 71.8 72.3 74;8 75.6 77.3 59.6 80.6
68.3 68.0 74,5 68.5 87.3 70,3 -83.83 7i,3 76.3 72;6 73;8 76,5 600' 3 78;5
66.1 65.9 67.4 67.1 68 .6 70.6 76..4 70.4 7689 721 6 74ti 7596 87.4 76.1
67.1 71.4 66.9 69.6 68 . 9 70.1 76.1 7fi.A 71 . 6 i3:1 74,6 75.9 06.6 76.4
69.9 70.7 70.7 71..2 67.9 69.4 7a,i 7i .;4 7399 73,4 73;2 74.9 85;2 74;9
65.6 64.1 6094 650 6691 67.4 68.i. 67 1 9 66.9 66 56 7016 71.4 42 16 73.4
65.3 65.0 68.3 611.3 64,8 70.3 7j.3 72 1 3 72.5 74 18 76 13 77.3 82.3 7613
70 1,5 70,3 74.6 7497 744 7610 7710 77,3 77.6 8812 0110 62 9 5 828 '8 78P7
72.8 72.6 74	 '5..8 77.2 77.3 78,3 76,8 79;8 6180 A-t,8 84,0 84. 	 02. 5 7813
72.4 71.9 73.7 7999 77.7 76.4 78.2 77.7 78.2 70.7 81 1 2 81.4 79.7 76,1
71.1 72.3 73,1 73..8 75,3 74.3 75.8 71;1 77.3 78 1 6 81,1 62.1 79.0 76,3
72•.5 74r5 7S,7 70.7 8100 60,3 81.6 sits 82.5 SS;O 8512 8595 0292 81.0
7 4' 9 0 73.8 77.4 7885 77.5 90.6 45 ! j. 81 , 1 79.8 03.3 85.5 87.6 •1.8 81..5
72i#3 7290 73.8 76.7 77:4 77.0 7903 Solo 8191 84.#5 85r3 04.7 80.1 7017
71.7 71.8 7397 75.8 1692 76.6 783 79.9 82.6 84.1 86,J 86.3 0.1.7 70,5
60.4 67,6 69.1 7 1.9 72.6 73.3 i4-'A 76., 7793 86.2 42.5 53,1 78 .0 74.9
67.0 66,8 68.3 7Q,7 72 9 1 7 '	 73;3 76;6 74.6 77,4 52,1 S , ,2 76;4 74,3
64.2 6567 60sD 69.2 72.1 61 1 9 77,3: 74.3 7486 77 1 3 80;6 79.1 76 1 6 72;9
'59 .4 62,2 63,9 65 9 6 67 93 67.2 117.4 69.1 76.6 74:16 76.6 77.1 7 11 0 67.6
64.1 61,7 63.R 65.6 67+6 07.1 0?,i 69 ;1 6993 *i ts 74;0 74.3 69.8 66;8
659 9 6795 6716 660 68.3 70.4 1. 2 •+'3 73.16 770S 83. 5 61•#1 814 7S,5 71.7
64.6 64.6 63.9 66.3 67 9 6 70;5 69.7 73•1 4 75.6 78;6 82;8 04.3 77 1 +^  71.4
63.4 63,1 6494 66 8 3 67.8 70.7 71,2 731^6 75.7 19..6 92;8 83,3 75 1 8 7111
63.9 64.6 63.9 67,0 6$96 73;'3 T21 4 72,1 79.5 81 1 6 84 1 7 8588 18.0 7216
67.4 63. 2 63. 2 66.4 69.2 74. 1
 74,5 77.3 79.7 A Z.6 45.1 86.5 77.7 72.2
b19S 6390 61#9 66.0 6799 73:8 73;5 77.5 79 * 6 82.6 63,3 8791 76;7 72-?6
56,9 58,8 +58.3 61,9 64,2 68.4 15706 72.4 72s6 77..6 77.9 82 s '-^i 71.2 67.4.
63.3 83.6 65.6 87.1 9_`.7 &8 1.7 98,4 9Q999148 q4;4 96;2 07,3 96,9 97.9
92.4 93,1 9494 95.9 07:9 97,6 984,9 100.4 i02.0 ids.-8 106.6 107.5 104.1 94.7
79
00	 PACE- I	 FULL S:tLE nATA RCDUcTION PROGRAM DATE.PROC. MONTH 60 Ofy	a HR O 	 0.0
NODEL S OUND PRESS URP LEVELS	 DEC; Fo 70
4 59
PERCENT REL.; NUM: DAY)ANGLES FRO" ZN^E7 IN DEGREIES.(AND RADNS)
t4Uq .S P L I NPUT AT ST D 30. 40, so 60, 10, Igo. Liu. 120. 130. ISO. i60. 0,	 0, 0.	 Pwcii:92)it:pgl(2 * 21 )12.44)(2 '. 62)(2.79)(o. )(0.	 )(0.
So 7j,3 71.1 7 2 96 72-1 76,1 70.3 74-6 7 1- 8 71-3 73-6 73,3 77,3 9 1 . 1 g o '-1'. 128:4
63 68,3 69 #5 754 69@5 $6,8 6;;Q 83 3 71;5 69,5 ?i;b ' 57 3 p 76.0 0 to 00 130,4RADIAL loo.	 PTO 80 66.4 67.4 69-1 68.6 68 .6 69.9 76 '* 4 69.6 69.9 72$4 7 4!1 75:6 86,1 77 1 6 12611
f U. 0 too 67.9 70.9 70-4 72.4 68.6 69;6 75•' 6 75 * 6 71s1 72 ; .6 74.9 75, 4 66;9 76a1 125.6
VEHICLE pps 123 68,9 68,4 70#7 73.9 672 67 0 4 76. t9 7j ' 9 ?,. 69 72;2 73;9 7201 43, 2 74 12 3.24,4
casirta NCOID 62 160 65,4 6499 65.6 63# 9 6'3.9 66.9 67.9 67:6 66.6 69 * 6 71.4 70-.6 #393 72 * 6 122.2
LOC AIT FAN 260 65.0 65 * 5 68 * 6 68.3 69 .0 71;3 72:3 77 * 5 73- 13 15;5 7 6;0 76- 8 82 '6 '76'P 3 124, 3;ATE 06-13-75 290 69 8 704 74:0 744 74, 75pS 76 t S 77 ' 2 75@6 85ph 60.,8 ISI,2 Ot tf $ 7695 1278:KN 80 319 72:3 73.3 75 3 76.7 77.1 78.0 18,3 9 j ? 3 80-3 82•,6 84.0 83, 7 62-5 7 8 .5 130=1
T A PE S3445 400 71.9 71.9 73s7 75.6 77 * 4 76-4 17-2 77.7 76-4 74. 1 50-4 80* 9 70 - 9 75-6 127.6BAR 29,8 HG 500 70* 8 7293 7296 74 * 1 74,3 74 1 6 76 -.1 77;6 71.1 16 ,;3 80;6 92,3 79 ? 3 76 ;3 127;4
t 98e64 * Nim2) 630 71.9 73,2 74.7 79,0 78.5 79 1 3 8j).7 Ot t e 8j:2 83 P 5 85r0 36v0 82-2 800 131,5
YAMS 76. DED r Gge 7093 71.8 7s.3 77.0 76:5 78 - 6 Aloi Bi-8 80.5 8 4 - 1 63-3 $4 9 5 00-5 50 ? 3 130*0(298.	 o(:a K) Lcoo 71,0 71.7 7 3 . 6 7695 7791 7700 78;6 79.3 80 .6 84.6 64:3 844 81.1 76.0 13014
TWEI 72o	 DED F 1250 70.7 7 1-8 7 4*2 77 , 5 77.2 76-4 18.5 R 4;6 8 1-7 84 - 4 55:2 8595 9 1:5 70 .8 1310(299,	 jJ EC;	 K) 1630 67.4 67.4 69.1L 72.4 7z:6 72 , 8 74-6 76; ry 77 -5 63; 2 62,3 92.6 77.8 74.9 1?7,6
14 ACT L.	 Gm/H3 2020 67 & 5 66.0 68:tl 7^:; 71.8 7j f 4 72*6 75 * 6 74.9 77.6 81-9 Oleo 78.9 74.2 '1 2615to W143) 2500 63 9 5 65,7 67.7 6 71.9 6	 9 72.3 74;1 75.1 76.8 8 0;3 76.6 76.6 72.4 125,3
KFA e968. RPM 3150, 5B,4 62 * 5 63, 9 64.* 66:6 66.7 66.3 66.9 70.6 14;1 75.8 76 * 4 72.3 67.4 12125( 7 29. KA0,10C) 4000 63 * 9 61,7 63@6 65t3 67 * 1 66p' 6 66.3 66:8 69.1 71. :5 74 f 3 74.0 69.8 67.1- t4r3NFK 6649; RPM 5000 65,9 67 * 3 67,6 65o8 65#3 69,6 71 ..7 73:6 77.8 43'2 8 0t2 8L ? 5 75.8 72p0 127,8( 717, RkDiSEC) 6300 64 * 3 63 * 7 66.3 67.3 70.0 A8.9 72.9 70-3 77:7 51,b 84-3 77.3 70.9 127.8
KF0 1028. RPM 8000 64:163.1 63.1 64.2 66.9 67 : 1 70;0 7fi ' 7 73;F 75.6 79;6 52 V 1 8393 79 .;3 70 *0 6 126;3(1113, HADISEC111080 6399 64.3 63.6 66 * 7 66.6 72.7 7j ?6fi 76.3 79.0 Rj.6 54.7 85.5 70.0 72.2 13116
No. OF BLADES	 44 12500 6211 63 . 4 63 . 0 65 # 9 66.'5' 7349 7x!5 76; 8 790 2 8 2; 6 84 * 8 $6 9 : 0 77 ? 7 7164 133r2
F N TIP SPEED 16000 62 8o 61 * 9 65@8 67:9 73 @3 72dj 76 9 6 77:7 42 ? 8 1 0 87s1 76 9 2 71 * 5 040FT/SEC 20960 61:056.6 58.6 58.6 61@2 63.4 68.1 66'9 77.4 71.5
8 276.5 77;4 02-2 70.9 67.6 132.2
O V ERALL MEASUREDCVEI,ALL CALCULATED 82,6 03.4 85.4 57 * 2 9-.- .2 84.0 96 96 41*4 " .4 95;7 06.7
97;3 90 9 6 143:6
PND9 92,0 92.9 94.2 96,1 97,.5 9609 087: 1,	 2eb:8 01.9 165'. 6 106.8 107.1 104.3 99.4
80
}1 FACE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCT ION PROGRAM	 PROC; DATE MONTH 67 DAY O MR. 0:8
MODEL SOUND PRESSURF LEVELS i59: DEC. F. 70 PERCENT REL, SUN. DAY}
ANQLfS FROM INLET 1N DVGREGS , (AND RADIANS)
SPL, INPUT AT STO 3	 #. 40 • 502 #0'. 10. $0. I0:;, .1pQ. i#0. 1;p. 1;0, 140. 110. 160.	 0. 0.
	 as	 PUL















71.1 73.6 75.6 77.6 9 0.1 8031 126:3
87.3 68.8 82.8 69,p Iie.3 721 5 75;4 63.31 77.3 130;3RADIAL 102. FT. 80 66#1 69.6 67x4 67.1 67.6 64.9 7e.i 64 3 6 6991 71 1 9 73.4 75.1 88.1 77.1 12600(
	
3^.	 41 100 68..9 69.4 71.4 73.6 71.4 70.6 7i * 6 71.6 69.6 72.9 73 0 6 76.4 a7.1 7684 126;0
VENI.CLE
	
PPG 129 67.2 65.7 69.2 72.2 7u.2 67.7 6902 7"Q.2 67.7 71 3 2 7 3 1 7 71.2 89.4 72.9 12411
CONFIG	 NC-062 160 65.6 63:9 65.4 69,1 6106 6619 67;9 67;4 69.9 68 0 i 69 1 6 70.4 83.6 71.6 12280
LOC
	
ATT FAN 884 65.9 69.3 69.0 68.8 69 9 9 78.9 72.5 71.34 73.5 79.3 76 * a 76 1 5 82.5 75.a 124=1
DATE 06-18-75 250 70.0 70.5 73,8 73.7 73.8 75;0 76.4 76;2 76.4 78;7 Ba t s airs 82.8 7803 12704
RUN	 61 313 73.0 73 .a 75.3 77.2 77.0 70.3 19.3 44.5 86.5 82 t 0 83=5 85,2 8308 79 .0 130=5
1	 TAPE	 53445 4.00 7197 71.7 7392 79.4 77 9 2 766' 2 77.2 78.4 77.2 741 2 8039 8 1. 9 80.2 763 12714BAN	 20.0 HO 900 73.6 7193 72.1 730 72.8 73.6 14 3 76,6 77.3 77 #6 80 1 1 811 8 79.1 78 1 3 12619[98464. N/MZ) 630 71.0 72.7 75.0 77#7 77.7 Tl T O 79 3 7 8215 '81.7 83 1 5 85,2 66.'5 8	 ;2 79.2 13116
TAMS	 76. DEG F 800 73.0 71.8 74.6 75.'5 7+5.8 77.i 76.3 78#8 78.11 82.8 63 1 5 84.8 7^.8 77.1 12916
9-298,	 1110 4t) 188D 71.8 3200 7396 76.2 76.9 76.6 feYs 83.2 66.8 84;6 84 1 6 84.9 80.1 78.2 130:7
TMET	 72. DEG F 1250 70. 03 72.0 73..0 75.$ 73. 9 7614 76 1 4 6p..1 80.5 84;1 84 8 7 85.8 60,0 78x5 130069293# DEG 9) 1602 67 # 1 66.9 68.9 70.4 72,1 72-S 73.6 75.5 75.8 19.5 91.5 82 9 9 77.3 74.9. 127 i
NACT 0.
	
GM/M3 2000 66x8 66"#0 68.3 69#0 73.8 7132 72.5 74 1 9 74.6 76;6 81 0 4 60.2 7594 74.7 12519
[#	 94 IM13) 2%00 63.5 64 9 2 66.7 6892 71 1 9 64,9 72;3 73,3 73.3 75 1 8 74 1 3 78,6 74;8 7119 12484
NFA	 4813. Rp41 3150 "58,1 61.7 63.1 63. 4 65.3 65.9 66.1 68.4 74 1 1 73.6 7'9 1 1 76.6 71.3 67 .1 121.1
[ 713. RA0/SEC) 4000 63.4 63.0 63.1 64,8 66.4 65.4 65.6 66.1 68.8 7i=3 73.8 74.5 6933 66.:6 120raNFU
	 6704, RPN 5000 69.7 66.0 67.3 64.0 67.8 64 11 7p.7 73 0 3 770.3 4200 79 15 515. 763D 71.7 12783(	 7 02..HAD/,SEC) 6300 63 ..9 64.3 62.9 69.S 66.8 69.5 60.7 77.4 74.8 77.; 81 2 5 84.3 77. 71.1 177,6
NFD 10628 . RPM 6900 63.3 62 3 6 63.9 66,0 66.6 69;2 70 1 '0 7313 75 9 11 19 8 4 911 5 83 1 !) 79;1 7Q.6 126,4[1113. qAD/S6C1.t0000 63.4 64.1 63.6 66ra 67.6 72,5 71 1 4 76 0 1 79.2 0,9 84 t t 86.0 78.3 72 1 2 131;4
NO. OF BLADES	 44'12500 6241 62.7 63.6 6594 87.7 73.1 7z.7 76,6 78.9 62;4 84.3 66,0 77.2 71.9 132.9
FAN TIP SPEED 16000 60.7 6235 61.4 64.S 66.9 72.3 71.3 76,14 79,2 5108 828 8 0701 7630 71 8 5 1x487
FT/SEC 20610 96#9 58.6 $7.6 60..2 62. 9 67.4 66.4 71.9 71#2 76.5 77.4 82.5 70.9 67.1 132.3
OVERALL. MEASURED
OVERALL CALCULATED 62#•8 82.9 83.0 86#4 9 11 .2 d7 f a X19.6 96'6 91.2 9314 95=4 47.0 97.2 90;1 143.4




Q PACE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PRO ; pATE	 MONTN 74 pAY	 O,HR.	 0:8'
MODEL SOUND P RESSURR LEVELS (59: DE .	 F. 70PERCENT REL: NUM, DAY)
A NGLES FROG INLET 1N - LFOREE1 ( AND RADIANS)
5FL INPUT AT STD 30, 40. 50. 60. 70. 60. 90 * 1Q0. 110, 120. 130 4 140. ISO. 160.	 0. 0.	 0.	 OwL
FREQ. {0.52? {0. 7 0!{0.y ] { i .0'itti.22)t1.4.0111.'^71ti.7s)f1.97)^7.Q41t2,273f2. 44){2.621[2.791t^. 1200 1200	 1
50 70 1 68 9 6 78.3 4908 77.6 6016 74.1 7ji3 76.3 12;3 7 4;1 75.6 90 * 3 T5.1 i28;1
63 46,8 6605 7446 66.0 87.0 66x8 81.8 70,4 67.3 69,5 70;6 74.3 69.3 750.6 130:1
RADIAL 100• FT. 80 64.4 64.1 65.9 6 +514 66.6 68.4 68.6 68.1 68.4 7 6 .1 71 . 1 72.6 66.b 74,6 125=9
l	 30.	 M) 101 71.9 69.9 71.4 72.9 77,0 72.9 71;j 70;1 72.1 ?0; 4 73,6 75.9 87,4 73 3 9 12620
VEHICLE	 PPS 12 64.4 63.2 65.4 6 15 r9 65.4 65 1 2 65.7 65 . 9 65.7 68,4 69 1 4 69.4 86.7 70,7 12307
COW IG	 NCw062 160 64.6 62.9 63.9 64.4 64.6 63.6 66,9 66.1 64.4 66.1 60 1 4 6414 64.4 69;4 122=1
LOC	 ATT FAN 200 644 63,8 664 66.5 67.3 68;6 7i10 711.3 704 13.3 75.5 75.8 83.0 73.8 123+3
DATE 0918-75 258 69,5 68.0 73xO 72.5 73.5 73 2 7 f4:5 75.0 75..3 77 t 2 76 3 8 8012 82.8 76.7 12612
RUN	 s2 315 71.8 71.3 74.3 76.5 75.5 77.3 77;Q 78 2 5 79 1 5 86 1 3 811 8 63.0 82.+5 79 t 0 t28t9
TAPE	 S3445 400 70.4 70.7 71.4 74.4 75.9 75.2 75.7 76 t 7 75.7 77.7 79.2 804 79.7 75 3 1 12615
BAR
	 28 .0 N4 '500 70.6 74 ;` 71x6 73x3 72 3 3 71t8 74.3 76 3.1 75.1 77;8 78 ;6 81. 8 79s6 78 .1 12613
1 480644 N/Ma 630 69,5 71.5 72.5 75.2 77.5 77 t0 7!!.7 86 , 3 79.5 82e6 83.2 64.7 81x2 78 1 5 12928
TAMS
	 76, DES F 800 69.5 71.0 72.3 73.3 7S.S 74.1 73. x1 7688 76..Q 80: 6 82.3 ei.s 79.6 76.8 12717
(288 . DEG K) 1040 70.1 71.0 72 9 1 74.7 75.6 70.5 77,i 78 2 5 76.8 9230 63 3 1 84.2 78.8 77.5 129,2
TUST
	
72. OEG F 3250 68.7 69 . 5 71.0 74 . 3 7a.p 74.5 76 . 5 77,4 79.0 fij . 9 03.2 84, 5 7902 77.5 129;1
(295. DEG K) 1600 83,4 65.6 66.6 49.4 71 •..1 7 085 71.9 73,7 74.8 76:2 80.0 51.1 76.5 73.4 12526
NACT 4,	 GM/R3 2100 65x0 63.5 6513 67x5 66 16 69.2 7p.s 71.1 72,1 74,9 79 3 b 79.5 74.6 72 :6 124,1
to
	
KGIM3) 2 00 62.0 63.2 6540 65.9 e6,1 67 3 4 69.6 71 3 6 71.8 74,3 77.6 77.9 73.3 70.9 122,9
NFA	 6450; am 3150 "17.1 60.'5 61.4 624 9 64.1 64.4 64.8 66.9 6b.8 72.6 74;6 76.6 7 1.3 66.9 120.5
( 675. , RADISEC) 4048 61.1 54 .5 6146 63.6 65.1 69.1 65.1 67 ,1 68.3 71 1 3 73.1 74.0 6'8.811 1466.1
'
NFA	 6347. RPM 5000 6444 64#3 66•; 67.5 67,0 67 3 9 64 x2 7113 75.3 A ir? 77;7 80.5 75x3 71r0 Into
t	 66'S..PAD/SEC)
K FD 1002 0 •-RPM 300 62.6 62#661. 6 61462.7 64.064.5 651364.8 67 P S67.5 66x4 71x 9 73.37,3:.7 76,678.4 801 8 83.362.8 77,1 70,6 126160Q00 62.1 69.6 72 ; 1 81.3 76.0 70:3 1.2715
(1113. RAD/.SEC110408 62.4 62.6 62.1 65.0 6'5.8 71, 28 69,4 74r1 77.8 79 2 6 83,0 84.5 77,5 71,2 13010
NC0 OF BLADES
	
44 12580 6 1 • 1 61.5 b1. 63.9 67.0 71.9 7;. 0" 74.6 77.4 A1;4 8 ,3..8 8 .5.2 76.9 70.7 132.1
	 i














AT'ED 41.6 81.6 83,6 841 4 84.6 86.1 88.5 68.6 89, .3 921- 3 94;x} 95 * 7 97.3 88.9 ,142.2





0015:._	 ^_,.».s`^r ;Yis.^.^^°^tr':^	 ^'^i^	 n:,:.r^_•^.:^,.^c.	 -
f'
srs
PACES 3	 FALL scaLE DATA REDUCT ION PROGRAM	 , PROG, ORTE • NONTN as O#v 0,11R *. 0.:6
1
40DEL SOUND PAESSURF LEVELS (39. DE	 F.
ANOL65 iROJ {k'EY =N_DOGROES,
70 PSOC647 REL, HUM. OAV)
(AND RADIANS)
30. 40. 50. 6Q@ 70; Be. p0. 190. 110. 13p .
-
1.,30. 140. 190.. i60.	 04. ..0.	 0.	 Pwc-
t0 '.521(0470) ;0. 87	 ;i.C31ti.221(1.}O.Itj.97f{L.rl1^i.42ft3.p9{ {2.27f{x.b 4 f ;Z.:bZf ;13. 7!?;0. f;0.	 f{0.	 f
7093 69,1 71.1 7013 77.6 64.3 74 '.1 754 69.8 72.6 74.1 75.3 90.1 70 .3 175;0
Glen 67.0 74@5 65.3 87;3 66;3 80.8 69;5 67.p 68;8 70;0 74.0 09.0 75;6 13811
44@6 6446 66.4 6496 66.9 68.1 68.1 67.9 6744 69;6 70.4 72..6 66.1 79.4 iZ529
71 4 9 -69.4 70.6 71.9 71. 72.4 76.! 69:9 70.6 71:4 72.6 75.9 66.6 74;4 12514
64.7 624 65.7 65.4 64. 64.9 65.4 65;4 65@9 66 ;2 69;4 69.7 89.7 72;2 17312
44.0 63@2 64 ! 1 64.4 64.6 65.6 66.0 66.4 6491 69.9 68 2 4 69.1 83.6 71;6 121.16
65.E W S 66.8 66;3 67.3 68;6 71 ! 3 7i;9 761$ 72.8 7423 7613 62;8 74 i 3 12321
69;5 64 13 721.0 72 @ 7 7245 74 f p 74;8 79 1 5 7565 77;2 74;0 90,0 83,3 78;p 12613
73.0 7245 75.3 77. +3 7 .6 .3 76.8 77.5 86 1 6 79.8 Ri10 83=0 54.0 82.8 74 x3 129 16
70 9 9 70.9 71.9 74.9 76.4 75.4 16.2 77.2 75.7 77.9 79 1 7 40!6 79.7 79.1 12616
70@6 71 1 3 7213 73x6 7216 7316 T4;8 76 1 6 76.1 77 f 6 80;1 61;8 79;3 77.3 12617
72@0 71.7 73.5 7W 77x2 77.7 78 x0 Sir& 66@2 82PS 631'3 45x0 8 P S 79 .0 13011
6v .3 78.0 72 .0 7403 74.5 74.8 75.8 7781 7646 13.,6 81;8 8205 7 .5 7645 127!4
78.3 71;2 72.6 7542 75.4 7+3.8 77 1f 70.5 78.6 82.3 63.1 63.7 70.1 77:2 12901
69.0 69.5 71.2 7443 74.2 74.9 77sQ 77 1 9 79.2 82.4 82;5 8413 79 -2 77.0 124:1
65.1 6544 66.4 6991 74@1 70.8 72.1 73.+5 74.3 74.S 60.0 81.9 76.3 73.1 12517





6145 62.0 64.5 66.2 6749 661 6 61 1 8 73 16 71,x6 74 1 3 77 1 6 73.1 6	 • 1220
136.9 60.2 61 • 62,4 `348 64 14 64 . 3 67 :1 4911 73 6 74. 3 77.1 7 .3 66 1 9 12p;6
6'411 99@4 611 6446 6541 64.4 64@6 67 ;1 66x1 7i.0 731 6 734 0.1 66.6 314!9




















614 61.6 ,3 1 0 68. 71s8 7317 75 2 r6 12 03
61 0 9 62.3 61.9 64.5 65.8 71.0 69.4 74.1 77: 78.4 82.3 64.8 77x3 71,2 12929
65;6 6107 6119 64.1 66.2 71..6 71.7 79. 3 77.9 81:4 83 :8 85 @ 5 77.2 70! 7 132:2





36.1 57. 56#8 58.9 41.2 65.1 6496 7p.1 69.X 74.5 .75.9 60.7 130.5
4119 Oi.r8 6344 85@3 8 9 1 7 6612 as ;% 89 Pp 69 1 4 9;2;3 94;.0 95 .:8 97 2 0 89 11 142.2
10 9 7 90.4 42.1 41 @ 4 05.0 9 15.6 96.5 98.0 99.4 iW i 104.3 146.3 103.4 97.6




RADIAL 1CC. FT.	 80













TAME 70. OE8 F	 800
TkET C072• DEG P) 1160#Za
	
9291. DEG 9)	 1600
MACY 0. 001	 2!p
t.	 KG/M3?	 2118
NFA 6340+ RPM	 1150
{ 664@, kAWS.kC1 4080
%FK 6739 . RPM	 5000














a^L s'r^i.x^%.^r;c.'a-a..krh£:c..e...e. v.W..,s ^L^G^ac.L^¢e.,as..ciao^ ..^^:eu^.:;,^_:a;i,a`...-.r..r:k,.a^.a-..s^......-.c_.-..^..s^..xiir..^tiks^'rcirlswar^^x:x.-vreaa'"^cw^"iiF,2'Ash'd'i8ie5k^k^s^i:Fffi^F^k^i}6 rtsir^a.ec^ra". 	,-•aw"'+'zzx"^_
N	 PAGE 1
	
FULA, SCALE DAT A REDUCT ION PRp6RA"	 PROD; DATE - MONTH 08 DO $.MR; 0:1
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59. DE 0	 . 74 PERCENT REL, HUM, DAY!










130.	 140, 1500 i60.	 ON 00	 0.	 Pwtl
tQ9S21t0. 70) t0.47)ti.0 5 )t1 22)t1.!}0}ti; 57}ti,Tflti. 97}t2:09}(2.17)t2. 44)t'2.621t23791(0•
. 6^•8
)t0•	 IRO.	 }
7Z^1 71.3 73.1	 72,6 7'3 9 3 74,3 74.6 75:8 77.1 18,3 80,3 81.8 84+1 126;3
? Q1 3 70.8 78 t p 70 # 9 74.0 75.0 780 74x8 70.3 76j0 17.3 SOrO 81.S 83 *96 126 4
=664P6 69,1 69. 70 9 1 67.4 72 1 4 739i 74.4 75,8 7i=6 %1 0 :1 81.1 82.4 126













69PS 69x0 669' 71,3 72;2 731 5 74.3 76;3 78;0 60.0 81,3 86 ' 3 12912
:0 74 95 74.8 71, 8 7 ,8 7T 1 0 70 1 3 7995 61.0 02.8 64.0 64.3 82.6 12914
14 t.0 74.5 76 1 0 77.8 74,5 77.8 39 1 4 66 1 8 8293 82:8 84 1 5 85:3 64.0 01 : 3 131s0
74,9 74 0 2 7712 79,9 7'`:' 79.4 74.7 82 0 4 03.2 83.7 8514 84 , 2 82.7 78.7 131,9
73.3 73.6 75x 3 71.6 74;6 7516 771673 .6 78:.3 79 ;3 80;6 83,1 40.8 78,8 127 9
7=•S 7695 769' 5 799! 76.2 8 P5 82r1 83 0 7 859' 6 85.5 05P6 8505 43,2 81,0 132:4
74.3 7810 7693 7898 77.5 71.5 81 .5 8 40 649+9 86 . 0 65 4 5 8.300 83.8 B@08 132;9
7495 7'5.0 76 9 0 76,8 77.0 78;6 81.0 83,3 5595 87:0 07 1 3 0593 42.6 81. +1 13333
































72 0 7301 7301 ?SOB 7813 7011 16 02 .3 509'6 16 7691 12709
70 9.0 72.3 6 ► 8 73.93 73.0 77.0 7694 79.3 82.5 60,3 74.0 74.3 127.4














7 r 681. 1 7,^0. 76:682.6 7 .i
6906 i	 •©©
6614 7S.y 7311 71 74.4 73.4 1	 !2

















75• 80.4 82 , 4 84 . 1
8507
76.6 7.2 9 i2904
66.2 65 1 7 7714 8094 ►4 81.7 84 77.4 739 1A1.9





6494 66:7 6794 7 ,7 71: 4 76P 9 79.T 81 r 9 6 ,7 B7,7
8302
76.4 71.9 135:46198 6300 63.2 61.5 70 71 0 5 73 9 7 7602 7 . p 75.2 6 ► 9 133.2
6996 5694 47.2 48.9 86.7 8997 91.6 9312 95 • 96:1 97±2 90.0 94' 93.8 144:6
25,1 96 ,9 4613 98.4 96•S 99.3 101.1 1020 9 10 4 , 1$8.6 107.9 108,0 104 .'• 101.9
SPL INPUT AT STD
FRE94
63
RADIAL 100 FR,,	 40
	
( 30. Ml!	 100
CONF IDE	W0071 1 0
LOC ATT FAN	 2 D
DATE 06020-75	 2 0
RUN 10 7 	315
T APE	 A1745	 4#0





TAMB 860 DEG F	 600
	
( 303. DEG K)	 3,010








NFA 7614 , RPM	 3110
t 798 RADSOC) 4 p
a	 NFR 742;; RPA	 9 9
t 770 .RA0i8ECZ  ^ ^8
MFD 062or RPM 	040
t 13, R 04SEC)10000
8 L ADS' 44 12'800
►AM	 IP 5PEE0	 16610
pp 




PAGE 1	 PULL 80ALE RA
SPL INPUT At SF4
FRED.
F.	 !i












` f	 "	 8A1 29.0 No
	 g 0
1	 j98030s N/Mt}	 6 0
TAMS 4#1 DRGL If	 0^0
1303 :
	 KI	 1800







' gri m Olga; RPM	 l0
( 93: RADrrSfC^ 48 0
NFIt 4184; RPIi
	 51 0[ 090 .RAD4S9G i 4
8FD 10621 ' RIIM	 wool
: 	 Riii30 AAO18ECt10iO4





FA REDUCTION PROGRAM 	 PROC; AveD 	 . MONTH 1 DAY O NR; O;Y
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 459; 019. F0 70 PERCEN T EEL; NUM. OAr!
ANGLES FRO1i INLET




	 7 00	 40.	 90. 1{0, 9109 1944 ^,Tl. 140. 1519 160.	 Be	 04	 0, PNL,
t r p1}900 70! ( Y.;7 }(1^O p }[1.x2![l:4df^l . ^f7f(1 . 7^1ft. OZ} i2.^11I . 27)(2r 441 (2.6jj[l1791 ( d• ){0. }(p. }16:3 75.8 7606 76.6 73,1 76;4 7793 7013 79;3 4 r6 61;S 04.41 06,8 A9#6	 930;6
	
7345 74.95 78 95 75:0 73x3 7843 79,3 70.8 79.5 4 .3 03 1 3 8445 86.9 8905
	
13096
72:6 74.1 74.1 74 9 6 7109 76:6 77.E 784!6 80,1 JIE;6 12 #9 84 98 46,4 084	 131 p4
73,4 73.'1 7499 7502 72•4 76;4 77 0 2 70.4 7944 81;2 G2.4 44:7 4497 04:1
	 124.cj$3:2 73.7 74:7 770	 Ma 80,3 03,2 09,2 80:7 79 07 80 09 85:0 last 82;5	 13.d;573 07 74,2 7644 780	 GO:• 02 0 0 85.7 03 9 2 R1:9 86,2 40.9 0644 84.4 	 0394	 15212
08
78.8 71,0 73#3 73,5 71:.p 74 05 76 9 0 78;0 7949 81i9 93 13 85.40 87 93 1660
	 14023
i9: 8 76x3 78 #8 7903 75	 80.:0 56,8 82.3 8440 85 1 3 47.0 004'5 49,5 0748	 133;4
1840 70.5 0103 82,0 784 0
 88:5 8303 84,8 864	 87 # p 00.3 119.3 04:0 86.3	 135#)
7744 71.7 00 9 2 02 9 7 80:4 8 a.4 83,4 89.4 69:is 06 1 7 87.7 BG:t 86.2 8343
	 137
76:8 77.3 77#0 0003 77:1 74;0 83 0 3 8206 0 :8 0aRa BS;i 05. 9 1 9993 83 96	 1318370:0 74'4!1 60#5 84:2 01.2 85:2 8495 88x0 8846 4t to 9 i2 09.2 46 97 049:2	 13807781 3 8040 40 1 3 8203 01 .3 0448 8345 8688 8443 01 !3 eB !0 A6rd 4j43 054 0
	133;4
7040 79,3 60#3 86r# 81 9 0 09.8 0743 06 l 0 8606 !fill 2240 40 9 3 8905. 85.5.	 13710




	 04:2 61#4 834 OS..Z 870 4 889	1504 9+104 80,	 14.#2
7 si 73.3 T#41 7708 7;::0 77.8 } 
'r3 8!!3 61'	 44! 6 07. 3 93 0 '6 81 .8 7 4 1	 1.91:89445 72. 3 74 09 76x6 7400 79;5 99:3 80 9 3 004	 81#S 87;p 020'5 a	 77.5	 131.13L




78:1 6506 7 • 75.0
	
7206 7323 to:' 	7 :6 7699 7 106 01,b 08#	 76#	 7401
	
127x+
9844 70:4 4099 72:v 70.6 71.8 to ,i 71.1 793.1 ai l f 8p t4 1004 77.	 73 * 6	 14812




X74! 844+1 6904 73:4 72 0 7 74:2 78.2 04.4 02:9 Oa.7 06.7 06.4 7608 75:4
	 1381
96:0 6803 69. 98 7208 73:5 77 93 71 i 9 6 ;0 14,3 86:S 0700 04:	 88 98 76 9 0	 13499
0704 Obr9 a7:# 71:7 7;:4 79 9 4 77#7 8 .42
 '6194  841 7 960	 803	 7.099 73 9 4	 1371666,0 63x7 64 99 b 42 6 0 5 71.2 ,73.'5 7502 7:2 8547 1$0	 4302 7502 7147	 136.4
691
	 44,49; 90:9 93 9 7 91:3 94.6 95.,5 96.7 9749 99!4 169!2 1000 9 9413 98 04 	 148..3
90:
	 99 92 1009 9 So3r1 100+ 8 103.5 165.! 104: 8








A	 PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE QATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PROC; DiTE - MONTU 16 DAY 0 HR; 0:O




RADIAL 100• FT -	 no
	
( 30. 41	 100
VEHICLE	 PPG	 125
CON F IG	 NC!,071	 160










Y AMS 869 DES F
	 $90
(3039 DEG K)	 1000




H ALT 0-	 GM/M3	 2000
j•	 Ka/M31	 2510
NFA 9 512', RPM
	 3150
( 9969 RAOSEC1 4p 0
NFK 9993. RP	 500
1973• RAO2SECj 6300
NFD 106x8: RPM	 8000
(1113. RAD/SEC)10000
N0: OF GLADES 44 12560







MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 09. DES. F, 70 PERCENT REL. HW", DAY)




	 50.	 60 1	704	 QO.	 90 4
 10 0 + 11 0• 12d . J30• 	 1404 1506 160.	 of
19. 52)( 0.70)(0 . 7)(1.05 )(1,22)(1,4D){1.97)(1. 75)t1. 42)(2,09 )( ,27)(2, 44)(2,62)(2: 79)(0•	 )(O9
7716 7696 774 76.1 75.6 78.6 7991 666 82 .1 62 .6 544 67.1 9 0 .1 93.6
76.0 77.0 804 78.0 7693 79.3 6'.8 81.6 82•0 8208 8560 88,3 91.3 94.3
74.4 7599 7619 77x1 74.1 78.9 71.9 81.6 6249 83 ' 4 85,9 87+9 90.9 93.1
73.9 70.4 77.4 77.9 7514 74.7 74.7 86.7 81 .9 8217 85 1 2 87.4 86.9 90.7
75.7 75•S 76.7 77,2 74x2 78.0 7895 86.0 80:7 Ri j S 83.2 85.0 86+7 80.5
8597 53.2 8299 79.7 7912 84.4 8599 88.7 84.7 84.0 87.7 8'417 89.9 89.4
74:3 74.3 75:8 76.6 73.5 78,5 7993 sir	 x5e 83.0 a4;8 36	 88.5 91.0 89,8
78.5 76.5 81:3 81. 8 7895 83.0 83.8 8595 87.3 88.3 90.8 92.3 9 2. 8 91.0
61xa 82.0 0483 86.6 634 86,8 a6 P S 89*80 90,0 91.8 93.3 Q2.8 93.3 91.3
800 61.7 62 9 9 859 4 620 SS.4 65.9 06 * 7 8797 58.2 89.9 90,4 84.2 80,2
7916 80,6 83.1 87:3 8291 83:6 85 ' 3 87;3 8893 87;8 58.8 88.6 88.3 88p6
80.5 82.0 87.2 87•'2 8890 64,0 96' 5 9015 90 ,•0 92.5 94,2 93.0 91.0 ,97.S
61 . 0 85.3 65:0 54..5 83.5 86.0 36.3 86.8 86.8 69.8 111.O 42.0 89.3 89.5
0195 55.0 87.5 91:5 89.5 93.8 M' S 94.0 93,3 93.3 l5:8 92,8 91;0 SC S
5'293 8596 86.1 69 .1 85.6 a9,6 89.8 96;6 91 .6 94;6 !S'	 9 .1 9 .3 a7,
50,7 ag.7 a2,2 85:7 61.7 84.4 84.7 67.4 8719 92 5 7 951	 6^.4 84.j
7S•8 77 .,a 78•
	
61 :6 8096 83.1 63. 3 8591 8691 87.1 4 091 87.1 8 5 , 6 6411
72.5 79.8 77 :1 79.8 77.8 74.3 8g95 63.0 84x3 85 1 8 10.8 8610 83 9 8 81.6
7491 74.6 76:1 7796 7588 77.6 77.6 7 9.3 82 .6 65t1 864 8456 8296 80.6
7316 7 s8 74.6 70:8 769	 77.3 76x3 8br3 31.i 61x3 341	 83x 8 601	 78,6
71.1 7 •6 73 . 1 76. 9 73:^ 76,1 7794 8091 111.6 84;4 62 1	!!?:9 819	 77.4
71.7 74,7 7499 77.4 7599 79.2 79x9 82 # 2 85:7 a6;9 85;9 67.4 82,2 78.4
1119 7109 7219 77.1 749 9 7696 709i 6209 8511 87.4 0.9 88.4 83.1 78.1
69 9 9 72.9 7204 76.77594 78.9 811' 2 62.7 85.1 RS;
,3
9 87.9 87 9 9 81,4 77,4
7090 7190 7195 7598 75.5 79.8 82.6 85.+5 86,0 a7.5 88.	 8993 81.5 7840
48.7 69.7 70.7 73.9 74. 4 774 80!2 820 85:4 86.9 88.7 8919 Gil 77.4
46,5 67 1 0 68.0 71.2 7197 73.5 76.'1 78.0 61 .0 82.5 34.5 67'9)! 78,5 75.0
9297 9399 95.6 97.8 95.6 96..8 99.5 100! 6 101 . 2 102 8 104.3 103 - 5 102 09 102.7






























































RACIAL 1D04 FT.	 80
	











B AR 29,0 HG	 308
	
( 9 ad309 N/42)	 630
TAME 06, DE4 F
	 boo
	
1 3 03+ DEG K)	 1.000







1,	 X G/M3)	 2502
NFA 10134. RPM	 3150
(116j, WA0/,SEC) 4000
NFK ^8 0, RPN	 5000
(1034, RkDISECI 6380
NFD 106289 RPM	 a000
,(1113, HAD/SEC)10100










ATE - MUNTH 59 DAY O . HR, 0.i
PRESSURE LEVELS 159, DEN. : 7p PERCENT REL, HU M, DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RAUTAMS)
80,
	 90. 009 1i0; 120; 130• 140. iSO. 160.	 0,
li• 40). ti.s^)t1. 75l^i. 92) (2.Q9)1 2 ,27)(2. 44 )t2. 62 1 12 ,79 )(0 ,	);0.
80.1 86.3 82;3 83.3 93.1 03.8 8883 92.1 95.6
81.5 82.5 a3 -0 83,5 84.3 85.5 R y .0 92.5 95.3
80.9 86.6 82.4 83,4 84.9 86.9 89.4 91.9 94.1
80.4 8;;.7 81.9 82.4 83.7 55.4 88.2 90.2 90.4
79 1 0 7902 85,5 81 . 0 82x7 84 1 ? 65.7 88..2 87.3
8002 82.4 84.9 62.2 83.4 84.4 66.9 89.7 09.2
800 81 r 3 8390 84.0 86,1 8 08
16 
9091} 93.3 91.'3
84.5 85.3 87.0 88.3 9Q93 91!	 93.5 95.3 93.0
90.8 98.8 96.3 91.3 92.0 93.5 95.3 94.5 92.5
8794 87 9 7 89;2 Bast 90.4 91.4 91,9 90.9 88.7
85 9 1 8448 884 88.3 93.6 91.3 #1 .3 90 . 1 91.1
40.0 8?	
x3
.5 41.5 91.5 44;7 92;7 92.7 91.5 80,7
a ..5 8 .3 91.3 91.5 93 .	 91. 3 90sa 92 .5 89.0
93', 0
 94.0 94.0 93.0 96.0 94,5 92.3 9 1.8 89.0
90,3 9'.a 94
9
3 92.6 96-1 95.8 93.6 93.6 90.6
8897 84.4 88;9 92.2 96.7 94;4 90.2 90.4 87.2
84.6 8516 8668 88.1 92.1 91.0 $7.8 66.6 84.3
82.0 ES.5 49.8 86193 89.3 91.3 8793 84.8 8290
80.3 8096 81,6 84,9 86.3 88.3 86+364.0 6f+3
6 rl 7913 83,3 83 . 3 04,3 86,8 869 1 81.	 79'06
711 8'0.6 82!4 83,4 87.1 84.6 $40	 0209 78+9
81-2 82.4 83;9 8647 87.4 88.9 97.7 01.7 79.2
82.1 82.6 85.6 88.4 9 1 . V10 9g-1 84. 
g
4 80!06
8 2 . 4 84;3 BR.S a6.	 88. 3 899. 3 9 18 02.5 7*.8 3	 	 2
00.9 83.2 84.7 86.7 88.9 89.7 90.7 81.9 78.9
76.7 79.2 80.5 82.7 714.7 a5.' 88.2 19.0 76.2
	
9 4 9	 95.4 95,9 99x4 96 1 7 30 Q .Z 106 .6 102.1 102+'5 105.3 1.94.9 104; 6 1049 6 103.9
	
103	 103 ,2 106;7 110.2 10 7 . 5 109.9 110.6 112.1 113.2 11,6. 4 116.0 114.3 113. 3 111.1
P AGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAH
MODEL SOUND
308 40. 50, 60, 700
0452');0.70) ;096T.111903111.22f
78.1 77,3 7898 7996 76,8
78.0 76-8 80.8 500 76.5
75.6 77.1 77.4 7799 741 9
76.7 76.2 78.2 78,4 75,7
76,2 76.q 77,0 7890 74.5
17x2 80,7 19.7 83 1 9 7694
75:0 7690 77.9 70 9 8 7515
80:3 79 .5 82,8 02 9 11 7915
449 5 85;a 85,5 8693 84 ,8
4294 6299 04.7 8692 83,9
41,8 82.6 85.3 83,6 81.6
92,7 85 .0 a397 89,fl 0495
x3 10 8408 8618 8795 8790
84 10 6595 8598 9 2x3 84+0
4611 87.8 64.3 91.3 08.1
6202 83.7 65 9 7 91.4 87.9
774 7898 80,6 83.6 81,8
74.,0 77.5 79.5 81,8 80.0
75,.8 76.6 78.1 79.8 79,1
7399 77.4 00 9 0 78:875:3.
1 2 1 75;1 7 4 ,9 78,6 75,4
72,7 76.9 76.7 76.7 7719
73,6 73.4 74,9 79,1 76.6
710 74.9 7414 7092 77.7
71. '5 73.0 74,0 77.3 77.8
7 112 7197 7294 76.2 7647








RADIAL 100• FT.	 80
	
( 30. M')	 100
VEHICLE	 PPG	 125
CONFIG	 4C.P071	 160










TANS 84- DEC F
	 800
	
(302@ DEG K)	 1040
TNET 75, LEG F	 125o
	




( '0	 KG/M3)	 25.0NFA 10928. RPM
	 310
(1144@ R ADeSEC) 4000
NFK 106 7 4* RPM	 5000




NO. OF Bj;ADES 44 12 00
FAN TIP SPEED	 16000
a FT/SEC E 200000
C1fEMALt L ABC LATIs
PNOR
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DEG. a 70 PERCENT REL, HUM, DAY1
ANGLES FROb EN 0T tN DE8ROE8.(A ND RADIANS)
309	 401	 50,	 60,	 700	 60.	 90• 1^0- Ito. f20. 130. 1400 130. 160.	 0,
ill.'X2110.70 .1(0.87}I1 . 1t=.1i.22 I 11.401If.s71i1. ?5}11.92112.04}I2.t7)(2.44) { 2.762};2'079}t0.
79x8 79 9 8 60 , 1 80.6 78,8 81.6 B1 ! 8 83!1 05 . 1 86-3 87.8 40 .6 94,6 94,6
78@8 79,5 0193 800 780 81,'3 83..4 84 1 0 54.8 86.3 88 '40 9193 94.5 98,3
77,9 79,1 79,0 79.9 76@6 82.1 82.4 83 . 6 8.5.4 86.6 88.4 90.6 93.,4 96'41
78@6 78,9 8696 Boll 77,6 82.1 82.4 8,3 ! 1 84x6 85..4 87.1 90r6 92.6 92.9
78,2 78,5 7992 79,'377.7 80.7 81.6 82 ! 2 83,0 84.7 86.2 88,0 90-2 8917
1899 7792 78,9 80@2 776,7 81.7 80. 9 81.9 85,9 85.2 86.4 68@4 98.9 91.g
794 78.3 81,,5 81 9 5 77.8 83:8 63.3 8510 89.0 89.3 90,8 92-0 95;'3 93.8
82,0 52,3 8498 84@S 82@3 86,5 8.7.6 88-3 90 , 5 92..3 94.0 46.0 964 95.0
54,8 65 9 0 07x8 88,3 86,0 59.o 80 * 4 91;0 43-0 94 ; 0 951' 8 46@0 96.5 94,3
054 850 0697 88,9 87,4 90,2 90,2 964 91.7 92.4 94.2 94,4 91.7 91,7
03,1 54,8 85x1 85,8 83.1 86@1 86.6 87.8 59.1 96.6 91.3 93,1 92.6 904
:
397 56@0 56;5 88.'9 86@5 899'5 96;2 92;0 92,7 94;0 94;7 14,0 93,7 90,5
..4 98 56@5 47'05 89#0 8798 90 ! 3 9498 91.3 92 63 94.-5 93 1 %3 295 9205 8995
56:5 87 9 0 68:6 92.5 88.5 9395 94.3 93 0 5 93.9 96 1' 5 9703 93.8 92.8 90!3
47.8 91.1 90.8 90,i 43,1 93.1 99.i 99;3 101-3 162.1 18 3.1 4405 93.1 91.1
0297 53.9 46.2 58.x7 85'47 88 i 2 89.4 93;7 92-7 98;7 96;7 42 .7 91.9 9092
110.6 81.6 82.5 86'41 85@1 87.3 87.6 88.6 89.3 97.3 23.3 89,8 88.3 86.3
76-5 5 .8 82 '00 04.5 82@3 64.8 86,8 87.0 88.5 9 f-.$ ;3'3 89,3 87.3 84.8
7 .6 7	 50:.	 8 1.6 8£@6 82.6 8 2.6 84.1 87793 962.	 1.1 0806 89.	 83.3
77,3 76@8 79@8 53@3 82,5 52.8 81.6 85.6 554 9b-3 59.1 87,6 83,6 8106
7404 7798 77,1 B1 , 1 77,8 80,8 9.1 @8 83 @8 80. 1 69. 1 86. 3 88.6 8 4.8 00!3
7497 7994 7994 61'04 79@9 82 ! 7 8,4 '09 83.2 57.4 88.2 91 1' 7 88,4 43.?.2 80;7
164 7793 79 1 1 62-0 8$@6 85@1 85;6 88-3 91*1 93.-6 9216 . 81,5 64.6 83i1
75:1 78,1 77 9 8 5198 Bv%6 85.1 86,3 87 '01 89,6 963 '	 0.3 9291 8S:3 82@1
74,1 7691 77.3 80 .6 8 0 ,4 84.6 86 '4 1 87.4 89@4 71:	 1.4 92,6 45. 1 81.6
73x2 7590 75.97 79.8 79x7 83,5 85.2 86.5 88@7 40.5 91.5 92-7 85.0 81,0
64,9 71.4 72,4 75. 9 74x9 76.9 86.9 81.9 84.7 A7.2 88.2 9002 82.7 78.-2
95 9 8 97.7 98,3 99, 9 9b,6 101.3 103.3 10 4. 1 105:7 107.5 10 6. 1 106,5 10 6.3 106.0
105 x 7 107 .7 10 b - 4 110- 3 10 9 , 2 11182 113,4 114'0 8 116.5 118.2 11 9. 0 116 - 3 115 .0 113.2






























.3 102.4 !132.9 105:3 10 5 .3 10 4 . 8 10 4.4 104.1
:3 112'%S 113.3 11 5. 7 116.4 11 4 . 5 113 ..1 111.0
153.0
PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE JATA itLDUCTI0N F ROGRAra	 PRO . DATE - ")NTH 71 DAY 0 HR. 0.9



















B A R 29.0 HG	 5DD
	
( 98030, N142)	 630
TANB 84. DEG F
	
Apo
	(3.02. DEG K)	 1000
T W E T 75. DEG f 1250
	
(2971 DEG K)	 1600
VOCT as
	 G14/M 3	 2000(a
	
KG/7131	 2500
NFA 1010 $• RPM	 3150






RFD 1.0 628. RPM	 41 0
711132 PAW SEC11.0808
NG • OF BL A DES 44 1Z500
FAN TIP SPEED	 1kon0
	
F T/SEC	 20000
MODEL SOUND FRESSURE LEVELS (59; DI. Fa 70 PERCENT REL. Hui. DAY)
ANGLES FROM I NLET IN DgGREES - (AND RADIANS)




7818 78.8 7993 79.1 77.8 813.6 ab,6 ep;i 83.3 R5.1 86;1 88.6 92.•1 96.1
77.8 79.3 81.3 79 .0 77,0 80,5 82.3 82-0 83.3 g4 l 8 8666 40-.0 92.5 96.0
76.1 7796 7$.1 78,1 73.9 80.4 86.9 $2.4 84.1 85.4 87.1 89.4 91.9 94.4
76.6 76.4 79.4 7899 75.9 80. 4 98.6 R1;6 82.9 83.6 85;6 8846 9 0 . 1 90.6
76.5 77.0 770 78#2 TS,S 79.3 79.5 80.5 61.5 82.5 84.2 86#2 86.2 87.5
7'6#7 82.7 80.9 84.7 77.7 79.7 83.7 84.7 82'2 3.2.7 84.2 86.7 89.4 88.4
7'5.5 77.0 7893 78 941 7690 80.0 31.'3 83.3 84.8 86 . 5 88.3 90. 893-0 41.5
410,3 60.5 6398 83#3 79,8 84.8 85.5 86.5 68.8 90.3 92;0 94.0 94.5 93.3
84:.5 8695 65.5 86,5 85.3 90.0 88.3 9DP3 91.3 92.5 94.0 95.5 94.3 92.3
V30 83.9 8502 860 84.4 87.9 8.80 69.2 39.9 9 6..0 11.7 42.2 91.2 88.7
151.6 63.3 850 83,8 0396 84.3 85 1 1 86.3 90..1 93.3 12;8 41#3 90.8 90.6
b3so 85.7 85.0 89 0 7 8540 69.7 844.0 91.2 9 1 . 7 93.5 93.7 42.7 91.7 8'1.2
153.8 85.8 $698 8090 87.0 69.3 84.5 9 710 92.3 93..0 42.3 41.0 92.0 88;8
44.3 07 .3 96.8 91,5 89.0 92.5 93;6 44.5 9#.8 9+3.8 15. 0 92.5 9198 89.0
a5 ► 1 68.1 88.1 90 1 1 87 01 91.1 91.3 95.8 9216 98P3 95.3 92.6 93:! 6 90.8
51.7 83.9 85.7 90.7 67.488.7 88.9 88.7 91:7 9 4 . 7
 94, 2 9 0' • 7 89.7 86.4
78,6 79.88J:3
  04.1 $1.B 84.6 05.i 88.8 88.1) 90p:6 92.8 $8#8 86.i 84.3
7405 78.5 7 0 82.5 RZ 4 82#0 8469 05,8 86#5 B9s0 9 1 .5 87.'5 84.$ 82.5
76,4 77. 3 7806 7995 78#6Ojai 8698 Ai.$ 85. 3
 B8•
	
84.1 86x6 8 4 .1 81.1
75.8 75.1 7796 81;3 7896 79.$ 79.3 82.8 83.3 84	 87.1 85.6 81,8 79.6
7296 76.	 751.6 79.6 76.
	
7813 86.6 8118 8308 86.8 84;6 84.8 82.6 78.3
7392 77.	 7792 79 0 7 77,4 81.4 12.2 84 1 2 87#2 87.2 89,9 07.9 82,2 79i1
74.,3 74.6 76,	 79,6 77.0 8 i .8 82 .8 85.8 8894 9 .8 1 i .3 9 .3 so	 8 .8
71,8 75.6 75•	 79
.4 7713 b2/1 83.3 64;6 86.8 r3^s8 89;3 8^.1 02 3 79.3
7 1 . 4 7 2 .9 74 46 7719 770.6 8 1 . 4 8 3 .y 0511 869! 88.6 89.1 90'1 1 2 . 4 74.1
70.7 72.2 72.7 76•.2 76.7 80 0 5 83.0 04.5 86.5 80.7 89.5 9 1 .2 81.5 79•D






























Mb0 PAGE 1 FULL SOLE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PRO;; DATE - MONTH 78 EAY 0 HR. 0:4
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 4 159. DE . s 70 PER CENT RE . HUM. DAY}
AN111.26 FROM INLET IN DEGREES CARD RAW ANS)
30.	 40,	 S0.
	
60,	 7 0.	 80.	 90. lic ,
 110.	 130. 140. 1S0. 1 80.	 Or







3.3 84.3 913.6	 7.1	 p:i	 4,3 d.3
77.8 79:3 91,S 80,3 780 81.8 84;.6 8363 0500 86;0 87.5 91.0 44,3 98-3
77:6 78.9 7996 7916 77.1 81.9 82•i 63.1 85.4 86.•6 48.86 91 , 4 93.6 95,9
78,4 78.1 80.94 00,! 78,1 81.9 82.1_	
I




7 79,2 79,5 77,0 80.,5 B1:0 82;0 63.9 84.7 UP	 88,0 90*0 9080
80:2 77.4 79,9 80,4 7662 82.2 81. 	 82.4 85.9 80.4 86.
	 88,2 91.2 51.4
61:0 7888 81,5 81.3 7795 834 54 7	85.8 86.5 8910 15160 92.8 9+5.3 93.5
82,0 82.0 84,6 84,'3 8113 86.3 87911 88.5 90.5 92. 15 94.5 96,5 97.0 95.3
64. 13 8498 8790 8893 85,8 840 8493 96;8 92.5 94;0 95.8 06,8 96.5 94.5
44;7 85.9 86;4 8819 87,2 84.7 89;1 96.4 91.2 42.2 93 . 9 94.4 93:.7 91.9
63.1 84.8 85,1 85,3 82.8 88..8 86.i 8798 88.8 96.6 91.8 93.1 9216 096'6
030 15 a$,$ 860 8717 8697 84,5 gars 91;5 42,7 94;0 94:2 4495 93,7 91:7
i415 47.8 87:0 88,3 88,0 90.0 96.8 9p,,	
.8
B 92 .0 93.0 93.3 92+0 92.8 69.8
66,0 8780 8898 91.5 88,3 92 !3 94.3 9 3 . 0 93,5 95	 97.3 04,0 92.5 9p.+5
88-8 69.3 91,.6 89.6 59;3 99-6 96.6 96.1 i0l e l 1-611! 102.3 915.6 92.6 89.8
4:9 63.2 64.9 07.9 86.7 85.2 66.4 92 97 926  971 9 97.2 9399 92.4 88.78 01.3 82.1 8518 B A ,3 87.6 87.1 89.1 89.6 92.6 93 1! 3 89.0 87.8 86.6
76,5 8290 82.0 84.0 82,3 84.0 87.0 87,0 88.3 96r8 92,3 89,0 87.3 84,5
78, 3 79. 3 e, ,l 81,6 8016 62.6 83.1 8 3 00 67.6 9R;1 901!6 88'1 85.6 0343
7798 76.6 79.1 8298 81.1 81.8 81.3 84.8 85.1 56.3 88.8 67.0 8366 81.8
74,3 77.6 7698 8996 76.6 80.6 829 .6 8398 815.6 88.8 86.6 86 86 64..1 80.3
74:9 79 9	 ,	 81:2 80,2 82,9 83.7 54;9 87.	 87,7 90,j 88;4 82.	 6002
76,6 76,6 ^8.	 02,3 80:	
4
6 84.3 815.•1 68.6 9 .	 93 ..6 92,	 91,6 86..3 82..6
74,8 78.3 77,6 6153 90oB 6401 8698 87.-6 J-6 9 6r	 girl 91.1 84.6 814
74x6 71594 77.1 8094 8014 80 1 80i 879 4 891 4 96.9 9144 91 .9 83.9 81.9
73 9 2 73.0 73.7 78.7 79,5 63.'9 05.,2 87.0 88.7 96.5 91.5 92,7 83.2 81.2
69,4 71 n4 71.9 75.9 750 78.7 Ap.9 82.9 84.7 66.4 87.4 40.2 84.4 70.2
05:6 96,8 98,	 99 9 4 97.8 100.6 1 02.5 103.6 0 15,5 107. 1 107.9 106.7 1,6.2 106.0
145 . 9 106 . 9 108• 104 . 8 108,2 111.1 112.9 114.2 116.3 117• 118.6 116 : 4 115 .0 117.8






















BAIL 29,0 HG	 $00
TAM 80
	9 849 DEC F
	 800
	
(302. DEG K)	 1000
TKBT 75 4 DES F	 1250
	
(297. DEG K)	 1600






(1140. R AO,(SEC) 4000
NFX 10635. RPM	 5000
[11431 ,RA0/SEC) 8300
NFO 1042 0 @ RP4+1	 000
[11134,RADISEC)10600
NO. OF BLAVEg 44 wee


































PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUC T ION PROGRAH PhOC;	 fj	 - MONTH 87 DAY O . HR,	 0.^
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 139, DEG. F, 10 PERCENT REL. HUM , DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
3PL INPUT AT STD 30. 40. 50, 60. 70. 80. pa. 1'.00, LIC. i2d. 130. 140. 150. 160.	 0.	 01	 00 Pi1L
FRED, (0. 52)(09 70)( 0. 07 )(1.0 5 )(1922)(1.'40)(i. 571(1.7"5)1.1. 9$1(2. 09)(2..27)(2. 44 )(22"62)(2979)(0, )(0,	 )(0 • )
50 77.8 77.3 78•1 78.3 76.8 79,1 79..6 si.! S 87.1 83.3 84,8 87.1 0 0:2" 3 941', 133;9
63 73 .5 77.,3 410#5 77.3 7598 79.0 8296 812"5 8 2 0 5 83.5 84.8 67.5 9:O r8 94 . 3 134;3
RADIAL 100.	 F T. 00 40 9 70.1 7791 77•L 74.4 70.1 79.1 862" 1 62.6 83.9 b5,4 87.6 40.4 92.6 133.b(	 3Q	 41 100 75.4 75.6 7794 77.4 74.6 79.4 79.4 86x9 82.1 83.-4 84,9 87.1 88,4 89. 1 132#5
VEHICLE
	
Noy 125 7595 75,7 76.5 76.7 7415 78:.2 78.5 79.7 01.0 81 . 2 83,0 84,2 8+3,7 85.0 130.4
CONFIG	 NCdo671 160 83.2 81.4 $394 8 012 74.2 84,2 84.7 87.9 66.2 83.7 87.2 84.4 49.4 87. 2 135:0
LOC	 A TT FAN









78.5 79.3 810 82.8 84.
88.3
86.3 j89Q 9 0.8 89.8 13305
2 0 *0 81.5 82.8 83,3 84. 66.8 89.5 2 e0 93.0 91.5 136.9
RUN
	
11 4 319 0190 82.3 84,3 86,3 8J9O 96,5 88.0 8990 89.8 96.8 12±8 92 #8 9390 9 1 . 3 139.2
TAPE	 A431 400 8194 81.7 83.2 8594 822" 4 8 01.4 85.7 8614 87.7 88.9 89.7 8499 88.9 87.2 136.8
BAR
	
2 9.0 HG 500 a 0•1 90.1 8 4.3 87 .3 8393 84.1 85.6 87.1 89.6 894 88.6 89.1 es.a 87.8 1.37.1
( 90830. "142) 630 80.5 82.2 8797 8797 870 88.7 90.2 89 0' 5 90.2 92.5 13.2 03 . 0 91.5 872" 5 00.-2
T A NG	 0 4 . UEG F 800 51:3 8598
85,3
86, 3 84 : 5 8j,p
8
80.8 6640 88.j 88.8 69.5
94.3
91.3 9 1 .0 84,0 89 '5 138.1(3022"
	DEG K) 1000 41 3 88.3 90.8 .O 93.3 93.'5 93. 93.3 14•A 94.0 90.0 90.3 142.6




82.4 85.7 81x7 84.2 84.4 116.7 87.4 92.4 9 .2
89.11
8894 87.4 8307 L 3f:8




11	 9 8 8 .8
71,.8
83.6 84 ! 6 85,8 87•$ 8091 84.•6 82.6 135.-0it
	 RG/M3)
9 51L*NFA	 RPH
2500 72.5 77.3 ,3 7	 •0 92#5 83#3 84..0 86#D 59- 85.5 83.3 80.8 134
3150 73 98 75.1 75.8 77.1 769 3 77.8 76.6 74, 8 2 .6 13 #5 .1 86.1 84 .8 82 .1 74. 3 132.0
(	 496,
	 F. 	 /.5EC1 4000 73.6 72.8 74.8 78.3 762" 6 77.3 77.3 86.8 8016 !)1,6 84.1 8306 40.1 78. 1 130.8
NF1(	 9289. RM
(	 9 73

























000 2"1 80,1 , I 88. 1 43.. 1 135.6(Isla. P0/SEC1la0a0 7093 720 7298 76 . 3 74.8 79.8 Si .6 82 0 8 84 .8 86.1 87,8 87.8 82.1 78. 1 135.9
NO o OF BL ADES
	
44 1.2500 b 96 71.1 72 9 4 749 9 75.4 8Q , 1 82 2" 4 53 98 6599 R7. 4. 88. 4 882" 0 8 2 . 4 78
.4 137.9
FAN TIP S PEED 16000 68.7 70.1 70 .7 7.392 74,2 79. 0 81.2 83 90 85.2 8702 88.2 69,5 82 . 0 78. 0 1:39:6
PT/SEC 20000 64,9 66.7 6792 70.7 72.7 74.2 7 6 .9 78.2 Sa.4 83 . 2 8 4.7 86. 9 76.7 74.4 138.6
OVERALL MEASUREO
OVERALL CALCULATED 92,3 93.9
103 .3
96..2 97,5 45,4 98.7 99.3 10j! 3 101 . 2 103•j 103. 8 103 .4 102. 7 lo2.5 171,3pNUU 101. 9 1:0 5 ,0 10 7 90 104.8 108..2 108,9 10 .9 110.9 iii. L14.6 112. 9 111.2 109.3
r
s	 PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DAT A REDUC T ION PROGRAM PROC; PpATE MONTH 91 DAY	 0 O.	 0:4
o MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59. DE6.; # 	 70 PERCENT REL HUM . DAY)
ANGLES FR0(4 IMLET IN DEGREES
'
( ARD RADIANS)
SAL INPUT AT ST D 304 409 50, 6D• 70• 8D. 90. 1fi0. 110. i20• 5309 140-, 1501 164.	 0. 06	 D.	 ?ML
FREQ, (0.92)( p .70)(a. 67)(1.C'1 )11.22)(1.40){1 ; 57)(1, 75)(1. 42).12,09 )(2.27 )( 2 . 44 )( 2 . 62 ) (2 .79 1(0 . ).(0.	 1( p •	 1
SD 77.1 75,6 76,6 77.3 74,6 76,6 77,1 78.1 78.8 86,.6 '32.6 84.3 87.1 89.8 130•8
63 73.3 74,3 79.3 74.3 73,3 76,3 86,E 78.E 79.0 8610 81.3 64.0 86.5 90.0 130;7
RADIAL 101.	 FT, 50 71,9 72.6 73.9 74.1 71,6 76.1 7609 78.1 79.1 86.1 32.4 84.1 86.4 8a; 1 130!0
(	 30.	 13) 100 7396 7294 74.4 74,6 72,6 76,6 76.9 77 0 9 78.6 79 1 6 61,:6 83.9 84.6 84.9 129.1
PPG 125 72,0 74 .5 75.7 76 . 7 78,0 80.2 82.7 VEHICLE 81 .7 01 .2 79.0 81 , 2 84.0 83,0 03.2 130.4
C011F IG NC-071 160 71 1 9 74,9 7699 7794 79,9 82 9 2 84.9 82.9 01.9 791.9 02.4 85,4 83.7 84.2 131.6
LCC ATT FAN 200 7 0.3 71,3 7393 72 96 7C.8 75.3 76.5 78.0 79.3 8160 6300 8590 86,8 860' 5 130:2
CATE 0620-75 250 7598 75,5 78 9 0 780 76.0 70.8 81 . 3 82.5 8348 84.5 87.0 88.0 89.0 87.6 133.6
RUN 119 315 170 76.3 OO+a 81,C 78.8 82.5 83wd 84.3 86.0 56.5 87.5 89 .3 68.8 86.5 134.9
TAPE A431 400 78.2 75.4 79.7 02,2 64,2 83.2 83,2 8 4.4 85.2 86.7 06 1 2 86.9 85.7 83.2 134.1
BAR 2 9 .0 HG 500 76,6 77.1 77.8 80,3 76.8 79.B 80 9 3 82.3 82.6 82.8 8403 84.8 84.6 83. 1 131.8
1 98030. 14 /42) 630 7'8:.6b 79,5 80.7 83 • '5 BC+,7 84 9 7 84P5 86x7 8 7 , 2 88 ;0 89 5 88.0 8695 85.5 13569
T ANS 8+5,	 DEC, F 800 77,2 79 90 6005 ai.0 6095 8495 840 1 85. 0 85 . 3 68.0 07.5 85, 3 86!3 84-D 134:8
1 3 02 9	DEG K) 1000 78,0 79. 0 79.8 84.0 80.5 86.5 87,3 86.3 889 E 9 1 .8 91,E 89.a 89, 0 84. 0 137.6
766T 74, DEG F 1250 7626 79.0 78.6 62 . 6 8n,.3 84.8 85 n 8 84.3 59.1 9 1 .6 91 .6 87.3 86.1 83.6 137.1
1296,	 DEG K) 1600 7594 75,9 76.4 79.4 77.2 79.9 $1.7 A3.2 85.4 57.4 87.9 852 83.4 80.4 133.6
FACT a.	 GM/M3 2088 7	 P B 73.8 74.1 77.1 75.3 77.8 79.3 86.8 81 9 1 83.8 ' A 03 9 3 81.3 78.8 1 5.4
(, KC/M31 2500 84,3 72.0 74;8 76oD 7395 75.5 66,6 79,3 8 0 . 5 6 2.8 .,•5 82.8 80.5 77.3 13064
pFA 5 6 9 5n RPM 3150 7.0 . 6 71,1 72 . 1 73 66 77'3 73 9 6 74.8 75,3 78.6 80.6 82..6 8098 7803 762 1 1?801
+	 t ''10 9 ,i+ A ET/SEC) 4000 69,6 68,6 71..6 7496 72.3 73.,3 77.6 76.8 76.8 77.8 81.3 60.1 76.3 74.6 127!2
NFK 8 489, RRM 5000 6893 7 0.3 69.3 7298 70,1 73.1 74.,8 76.8
B


























83.8 84.8 85.3 79.3
* a
75. 132.0NFD 10628* RPM 5000 76.1
85.6 75.9(1113. riAD/SECj100a0 87.6 69.9 69.9 73.4 7294 7694 78,6 BGP1 62 99 83,4 859 9 79.1 13395
NO , OF BLADES	 44 12500 6890 68..2 6907 72 970 .9
73@0 77, 2 791 2 81.7







07.4FAN TIP SPEED 16000 65 . B 67.1 67 9 8 71 4 1 76.1 78.3 66.1 82 R4 . 3 75 . 3




S 88.5 69,5 93v9 92,7 9 59 ,9 94.6 95.6 96.2 97.7 99.6 100 .6 1000 94. 1 9B.4 140.0
































FULL SCALF DA TA RED UC T ION PROGRAM
	
	 PHOC, D ATE - MONTH 99 DAY 0 HR. D.*
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59, DEG. r, 70 PERCENT REL, HUM , DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET 1N DEGREES (AND RMIANS)
3g	 3	 11	




	* ;)IO#	 )Il,n )(1.?^);1._ )ti•
	
) {1.	 )ii. 2)'tz.06)t2.23)t 21	 2. 21( 29^9)t ©.72 +3 71•	 7316 7x.6 7 0 -4 7x.^ 73.8 74,1 75.0 7898 78,3 80.3 41..6 84•3
70 9 0 71,3 74,5 71,0 78.8 7198 78.3 7440 74,8 79.8 76^a 79,8 80.8 83.5
68-4 69.6 70,.6 70 . 1 67.6 72.1 72.4 7394 7499 73.9 7704 79.4 8096 52+6
71.6 69.6 72.1 70.9 68.9 71.9 72.4 73.1 74.6 75.6 77.4 7991 79.4 79.9
73 0 5 73.2 7 -5 7 ,7 70.7 7 r 	 7'7.5 72: 7 76.5 78.	 75.5 79-7 79.+5 78.0
6897 6799 69,2 6 92 66 9 7 69.4 76.2 76.7 71 .4 72.9 73.7 75.2 76.9 76.7
4793 67,4 70,0 69.0 6698 71.0 72.3 73.'5 75•
	 76.5 77.8 79.3 88..8 80.3
7295 72.8 75.3 75-* 7198 76.3 77.4 78.3 79913 80.8 	 82. 0
 83-5 43.3 82+3
74,0 74 9'5 76.5 779'5 75.0 78#8 79.0 80 1 5 62-3 87.8 84!3 8'9954 4.0 81.3
7594 74.4 77,4 79 94 77#9 79 @ 7 79.7 82,4 8.2.7 8349 65 '0 4 86,9 8 .4 79.4
7393 73.6 7491 75.6 7291 74.3 73.3 7801 7896 79.3 800 82.1 7.8 7091
7312 77 9 7 77.0 6095 77.0 81,2 82.5 83.2 86.0 $spa 8592 8592 82.7 7915
75. 3
 7893 76,3 7793 78.0 7895 83.0 85 . 0 8"5`5 8 6 9 5 84 . 5 84-5 43.8 80!5
74,0 7593 77.0 78.8 Mg 70.0 0 19 5 83.5 86.5 87.3 86.8 8403 81.3 81.5
7496 77.3 77,6 78.3 75#6 79.1 82.8 839	 67.3 8616 87:	 86,8 81.6 82.1
71.7 72.9 7299 75 04 7199 76.2 79.2 78,9 81 ,2 R2.2 82.9
	 8;x•2 80.9 7712
i8#6 71.6 70.6 7293 73+1 743 76.8 77.8 78.6 79.6 8 1 .8 8013 78.1 7503
4603 69 '8 71.4 71.8 76
	 7 '
	
7596 7695 77 3 79.3 62.3 8093 77.5 7308
66.1 68.1 68,8 69 + 1 6 7+6 6 .3 78.6 7498 7 4 06 77.6 78- 8 77. 3 74.6 71
.1
67x8 65.1 67.3 6996 68,1 64;1 69.1 71.6 72,3 739 4 76,8 7891 7191 6 :1
66.8 67.6 66,8 69.3 6796 71.1 7396 760 78-8 9198 50.3 8296 7693 73.1
67.2 68 9 4 689 .2 6994 6899 71 ,9 7317 76876 78 +2
 8112 8494 8 499 76.4 73.465.6 64.6 6693 69, 1
 67.8 71,5 77#6 769
	
7893 81 . 1 82.8 84..6 77. 1 7291
06-1 66.6 66.9 69,	 68 9 9 73.4 '15,9 78 9 4 81 n 1 9211 84 9 9 955.9 77-6' 73.6
6+59	 6497 669 0 6897 69.	 74-QQ 76.	 781#3 8 1
. 0 83 .95 895 .	 87. 1, 77.7 7490
64.8
8
 63.8 6496 67#3 703 7 •b 759
	
77.6 8'093 82.3 84.1 8896 76,8 73.3
6097 60.1 6191 63.8 69.4 696 76.4 72.4 7499 77.6 8 0 ,4 8419 73.1 64.4
ases 86 9 7 8798 8817 879 t4 69.7 9 1 .9 93 9	 5.1 96 1	9y.^ 9401 94+ 53 93.4
95,0 95.1 96 ' 9 98 9 1 96,7 99.7 101.3 102. iO4. 166. 1,07. 108.2 10 4 n 1 101.7




RADIAL , io3. FT,	 40
	






LCC A TT FAN
	 200
DATE 06-20- 75	 290
RUN 116	 313
T APE	 A441	 440
B AR 2 9 90 HG	 500
	
08030. ,L/ y 2)	 440
TAN13 85. DEG F
	
800
	( 3 02 n DEG K?	 1000
TWIT 74. DEG f 125.0
	(296. DEG K)	 3600






NFA 76030 RPM	 3150
( 796- F + A D/SEC) 400.0
N FK 7423- RPM	 5000
( 777- RAO/SEC )
 6300
NFD 10626 , RPM 	 8000
,(1113. nAD/5EC)10000
NO. OF BLADES 44 12500







FULL SCALE DA T A NEDUCTION PROGRA14	 PKOC. DATE - tiONTH UO DAY 0 HR H 0.9
HOW, 50040 PRESSUkE LEVEL S (59. DEG. F+ 0 PLRCENT	 EL. HUM, DAY)
A96Lks FROFI INLET IN REGREES ( AND RADIANS)
50, 4 0. 50. 60. 70. 60. 90. 100. 116. 120. 130. 140. 150. 160. 0,	 0.	 0.	 PWL
(0.57){070){0.87}(i.051{1.22){1. 4 0f( 1.57)Il•75)(i• g2)[2.09 )(Z • 27 )(2 .44) {2 .62 ) (2. T9}{0. )(0.	 )(0.	 }
73.3. 72.8 73.6 72.6 73.6 71.3 75.1 74.1 75 . 6 77.3 78.3 80.3 81,3 44.6 126.5
70 .8 72.0 78.8 71 .3 75.3 71. 0 ei • 3 75.3 75 . 3 76.3 77.5 8 .8 81.0 63.8 127.4
68.6 70.1 71.9 71.1 71.1 71.9 74.9 74.9 75 . 9 77.1 76.4 79.4 80.4 82.•6 123.5
70.9 70 '71.9 71.4 71.9 71.1 74 .1 74 .1 74.9 76. 4 77.6 79.1 78 * 9 7909 125.0
71.2
: 6
7A. 9 69 .7 71 .4 73.4 70.4 76.9 73.4 74 . 4 78.2 75.7 79.2 77.9 79.2 125.1
67.9 67.9 69. 6 68.9 69.9 68 .9 72.$ 71.9 12 . 9 73 . 9 75.9 7794 7899 79.6 123.4
68.3 69 .5 71.8 71.0 72.0 71.6 75.1) 7 6 . 0 77,3 79..0 88.3 81.8 8296 82 • 3 127.3
74 . 3 74.9 78.3 76.5 78.3 77.8 8 .6 81.3 81 -8 83 . 0 84 . 5 85 . 5 85.3 84 . 3 131•11
75 .0 75.8 78.0 74.L 79.5 78.0 81.8 81.6 83 . 0 63.5 85.8 86 . 3 84.3 81.8 132.1
74 . 4 76.2 76.2 78.9 80.7 77.4 80.7 80.9 81 .4 82.2 84.4 64.9 8202 78.7 131.0
72.8 74 .8 75.3 76.6 74
1
















60.5 137.47 7 .0 7R•3 79 . 3 81.3 77.5 ls6.S 85.6 83.3 82.3
76.0 76.7 70.0 81.0 00.2 81 . 2 85.7 65.7 86 . 5 68. 0 86.2 117.5 04.0 61.7 135.0
75 . 5 7 7 .0 79 .8 8?.0 84,3 82.8 65.9 86.0 87.5 89.0 69.5 69.5 86.6 83 . 3 06.3
75.4 76.4 77.6 74.6 81.6 80. 1 85.9 85.4 86 . 1 9 0 . 1 90.4 88.6 83.9 63 . 1 136.1
76.2 77.5 77.5 60.7 83.0 61.5 85.7 87.7 67.5 89.7 91.7 67 . 7 85.? 63 . 5 136.9
72.7 77.2 77.7 80.7 83. 4 52.2 85.9 66.9 88.4 90.4 91.9 87.4 85.2 83.4 137.2
73.5 77.2 78,7 83.2 84.7 82.2 87.0 88.2 9.1.0 93.0 93.5 90.2 83.7 63.5 139.2
77.4 76.7 79.4 83.2 87.9 83.4 90.2 9 2.4 92.2 91 . 9 96.9 92.4 87.2 87.4 141.6
82 .7 84.9 86.7 89.9 89.7 93.F 93.7 96.4 98.7 103 . 2 100 .7 100 .4 94.7 89.9 =- 144.2
73.5 82.0 01.3 d6.8 84 .0 9 J • 0 93.3 94.3 96.5 98.3 101 . 0 97.3 90 . 8 69.3 146.2
76 .9 77.7 89.7 84 . 4 86.4 96.9 39.7 91.9 93.7 94,4 96.9 97.7 90.2 86.7 144.0
77-D 77 .7 78.7 82 . 7 85.2 87.0 90.0 91,7 93 . 5 95.7 97.5 97.0 88.5 86.7 144.0
72• 9 73.6 76.4 78.9 82.1 84.4 86.1 138.9 90.6 92.9 95.4 9v-9 87.1 84.1 144.1
71.4 71.6 73.3 76 . 3 79.3 81.5 84.4 46.8 88.8 91 . 4 92 . 5 96 • 5 63 . 5 8 1 . 5 144.5
66.3 69.6 70.1 71.E 74 .1 70.4 79.1 91.8 83. 6 86. 3 88.3 91.3 79 9 6 76.6 147.1
89.4 91 . 1 92 .7 95.7 97.4 97.9 100.7 102,4 104.1 106.6 107.5 10 6 . 7 100.6 99 . 5 154.6











R ADI AL. lov. FT.	 a0
VEHICLE 3O. PPG	 125
CONF 1 6	 tic-080	 1.60







F1AR 20.8 HG	 500
	(91118. P:/N2)	 630JAM  70 11EG F 8c0
	(294, DEG K)	 1000
TWET 66• DLG F	 1250
	




"FA re"9# RPM '*W 3150
M 941 RAD /SEC) 4000
NFX 99thg. RPM	 5000
( "&& RAD /SEC) 6300
4FD 10628• P/PM 7'0 AOisO
( 1113 . [?AD/SFC)l00J0
.40 ; OF IsLA()ES 44 12500
FAH 71 F SNPER	 16000
	
FT/SLC	 2000





FULL SCALE DA T A REDUCT1041 PROGRAM pROC. DATE - MONTH 1k DA Y 	4 MR.	 0.9
MODEL 5QUND F•R1:55URE LEVELS ( '39. O EG; F', 70 PE CENTR EL. HUt1^ DAY)
ANGLkS FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
SPL
	
1hPUT AT STD 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 60, 9o. 100. 110. 120. 130. 140. 150. 160.	 as J.	 0.	 PWL
FRE:. (0. 52)(0 . 7111f0.67)(1.051fi•22)f1. 40)11,. 57 )(1 . 75)fl• 421(2 . 00 (2.27)(2. 44)f.2..62)(2.79)f0. 1(00	 )(0.	 1
50 78.8 76.6 77.6 77.1 77.8 76.6 76.8 78:8 79.6 61.1 82.6 64.3 86.5 90.1 331.2
63 76•S 75.8 80.3 76.0 76.5 76.6 83.3 79'.0 79.8 81.0 32.3 84.8 86.5 9 0 . 0 131.6
RADIA 6	 30J.	 FT. e0 74.9 74.9 76.6 75 . 1 75.9 77.1 79.4 78.9 79.9 81.4 e17.9 83.6 85.4 87.9 130.7
C	 3e.	 M) 100 75.1 74 .9 76.1 76 . 1 76.9 75.9 78.9 75.9 74.4 81 . 1 82.4 83.6 84.6 84.9 129.9
VEHICLE
	
PPG 125 73.7 76 .2 77.4 75 . 7 91.4 80.4 84.2 81,.7 82.4 79.2 80 . 7 82 .9 81 . 4 83 . 2 131.0
CONFIG
	
NC-080 160 72 .4 7 4 .6 76.6 75.1 84.9 79.4 83.4 80.9 81 . 4 79.9 80.6 820 83.6 83. 9 130.5
LOC	 AT ► FAr„ 200 72 . 0 73.3 75.8 7498 76.3 76.8 80.0 80.3 81.5 83.3 85.0 86.5 88.3 86.5 131.9
DATE 07-07-75 250 77.8 7 9 .5 81.0 61.3 81.8 80.8 84.5 34.6 66 . 8 87.8 89.3 9-0.3 90.3 88.3 135.9
RUN	 132 315 78.8 80.5 82.3 83.3 83.0 82.3 65.5 86.5 87.5 819.3 69.5 90.5 89.5 87.3 136.4
TAPS	 A723 400 76.4 79 . 4 8D•4 82.4 83.4 81.4 64.4 84.4 84 . 9 86.2 87.2 87.2 85.7 83.2 134.3
BAR
	 28.8 1(G S„10 76.6 78.8 79.1 79.6 79.3 78.1 81.1 82.1 83.1 83.8 86.1 86. 85.8 63.5 132.7
(97119. N&2) 630 81.0 83.2 81.5 84 . 5 63.7 86.3 86.0 67.5 88 . 0 88.2 90.5 89.7 86.7 86.0 137-fl
TAMO	 73. DEG F 800 80.3 83.4 81.8 82.5 85.0 65.3 84.8 86.0 66 . 8 88.3 88.8 87.5 8690 86 . 5 1360
(294.	 DEG k) 1000 80.7 8 1 .5 83 .5 86.5 86.7 87.7 91.2 86.7 90 • 2 94.2 92.5 119.5 86@2 86.5 139.8
TN E T	 66. ULG F 1250 79.5 82.5 84.5 81.5 87.3 87.3 89.0 90.0 91.3 94.0 94.5 92.3 89. Q 87.5 140.4(291.	 f1EG
	 K) 16:0 79.4 82.9 83.4 84.9 88.1 67.4 89.9 90 1 90.9 94.4 94.4 91.9 57x9 67 . 4 149.5
HACT 0.	 GM/M3 2000 76.0 81.0 81 . 2 63.7 87.5 95.2 69.2 90.7 90.3 93.0 95.0 89.7 88.2 85.7 140.11
C.	 X G03) 2500 76 . 7 80.7 81.7 84.4 86.2 86.2 89.7 90.9 91.7 93.4 95.4 9 0 . 2 88.7 86.9 140.7
NFA	 6570. RPM 3130 77 . 0 80.7 82 . 2 87.? 88.5 86.2 94.7 90.7 9 .34 96 - L 97.0 91.5 66# 2 86 . 0 142.1
(	 697. RA p/SEC) 4000 80.2 7 9 .4 92.7 86.4 91.4 86.2 92.7 94.7 93.9 98.7 97.4 92.9 8$.4 89.4 143.2
NFK	 8481. kPM 5oD0 82.2 8 7 .4 86.9 90.7 41.4 93.4 92.9 95. 2 96.9 too-4 97 . 7 97 . 7 93.4 89.2 146.7
(	 688.	 PAD/SFC) 6300 84.0 $7.4 86.3 92.0 95.3 95.0 98.8 99.6 102.9 10 +3.3 105.8 100 . 5 95.5 94.5 151.2
NFD 10628. FPM 8D00 8J• 9 62.4 65.2 89.2 9?.4 91.2 94.4 96.7 9702 98.7 100 . 2 100 . 2 93.4 90.9 147.7( 111.3.	 NAD/SEC)1DOC+ 0 79-7 61.9 82.5 66 . 5 91.2 91.7 92.7 94.2 96.7 97:7 99. 2 98-2 91 * 0 88-7 1 47. ?
No.	 f1F"	 jJApE S 	44 125LI D 76 . 6 7 7 . 9 81.6 83 . 6 87.4 88.4 90.6 92.6 95 . 1 96 . 6 98.1 94.4 90. 0 9 8.7.1 .147.4
FAN T(P S}FLD 160JO 73 .5 7 15 .4 76.8 80.4 14.3 85.8 87.5 39.5 92.4 93.3 93.4 97.8 86.8 84.5 146.8
FI/5Ec 20OU0 69.3 7 1 .8 73 . 3 75.8 79.3 81 . 3 83.3 s5.3 88 . 1 90.3 91.3 93.8 83.1 00.3 143.5
OVERALL MEASURcD
GVERALL CALCULATEO 43.7 95 . 1 96.2 99.2 101.8 i4l.6 104.3 105.5 107.2 108.8 110.2 106 .3 103.5 182 . 2 151.1





FULL SCA L E DATA REDUCTION PROGR AI, 	 pRO C. DATE - MCNTH 25 DAY U HR. 0.9
NOVEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS ( 59. DEC. F, 70 PE CE T REL. HUM, PAYI
ANGLLS FOOH INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
30. 40, 50, 60. 7 0. 8 0. 90. 100. 110. 120. 130. 140. 150. 160.	 0, U.	 0•	 PKL
fp.52110.70110.87)(i.05)(1.72)(1.4 p )11.57)(1.75)(1. 421i2,04 ?(2.27 ) (2. 44) (2.6g) (2.79 )tp . )(0.	 )(0.	 )
77 . 8 77 .3 77.$ 78.1 79.1 77.6 81.1 81.3 62.3 63.8 84.1 86 . 4 89.1 93 , 1 133.4
76 .8 77.5 81.3 78.8 74.5 76.5 84.5 82.0 83 . 3 83.8 65-0 87 . 8 90.0 9 3 . 8 134.4
74.6 76.1 76.4 77.6 78.1 78.6 81.6 81.4 62.9 83.9 85.6 67.4 89.4 9 2 . 1 133.5
76 .1 76.6 78,1 76 . 1 78. 9 78.9 81.9 80.9 82,1 83.4 64.1 87.1 87.6 88.4 132.5
75 . 7 75.7 76.9 76 . 9 77.4 76.7 80.4 80.2 80.9 81.9 83•? 64.7 85•.2 86.4 13n.9
61.9 60.4 85.6 61.6 R1.4 83.1 86.9 86.9 82 . 1 83.1 67.6 85 .9 89.4 89.6 135-i
75 . 3 17.0 79
.0 76.5 78.8 79.5 83.5 83.8 SS-3 86.8 68.5 9 0 . 3 92.0 90.3 135.5
8	 •n 8	 .5 63.8 83.3 s4.0 83.3 86.5 87.5 68 . 5 9V-5 9 1 . 8 93.8 93.6 91-5 134.7
83 .3 93 .5 85.5 67 . 3 87.0 66.3 89.5 01.3 91.8 92•.3 94.3 94.5 93.3 91.:3 140.6
81.4 67.7 83.7 85 . 4 86.4 84.4 88.2 87.4 86 6 2 89.2 90.2 90.2 68.7 8 7 . 2 137.5
81 .3 62 .9 56.1 8h•8 84. 3 64.8 89.6 87.6 90.1 91.1 92.1 91.1 90.3 88.8 138.8
61 . 2 63.5 84.5 86.5 87.7 86.11 89.5 69.0 90.5 92.0 92.7 9 1 .5 91.0 8 8 . 0 139.4
82.3 85.3 86.0 91.0 87.3 89.3 92.8 9 1.0 90 . 3 9 2 . 5 9 1 . 0 9 2 . 0 900 69.3 140.6
84 .7 06.0 84 .0 84.7 95.5 89.7 92.5 93.2 94.5 916.2 95.0 92.2 91.5 89.5 142.11
81.8 87.5 87.0 90.3 91.5 89.8 93.5 9 4.5 95.8 98.8 97.f1 4 3 .5 `12 . 0 9 1-:3 144.p
62 .9 85.4 88.1 89.6 91,.6 9L.4 94.1 93.6 94.6 9R.1 96.1 92.9 91.6 90.1 143.7
84.2 85.7 66.7 69.7 93.7 91.5 95.2 95.0 96-S 98.2 96.0 94.5 91.5 9 0 . 5 145.1
60 .9 85.2 87.7 90 .4 9.3.2 91.4 94.4 95.2 95.9 98-7 102.2 9 5 . 2 92.7 91.2 146.0
8.1 .4 65.7 87.4 91.9 92.9 9 1 .2 95.9 95.7 97 . 9 99.7 99.7 94.9 91,9 90.9 146.?.
83 .9 83.7 86,7 91.2 9',.7 91.7 97.2 98.4 96--2 97.4 100•-9 95.7 92.7 92.9 147.7
85.4 88.2 90.4 94 . 2 93.9 95.9 96.2 97.9 98.9 102.9 99.7 99.4 9599 97.4 149.6
87.8 6 9 . 8 90.5 96.0 95.8 9d.6 102 . 0 1112 . 8 105 . 0 1174.8 106.5 102.0 97,3 96.8 153.2
86 .2 87.2 90.4 94.4 96.9 96.4 99.7 1?1.2 102.4 102.9 103.9 164.4 98.4 95.4 152.7
64 . 0 85.5 86.5 91.3 93.8 95.5 97.3 93.5 99.8 tal-3 101 .6 101 .3 94.3 92 . 3 150.6
80.4 02.1 8:4.9 86.2 91.1 92.4 94.6 9 6.6 97 . 4 98.9 99.6 101 . 6 92.9 90.1 150.0
77 . 8 79.5 80.8 84 . 8 86.0 89.5 92.0 93.5 95.8 96.8 97.6 100 . 5 89.8 87.5 1.40.9'
72 .8 75.3 77.3 80.6 83.6 85.3 89.8 69.5 92.1 93.3 93.6 96.8 85.8 83.6 149.8
06.5 98.5 100.4 103.7 105.7 1.05.2 108 .4 10 4 .3 110 .6 111 .9 112 . 6 111.-1 106.I) 105.7 150Th
luv.z 111. 5 11 3 .3 11 6 .4 118.9 11h.i 121.11 122.4 124.0 12 4 .8 12 5 .8 112.7 119.3 118.4




RADIAL 100• FT.	 ac
i	 ( 30. M)	 1GO
VEHICLE	 PPG	 125
CONr.IG	 NC-080	 160
r	 LOC ATT FAN	 200










IA M B 69. DEG F	 stio
	
4294. lice K)	 10:10
T11E T 60. PEG F	 1250
	
429Z.  IEG W)	 1610




1.	 KG /M31	 2500
NF A 4363• RPM	 3150( 9817. RAD/SEC) 4000
NFK 9 2 7 4 - ' NPH	 5000




NO. OF BLADES 44 125:0










FULL SCALE DAT A REDUCTION PR08RAM
P ^.^T ^A -459 . DES.
G	 o
PERCENWIEP HUR.MPHY)0.9MODEL Sa ND PRESSURE LEVELS
f ANGLES FROM lKeT IN DEGREES ( AND RADIANS)
SPL INPUT AT STU
FRE3.









50 76.8 78.3 78.6 79.6 80.8 79.1 82.1 a2.S 83 . 3 84.8 66.3 89.1 92.1 96.1 135.7
63 78.5 80.3 82.5 80.5 91.3 81 . 0 86.0 84+0 84-0 85.3 87.0 119.8 92.0 96.3 136.4
RADIAL	 10='•	 F T . 80 76-L 7 7 . 9 78 .6 7901 79.4 79.6 82.6 63.4 84.4 86.1 87.4 89.9 91.9 94.4 139.6
i	 132.	 M) 100 77.6 77.9 79 .6 79.4 79.6 79.6 8.2.4 S2-.6 83 . 6 84.9 a6.6 89.1 89-9 90.1 134.?
VEHICLE	 PPG 125 76 .9 7 7 .2 77.4 73.9 79.4 77.7 81.2 61.7 82.4 83.7 85.4 86.4 86.4 67.9 132.4
CDNFIG
	 NC-080 160 75.9 933.4 81.1 82.1 83.6 80,.4 86.4 87.6 8611 84.1 86.9 67.9 90 9 4 9 0 . 4 135.6
Lac	 ATT rAN 200 76.5 78 .3 80.3 79.8 80.3 6 1 . 0 85.0 $5.8 87 . 0 88.5 90.0 92.0 94-3 92.8 137.4
BATE 07-0 9-75 250 81 . 5 82 .5 85.3 85.0 85.0 85.E 88.8 844 9.0 . 3 92-G 93.5 95.3 95.5 93.3 240.3
RUN	 134 315 85.0 90.3 89-S 91.3 90.3 91.0 94+0 93.5 95 . 6 96.8 95.6 98.3 96.3 94 . 5 144.0
TAPE	 3644 400 82 . 9 84.4 $4.7 86.9 87.7 6y -9 88.7 136.7 89.4 90.7 91.9 91.9 9097 89.4 136.9
PAR
	 28.8 HG 5t}D 82 . 3 84.0 89.3 86.1 86.6 84.3 98.3 87.6 93.3 97.1 92.6 92-8 92:3 91 . 1 141.1(97186. N pQ) 630 d4'2 B '5 - 5 85.2 89.2 89.2 $8.2 91.2 92.7 94.0 95-e 95.2 95.0 93.2 92 . 0 142.2
TAMS	 69, DEG F 81;0 83 . 3 85.8 89.3 88.3 $9 .5 90-0 91.8 9 0.3 91..3 92.5 9t.5 91.3 91#3 89.3 140.7
9294.	 DEG K) 1000 4417 $6.5 86+5 90.2 91.5 90.0 92.5 93.2 94.7 97.7 95.7 91.5 91.5 90 . 5 143.1
TNET	 66•	 PEG F 1250 86.9 8 9 .0 86 .8 9 1 . 3 92.8 93.3 94.0 9 5.5 97+0 98.5 96.5 93.8 92.8 9x•5 144.$1
(2 9 2 .	 'AEG	 K) 1 6 00 86 . 1 56.4 89.9 91.1 96.9 95.4 97.4 98. 1 99.9 96.9 96.6 94 . 4 92.9 96.1 146.5
4ACT 0.	 r14,OH3 2000 8415 57.0 89.0 91.5 93.2 91.2 95.5 95.5 96.0 97.7 98.2 94.5 92#7 90.5 145.1
C.
	 KGlma) 250D 83.7 88.2 91.2 92.9 96.4 94.7 95.4 97.4 97.4 101 .2 1D1.9 95.7 94.2 92.9 147.5
NFA	 99609 .RPM 3150 84 . 7 09.2 90.9 94.9 47.4 94.9 97.4 98.2 99 . 4 102 . 7 101 . 4 96 . 1 93 . 9 9,3.4 1.48•63(1044.
	
RA41/S€C) 4000 86.7 87.2 89.4 93.9 99.7 Q3.2 99.4 101.4 100.2 100.2 103.7 97+2 94.7 95.4 149.7
NFK	 94631. RPM 5000 87.4 91.2 92.7 95.7 97.2 97.9 97.7 99.2 100-7 104. 2 101 .7 100 .7 97.2 93.7 150.2
(1053. RA0/SEG) 6340 67.5 91.3 91.8 9615 100.5 99.0 102.3 113.3 105 ► 0 104.3 105.8 101 . 3 9698 97.0 133.2











99.01 99.5 101.8 91.0FAN TIP VELD 84.3 81 . 5 8?.5 66 . 5 90.3 9 2 .0 93.5 96.0 84 . 0 151.3
FT/EEG 20000 75 . 1 77.8 79.1 82.1 110.1 87.6 90.3 92.1 93.6 95.3 95.8 98.1 8793 85.6 150.6
OVERALL MEASURED
OVERALL CALCULATED 46.2 100-Z 102.5 105+3 104.4 107.3 109.8 111.2 112 .3 115.4 113.8 112.2 10894 107.6 162.2




PAG E 1	 FULL SCALE DATA R EDUCT ION PROGRAMODEL
PRESSURL LEVELS IS9. PDE . F.(T CE4T4REe.YWUM.MDAT)0.4SAl' ND 0 PE
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
SPL INPUT Al 	 STB 30• 40. 50. 60. 70. 50, 90. 100. 110. 12Q. 130. 144. 150. 160,
FRED. f0.521ip:.7014p.87)I1 +Q51ii.22)ii.4U)ii.57)41.75341.421cxr091ic :?71t2.44)(7.621[2.743[fl.
r 50 80.1 70 .6 80 . 1 Sp-8 82.1 80.6 83.3 64.1 35 . 1 841.8 88.3 91.1 94x6 98.4
63 81.5 80.5 52.5 83.5 83.5 82.1 86.8 85.5 86 . 3 07. 3 88.8 9.2.5 9+5.3 99.3
AAD.IAL	 100•	 FT. @p 78.6 79.6 80.6 80 . 6 83 . 1 6 1 . 6 84.9 85.1 86 . 4 87.6 89.1 91.6 43 9 9 47.4
{	 30.	 M) 100 79.1 79 .6 81.6 61.4 82.1 51.9 84.9 84.9 85.4 8674 87.9 90.9 92.4 93.1
VEHICLE	 PPG 175 78.4 79 .2 79 .4 60.7 81.4 811.7 83.2 8 3.7 84 . 4 45.7 87.4 88.7 89,9 9p.7
CONFIG	 NC'040 160 82.6 78.9 8.2.4 83,6 81.9 84.1 83.9 84.4 87 . 4 89.6 9G. 1 69.8 92 91 92.9
1	 LOG	 ATT FAN 200 81 . 8 60.8 83.3 63 . 8 83.0 84.5 86.5 87.5 8995 92.(1 93.0 94.8 96.3 94.5
DATE 07-p9-79 250 44 . 0 85.0 87.5 67.3 67.3 87.8 91.3 91.5 92 .8 94.8 95.8 98.0 98.0 95.3
RUN	 q*13s' 315 85 . 5 88.3 88.8 9i.3 92. 91.3 94.3 94.5 95.3 93.0 96.5 97 . 8 97.0 94.8
TAPE
	 3644 400 85.4 88.2 87.4 90 . 4 91.4 90 . 2 9 2 .7 93.4 92.9 93.9 94.2 94.2 93.2 91.7
BAR
	 28.8 PG 500 64.3 85.5 86.1 48.6 56.1 59.8 89.1 84.5 90.1 92.6 93.6 93.8 93.1 91.1
t9718c. NIM2) 630 84.5 8'6.'' 87.2 89.0 89.2 88.7 91.0 92.2 92.2 95.L 95.2 95.0 93.2 91.5
TAMS
	 69. DEC F 809 84.3 86.5 87.3 88.0 89 .8 88.0 90..5 9p.8 91.8 93,8 94.0 92.6 92.0 90.3
(294 .	 DEG !t) 1800 84.5 4}6.5 48.7 91.0 92.0 92.7 96.0 95.0 95.7 97.5 96.5 93.2 93.5 91.2
TWET
	 6h. ?IEG F 1250 85 . 0 89.8 93.0 95.3 94.8 97.3 102 . 0 103.3 104.5 1E2.3 102 .8 46.5 44.5 96.3
429?.	 PEG K3 1670 85 . 6 97.6 88.9 90.9 93.6 92.9 96.6 97.6. 46 . 6 100 . 4 98.6 9 6 . 1 92.1 91.9
NACT 0.	 rM/M 3 2000 87 .7 91.5 92.2 93.0 95.5 92.5 97.7 100.7 98.0 101.2 98.7 96.0 94.0 94.5
t.	 XG/M3) 2500 85 . 7 84 .9 91.7 9494 97.9 94.9 98.2 98.4 93.7 102 .2 100.9 96.2 44.9 93.7
NFA 10717 , RPM 3150 87.9 91.9 93.9 97.4 99.2 98.2 101 .9 102.2 103 . 4 104 .4 103.7 99.2 98.4 97.4
(t12,3.	 FAD / SEC) 4000 89.9 69.9 93.2 97.2 102.2 95.7 102.4 104.7 104.2 103.2 106.A iOl•2 97,9 99.7
Nrx 3G625.	 RPM 5000 90 . 2 93.9 93..4 94.9 99.4 100 .4 10.0.4 102.4 104.2 108. • 2 104 .7 104.2 190.7 96.9
(1112.	 HAD/SEC) 6300 99.3 93.5 94.3 99.5 102.3 I0i.0 103.8 104.5 106 . 0 105.6 1u6.5 102.8 9893 9B.5
•+F1i	 1 4 618,	 Rp m 8000 91.7 93.9 96.2 99.9 102.2 101 .9 104.4 106.7 106.9 io7.7 108.7 107 . 4 102.9 10p .4(1113. RAD/SEC)10000 69.5 92.3 92.3 96.6 99.0 100.5 103.0 103.5 105 . 0 106.5 107.0 106.3 100#3 9$..0
Na,	 OF 6L ; DES	 44 12500 84.9 87 .6 99.4 93.4 95.9 94.9 98.6 100.6 102 . 1 103.1 103.4 105.1 97.4 95.1
FAN TIP SPEED 14000 82 .5 84.8 53.5 90 . 3 93.5 95.0 96.8 90.5 9905 181 . 0 tol •8 104 , 0 43.3 92•3
FT/SEC 20000 77.8 61.1 61.8 85.8 X19.3 91.1 93.3 95.1 97.1 98.3 98.3 100.6 90.1 86.6
r 0 Vt7 aALL MEASURED
OVERALL CALCULATED 100.4 103 .1 104.6 108.0 110.2 109.5 112.5 313.9 114.7 116.3 115.9 114.5 110,$ 110.1
PNDB 113.5 116. 2 117.7 120.8 123.6 121 .9 125. 1 125.6 126 . 6 129.6 128. 5 125 .9 123.3 122.8
as	 U.	 0. PWL





























rPAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DAT A REOUCTION PROGRAM	 PROC' DAZE - pJONTH tit DAY 0 4+R. 0.9




RADIAL 107, FT.	 90
	




+	 LOC ATT FAV
	 200






TAH8 69. DEC F	 800
	
(2 94 • DEG N.)	 1000
TWET 66. DEC F
	 1250
	








HFK 9865. RPM	 5000
(1033• PAD/SEC) 6300
NI.O 10628. RP M
	8000
tills • RADiSE010000
NQ. OF &A4ES 44 12500





MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59. DEG.	 . 70 PERCENT REF.. HUH. DAY)
ANGLES FROM ItILET IN DEGPEES ( ANTj RADIANS)
30• 40, 5 0. 60. 70• 80, 90. 100. 110. 120. 1301 140. 150. 160. at	 0•	 0.	 PNL
[t1.52140+70)[o•87f4i. pS y ti•22)[i.4a1[1.57)[i.75(ci. 421(2.09 )(2.27) [2. 4 4 ) [2. a2 f [2. 79 f [0. 1[0.	 1t0.	 )
79.1 18.8 79.3 78.8 80.6 79.6 61.8 72.6 83..3 84.6 66.8 89.1 92.1 95 . 8 13'1.6
78.0 74 .8 92.3 79.3 80.8 80.0 85.3 93.3 84.5 85.5 87.0 69.6 92.3 95.11 136.2
76.9 78..1 78.9 78.6 79.4 80.1 82.9 83.4 84.4 66.1 87.4 89.4 91.9 94.4 139.G
77 .9 77.9 79.9 79.6 8Q. 4 79.9 82.6 82.9 83.9 85.1 66.6 86.4 89.6 90.4 134.2
7o•7 77.7 77.9 78.7 74 .7 78.7 81.2 81.4 8294 83,7 84 .9 86 . 2 8794 88.4 132.6
76.4 60.6 81.6 82.4 83.4 80.1 85.9 87.4 86.1 84,4 86.9 88.4 90,6 9 1.1 135.7
77.0 78.5 80.3 80 . 0 80.5 80.8 84.8 86.0 86 . 8 68.8 90.5 92.0 94,5 92.8 13715
81 . 5 82.8 65.3 84.8 85..0 85.3 88.8 89.0 90.8 92 . 3 93.3 95 • 5 95.8 93.8 140..5
85.8 90.3 90.0 91.8 90.0 90.8 93.8 93.5 94.8 96.5 95.3 98.$ 96.0 94.3 143.9
07.7 85.2 85.2 86.9 87.7 85.9 88.7 89'.2 89.7 90.9 91.7 91. 9002 89.2 139.9
83.1 84.3 84 .6 86.6 86.8 94.3 68.8 85,1 93.6 97.3 93.3 91 *8 91.8 90.8 141.4
d3.5 85.0 8'3.2 89.0 88.7 8b.D 90.7 92.0 93.7 94.7 95.2 9 .2 93.2 91.7 142.0
83.0 86.3 84.3 88.8 9015 $9.6 91.3 59.8 91.3 91.8 93.0 91.6 gave 89.0 1404
83.0 86.2 96.7 90.0 9o.7 39.^s 92.7 93.2 9405 97 . 5 96.0 92 . 0 9102 90 . 5 143.0
86.9 89 .3 88.5 91.8 93.o 93.5 95.0 96.3 98.0 %8 .5 97.0 94.5 93.0 93.3 145.3
66.4 6b.4 90.1 91.1 97.1 95.9 97.4 98.1 100.1 96.4 96.9 94.9 92,6 90.6 146.7





63.4 88.2 90.9 92.7 96.2 93.9 95.9 97.4 97.2 101.2 1:01.9 95.2 147.4
!4• 9 88.9 90 . 4 94 . 9 97.2 93.9 97.9 97.7 94.9 102 • 4 101 . 2 46 . 2 93.7 92 .9 148•S
06.4 66.4 89.4 93.9 99.4 93.2 99.2 101.9 10p .4 100 . 2 103.4 97.9 94.7 95.9 149.9
87 . 7 90.4 92.9 95.9 96.9 98.g 96.9 99.4 10	 • 2 104 . 4 101 .4 100 .9 97.4 94.2 350.4
87.8 91.3 92.0 96.3 100.5 99.0 182.3 103.3 105• [1 384.5 156.0 101 . 8 97.3 97.0 353.3
88.4 90.2 93.7 96.9 100 . 2 94 .2 101 .4 10 4 .2 145. 4 105 .4 106.7 106.2 100 .4 97.9 154'!3.
86.0 88.3 88.+3 92.5 90.0 97.5 99.9 100.5 102 . 0 t63.3 104 .5 102.8 96.3 95.0 132.7
82 . 1 83.9 86.4 89.9 93.4 94.4 96.1 91.9 99.1 100 . 1 101 .6 102 . 1 93@9 92.4 161.4
80 . 0 63.5 82.8 87.3 91.3 92.3 93.5 96.0 9790 98.8 99.3 101 . 3 9088 99•'3 151.6
75 . 6 77.6 79 .3 82.3 86.3 8H.1 89.8 92.3 93.3 95.1 96.6 gy ve 87.3 85.6 150.6
40.3 100.7 109.6 05 . 3 109.3 107.3 109.8 111.2 112.4 113.4 113.9 112.4 100.4 107.6 162.2
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CONF16	 wc-8 60	 140
LOC ATT FAN	 2uo






	 5u0(97186. ^./N2)	 630
T A%B 7u, DEG F	 8;.0(194, VEG l)	 1000
TWET 66 • PE-G F	 1250
(2 9 2. Uz.G K)	 16uo
,4ACT 0.	 GM/M 3	 ?.000(.	 KG/M3)	 ?500
NFA 10729. )IPM	 3150
(1123. _RAD/SEC) 4010
NFX 16 6 1 7 . ;FP M 	5030
(1112• PAD/SEC) 6310
NFO 10628, RPM	 30c.a
( 1113 . RAD/5El:)10000
NQ. 81 cS l,ahtS 44 12500
FAN TIP SPEED	 16000
FT/SEC POW
UVt"ALL M1 £ ASi3RED
uVE:PA1 L rALCL ►LATcb
F1 1 PR
M ODEL SOUND PRESSU R E LEVELS ( 59. DEG. F. 70 PERCENT REL.. i'Um. DAY)
ANGLES FROH I lh-ET 11 DEGREES ( AND RADIANS)
30,	 40.	 5 0.	 60.	 70•	 80.	 90.	 loo. 110. 120, 130.	 140,	 150. 160.	 0.	 G.
(0.52)(0.7o)(0.87)(i.05)(1.22)(1.4o)(1.57)(1.75)(1.92)(2.09)(2.27)(2.44)(2.62)(2,79)(0.	 )(0•
80 . 3 7 9 .6 7 9 .8 80.6 82.1 80.6 83.6 64.6 85+6 87.1 88.6 9 1 . 1 94.6 98.8
85.5 80.5 52.6 83.5 83.3 B?-o 86.3 35.5 85 .8 87.3 69.0 92.5 95.3 95.8
77.9 79.6 811.1 80.4 80. 9 81,6 84.4 85.4 86 . 4 87 . 6 89.9 91.6 94.4 97.6
79.1 79.4 81.1 80.9 81.9 81. 4 84.6 84.6 85 . 4 66.6 88.1 9D..4 91.6 9Z•6
78.4 78.9 79.4 8 0 . 4 80. 9 80.4 82.9 83.4 84 .4 85.9 87.4 68.7 89,4 91.2
82.6 1 9 .4 83,1 63.9 82.1 84.6 84.1 84.4 87 . 1 89.4 91.1 90.4 93.4 93.9
81.0 81.3 84.3 84.0 83.5 65.0 87.3 8B.0 89.8 92.0 93.3 95.5 97.5 95.3
84 . 0 85.5 86.0 87.8 88.0 B8.3 91.3 91.8 93 .0 95.0 96.0 97.0 98.0 95.0
86 . 1? 88.3 88.8 91.5 93.3 91..8 94.3 94.8 95 . 3 96 . 0 96.3 97.3 96.8 93.8
85 . 2 87.2 86.9 90.2 92.2 90.4 92.4 92.7 92 . 2 92•9 93.7 9,1 . 4 93,2 91.4
84.8 85.6 86.3 89.1 86.3 66.8 89.1 89.8 90.6 93.1 94.6 9 4 . 6 93.3 91.3
64 . 5 87.0 87.2 89.0 89.7 88.7 91.5 92.2 92 . 7 9.4.7 94.7 94.2 9 3 . 5 91.0
84 . 5 86.5 87.5 88.0 89 .	 68.3 90.5 9 •5 9 2 .5 94 .5 9 4 .5 4 2 . 8 9298 90.5
85.0 8 7.2 89.0 90.7 91.5 9l.5 95.2 4 .0 95 . 7 98.5 96.7 93.0 93.7 91.0
85.3 90.8 93.0 96.0 94.3 97.8 98.5 107.0 i0?_ • 5 101 .5 103 . 0 95 . 5 95.0 94.8
85.4 8 7.6 80.6 9 1 . 1 97•1 93.9 97.6 99.4 96 . 4 99.6 98.1 94.9 92.6 91.4
87.0 B9 .0 91.0 93.2 94.7 93.5 97.2 100.0 97.2 99.7 98.5 96.0 96,0 95.5
85.4 8 9 .9 91.7 95.4 98.7 9-j.2 97.9 98.4 100 . 2 102.2 100.9 95.9 94.7 94.4
89.2 92.5 93.7 98.2 99.5 96.2 101
.5 102.5 10 4.5 1.05.5 104.0 99.5 97.5 97.0
69.9 90.7 93.7 97.4 102.2 95.9 102.2 10 4 .9 103 . 9 103.2 105.9 100 . 7 98,2 98.7
90.9 93.7 96.4 99.2 99.4 100.7 100.4 102.7 104.2 10 7.4 184 . 4 104. 4 100, 9 97.4
89.6 93.8 94.3 99.8 10 7 .0 100. 8 10 4 .0 11 4 .3 105.5 105 •5 106. 8 102.8 98.5 98.5
92 . 2 93.9 7,6.7 100
.4 jLOP. 4 19,1 . 4 104 . 9 10 7.2 106.9 107,9 109.2 107 .9 102. 9 100.4
90 . 0 91. 5 92.5 97.3 99.5 101 . 0 102. 8 103.5 105 . 0 166 . 3 107. 0 106.5 100.3 98.5
85.7 8 7 .2 69.7 93.7 96.2 97.4 98.9 100
.9
 101 .7 103 . 4 103 .9 105 . 4 96.9 95.2
82 .6 8 4 .3 85.8 90..3 93.3 95.6 96.5 98.8 99.3 101 . 3 102 . 1 io4.1 93.8 92.1
78 . 4 B n • 9 81.9 85 . 6 69 .1 90.9 93.9 95.6 96 .9 98.4 98.9 100.1 89.9 87.9
100.6 103.0 104.8 108.4 110.3 109.7 112.3 113.9 114.5 1.15.7 116.0 114.7 110,9 110.0

































!MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 159. DEG. F. 70 PERCEN T REL. HUM. DAY$
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
30.	 40.	 S0.	 60.	 10,	 out	 90, LOU. 110. 120, 130. 1411. 150. 160. 	 at
4o.52)ca.70)10.87fti.a5)i1.22111. 4p)ri. 57)1i•731(1.`^2fi2.0^1i7.271i2.;43t2.aZ1t2.791cn.
77.6 77.6 78.6 78.8 7 4 .4 7&.1 81.1 at.3 82 . 1 83 . 3 85.1 67.3 90.3 44.1.
76 .0 78.0 51.5 77.8 79.3 78.5 84.8 82.5 a3.j 84.3 85.5 88.3 90.8 94.0
75.1 76.4 77.9 71.4 78.6 78•.9 a1.9 82.1 8394 84.6 86.4 67.6 89.1, 92.1
75 .4 76.6 78.6 78 . 6 78.9 78.4 $1.4 81.4 82 . 1 83. 4 84.9 57.4 $796 89.4
75.4 75.9 76.7 71.2 77.7 76.7 $0.4 86.4 80.4 8x•2 83.7 84.2 84.9 85.9
01 . 4 $1.1 85.4 8)-4 81.1 79.9 86.9 86.9 52.1 82.9 88.6 85.4 89.1 89.1
75.0 76.5 78.3 7 .8 78.8 79.0 83.3 83.0 84+8 57.0 88.3 9 0 . 0 92.0 90.3
79.8 81.3 83.5 83
.
3 93.5 53.3 86.3 87.5 58.5 90.3 91 . 5 93 . 0 93.3 91.3
83 . 4 83.5 85.8 87.0 $7.0 a6.3 90.0 91.0 91.5 91 .0 94.3 94.8 93.1 91.8
al-4 02.9 83 . 7 85 . 2 86.2 93.9 87.7 87.2 58.2 59. 2 89.9 69.7 88.7 87.2
40.8 82.1 86.6 a7.1 84.6 84.6 90.3 67.8 9 •1 91.8 92.3 90..6 69.6 86.3
60 . 2 82.7 83.7 85 . 7 86.7 85.0 69.0 58.5 84•.7 91.7 92 . 0 90.7 9065 88.8
81
 .a 85.0 87.3 90.8 67.3 8 9 .3 41.8 90.5 90• 0 92.3 90,8 91.5 9063 89.0
83.7 85.0 88.0 88.7 8 9 .7 89.; 92.5 92.5 93.7 96.0. 44.5 90.5 90.7 88.7
83 . 3 87.5 86.5 89.3 91.3 89 .0 42.5 94.0 95 . 0 98.8 96.5 92 . 5 91.3 90.5
83 . 1 54.6 67.9 89.4 91.6 89.9 93.6 92.9 94.4 97.6 95.9 92.1 9096 89.9
$3 . 2 $6.2 86.5 89.0 93.5 92.0 94.7 94.5 96.0 97.7 97.0 93.0 914 90.0
80.7 85.7 $6.7 89.7 92.9 90.4 93.7 95.2 95.2 98.4 101.7 94 .9 92.7 90.4
81 . 2 85.0 87.7 91.5 92.7 90 . 7 95.5 94.7 97.5 99.2 99.7 93..7 91 . 7 91.0
63.7 53.4 86.7 90.4 95.4 89.7 96.4 97.9 97.9 47.4 100.9 94.9 92.4 92•4
84 .9 87.7 89.4 93.7 94.2 95.4 95.2 96.9 98.4 102 . 9 99.7 96.9 95.7 91.7
86 . 0 80 .5 89.8 94.5 99.3 97.6 101.3 102.3 104 . 8 104.8 105.8 101 . 3 96+5 96.3
84- 9
 87.4 89 .9 93.7 96.7 95.9 98.4 100
.9 101 .1 102 .9 10 4. 2 103 .4 97.4 94.2
82.8 85.0 85.8 90.5 95.5 95.0 96.8 97.5 99•S 101.0 101.5 100.5 93.8 91.5
79.7 81.7 83.7 87.2 90.4 91.7 93.9 95.2 97.2 98.4 99.9 99.7 9,1.9 89.4
77.1 76.8 8n.1,83-8 87.8 3 .6 91.1 92.6 94.6 97.1 97.6 99.3 a .3 87.1































FULL SCALE DA T A REDUCTION PROGRAM








RADIAL 105. F T .	 80















TARO 75. DEG F	 800
	
4294 . DEG K)	 1000
?WET 66 - nEG F	 12$0
	
(242 . DEG K)	 1600




NFA 9364• RPM	 3150
t 980. RAD/SEC) 4000
NFK 9266• RPM	 5000
( 970. RAD3SEC S 6300
HFD 10628 n RPH	 8000
(1113. HAD /SEC11D000






OVERALL CALCULATFO 05 .9 96.3 100.0 iO3.0 105.6 104.7 107.7 108.7 110.2 111.8 112,3 110.2 106.4 105.4




PAGE i	 FULL SCALF DATA REDUCT I ON PROGR AK	 pRoc. DATE	 ^1B8NT^4 83 DAY 0 Hit. 0,9
Mt1DEl SOUND PRk55UizE LEVELS I59. DEG. F. 74 PERCENT REL. HUM. DAY)
t	 ANGLkS FROM INLET [:N DEGREES ( AND RADIANS)
SPL INPU T AT SYD	 Sp	 40.	 50.) 60.
	 70.	 x^•	 9 a• 100• 110. 120• 130. 140. 150. 160..
FRkI. [0. 52 ) (0.703[0.$5 41,05)[1.22)41. 01[1.57)(1.751[1.92)t2.09)[2.27)42.44)(2.62)(2.79)[0.
► 	 50 77 .1 77.1, 76.6 76.6 77.6 75.3 79.3 78.6 79.1 60.6 82• 	 83.6 83.8 84.6
63 73 . 3 75.3 80.0 75.3 77.3 74.5 83.0 74.0 79.5 80.5 81.8 83.5 86.3 $9.8
RADIAL 1p0. FT,
	 60 72.4 73.9 75.4 74.9 76.1 75.6 79.1 76..9 60.1 81.1 87.4 84.1 85.9 86.4
f	 ( 30. N)
	
100 73.4 74
.4 75.1 75. 4 76. 1 7 • 4 78.9 76,.4 79.1 811 . 9 82.1 83.4 83.9 84.6




	 160 71 . 4 73. 9 75.4 75.4 80.6 78.4 63.1 81.1 81 .4 79.1 80.9 83.4 82.9 64.4}	 L.00 ATT FAN	 22;34 71.5 73.3 705.0 7np4.6 75.8 755.5 79.8 B0.0 81.8 B3.3 85.0 86.5 88,0 66.8
-5 89maDATE 3804_75	 315 76
. 0 80 .0 81.8 83..f1 83.3 81.8 85.5 86. 0 67 .80 88 .3 89.5 90.3 89.3 67*
TAPF:	 3644	 400 78.4 74 .9 80.7 82.4 83.4 81.4 $4.7 84.7 84.9 B6.2 87.4 86 . 4 85.4 83.•4
RAP 28.8 MG
	
550 75 . 6 75.3 78.6 78.8 79.x 77.3 81.3 81.6 82919 84.3 85.8 87 . 1 85.8 84.1
	
(97186. N/M2)	 630 89.2 8 2 .5 80.7 83.5 8;5 . 2 54•1 85.5 8.7.5 88 . 0 88.0 89.5 69 . 2 87.0 87.5
t	 TAHR 73. DEC F	 8;30 79.6 82.3 6 1 . 5 82.3 85.0 83.3 85.0 136,0 66 . 0 89.0 68.3 87.3 86.8 85.8
(294. DkC f4)	 1000 8.0.0 81.2 83.5 85.7 86.5 68.1 91.5 KB.5 91.7 93.5 94.2 90.2 85.2 57.0
TWET 66. DLG F
	 1250 79. 0 81.8 8:3.5 85.5 $6.8 85.6 88.8 89.5 91,5 94.0 94.8 93..8 89.0 87.3
(292. DL.G K)	 1600 78.9 82.9 81 . 4 8 4 . 4 87.9 81.9 89.9 39.9 89.9 44.9 94.1 92.4 ►39,6 86.6
HACT 0.	 GM/N3	 2000 77.2 80.5 80.2 84.0 88.0 85,5 88.5 90.2 89.7 92.5 94.2 99.7 87,5 85.2
C.	 KG/N3)
	 2500 76 .2 80 .4 $1.2 83.9 88.2 8597 09.2 90.4 91 .2 93.4 94.7 89.4 8892 86.2
► 	 NFA 8563. RPM	 3150 77.0 80.2 82.0 86.5 88.0 65.5 90,.5 90.2 93.2 96.0 96.0 91.2 86.0 85.7
( 897. PAD/SEC) 4000 79 . 4 79 .2 51 - 7 85.7 91.4 85.7 92.:2 94 . 4 93 . 7 95.4 96 . 9 92.2 88,9 89.2
NF14 8476. RPM
	 5000 81.9 84.7 86.4 89.7 91.4 92.7 92.7 94.9 96 . 4 100 .4 97.4 97.2 92 9 9 89.2
( 1387. F ANSEC) 6300 83.3 86.8 86.3 91.3 95.5 94.5 97.8 99.3 101 . 8 102.8 105•5 100 . 0 94.8 9.3.B
NF0 10628. RPM	 €O00 80.4 81.7 85.2 88.4 92.2 95.7 93.9 95.9 97 . 2 Y1.9 99.9 99,7 93.4 40.2
11113. V A'u:S,7 010000 79.0 81.0 81..8 85.5 89.8 90.9 92.8 94.0 96.3 97.3 95.8 97.5 914 88.6
N0. OF BL ADES 44 12500 76 . 2 7 8. 2 79. 9 83 . 4 $6.7 88.? 90.4 9 2 , 2 94 . 7 96 . 4 97.7 95.9 89.9 86.9
FAN TIP SPEED
	 16060 73 . 6 75 . 1 76.3 79.6 83.6 85. .3 66..B 89.6 91.3 93 . 3 94.6 97.1 86.1 84.3
	F7/SEC
	
20000 69.4 72. 4
 72.6 75.6 78.9 80.4 84.1 85.4 87 . 6 89.6 90.6 93.6 82,9 80.4
OVERALL MEASURED
OVERALL CALCULATED 42•S 94.7 95.6 98.6 101.8 101.6 10,3.8 105.1 106 . 5 103.5 109.8 107.9 103.2 102.0
PHO8 10 5• u 10 7.9 10 8.7 111 .9 117.4 11 4. 1 11 7. 4 118.5 120 . 3 121 .7 123 . 5 119.9 11 6. 1 114.8



































































PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE OAT A REDUCT I ON PROGRAM	 PRCI;l RATE -PMIRNTH 91 PAY. N HR. 0.9




RADIAL 10o. FT.	 00
f 3J. M. )	 160
vENICLE	 PPG	 125
CONFIG	 NC-080	 160
LOG ATT FAU	 2u0




BAR 78.8 ►tG	 300
(9718b. N/M2)	 6,10
TAM© 70. DEG F	 804
(294. DEG K)	 10fic
TWE T 66. DEG F	 1250






NF  44a" RPH7"L315a
( 9*4% "AD/SEC ) 4000
NFK 96ft. RPM 7W 5000
f %"% RAD7SFC I 4300
%ra 10628 • Rpm	 8000(1115. RAID/SEC)1000'0







MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS ( 59. OE . . 70 E CET 4: . U . DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RApdFeNS)
30•	 4 0•	 So.	 60.	 70.	 a0.	 90. 100. 110. 120. 139. 140. 150. 160.	 o.	 0[0.52)f0.70)(0.87!(1.05)[1.221I1.4II)[1.57i(1.75)( 1.92)(2.09)(2.27)(2.44)(2.62)(7.79)(0. 	 )to-
7Z.6 71.8 73.1 72 . 3 74.1 71.1 75.8 74.6 75 . 6 77.1 78.3 79.8 81.8 84.3
70.3 72.0 79.5 71.0 75.0 71.0 82.3 75.3 75.3 76.5 78.0 80.0 81.3 a3.8
69.1 64 . 9 71.6 70.9 73.1 71.9 76.9 13.1 76 . 6 76. 9 78.6 79.6 80.9 82.4
69.9 70.4 72.1 71.1 72.4 70.9 74.6 13.9 7 13 . 1 76.4 77.9 79.1 79.4 79.6
69.7 70. 9 69 .9 70.9 73.4 70.1 77.7 74.4 74 . 9 77.9 75.7 79.4 78.4 76.7
67.6 6 7 .4 68.9 66.6 70.6 69.1 73.1 7L.9 12 . 6 73.9 75.6 76.4 78.4 79.1
68.5 70.0 72.3 71 . 3 72.3 71. 8 76.3 76.0 77.0 78.5 80.0 81 . 0 82.5 81.8
75.3 75.3 78 .5 78.5 78.5 71.3 81.0 01.0 81 . 3 83.0 84.5 85.5 86.0 84.0
74- 6 75.8 77.8 78.8 79.3 78.0 81.8 81.5 83 . 3 64.3 85.5 86.0 85 . 0 82.0
74 . 2 75.4 75.9 78.2 79.9 76.9 80.7 80.9 81.7 82.9 84.9 85.4 82.4 78.9
72.5 75.1 75.6 76.3 76.8 73.6 78.1 78.6 79.3 80.3 81.8 83.3 81.6 80.6
74.2 77.0 78.0 82.0 82.7 80.2 83.5 85.0 84 . 5 86.7 87.7 87.0 8592 83.2
74.3 77.5 78.5 78.8 80.B 76.3 82.3 81.5 84.0 87.5 86-•0 83 . 8 83.3 80.3
76.0 76.5 78.0 81.7 80.7 $1.2 85.7 85.0 86.7 89.0 06.7 87.0 8J.5 82.7
75 . 3 77.5 79• 3 81.3 83.4 61 . 5 85.8 85.3 88 . 0 89.0 89.4 89.3 38.0 83.3
75.4 76.6 77.4 80 . 1 91. 4 80.4 85.1 84.9 85.9 89•6 90.1 87.1 85.4 82.6
75 . 2 77.0 77.5 80.2 82.7 80.7 813.5 8 7.2 87.2 94.+5 91..2 87.5 85..0 82.7
72 .9 76.7 77.2 80 4 83.2 82.2 65.9 87..2 68 . 4 90.9 91.7 37.4 85.4 83.2
74.0 77.2 78.2 82.1 84.0 82.0 57.5 88.0 9 1 4 2 93.0 93..5 90.0 85.7 63.7
77 . 7 76.7 79.2 82.2 88.2 63.9 89.7 92.4 92.4 92.7 95.9 92.2 88.2 87.7
62 .7 $4 .4 86.4 69.4 90.2 92.9 93.2 96.4 48.7 103.7 99.4 100 . 2 95.4 40.2
78.8 81.3 81.3 85.8 88.8 89.8 92.3 94.0 96.5 98.8 101.0 97.0 91.8 89.5
77.7 77. 9 80.4 63.7 86.2 86.7 89.4 92.2 93.7 95 . 2 97.2 96.9 94.9 86.9
77.8 77.5 79.3 82.5 65.5 87.0 89.3 41.3 94.3 9'5.8 97.0 96.8 89.3 86.8
72. 9 73.7 75.9 780 82 . 4 83.9 85.7 88.4 91.2 97.9 94.9 96.4 87.4 33.9
70.8 71.8 73.1 7S•3 79.6 01.6 83.6 46..1 88.6 90.8 92.3 95.3 84.6 81.6
67.9 70.4 7(1.6 71.6 74.9 75.9 76.9 81.1 83.4 86.1 87.1 91 . 1 80.1 76.9
89.5 91.0 92.5 95.2 97.3 97.7 100.3 102.2 104 . 2 107.2 107.1 106. 3 101.3 98.5




:ras ..^	 r.:s......_. i.,,^ .,,_. _. .,__- _...'..r:,,v.._r.:ae6-.r.^-^^h.^.,^..^-^^^,6^-h.sc,.. - 	 ..6.«9+Lr:: ^'s.`'..^..: a,e. ••yNiv e^:.^ni^c/n....arcls	 --	 - vi -aon:e^a:CMazn^ sirr.-. 	 .__
FULL SCALE DA T A RED U CTIO N PROGRAM	 PH(!C, FATE - MQNTH 00 DAY 4 HR 	 0.9P A GE 1
SPL INPUT AT 57D
FEELo
58
RADIAL 109. FT, e0





LDC ATT FAN	 200
DATE U7-0 9 -15	 250
R UN 1 4 1	 315
TAPE	 3872
	 400
RAR 28.8 HG	 500
	
(97152. Wm2)	 630
TAMS 67. DEG F	 800
	
( 29,5, DEG K)	 to 00
THET 65• nLG F	 1250
	






MFA 6284. RP M 	3150
( 658. RAD/SFC) 4000
KFK 6Y36. HP 8
	5000( 653. RAD/SEC) 6300









OVL R ALL 	 ME&S-URED
OVERALL CALCULATED
rN9B
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59. DEG. r 4 PE CENT E 	 HU . DAY1
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
30.	 40.	 50.	 60.	 70.	 80,	 90, 100. 110. 120, 130. 140. 150. 160. 	 at	 0.{0.5x) iD.7a)IO• B7){1. 05)t1. 22) t1. 40){ 1. 57) t1.7 5) t1. 4 2) c2.D91(2.27)i2. 4 41i2. 62)i7. 79)i 0.	 )(0.	 )i0.




.1 71 . 1 72.3 74.3 75.3 75.1 77.1
64 . 6 64.965.9 64.6 65.& 66.6 69.1 69.1 66 . 9 70.1 71 .4 72.6 .9 74.4
70. 4 69.4 69.4 71.1 70.9 69 .9 71. 4 69.1 71 .1 70.4 72.1 74.9 11.6 72.1
63.2 63.4 64.9 65.2 64.2 62.4 65-.9 65.9 66 . 9 67.9 68.9 6B.9 69.4 69.9
63 .7 63.7 64. 6 63.9 65.6 63. 9 67.4 65.9 66 . 1 67.1 68.9 69.4 71.1 70.1
65 . 0 66.0 67 .8 66.5 69.5 66.5 70.8 70.3 71.5 73.3 75.0 75.3 75.0 74.5
59.3 69.8 72.0 72 .3 72.3 71.5 74.8 74.5 76 . 0 77.3 78.8 79,5 79.0 77.+1
71.3 72.0 74.5 75,8 75.3 73.3 77.3 76.5 79.0 B0.3 81.3 8 1 .5 79.5 77.5
66.7 70.2 70.7 72 . 4 74 . 4 72.4 75. 9 75.2 76 .2 76 .9 77.7 76 . 2 75.4 73.2
70.3 74.3 71.1 70.6 7x.6 69.6 73.6 73.6 74.1 77.1 79.6 80.3 77.1 77.6
68 . 5 71.5 71.5 73.7 74.2 73.2 76 . 5 75.7 78 . 2 Bb-5 82.0 8 1 . 7 79.2 77.768.0 64 .8 72•	7 .8 73.0 7p.	 75.0 75.8 76 . 8 79.5 79.8 81p.3 79.5 75.5
ed.5 70.7 72.5 7 ,0 75.0 72.7 77.2 79.2 60 . 0 82.7 02.0 52.2 78 0 2 71.2
69.@ 72.5 72.3 74.8 76.5 75.8 77.8 79.3 8 1 .3 85.3 65.0 85.5 81.3 78.5
68.6 7P•6 7 1 • L 73 . 1 75.6 74.1 79.1 80. 1 81.6 85.4 85. 1 84.4 19.6 76,669.7 71;.2 72.0 74.5 76.0 75.5 79.5 82.0 81.7 85.7 86.0 85.0 80,5 78.7
68.9 71.7 73.2 74.7 17.4 76.7 61.4 62.2 84 9 7 87.9 88.2 86.2 82.4 79.9
72 .2 75.2 76,4 7997 81. 9 79.9 84.4 36..2 85.9 92.9 93.4 93.2 86.7 83.4
74 . 4 74.9 78.4 79.7 84.2 81.1 87.7 90.9 91 . 9 93.7 96.7 94.4 d8.9 87.9
78.9 78 .7 82.2 03.2 96.7 86.4 88.4 91.9 93.9 99,4 97.9 98.9 93.2 89.772.2 75.2 75.a 78.2 81.5 82.0 85.5 87.9 89.5 92.0 95.2 9 2.5 85.2 83.7
72 .9 73.1 75.9 77.6 8?;.1 81j.4 84.1 134.9 88,1 90.6 93.9 94.1 86.6 53.1
72.7 72.5 73.1 75.5 78.2 80.5 83.2 85.0 87.7 91.2 93.,2 94.0 85.7 82.5
68 . 1 69 .3 70.6 72,1 75.3 77.6 74.8 8 2 . 8 84.8 88.8 90.6 97.6 83.6 9.0.1
66-7 65.2 70.5 69. 0 72.0 74.2 77.0 79.7 81.5 85.7 87.5 9 1 . 5 80.5 77.2
65 .0 68 . 1 71.0 66.8 67.8 71.0 74.0 75.0 77.0 80.8 92.5 86+5 76.0 72.0
85 . 3 86.2 88.5 89.4 92.3 91.6 95.3 97.6 99.5 103.2 104.0 104.1 97.8 95.3
99.2 9 9
.9 102 . 3 103 .5



































RADIAL 10a• FT . 80




LOC	 AtT ►"AN 200
DATE 07-0 9-73 250
RUN	 1 42 315
TAPE 3872 400
RAR 28 . 8 HG 500( 9 71.52. es/M1) 630
TAME 67. nt:G F Soo(29 1 . vtG K) 1000
TµET 65. CEG F 1250
1241. DEG K) 101,00
HALT U. GMI M3 2000
to KG/M3} 25u0
N` n 6449, RPM 3150
( 675. PAD/SEC) 4000
NFK 6400. RPM	 50u0
( 670. RADISEC) 6306
NFL' 1.0628. RP M
	8o0o
(1114. PAD/SEC)10000
NO. OF ULARES 44 12500




30.	 40.	 50.	 60.
(0.52 )(3.70}i0,871(1.05)
64 . 1 68 .8 71.6 69.1
67.8 68 .3 79.0 66.5
64 . 4 65.6 66.6 65.9
67.6 68 .1 64 .4 71.9
63 .4 63.4 66.2 65.9
63. 9 63.9 64.9 64.4
65. 0 65.8 66.3 67.3
69.5 7a.0 72.5 72.5
71.3 72.0 75.3 76.0
64 .9 78.9 71.7 73.2
71 . 1 72.d 12.3 72.8
69.1 71.7 72.5 73.7
63.8 71.3 73.5 72.3
69 . 7 73.7 72.5 74.5
70 . 0 74.0 77.8 79.3
69.4 71-.9 71.4 74.4
70.5 71.7 74.0 75.7
6()•9 72.4 73.7 75.7
72.2 74.9 76.7 79.7
76 .2 74.4 77.9 80.2
80 . 2 50.4 82.7 84.4
73.7 75.7 15.2 78.7
71.6 74.1 76.1 78.1
73.0 73.9 74.0 76.5
69. 1 69 .3 71 . 3 72.6
68.2 6 4 .2 69 .7 70.5






























PAGE i	 FULL SCALE DA T A REDUCTION PROSRAM.
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (99.
p
 DEG'. F.^T70 PERGENTOREL.HUH.HOAY)0.9
ANULLS FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
80.	 90	 100	 110. 120	 130	 140. 150. 160.	 0.
(1,40)[i.s^!}(1.7I5}l1.42}i2.0.^)I2.2}1t2.441i2.5g)(2.74}is7. 	 1(0
66.8 73..6 69.6 70.6 72.6 73.6 74.8 75.1 77.1
65.5 82.3 72.3 69.8 70.8 77.3 77.0 74.5 75.5
66.9 69.9 68.6 69 . 1 70 . 6 72 . 1 12.9 73.6 74.9
68.6 64.6 10.4 71 . 1 71 . 1 73.9 75.9 73,6 73.6
63.7 66.4 6.6.4 67 . 4 68.7 69.9 69.9 70..2 70.9
64.1 68.4 66.9 67.4 67.4 0.1 64.9 71.1 70.9
67.3 71.8 71.5 72.0 73.8 75.0 76.0 75,5 79.0
71.8 75.3 75.5 76.8 781.0 79.0 79.8 79,0 78.0
74.3 78.0 76.0 80 . 0 80.3 81.5 62.0 80.3 77.8
72.4 76.4 75.9 76.2 77.4 78.7 ?8.2 76,7 73.2
70.6 74.6 75.8 76 . 1 77.6 79.6 8 1.3 72.1 79.3
73.5 77.0 79.0 79.2 81.0 83.0 83.0 80.0 78.0
72.0 75.8 77.3 77.3 80..3 81.5 80.8 78.5 75.3
74.0 78.7 76.5 79.5 82 . 5 83 . 2 82 . 7 79.0 78.0
75.5 78.8 80.0 87.3 85.3 86.3 8 7 . 0.3 74.5
14 .o 79.4 3 • . 1 81 . 9 85.4 65.4 84.4 7 .6 77.1
76.2 80.7 83.0 83 . 7 87.2 86.2 85.7 81, Y 79.2
77.2 80.9 33.2 84 . 9 67.4 88.9 86.2 8299 80:.4
79.2 84.2 66.7 89.9 93.2 93.4 93.4 86.4 83.7
8i.7 69.2 90.9 91 . 7 92.9 95.9 93.7 88..4 86.7
67.7 89.2 92.7 96.3 100 . 2 96':9 99.4 94,2 90.2
82.5 86.0 86.2 90.7 92.5 95.7 92.5 86.0 84.5
8ti.9 84.4 87.6 89. 1 91.	 94.1 44.9 86.6 83.4
81.5 84.7 66.5 89.2 91.7 94.2 94.5 8ft,.0 83.2
77.8 8 .8 83.3 85.8 88 . 6 9ii 93 .6 63.6 79.8
75.2 77.7 80.5 82 . 5 86.2 BB•5 93 . 0 80.7 77.7'






























8w•8 116.9 88.9 90.2 97.6 97,3 95.9 94.2 100.6 iD3.6 1 04 . 5 10 4 . 6 18.3 95.5
	 151.2
PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROMRAp PROC. DATE	 15(} NTH 16 DAY 0 4R.	 0.9
HOpEL SOUND PRESSUNE LEVELS (59. DEG, Fr 70 PERCENT REL.	 HUM. DAY)
ANGLES FROM VALET IN UECREES (AND RADIANS)
SPL
	
INPUT	 AT STD 30• 40. 50. 60. 70• 60. 9 0. 100. 114• 120. 130. 1 4 0. 150. 160.	 0.	 !1• 0.	 PaL
FRED. f0.52)[0. 7Q)[Q.871( 1.05}( 1.221fi.4rl)[ 1.57}( L•75) (1. 92)(2.09)(2.27)(2. 44)f2.62)(2.79)(0. )(0. 1(U.	 )
50 70.6 70.3 71.6 69.8 71.1 67.3 74.3 70..6 72.1 73.6 75.3 76.3 76.6 78.6 122.9
63 68.8 69 .0 79.3 67.5 73.5 66.8 82.5 72.5 70.8 72.3 73.6 77.8 7595 77.3 125.6
RADIAL 100.
	
FT. 80 65. 4 6 6 .1 68 .1. 66.9 67.4 68.1 71.1 79.4 71.1 72.1 73.4 74.4 75.4 76.6 321.1
(	 313.	 141 1G0 69.4 70.1 70.9 72.9 70.9 64 . 4 72.4 71.6 70 . 6 73 . 1 76 . 6 74.6 74.6 74.4 127.4
VEHICLE	 PPG 125 66 . 4 67. 1 68.9 70.4 68.4 66.4
64.9
69.9 69.2 68.2 71.9 73:9 70.7 72.2 7 2 . 4 119.9
CONFIG	 NC`880 1 60 64 . 6 64. 65.6 65.1 66.9 68.6 67.6 68.1 6 .9 70.6 70.9 72.6 71.9 118.3
LOC	 ATT FAN 200 65 . 3 66.5 69 .0 68.0 69.0 69. 0 72.3 72.0 73 . 5 75.0 75.8 76.5 76.6 76.3 122.8
DATE 07-0 9
-75 250 70 . 3 71.3 73. 8 73 . 5 73 .5 73.3 76.5 76.5 77 . 8 79.3 80.3 60.8 80.5 79.3 127.1
RUN	 143 315 72.5 74.3 75.3 76.3 76.8 76.5 80.5 8 0.5 8008 81.3 82.0 82.8 82.3 78.3 129.6
TAPE	 3872 400 70.4 72.2 72.2 74 .2 7e.7 73.7 77.4 77.7 77 . 4 78.7 79.9 79.9 77.4 74 . 2 126.0
8AR	 28.8 KG $00 69. 6 7'1- M 72 . 3 72.8 72.3 71.6 75.1 76.3 78 . 6 76 . 8 79.6 80.1 78.9 78.6 726.4
(97152.	 PLYM2) 635 71.2 73.0 74.2 75.2 76.2 74.5 78..2 79.2 81 . 0 84.0 83..5 fi3.2 60.5 78.5 129.7
TAMP	 67. PEG F 800 69. 3 71.5 74.8 72.5 77.5 75.9 76.5 77.0 78 . 5 8 1 .8 63 . 0 fil.8 79.0 76.8 128.6
(193. AEG 10 10:10 71 . 2 72.2 73.5 75.0 76.5 75.L 79.2 79.5 81 . 0 84.0 64.2 54.0 80.0 78.0 730.15
TWET	 65•	 IIEG F 1250 72 . 0 77. 8 74.3 77.3 77.0 70.3 79.5 80.5 82.5 85.5 B6.G R6.0 81.8 79.3 13t.9
129 1•	 DEG K) 1600 69. 6 71.6 72.6 74. 9 77.1 75.e 79.4 8 0 . 6 8 1 . 6 85 . 4 85 . 1 8 4 . 6 Sn.6 77.1 131.7
HACT 0.	 C,M/H3 2000 71.2 73.7 73.7 77.0 60.7 78.2 82.2 83.0 83.2 87.2 138.2 66.7 82.7 8Q.5 133.7
C.	 KG/M3) 2500 69.9 7 3 .2 74.4 76 . 4 79.2 77.9 82.2 83.9 85.2 68.2 88.7 35.9 83.2 80.7 134.2
1 NFA	 0747, RPM 5150 72 . 7 75.7 76.9 60..4 82.9 79.4 84..7 86.4 89.2 92.7 92.9 91.4 65.9 82.9 138.4
(	 706.-RAb/SEC) 4000 75 .9 7 4 .4 77.7 80.7 84.4 61.4 87.7 9 0.4 91 . 2 92.2 95.7 92.4 87.2 86.2
IFK	 6696• RPM 5000 81 .9 83.7 84.9 86 . 4 88.9 89.7 89.9 94.2 96 . 9 101.2 98.7 lao-4 9 4 .9 99.7 1•t,y.,
r (	 701. RAD/SEC) 6300 74.2 77.b 76.5 51.0 83.5 84.Z 87.5 69.2 92.0 93.7 96.5 V3.2 117.0 85.2 141.5
NF0 1Gb 28,	 0QH 80U0 73.6 74.6 77.4 79.6 82.1 ei.l 85.4 83.4 89.4 91.6 94.6 95.1 87.9 84.1 14l.n
( 111 3. nAD/5EC ) 10000 74.7 74.5 75.5 70.5 8.s. 7 83.2 do. 2 8 7.5 91-0 9s.2 95-0 9 5-11 87.7 84. [f !42.3 
N0.	 IF dLAnkS
	
44 12930 69.6 7[!.6 72.3 74 . 1 77.6 79.8 al.8 64.3 86 . 8 89.3 91.8 93.6 84.8 80.8 140.5
FAN TIP SPEED 160410 68 . 5 70.7 71 . 5 72.01 74.7 77.v 79.0 81.5 84.2 87.5 89.5 93.2 82.2 80.2 140.9
FT/SFf, 20000 6 7.0 69 . 8 71.3 69.3 70 . 3 71.6 7S.8 77.8 79.3 62.8 84.5 88.3 77.0 73.8 138.7
I UVERALL MEASURED
DVERALL CALCULA T ED 66 . 6 87.8 90 .0 91.5 94.0 9?.8 96.7 99.0 101.2 104.;; 104.7 104.9 99.€1 95.7 151st




PAGE 1	 FrjLL SCALE OAT H REDUCTION PROGRAM	 PROC; QATJ • HgN TH 25 DA" 0 MR.. 0.9




R AD I A L 10u. FT.
	
30





LOC ATI FAN	 200
DATE 07`0 9-75	 250
RUN 144	 315
TAPE	 3872	 440
SAN 2$,8 ur,	 500
	
( 97152. n/N 2)	 630




TaET 65. DEG F	 1250
i	 1241. !?EG K )	 1600
MACT 0.	 GM/M 3	 2000'
(.	 KG/M3)	 2500
NFA 68859 RPM	 3150
1 721. RAD/SECT 4000
MFK 6816 •
 RPM	 5000
( 715. PAD/SEC) 6300
twc 106?P. Rpm	 HOaO
(1113. HAD/SEC)10000
Na. OF 6L ADES 44 1.25ua






4ODE1. Sa ij.ND PKL5SUME LEVELS 159. DEG. 	 .	 Q PE CERT	 EL. NU	 0471













140 i50	 160 0,	 0.	 0.	 PUL
) ( 0.	 NO.
	 )
70.3 69 .9 72.1 70 . 1 71.6 69.1 74.3 70.8 72.3 74.1 15.1 76.8 77.8 60.1 123.4
69.3 64 .3 79.3 67.8 73.5 6 7. 0 83.0 73.3 71 . 3 72 . 5 74.0 77.8 16.3 78.5 126.a
63 .9 66 . 9 68.4 67.9 68.1 68.6 71.6 70.9 71 . 6 72.4 73.9 75.4 75.9 77.4 121.6
6d: 9 69.6 70.4 72.1 66.9 69.4 73.1 71.6 72.1 73.4 75.4 74.9 75.1 75.1 122.3
67.4 60 .2 70.7 73.2 67.9 68.9 73.7 71.9 71.7 72.7 74.2 72 . 2 74.4 73.7 121.9
64 .9 65.1 65.9 66.1 67.4 65.6 68.9 48.4 65 . 6 69.6 74.9 71.6 7 3.1 72.6 11q.q
66 . 0 66.5 69.0 68.5 69.4 68.d 73.0 7 2.5 73 . 8 75.3 76.0 77.Q 77.0 76.0 123.t
71.4 71.5 74.5 73.5 74.0 74.4 77.5 77.3 78.3 79.8 60.8 81.3 80,8 79.8 127.0;
73.3 74.3 76.3 76.3 77.3 76.6 79.3 01.0 81 . 0 82.3 83.3 83.0 81.5 75.3 129.0
71.4 72.7 73.7 75.2 76.9 74.7 78.2 78.2 78.4 79.2 80.9 80.4 78.2 74.9 127.6
69.8 72.3 72.6 72.8 73.1 71.3 76.9 75.6 77.1 78.3 80.3 81.1 78.1 78.8 126.7
7p.7 73.o 74.0 76.5 76.7 75.3 80.0 79.2 80.5 63.0 $4.5 83.7 8:1.0 60.7 130.2
70.0 7?.0 74.0 74.5 77.0 75.3 77.0 79.3 78.3 83.6 83.5 82.0 79.6 78.5 129.1
71 . 7 7 3 .0 7 4 .2 76.5 77.5 75.1 81.0 80.0 81.7 83.5 85.0 64.0 80.0 78.7 131.1
71.8 73.8 74.8 77.5 79.5 77.3 80.0 61.0 83 . 5 86.5 67.0 86.5 82.8 80.4 132.7
70. 4 72 .6 73.4 75 .4 74.4 70.9 80. 4 61.4 82.4 85.4 88.1 84.6 81.1 76.4 131.8
72.7 74.5 73.2 77.7 80.5 77.5 32.7 83.7 8402 87.7 57.7 86.7 84.5 S2.2 134.1
70.2 73 .4 75.2 77,2 74.4 78.7 63.4 84.4 85,7 69.2 89.7 86,4 83.4 81.4 135.1
72.2 75.2 77.2 80.9 62.9 79.9 95.2 66.4 54.4 92.7 92.4 90.9 85.4 82.4 138.3
75.7 7 4 . 9 77.7 80.4 84.4 81.1 87.7 90.2 90.9 91 . 7 94.9 92.2 86.9 86.4 140.0
91.4 82.4 85.2 81.7 Sa.9 89.9 90.4 94.7 98 . 2 102 . 2 99. 2 101 . 2 45.2 89.7 147.3
74.7 77.7 77.2 81.5 84.0 65.0 37.7 90.0 92.7 94.5 97.0 94.0 88.0 85.5 142.2
73 .9 75.4 77.8 8 .1 82.6 C2.9 86.6 68.9 95.4 91.9 94..6 95 . 4 88.1 84.4 141.4
74.5 74.5 75.7 74.2 81.2 83.5 86.7 88.0 91.7 93-5 95.5 87.2 84..7 142.7




93.1 82.5 7 .7 141.467.7 72.0 82.7 65.2
66 . 6 70.0 70.8 69.5 70.0 73.3 76.3 7s.0 60 . 3 82.8 85.3 89.0 77.5 74.8 139.3
86.9 8a.2 90.3 92.3 94.2 94.2 47.3 99'.4 102.0 t05.0 105.0 105.3 9912 96.1 152.4





FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTiDN PROGRAt
PR 5Uk	
pR C t DATE -,pi NTNT S3DAY, M HR. Y}0.9
a
DDEL SbE1ND ES	 E LEVEL * 159.	 D G. F.
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES
70	 CE	 EL.	 U	 DA
(AND RADIANS)
30• 4 0. S 0. 60. 70. 60, 90. 100, 110. 1,20. 130. 1 40. 150. 160.	 0• 0•	 0.	 PWL
[0.52f(0,7t))[O.a7}(1,05}(1.22}(1.40}[1,57 }(1.75}(1.92)[2.09}(2.271(1. 441 ( 2 . 82 } (1, 7 9)(0. Y(11.	 }(0.	 )
71•3 70.3 72.6 70.8 71.5 66.6 74.3 71.3 73.1 74.8 75.5 76 .5 77.6 8g.3 123.7
69.8 69.5 79 .3 66.5 74.5 68.3 82.6 73.3 72.3 72.8 75.0 78..D 76.5 73.5 126.1
66.6 67.4 68.9 68.4 68.4 69.1 71.9 71.4 72.4 73.9 75.1 75.9 76,6 77.9 122.3
68 . 6 69 .6 70.1 70.4 69,1 66.6 73.6 71.4 73 . 6 73.4 75.4 73.9 75,9 75.6 122.4
68.9 71.7 72.2 72.9 67. 9 68.4 73.4 71.4 7547 72.9 74.9 73.9 75.7 74.4 122.8
65 . 1 65.4 66.4 66.4 67 .6 66.1 69 .4 68.9 68.9 69.9 71.6 7j.9 73 . 4 7 3 . 4 119.2
65 .8 6 7 .0 6 0 .5 69.0 69.8 69.3 73.5 72-S 74 0 0 76.0 76.8 77.5 77.5 77.5 1.23.7
71 . 7 72 . 3 75 . 0 74.8 75. 3 7'4.5 78.5 78,.0 79.3 81.0 81.5 82.0 81.5 80.3 128.5
75.0 74.5 75.0 76.S 77.5 77.0 79.6 60.3 82.3 81.5 83.5 83..5 82.0 79.0 130.3
72 . 2 73,7 73.9 75.9 77.7 75.2 79.2 75,9 79.9 80.4 81.7 81.2 78.9 75.9 128.5
71.8 74.6 73.3 74.3 74.6 72.3 76.6 77.3 79.6 70.1 8 1 . 1 6 1 .8 79.6 78.8 128.0
72.5 75.0 75,2 78.0 77.7 77.0 81.0 40.2 81 . 7 83.5 84.5 h4.5 4.5 d1.5 :130.9
7;.5 73.5 74.3 76 . 5 19 .0 79.8 79.8 81.0 82.3 82.8 86.5 87 . 5 83.5 79. 5 LS t•4
72.0 74.2 74.2 76.2 76.5 75.7 81.0 e11.7 82.2 86.2 85.7 64.5 $1.0 79.7 )31.8
72 . 5 14.9 75.0 77.5 79 .3 79.0 81.5 82.0 83 . 8 B6.5 99.0 07.3 83,8 81.3 134,E
71.1 72.6 73.4 76.1 78.1 77 .4 80.9 41.6 82.9 87 .1 87 .4 d6.1 81.9 7 6.9 132.8
72.5 75.S 75.7 78.2 61.0 79.0 83.7 95.2 65 .15 89.5 89.2 87.5 85.0 83.7 135.3
70 . 4 74.4 76.4 77.9 0.9 79.7 84.2 64.7 86,2 89.2 59.9 86.4 84.2 81 .7 135.4
72.2 79.4 76.7 80.9 87.4 79.9 55.7 66.2 89.2 92.4 92.7 90.7 85.4 83.4 10•3
75 .9 74.7 78.4 80. 9 84.9 82.2 85.2 9D.7 90.9 91.7 95.2 91.9 b7,7 86.7 1411,?
81.7 83.4 85.4 85.2 89.7 91.4 91.4 95.7 97.7 102 .9 99.2 101.4 95.4 89.7 147.7
74.7 7 F .5 78 .0 82.5 35.2 85.7 88.7 90.7 93.0 95.0 97.7 94.7 88.7 86.7 142.5
73 .9 75.6 79.4 6	 .6 43-1 83 . 1 86.9 89.9 90.9 92.4 95.6 95.9 88.6 84 . 6 142.0
74.7 75.5 76.0 79.5 87.0 84 •t $7.2 H8.7 91.7 93.7 95,7 95.5 88.0 84.7 141.0
70 . 1 71.6 72 . 8 75.8 76.6 SC-1 82.8 85.3 87.8 89.8 93.1 9 4.3 85.6 B	 .$ 141.4
66.5 59 .2 69 .7 72.7 76.0 78.2 60.7 93.0 65.2 57.7 90.5 53.7 83,2 7^•5 141.6
65 .5 66.5 7R.5 70.5 77.3 73.3 77.3 79.9 80.5 63.5 65.5 68..8 77.8 75.3 139.5
87.3 6 9 .0 90.6 92.9 95.0 91,.2 98.0 100.2 102.0 145.6 105.5 145.6 99,7 96.6 157.7
101 .5 10 3.3 10 5. 0 10 7.5 109.3 10 9.7 111 .8 114.4 11 6 -2 120 . 1 118.7 119. 2 1144 2 JID•4




RADIAL 100. FT.	 RO
	











BAR 28.8 WG	 500
	
(07152. P1IM21	 630
TA M" 66, DEC F	 8t.0
	(293• DEG 9)	 1000
TWFT 65. DEG F	 1250
	
(291, AkG K)	 16e,0
HALT 0•	 GKIM3	 2000
1.	 KGIM31	 2500
NFA 6999 0 RPM	 3150
( 733. RAO/SEC} 4000
NFK 6939, HPM	 5000
( 727. R ADISEC} 6300
NFQ 10620, op"
	 11040(1113. fTAb/SECllOeU0









r• PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE oAT A REDULTION PRnGRAM PROC.. BAT - MONTH 43 DAY	0 HR.	 0.9
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS (59. DEG. F. 0 PERCENT REL. HUM. DAY)
r ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
SPL I1.PJT	 AT SYD
FRE+;.
30,
	 4 0.	 50.	 60.	 70.	 d0.













50 70.6 70.1 77.1 70.6 71.a 66.3 74.1 71.3 72.8 74.1 75.6 76.8 17,3 79.3 123.5
63 68.8 69 .0 79 .5 67.8 73. 8 67.0 63.0 72.5 71.0 72.5 74.5 77.8 16 4 3 76.0 126.0
RADIAL 10U.	 FT. 30 66 . 1 68.9 68 .9 67.9 67.9 68.6 71.6 71.1 71.9 72.9 74.1 74.9 75 4 9 78. 1 121.7
+ (	 ?Ia.	 M) 100 49 . 1 70.1 70.6 72.1 69.4 69.6 73.9 72.1 72 . 4 73.9 75.6 75.6 75. 9 75.9 122•R
VEHICLE PPG 125 68.2 68 .4 69 .7 73.2 68.2 69.2 74.4 71;9 71.7 73.2 75.2 71.9 74,4 75.4 122.2
CCNFIG NC-0-80 160 65.1 64.9 65.9 66 . 1 67. 4 65.9 69.1 68.6 68 . 6 70 . 4 71.6 72.4 7394 73 . 6 119.3
r	 LOC ATT F AN 2;10 66•C 67,3 69.3 69.3 69.5 69.3 73.0 7 2.3 74 . 5 76.3 77.5 78.3 78.0 77.0 123.7
34TE 07-09-15 250 71.8 72.8 75.3 74.8 74.6 74.17 78.0 77.8 78.8 80.5 82.0 82 . 3 81,8 79.8 128.4
HUN 146 315 74.0 75.3 76.3 77.0 77.6 77.3 80.0 82.3 B1.8 83.0 84.0 84.3 82 9 5 79.3 130.1%
TAPE 3872 400 71.7 72,9 73.2 74.7 77.7 74.9 78.9 78.4 74.2 80 . 2 90 . 4 80.7 78 9 7 75.7 128.0
RAR 28.6 11L $00 70 . 1 73.8 73.8 74.3 73.0 72.3 76.8 76.3 77.6 79.1 81.3 83.1 79.6 80.3 127.8
(97151. N/M2} 6.SC 71 . 2 74.0 74.5 77.7 18.2 76.0 80.7 80.5 81 . 0 83 . 2 84.7 84.5 80.7 81.5 130.8
TAME} 66.	 "EG F SUG 70.8 72.5 75.3 75.5 77.0 75.5 77.8 50.0 79.5 84.G 84.3 83 .8 81 . 3 79. 0 130.2
( gas.	 DLG K) 3000 71• 1.7 7 4 .2 75.2 77.2 77.7 7u.7 61.5 61.2 82 . 7 8`,•7 85.5 a4.7 80.7 79.2 1.31.8
TWET 65.	 PEG F 1280 72•+10 74.3 76.3 78.3 79 .8 77.o 81.0 81.8 84*5 86.8 87.5 88.0 8s.0 H 133.5
(291.
	 3EG w) 1600 70. 9 72.6 73.6 76.1 78.4 76.4 90.9 82.4 83.1 86.6 86.9 86.10 81.6 78.9 132.7
HACT 0•	 Gm/'43 2000 73.5 75.0 75.0 78.5 81.7 78.2 83.2 8;. 65.2 66.0 69.2 67.5 64.2 82.5 134.9
(. I(VM3) 2'500 71 . 2 73.4 75.7 77.7 So 2 79.4 83.2 84.7 86.4 89.4 90.7 86.4 84.2 81 .7 135.4
NFA 6898. APM 3150 72 .7 75.7 76.9 80.4 83.2 8.0.4 85.2 86.9 89 .9 92.9 92.4 90:.9 a5.9 63.4 138.5
( 722. RAD/SEC) 4000 76 . 2 75.4 78.4 80.7 85.4 81.9 88.2 90.9 91.4 92.4 95.4 92.4 87.4 66.7 1413.5
NFK 6839.	 aP"I 5000 81.4 83.2 86.2 81.9 90.9 90.9 9 .4
8^.5
95.2 98 . 4 i 2 . 9
VS.Q
99,1 101 . 9 95.9 90.4 147.8
( 710.	 PAD/SEC) 6300 75.7 76.2 78.0 87.0 85.0 85-2 90.7 93 . 2 97.5 94.2 a8.5 86.2 14.2.7
NFU t0628.	 KPy 8000 74 . 4 75.1 75.4 80.4 83.4 82.0 85.9 89.6 90,6 92.4 95.1 95.9 88.1 34.4 141.9
(ill.i. r. AWSFC)10000 7N.0 7 5 . 5 75.0 74.2 81.7 84.x. a4.2 83.5 91.7 93.5 95.7 95.5 87,5 9.4.2 1.42.0
r NO- OF O( A flES
	
44 125()0 69.5 70.8 72.3 74.8 78.1 8U.1 81.8 83.1 87.6 89.8 92.3 93.6 85.3 80 . 3 340.9
FAN T1P SPEED 16000 63.7 69 .5 70.7 72.5 75.11 77.2 79.7 82.7 85.2 88.0 89.7 92 .5 82.5 78.5 140.4
► T/SEC 20060 67.6 p4 .3 70.5 68.0 71.0 7Z.5 76.6 78.3 80 . 0 83.0 85.3 (18.3 77.5 73.8 139.1
UVFRALL MEASURFD
OVEPALL CALCULATED 87.5 80.8 90.9 92.6 95.4 94.d 97.4 100.1 L02.4 105.6 105 . 3 106.7 99.7 96.5 152.6





ctiLL SCALE DA T A R EDUCTION PROGRAM	 PROC. DATE - MONTH 52 DA Y 0 HR. 0.9PAGE i




RADIAL 100• FT.	 50
J	 I MI. ")	 IUD
VEHICLE	 PPG	 125
CONFIG	 NC-080	 160







3AR 18.8 46	 330
	
(97 15Z • M1))2)	 630
TAmS 66. DEG F
	 8u0
( 193• I:tG K)	 100
T4FT 65. ^EG F	 1250
1291. DEG K)	 1600
WACT u.	 (iH/M3	 ?OUO( .
	 1IG1043)	 2 500
NFA 7 010 . RPM	 3150
I 734. PAD /SEC) 4000
^FK 0950. RPM 	 5000
{ 728. PAD/SEC) 63410
W11 TU629. IW4 	 ROM
[ 111 3. r- AD/ 15+0 10000








MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS I99. DEG; F. 70 PERCENT EL. HUM, DAY)
ANGLES FRDR INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
3U.	 40.	 50.	 60.	 70.	 80,	 90. 100. 110. 120. 130, 1411. 150, 160.	 09	 D
Is. 51)cD • 70)(D. s 7)c 1. o5 y (i•22)(i• 4 U)I1. 57)(1. 75 y I1. 92)[2.0 9 )(2.27)c2. 44 )t2.62)I2. 79)ca.	 )ta•
71 . 3 69 .6 72.6 70.3 71.6 68.8 74.6 71.6 72.8 74 . 3 75,6 76 . 6 82.3 79.8
70.0 70.0 79.5 67.8 74.0 68.3 82.8 73. 	 72.0 73.0 74.8 76.3 82.0 78.3
67 . 1 67.4 68.9 68.1 68.6 68.9 71.6 70.4 71.9 73 . 4 74.4 75.4 81,4 77.9
68 .4 70.4 70.1 70.1 68. 9 68 .6 72 .4 71.4 72 . 9 72.9 74.6 73 .4 809 4 74.9
68.7 71.4 71.9 72.9 67.2 66.7 73.7 71.7 74.9 7 .4 74•
	 7 2 .9 60.7 74.2
65.1 65.4 66.1 66.1 6 7 .6 65.9 69.6 68.6 68.9 6 .9 71. 	 72.9 80.6 73.4
65 . 5 6 7.0 49 .5 69.3 69 .5 69.3 73.5 73.0 74.5 76.G 76.3 77 . 3 02.8 77.3
71. 3
 72 .0 75.0 75.3 75.0 74.0 78.3 18.0 79.3 80.5 61.3 61.8 840 60.3
7,^.8 74.3 75.5 76.5 77.3 76.8 79.8 80.3 8 1 .8 8?•3 83.5 83.5 84.3 76.8
71 .4 73.4 73 . 7 75.2 77.4 74.4 78.7 7B.7 78.9 79.9 (10.9 80 n 7 83.7 75.7
70.8 73.9 73.6 74 . 6 74.1 72.1 78.1 77.1 79.1 79.1 BC.8 81.8 63.6 79.1
72 . 2 7 4 .2 75.7 76-P 77.2 77.0 61.2 79.7 81 .45 83 . 0 E4.? 83.5 115.0 81.5
74 . 8 73.5 73 . 8 75 . 8 78.3 79 .1, 79.3 80.5 81.8 82.3 86.0 82.p 85.8 76.5
71.5 73.5 74.2 76.7 79.1 70.5 81.2 3.2.0 82.2 66.2 85.5 83.T 53.7 79.2
72.3 74.8 74.8 77.5 79.5 79.,; 81.5 82.3 84 . 5 88.3 88.3 86.3 85.0 80..8
7G- 9
 72 .9 73 .4 75.6 77.9 77.0 80.4 1:1.6 82.4 80.6 86.9 85.1 84.1 75.6
72 . 2 75.2 76.0 79.0 81.2 79.2 B3.2 84.7 85.2 88.7 86.7 67.2 85.5 63.5
70.7 74.4 75.4 77.4 80.9 79.7 83.9 34.9 86.2 89.; 9G•2 8 6 . 4 84.9 81.7
72.7 75.7 76.9 80.9 83.2 8 0 . 2 85.4 96.4 89.9 92.4 92.7 90.2 85.7 52.7
76 . 1 74.4 77.9 80.4 84.7 81.7 88.2 90.7 91.2 91.7 95.2 92.4 86.9 B5.9
81. 9
 83.4 85 . 4 87.7 89.7 9 ,1.4 91.2 95.4 98.2 1.02
. 7 49. 2 10.0 .9 95.2 89.7
75 . 2 78.5 78. 0 81 . .7 84.7 05.7 88.7 90.5 93.0 95.p 97.7 94.2 88.7 86.2
74 .4 75.4 78.1 8$-4 83.4 8,1.1 Se.4 34.9 90.6 97.6 95.4 55.1 88.9 84.6
75 . 0 75.7 76.0 79.0 87.5 84.5 Bo.7 88.2 91.7 93.5 91.0 95.2 88.0 55.0
70.6 71.1 73 . 3 75.3 78.6 3,,.6 83.3 85.6 87.8 9 11 • 6 9 1 . 6 93 . 6 66.9 81.6
66- 7 7I .2 71.0 72.5 75.5 713. u 80.2 82.7 85.1 83.2 90-7 93.2 84.5 79.5
67. 0 69 . 3 70 .S 68.9 71.5 73 •: 76.1 79.0 80.3 83.0 85.5 86.5 82.5 74.5
67.5 89 .0 90 .6 92.5 94.9 95.0 97.6 100.1 102.3 105.5 105.4 105.2 100.6 96.3





































FULL SCALE BA T A REDUCY104 PROGRAM	 PROC. DATE - "00Th 60 DAY 0 mR. Y 
0.9
V^
1100EL SOUND PRESSURE LiVELS ( '59. DEG. F. 70 PE,R	 RCENt BL. Mon. pA 1
ANGLLS FROM INLET IN DFGREF.S (ANC RADIANS)
30,	 4 G.	 50.	 64.	 70.	 80.	 90. 100. 110. 120. 130. 140. 150. 160.
(0.521{0.70)(p.871(1.051{1.2x1C1.4'L')(1.571(1.75)(i•92)i2,041(2.271(2.44)(2.62107.79){0.
70.6 69 .6 72.1 70.1 71.1 68.1 74.1 7i.i 72.3 75.3 74.6 76.1 77.1 74.1
69.E 69 .3 79.5 67.3 74.0 66.5 82.8 72.3 70.8 71.8 73.0 77.5 16.0 77.3
65.6 66.1 6 7 .9 67.1 67.6 68.1 70.9 70.1 71.4 71.9 73.6 74.4 75.4 76.4
69.6 79. 9 71.1 72.9 71.4 68.4 12.4 71.6 70 . 4 77 .9 76.4 75.1 75.4 74.1
66.2 66 . 9 68.9 70 . 4 68 . 4 66.1 69.7 65.9 68.4 70.9 13.7 71.9 74.2 72.7
64.6 64 .6 65.1 65.6 66.9 65.4 68.6 67.1 67.6 68.4 70.6 71.9 75.4 72.1
65 . 3 66. 8 68.6 65.5 64.5 60.8 72.5 72.0 73 .3 75.5 75.5 76.5 77.3 75.5
70.5 71.0 7 4 .0 73.0 73.5 72.6 76.3 76.5 78.0 79.0 80.5 80.8 81.0 78.5
72.8 7 4 .3 75.5 76.3 76.8 76.8 80.0 80.3 80-S 81.5 8P-0 82.8 83.0 78.8
70 . 7 71.9 72.9 74.4 76.7 73.7 77.4 77.4 77 . 7 78.9 79.9 50.4 79.2 74.9
70.1 71.3 72.1 72.3 72.3 71.3 74.8 76.3 78.6 77.1 79.8 8 0 . 6 79.6 78.1
70 .7 72.7 74.0 75.2 76.2 14.5 78.0 79.2 80.2 62.5 83.5 8 3 . 5 81.7 79.0,
69.5 71.8 75.3 72.8 76.8 75.0 76.3 77.0 79.0 51.5 63.5 81.8 S0.$ 77.3
71.0 72.2 73.5 75 . 11 7n-5 75.11 79.2 79.7 81.5 84.0 84.5 8 4 . 5 81.2 76.0
71 . 5 72.8 73.5 76.8 77.6 75-d 79.3 00.0 82 . 3 85.5 86.0 85.8 83,3 79.3
69,9 71,6 72,4 75.1 77,4 75.0 79.6 170.4 81.6 85.4 g5,4 8 4 .9 81.1 77.1
71 . 0 73.7 74.0 76.5 98.7 78.2 82 . 2 8 3.5 83.7 87.0 68.0 86.7 82.5 80.7
69.4 72.7 74.4 75.9 78.9 78.2 82.7 84.4 84.9 5S. 4 88.9 86 . 2 83.4 80.7
72.2 75.2 76.7 80.4 82.2 79.7 85.4 86.4 84.4 92.9 92.9 91.7 85,7 83.4
75 .7 74.2 77.7 79.4 84.2 Bi-4 67.7 90.2 90.7 92.2 94.7 92 . 2 87.9 d6.2
80 .9 81.7 84.7 85.7 68.9 89.4 89.7 93.7 97 . 2 101 . 2 48 . 4 100 .7 95.4 99.7
74.0 77.7 76.5 80.5 83.2 84.2 87.2 83.5 91 . 7 93 . 5 96.5 43 . 2 87.2 85.2
73.6 74.1 76.9 79.6 82,1 81.9 05.9 138.4 9 0 . 1 91.9 94.4 95 . 4 88.1 83.9
74 . 2 74.7 7 5.0 77.5 91.0 82.7 85.7 87.2 91.0 9.3.2 95.0 95.0 8717 84.2
69 . 3 70.3 71.6 73.8 77.3 79.3 8J-S 84.6 86.8 89.6 91.8 93.6 85.1 81.1
6d-7 69 .5 70.5 71 .5 74.2 77.;j 7 .5 81.7 8492 87.2 69.7 93.5 82yq 78.5
67.5 69 .3 76.8 69.5 70.0 72.8 75.8 77.5 79.8 82.0 64.3 68.8 77.8 73.5
66.5 87.5 8 9.9 91.1 93.9 94.6 96.7 95.9 101.-3 104.3 104.5 105.0 99.4 95.7
160 .7 131 .6 104 . 1 105.5 108.3 10 8. 0 110 . 2 112 .8 115.4 118.7 117.8 138.6 31 4 .0 109.7





















( 97 152. N/R2)	 640
TAMR 6d. DEG F	 0;"o
(29s. nFG K)
	 IDOO






	 2000(.	 KGlH3)	 2500
NFA 67421 RP M
	3150
( 706. RAP/SEC ) 4000
NFK 6684• RPM
	5000




NO. OF UL AnES 44 12510
FAN TIP 5PFE0	 16000
	








































* LLL S CALF DAT A REDUCTION
"
PROGRAM PROC-	 PATE .. MONTH7 ,Q pAY	 Q HR.	 0.9
MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS ( 5.9. DEC! P. 70 PERCENT REL. HAM. DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
SPL 14PUT	 AT STD 30. 40. 50. 60. 70. 40, 90, 100. 116. 120. 130. 140. 150. 160.	 0,	 U. 0.	 PWL
rR0, (0. 52)(0.70)(0.87)(1.05)(1.22)(1.40)(1.57)(1.75)(1. 9 2)(2 .09 )(2.27)(2. 44 )(2 .62)(2.79)(4• 1(0+ )(0.	 )
► 50 69. 6 68 . 8 71.6 68.8 70.3 66.3 74.1 69 .3 70 . 8 72.3 73.3 74.8 15,1 77.6 121.8
63 68 . 3 67 . 6 7993 66.0 73.3 65.p ft 8 7J.3 64.5 70.3 72.5 77.0 74.3 75.3 123.4
R ADI A4 100.	 FT. 8Q 64.1 64.9 66.6 65.6 66.4 66.9 4 .6 7Q.9 7t 6 72.4 73.4 74.9 119.3
► 4
	 30.	 N) 100 68.1 69.9 69.9 71.9 73.1 611.6 70.4 70.1 70 . 9 71.1 74 .4 75.6 73 .6 74.6 121.7
VE#1CLE	 PPG 125 63 . 2 63.2 65.7 65. 4 65.4 63j 66.4 66.7 67,2 66.4 69.4 69.7 69.9 7Q-4 117.0
CONF16




64.6 64 . 4 66. 63 .4
66..8
67.6 66.4 66 . 4 67.4 68.6 69.4
74.8
70.11 64.9 116.8
LOC	 ATr FAN 2G0 68.0 66.5 67.5 71.3 71.0 71.5 73.0 74.3 7496 73.6 121.1
DATE 0 7- 09-75


































	 9948 400 69. 7 70. 9 71 . 7 73 . 4 75.2 72.9 75.9 76.2 76+4 77.4 78.7 78.4 76.2 73.7 125.7
BAR	 L8.8 MG 500 70.6 72 . 3 71. 1 71.8 70.6 69 .8 73.8 75.1 75 . 8 77.3 78.8 Ot#6 7793 79.1 12546
1 47 152•	 N/01 2) 630 68.7 71.7 72 . 2 73.7 74.0 73.5 76.5 77.5 78•+5 8(:.5 81.7 82.7 79.5 77.7 128.;"
TAM B	 68. DEG F 800 68•'5 7L.3 72.8 71.8 74.5 71.8 74.8 16.5 76+8 79.5 80.8 80.3 77.3 73.0 126.7
(293.	 DEG 9) 1000 69.0 71.2 72.0 73.5 74.7 13 .h 77.7 77.7 79 . 7 82.5 82.7 82.7 78.5 37.2 129.9
y WF T	 65. DEG F 1250 69 .8 73.0 72.0 74,8 75.5 74.5 78.4 79.0 82.0 85.0 86.0 67.n 84.0 79.8 13x.5
(291. nEG K) 000 69.4 78.9 71.1 73. 9 76.1 74.6 78.9 79.6 81 9 6 85.4 85.1 83.6 7	 .4 76.6 1.40.8
HACT 0.
	
r,M/M3 2000 69.7 71.7 73.7 75.0 78 .7 75.7 80.2 82 . 7 82.7 86-5 87.2 85.2 81.2 79.1 132.6
i•	 OWM3) 2300 68 .9 72.2 73.9 75.2 77.7 77.2 83.4 82.4 84 . 9 87.7 88.4 e5.7 82.4 79.9 133.7
NFA	 6443. RPM 3150 71 .7 74.9 76.7 79.7 81.7 79.2 84.2 86.2 99.9 92.7 93.7 93.4 87,4 83.4 139.0
(	 675. PAD/SEC) 4000 75 . 7 74.4 77.7 79.7 83.7 81.4 67.4 90.4 91.94 92.7 95.4 93.4 88.4 86.9 140.6
-'W9	 6368+	 RP'i 5010 79.7 79.9 8? . 9 84+2 86.7 67.7 89.2 92.4 95.4 99.9 96.2 99.4 9494 89.4 145.4
(	 664.	 RAD/SEC) 6370 72.5 75.5 75.0 79.2 81.5 81.2 85.7 87.7 90.Q 92.2 94.7 92.7 86.2 83.7 140.0
NFn 106280	 RPS 8000 72 . 4 73.4 75.6 78.4 GV-6 80.6 84.4 8 7.6 88 . 9 90.9 93.9 94.4 87.4 82.9 140.17
( 1113. RAD/SEC)100U0 73.0 73.0 73.1 76.5 76.5 81.5 84.5 86.2 88.7 91.1 93.7 94.. 0 86.7 82.7 140.13
No.
	 AYEScF 4	 44 1254 0 67.8 64 .6 70.8 72.8 75.1 77.6 30.3 4 2.8 85.3 88.1 90.6 92.8 83.6 79.8 334.4
FA's TI1' SPED 16000 67 . 5 6 9 .0 69 .5 70.7 72.0 75.:s 77.2 4 0.2 82 . 7 85.7 88.5 41.7 86.5 77.7 139.4'
FT/SEC 20000 65 . 5 69 . 3 69. 0 68.3 67.8 71.0 74.0 75.8 7803 81.6 83.3 87.6 7598 73.3 137.7
UVLPALL MEASURED
UYEPALL CALCULATED 85.4 86.5 88.7 90 . 0 92.2 92 .1 95.7 97.9 100 . 1 103 . 3 104 . 0 104 . 3 98,5 95.1 150.8





FULL SCALE DATA REDU. GTEOg PROGRAM	 PROC^ DAT&
	
MOONTHT 81 DAY, a HR.Y:0.9




RADIAL 10 ,1. FT.	 80
, { 301, p)
	 i0o













TAME 69 . D66 F	 BUD
4.2 94 . ',*G K)	 1000
TWET bb. 17EG F
	 1250
("91 . ;IEG K)
	
1600
HACT 0.	 r.M/ t I3	 2090(.	 K5/M3)	 2500
NFA 6279, RPM 	3150
( W. RAD/SEC) 4000
NFI( 621 9 . RPM	;000
( 851. RAD/SEC) 6SUO
NFO 10628. FP M
	ROOD
(1113. t+Ap/SFC)l000D
10. OF ti JL nES 44 12500






MODEL 50LIND PRESSURE LEVELS 159. BEG. F. 8 rt E:EN	 6L. U . DA
ANVLLS FRUM INLET IN DEGREES (ANL RAO]AkS)
30.	 4 0.	 50.	 60.	 79.	 e0.	 90. 140. 110. 120. 130. 140. 150. 160. 	 0.
tu. 121{U•7Q)(D.97Tl1.DS)c1.22)(1.40)(1.57)(1.75)(1.42)c2.C9)E2.x7)(2.44)(P.62)(2.79)(0.
64. 3 68 .8 71.3 66.1 70.3 65.6 73.6 67.3 70.3 72.3 73.6 74.6 74,.6 77.1
67.5 67.9 79.5 65.5 73.5 64.G 82.8 71.8 68 . 3 70 . 0 72.5 76.8 13.8 74.5
63.6 6 4 .6 66.4 64.9 65.6 66.4 69.4 67.9 69 . 1 70.4 71.4 72 . 1 72.9 74.1
69.9 7 0 . 4 69.1 74.9 71,9 69.9 71.9 64.4 71.4 71.1 72.1 74.9 72,4 73.1
62 .4 6?.7 65.2 65.2 64.7 62.7 66.4 65.9 67,2 68.4 68.7 69.4 69.7 70.4
63.2 63.4 63.9 63.9 55.9 63.2 6 .7.4 65.9 65.9 66.4 67.9 6B.4 70.1 69.6
64.0 65.0 67.3 66.0 60.3 66.0 70.5 70.0 71.0 73.9 74.0 74.3 74.:3 73.8
69.3 69.3 72.3 72.0 71.5 71.3 74.6 74.5 75 . 8 77.3 78.3 79.3 78.8 77.01
70 .8 71.5 74.5 75.8 75.3 73.5 77.5 75.3 79 . 3 80.3 81.5 82.0 et):..3 77.5
69.9 70.4 71 . 4 72.9 75.2 72.9 75.9 76.2 76 . 7 77.7 79.2 78.7 76.9 73.7
70.1 ?4 . 3 71.6 70.3 71.3 70.1 73.3 73.3 74.3 76.3 78.6 19.3 76.3 76.8
68.5 71.2 71.5 73 . 5 74.0 73.7 77.9 77.7 79.0 01.0 82 . 2 82 . 5 79,7 77.2
67.5 7P.3 71.6 71.8 72.5 72.r 74.8 75'.5 76.5 79-1 79.3 79.6 79.0 15.3
48. 7 70.5 72.0 73.0 74.5 73.0 76.7 19.2 80.0 82.5 82.2 82.7 79.0 76.5
69.5 71.8 72.3 75 . 3 76.5 75.3 77.8 75.5 81.5 64.8 64.3 85.5 81.8 78.3
'^d• 4 70.6 70.6 73.1 7-5• . 4 74.1 78.3 80.1 80 .5 84.6 84.1 84.1 79.9 76.4
69.2 71.2 72 . 0 74.5 77.2 74.7 79.2 81.5 81 0 7 84,7 85.0 84.7 80.7 76.7
68 .4 71.7 72.9 74.9 77.4 70.2 81.2 61.9 84.2 87.7 67.9 85.9 82.2 79.7
71. 9 14.2 75.9 79.7 B1.4 78.4 83.7 95.7 84.4 91.7 92.9 92.2 86.7 83.4
75. 4 74.4 78.2 60.2 84.2 81.4 87.9 91.2 91.7 92.9 96.2 94.2 89.2 07.4
76.2 79.7 01.4 82.7 86.2 85.7 87.2 91.2 93.9 96.4 97.4 98.4 92.9 88.4
71 .6 74.5 74.5 78.3 81.6 81.8 85.3 87.0 89.5 91.5 94.3 92.3 86.0 83.5
71.4 72.6 75.6 77.6 84.1 7y • 9 83.4 86.6 88.4 90.4 93.4 94.1 86,6 62.4
71.5 72.7 73.2 75.5 7 7 .7 8.1.2 m3.2 85.2 86 .2 90.5 93.0 92.7 85.7 82.2
67.4 60 . 9 7;.4 71.9 74. 9 77.1 79.4 32.6 84 . 6 87.9 89.9 92.1 83..6 79.4
65.5 67.5 69 .7 69.2 72.2 73.7 76.5 79.7 81.5 64.7 87.2 93.0 80 9 2 77.0
65 .3 66 .3 7A .6 68.3 69 .1 77.1 73.6 75.6 76 @ 6 80.1 82.6 86 . 6 75.6 72.6
84.8 66.9 89.3 89.4 92.0 9142 95.0 47.4 99 . 4 102. 5 103.5 103.6 97.8 94.7
9n.6 99.7 101
































. ,.... ^r.^^..a ^^vrs..m..^a,..^.^.-.:.:.w..:-_.:.s.wo..,u.. -..^.v,_,sa..o -.:cu-.i:.ss.:^.w:% 	z	 err.+ aa^F r^ili'sti:::a.►d:^i^fG^^`suK-. . .^ ,^..._^.. -^T. ^:
N
i
P AGE 1	 FULL S CALE DA T A NEDUC11ON PROGRAM P)(D ,	 q T ggp, - MONTH 91
pA y	 0 HR	 0,9
PODEL SOUND PRESSWE LEVELS	 (59.	 DE^ ' 70 PERCENT REP. ►IUR . DAY)
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
SPL
	
1r4P 'J T	 AT	 :iT D 30. 40 • 50. 60. 70. 00. 9U. 1D0. 110. 120. 130. 140, 150. 160.	 Or U.	 0. PPL
FRFO.	 (0. 5 2 ) (0.70)(0.87)(1.05)(1. 22)(1. 4 0 ) (1. 57 )(1.75)(1 .92)(2. 0 9 )(2.27 ) (2. 44) (2. 62 ) (2. 79) (0. )(0•	 ) (0• )
50 69. 1 67 .6 70.6 67.3 68.6 65.6 70.1 7 1 . 1 7 2 . 3 73,6 73.8 76.6 120.8






68.4 7q . 4 7 1 .4 7 2+4 7 4.6 118.1RADIAL	 iDE.	 FT. 8D 64. 1 63. 65.4 67.9 66.9 68.9
(	 30.	 M) 1LD 63.9 6 5.9 67.4 66.6 68.4 65 .4 69 .6 67.4 70 . 9 71 .4 69. 6 73 . 6 77.4 74.4 119.5
VEHICLE
	
PPG 125 62 . 7 62.7 64.7 63.7 63.4 61.7 65.2 64.4 65 . 4 67.^ 67.9 67.9 65.7 69.9 115.15
CONF1G	 P1C-080 160 62 . 4 62.4 63 . 4 62.9 63.4 6 2 . 4 66.4 64.9 64.9 65• 67.6 68.6 69.9 7D-4 115.7
LO('	 ATT	 FAN 2Ufl 64.8 63.5 65,8 64.0 64.3 64.3 68.8 67.8 70.0 71.3 71.8 73.8 74.0 73.8 119.4
UATF;	 U 7- 0 4-75 250 66.3 6 7 .0 64 .0 68.8 66.5 68.0 71.8 71.8 73.0 74.5 76.0 77.0 77.5 76.5 12?-9
RUN	 157 315 67.8 69. 3 70.8 71.3 71.3 70.3 74.0 74.0 74.5 76-n 76.8 77.8 77.0 74.8 124.1
TAPE
	 3955 400 66 .9 6 7 .4 68. 9 70.4 71.7 69.4 72.7 72.9 73.2 74.2 75 . 2 75 . 7 74.2 71.7 122.6
LIAR
	 t8.7 HG 500 67.1 67.1 67.8 67.6 68.6 66.6 70.1 70.8 72.3 73.8 74.8 76 . 6 73.6 72 . 6 124.7
( 91 851-	 Nin ) 63D 67.5 69.5 70 . 0 71.5 77-D 7D.7 74.n 74.7 75.2 77.;! 76.7 79.1 77.5 76.0 1.25.1
TAMn	 67.	 DEG F 800 66.5 6 7 .8 68.8 68.8 7p.5 69.5 72.8 72.5 73 . 3 76.3 76.5 76.5 74.8 7 2 . 0 123•2
(293.	 PEG K) 1000 65 . 7 6 7 .5 69. 2 70.5 72.5 71.0 74.7 75.5 77.0 79.7 79.7 7R-2 75,2 73.7 125.8
TNE:T	 6..	 DEG F 1250 66.8 70.5 71.0 73,5 74.5 73.5 77.0 79.0 79-5 82.5 82.3 62.0 79.0 76.9 A .12	 7
(t 9 1.	 DEG K) 1 6 0D 69.4 70.4 71.6 74.4 76.1 74.9 78.4 79.6 80.6 83.4 u. 1 . 0 8 2 . 6 78.9 77.1 124.8
yACY G•
	
GMJ H3 2080 69.7 71.0 72.2 74.7 77. 7 75.2 80.0 01.7 81.7 64.2 $5. 2 83-n 80,2 78.7 131.0
C.
	 K603) 2500 69. 4 72.7 74.1 76-9 76.9 77.9 82,7 83.7 85 . 4 87 . 9 86.9 85.2 83.4 80.7 134•?XJFA	 57359	 RPM 3150 70.2 73.4 74.7 79.2 80.9 78.2 83.2 84.7 86.9 89.4 90.4 67.9 83,4 80.9 135.8
'	 (	 60U.	 RAE)/SFC) 4000 75.4 73.9 7 7 .2 80.2 84.2 81.4 88.4 91.4 90.7 90.9 95.7 91 . 2 86.9 86.4 140.2!iFK	 56 4 1 .	 RPM 5000 7.5 . 2 7 4 .2 76.4 78.7 81.2 0 1 . 2 83.2 87.2 87.7 92 . 4 9 r-2 9 1 . 2 86-2 8 2 . 2 137.9
(	 y96.	 PAfl1SEC) 6UO 71.5 74.5 74.0 78.2 8r.5 81.1 85.8 137.2 99.0 90.5 9.5.7 b9.5 64.2 82.5 138.R
=rC	 10620 . 	i•PM 3 T^ GO %-1 71.6 73.9 76 . 4 77. 9 74.4 32 . 6 :16.1 86 . 9 88.1 Sv-9 9	 .4 84. 1 d	 .9 1.37.4
(lily.	 RADISFC ) 10#i00 69.7 70 .7 70 . 9 73 . 7 75 . 9 78.7 31 . 7 8d.9 85 . 7 07.4 89 .7 8	 .2 82.2 7	 .2 137.8y0.	 OF	 4 L A PES	 44 12500 66 . 3 6 8 .3 6 9 .0 7	 -0 74.3 76.5 78.3 31.3 83.3 85.5 R7.5 66.5 80.8 77.3 136.1
FA N '	 TIP	 SPEED 16000 66 . 4 67.9 67.1 69.6 71. 9 73.4 76.6 79.1 80.6 83.4 54.9 87.9 77.4 74.9 136.4
FT/SEC 20000 64.9 6R,9 68. 7 67.7 68.4 69.9 72.9 74.9 75 . 7 77 . 9 79.9 82.9 71.9 69.7 134.3
;lW kALL MEASURED
uVFR&L.L	 CALCULATED 6 ,$ .2 B4.;S 86.6 88.1 9r.4 69.6 94.3 96.4 97 . 2 99.3 1-01-? 99 . 5 9 4.6 92.7 147.1,













PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM PRO ,RATE - MOUTH 19 9AV 0 HR.	 W
, MODEL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS 950-8 DL: P . 70 PF CEN7 REL -, HUM-9 DAY)
4 50,










60• 0.	 0.	 9	 1
Ql10.67)11905 .22}}117
110 : O 130.	 1Q+	 iSD• 16^.	 ^. 0•	 0+	 PUL
10. {1.•40)I1. 7)11. 75}11.92)12.04!12.27 }12. 44 }12. 62!12. 4!10-8 )10.	 110.	 }
50 72.8 71.5 73.8 72,8 73.8 71.6 76 - 6 75,3 76.3 77.8 79 0 1 80.6 62.8 66.3 127.4
63 70x8 72.0 79.8 72.0 73.5 71.3 8.3 1 53 76,5 76.3 77.8 79.0 52.0 83.3 86.0 129:0
r	 RADIAL 100•	 FY. 00 6994 70.6 71 . 6 71,1 73, 4 72.4 Ts.i 75. 1 76.4 77.6 75.9 80x9 82.6 85.6 127.0
1	 30.	 q.} 100 7p^9 70.9 71.9 7291 72.1 71.6 75.1 74.9 75.4 76.9 77.9 80.4 61.1 82.1 126,10
VEHICLE
	
PPG 125 69.9 69.7 70x9 72.2 72.9 70.4 75,9 74.2 74.9 76.4 76.9 7$.4 79.2 79.7 1.25.0
i	 CONFIG	 NC-080 160 6a,4 68.1 69.1 69,9 70,1 7 0.1 73.1 73.1 73 n 6 75,1 77.4 78.4 80.1 80.4 124.5
LOC	 ATT FAN 200 69.3 70.0 71 9 5 70.5 71.3 7195' 75.8 76 .0 77.5 79.3 00 -98 83.0 B4.8 $3.6 126,1
DATE 07.09-75 250 '13,8 74.0 76.8 76.0 75,8 76x0 70.8 80.3 81.8 83@3 85.0 86.5 87.5 85.6 131.8
RL'M	 158 $15 t5,8 76.5 71805 78.8 79,8 78.3 81,5 82 . ?^ 82. 8 84;5 85.8 87:0 86.6 85,0 132}7
TAPE	 3955 400 75,9 75.9 77.7 79.4 8n:9 78.2 80.9 81.7 82,7 A3.2 85.7 83.4 03.9 81.2 131.9
BAR
	 280 HG 500 7293 73.8 74,1 6 750 750 73.8 77,1 77.6 78.6 74.3 82.1 6391 824 80.8 125.6
197051, N/42} 600 74 * 7 7695 78 1 0 74 0 6097 70,5 82..7 83.2 82 .7 65,0 85,2 8592 84.5 $2.5 132.85
TAPO - 67. DES F 8#0 7+5.0 77,5 77,8 713-95 7895 78.0' 86.6 81.8 81.0 84.5 84 - 6 W-3.5 6 4 . 5 74.8 131!4
(793. DEG K) 1000 75-82 75.7 78.0 78,5 79.7 79.0 83.0 83 .7 64.7 87.2 86,5 64.5 83.5 81+D 133.3
TWIT	 65. DEG F 1 50 ,1513 77..0 78.5 80.3 60,8 f9.8 83.3 83. 5 85 . 3 88,'5 B0.5 06 3 83,5 01.6 13 714
1,690 7596 77.4 77.9 80.6 82x9 80.4 83. 91291,	 DEG K )6;.9 84.9 89 .1 80,4 85.4 $301 8146 134.7
NACT 06	 GM/H3 2000 76.2 78.2 79.6 84.0 86,0 8:!85 87.5 9 0 , -9 9 0.5 91 . 5 91 .7 37.7 6S;0 84.2 138.4
it
	
KG/M3) 2500 13,9 77.4 79.4 81. 9 84,2 83.2 86 1 9 8 7.4 86.7 91.4 92.4 8699 66.2 8494 13708
NFA !8,118. MeM	 7331.50
















81,2 84,7 9:x.2 92.7 92x2 91.2 88.2 141x6
NFK	 R0M$KgIb 51100 81 19 64 . 7 86 . 4 90+2
87.7
9 192 9	 ,9 931 2 96, 2
(*64e, H D/SEC)
96.9 10817 97.9 97.2 4 3 . 4 89. 4 14603
-
6300 78. 0 8 1 . 5 62.2 88,7 8	 .5 92.5 93 . 7 45.5 9 6 ±5 98.7 94 . 0 89.5 8612 144',46








87,6 4 v6 93.4 94.1 94,9 90.9 90.4 89.4 86.6 144,0(1113. RAD4SECl1O9p0r
























89.1 91.1 41.9 81.6 143.



































_..._.	 _PRO	 ;	 ELATE - to 	16 DAY	 0 14R	 O's ?
PRESSURE LE Y	 DE	 F, 70 PERCENT REL * HUM . D^ir1iJ
ANGLES FROM INLET IN DEGREES LAND RADIANS)
SPL INPUT AT STD 30. 40. 90, 60• 7 0. 80. 90. 1o0. 110• 120. t30, T40+ 190. Oct	 06	 0*	 Do PWL
_
FREp. {0.52)[0.70110. 871919D 9 I41. 22191,10Ii1 . 371t1. 7S 1I1. 92 3 (2.G0 1( 2 . t7I { 8 . 441 (; 621(x,791( 0
9
2 ,	 )(0.	 )(0. If^^
50 77.3 75.6 77.3 77.8 79.1 77oB ep.B a f • i d2 . 1 83.6 B;.B 87.3 O*6 94.8 J34!2
' 63 75,0 77.5 $leaa 78.3 79,0 77.5 8.5 . 0 81 .8 82,3 83.8 65.3 BS,5 91 0 3 9'3.0 135t0
RADIAL 100.
	
Fi[. 40 14.6 75.6 76.4 7796 78,1 78.1 8 ,1.3 8i t 1 82.6 8491 56 * 1 88. 1, 90 16 94 * 1 134.4










131.3VEHICLE	 PPG 125 75
1
7 76.2 7499 77,9 78.2 76:9 78,7 S'p.2 81.9
CONfIG
	
NC-080 160 7594 76.4 76,9 78.4 79,6 76.9 81.1 80 .9 80.6 4 3.1 04 * 9 66.6 88.6 69 * 6 132.7
LOC	 ATT FAN 200 795 7605 77.8 77.5 76.3 78;8 624 8990 8495 87;5 56pS 91* 5 93.G 92.3 1360
CATS 0 7 -0975 250 10;•,'3 at op 83 1 3 82,8 83.0 82.5 66,5 86.8 68.3 9{I.5 92.8 9495 45.8 94*3 134.4
}	 RUN
	
159 319 $3.:0 83.5 85.8 86}0 96.0 84.8 80;0 89:3 69.8 91 ,8 93'.8 95 * 0 95.5 93.3 140.4











136.3BA({	 28.7 RG 50B 74.8 e1 * 3 8198 8293 82.3 80.0 6493 85 * 3 07.3
9970'51, N/M2) 630 62, 12 83.7 83,7 85.5 85,7 84.7 68;5 S8 * S 9 0 . 0 9 1 . 2 92,2 93*0 6290 89.7 139r1
T A KS	 67. DEG F 800 6218 55. 3 63 . 8 54 ' 0 9 .5.0 84 . 5 67.6 Slo g 88 , 8 460 91 * 3 90,3 41 .8 Sa•s5 138.2
9293.	 DEG K) 1000 Ole? 84.5 955o0 85.2 86*2 85.0 S$.fl 88.7 59.5 92!2 95x5 91,7 91.0 8812 139.4
TWET	 65o 960 F 1250 82.5 84•0 8498 86 08 87,5 69*6 84.5 9193 93..0 9603 94.5 92•5 81.8 88,5 14114
(291 *	DBE, 9) 1606 01,6 62.9 83*6 8596 $7.6 83.6 89 * 1 68.6 90 . 1 93 . 1 97.6 90 16 88,4 86:94 239.4
y
PACT co
	 G" M 3 2868 51,2 B3.00 6397 8792 88.2
9709













KG/M31 2500 78.,2 8197 84.7 86..9 87.2 90.4 90.7
9
91.9 141,0
NF A	 9 059• RPM 3150 7$04 87 .9 8 4 19 S8,7 90 , 2 67,7 91i.9 ,79












 NAD/,SECT 4000 62..2 81.7 85.4 68,7 9194 8794 93.7 .;2 94.9 * 4 +4 1.4
Ni p:	 8990• RPM 5000 63.4 06.4 88.9 92 * 2 92.2 93.7 93;9 9602 96.9 1.60.4 97.2 9+3,9 92,9 89..4 14613
i	 94 1 . HAD/SEC# 6300 65,0. 08.7 8990 94v? 95,5 95.5 100 : 0 lOi*2 103-0 102 . 2 184.0 94.0 94.5 94.5 158.9
NFO 10624, NPN 8000 03 * 4 05.6 86*4 92,4 92.9 93.6 96 ..4 98.09 9504 96 * 9 1940'•6 98,9 44,1 91.4 14815
(1113. R AD^SEC110000 al.4 83.9 84.9 89.9 91.2 93 * 4 95.4 96..4 97.7 98.7 99 * 4 96.9 92.2 89.7 148.1
N0 . OF BLADES	 44 12300 7813 8 {1 .8 62 13 8690 89.5 98.5 93 .0 95.0 95.8 96.8 9B * 0 9(.98 59oa Slo g 1,47.6
r FAN TIP SPEED 16000 7 '596 77.9 79.1 8299 86 * 9 8709 90.1 9201 93.4 1`4.6 95 . 4 95.9 87 . 4 6506 1470
FTISEC 20000 X1,7 74.2 75,4 78 99 91.7 63.7 86.4 86 * 4 8909 91.7 92 * 2 93 . 2 52.9 81.7 146.6
OVERALL n
OVERALL 	 AL ^L
SUREg
ATI! 94,4 97.8 98.3 101.4 10295 162.4 105.6 106. 9 107 # 9 109.0 109.6 107.6 305 * 7 105.1 157.9






PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA REDUCT ION PROGRAM PRQC' 04TE - MONTH 30 DAY 0 _HR. ,	 Q'•^ ^
t	 1 MOREL SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS i59. BEG . F. 70 PERCENT RFL. WUM 9 DAYI
AuaLES FROG! IN^E'T IN DERREjS {AND RADItNS) 6
5PL INPUT AT $TO 35. 0. 90. 60. 70, i0, 904 1 0, 114. 1 0. 9 106	 Of 0'-	 PWL0,
FREQ. i0. 52f{0. 70){0, 87){1.QS N 1.22){1.40)11.571 {1.75)(1. 92)12.}]4) {2.27112. 44 1 {2, 62 1 {21 74)104 )(09 ,	Ica,	 1
S0 19.1 79.3 78.6 80.3 81.6 80. 1 83.6 83-8 84 . 6 96,6 880 1 40.8 9543 100-1 138.4	 i63 110,5 81,.0 82.8 82.5 83.0 82.5 8798 85.3 84.0 87.0 88.8 9'i3- 95-8 100 9 3 139,2
RADIAL 105. Ft, 80 77.9 79.4 80,4 46.4 81.4 81.1, 64.6 84.4 85.9 87.9 89.4 92- 9546 90 .19 1381.6
{	 30.	 .41 100 79.1 79.4 8121 60.9 81.6 81,4 84.1 84•.4 05.4 66.6 88,9 41. 94,1 95.,1 137.2
VEHICLE	 PP4 125 78-7 79.4 80,2 80.4 8049 74.7 82.9 83.7 93.7 85,4 86;9 88,9 91.9 91.7 135.1
CONFIG	 NC-080 160 78,4 81.9 60,1 80.6 84. 9 80.9 86.6 85.4 87.1 86.1 89.1 9 091 9394 94.1 137.0
LOC	 ATT FAH 200 7910 80.3 01,5 81,0 8115 62.0 81@5 8698 88.0 94,5 93,0 9508 98 1 8 96,5 140.5
DA TE 07-09-75 290 83.0 a4.3 06..3 86.5 86,8 86.0 8	 ,8 9693 92.0 94.5 96.8 9898 99-8 95.3 143.3
RUN
	
16C 315 06,0 87.0 88-5 89-C 9f-S 88.5 9284 930 93.0 95.8 96.0 49,3 09-8 90-3 144.4
T APE	 3955 400 06,2 87.2 87.7 889 9 89,9 87-9 90-9 94.9 91.2 92.7 14,2 95.4 44.9 93,9 141.5
BAR
	
1817 HG 500 03,8 65.3 86.1 66.3 86,1 84,6 88,6 89,1 90,1 92Pi 9411 95,8 9596 94. 1 i4pr8
197051,
	 N-042) 630 06-0 87.0 88.0 a9,0 89.2 88.2 92,2 92-7 93.2 95.0 4610 96,7 9605 94.0 14310
TAME	 68- PEG F 800 08-8 9 0 . 0 95.3 93:0 95i5 91 . 3 9 4 . 9 9 1 . 5 93 .8 96.0 96-a 9503 95-0 92 1 3 144.6
1193.	 05G K) 1000 86.7 87.7 87.7 40 , 0 89.7 85 92.7 92,5 93.0 95,5 96!7 95.0 94,5 91,7 142.9
YWET	 65, DEG F 1250 Sa,D a9.5 88,5 91.8 9005 84.8 92-5 92.8 95.0 96,5 97.3 96,0 95 . 0 91.5
14.3.!9
1291. DEG K) 1600 07,9 90.6 8849 91 1 1 9291 91 . 1 93.6 93.4 98.4 95.0 47.1 95+4 96,4 91 . 4 14419
HACT Go	 GM /M3 2000 85.7 87.2 88-0 90,7 94,0 91.2 96.2 97 :0 94.5 95,7 96,5 9395 93.4 91.7 14416
{
o KC/M3! 50
34 9 1,4 927 932 9 .4
03 : 2 9 1 . 4 1,
NFA
	 9955 . RPM 31'30
31
83 q 4 07. 7 88t7 9 32 4 , p 9160 -7
.
99 ' 7 5 01 2 9	 .6 95 .98 .9 too
99;
0444 22 Dp 145.8
11042, RAD/.SEC? 4000 6'3-7 06.2 88014 91,9 95-7 94,4 96-7 97.9 97.4 96.7 94:7 02, 93-2 146.5
NFK	 9874. RPM 5660 06-4 89.7 91- 4 94,2 95-9 95.7 96.4 98 17 98.9 1.01-7 98;4 9844 45-7 92 -2 148.3
11034. MAD/SEC} 6300 87,0 91.2 91*5 95,2 99.2 97.5 101-5 101,7 103.7 102.3 103,2 99.5 93-5 95.2 151,6
NFD 1.0626,
 RPM 8000 0749 89.6 9294 9691 49,9 97-9 151'4 1 3!
1 
4 103' 4 102''t 104-4 1
94
.	 '1 45. 4 99'9 153.`1
'0.6I111J- RADLSEC110008 9592 07,4 87.9 91.7 94,4 96.4 98.4 9 92 100 . 2 1.00- 4 1 1!7 .4 94.2 9294
NO. OF BLADES	 44 12500 84.1 65. 88,1 91,8 93.1 45,1 9791 97.3 98,6 19 -1 9898 92,1 90,1 149!4
FAN TIP SPEED 16000
di l l
74,2 51.2 81, 859 9 8944 91.2 42,9 94,7 45-7 96,7 97.4 48,2 8942 87-4 149.8
FT/5EC 20000 7590 77 .0 78.0 819 5 6 4 , 5 86.5 89.2 91.5 92,2 43.0 93,5 94 9 7 8392 83,7 148.5t
OVERAL M I1SUR p
OVERALL 6LlILAtId 99,0 101.0 102.4 104.9 157.0 105.7 109,4 J09 * 8 1109 8 111.2 11290 11190 109 . 8 10`9 .3 160.7





FULL SCALE DA T A REDUCT ION PROGRAMMODEL SOUND
PROC, FATE - MONTii l4 DAY	 0 HR'	 0.9








I N DkQiEf S (AND
i1 D !	 120. 1.30,
RADIANS)








; ai1t 1905) t1.221(1; 40) 11+57} ti.75) ti.42) i2909)t2.g7ft2.44) ;2,62)I2'79ft0. ) t 0 *	 )I0•















































4$.4 95,4 9612 13902














































92,5 95,5 96 1 0 97,3 99:0 190:5 1r3=0 102, 8 101;0
147.7
143.4FiUN	 161

































TAME	 68.	 DEG F
630




























94.8 95;8 979a 99;0 99 1 3 98;5 96.d 94;6 146:1146,8TWET	 65; DEG F
Iz91 t	I7FG	 II)
1250






94 +7 146 18
HAC)



















10Vt2 99.4 95 ' 9 9812 9394 147.01 4x;4c.	 KG/M3)
NFA 1079•, PPM
2500



























































































87.7 89,2 92.5 94:0 95.1 95,7 95,0 97,2 87.5 97,0 151.1
r
OVERALL 4E4SOREfl














F'AUt 1	 FULL SCALE DA TA AEDUCTIOH PROGRANMODEL SOUND
CC
PRESSURE LE VELS I5 IPS : F! to- 
gopyT
	ei G'Ay	ppPE4hT REQ . HUn,Hp^Y)0^4
















"	 FRG(). I0052)( 0,70)( Q;8^2 (10051I1.2$)(1,40)(1.5T1I1e75) ;1.92) ;2•Q9')I2. ?7)(2;44)(2.62 }[2,74);0.






























84 ; 1 84,9 a4.9 88+6 8816 90.3 91 , 9 93,9 97.6 10&0199.0
104;4























94;4 46.9 97:,7YEMiGLE	 PPG
CONFIG NC-080
125































41,0 90,8 94.3 94 18 970 99 ,0 101. 3 104 9 a iO5 . A 103,5






























86.8 92.6 9316 95.1 96;6 99 2 3 101 2 6 iD0 9 6 98;8HG




























100 2 2 99;5 98.7 96;2
Twt:r
	 65	 pFG i
1,000



















































102.9 104j7 103,2 102,4
101.2
103 1 9 99 1 4 97.4 98;4(1200! PAD/SEC)




92.2 4419 96. 4 96 .9 100.2 LOW 100, 7 1039 4 103.* 106.9 102; 4 10217 190.2 97;7










105.9 101, 9 99;9













1011 4 102,9 &03'x4 104. 9 &07x ;2 105.7 104 1 2 99,2 97:4
































20000 79.7 82 0 0 82.7 86,2 89 9 7 91.7 93,7 95 71 7 97 4 5 9787 97.0
99,0 64 1 7 ee;2
OVE-BALL MEASURED















PNDS 115.9 116;0 11410 122;2 123.7 1221 5 126.0 L27 r0





































r!SST Z•tTT Z:LTT 042TS 2'OZT ;'LIT Otgtl aettl 04211 91811 0101T legal
 L'taT total
Dow	9;Q6 9`OOT S:taT 1'901 1090T 7.1001 L;,ZOI O'TOT T'06 6086 2:96 9'96 6'D6 9'60
L!Ttt	5` qt 0 L 0'0.6 D'`9 2' 9 i'tQ L,LD x'09 5' L 5'ggC 2'£L yOU 0' pL L`g9
L!RvT	L^L9 L' 9 11'26 L. 6 6-6 x'69 14L9 6'to t' R 0'T9 d^9t Z'tL 4!ZL 6'aL
0'£tt	9'129 4'99 t:tb e't6 9'86 4416 0.6v Tole 9atR 9629 Taco 9108 p'tt TIU
5'0tS	6!fiv 2699 0't6 0696 r'96 C't6 2!26 0' 6 6'19 1'99 1'.t: 6'98 i'LL 6141
T!ttT	0'*9 V16 966 9196 6826 9'06 76r6 I' 6 9'89 0'99 6:4a9 9'19 *:it 96LI
61"T
	0'99 4.669 2i*6 1'96 0416 x'46 Li,t6 9'26 8'69 2'06 2'Le g, to SITS 0001
9'9tt	Lila 2+£6 2.16 0!i6 t!laT t`L6 Z}96 tat6 2'26 0'26 2606 6'49 L'rQ 6'T9
Z'Z0T	6.ig 6iie 80I'6 x'96 Z'C6 t'T6 tir6 6'T6 L'*R t'be 2;59 2'TO 0:it *,It
t'col	60£2 2'99 2 69 4^£6 2it6 4'x6 6'99 Late t"tR oils 8,52 aloe Ojai t'St
elect	1.0 6'111 L.9t L.86 L:T6 ¢'9S Litt 6'99 t'£fl 6'00 2!114 2'61 6.91 64rL
2!6£t
	O'CG V99 SaL6 0'f6 0`
.
26 2816 006 5494 54'2" 5192d'V2 006L 0`91 c'9[
Taf.IvT
	6;09 Ore Tj96 5495 0469 2499 *!to 9109 9409 *'to C OM #'it 094 ta41
4,trT	tits 0,09 9 9a £.99 5,69 li f2- 5 £s 4,29 face £ Te 9.012 £ 9t C191 r u
SMELT	t;'OS dive 6;te L441 24[9 c45Q L^£e OsV2 04 'Og date 04 6LOLL Z+9L 445 4
1`121
	date
 2'49 9:06 ogre site < 19 9..19 0 10 2 LL t
e
st 2_6t Sall t,LL 0 Cl
9!1£1	8!211 t
i
ts 1.Is 5' ] 9119 r'£9 Giro laze 0161 solo 9161 Val 4:SL 0044
0!624	egos p1go 9ira T'^9 r'.09 Q164 9184 9491 91£L east Vuisu I:tL 9'24
GOUT	L00a 0ir11 656 6it1 L`as 7880 6 19 t'Oe Z'SL 6009 6;91 104E L:St 6`58
5!UT	5=09 4'99 11.99 5°59 9 t 9'10 06TO Sale cost £'64 0'62 tG94 9:9t soft
e'ICT
	I`'99 fit@ 5'9.9 411t9 Rare j'Tq aide 0'09 t'9t 0'91 0'94 t`9L 2'£4 S'r4
t,'.92T	0 09 r+5a 0^£0 9'09 9+61 9'LL 2!44 0691 91% e'TL Olt £'IL 6 69 £`99
fiatZT	slot 0 09 1.91 1.11 Ott 9'£L Oat I'i'i 9'69 000L 0'69 6'99 1.19 0'11:9
111319	L!6t 0'61 389L 6091 t'9L Pot lift VU6'01 V91 0'Zt VOL Z91 10'69
6'!621
	O:Te Tile I'D1 VOL VOL 0'41 tilt 6`111 9-Ti 6'21 1'21 6'TL 6:01. 1.04
914121	6!20 tin	109tibL Teti J'L1 2154 0'54 6'I1 I'It t!TC gilt T:OL 1019
2!611
	5:90 IIj411 $.a9 996t rt2[ 41st 51.98 s`te tell £''£L £`ZL 1168 £,111 d` 4
S'L2T	£!99 Tits 9:89 T.64 9!LL i'4t TkU 2'94 9'14 clot Cal 9'£4 9!TL fort
{	'c}I	•:p)1	'a}I6L't]I84'2}Ito'Z)18811)L60iZ'}It6'T}14(i1)1241T)iO.O`1)1811'T)l5a'1}149.0}10.t..pli2y'O}
1hd 10	'0	`a
	'091 i05S `QtT 'OST 'OCT
	all ' OS '06
	000	Oct	'09	c5	' at	'OQ









o05iT to 53nY"8 in oak
00601123s/ave scttt)
0000	wd2! 0429OT 03N
coo (DAVOYS '6LI )
0006
	oidd !*Got x!N










! sad 469 link
0001	IN 930 '962)



























PAGE 1	 FULL SCALE DATA AEOUCTION PROGRAM	 V 5
	
PROC, VATF -P312NTH QRArHUla MR; 0;9
















i	 RUN 164"	 315
TnPt	 A77.3	 400
dAR 26,0 me,	 500W984 t
 N /M2)	 630
TAMH 68 4
 DFG F	 Soo
(193! DFG K)	 LOGO
TMET 65. DFG F	 1250
(291; DEG K)
	 1600




	 KG/M3 1	 2500
NFA 573+@ RPM	 3150
( 400! RAO/SEC) 4000
14FK '5689; RP 14	 5000
( 59'5 : HAD/SEC) $300
Nr0 10624, RPM	8000
cilLso R&D/SFCILO0 00










40EL SOUND Pttc—unE LE E!. 439. 06G, r 70 E CE T EL	 + D
ANGLES FROM INL&T IM D tGREES (ACID RADIANS)
30,	 40.	 $09	 60,	 ?0.	 80,	 90, 100n 1101 120, 130, 14n; 1 50. 160,
[0.52)[0. Tai[o.efl (i, n5i;^. z2fc1.40)(1,5T^(1.75);1.9ii);7..091;2.?7f;2; 441(2.62)(2,79)L09
&B,b 67;3 70,8 67;B 68 . 8 65@3 73,8 68:08 69.6 70;6 71;8 73'3 73.8 76.;1
64.0 68;0 74.3 67.3 70.5 65.0 8J93 715 68.8 69.3 72.3 76=5 74 1 0 .75;5
64.1 63;3 64.4 63;8 65.1 65,4 68.6 67'9 65,± 6 91 11 70;1 71,9 7394 74.6
63.7 65 1 9 66.1 67;9 65.9 65.4 69
9 9 67 1 1 69 : 0 70.9 70.9 73.9 72.4 73;6
62.7 61;7 63.9 63,7 63,9 61,9 65,2 6411 65@ 1 64.7 67;7 68;9 68 ,9 69s2
62.2 61;7 62. 9 62 'e4 62@9 61@9 66x6 6414 6591 66;1 67.1 56.6 60@6 69:9
63 @ 3 62;6 64 @ 5 63;8 64,0 64.0 68.8 6715 69.3 70;3 71;5 7313 74.0 73;6
66,0 66;5 68,5 68;5 66.8 68.3 7290 71j8 73,3 74;0 75;5 77 1 3 76,8 76:3
67.8 68;5 70.5 71,3 71.S 70@5 74x3 73 8 75,i 75,5 76 1 3 78,3 77.'5 74;8
67,4 67.9 69. 9 70,4 72,2 69.7 73,2 721 7 73,ii 73,9 74,9 76,4 74.7 71;9
66,6 67;1 61,3 67,6 68.6 66@3 69,8 7013 72,1 73i1 7308 76=8 73 1 0 72;3
67@2 6900 69.5 71;Z 72.0 70,7 74,2 7415 75.0 76;7 78;7 79.7 70 1 5 76!5
66,3 67 	 68.3 69 t 3 71.0 69,3 72,8 7x13 73,4 75;8 76;3 77;0 75,5 72:0
65.7 67.7 69.0 71 .11 72.7 7 0 97 75 1 0 75:5 77.1 90.2 80.0 79, 2 75 1 2 73;5
611.5 69;5 7p@5 73.0 74.3 7393 77,3 7715 80.v a2; +3 42.0 42:3 79 53 76;5
69.1 7r^l	 71.4 73.9 76:j 74.6 79@1 79j4 81.1 83,9 5301 8 3,	 78@3 76-9
6995 70,	 71.2 74,5 77.7 75@5 80.2 81,3 81.7 A4s5 85.5 32 1	7997 78@0
68,9 72;4 7492 76,2 79.2 77,9 151.4 83 1 4 $1.4 88,2 88 ;9 85.9 83,4 80;9
70.4 73;7 74.4 79.4 00.9 77.9 8497 641 9 $7. 9 90 * 2 90.4 35=7 84,4 8112
74.9 73;.2 76@4 79;9 8494 81,2 88.7 9112 90,9 90;9 95 ' 7 91 = 7 86.7 86;4
72,9 73;9 76.7 75;4 8192 8297 83,7 86 1 9 880 i 9&, 9 90.2 91 1 9 8694 81;9
7750 74;0 13@7 75;0 81.0 81.2 850 87'+5 9090 90.7 94;0 6 0. 5 04 sb 83.2
70 9 6 70;9 73.,4 75,9 78,6 70,6 82,4 8519 87,4 87 ' 4 93;1 91;1 04,6 80'4
70.0 70;0 70@7 73,5 76.x 78@7 81,5 83;5 86. x' 88.0 $9 ' 5 89 ' 7 8390 19,2
66.6 66:6 68.6 ?111 74.1 76@3 78:6 8113 84.1 8'1,3 87.E 89=1 81158 77 ;7
66.5 66.2 68,0 69,5 71.7 73.7 76@2 7910 81.2 82,7 64;7 80.0 77.7 74.7
67+3 69;.3 67,8 68;8 66.5 69.3 7395 74 t D 75.6 77,5 79.3 93:0 71 t6 69;5
93,1 83;9 86.3 07;9 90.6 890 94,6 9613 97@ 8 99 ;3 101: 3 180;1 441 8 92;7
96.11 96;3 99.1 101,8 105.0 1o3@3 10 6 @ 9 11016 111+; 112;4 115:2 112. 9 108 1 5 10712


































.._. _^^__.....,_....w..y...s.-:^.a:,:^s......,...,^^.-...,._3^_.e.z,_,.....^^.,....H._n,E..n.^^ia>::tirAi'^+c-- 	 i ^2aa^'lfm^sxHC3a -	 •', .Y^'dslaibf=`t"	
-^^	 aeon-a
..w,.,.,,.-,,,.,..'.,.^,^..n• -^...^ 9999. .,	 .. n.,,_	 . .. 9999.. .. _ .	 ....	 " .	 ..: ..	 ,	 , _.. 9999.	 9999 ,- ,_, _,,^...,^,r^., .» ...,^..
0
PAGE 1	 FULL SCtLE DATA REDUC T ION PROGRAM
MOREL SOUND
FROC
PRESSURE LEVELS 159, De g :
AT
+
MONT14 p	 nAY	 {^
s PERCENT aE(., HUfl,
NR'	 0;9
I):^T1
ANGLES FRON INLPT IN DEGREES (AND RADIANS)
SP4	 INPfII
	 AT STn 30, 40, 50 60@ 70, 80. 90, loss 110 ? 120. 13a, 140. 130 ! 160.	 no 0,	 D,	 PWL)(0,	 1(0.	 3FRED. (D1321^0.7Q1(0;8 }( 19051( 1.22} {1940!(1.371(1,51(1992)(2 +0911227}(2;441(2.621(2,79)(0.
3D 77.1 76'3 77+6 77;3 79.1 77x1 60@6 80 8 02.3 83,6 84;6 87;.B 91.1 9 4 ;8 134 4
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UATE 07-LO-75 250 8018 81;3 63.3 83;0 83.3 83,0 86.8 6710 88.1 9015 9x 10 94 = 8 95 1 0 44,0 139;4
HuH	 169 , 315 82.8 83;5 8515 86;0 86.3 85,3 08+6 8910 .90 91:8 93.3 95 x 0 95 9 0 93;0 14.0.3
TAPE	 A723 400 81.9 63,2 83.2 55.2 86.2 63.9 87.4 67 4 88.w 81;7 90 , 7 91 { 7 90. 9 B6t9 137;9
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BAR	
28,1 HG 5'00 74.6 81;1 81. 6 82;1 62.6 60,8 84.3 84 ( 8 86.6 67;8 89.6 91:6 91, 6 89.1 136;6
{97084	 N/M2} 630 82.0 63;5 84@0 06,.0 86.0 85.0 89 1 0 88.12 90@u 91'5 42;5 93.0 92 1 2 159;7 134+3
IAMB , 	 68,	 DEG F 800 92.0 05;3 63.5 04'0 65.5 84.5 89,0 86;0 159. E 90;5 91'3 90'5 91. 6 68-3 138,15
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70.	 S0.	 90 1 100, 110. 120. 139. 1411; 150 1 160.
{0,"^2){o 0 7p){0.7+iI{1.05){1.22){1. 401(1. 571 t1 .75) (i. 9x) ( Z.09) { 2 , ?.7)17.441{2.621{2,74)(0.
79.8 76id ;906 00;8 82.1 8005 8386 83 1 3 84. 15 8410 88;1 91;l 95 ► 1 49;3
79,5 90,5 8113 81;3 81.8 80.3 86,5 84,8 85.3 87;3 88. 15 02.3 95, 5 99;8
77.4 7911 8091 80;6 80,9 8 0 .4 8411 84'1 6 86.1 87;9 89;4 92.4 95.6 96;6
76.6 78;9 8191 80,9 82.1 8 114 84,1 83 1 6 85.1 86.6 88;6 92:1 94.1 94;6
7109 78;7 79.7 79,9 80.7 7.9.7 82,7 821.4 83,v 85.7 87;2 39;4 91. 7 91.4
7914 81,6 79.9 aO.9 8006 8099 86.4 8511 87.1 96;9 118.4 90.9 43,9 94;1
79,3 80iS 81. 5 +11;5 82.0 42.5 36.5 8770 8807 91,0 92;5 960 96,3 96.;8
84,0 84.8 8615 86;5 87.3 8613 40.3 901:8 92.1 44.3 95.8 95.5 100.0 98.;G
86,5 87;5 88.3 89;5 90.3 5895 92.0 92'5 93.6 95;3 97;3 99:0 99.8 97;8
86#2 87;2 86. 9 86;4 88.9 5712 9094 90 1 2 90,0 92 * 
0 
4 93:9 95'7 95,2 939'7
83.8 85;1 86.3 86;3 86.3 84.6 88,6 88:18 90.i 92;1 13;6 96:3 9596 93:8
86,2 87 0 5 87.0 89,0 9000 88,7 92.5 92 1 5 93.3 92;2 95;2 97:2 9605 94;0
88.0 90;3 93.5 9415 95,.0 9205 9409 92.3 9400 96 0 0 94;0 ')5 ;5 9510 92;5
87#0 87;5 87.5 a9;7 8907 9090 9397 9207 93.1 95;7 95;5 95;2 94.2 92;0
89.3 88:;a 88.5 91-83 89 08 8908 9298 93 1 3 94.3 9610 97;0 96=5 94.8 9113
36.4 90.4 89.6 90,9 91.6 90.4 94,1 95 1 6 97,9 95,9 97.4 95.1 9691 90.9
85,2 87;7 87.7 91,2 92.7 91.2 9610 96 1 0 9492 9602 95; 7 9 4 ;0 92. 7 90;7
62.9 147;2 Od.7 90;7 92.7 97,4 96.4 94;2 9319 97.4 97;7 03;2 921 9 90,9
93.4 87;4 88. 9 43:2 95.4 900 9 95.4 9419 96.9 95;4 97:4 94:7 92 t Z 89.9
8.5#7 65;9 87.9 91,2 45.9 4002 97.9 97 1 4 97. 4 96 ,9 99;4 94:4 92.2 93;2
96.4 89;4 91,4 94 8 2 95.2 95,7 96.4 9 8 ( 2 981 7 1 01.9 97;9 08;2 959 2 91.7
81.0 90'9U, y 95,5 96,0 97,1 10110 10117 1039 7 102.5 10'2.7 99.5 95,2 95;0
86.1 59;4 9296 96 4 6 08,9 9881 101, 4 10384 103. 4 103 ;1 104;4 ln216 98,6 95:6
8980 07;5 81.7 92 ;2 94,7 9615 9817 99.2 10002 1111.o 101.0 100.0 94 9 0 92;2
81.3 14;1 85.3 98,8 9218 93.6 95.3 97,1 98.i 96.6 98;6 90;8 92.3 89;3
79.7 d0.7 82.0 46 ;2 a907 90,5 93,5 9417 95.5 96' ' 7 97.2 98.2 89-0 87.5
74.8 76;5 7813 a1;5 35,0 56,8 8-9,8 9U ! 8 92,9 93;3 93;5 1+4:5 03 5 94 83;8
98#9 100;9 10201 104 ;8 1A606 10507 10 9 01 10 9 x 7 110.9 1 110 111;6 111,0 109. 7 10910
Lil.6 11 3 ;4 114.6 117 .;4 119.3 11802 12189 12203 123. 7 12 4 .0 12 4 ;1 122:5 1209 6 119;2
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OYE T ALL CALCULATED
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ANGLES FROM INLET IN CtOREES (AND RADIANS)
30,	 415,	 50,	 60,	 70,	 $0,	 90. 100. 110. 126, i30, 140, 396 	 160,
(D.525!0,70^t0.B7Ztl.Q'f)(1.2$)(1,40fi1.971(11755t1.9^)(2rQ9f(2.27)(?,i45(2.6.^?(2#79)!0.
U1 81;3 82.3 83j6 84.6 64,1 86.6 3811 S9,1 90.1 91-6 96;1 10013 104;6
61.5 03,6 840 04,8 85,5 84 9 0 89 0 8813 59.5 90;9 97-8 97 1 0 300# 8 105.5
81.4 82;6 83.6 84;1 84.6 84.6 86#1 88 1 6 40#i 91;6 95 6 6 47,4 101. 4 10511
82.6 83;1 84.6 84;6 85,4 85. 4 88#6 B8}6 Blob 4.0,6 92, 9 96;9 99,1 99;9
52.7 83;2 83.7 84,9 84.7 133,7 87.2 8 7 12 88.2 $904 91;7 94;2 96.4 9712
33,1 R1.b 82. 9 83;6 84.9 830 4 87,4 8 7 :6 89.3. 90,9 93.4 46 31 48 . 9 100.4
86.8 64;5 56x0 85;3 A9.0 87.3 94,3 93 1 0 94#6 96;3 99;0 101.5 10 4 . 5 103;3
81.8 68;3 90.3 90.3 41.0 9013 94,3 9418 97.6 '49;3 101. 5 10 4 .5 105 . 4 102;e
31,3 91;6 92.3 9303 93,8 93.0 96.0 96'j8 96.4 10043 301;8 14 4 ;0 104,0 102;3
9Q. 4 92;2 92.4 95;9 95,99 4.2 98,2 94,7 96.9 98;2 98-9 100 1 2 99.4 98;9
84.3 89;8 90.1 9093 90,6 88,3 92.6 9316 95.1 96.6 99.3 101.6 10006 98;8
9p,5 92;2 92.2 93;7 94,2 92.7 96.2 4612 97.7 9902 100,2 01;7 103.0 98;7
91.3 91;8 92,5 92;5 93,5 91. 8 9405 95'10 9664 98;5 99. 8 140=0 99.8 97;5
90.5 91;7 92.2 93	 94.2 93.0 96.0 9610 97. 7 99,5 10.0-0 99 1 7 98.5 96;
	
.7	 5
91,0 93;3 92.8 94;3 94.8 930 9798 97 1 0 96.41 103;8 103 3 0 111, 8 9818 96;5
91.6 92;4 42.1 95,1 95.4 95.6 100.9 10014 99, 9 100.9 99.9 99.1 97,4 94.1
90.0 91.0 91, 7 95.5 9E.0 9500 9917 99 1 5 q8,a 1000$ 99. 5 97;5 96 .2 95;0
R8.2 90;9 92.9 94;9 96.4 95.2 99 .2 99 1 4 100 .1 10 1; 4 101-2 971 4 96# 4 96;4
88:7 92!2 92:1 913,4 99.4 95,7 100;9 99.4 103.4 10.) 1 9 101-2 96;4 96,4 99:7
91#2 91 0 2 93,7 96,4 100.'1 95.9 103#2 10 4 12 103.! 102,4 103,4 99.4 97.4 97;9
92.7 94.9 969 4 95;7 100,7 100.9 100,9 103!4 103,7 106,4 101, 7 172;9 9919 96;9
90.2 44;5 93.5 98;7 101.0 loot? 103,7 10410 104.7 104.5 l04l5 101=2 97.5 97-
92#i 94;6 96,4 100.1 182.6 1020 4 104,6 1061 6 105.6 106 .1 106. 6 145.6 101. 9 99;.6
9040 97;5 92.7 96;7 100.0 1020 103,5 103 7 10'5.0 105,5 105;5 x04;2 99.`4 98;0
90,3 $8;3 89,3 q3,6 96.6 98,1 99, 8 1;10. 8 101.6 102.3 102;3 112; 8 96 ,b 94;3
483,7 R5;7 86.2 90.7 94.2 96.0 97,7 98.5 99, 7 100.0 100.2 102.0 9415 92,0
70.3 R1;3 82.3 86.5 89.8 91.5 94.5 95.5 96.?) 91.3 97,3 98;3 89;5 88;5
103.3 105;11 105. 8 108;7 110,7 110.1 10 9 2 ilY . B 114 . 4 10, 4 115;3 115;3 11 4 . 4 314;3
116.0 117; 9 118 . 9 121, 8 1230 122.6 12 6 .1 1y6 # 7 126#! 12 8 ,4 127;6 126;8 12 5. 0 124;1
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ARC DISTANCE	 30.5 m	 (100 ft )
POLAR ANGLE
	 50	 DEG
PHYSICAL SPEED	 9846	 RPM
READING NUMBER	 299
BANDWIDTH	 20	 HZ
NUMBER OF SCANS	 256
SAMPLE LENGTH	 12.8	 SEC
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a.	 J i .: 1 i.. lt. fi t- 1.1 tr -
CUTBACK ACCELERATING INLET
TITLE	 (REAR DRIVE)
ARC DISTANCE	 30.5 m	 (100 i[^_
POLAR ANGLE _
	
50	 _ , DEG






SAMPLE LENGTH	 12.8	 SEC
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ARC DISTANCE 30.5 m (100 ft
POLAR ANGLE 50 DEC
PHYSICAL SPEED 9410 RPM
HEADING I'L!MBER 343
AAND'W I DI'II 20 liz
NUMBER OF SCANS 256
SAMPLE LENGTH 12.8 SEC
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CUTBACK HARDWALL AFT FAN
CITLE	 DUC2 (FRONT DRYVEi
1RC DISTANCE 30.5 in	 100	 ft
POLAR ANGLE 120 DEC
PHYSICAL SPEED 9370 RPM
LEADING NUMBER 133
11ANDWIDTH 20 HZ











CITLE AFT FAN DUCT (FRONT DRIVE)
\RC DISTANCE	 30.5 m (100 Ic )
?OLAR ANGLE	 120	 DEG
PHYSICAL SPEED	 9532	 RPM
LEADING NUMBER	 109
BANDd IDTH	 20	 iiz
AUMBER OF SCANS	 256
'AMPLE LENGTH	 12.8	 SEC
4^A
O
APPROACH HARDNALL A.°T FAN
TITLE	 DUCT ;FRONT DRIVE)
ARC DISTANCE 30 .5 in (100 ft Z_
POLAR ANGLE 120 DEG
PHYSICAL SPEED 6740 RPM_
READING NUMBER 143
BANDWIDTH 20 HZ
NUMBER OF SCANS 256
SAMPLE LENGTH 12.8 SEC
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APPENDIX A
L1ST OF SYMBOLS AND NOMENCLATURE
Because of the extensive presentation of computer printout, this list
may deviate somewhat from other volumes in the series. The deviation is
necessary to eliminate lower-case letters and other characters not available
to the printer. Some standard abbreviations (m for meter, ft for foot, Hg
For mercury, etc), used in the typed portion of the text, will deviate from
the printout (M, FT., HG) for the same reason. It was not deemed necessary










FCK Fan Gross Thrust, Corrected to Standard Day
FREQ Frequency




MTH Average Inlet Throat Mach Number
MATH Peak Wall Mach Number at the Throat
NFA Physical Fan Speed (Actual)
NFD Design Fan Speed
NFK Fan Speed Corrected to Standard Day
NPHy Physical Fan Speed
N/ 3H Fan Rotational Speed Corrected to Standard Day
PNdB Perceived Noise Decibels




PT/PBARO Ratio of Strut Total Pressure to Barometer Pressure
PWL Sound Power Level, Re:
	
10-13 watts
SPL Sound Pressure Level, Re:
	 0.0002 d/cm2
STD Standard Day
TAMB Ambient (Dry-Bulb) Temperature
TWET Hygrometer Wet-Bulb Temperature
P 12 Fan-Face Total Pressure
PW13 Mass-Weighted Fan Discharge Total Pressure
VT Fan Tip Speed
W30/6 Total Corrected Fan-Face Flow
W 3A/6TH
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